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ADVERTISEMENT.
THE Abridgment of Liddell and Scott's Greek-English Lexicon is in-

tended chiefly for use in Schools. It has been reduced to its present

compass by the omission

I. Of passages cited as Authorities, except where examples seemed
necessary to explain more clearly the usage of a word

;

II. Of discussions upon the Derivation of words
;

III. Of words used only by authors not read in Schools, or of

the particular meanings of words not in general use, such as

medical or scientific terms. But words used by Theocritus, the

writers of the Anthology, Lucian, and Plutarch in his Lives, have
been retained ; and especial care has been taken to explain all

words contained in the New Testament.

Words are printed in Capitals, when they are radical forms, or when no
form nearer the original Root is known to exist. The Derivation, when it

is certain, is placed before the English ' explanation : when this is not the

case, some notice will be found at the end of the word.

Many additional tenses and cases, mostly Homeric or Doric, have been
inserted to give a clue to the simple word, when there seemed to be any
difficulty or irregularity in the formation. All tenses and forms of words in

the Gospels that presented any difficulty have been inserted in their place.

The quantity of doubtful syllables has been marked, except in such tenses

of Verbs, cases of Nouns, and words, as are regularly derived. In such forms
the quantity ought to be known to young students from grammatical rules.

For the sake of clearness, the parts of which compound words are made
up have been marked by placing a hyphen between them, as,-,-,-,-. But when a word is compounded of two parts, one
of which is already a compound, this latter compound is left undivided, and
must be sought in its own place, as-. And a word imme-
diately derived from a compound is left undivided, so that the elements of
the derivation must be sought under the word from which it is derived, as
the elements of under-. In Verbs compounded of a
Preposition and a simple Verb, and whenever the component parts remain
unaltered by the composition, mere division has been considered sufficient
to mark the formation.

The present Edition has been completely revised and has also been
considerably enlarged—chiefly by the addition of a number of irregular
tenses of Verbs,

Oxford, October, 1871.



For convenience, the following Abbreviations have been used :•

— means equal or equivalent

absol. = absolute, absolutely

ace. = accusative : ace. to = according to

Act. = active voice

act. = active signification

Adj. = adjective

Adv. = adverb

Aeol. = Aeolic, in the Aeolic dialect

aor. = aorist tense

Att. = Attic, in Attic Greek

c. = cum (with)

c. ace. cognato = with cognate accusative, i.e. with a

Subst. which has the same or a similar signification

with the Verb

c. gen. pers. = cum genitivo personae

cf. = confer (compare)

collat. = collateral

Com. = Comic, in Comic Greek

Compar. or Comp. = comparative

Conjunct. = conjunction

contr. = contracted, contraction

cp. = compare

dat. = dative

Dep. = Deponent Verb, i. e. a Verb of Middle or

Passive forms with Active sense

deriv. = derived, derivation

dissyll. = dissyllable

Dor. = in Doric Greek

e. g. = exempli gratia

Ep. = in Epic Greek
esp. = especially

etc. = et cetera

f. or fut. = future tense

fern. = feminine

fin. = ad finem or fine

freq. = frequent, frequently

gen. or genit. = genitive

Horn. = Homer
i. e. = id est

imperat. or imper. = imperative mood
imperf. or impf. = imperfect tense

impers. = impersonal

indie. = indicative mood
inf. = infinitive mood
intr. or intrans. = intransitive

Ion. = Ionic, in the Ionic dialect

irreg. = irregular

Lat. = Latin

lengthd. = lengthened

masc. = masculine

Med. = medial or middle voice

med. = medial or middle signification

metaph. = metaphorically

metri grat.= metri gratia (for the sake of the metre)

n. pr. = nomen proprium (proper name)
. T. = New Testament
negat. = negativum (negative)

neut. = neuter

nom. = nominative

opp. to = opposed to

opt. or optat. = optative mood
orig. = originally

part. = participle

Pass. = passive voice

pass. = passive signification

pecul. = peculiar

perf. or pf. = perfect tense

pi. or plur. = plural

plqpf. = plusquamperfectum (pluperfect)

poet. = poetically

Prep. = preposition

pres. — present tense

priv. or privat. = privativum

q. v. =quod vide

qq. v. quae vide

radic. = radical

regul. = regular, regularly

shortd. — shortened

signf. = signification

sing. = singular

sq. = sequens (the following word)
sub. = subaudi, subaudito

subj. = subjunctive mood
Subst. = Substantive

syll. = syllable

Trag. = Tragic, in Tragic Greek
trans. = transitive

trisyll. = trisyllable

usu. = usually

v. = vide

verb. Adj. = verbal adjective

voc. = voce, vocem
vocat. = vocative
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—

.
,, , indecl., first letter of the Gr.

y alphabet. As numeral, a =ds, and,
but a

t

- iooo.

In Ion. Greek becomes , as,.
In Dor. Greek is used instead of , as, a8vs for

: but the verbal term, is changed into ,
as into.
, as prefix in compos.: . privativum, not, as

wise,-$ unwise. II. copulativum,

together, as in-/Tos,-$. III. in-

tensivum, very much, as in a-rev^s,-$, though

this is very rare. IV. euphonicum, affecting

the sound only, not the sense, as- for-
Xpos,-' for,-( for^.
, , or , exclamations used to express strong

emotion, like our ah!

a, a, to express laughter, like our ha ha.

, Dor. for artic. . 2. , Dor. for relat. pron.

77. 3. c^ Dor. for 77, dat. of os.

-acLTOS, ov, (a privat.,) not to be hurt, invio-

lable, of the Styx, by which the gods swore :—but

a(6\os -aaros a dangerous or difficult task.-, is, (a privat.,-) unbroken, not to be

broken, hard, strong.

d-aiTTOS, ov, (a privat.,) not to be touched

:

invincible.,,, v..-, ov, lengthd. poet, for-€.
ciaros, contr., ov, (a privat., , to sa-

tiate) insatiate, aros insatiate of battle.', old Ep. Verb, used chiefly in aor. 1 act.

contr., med., contr., and
pass, : the pres. occurs only in 3 sing, of
Med., —all in Horn. :

—

to hurt, damage, esp.

to hurt mentally, mislead, infatuate : so too in Med.," vavras II. But the Med. and Pass. usu.

have an intr. sense, to go astray, to be infatuated or be-

wildered, to go wrong, err, sin, dofoolishly. [Horn, has
aaaas,, : so too, but.], =, to satisfy, whence 3 sing. *., Dor. for.,() to be speechless.

, ts, (a privat.,) speechless.-, ov, (a privat.,) without Bac-
chic frenzy, uninspired, joyless.-5, ov, (a privat.,) not to be

dipped, that will not sink, Lat. immersabilis. II.

unbaptized.-, is, (a privat.,) not heavy : not bur-

densome.-, ov, (a privat.,) not ex-

amined by torture, ufiquestioned. Adv. -to>s, without

question or trial.-, ov, (a privat.,) not ruled

by a king. []--ros, ov, (a privat.,) unenvied.

Adv. —, without envy.-, ov, also , ov, (a privat.,) untrodden,

inaccessible : of a river, not fordable : of holy places,

not to be trodden, inviolate : hence ptire, chaste.-, ov, (a privat.,) unsteady, waver-

ing, fickle.-^, ov, (a privat., () not profane,

inviolable., , stupidity: from-, ov, (a privat., /3£Vrepos) good-for-no-

thing, silly, stupid.-, ov, (a privat.,) unforced.-, ov, (a privat., /3ios) not to be lived or sur-

vived, intolerable, insupportable ; /3tos. II.

without subsistence, poor.-, ov, (a privat.,) —.-, ov, ( privat.,) =., , freedom from harm : security: from-, is, ( privat.,) without harm: I.

pass, unharmed, unhurt. II. act. harmless, inno-

cent : preventing harm

:

—Adv. -, Ep. -/3ta/s,

without harming, without infringement.-, , poet, for-.-,, , , (a privat.,) not thrown or

shot, of an arrow.-, ov, (a privat.,) not hit by a dart

or arrow.-, is, (a privat.,) without bleatings.



2 ^—.-, , , (a euphon.,) weak, feeble,

defenceless :—of death, easy, light., es, =.-, Dor. for-.-, ov, Dor. for-.-, ov, (a privat.,) helpless.-, Dor. -, Adv. (a privat.,) uncalled,

without summons.-, Dor. -Stos, ov, (a privat.,) un-

called. II. unmourned., =, to meet.-, ov, (a privat.,) ungrazed.-, ov, (a privat.,) untended,

unheeded.-.,= , to be unwilling.-, ov, (a privat.,) unwilling,

involuntary. Adv. —.-, , ill counsel, thoughtlessness : from-, ov, (a privat.,) iticonsiderate, ill-

advised

:

—Adv. -, superl..-, , , ( privat.,) without oxen

:

hence poor.

-€5, ov, (a privat.,) unwetted.-, es, (a privat.,) without weight.-5, , , (,) softly or deli-

cately stepping, []-, ov, (, yoos) womanishly wailing.-, ov,(,) living delicately or

effeminately : effeminacy.-, , , (,) with delicate, luxu-

riant hair or leaves.-, ov, (a privat.,) without Bacchus.--os, ov, (a copul.,) noisy, boisterous.-, ov, (,) soft-sandalled.-, ov, (,) richly luxu-

riant.'2, , , also os, , delicate, pretty, dainty,

soft, luxurious. (Akin to .), , =$.£, f. £, to miss, c. gen.—Ep. word
formed from, q. v.,, , {) delicacy, luxuriousness., ov, also , ov, (a privat.,) like-$,, immortal, divine, holy.-, es, (,) tender of nature.-5, ov

> °> (,)=-.-,, , ,(,) softly clad:

with soft coverings. []-, ov, ( privat.,) unwetted, waterless.

Adv. -., f. : aor. I . : () :

—

to make
delicate, treat delicately :— Pass, to live delicately,

wax wanton, give oneself airs ; to

pride oneself on a thing.-,, , , =-.-, , ( privat.,) not having
eaten. II. pass, not to be eaten, uneatable.--os, ov, (a privat.,) bottomless, unfa-

thomed : generally, unfathomable, enormous. II.

as Subst. , the abyss, bottomless pit.,, v. sub-., redupl. aor. 2 inf. of :, Ep. for

tfyayov, aor. 2 ind., Ep. for, aor. 2 subj. of., poet, form of/, to admire.-, es,(,) seeming good., contr.-, to do good ; and, contr. -, , a good or noble

deed : good service. From-, contr. -, , (, epyov)

doing good : , at Sparta, the five oldest

knights, who went on missions for the state., =yao-€py ; and, , = ayaOo-cpyia. From
-Trotos, , (ya,) = ayaOo-€pyos."'5, , , good in its hind, opp. to,

bad : I . in Homer usu. of heroes, brave, noble :

later in moral sense, good, virtuous. 2. of things,

etc., good in their kind ; neut. the goods of
fortune, wealth, also good fare, dainties ; ayaOov,

Lat. summum bonum.—There are no regular forms

of comparison. The Comp. in use are,
also,, () : Ep.,€, also. Sup.,,, () : .,-,. The Adv. in common use is eti, well., contr. form of yao€py., (0) to make good, exalt. II. to

do good

:

—Pass, to be of good cheer., , (ya) good?iess, kindness., (;) collat. form of yaa, ^,
only in bad sense, to be angry at : to envy.-, cs, (^,) very glorious, famous,

renowned : gen. aya^rjos ; shortd. poet, forms, ace.

sing,, pi. yaa, dat. sing,/.-, , , =yae.--os, , (ayav,) like, Lat.

inclytus.-|€, (ayav,) a poet. fern. =,
well-btiilt or placed.-, ov, (a privat.,) without milk,

giving none. II. getting none, weaned, Lat.

lacte depidsus., (, , exceeding great joy. From, aor.^' : also as Dep.-, f. [a], strengthd. for yoa^.—to re-

joice exceedingly.2,, , a plant, the iris or flag.', f. : aor. ^^, inf.^ :
=

yav, to make glorious, glorify, honour, esp.

a god: also to deck, adorn .-—mostly in Pass,-, to glory, delight, exult in a thing, c. dat.

Hence,,, that wherein one delights, a glory,

delight, ornament : a pleasing gift, esp. for the gods

:

hence, 2. statue in honour of a god ; the image



of a god as an object of worship.

iynage.

-irciios, , , (',) a maker of
statiies, a statuary, sculptor."', 2 pi.0€ Ep. dyaaaOe, inf. ayaaOai

Ep. ayaaaOat : impf.^, Ep. 2 pi. i)yaa9e : fut.

[a,~\ Ep. : the aor. I mostly in

Pass, form^, but also Med.^ (even

in Att.), Ep.^, : Dep.

:

I.

to wonder: more freq. to wonder at or admire a

person or thing, , but also ', Lat. admi-

rari. II. in bad sense, to envy, be a?igry at, ,,^ tivos.—Homer uses in this sense only aor. I^, and as pres. yoa or yaoa., , celibacy, From-, ov, (a privat., yos) unmarried, unwed-

ded, single, Lat. coelebs :—Tragic phrase, yos--$ a marriage that is no marriage, a fatal mar-
riage.", Adv. very, much, very much: the word ge-

nerally is only Dor. and Att., being its equiv.

ji Ep. and Ion. II. too, too much, Lat. nimis,

as in the proverb ayav, Lat. ne quid nimis, not

much of any thing, [ayav, but later sometimes

ryaz/.]«, f., (ayav) to feel irritatio?i

:

— to be

exed, displeased, or angry at a thing. Hence5, *, , irritation, vexation., , ,(^) irritable., , , verb. Adj. of, irri-

tating, vexatious.

cryavatenKOs, ,, irritable, = ayavafc^Tt/ios. Adv.
•kSjs., poet, for ayavais, dat. plur. fem. of

\yav6s.-, ov, (ayav,) much s?iowed upon,

,now-capt, ''$.
-yuvopcios, a, ov, Dor. for ay^optios.-, , , (a copul., yavos, yvva) mild,

senile, kindly: esp. of the arrows of Artemis, to which
udden death was ascribed. Only poet., 77, gentleness, kindliness. From-, ov, gen. ovos, (ayavos,) kindly

lisposed : benign., toos, , (ayavos,) mild-eyed.-, opos, , , Dor. for ay-., Ep. form of dyayoai, only found in part., in act. sense admiring., f., see., , Dor. for aya^Tos., f. : aor. ^/, Ep. : pf.: (yaa, yoa):—of persons, to wel-

come, entertain, in which sense and Dep.-. are used by Homer :—also to take leave of:
- generally, to be fond of, to love dearly. II. of
filings, to be well pleased, to be contented at or with a
thing: c. inf. to be wont to do, like \4. []
Hence

—€.
3• any statue or €)€5, Ion. for ayanojvTts, pres. part. pi., ,() brotherly love : charity, [], , () an object of love, Lat.

deliciae.-, opos, ,(,)=•)) ••, lovitig manlifiess, manly., eass, , () the feeling of love,

affection.€05, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be loved,

acquiesced in., , , (^) disposed to love, affec-

tionate. Adv. -$., , , verb. Adj. of, beloved,

dearly beloved : worthy of love. 2. to be acquiesced

in, as the least evil. II. Adv.^, cheer-

fully, contentedly ; aya^T&s to be contented,

like. 2. in Att. prose, so as otdy just to

content one, i.e. only just, scarcely =.
-poos, ov, contr. ayap-povs, ovv, (ayav, 4)

strong or swift-flowing., pres. inf. of., aor. I pass. part, of'., , (^) that which is admired, a won-
der, marvel.

[], poet,, fut. of., poet, for 7), 3 sing. aor. I of^.-, ov, (ayav,) much groaning,

howling, of the waves, loud-wailing., , , (^) admirable. Adv. -.
-ros, , , poet, for ayaaTOs, as for., , , (/) illustrious, noble., , , akin to, stately, proud : sup.

Adv. ayaupoTaTa.-, ov, (ayav, eyyoa) loud-sounding., f. , (ayyapos) to despatch a courier or

messenger : to press one to serve as a courier., , Ion. form — ayyapos :

—

to ayyap-
the business of an ayyapos.

-y-yapos, , Persian word, a mounted courier, such

as were kept ready at regular stages throughout
Persia for carrying the royal despatches.€, Ion. -, , (ayyos) a vessel, pail : a
reservoir., Ion. -, , (ayyeXos) a message, tidings,

news, a message concerning me ; ayye-

Xos k\6uv to come on account of a message. 2.

a proclamation : a command, order.€-5, Ion.-, , (',) a messenger., ov, ,() a messenger.

: f., Ep.6€ : aor. I rjyyciXa :

pf.^/fa, pass, : aor. I pass. rjyyzhO^ :

(') :

—

to bear a message, bring tidings or news, to

proclaim, report, tell

:

—Med. to announce oneself:—

Pass, to be reported of. Hence, , a message, tidings, news.

2



4 -. , , (ayyikXoi) a messe?iger, envoy. II.

a messenger from God, an angel., , Ion. for ayyeiov.

"02, cos, , a vessel of any kind, a jar, pan,

pail : a chest, box., Adv. (ay) by carrying.

dye,, properly Imperat. of >, used as Adv.

like, come ! come on ! well ! Lat. age

!

: aor. tfyapa : pf. ayrjyepfia : () :

—

to bring together gather together, collect. II. Pass,

: aor. rjyepOqv, Ep. 3 pi. tfyepSev : pf.

yyepa, Ep. 3 pi.^' : Ep. 3 pi. plqpf.^:— to come together, assemble: in which

sense we also have an Ep. aor. 2 med. ayepcaOai,

ayipovro, partic. syncop., , ov, assembled,

gathered together.-, ov, gen. ovos, (a privat., yaroyv) without

neighbour : solitary, desolate., Dor. for^£, Pass, (.77) to live in herds, to be

gregarious., a, ov, ('?;) belonging to a herd, feeding

at large. II. in herds or shoals, gregarious. 2.

of the herd or multitude, common.5, , 6, (?7,) the leader of a

company.-, Adv. (a privat.,) without laugh-

ter.-, ov, (a privat.,) not laughing,

grave, sullen. II. not to be laughed at, not

trifling., , (,) epith. of Athena,=;$,
\eiav ayovaa, she that drives off the spoil., , () a herd of oxen or kine, Lat. ar-

mentum, grex :— later any herd or company., Adv. (?;) in herds or companies.

Also., Adv. (/) from a herd.-,, Ep. dat. of;.,,, Dor. for ^-., Dor. and Ep. for kayqaav, 3 pi. aor. 2 pass,

from/ : [] 2. Ep. 3 sing, for rjyev, impf.

from to lead.-, ov, (a privat.,/) without

pedigree, of unknown descent., , (ayevqs.) low birth : meanness.-, ov, (a privat., yeveiov) beardless, boyish.-, is, (a privat., yivos) unborn, uncreated:

but usu. II. of no family, i. e. low-born, opp. to

aya66s.-, ov, (a privat., yeveaOai) unborn, u?i-

created. II. not having happened, Lat. infxtus :

hence false, groundless.-, es, = ayevrjs . Adv. -vuis.-, ov, (a privat., yevvaa)) unbegotten, un-

born : without origin. II. like ayevrjs 11, low-

born, mean., Dor. for^.

-,*-, ov, ( privat., yipas) without a gift of
hcnotir, unrecompensed, unrewarded., Ep. aor. 2 med. inf. of., Ep. for^, $ pi. aor. 1 pass, of
ayeipoj., 3 pi. Ep. aor. 2 med. of.?, ov, = ay4pajxos., $, ,() a gathering, mustering., ov, in good sense, brave, high-minded,
lordly : in bad sense, overweening, haughty, fierce.

Adv. -. (Deriv. uncertain.), Ion. impf. of.-, , , (,$) leading the host., , Dor. for ^?^.-, ov, ( privat.,) «/ tasting:

without taste of, c. gen,^ ["] 7' () in good sense, wonder, awe,

reverence. 2. in bad sense, £«i/y, hatred, spite : of
the gods, jealousy.

[], ), (yvv) a fragment, piece, splinter., Ep. for kayr], 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of %

to break.,, Ep, 3 pi. pf. and plqpf.

pass, of.,-, pf. act. and pass, of., aor. I inf. of.-,, (,) to drive away pol-

lution or a polluted person, Lat. piaculum exigere :

cf.-., , () Lat. agmen, a body or division of
an army, a corps, esp. of the Lacedaemonians.-05, Dor.-, , ov, —.-, , manliness, manhood, courage.-, Dor. -, opos, , , (ayav,)
manly, heroic : also headstrong, haughty : and some-
times stately, splendid., pf. act. of to lead.-5, ov, = sq.-, ov, (a privat., yrjpas) free from old age,

?iot growing old: generally, undying, midecaying.

Contr., <ov : ace. sing, ay- or :

nom. dual, ^, nom. and ace. plur. yps.-, ov, = ay-qpaos,.-, , contr. for ayr/paos.-, ov, (yeoa Dor. for r/7^rfcat,)
leading the chorus or dance., TJpos, Dor. for rjyqTrjp. [a\, , , (^) admirable, wondrous, [a], (aytos) to hallow, consecrate., 3 sing. aor. I pass, imper. ofy., aros, ,() that which is hallowed,

a holy place, sanctuary.^, ov, 6,(y) consecration, sanctificatiort*, , =yaa., f. Att. , (ayios) to hallow, make sacred,

Lat. dedicare., f. : Ep. pres. inf. ayiv^tvai. : impf.

y)yivcov, Ion. ay'iveatcov : lengthd. Ion. form of ayca,



?—.
IIto carry, bring

:

—Med. to have brought one.

to bear fruit.-, ov, (,) written by i?ispira-

tion : - (sub. ), the Psalms and

other books of the Old Testament as distinguished from

the Law and the Prophets.

ayios, a, ov, () devoted to the gods, Lat. sacer,

sacred, holy: of persons, pious, pure : as Subst.,,
, a sanctuary. II. sometimes like Lat. sacer,

accursed.—In old Att. is used instead, [try]

avio-rns, 5, , () sanctity, holiness.€, , mostly in pi. holy riles, the service of
the temple or sanctuary. From, f., () to perform sacred rites :

hence to be piotts, live piotisly., , () =.
-, poet, abbrev. for- in compds. of the

prep, with words beginning with , e. g. /cu-

for-.£, f. : Dep. : (,) :
—to

take or lift up in the arms.
aytcaQev, Adv. for, on the arm, i.e. resting on

it, Lat. cubito presso : also in the arms.-«, poet, for-., , () the bent arm, mostly in

plur. II. metaph. anything closely enfolding,

•as the arms of the sea, etc. [tea]£, f. Att. : slot. :

pf. : Dep.: () : =, to

take in the arms.,, 17, in plur. =, arms. II.

a bundle, Lat. manipulus., ,() that which is em-
braced., ,() an armful : a bundle., Adv. () into or in the arms.-€, poet, for-€.*, , = or, an arm.-, poet, for-., ,() angling., , , () of or for
angling: , angling., , Dim. of, a small hook.-€5, ov,(, 4) with a hook
bound to it, of a fishing-rod.-, es,(,) hook-shaped.,, (akin to,) a fish-hook.- and-, , poet, for -,-., ,() poet, for, used only in

plur. the bent arms. II. metaph. anything closely

enfolding ; cf..-, poet, for-.-, for-', to hasten.02, (os, , a bend or hollow, esp. of the
arm : hence a mountain-glen, dell, valley.-,, poet, for, aor. I part, of.

-, poet, for-$.-, poet, for-.
[i5], , like, the bend of the

arm. II. a loop in a cord : esp. the thong of a

javelin, by which it was hurled, Lat. amentum : also

the javelin itself. 1. any thong or string, e. g. the

leash of a hound, a bow-string., , 6v, verb. Adj. of ,
thrownfrom the bent arm :— as Subst., ,
a javeliii., , Dim. of, a small dart or

javelin. II. used to translate the

Lat. ancilia.-, Ivos, , (,) with

hooked spurs, of a fighting cock.-, ovtos, , , (,) crook-

toothed, barbed, of weapons.-, , , , ($,) crooked

of counsel, wily.-, trow, (,) with curved

feet, . the Roman sella curulis., , ov, (, Lat. uncus) crooked, curved,

of a bow : of the eagle's beak, hooked. [i5]-, ov,(,) with curved bow.-, , ,(,) with hooked

beak.-5, ov, ,(,) with crooked

claius., f. : pass. pf.: ():
to make crooked or hooked. Hence, , 6v, of javelins, furnished with a
thotig, thonged., (,) , Lat. ancora, an anchor,

so called from its shape, first in Pind. ; for in Homer
we read only of, i. e. stones used as anchors., f. Att. : aor. :() :

—
to hook, catch as with afish-hook., , Dim. of, a small anchor.-, ,(, ') a holding by the an-

chor ; kv when safe at anchor.',, , like, the bend or hollow

of the arm, the bent arm, the elbow: hence II.

any bend, as the angle of a wall, the bend of a river,

a bay or creek of the sea ; also the curved horns of

the lyre. Hence, , Dim. of.-€€, ov,{, cOeipa) bright-haired.€, fut. med. inf. of, with pass,

sense., , () splendour, beauty, bright?tess

:

hence as opp. to what is useful, pomp, show, vanity,

and in plur. vanities: also festive joy, triumph, and in

plur. festivities.£, f. Att. : aor. : () :

—

to

make splendid, adorn : also to give as an ornament

:

—Pass, to be adorned with a thing, be proud of it,

delight in it. Hence, , an ornament; cf..



6-,, (ayXaos, yviov) with beautiful limbs.-€5, ov, (ayXaos,) with beautiful

trees.

<x"y\ao-8copos, ov, (ayXaos,) bestowing splen-

did gifts.-, , (ayXaos, Opovos) with splendid

throne.

-Kapiros, ov, (ayXaos, Kapiros) bearing or be-

stowing goodly fruit.

-KOvpos, ov, (ayXaos, Kodpos) rich in fair

youths.-, ov, (ayXaos,) gracing the feast.

'.'5, , , also os, , splendid, stately,

beautiful, brilliant, bright : of men, famous, noble : c.

dat. famous for a thing. Adv. -ws. (Akin to a'i-

y\y], *\\.)-, , , ace. -, (ayXaos,)
the god of the bright trident.-, a>wos, , , (ayXaos,) bright-eyed : ge-

nerally, flashing.-, is, (a privat., yX€vKos) not sweet : sour,

harsh."2, ayXWos, only used in plur. ayXiOes, a

head of garlic, which is made up of several cloves.-, 4s, = a-ykevfcrjs., Att., , dumbness. From-5, Att.-, ov, (a privat.,)
without tongue : silent, dumb, Lat. elinguis. II.

speaking a strange tongue, —., , (ayvvpi) a fragment., , (-) a breakage, fracture of a

bone. II. a broken cliff, precipice.-/jrros, ov, (a privat.,yv) unbending.-, ov, = sq. II. also not cleansed.-, ov, (a privat., yva-) of cloth, not

carded, i. e. new., , (ayveva:) purity, chastity., , {ayvevoi) chastity., f. (, (ayvos) to observe scrupulously,

make a point of conscience of, c. inf. :—also simply, to

be pure or chaste : c. gen. to keep oneselfpurefrom.£, f. Att. tcD : aor. I ijyviaa : {ayvos) :

—

to

make pure, purify, cleanse, Lat. lustrare. II.

to offer, burn as a sacrifice.

ayvios, a, ov, (ayvos) made of withy or agnus castus., , {ayv'^aj) a means of purification,

atonement., , (ayv'^cv) purification, expiatioti.5, , ,() a purifier, [t], Ep. : f. : aor. ^,
Ep. ayvoir\oa, Ion. and Ep. 3 sing, : pf./:—Pass., aor. I^: pf.^: (as

if from *a-yvoos = a-voos) :

—

not to perceive or know,

to be ignorant, Lat. ignorare : in Homer mostly,' he perceived or knew well

:

—Pass, not to

be known. II. absol. to mistake, be wrong ; hence

in part, ayvocvv, by mistake. Hence, , a fault of ignorance, oversight; and

ayXaoyvios—., , 6v, apt to errfrom ignorance., , (ayvoio)) want of perception, igno-

rance. ll. =yva, a fault of ignorance.

[poet, sometimes ayvoid : cf. avoia.~]^, poet., esp. Ep., form for ayvotoj., Od. 24. 218, 3 sing. aor. I opt. of

ayvoioj : but if written ayvoir,OL, it is 3 sing. pres.

subj., Adv., pres. act. part, of uyvoioj, igtio-

rantly.--ros, ov, {ayvos, 4) pure-flowing.

ayvos, , , pure, chaste, unsullied : holy, sa-

cred. II. c. gen. pure from a thing. Adv.
-vSjs. (Akin to, ayios, ayos.)

"05, , Att. o, = Xoyos, a tall tree like the

willow, the agnus castus.,, , (ayvos) purity, chastity."~, 3 dual ayvxnov : fut. : aor. I ea£a,

Ep. £, imperat., inf. a£ai, part. a£as : aor. 2

pass./ [", v. sub fin.] : pf. edya, Ion. 'ir\ya :

—

to

break, snap, crush, shiver, Lat. frango :—Pass, with

pf. act. eaya, to be broken, to s?iap, shiver in pieces :

of sound, to spread arowid : of a river, to flow in a

broken, i. e. winding course, [a in pf. ', Ion.

'iiqya : but in aor. 2 pass. \ayt]v, a in Horn., long

in Att. ; v..], f.,() to act without judg-
ment, act ignorantly or unfairly., Adv. of, senselessly., -, want of sense ox judgment I.

senselessness, ignorance. II. senseless pride, ar-

rogance. III. unfairness, unkindness, Lat. ini-

quitas : in plur. misunderstandings. From-, ov, ovos, (a privat.,yv) wanting sense

or judgment : senseless, thoughtless, headstrong. II.

unfeeling, unkind : unjust.-, ujtos, , , (a privat., yvajvat) pass, un-

known : obscure. 2. obscure, ignoble. II. act.

not knotving, ignorant of a thing.

ayvtos, Adv. of ayvos., , (ayvuis) a not knowing, ignorance. II.

a being unknown, obscurity.€ or, Ion. and Ep. for 777-, 3 sing. aor. I of., pres. formed from \&%. ='.- or-, ov, (a privat., yiyvajow)

unknown,/ yXSjaaa an unknown tongue: un-

heard of, forgotten. 2. not to be known. II.

act. not knowing, ignorant of, tivos., aor. I inf. of., , tinfruitfulness. From
a-yovos, ov, (a privat., yovrj) pass, unborn. II.

act. not producing, unfruitful, barren : c. gen. not

productive of, destitute of; tokos ayovos, fruitless

travail, when the mother dies before the child is

born. 2. left childless.-, ov, (a privat., yoos) unmourned., as, Ep. and Ion., fjs, ,() any



*
*mbh esp. an Assembly of tbe People, opp. to the

?£uo3\{flM>- IL tbe place of Au«*My>
d not only for public debating, elections, and

^'als, but also for buying and selling, and all kinds

f business, Lat. forum

:

—especially, the market-

°lace.
H*• a speecb made in tbe forum, speak-

o• gift of speaking, Lat. concio. IV. things
1

old « *be forum * esP• provisions, Lat. annona;

>^ pav, to hold a market. V. as a

mark of tirae » , or/-,
the forenoon, when the market-place was full : opp.

ayoprj*, tbe time Just after noon : when

they went home from market.

£0€, Ep. for , 2 pi. pres. ind. of.[]
» f• >: aor. ijyopaau: pf.:—

pass-, aor. : pf. : («ryopa) :

—

to

u, in tbe market-place, to attend it : hence 2. to

, business there, buy or sell : Med. to buy for one-

elf.
3• °^ ^e People* t0 baunt tbe market-place,

lounge there, cf. sq.

avop<u°S, ov, in, of, or belonging to tbe market-

place, an epith. of several gods. II. frequenting

tbe
market-place

:

—ol (with or without av-

foartroi) : *• hucksters, petty traffickers, retail-

dealeis. 2. idlers or loungers, like Lat. subros-

trani, and so generally tbe common sort

:

—hence the

word is used of things, low, mean, vulgar. III.

generally, proper to tbe assembly, suited to forensic

speaking, business-like: (sc, ), , a

court-day., , , of or for tbe or

bis office,
Lat. Aedilicius., , tbe court of tbe.-, ,(,) a clerk of tbe market,

who regulated the buying and selling there, like the

Rom. Aedilis., Ep. aor. : Dep. : (ayopa)

:

^-to meet in tbe Assembly, sit in debate : also to speak

in tbe Assembly, Lat. toncionari.

.. Dor. for., «»», , (;) buying, purchase., ,() that which is bought or

sold : in plur. wares, merchandise., ov, ,() tbe slave who bad to

buy provisions, tbe purveyor, Lat. obsonator., 17, ,() of or for trafficking

or trade: (sub.) commerce, trade., impf. ^, Ep. ayoptvov : rat.

-( : aor.(, Ep. ay- : pf. : Med.,

aor. : Pass., aor. : pf.*-
: (but in Att. the fut. in use is (, pf. (,

aor. dirov) : (ayopa)

:

—to speak in tbe Assembly, to

counsel:—generally to speak; or -
pwciv to speak ill of one. 2. to proclaim, de-

clare : Med. to get a thing proclaimed., Ep. and Ion. for ayopa. Hence, Adv. from the Assembly or market ; and

—. 7. Adv. to the Assembly or market., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. I med.
of., , ,() a speaker, orator., vos, ,() tbe gift or power of
speaking, eloquence., , poet, for ayopa.

or, cos, ,() any matter of reli-

gious awe: hence 1. pollution, guilt, Lat. pia-
culum: also tbe curse which follows it. 2. tbe

person or thing accursed, an abomination. 3. an
expiatory sacrifice., , , () a leader, chief., , tbeflat oftbe band. II. the bent arm
like,'. (Akin to,.) [4]", Ion., , a catching, bunting ;*

to follow tbe chase

:

—also, a way of catch-

ing. II. that which is taken in bunting, tbe booty,

prey :—of birds or beasts, game ; of fish, a draught
or haul., , want of learning : from-, ov, (a privat.,) without learn-

ing(), unlettered, Lat. illiteratus, esp. un-
able to read or write. II. =, unwritten.-/, ov, (a privat.,) unwritten; .

the unwritten moral law : cf.., f., to be an, to dwell in

tbefields, of shepherds.-, ov, (,) dwelling in tbefields,

of shepherds :—of things, rural, rustic.-, , =, unwritten? -, unwritten laws, which are 1. the laws of na-
ture, moral law. 2. laws of custom. II. not

registered in a written list.€, «€, 2 sing, and plur. imperat. of :

in Homer as Adv. just like €, €€, come! come
on ! quick

!

€, a, ov,() of tbe country, rural, rustic :

also, clownish, boorish, like. Hence€, , clownisbness : tbe life of a clown or
boor.", , , a barrow, rake.<$, ov, () taken in bunting.

aypcaia, , =, spoil taken in tbe chase.«, , () that which is taken in tbe

chase, booty, spoil. II. a net, toil.

OYpeus,, , (€) a hunter.,, , =€., , , a hunter, like (*. . as

Adj. used in bunting fishing; . (, bounds;. afishing-rod.
dypcvTiKOs, , , fitfor, skilled in bunting. From, f., () to bunt, take by bunting,

catch : metaph. to bunt after, pursue eagerly., Aeol. form of, to bunt after, pursue

eagerly

:

—see aypei,., 17, Ion. for., f. : aor.:() :

—

. intrans'.



s ccypiiKaios—.
2. rausal, to maketo be savage, provoked, angry,

angry, provoke.-«, ov, (aypios,) of a wild olive:

as Subst. aypUXaios, , a wild olive, oleaster.-, ov, 6, (aypios,) eating wild

fruits, like*.-, ov, (aypios,) making wild : of a

.poet, writing wildly., a, ov, also os, ov, (aypos) living in thefields.

Jiving wild : hence I. of animals, opp. to Tidaaos,

wild, savage, Lat.ferus; avs aypios a wild boar. 2.

of trees, opp. to*5, wild. 3. of countries, wild,

uncultivated, unreclaimed. II. of men and

animals, 1. in moral sense, wild, savage, fierce,

"Lat.ferus, ferox. 2. in Att. also opp. to «$,
{as Lat. rusticus to urbanus) boorish, rude. 3.

also of any violent passion, wild, vehement, fu-

rious. IN. Adv. -taw, also neut. pi. aypia,

-wildly, fiercely. Hence, *, , wildness, fierceness, Lat. feritas.-, ov, (aypios,) with a rough voice,

like-*., f. : aor. rfyp'ioiaa :—Pass., aor. rjypi<v-

: pf.' : (aypios) :
—to make wild or sa-

vage. II. mostly in Pass, to grow wild, and in

pf.-, to be wild, of plants, etc. :—of men, to

he savage oxfierce, Lat. efferari., , =. []-, «, (aypios, tlSos) of a wild nature.

aypwoiros, ov, (aypios,) wild-looking.-, ov, o, (aypos,) feeding in the

field, dwelling in the country.-, ovos, o, (aypos, ytiroiv) a country

neighbour, opp. to aarvyUTcav.-, ov, 6, (aypa,) a giver of booty., Adv. of aypos,from the country., , (aypoiKos) boorisbness, coarseness. II.

country life, the country : pi. country bouses.£, f. Att.-, Dep. to be boorish. From
-oiKos, ov, (aypos,) living in the country,

rustic: hence 2. of men, boorish, rude: opp. to

aartios. 3. of fruits, grown in the country, com-

mon, opp. to yewaios : but also 4. of land, rough,

uncultivated, like aypios. Hence, Adv. like a clown, rudely., ov, 6, poet, for ayponjs, a countryman,

clown. II. as Adj. rustic.-, , (aypos,) a land-steward.

.€$, , ov, part. £p. aor. 2 med. of ayelpaj,

assembled.€, Adv. of aypos, to the country.-, ov, and in Anth. , ov, (aypos,-) hunting the country, rural : also= aypios, wild.

'ATPO'5, ov, 6, Lat. AGER, afield, land: also

lhe country, as opp. to the town., , ov, (aypos) poet, for aypios, wild, of

plants : of men, rustic. II. (aypa) fond of the

chase : hence ayoTtpa, the huntress.

, rjpos, ,^&, a countryman : fern,

ay pa, as Adj. rustic.*, ov, 6, fern, -ns, i6ot, (aypos) a
countryman, countrywoman. 2. as Adj. living in

the country, rural,-rustic..|, euros, , (aypos, <pv\a£) a watcher oj

the country., f. , (aypvirvos) to be wakeful, lie

awake : aypvirvdv or us , to be watchfulfor or

intent upon a thing, Lat. invigilare ret. Hence, , sleeplessness, waking, watching.-, ov, (ayp4<u, vrrvos) = auwos, sleepless,

wakeful.

aypuxTu-<a, = oyp€vcu, to catch., ov, , (aypos) — ay, a country-

man. II. (aypa) a hunter : fern,,
ihos, , a huntress., 10s and ea», , a grass that mules feed

on. *, ov, o,=, a countryman

:

—as Adj.

of thefield, wild., , (>) a way or road : in towns, a street,

a public place ; in plur. a city, town, [] Hence, ov, , — 'Ayvtevs: voc.. [], ibOs, , fern, of foreg. a neighbour. II.

as Adj. ecpavuai, the worship of Apollo
Agyieus.

.^, cas, 0,() name of Apollo as guar-
dian of the streets and public places.&, , want of exercise or training. From-, ov, (a privat.,) without ex-

ercise, untrained;* twos unpractised in a

thing, also ets or irpos . 2. unbarassed, undis-

turbed. II. Adv.,* ** to be un-

practised.

oyvpis, tos, , Aeol. form of ayopa, a gathering,

crowd, assembly, [a], ov, 6,() a collection.

. , (*) to collect by begging, [a], ov, , (ayupaj) properly a gatherer, col-

lector : hence a beggar, vagabond, mountebank, cheat.

Hence -f, , , like a mountebank., , fern, of. •

€-$, ov, (,) fighting band to

band ; . armsfor closefight. ,", Adv. of place,"= iyyvs, near, nigh at band,

close by, c. gen. :—Comp. ay\iov and : Sup.

ayxtara,;. Cf.,*. []-, ov, also , ov, (, aXs) near the sea,

of cities : but of islands, near the sea on all sides, sea-

girt, like-*.-, is, (,$) deep close to shore.•€, ov, gen. ovos, (, yUTOJv) near,

neighbouring.-, ov, (, yva) of a neighbouring land.-€, ov, («, 6cos) near the gods, i. e. like

gods or dwelling with the gods.



II.

the

^C-Ovpos, ov, (,) near the door, neigb-

^^-, , , =«.^-, *, (,) coming near:a\-

vs in neut. as Adv. iX0eiv or

come or stand near; <£ from «ig-£ at

^ ^ _€«, &, (,) near the clouds.

.^, 17, (*, «'») razt/y //, shrewdness,

lit. sagacitas.^-voos, or, contr. -vovs, ow, (, voOs)

^ady of mind, shrewd, Lat. sagax., Comp. Adv. of, nearer.^-, ov, contr.-, ow, (,
*») ^ sea » <*. "^P * soort voyage.^, poet-, «», , , (,
^Ats ) *iear *be city, dwelling in the land.

-iropos, ov, (,) passing near;

xbXaices flatterers at one's elbow.^-, poet, for-.£, v.., ,(€) nearness of kin.

fights of kin, right of inheritance.£€, ,=., «<us, ,() /£>e neacr / &n

:

fair at law.£\, f.,() to be near to one,

c . dat. : esp. to be next of kin, to be heir at law.^, fjpos, 6, poet, for$,)
<fOV immediate author of the suffering., , ov, poet, lengthd. form of»,
close-packed, in a heap.

oyxwrros, ov, Sup. Adj. () next or nearest:

nearest of kin : neut., or, as Sup. Adv. most nearly, coitcas

most nearly like ; the next of kin : freq.

c. gen. as , nearest to him. II. of

time, last, Lat. proximus.-, ov, (,) turning near,

quick-wheeling, of a bird. 2. quick-changing,

changeable, sudden: neut. pi. as Adv.

suddenly.*€, ov, gen. ovos, (,) near the

borders, neighbouring.

-TOicos, ov, (, t6kos) near the birth.

6«, Adv.()from nigb at hand., Adv. =, nigb at band, c gen., ,() throttling, strangling, banging

:

worse than banging;
teXas as bad as banging; anguish

and grief. 2. a ropefor banging, baiter.*, , ov, () fit for strangling or
#

banging.-«, poet, for-*., , oi^Jjup. Adj. (ay) nearest, next:

mostly as Adv., like, c. gen. ; ol

the nearest of kin.

«YXorcpos, o, ov, Comp. Adj. (*) nearer.

&—.' 9, near, nigb at band: absol., or
c. gen., also c. dat., cf..", impf.

: f.( : aor.* :—Lat.
ANGO, to press tight, esp. the throat : to strangle,
throttle, bang.-*. ov,(,) nearly equal;-

a doubtful battle. Adv.*,
aho, doubtfully, Lat. aequo Marte.', Lat. AGO: impf. jfrov, Ep. , Ion.: fut. £>: aor. 2, inf. €;
less freq. aor. I fta, inf. Ep. £* or ^-

: pf. *, redupl..—Med., fut. a£o/xiu:
aor. , aor. 2.—Pass., fut.^
<7o/iiu, but also fut. med., with pass, signf.

:

aor. 1 pass, : pf.* : verb. Adj. dxr^ov :

—

Let AGO: I. Act. ZeaJ, /«id <way, of
persons, being used of things ; * -

to carry off the spoil of a land, both cattle and
movables, like Lat. agere etferre: cf«

or, or , to carry
before a court of justice, Lat. rapere in jus. 2.

to lead on, lead towards ;€ € led
on to death ; c. inf.,« it leads to death :

hence to lead, as a general ; to guide, as the gods,
etc. 3. to bring up, train, educate, or-. 4. to draw out in length; €?*€, Lat. murum ducere, to build a wall. 5.
like Lat agere, to hold, celebrate,, etc. : also
to bold, keep, observe, (,, etc. :, Lat. agere vitam, to lead a life, live. 6. like
Lat. ducere, to bold, consider; kv or *-, to bold in honour, etc. 7.' like, to
weigh so much, e. g. , -, etc., to weigh a mina, 300 darics, etc. II.

Med., to lead away for oneself, carry off, as

n '. 2., Lat. xixorem ducere, to take to oneself a
wife; absol., to marry; but also of the father,

to choose a wife for bis son. 3. «-
to let pass through the mouth, i. e. to

utter. 4. is, to take a thing
into one's hands., ov,()fitfor leading by, of a dog's

collar or leash.€, , ,( to lead) a leader, one that

draws or drags. II. that by which one leads, a
rein, leash., , () a leading away, a carrying away
or off: also in intrans. sense, a going away. 2. a
bringing to or in, bringing before an assembly. 3.

a leading towards a point, guiding : the leading of

an army, guiding a state. 4. a training, educa-

ting : and intrans. conduct, 'mode of life., ov, () easy to be carried: -, things portable, a cargo of wares. II.

that may be tarried away: of persons, outlawed, or

delivered into bondage. III. easily led, com-

plaisant. ..... ....... ;.•-•>

B5



10 —abua., , () the load of a -wagon., oV, () leading, guiding: as Subst.,, , a guide; ayaryoi an escort. II.

leading towards. III. drawing to oneself, eli-

citing, c. gen. : attractive, , attractiveness.

'', Hjvos, 0, an assembly, like : esp.

an assembly met to see games. 2. a place of

assembly: a place of contest, the arena or sta-

dium. . the assembly of the Greeks at their

great national games, as, 070^ ',, etc. : hence the contest for a prize at

their games. 2. generally, any struggle or con-

test, vcpt$*. 3• a battle. 4. an

action at law, trial. 5. metaph., karlv, *, etc., now is the time for speaking,

fighting, etc.-, ov, , (,) a president or

judge of a contest., , a struggle for victory. 2. gymnastic

exercise, wrestling. 3. of the mind, agony,

anguish.

: impf..: f. [a] : aor. I-
: pf.^ :

—to be engaged in a contest, to

compete, like. • III. to strive eagerly,

to be anxious about a thing., v.., fut, Art, aor. -
:—for the pass, forms see signf. n. 2 : (aycjv):

—to contend for a prize, esp. in the public games

;

to contend in the foot-race ; ay.

rrepi tivos to contend for a prize ; ay. rivi or vpos

to contend with one. 1. tofight. 3. to

contendfor the prize on the stage, act. II. to

contend against in a law-suit ; ay.,, to

fight a cause to the last; ay. tofight against a

charge of murder. 2. in Pass, to be won by a hard

contest, but rarely save in pf., e. g. aySjvts

(Ion. for *), many battles

have beenfought ; so also in aor. ., ov, () presiding -over the contest or

the games, as an epithet of the gods:

—

aywvios

cessation/rom combat, [a]

-ts, ,() a contendingfor a prize., ,() a contest for a prize,

generally, a contest: in plur. achievements, ex-

ploits. II. an object to strivefor ; the prize of
contest, distinction. III. that with which one

contends, an essay, declamation., 6,() rivalry., verb. Adj. of, one must
contend., , ,() a combatant, rival,

esp. at the games: an advocate: also an actor; hence,-, ((-$, etc. 2. a
champion., -, 6v,() fit for contesting

or striving: also fitted for winning:— 17-
(sub.) the art of winning or prevailing.

Adv. -kws, * to be disposed for
combat.€«, f., to be ajudge or director of the

games : generally, to direct, promote, judge, decide.

From-, , ,(,) a president in

the games : a judge., o, Ion. for, an itching, sting.

or, , ignorance, unskil-

fulness in doing. From-, ov, (a privat.,) unknowing, igno-

rant of, c. gen. : but, .
beyond the knowledge, i. e. reach of ill., «, ( privat.,) = foreg. unknowing,
ignorant of, c. gen. also c. inf. unknowing bow to.

.

-, ov, (a privat.,) unknown.
-Scuos, ov, (a privat.,) Dor. for$.-, ov, (a privat.,) not to be eaten,

unlawful to eat.-, , gen. vos, (a privat., )—-
tos 1. II. =$ .-, Adv. without tears. From-, ov, (a privat.,) without tears

:

hence I. act. not weeping, tearless. II.

pass, unwept.-, is, Dor. for-.
dSauavnvos, ov, (abapas) adamantine, of steel:

"hence, bard as adamant, stubborn. Adv. -fa».&-, ov,(,) iron-bound.-,, , (a privat.,) unconquer-
able : hence I. as Subst. adamant, i. e. the

hardest metal, prob. steel : also the diamond. II.

as Adj. inexorable.-, ov, (a privat.,) properly of

horses, unbroken, untamable:—metaph. inexorable.-, ov, Trag. form of foreg. : also of fe-

males, unwedded. [&- : but also- as in--
T0S.~]

-Cairfivos, ov, (a privat.,) without expense,

costing nothing. Adv. -fa».-$, ov, tribute-free.

a-Sacr-ros, ov, (a privat., aor. 1 of") undivided.

donees, Ep. vocat. of aderjs.

-nKOTCs, poet, for, pf. part, of,, poet, for.
-€€, aor. I opt. of4.-, etc., v. sub-,
€, 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 of. []*, Dor. poet, for, fern, of* : also as

Dor. ace. masc. and fern.-, Ep. a-o*€W|s, is, Ep. voc. s, (a privat.,

oios) fearless, shameless. 2. fearless, secure :

ade es, security

:

—Adv.», withoutfear or scruple,

confidently, abundantly. II. causing no fear,

notformidable.€, , (() freedom from fear, safety, secu-

rity ;*,, etc., to grant an am'



abeirjs—^.
iv aBtijf" to feel secure; ('» with

fZomise of security

^, ov, (a privat., €/>) undaunted:

en. withoutfearfor a person. Adv. -raw.
C, aor. 3 inf. of/;.
^ctirvos, »• (a pnvat., fatwov) without food,

*^, ov, (a privat.) unbribed. Adv.

-re*_€«5, °*« (
a privat., *«>) no/ tithed.

*tjuntos, ov, (a privat., () not received or
r

act. no/ receiving, not capable ofII.

*&^ ^. Dor
•
for ****$•

.8«. . Ion. for^.^, , . for €<*.^^-, ov, Ion. for -irrovo*..» °» ^• ant* ° • *° «£*.» 4» êm * °^*, sister.

«gcX^iScos, ov, contr.^,, , (€*)
brother's or sister's son, a nephew.^, , Att. contr. for, (ade\<pos)

brother's or sister's daughter, a niece., , Dim. of», a little brother.

£€£<•>» tut. Att , (*) to adopt as bro-

ther•, , , brotherly. Adv. -$.«-6$, Ion.-, ov,(,
ereivoj) murdering a brother or sister., ( copul., €\$) : I. as Subst.

\€£*> Ion. -<p(os, Ep. -€*, o, a brother; in pi.

brothers and sisters. II. as Adj. «-
<pos, *7> 4v* hrotherly or sisterly: hence like Lat.

geminus, in pairs, twin, also twin to a thing, just like

jt .
Hence, rjros, , brotherhood, brotherly kind-

ness . 2 • afamily of brothers, a brotherhood.

£-8«v8pos, ov, (o privat.,) without trees.--os, ov, (a privat., *) awkward.-, is, (a privat.,) unseen, invisible.

-StpKTOS, op, (a privat.,) not seeing,

sightless,. Adv. -», without looking.-, ov, (a privat., ^) unfettered, un-

bound; €/«, Lat. libera custodia, of

prisoners suffered to be at large on parole.

a-8«cnroTOs, ov, (a privat., ^) without a
master

:

—of writings, anonymous.

-ScTOS, ov, (a privat.,) unbound : free.-, is, (a privat., d(wos) not sweet, sour,

bitter, Lat. acerbus.-, ov, (o privat.,) untanned.'', to please, obsol. pres., whence

has its fut., aor. 2, and pf. : v..', to be sated, obsol. pres., whence come
aor. I opt.€ or (€, may be be sated;

and pf. part, or(, sated* Cf. aoi,

satio.
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ov, (a privat.,-, contr.--gos, Dor. a-Sotos,) unassailed.-, ov, (o private) not gnawed or

worm-eaten : not carped at.,() to be at a loss about a thing.-, ov, (o privat.,) unhurt., ($) uncertainty.-, ov, unknown, ignoble. 1 1, unknown,
unseen, secret; ci.

. , or .. , it is un-
certain whether .. . Adv. -», secretly: Sup.-.-, *, , (*) uncertainty.<, f., to be in great distress or anguish
at a thing. . (Deriv. uncertain.), , great distress or anguish., Ep., Att., Adv. (*) Lat.
SATIS, enough, abundantly;^ to eat

theirfill, of horses ; enough of war
J:%€ Ttvos to have enough of a thing.-, €», , , (a privat., %«) without strife.-, ov, (a privat.,) without strife or

oatf/e, uncontested. II. unconquerable.
-cic, aor.J opt. of., fut. of.

qfrns or"*,, , Att., but also [u o-]^
ao and *a>:

—

Hades, the god of the lower world, Lat.
Pluto : civ and (is ', Attic «v and Is"
(with*t>r without *), in or into the house of
Hades. II. later, the grave, death.-, ov, (^, <payuv) eating to excess, de-
vouring, gluttonous.

a-S-QtuTos, ov, (a privat.,) not wasted.-, ov, (a privat.,) not to be

crossed, impassable.-, ov, (a privat.,) undistin-

guisbable: unintelligible. a. undecided.

a-SwAciirros, ov, (a privat.,) uninter-

mitting, unceasing. Adv. -o».-$, ov, (a privat.,) irrecon-

cilable, allowing no reconciliation. Adv.,-
«« to be irreconcilable.-, ov, (a privat.,») undissolved: in-

dissoluble. 2. irreconcilable. Adv.,( to be irreconcilable.-, ov, (a privat.,) incompre-

hensible. II. act. no/ understanding, silly.

-StavTOs, ov, also , ov, (o privat.,) un-

wetted

:

—, , a plant, maiden's hair.-, ov, (a privat.,) not to be

stilled, incessant, violent.--, ov, (a privat.,) not liable

to error, infallible. Adv. -».--TOS, ov, (a privat.,) not torn

asunder, unbroken. Adv. -».-, ov, ( privat.,) immovable,

headstrong. Adv. -. Hence

«|/£, ", immovableness, obstinacy.-, ov, (a privat.,) incorruptible.
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incorruptible. . imperishable.-, ov, (a privat.,) not different :

indifferent.--ros, ov, (a privat.,) of persons, un-

taught, unlearned, rude. II. of things, not

learnt : also, learnt vnthout teaching.-^, ov, (a privat.,) not

to be wrought out orfinished.

a-6ic£«oos, ov, (a privat.,) without out-

let. II. act. unable to get out.-, ov, (a privat., -) not

worked out, unfinished.-, ov, (o priv., fiifpewaw) unexamined.-, ov, (a privat.,/) indescribable.-, ov, (a privat.,) without judg-

ment given, undecided.

a5u»cei|xtvos, Boeot. for$, part. perf. pass,

of.
: impf. /ccov, Ion. (vv : f. : aor. I

: pf. : Pass., with fut. med.-
: pf. : (/) :

—

to doaurong. II.

trans, c. ace. pers. to do one wrong, to wrong, in-

jure : c. dupl. ace., . to wrong one in a

thing :—Pass, to be wronged or injured., ,() a wrong done, a wrong, in-

jury, Lat. injuria : c. gen., . rivos a wrong done

to one., verb. Adj. of, one ought to do

wrong., , () a wrong, offence, =-
. II. injustice., , =, an act of wrong.-, ov, (a privat.,) of persons and things,

doing wrong, unrighteous, unjust; $ eis

unjust in a thing, irepi in respect to a person

:

\6yos a plea of injustice ; &,
to begin lawless acts of .violence ; * ttXovtos

unrighteous gain. II. wrong, improper, ill-

matched, as horses. III. , i. e. avfv, a day on which the courts were shut, Lat. dies

nefastus. Hence, Adv. without right or reason., , , () close, thick: hence I.

crowded or thronged, close-packed. 2. vehement,

loud, esp. of sounds:—more freq. as Adv.,
also neut, and , vehemently, loudly;

Comp.. []--os, ov, ( privat.,) unarranged.-, ov, ( privat.,) not corrected:

incorrigible.-, ov, (a privat.,) without doubt-

ing. Adv. -».-, ov, (a privat., ) without thirst, not

thirsty.-, $, 6, , =5.
•, **, ace., fem, of$.

-,, , , ( privat.,) poet, for -
puaros, untamed: of cattle, unbroken, wild; of mai-
dens, unmarried.-, , , ($*,) one who has gone
to Hades. [jSa], Dor. for, neut. Comp. of$., 3 sing. aor. % opt. of.-, ov, ( privat.,) unexpected. II.

inglorious. Adv. -tow, also neut.^ as Adv.
unexpectedly ; so also, .-, , ( privat.,) untried,

unproved. []-, , ( privat.,) unproved, spuri-

ous, base, mean. II. rejected as spurious, re-

probate.««, fut., to talk idly, to prate, [a]

From-'-, , , also-, ov, (aSos,-) a prating fellow. II. in good sense, a

keen, subtle reasoner. [a] Hence«, , prating, frivolity. II. keenness,

subtlety, [a] Hence€, ,, disposed to prate,frivolous, []-, ov, guileless, artless : in Att. esp. of trea-

ties, without dishonest intent. II. of liquids, un-

mixed, pure. Adv. -, withoutfraud., Ep. for, aor. 2 of., impf. of.-, ov, (a privat.,) not shaken., $, ), poet, for, [a]-£, ov, (a privat.,) unexpected. »*•

not matter of opinion, i. e. certain., f., (£) to be of no reputation, stand

in ill repute. II. trans, to bold in no esteem.

Hence, 17, ill repute, dishonour.-£, ov, (a privat.,) disreputable, disgrace-

ful. 2. obscure, ignoble., eos, , satiety, loathing., cos, , Dor. for $, joy.-, ov, (a privat.,) without gifts.-, ov, (a privat.,) without slaves, «n-

attended, deserted.-, ov, (a privat.,) unenslaved.-, ov, (a privat.,) noiseless., Ep., , inactivity. From- or-, «, ( privat.,) in-

active, listless, feeble.€, Ion., , a name of Neme-

sis, from an altar erected to her by Adrastus : later

as Adj., epith. of Ne'/i€tfts, not to be escaped, as if

from, cf. sq.-, Ion.--ros, ov, (a privat.,)
not running away, not inclined to run away.-, ov, (a privat.,) unplucked.-, ov, Ion. for-$., ov, Ion.*, «», , the Adriatic Sea.

Hence
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•©* and*, , 6r, of the Adriatic.

ijSotavs, »• (a Privat- *Plrn*) "* tart or fwtf»•'•

7f°Lp(y% a, 6v, properly stout, thick:—hencefull-

J£n ripe: well-grown: stout, large, fat: gene-

£jjy, strong, great in anyway. Hence» ^. = s<
l• .

A8por#|S, fjros, , () stoutness: ripeness, Jul-

esp. of the body. II. abundance.4, Pass. (aSpos) to grow ripe : to come to

one's strength., () to make ripe

:

—Pass, to grow ripe.

AS^yXciMTtros, -«ri|S, -*, Dor. for-.-, , ( privat,) want of strength,

vfeakness : poverty.-, ,=.
£8«, f. , {*) to want strengib,

power, or ability. Hence, , =.
-SvvclTos» ov, unable to do a thing, c. inf. 2.

absol. without strength, powerless, weakly : of things,

disabled

:

—rb want of strength. II.

pass, unable to be done, impossible: . impossi-

bility. 111. Adv. -tojs, without power, feebly, [y]
abvs, , , Dor. for *.
-ovros, ov, (a privat., ;) not to be entered:—

hence as Subst., , the innermost sanctuary

or shrine, Lat. adytum : also abvros, 6., Att. contr. for, q. v., ovos, , Dor. for, the nightingale, [a], , the mourningfor Adonis.£, to keep the Adonia. Hence-, , , the mourningfor Adonis., $, , Adonis. 2.$,
pots for sowing quick-growing herbs in. [d]--ros, ov, (a privat., 5€)—-.--os, ov, (a privat.,) = sq.

Adv. -root.-«, ov, unbribed, incorruptible.-, ov, (a privat.,) without gifts, taking

no gifts, unbribed:— gifts that are no
gifts. II. giving no gifts,fruitless.-, ov, o, (a privat.,) one who gives

nothing.

ai, Dor. for ati. [fi]

-covos, ov, (a privat., thva) undowered.«€, Ep. and Ion. for.
««, Ep. and Ion. for : Ion. impf. £*.€5, Ep. and Ion. for*. ., , Ep. and Ion. for : properly neut.

from
dcOXios, ov, also a, ov, {*) running for the

prize ; tmros a raw-horse ; the

apple of discord., , Ep. and Ion. for.
dcOXos, 0, Ep. and Ion. for.«-, ov, Ep. and Ion. for-.
d«C, Adv. ever, always, for ever : *' aci ever up

to this time : also tls ad or. With the Artie.
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the ruler for the time being, whoever is

ruler ; acl» the reigning king. Besides ati

the Ion. and poet forms am and aliv axe very com-
mon : in Dor. also edit, ait, and a*.-, ov, {ati,) continually thrown.

a€v-y€ven)S, poet.-^«$,, , (aft, ytviaOat)

epith. of the gods in Homer, like aliv turret, ever

existing, immortal.-, is, Att. for aei-ytviTrjs.

aciSc, Ep. 3 imperil or 2 imperat of ac/•.
d-«ioc\os, ov, (o private *€) unseen, dark.

-«, 4s, (a privat, *€<>) unseen, without bodily

form, II. (a privat, tlbevai) unknown, obscure»-, ov, (,) ever revolving. []
'AETAfl, Att. contr. $5 : impf. ijtioov, Ep.atiiov,

Att. : rat., Att, Dor.(
;

rarely deurcu, Att, Dor.' : aor. ^«, Ep.

€, Att. :—Pass., aor. : pf. :

—

/ sing : hence of all kinds of voices, to crow, twitter,

croak, etc.—also of other sounds, of the bow-string

to twang, of the wind to whistle, of a stone to

ring. IL trans. :—I. c. ace. rei, to sing, cbaunt,

descant on. 2. c. ace. pers. to sing, praise. 3»

Pass, to resound with song. , -

dcC-^coos, ov, Att. contr. deC-£u>s, <w, (dct, £<wij)

everliving, everlasting. * «

€-3$, «, (act,») ever-green.

o-ciiccb] or - [t], Att contr. [I], ij, ««-

seemly treatment, an outrage, insult, affront.

a-€iKc\ios, a, ov, also os, ov, poet form for sq.;

contr.*. Adv. -tow.

-«$, is, Att contr. oiicijs, ^*, (a privat., c?*o*)

unseemly, pitiful, mean, shameful. Neut. «Uuch as

Adv. in unseemly manner.

-€(, ,=*., Att. contr. 1£, rat Att. -iw : aor. 1, Ep. ^:—Ep. aor. pass. inf. atuct-

: (au/crjs)

:

—to treat unseemly, insult, abuse.

dct-ictvT)TOs, ov, (att,) ever moving, in perpe-

tual motion. []€.€, aor. I pass. inf. of.
aeixtcrcra,«., Ep. aor. I act and med. of.
dciKUd, Att. fut. of.
dciKUs, Ion. deuces, Adv. of autcrjs, shamefully.

dci-X&Xos, ov, (act,&) ever-babbling., , as Att. law-term, atiXoyiar vap~

i\uv,(( to court continual inquiry. From
dciAoyos, ov, (ati, */) always talking.€-$, ov, also 17, ov, (ati,) bad

in everlasting remembrance: ever-memorable, ever-

lasting. Adv. -».
dci-vaos, ov, contr. dcC-vcts, <w, (d«i, vao))=a£vaott

ever-flowing.

dct-vnont, tos, , , ever-fastijtg.

dc(«ir\Svos, ov, (act,) ever-wandering,

cUipa, Ep. for, aor. 1 of.
dcipca, aor. 1 inf. of. ••

,
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dcC-poos, ov, contr. atl-fovs, ow, «= sq.

diC-pvros, ov, (*«'. ) ever-flowing.

'AEITii, Att. : fut. [a], contr. from

aepw : aor. I act. *, Ep. atipa.—Med., fut.-
[], contr. from dcpotyou : aor. —

Pass., aor. ^i?^, Ep.: pf. ^c/ytot : Ep. 3 sing,

plqpf. cuupro : for the Att. forms, v. :—to lift,

heave, raise up, hence to bear, carry : to carry offzs

plunder : but also, to band, offer .—Med. to lift up

for oneself, i. e. bear off, win,^ takefor oneself .—Pass.

to be bung up, to bang; £<<p«os

the dagger bung beside the sword sheath. 2.

to raise or stir up; to hoist sail:

Pass, to raise up, arise.

dcura, Ep. aor. I of.
', part. nom. pi. fem. of.-, , poet, and Ion. for, as for.
detox, 3 pi..-, fut. of.-&, ts, (€,) ever-sbining or o#-

pearing.-, »*, (€,) ever-watched or «/*r-

watcbing, ever<vakeful.€-, ^, (dfi, </>^7) exilefor life.

dci-, or, (aft,*) everlasting.

€£.€$,•77, or, (dU/WDv) unwilling, resisting;

^€$, Virg:

l's multa reluctans.-, ov, for aciiciKios.

or €, (di/ccw) Ep. Adv. against the

will, often in Homer c. gen.; aev, Lat. te in-

mVo; 0€/, Lat. D«s non propitiis.

d-€Kovoxos, ov, also a, ov, Att. contr., ov,

(a privat., itcovatos) against the will, forced, invo-

luntary.-, Att. contr. [],, ov, (a privat.,) against the will, unwilling : without design or

purpose.

<$, Dor. for 4.$,.(, Ep., *, , (,) a stormy wind,

a whirlwind,. 2. metaph. of any whirling mo-
tion, []
deXXcuos, a, ov,() stormy, swift as the storm.

deXXds, abos, 7, =€.^, is, (deAAa) eddying.-,, ov, (€,) struggling with

the storm, [d]

dcXXo-iros, Homeric form of sq.

deXXd-irovs, , , irow, , gen. irobos, (,
irovs) storm-footed, swift as the storm, only found
in Ep. form acXXo-iros, like-$,-$, etc.

:

dat. pi. atWoirobtaaiv.€€, (a€\irros) to be without hope, to despair.

a-tXirrrjs, is, (a privat.,) unhoped for, un-
expected.

deAiTTta, , an unloosed for event : k£ aeXirrtys,

Lat. ex insperatq, unexpectedly. 2. despair.

From
o-cXtttos, ov, (a privat.,) unlookedfor, un-

expected: to be despaired of: acXirra, neut. pi. as

Adv. unexpectedly. II. act. hopeless, desperate.

deXirms, Adv. of afXvrqs, unexpectedly.

at-vdos, ov, also Ep. dci-voos, contr. dct-vws, ojv,

((,) ever-flowing : generally, everlasting, never-

failing. Adv. -axus.

(-,, ov, = aivaos.

d€VT€S, part. pi. of.
delC-yvios, ov, (£, yviov) strengthening the limbs.

€-$, ov, contr. dc£i-vovs, ow, (, voos)

strengthening the mind.£-, ov, (,) making leaves

grow, leafy.- ov, (cU£>,) making plants grow.'', ion. and poet, for,, Lat.

AUGEO: used by the old poets only in pres. and,

impf. : later poets have a fut.^, aor. (£ ;

fut. med., pf. pass. )4£ :
—to make to

grow, increase, foster, strengthen : to heighten, mul-

tiply :— Pass, and Med. to increase, wax great:

prosper.

depyeb) or- [], Ion. for atpyia.

-«$, is, = a-€pyos., Ion. - [], , a not working, idleness.

[] 2. of a field, a lyingfallow or waste. From
d-cpyos, contr., , (a privat., *^) not

working, idle. Adv. -^., contr., Adv. () lifting up.

dcpOeis, aor. I pass. part, of.
acpOev, Dor. and Ep. for,*, 3 pi. aor. I pass,

of^ :, 3 sing, of same tense.

dcpios, ov, also a, ov, Ion. TJcpios, 17, ov, (, 1}p,) in mist, or thick air : cloudy. II. in the air,

high in air.

a-cpicros, ov, (0 privat., ip~fo>) unfenced, open.€, f., to tread in air, walk the air.

From '-,, , (,) one who treads in air.

€-5, Ion.^-, is, (,) wheel-

ing in air.

depo-5o\T]TOs, ov, (,) tossed in mid air,

i
soaring., f., to traverse air. From
dcpo-Spopos, ov, traversing air.

dcpo-, is, (, elbos) like the sky or air, misty

:

see.
dcpo-K6pa|, os, 6, an air-raven.

dcpo-, amos, , an air-gnat.

dtpo-, 17, (d^p,) a battle in the air.

«-€4, f., (, () to measure the

air : to lose oneself in vague speculation.

acpo-, is, (,) floating in air, of

the clouds.', Aeol. for.€<-$, ov, (,) carrying the

bead high. [&]-, , , and«-, ov,(,) hovering on high.
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Zepai-nov*, , * «w, ", gen. woow, (atipoi, wovs)

lifting vp thefeet, brisk-trotting.

£€>, poet, form , to lift up: impf.:—aor. : pf. pass, rjip-

*&!£'. for ad. [a] •

£€(Ta, I pl•^ and, 3 pL dWav, inf.

*^<* aor# * Pr°b. from an obsol. root £, =€,
to sleep : no other tenses in use. Akin to,,
0«>, , silliness, folly, in plur.-

efoai. From

iein-, ov, gen. ovos, (, <) injured in

piind : witless, silly, infatuated, [fi]

*AJS>TO'2 or aUros, also poet. *, ov, o, an

eQtrle', Lat. aquila. II. on «og^e as a s/an-

dard. [a]

^ct-u>Stis, «, (aero*, cTSor) eagle-like, [a]

«', / s/, v. ^.", 17, properly dryness, beat: also mould, (v. sub

a£aA«os, a, ov, (a£<») pass, dry, parcbed: hence

barsb, cruel. II. act. parching, scorching.£, (£/) *° ^O* or parch up., ,freedomfromjealousy: simplicity. From
-^, ov, like, unenviable, miserable:

inconsiderable, mean.-, ov, (a privat., \6) not to be envied.

-£., ov, (o privat.,) without loss, scot-

free: not deserving punishment:—Adv. -4ojs, with

impunity. 2. not amounting to punishment,

formless.£, 3 sing. pass. sub], of.-^, ov, ( privat.,) unexamined., is, unceasing, excessive : more freq. as Adv.

**> unceasingly, beyond measure. II. bard,

rough. (Deriv. uncertain.)

a-fvyos, ,=-£, ill-matched: unmarried.-, ov, (a privat.,) unleavened : ,
thefeast of unleavened bread.

-£, vyos, , , (a privat.,) unyoked, un-

paired: unmarried, unwedded.', to dry, dry up, parch :—Pass, to be parcbed

:up, pine away through grief.", mostly used as Dep. £, and only in

pres. and impf. : to stand in awe of, dread the gods

or one's parents : also followed by inf. to be afraid of
doing ; or .

.

, to fear lest

:

—absol. to be awe-

struck.—Cf..-£, ov, (a privat.,) ungirt from

hurry: generally, not girded.

, 3 sing. impf. of.^, «, ( privat.,) unpleasant, annoying

:

of persons, unfriendly, morose. Hence, , (*) a being displeased, disgust, dis-

like. II. unpleasantness, odiousness., ieus, Ep. gen. rjos, \, ayoung nightingale.

15*. ov,() ofor belonging to a nightingale., *, , —, a nightingale., «, , m, a nightingale., , Alt. , gen.5 or $, ()
a nightingale ; properly the songstress., Adv. of$,» txuvto be unfriendly.«, Ion. [t], , (*) unaccustomed

-

ness, novelty, the being unaccustomed to a thing :.
rivos inexperience of a thing., poet, for, to be unaccustomed to a

I

thing, c. gen. : impf..
\ -^5, €*, (a privat., jjeos) unwonted, unusual,
I strange

:

—Adv. -$. . unused to a thing, c.

gen. IL without r)6ot or character., , =(, q. v.£, Dep. (0.77^17$) to be unaccustomed., Adv. of& , unexpectedly.

£, , () a blast, wind.
~, Ep. for, inf. of.', 3 sing,, 3 dual (not aWov), 3 pi.

aeiai ; imper. 3 sing, ; inf., Ep..;
part, acts : Ep. 3 sing. impf. , 3 pl. atoxu/ :—Pass., part.€ : Ep. 3 sing. impf. ayro :

—

to

breathe bard, blow, of the wind : the pass, forms

sometimes mean to be beaten by the wind, but more
often to toss or wave about as if in the wind; hence

to bespread abroad., inf. of., aipos, . Art. 6, Ion. and Ep. or,
"fjipos, :—in Horn, and Hes. the lower air, the at-

mosphere or thick air that surrounds the earth, opp.

to aifrr'ip the pure upper air, v. esp. II. 14. 288 : hence
misty darkness, mist, gloom: but later generally air.

(From *aeu, .) [a]5, «», , ()—, a blowing. [&]-5, Att.-, , ( privat.,-) unconquered, not beaten : unconquerable',, for aXavXos, wicked., ov, (*,) light as air : little. *-, ,=*.
-rns, ov, , (,) a blast, gale, wind., Ep. 3 sing. impf. pass, of., 3 dual pres. of., ov, an old word; only in H. 2. 395, prob.

from, hence orig. stormy, and so violent, terrible;

cp.*., 3 sing, imperat. .--, Att. -ttos, ov, (a privat.,)
without sea, inland.-&, Att.-, , (a privat., -) never having been at sea.-, is, (a privat., 6aXos) not verdani.-, is, (a privat., BaXxos) without warmth.-, is, (a privat.,*) fearless., , (:) immortality., (0$). to make immortal:—Pass.

to become or be immortal. II. to bold oneself

immortal. .
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dying, immortal, opp. to* and* :—hence, oi, the Immortals, of the Gods, also of a

body of troops that is kept at a certain number : of

things, everlasting.

6-6airros, ov, (a privat.,) unburied. .
unworthy of burial., also, , groats or meal, porridge

made of it. [-]-, is, (^*) discouraged.-*, ov, (o privat., 0//«£•) not wonder-

ing at anything. Adv. -». . not admired.

-OcaTOs, ov, (a privat.,) unseen, invisible .•

secret. '
II. act. not seeing, blind to.

dfeet, Adv. (*) without the aid of God.

d-Ociaoros, ov, (a privat.,€) uninspired.-, ov, (o privat., \») implacable.

d-Ocpus, itos, 6, , lawless.

d-$€|itoTvos, -, and -*, ov, (o

privat., *) lawless, without law or government,

godless, Lat. nefarius. Adv. -.
d-0€os, ov, without God, denying the gods: gene-

rally, godless, ungodly. II. abandoned by the

gods. Hence.

a-QtOTf\s, *, , godlessness, ungodliness.

dOcpdircvaia, , want of attendance or care : c. gen.

neglect of a thing. From
d-OepdireuTOS, ov, (a privat., 0cpancvoj) not attended

to, neglected. II. unhealed, incurable.- : Ep. aor. or- : ( privat.,4=(€).:—to slight, make light of, Lat. nihil

curare, c. ace.-, ov, (a privat.,) unhealed; not

excited by passion.

d-6cp|ios, ov, without warmth., , (0£$) unsteadiness, fickleness.

-«$, ov, lawless.-',, ov, impossible evenfor gods to tell, in-

expressible : hence marvellously great, enormous.-, f. 170*01, (0€$) ft> s*<? asztiV, disregard., ca», 17, (afoWa») abolition, rejection.

d-e«TOs, ov, (a privat.,) not placed, set aside,

useless

:

—Adv. =4$, lawlessly.

dO«i)S, Adv. of(*, in a godless manner.-, ov, (a privat., 0-7X17) unsuckled, weaned.-, ov, (a privat., \) not made wo-
manish : masculine.', as, , contr. from or', Ion.,, Dor.,, Aeol. -, Athena, Lat. Minerva, the tutelary goddess of

Athens.

')£«, Adv. to or towards Athens. From "', , at, the city of Athens, used in pi. like,, because it consisted of several parts.', , f) the temple of Athena., a, ov, {') Athenian, of or from
Athens.

or -«, Adv.from Athens.

, Adv. at Athens., to long to be at Athens.€, Adv.from Athens.*, epos, 6, the beard or spike of an ear of

corn, an ear of corn itself, Lat. spica. II. the

point or barb of a weapon, [d]--ros, ov, (a privat.,) not to be caught.--os, ov, (a privat.,) not bunted.-, , (, Xoryos) consumer of ears of
corn, of a winnowing fan : cf.-*.-, ov,{,) devouring ears

of corn : opyavov a winnowingfan.-, ov, (a privat., ftjp) without wild beasts or

game.--, ov, (a privat.,) not fit

for hoarding up.

-*, «*, ( privat.,)=*.
d-OtKTOS, ov, ( privat.,») untouched : c. gen.

untouched by a thing ; * untainted by
money ; also c. dat.**. 2. not to be

touched, holy, sacred. II. act. not touching., contr. from Ep. ae0X€va>: fut.: {*):
—ft) contend for a prize, combat, wrestle. 2. to

struggle, endure, suffer.«, f. 1700» : aor. : pf. : (*) :—to contend for a prize. 2. to endure, suf-

fer. II. to be an athlete.,,() a contest, struggle. II. an
implement of labour., co», ,() a contesting : a struggle,

bard trial., fjpos, 6, older form of*., contr. from*, , , () a
combatant, champion: a prizefighter, Lat. athle-

ta. II. generally one practised or skilled in a

thing, master of a thing, c. gen., a, ov, also os, ov, contr. from *,
(€0, 50) subject to the toils of conflict : hence

generally, wretched, Lat. miser. Hence, », , suffering wretchedness.-, Tipos, , {&\,)=*.-, , ,(,) one who awards
the prize, thejudge in the games, also.\., , contr. from Ep. 60, the prize of

contest, generally a gift, present: a reward, recom-

pence. II. in plur. also=&\*, a contest, combat., , contr. from Ep.(\*, a contest either

in war or sport, esp. contest for a prize : a conflict,

trouble., , =.-, ov, (,) bearing away the

prize, victorious, of horses.

d-, ov, (a privat.,*) not muddy, clear.-, ov, (a privat.,) not muddied, un-

troubled.-, ov, (a privat.,) undisturbed.-, ov, (a privat.,*) without uproart

undisturbed, tranquil. Adv. -/3a».
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i-Gpatxrros, , (a privat.,) unbroken.
*' »^', Att.« : f. 7 : aor. 2 :

—

« /* closely at, gaze at, observe. 2. later, of the

mind, to consider, think on, ponder:—esp. in pres.

nd aor. 1 imperat. ,, see, look, consider.
• A ' »m_W rli nC *—As* * ~.t n«a& *>l~\mm Cm si*V

aor. 1 i?fy

together, collect, esp. /*vy forces; irvcvua-
to collect one's breath :—Pass, ft) 6* gathered or

Ifou'ded together : of armies, ft) muster :*-
ffrai fear 2>as gathered, i. e. ia5 arisen.

£0pouns, «», ij, (0$) a gathering, levying., ,{) that which is gathered, a

gathering, collection.

aQpourrior, verb. Adj. of, one must collect., a, ov, old Att. aOpovs, ow : Comp.-
urrepos, later($ : {, *) assembled in

crowds, collected together : in crowds. II.

all at once, oncefor all; the whole body, the

mass : collective ; '* he paid the

penalty of all at once :—Adv. and», at

once, suddenly. III. immense, vast : also con-

tinuous, incessant.-, ov, (a "privat.,) unbroken, im-

perishable. II. not enervated., f., ($) to be disheartened, to de-

spond at orfor a thing., verb. Adj. of, one must lose

heart., ,(*) want of heart, faintheartedness,

despondency.-, ov, without heart or spirit, spiritless, faint-

hearted. Adv.,$ to be despondent., ,() a plaything or toy : a delight., , Dim. of foreg., a little toy, a pet.-, ov, (, ykurrra) unable to

keep one's tongue within doors : a babbler, chatterer. ,

-Ovpos, ov, (a privat.,) without a door.-, ov, (aBvpot,)= aJfopoyXjarrros,

babbling, of Echo.-, ov, (a privat.,*) without thyrsus., to play, amuse oneself. II. c. ace. to

play at a thing, do it in play, []-, ov, ( privat.,) not closed by a

door.

-QvTOs, ov, (o privat.,) not offered, not to be

offered, not accepted in sacrifice: generally, unhal-

lowed. II. act. without sacrificing.

-$, ov, (a privat., ) unpunished, scot-

free. 2. c. gen. free from the penalty of,*
itXyywv. II. act. harmless.-€5, ov, (a privat.,) without flat-

tery : hence, rough, rude.-, ov, (a privat.,) without

breastplate.", , Ep., , , Mount Atbos.

, Conj., Ep. and Dor. for cl, if.

of, Exclam. of strong desire, that ! would that I

Lat. utinam, in Horn, always al yap. See aWt.

AI'A, , gen. $, poet, for yaia, 777, earth, land., , a wailing cry, lament. From, f., to cry or ah I to wail, and c. ace.

ft) bewail., Exclam. alas ! Lat. vae., , , verb. Adj. of, lamentable.&, Ion., «, prob. from aUi, and so

properly, everlasting, never-ending : hence wearisome,
irksome : then generally, dismal, horrible., ov, , (*, gen. -avro$) son of
Ajax. II. at Athens, a citizen of the tribe

AlavTis, named after the Hero., Adv. ($)for ever.

Atas, arro», 6, Ep. voc. Alav, Ajax.,faugh! exclam. of disgust or astonishment. '..-, , (£, aypos) a wild goat,

Alyaios, ov,Aegaean: AlyaiovniXayostbeAegaean

sea, also called, 5, ., , (£) a hunting-spear, javelin.«, a Ion. , ov, (a*£) lengthd. for aiytos, of
a goat or gbats, Lat. caprinus: as Subst. atytty (sub.

topa), , a goat's skin.02, , the black poplar, Lat. populus:

cf.(.-€, , , (£,) a goatherd, []
€«, a, ov,= aiyuos.,, , fern. », ibos, on the shore. From, ,(,&*) the sea-sbore, beach, strand.-, «us, ij, (,) a goat-pasture.-, , , (cu£,$) feeding goats.-, , (,) browsed by goats.-, , a bird, the tit, Lat. parus.-, ov, (,) goat-thanked.

-Kopeis,, ol, (£, )feeders ofgoats,

goatherds.-, tiros, , , (.) properly, deserted

even by goats : hence steep, sheer, [yt]

aiytAos, , (£) an herb of which goats arefond.-, ov, (,) browsed by goats. 2.

as Subst.,'^, , a goatherd.

(-$, ov, {aly'is, () aegis-bearing.-, , , (£, iroos) goat-footed.

-irovs, , ,, , gen. $,=^».-, , (£) a plant with a red flower, of

which goats were fond.

aiyis, ibos, , the aegis,or shield of Jupiter, described

in II. 5. 738 ;
(from, to rush or move violently) :

hence 2. later a rushing storm, hurricane, ter-

rible as the shaken aegis. II. from £, a goat'

skin coat., , Dim. of£, a little goat.

aryXacis. Dor. for -^*., avros, contr. for alyXafit.

1, , the light of the sun, daylight: any

bright light, glitter, lustre, gleam, of metai 21

J
metaph. splendour, glory. Hence
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«5, (, cv, beaming, radiant.-, «, (\,) beaming : bril-

liant, lustrous.--KOs, , (,) tending goats : as

SubsL a goatherd.
' -^, , gen. , also, euro*, ,(, K(pas) goat-borned. II. as Subst., aiyo-

tctpois, o, Capricorn in the Zodiac.-, ,=/$, a goatherd.

'-£, «, , , (, 6vv£) = aiy(uvv£.-, , =aiyinobqs.-, , (£.) goat-faced.-4, f. \, (£,) to have goat's bair., , {yvd>) a vulture, Lat. vultur., f., to speak Egyptian., Adv. in the Egyptian tongue. II.

like an Egyptian, craftily.-, is, {Aiyvtrros, yivos) of Egyptian

race., , the river Nile. II. Alyvrrros, ,
Egypt : as Adv., AiyvTrrovbe, to Egypt.

-£, i/, , , (£, £) goat-hoofed., Dor. for ?*,"., . for,, pres. iraperat. of-.
: fut.,.- : aor.,. imperat. ; also in pass, form,. 3 \. axhtoQiv. Dep.:

—

to feel shame, be

ashamed ox fear: also to respect, reverence a per-

son :—c. inf. to be ashamed or afraid to do a

thing. 2. as Att. law-term, to feel pity for, hence

to pardon, esp. in aor.., for, 3 pi. aor. I of., aor. I imper. of.-, oc,() venerable.€, €a>s, 57,{) reverence, compassion., . fut. of.-, ov, (a privat., ^) making unseen:

hence annihilating, destroying. II. pass, unseen,

unknown, obscure., ov, gen. ovos,{) bashful, modest:

Sup.^. Adv. -5.-, es, ( privat., () unseen : destroyed., €, 0, Att." or, , ()
Hades, the god of the world below, Lat. Pluto., ov, (act) everlasting, for a€i'5ios.-, 17, »', (a privat., ffiuv) poet, for -?*,
seen, hidden, dark.€6, -iararos, Comp. and Sup. of eu-

Soios., , mostly in pluf. , the genitals,

pudenda : properly neut. from, a, ov: Comp.($ and -tarcpos.

Sup. -eararos : {) regarded with awe or

reverence, august, venerable: of women, deserving

respect, tender : of things, valuable, excellent. II.

act. bashful, modest. 2. reverent., Adv. of alBotos, reverently.

eis—.', impf., . for, rfa-

un-

.",", . gen. and dat. of '*, from an

obsol. nom. "Ais :", and (is, to the

dwelling of Hades : tiv* (sc. ), Att., in Hades, [-, but a sometimes.]-, ov, gen. ovos,(/s,) feeling re-

spect in mind, compassionate.-« or - [], ,. and Ion. word (»)
want of knowledge, ignorance : Ep. dat. pi..-, t, gen. 10s and cos, (a privat., tdpis) un-

knowing, ignorant.-, , Dor. -, , , {*, )
unknowing of right or law, lawless, savage, []-, ov, «=-$, unsettled, unsteady., , lengthd. Ep. form of 'Aftns.

''2, 6os t contr. ovs, , sense of shame, bash-

fulness, modesty : a sense of shame or honour,' kvl : regard for others, respect, reve-

rence. II. that which causes shame or respect,

and so . shame, scandal; aibws, 'Apyuoi

shame, ye Argives! 2. = . 3. dignity,

majesty.. Ion. and poet, for act.

€-€€, , poet, for au-yevi^s, ever existing.

(For compds. of aUi here omitted, v. sub <Ui-.)

alcX-ovpos, , , Ion. for.
ai«v, = atci.

aUv-virvos, ov, (aUv, vtrvos) lulling in eternal sleep.

aUs, Dor. for ad, aid.

alcTOS, , lengthd. form of aeros, an eagle.£, lengthd. form of $., , an active, vigorous, lusty person : a man.

(Deriv. uncertain.), like*, terrible, mighty., , Dor. of atros, aicros, an eagle., , () = aiOaXos, soot, [], ojvos,() swarthy, dusky.

! alO&Aocis,, ocv, contr.,,,
J
() smoky, sooty, black. II. burning,

blazing., <5, like Xiyvvs, a smoky fame, the

j

thick smoke of fire, soot, [] Hence, f., to burn to soot or ashes

:

—Pass, to

I lie in ashes.

€, Dor. and Ep. for u0c, that! would that!

Lat. utinam,' o<f>c\cs that thou hadst . . , c. inf.

j
€-«€, (,) to walk in ether.

I aiOcpios, a, ov or os, ov, {) of or belonging to

j

the ether or upper air, as opp. to, and so I.

;
high in air, on high. 2. ethereal, heavenly.€-«, {,) =(€, to

walk in ether.^,, to skim the ether. From-,, ov, {,) skimming the

1 ether., ipos, in Homer always , in Att. prose

I always , in Pindar and Att. Poets common : {) :
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^etber, tbe upper, purer air, opp. (tbe lower

4ir or atmosphere) :—hence tbe clear sky or heaven,

%s the abode of the gods. Cp.., irregular pi. ace. of.-, ovos, , fem. AlOioiris, loos, (, )
an Etbiop, negro, properly Burnt-face., , and 6, () burning beat, fire.

aiQos, , , {) burnt :—fire-coloured,fiery.
(sc.), , {) tbe corridor or vesti-

bule of a house; mostly looking East or South, to

catch the sun,—whence the name.

-, ovos, (aieos, ) fiery-looking, of metal,

Hashing; of wine, sparkling. II. metaph. fiery,

hot, keen.

), later, ,() clear sky,fair weather,

Lat. sudum.

-^*"™]*, > , =*.-«5, 4s, (,) bornfrom ether., , —/«7 : used absol. in gen.* (sub.

*), infine weather, Lat. per purum. II.&
Dpen sky.- or -, to be clear, of the sky.-, f.,{,) to sleep in tbe

open air., ov, () clear, bright, fair. II. in

tbe open air : hence cold, chill.

olQpos, , = : esp. tbe clear chill air of morn.

1"1, , a sea-gull or diver, Lat mergus., fjpos, ,() one that darts rapidly., f., () to put in rapid motion ; to

kindle

:

—Pass, to move rapidly, quiver.', only found in pres. and impf. $, to light

up, kindle

:

—Pass, to burn. 2. rarely intr. to burn

or blaze., ojvos, ,() properlyfiery, burning. II.

of metal, flashing, glittering. III. of animals,

fiery, fierce ; or perh. of their colour, yellow, tawny,

like Lat. fulvus, rufus., conj., Dor. for ti €, iav, with subj. if

haply.

AlTiA'AAil, f., properly of a dog, to wag
tbe tailfawningly : to wheedle, fondle.

€, aticcv, Conj., Ep. and Dor. for., , =, q. v.

aticcAtos, ov, = auKekios., , () rapid motion, a rush, Lat. im-

petus. [], 4s, poet, for ati/cfts, contr., unseemly.

Adv. aiKuts, in unseemly fashion.

[], , Att. for the Ion., injurious

treatment, an outrage, insult, affront: oft. also in

plur. blows, stripes., (altcqs) to treat injuriously, to affront, out-

rage, esp. by blows, to plague, torment : mostly as

Med. ; f., Att. : aor. -
: in same sense as Act. :—Pass., aor. --

; pf. : to be tormented.,, ,() an outrage, torture.

d-licTOs, ov, (a private4) unapproachable:'-, , a mournful dirge, (from at, Aivos, ah
me for Linus !) 2. also Adj. os, ov, plaintive,

mournful.- or aicX-ovpos, ov, 6, , (alu\os,) a
cat, so called from the wavy motion of tbe tail.,«,, blood : in plur. streams of blood

:

—also bloodshed; (ipyaoTai a mother's
Woorfhas been shed; irparruv to shed blood;
k<p* <p€vytiv to be banished for homicide. II.

like Lat. sanguis, blood-relationship, kin.

-KopLcu. or-,, , (, 4~) offerings of blood, made upon the grave to
appease the manes., , ov, verb. Adj. of, stained with
blood, bloody.&, a, ov, () bloody, blood-red., ados, , () a gush or stream of blood.&, , a wall of dry stones, Lat. maceria : a
fence. (Deriv. uncertain.)&-, es, (, tlbos) like a fence or
hedge., Att. : f. : aor. - :() :

—to make bloody, stain with blood : hence to

wound, draw blood, slay

:

—Pass, to welter in blood,

be slain.-*, ,(, 44) shedding of blood., ,,() bloody, blood-stained, mur-
derous. II. consisting of blood.-, ov, (,) bringing blood:

murderous.&€, «, tv, () bloody, covered with
blood. 2. blood-red, or consisting of blood. 3.

bloody, murderous.-,,(,«') licking blood;$
at. thirst for blood.-, ov, , (,) a blood-drinker,

blood-sucker.-, ov, (, *<4) blood-drinking.-, ov, (/, 4) blood-streaming.-&, is, (,) blood-dripping.-, ov, (,) blood-stained.-, ov, , (,) delighting in

blood., f. : aor. :—Pass., pf.-
: () to make bloody.-, , (, tldos) looking like blood,

blood-red.-, 6v, and-, urrros, , , (,) bloody to behold., , () a basinfor blood.-, 4s, (,) bathed in blood. •-, ov, (,) greedyfor blood.-, ov, (,) bloodthirsty.-, 4s,(, payrjvai) bleeding violently.

-pavTOs, ov, (,) blood-sprinkled.<, f.,() to lose blood: to

have a discbarge of blood. Hence
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-poos, , (, f>ioS) streaming with blood.-, poet,-/TOS, , (, )
blood-streaming.05, , a thorn.,-, **, =--.-, , (,) defiled with

blood,,=1.,,{*)flattering, winning, wily, [y]-, , , (/, *) of winning

tittles.02, ,, also os,, flattering, winning,

wheedling, wily, [], ovos, , -=,, knowing, skil-

ful. . () bloody.--rros, ,=03, bloody to behold.

atv-dperns, , , (alvos,€) terribly brave.

Aivcias, , , Aeneas, Ep. gen. AtVtiao or Aivcia).

aivccns, €«, , (') a praising
f
praise.

aivcTOs, 17,, verb. Adj. praised, praiseworthy: From
aivcb) : impf. rjvfov, contr. -qvow, Ion. alvtov : fut.

-, Att.- : aor. /, Att. yvtaa, Ion. -
vcaa: pf. Att. yvcfca:—Mid., aor.}(:—Pass.,

aor. : pf. :—properly to tell or speak

of (cf. alvos) ; but usu. to speak in praise of, praise,

approve, c. ace, Lat. laudare. 2. to allow, recom-

mend. 3. like, to be content with, acqui-

esce in. 4. to decline courteously, like Lat. lau-

dare. II. to promise or vow., , = alvos, praise, fame., Aeol. for., Ion. for aivats, dat. pi. of alvos.

-ros, , , poet, for aivtros., , , () a dark saying,

riddle : oft. in plur. or k£ in riddles,

darkly ; also iv'.-, cs,(, tlBos) riddling, dark., ,() a speaking in riddles :

mostly in plur. like., Dep. =., ,() riddling. Adv. -»,
riddlingly.

alviKTos, 17, 6v, expressed in riddles, riddling : from, Att., f. : aor. I jfw-( : Dep. : (alvos) :

—

to speak darkly or in

riddles, to hint a thing, give to understand. II.

in pass, sense, aor. I pass,, pf. rjviypai, to be

spoken riddlingly.-, Ion.-, , , (alvos, ) fear-

fully strong.-, , (alvos,) fatally wedded.
aivoOev, Adv. of alvos, = «£ alvov, in the phrase

alvu)s,from horror to horror, very horribly.- -m-os, , (alvos,) dreadfully
enervated.-, is, (alvos,) horrid-gleaming.

-XcKTpos, ov, (alvos,) fatally wedded.

,
-*, *, , (alvos,) a dreadful Hon.-
oivo-Xlvos, ov, (alvos,) offearful destiny, in

allusion to the thread of life.-, , (alvos, /cos) a horrible wolf.-, ov, (alvos, *) doomed to a sad end.-, is, (alvos,*) suffering dire ills.

-rropis, , (alvos, napis) terrible Paris: cp.

Avavapis.-, ipot, , (alvos,) unhappy father.02, , a tale, story, elsewh.; olvelv

alvov to tell a tale: a fable, like Aesop's : generally,

a saying, proverb. II. later, that which is said

to one's praise, praise.'2, , , Ep. word= beivos, dread, dire : of

persons, dread, terrible, esp. of Zeus :—neut. pi. alva

as Adv. terribly ; Sup., most terribly.-, , as fern. Adj. (alvos, tokos) unhappy

in giving birth, unhappy in being a mother.-, , (alvos, rvpavvos) dreadful tyrant.

APNTMAI, defect. Dep. used only in pres., and

impf. without augm., like,, to take, lay

bold of, c. gen. : also to enjoy, feed on., Adv. of atvos, terribly, i. e. very much, ex-

ceedingly ; alvu)s terribly bitter., aiyos, , , dat. pi. aXyeaiv, () a goat;

at£ aypia or aypios, the chamois ; ot£ aypia,

the ibex.

|€, Ep. 3 sing. aor. of., fut. of.', to shift rapidly to and fro :—Pass, to

change in colour- or hue; €$ the

grapes begin to turn, Lat. variegantur.-, ov, , (aloXos,) wielder of

forked lightning.-0£, /cos, , (alo\os,) with gleaming

breastplate»-, tos, ,, (aloXos,) of various

wiles.-, ov, , (aloKos,) with gleaming

belt (for it was plated with metal) ; cf.*. II. with variegated turban.-, ov, (aloXos, vwXos) with quick-moving

steeds., 17, ov, quick-moving, rapid : of worms,
wriggling : as epith. of armour, easily-wielded, ma-
nageable. II. changeful of hue, gleaming,

glancing; spangled night; £
flesh discoloured from disease. III. metaph. 1.

changeful, shifting, varied. 1. wily, slippery.

As prop, n., proparox. AtoXos, ov, \ Aeolus, the

god of the winds, properly the Changeable.-, ov, (alo\os,) of various mean-

ing, riddling.-,, , , (aloXos, $) with

spangled skin.

', Dor. dat. pi..
olircivos, 17, ov,(aims)bigb, lofty, of cities on heights:

metaph. lofty, high-flown. 2. steep, bard to climb.
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•«rfiae *<*> "• P°8t'
for drtivh.

VoXto, f• 4«*(») ft> te a goatherd .-—Pass.

"iireiucfa. & ^ (*) of oxfor goatherds

<<>, , (*) faff*/^. II.

^iiroXos, for*, 6, (off,»&>) goatherd.^, «*, , £«£&, s/«#; » eJWo*

°5jliO'2, ,,. for ofcni*, high, lofty, of cities

:

fi*(0pa rapid torrents.-,, 6, (aivv*,*) with high thoughts.

ottrv-vwTOS, ov, (aivvs, *) bigh-bacied, on a

high ridge, []£'5, ua, , high and steep, of cities on steep

'rocks; * aim* a noose banging straight

down. 2 • headlong; aivvs 6\e6po* sheer, utter

destruction ; aivvs* towering wrath. 3. me-

taph- bard, difficult ; aivv 01 iaourat it will be bard

wori for him.

aip«nu.os, oy* () that can he taken.

otf)«rvs, <o«, (aip4w) a taking, conquering, esp. of

a town. II.() a taking for oneself,

choosing, choice; cuptaiv to give choice; cupe-

ffiv to have choice given one. 2. choice

or election of magistrates. \ III. a choice, plan,

purpose. 2. a sect or school of philosophy. 3.

a heresy.

alpcTcov, verb. Adj. of ', one must take or

choose. II. atpcrcos, a, ov, desirable., f.,() to choose. II. to belong

to a sect.

aipcTiicos, i\,, () able to choose. 2. here-

tical.

aiprros, , , verb. Adj. of, that may be

taken or conquered. II.() to be chosen,

preferable, desirable. 2. chosen, elected.*'1 : impf. yptov, Ion. atpeov : fut. :

pf. ,, Ion. : Ion. plqpf..—
Med., fut. : aor. .—Pass., fut., also- : aor. : pf.-

: plqpf..—Also from the root*", aor.

2 (, Ion. 3 sing. cAea/cf, inf. ^(: fut. med.. ; aor. 2 ; Ep. 3 sing, yivro, for

?€ : rarely aor. .
Act. to take with the band, grasp, seize. 1. to

take away. II. to get into one's power, conquer,

overpower, seize : to kill. 2. to catch, take : to

win, seduce. 3. generally, to win, gain. 4. as

Att. law-term, to convict a person of a thing. 5. 6-* aipct, Lat. ratio evincit, reason proves. III.

to grasp with the mind, take in, understand.

Med., to takefor oneself. II. to take

to oneself, choose : hence to take in preference, prefer

one thing to another: also to choose

in preference, Lat. potius malle. 2. to choose by
vote, elect to an office.

*A-ipos, 6, "Ipo* "A-tpo», Irus unhappy Irus.

ATTfl, Att. foT adpw: f. [] : aor. ft»,

imperat. ipov, inf. : pf. *.—Med., impf. ypo-

: fut. [i£] : aor. : aor.,
Ep. : Pass., fut. : aor. & :

pf. 1}.
Act. to raise, raise or lift up, to carry; aloft*

to walk ; cup. to hoist a signal ; alptir

vavs to get ships under way : hence 2. intrans.

to get under way, start, set out ; alptiv rals

to set sail; aipuv to march:—Pass, to

mount up, ascend. II. to raise, exalt; atptiv

to raise one's courage, etc. a. to raise by
words, extol, exaggerate, Lat. tollere

:

—Pass, to rise

to a height, increase. IIL to lift and take away,
to take away, put an end to : later to kill.

Med. to lift, raise for oneself: hence to earry

off, win, gain. II. to take upon oneself, undergo,

bear. 2. to undertake, begin. III. of sound,

aipcaOai to lift up one's voice.

AI^A, , as pr. n., like, the goddess offate,
Lat. Parca. II. as appellat. thefatal decree of

a god ; Aiot the fate decreed by Jove, «.

one's appointed lot, fate, destiny, by ill

luck:—one's share or lot in a thing; ^• one's

share of booty. 3. one's due or right ;*,
like/,fittingly, rightly., impf. : fut. &:
aor. 2, later aor.^ : Dep,i (£&T) :

—to perceive or apprehend by the senses, and

therefore sometimes to feel, sometimes to see, some*

times to bear or learn. Often followed by ace.; but

also c. gen, to be sensible of, to take notice of a thing.

Hence,, , the thing perceived : perception

or sense of a thing.*, «a», ,() perception• £r tBe

senses, esp. by feeling, but also by seeing, hearing,

etc., a sensation, sense of a thing ; to

have perception of a thing; to

give the means of perception. II. in phir. the

senses. III. like, a perception: in

hunting, the scent., ,() an organ ofsmttei

0<», ov, ,() one who perceives., , ,() of or capable of

perception, perceptive. 2. pass, perceptible., -, , verb. Adj. of, perceived

by the senses, sensible., (*&,) to breathe forth, Lat. expiro

;

be was giving up the ghost, was expiring., happiness. From
-os, ov, also , ov, () Lat, fatalis, ap-

pointed by fate, fated, destined; the

fated day, i. e. the day of death. IL agreeable

to fate, meet, right; tlMt* knowing what u
right and proper., ov, also a, ov, () boding wellt lucky,

happy: opportune. .••'•• -
-•''
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d-uros, ov, ( privat., *)=-*, unlike, un-

equal.

'AJfXSSL, Art.£ or : impf., Att.

t/-, Ion.^: fut. £>, Att ££ar. aor.

£, Att. 7?£, Ion..—Med., aor. )£.
Pass., aor., I°Q• :

—/ mow with a

quick shooting motion, to shoot, dart, glance, Lat.

ruere, impetu ferrt :— so also in aor. I med.,
and in aor. pass.. 2. later, to be eager

after. IL trans, /o mot/* a thing quickly, [ in

Homer : in Trag. d when trisyll.]-, Att., ov, (a privat., ioeiv) unseen,

unknown, not to be seen and beard : hence vanished,

destroyed: see *. . act. not seeing or

knowing, ignorant of, c. gen., Att. : f. : aor. , Att.-.— Pass., aor. , Ion.:
(*) :

—to make unseen, to destroy : to slay, kill., opos, 6, , (-*) unknowing, inexpe-

rienced.€., 3 pi. aor. I opt. of.
-uXos, ov, opp. to *, unseemly, evil, im-

pious. (Deriv. uncertain.), f., () to give each bis due or

portion of a thing, hence to be ruler over, c. gen.

Hence, , , a regulator of games, chosen by

the people, a judge or umpire. II. a ruler,

king, esp. one chosen by the people: a president^

manager., ov, gen. ovos, and, , ov,

Comp. and Sup. of*, formed from*.02, cos, to, shame, disgrace. II. ugli-

ness or deformity., ov, gen. ovos, (*) shameful., , sordid love of gain. From-, «,(*, Kcphos) sordidly greedy

of gain, covetous. Adv. -*., , foul language, abuse. From-, ov, (*,) foul-mouthed,

abusive.-, ios, , , (*, *) forming
base designs.

-iroios, ,(,) acting shame-
fully., , , also os, , (*) in Homer
causing sbame, disgracing; ttrca abusive

words. II. opp. to koXqs : I. ugly, ill-

favoured. 2. in moral sense, shameful, disgrace-

ful, base, infamous; to , Lat.

honestum et turpe, virtue and vice.—Instead of the
regul. Comp. and Sup.*,*, the

forms,* are used. Hence, 77x05, , ugliness. 2. sbame, infamy., , contr. for', (*,
tpyov) lewd conduct., Adv. of*, shamefully., aor. 1 pass. inf. of.

.
—., , (*) shame done one, disgrace, dis-

honour. II. sbame for an ill deed, Lat. pudor :

generally, sbame, the sense of sbame. [], verb. Adj. of, one must be

ashamed., , ,() bashful, modest., *, , () a dishonourer,

seducer., , , =*, bashful.

: f. , Ion.: aor. : pf.

•—Pass., fut. med. in pass, sense,-; also:.}:.-: (*):—to make ugly, disfigure, mar. 2.

to disgrace, dishonour, tarnish, ycvo*-
€. II. Pass, to be ashamed, feel sbame : but

more freq. to be ashamed at a thing, c. ace. rei : also

c. ace. pers. to feel shame before one : c. part, to be

ashamed at doing a thing : but c. inf. to be ashamed
to do a thing.

: impf. tjtcov, Ion. afocov : fut. :

aor. ; pf. :
—to ask, beg, usu. c. ace.

rei, to ask, crave, demand something ; alruv to

beg leave to depart : c. ace. pers. to ask a person; air.

to ask a person for a thing ; c. inf. to ask one

to do :—Med. to askfor oneself, for one's own use or

purpose, to claim, Lat. vindicare sibi

:

—Pass, to have

a thing begged of one., *, , (') that which is asked, a re-

quest, demand., Aeol. for., ov, Dor., or e«w, 0, a favourite., «<us, , () a request, demand., verb. Adj. of', one must ask., , , verb. Adj. of, asked for,

begged., , a cause, origin, ground, occasion ; al-

to give occasion. II. the occasion

of something bad, a charge, accusation, blame, a

fault, Lat. crimen : remonstrance, expostulation with

a friend ;' *, Lat. crimen habere, to be ac-

cused; € to lie under a charge; Iv -
to hold guilty ; iiri<pipuv

to impute the fault to one; atroXvtiv **
to acquit of guilt., Ep. pres. inf. of., Pass, () to be charged or accused., », , a charge, guilt imputed. From, f. [a] : aor. , loru

: () : I. as Dep. to give as the

cause or occasion : esp. of a fault : to charge, accuse,

blame ; * to accuse of a thing. II.

as Pass, in fut., aor. -, perf.- :
—to be accused. Hence, «», , a complaint, accusation., verb. Adj. of, one must accuse.,() to ask or beg for a thing, c. ace.

rei : c. ace. pers. to beg, solicit., , neut. of*, =s, a cause.
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*Tt©s, 0< ov, more rarely ot, ov, causing, occasion-

• p• • hence chargeable with a thing : but mostly in

bid sense, causing ill, blamable, guilty:—6 *,
he tarty to be blamed, the culprit, Lat. reus

:

—
the cause of a thing., Ep. 3 pi. pres. indie, of.,, Ep. 2 and 3 sing. pres. opt. of., Ep. aor.i of., a, ov, of or belonging to Etna: of a

horse, Etnean, Sicilian ; or big as Etna, enormous.', Adv. =, *, on a sudden.

Hence, ov, unforeseen^sudden, quick. Adv. -*,
also Stov, suddenly..., aor. I pass. inf. of., 3 dual aor. 1 pass, of., f. : aor. : () :—ro

throw the spear, to fight with the spear. II. to

arm with the spear., ,() captivity. .
a body of captives.€•, f. (,(*) to make pri-

soner of war., f. , — :— also Dep.

in same sense : fut. : aor. I

: pf.}.&, , ,(^*) befitting a pri-

soner.&, iBos, , a captive woman. From--ros, ov, (, *) taken by the

spear or in war ; oi prisoners of war;
booty., 37,() the point of a spear, Lat. cus-

pis. II. a spear: also a staff or a sceptre. 2.

as collective noun a body of spearmen, as* a

body of shielded men. 3. war, battle. 4. also,

warlike spirit, mettle.€5, «, €v,() armed with the spear., , Ep. for*., ov, 6,() a spearman,warrior. II.

as Adj. warlike, brave. Fern,, iho*.-, ov,(,) bearing a spear.', Adv. quickly, with speed, on a sudden.-&, ov, (1$, *) swift-

speeding., , 6v, () quick, speedy, sudden.
'*, used only in pres. and impf. atov, to perceive,

become aware of, esp. to hear : but also to see, observe,

know, c. gen. and also c. ace. [a long or short, ace.

to the metre.]

'AT1
["], used only in impf. [],=,

to breathe. 2. —, to breathe out, expire;' breathed out my life., ovos, , Dor. for ). []
ATilTii, $, , also , sometimes with shortened

ace. alu>:—the Lat. AEVUM, a space or period of
time, a lifetime, life. 3. of longer periods, an

3. an infinitely long

II. ones age or time

age, generation, period,

space of time, eternity,

of life., ov, also a, ov, lasting, eternal., , (() a machinefor suspending bodies

:

a chariot on springs. . a hovering in air,

oscillation., f.,() to lifi and bang up, let hang:
and so to wave, or set waving. IJ, more freq.

in Pass,, aor. , to hang, to vi-

brate, to wave or float in air, hover or flit about. 2.

metaph. to be in suspense, Lat. suspensus esse : but
tv to depend upon a person, Lat. pen-

dere ab aliquo ; virtp- to play for

a high stake. Hence, », , that which is hung up : a hang-
ing cord or baiter. II. being bung up, hover-

ing : a banging., ov, verb. Adj. of, hovering.,( 2),. =, softly, gently., , also written' [], a gym-
nasium in the suburbs of Athens, where Plato taught

:

hence the Platonic school were called Academics., ,(*) uncleanness., *, , = foreg.-, ov, (a privat.,) uncleaned, im-

pure : unclean : unpurifled. Adv. -., f., (*) to be without op-

portunity, or occasion., , (cueaipos) an unseasonable time: want

of opportunity, unseasonableness. II. impor-
tunity.-, ov, not in season, unseasonable, ill-timed

;

ks novuv, Lat. operam perdere :— Adv.

-*. II. of persons, importunate, Lat. molestus :

ill-suited to do a thing, c. inf.-, , , poet, for*, guileless., Ep. for*, =*, benignant,

gracious., , guilelessness. From
a-K&KOs, ov, without evil, unknowing of ill, guilt'

less : esp. without malice. Adv. -*.&, iDos, , the goldfinch.-€, ov, , (*,) soft-flowing.'', , a nettle, Lat. urtica : the sting as

of a nettle, []-, «, gen. ios, (a privet.,*) without

charms.-, ov, (a privat.,) not ac-

cepted in sacrifice, ill-omened.--, ov, (a privat.,) un-

adorned.--, ov, (a privat.,) uncovered.-&, is, —*.&-,,,(*,^) unwearied

with the spear.&-, ov, ,(,) unwearied

inflgbt.
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vovs) untiring offoot.-, <5, (,) unwearied

in fight.-, *, , ( privat.,) untiring,

unresting. [&]-, ov, also , ov, (a privat.,*) with-

out sense of toil, hence untiring, unresting

:

—neut.

as Adv. untiringly.-, ov, (a privat.,) unbent, stiff:—
from which none can return. II. unbending,

inexorable., $, , () a thorn, prickle: hence I.

a prickly plant, thistle : also a thorny tree. 2.

the back-bone or spine of animals. 3. metaph. a

thorny or difficult question., , ov,() thorny: of thorns. II.

of the thorn-tree ()., tbOs, ,().a small bird, the goldfinch

or linnet, Lat. fringilla spinus. II. as fern. Adj.

prickly.-, ov, 6, fem.-, $, ,(,) going on thorns.-, ov,( 3, -/) picking out

thorny questions, wrangling.", , Lat. acanthus, bear's breech, a

plant, used in Corinthian capitals.-, ts, gen. tos, (, tTSos) full of
thorns, thorny.-, ov, (a privat.,) unsmoked.

-tcairvos, ov, (a privat.,) without smoke, not

smoking, making no smoke.-, ov, (a privat.,) wanting the heart

:

metaph. heartless, Lat. excors.-, ov, (a privat.,) headless*-, is, (a privat.,) properly of hair,

too short to be cut : generally, short, small, tiny

:

mostly of time, atcapes a moment, kv axapu
in a moment of time ; (sc.)
having waited a moment ; ' not a bit

:

—but

also of things, ajcapis a morsel.

-Kapuuos, a, ov,() momentary, brief., ,() unfruitfulness., ov, (a privat.,) =-
tos, where nothing is to be reaped, unfruitful, of the

sea.--iros, ov, without fruit, barren. II. act.

making barren, blasting. Adv. -.-, ov, (a privat.,) not made fruit-

ful, without fruit, fruitless: of an oracle, unfulfilled.,( 2) Adv. gently. Hence
-Katos, a, ov, gentle, delicate.-, ov, (a privat.,) not to

be overthrown, irrefragable.-$, ov, (a privat.,') not
to be condemned, blameless.-5, ov, (a privat.,) un-
covered*.

-, ov, (a privat.,) unccn-

demned.-, ov, (a privat.,) without

end : of verses, acatalectic.--irTOS, ov, (a privat.,) not

to be conquered. . incomprehensible.-$, ov, (a privat.,) irre-

concilable. Adv. -».-, ov, (a privat.,) indissoluble.

d-, ov, (a privat., ) not

to be subdued, unconquerable.-, ov, (a privat.,) inconceiv-

able.-, ov, (a privat.,) not to be

set at rest, incessant : unable to ceasefrom a thing., , a state of disorder, anarchy, con-

fusion. From-, ov, (a privat.,) unstable,

unsettled : unsteady, fickle :— Adv.,»
** to be unstable.-, ov, (a privat.,) not to be

checked, unruly. Adv. -».-, ov, (a privat.,) not

to be despised, important, Lat. baud spernendus., , Dim. of, a light boat, esp. of

pirates, Lat. actuaria. II. a small sail.

"AKAT02, , a light vessel, Lat. actuaria : esp. a
transport-vessel : generally, a ship, []-, ov, (a privat.,) unburnt.

or -, Ep. for, 3 pi. plqpf.

pass, of., redupl. fat. of., Ep. for, redupl. aor. I of.,, Ep. for,-, inf. and part, of, redupl. pf. pass,

of,, redupl. aor. 2 med. subj. of,, redupl. from, to trouble

:

—Pass, to

be troubled., , ov, () pointed, sharpened, a part,

pf. pass., as if from* to sharpen, but with no verb

in use., redupl. aor. 2 med. opt. of., Ep. for, redupl. aor. 2 med.

of.€, Ep. part. pres. pass, of.€€•, ov, ,=€$.
-«€5, ov, (a privat., (() unbidden.-, ov, (a privat.,) ungoaded, need-

ing no spur.

a-K€vrpos, ov, (a privat..) stingless.

: Ep. impf. : f.. Ep.*-, Att. : aor. , Ep. imper.: Dep.: (/cos):—to heal, cure. 2. to

stanch, quench,. 3• generally, to amend,

repair, make good : to mend or darn clothes.

d-Kcpaios, ov, (a privat.. Ktpawvpu) unmixed, pttre :

pure in blood: guileless, Lat, integer, 11. «»*
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paired, untouched, inviolate : fresh, active.-, ov, (a privat.,) unmixed,

purefrom a thing.

A-KfPUTOS, 0,/
' (a Pr ivat •») without horns.-, cv» (a privat.,() not struck

by
lightning., ), (() want of gain, loss. From

-€, «, (a privat.,) without gain, bring-

ing loss.- Adv. Sujs, gratis.

AK«pia<rros, or, (a privat.,) unwoven.

-€-5, , , (a privat.,,) with

unshorn hair, epith. of Apollo : also ever-young, for

the Greek youths wore their hair long, till they

reached manhood.

a-K€pu>s, , gen. , and- -os, ov,= ojciparos., aor. I imperat. of.-, Ep. €-, ov, (, voaos)

iealing disease.

averts, «ys, ij,(/tftt) a healing, cure, remedy., \() a remedy, cure., fut. of.
€~-, for words so beginning, v. sub (-,
axtcmqp, ijpos, ,() a healer, restorer, physi-

cian; * the rein/ /am» the steed.

aK€amf|S,, , =€ : a mender of torn clothes.€, ,() the healing art.

ok€Ot6s, ,,() curable : easy to he cheered

ox revived., i7,() a darning-needle.

AjccoTput, , fern, of, a sempstress., ,() a remedy.

,«$, vos, , Ion. for(., opos, ,() a healer, saviour.-, or, (a/cos, ) bringing a cure,

healing.

ttK€ff-u>Svvos, ov,(,) allaying pain.-, ov, (a privat.,) without a bead

:

without beginning.,, () in form a participle, used

by Horn, as an Adv. stilly, softly, silently : mostly in

sing• nom. even with a plur. verb, as *
feast ye in silence

:

—the dual occurs once,

the plur. form never. Although fern, is

found, yet stands also with the fern., as-' *.', , a Subst. said to have 3 senses

:

1. a
point, edge, (whence axis,,,,,*, and Lat. acies, acuo). 2. silence, (whence,, ,). 3• healing, (whence).-, ov, (a privat.,) uncaredfor, un-

heeded : withoutfuneral rites, unburied. Hence, Adv. of$, but in act. sense,

without heedfor any one, remorselessly., f. : aor. , Ep. :
—to

neglect, slight, c. gen. From-, is, (a privat., jctjSos) pass, uncared for

:

cucepaoTOs—-cuci?.

unburied.
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II. act. without care or sorrow, Lat.

securus. 2. heedless, careless., pf. med. of.-, ov, (a privat.,) to be won by no
charms, not to be charmed or won over, inexorable,

unassuageable., , =, a cure, remedy., properly ace. of 2, but used only as Adv.
stilly, softly, silently.-, ov, (a privat.,) unmixed,
pure : hence untouched, Lat. integer : generally, pure,
fresh.-, ov, (a privat.,() unmixed, pure,
clear : of persons, incorrupt, undefiled, upright

:

—c.

gen. purefrom,freefrom taint of .

.

II. unim-
paired, infull vigour, fresh, unbroken.-, ov, (a privat.,) unharmed by the fates,

uninjured. II. act. unharming, harmless.-, ov, (a privat.,) without heart or soul;

lifeless. -II. without heart or courage, heartless,

spiritless, Lat. vecors., Ep. for5. Sup. of*.« and, Adv. without proclama-

tion : esp. without a flag of truce. From-, ov, (a privat.,) unannounced

:

unproclaimed ; a war without an-

nouncement, sudden, or, one in which no herald was.

admitted, implacable. 2. inglorious, unknown. 3.

unheard of, sending no tidings. Hence, Adv. ='.-, ov, (a privat.,) not covered with

wax, unwaxed.
or€, Ep. for, 3 pl4

redupl. pf. pass, of.€€, Ep. for*, part, of redupl. pf.

pass, of.-, ov, (a privat.,$) unadulterate
f

unalloyed, pure : also guileless, honest., , ov, weak, feeble, faint, in Homer only in

Comp. aKiSvorepos. (Deriv. uncertain.)

d-KiOdpis, t, gen. 10s, (a privat.,) without the-

harp., vos, 6, , (a privat., kikvs) powerless, feeble\, , or cos, , Lat. acinaces, a Persian

word, a short sword.

cl-kCvovvos, ov, without danger: hence shunning

danger, cowardly. Adv. -.-, ov, rarely , ov, (a privat.,) un*

moved, motionless : hence idle, sluggish. 2. unal-

tered, settled, steady. II. immovable, bard to

move. 2. not to be stirred or touched, inviolable

\

like Lat. non movendus : not to be divulged. [t]-, ov, (a privat., k'is) without worms, not worm*
eaten, sound: Sup.*.
cuctpos, , =5.
axis, tSos, , (, Lat. acies) a point, barb, a

pointed instrument: metaph. a sting;-
the stings of desires. [_#]
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unattainable : of persons, not to be reached by prayer,

inexorable., Dep. () to pretend indifference to a

thing, to affect coyness : generally, to dissemble., , a bugbear : ace. to others a vain woman., Dor. for*.-, ov, (a privat.,\) unbroken.- or-, ov, (a privat.,)
pass, unwept : without lamentation. II. act. un-

weeping, tearless.-, 4s, gen. ios : ace. ^, Ion.(, poet.

: ( privat.,$) :—withoutfame, inglorious,

ignoble : neut.«« as Adv. ingloriously.

-€, , (-*) ingloriousness.

-€, is, Ep. for : Ep. Adv. atc\ua>s.-, ov, Ion.-, Att. contr.--
<ttos, (a privat.,*) : not shut, not bolted or fas-

tened.

cikXcus, Adv. of\€, ingloriously.-, is, poet, for ^*., Ion. for axKucros.-, ov, without lot or portion, poor, needy. 1

.

without lot or share in a thing, c. gen. II. unal-

lotted, without an owner.-. ov, (a privat.,) without lot or

portion in a thing, c. gen., ov, Att. for€$.-, ov, (a privat.,) uncalled, unbidden.-, is, (a privat.,) bending to neither

side: unswerving, stedfast.-, ov, also , ov, (a privat,) un-

washed by waves.

-, ,(,) the anvil-block.', ovos, 6, an anvil, Lat. incus.- or rather-, ov, (a privat.,)
withoutfat, esp. without thefat of sacrifice., Ep., ,{) bearing

:

I. the

sense of bearing : the ear ; esp. in plur., ajcoaus 5i-€ to hear, etc. II. a hearing, listening

to ; a£ios worth bearing. III. the thing

beard, a report, saying, fame ; to

know a thing by hearsay.-, ov, (a privat.,) sleepless.-, ov, (a privat.,) not shared

in common. II. act. not sharing in, not par*

taking of: hence unsocial.-, ov, , (=,) a bedfellow, spouse,

husband : fern, cl-koitis, ios, , a wife.

d-KoXcuccvTos, ov, (a privat.,() not fiat"

tered, not won by flattery., ,() licentiousness, intemper-

ance : excess, extravagance : opp. to., (*) to be licentious, de-

bauched, intemperate : to live a riotous life.-, ov, (a privat,) Lat. non casti-

gatus, unchastened, undisciplined, unbridled: also

uneducated. i. intemperate, opp. to.
Hence, Adv. intemperately : Comp.,-

i\uv irpos to be too intemperate in a thing.-, ov, 6, (a privat.,) a bit, morsel., f.,() to follow, go after

or with. II. metaph. tofollow or obey one in a

thing. Hence, «us, , afollowing, sequence., f.,() to be infull bloom, be at the , verb. Adj. of, one must

prime or perfection : hence to flourish, abound in a

thing, , etc. : c. inf. to be strong

enough to do ; but impers., c. inf., it is high

time to do., a, ov, () in full bloom, at the prime,

blooming, vigorous; in the prime of

strength. II. in time, in season, Lat. opporlunus., 17, (, Lat. acies) a point, edge ; proverb.

em on the rasor's edge, i. e. at the criti-

cal moment ; the fingers^ of both

hands, like . 2. the highest*point of

anything, the bloom, flower, prime, esp. of man's age,, Lat. fios aetatis ; mid-sum-

mer :—generally, strength, vigour. 3. like Kaipos,

the time, i. e. the best, mostfitting time ; \}\,
c. inf., 'tis high time to do; «' eivai, c. inf., to

be on the point of doing., properly ace. of, but used as Adv. in a

moment, directly : even now, still, like %ri., , , () full-grown, infull vigour., ov,fastingfromfood. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, tjtos, 6, , (a privat.,) =, un-

tiring, fresh.-, ov, (a privat.,) unwearied, untiring.

follow., , (*0>) afollowing, attendance,

train. II. agreement or conformity with.-, ov, (a copul., ^) following,

attending on :—as Subst, , a follower,

attendant; ol the camp followers. II.

following after; agreeing with, suitable to, like, c.

gen.; but also c. dat Adv. -, in accordance

with, c. dat.-, ov, unable to swim.-, Ep.- [t], , want of tending. From-, ov, (a privat.,) untended.-, ov, (a privat.,) without hair, bald:

of trees, leafless.-, ov, (a privat.,) unboastful.-, ov, without boast, unboasting.-, ov, unadorned, simple, plain, Lat. sim-

plex. II. rude in speech., f.,() to sharpen, whet.-, ov, (a privat.,) without blows., , () a whetstone, hone, Lat. cos.-, Adv. of, (a privat.,) with-

out the dust of the arena, hence without combat, toil,

or effort, Lat. sine pulvere.
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fling, dart : to dart at, c. gen. p.ers. : later c. ace.

pers. to hit or strike with a javelin, to wound ; and

Pass, to be so hit or wounded. 2. to shoot forth

rays, of the moon. II. intrans. to dart or

pierce., , Dim. of, a dart, javelin., ,{) the throwing a javelin., ,{) that which is darted, a

javelin ; within a dart's throw., rjpos, 6, and, , , (-) a darter, hurler ofjavelins., , 6v,() skilled in throwing

the dart., vos, , Ion. for, the game of

the dart, a contest at throwing the dart.-, ov, (,) watching the

dart, i. e. shunning it.

d-KOiros, ov, without weariness

:

I. pass, un-

wearied, untiring. II. act. not wearying,

easy. 2. removing weariness, refreshing., most shameless, a Sup. either from- = ; or shortened for-
tos, Sup. of, like,.
<x-:<opeo-TOS, ov, (a privat.,) insatiate, un-

ceasing : c. gen. insatiate of, utisated with. II.

act. not satiating : not disgusting.

a.-KOp€TOS, ov, =.-, ov, (a privat.,) insatiate : c.

gen. unsated with, .,. 2. {a

privat.,) unswept, untrimmed.

d-Kopos, , =, insatiate: metaph. cease-

less, Lat. improbus.

"AK02, tos, , a cure, relief, remedy, help, re-

sourcefor or against a thing, c. gen. :5 to

prepare a remedy., f. , () to be disorderly, un-

ruly : to be out of order, to offend.-, ov, (a privat.,) unarranged,

disorderly. 2. unadorned, unfurnished., , disorder : ex'.ravagance : jinruliness,

offence. From-, ov, without order, disorderly : in moral

sense, unruly, rebellious :—Adv. —, without or-

der. II. a world that is no
world, like^, etc.

or «, only used in aor. I part., well-fed, overfed. From02', , barley.£, Dep., like, to hearken to, c.

gen. II. to be called, bidden; -
ye are bidden to the feast, like, Lat.

vocari., , Ep. for , hearing;

tidings of his father :

—

a sound.

d-, ov, (a privat.,) childless, without

male heir. II. (a privat.,) unshorn.€, Aeol. form of, 3 pi. aor. I

opt. of., Desiderat. of, to wish to hear.-, ov, (,) heard of God., , ov, () audible., ov, Att. contr. for, unwilling,

under constraint

:

—Adv. -, unwillingly, or in an
unwelcome manner; Sup., most un-

willingly., , () a thing heard, a sound,

strain. 2. a rumour, report, tale, [a] Hence, , a little tale., also, verb. Adj. of, one

must hear or hearken to, c. gen., , , () a hearer, listener., , , verb. Adj. of, heard, audible:

that should be heard.', f. : aor. : pf. Att., Dor.: plqpf., Att.:
— Pass., fut. : aor. : pf.

:

—

to hear, used both with gen. and

ace. 2. absol. to hear, give ear ; hear,

people. II. to listen or give ear to, mostly c.

gen. ; more rarely c. dat., hence to obey. III. to

hear oneself called, be called, pass for ; with an Adj.

or Subst., , Lat. malus audire; or with

an Adv. , , Lat. bene, male audire., Ion., , (properly fern, ) the end,

point, esp. the highest point, the top of the hill, peak,

headland : a citadel, Lat. arx :
—" ,

Att. , to destroy from top to bottom, i.e.

utterly, Lzt.funditus evertere., , =, without result, unfid-

filled, fruitless, Lat. irritus.-, , (a privat.,) not barking., contr. form of, ace. masc. of.-, , (,) of certain winds, blowing

strongly, fresh-blowing., , contr. from-, (-,) unmixed, pure, sheer: hence II.

unharmed, Lat. integer: c. gen. untouched by a thing.

d-KpavTOS, ov, (a privat.,) unaccomplished,

unfulfilled, fruitless, idle. II. endless., ,() the character of an,
incontinence, Lat. impotentia, opp. to.-, , earlier form of foreg. [d], irreg. Comp. of.-, , ( privat.,) powerless : not

having power or command over a thing ;

-, Lat. impotens irae : esp. in a moral sense,

without power or command over oneself, incontinent,

Lat. impotens sui.-£, fut. Att., Dep. to drink pure

wine(, merum). II. to breakfast, because

this meal consisted of bread dipped in wine. Hence, ov, having breakfasted, [>]
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*^7, Ion. -, , a drinking of unmixed

ivine. From-, , Ion.-, , , (-,) a drinker of unmixed wine.

d-Kparos, Ion. -KpTjTOS, ov : Comp. and Sup.-,- : (a privat.,) :

—

un-

mixed, pure, sheer, unadulterate : esp. of wine, -
(sub. oTvos), 6, wine without ivater, sheer wine,

Lat. merum ; metaph., pure intel-

lect. 2. untempered, tenrestrained, excessive: in-

temperate, violent.-, opos, , =-, without con'rol. [/], Adv. , withoict control ;

to be incontinent., f., to be passionate. From-, Ion.-, ov, (,)
quick or sudden to anger, passionate ; -

an ill-tempered dog. \\, , , () the end of a branch or

bough, a small branch, spray, twig.

-€€<>5, ov, (,) at the beginning

of evening, at eventide.-, €, and '-, ov, (, ) in

earliest youth, very young.--os, ov, Ion. for, unmixed, pure.-,-, Ion. for, etc.

aKpias, ace. pi. of., , exactness, accuracy, precision : perfec-

tion. II. strictness, severity : parsimony, frugal-
ity. From, , exact, accurate, precise, perfect in its

kind ; of thoughts, clear, definite, precise. II.

of persons, exact, strict, scruptdous

:

—also frugal,
stingy. (Deriv. uncertain.). Dep.() to be exact,

accurate, ox precise in language: c. ace. rei, to weigh
accurately. Hence, , precision of language.-, ov, (, ^) exact in lan-

guage.
f

. .•, f.,() to make exact or accu-

rate : to arrange precisely : but commonly, to examine
or understand thoroughly : to express accurately

:

—
Pass, to be made exact or perfect., Adv. of, exactly, accurately, pre-

cisely. II. sparingly ; , Lat.

vix et ne vix quidem.-, , (,) a locust-cage.

aicpLS, , , Ion. for, a hill-top, peak ; mostly

in pi., the windy mountain-tops.

'AKPI'S,, , a locust, Lat. grylhis., ,() want of distincttiess and order,

confusion. II. want ofjtidgment.-, , gen. , (,) shed-

ding floods of tears.-, ov, (,) talking reck-

lessly. II. hard to interpret.

-KpiTOS, ov, (a privat.,) unarranged, con-

—.
fused, disorderly : countless. 2. lasting, unceasing:
of mountains, continuous. II. undecided,

doubtful. 2. unjudged, untried, of persons

and things ; , to put to death
without trial, Lat. indicta causa :—also not subject to

trial. III. act. not giving judgment. 2. not

exercisingjudgment, undistinguishing.-, ov, (,) of blended

foliage.-, ov, (,) undistmguish-
ably mixed., Dep. =., ,() Lat. acroama, anything

heard with pleasure, anything read, recited, played or

simg : a play or musical piece.

: impf. : fut.

[] : aor. : pf. : Dep. :

—

to

hearken or listen to, esp. to hear or attend lectures;

6 a hearer, student. II. to obey.

-is. , ,() a hearkening or lis-

tening to. 2. obedience.€, verb. Adj. of, one must
listen to., ,() a place of audience

:

lecture-room. II. an audience.,, , ,() a hearer : a pupil., , ,() proper for hearing

or attending lectures ; , Lat hono-

rarium, a pupil'sfee.-€,(,) to walk on tiptoe or erect.-,(,) wetted at the end. II.

tinged at the point, or slightly.

<-€5, , (,) with a point at the

e?id.,() to be a slinger, to skirmish.,() Dep. to throw or strike

from afar : to skinnish. Hence-,, , a skirmishing., , , =., , , —.-, , (,) as Subst. one that

throwsfrom afar, a slinger, skirmisher : but II.

as Adj. proparox.-, ov, struckfrom afar.', ,() tincircumcision.-, ov, (,) uncircumcised.-, ov, (,) at the extreme

angle ; . the corner foundatio7i-stone.

-SeTOS, ov,(,) bound at the end or top., , (,) fruit-trees. II.

fruits, esp. hard-shelled fruits.-, ov,(,) twisted at the end.-, , (, ^) touching on the sur-

face or lightly.-, , v.-., Dep.() to take of the

best, pick out for oneself.-, , (, ) mostly in plur.-, also, properly, the top of the heap, the
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best or choice parts : hence the first-fruits of the field,

of booty, etc., like :—properly a neut. Adj.

from, whence offerings of

first-fruits. [0t]-^, (, neXatvos) only used in Ep.

irt., growing black on the surface.-, ov, and -, fa, (aKpos,

Kvtcpas) at the beginning or end of night, in twilight.-», ov, (aKpos, ) with hair on the

crown. II. with leaves at the top.-3, , the citadel of Corinth.-,, f., {aKpos,) to float on the

topmost waves.-, ov, (^,) with the extremities

of stone, epith. of statues of wood with marble head,

hands, and feet.-, to, (aKpos, Xcvov) the edge of a net.-, (aKpos,) to gather at top.5, [t], , , (aKpos, Ko<pps) a moun-

taineer.-5, 6, (aKpos, \6(pos) a mountain-ridge.-, (aKpos,) to untie only at the end.-,, fa, (aKpos,) at the height of

madness, raving mad.-5, ov, (aKpos, os) leaded at the

edge, epith. of a net., ov, to, neut. of aKpos, the highest or topmost

point

:

I. a mountain-top, peak. II. metaph.

the highest pitch, the height of a thing. III. pi., of persons, the chiefs.-, Adv. (aKpos, ovv£) with the edge of the

nail.-, ov, (aKpos,) =5.-, ov, (aKpos, vv£) at nightfall, at even.

-€95, fa, (aKpos,) exceeding sad.-, Adv. (aKpos,) on tiptoe, stealthily.-, ecu?, , (aKpos, ) the upper or

higher city, hence the citadel, castle : in Att. esp.

the Acropolis of Athens, which served as the trea-

sury. II. metaph. a tower of defence. 2. the

highest point.

axpo-iroXos, ov, (aKpos,) high-ranging : ge-

nerally, high.

-iTOpos, ov, (aKpos, ) boring through,

piercing with the point.-€, , (aKpos,^) the tip of the wing.-, , poet, for., , ov, () at the end, i.e. either outermost,

Lat. extremus, or at the top, Lat. summits ; ^,
€s, etc., the end of the hand or feet, etc.

;

=, the citadel ; the

surface of the water ; so also, IV (sc.-
?) on tiptoe ; not from the

surface of the heart, i. e. from the inmost heart ;

with the outermost edges

of the sail, with a close-reefed sail. II. of Time,

the end of evening, night-fall. III.

of Degree, the highest in its kind, first, exceeding,

good, excellent ; , the film
among the Greeks, the poets

; - aKpos not

strong of mind. IV. neut. and, as

Adv. very, exceedingly, highly : v..-5, ov, (aKpos,?) pointed or shod

with iron.-, ov, (aKpos,) high in wisdom.-, , (aKpos,) the gunwale of

a ship.-, is, (aKpos,) apt to stumble., fern. Sup. of.-, , (,) the fag-end of

anything, esp. of a verse.,, , () a summit, height.,, to lop off or shave the surface. From
-Topos, ov, (aKpos,) cut off" at the edge.-«, (, ') to inhabit the heights.-, , (aKpos,) the snozit or pipe of

a pair of bellows.-&, is, (aicpos, €?) wide-yawning.-, Dep. (aKpos, *) to struggle at

arms length, of a kind of wrestling, in which they

grasped one another's hands, without clasping the

body.

tt-KpvrrTOS, ov, (a privat.,) unhidden.-, ov, without ice, unfrozen.-, , (aKpos,) the point of the

elbow.-, , (aKpos, ) the tip of the nail:.

hence any extremity, the ridge of a mountain.-5, ov, (aKpos,) with nails, claws, hoofs.-, , (aKpos, opos) a viountain-ridge., regul. Adv. of aKpos, very, exceedingly., f. : aor.' : pf. pass.

:
—to cut off the extremities, esp. the

hands arid feet, to mutilate. From, , (aKpos) any topmost or prominent

part; . ovpeos a mountain-^ea^; . a ship's'

beak, Lat. rostra. I . in plur. the extremities of the

body, hands and feet. 2. in sing, a promontory., =., seems to be a strengthd. form of, to

put in motion, or, if intr., to move rapidly., , ov, () on the shore or coast. II.' (sc. 777) , Coast-land, an old name of

Attica, also., , the elder-tree, Lat. sambucus.

-KTedvos, ov, (a privat.,) without property.-, ov, (a privat.,) uncombed, un-

kempt.4, verb. Adj. of, one must lead:(
one must keep peace. II. intr. one must

go or march.

a-KT€pa\xTOs or-, ov, (a privat., KT€-

pe'1' or) without funeral-rites., ,() the place where the waves break,

i.e. the beach, sea-shore, strand; in plur., -
jutting cliffs. 2. a tract by the sea. II.
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generally, any raised place or edge, like the sea-

coast, Lat. ora., , (-) properly fem. of (broken,

bruised), bruised corn, Lat. tnola : groats, meal, bread

made of it.-, ov, gen. ovos, (a privat.,) without

property, c. gen., poor in gold.-, ov, (a privat.,) not worth getting., Ep. for, dat. pi. of., () Adv. like a ray., ov, () of or inhabiting the sea-shore.

-is, ivos, , a ray, beam, esp. of the sun
;

aKTis midday : also the flash of fire and lightning

:

metaph. brightness, splendour. II. like Lat.

radius, the spoke of a wheel., ov, , () a dweller on the coast, [t]

-KTiTOS, ov, (a privat.,) uncultivated., opos, , (ay) a leader, chief.-^, ov, (a privat.,) without

pilot, not steered."02, , an esculent acorn, fruit of the ilex.-, ov, (a privat.,) not washed by

the waves, waveless, calm.-, ov, = : metaph. calm, serene.-, ov, gen. ovos, (a privat.,) =-
tos. []-, ov, gen. ovos, (a privat.,) without

fruit or offspring, barren, []-, ov, (a privat., Kdpos) without author-

ity. I. of laws, sentences, etc., no longer in

force, cancelled, annulled, set aside; aKvpos yiyvt-, to have no force, be set aside. II. of

persons, having no right or power, c. gen. Hence, f., to cancel, set aside.-, ov, verb. Adj. unratified.--os, ov, (a privat.,) untried,

unexamined., , () a point, edge, Lat. acies.--ros, ov, (a privat.,) unhindered. Adv.
-, without hindrance.-, ov, (a privat.,) not made
the subject of comedy : generally, not ridiculed., ovtos, , () a javelin, dart, smaller and
lighter than '.,,, gen. -ovtos, Att. contr. for, against one's will, perforce. II. =-, involmitary . [a]-5, ov, (a privat.,) without oars.-, ,(,) a case for
alabaster ornaments.

-os, ,, <3,, ,
Att. for., , and, , also , a

calcareous spar, alabaster. II. that which is

wrought or made of it, a casket or case of alabaster., Adv. () to or into the sea : in Homer also

els.-, ov, , by some derived from,

, the bounding race ; by others from aks,-, a race over the sea., ,() the character of a braggart,
vain-boasting , imposture.£€, , an imposture. From, f., Dep. to swagger, use

false pretensions. From, ovos, , , () a wanderer about the

country, vagabond :—hence, a false prete?ider, an
impostor. II. as Adj. making fahe pretences,

swaggering, braggart, Lat. gloriosus :— Sup.-
or-.,, Dor. for,.

cXdOeis, Dor. aor. I pass. part, of., ={, to wander about., , Dor. for., Dor. for., ,() a shouting., , =aay.
: f. : aor. 7/, poet, -

: ():— to raise the war-cry: generally,

to shout aloud in sign of joy ; ' to

shout the shout of victory., Dor., , alala ! a loud cry : the

battle-shout, war-cry., a pf. form of, but only used in

pres. sense, to wander or roam about, like a beggar.-, ov, (a privat.,) unspeakable., , , () the war-cry, shout of vic-

tory : also a cry of woe, wailing., aor. 2 inf. of.«€, -€€, Ep. aor. inf. of.-, $, ,(,) the guar-

dian goddess, name of Minerva.-, ov, (a privat.,) speechless, dumb., a pf. form as if from (),
but like only used in pres. sense, to wander
about in anguish : to wander in mindfrom grief.-, ov, (a privat.,) without light,

darksome.-^, es, =$ ; /^ without

the light of the sun., impf. : aor. , Ep.-
: pf. : Dep. : () :

—

to wander, stray,

or roam about : sometimes c. ace, ^ to

wander through or over the land : also to wander

from home, be banished. II. metaph. to wander

in mind, be distraught., , not seeing, blind; , as opp. to, the dead; a wound
that brings blindness. II. dark, obscure.-, 77, (,) a blind, i. e. use-

less, careless watch., f. : aor. I inf. : () :
—to

make blind., , ,() easily mastered, weak-

ened : powerless, feeble.-£, Ep. impf. ; f. : Ep.
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aor.£ : ( euphon.,) :
—to empty,

drain, make poor : esp. to drain of power and

strength, overcome, slay., aros, , =$, salt.<€,() to be wrathful, bear hate., ov, () under the influence of
an avenger.-, ov, (a privat.,) not to be for-

gotten, insufferable, unceasing : abominable, accursed.

Hence-, opos, , (a privat.,) he who
forgets not, the Avenging Deity, Lat. Deus Vindex,
with or without : then, generally, an avenger,

persecutor, tormentor ; the herds-

men's plague. II. pass, one who suffers from
divine vengeance : a sinner, evil-doer, accursed and
polluted man., , Dcr. for., , Dor. for., 3 sing. Ep. impf. of.
dXacorus, vos, ,() a making blind, blinding., , ov, (akyos) giving pain, painful, griev-

ous :—Adv. -vojs. II. act. feeling pain, suffering.

For Conip. and Sup., v..-, ov, (aXyos,) bringing pain., f. : aor. ^ : (aXyos) :
—to feel

bodily pain, suffer pain : to be sick. II. metaph.

to feel pain of mind, to grieve, be troubled or dis-

tressed : to suffer pain at or about a thing., 6vos, , (u\yea>) a se?ise of pain, pain,

grief of body or mind., aros, , (y) pain felt or caused., ea>s, ,() sense ofpain.,, tv, (aXyos) painfid, grievous., ov, gen. ovos, and, , ov, irreg.

Comp. and Sup. of aXyeivos, formed from Subst.

a\yos (as, from tcaWos). [ Ep.,

but F Att.]

"02, cos,, pain, Lat. dolor, whether of body
or mind

;
pain, sorrow, grief, distress. II. later,

anything that causes pain. Hence, f. : aor. I r<\yvva.—Pass, with f. med.

: aor. ^ :—to pain, grieve, dis-

tress :—Pass, to feel pain, be grieved or distressed at

a thing.

: aor. 2:—to make to grow, notirish,

strengthen;€ shefilled out his limbs: to

increase, multiply. Only poet. (From*, Lat. /.), to grow, wax, thrive. II. trans. =. (From Root -, as in Lat. alere.), Ion., , (,) an avoiding, es-

caping : c. gen. flightfrom a thing, shelterfrom it.' 'A, Ion., , =', heat or warmth, of

the sun, or of fire. Hence, to warm, make warm, sun : intr. to grow
warm, be warm.,, Ep. aor. 1 inf. and imper. pi. of.

, , , (y) cf. aXyetvus) painful,

grievous, troublesome : c. inf., akeyeivoi-
horses hard to break.£, only used in pres. and Ep. impf. a\eyi(ov :

(y) :

—

to trouble oneself about a thing, to care

for, mind, heed, c. gen. rei., chiefly used in pres. and impf.: (y):—
in Odyssey with and Sources, to care for a meal

:

generally afterwards to prepare a meal for guests.-, ( copul., \eyw) only used in pres. to trouble

oneself, have a care, mind, heed; mostly with the

negat., aXiyeiv to have no care, heed not; rarely

without negat., aXiyovai they are heed-

ful in their course ; also c. ace. vel gen. to care for
a person or thing.—Pass., aXiyiaOat ev , to be

regarded or counted among., 77, , (,) hot, warm., only used in pres. and impf. =,, (,) to shun, avoid., if, Ion. for., aros, , () wheaten flour., aros,,() anything used to anoint

with, an unguent, fat, oil., ov, 6,() an anointer : a trainer,

master, properly in the wrestling-school., *, , aor. 2 pass. part, of.-, , (a privat.,) an embossed cup,

generally =., , , () one who leads or goes astray,

a sinner., , =€., aros, , () unguent, oil, used in

funeral sacrifices. II. generally, anything for
smearing with, pitch, resin.', f. : aor. 1, Ep.- : pf.:—Pass., aor. )€, also aor. 2 -, [f] :

pf. :

—

to anoint wiih oil, oil the skin :

Homer joins or to

anoint with oil (see) ; esp. of anointing for gym-
nastic exercises ; ot the athletes. II.

like-, to anoint, besmear;

to stop up the ears. Hence, «, , an anointing, dyeing., , Dim. of, a cockerel.,, ,() a hen.», «, ,() a chicken.-, ,(,) the crowing of
a cock : cock-crow.

oAeicrpos, ov, (a privat.,) unwedded; d-yv an unlawful contest of

marriage : is also used Adv. without marriage., , a hen, comic fem. of,
by analogy of to., ovos, , ,() a cock or hen.', opos, 6, a cock, Lat. gallus.', less common form for, to ward

off, avert, ., Dor. for^.
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of' :—but «, aor. 2 part, neut., v..-, ov,(£,) defending men. II.

the usual name of Paris in the Iliad.-, ov,(,) keeping offthe wind., aor. med. inf. of£., -, Ep. inf. of£., 3 sing. aor. opt. of.,., () a defence, guard, help.^, (, , (£) a keeping off, resistance., fut. of., , fern, of., rjpos, 6, () one who keeps off", a

helper, guardian ; one who keeps the

fight o^the rest, a champion. Hence, a, ov, able to keep off, defend or help,

esp. as epith. of the gods, like Lat. Averrunci. II.

(sub.),, a remedy, protection.€|, opos, , =.£-, ,(,) she that keeps offa curse

;

or (from £,") she that guards from death

and ruin, \ap]^-, ov, (,) keeping off
arrows or darts.

aAefjt-KaKOS, ov,(,) keeping off evil.

€|.-5,,(£,)protecting mortals.

aXe|i-|Aopos, ov,(,) warding off death.^-, , a means of keeping offpoison,

an antidote.' :—the tenses are formed partly from, partly from :—fut.
; 3 sing.

aor. 1 act. opt. ; fut. med. :

—

but also fut. ; aor. I ; fut. med.-
; aor. :—also an Ep. aor. 2 without

augm. (as if from */), inf.,—, -, part, ; whence again is

formed a fut. :

—

to ward or keep off, turn

away or aside, hence to defend, assist, aid:—Con-
struct., c. dat. pers. et ace. rei separately, as,

to help one ; Toy may Jove avert

this ; but most freq. together, as, Aavaois

to avert the day of evil from the Danai :

cf. :— Med., to keep another

offfrom oneself, defend oneself against him, Lat. de-

fendere: also absol. to defend oneself. II. in Med.
also, to reqtiite, repay, recompense., contr., also, : 3 sing,

opt. : part, : but chiefly used by
Homer in 3 sing. aor. or ; imper., ; subj. or ; opt.

; inf., ; part, -
: Dep. : () :

—

to avoid, shun, usu. c. ace.

rei, .,, rarely c. ace. pers. : also

c. inf. to avoid doing, omit to do : absol. to escape,

flee, avoid : to neglect : cf..«, Ep. for, 3 plur. aor. 1 of., Ep. for, 3 sing, aor 2 subj. of-, to leap.

&, , , () a grinder; a

mill-stone.

aXeros, 6, () a grinding., f., longer form of, to grind, [a]-, ,(,) that which grinds or

pounds, a pestle.

aAerpts,, , () a female slave xuho grinds

corn, Lat. molitrix. [a], or a.\ev, prob. shortened for, imper. of, avoid! cease!, aor. I of.«,,() wheaten flour, fine meal, mostly

in plur., distinguished from (barley-

meal)., f., aor. , used as Act. to

or (v.) :
—to remove, keep

far away.

: impf. : fut. : aor. ,
Ep. : pf., pass, or-

:
—to grind, bruise, pound, Lat. molere., Att., , () an avoiding,

shunning, escaping. 2. a means of escape from,
a defence against a person or thing,

:—absol. help, succour., ,() ceaseless wandering or roam-

ing. 2. metaph. a wandering of mind, distrac-

tion, madness, Lat. error mentis., poet,, ,() truth. II.

the character of one who speaks truth, frankness,

sincerity.€€,-, Comp. and Sup. of$., f. , (5) of persons, to speak

truth, to be truthful : of things, to be true : of divina-

tions, in Pass, to come true, be fulfilled

:

—
speak truth in all things.-, 4s, (a privat.,) without reserve:—

of persons, true, sincere; truthful, frank, hottest : of

things, real, actual. 2. neut. as Adv. with ironical

signf.
;
proparox. ; itanef indeed? in sooth f

but , in very truth, really and truly, Lat.

revera.£, Dep. =., , ,() agreeable to truth

:

—of

persons, truthful, honest : of things, real, actual, ge-

nuine. Adv. -vojs.-5, €<us, , , (,) prophet

of truth., , poet, for., fut.,=, to grind., Ion. -ccos, Adv. of, really, truly;

also :—Comp., more truly

;

Sup., most truly.

ireSCov, , () land of wandering, in

Lycia or Cilicia.-, ov, (a privat.,) without corn-land,poor.-, Ep., ov, (a privat., ^) un-

ceasing, incessant; implacable anger ;

abating notfrom wrath.



, or -, Att

pass, of, to grind.,, Att. pf. act. and pass, of., , () properly that which is ground,

fine flour : metaph. a wily knave., Ep. for, aor. 2 pass. inf. of etXcu., ovos, , ,() a wanderer, rover., aor. 2 pass. inf. of '.-, ov, (a privat.,) not to be laid

hold of, hard to catch : Comp.$, less

amenable. 2. incomprehensible.'5 or, es, Ep. and Ion. Adj. = Att. aOpoos,

thronged, in a ?nass, Lat. confertus. [a], 3 sing. aor. 2 med. subj. of., Dor., , a wandering, roaming.

From, f., (*) to be a wanderer, live

a vagrant life., , () a grinding in the mill., , 6,() a wanderer, stroller, rover,

vagabond. 2. as Adj. vagrant, roving., Ep. impf. : fut.:
— to become whole or sound ; ., Ion., , () an assembly, gathering

of the people, Dor. and Ion. word for the Attic -.
., , (fas) a salt-cellar., , , (fas) seamen.

-aeTOs, poet,, , ($,) the sea-

eagle, osprey.-, es, (fas,) blowing on the sea, blowing

sea-ward.-, es, (fas, avOos) sea-blooming, i. e. purple.--TOS, ov, (a privat.,) unyielding, un-

abating : neut. as Adv., incessantly.-, ov, Dor. for$.-, ov, (,) washed by the sea., , ov, resembling, like. (Deriv. uncer-

tain.) [a]-, ov, (,) sea-tossed.-, is, (fas,) sea-girt, surrounded by

the sea.

aAieus, gen. ecus, Ion. rjos, , (fas, a\tos) one who
has to do with the sea, and so I. afisher. II.

a seaman, sailor : with another Subst. kpkras

rowers on the sea., , ,() of orforfishing., f. ,() to be afisher, tofish., f. : aor. :—Pass., aor. :

pf., Ion. : (-rjs) :

—

to gather toge-

ther, assemble

:

—Pass, to assemble, meet together, [a], f., () to salt, [a]-, ov, (aAs,) sea-girt., , Ion. for.-, es, (fas,) sweeping the sea., opos, , poet, for$., Ep. dat. plur. of.

—.
pf. act. and

33, Dor. for.
u'-AtOos, ov, without stones, not stony., , Dor. for.-, ov, (fas,) sea-beaten.-, ov, (fas,) wearied by the sea., a, ov, Dor. for$.-, ov, (aAs,) sounding in the sea,

sea-beaten, of ships. II. act. roaring over the

sea, of waves.-, ov, gen. ovos, (fas,) surrounded
by waves, []-, ovros, , (fas,) lord of the sea.-, ov, (a privat.,) without harbour,

Lat. importuosus : generally, giving no shelter, inhos-

pitable. Hence-, , the being without harbours.-,, , (fas,) flowing into the

sea, of rivers., aor. , inf. : pf. :

—

to

make a horse roll

:

—Pass, or,
to roll like a horse ; also to wander up and down,

roam about. Hence, , a place for horses to roll in, Lat.

volutabrum.-€, , fern, noun, as if from-
(fas,) swimming in the sea.-, es, (fas,) swimming in the sea., , ov, (fas) made of orfrom salt.-, ov, (a privat.,) without a net, without

hunting toils., Dor. for £.
-^avTos, ov, (fas,) worn by the sea., , Dor. for, the sun. [a]

aAios, a, ov, also os, ov, (fas) of, from, or belong-

ing to the sea, Lat. marinus. [a]

oAios, a, ov, =*, fruitless, unprofitable, idle,

erring : also in neut. as Adv. in vain, [a] (Deriv.

uncertain.)-, es, (faios,) sea-nurtured., f. : aor. , Ep. : (faios

n) :

—

to make fruitless, disappoint.-, es, not fit for a suppliant., , (fas,) a plain by the sea, a

sand tract, esp. one near the Piraeeus.-, ov, (fas,) roaming in or by

the sea., Dor. for.-, es, (fas,) sea-wandering, wan-

dering over the sea. Hence, , a wandering over the sea, wandering

voyage.-, Dor.-, ov, (fas,)
sea-beaten, lashed by the sea.-, ov, contr.-, ovv, (fas,)
merged in the sea, covered with xvater.

-iropos, ov, (fas,) ploughing the sea.-, ov, (fas,) of sea-purple, of
deep purple dye.
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against which the tide breaks.

-pavTOs, ov, (,) sea-surging.-, ov, — aXtppayrjs.-, ov, also , ov, (,) roaring

with waves, sea-beaten.-, , —\$.
oAip-pUTOs, ov, (,) washed by the sea.

"5, Adv. (a\r]s) in heaps, crowds, swarms, in

abundance, enough, Lat. satis : also c. gen., aXis -
yvpov silver enough, Lat. sat argenti; ' tlvos I

have enough of a thing: rarely just enough, =., aor. I inf. of.^', f., to pollute. Hence,, , a pollution.,, a defect. Pass., the Act. of which is

supplied by : impf. i fut. :

aor. 2 syncop., Att. also [""]
; subj.,

Ep. ; opt., Ep. ; inf. [a]
;

part. aXois : pf., Att. also [] : plqpf.:—to be taken, conquered, fall into the enemy s

hand. 2. to be caught, seized. 3. to be

taken or caught in hunting : also absol. to be over-

powered. 4. rarely in good sense, to be won^

achieved. II. to be caught or detected in a

thing: : as Att. law-term, to be convicted, and so con-

demned, c. gen. criminis ; to be con-

victed of theft.-, oi>, = sq.-, e'i, (,) sea-girt.-5, ov, (,) sea-resounding., , ^, (£) salted, pickled.-, ov, (,) whirled or rolled

to andfro in the sea, sea-tossed., f. : aor. 2, inf. :

later also aor. .— Med., aor. 2,
3 pi. Ep., inf. : see :

(;) :

—

/ sz'« or offend against, to transgress, err.

a-XiTQLV€VTOS, ov, (a privat.,) not to be

moved by prayer., aor. 2 inf. of.-, es, (,) stretching along the sea,

and so level, flat.-6, ov, gen. ovos, (,) bounded by

the sea, bordering on it.,, aTos, ,() a sin, offence..65, a part. med. of, with accent

and signf. of pres., sinning, as if formed from'.
Compare, Ep. for.
-.€5, ov,(,) missing the right

day or right time : hence untimely born.,, ov, gen. ovos,() sinful, wicked., ov, () sinful, laden with guilt

:

tivos siruling against him., Ep. 3 pi. aor. 2 med. of.
a\lTo-^€VOs, ov,(, £eVoi) sinning against a

guest.-, ,(,) a wicked mind.

, =., ,() sinfulness, wickedness, mischief.

-voos, ov,(, voos) wicked-minded., , syncop. for,() sinful,

sinning : as Subst.,', , a sinner, a knave.-, ov, also , ov, (,) sea-beaten,

sea-worn.

-TiiiTOS, ov, (,) sea-beaten, sea-tossed:

as Subst.,, , a seaman.-, , (,) a salt cheese.

aXicos, Adv. of, in vain., aor. 2 pass. inf. of., , shipwreck. From-, ov, (,) destroying on the sea :

as Subst», , a pirate.

aXKaios, a, ov, () strong, mighty., , only used in nom. and ace, () a

safeguard, bulwark, defence.

aXuas, avTos, , , Dor. contr. from, =-., ,() bodily strength, force, prowess,

power, might: in plur.,feats of strength. II.

spirit, courage. III. a safeguard, defence; and

so help, succour. IV. battle, fight.65, : Dor. contr., gen.

vtos : () valiant, mighty., heterocl. Ep. dat. of, formed as if from

£.-5, ov, (,) bravely-fighting., ov
s
also , ov, () strong, stozit, brave.-, ov, gen. ovos,(,) stout-hearted.,, ,() o?ie who wards off, a

protector.€3, , with or without, ()
halcyon days, the 14 winter days during which the

halcyon builds its nest, supposed to be quite calm.

', ovos, , the kingfisher, halcyon.', Conjunct., neut. pi. of, but with a

change of accent :

—

in another way, otherwise : I.

to oppose single clauses, but, Lat. autem. II. to

oppose whole sentences, but, yet, Lat. at

:

— it may
even be used with imperat., to encourage, persuade,

etc., like Lat. tandem;' ,' *, well come,

come now. III. joined with other Particles : I.* ovv, but then, however. 2. yap, Lat.

enimvero, but really, certainly., ,() a change : exchange, barter.,,, , that which is given or taken in

exchange, the price of a thing., to sell sausages. From-, ov, , (,) a sausage-

seller.£,, aor. 1 act. and med. inf. of.
aXXa£ts,, ,() a changing, interchange.,, , a sausage., Att. -, f. £ : aor. £ : pf.

:—Pass., fut., fut. 2-
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: aor., aor. 2 : pf.^-
: () :

—

to make other than it is, to change,

alter. II. to give in exchange, to requite, re-

pay. 2. to change, and so leave, quit. III.

to take in exchange, exchange, or tlvos

one thing for another. 2. to go to, c. ace. loci,

like Lat. mutare. IV. Med. to change or alter

one's own, but oftener to exchange for oneself, ex-

change, interchange : hence to barter, traffic

:

—and

so, either I. to buy, or 2. to sell., Adv. () elsewhere, i?i another place,

Lat. alibi ; at one time in one place,

at another in another., Adv. () from another place : by

another way., Adv.() elseiuhere, somewhere else.€, Adv. elsewhither, to another place., Adv. elsewhere, somewhere else, Lat. alibi.,, Ep. for^,, v..
], Adv. properly dat. fern, of, I.

Adv. of Place : I . in another place, elsewhere, Lat.

alibi. 2. to another place, elsewhither, Lat. alior-

sum. II. Adv. of Manner, in another way,

somehow else, otherwise, Lat. alias.' , i. e. , except.-^,(,) to speak so as to im-

ply other than what is said, to express or to interpret

allegorically.-5, ov, poet, for-., , an eating one another. From-, ov,(, (payetv) eating one

another., , mutual destruction. From-, ov,(,) destroying

one another., , mutual slaughter. From-, ov, (, *) murdering
one another., a gen. plur. which has no ncm. : dat.-, ais, ois : ace.^, as, a : () :

—

of
one another, to one a?wtber, one another. Hence, Adv. reciprocally, mutually.'-, ov, poet, for-, ( privat., -) inexorable.-, ov, poet, for a-AtTavevTOs, (a

privat.,) inexorable.-, 4s, (, yevos) of another race : a

foreigner.-, ov, (,) of a strange

tongue, foreign.-, Ion. aor. I part,/, (,) to take one person or thingfor another, to mistake.-, ov, (,^) mistaken for
another person or thing, unknown.-, , ov, strange, foreign, belonging to an-

other people or land : (sc. )) in a strange

land. (Deriv. cf-$ uncertain.)

«), f.,(£) to mistake one thing

for another. Hence, , a mistaking one thing for another.-, ov,(,£) holdinganother opinion.-, es, (,) of different form,
looking differently.', Ep. elision for.0€, Adv. () from another place, Lat.

aliunde.', Adv. () elsewhere, in another place,

Lat. alibi. II. in another way, in another case,

otherwise, Lat. alias.-, ov, contr. -0potis, ovv, (,)
speaking another tongue, strange, foreigti.5, , ov,() of another sort or kind, dif-

ferent, other :—Comp., different., f. : aor. :—Pass., pf. -
: () :

—

to make different, to change,

alter

:

—Pass, to become different, be changed: esp. to

be changedfor the worse., Adv. of, otherwise., Aeol. for.,, ov, () of unusual kind, strange,

monstrous : also utterly changed. Ad -.", Lat. SAL-: fut. : aor. 1, inf. : aor. 2 ; Ep. syncop.

2 and 3 sing, (without aspirate), ; 3 subj., Ep.€ ; inf.
; part,, Ep.

: Dep. :

—

to spring, leap, bound.--, , i. e. , one

who inclinesfirst to one side then to the other, uncertain.

"02, 77, o, Lat. ALIUS, another, other : 1.

Tts, or , any other, some other :, Lat. si quis alms, whoever else. 2.

is often joined with other of its own cases or adverbs

derived from it, as ^ one man says

one thing, one another. 3. joined with the Art.,, the other, the rest ; in plur. , all the

others, the rest, all besides, Lat. ceteri ; , Lat.

cetera, reliqua, in Att. often used as Adv. for the rest,

besides: di . . all others and especially. . :

so also .. , both otherwise and.. , i. e.

especially. 4. is used with numerals, when
it means yet, still, further, eic. ;, yet a fifth river. II. more rarely like, of other sort, different : hence I. other

than what is common, strange, foreign. 2. other

than what is, untrue, unreal.€, Adv. () to another place, elsewhither,

to foreign lands, Lat. aliorsum., Adv. (,) at another time, at other

times;. . , . , at one time, at another.

; Adv. (•?, ) anything else ? Lat.

numqtcid aliud ? when followed by , the sentence is

elliptic, e. g. ; i. e., ; will they feel aught else

but hunger, i. e. how shall they escape hunger ? but

is sometimes omitted.

C 2
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busy-body in other mens matters.-,(,) to meddle

with other people's business. Hence, , meddlesomeness., , ov,() of ox belonging to another,

Lat. alienus, opp. to' ; to

be bountiful of what is another's; ^
«yeAaV to laugh with a face unlike one's own, Horace's

ridere malis alienis. II. foreign, Lat. peregrinus :

hence strange, alie?i : also estranged, hostile., i]Tos, ,() estrangement.-,, , , {,)
of divers colours., f,, to make strange, estrange, make

hostile or ill-disposed

:

—Pass, to become estranged, be

made an enemy. II. to bring into another's hands:

—Pass, to fall into strangers' hands. Hence, Adv. of, strangely; -
rpiojs '€(/ to be estranged., *, , estrangement., Adv. elsewhere, in another place, Lat. alibi.-, ov, Ep. for-.-«, f., (,) to be of an-

other mind : to give ho heed to a thing. II. to

think otherwise than as one should, to think wrong-

ly. 1. to be absent or unheeding : also to be sense-

less, lose one's wits.-, ov, (,) of another tribe,

foreign, strange.

-xpoos, ov, contr. -\poiis,,(,)
of another colour, changefid of hue.-,, , , =, foreign.

)5, Adv.() =, elsewhither : Horn,

has it only with, e. g. one hither

another thither., [], Ep. for,-
: see., Adv. of, in another way or manner,

otheriuise ; in some other way ;

. . both otherwise and . . , i.e. especially, above

all. . otherwise than.. , differently: hence in

good sense, better. 2. otherwise than as should

be : heedlessly, without purpose : without reason : also

in vain : for nothing, like, Lat. gratis : hence

=, only, merely., ,() a spring, leap, bound., , () sea-water that has dried : also the

sea. 2. salt-water, brine. II. saltness.

€5,, €v, () salt, briny., , , () salt, briny. 2. metaph.

bitter, distasteful, like Lat. amarus.', poet, : 3 sing. Ep. impf. :

fut.: aor. , Ep.:— Pass.,

aor. : pf. :

—

to thresh, thresh out

:

to cudgel.

&-\o$cs,ov,with a lobewanting, ofthe livers ofvictims.

, f.,() to pay no regard to a thing,

take 7io heed of it, Lat. rationem rei ?ion habere. 2.

to be out of one's senses. Hence,, want ofregard or esteem, contempt. II.

want of reason, senselessness, folly.-, ov, (a privat.,) unreasoning,

thoughtless, silly. II. not to be reckoned. 2.

not to be heeded, vile.-, ov, I. without speech, speechless. 2.

unspoken, i. e. unutterable, Lat. infandus. II.

without reason, irrational. 2. not according to

reason : contrary to reaso7i, absurd. 3. not reck-

oned upon, unexpected., 77, the aloe, a plant.

-ros, ,() threihing or threshing-time., Adv. () from or out of the sea., 3 sing. Ep. impf. of., poet, for., aor. 2 opt. of.-, ov, (a privat.,) unreviled;

not to be reviled.

aAoiSopos, ov, not reviling., ,() anything for smearing : hog's

lard, grease : also anointing-oil, unguent : generally,

ointment, varnish, paint., f.,(£) to tracefurrows, to write, draw.

[a], dual aor. 2 part, of.",, , a poet, form of£, never used

in nom. sing., a furrow ploughed in a field : ploughed

land, corn-land. 2. in the skin, a gash, wound.-, , (,) the sea-bor?i : child of

the sea, a name of Amphitrite and of Thetis.-,, , (,) a pestle for pound-

ing salt.-, see~/.--yis,, ,() a purple robe.-, , and-, , (, *)
purple-wrought, i.e. dyed with sea-purple, ofa gemii?ie

purple : in pi., ptirple robes.

akovs,, aor. 2 part, of. [], , want of the bath. From-, ( privat.,) unwashen.-, Ep. '-, ov, without a crest.-,, , (a copul.,) the partner of one's

bed, a wife., Ep. for, pres. imperat. of.
-TOS, , ov, Sup. of obsol., sweetest,

loveliest.

«2,' aAos, , Lat. SAL, Engl. SALT: in sing, a

grain or lump of salt; in plur. salt as prepared for use.

"2,, , the sea.

,, ,, Ep. 2 and 3 sing. aor. 2 of.
202, , , a place grown with trees and

grass, a grove, esp. a sacred grove : also a glade.-, is,(,) like a grove, woodland.5, , ,() good at leaping, nimble., , , () salt.£, f., () to be in trouble or dis~
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tress : also pf. pass,, as if from a pres.,-, ),( II, ??) an indissoluble

bond or fetter.

aXvKTOS, >, () troubled. II. (a privat.,) =, i?idissoluble., aor. I inf. of /rty., ecus, ),() arc escaping, avoiding.-, oi', (a privat.,) not pained or

grieved. II. act. woi paining or distressing.--rros, oy, (a privat.,) without pain or grief,

unpained. II. act. «0/ paining, causing no pain

or grief, harmless.-, op, (a privat.,) without the lyre, un-

accompanied by it : hence mournful.

-ts, ecus, 77, a chain, bond. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, is, useless, unprofitable : hence hurt-

ful. Adv. -Xujs.£, strengthd. for, used only in pres.

and impf., lengthd. form of.
: fut.£ and : aor. ,.: () :

—tofleefrom, shun, avoid,forsake., f., () to be uneasy, have no rest.--ros, ov, (a privat.,) not to be loosed or

broken, indissoluble : continuous, ceaseless.-, ov, without lamp or light., Att., used only in pres. and impf.

:

(?;,) :

—

to wander, of the mind, to be ill

at ease, be troubled, distraught : to be at a loss, like: more rarely to be beside oneselffor joy. [y
in Horn., in Att.]'

; aor. 2, 3 sing. opt. :

—

to bring in, yield: to get, acquire : metaph.

to incur envy.€, aor. 2 inf. of.€-5, , ov, (, fiovs) bringing in

oxen : hence of maidens whose parents receive many
oxen as presents from their suitors, much-courted., ov, ,() always in phrase, gain-seeking, enterprizing, industrious

men : esp. applied to trading, sea-faring people.-», , (,) a dealer in

barley-meal." [], , peeled or pearl-barley, Lzt. po-

lenta: sing, only in phrase , barley-meal

:

elsewhere in plur., barley-groats, and the cakes

or porridge made of it. 2. metaph. one's daily

bread, one's substance :<2 one's patrimony., , a preparing of barley-meal. From
-TTOios, ,() a preparer of barley-meal.<-«, f.,(,) to eat, live

on barley-meal, or bread made of it., 3 sing. aor. 2 opt. of., ace. of $., aor. 2 subj. of . [], , , () used on a threshing-floor.

oAcoevs.ecDs, Ep. rjos,,() a thresher, vine-dresser.

, Dor., poet, for Att. : I. a

threshing-floor. II. any levelled plot of ground,

a garden, orchard, vineyard, etc.|, Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 subj. of-. II., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 opt.

of same verb., ov, ,() a husbandman, gardener, [a], Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of-. [], , ov, part, of.,, , =., aor. 2 inf. of. []€, , Att. contr. from Ion.€ (sub.) : () a foxskin.-, ov, ,() branded/with a fox.
aAo)ir€Ku8€vs,, ,() a fox's cub., f. ,() to play the fox, Lat.

vulpinari., , Dim. of, a little fox.,, ,() a mongrel between fox
and dog. II. afox-skin cap.,', ckos, , a fox, Lat. vulpes : metaph.

of men.
"2;, , : gen. or : ace.,
oraAoxx: pi. n.:—a threshing-floor. 11. the

disk of the sun or moon., ov,() easy to take, catch, win, or

conquer. 2. of the mind, easy to apprehend. II.() of or belonging to capture or conquest., (, 77, () a taking, capture, con-

quest. II. as law-term, detection, conviction., fut. of.
-ros, , 6v„ verb. Adj. of, to be taken,

caught or conquered : to be acquired., Ep. for, aor. 2 subj. of., for :—but, for.", I. Adv. at once, Lat. simul. II.

Prep. c. dat. at the same time with, together with., Dor. for.', 6vos, , mostly in plur. the Amazons: also.,() to be ignorant, stupid.-, es, (a privat.,() untaught, tmlearned,

stupid, dull : also coarse, rude : also without know-

ledge of a thing. II. pass, not learnt, unknown.

Hence, , want of knowledge, ignorance.,, oev, contr.,, ovv,() = Ep., sandy.", , () sand, a sandy soil; see. [/-], () to level with the sand, utterly

destroy., Adv. , ignorantly ; '
to be ignorant.

-€05, , ov, lengthd. form of, ir-

resistible, huge, enormous., poet, for,() properly to
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2. metaph.soften : hence to crush, destroy, ruin,

to bide, disguise.-, ov, (a privat..) unsoftened., 77, () a bundle of ears of corn, sbeaf.-€, , and-, ov, o,(,) a binder of sheaves.

05, Att., , , —, soft, light,

Lat. tener. 2. weak, feeble., Att., , () a carriage, a wagon
or wain. 2. the carriage of the plough, Lat. cur-

rus. 3. Charles' wain in the heavens, the great

bear. 4. a carriage-road. Hence, Pass, to be traversed by wagons, to

have wagon-roads through it., , , () a wagoner.-&, ov, (,) traversed by

wagons.-, £ s,(, *, Root of) at-

tached or belonging to a wagon or carriage.£5, a, ov,() fit for a wagon : large

enough to load a wagon, of stones., ibos, , Dim. of, a little wagon, Lat.

plostellum : a go-cart.£5, ov, 6, () of or belonging to a

wagon, [t]-,,(, () traversed by ivagons : as

Subst. (sub.),, a high-roadfor wagons.-5, 4s,(,) large enough to

fill a wagon.-, ,(, *';) making wagons or

carriages., aros, , Dor. for.',, a trench, conduit, water-course,[], , ov, =.-, ov, (a privat.,) unfading.'; fat., later -<:
aor. : aoT. 2, inf. €, Ep.

by metath. (with inserted) : pf.-
: Pass., aor. : pf. :

—

to

7niss, miss the mark, c. gen. : hence 2. generally,

to fail of doing, fail of one's purpose, go wrong: to

be deprived of a thing, lose it. II. to fail, do
wrong, err, sin., Ep. aor. 2 of.€, aor. 2 inf. of., or), Adv.() together, at the same
time, at once. [.-~], fut. of., ,() a failure, error, sin.3, , ,() pro?ie to fail or err., ,() -a failure, error, sin.

-voos, ov,(, voos) erring in mind,
distratight., , =.-, es,(, tiros) failing in words,
speaking at random or idly.-5, ov, (a privat.,) without

witness.

-.
-8, ov, (a privat.,) without witness,

unattested., , =., ,() sinful, hardened in sin., , =, a sparkling, twinkling,

glancing, of objects in motion. \y, but in Ep. .],, a sparkle, twinkle, quick motion. From
'AMAPT'22il, only used in pres. and impf. to

sparkle, twinkle, glance.

&, Dor. for.-, only used in Ep. part,,
(,) to run together, run along with. Hence,, a runningtogether or clashing ofwheels., , , dark, dim, faint, obscure. 2.

having no light : hence blind, sightless, dusky,

gloomy. II. metaph. dim, uncertain. 2. ob-

scure, unknown. (Deriv. uncertain.) Hence, f. : aor. : pf. :—to make dark or dim

:

—mostly in Pass, to become
dark or dim ; also to come to nothing. II. me-
taph. to eclipse : to weaken, impair., Adv. of, without resistance.

-€05, ov, poet, for., Adv. of, withoutfighting.-5, ov, (a privat.,) not to be fought
with, unconquerable. II. never havingfought., Adv. of, =.-, ov, (a privat.,) ivithout battle, and

so I. with whom no one fights, unconquered

:

unconquerable, of persons : of places, impregna-

ble. II. act. not havingfought. 2. disin-

clined tofight.' : contr. impf. : f. : aor. 1

:—Pass., aor. : pf. :
—to reap,

to mow : also to gather in, as a reaper does corn, to

collect, [generally, Ep. : Att.]

-, for-, at the beginning of words., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 opt. of., Ion. and Ep. for-., , poet, for-.
and : f. : aor. -

: pf. : () :

—

to have an abor-

tion, miscarry.

[], : aor. :—Pass., fut.

: aor. : pf. :() :
—to blunt, didl, take the edge off, Lat.

hebetare :—Pass, to become blunt or dull, lose the edge.'5, eta, v, blunt, dulled, with the edge or

point taken off, Lat. hebes: metaph. didl,faint,feeble:

of persons, spiritless, sluggish. Hence

[y],, , dulness : sluggishness.-, ov, =., Att. -^,() to be dim-sighted

or blind.--rros, , and-,, , ,(,) dim-looking, dark, obscure.-, Adv., poet, for-, (-) bubbling up. II.() like a prelude.
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earth thrown tip.-, ,(, epycv) poet, for-
., putti?ig off work, lazy., Ion. -, , (properly fern, of)
ambrosia, thefood of the gods.--tos, a, ov, lengthd. form of-, im-

mortal, divine, of divine nature. II. of things

belonging to the gods, ambrosial, divinely fair., Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of.'-, ov, (a privat.,) immortal, divine.5, Ion. for, aor. I part., of-.
or, Dor. for.-5, ov, (a privat.,^) unenvied, un-

enviable, unhappy: as a reproach, wretched, miserable

:

also horrible., , ov, of amethyst. From-', ov, (a privat.,) not drunken. II.

as Subst., , or, , a remedy
against drunkenness : . kind of herb. 2.

the precious stone, amethyst., Ep. impf.: fut.: aor. I: I. Act. to change, exchange;

to exchange golden arms

for brasen : esp. of place, to change it, and so to pass,

cross : like Lat. muto, either to quit a place, or to go to

it. II. intrans. in part, ev =,
in exchange: oi, rafters that cross each

other. III. Med. to change one with another,

do in turn or alternately. 2. to answer, reply

to. 3. to repay, requite, avenge. 4. like Act.

to change, esp. of place, to pass either out or in

:

metaph. to surpass.-, ov, (aprivat.,) not smiling,gloomy.-, ov, (a privat.,) unsoothed

:

harsh, cruel.-, ov, = foreg. harsh, severe : relentless, un-

assuaged., ov, gen. ovos, irreg. Comp. of, better:

of persons, abler, stronger, braver.,-;.,, aor. I med.
#
of., , ,() exchange : succession.', f.,MILK, Lat.MULGERE. II.

to press or squeeze out: metaph. drain, exhaust. III.

to sip, drink., imperat. of, never mind. Hence as

Adv. by all means, of course., ,() heedlessness, indifference., , want of practice or attention. From-, ov, (a privat.,) unpractised,

unprepared., f. : aor. , Ep. -: pf.-
: () :— to be careless, heedless, negli-

gent. 1. to neglect, have no care for, slight. 3.

to overlook, and so to let, suffer. 4. to neglect to

do

:

—Pass, to be neglected, slighted, overlooked.

-, es, (a privat.,) careless, heedless, neg-

ligent. II. pass, uncaredfor, unheeded., verb. Adj. of, one mtist neglect., ov,() like, not caredfor:
unworthy of care., , poet, for, heedlessness.-, ov, (a privat.,) not delayed : not

to be delayed.', , , (^) a milking., Adv. of, carelessly :

to be careless.-, ov, (a privat.,) not to be

blamed, blameless : of things, perfect :—Adv. -, so

as to merit no blame. II. act. not blaming
,find-

ing no fault, well content.-5, es, = .,, ,() blamelessness,freedom from
blame., for, Ep. inf. of, to satisfy.-5,, (a privat.,)faint, feeble : weakly

or sickly. Hence-, Ep. aor. , to make weak,

deaden theforce of., Dor. for., f. £, to pluck or pull, Lat, decerpere., f. ( : aor. , ,.-: aor. pass.

: (prob. from privat.,) :

—

to deprive of
one's share, bereave one of:—Pass, to be bereft of a

thing, lose it.-, ov, (a privat.,) free from care,

unconcerned. II. pass, uncaredfor, unheeded. III.

driving away care., Dor. for.-, ov, (a privat.,) undivided.-5, Dor. for-., Dor. for.,, 3 sing, and inf. aor. 1 of.
or, Dor. for.-5, ov, (a privat.,) unchange-

able : , unchangeableness.-5, ov, (a privat.,) immovable.-, ov, (a privat.,) not to be

broken : unalterable.-, ov, (a privat.,) unre-

pented of. II. act. not repenting, unchanging.-, ov, (a privat.,) = unre-

pented of. II. act. unrepentant.-€5, ov, (a privat.,) unper-

suadable.-, ov, (a privat.,) unchange-

able.-, ov, (a privat.,) unalterable.-, Adv. (a privat.,) with-

out turning about.^-?, ov, (a privat.,) unal-

terable.-, ov, (a privat.,) unalter-

able.
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€€, Dor. for.-, , (a privat.,) immeasurable,

immense, Lat. immensus: unnumbered, exhaustless.

€->5, ov,(,) of an immeasurable

life.-^, is, (, ) immoderate in

words, unbridled of tongue.-, ov, ,(,) drinking to

excess.-, ov, (a privat.,) without measure,
immense, boundless, incessant. 2. immoderate.

<-€, Adv. of, infinitely.-, ov, (,) =, Lat.

trivium, where three paths cross., Aeol. for : aor. med. inf.-
:
—to surpass, excel, conquer.

yAMH, 57, a shovel or mattock. 2. a water-bucket,

pail, Lat. hama. 3. a harrow, rake., Att. , Adv., properly for , dat. fern,

of —, in a certain way: ^, in some
way, somehow or other, [a], Hebr. Adv. verily, of a truth : so be it : also

as a Subst. , certainty.--os, ov, (a privat.,) not wrathful.

*AMH2|,, 0, a kind of milk cake., aor. I med. part, of.,, 6,() a reaper : metaph. one who
cuts down, a destroyer, [a]

-os, ,() a reaping, harvesting : also har-

vest, harvest-time. II. a harvest or crop.--,,,, (a privat.,) without mother,

motherless. II. unlike a mother.« : impf. : fut. : (-) :

—

to be at a loss or in want. Hence, Ion. -, , want of means, helplessness,

distress. II. hardship, trouble.-, ov, (a privat.,) without means
or resource, helpless. II. more freq. in pass, sense,

impracticable, irresistible : also inexplicable.,, Ep. 3 pi. and part, pres.,

as if from.-5, ov, (a privat.,) utideflled, pure.-, Dor. for-.-, ov, (a privat.,^) unmixed,pure. II.

not mingling with others, unsociable, savage. III.

not to be mingled, irreconcilable:— Adv.,
Sup..",, , a contestfor superiority, rivalry

;

generally, a struggle, conflict, [a] Hence, fut. : aor. 1 med.
and pass, : pf. : Dep. :

—

to com-
pete, vie, or contend with one, Lat. aemulari. II.

generally, to strive, struggle, exert oneself. Hence€, verb. Adj. one must compete., ,() a contest, conflict.,,() a competitor, rival.-, ov, (, ) inimitable in

One's life.

--ros, ov, (a privat.,) inimitable.£, Ion. -, , () a being unmixed,
purity. 2. want of intercourse, unsociableness.

-iinros, ov, (,) along with horses, i. e.

fleet as a horse. 2., ol, infantry mixed
with cavalry.

2;, toos, a chamber-pot., is, (a privat.,) without hatred, not

hateful : Comp.., Adv. of$, without reward.-, ov, (a privat.
,) without pay orreward.-, ov, (a privat.,) not let out on

hire, not leased.--, ol, (a privat.,,) weary-

ing no girdle with their coat of mail.-,, , lengthd. form of,
ifiaccessible, inhospitable.

-, poet, for -. For words omitted under

-, see under-., , , () anything tied or made to

tie: 1. a knot. 2. a noose, halter. 3. a

cord, band.

€, Aeol. and Ep. for.-€, poet, for-., Aeol. and Ep. for.-«, poet, for .«, Aeol. for., Aeol. and Ep. for.-, Adv. poet, for--.£, Ep. aor. I part, of^.,, Dor. for, -, fut. and aor. I of.-, ov, 6, (, ) sand-burrower, a

kind of snake., Ion. -, ,() illfortune., ov, poet, for-, without lot or share

in a thing : absol. unfortunate, unhappy.

''AMMOS or, , sand: also a sandy place,

race-course. See.-, ov,(,) growing in sand.-, , (,) sandy.,, or,, ,() of

or belongingJo Jupiter Ammon, i. e. African.

[], Dor. for.«,, Dor. for-,, , , () of a lamb., , fern, of, a ewe-lamb.-, ov, (a privat.,) unmen-

tioned, unheeded., f. : aor. :— to be, be unmindful : to make no mention of,

pass over., ,forgetfulness. From-, ov, gen. , (a privat.,) un-

mindful, forgetful. 2. pass, forgotten, not men-

tioned.-€, , ( privat.,) unwooed,

not sought in marriage.
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:

—Pass, to be forgotten., poet. tut. of., T],forgetfiihiess : an amnesty. From-, ov, (a privat.,) forgotten, no

longer remembered.,, a bowl in ivhich the blood of victims was

caught. (Deriv. uncertain.),, , =.-,, , (,) sheep-minded,

i. e. simple.'5, and , a lamb : declined,,,, etc., as if from a nom. *aps.-, should be-., Adv. without toil or effort. From-, ov, (a privat.,) without toil, un~

•wearied, untiring., Att., Adv. () from some place

or other.

or, Adv. () somewhere., Adv. () somewhither., , ov, —., Adv.() by turns, Dat. alternatim., ov, also 77, or , ov,() interchang-

ing, alternate : of verses, amoebaean, answering one

another. II. giving likefor like, retributive

:

—
Adv. -cos, in rejuital., ados, , pecul. fern, of ;

a cloak for a change., , () a recompence, return : hence

repayment, atonement : revenge. 2. an an-
swer. II. change, exchange, barter., Adv.() alternately.

,,^;() a successor, follower. II.

as Adj. in rejuital or in exchangefor., to have no share in a thing. From-, ov, (a privat.,) without share in

th.mg,~bereft of it. II. absol. unfortunate.5, , ov,() of milk, made with milk.\•$,,,() a milk-pail, Lat. mulctra.5, ,() the milking time, i.e. morning
and evening twilight; thefour hours either before day*

break or after sunset, and so generally night-time.-, ov, (a privat.,) blameless,, ov, , a follower, attendant., ov, made offine flax. From,, , fine flaxfrom the isle of Amorgos.-, ov, (a privat.,) without share of, de-

stitute of. II. absol. unlucky, wretched., , ill shape, deformity. From-, ov,(a privat.,) shapeless, misshapen,

unshapely, unseemly: Comp..
ojxos or dpos, ,, Aeol. and Ep. for,., in Att. Poets for., Att., an old form for (7$, and so = rls,

but only used in the Adv. forms,,,., Dor. for, as, when.

, ov, insatiate, ravening, savage: neut.,
as Adv. insatiably, incessantly. (Deriv. uncertain)., Att., Adv. of, somewhere., , want of harmony : rudeness, grossness,

boorishness. From-, ov, (a privat.,) without the Muses,

without taste for the arts, unpolished, rude, boorish

:

of things, coarse, vulgar, gross., Adv. of, without toil or trouble.-, ov, (a privat.,) =sq. Adv. -reus.-, ov, (a privat.,) without toil or

trouble. II. not weary.-, poet, abbrev. for -, under which will be

found many words beginning with -.-, -€€, -€, should be

written -, i. e.., etc., Ep. aor. I part, of.-, for ., $, , poet, for, a vineyard.^, ov, also , ,() of the vine.

ap.ir«Xtov, , Dim. of.,, ^, = foregM a vine-plant. . &

kind of bird., €, cv,() rich in vines, vine-

clad., oV, = contr., q. v.€-|, ,(, £) an intermixture

of vines.", , a vine, Lat. vitis.7€€, to dress or prune vines, From-, ,(,) a vinedresser.-, opos, ,(,) producer of

the vine, a name of Bacchus.,, ,() a vineyard.-, Ep. for, redupl. aor. 2

part, of., Adv. only found in compd.-,
resolved, as, ', for .€-,-, poet. aor. imper. and part,

of,, ,() afine upper garment.- and- : Ep. impf. : fut.

: slot, 2, inf., part,-
:—Med. and : impf.

: fut. : aor. 2,
part, : (, ) :

—

to surround,

cover, Lat. cingere, II. to put round or over,

Lat. cireumdare. See~.€, for.--, for,-'., aor. 2 inf. of-., =, to put on, Lat. circunt-

induor., v. sub,, aor. 2 inf. of.,,,() an error, offence., ov,() sinful, loaded with

guilt.

C5
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aor. :—Pass., pf. :— like, to 7niss, fail, fall short of, c. gen.-€,-, etc., poet, for-., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 imper. of., Ep. aor. I pass, of., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.-, for^.,, ..: aor. I pass,: ():—to

bind the hair with a hand : generally, to hind, wreathe., rjpos, , =(£) a band, fillet : also a

horse's bridle. Hence, , ov, of a horses bridle ox frontlet., vtcos, or ,() a band or fillet for

binding the hair, a head-band, snood. II. the

head-band of horses : also a bridle. III. any-

thing rounded, a wheel, , gen. ($ Ion. $, shortened from -(), a being drunk up : of the sea, the

ebb-tide., contr. -, , the almond-tree., , an almond. [55] Hence, , ov, of almonds., aros, ,() a tearing, rending : a

scar., ,() a tearing, mangling., Adv. =, of Time, together, at the same

time : oftener of Place, together.'3, , 6v, akin to, dark, dim,

faint, indistinct. Adv. -dpZs : also neut. as Adv.-, ov, (a privat.,) uninitiated, profane.-, ov, (a privat.,) not to be told,

inexpressible.-, ov, (a privat.,) without lowing

or bellowing : of places, where no herds low.£, to speak in the dialect of Amyclae (a

Laconian city).

-5, , ( privat.,) a cake offine meal, so

called from the meal not being ground at a common
mill.-, ov, gen. ovos, (a privat.,) blameless,

excellent, [],€, 3 sing, and inf. poet. aor. 2 of., 2 sing. poet. aor. 2 med. of.,, aor. I act. and med. inf. of., , 6, masc. pr. n. used as Adj.()
on its guard., aor. I imper. of.^, verb. Adj. of, one must assist; so

too^. II. one must repel., rjpos, ,() a defender., ov,()fit for defending, defensive;' defensive armour. II.-, , as Subst. a means of defence.

, , 6v,() able to defend or avenge., opos, , —, a helper : an avenger.' [], Ep. impf. : fut., Ion.

: aor. , Ep. : poet. aor. 2-
:

—

to keep off, ward off, Lat. defetido : to de-

fend, fight for, aid : rarely to requite, repay. II.

Med. to keep or ward offfrom oneself, to defend one-

self. 2. to avenge oneself on another, requite, re-

pay, punish., eo>s, ,() a tearing, scratching.'52, Att.- : Ep. impf. : fut.£ ; aor. £ :— to tear, scratch, wound: to

tear in pieces. II. metaph., (3-
thou wilt lacerate thy heart with rage, [a]-, Adv. (a privat., ) properly without

closing the mouth, i. e. at one draught. Hence, f. : pf. : to drink deep,

tipple. From-, ios and iqos, , a long draught of

drink. II. a large cup, used by the Thracians., , —.-, old and poet, abbrev. for- ; cf. -,-, only used in pres. and impf. (,^) to embrace with love, treat kindly, greet

warmly.-, =.-€, Ep. aor. 2 med. : (,^) :

—

to collect around:—Med. to gather around.-€€0 and-«, poet, for -aytipopxii., Adv. =., a, ov,() public, known :

as Adv. publicly, openly, Lat. palam., Adv. publicly, openly, without disguise.

From-5, , ov,(-) public, notorious.-, poet, for-.-, Pass, (,) to rush on from
all sides, flutter or float around.. Dor. for.-, Adv. poet, for-., poet, for, fut. inf. of.-, f.,(,) to rattle or ring

about.-, only used in pres. and impf., =-.-, , poet, for- (with inserted),

speechlessness from fear, amazement, or rage., Ep. for, pres. med. inf.

of.-, and Med.-, (,)
to touch all round,feel on all sides : tofondle : to handle., -, Ep. for,, pres. part,

of., 3 pi. Ep. impf. med. of., aor. 2 med. of.-, , poet, for-, coiled round.-, Att.-, f., poet, for,
to wrap, fold, or twine round.
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-, poet, for-.
-€€, f. , (, () to cover around.-€, aor. 2 or: Dep.:

(,) :

—

come round one, surround.-, poet, for.
for, 3 pi. pf. of -.-, poet, for^., Ep. 3 pi. aor. 2 of., aor. 2 of.

[], aor. I pass, of., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.-, es,(,) two-edged, double-biting

:

of lightning, forked. II. metaph. ibal will cut

both ways, false or ambiguous./, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.-, , (,) covered all round,

close-covered.-, fs, (,) having oars on both

sides. 2. (*) fitted or joined on all sides, well-

fitted. Hence-, , ov, worked by scidls, of a boat.-, ov, (,) contested on both

sides, disputed. 2. equal in the contest., Praep. c. gen., dat., et ace. :—Radic. signf.

on both sides, around. I. c. gen. about, for, for
the sake of a thing :

—

about, concerning a thing, of
it. 2. rarely of Place, about, around. J[L_

c. dat. 1 . of Place, about, around, round about

:

—at, by, near, wi fh. 2. not of Place, about, for,

on account of, for the sake of: regarding, concern-

ing- 3• by me^ns of. III. c. acc, of Place,

about, around, on, at : near about

:

—mostly with

motion implied. IV. without case, as Adv.

about, around, round about, on all sides. V. In

Compos, about, on all sides, on both sides.-, ov,(, aXs) sea-girt, esp. having the

sea on both sides, between two seas, Lat. bimaris.-, (,) to sound on all sides : to

fly about shrieking, in irreg. pf. part,,.-, f.- : pf.- :—to go about

or around. 2. to bestride : hence to guard, pro-

tect. II. to surround, eticompass, wrap round.-, f.- : pf.- : Med., Ion.

fut.- : aor. 2 inf.- :

—

to throw or

put round, esp. of clothes, etc., to put them on a per-

son, Lat. circumdare

:

—Med. to put on oneself put

on, Lat. accingi. 2. esp. to throw one's arms

round, embrace : also to grasp. 3. to surround,

encompass : but also to strike on all sides. II.

intr. to go to another place ; so also in Med., aor. 2 part, of-., , v.., (, ,() a going round, en-

compassing.,$,,() something thrown

round, an enclosure. II. a garment., ,() anything thrown

round: I. a large fishing-net. 2. a gar-

ment. 3. a fetter, bond.

-os, ov,() put or thrown round.-, ov, (,) ?ioised abroad, far-

famed., , the state of being attacked on both

sides. II. uncertainty, doubt. From, ov,() thrown round : hence,

a garment. II. struck, attacked on

both or all sides. 2. act. striking with both ends,

double-pointed. III. ambiguous, doubtful.-, ov, (,) double-minded,

doubting.-, , ov, also os, ov, (,)
covering the whole man, of a large shield.-, of, (,) thoroughly soaked.-, ov, (,) round the altar.-, to rejoice around or exceedingly.-€, impf.^^ : f.^ :

aor.^ :—Pass., aor. I part,^ :

(, Aeol. for) :
—to be doubtful about

a thing, not to know or understand it :—Pass, to be

unknown.-, ov, (, ') bewailed all round.-€5, , (, yvios) he that halts in both

feet, the lame one, name of Vulcan.-5, ov, (, yviov) properly having limbs

on both sides

:

—in Homer of a spear, double-pointed

:

in Sophocles of men, well-practised.-, to light up around:—intrans. in pf.-, plqpf.-, to burn around.-, f., to bite all round.-, ov, (,) causing tears on

all sides : all mournful.-, eta, ,(,) fringed all round.-, at, (, ) anything that is bound

around; bracelets, anklets.,-, pf. and plqpf. of.-^, ov, with two right hands, very dextrous,

Lat. ambidexter. 2. ambiguous, Lat. anceps: two-

edged. 3. sometimes simply like,
both hands.-, pf.-, Dep. to look round

about one.-, ov, (,) hound all round.-, ov,(,) disputed, doubtful.-, to water around.-, f., to wind or roll a thing all round

:

hence in pf. pass,, to befitted close.-€•, f., to lie in wait for.-€, f., to whirl round, agitate violently., to be doubtful:—Pass, to be disputed.

From-,',(,£) ofdouble sense, doubtful.-, ov, (,) skinned ail round,

quite flayed.-, ov, (,) as large as can be

grasped.



44 —.-, , (,) running round

encompassing.--Trros, , =8.-, 4s,(,) tearing both cheeks.-5,,(,) torn on both sides.-5,, (,) approachable on both

sides.-), f. \\, to put round or on:—Med.

to put on ofieself.€05, ,() turned round and
round, circling, revolving., fern. Adj. rowed on both sides : or

sivaying to and fro, rocking. From-, f. £, to wind round.- and -ewuco : fut. 4, Att.

: aor. , Ep. :—Pass., aor. I)4 : ., poet, :
—to put

round, to put garments on a person, Lat. induere

:

—
Pass, to be clothed in, to wear, esp. in pf. II.

Med. : aor. ;, 3 pi.4-, imperat.4 :

—

to put on oneself, dress

oneself in.-, poet, also-6 : aor. 2 and€: (, '4) :

—

to go about, encompass. II.

to be busy about, take care of: to do honour to : esp.

to tend, protect. III. Med. to follow and crowd

round.,, Ep. 3 pi. aor. I of-4.
-,£, (,) to sit around or on a

thing, settle upon it, as dust does, [a]-^, ,(, ) joinedfrom both

sides.-, Att. —ttos, , (,)
sea-girt : near the sea., 4s, blooming on both sides : hence

flourishing, rich. From-, pf.4, to bloom all round,

to be in full bloom.-, f. , to tvarm on all sides, warm
thoroughly.-,, (,4) a double theatre,

amphitheatre., ,() of a cup, that will stand

on both ends, or with handles on both sides.

,-€, f., to run round about.-$, is, = sq.--os, , (,) sharpened on both

sides, two-edged.-, , (, 4) clotted around,

congealed, of blood.-,,(,) with a door or opening

on both sides : as Subst., , a hall.-, f. , to cover all round, enfold,

shroud. . to put a thing round as a veil or

shelter, to envelope in.-€<£ ; Ep. aor. I part, : — to

cleave asunder.

-€, used as Pass, of, to lie close

upon : to lean on.-, f. (, to shear or clip all round.^, Ep.-, , (,)
double-headed.-, , gen. ovos, (,) xuiih pillars

all round, []-, , (,) broken all round.-, , (,) flooded around.-, f., to tend on all sides or careftdly.-, , (,) with hair all round,
thick-haired : of trees, thick-leafed., , (,) =45.-, Pass, declined like : (,) :

—

to hover or flutter round. Hence-, 4s, hanging round one : hanging round
the shoulder.5, , (,) with cliff's all

round., , Ion. for8, surrounding
the head.

-KTiovcs, , ol, (,) they that dwell

round or near. Hence-€5, an/, oi, the Amphictyons, a Council

composed of deputies chosen by all the states of

Greece. II. the presidents of the Pythian games.
Hence,, theAmphictyonicLeague or Council.<05, , , of oxfor the Amphictyons or

their League.5, <$, , fern, of05 : I.

(sub. ), a city or state in the Amphictyonic

League. II. a name of Artemis at Anthela, the

meeting-place of the A mphictyonic Council.-, f.- [t], to roll about or upon.-€3, , (,) in Homer
always with 4$, a double cup : cf.$. []-,,(,) chattering everywhere.-?, 4s,(,,)far-spreading : hence

generally wide, large, vast: also excessive, violent.-, to dig or hoe round.-«, f. £<w, to speak on both sides, dispute.

Hence, , discussed on all hands, doubt-

ful. II. act. disputing, captious., , dispute, doubt. From-5,,(,*) disputed, questionable,

doubtful. II. act. disputatious, contentious.-5,,(,) encompassing the neck.- £, , (,, Lat. lux) the morn-

ing-twilight, gray of morning, [y]*-, (,) pres. of Ep. aor. -, to ivipe or rub all round.-, ,(,) covering both

shoulders, two-sleeved.-, Dor. for-^., , contended for, contested on both

hands, [a] From



—. 45-, f. - : Dep. :

—

to fight

round: I. to attack. i. tofight for. [a]

-45,, av, black all round, wrapt in

darkness.€€, 3 sing. pf. act. of-.-, Pass, to be completely parted.-,,,(,) brothers or sisters

by different mothers.-, pf. act. : Dep. :

—

to low or

bellow around, properly of cattle ; -
the floor echoed all around.-, is, (, vcucos) made an object of

contest, eagerly wooed.-€5, ov, (,) —.-«, Med. to dwell round about, in-

habit.-«, f., to think both ways, doubt.-, f., to smooth or polish all round.£6, ov, contr. |, , ()
polishing all round.-, ov, (,) reechoing.-, f. £, to strike on oxfrom all sides.-, ov,(,) stirrormdedby a plain.-, Dep. to be all round, hover around.-, Dep. to be busied about, take care of,

pay heed to.-, , the dwellers round about.-€'•, Adv. (,) twitted

round about.-, to put round as a crown.-, to keep turning round about

or in every direction.-7€, to chirp or twitter all round.-€-, (,,) to decoy or

die all around, [i5]€,, ov, aor. 2 part, of.-, f. £, to press all round.-, f. , to fall around, embrace

eagerly.-, =-.-^, ov, (,) twisted on both

sides, intertwining.-,, ov,(,) beating or dash-

ing on all sides.-;, 7770s, , ,(,) striking with

both sides, double-biting.,() to be an attendant: be

busied about, take charge of: of slaves, to serve, to

minister to.7«, =.-5, poet,-, , , (,)
around a city, pressing a city on all sides. 2. as

fem. Subst. a city betiveen tivo seas or rivers.-, ov, (,) properly beifig about,

busied about : generally as fem. Subst. a handmaid,
waiting-woman : as masc. an attendant, fol-

lower. II. as Adj. much frequented.-, Dep. with aor. I pass, :

(,) :

—

to bestow labour about, attend to,

providefor.-, Dep. to fly ov flutter around.-, ov,(,) double-faced,

Lat. bifrons.', f. £, to clasp around. Hence, , a clasping round, embrace.-5, ov, (,) with two entrances.-, ov,(,) surrounded byfire, with

fire all round.-, , ov, poet, for-5, ov,(,) flowed around, sea-girt.2, as Adv. I . on or at both sides :

henee 2. apart, asunder; yaiav oiipavbv' to keep heaven and earth asunder. 3. gene-

rally, around, round about. II. more rarely as

Prep. c. gen. around: apartfrom, farfrom. 2.

rarely c. dat. like, round about. 3. c. ace.

about, around, when it always follows its case.-€, Pass, to toss about, like a ship

at sea.-, , , (,) a kind of ser-

pent, that can go both ways, forward or backward.-, , Ion. for-.- : impf.^, or with double

augm. : so, aor. or-
:—Pass., fut. med. in pass, sense-

:—aor. or— : (,
aor. 2 of) :

—to stand apart, and so to

dispute, differ, argue

:

—Pass, to be the subject of dis-

pute. Hence,, to, a point in dispute. And, ov, debatable, doubtful.*,, 77,() a dispute, con-

troversy, ground or occasion of dispute or debate., ov, disputed, debatable.-, v..
c-, to fold about another :—Med. to fold

round oneself, deck oneself in.-, Pass,(,) to stand

round like a crown.-, is, (,) placed round like

a crown.-, to place round:—Pass,,
with the intr. act. tenses, aor. 2, pf.-

:
—to stand around.-5, ov, (,) with double mouth

or opening : double.-, 3 pi. Ep. impf. :

Dep. (,) :

—

to beleaguer, besiege.-€5, is, (,) twisting round,

turning all ways., aor. I pass. part, of.-, Ion. for-.-, =-.-, to trouble all round., aor. 1 pass. part, of.
-€»>, to stretch out and throw round.



46 €(,—''.-, *s, (ayn^>t,) encompassing the

walls.-, Ion.-, / cwi off all round, to

intercept.-, imperat.- : f. : aor. :
aor. 2 : aor. pass, :

—

_/>«/

round, to put on : Med. /o ^«i on oneself.-, f. £, to shake around.(-£, to twitter around.-, ov,(,) cutting on both sides,

two-edged.

-Topvos, ov, (,) well-rounded.-, to tremble all over.-, to run round, surround.-, rjros, , , =.--ros, ov, (,* Root of)
bored through, with double entrance.-€, f., (,) to tremble for.-, (,) to shine around.-, ov, with all round ; see.-, , (,) visible all round.-, Pass, (,) to fear or

tremble all round.-, gen. ecus Ep. tjos, , (,) a

large jar or pitcher with two handles.-£, Med. to consider on all sides.-, aor. 2- :

—

to yawn round,

threaten to swallow : to yawn wide.-, f.- : aor. :—Pass. aor. I

[y] : Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 pass, :

pf.- :

—

to pour or shed around

:

—Pass, to be

poured around : to embrace.-, f. , to dance around.-, ov, (, xpvous) gilded all over., aor. I pass. part, of-., ov,() poured around, heaped

up around.-, ov, lame in both feet.-, , (, OSes) part of a town with

streets round it, a quarter of a town, Lat. vicus.-, , (, o56s) a road round, a street.-, €<ws, 6, shortened form of-,
a jar, also a cinerary urn : as liquid measure, = l-|

Roman amphorae, or nearly 9 gallons.], as Adv.() in both ways, Lat.

utrinque., , ov, () Lat. uterque, both: '
on both sides, Lat. utrinque ;

towards both sides. Hence«€, Adv. from or on both sides, Lat. ex

utraque parte : from both ends., Adv. on both sides., Adv. in both ways. And€€, Adv. to or on both sides.-, Adv. (, ovSas)from the ground., poet, for, 3 sing. aor.

I opt. of.-, poet,.

, , , , also ol, at, , Gen. and Dat., both oftwo, Lat.AMB : (same Root as.), , (, dPoXvs) a double spit.-, es, (, ovs) two-eared, two-handled.--ris, idos, , (, ovs) a two-handled pail.'-, ov, = foreg., two-eared, two-handled., for, 3 pi. pres. opt. of.-, ov, (a privat.,) unblamed,

blameless. Adv. -tws, blamelessly., , amomum, an Indian spice.-, ov, (a privat.,) without blame,

blameless., Att., Adv. from the absol.^,
esp. in compd.^-, in a certain manner.
"AN, a conditional particle, used like the Ep. and
Lyr. particle ,.

A. with indicat. av makes an assertion, instead of

being positive, dependent on circumstances : hence av

cannot be joined with pres. or perf, because that which
is, or has been, cannot be made so dependent. I.

with iNDic. :—with fut. (only in Ep. poets) av ex-

presses that which certainly will happen, if something

else happens first

:

—with imperf. av expresses the

frequent repetition of an act under certain circum-

stances, what would always happen ; ekeyev av he

would say (whenever he had an opportunity) ; -
av he would keep on weeping :—with aorists av

expresses what would have happened on a particular

occasion ; av he would have said. II. with
optat. it turns the wish, which the mood expresses

when alone, into a conditional assertion. III.

with subjunct. av belongs rather to the particle

on which the verb depends, than to the verb it-

self. IV. with infinit. av is used in cases

where the indie, or optat. would be joined with it.

—

av never begins a sentence, and regularly follows the

word whose signf. it limits, as av : but when
words dependent on the verb precede it in the sen-

tence, av may follow any of them, because, in sense,

they follow the verb, as =., Conj.=, with subjunctive, []
or , shortd. Ep. form of. [], shortened from ova, for (like for), he stood up, arose.

-, sometimes for privat. before a vowel.

'ANA', Prep. c. gen., dat. et ace, used also in forms

av-, ay-,- : in general signf. opp. to. I.

c. gen. on board; $ on board ship. II.

c. dat. on, upon. III. c. acc. 'the common
usage, implying motion upwards, I. of Place, up:—throughout. 2. of Time, throughout. 3. in

numbers, up to. 4. taken distributively, e. g.

naoav day by day : for 5, v. sub

KpaTos. IV. as Adv. thereon, thereupon : through-

out, all over. V. in compos, up to, towards, up,

opp. to : hence with a sense of strengthening.

Also back, backwards = Lat. re-, retro-, [ava]



, for, up! arise!, vocat. of avag, king, only addressed to gods., Att. for, aor. 2 imperat. of., Adv.() going up, mounting:

being up on high, aloft ; opp. to-. [], ,() a means of going up, a

flight of steps, stair.-, , (,) a ladder.-, f.- : aor. 2 ; also aor. I

med., Ep. 3 sing, : pf. ava-

: I. intrans. to go up, mount, to go on

ship-board, put to sea. II. in aor. ,
Causal, to make to go up, make to go on board ship,

make to mount:—Pass., aor. I part,, moun-

ted: so also pf. part,.-€, f. , (, /fos) to rouse to Bac-

chic frenzy. 2. intr. to break into Bacchic frenzy.-, =.-, f.- : pf.- :
—to throw or

toss up. II. to put back, put off:—Med. to lift up

one's voice, to make a prelude, begin to sing. III.

to put off, delay ; in Act. and Med. IV. in Med.

to throw one's cloak around one.-, f. , to dip repeatedly.,, , aor. 2 part, of., ea>s, ,() a going up, mount-

ing. 2. an expedition upfrom the coast, esp. into

central Asia, like that of the younger Cyrus. 3.

the rising of a river. II. way up, the ascent of

a mountain, etc., poet, 8, , 6, () one

who is mounted, a horseman, [a], , ,() skilled in mounting., poet,, ,(-) that may
be mounted or scaled, easy to be scaled., pf. of., pf. cf an obsol., to boil or

bubble up., , aor. 2 imper. and inf. of.- : fut. med., Att. :

aor. , med.- :—Causal of-, to make go up : I. to mount one on horse-

back. 2. to draw a ship up. 3. in Med. to put

on board ship. 4. to bring up to the bar of a court

of justice. Hence(, verb. Adj. one must set on.- : f. : aor. 2, inf., rarely aor. : (, iSios) :

—

to

come to life again, return to life.

-is, ecus, 77,() recovery of life., aor., Dep. to bring

back to life.-, f. : aor. 2 :—to shoot or grow up again., aros, , a look cast upwards. From-, f., to look up. 2. to look back

upon, Lat. respicere. II. to see again, recover

one's sight. Hence

aVa
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€\|/5, ecus, ,() a seeing again, re-

covery of sight., poet, shortd., Adv. (-) boiling up :
—with sudden bursts., ea;s, ,() a puttmg off, delay.-£, f.: aor.:—to gushforth;

to gush out with oil.-, aor. 2, to go up or back.-, fut. : aor. , Ion. iaf.

(for) :
—to cry or shout aloud,

utter a loud cry : to cry out something. II. to

call on., poet, -, Adv.() bubbling

up. II. as a prelude or begifining of song., shortd., ados, ,()
thrown up, of earth.-, poet,, ,() that which

is thrown up, a mound of earth. 2. that which is

thrown around one, a cloak. II. a lifting up of

the voice, a prelude. 2. a putting off, delaying., poet, -, ,() delay.-, Att. -: Pass., aor. :—to makefoam or boil up, to boil. Hence.--os, ov, boiled.*-, only found in 3 sing. aor. 2,
q. v.*-, aor. , opt.,, pf., to swallow again, gulp down : also aor. 2

pass. part,-'^, (, , swallowed back, swal-

lowed down again. Cf..-£, aor. -, to shout aloudfor joy.-, Dep. to roar aloud., Ion. for, aor. I inf. of-.-, , = -yaiov.-, for the tenses see^ :

—

to carry

back tidings of a thing, report, Lat. renunciare.-, f. [] : aor. - : to

laugh aloud.-€, f., to beget anew, regenerate.-«, Dor. for-^.-€, f. : aor. ^ : to give to taste.-, later : f.^,
aor. 2^ :^ :

—to know accurately. 2.

to know again, recognise, own, Lat. agnoscere. 3.

to distinguish, discern : hence to read. II. in

Ion. Greek the aor. ^/ is used in causal sense

to persuade; and aor. I pass,-, pf. -
~/, to be persuaded., f. : pf.^ : (*/) :

—to

force, compel : to constrain, esp. by argument : also

to force by torture, and so to harass, annoy. 2. to

prove of necessity, to demonstrate. 3. with double

ace. toforce a person to do a thing., , Ep. and Ion. for., , ov, also os, ov, () of or with

force: I. Act. constraining,forcing, pressing :"^ the day of constraint, i. e. slavery. 2.
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forcible, convincing. 3. of things, requiring to be

done. II. pass, /creed : hence painful. 2.

necessary : avaynaia, necessaries : also absolutely

necessary, barely sufficient. 3. connected by neces-

sary or natural ties : as Subst.,, , Lat.

necessarii, relations., Adv. of avaynaios, of necessity, per-

force ; avay/caiajs ' it is necessary : Sup.-., verb. Adj. of, one must

compel., , ,() compulsory., , , verb. Adj. of, forced,

constrained., Ion, and Ep., , Lat. ne-

cessitas, force, constraint, necessity : often in dat. -
ay/cy as Adv. perforce, of necessity, also forcibly, by

force. 2. necessity, natural want or desire, such as

hunger. 3. actual force, violence : hence bodily

pain, suffering. II. like Lat. necessitudo, the tie

of kin, relationship.-, f. : Pass., aor.' :

—

to bend back or round. 2. to undo, loose.,, aor. 2 opt. and inf. of-
yiyvajOKQj.

av-cryvos, ov, (a privat., ayvos) impure, unchaste,

generally unholy, guilty.-£ : f. , Att. : to know again, re-

cognise. Hence, cgjs, 77, recognition., *ojs, , (avayvojvai) a knowing again,

recognition, owning. II. reading.,, , (avayv&vai) aor. 2 of-/) a passage read aloud., ecus, , a crying aloud, proclamation.

From- : the Att. fut. is avepu), aor. 2 :

—to cry aloud, proclaim publicly :— Pass, to be pro-

claimed : to be generally called or surnamed., ov, () written up or out,

registered., ecus, 6,() a notary, secretary., , a writing out : that which is written

out, a public record. From-, f. : aor. aviypaipa:— to write up,

generally to enter in a public register or record. II.

to describe, [ypa]-£, strengthd. for ypv, to mutter.-, f.£: aor. 2 avqyayov : (,) : I.

to lead, up from a lower place to a higher, but in

Homer =, to conduct, carry. 2. avayeiv vavv

to put a ship out to ssa; and then avayeiv or avaye-, absol. in same sense. 3. to lead up into the

interior of a country. 4. to lead up, raise tip, con-

duct, hence to celebrate. 5. to bring up, edu-

cate. II. to bring back : to refer. III. in-

trans. (sub.) to withdraw, retreat., ecus, o, (avayw) properly one that leads

up : hence anything by which one leads, a rein,

thong, etc., , (avayw) a leading up : a putting to

sea. 2. a leading back, referring.-, ov, (a privat.,) without guidance
or education, ill-bred : of horses and dogs, unbroken.-, ov, (a privat., yvoa) tuithout

contest, never having contendedfor a prize.-, to divide anew: generally to divide or

apportion a conquered land.-, poet,-, =, to light up.-, aor. 1 med. inf. of., ,() a re-distribution : ge-

nerally a distribution, division.

-os, ov,() divided anew, redis-

tributed: generally, distributed.-€, f.-: aor.:—to

divide again, re-distribute., pf. 2 of.,, , a means of shewingforth : a
mouth-piece used by criers.- and- : fut. -£, Ion.

-£:—to lift up and shew, shew forth. II. to

make public, declare. Hence, «, , a shewing forth, display : a pro-

claiming, election.-^, Ion. for-.-, ov, ( privat.,^) without brother

or sister., poet,, aros, ,() a head-

band.-, Ion. for, aor. I inf. of-.-, aor. 2- :
—to look up, to

open the eyes again.-, f.( : to draw off the skin, esp. to strip

off the scar of a wound, Lat. refricare ulcus: hence

to rip up old sores., ecus, ,() a binding on., , and, ,{) a band
orfilletfor women s hair, a headband., ov,() binding tip.-, to dye, imbue.-, fut. med.- : aor. :

—but Ep. aor. 2 pass,^ : pf. :

Dep. :

—

to take up, receive : also to take back. II.

to take upon oneself, submit to. 2. to undertake,

promise to do ; also to be surety to one.-, poet, -« : f.- : abr. - :

pf. pass,:—to bind up, bind round;

evayyiKia to crown one for one's good news. II.

kavToiis 'is to trace up one's family to a

founder. III. Med. to fasten with a rope to one-

self; ' (sc. vavs), to take a ship in

tow., poet,, aTcs, ,() a head-

band.-, f., to teach over again : to teach



otherwise or better, Lat. dedocere : also simply =-, to teach :—Pass, to learn better. II. to ex-

pound, interpret.-, poet, : f.- :

—

to give up:

to give forth, esp. of the earth, to yield. 2. intr.

of springs, fire, etc., to burst forth. II. to give

round, distribute : also to give back, restore.

o.va-6iicos, ov, (,) tried over again.-, f., (, \$) to make double.

-os, ov,() given up or to be given up., for, aor. 2 imper. of.,,, aor. 2 inf. and part, of.,, 3 pi. and part. pres. med.
of., ,() a taking up, acceptance

:

the undertaking of labours., aor. 2 inf. of., poet, for-, fut. of., aor. 2 inf. of.-, to come to the top of the water.-, f. : Dep. with aor. 2 act.-, pf. : (, ) :
—to come up, rise,

esp. from the sea : but absol. of the sun, to rise, of

springs, to gush forth. 2. to draw back, retire:—
c. ace. to shun : c. inf. to delay to do, avoid doing., Att. pres. part, of.-, , (a privat., ') without presents

from the bridegroom, without bridal gifts., aor. 1 inf. of.-, (,) to lift or raise up.-, ov, (a privat.,') unhoped, un-
lookedfor.-, lengthd. for-.-, inf. : f. : to return to life.-^ and -, f. £, to yoke or harness

again : hence to prepare to go away again, esp. with
an army, to break up, move off: and so of ships, vijas

av. to set sail again. 2. intr. (sub., etc.)

to march off. Hence
ava£ev£i.s, eo;s, 77, a marching away.,-, f., to boil or bubble up.-, to search into, examine, Lat. anquirere

:

to search out, discover. Hence, $, , investigation.-«, to recal to life.-, f., to gird up.-, to light up again

fresh life.-, to vjarm again.-, Att.-, to regain one's courage.-, Att. -, to fill with fresh
courage. II. intr. =.-, ava-0ets, aor. 2 inf. and part, of., aTos, ,() linything devoted or

accursed. Hence-, to make accursed, to bind by a curse.-, to warm or heat again.
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0€€, verb. Adj. of, one must refer

:

one must defer.-, f.- and-, to run up or

back, return.-, to look at or observe carefully ; to view
or observe again.-, like-, (,) to grow
green, bloom, or sprout afresh., aros, ,() that which is set up,

esp. as a votive offering : in Homer only used of a

delight or ornament. Cf. ^\.-, f., to press hard., aor. 2 inf. of.-, f., to shout in applause., aTos, ,() a nursling.

-«>, (,) to look up at : observe closely.-, poet, and Ion. : fut. >-
: aor., inf. :

—

to spring

up, bound up, rebound : to spring upon., Ep. and Ion., ,() shame-
lessness, assurance, effrontery., Dep.() to behave impudently.-, (s, (a privat.,) shameless, un-

abashed, reckless : the stone of Sisyphus is called$, reckless, ruthless.-, tofan the flame.-, (,) to set onfire, to inflame.-, Adv. of sq., without bloodshed.-, ov, (a privat.,) bloodless, un-

stained with blood, Lat. incruentus.-, ov, =.-, ov, and-, ov, gen. ovos, (a privat.,) without blood, bloodless.-, Adv. like-. []
: impf., Ep. : fut.

(not in use) : aor. , inf.-, subj. : Dep.:

—

to refuse, reject, spurn:

c. inf. refuse to do: hence to excuse oneselffrom a

thing, renounce, disown : to repent, be ashamed of
doing a thing. (Deriv. uncertain.)

avai£as, aor. I part, of., aor. I pass. inf. of.
avaipcats, (, , a taking up of dead bodies : bu-

rial. 2. a taking upon oneself, an undertak-

ing. II. a destroying, destruction. From- : f. : pf., pass, '. (v.) :
—to take up, Lat. tollere, and so I. to

bear away, carry off, esp. of prizes : simply, to take

up, lift. II. to take away, destroy : of laws and

customs, to abolish. III. to appoint, ordain,

esp. of an oracle's answer ; but absol. to answer, give

a response.

Med. to take up for oneself : hence to gain, win,

receive : exact. 2. to take up dead bodies for
burial. 3. to take up newborn children, Lat. tol-

lere, suscipere liberos. 4. to conceive. 5 • t0 ia^ e

tip money at interest. II. to take upon oneself,

undertake. III. to take back to oneself, cancel.

-Pass, to gau
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-, f., to raise up.,, want ofperception, insensibility. From-, ov, (a privat., aor. 2 of *al-) unfeeling, without feeling. 2. without

common sense, senseless. II. pass, unfelt.- : impf.. aor.:
—Pass., aor. : pf. : ( priv.,,—the simple being never used) :—an

Ion. Verb, = Att., to use up, use; of time,

to spend; of food, to consume. Hence, aros, , that which is used up, = Att., expenditure, outlay.-', Att.-,- (,) :
—

to start up, rise up quickly, spring or burstforth : c.

ace. to leap upon. [ava-~\4,() to be shameless, behave

impudently., , shamelessness. From-, ov, (a privat.,) shameless,

impudent : of things, abominable, detestable.-, , ov, (a privat.,) unasked.-, ov, (a privat.,) without cause, ground-

less. II. of persons, guiltless, not chargeable,

not to blame.-, to clear thoroughly :—Pass, to become

quite clear.-, to set up or upright:— Med. to sit

up. II. intr. to sit down again.-, f., Att. , to renew.-, to restore anew.-, (, fcaivos) to renew, restore. Hence, coos, , renewal, restoration., , a prison.-, aor. , to kindle, light up

:

—
Med. to light oneself a fire : metaph. to fire, rouse,

encourage : in Pass, to burn with anger.-, poet,-« : fut. :

—

to call tip,

esp. the dead. II. to call upon or call again

and again, and so to invoke the gods. 2. to sum-

mon. 3. to call by a name. III. to call back,

recal, esp.from exile.-, f. , to uncover, unveil.

intr. to unveil.-, f., to bend upwards or back.

intrans. (sub.) to bend back, return.-, ov, (a privat.,) without thorns

or bones : without a spine.-, f. , to snap tip, swallow, gulp down.«, Ion. for, 3 pi. of-€, poet,-: f.-:—used as

Pass, of, to be laid up, as a votive offering;

and so, to be dedicated; also, to be set up, as a sta-

tue. II. to be referred to, depend upon.€,, the temple ofCastor aridPollux. From
"AvaKis, 01, old form of, the Kings, i. e.

Castor and Pollux.-, poet, for-, to call out.-, , (,) a loud shout.

II.

2.

2.

2.

-'. Ion. for-.-€ and - : f. [] :

—

to mix
again : generally, to mix up, mix well.-€, ., (,) to compre-
hend in a summary, sum up.-, to spout up, gush forth : also, to throb

violently, [ Ep.]-, Att. -, f. £, to publish, to pro-

claim, esp. to proclaim as conqueror: to offer by voice

of herald: and so to put up to auction, which was
done by proclamation of the.-€, f. , to rush into danger again, to

run afresh risk.-, to move upwards, to sway to andfro.
to rouse, awaken, Lat. suscitare. Hence, ews, , a swinging to and fro.
excitement, emotion, []-, Dep. =-.-£, f.-^ : aor. 2^ :

—to cry

aloud, scream out : of a dog, to bark, bay.-, f.-, to weep aloud, burst into

tears, also to weep for, to bewail.-, f.- []: aor. :— to

break upwards or back, to break in pieces., $, ,() a calling on, invo-

cation: a summoning. II. a recalling, esp.

from banishment., fut. pass, of., later, poet. aor. 1 pass, of-, poet,- [t] : fut.- : aor. I

:

—

to make to lie back, to lean one thing

against another: Pass, to lie, sink or lean back. II.

to push or put back a trap-door, and so to open it., , ov,() leaning back.-, f. , (, */) to open and
counterfeit a seal.-, f., to commwiicate or impart some-

thing to another : to communicate with another, con-

stat him.—Med. with pf. pass,-, to commu-
nicate what is one's own to another : to impart.-€, to rule in or over.-£, f. , (,) to gird up into

afold (Lat. sinus) : absol. to gird oneself up., , recovery of a thing orfrom an illness.

From-£, poet. •-£ : f. - Att. - :

aor. :
—to carry up : esp. to carry up or

against stream : Pass, to go up. .
II. to bring

back, recover:—Med. with pf. pass, to bring back

with one : to recover one's own : to bring to pass

again :—Pass, to go back.-£, f., to dart ox fling up.

intr. to shoot up, as blood from a wound., , a beating back : a recoil. From-, f. , to beat, force or drive back

Pass, to stop short.-£, f., Att. , to lift or raise up

Pass, to be lifted up, lightened in spirits. Hence

II.
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. 51, ea>s, 17, a lifting up, lightening

from a thing.-, f. : aor. 2 aveKpayov :—/o cry

out, lift up the voice.

ava-KpdOiis, aor. I pass. part, of., tews, 17,() a mixing up.-^, Dep. to begin to play : of a bird, to

tune its voice.-, poet,-- : f.- : aor.( :
—to hang up upon a thing :—Pass, to

he hanging up ; metaph. to be in suspense, Lat. sus-

pensus esse.- [] : (for the tenses, v.) : to exa-

mine well, search out. II. to examine before-

hand

:

— Med., irpbs eavrovs, to question

one with another. Hence^, poet., eevs, , an examination,

inquiry.-€, f., to lift up and strike together

:

absol. to clap with uplifted hands, applaud vehemently., ecus, , () a pushing back,

checking, esp. pushing a ship back, backing water., verb. Adj . of, one must check.-, f. , to thrust back, check:—in Med.
of a ship, km to put her back

sternwards, by backing water. 2. Med. also in

music, to strike the strings, make a prelude, like-€.-, f.- : pf. : Dep. :

—

to regain for oneself, recover, retrieve. II. to

win a person over, gain hisfavour.€, Ep. for, dat. pi. of.
-ropios, , ov,() belonging to a lord or

king, royal :, , = sq. a temple.,,() a king's dwelling, palace

:

also a temple., opos, ,() a lord, king.-, f., to stir up and mix : to confuse.-, to turn round again:—Pass, to revolve,

come round again. Hence, ecus, , a coming round again, a cir-

cuit, revolution.-£, (,) to rattle like-
: the chariots were over-

turned with a rattling noise, like that of cymbals.-, fut.- and- : aor. -
: pf. :

—

to lift up the head : esp. to

come tip out of the water : hence to rise out of diffi-

culties, to recover, emerge.-, f., to wail aloud, [], Adv. =, carefully, avaKu/s

os to look well to a thing. (From avaKos, Adj. of, a manager.), f. , to hold back, stay, esp. of ships,

to keep them riding at anchor: but .' to keep up the tension of the ropes, keep

taught. 2. intr. (sub.() to keep still. From, , incorrect form of.

, aor. 2 inf. of.-, Dep. to take again.-£, aor. : to raise a war-cry

:

to cry aloud.-, f.- : aor. 2 : pf.

:

—

to take up, take into one's hands : gene-

rally, to take with one. 2. to take into one's ser-

vice, to adopt. 3. like Lat. recipere, to take upon
one : esp. in Med. to undertake, -. 4• to take tip again, resume, -
yov. II. to take back, regain, retrieve, re-

pair. III. to pull short up, of a horse. IV.

to gain quite over, attach to oneself.-, f., to flame up, takefire., , insensibility, want offeeling. From-, ov, (a privat.,^) without pain : I.

of persons, unfeeling, hard-hearted, ruthless :—Adv.

-, unfeelingly. II. of things, 1. not pain-

ful. 2. very painful, cruel.-, is, (a priv.,() not thriving, feeble.-€: Ep. impf. eyov: fut.: aor. I, Ep. inf. :

—

to pick up, gather up:—
Med. to pick upfor oneself. 2. to recount. II.

to read aloud.-, f. £, to lick up., ecus, ,() a taking up : a
taking again, a means ofregaining: a repairing, mak-
ing amends. II. a being taken up: the Ascension.-, es, (a privat.,) not healing., ov, Dor. for, barefoot.- : f. : aor. or -

: pf. or :—Pass., fut.-
: aor. or : pf.-

or : the pres.-, impf.

are rare :

—

to use up, spend, esp. in a bad sense, to

squander:—metaph., av. vnvov to use to the full, i.e.

enjoy, sleep. II. of persons, to kill, destroy., , want of strength. From-, ibOs, , , ace.- or -iv, (a priv.,)
without strength, impotent, unwarlike.-, Dep. to leap up.-, ov, (a privat.,) not salted.-, , (, yos) proportion, analogy.-, Dep. to count up: sum up: to think

over, calculate, consider. Hence, , a counting up, calculation, reason-

ing with oneself: also a course of reasoning.-, ov, (a privat.,) not salt, without salt.-, a rare form of-.-, ov, (a privat.,) not to be filed, in-

satiate, Lat. inexplebilis., «us, 17, () a loosing, releasing:

dissolution, death.-, Ion. and Ep.- : f.- [] : pf.-, pass,- :—to unloose, undo again

:

also to set free. II. to do away, get rid of: to

stop, put an end to. III. intr. (sub.,,
etc.) to loosefor departure, and so to depart, return.
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spent : expense, cost, outlay : in plur. expetises.,,, aor. of., , ,() expenditure. []-, , (a privat.,) not taken, not to

be taken, impregnable.-, to rage through or throughout.-, f.-, to learn again or anew,

learn differently: to inquire closely.

av-aua£evTOs, ov, (a privat.,) impassable

for wagons.--rOS, ov, (a privat.,) ivithout mis-

sing or failing, unfailing : in a moral sense, faultless.

Adv. -tcds, without fail.-, Dep. to chew over again, Lat. ru-

minari.-, Att. -: f.- : aor. :
—

to wipe up, wipe off; epyov, b ) a

deed which thou wilt wipe off on thine own head, (as if

it were a stain). II. Med. to knead one's bread.-, f.-, sometimes-
or- : Dep. :

—

to renew the fight, to retrieve a

defeat.-, ov, poet, for-, (a privat.,-) of a horse, not to be mounted, unmanageable.-, f., to begin to sing.-, poet,« : f.- : aor. :
—to waitfor, await : absol. to ivait, stay. 2. to

await, endure. 3 . to put off, delay.

-65, gv, in the middle.-, ov, filledfull. Hence€, f., to fill up, fillfull.-, f., to measure back or over again,

to remeasure the same road one came by : generally,

to do or say over again, repeat. II. to measure

out. Hence.€5,,, a measuring out, admeasurement.-, poet,, also-, Adv. pro-

miscuously.- and -, f. -' : aor. , to

mix up together, to mingle. II. Med. to have

social iiitercourse, joi?i company.- : f., poet, : aor. I

:

—

to remind one of a thing : c. inf. to re-

mind one to do : also to recal to memory, make men-

tion of:—Pass, to remember.-, poet, for-.-,(^) Adv. mixed up, pell-mell.^, , ,(^) social intercourse.-, poet, and Ion. for., part. aor. I pass, of.-, eo>s, ,() a calling to

mind, recollection.-, inf. aor. 2 of.-, to roar loudly,foam up, of the sea. [y]-, (,) to lift with a lever: to

force open.

-, ov, (a privat.,) un-
erring, without wandering.-, Dep. to groan deeply.-, op,( privat.,) undisputed,

undoubted.-, ov, (a privat.,)
undisputed, indisputable, about which there is no dis-

pute. II. act. without dispute or controversy., , unmanliness, cowardice. From
-avSpos, ov, (a privat.,), . — avopus,

without a husband : without men, desolate. II.

unmanly, cowardly, unworthy of a man.-, f., to deprive of a husband. Hence
-ros, ov, widowed.-, f., (, vios) to make young again.-, poet., to divide or distribute

anew. II. Med. to count up, recount: to rehearse.-, poet, avvcopat, Dep. to mount up, rise.-, f. : aor., poet,

inf. : Dep. :

—

to renew, revive.

dva-ve-, f. , properly to throw the head back in

token of denial : hence to deny, refuse.,, ,() a renewal, revival.-, f., to become sober again, come to one's

senses. 2. trans, to make sober again.-, Adv. of-, uphill, opp. to.-, ov, (a privat.,)
without a rival, without a struggle : undisputed.-5, €s, (,) up-hill, steep, opp. to-

: hence like Lat. arduus, difficult.--ros, ov, (a privat.,) not to be

gainsaid. Adv. -, without contradiction.

"ANA3,,, : Ep. dat. pi. : a lord,

king, applied to all the gods, esp. to Apollo. II.

any earthly lord, prince, chief, king : also of the sons

or kinsmen of kings, and generally, the chief persons

of a state. 2. so too the master of the house, Lat.

herns. 3. generally, one who is lord or master over

anything, as : cf. -£.-, to rub or irritate afresh., aor. I med. inf. of.-, f. : aor. -, poet. inf. -
:

—

to dry up.--ios, ov, also a, ov, (a privat., agios) unworthy,

fiot deemed worthy, c. gen. : absol. worthless. 2.

undeserving of evil.-, lyyos, , ,(, "/£) lord

of the lyre.

|3, Adv. of ava£ios, unworthily.-|, (, £vvos) —-.,, , the trowsers worn by eastern

nations. (Persian word.)-£, f. [y] : aor. pass, :— to

scrape off.£, fut. of.-, f. £, poet, for -^.-', to edticate afresh., ov,() struck back, rebounding:
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as Subst. (sub. ttgvs), , an anapaest, i. e.

a dactyl reversed.-, f. , to strike again or bad•.-, Adv. back again. II. over a-

gain. III. reversely.-, poet, : fut. : aor.

: Ep. aor. 2 part, :

—

to swing to

aridfro, to put in motion :—Pass, with Ep. aor. 2 -
4, to dart or spring tip.-, f., to scatter upon., r\s, ,() rest, repose, ease from

a thing : of watches,' to be

divided into reliefs. II. a resting-place.

avcura/uais, poet.3, , ,() rest,

repose, ease: rest from a thing, cessation.^, Ion. /-, ov,() belong-

ing to resting or rest :— as Subst.//- or. , a resting-place : the time or hour

of rest: also (sub. ), the sound of trumpet for
all to go to rest.-, Ion. »), (for the tenses, v.) :—to make cease, stopfrom a thing : later to give rest

or relievefrom a thing. II. Med. to cease, leave

off, desist from a thing: absol. to take one's rest, sleep:

2. to stop, halt, rest. 3. to regainalso to die,

strength.-, f. : aor. :
—to bring

ever to another opinion, to persuade against o?ie's will:

also in bad sense, to seduce, mislead.--, f., Dep. to try or attempt

again, to make trial of. II. as a military and

naval term, to exercise, practise.-, f.- : aor. I, Ep. part,-
: Pass., aor. 2 [a] : pf.,

poet, :
—to pierce through, spit., , ov,() persuasive.^.' and -£, to count over again., poet., f. , (for the tenses, v.) :

—to send up oxforth:—Med. to send up from
oneself. II. to send back.

avonrcTTTap-cvos, pf. pass. part, of.,, aor. 2 inf. and part, of-.-€ and-, also-€:
fut.-, Att.- : aor., poet, im-

per. and part,, :
—to spread out

or open, expand, unfold, unfurl

:

—pf. pass. part, ava-, , ov, outspread, open.-, f. : aor. 2 or-, poet. part,$ ; and in act. form, poet. opt. : (v.) :
—to fly

up, fly up and away.€, pf. of.- or -, to transfix, spit.-, poet, : f. : (v.) :—to leap, spring up orforth, start up; av.' epyov to

pimp up to work : of springs, to gushforth. II.

to spring back.

ava-mjpos, ov, (,) maimed, crippled, halt.-, f., to make to spring up.-, f.- : aor. :
—to

fill up, Lat. explere

:

— to fulfil, accomplish. II.

to fill up, appease. III. to fill full of thing,

esp. with the notion of defiling : whence in Pass, to

be infected.-, f.- : aor. 2 : pf.-:—to fall back. 1. to fall back, give

ground: hence to slacken, lose heart, Lat. concidere

animo.,-, poet, for-.-, Att.-, f.- [] : aor. I:—toform anew, remodel, recast, generally,

to mould, shape.,-\, f. £, to braid tip, entwine, wreath.-, f.- or- : aor. 1

: Ion. pres.- :

—

to sail upwards,

to sail up stream : also to put out to sea. II.

to sail the same way back again, sail back : of fish, to

swim back.-, , gen. : also fern, :—Ion.

and Att. for: (, =) :

—

filled

up, quite full of thing. II. defiled or infected

with a thing.-, f., tofill up, fillfull. II. to

fill up again

:

—Pass, to return to one's full size, of

the sun after an eclipse.,, aor. I inf. and part, of., contr./, ,() a sailing

upwards, esp. up stream : also a putting out to sea.-, f., to unfold, open.-, Ion. for).-, Ion., Ep. for /to;.€€€
; 3 sing. aor. I opt. of.

<<€5, , ,() a breathing again

:

respite, rest from a thing. II. a drawing breath.^, ov, poet, for$, without draw-
ing breath, breathless.-, f. : aor. :— to

breathe again, have a respite, rest oneself from a

thing : (for the forms,,
v. sub voce.) II. to draw breath, breathe, Lat.

respiro. III. to breathe forth, sendforth., poet,, ,() recovery of
breath, rest. II. a drawing breath, Lat. respiratio., poet. pres. imperat. of.
av-airoSeiKTOs, ov, undemonstrated, indemonstrable.- : f. , Att. : aor. :

(,) :

—

to make to step back, call back and
question; to correct oneself. II.

intrans. to step back.

av-airoivos, ov, (a privat.,) without ransom

or reward : neut., Adv. without recompense.-\, poet.«, properly to turn up the

ground again, plough up : hence io go over again,

to repeat, reconsider.
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defensible, inexcusable. 2. act. unable to defend

oneself, without excuse., ,() a sending up;

. a digging up of treasures., ,() one that sends up or back.

av-airovurros, ov, (a privat.,) unwashen.-, Dep. =.-, Att. -, fut.-, to exact, levy;

. to exact the fulfilment of a. promise.-, f. , properly to set on fire, light tip :

letting tears burst forth.-€, f.: aor.- : pf. -(-
:

—

to furnish with wings or to raise the wings

for flight : generally, to raise, set up. 2. of the

mind, to set on the wing, excite vehemently

:

—Pass.

to be on the wing, be in a state of excitement. II.

to furnish with new wings :—Pass, to get new wings.,,, inf. of -,,, aor. 2 of.--, fut. :—Pass., aor.,
aor. 2' [] : (.) :—to unfold, undo,

esp. of rolls of books ; and so, like Lat. evolvere, to

unrol for reading : hence to unfold, bring to light,

Lat. explicare. II. as military term, -
to fold back the phalanx, i. e.

deepen it by wheeling men from either flank into

rear; but, rb tcepas to open out the

wing, i. e. extend the front, Lat. explicare. Hence, , an opening, unfolding : an expanse.-, f. [], to spit up or out : absol. to

sputter.--, f. : aor. :
—to hang up to,

fasten on or to a thing ; , =, to hang up votive gifts
;

tofasten disgrace upon one :—Med. to fasten for one-

self; to fasten a ship to oneself and
tow it away :—Pass, to be fastened or fasten oneself

on, cling to. II. to light up, light, kindle: me-
taph. to inflame.-, f.- : aor. 2 :

Dep. :

—

to search out, inquire into: also to learn by

inquiry. Hence, ov, searched out, ascertained, notorious., shortened, gen. Ion. tos, ,() a being drunk up: of the sea, the ebb-tide,

returning of the waters.-, in compds. of with words beginning with

the is usually doubled, as in-, etc.,

though in poets and Ion. Greek it is sometimes single., Ion. for, pf. part, of.-5, ov, ( privat.,) without silver

:

without money.-, ov, (a privat.,) without joints : dis-

jointed, nerveless. 2. of sounds, inarticulate.-, f., to count up, enumerate.-, ov, (a privat.,)- sq.--os, ov, (a privat.,) without number,

lg : c. gen. takingcountless : without bounds in a thin*

no account of a thing.

-apKTOS, ov, (a privat.,) not governed or

subject : not submitting to be governed., , unsuitableness : discord. From-, ov, (a privat.,) unfit, incon-

gruous : of sound, inharmonious : of persons, ab-

surd. 2. unfitted, unprepared., , recapture. From-£ : fut. £, Att. or [] : aor. I

:
—to tear up, snatch up. II. to hurry

along, to carry off, to drag by force, esp. before a

magistrate, Lat. rapere in jus. III. to take by

storm, and so to plunder, generally, to treat with vio-

lence. Hence, , also , , torn away, carried off,

esp. into Persia, treated with violence.-€, f.-, (,) to flow back or to

the source.- or -• : f.- : aor. ££ :—to break tip, break through or open. II. to

make break forth ; ', like Lat. rumpere
voces :—Pass, to burst forth. III. intr., like Pass.

to burst forth.-, aor. pass, of aor. 2 act. avemeiv., aor. I part, of^.- or -4 : f.- : aor. :

—

to throw up; to throw tip the

sea with the oar. . to run
the hazard of a thing, run a risk : also without -, els € to throw for
one's all, stake one's all.-, impf.( : fut.-

: aor. : Dep. :--—to clamber up
with the hands and feet, to scramble up., ,() a flowing back, reflux, ebb.-, to swallow back, gulp down again.-5, ecus, , (, =) a snatching

away, rescuing. 2. the second day of the festival.- and -, fut.- : aor. -
:

—

to strengthen again

:

—Pass, regain strength

or spirit.--ios, ov, also a, ov, (a privat., apoios) not fit-

ting together : hence hostile, unpropitious, implacable

:

of things, untoward, strange, monstrous.-, f. : aor. :

—

to hang up or

upon, to attach to, make dependent upon.—Med. with

pf. pass,, to attach to oneself: also to sub-

due :—Pass, also with pf., to be dependent

upon; €is who has

everything dependent on himself; but,
c. inf. to be prepared to do.

-apTios, ov, (a privat., apTios) uneven, odd; cf.

apTios.-£, f. , to make old again., , the state ofa people without government,

anarchy. From
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-, , ( privat., ) without bead or

chief. 2. without beginning.-€, f., (,) to pull back with

a rein, draw aside.-€, poet.€, f., to shake up or

back : to swi?ig to andfro, move up and down.

ava<T€orvpp€vos, part. pf. pass, of.-, to move upwards :—Pass, with Ep. aor. 2, 3 sing,, to spring up or forth.-, f. , to dig up.-, see-.-€£, f. : pf. :—Pass., aor. I

: pf. :— opp. to -, to pack up the baggage ( ), Lat.

vasa colligere : hence of an army, in Med., to break

up their quarters, march away. 2. to disfir-

nish, dismantle a place : Med. to dismantle one's

house. 3. to waste, ravage. 4. in Pass, to

be bankrupt; we are undone.-5, ov, (a privat.,) unpractised, un-

exercised.-£, f., to fix on a pole or stake,

impale:—fut. med. inf. occurs in

pass, sense.-«, fut.- : aor. :

—

to look at, view attentively, inquire into.-, f. £, to tear up., , dragged up, esp. from one's

country up into central Asia. 2. of a door, drawn
back, i. e. opened. From-, poet, : f.- [] : aor. I

:
—to draw or pull up : to draw a ship

up. 2. to draw or suck up : to draw back. II.

ras to draw up the eyebrows, and so

put on an important air ; Koyovs to utter

boastful words., , fern, of, a queen, lady, mistress.-, Dor. for-.€€ or -, Ion. for, 3 sing,

impf. of.
, impf., Ep. : fut. :

aor. , Ep.£ : () :

—

to be lord or

master, to rule, reign over:—Med., Tpls~ to have reigned for three generations :

—

Pass, to be ruled.-, Att. for., for, aor. 2 imperat. of., Adv.() upright.,, aor. 2 part, and inf. of., gen. €o»s Ion. tos, : I. causal() a making to stand up, awakening. 2.

a making to rise and leave their place, removal : usu.

in bad sense, laying waste, destruction. 3. a re-

building. II. pass,() a standing or

rising up, esp. in token of respect : l£

an awakening : the Resurrection., rjpos, ,() a destroyer., ov, 6, ==.

, ov,() made to rise up and
depart, driven from one's house and home : hence

laid waste, ravaged. Hence, f., to ruin, put in confusion.-, f., to impale or crucify, like-. II. to crucify afresh.-, f.- (for the tenses, v.) :— to send up, raise:— Med. to gird up one's

clothes. 2. to keep back, check:—Pass, to go back,

retire. 3. seemingly intr. (sub. ), to with-

draw.-€, f. £, =.-€, —.-, to groan aloud over, bewail aloud, []-, to groan aloud. 2. to bewail aloud.-, f., to crown, wreath :—Pass., pf.-
I have my head wreathed.-£, f. £, tofix on afirm base., Desiderative from (fut. of), I desire to set up.

dvaa^o-op,ai,-CT^o-G),fut.med.andact.of., ,() a putting back.-, f., to furnish with a mouth; -
to open, clear out a trench.-^, f. : pf. :

—

to turn up-

side down, to turn up by digging. II. to turn

back, around or about ; to repeat :

to rally. 2. intr. (sub.), to turn back, re-

turn. III. Pass, with fut. med.-, to

turn oneself about in a place, tarry there, like Lat.

versari ; yaiav to go and dwell in a

land. 2. to be busied in a thing. 3. to re-

volve. 4. of soldiers, to rally. Hence, , a turning back or about, a return :

a hirning about in battle, whether to flee or rally. 2.

a turning about in a place, dwelling in a place

:

hence the place where one tarries, an abode.-, poet, for-, to turn every

way.- [], f.- : aor. :
—to draw or

pidl up : in Med. to pull up one's clothes.-^ f.- : aor. :

—

to re-

coverfrom a fall, recover.,, contr. €0€, inf. of,
poet. aor. 2 of.6,€, aor. 2 act. and med. inf. of., poet. €5, ,() to be

undergone or suffered, tolerable.,, aor. 2 inf. and part, of.-£, f. , to split up, rip up.-£, f.- : aor. :

—

to recover

what is lost

:

—Med. to regain for oneself. 2. to

bring back, restore

:

—Pass, to return safe. 3. to

keep in mind.-, Att.- : fut.- : to stir tip

and trouble : hence to excite, rouse to phrensy : pf.

pass. part,-, in confusion.
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again :—Med. to go regularly through again., pf. pass, of.€ or, Adv. of avaros, with impunity.-€, poet, : f.- : aor. 1 :—to stretch up or forth ; to lift up
the hand in adjurations

;

having his sword stretchedforth. II. intrans. to

reach up. III. to stretch or spread out, as a line

of battle.- : fut., Att. : to rebuild or repair

new walls. Hence, , building of new walls.-, poet,- : f.- : aor. I -
:
—to make or let rise ?ip, Lat. sjibmitto : hence

to bring forth, bring to light. II. intr. (sub.), to rise up, come to light, rise, esp. of

the sun and moon : of the rising or source of a

river : a flame blazing forth

:

to grow.-, f. : (for the tenses, v.) :

—

to cut up, cut open : to cut off., Adv. =.-, f. : (for the tenses, v.) :—to lay on as a burden ; but also to attribute or as-

cribe in token of honour : to entrust. II. to set

up as a votive gift, dedicate : hence the votive gift

was. III. to put bach, remove : c. gen.

to remove from; -
adding to or taking awayfrom the necessity of

death. IV. Med. to take upon oneself, under-

go. 2. to place differently, rearrange : in Att. to

retract one's opinion.-, f., to raise in price.-, f. £, to sway to aridfro, brandish.5, part, of sq.-, inf. of aor. 2-, with no pres.- in use( being used instead) :

fut.— :

—

to bear, suffer, sustain., poet,, ,() a rising,

esp. of the sun and moon : the East.-, f., to regain courage.-, ov, (a privat., ) without harm, unpu-
nished. II. act. not harming, harmless.-, poet, : f.- : aor. -

:

—

to turn up or over, upset. 2. to over-

throw, Lat. evertere. 3. Pass, with fut. med. --, to be cast down, disheartened.-, fut.- : aor. :
—to bring

up, nourish, educate.-, fut. and :

aor. 2:—to run back. 2. to start

up. 3. to go straight up;
(pf. with pres. sense) the rock runs sheer up. 4.

to run up, shoot up, of plants : thence of cities.-, >5, ,(,) a boring through.-, f. , to rub well, rub clean. II. to

rub in pieces : Pass, to be worn away, [t]

., ,() an overturning, upset.-£, f., to stir up and confound.-, ov, (a privat., ^) rayless.-5, Dor. -utos, ov, (a privat.,) tin-

utterable, Lat. infandus. 2. speechless.-, ov, (a privat.,) speechless, voiceless :

preventing speech. II. unutterable.-, ov, (a privat.,) without the music of
the flute : hence joyless, sad.

*a-vavs, gen. avdos, , , (a privat., vavs) without

ships; i^aes ships that are ships no more, Lat.

?iaves fienaves.-, poet,, f.- : aor.,
or- :

—

to make shine : to bring to light, shew
forth : to proclaim. II. Pass, with fut. med., pf. act., to be shewn forth,

appear plainly : also to reappear : to be seen or shewn
to be, hence to be accounted., aor. 1 part, of, having made to

appear, having come in sight of. [], Adv.() visibly, openly., Adv. = foreg.€5, aor. 2 part. pass, of.-, poet, : f. : aor. -^, Ion., also :
—to bring or carry

tip, esp. into central Asia :—Pass, to rise up

:

—Med.
to carry up for oneself or what is one's own :-, absol. to heave a deep sigh. 2. to lift up,

praise. 3. to uphold, take upon one. II. intr.

to rise, as the stars. III. to bring or carry

back: I. to bring back tidings. 2. to bring

backfrom exile. 3. to throw back upon another,

refer something to him : absol. to refer to a person,

consult him. 4. to bring back to Oneself, restore:

intrans. and in Pass, to refresh oneself, recover.-, f.-, to flee back, escape., aor. I inf. of.-, is, (a privat., ) untouched, not to be

touched.-, Dep. to call out aloud.-, Pass, to be undone, perish utterly.-, f. £, to light up, rekindle: hence to

inflame.-^, f. , =.-, to bubble up like boiling water.-, f., to frighten away., as, ,() a carrying up, rais~

ing. 2. intr. a rising. II. a carrying

back : . a referring, a reference. 2. a giving

jvay, respite, remission. 3. intr. a going back : a
means of recovery.-, =., ,() anything to carry with ; a

yoke or beamfor carrying.-, f., Med. to observe again,

recognise.-/ros, ov, (a privat.,) without the

favour of Venus ; without beauty.
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come to oneself., ,() a fleeing back, escape, re-

lease from. II. a retreat.- [], pf. pass,-, to mix up, con-

found, defile.-, f., to breathe up or forth

:

—Pass.

to be puffed up or arrogant.-, to blow or spout up, like a dolphin.-, f., to make to grow up, to produce.

Med. with aor. 2 act., pf., to grow
up : to grow again.-, f., to call aloud, proclaim. Hence, aros, , a proclamation.-£, f., to make give way, drive back

:

—
mostly used as Dep. -£, f., Ep.

aor., to draw back, retire.-, aor. 1, pf. :
—to open

the mouth wide, gape wide.-£, f., (,) of a horse, to throw

the mane back, rear up :—c. ace. to rear up and throw

the rider ; hence to overthrow, upset.-, =.-, f. *, to pour over.-, (,) Pass, to get the first

down on the chin.-, f. , to begin a choral dance

:

—intr.

to dance on high., ews, ,() a pouring over, spend-

ing : excess.-, f., to heap up.-, f., to go back, retire, retreat, with-

draw. II. to come back, revert to the right owner.

Hence, ecus, Ion. 10s, , a going back, retiring,

retreating. 2. a means or place of retreat, Lat.

recessus.-£, f., Att. , to make to go back or

retire.-£ : fut., Att. : (,) to put
to the vote again. Hence, ecus, , a putting to the vote again., €<ws, ,() a cooling, refreshing., , a cooling, refreshing. II. recovery

from a thing : rest. From-, fut. £ :—Pass., aor. :

aor. 1 [D] : (,) :

—

to revive by

fresh air, to cool, refresh : generally, to cheer : vavs

to overhaul the ships, make them sound
again :—Med. to breathe fresh air again, revive, []-, poet, for-.

: impf., Ep., Ion.:
fut. : aor. 2, Ep.( and [] :

pf., also, Dor.6 : (the Root is '-,
which appears in aor. 2 and fut.) :

—

to please, delight,

like : in Homer and Herodotus always c. dat.

pers. : impers., ttoiciv, like

Lat. placet.

-, poet, for-., , mostly in plur., quasi,, a raised border, flower-bed : any earth dug or
thrown up., poet. part. aor. I of.-, Adv. (,) asunder, in twain.-, f., (, ayaOos) to be or behave
like a brave man. Hence, , the character of a brave good man,
bravery, manly virtue. Hence

: f., Att. : Dep. :

—

to

act bravely, honestly, play the honest man.-, ,,(,) the spoils of a slain

enemy., Adv. () man by man, like -, Lat. viritim : generally, separately, apart., heterocl. dat. of, for, as if from.£, Dep. =/^.£ : fut. , Att. : aor. -
:—Pass., fut., but also med.

: aor. : pf.-
:() :

—to reduce to slavery, esp. to

sell freemen into slavery, (and so worse than,)
Lat. vendere sub corona:—Pass, to be sold into slavery., €, , and, , (-) a selling a freeman into slavery,

enslaving : kidnapping., ov, 6,() a slave-

dealer, one who kidnaps men to sell them., a slave, esp. one made in war and

sold : Homer uses it in dat. as if from. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, es,(, €$) slavish, ser-

vile, Lat. servilis, opp. to e\€v0epos., , Dim. of, a manikin, [ap], dat. plur. of.-, es, (,) loading a man, as

much as a man can carry., Ion.-, ,() manliness, manly spirit,

courage, Lat. virtus, fortitudo.-,, (, e'itceXos) an image of a man,
a statue. II. a flesh-coloured paint., a, ov, Ion., , ov, () of or

belonging to a man, manly, masculine : neut. -, manliness. II. , the public

meals of the Cretans, also the older name for the

Spartan. Hence,, , =.-, ov, 6, (, *4) man-slaying., Sjvos, , poet, for : see., Ep. for, dat. plur. of., Ion. for, pres. pass. part,

of., Dep. =., a)vos, , Ion. for., Ion. for., , ov, Ion. for.
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!

one from his home, the avenger of blood in cases of

murder, [a], late form of.,() to be a statuary.

Hence, , stahiary, sculpture.

-irotos, ov, <5, (,) a statue-

maker, statuary, sculptor., avTos, , () the image of a man, a

statue.£, f., () to make a man of

:

—Pass, to

become a man, to think and act like a man., , , () of ov for a man, mascidine,

manly : also of things, strong, stout

:

—Adv. avZpucujs,

like a man ; Sup.. II. composed

of men., , Dim. of, a manikin., verb. Adj. of, one must play

the man., Adv. after the manner of men.-$, wtos, , , (,) man-
eating, cannibal.-, ov, (,) begetting men.<-5, ov, (,) a man-woman, her-

maphrodite :
—a weak effeminate person. II.

as Adj., of baths, used both by men and women.-, ov, (,) man-slaying, mur-
derous.-,, avros, , , (,) man-
taming : man-slaying, []-, ov, (,) receiving men.-, , (, ) the man-goddess, i. e.

Minerva., Adv. () from a man, from men.-, tjtos, , , (,) man-weary-
ing :

—man-slaying, murderotis.-, ov, (,) wrought by mens
hands.-, , (,) slaughter of men., f. ,() to slay men.

Hence, , =.
-KTovos, ov, (,) man-slaying.-, , (,) a murderess.-, , , (,) fighting with

men: hence the prop. n. Andromache, [a], a, ov, () of man or men, human.-, , (,) of a mans height.

-irais, , (,) a youth near manhood.-, ,(,) a multitude ofmen.-,, , (,) hurtful to men.-, , (,) a man-sphinx., Tyros, , —, manhood.-, , (,) getting a man or

husband,. wedded life.,., to eat men. From

-, ov, (,) eating men : ot, Cannibals, mentioned in Herodotus.-, ov, (,) man-destroy-

ing. II. pass,, ov : hence

the blood of slain men.-, ov, (,*) man-slaying : fern.

), murderess of her husband.-5, , , =-, a man-slayer,

homicide., f., () to rear up to manhood:—
Pass, to become a man, reach manhood.-, , (,) like a man, manly.

Adv.- : Sup.., aor. I pass. part, of., Ion., $, , () a man s

apartment.5,, , =.-, poet, for., poet, for, aor. I of.-, aor. 2 of.-, Ep. 3 sing. aor. I med. of., aor. I of.-, 3 sing. aor. 2 with no pres. in use, of

armour, to clash, ring loudly; of doors, to creak or

grate loudly., Ion. for, aor. I of.
-tyyvos, ov, (a privat.,) not vouched for

:

unwedded.-, f.- : aor. ;

—

to wake up,

rouse, esp. from sleep ; metaph. to rouse, encourage

:

—Pass, to be awaked, wake up. Hence, ov, gen. ovos, waked up, wakeful.-, ov, (a privat.,) not accused :

without reproach.,, aor. I act. and pass, of.,, pf. and aor. 2 of., I pi. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of., aor. I of.-, Adv.() let loose, without restraint

:

carelessly. II. without more ado, simply., 3 sing. aor. 2 of., irreg. aor. 2 of., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 1 of., impf.^, old Ep. form of,.£<, aor. I of.-'5, ov, (a privat.,) unwished for :

melancholy.-, aor. I pass, of. 2. aor. 2 act. of., opt. aor. 2 act. of.-9, , (a privat.,) without the aid

of Eileithyia.-,., (v.) to wind up or roll together:

—Pass, to crowd or throng together.,, pf. act. and pass, of ova-.
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dv-, (, ibo) to go up : to sail out to sea

:

but also to go up inland. II. to approach, as a

suppliant. III. to go bach, go home, return.-, ov, gen. ovos, (a privat., ) without

clothing, unclad.

-euTeiv, (,) aor. 2 with no pres. in use

:

aor. I pass, (as if from -) : pf.

(from -) :

—

to say aloud, proclaim,

give notice.-, f. , to keep back, ward off, in poet,

impf. aveepyov., pf. pass., v..-, Ep. and Ion., (, ',) :
—to inquire of, inquire about.

dv-, f. [], poet, and Ion. for -€, to

draw back.-, (for the tenses, v.) to fasten on or to

:

to wreathe together.

clveis, part. aor. 2 of.-9, (,) Adv. of Place, from above :

cf. ay. II. of Time, from thefirst.-, Adv. (, ) upwards, on high, Lat.

sttrsum.-€$, ov, (a privat.,) without outlet.-€5, ov, (a privat., yoa) inde-

scribable, extraordinary.-€5, ov, (a privat.,) without es-

cape, inevitable.--os, ov, (a privat.,) unspeakable.-, ov, (a privat.,) unfailing.

[], aor. I pass, of., aor. I act. of.-, fut.-, to fill tip or again.-, ov, (a privat.,) undaunted:

dauntlessness., aor. 2 of.
av-6JCT€OS, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be borne.

-ros, ov, later f), ,() bearable, toler-

able :—Adv. aveKTcos, so as to be borne.-*5, ov, (a privat.,) unutterable,

indescribable.-, ov, (a privat., ^) safe from
being questioned : not to be refuted, unrefuted.-, ovos, , , (a privat.,) un-

merciful.,, aor. 2 act. and med. inf..
dv-eXeos, ov, (a privat.,) unmerciful., ,() illiberality.,, , =. From-, ov, illiberal, slavish, Lat. illiberalis :

in money matters, niggardly., aor. I pass, of.&-, Att.-, f., to unroll, like Lat. evol-

vere, of books in rolls, and so read and explain. 2.

metaph. to pass one's life.

-: f., but in Att. [], with

aor. , pf. pass, (as if from-) :

—

to draw up, to hold up : esp. to draw
up a bow to its full stretch: vavs to haul

up ships high and dry : to drag to light, to drag into

open court

:

—Med. to draw to oneself;

to tear one's own hair. II. to draw back.

dv-eXirts, 100s, , , (a privat.,) without hope.-, ov, (a privat.,) unhoped for,

unlooked for. II. act. of persons, having no
hope, hopeless. 1. of things, leaving no hope, hope-

less. III. Adv. -, hopelessly;

to be in despair.-€5, ov, (a privat.,) inacces-

sible. II. act. not going to or into.-,, ov, (a privat.,) free from
blame, without offence.-, ov, (a privat.,) not distributed. II.

having no share., a, cv,() fill of wind, windy.,() Pass, to be driven with the wind.-, ov,(,) swift as the wind., aor. I pass, of.,, , () windy, exposed to the

wind : like wind, swift as wind, airy, [a]

*ANEMOS, 6, a wind, Lat. ventus ;

a whirlwind ; the wind
being in the north. Homer and Hesiod mention four

winds, Boreas, Eurus, Notus (in Hes. Argestes), and

Zephyrus : Aristotle gives twelve, which served as

points of the compass, [a]-, is, (,) shelteringfrom
the wind.-, ,(,) fed by the wind,

of a wave ; 4'$ a spear from a tree

made tough by the wind., f. : pf. pass, : () :

—

to

expose to the wind:—Pass, of a wave, to be raised by

the wind.-^, cv, (a privat.,) unhindered.-, ,(,) swift as the wind.05, ov,() windy, i.e. vain, fruitless., ,() the wind-flower, anemone.-, , not in want.-, ov, (a privat.,) inadmissible., poet, for, aor. 1 act. of:, aor. I med., aor. 1 pass. part., see.
dv€VT€S, aor. 2 part. pi. of-.-, ov, (a privat.,) indelible.-, ov, (a privat.,^) not put to

the proof, not convicted or refuted : impossible to be

refuted : irreproachable.-, ov, (a privat,) not to be

searched out, unsearchable.-, ov, (a privat.,) not searched

out, not inquired into. II. a

life without inquiry.
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av-e|€vp€TOS, ov, (a privat.,) not to be

fou?id out.£-, ov,(,) enduring evil ; for-
bearing.-^, ov, (a privat.,) not to be

traced out.

av-tijoSos, ov, (a privat., £) with no outlet,

without return, Lat. irremeabilis.

dveoi or €, v. sub avews.€, see.
-copTOS, ov, (a privat.,) without festival

;

aveopros without share in festal rites.-, ov, (a privat.,)
having no causefor shame.-, Ep. for-, 3 sing. aor. 2 med.
from with pass, sense, he was thrown up,

rushed up., aor. I of.-, is, ( privat.,) not burden-
some, without offe?ice. Adv.,$ not

to take ill.€€, aor. 2 of-.-6€5, ov, (a privat.,) with-

out plots : act. not plotting. i. not plotted against.

av-€iri8iKos, ov, (a privat.,) undisputed: of
an heiress, about whose marriage there is no dispute.

av-€m80KT)TOS, ov, (a privat.,) unexpected,

unforeseen.

avcmeiKeia, , unfairness. From
av-€m€iier|s, is, (a privat.,) unreasonable,

unfair : Adv. -k&s.-, ov, (a privat.,) unblamed.
Adv. -reus, without censure.-, ov, (a privat.,) not to

be laid hold of or attacked : blameless. Adv. -«.-, ov, (a privat.,) not polished
over, notfinished off.-, ov, (a privat.,) not to be

reproved : faultless : but in bad sense, incorrigible.

av-€iripp€KTOs, ov, (a privat.,) not usedfor
sacrifices .

-6€708, ov, (a privat.,) not

examining, inattentive. II. pass, not considered.,, , ignorance, inexperience : want
of skill or science. From-€, ov, gen. ovos, (a privat.,)
unknowing, unskilful: unscientific : c. inf. not knowing
how to do a thing. Adv.-.
av-emraKTOS, ov, (a privat.,) not com-

manded, subject to no one. Adv. -.-, ov, Ion. -6€05, , ov, (a
privat.,) unfit, inconvenient, not suitable

:

prejudicial, hurtful. 2. of persons, ill-disposed,

unfriendly.-, ov, (a privat.,) not to be

censured.

av-€mcj>0ovos, ov, (a privat.,) without
envy or reproach : not invidious. Adv. -vqjs.

, aor. I of.,, aor. 2 med. and act. of-
; cf..-€, aor. , Dep. (,) to

love again.

av-€pcurTos, ov, (a privat., ) not worthy of
love. II. act. no* loving.

av-epyos, ov, (a privat., -yov) not done ; ^ av-, Lat. facta infecta.-, old form of-.-, f., to provoke again.*-€, {,) Dep., only used by
Homer in 3 pi. aor. : to snatch up and
carry off.-, f., to search out.

-€65, ov, (a privat.,) not searched

out : not to be searched out.

-cpopat, Ep. : aor. : Dep.

:

{,) : to question, ask.-, aor. (as if from) :

—

to creep up.- : aor. :

—

to come or go away,

with notion of bad luck :, away with you, Lat.

abi in malam rem.-€, f. [] : to begin to blush.-, Ion.-€ : f. [] : to draiu tip.-€, fut. : aor. 2 or

: pf. :
—to go zip, of trees, to grow

up : of the sun, to rise : of fire, to blaze up. II.

to go or come back, return : recur to a thing. 2.

ds to be referred to or made depen-

dent upon one.-, f., to ask again or repeatedly.~\, Ep. aor. I opt. of.«, 3 pi. aor. 2 o£., part, of, aor. I of., Ep. for, 3 sing. fut. of.
dveais, , Ion. 10s, , () a relaxing, as of

the strings of a lyre, relaxation : listlessness :

an abating of evils. 2. a letthig loose, esp.

of the passions, licence., 3 sing. aor. 2 pass, of.
avecrrny, aor. 2 of.
av-caxuos, ov, (a privat.,) without hearth or

home.,, poet, lengthd. for,, aor. 2 of-.-€, f. , to search thoroughly., 3 sing. aor. I of-., aor. 2 of*.
dv-€TOS, ov,{) relaxed, slack; properly of a

bow. 2. setfreefrom labour, ranging freely.

[&], aor. 2 pass, of., Prep, with gen. without; , Lat. sine

Diis, without divine aid ; KpaivovTos, Lat.

ifijussu regis. 2. away from,far from. 3. in

prose, except, besides.

-€£, to honour with cries of evae I
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€«, before a vowel^, () : . Prep,

with gen. without. 2. apartfrom,farfrom. II.

Adv.yhr away, distant : out of the way.

av-ev9eTos, ov, (a privat.,) not well placed,

inconvenient.

av-€t>0tJvos, ov, (a privat.,) not having to

render an account, irresponsible : hence gtiillless.

av-€tiKTOS, ov, (a privat., .) not wished

for. II. act. not wishing or praying for., a or. 2 inf. of.
dvevpeais, , ,() a finding out.

av-6ijp€TOS, ov, (a privat.,) not found out,

not to befound out., f. : aor. 2 : un-Att.

aor. I med. : aor. I pass, :
—to

find out, discover:— Pass, to be found out or dis-

covered to be.-€€, f., to cry out,, :

to shout aloud with joy.-, Dep. to recall a prayer.-^, Ep. €5, ov, (a privat.,)
cloudless : unveiled.-, ov, (a privat.,) unwarranted.-, v. sub sq.

-6\, impf. : also-, : f., also : aor. 2, poet, -: pf.:—Pass., aor. : pf.

:—a 3 sing. pres. ind. also occurs,

as if from : (,) :

—

to hold up, lift up
one's hands in prayer or in battle : to hold up and
shew to one ; , to hold up a light ; esp.

in phrase, , or simply aVe^e,,
hold up and shew the light to lead the nuptial proces-

sion, make ready, go on. 2. to exalt, extol. 3.

of land, to put forth a head-

land. 4. to Jiphold, support : to continue to do

;

c. part., continues to love : of the

nightingale, to keep constant to the

ivy. II. to hold in, keep in ; ,.
to, holding up, stopping the rain. III. in-

trans. to rise up, rise, esp. in form, of the sun

:

of events, to happen : c. gen. to rise from, recover

from. 2. to come forth, project: esp. of a headland,

to jut out into the sea. 3. to hold on, keep doing.

B. Med.-€\ : f. or :

Att. impf. and aor. 2 c. dupl. augm., -
:— properly to hold oneself up, and so to hold

up against a thing, endure, allow, hold out, last : so

in part., they bear with pa-
tience. 2. to allow the presence

of guests, and so to receive them. II. to hold up
what is one's own ; to hold up one's

hands to fight. III. rarely, to hold on by one
another.€, , fern, of, a female cousin.

av€i|/ia8o{)s, , , a first-cousins son. From'2, , afirst cousin, a cousin. Hence€$,, , cousinship.

€|/€, Ep. 3 pi. aor. 1 pass, of-.
aveco or, see.«, Att. pf. of, part,^, always intr.€, impf. of., aor. I of.

(not), for, 3 pi. perf.

pass, of (as if from -), they have been

given tip or devoted.

av€cos, gen. , 6, , Att. form, of an obsol. Adj., avaos (a privat., to cry), without a voice,

mute : nom. plur.

<1€, aor. I pass, of., , () fidfilment.-, f., to grow young again, Lat. repw
erascere. Hence, a, ov, making young again.-, ov, (a privat.,) not arrived at mans
estate., aor. 2 of^.
-€|€8, ov, (a privat.,) without

a leader.-, f., Dep. to tell as in a narra-

tive, relate.-, ov, (a privat.,) not sweetened or

seasoned.

], Ep. for avfj, 3 sing. aor. 2 subj. of.5, , ov,() made of dill.^, , dill, anise, Lat. anethum : also av-

; Ion. or : poet, or.£, aor. I of., Ep. for, impf. of., aor. I of-.-, ov, (a privat.,) not to be healed,

incurable: rivato do one irremediable

hurt : to suffer the same. II.

act. damaging beyond remedy, deadly

:

—Adv.,-
to treat with shocking cruelty.

<xv-t|koos, ov, (a privat.,) without hearing

:

never having heard a thing, ignorant of it. 2. not

willing to hear, disobedient., f., to be unwilling to hear, to be

disobedient. From--TOS, ov, (a privat.,) unheard of. II.

act. unwilling to hear, disobedient.

dv-, f. , (,) to reach up to. 2. to

have come up to a point, Is : to

refer or pertain to a person or thing.,£, impf. and aor. I of-., 3 sing. aor. I of.-, ov, (a privat., £) not yet arrived at

mans estate.-, ov, (a privat., \$) sunless, gloomy., Dor. avoAnros, ov, (a privat., ^^ a

kind of shoe) unshod, barefoot.,, ,() a going up. 2.

a coming back.
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savage : of plants, wild., aor. I inf. of, of which tense

is 3 sing, ind., 3 sing. subj., , a calm. From-, ov, (a privat.,) without wind,

calm; for ,
without the blast of storms., Ep. pf. 2 intr., with pres, signf. : Homer
has it twice, blood giished

fromforth the wound ; steam mounted
up. (Formed as if from a Verb *.)- and <1-5, , ( privat.,) not

to be accomplished, endless, aimless.-,5, , ( privat.,) unmanly, dastardly,

like., 3 sing. pf. pass, of.-, f. , to cry aloud.', , gen., dat., ace., voc.

: plur.,-,-,-. Ep. also gen., etc., dat. pi. :

—

a man, as opp. to

woman, Lat. vir (not homo). II. a man, as opp.

to God, . III. a man,
as opp. to a youth. IV. a man, emphatically, a
man indeed, opp. to ; ,'/ . V. a husband; '^,
Virgil's vir gregis., Att. crasis for ., aor. pass, of.-5, , poet, for-., aor. 2 of.--os, , ( privat.,) unploughed.,,, aor. I act. and pf. pass, of-.

or, , Ion. for.-3, Att.-$, ov, (a privat.,)
unconquered, uncoiiquerable., , ov, Dor. for.

or, , Dor. and Aeol. for.-, ov, Att. for-.--TOs, ov, (a privat.,") without real

fire ; , i. e. the fire of discord., aor. I pass, of., 3 sing. pf. pass, imperat. of., aor. I pass, of^., aor. I of.-, f. : Dep. : (,) :
—to

choose one thing instead of another : to prefer, choose

instead. II. to dispute, lay claim to.-, f.-, Pass, to be caught or

killed in turn., f., Dep. to vie with another,

be rivals : to race one another. From-, ov, {,) rivalling.-, Ion.-, f. : Dep. :

—

to lay hold of, meddle with, engage in. 2. to lay

hold of, seize, attack. . to lay hold of in re-

turn., , () a blossom.-, verb. Adj. of, one must hold to,

cleave to : so also plur..-, f. , to draw or pull against.,, , poet, for or.,, = : tattooed

with flowers.5,, , =.,,, also in fern.,flowery, /lowered;

of works in metal, embossed with flowers. From, , () =, a flower.-, ov, (, ) flowing from
flowers.0-'6,,(,*) working inflcwers.-5, , contr. for-, (,) flowery, blooming.^, fut. med. of,., Ep. for, aor. 2 med. imperat. of .,, ,() the chin, Lat. mentum., , and, , =, a stalk.,, ,() the beard of an ear of corn,

the ear. 2. a stalk., Ep. for, 3 plur. aor. 2 of.-, to feast in return.',,, the Feast of Flowers, the three

days' festival of Bacchus at Athens, in the month
Anthesterion.', , , the month Anthesterion,

eighth of the Attic year, answering to the end of

February and beginning of March., , , the Anthesphoria, a festival

in honour of Proserpine, who was carried off while

gathering flowers. From-, ov, {,) bearingflowers., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 med. of-., f., to bloom, blossom : metaph. of the

sea, to be overspread with corpses : of

colours, to be bright : metaph. to bloom, flourish,

to abound in men : to be at the height,

as a disease., , =, a blossom.?, , ,() flowering, blooming ; hence

fresh, young:—metaph. in full force, in perfec-

tion. 2. bright-coloured. ' 3. of style, florid.-, pf. : Pass. :

—

to be beaten

in turn, give way in turn.-, ov, —, flower-bringing., f.,() to strew with flowers : to deck

as tui.h flowers ; and so, to dye with colours :—Pass.

to bloom : to be dyed ; part. pf. , metaph.

of one whose hair is sprinkled with white.

av0tvos, , ov, () offlowers, blooming, fresh.--, f. : Dep. to ride against. Hence&, , a sham-fight of horse.

;

-, =.
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and impf., in fut. and aor. , to

set against, esp. in battle : to set over against : to

compare, Lat. componere. II. intrans. in Med. or

Pass,, also in pf. act., aor. 2, to stand against, withstand, oppose., f., to bestrew ivith flowers :—Pass.

to have flowers showered upon one. From-, ov, {,) garlanded with

flowers.-, ov, (,) living on flowers.-, ov, (,) receiving flowers.), f., to produce flowers. From-, ov, (,) bearing flowers.-, ov, (,) woven or worked

with flowers, partly-coloured., f.,() to gather flowers.

Hence, , a flower-gathering : were

collections of small Greek poems, which one editor

made up (as it were) into a nosegay.-, ov, (,) gathering flowers.-, Dep. (,) :

—

to

make a mutual agreement or compact. 2. to con-

fess or give thanks in turn.), to feed on flowers. From--os, ov,(,) feeding on flowers.-£, f. , to arm against

:

—Pass, and

Med. to be armed, arm oneself against.€, poet, for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.-, f., to lie at anchor, be moored oppo-

site one another.
VAN0O5, eos, , that which buds, a young bud or

sprout ; a flower ; the bloom of a flower : also of

things, thefroth or scum on water : , Lat.

flos vini, the crust on old wines. II. metaph. the

bloom or floiuer of a thing, av9os the bloom of

youth : generally, grace, pride, honour : also the height

of anything, bad as well as good. 2. brightness of
colour, brilliancy, as of gold.-, ov, , (,) redolent offlowers :

generally, sweet-scented, as epithet of wine., , () a flowering, bloom., f.,() to bear flowers.,,^. From-, ov, (, ) bearing flowers,

flowery : blooming.-, es,(,) of the nature offlowers,
bright-coloured., ecus,,(£) a charcoal-burner. Hence, f. , to be a charcoal-burner : to bum
to a cinder., as, Ep./,, ,() a heap of
coal or charcoal, hot coals. 2. blackness as of coals., pf.) : Pass.: () :

— to

be burnt to cinders.", dicos, 0, coal or charcoal, mcstly in plur.,, , a wasp or hernet.

', , a wild bee : a bee or wasp. Hence,, the honeycomb of a wild bee : a wasps'

nest.-, ov, ,(,) a man-
pleaser., , Dim. of, a manikin., contr. (sub. ), , a mans
skin., , ov, Ion., , ov,(-) of or belonging to man, befitting mans nature,

human : Adv. -, by human means, in all human
probability., , ov, Ion. for*.£, f.,() to behave like a man

:

Pass, to become man., , , of or for a man, human., , ov,() of,from or belonging

to man, human; all mankind;
the fortunes of man.—Adv.

to commit human, i.e. venial, errors., , Dim. of., 6, Dim. of, a little man,
manikin, Lat. homuncio.-, ovos, 0, 17,(,) a
man-god, i. e. a deified man, hero.-, es,(,) in the shape of
a man.-, ov,(,) murdering
men, homicidal. II. proparox.-ktovos,

murdered by men; . a feeding on slaughtered

men., , a making of man. From-, ,(,) making man."", 0, man, Lat. homo (not vir) : plur., men in general, mankind; so,

or most or least of all men. Like, it is joined to another Subst., as

a wayfaring man. As opp. to, it expresses con-

tempt, as Lat. homo opp. to vir : used in addressing

slaves, . The fern,, , (like homo
fern, in Lat.) a woman., Att. crasis for .-, f. ,(,) to

slay or sacrifice men.), f. -,() to eat men
or man's flesh. Hence, 17, an eating of men.-, ov,(, -yeiv) eating men,

cannibal.-, es,(,) cf man's nature.-, poet, and Ion. for-.-, f. , to abuse one another, abuse in

turn.-, to bring to trial or indict in turn., f. , to be proconstd. And, , , proconsular. From-, , a proconsul, for , Lat.

pro consule.
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-€, f. , (,) yield in turn.

Hence, eous, , a mutual yielding.-, fut.- : Dep. : (,-) :
—to dissemble or make pretences instead, or

in answer. [ZV]-, f.-, (,) to make

a counter-affidavit.-€,(,€) to suspect mutually.-^, (,^) to return a kind-

ness. Hence, aros,, a kindness done in return.-, (,) to take away in return.-, fut.- : aor. 2 -wre-

: (,) :
—to place oneself under a

thing in another's stead, to take on oneself, undertake

for another., pf. pass, of., Ion., , grief, sorrow, distress, trouble :

Homer uses it act. of a person, oaiTos the annoy-

ance of our feast, [ in Horn., later avla or some-

times .~\ Hence, aor. , to grieve, distress. II. intr.

be grieved or distressed, feel grief, sorrow. []-,(. [], Dep. to cure again, restore., , , Ion. and Ep., , , ()
grievous, distressing : ineg.Comp.avtypio~Tepos. II.

grieved, distressed. Adv. -puis. [In Homer$,
later also art—.}-, ov, (a privat.,) incurable : of men,

incorrigible., fut. [], Ion. '. aor. ', Dor.

kviaoa : pf. :—Pass, with fut. med. :

aor. : pf. : () :
—to grieve, dis-

tress :—Pass, to be grieved, etc. ; to

be vexed at this :—Homer has Ion. aor. I pass. part.$, as Adj. a joyless, melancholy man. [ in

Homer always, later also .~], aor. 2 inf. of a pres. *-€, to look up.-, ov, (a privat.,) unsettled, restless

:

esp. having nofixed home, vagabond.-, Adv. of, without sweat : hence

lazily, slowly.-, ov, (a privat.,) not thrown into a

sweat, not exerting oneself.

avieis, aviei, 2 and 3 sing. impf. of ., 2 sing. pres. of ., Pass, and Med.., pres. inf. of-, to send up. 2. pres.

inf. of-( ibo) to go up.

-Cepos, ov, (a privat., iepos) unholy, impious. [~]
€<€, Ion. impf. of.-, aor. , (,) to set up.

<xvw]0€is, Ion. for aviaOds, aor. I pass. part, of.-, impf. ; also 2 sing. pres. avieis, 2 and

3 sing. impf. avieis, €t ; Ion. 3 sing.'€€ (as if from) : fut., also : aor. , Ion./, Ep. also aveaa : aor. 2 not used in sing, ind.,

—.
but in Ep. subj. for, opt., inf. avuvai,
part. avivTts :—Pass, : aor. : pf.-( : (,) :

—to send up orforth, make spring

up, produce, as the earth : esp. to send up from the

nether world. II. to send back. III. to let

go. 2. to let loose against one, set

upon him, like Lat. immittere alicui : hence generally,

to set on. 3. to let alone, let:—Med., to

loosen, undo

:

—Pass, to be let go, go free ; part. pf.

pass. goingfree, left to one's will and plea-

sure ; e'is wholly engaged in a thing :

hence IV. like Lat. remittere, to relax, properly

of a bow, to unstring : hence to neglect, give over,

remit

:

—Pass, to be slack or imstrung. V. intrans.

in Act. to relax, be remiss, Lat. remisse agere., , , Ion. for aviapos., Dor. for. []-, ov, (a privat., '$) ins?ifjicient.

av-tK€T€inros, ov, (a privat., €€) not entreated:

act. not entreating.--ros, ov, (a privat.,) unconquered, un-

conquerable.

av-iXecos, , gen. , Att. for -iXaos, (a privat.,

i'Aeojs) unmerciful, []-, f. : (,) :

—

to draw up water

by leather straps : generally to draw or haul up

:

—
Pass, to get up, mount up ; so also intr. (sub.),
to mount up.

avtos, ov, () = aviapos.

-ioiAos, ov, (a privat., tovkos) beardless.--, f. , to ride on high.

dv-nnros, ov, (a privat., Xttttos) without a horse, not

serving on horseback: of countries, unsuitedfor horses.-, >., =-:.-, , , -, , gen. ttooOs, (olvitttos,

ttovs) with unwashen feet.

-viTTTOS, ov, (a privat.,) unwashen. 2. not

to be washed out.

avis, Boeot. for avev, also Megarean.

-uTOS, ov, also , ov, (a privat., i'aos) unequal, un-

even : metaph. unfair. [t Ep., t Att.] Hence, f., to make equal, equalise

:

—Med. and

Pass, to be equal in a thing.

and, for, imperat. of -.,, later form for sq.-, (,) i I. Causal in pres. and

impf., in fut. and aor., to make
to stand up, raise up, set up : to raise from sleep,

Lat. excito, andfrom the dead: later, to sei up, build:

also to build up again. 2. to rouse to action :

stir up to rebellion. 3. io make people rise to leave

their homes : transplani ihem ; though in Pass., and

intr. tenses, it usu. means to be unpeopled, laid waste ;^ a wasted land : also to make sup-

pliants rise and leave sanctuary. 4. to raise men
for war. II. in aor. I med. also trans.,-

to raise a city for oneself. III.
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pf. and plqpf. -(^, to stand up, rise

to start up for action, . nvi to rise up against one

:

to rise from one's seat as a mark of respect : to rise

frotn sleep : to rise from the dead : to rise from an

illness : to rise to go, set out.-, f., to make inquiry, ask.-, for, imperat. of-.-\ =-, to raise, lift up. 2. intr., -€ ijkios the sun rises., Adv. of avtaos, unequally., co»s, ,() an equalising.-€, f. , to trace back, of a hound.', Ion. for, 3 pi. opt. of.
-€), poet. aor. I subj. of., poet, for avavetrai, 3 sing, of., Ep. for., poet. inf. aor. I of.-£, poet, for-.
-«>, f., (,) to guide back.

dv-o8os, ov, (a privat., o5os) having no road, im-

passable.-, , (, oSos) a way up : esp. into central

Asia. II. a way back.-, Dep. to set up a wailing, []-, ov, gen. ovos, (a privat.,) senseless.

-vOTjTOS, ov, (a privat.,) not thought on, not

to be thought on. II. act. not understanding,

foolish : unreasonable, Lat. amens, Ep., , (avoos) want of understanding,

folly.- and -, Ep.- : f. :

with double augm., impf., Ion. :

aor. , Att., Ion. or
;

pf. , pf. 2 :—Pass, : fut., fut. 2, fut. 3 :

aor., inf. : (,): I. to

open, undo. 2. metaph. to lay open, disclose. 3.

as nautical term, absol., to get into the open sea :—
Pass, to be open.-, f. £, v. foreg.-, (,) : fut. : pf.-

:

—

to swell up : to swell with passion.-£, fut., Att. , to rebuild. II. to

make a person change bis dwelling, to remove him
from his abode

:

—Pass, and Med. to migrate. 2.

to dispeople a city. III. in Pass.

to be built up the country, awayfrom the coast.-, f. , (,) to build

up. II. to rebuild. III. to wall up.

-oiKos, ov, (a privat., /cos) houseless, homeless.-€, verb. Adj. of-, one must open.-, ovos, (a privat.,) unpitying,

merciless.-, ov, (a privat.,) unpitied.

avoiKTos, , 6v,() opened.

dv-oiKTOs, ov, (a privat., oTktos) pitiless, ruthless.-£, fut., to wail aloud.

-, Adv. of, without wailing:

also without need to wail, i. e. with impunity, [t]--ros, ov, (a privat.,) unmourned., aor. I inf. of.
dvoi£is, ews, ,() an opening., verb. Adj. of, one must report., Ion., , ,() reported,

referredfor decision.-€, f.,(,$) to goad to madness., fut. of., 3 sing. pres. pass. opt. of., 3 pi. aor. I pass. subj. of., ,(- pf. of-) a cessation

of arms, armistice. II. a hindrance., , the state of an, misery.-5, ov, =$.-, ov, (a privat., 6) unblest, ivretched.

av-oAeGpos, ov, (a privat., 6\e6pos) not ruined., ,() a drawing up.-, £, (,) to cry aloud, to

shout with joy. 2. to wail or bewail loudly. II.

Causal, to make one shout.-, Dep. (,) to break

into loud wailing, []-, ov, (a privat., 6$) without rain., f.,() to act lawlessly., Ion., ,() lawlessness.-, ov, (a privat.,) having no in-

tercourse with others, unsociable.-, ov, (a privat.,) without eyes.-, ov, also a, ov, (a privat.,) unlike.,, , ($) unlikeness.,() to make ufilike : Pass, to be so., ecus, , a making unlike : unlikeness.-, f. : pf. :

Dep. : (,) :

—

to agree upon a thing., , ov, (a privat.,) not

agreeing, inconsistent : not admitted, not granted.-, ov, (a privat.,) without law, lawless,

impious. Adv. -$, without law. II. (i/J/xos 11)

unmusical.-, Dor. -ovaTOS, ov, (a privat..)
unprofitable, useless ; neut. pi., as Adv., un-

profitably, in vain.

-voos, ov, contr. dvovs, ovv, (a privat., voos) with-

out understanding, foolish., Adv., either (from privat.,, fut. of

), unnoticed; or (from) upwards, up in the air.

dv-oirXos, ov, (a privat.,) without the large

shield which distinguished the hoplite, not heavy-

armed: generally, unarmed.

dv-OTTTOs, ov, (a privat.,) unseen.-, ov, also a-opa-ros, (a privat.,) =
foreg.-, ov, (a privat.,) without instru-

ments.--TOS, ov, (a privat.,) attended by

no orgies. II. in whose honour no orgies are held,

D
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ttvopeos, , ov, () manly, courageous, like -
tpcios. [a]-6, f. : with double augm., impf., )-, aor.:— to set upright again, restore:

to set straight again, set right.--os, ov, (a privat., op/xos) without harbour, in-

hospitable.-, f. : aor. :

—

to start up,

leap 7ip : to mount swiftly.-, ov, (a privat., opocpos) roofless.-, f., (,) toflap the wings
and crow, to strut.-, Att.- : fut. £ : (,) :

—

to dig up what has been buried ; . to break

open a grave.-^, f., Dep. tojump up and dance

about.

cLv-ootos, ov, or a, ov, (a privat., oaios) unholy,

wicked, Lat. pro/anus : avuaios vzkvs a corpse with

all the rites unpaid. Hence5,, , unholiness.-5, Ion. d-vouaos, ov, ( privat., vocros) tvith-

out sickness, healthy, sound: of things, free from all

defect, healthy ; avoaos untouched by ill.

-ocTTCos, ov, (a privat.,) without bones.«-, ov, (a privat.,$) not return-

ing. II. not to be retraced.-, ov, (a privat.,) without return.-£, {,) to break out into wailing.-, ov, (a privat., ovs) without ear : without

handle.

-vovs. contr. for d-voos.

a-vovcros, ov, Ion. for a-voffos.

dv-ovTaros, ov, (a privat.,) unwounded.-, Adv. of foreg., without wound, [], ,() a holding back, stopping, esp. of

hostilities, an armistice. II.() long-

suffering, forbearance.-£, f., to hold up, Ift up., Ep. shortd. imperat. for,.,, Ep. for, :

aor. 2 part, and inf. of., Ep. for, fut. of., Ep. for^, 3 dual aor. 2 of -.
€\|/€, for.,, Ep. for^,,

aor. 2 inf. act. and imper. med. of.-€, Ep. for-., (,) Adv. over against,face to face,

Lat. coram. II. as Prep. c. gen., over against

;

before the cheeks, of a veil : confronted

with : most freq. in hostile sense, against, Atbs((.-£, f., to buy in return.-3€, f., to speak against, reply : to con•

tradict.

-£ : f., Att. : Dep.:

—

te

struggle against, vie with, esp. in war : to dispute

with : as Pass, to be set against. Hence, , , an adversary, rival.-, f., to wrong or injure in return.-€, =-:—Med.,

to raise one's hands against one.-, ov, (, aOKos) striiggling against,

rivalling.-, f., Med. to respect one another.

avTatos, a, ov, () set over against, right oppo-
site :' (sub. ^), a wound itifron'. 2.

hostile. II. besought with prayers ;

6ecvv prayers to the gods.-, f. : aor. :
— to raise

against. II. seemingly intr. (sub. $), to re-

sist, withstand.-, f., to demand in return.02, 0, a sort of sturgeon.-, f., to hear in turn : to listen in

return.-, f.,. =.-£, f. £, to return a shout., $, , that which is given or taken
in exchange, an exchange. From-, Att. -, fut. : aor. - ;—to give or take in exchange

:

—Med. to take one
thing in exchangefor another.-, f., Med. to give or take in

exchange, to exchange. 1. to give punishment in

exchangefor ill-conduct, to requite, punish. 3. to.

give words in exchange, answer. Hence€, ($, , an exchanging.-, Med. to defend oneself against an-

other, resist. 2. to requite.-£, to make go up in turn.-, f. £, to lead up against, esp. to put otil

to sea against : generally to attack. 2. to bring

up instead.-, f.-, to destroy in return.-«, to wait instead.-, tofill in turn or in opposition.-€, f. , to plait i?i rivalry with.-, f., to put in as a complement.-€, (,, ibo) to go up against.-, I. -Causal, in pres. and impf.,

fut. and aor. 1, to set up against or instead of. II.

intr. in Pass., with aor. 2 and pf. act., to rise up
against.

a^tos, a, ov, worth just as much as, equivalent

to. Hence, f., to demand as an equivalent or

in turn.-€, f., to demand in return.-, Med. to obey in turn.-€, to keep off in turn.-, f. -(£, to prove in return or

answer.
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—

to

give back, repay. II. to reiider, i. e. make, so and

so. III. intr. to answer, correspond with. IV.

to deliver in tur?i : to explain in turn. Hence, aros, , requital, recompense. And
-is, ecos, , a giving back in turn, repay-

ment : reward., aor. 2 inf. of.- , Med. to answer again.-, f. -, to kill in return.-. f.-, to receive in return.-, to destroy in return :— Pass, and
Med., with perf. 2 act.-, to perish in turn.-, f. -, to requite.-, f.-, to shew on the other hand.-, Ion. for-.-, f., to hold out against : to hold out.-, f.: Dep. :

—

to greet in turn:

to receive kindly., f., to reflect light, to reflect. From-, is, {,) reflecting light.-, f., to speak against, answer., Ion., f. : aor. - : {,) :—of persons, to come opposite to, meet face to

face : also , baitos, etc., to meet with,

take part in, partake of.€, aor. of.-€«, f., to accuse in turn.

-€£, f. : aor. -/ :
—to compare

in return.-€, poet, for-.-, aor. 2 without any pres. in use, to speak

against or in answer, gainsay. Cf.-.-€, Ion. for-.-€, f. £, to introduce instead, substitute.-€€, f -', to pay or contribute for
another: cf.. II. to substitute one thing

for another.-, f., to steal away in return.-, f. , to ktiock out in return.

.-€€, f. , to send out in return.-, f.-, to sail out against.-€€, f. -efCTtvu), to stretch out against: hence
to compare one with another.-, f.-, to sally out against., aor. 2 med. of., Dor. for, part. fern, of., poet, for-.-, fut., Att. , to hope instead.-€, f.-, intr. to -make an inroad
in turn.-, f., to put on board instead.}, 3 sing. aor. 2 pass. subj. of sq.-€, f.-, to stick right in.---, f.-, to set onfire in return.-, f.-, to give way in turn.

-«£, f. £, to export instead.

-, f., to demand in return.-, {it ibo) to march out against.

uvt-€|, Dep. =.
-€€£, f., to try one by the standard of an-

other

:

—Med. to measure oneself against another.-€€, f. , to ride out against., €ws, , {,) a sailing out

against.

-€,££, to lead or (intr.) to advance against.-, f., to praise in return.-€, Med. to put to sea against.

-€€, to rush upon, attack.-, f. , to lead or march out against.

-€£€,{ ibo) to march out against.-€€€, f. Att. -£, to march out against.

-€€^, Dep. =£.-, f. , toform counter-designs.-, f., to shewforth in turn.-€€, f., to desire in turn :—Pass.,-
tivos to have a thing desired from one.-€, f., to help in return.-€6, fut. med. : aor. I pass.

: Dep. :

—

to give heed in turn.-, f. , to take thefield against.-€, f. £, to enjoin in turn.-€€£, f. med., Att. : pf.

pass,- : Dep. :

—

to buildforts against in

retaliation.-€, fut., to entrust in answer.-€£, f.,{, epavos) to contribute one's

share in turn

:

—Pass, to be repaid., , , a rival in love. From-€, to love in return : to rival in love.

-€€, f. , to set firmly against, to plant

firm. II. intr. to set otieself steadfastly against.

Hence, 3, 77, obstinate resistance.-, Ion.- : aor. 2- : Dep.

:

to ask in turn.-€, Dep. to make equal in weight with:

hence, to value equally with, [vj

-€, fut. without any pres. in use : pf.-
: (cf.) :

—to speak against, gainsay :—
fut. pass., no denial shall be

given.

avT-€pa>s, cutos, , return-love, love-for-love.-€, f., to ask in turn.-, aor. 2 ind. of.
-€€€€, f., to return a kindness.-€, f., to wish well in return.- or-, f. : {, or) :

—

to hold against ; ( Kparus to

hold one's hand so as to shade one's eyes. II.

intrans. to hold out against, withstand : absol. to hold

out : hence to suffice, be enough. III. Med. to

hold out against something : later, with gen. only, to

hold on by, hold to, cleave to.-, ov, {,) opposite the sun : i. e.

D 2
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looking east, eastern; , statues of

gods facing the sun. II. like the sun., Ion. for., Adv. () against, face to face. 2. face

to face, openly, before all. 3. to

go straight forward ; to be struck

in front.-, opos, , . (,) instead of a man.-, , , (,) one who rows
against another : generally, a rival.-, €s,() set over against, opposite;-
yal avT-qptis blows aimed straight at the

breast.

avrrjpCs, tfios, ,() a prop: a beam to

support the outer timbers of a ship's bow, in case of

a shock., 3 sing. aor. I opt. of.-«, Dor. -«, f., to re-echo.'', Prep, with gen. : orig. sense over against: I.

of Place, opposite, before. \ II. to denote worth,

value, put for, for, Lat. pro, instar ;

ko~Ti, he is worth many people: hence 1.

in return for. 2. for the sake of. 3. instead

of, for. 3. to mark comparison; %v' evos one

set against the other, compared with it. 5. with

verbs of entreaty, like irpos with gen., by, Lat. per.

In Compos, it signifies I. over against, as in

-iTopos. 2. in opposition to, as in--
4. 3. one against another, mxitually, as in-. 4. in return, as in avTt-. 5.

instead, as in-. 6. equal to, like, as in

avTi-Otos. 7. corresponding, as in '-%., Adv. =, properly neut. pi. of avTios., Ep. pres. inf. of., -, Ep. 2 pi. ind. and inf. Med. of.£, f., Dor.£ : aor. : () :—to come or go towards, meet, as friend or foe. 2.

of things, to meet with, obtain. II. to approach
with prayer, entreat.-, , fern. Adj. (,) a match for
men, as good as man, of the Amazons., f. : Ep. pres., 3 pi. imperat., part,,, *$, inf.,
med. : (, avTios) :

—

to meet, as friend

or foe : to match, measure oneself with : rarely in

sense of coming to aid. 2. of things, to go to meet,

go in quest of, c. gen. rei : of an arrow, to hit : of the

gods, to come to meet an offering, i.e. accept graciously

of it : so, generally, to partake of a thing. II.

c. dat. to meet with, light upon. II. c. ace. to

arrange, prepare, .-, f.- : aor. 2 :
—to with-

stand, resist : to stand in the gap ; to

pull stoutly against the oar, going well back.-, f. -, to throw against or in turn., €a>s, ,() resistance.-£, f., Dep. to retort violence.

, Adv. against, withforce toforce. Properly

ace. fern, from-, , ov, also os, ov, (, ) opposing

force to force ; with wrangling
words: neut., as Adv. =.-, f. [>, to look straight at, look in theface., ws, , a looking in the face.-«, f., to help in turn or mutually.^, f. : aor. with double augm.-, Ep.- :() :

—

to meet by chance,

hit upon, esp. in battle. II. to meet with, partake

of, c. gen. rei. HI. to meet as a suppliant, en-

treat, c. ace. pers. Hence, $, , and, , an entreaty,

prayer.
,-, perf. with pres. sense, to return a cry.

-€€•€, f., to rival in pedigree.^, to be of a different opinion. From-, ov, gen. ovos, (,^) of a dif-

ferent opinion.,, ,() one who keeps a
counter-reckoning, a check-clerk., ,() a reply in writi?ig. II.

as law-term, properly the answer put in by the de-

fendant ; but also of the plaintiff, an indictment.&, ov, copied: hence as Subst.,, copies. From-, f. , to write against or in answer,

1 write back

:

—Med., with pf. pass,^, to

put in as a plea, to plead against : cf..-, f.- : pf. pass,- :

—

to

bite at or in turn.-, Med. to give one another the right

hand, to greet in return.-, Dep. =.-€, f., Dep. to receive i?i return.-«, f., to rival as a demagogue.-, f., to cross in turn.-, f.-< to dispose or arrange in

turn:—Med. to set oneself against others, offer re-

sistance.-, , mostly in plur. of poets who
bring rival plays on the stage : cf. sq.-, f.-, to teach in turn or against:

of dramatic poets, to bring rival plays on the stage.-, f.-, to'give in return, repay. II.

as law-term, to offer to changefortunes with one : cf.5.-«€, (( ibo) to go through again., f.: the augm. is prefixed to the prep.,

impf., aor. , or with double

augm.,,' :

—

to be a defendant,

or generally, party in a suit. From-, ov, (,) an opponent in a suit,

properly the defendant, but also the plaintiff: -
the two parties in a suit.-, f.- or -£, to be of a contrary

opinion.
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dvri-Sopos, ov, (,) clothed with something

instead of a skin.

<15, ecus, ,() a giving in return,

an exchange: repayment. 2. at Athens, a form,
by which a citizen charged with a public charge might

call upon any other citizen, whom he thought richer

than himself, either to exchange properties, or submit

the charge himself., ov,()given as a remedy against

poison : as Subst., , an antidote.-€, f. , to be as a slave to another, to

be no better than a slave.-, ov, instead af a slave, no better than a

slave.-5, ov, resowidi?ig.-, f., to do in return, retaliate, requite.-, f., Dep. to present in return

with a thing.,-, f., to seek in return.-£€, f., to save alive in turn.-, f., to bury opposite.-, , ov, godlike, equal to the gods.-, f. , to take care of in return., e<ws, ,() opposition, antithesis.-, f., to run against : to run a race

with.-, ov, (,) opposite the door : as

Subst.,, the intier part of the house oppo-

site the door.-, fut.- : aor. 2 --
: Med. :

—

to sit over against.-, f.(, to sleep opposite to.-, Ion.-, Dep. =.-£, to set opposite

:

—Med. =,
to sit opposite.-, Ion.- : f. --: I. Causal in pres., impf., fut. and aor. I,

to lay down or establish instead : to set against, op-

pose: to set up again. II. intr. in Pass., with

aor. 2 act. and pf., to he put

in another's place, to succeed, supersede. 2. to

resist.-, to i?ijxire in turn.-^, f., to call or invite in turn.-, aor. 2-, to die in turn.-, Att. -, f. £, to exchange one

thing for another.-, -£, -,
Ion. for--.-€, f.-, used as Pass, of,
to lie opposite to.-, f. , to command in turn.-, ov, (,) sharp as a goad.-, f. , to take care of instead.-, f. £, to proclaim in answer to.-, f. -, to sound in answer

:

—to

sound by striking against,.-, , {,) the shin, leg.

-, f. , to flatter in turn.-, f. Att. , to bring back in reply.£, f. , intr. to resist, oppose.-, Dep. to take arms against.-^, f., to hold instead. t, *«, , a striking against : hence* a
hindrance, sudden check. From-, f. , to strike or push back, stop, hin-

der. 2. intr. to be a hindrance, stand in the way.
and, Adverbs, (,) have

generally distinct meanings : ., over

against, right opposite. 2. in Horn. a\so = avTi-, straight on, outright, entirely. II.%
(never in Homer), straight, right. 2. outright,

thoroughly, without disguise or reserve. 3. of Time,
straightway.

-KTovos, ov, (,) killing in return.-€, f., to clash against, re-recho.- [], f., to hit upon something, meet.-, f., to ridicule in turn., ,() a handle, Lat. ansa.-, fut.-: pf.:— to

draw lots for, obtain in turn.-£ and -, Dep. to receiife in

turn. 2. to holdfast by : to take a share of.-,, to kick against.-, f.- : pf. : aor. 2:—to receive instead of or in turn. . II.

Med. c. gen., to lay hold of: hence, 1. to take

part with, assist. 2. to lay claim to. 3. to take

part in a thing. 4. to take hold offor the purpose

offinding fault. 5. to captivate, charm. 6.

to grasp with the mind, apprehend.-, f. , to light up in turn. II.

intr. to reflect light.-, f., to speak agai?ist, gainsay. Hence, verb. Adj. one must gainsay ; and

avTiXsKTOs, ov, questionable, to be disputed.-, ovtos, 6, (,) lion-like.-, verb. Adj. of, one

must assist or take part in. II. one must check., ect>s, ,() a receiving in

turn. II. (from Med.) a laying hold of, seizure

:

hence a claim to a thing. 2. a hold, support:

help, succour. 3. an attacking, attack, objection.«>, f., =., ,() controversy, discrission,

Lat. disceptatio : generally, opposition, resistance.-£, Dep. to calculate on the other hand.

-KOs, , ,() given to contradic-

tion, disputatious., ov,() contradictory.-«, f., to rail at or abuse in turn., ov, (,) in harmony with the lyre., ov, , (,) a ransom.-, f.-, Pass, to rave agai?ist.-, f.-, to learn instead.-, f.-, Dep. tofight against.
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pres. and impf.. fut. and aor. I, to remove from one

side to the other : to revolutionise. II. intr. in

Pass., with aor. 2 act.-, pf.-, to

pass over to the other side, give way.-€£, to rival in music.-€, f. -, to wait and watch

against.-, f., Dep. to blame in turn,

retort upon.-, Dep. to impart in turn.-€€, f., to measure out in turn.-65, ov, {,) front to front,

face to face.-, Dep. to contrive or scheme against:

to counteract.--is, ecos, 77, close imitation, aping, []-, ov, (,) closely imitating,

aping : modelled after.-€, f., to hate in return., , a reward, requital. From-, ov,for or instead of a reward.-, as, , (,) a compensation.

avri-poXiros, ov, {,) sounding agamst,

differing in soundfrom: euros song,

sleep's substitute.-€, f., to build ships against,fit out

a navy against.-, f., to conquer in turn.£€, f., to set oneself agaifist. From
-ijoos, ov, Ion. avri-ijovs, ovv, (, £() pro-

perly scraped against; hence opposed to, hostile : to

opposition., Adv. of avTios ; see ovtios., , () a part of the loom., fut. med. : aor. I pass,-
: Dep. :

—

to meet in battle, to resist, oppose.

avrios, a, ov,() set against, and so, I. over

against, opposite : c. gen. meeting, confronting. II.

opposite, contrary. III. as Adv., and-, like and, opposite: against, straight

at. 2. against one's will.-€, Pass, to drive against.-, poet, for, to oppose.,,-,, see.-, es, (,) in return for suffer-

ing. II. of opposite feelings or passions.-, to play one with another.

-irais, iratoos, 6, , like a child, no better than a

child.,, ov, (, ) properly wrestling

against: hence antagonist, rival: matched against

each other, nearly balanced: corresponding to. II.

fighting against the enemy. III. as Subst.,-
Tta\os, 6, a rival, adversary. 2. a champion.-, f., to hold side by side, com-

pare closely.

-, f. e\u>, to countermand, to order

in turn. II. to competefor a public office.-, f. £o>, to lead on against. II. intr.

to advance against or parallel with.-, f., to run past against : to

outflank.-, f., to summon in turn or con-

trariwise.-, Dep. to exhort in turn or to

the contrary.-, f., to annoy in turn.-, f.\(, to sail along on the

other side.-, f. : Dep. to prepare

oneself in turn : to arm on both sides. Hence-€, , hostile preparation.-, Att. -, f. £<y :

—

to draw out

against, in order of battle :—Pass, to stand in array
against.-, to set side by side against, com-
pare closely.-€,( ibo) to march parallel to.-, =.-€, to supply in turn.-, f.- : pf.- :

—to suffer

or endure in turn : , neut. part, pf.,

retaliation.-, f., to clatter against.-€, f., to send back an answer : to send

in return. II. to send against. III. to

send instead.

avTi-ircpaios, a, ov, lying over against, esp. beyond

sea. From-€, f.(, to pierce through in turn.

-TTtpav, Ion.-, Adv. = pas : also as

Adj. in phrase' re, Asia and the

opposite coast.- or -irfpa, Adv. over against, on the other

side of, opposite. Hence-, Adv. from the opposite side.-, Ion. for.-, f.-, to embrace in turn.-€€, to go round in turn or against.

avri-ireTpos, ov, (, ) hard as stone,

rocly.-, 7770s, 77, (,.^) a chest, ark.-, f.-, to fall agamst. 2. to

strive against, resist.-, f.-^, to sail agaifist.-, 7770s, 6, ,(,) beaten by the

storm.-, f., to man ships against. 2.

to fill up by new members.-), f., to blow against. Hence, ov, contr., ovv, blowing

against, caused by adverse winds.-, f., to longfor in turn.

avTi-TTOieco, f., to do in return, opp. to-
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with one for a thing.

-iroivos, ov, {,) in requilal: as Subst., , =, requilal, retribution.-, f., to wage war againsi one.-, ov, =\$.-, ov, warring againsi : oi\(
enemies.-€, f. ~, besiege in turn.-€>, Pass., with f. med.-( : aor. I

pass.€€ :
— advance against : march to

meet another.

avTi-irop8«i>, f., to lay waste in return.-, ov, on the opposite side of the straits.

avri-iropoS; ov, on the opposite coast, over against.-, Att. -, Ion.- : iut. £ :

to act against, oppose.-, Med. to send counter-ambas-

sadors., Ion. for-.-€,( ibo) to comeforward against.-, Adv.for next to nothing, cheap.-, Med. to challenge in return.-, Med. to heap in turn.-€,( ibo) to go against.-€, aor. 2 without pres. in use, to ad-

dress in turn : aor. pass,.-^, Med. to summon in turn.-^, f., to bring in iurn.-, ov, {,) with ihe face
towards, face face.-, f.-, hold oui in lurn.-, ov, {,) with ihe prow -

wards, prow prow : hence fronting, face face.-, ov, {,) opposiie ihe gale.

avri-Trvpyos, ov, like a lower.-, f., build a tozoer over against

:

. to build up a city as a rival.--, f., to counterpoise. Hence, ov, counterpoising.-, f., to weigh against, compen-
sate. 2. intr. to be equal in weight, to counter-

poise; o\s to weigh twice as heavy.

Hence, ecus Ion. ios, , a restoring the ba-

lance : hence, compensaiion, relribution.-, f., be sileni in iurn.-€, f., Dep. {,)
arrange in him.-, Pass, (,) siand againsi one

on equal lerms., ,() a convulsion., ov, drawn in ihe conirary direclion

:

hence spasmodic, convulsive. II. as Subst.-, , an anlispastus, a foot made up of an
iambus and trochee, as 'AKigavSpos. From-, f. [], lo draw the contrary way,
drag back.

'

-, ov, {,) balancing: equi-

valent to.-, f., to form a party againsi., teas, ,{) an opposite faction.-, ov, b, one of the oppositefaction.€, f., to sfand against, resist : esp. to

be a political opponent. From-, ov, 6,{) an adversary, [a]-, Ion. for.«, f., to stand opposite in roivs : to

be ranged opposite. From-, ov, ranged opposite in rows : standing

over against.-, Dep. (,) to take

ihefield, make war againsi.-, , a rival general, ihe enemy's

general

:

— also the Rom. Propraetor or Proconsul.-, and Med.-,
{,() to encamp over against.-€, f.: pf.:— to turn to the

other side : to retort. II. intr. (sub., etc.),

to lurn about, face about., ,() a turning back or

about. II. in the dance of the chorus, the anti-

strophe or returning of the Chorus, answering to a

previous, except that they now danced from

left to right instead of from right to left., ov,() set over against

:

the opposite of a thing, or its coun-

terpart. Adv. -$, contrariwise to.-, f., to meet face to face.-, f. Att. : (,) :—
play at ball against., aor. 2 inf. of.€0€, 2 pi. aor. 2 med. imperat. of.-£, fut. Att., to strengthen against:

Med. to maintain stoutly a contrary opinion.-, collat. form of.-, f., —.-€, aor. 2 inf. of.,, , a setting in array against another,

an opposite line of battle. II. opposition. From-, Att.-, fut., to range in battle

against another :—Pass, be ranged againsi.-, f. -T€V&, to offer in return, repay. II.

intr. and Med. to strive against, counleract, resist.-€£, to build a fori against. Hence, aros, , a counter-fortification.-€, f. -( : aor. 2 :
—to cut

againsi, i. e. provide a remedy or antidote.-, Dep. to form a counter-plan., «$, , counter-maTiamvring

.

-, ov, (,) rivalling in an art

or craft.-, f. -, to set one against the other,

compare, oppose

:

—Pass, to be compared or matched

one against another. II. to place in relitrn:

give one thing/or another.
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:

—
Med. as law-term, to fix a counter-estimate of da-

mages. Hence
-is, €<vs, , as Att. law-term, a counter-

estimate of the penalty made by the defendant in

answer to the of the plaintiff.-€, f., to punish in return

:

—Med.
to revenge oneself on in turn.-, f., to pay or suffer punishmentfor a

thing. II. Med. to exact or infiict it in turn.-, f., to dare to stand against an-

other.-, ov, {,) daring agai?ist,

over-bold.5, ov,() cut as a remedy for

:

as Subst., , a remedy, antidote.

cLvtCtovos, ov, () stretched contrariwise,

well-strung.-, f. , to shoot arrows in turn.-, f., to bore right through.

avTiTOS, ov, for -riTos, () requited, re-

venged ; epya works of revenge.-, to maintain in turn.-, f.- : aor. 2- :
—to

meet with in return.

clvtL-tvttos, ov, (,) struck back, eehoed;$ avTLTvnos blow agaifist blow

:

—answering to,

correspondent

:

—as Subst.,,, an antitype,

exact representation. II. act. striking back : hence

resisting: stubborn, obstinate: adverse;(
Aios the adversary of Jupiter.-, f., to beat in turn.£,() to set oneself against, match
oneselfwith : tofightfor a prize with.-€5, ov, (, () instead of a dower.-, f., to set against:—Med. and Pass., to set oneself against.-, f. -., to flee in turn.,-, f.-^, to return a sound,

re-echo. II. to contradict. Hence, ov, echoing, imitating.

<1-«, f., to love or kiss in turn.-€€, to strive zealously against.-, Pass, to be moved by jealousy

against.-, Dep. to receive kindly in turn.-€, f. , to light up so as to meet.-, ov, in return for slaughter. II.

deaths by mutual slaughter.-£, f., Dep. (,) to

import in exchange for exports.-, Att. -, fut. £, to block tip.-, , a watching against one.-, arcos, o, a watch posted to observe an-

other, [i;]-, Att. -, f. £, to watch in turn

:

—Med. to be on one's guard against., f., to sound in answer, reply. From

-
VANTTH.-, ov, (,) returning a sound, re-

sponsive to. 2. disagreeing with.-, to rejoice in turn.-, fut. Att., Dep. to

shew kindness to in turn.-€€, f., to vote against., to be a rival choregus. From-, , a rival choregus.-, aor., to be sufficient.--TOS, 6, antichrist.-, f.-, to play a stringed instrument

in accompaniment. Hence, ov, responsive.-, ov, voting against.-5, ov, {,) instead of life, given

for life., f., (o.vt\os) properly, to bale out bilge-

water, bale the ship: generally, to draw water. II.

metaph. to drain, use to the last, exhaust, of resources

:

of toil, etc., to drain, i. e. bear to the last, like Lat.

exantlare, exhaurire : but also to squander., aTos, ,() a vessel to draw water
with., , (ovtXos) the hold of a ship. II. bilge-

water, filth., , (ovtXos) a bucket.02, 6, the hold of a ship where the bilge-

water settles, Lat. sentxna. II. the bilge-water

itself; to let in water, leak;

(ipyeiv Lat. sentinam exhaurire, to pump it out :

—

poet, the sea, sea-water.-, to pity in return.-, f. , =., , poet, contr. for., Dep. only used in pres. and impf. : (,) :
—to meet or light upon. \1. —, to

approach with prayers, entreat.-, fut.- and- : aor. -:—to swear in turn. II. as Att. law-term,

to swear in answer, take an.-£, f, to call by a new name. II.

to speak in tropes.-, f.£, dig against, dig a countermine.-, f.-€, to owe one a good turn.-«, f., (,) to look in

the face, withstand, bear up .against.-, poet, for-., «, ,() of or belonging to a cave;

gro/-Nymphs., Adv.from a cave. From", , Lat. antrum, a cave, grot, cavern.
VANTT3, vyos, , properly any roundedbody, and so

in Homer, I. the rim of the round shield. 2.

the rail round the front of the chariot, sometimes
made double : it rose in front to a point, on which
the reins might be hung :—after Horn., in plur., the

chariot itself. 3. theframe of the lyre. 4. the

orbit of the planets.



--,-^, Ion. for-.-, , (,) singing i?i answer to,

responsive.-, ,(-) an oath taken by one

against another : and so as Att. law-term, the oath

taken on the one side by the plain 'iff, on the other by

the defendant.

<1-€, Dep. to buy instead : to bid against.

avT-coiros, , {,) looking straight at,facing,

fronting, straight opposite.-, f. , to benefit in turn

:

—Pass, to

derive benefit in turn.-, ov, (a privat.,) not insulted. II.

not insolent, decorous., , want of Water, drought. From
av-u8pos, ov, (a privat ,) wanting water :

(sub. 777), or (sub.), the

region without water.

av-iiptvaios, ov, (a privat.,) without the

nuptial song, unwedded., Dor. for, I pi. impf. of., = :— Pass,, impf. 'ipyov the

work wasfinished.-, f., (,) to praise in so?ig.-, ov, (a privat.,) unwedded

;

yovi)v to be born of an ill mar-
riage.-, ov, (a privat.,) not bridal, un-

wedded; ^ unhallowed em-
braces.. II. without bride or mistress.-, ov, (a privat., €\\) not to

be surpassed or outdone.-, ov, (a privat.,) not liable

to account, irresponsible, absolute.-€, ,, €05, ov, are

later forms of,-,-., , a going barefoot. From, f., to go barefoot. From-, ov, (a privat.,) wishod, bare-

foot : also with old shoes, ill-shod.-5, ov, (a privat.,) not liable to

action.

av-imofcpiTOs, ov, (a privat.,) undis-

guised, without dissimulation.-, ov, (a privat.,) unsuspected:

unexpected. II. act. unsuspecting.

av-TJ-n-OTTTOS, ov, (a privat.,) without suspi-

cion, i. e. I. pass, unsuspected. 2. act. un-
suspecting.-\5, ov, (a privat.,) not to be

withstood, irresistible. II. without foundation.-, ov, (a privat.,) not made
subject, unruly.

€€, 3 sing. aor. I opt. of.-, , (, ipyov) industrious., ov, () efficacious, effectual., (, , () accomplishment, end., . for, aor. of.

', 73, , () to be accomplished, possible ;

aiyfj as silently as possible.

clvvtikOs, , , =,', Dor. for, 3 sing. impf. pass, of.
or [iJ], Att. form of, only used

in pres. and impf.-, (,) to weave anew.-, f., to raise up on high., Att. or better [], poet,:
f. [] : aor. , . : pf. :—Pass., aor. : pf. : () :

—

to

accomplish, complete, Lat. conficere ; he
did no good

:

—Med. to accomplish for one's own
advantage :—Pass, to be finished, and of persons, to

grow up. 2. to make an end of, destroy. 3.

to come to the end of a journey, absol.; us..
,

for . . , to make one's way to a \ lace

;

also, for ds, to

arrive at the chamber. 4. to attain to, get, pro-
cure. II. with a Partic, I
gain nothing by grudging : in Att. like, in the

sense of doing a thing speedily ; make
haste about it ; but more freq., with in;pe-

rat., make haste and. . , as avoiye make haste

and open, etc. : also alone, make haste ! dis-

patch ! III. less freq. with inf.,

the army succeeded in crossing.", impf. ?
t
vov, to accomplish, finish

:

—Pass, to

come to an end, befinished; esp. of a period of time,

)£ the night draws to its end; .
the waning year, [a], Adv. () up, upwards, Lat. sursum, c. gen.,

aWepos up to ether : absol. above, on high, Lat.

supra. 2. of the quarters of the heaven, norUp-
wards, opp. to, southwards. 3. of countries,

i?iland, tip from the coast. 4. of time, formerly

;

ds reckoning upwards ; the gods

above, Lat. superi ; the living, opp. to

the dead; up and down, topsy-turvy,

also up and down, to and fro, always in the same
place. II. as Prep, with gen. above. III.

Comp. higher up: as Prep.,

beyond Samos : Sup., highest up., aor. 2 subj. of. [], old . pf. with pres. sense, to command,
bid, order, Lat. jubeo : also to advise, urge one to

do. From avarya we have I plur. ind.;
imperat.^ and, 3 sing. ~/ and, 2 pi.^ and ; inf. :

plqpf.^, without augm.*, Ion.".
There is also a 3 sing. pres.^ (as if from vy);
whence we have an impf. vyov, fut., aor. I£.-, , (, yaia) properly anything above

ground: a raised building, the upper floor of a house:

used as a dining-room, like Lat. coenaculum., . for ^, 3 sing, impf of uv-'^ : but^ 3 sing, of avcoya.

D5
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-€, , , and-, , , 7],—avinyaiov.

,€, . I plur. ind. of avooya., see avooya.-, ov, (a privat., bbvv^freefrom pain. II.

act. allaying pain., Dor., Adv. () of place, /rora

above, from heaven. 2. above, on high, and so ot, the living, opp. to / : c. gen.,

yrjs above ground. II. of time,/rom the beginning.-, fut.- and - :
—to push up or

forth, of a ship, to shove off; (sc.) they pushed off and sailed :—Med. to put

awayfrom oneself., Adv. of sq., tinlookedfor . []-, ov, (a privat.,') unloosed for, un-

foreseen. II. Ion. for ov-oiotOs,() re-

ferred, submitted to a person.-, ov, (a privat.,) indestructible.-, ov, (a privat.,) uneven, unequal,

irregular : . unevsnness of ground.-, Adv. of$, without oath.-, ov, (a privat.,) unsworn, not

bound by oath. II. not sworn to.

av-uavopacTTOS, ov, (a privat.,) not to be

named, indescribable.-€ and, Adv. of.-, ov, (a privat., Aeol. for)
without name, anonymous. II. nameless, inglorious.^, aor. I inf. of^: see aVarya.£, fut. of^ : see avarya., , untimdiness ; eTovs the bad
season of the year, i. e. winter. From
av-topos, ov, (a privat.,) like -, untimely,

unripe, Lat. immaturus.-, Dep. (,) to howl aloud.

avcocrai, Ion. for = Att. aveveyrcai, aor. I act.

inf. of.5,, , aor. I part, of., 77, ov, Sup. formed from , topmost., Sup. Adv. of, highest up, at top.

ava)T€piKos, , ,() upper or higher., Comp. Adv. () higher up : above., Comp. Adv. of, higher up, above.

-€|5, es, (a privat.,) useless : also

hurtful, like Lat. inutilis.-, ov, (a privat.,) fruitless, un-

profitable. 2. worthless.,, 2 and 3 sing. Ep. pf. imperat. of'/ :, 2 plur. of same.

a£cu, aor. I inf. of, to break;, 3 pi.

med.

0€, aor. 1 imperat. med. of, to lead.

"A-|€ivos, ov, Ion. for agevos, II. "Ageivos (sc.

ttovtos), , The Axine or Inhospitable, a name altered

(for the omen's sake") to Evgtivos, the Euxine.

£€[€, aijcpev, Ep. for a£eiv, fut. inf. act. of^.
a-£evos, Ion. d-f;€ivos, ov, (a privat., £) inhos-

pitable : uninhabitable.

a-geaTOS, ov, (a privat., g) unhewn, unwrought.

|, aor. I subj. of-., , properly fern, of agios, the worth or value of
a thing : of persons, worth, rank : generally, a man's
due or deserts; agiav according to his desert,

or' agiav contrary to his desert.-, ov, (agios, yaa) worth admiring,
admirable, [ay]-, ov, (agios,) worth bearing.-, ov, (agios,) worth listen^

ing to.-, Ion.-, ov, (agios,^) worth telling.

agVetrcuvos, ov, (agios) praiseworthy.

aijL-cpaxrTOS, ov, (agios,) worthy of love.

aijtVT], , (-) an axe, esp. for hewing wood

:

a battle-axe. [t]"-5, ov, (agios,) worth living for.

£-€05, , (agios, epyov) capable of ivork.-, ov, (agios,) worthy of
wonder, marvellous.-, Ion. -t)tos, ov, (agios,) worth
seeing.-, ov, (agios,) worthyof lamentation.-, ov, (agios,) worth getting.

ag"io-Xoyos, ov, (agios, \oyos) worthy of mention,

remarkable. Adv. -.-, ov, (agios,) worthy to be

deemed happy.--, ov, (agios,) a match for in

battle : fit to give battle."-5, es, (agios, $) worthy of hatred,

hateful.-€5, ov, (agios,) worthy of

mention\

-vlicos, ov, (agios,) worthy of victory.-€5, is, (agios,) worthy of lament-

ation, lamentable.

aijio-TrixTTOs, ov, (agios,) trustworthy.

-€•5, es, (agios,) becoming, goodly.

aiji-opo/ros, ov, (agios,) worth seeing.

ag\os, a, ov, (y iv, to weigh) of like value, worth

as much as, c. gen.; $ agios worth an ox ;

agiov worth much : also c. inf., agios worthy of

death, 2. absol. worthy, goodly : in Homer the

word gives the notion of high price : in Att. it has also

an exactly opp. sense, not overpriced, cheap. II.

worthy, estimable: hence befitting, deserving ; agios

I deserve to be, as agios '' I de-

serve to be pitied.-, ov, (agios,) without con-

sidering.

a|io-aTrovSacrTOS, ov, (agios,) worthy of

zealous endeavours.-, ov, (agios, pay6s) worthy of

being general, worthy of a great general.,-, ov, (agios,) worthy of
being brought in evidence, credible.



--, , (agios,) worth loving.£ xpeos, , Ion. for sq.-^, (, gen. : Ion.-€, ov, neut.

pi. agioxpta: (agios, xpios) worthy of a thing, and so

worth considering, considerable, remarkable. 2.

serviceable, sufficient. II. with inf. able, suffi-

cient to do. III. like agios, with gen., worthy of

a thing.£, f.: pf. :—Pass., fut.,
but also in med. form : pi. :

.{agios) :

—

to think or deem worthy of a thing : of

things, to value at a certain rate : also absol. to

esteem, honour. II. but mostly with inf. to think

one worthy to do or be: hence I. of others, to

think fit, expect, require, Lat. postidare ; agioj-^ I think I have a right to receive : absol. to make
a claim. 2. of oneself, to think fit to do or be;

agiu>( I consent to die ; agiu> I dare,

determine to do: esp. to design, condescend to do: so

in Med., to deign to care for. 3*

to think, suppose; to lay down, maintain. Kence, aros, to, that of which one is thought worthy,

and so, esteem, reputatio?i, rank, Lat. dignitas. II.

that which is thoughtfit, a decision, a purpose. 2.

in philosophy, a self-evident proposition, an axiom., Adv. of agios, worthily, as becomes.-, €a;s, Ion. 10s, , (£) a being thought

worthy : estimation, reputation, character. II.

(from Med.) a thinking oneself worthy, a demand,
claim. III. a thinkingfit, an opitiion, maxim.£, fut. med. (with pass sense) of., a, ov, (agaiv) belonging to the axle.

d£os, o, Cretan word for ys.-, ov, for aavyc., (a privat., avyfcpo-) not welded together by the hammer : of rowers,

not rowing in time.-, , (agv\os) want of wood.-£, ov, (a privat., gv\ov) unfelled, unthinned,

hence thickly wooded. II. withoutwood, ill-wooded.

-£-, -£-, v.-, -.-, , .-., ovos, 6, () an axle, Lat. axis : also the

whole wheel : also, the supposed axis of the heavens,

the pole. II. ol agoves, the wooden tablets of the

laws in Athens, made to turn upon an axis.£, 6. an attendant, minister, esp. belonging to a

temple. (Deriv. uncertain.), contr., , (') song, a singing : also

the subject of song ; hence a legend, tale., poet, for ('., ov, () sung of, famous in song : in

bad sense, notorious.-, , , (,) a lyric poet.-, 6,(,') one busied with song,

a poet., , () a singer, minstrel, bard, Lat.

vates : fern, a songstress, of the Sphinx. II. as

Adj., , tuneful, musical.

— 75-, ov, inspiring song.-, ov, (a privat.,) uninhabited : house-

less, without a home.-, ov, (a privat., oTkos) houseless, without home
or country.

-oivos, ov, (a privat., oTvos) without wine: not

worshipped with oblatiofis of wi?ie : of men, drinking

no wine, sober : of a place, having none.

aoios, a, ov, Aeol. and Dor. for $.
-oKvos, ov, (a privat., oicvos) without fear or hesi-

tation, untiring, restless. Adv. -vojs.,, ace. sing, and plur. of., Adv. of, in a body, together., is, (a copul.,') all together, in throngs,

shoals or crowds. Hence£, f., to gather together

:

—Pass, to come
together, assemble.-, ov, (a privat.,) without armour, un-

armed.

and op, aopos, , () a sword, properly a

hanger; later, any weapoji.

aopds. ace. pi for aopa, from, , a sword.-, ov, (a privat.,) unseen, invisible.-, ov, (a piivat.,) without boundaries:

indefinite, indeterminate. II. aopiaros (sub.

Xpovos), the aorist tense.

-cpvos, ov, (a privat., opvis) without birds., , () a knapsack. II. the aorta or

great artery., rjpos, , (() a strap over the shoulder to

hang anything to, a belt, a sword-belt ; but also a
knapsack-strap., Ion. for, 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of;
cf.., f.,() to help, aid. Hence, rjpos, , a helper, aider.-, ov, (a privat.,) not wounded, unhurt.<€,, aor. I inf. and part, of'., , a report given hi : a narrative, re-

cital. From-, f. -€, Ion. -eAe'o;: aor. I -rjyytiXa:

—Pass., aor. -^, aor. 2 -^ : pf.

-*/( :

—

to bring tidings, report, announce : to

relate, tell:—Med., arrayyiWeoOai to bring

back tidings. Hence, rjpos, , a messenger.

a.Tr-aye, Adv. away! begone! Lat. apage! properly

imperat. of (sub. ().-&, is, ( privat., ira.yr)vai) not firmlyfixed

:

of loose texture.-€, Ion. for-. esp. of paying tribute.-£, f. Att. , to deprive of ortia-

ment.-€,£, (the Att. fut.\%(, pf.,
aor. anunov) :

— forbid: absol. to dissuade. II.

intr. to bid farewell to, to renounce, c. dat. : c. part.

to give up doing : also to grow weary of. 2. to
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fail, sink, give way ; also of things, */
things worn out.-, Pass, (,) to become wild

or savage.-£, f. Att. , =.-, f. -£>, to strangle, throttle:— Med. to

hang oneself; to be ready to choke.-, f. : (for the tenses, v.) :

—

to lead

away, carry off: — Med. to *take away for one-

self. II. to take home. HI. to return what

one owes, pay. IV. as Att. law-term, to bring

before a magistrate and accuse. 2. to lead away

to death. V. to lead away, perplex : to divert

from a thing. VI. as if intr. (sub.), to

make off, go away, esp. in imperat., q. v.

Hence, , a leading or dragging away. II.

a taking home. III. payment of tribute. IV.

as Att. law-term, a bringing before the magistrate., -, Ion. for -, aor. 2 inf. of.-, f.-, to sing out of tune : metaph. to

diss-entfrom : to wander away from.-,, Pass, to departfrom.-, to aim at immortality., , insensibility to suffering, apathy. From-, is, (a privat.,) without suffering, not

suffering: insensible, apathetic. 2. unwilling to

suffer, impatient of. 3. not having suffered, un-

harmed., Adv. of, without passion., poet, for., , want of education, ignorance

:

coarseness. II. want of control over a thing. From
a-irai8€VTOS, ov, (a privat.,) uneducated,

ignorant, boorish. Adv. €$ to be

boorish., , () childlessness.-£ f. , (,) to drive away
[clouds] , and makefair weather.-, Ep.-, Dep. (,) :—to take away, withdraw : pluck off., 3 sing. impf. of foreg., to cheat : to perplex, confound. From-, , (,) cheating, duping, any

means of cheating.,, to, a knavish trick., Ion. for, aor. I subj. pass, of.-, Ion. for-.-, Ep. lengthd.- : Ion. impf.-
: fut. : aor. : pf. :

—

to

lift off: hence to carry, take away. II. to lead

away an army or fleet ; hence, as if intr. to sail away,
march away: generally, to set out, depart: also c. gen.,

to departfrom the land.

d-irats,, , , (a privat.,) childless : c.

gen., without male heirs.

-.-, Att. -, f. : Att. aor. £ :—to rush down : generally, to dart away.-€, f., to demand back, or simply to de-
mand of one :—Pass, to have a thing demanded of
one. Hence, , , a demanding back, demand.-, f., =, to demand back.-, f., to make to hang down, suspend:—Pass., with fut. med.-, to hang downfrom,
hover about.-, pf. : Pass, (,-) :

—

to be finished off, carefully finished: pf. pass,

part, , highly wrought orfinished.-, ov, {a privat.,) not throtvn in

wrestling : generally, unconquerable.-, ov, (a privat.,) not trained
in the palaestra, awkward. II. not customary on
the palaestra.,, 3 sing. aor. 2 ind. and opt.

of, but formed by redupl. from* :

—

Ep. inf..-, ov, =, helpless, silly. II.

unmanageable, lawless.-, ov, (a privat.,) without bands
or without the use of them : helpless, lazy. II.

which cannot be helped, unmanageable.-, Pass, to go astray, wander.-, f., (,) to be without sense

of pain, to be past feeli?ig.-, f. : pf.- :
—to wipe off,

expunge, esp. from a register.-, fut.- : aor. I opt. :

Ep. aor. 2, see : (,) :

to ward off from another, c. ace. rei et gen. pers. ;

to ward off'a dart/rora a man:
also c. ace. pers. et gen. rei, to keep one from, as .

to keep a man from evil

:

—Med. to

defend oneself against.-, f. , to speak the whole truth.-, f.- : Dep. (,) to heal

thoroughly., 3 dual. fut. ind. of., ,() deliverance, release,

riddance from a thing. II. a removal, a di-

vorce. III. (from Pass.) a going away, escape:

departure.-, Desiderat. of, to wish

to be rid of., , , =.-, Att. - : f. £ : aor. - :

pf.- :
—to set free, release, rid of a thing. 2.

to put away from, remove from : also to get rid

of. II. intrans. to get offfree, escape, esp. wi;h

an Adv., e. g. , : to go away,

depart.

Pass., with fut. and aor. 1 med.,, -
; but also fut. pass,,

aor. or aor. 2 : pf.-
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—

to be set free, released from a thing, get

rid of it. 2. to get off, usu. with some Adj. or

, (, , a fading, withering,-, f., (,) to pluck offflowers :

Adv., e. g., to get off metaph., ^ to cull the

well, without injury, etc., like the intrans. Act.: hence I flowers of idle talk, i. e. talk as boldly as they please.

alone, to be let off, acquitted. II. to remove, de-

partfrom, go away, hence to depart from life, to be

deceased ; e/c like Lat. e pueris

excedere, to come forth from a boyish state, to become
a man: to be far removed from. 2. to leave off

from, give over, cease.-, f. : pf.- : (, -) :

—

to estrange.-, poet,-, f., properly to thresh

out : hence to bruise, crush.-,$,,,(,) with soft hair.

'AIIAAO'S, , , soft, tender: metaph. soft,

gentle : delicate. Hence,, , softness, tenderness.-, * s,(,) wellfed, plump.-, ov,(,) soft-hearted./-xpoos, ov, contr. -,, (,
Xpoos) soft-shinned: also with heterocl. gen.,-
Xpoos, dat. -, etc., f.,() to soften.-, to destroy utterly.-, f., to cut off.-, f.:—Pass., pf.. To
blunt, dull the edge of a thing : Pass, to be blunted,

lose its edge.€, inf. aor. 2 of.-, f.- : aor. -( :

Dep. : (,) :

—

to reply to, answer.-, to deprive of share in a thing : Pass, to

be bereft.-, f. -, to neglect utterly., , ov, Ion. for, pf. pass. part,

of.-, f.: aor. 2, inf.

: =.-, fut., to keep off, ward off, to repulse:

—Med. to keep offfrom oneself, to drive hack, re-

pel. 2. to defend ofieself- : aor. : Dep. : to refuse

'or reject utterly.-, f., to be utterly shamelses : to

be shameless enough to do or say.-, fut.- : pf.- :

—

to

utterly consume or expend.^, (, ,() a removing

from one place to another.-, pf. : Pass.: (,
gen. of) :

—

to become a man.- and -, strengthd. for, Adv. afar

off, far aiuay. II. as Prep, with gen./or away
from : alooffrom : but also out from.-, aor. l med. inf. of'.
(.'.-, f. : pf. :— to leave off

blooming, fade, wither. Hence

-&£, f. Att. , to broil on the coals,

roast. Hence-,, , (,) a smallfishfor
broiling. II. a cake baked on coals.-, f., to burn to a cinder., , inhumanity. From-, ov, far from man, inhuman, sa-

vage. II. unsocial : of countries, uninhabited.-, fut.-'. I. Causal in pres.

and impf., fut. and aor. l, to make rise up and de-

part, take or send away. II. Pass,,
with intr. aor. 2 act. -(, pf.-, to arise and
go away : leave one's country, emigrate., Adv. =., Adv. () everywhere.- : Att. impf. : f. :

aor. : pf. :

—

to come or go to

meet, encounter, whether as friend or foe : hence to

resist. 2. to meet with, light or fall upon. 3.

of things, to happen, come upon one : also to tiirn out

well, prosper. 4. to go or come to, arrive or be

present at : also to have recourse to a thing.), Adv.() everywhere. II. every-way.-, Dor. 3 sing. impf. of., (, ,() a meeting, encouti-

tering.-, Adv. (,) right opposite.--, Adv. (,) right opposite.-, f., to draw off like water from a

ship's hold : hence to lighten, lessen.-, =-.-, f. [{/], to accomplish orfinish entirely:( [sub. /] tofinish a journey.", Adv. once, once only, once for all, Lat.

semel. II. without any notion of number, after

€€, , etc., like Lat. ut semel;

when once he began.

aira£-airas,, , mostly in plur. all at once, all

together : in sing, every one.

aira£-airXcos, Adv. in general, upon the whole.

-£, , (,) unworthiness.

-aijios, ov, (,) =, unworthy of.-, f., to deem unworthy of one: to dis-

claim as unworthy, disown, Lat. dedignari., ov, Dor. for.-5, ov, (a privat.,) with no grand-

father or ancestors.-, Ion. for-.-, ov, (a privat.,) not trans-

gressed. II. act. not passing over to another

:

not passing away, unchangeable.-, Ion. pf. pass. part, of-.-, ov, (a privat.,() not to be

tttrned away by prayers • not to be begged off, in-
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evitable. II. of persons, not to be entreated, inex-

orable : Adv. -tojs, inexorably.-, ov, (a privat.,) un-

covered : Adv. -tojs, undisguisedly. [/]-, ov, (a privat.,) unsum-
moned, without being called upon.--ros, ov, (a privat.,) un-

changeable.-, ov, (a privat.,) not

to be deceived.-•5, ov, (a privat.,) not

to be persuaded : hence incorrigible : also ificonso-

lable. II. not to be entreated, inexorable, []-95, ov, =, inexorable: tin-

bending, stubborn, savage. [Aesch.-, like-.], aor. I inf. of., Ep. aor. I of.-, ov, (a privat.,) = sq.-, ov, (a privat.,) without

preparation, unprepared.-, Att. -, fut. £ : aor. :
—

to strike off": to sweep off, Lat. decutere.-,, ,() =.-«, f.-, to displease, be disagreeable

to. 2. Med. with pass, sense, -\ one must not take it ill that

a king should be displeased. Hence, Ep. aor. I med. inf. of.
-<§%,,(->\\?.,)6\!,

unfitting a maiden : in neut. pi. as Adv.
a-irapOevos, ov, (a privat.,) no more a maid;

' ' virgin wife

and widow'd maid.'-|€, f. , to count over : to reckon

up. II. to reckon or pay back. Hence, , , a counting over.-€, f. , to suffice, be sufficient. II.

intr. to be contented, acquiesce.-€, fut. med. : aor. I pass,-
: Dep. :

—

to deny utterly, deny:—fut.-
in pass, sense, it shall be denied.

-apvos, ov, (,) denying utterly;-
vos he denies that he is sick ; c. gen.,

she denied nothing. II.

pass, denied, refused.-, f. : Pass., pf.- :—properly,

to hang from : to hang, strangle. II. to take

away and hang up :—Pass, to be in suspense. III.

to remove, part : then, seemingly intr. (sub.),
to remove oneself, go away.-, (,) Adv. completely: in numbers,

exactly, just. II. just the reverse, quite the con-

trary. III. of time, = , for, from now, from this time :—just now, even

now.-£, f. Att. , to get ready, complete :—
Pass, to be completed, exactly made up.

--, , (,, Xoyos) a round,

full, even number or sum., ,() completion.-€, verb. Adj. one must draw off. From-, f. [], to draw off, skim off.-, , mostly used in plur., the be-

ginning of a sacrifice, the first part of offerings, of

the hair cut from the forehead. 2. thefirstlings

for sacrifice, first-fruits. From-, f., Dep. to make a beginning,

esp. in sacrifice ; to begin the sacri-

fice with the hair, i. e. by cutting off the hair from the

forehead and throwing it into the fire. II. c.

gen. to cut off part of a thing to offer it : to offer

part of. 2. to offer thefirstlings orfirstfruits of
a thing : absol. to begin a sacrifice.-, f. £, to lead the way.

-TTas,,, (, ) strengthd. for $,
quite all, all together : and , en-

tirely:— in Att. also like in the sense of every

ofie, Lat. unusquisque.-, to struggle convulsively., , a fasting, fast. From-,, (a privat.,) not having tasted.-, Dep. to have no leisure., f.: aor. , Ep.- : pf.-: () :
—to cheat, trick, outwit, beguile : like

Lat.fallere tempus, to beguile the time:—Pass, to be

deceived, mistaken.

-€0€ and -, Adv. (,) far apart,

aloof, all alone. II. Prep, with gen. far from,
awayfrom., Ion. for.,, , a cheat, rogue. From', , cheating, trickery,fraud, guile, deceit:

in a less bad sense, cunning, craft; a stratagem in

war. Hence, ov, deceitful, wily., , , =.,, ,() a deceit., , ,() fallacious.-, ov, (a privat.,) untrodden.-, f., =.-, f. , strengthd. for, to dis-

honour greatly., , , the Apaturia, a festival at

Athens in the month Pyanepsion, lasting three days,

during which the Athenians had their grown up sons

enrolled among the citizens. (Piob. derived from

or, with euphon.)-, , , (a, privat.,) fatherless,

orphan: disowned by the father.-. f. , to beam with light. Hence,, , a reflection.-, f., to tell or bid plainly, Lat. edicere,

c. inf. II. to forbid, foil, by and inf.,

Iforbid his doing. III. to decline,

renounce. IV. to deny. V. intr. to be wanting



towards; ,/ a friend: also to faint,

sink; to faint with toil.-£, f. : Dep. to speak or act

boldly, speak out.-, f. , Att. , (, >$)
to do a thing on the same day, to go and return on

the same day.-, only found in impf. with aor. sense,,,, to which must be added

the aor. I part. act. and med., anovpas,-
vos :( the simple is not found) :

—

to take away

from, wrest from, rob of, . II. to receive

good or ill, to enjoy or suffer: (but wherever this

sense occurs,, etc., should be altered into, etc.)-, ov, (a privat.,) not to be stopped

or assuaged : never-ending. II. c. gen. never

ceasing from.-/, Adv. forthwith, on the spot.-, f., to go of one's own accord,

desert., fut. : aor. 2, part.

: aor. 2 med. opt. in act. sense :

—like, to cheat, beguile.-, Dep. to be hateful or grievous : to be-

come disliked, incur odium., aor. 2 of.,, aor. 2 and I of., aor. of.
aueSavos, ov, Dor. for.
a-7re5t\os, ov, (a privat.,) unshod, barefoot.

d-ir€8os, ov, (a copul.,) even, level, flat., aor. I pass, of.-, see -'.€), Ep. for ?, 3 sing. pres. subj. of€( sum).

-€6€, Ep. 3 sing, indie, of.
€6€, 3 sing, imperf. of^.
cUrcdavov, aor. 2 of.-€, inf., aor. 2 without pres. in use,

serving as aor. to :

—

to look awayfrom other

things at, and so simply to look at., ,() disobedience.-, f. -,() to refuse compliance, to

be disobedient.-,-, Ion. for-,-,
3 sing, and plur. aor. I pass, of.-, s, (a privat.,) disobedient : of

ships, unmanageable. II. () act. not per-

suading.-, f. , to copy, represent, express by a

comparison : hence to co?npare with, liken to. II.

qjs€, to conjecture, ut licet conjicere.-, (,) to represent or portray in

a statue.

aireiKOTtos, -, see., Ep. for, to threaten.

-*\, f., (,) to press hard: Pass.,
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ks, es^ driven into great

straits., f.,() to threaten, Lat. minari

:

c. inf. to threaten to do. II. to make boastful

threats : to boast, brag, Lat. gloriari. III. to

assure, promise, vow:—Pass, to be terrified by threats., , mostly in plur., threats ; also

boasts, braggart words : in sing, a threatening.

(Deriv. uncertain.) [a]-, aor. I pass. part, of- (,
()., aros, , =.-, pf. part. pass. of-(,).
<7-€, perf. pass, of.-, Ep. for, 3 dual impf. of().€, rjpos, ,() a threatener, boaster.

Hence/, a, ov, threatetiing, menacing., , , =.-, , , =.€, perf. act. of.-, fut., (, sum) to be away
from : absol. to be away or absent : of things, to be

wanting. Horn, mostly uses impf., Ep.,
3 pi., and Ep. fut..-, (, ibo) to go away, depart : the pres.

mostly as fut. / will go : imperat., part,.\., =, v. sq.-€ : inf., Ep. : also aor. t, med.: fut., pf. :
the pres. being supplied by,- :

—

to

speak, say, or tell out, tell plainly. II. to forbid,

foil, by with inf. ; I

forbade him to do : , a forbidden

thing. III. to renounce, disown, give up;-
to disown his son ; to avert

a vision by offerings. IV. to deny, refuse. V.

intrans. to give ?/p, be worn out, fail : c. dat. pers. to

fail or be wanting to one ; tofail

one's friends ; but. to be bankrupt:

— c. part., . to be tired of sitting.

-ircipavTOS, ov, (a privat.,) endless, boundless.-, ov, (a privat.,) inexperienced.

a-ueipUTOS, ov, (a privat.,) Dor. for-, untried.-, Ep. 3 sing,-*, inf. -€-
0€iv, poet. aor. 2 of.-, in Herodotus mostly-, Ep. also- : f. : aor. : poet. aor. 2-
ya0ov, Ep.^ : Pass., pf. -, Ep.^ :

—

to keep away or shut out from : part

from: to keep or hinderfrom, to keep back: of a river,^, shut outfrom its old course. II. to

part, divide, and so to bound, of seas and rivers,

etc. III. to shut up, confine.

a-impKrios, a, ov, and os, ov, lengthd. form for. II. boundless, endless, countless.



80 €--, inf., perf. of.-€, perf. pass, of.-, ov, also , ov, (a privat.,)
without trial, and so I. act. without making trial

of, or absol. making no attempt : also without experi-

ence of, inexperienced or unskilled in a thing. II.

pass, untried, unatlempted.

/rmpta, 77,( ,) opp. to, want

of skill, inexperience. II. (aneipos 11, irepas)

infinity.

-TTcipiTOs, ov, Ep. for.-, , gen. uos, {aveipos,) weeping

to excess.

aimpo-Spoo-os, ov.(,) unbedewed.

aimpo-KUKOs, ov,{, tcatcas) inexperienced in

ill : simplicity. II. unused to evil., , ignorance of the beautiful, want of
taste : in plur. vulgarities. From
airsipo-KaXos, ov, (,) without taste,

coarse, vulgar. Adv. -.-, ,(,) unmarried./-,, Dor.-, a, 6,(,)
untried in battle, [a]

a-7r€Lpos, ov, I. (a privat.,,)
without trial or experience of a thing, unused to it

:

ignorant of: hence absol . inexperienced, ignorant. II.

(a privat.,,) like, boundless,

endless, countless. 2. of garments, etc., e?idless,

i. e. without end or outlet.-, , =, inexperience.

clireipo-TOKOs, ov, (, tokos) without expe-

rience of childbirth, not having yet broughtforth.-, ov, gen. ovos, (a privat.,, Ep. for) = u, boundless, endless, countless. II.

(a privat.,) = , inexperienced.

-cis, Ion. for -, aor. 2 part, of-.-, Prep, with gen. aw/ay ow£ of.-, f., Dep. expect.-^ or -, f. [], / s/np clothes off"

from another. II. Med., fut. --
\] : aor. 2 act., perf.^. :-

—

to

strip oneself; to put off ones clothes. Hence
€.5, ecus, , a putting off the clothes.

€{;€, a Dor. aor. I (as if from *-/) —-, he lost.-€., Med. to forget entirely:— Ep.

aor. 2 med. imperat. forget
entirely your surprise.€€€€, v. foreg.

-€€., aor. I of .-€, aor. 2 of-, pf. pass, plqpf. of.
a-ir€KTT|TOS, ov, (a privat.,) uncombed, un-

kempt.- : fut., Att. : pf.-
:—Pass., aor. [] : pf.

and- :— also as imperat. of simple pres.

: Dor. aor. 2 :— to drive away,

-aireirXos.

expel. II. , to lead away
an army : hence as if intr. to march, go away : also

(sub.), to ride away :—Pass, to be driven away

:

hence to be excluded from a thing : generally to be

far from.-, =.-, , and /€€05, , repute. From-^, f. €£, to refute thoroughly.

<x-ire\e0pos, ov, (a privat..) immeasurable

:

neut. as Adv. immeasurably far., aor. I of, not of.
aircXeaOat,, Ion. for -, aor. 2

med. inf. and part, of., ,() the enfranchisement

of a slave., ,, in the condition of a freedman.
From
air-eXev9epos, , an emancipated slave, a freedman,

Lat. Ubertus, libertinus. Hence-, f., to set free, emancipate.^, pf. of., perf. of., aor. 2 act. inf. of.-€, Ion. for-.6£, Laconian for.-, fut. Att., to drive to despair. 1

.

— tivos to hope from one., 3 sing, old Att. impf. of (formed

from).-,, f., to spit up, throw out., 3 plur. aor. I med. of.€.£, 3 sing. aor. I med. of'^,.
-€|., f., to dispose of by sale or bar-

ter. 2. to buy and sell, betray.-€, Adv. {,) over against, opposite,

c. gen. : also-, Adv. =.-, f., to despoil one of his arms., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 1 med. of.6€, aor. I med. inf. of.
(XTrcveiica, Ep. for or^, aor. I of- : -aor. 1 pass. inf..-, v.-.
-€5, , (a privat.,) freefrom grief.-€5, ov,( privat.,,) not subject to grief.-, f., or -€.£, f. , (,) to go into banishment for a year.

aTr-€weira), to forbid; I for-

bid thee to do. II. to order awayfrom ;-.
<xir-c£, .., Att. aimica>s, ^, 6s, perf. part, of-, unreasonable, unfair. Adv..
cL-iTe'Treupos, ov, (a privat,) not ripe.€, aor. I pass of^.€€, aor. I of.
a-ireirXos, ov, (a privat.,) without the*

or robe, clad in the tunic only.



—^.-, shortd. for-, which is Ion. for-, 3 sing. aor. act. of., aor. of ., aor. 2 of.
a-Tr€TTTOS, ov, (a privat.,, f.) uncooked,

undigested.

a-rrep, neut. pi. of', q. v. In Att. oft. used as

Adv. =, as, so as.

a-ircpavTOs, ov, (a privat.,) botindless, infi-

nite, endless.-, f. : pf.^ used

both in act. and pass, sense : Dep. :

—

to work off,

finish off; pf. part., completelyfinished

:

of a painter, to fill up with colour, to represent per-

fectly : generally to form, create. 2. to finish a

contract. Hence€, , afinishing off, completing : a creat-

ing, causing.-, Ion. for '/.
cVrr-cpSco, f. , to bring to an end, finish.

curep-ei, Adv. =, from.-, to fix firmly :—Med., fut.,
aor., but pf. pass, :

—

to fix
oneselffast upon, i. e. to support oneself upon a thing:

to dwell or insist upon, also to settle in a particular

part : absol. to lean or bend away.

curepeiaios, ov, poet., =5 : in phrase-, a co?mtless ransom.-, f., to make utterly desolate.-, ov, (a privat.,) not to be

outdone in talking, [a]-, ov, (a privat.,) uncir-

cumscribed.-, ov, (a privat.,,) care-

less. Adv. -/, carelessly.

a-TrepioiTTOs, ov, (a privat.,) unregard-

ing, reckless of.

a-irepio-Kcirros, ov, (a privat.,) in-

considerate, thoughtless, heedless. Adv. -.
a-ircpio-iracTTOS, ov, (a privat.,) undis-

tracted. Adv. -$, without distraction.--os, Att. -ttos, ov, (a privat.,)
without superfluity, simple.

.-\.5%,
,
(a privat.,') defenceless.-, ov, (a privat.,) uncir-

cumcised.

a-irepiTpoiros, ov, (a privat.,) not return-

ing : also not heeding., aor. I pass, of., 3 plur. perf. 2 of.~/, [t]

cW-eppa>, to be gone quite away : imperat.,
away, begone, Lat. obi in malam rem.-€, fut. [a], to put away blushes, be

past blushing.-€, f. , (,) to keep off, scare

away :—Med. to• abstain, desist, []-€, f. [], to tear offfrom.-, fut.- : aor. 2-,- :

pf.- :—to go away, departfrom;
.. , to gofrom one place to another.-, Ion., fut. without pres. in use : pf.

: fut. med. : aor. pass,-
: (see) :

—to speak plainly out. II.

to forbid ; I forbid thee to

do. III. to renounce, disown. IV. to deny, re-

fuse. V. intr. to give up, sink, fail : see in., ea;s. <3, one who thwarts. From,-, f., to withdrawfrom.-€, , a drawing back. II. a hindrance., sing. aor. I opt. of.
air-cpooTOS, ov, {, $) unloving.

cures, Ion. for, aor. imperat. of.-€, f. : pf. : aor. I pass.

: to eat or gnaw off: to eat up.-, aor. I of.-, for€€, 3 sing. fut. of.-, Lacon. for, aor. 2 pass, of-. he is gone, i. e. is dead.-€, Ep. aor. pass, of.-, aor. 2 of.€, Ion. 3 pi. pf. pass, of.-, ovs, ,( abibo) Ion. noun, a being

away, absence : see

ct-iT€TT|Xos, ov, (a privat.,) leafless., aor. 2 of.
cl-iT€U0i]S, es, (a privat.,) not inquired

into, unknown, Lat. ignotus. II act. not in-

quiri?ig, ignorant, Lat. ignarus.- [], f., to make straight again: to

set tip again: metaph. to restore: to gtdde, rule;$ to guide the arms with

chains, i. e. bind them.

cWsdktOs, ,() to be deprecated, abo-

minable.-, f., to hill to sleep.

o/irevxeTOS, ov, =$. From-, f., Dep. to wish z thing away, to

wish that it may not happen, Lat. deprecari.-€, Ep. aor. 2 of., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.
-65, ov, for, (-) boiled down,

refined; .$ refined gold, Lat. aurum re-

coctum.-€, f. - : aor. :
—to hate

utterly. II. to make utterly hateful.-, f.- : aor. 2,
inf. : pf. : Pass.:

—

to be hated:

to incur hatred or odium, also to be roused to hatred;

7ras $' nor

does all the people being roused to hate against me
distress me. II. Dep. in causal sense, to cause

hatred; \oyoi words that cause hatred:

c. dat. pers. to be or become ha'eful to one.€€, ,() enmity, hatred ; in plur. en-

mities ; to be hated by him,

like ' dpyrjs, etc.



82 —.,, ,() that which is

hated, the object of hate.-, es, (,) hateful, hostile.-, like- : Pass.: {,) :

—to be hated or hate/id., Adv. of; . to be at enmity.-, f. and : aor. 2 :—to hold off, keep off, awayfrom : to part

:

—Med.,

to hold one's hands off him :

but absol. to hold oneself off a thing, ab-

stain or desist from, II. intrans. to be away or

far from, c. gen. loci ;

it is notfar distant from the city: also like

Med. to abstainfrom a thing. III. to have in

full ; to have a full reward.-, Ion. for-., aor. I of.-,-,-, Ion. for -^-.-, f., to strain off, filter., aor. pass, of.-^, Adv. formed as if from *€8, es,

(, ^) without caring for anything ;^ to speak out reckless of conse-

quences, bluntly., aor. 2 of.-, , , {,) one who keeps

atvay from the, i. e. an enemy to law, with

allusion to, notfond of basking in the sun.-£, Ion. for-.- (sub.), , , (,$) the east

wind, Lat. subsolanus.-, ov, (a privat.,) unharmed,
without misery.-, Ep. for-, aor. 2 of-.-€, I pi. impf. of€ (, sum)., ,()freedomfrom harm, safety., 3 sing. impf. of.-, ov, gen. ovos, (a privat.,) unharmed,

unhurt : without sorrow or suffering. II. act. doing

no harm, safe, kindly : of the gods, propitious., ,() harshness, roughness., , a four-wheeled wagon : later, any car-

riage, a car, chariot. II. like, a yoke,

pair, cotiple. (Deriv. unknown.), 3 pi. aor. I med. of.-, es, harsh, rough. See-., Dor. for, aor. 2 of.-, Dor. and Att. --aopos, Ep.-,
ov, {,) hovering on high, Lat. suspensus.

d-irqpos, ov, (a privat.,) without a scrip. II.

(a privat.,) unmaimed., pa, I and 3 sing. impf. of.-5, es, (, *) discordant, noisy., 3 sing. aor. 2 med. of.-, Ep. for.
yj), v. 10$.-, Dor. or Lacon. for.

-, Ion. for.-, ov, not winning belief, incredible, un*
likely. II. not persuasive. [], Ep. aor. , poet, for€. From-, es, poet, for-.,, , a restorer. From-, =-.-,-, Ion. for -.-, ( privat.,) to be without one's

wits, to lack understanding.

dm|is, Ion. for., , () a pear, Lat. pirutn.

"02, , a pear-tree, Lat. pirus.

amos, , ov, () far away,far off, far, l£' Horn. . "Amos, a, ov, Apian, i. e. Pelo-

ponnesian, said to be so called from Apis, a king of

Argos, hence yrj, or alone, the Pelopon-

nese : also 'Ams,, . [The former sense has a,

the latter .]-, f., to squeeze out.-, f., to make equal or even.^, f. : pf. :() :
—to dis-

believe, distrust : absol. to be unbelieving or distrust-

ful

:

—Pass., with fut. med., to be dis-

trusted. 1. =, to disobey.-, Ion. for-., Ion. -, ,() disbelief, distrust;

the thing admits of many
doubts. II. want offaith, unbelief : faithlessness.

d-irupros, ov, (a privat.,) : I. pass, not

to be trusted, and so, 1. of persons,faithless. 1.

of things, not credible, beyond belief. II. act.

not believing or trusting, mistrusful. 2. not

obeying., =., Adv. of : I. act. suspi-

ciously. II. pass, beyond belief, incredibly.-£, f. Att. : Dep. :

—

to

oppose or resist stoutly.-, poet, for, to keepfar away.-€, verb. Adj. of, one must go away.,, etc., see, etc.-, es, (a privat.,) not wander-

i?ig : fixed.

d-TrXacTTOs, ov, (a privat.,) not moulded:

hence genuine, sincere. II. (a privat.,)
shortened for, unapproachable, terrible.-, Ion. -, ov, (a privat.,,
poet, for) shortened for, unap-

proachable, terrible.

d-TrXeKTOs, ov, (a privat.,) unplatted.

d-irXeros, ov, collat. form of or of-, only used in the sense of immense, extraordi-

nary.-, ov, (a privat., fut. of)
not navigable, not navigated.-, ov, (a privat.,) unstricken : of

a horse, needing no ivhip or spur.



—. 83, , insatiate desire. From-, ov, ( privat.,) not to be filled,

insatiaie : c. gen.,. insatiate of blood., Ion., ,() difficulty of sail-

ing, from stress of weather.£, Dep.() to deal openly orfrankly.,, tdos, ,() a single garment., 077, , contr., , ovv, Lat. sim-

plex, onefold, (opp. to, Lat. duplex, twofold),

single. II. siiigle-minded, simple, and that

either (in good sense) frank, open, sincere; or (in bad

sense) silly. III. simple, opp. to compound:
hence, absolute, sheer. (Derived from, all in one

way, as is Lat. simplex from simul.)

a-rrXoos, ov, contr. a-irXoiis,, (a privat.,)
not sailing : I. of ships, unfitfor sea, not seawor-

thy. 2. of men, never having been at sea. II.

pass., of the sea, closed to navigation., 77, ov, poet, for, a-nXovs., 77TOS, , () like Lat. simplicitas,

simplicity, plainness, frankness.

-Os, r), ovv, contr. for.-, ovv, contr. for-.-, ov, (a privat., ttAovtos) without riches., Adv. of, Lat. simpliciter, simply,

plainly : absolutely. II. in a word, Lat. denique.-€, ov, (a privat., fut. of)
without breath, breathless : hence lifeless.

-irvoos, ov, contr. cL-ttvovs, ovv, (a privat.,)
without wind, calm. II. without breath, lifeless.', Prep, with Gen. only, = Lat. AB, ABS,
whether place, time, or any object be denoted : I.

of Place, implying motion from, away from : also

downfrom. 2. without motion implied, farfrom,
at a distance from. II. later of Time, from,
after, since ; yeveaOai to have done sup-

per. III. of Origin of all kinds, as, I. of

descejit, birth ; ' not

sprungfrom oak or rock ; of Sparta by

birth. 2. of the means or instrument ;

with arrowfrom his bow. 3. of the cause

or occasion ; by reason of. 4. of
the material of which a thing is made ; £

made of wood.
As Adverb, without case, far away : but almost

always with verbs in tmesi.

In Compos., I. from, asiinder, as in :

and hence away from, as in. 2. ceasing

from, as in^ : and hence, finishing, complet-

ing, as in. 3. back again, as in-. 4. byway ofabuse, as in. 5.

almost = priv., as in, : also with
Adjectives, as in., anastroph. for, when it follows its noun.-, poet, for-, to take away.-, poet, for-., Att. for, aor. 2 imperat. for-.

, , steps or a ladderfor descendingfrom
a ship, the gangway. From/--, f. : Ep. 3 sing. aor. (-

: aor. 2 : pf. :

—

to step off,

dismount, alight or disembarkfrom. 2. to go aivay,

depart. II. of events, to issue or resultfrom :

absol. to turn out, end or issue in a certain way, Lat.

eveyiire ; the issue, event ; '-, , the results ; the

probable results : also alone, to turn out

well, succeed. 2. also of persons and things, with
an Adj., to turn out, prove or be so and so, Lat. eva-
dere ; to prove impartial. 3. of
conditions, etc. ; e'is to come at last to,

end in.

B. Causal, only in aor. , to make to dis-

mount, disembark, land.-, f.- : aor. 2 : pf. -
:

—

to throw offfrom : c. ace. only, to throw
away. 2. to throw away, reject: also to throw
away, sell too cheap. 3. to lose.-, f. , to dip entirely.,,, aor. 2 part, of-.

-s, ews, r),() a stepping off, dis-

mounting : a disembarking, landing : also a landing-
place., aor. 2 inf. of.-, f., Dep. toforce away: aor. I

pass, in pass, sense, to beforced away.-: f. Att.- :— Causal of-, to make to get off, esp. from a ship, to disem-
bark, set on land.-, aor. I pass, :

—to eat off.-, f. , to ruin utterly:—aor. 1 pass., to be robbed of.-, f.-: aor. 2:—to shootforthfrom, springfrom.€5, ov, looked at, gazed on by all, hence
admired. From-, f., to look awayfrom all other ob-
jects at one, to look steadfastly at, gaze at or upon.|08, ov,() to be thrown away as

worthless.-, Att.-, f.; aor. :

—

to cut out the comb from the hive, take the honey

:

metaph. to steal.-£, f. , to spirt out ; ' to

spirt or slobber out some wine., f}s, ), () a throvAng away,
losing, loss., ov,() apt to throw away.

II. pass, apt to be thrown aside.-, Dep. to eat up.-, f., to let cattle stray : hence to

make to lose. 2. to soothe, beguile.-, f. £, to sleep without waking, go sound
asleep.-, to bite offfrom.
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godless.- or-, , (, yij) from land,

coming off land./•-€, to make jut out like a coping or cornice.-, f. , to make another taste of a. thing :

—

Med. to taste of it oneself.-, f., to fur?iish with a bridge or

with dykes.-, f., to grow old.-, late Att.- : fut.- :

aor. 2 : pf. :

—

to be away

from, have no part in. II. absol. to be taken

away, and so to depart life, die : oi the

dead.-, late Att.- : fut. -yi/ :

aor. 2 : pf. :
—to depart from a

judgment, give up an intention of doing, c. gen. : to

resolve not. 2. to despair. II. c. ace. to give

up as useless. III. as law-term, to refuse to re-

ceive an accusation : hence to acquit., ,() despair., ,() descended or sprung

from: in plur. descendant

.

, ,() a copy of an indictment() : a deposition. II. a list, register, esp.

of property alleged to belong to the state, but held by

a private person.-, f. , to tvrite out, copy, esp. to enter

in a list, register :— Med. to have a thing registered by

others, or to registerfor one's own use. II. Att.

law-term, . to give in a copy of

the charge against a person : esp. to give in a list of

property alleged to belong to the state, but held by

a private person. 2. to

give in such a list of property.-, to deprive one of the use of his limbs, to

enfeeble, unnerve.-, f., to bring into hard exercise, to

ply hard.-, f. , to strip quite bare : esp. to

strip of arms, disarm :—Pass, to be stript bare :—Med.

to strip oneself.

c/-, f.-, to bite off a piece of, c. gen.

:

absol. to bite.-, f. [], to tueep much; c. ace. to

weep much for, lament., , parted off from. From, , a division, part of a whole. From- : f.- [], Ep.- : aor., Ep. inf. :

—

to portion

out, apportion. II. to part off, separate.-, Ion. -^, impers. of..-, Dep. to frighten away.- and - : f. - Ion. -£ :

—

Pass., aor. : pf., Ion. --
: I. to point out, shewforth, make known :

hence, I. bringforward, shew, produce, publish as a

law. 2. to appoint or assign;$-
vos an appointed place. 3. to shew by argume?it,

prove. II. to shew forth a person or thing as so

and so, hence, I. to appoint, name, create. 2.

to make, render. 3. to represent as. 4. to prove
that a thing is. 5. c. inf. to ordam a thing to be :

—Med. to shewforth something of one's own ; -
to deliver one's opinion ;-

aperas display high qualities.-€, f. [], to be a coward, shrinkfrom
danger.

airo8ci.|is. Ion. —8i£is, €ojs, 17, () a

shewingforth : hence 1. a setting forth, delivery,

publication. 2. a shewing, proof, demonstra-

tion. II. (from Med.) a display, achievement,

performance.-, , (,) wi'hout supper.-€€, f., to cut off by the neck, be-

head.-, Ion. for-.70-€, f., to pay ti'he of. II. to

take tithe from,.-, Ion. for-.€€, verb. Adj. of, one must re-

ceive or accept., rjpos, ,() a takerfrom, re-

ceiver.

<€05, ,() acceptable., aor. I inf. of. 2. Ion.

for, aor. 1 inf. of., ews, 77, Icn. for., aTOS, ,() a hide stripped off.-, Ion.- : f.- : aor. :—
to flay or skin completely ; to

scalp. II. to fetch the skin off one's back byflog-

g\
ng-, Ion. aor. I part. pass, of./--, Ion.- : f.- : aor. (-

: pf.- : Dep. :

—

to accept in full,

accept gladly, be content with. 2. to accept as a

proof: to admit, allow, approve. 3. to accept as

a teach er, follow: . tivos to receive from another,

agree with him. 4. to take or understand in a cer-

tain sense. II. to receive back, recover.-, f. -, to bifidfast.-, Ion. fut.- :
—to be wanting, to lack:

—impers. -(, there lacks., f. ,() to be away from
home, to go abroad, ds to go and

live in Thessaly. Hence, , , one who is abroad., , a being from home, a going or being

abroad. From-, , awayfrom home, abroad.-, f., to decide for a person in an

arbitration.-, f., to teach not to do, Lat. de-

docere.
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—

to run

away or off, fleefrom, esp. by stealth. 2. in prose

also c. ace, to flee, shun.-, f.- : aor. :

—

to give back,

restore : esp. to give back what is due. 2. to ren-

der, yield, of land. 3. to grant, allow. 4. to

rehder or make so and so. 5. to deliver over, give

up, e. g. as a slave : also to deliver a letter, Lat. red-

dere. II. intr., ct h
[sc. AryuTrTos], where it seems to be =( :

—

Med. to give away of one's own, sell; also to let out

for hire.-, f., to acquit, opp. to.€, inf. of, po.t. aor. 2 without

pres. in use, to throw off: to throw down.-, f., {,) to defend oneself on

trial.-, f., to turn or whirl violently about.-, Dep. (,) poet, for.
diro-, f. , to mark off, distinguish.-, fut., to chase away.-€, impers., (,) mostly with

and inf., it seemed good to

them not to do : absol., $ * when they

resolved . . .-, f., to reject on proof or trial,

generally, to reject. Hence, verb. Adj. one must reject., ov,() meet to be restored.-, Ion. for-., ecus, ,() a giving back, resti-

tution, return : repayment, payment., verb. Adj. of, one must give

back, refer., acr. 2 inf. of., ,() a receiving back, opp. to

: reception. II. praise, approbation.-, f., to bend backwards or sideways., aor. 2 inf. of., aor. 2 part, of., Ion., ecus, ,()
a running away, escape.-, Dep. —.-, f., to pluck off:—Med. to gatherfor
oneself, Ion. for-, aor. 2 inf. of-.--, f. : aor. : aor. 2-

: aor. 1 pass, :

—

to scrape off, to

graze by a slight wound., 3 sing. aor. 2 opt. of.-, to pull or strip off; v.. [y]- [], f.-, to lament bitterly.-, aor. 2 part, of., , an undressing room. From-, I. trans, in fut., aor. -, to strip off the arms from the slain : c. ace. pers.

1 to strip another of his arms, etc. II. intrans. in

Med., with aor. 2 act. (formed as if from-
), and pf. :

—to strip oneself, undress :

to strip for a thing, to strip and
get ready for. 2. metaph. to put away.

J

-, f. , to withdraw from.
-cnrov, es, €, Ep. for, aor. 2 without

pres. in use.--, 3 sing. poet. aor. 2 of^,,
to keep far away, keep offfrom.€, poet, for ^,^ : partic.-(^ for.
-€€, an old Ep. aor. I only found in 3 pers., to

hurry or sweep away, of running water; subj. arto-, opt.€€. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, f., to live off; enough
to live off.- and -, f. -(£ :

—

to unyoke, part

:

—Pass, to be partedfrom, tivos : absol.,'c-*$ on foot did I start and come hither.,-, f.-, to boil off, throw off byfermenting

.

-, fut.-, to smell of something. II.

impers., ttjs there comes a scent from

Arabia.-, f. -, to leave off blooming.€, aor. 2. inf. of., fut. of.- and-, f., to take cou-

rage, haveftill confidence.-, Ion.-£, f., to wonder
at a thing : absol. to wonder much.-, Ep. for,, aor. 2

med. subj. of.-, f., poet, for., Adv. () from afar. II. afar off.

airo-Ocos, ov, farfrom the gods : hence godless.-, f., to deify.-^, fut. Att. «, to cut off like ears of
corn., aor. 2 med. inf. of.^, ms, ,() a putting offor away :—a putting away, laying up in store :—exposure., ov,() despised, abhorred., , at, a place in Lacedaemon, into which

all misshapen children were thrown on birth. From, ov,() laid by; hence bidden,

mysterious, reserved.-, f.-, to run off or away., ,() any place wherein to lay up

a thing, a granary : a magazine, storehouse. II.

anything laid by or stored tip; e'ts

to lay up a store of favour with another.-, f., to treasure or hoard up.-, f. , to press hard, crowd upon, [t]-, f.- : aor. 2 :
—to die

off, to die, serving as Pass, to., aor. 2 inf. of.- [], f., to be very bold.
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-), f. , to break off from :—Pass.,-(( to be broken offfrom, i.e. lose

all, one's fair fame.-, f. , (,) properly, to cut off

fig-leaves : generally, to cut off, curtail.-, f. , to criish in pieces : Pass, to be

broken in spirit, enervated.-, f.- : aor. 2 :
—to

spring or leap offfrom. II. to leap upfrom, rise

from : absol. to rise sheer upy of steep rocks.-, ov, (,) not according to one's

mind, unpleasant, hateful.' -ji, f., to offer up.-, ov, (a privat.,) not done, undone:
not to be done., f.,() to go awayfrom home,

to settle in aforeign country, emigrate. II. to dwell

afar off, generally, to live far away : k£( Corinth was inhabited far away
from me, i. e. I settled far from Corinth. III. c.

ace, =, to colonise. Hence, , a settling away from home, a colony,

settlement.-, f. Att. : Pass., aor. :

pf. -:— to send away from home, trans-

plant : generally, to send or carry away :—Pass, to be

settled in afar land : to emigrate. II. to colo-

nise a place., ioos, , fem. of :

—

(sc.) a colony.-,, f., to cut off by building, to wall

off, wall up.

-oiKos, ov, (, oJkos) awayfrom home, abroad :

hence as Subst., I. of persons, a settler, colo-

nist. 2. of cities, (sub.), , a colony.-, fut.- Att.- : Dep. :

—

to

complain loudly.-, ov, (a privat.,) unfed, tin-

tended.-£, fut.-£, to bewail loudly., , , only used in plur., (a copul.,)
a ransom or price paid, either for life or liberty. II.

generally, compensation, repayment : reward. Hence, f., to demand a ransom or price

:

—
Med. to hold to ransom.-, ov, (, ) exacting the pe-

nalty : atoning.-, f. (, to kill with arrows., fut. of : cf..-, fut.- : pf.- : Dep. :

—

to be gone away, to be farfrom : absol. to be gone, to

have departed : hence to be dead and gone. II.

more rarely, to go away, withdraw from.-, fut. -, to clear off, cleanse

:

—Pass.

to be removed by cleansing. Hence, (, , a lustration, expiation : a
purging^ off-, Ion.-, Pass, to sit apart.

-£, fut., to set down

:

—Med. to sit down.- and-, fut.--
: I. Causal in pres. and impf., fut. and aor.

I, to reestablish, restore. II. intr. in Pass., with
aor. 2 and pf. act., to be restored.-, Pass, to surpass, excel.

-icaipios, ov, =.-, fut.-, to burn off: also of intense

cold, to freeze off.-^, f. e : (for the tenses, v.) :

—

to

call back, recal from exile. 2. to call away. II.

to call by a name, esp. by way of abuse. III. to

warn off., f., to disclose, uncover

:

—Med. to

reveal otieself. Hence, (, , revelation.-, f. : (for the tenses, v. -) :
—to grow quite weary, to flag utterly, c. inf.

to cease to do. II. c. ace,( to

flinchfrom toil.-, f., intr. to bend off, turn aside. 2.

trans, to turn asidefrom, shun. Hence, (, , a turning off the road.-, Ep. aor.- : (,) :
—

to breathe out;( to give up the

ghost.-, to expect earnestly. Hence, , earnest expectation.-€«, f., to kill oneself byfasting.-, Att. -, to reconcile again.

-is, (, ,() a complete

restoration, reestablishment.-, Ion. for-., f. Att. (,) to break

short off./^, (, ,() a burning off.-, fut.-( : used as Pass, of-, to be put away, be laid up in store: hence to be

kept in secret, be in reserve :—impers.,(
it is in store for one.-( : fut. -( Ep.- : pf. -,
pass,- :

—

to shear or cut off: generally, to cut

in pieces, cut through :—metaph. to cut off-, fut.-( and-(-.—to have

benefit or enjoymentfrom or of a thing.-€, to change into small coin, dissipate.

-€*£, fut. Att. , (, (\) to

behead.-, f. , to cease to mourn for.-, fut., —, to put away care, be

careless.-, Att.-, fut. £:—to proclaim pub-

licly, esp. to offerfor public sale. II. to renounce pub-

licly, disinherit a son: also to declare outlawed. III.

to forbid by proclamation.^, (, , the making a venturous at-

tempt, [] From, f. , to make a bold stroke, make a
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venture

:

—Pass., with paullo p. fut.-, to be put to the uttermost hazard.

airo-Kivos, , (,) a comic dance :

find some way of dancing off, escaping.-, f. --, to ring or shoutforth.•-£, f.,(,) to bend one's knees,

and so to rest, like yaw.-, Att. [] : fut.- :

—

to weep aloud : c. ace. to beiuail much, mourn deeply

for. II. to cease to wail.7£,, Dor. fut. and aor. imperat.

of.-, Dor. for-.-, f. [], to break off.-, Att. for-. [a]

or cutOkXt^is, , ,() a

shutting off or out.^, ov, shut off, enclosed. From-€, f.: Ion.-, f.-: Att.-, f.-: Dor. fut. -£:—to shit offfrom
or out of. 2. to cut off or hinderfrom a thing :

—
Pass, to be cut off or hindered from. II. c. ace.

only, to shut up, close : to cut off, prevent, hinder.-, f. , to steal away.-, f. -', Ion. for, f.-.-, Dor.-, ov, awayfrom (i. e.

without) lot or share of a thing.-, f., to choose by lotfrom among a

number, to elect by lot., later, aor. I pass. part, of.- [] : fut.- : aor. : pf.-, pass,- :
—to turn offor aside: to turn

back. II. intr. to turn aside : metaph. to turn off

to something worse, fall away, decline. Hence, eo»s,, a turningaway : of the sun, sinking.-, fut. [], to wash away, avert by

purifications.-, Att.- : f.- : (for the tenses,

v.) :

—

to scrape or rub off; to

wear one out, weary to death

:

—Med. to wear away,

diminish.-, f., to shrink from, hesitate about a

thing, c. ace: absol. to shrink back, hesitate. Hence, €$, , a shrinkingfrom.-, f., to nip off. Hence, , that which is nipt off, a little bit.-, Pass, with f. med.-, to

sleep awayfrom home. i. to get a little sleep., f., to sleep away from one's post.

From
-KOiTOS, ov, (, koitos) sleeping away from.-, f., to dive and swim away.-, , a carrying away. II. (from

Med.) a getting away or back. From-, fut. Att. , to carry or conduct

away

:

—Med. to carry off luith one

:

—Pass, to take

oneself off, get away.

, aros, ,() a piece cut or

knocked off, a splinter, chip, shred.-, f., to break with a snap., ,() a cutting or knocking off:- = Lat. tabulae novae, a cancelling of

all debts.-, f., to cut off, hew off, knock off. II.

to beat offfrom a place. III. Med. to smite the

breast in mourning, hence, to mourn for.-, f., to sum up briefly.-€, f., to clear away, so as to restore

order.-, f. Att. , to dash out the last

drops of wine, as in playing at the cottabus.-, fut. Att. , to relieve or set free

from.-, ov, (,) plucked from the

fig-tree.-, f., to strikefrom the head.-&, f., to overcome, surpass.-€ f.- [], Att.- : (for

the tenses, v.):—to let a thing hatig down,

let hang. II. to hang up.-, ov, precipitous, craggy., aTos, ,() a judicial sentence,

sentence of death.

airo-KpivOeis, airoKptOeis, aor. I pass. part, of sq.- [t], fut.- : Pass., aor.

[~\ : pf.- :

—

to part, separate, distinguish :
—

Pass, to be parted or separated one from another
;

to be separated and brought

under one name. II. to choose out, choose. III.

Med. to give answer or reply to a question : esp. to

answer charges ; to give an answer :

so also in aor. I pass,. Hence, ecus, , a separating. II. (from

Med.), an answer., verb. Adj. of, one must sepa-

rate. II. (from Med.) one must answer.

-KpoTOS, ov, beaten or trodden hard, esp. of earth.-, f. , to beat offfrom a place, c. gen.

:

—Med. to beat offfrom oneself, beat off:—Pass, to be

beaten or knocked off; --
a cup with its rim knocked off., 3 sing. Ion. impf. of.-, f., to hidefrom, keep hidden from :

, or c. dupl. ace, . , like

Lat. celare aliquem aliquid, to hide or keep backfrom
one. i. to hide close : to obscure. 11. to lose

from sight ; ^ to lose sight of land, as

in Virgil, Phaacum abscondimus arces. Hence, ov, hidden; in secret. II.

obsc?ire, hard to understand.-€,-, Ep. for-, aor. inf.

of., Ep. aor. pass. part, of.,-€, f.- : aor. : aor. 2-, poet,, as, a ; Ep. also in pass, form
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: perf., more rarely,, and^ :

—to kill, slay : of judges,

to condemn to death; of the executioner, to put to

death : metaph., like, to weary to death,

Lat. enecare.€, later form of.-, f., to bear young, bringforth.-, f.' [t], to roll aiuay.-, f. : pf.- : to stoop awayfrom.-, f. [y], to mourn loudly over., eatf, , a hindrance. From-, f. [], to hinder or prevent from
a thing: c. inf., prevent from doing: absol. to

keep .,-, aor. 2 part. act. and med.

of.-, f.- : aor. 2 :

—

to

obtain a portion of a thing by lot ;

tivos : generally, to obtain.-, Dep., poet, for-.-, f. Att. , to kick off or away,

shake off: generally, to spurn. Hence<.05, , a kicking away.^, f., to chatter much.-, fut.-, in Herodotus--
: pf.€, pass, : for the aorist,

we have in act. only aor. 2, in pass, only aor.

Ion.(. To take or receive

from another: absol. to receive what is one's due. 2.

to carry off. 3. to hear or learn, like Lat. acci-

pio. II. to take back, regain, recover.

to have a thing rendered to one. III. to take apart

or aside. IV. to cut off as by a wall : to stop,

arrest, Lat. deprehendere, esp. of contrary winds.--, to makefamous

:

—Pass./o become so.-, f., to shine forth, to reflect light, to

flash ; (sc. /s) light beamedfrom
the spear-head.-, f., to lap up like a dog.,, ccos, ,() enjoyment : c. gen.

enjoyment or advantage derivedfrom a thing.

-TtKOs, , , of oxfor enjoyment. From-, f. : impf., aor. I, sometimes written, :—to take of a thing, enjoy : also to get something

from or by another, e. g. ayaOov tivos. 2.

ironical, to comefinely off, profit, whence also in bad

sense, to get harm or loss by a thing. (The simple

is obsolete. No doubt the Root is -, i. e.

^-, /3-, which is also the Root of.), aor. 2 inf. of^.-, f. : pf. pass,£(* or (~-
:
—to pick outfrom among, choose :—Med. to pick

outfor oneself:—Pass., picked men.-, f.: aor. :

—

to let drop off,

pour a libation :—Pass, to drop or run dowti from.-, f. : aor. 2 :
—to leave over

or behind. II. to leave behind one, i. e. lose. 2.

to leave behind, as in the race, to distance, to sur-

pass. III. to leave utterly, forsake, abandon: of
things, to leave alone, leave undone. IV. intrans.

to be wanting, to be away or absent : of rivers, to fail,

sink. 2. to be wanting of ox in a thing; -
rpeis wanting three

fingers of four cubits. 3. with part, to leave off
doing. 4. to depart from. V. Pass, to be left

behind, inferior to. 2. to be partedfrom, be absent

from, c. gen.; rfjs being

far distantfrom the truth : to be deprived of. 3. to

be wanting in a thing, also c. gen.-, f. £, to lick off, lick up.

airoXeuJ/is, ecus, ,() a leaving behind,

forsaking. II. intr. a failing, deficiency., ov, (^) chosen out, picked., pf. pass, of.
<-7€,05, poet,, ov, tmwarlike, unfit

for war : peacefid. II. not to be warred on, in-

vincible. III. €$ a war that is

no war, i. e. a hopeless struggle.-, f. , to peel off, take off the skin : pf.

part. pass.($., aor. 2 med. inf. of.
airoXeo-K€TO, Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 med.

of.-, poet,, f. £, to leave off or

desistfrom a thing : c. part, to cease doing./-, f., to chatter at random., €, ,() a taking from

:

taking back, recovery. II. an intercepting, cut-

ting off.-£, f. , to drop off.-, to make a great din, talk loud.-, Ion. for-.
a-rroXis, neut. 1: gen. idos, also €cus, Ion. 10s : dat.

:

—

one without city, state, ox country, an out-

law. II. % a city that is no city, a

ruined city.-, f.- : aor. -' : aor.

2- :
—to slip off ox away from.-, f. Att. , to slip off, pack off.-, f., Dep. =', to

lick off., Ep. for.- or- : impf. or-
: fut.,, Att., Ion.: aor. , Ep.; pf.,

Att.:—to destroy utterly, kill, slay: cf

things, to demolish, to lay waste. II. to lose

utterly.

Med. : f., Ion. :

aor. 2 : perf. : plqpf.

ox :

—

to perish, die : also simply to fall

into ruin, to be undone. II. to be lost, fall away,

fail. III. to be wretched or miserable.,, : ace. or : voc.":—Apollo, son of Jupiter and Latona.
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and, , a temple of

Apollo.-, fut. : aor. I med.*-, pass,^ : pf. : Dep.

:

(, kayos) :

—

speak i?i defence : also to speak in

defence of a fact. 2. ano\oyua6ai to defend

oneself against a charge. 3. anoXoyeiaOai

to speak against sentence of death being

passed. Hence, aros, , a plea alleged in defence.-, , (ooyeoa) a speech in defence,

defence.-£ : f. Att. : aor. I -e\o-

yLv : pf.-eya : Dep. :

—

to reckon up, give

in an account, Lat. rationes reddere. II. to give

a full accoimt of, recount fully. 2. to calcidate or

consider well. Hence,, , a giving an account, a statement

offacts or reasons.-, 6, a story, tale; anokoyos

proverb, of long stories, from that told by Ulysses to

Alcinous in Od. 9-12. II. a fable, like those

of Aesop, an apologue., Ion. for, 3 plur. aor. 2 opt.

med. of.-, f. £, to utter a loud cry.€5, aor. 2 med. part, of., fut. med. of., ecus, , a washing off, ablution.

From-, f., to wash off:— Med.,

I will wash the brinefrom off my
shoulders. II. c. ace. pers. to wash clean.-, f.-, to bewail loudly. 2.

to ceasefrom wailing.-, f.- : Dep. (,) :—to cleanse oneself by bathing., $, , (,) a de-

stroyer, waster., ov,() deserving acquittal.,, «cos, , () release, deliverance:

c. gen., as far as ac-

quittal from a capital charge went., , , () disposed to acquit.

Adv., to be disposed to acquit.-, f., to release on payment of ran-

som

:

—Med. to redeem for money. Hence, €, , a releasing, redemption.-, f.- [] : aor. : pf.-
:

—

to loose from : to set free or release from

;

' to acquit of a charge : absol. to

acquit. 2. in II. always =, to release 2.

prisoner for ransom ; and in Med. to ransom him,

for gold. 3. to disband an army : to dis-

charge a debt. II. Med. to release for oneself,

redeem. 1. , etc., to do away
with calumnies against one, like Lat. diluere : hence
absol. to defend oneself. 3. to get free, de-

part. III. Pass, to be released, let freefrom. 1.

to get clear : to depart, go away.-, f., Dep. to insult grossly :

aor. in pass, sense, to be insulted., pf. med. of.-£, f., (,) —', to pluck

offflowers : hence generally, to pluck off., ,() the crumb or inside of

the loaf, on which the Greeks wiped their hands at

dinner, and then threw it to the dogs.-, fut.-: pf.: Dep.

to rave till one is satisfied : to rage violently.-, f.-, to unlearn, Lat. de~

discere.-€•, f., Dep. to announce as a

prophet : hence to divi?ie, presage.-, Pass, to dry up, wither away : to

die away, of a tranquil death.-, Dep. to confirm by witnesses,

maintain stoutly. [t>]-, Att. -, fut. , to wipe off, to wipe

clean :—Med. to wipe one's hands. 2. to sweep off

or level corn with a strickle; Kevtav (sc.) to lose one's labour. II. to make an

impression of:—Med. to stamp or impress something

on oneself, copyfrom another.-, f., to scourge severely.-, f., (,) to behave idly

or unseemly.-, f.-, contr.- :

—

to fightfrom, as from a fort ;* -
strong enough tofight from. II.-

to fight off a. thing, decline it. III.-' to drive off in battle. IV. to finish

a battle, fight it out.-, ov, (,) notfighting : unfitfor
service.-, f.-, Dep. to distribute. 2.

Pass, to be partedfrom another.-€, f. Att. , to give a share of, dis-

tribtite. II. to distinguishfrom a number.-€£, fut. and , to slumber and
forget one's cares.-, f., tofill to the brim.-€€, f., to mete out, distribute.- [], f., to prolong, draw out.-, f. [t], to be very wroth.-€, f., Dep. to copy after, to re-

present faithfully.-, Pass., with fut. med.-,
aor. : pf. :

—

to recollect,

remember.-, ov, like, without pay : de-

frauded of pay. II. paid off, i. e. past service,

Lat. emerihis.-, f., to let out for hire, let: c. inf.,^ to contract for the doing of a

thing, Lat. locare aliquidfaciendum.
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sayings and doings, memoirs, Lat. Memorabilia, as

those of Socrates by Xenophon. From-, f. , to remind. II. to relate

from memory, recount : hence to remember, bear in

mind. 2. to bear some-

thing in mind against another, owe him a grudge.-•€, f., to bear a grudge against.- or : 3 sing. impf. : fut.

: (v. :)— to take an oath against

doing a thing, swear that one will not do. 2. to

swear one has not -done : to deny with an oath, dis-

claim upon oath. II. strengthd. for, to

take a solemn oath.-, f., to leave quite alone

:

—Pass, to

be excludedfrom a thing.- or-, also :

Ep. 3 sing. impf.^ :—Med., Ep. aor. -
:—Pass., aor. I part, : (,'/ or^):—to wipe off ox away from :

to wipe clean :—Med., irapeias to wipe

one's cheeks ; /cpv to xvipe axuay one's

tears., 3 sing. Ep. aor. med. of foreg., aor. I inf. of.-, ov, like, (,) away
from the Muses, coarse, rude. Adv.,$ ypa-<( to be painted in unfavourable colours.-, f., Dep. to dissuade.-, f., Dep. to bellow loud.-€, verb. Adj. of, one must
wipe one's mouth.-, Att. -, f. £, to wipe a person's

nose : hence to sharpen his wits ; comp. Horace's vir

emunctae naris

:

—Med. to blow one's nose., 2 sing. aor. 2 opt. med. of : and, 3 pi., for.*-, obsol. pres., whence aor. I act.,
Ep. : (, ) :

—

to remove one to an-

other place : also to send, back

:

—Med., in 3 sing,

aor. , Ep., to remove oneself

to another place, depart : but also to send away

:

—
aor. I pass,, to be taken away, depart

from a place.-,, fut.- and later- : aor. -
:

—

to portion out, distribute, assign severally :

to impart

:

—Med. to assign to oneself, take. 2. to

feed on or off. II. to part off, separate., Adv. pf. pass. part, of,
desperately:-^, Dep. to go away, to go back, return,

Ep. word, used only in pres. and impf. [a Ep.]

a,7rov€CTTepo5, -to-tos, Comp. and Sup. of olttovos.-, f., to betid away from other objects

towards one, hence to incline toivards ; cf. -. II. to refuse by shaking the head, Lat.

abnuere.

-, f., to unload

:

—Med. to throw off a
load from., aor. 2 med. part, of., Adv. of6$, without fatigue.-, Ion. for-, 3 sing. aor. 2 med. of.-, ov, (a privat.,) not worked or

wrought. II. without trouble, easy : Sup.-
with least trouble. 2. without sufferi?igs., , (olttovos)freedomfrom toil, laziness.-, f.- (as if from-, which is

a late form) :

—

to wash off: Med. to wash offfrom
oneself. 2. to wash clean: Med. to wash oneself

clean.-, f. -, to give enjoyment. II.

mostly in Med.,- : fut.- : aor. 2, Ep. without augm., 2 opt.-, part, :
—to have the use or enjoyment

of a thing ; ' mayest thou have joy of
these things.

airo-viiTTpov, , xvaterfor washing the hands, etc.:

from-, see'.-€, fut.- : pf. : Dep.

to be out of one's mind, to have lost all sense. 1

.

of fear, to be desperate; , Lat.

perditi, desperate men. 2. of shame, -
an abandonedfellow. Hence, , loss of all se?ise, folly, madness : esp.

desperation.

a-7rovos, ov, c. irreg. Comp. and Sup.,
-eararos, without toil or trouble, untroubled : gentle,

easy. 2. of persons, not toiling, lazy. 3. of

things, pass, done without trouble, easy.-€, f., to return home. Hence, eo;s, , a return home.-, before a vowel -, (,) Adv.

far apart or aloof. II. as Prep, with gen. far
away from, mostly following its case.-, f. Att. , to put asunder, keep

alooffrom: to bereave or rob of:—Pass, to be robbed

of, c. ace. II. with ace. only, to fleefrom, shim.-£ : f. Att. : Pass., aor.-
: pf. : (,) :

—

pare the

nails. II. to tear with the nails. III. to

try or examine by the nail; /s,
Horace's ad unguemfactus, closely tried by the nail.-, f. Att. , to make turn his back

and flee :—Med. to turn the back and flee.-, ov, like d£evos, inhospitable. 2.-
£evos 777s far from a country.-, f., to drive from house and home,

generally, to estrange or banish from :—Pass, to live

awayfrom home, be banished, migrate.-, f. -, to shave off: cut off.-, f., to dry tip, drain off'a river :—
Pass, to be dried tip, to become dry ; hence Ion. part,

pf..



—- [], f., to bring to a point, make taper.-|, Ion. -«, f., to shave clean.-£, =£:—Med. to be clean shaved, [], f. [], to shave or scrape off: hence

to strip o^*like skin.- : f.—, Ion. -4 : aor. I part.$ :

—

to look about one, as if to flee.

•7€, f. or, to retirefrom the way.

From-, 6 or , a going out of the way : els-
to ease himself., feus, ,() a stopping, hinder-

a?ice. II. (from Med.) a ceasing, end.-, f. , to stop or hinder one from a

thing : c. inf. to hinder from doing : c ace. only, to

stop. II. Med. to leave off or ceasefrom a thing.-€, , (,) a trial, venture.-€, f. [], rarer form of sq.-, with fut. med. [a] : aor. I

pass,, Ion.- : Dep. :

—

to make trial,

essay, or proof of a person or thing. Rare in Act.,^ Tleipaeais (aor. I inf.) to make an
attempt on the Peiraeeus.-, f., to hew offwith an axe.-,, f., to send off or away, to dismiss

;

also in bad sense, to drive off. 2. to escort : of

things, to give back

:

—Med. to remove from oneself,

get rid of: of a wife, to divorce her. Hence€5, ($, , a sending away : a dismissal,

divorcing.

70-€, f. Ion.,(,) to carry over.- : fut.- : Dep. with aor. 2

act.- :

—

to break wind, Lat. pedo.

,••«], Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 subj. of.-, fut. : aor. 2^, part., and act. :

—

toffy off or away.
>-, f.—, to make tofreeze or curdle :

—Pass., fut.-^, of men, to be frozen : of

blood, to curdle.-, f. and, to leap offfrom : to

turn away from.- and-, poet, also-',-/: fut.-: aor.:—tofill up,

fill to the brim : tofill up a number. II. to satisfy,

fulfil : to appease, Lat. explere.- [], fut.-, to drink up, drink off./-, f.- : aor. 2 :

—

tofall

offfrom., aor. I pass. part, of.-, fut.-^, to lead astray, lead aivay

from :—Pass, to go astray, be driven off: Homer uses

only aor. I pass,- , to stray from, be de-

prived off; '^ a helm struck

off.-, f., to lead astray

:

—Med. to go
astray.-, f.- [a], to copy.-, Ep. -irXeiu), Ion.- : f. -^-
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:
—to sailor- : aor.

away, sail off: to sail back., ov,() stricken or disabled

by a stroke, I. in mind, dumb, astounded. 2.

in body, crippled, paralysed. Hence, , a stroke of apoplexy.,-, f., to fill quite full, satisfy, Lat.

explere. If. to fulfil.-, Att.- : fut. —
:— Pass., aor. I- : aor. 2 -£\* : pf.-^ :

—

to

strike to earth, disable in body or mind

:

—Pass, to lose

one's senses, become dizzy, be struck by apoplexy.-, Att.-, fut., Dep. to

trip off., contr. airorrXovs, ,() a sail'nig

away : an outward-bound voyage.- [], f., to wash off 01 atony: Ion.

impf..-, Ion. for-.-, Ep.- : f.- : aor. -
:
— to breatheforth ; or

to give up the ghost, Lat. expirare animam. 2. to

blow from a particular quarter. 3. to breathe or

smell of a thing.-, f.- or-, to choke, throttle:

—Pass., f.-: aor. 2-- [t] : pf.--^ :
—to be choked : to be drowned : to be choked

with rage.-, f., tofight off orfrom.
airo-iroXis, poet,-, , gen. idos and ecus,

far from the city, banished., ,() a sending away, getting

rid of.-, f., tofi?iish a work : stop working.-7€•, Pass, with fut. med. -(, aor.

I pass, :

—

to depart, go away.-, f., to soften down.-, aor. 2 inf. of-, wilh no
pres.- in use.-^, f. [] , =, to saw off.-, f. , to saiu through, file off. jt]-, Adv. far away, afar off. 2. as Prep,

with gen. far from, awayfrom.-, to take awayfrom before: aor. 2 part.,

having taken some of the bread., Ion. aor. I of., aor. 2 part, cf., before a vowel -«, Adv.[-) from
afar : far off, far away.•, Adv.() far cff,far away.

aTTOirpo'ieis, part. pres. cf-, f.-: Ep. aor. I-/ca :

—

to

throw away. 2. to shoot forth. 3. to let fall.-£>, fut. Att. , to remove afar

off, carryfar away.-, f. -react) : aor. 2- :
—to cut

offfrom ; having cut off a slice

from the chine.
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if from., aor. 2 inf. of, as if from.-, poet, for.
diroiTTOS, ,(, fut. of) seen or to

be seen from a place. 2. seen at a distance, hence

far away from ; k£ from afar, opp. to €771;-

6ev : hence II. dimly seen., , spit out ; loathed, detested. From-, f. [], to spit out or up ; of the sea,

a\os vomits forth its foam : hence to

loathe, spurn, Lat. respuere.-, f.- : Dep. to inquire or

ask of. tt- and cur-op «0, Ion. for.-, f. , to sli?ih away., f., (anopos) to be without resource, to

be at a loss, not htow what to do, be in doubt, mostly

followed by a Conjunction, >$
to be at a loss how he shall cross : c. inf. to be at a loss

how to do : to have no doubt. II.

Pass, to be made matter of question : also to be left un-

providedfor. 2. c. gen. rei, to be at a loss for, in

want of, e. g.$. 3. bufe> to be at

a loss because of, by means of something. Hence, aros,, a matter ofdozibt, disputed point.», , ,() inclined to doubt.-, , also , , ( privat.,) not

sacked or taken.-, f., to make straight again, restore,

guide aright. Hence, ews, , a setting upright, restoring., , (anopos) of places, difficulty ofpassing :

of things, difficulty, straits : of questions, a diffi-

culty. II. of persons, difficulty of dealing with

orfinding out. 2. want of means or resource, em-
barrassment, hesitation. 3. was want of
a thing : absol. need, poverty.-, (,) Pass, to startfrom a place.

a-iropos, ov, without passage, and so of places, im-

passable, trackless : of things, hard to see one's way
through, impracticable : difficulties, straits,

ev$ eli/at to be in great straits. 2. hard to

get, scarce. II. of persons, hard to deal with, un-

manageable, impracticable : c. inf., anopos-
impossible to deal with. 2. without means or

resources, and so at a loss, not knowing what to

do. 3. poor, needy.-, f. , to leap off, dart away.-, is doubled in Att. in all compds. after, but in Ion. it remains single.-.€, f., to neglectfrom carelessness :

to leave off in despair.-, f. -, to spirt or shed about.-, f. , to bereave of;

to deprive one of life.

, ,() a vessel for holy

water.-, f. , to sew up again.-, f., to titter like , to

speak in fragments of Epic poetry.-, f.- or- : aor. 2 pass.^ :

—

to floiu away from, run offfrom : absol.

to stream forth, of blood. 2. to fall off, as fruit,

etc. 3. to melt away.- or- : f.-:—to break

off, stiap asunder

:

—Pass., aor. 2^ [a], to

be broken off or severed.

and, aor. I pass. part, and

inf. of€., €a>s, , (-) a prohibition. 2. a
refusal : renunciation.

diroppTjTOS, , (-() forbidden ;

forbidden exports. II. not to be spoken, that should

not be spoken;,, a state-secret: hence mys-

tical, sacred, ( to keep secret. 2.

things unfit to be spoken.-, f.: pf.:—to shrink shiver-

ingfrom a thing, shrink from doittg it.-, poet., later also cVrrop-

: fut. : aor. :
—to throw

away, throw aside: to throw off garment. II.

to cast forth, e. g. from one's country : to reject, re-

nounce. III. to shoot forth bold words, es

at one.

and, ,() a flowing off,

stream. II. an emanation, efflux.

cWop-poij35«i>, f., to shriek forth.

or -€, f., to gulp down, swallow

a part of.

cWoppinros,, =$,flowingfrom;
stables with drains.-, fut. of-.-, aor. 2 pass., with act. sense, of., cuyos, , , (^) broken off,

abrupt, steep. II. as Subst. fern, a piece broken off

or divided from anything ; Sriryos

an off-stream of the Styx.-, f., Pass, to be taken away
like an orphan from, to be torn away from.-, f., Dep. to dance a thing away,

i. e. lose by dancing.

euros, (os, , =, weariness.-€, f. (, to lie to in the open sea or

offing :—metaph. to keep alooffrom.-, f., (,) to make clear.-, or- : f.- :
—to extin-

guish, quench : to destroy, blot out

:

—Pass, with fut.

med.- ; intr. aor. 2 act., pf. act.

: to go out, vanish, die.

0-€, f. , to shake off:—Med. to shake off

from oneself; of a horse, to throw his rider.-€, to extol pompously

:

—Pass., with f.

med., to give oneself airs.
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[0] ; 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass,.-, f., to announce by signs, to give

notice : to give a sign, to confirm or prove by a

sign. II. ' to allude to

him. III. Med. to seal up as confiscated, to con-

fiscate : of persons, to proscribe.--, f. , to make rotten, spoil utterly

:

—
Pass., fut.-, aor. 2 [] ; with

intr. pf. act. : to rot off, lose by morti-

fication.-, f., to make flat-nosed

:

—Pass, to be

so. .. tcls vavs to turn the line of

sailing aside, make a movement sidewards, so as to

avoid the direct shock.-, Ion. for-.-, f., to be silent after speaking,

be quite silent. II. trans, to keep secret. Hence, , , a becoming silent. 2. a

rhetorical figure, when the sentence is broken off, as

in Virg. Eel. 3. 8, Aen. 1. 139.-, f., to cut offor intercept by trenches.- : f.- [] contr.— :

— to scatter abroad

:

—Pass, to be scattered, straggle

away., fut of.-€£, f., to pack and carry away

:

—
Med. to pack one's baggage, prepare for a journey., f., to encamp apart from. From-, ov, (,) living and messing

alone, opp. to.-, f. , to prop one thing upon another,

to dash one thing upon or against another; esp. of the

gods, to hiirl down thunder-

bolts upon or at a thing. II. intr. to burst or

break forth, like thunder ; to

come to a sorry ending, end in nothing.-, f. , to cast a shadow. Hence,, , a shade, shadow: an adum-
bration.-, Pass., =, to be scat-

tered.-,, aor. 1 inf. as if from- (see) to be dried up, withered.-€, f.-, to look awayfrom other

objects at one, and so to look steadily at, gaze at,

or : c. ace. to look to,, regard.

airo-CTKOmos, ov,(,) awayfrom the mark.-, to be enraged with.-, f. Att. , to strip off the scalp

like the Scythians, to scalp : metaph. to shave bare.-€, f. , to plunder and carry off.-, f., to banter, rally.-, f. , to deceive

:

—aor. 2 pass. part., being deceived.-, f. , to scare away, as one does
birds. II. intr. to be off in a hurry, in phrase

; be off!

-, Att. -, f. £, to tear off., aros, , that which is torn off, a
shred. From-•, f.- [a], to tear or drag away,

sever or partfrom ; to tear off the

gates ; . to draw off the army :

—

Pass, to be dragged away from : of an army, to be

separated or broken.--, f. -', to pour out wine as a

drink-offering at sacrifices, Lat. libare.-, f.-, to be eager in preventing,

to dissuade earnestly.-, f., to rub off, knock off.-, poet, for-., for, aor. 2 imperat. of.-, Adv.() standing afar,far off.

<0-£, f. , to let fall drop by drop. II.

intr. tofall in drops ;

the fury of madness is trickling, is ebbing away.,, aor. 2 act. part, and inf. of., ,() later form for -, defection, revolt, apostasy., ,{) a divorce;-, , a writing or bill of divorce. The
nom. is not found in good authors., , ,() a standing away
from, and so . defection, revolt. 2. depar-

ture or removalfrom. 3. distance, interval., verb. Adj. of, one must re-

cede from., f., to stand off or aloof from : to

differfrom: to fall off ex revoltfrom. II. absol.

to stand aloof, be absent. From, ov, ,() a runaway, deserter,

rebel. Hence, , , rebellious : Adv.,

to be rebelliously inclined.-, f., tofence off with pales.-€, f., to uncover, unroof.-, f. , to shelterfrom :—to shelter, keep

safe. II. to keep off water, and generally to keep

off, as, .-€, poet, for-.-€, f. : aor. 2 :
—to go away,

esp. to go back.-\\, f.- : aor. : pf.- :—Pass., aor. 2 [a] : pf.-€-
:
—to send away from : absol. to send away, ba-

nish. II. to send off, dispatch, on some ser-

vice. III. to drive back :—Pass, to be sent off:

also, to go away. IV. intr. to go back.-, poet,- : f. : to straiten :' 3 pi. plqpf. pass.-€, f. , to love no more

:

—to deprecate.-€€, fut., to rob, bereave, or defraud

one of a thing : c. ace. rei only, to take away, with-

hold :—Pass, with fut. pass, and med.-
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and-, pf. :

—to be robbed or

in want of. II. impers.,( there

fails me, I lad•. Hence, , , a robbery : deprivation., od, ,() a robber, cheat

:

fern, or -rpis, , , as Adj. —-., , ,() able to rob or

deprive;" a device for cheat-

ing one of his interest.,, , v. sub..-, =.-, f. , tofixfirmly.-, f., to make to shine.-, f. , to be bright with.

.'o-\eyy, f. Att. , to scrape with a

strigil:-.—Med. to scrape off sweat from oneself; pf.

pass. part. , scraped clean, Lat. lauti.^, , ,() one who equips

a fleet., ,() a sending off, a mis-

sion : a dispatching. II. (from Pass.) an expedi-

tion. III. the office of an apostle, apostleship., ,() a messenger, ambas-
sador. 2. att apostle. II. —, a naval

expedition.-£>, f. Att. , — -,/ speakfrom memory or off-hand. II. to put

questions- to, so as to require an immediate answer.

-, f. , to chase away byforce.-, f., (,) to squeezefigs, to
try whether they are ripe : metaph. of informers.-, f., to strip off spoils from a per-
son : to rob or defraud one of a thing.-, ov, (,) put out of
the synagogue.-, f. , to whistle aloud for want of
thought.- [], f.-, to strip off, tear away: lay

bare.- Att.-, f. : (for the tenses,

v.) :

—

to cut the throat ; Is

i dyyos, so that the blood runs into a pail : generally,

J

to slay

:

—Med. to kill oneself.-, f., to have one's limbs mortified:

to die of mortification.-, f.- : aor. — :
—to lead

astray, drive baffled away;
to make one miss the fruits of toil : Pass., esp. in aor»

2 [], to be cheated of a. thing, miss it.-, =.€€,, aor. I opt. and subj.

of.-, Ion.-, f. Att. : to seal

up, shut up.-, f.—, to make to smell.-, f., to prop nets on poles. Hence, aTos, to, a forked piece of wood7-•£, f. Att. , to batiish by ostracism, for propping hunting-nets.-, or Dep.,
to encamp away from ;

to encamp at a distance., f,s, rj, aor. 2 pass. subj. of-, f. : 3 sing. Ion. aor. -
:— Pass., aor. 2 : pf.-. To turn back, either to turn to flight, or to

turn back from flight ; -, to twist back the hands and feet so as to bind

them. 2. to turn away or aside : hence to dis-

suadefrom a thing. II. intr. (sub., etc.),

to turn oneself, turn back:—Pass., with fut. med.-, to be turned back; -, of ships, to have their beaks bent back. III.

to turn oneselffrom or away, abhor, Lat. aversari,

c. ace.
;

' do not turn away from stationed on the right.

, fut. of.-6,-, aor. 2 act. and med. inf. of.-, f. : aor. I pass, :

—

to

split or cleave off. 2. to sever, part, or detachfrom

:

esp. in Pass., of a river bebig parted from the main
stream, a tribe detachedfrom its parent stock, etc.-, f.-, to save, restore again : . '-

to bring safe home :—Pass., . . to

get safe to a place, to get off safe.(, ,() set apart for a special

use, specially appointed.-, Ion. for-.-, Att. -, f. , to set apart or assign

specially ; he had been

II. Med.,

me, like Lat. avertor ; ^ hostile

words. 2. to get away, escape. 3. to turn and
flee. Hence, , a turning away, averting. II.

(from Pass.) a turning oneself. 2. an escape, or

a place of refuge from a thing, resotirce ; .
a refuge from evil ; a resource

against the want of water, a means of getting it.-, ov,() turned away, averted.-, f.- : aor. -^ and --
: aor. 2 -^

;
perf.-^ :

—

to hate

utterly, loathe.

to bid adieu to a person or thing., Pass, to act like a bull;^
to castfierce glances on.-, f. , tofence with a ditch, intrench., Ep. 3 pi. plqpf. of, they

were dead.

airoT€0v€icuS, for,, Ion. pf.

part, of.-, fut.-: (for the tenses, v.):—
to stretch out, to lengthen : c. part., to continue doing:

—Med. to exert oneself. 1. intr., like Lat. conten-

dere, to hasten onwards.
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-^, f. Att. , to wall off, . so as

to fortify. 2. so as to blockade. Hence.?, ecus, 77, the walling of a town, block-

ading. And€., , walls built to blockade, lines of
blockade.\, f., to bring quite to an end. 1.

intr. to come to an end, cease, el's in a thing.-, f.- Att. * pf.- :

—Pass., aor. - : pf.-. To
bring quite to an end: pf. pass. part.-
lUvos, perfect. 2. to fulfil an obligation. 3.

generally to accomplish, perform, do. 4. to render

or make of a certain kind; -
to make the state quite happy.-, Ion. and Ep.- : fur.- : aor.

2 : pf. :

—

to cut off;-
tivus to cut offpart of a thing. 2. to separate

or cut offfrom :—Med. to cut offfor oneself, esp. with

view of appropriating.-, f. , to make to melt away :—Pass , esp.

in aor. 2 ], to melt away.-), Adr.far away.-&, ov, Dor. and poet, for-.-, f. -, to put away: to stow away:—
Med. to putfrom oneself, put off; lay aside. 2. to

put byfor oneself, stow away. 3. ds
av9is to put aside for another time.-, f.- : aor. 1- : to pluck out.

Hence, aros, , that luhich is plucked, a shred.-, f., not to honour, to slight. II.

to value, fix a price by valuation ; -
having fixed their price at two minae :

hence III. as Att. law-term, Act. to mortgage
a property according to valuation :—Med. to lend on

mortgage :—Pass, of the property, to be pledged or

mortgaged. Hence, , a sum settled by valuation.-, ov, (,) =, dishonoured.-, Att. -, fut. £, to shake off.-, Dep., poet, for .-, f.- [t], to pay back, repay what is

owing

:

—Med.', f.—, get paid one,

exact; to avenge oneself on another:

absol. to take vengeance.-, f. , Ep. for , to cut off

from ; kXitvs . to cut up or plough the hills., 3 sing. aor. 1 opt. of^.-, ov, unhappy, ill-starred.-, f., to make a bold venture. II.

absol. to befearless, bold., ,() a cutting off"., , steepness, severity. From, ov,() cut off, abrupt, precipi-

tous. 2. metaph. harsh, rough : — Adv.-$, sharply.-, f. , to shoot off arrows : to aim at a

thing.

-irOTOs, ov, (a privat.,) not drunk, not drink-

able. II. act. never drinking : without drink., aor. 2 inf. of^.<^€, f. , to turn away from a thing; and

so to hinder or dissuadefrom. 2. c. ace. only, to

turn away or back: to avert evil. 3. also to turn

awayfrom others at one, hence to aim at. II.

Med. and Pass, to turn from a thing, to de rist

from. 2. to turn away. 3. to turn one 's face
away, like Lat. aversari.- ; fut.-, also- : aor. 2

(from obsol.) :

—

to run offox away.- [], f., to rub cr sco?sr clean;-
to rub down a horse. II. to rub off:

Med. to rub offfrom oneself, get rid of., ov, turning away, averting, esp. of the

gods that avert ill, Lat. Dii averrunci. II. pass.

that ought to be averted, ill-omened. From, ,() a turning away, avert-

ing. 2. a turning off water. II. a hinder-

ing. III. (from Med.) a desertion of one's party.

airoTpoiTOs, ov,() turned away, banish-

ed. 2.from which one turns away. II. act.

turning azvay, averting.-, ov, (,) reared away from
one's parents.-, f.- to excite.-, f. [], to rub away, and so lose. II.

to vex, harass; so in Med., yrjv to vex the

earth.-, f.- : aor. 2 :
—to

bite or nibble off.-, poet. Frequent, of.-, f.-, to fail in hitting, miss,

lose. II. absol. to be unlucky
, fail : to miss the

truth, be tvrong.,-£, f. Att. , to beat or cudgel se-

verely.--, f. , to cease beating

:

—Med. to cease

beating oneself in sign of mourning.

airovpas, Ep. aor. 1 act. part, of, to take

away : part. aor. I med. in pass, sense

occurs in Hesiod.-£, f. , Ion. for-, to mark off

the boundaries ; yap clpovpas,

others will mark off, i. e. lessen, the boundaries of his

fields: others read, as if from*
=, will take them away.

-ovpos, ov, (, ovpos Ion. for opos) farfrom
the boundaries ; onpasfar away from one's

fatherland.

a-irovs, , ,, , gen., without foot

or feet: without the use of one's feet : slow offoot., ,() a being away, absence. II.

deficiency, want., aor. 2 inf. of, to eat up.- [], f., to make quite bright.-, f.- : aor. 1 :

—

to shew
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forth, display: to shew by word, declare. i. to shew

by reasoning, shew, prove. II. like

to shew, and so to make or render

:

—Med. to shew

forth something of o?ie's awn, to make a display of
oneself; yi/ to declare one's opinion

:

Pass, to be shewn or declared. III. to appear, come
to light., teas, ,() a denial, negation., , ,(')=, a sen-

tence, decision.-,=, to deny.-, i), ,() denying, negative.-, Dep. to feed off or on.-, f. : aor., Ion. ;

(v.) :
—to carry off or away. II. to carry

or bring back: hence 2. to report. 3. to pay
back, return: generally, to pay what is due. III.

to deliver in, give in an accusation, etc. IV. intr.

in imperat., like,, begone

:

—Med. to

take for oneself, gain, obtain., f.- : aor. 2 '.— to flee

from, escape. II. as law-term ;

to make good one's defence : absol. to be

acquitted, opp. to. Hence, , , ready for escaping; -
means of escape. And, , , an escaping, getting off.-, f.-, to speak out, declare plainly. 2.

to say no, to deny : also to refuse.-, f.-, Dep. to speak one's

opinion plainly. Hence, ov, —.,, ,(-) a thing lit-

tered: esp. a sententious answer, a terse saying, an
apophthegm.-, f.- : pf. :

—

to destroy

utterly, ruin :—Pass., with fut. med., to

be lost, perish, ; wilt

not be gone with a murrain? Lat. abi in malam rem.- [], to perish. II. trans.,-
to lose one's life.- : Ep. aor. 2 act. : also as in

Ep. aor. 1 pass.€ [], part, :
—

to perish utterly, to die aiuay. II. Causal, in fut., aor., to make to perish, to destroy., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, imperat. of foreg., ,() utter destruction.-£, f. Dor. <£, to treat very slight-

ingly, make no account of.-, f.,(,) to strip offthe rind.-/, f., to go quite away : esp. of scho-

lars, to leave their masters.-, ov, murderous., ,() a carrying away. II.

a bringing vjhat is due,paying: also that which is paid,

tax, tribute.-£, f., Dep. to unload oneself,

to unlade.

—.- and -, fut.-, tofence off, block

up. Hence, , 77, a fencing off, blocking up.-, ados, , (,) properly not to be

spoken of, like Lat. nefandus, tinlucky, ominous

:

, Lat. dies nefasti, days on which
no assembly or court was held, opp. to.-- Att. -, =.-, ados, , {,) an offshoot., ,() an escape, flight, place of

refuge.--ulis, v. sub.-, Pass., with aor. 2 act. and perf., to grow out like a shoot.-5, ov, (, ?) empty, vain, idle,

Lat. irritus.-, f.-, Dep. to withdrawfrom.•05, , a slackening. From-, f. [], to slack or loose away, as

one pays out a rope.-, f., to unbridle.-, f. , to forge of brass.)-£, f. , to strip of brass.-€-5, ov, (, ,) living by

one's hands, i. e. by manual labour.-, f., to vote a charge awayfrom
one, acquit him. II. of persons, to reject, to super-

sede, depose. 2. of things, to reject, vote against

:

to abrogate, annid. Hence,, , rejection by show of hands.-, f. , to draw offwater by a canal.-, f.- : aor. : Pass., aor. -
[t5] : pf. :

—

to pour out, spill, shed.-, to soften off the colour, shade off.

cnro-, Ion. -, inf., Ion. -:
impf. : fut. : aor. :

—
to suffice i

be sufficient, be enough, -. 2. with dat., ), was not enough for the army : with infin.,

'tis sufficient for me to do ; also 3
sing. impf. med. =. 3. Pass, to be

contented with a thing ;

the Mysians being satisfied therewith. II.

Med. to use to thefull. 2. to abuse, misuse, Lat.

abuti./-, -, Ion. for, -.-, impers., v..-, ov, (,) not to be paid in

money.

-is, , ,() a using to the

full, misuse : a getting rid of.--, Adv. pres. part, of,,
enough, stifficiently., aor. r pass. part, of.-, (,) to make quite lame.-, f. -, to dam up, bank up the

[
mouth of a river, etc.
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-€, f. or, to go from or away

from, c. gen. 2. absol. /o gO away, depart : re-

ireal. 3. . . , lo withdraw from a

thing, i. e. give it up. II. to />ass off, esp. of the

humours of the body. Hence, ea;s, , a gorng away or o^", retreai :

a place or means of safeiy.-, f. tVcu Att. ), part or separaie

from : to set apari.-, inf. : impf. : aor. I-
:

—

wipe off. 2. to wipe clean :— Med. to

wipe offfrom oneself. 3. to wipe one's nose.-, fut. Att., Dep.: I.

c. ace. pers. lo vote an office awayfrom one, to reject

him :—aor. and pf. are

sometimes used in pass, sense, to be rejected. II.

c. ace. rei, . vole against receiving the

indictment ; . to reject the law ; '
tivos to vote a charge away from

one, acquit : absol. to vote an acquitlal. III.

to vote against doing.

Hence, €, , an acquittal.-, f. <, to strip of hair, make bald : ge-

nerally, to strip bare, bereave of a thing., ecus, ,(, fut. of) a look-

ing from, a view, prospect.-,, fut. from an obsol. pres.-,
used as fut. of.- [], f. £: pf. pass, : (,) :

—

to leave offbrea'hing, to faint, swoon. 2.

ace, to breathe oui life : absol.

expire, die. . (,) io cool, refresh :—
Pass, be refreshed, recover, revive: Med.,

they got the sweat dried off. III.

impers., it grows cool, the air cools.-, Ep. contr. for., Adv. of, easily., , freedomfrom business, public af-

fairs and law-suits: love of ease, Lat. otium. 2.

easiness, supineness. From, ov, gen. ovos, (a privat.,) with-

oul business, freefrom business, state-affairs or law-

suits() ; , a placefreefrom
law and strife. 2. of things, not troublesome or pain-

ful. II. pass, got or lo be got without pains., f.. to do nothing, to be idle. 2.

io gain nothing. From
a-irpajcTOS, Ion.-, ov

:

I. act. doing

or effecting nothing, unprofitable, idle ; -
to depart without success, Lat. re infecta

:

—
Adv. -*, unsuccessfully. II. pass, against

which nothi?ig can be done, unmanageable, incur-

able. 2. not to be done, impossible. 3.-, unassailed by your divining arts,

Hence, , inaction : ill-sticcess. II. a being

at a loss, embarrassment, helplessness.

-irpaTOs, ov, (a privat.,, 3 sing. pf. pass,

of) ufisold, unsaleable.

a-irp€irr)s,,( privat.,) unseemly, unbecoming.

airp€irxa, 77, poet, for.-, Ion. for.
a-irpavvTOS, Ion., ov, (a privat.,)

implacable., Adv. without price or ransom,[ From
-iTpiaTOS, , ov, (a privat.,') imbought.-, prob. =.-5, ov, (,) struck un-

ceasingly.-, Adv. ( copul.,) prrperly with closed

teeih, like £, Lat.mordicus: metaph. importunately,

ceaselessly.-, ov, wiihoui previous design, unpreme-

dilaled. Adv. -\$, rashly, thoughtlessly.-75, ov, not ready, disinclined, backward.-, , (a privat.,) tmforeseen.-, ov, unforeseen.-, Adv. of, ( privat.,-) wiihoui foresighl or forethought, heedlessly.

a-irpo£€vos, ov, without *.
a-irpooiTTOS, ov, unforeseen.-, Dor., ov, inaccessible

:

of disease, not to be healed.-, ov, unexpecied, unlooked for

:

—-

Adv. -. II. act. not expecting.-, ov, (a privat.,) noi io be

spoken io, stern, savage. II. act. not accosting,

not greeting.-, ov, (a privat.,) not to be

reached or won.-$,,( TprWat.,-) unapproachable.-6<5, ov, (a privat.,, fut. of) unforeseen, not ihoughi of beforehand.-, ov, (a privat.,) noi sum-

moned to atiend a trial.-, ov, (a privat.,) not striking

against, noi stumbling, void of offence.-, ov, (a privat.,) irre-

sistible.-, ov, (a privat.) holding

no intercourse or commerce with others.-§, ov, (a privat.,' fut. of-) noi to be withstood, irresistible.-, ov, unsociable.-, , ( privat.,) an

indictment laid against at Athens, for not

having chosen or patron from among the

citizens. The nom., , is not used.-, ov, (a privat.,) unsuitable,

inconvenient, dangerous.--, (a privat.,, -) Adv. without respect of persons.--TOS, ov, Dor. for-, (a privat.,) untouched, undefiled.--TOS, ov, (a privat.,&) offer-

E
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ing no excuse, ready. Adv. -tojs, without evasion,

honestly.--, ov, (a privat.,) unforetold.-, ov, (a privat.,) not

guarded against, unforeseen.

d-iTTauxTOs, ov, (a privat.,) not stumbling

;

to make the horse

less apt to stumble.

-irrepos, ov, (a privat.,.) without wings, un-

winged : in Homer, rrj ' the

speech was to her without wings, i. e. flew not away
again, sank into her mind ; wing-

less flight ; of arrows, unfeathered ; of young birds,

etc., unfledged, callow; (pans an unfledged,

i. e. unconfirmed, report.-, gen., ,: dat. pi. : ( privat.,) unfledged, callow, ofyoung birds: unwinged.--, is, (a privat.,,) undaunted

in speech.-5, ov, poet, for., ,,() touched, handled: to be touched,

subject to the sense of touch.",, f. : aor. * :—Pass., aor. ,.: pf. *, Ion.. To fasten,fasten

to or on, fix upon a thing ;
' his

shield was fastened, i. e. clung closely, to him :—more
freq. as Med.,,, fut. : aor. :—to fasten oneself to, hence to cling to, hang on by,

grasp ; to cling to one's knees : later,

to engage in, undertake, begin. 2. to fasten upon,

attack. 3. to touch, affect. 4. to grasp with the

senses, apprehend, perceive. 5. to reach, overtake

:

to gain. II. to kindle, set onfire

:

—Pass, to take

fire : to be set on fire.

a-7TTtuS, euros, 6, , (a privat.,) notfalling or

failing, unfailing.-,/, (a privat.,) not closed by a gate.-5, ov, without tower and wall, unfortified.-, ov, (a privat., ^) not girt with

towers.

-iriipos, ov, (a privat.,) withoutfire, in Homer
only of tripods, that have not yet been on the fire, i. e.

new ; /cos a cold, cheerless house
;

tinrefined, opp. to ; sacri-

fices in which no fire was used, but also not offered by

fire, and so like=, unoffered : . a sting

not forged byfire, i.e. of the gadfly. Adv. -.
a-irupcDTOs, ov, (a privat.,) not yet exposed to

fire.-, ov,(.,) ofwhich nothing

has been learnt, unknown. II. act. having learnt

nothing, ignorant : c. gen. ignorant of., 6, Dor. for. [-], Dor. for.'2 or, gen. vos, , a term of endear-

ment used by children to their father, papa, Hebr.

Abba.
air-coSos, , (, <£) discordant, out of tune.

aircoGev, Adv. =, from afar.

-«), f.- and -; aor. or

:
—to thrust off, drive away : of the wind, to beat

off, beatfrom one's course: later, to drive awayfrom
the land, banish. 2. to repel, drive back. 3. in

Med. to reject, disdain. Hence, ov, thrust or driven away, rejected., ,() destruction : loss : waste., aor. I of., aor. 2 med., in pass, sense, of.-, ov, ( privat.,) without a lid., aor. I of., ,() a denial upon oath, as Att.

law-term, opp. to., ov,() forsworn, abjured, de-

clared impossible with an oath, Lat. abjtirandus ;-
' mortals should never make

a vow against anything. II. act. under oath not

to do a thing., aor. I inf. of., -, aor. I med. ind. and inf. of.-, ov,(,) repelling waves.,,,() a thrusting or driving away.
,05, , ,() thrust or driven away

from. II. that can be driven away., , ov, Comp. Adj. () further off:
—

Sup., , ov, furthest off., Comp. Adv. of :, Sup.

Adv. of.
dp, Ep. before a consonant for.", Ep. (which is enclitic), and before a con-

sonant ap : I. Epic usage : 1. then, straight-

way ; , ' ap thus he spake and

then the dream proceeded :

—

then, next in order, ol

' ap'. 2. explanation of a thing

going before
; ^for he said

that he would flee : with relat. Pron. makes it

more precise ;
' , bv'

just the one, the very one, which they wished. II.

Attic usage :—here it always is like ovv, then,

therefore, so then; thereforeyou
must allow virtue is best

;
', ,-

it seems thenwe are come in vain :—in questions,

; who then is there to save ?

—

"
cannot begin a sentence., interrog. particle, a stronger form of, usu-

ally expecting a negat. answer, Lat. numf 2. if

an affirmative answer is expected, apa ov is used, =
Lat. nonne ? 3. apa is also used in exclamations ;' ! grievous then is wealth !—In

prose apa always stands first in the sentence.', Ion.', , a prayer : in Homer mostly

a prayerfor evil, a curse, hence the effect of the curse,

mischief, ruin. II.' personified is the god-

dess of destruction and revenge, Lat. Dira., f., to rattle, ring, clang, always of ar-

mour. From
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"02, , a rattling; gfiashing

or grinding of teeth.,,, and, ,() a clash-

ing, rattling ; ayos beating of the breast

in grief, Lat. planctus., aor. I inf. of.
'APAIO'2, Att. », , , also 6s, , thin,,

narrow, weak, slight.

dpaios, a, ov, also os, ov, () prayed to or en-

treated ; Zeiis apaws, = iiceaios. 2. prayed against,

accursed. II. act. cursing, bringing mischief

upon, [a], /S,,, Ion.

redupl. for, rjpqKws, }£$, ', pf. and

plpqf. redupl. forms fiom., aor. I med. part, of.: f. [], Ion. : pf.

only found in compos. : Dep. : () :

—

to pray to a

god. 2. to pray or vow that a thing may happen,

c. inf. 3. to pray something for one, sometimes in

good sense, but mostly in bad, to imprecate upon one;

esp. with cognate ace, apas Tivt to imprecate

curses upon one.

cipape, Dor. for apqpc, 3 sing. pf. med. of

in intr. sense, it isfixed, decreed : but, II. apape,

Ep. for qpapc, aor. 2 in trans, sense, appeased, satisfied.

apdpeiv, aor. 2 inf. of., redupl. pres. from the Root* : I.

trans, in pres. and impf., in f. Ion.: aor. 1

Ion. : aor. 2 qpapov Ep. apapov :
—to join,

fasten, fit together :fit orfurnish with a thing. II.

intr. in Pass, and Med., in perf. Att.,
Ep. part. fern, : plqpf. ypapeiv [a] : also pf.

pass. part,, and Ep. aor. 2 pass. part, '-
*$:— to be joined closely together: to be fitted

closely, fit well •- to be fixed : to be fitting, meet, or

suitable.

apapov, Ep. aor. 2 of : part,., Ep., $, perf. part, of, fitted,fitting

:

—Adv. -oVojs., Att. - : f. Dor. -£ : aor.£ Ep. :—Pass., aor. <. (a euphon.,) :
—to strike hard, dash in pieces, vrith coll at.

notion of rattling, clanging, as of horses ; -nv\as

to knock furiously at the gates ; metaph.,^ to strike with reproaches :—Pass, to

dash one against other with a noise, to clash, rattle, [a]

apuTos Ion., , , () prayed

for. 2. accursed, unblest.

apa\v€Los, a, ov, of or belonging to a spider. From', , —. II. a spider's web,

cobweb, Lat. aranea.

'APA'XNHS, 6, a spider, Lat. araneus. Hence, , a spider s web, cobweb.", a0os, 6, an Arab : also"ApaPos, ov, 6.', , a strong shoe, coming up to the

ankle, used by hunters, travellers, etc., half-boot. [i5], tSos,,—.

apyaeis, Dor. for apyqeis.

apY&Xcos, a, ov, (a\yos, as if aXyaXeos) hard,

paififul, grievous, Lat. gravis : also of persons,

troublesome.

apvas, contr. for apyaeis.'€-, ov, , for 'Apyo-cpovevrfs, ("Apyos,) slayer of Argus., , ol, the feet of a sheepskin : gene-

rally, offal, refuse. (Deriv. uncertain.)

apYewos, 77, ov, Aeol. and Dor. for apyos, white,

mostly of sheep., ov, 0, (apyos) white. II. paroxy-

tone, apyeaTqs, ov, 0, epith. of the South wind, clear-

ing, brightening, like Horace's Notus albus, detergens

nubila caelo. 2. later, from being the epithet of

Ze<pvpos, it was the north-west wind, the Athenian.€,, poet. dat. and ace. for apyrJTi, -
yrjTa, from apyqs, white., f., (apyos = acpyos) to be idle, do no-

thing : of a field, to lie fallow. II. trans, to leave

a thing undone:— Pass, to be left undone: to be

fruitless. #

Dor. dpyueis, *, iv, contr. -yds, gen.

apyavros, = apyqs., fjTos, 6, , also with poet. dat. and ace.

upyeri, apyira : (apyos) :

—

white, bright, vivid., ov, 0, = apyqs, white, glancing., , = aepyia, (apyos = aepyos) idleness, lazi-

ness : in good sense, leisure.-, ov, (apyqs, Ktpavvos) with white,

vivid lightning.

or, , (apyos) white clay, pot'er's

earth, Lat. argilla.- or-, €s, (apyiXkos, ddos)

like clay, clayey.

apyivoeis,, (V, — apyos, white, shining.

-oSous, ooOvtos, , , (upyis, odovs) white-

toothed, white-tusked.

ap-vt-Trovs, , , —, , gen. irodos, (apyos,

ttovs) swift-footed or white-footed., , () only used in plur. pyaa=, thefirstlings at a sacrifice., f., to take the part ofArgos. From, idos, , Argolis, a district in Pelopon-

nesus. 2. as Adj. , , of Argolis, Argolic.

*Apyos, €os, , name of several Greek cities, of

which that in the Peloponnesus is best known : in

Homer it is also put for the district Argolis, or even

for the whole Peloponnesus.'2, , , shining, bright, glistening ; nohas

apyoi as epith. of dogs, swift-footed, because rapid

motion is accompanied by a kind of flickering light.

apyos, , contr. from aepyos, (a privat., epyov) not

working, esp. not working the ground: hence doing

nothing, idle, lazy : c. gen. rei, idle at a thing, free

from it, apyos : of land, lyingfallow. II.

J

pass, not done, Lat. infectus : unattempted.

2
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which Demosthenes was said to have, when he held

back from appearing in public on the plea of quinsy,

though really (it was alleged) because he was bribed.-, , (apyvpos,) a money-
changer./, , a silver-mine. Properly neut. from
apyvpetos or, ov, — apyvpeos, apyvpeia

silver-mines.

or, a, ov, contr., ,, (apyvpos) silver, of silver.-, ov, (apyvpos,) wrought of
silver., , Dim. of apyvpiov., , (apyvpos) a piece of silver : hence
' silver,' i. e. money, cash., ibos, , (apyvpos) a silver vessel.5 [t], fern. ap*yvpiTis, ioos, , (apyvpos) of
or belonging to silver: as Subst. (sub. 777), silver-ore.-, ov, 6, (apyvpos,) running in sil-

ver eddies, epith. of rivers, [t]-, es, (apyvpos, elSos) like silver.-, ov, (apyvpos, *) silver-studded.--iros, o, (apyvpos,) a worker in sil-

ver, silversmith., (pyvpoyos) to levy money : c. ace.

to lay a country under contribution. Hence, , a levying of money.-, ov, (apyvpos, ^) levying money.-, , (apyvpos,) silver-footed : also-^, ov.

-iroios, o, (apyvpos,) a worker in silver.-, , , -, , gen., (apyv-

pos, novs) with silver feet.-, ov, , (apyvpos, ) silver-flow-

ing, [pv]

-Cpos, 0, (apyos, white) like Lat. arg-entum, the

white metal, i. e. silver, first in Homer. 2. silver-

money, money.-, ov, (apyvpos, £) with silver bow,

epith. of Apollo.-, is, (apyvpos, iyyos) silver-shining., f., (apyvpos) to turn into silver. 2.

to reward with silver

:

—Pass, to be so rewarded.-, €s,= apyvpo€idr)s. 2. rich in silver.,, , (apyvpooi) silver-plate.-, ov, (apyvpos,) bought with

silver.$, a, ov, (apyvpos) silver-white, [t>], ov, = apyvepeos, epith. of sheep., oos, contr. ovs, o, (apyos, swift) the Argo or

ship in which Jason sailed to Colchis., f. ,—, to water, Lat. irrigare., Adv. contr. for, () lifted up,

raised on high. II. utterly, Lat. penitus.2, ecus, , the point of anything, an arrow-
head : a sting.

dp8}x<Ss, , a watering : a watering-place. From

", f. : aor. * :
—to water cattle,

give them to drink :—Pass, to drink. 2. of rivers,

to water land, Lat. irrigare. II. metaph. to re-

fresh, foster.', , name of several fountains, perhaps for, waterer: the most famous was at Syracuse., Ion., , () cursing, threatening lan-

guage.

"Apeios, ov also a, ov, Ion., , ov, {)
warlike, martial, Lat. Mavortius : Comp. 'ApeioTfpos,

a, ov, —.
"Apetos irayos, 6, hill of Ares, Mars' Hill, over

against the Acropolis at Athens on the west side.

Here was held the highest judicial court, called by
the same name : capital crimes came specially under

its jurisdiction., a, ov, = apeicov.'-5, ov, ("Ap^s,) full of martial

boldness.-, Ep., ov, ('',
3 sing pf. pass, of*) slain by Ares, i. e. slain in

war. 2. later generally —^ApHos, martial., , , -ov, , gen. ovos, better, stronger,

braver : it serves as Comp. of ayaOos. (On the deriv.,

see ".)-, ov, poet, for appacTos, undone., Ion. for.,, aor. I inf. act. and med. of.
Ep., 3 sing. aor. I med.

imperat. of., aor. 2 med. inf. of., ,() a desire to please, complai*

sance : in bad sense, obsequiousness, flattery., Adv. pres. part, of, agreeably., , ov, desirous to please, complaisant : in

bad sense, obsequious, flatterbig. From
: fut. : aor. €, inf. : pf.:—Med., fut. Ep.: aor. I, Ep. part,^ :—Pass., aor. I r)pe-

: (*, ):—to make good, make it up,

'0 this will we make up among
ourselves J to make amends : c. ace. pers.

to conciliate, propitiate, ;

c. gen. rei, $ they sated

their heart with blood :—Pass, to be contented, ac-

quiesce. II. c. dat. pers., to be pleasing to, gra-

tify, please, flatter, ;

Tpoirois Tivos to conform to his ways:—impers.,

iroiuv it pleased them to do so., , , verb. Adj. of, pleasing,

grateful : acceptable, approved. Adv. -tojs., f.,() to befit or proper, to thrive,

prosper., , goodness, excellence, of any kind ; but in

Homer, like Lat. virtus (from vir), manhood, prowess,

valour: also manly beauty, dignity, etc. 2. in Prose,

of the virtues of land, fountains, etc. 3. excellence
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in art or workmanship, skill. II. in moral sense,

goodness, virtue :—also character for virtue, reputa-

tion, merit. (For deriv. see".), , Ion. and Horn, for.', Ep. for aprj, 2 sing. aor. 2 med. subj. of., , —.', f. , to help, aid, succour in war, c.

dat. 2. absol. to be of use, befit; oiyav ap-qyei it

is meet to be silent. II. c. ace. rei, to ward off",

prevent, aprjyeiu: also, to ward

offfrom one, to avert the capture, as

upijyeiv. (Same Root as, Lat. arceo.), ovos, , , a helper, aid.-, ov, ^,) swift as Ares, swift in

war.-, , ov,{,) slain by Ares

or in war.

'Ap-rjlOs, , ov, Ion. for "Apeios.-, ov, Ion. for 'Apei-.-, 6, , also , ov, (^,) dear to

Ares., an Ion. infin., prob. for, to pray, an

act. form of (from).^, , ov, distressed, harassed, ==-. (Origin uncertain.), ecus, ,() help, succour. II. c.

gen. rei, help against a thing, means of averting it.', pf. med. of : plqpf.., pf. pass. part, of.,, pf. act. and pass, of., pf. part. pass, of.
VAPH2, 6 : gen. "Apeos or "Apea^s (never "Apovs) :

dat. "Ape?, Att. contr. "Apet, poet. "7 : ace. ",]$' and "Apea : voc. "Apes: Ion. and Ep. de-

clension ", , . Ares, Lat. Mars, son of

Jupiter and Juno, the god of war and destruction, the

spirit of strife, plague, famine. Hence often used to

denote war, slaughter, murder, etc. (Akin to,, as the Lat. Mars to mas. From the same Root
come, -,,$, the first notion of

goodness being that of manhood, bravery in war : cf.

Lat. virtus.} •, rjpos, : fern,,() properly

one that prays : hence a priest, priestess, [a]

api|TOs, Ion. for aparos., aor. I pass. part, of., Aeol. for, , pi. aor. I pass, of'., f.,() to bl• joined together., a, ov, joi?ied, united: at peace with another

:

—as Subst.,,, peaceful relations, concord.

opGpos, ,() a bond, league : friendship., ,() a joint, esp. the socket of the

joint : in plur. the limbs ; often joined with some
other word, as the ankles ;

the eyes; the mouth. Hence, f., to fasten by joints : to articulate,

utter distinctly : also to nerve, strengthen.-, es,(, () well-jointed.

, strengthening the

of same root with

"-, insep. Prefix, like epi-

notion conveyed by its compel.

:

,,.-,, , , ='^.-, , ov, also os, ov, easy to be known,
well-known : in bad sense, notorious, itifamous.-, , gen. vos, (-,) much weep-

ing, very tearful.-, Dor. for.-, ov, (-,) much shewn

:

hence famous : Homer also uses it as a Sup., *-
K€tos most renowned of men.-, ov, very clear or conspicuous, far-seen,

of mountains : manifest, much known.-£, ov, also , ov, Ep. form of, very

conspicuous or manifest. Adv. —.-, ov, very enviable., ov, Dor. for., Dor. for, 3 pi. of.', f.,() to number, count, reckon

up : to count out. 2. to reckon, count., Ep. for, aor. I pass. inf.

of., $, ,() a number., ea>s, , a counting or reckoning up., , , of or for numbering or rec-

koning, skilled therein : - (sc.), arithmetic.

Adv. -, arithmetically., , , easily numbered,few in number :, not counted, held of no account, Lat.

nullo in numero habitus., , number, a number, Lat. numerus. 2.

amount, size, etc.; $. 3. num-
ber, as a mark of worth, rank, etc. ;

€' i'£e-

to sit in rank among men ; kv

elvai, like Lat. nullo esse in numero, to be in no ac-

count. 4. mere number, quantity, opp. to quality

or worth ;^ a mere set of words ; so of

men, not a mere lot, like Horace's

nos numerus sumus. II. a numbering, counting;

to hold a muster of

the army. 2. numeration.

-, =.
"Aptos, , ov, old word for, Median.-, es, (-,) very stately or showy,

very splendid.
'-pls, =.-, ov, (-,) very remarkable : very

plain or manifest.-, ov,(,) victorious in the

contest.-, ov,(,) best-ruling.-, ov, (-,) rich in grapes., f. : pf., syncop. I pi. ?//>'-€, syncop. inf. : () :
—to take

the morning meal, Lat. prandere : generally, to take

any meal, cf.., ,() the feats of the hero that
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won the meed of valour ( ), any great,

heroic action. Single books of the Iliad were so

called, in which the deeds of some one hero are de-

scribed, e. g. Book 5 is ., , always in plur.,() the prize

of the bravest, meed of valour., , , left, on the left ; to-

wards the left; on the left. 2. -
(with or without ), the left hand. 3.

metaph. boding ill, ominous, because to a' Greek au-

gur, looking northward, the unlucky signs camefrom
the left. 4. of men, left-handed, clumsy, like French

gauche. (Deriv. uncertain.), , ,() the best man : in Homer
mostly in plur., Lat. optimates, the noblest

chiefs, princes.

: 3 sing. Ion. impf. : f.:() :—to be the best or bravest; -
he ivas the best of the Trojans ;

to be best in a thing; c. inf.,

be was best at fighting., Ion. for.£, f.,() to give one breed-fast:—
Med. to breakfast., Adv. () according tc rank or

merit.-, ,(,) the rule of the

best-bom or nobles, an aristocracy. Hence, , , aristocratical.-,, , , (,) best of
prophets.-, ,(,) fighii?ig best.", to, a morning meal, breakfast, taken

at sunrise : later, the midday meal, the Roman pran-

dium.

-voos, ov, (,) of the best dis-

position.-, f., (,) to prepare

breakfast; things prepared for
breakfast

:

—Med. to get o?ie's breakfast.

apurros, , ov, best in its kind, used as Sup. to

: of persons, best, i. e. bravest or noblest : c.

inf., best to fight ; -
best, easiest to cheat :-^In Att. best, i. e. most

excellent : neut. pi. as Adv., best, most excel-

lently : contr. with article, Horn.,,
Att., Dor. (On deriv., see ".), ;, poet. fern, of

-TOKOS, ov,(,) bearing the best

children.-,, , , (,) vjith the

best band; - a contest won by the

stoutest hand.-,, , , (,) bearing the

best children.-$, , (-,) very slippery or

treacherous.-, , (-,) easily known, very

ap€—.
clearly visible Adv., verymanifest

:

plainly.

upkeios, a, ov, =, of a bear.

apKcovrcos, Att. contr., Adv. pres. part,

of, enough ; it is enough.,, ,() help, aid, service.

apKeros, , ,() sufficient. Adv. -.
upKcOv, Ion. for, pres. part. neut. of', f. : aor. :—pf. pass,-

\—Lat. ARCEO, to ward off, keep off: c. dat.

only, to assist, aid. II. to be of use, avail, be strong

enough, mostly c. inf. : also c. dat. to suffice, satisfy

:

absol. to be enough, be strong enough. 2. impers.,

it is enoughfor me, I am well content; ~>
it seems enough, seems good. Ill,

Pass, to be satisfied, contented with a thing. (The
Root is the same as that of^.)
apKtos, a, ov, also os, ov, safe, sure;

now it is safe that we perish

or be saved ; a sure reward. II.

enough, sufficient., contr. for.
apKT€ios, , ov,() of a bear., verb. Adj. of, one must be-

gin. II. (from) one must govern. 2. in

pass, sense, one must be ruled, i. e. one must obey.

'APKTCXS, and , a bear. 2.", , the

great bear or Charles' wain, elsewhere£ : hence

the north pole, or generally, the North.

-oOpos, ,(, ovp&s) Arcturns or Bear-

guard, a bright star close behind the Bear, also called

Bootes, II. the time of bis rising, the middle of
September.-£, $, ,(,) =-
pos, Arctophylax, the bear-keeper.*2, Att., vos, , a net, hunter's net,

Lat. cassis ; the toils, i. e. perils, of the

sword.-, , or-, , (,) a line of nets.-, , ov, or os, , (,) sur-

rounded with nets ; death amid
the toils :., , a net or place beset with

nets.-, <5, (,) a watcher of nets.,, , (same Root as,) a
chariot, war-chariot, car. 2. chariot and horses,

the yoked chariot : also the horses., ,() sustenance allotted, food.-£,, , (,) an eastern carriage

with a cover, esp. for women and children.«5, , ov,() of or belonging to a chariot:

esp. of music, whether of a mournful or martial cast., f.,() to drive a chariot, go therein., , chariot-driving. From, f., to drive a chariot. From-, ov, , (,) a driver of
chariots, charioteer.
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, (,) rattling /itb
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chariots.-,,(,) making chariots;~/, , a wheelwright, chariot-maker.-, f., (,) to keep cha-

riot horses, esp. for racing. Hence, , a keeping of chariot horses.- Ion. -, , (,) the

course of a chariot, wheel-track., , —., , the tackle or rigging of a ship : any

tools or implements, like. (From same Root as,.), , , . aor. pass. part, of., ,, also os,,()fitting together:

hence well-fitting, agreeable., Att., Dor. : f. :

aor. : pf. :—Pass., aor. :

pf. : (, ) :

—

to fit together, join,

esp. o( joiiier's work:—Med. to join for oneself,
put

together : to prepare, make ready. 2. of marriage,

to give in marriage

:

—Med. to marry, take to wife

:

—Pass, to be married to. 3. to bindfast. 4.

to set in order, arrange, govern. II. intrans. to

fit, fit well: to be adapted, fitfor. III. impers.,

it isfitting, Lat. decet, c. inf. ; ffiyav ., Adv., =, just, newly, lately. (Properly

an old dat. of.)-, f., (,) to join together., ,() afitting together: ajoint. II.

a union between persons, covenant. III. an ordi-

nance, decree ; hence fate. IV. as a term in

music, harmony, concord. 2. in Rhet. the intona-

tion of the voice. 3. generally, harmony, agree-

ment, etc. ; woman's
perverse temper., , , () skilled in music :

the theory of music., , (a for,) a joining, a joint;

a joint or opening in the tomb
made by tearing away the stones., Dor. for.,, ,() joined work.,, , = sq. : poet., also, a
commander., , , () one who arranges or

governs, a governor : esp. a harmost, the governor of

the Greek islands and towns in Asia Minor sent out

by the Lacedaemonians during their supremacy: also

the governor of a dependent colony., Att. for, q. v., ace. with no nom. in use, dual apve, plur., etc.; v. sub.&,, , () a sheep's skin., , , () of a lamb or sheep ;

slaughtered sheep.

apveios, , () a young ram: but as Adj., ap-

a male sheep.

-,, ,(,)feasting ? sheep., fut. : aor. pass,,
but also aor. med.: Dep. :—opp. to',
to deny: opp. to, to refuse: absol. to say no,

decline : c. inf. to refuse to do., rjpos, ,(() a tumbler: also a diver., f. , () to frisk like a lamb, tumble., , ,() to be denied., ecus, ,() denial., , Dim. of, a young lamb, lambkin.'2,, , gen. of an obsol. nom. *aps,

the nom. in use being : dat.. ace.
;

du. apve
; pi., gen., dat. (. ap-), ace. :

—a lamb, Lat. agnus, agna : also

a sheep., defect. Dep., used only in pres. and impf.,

lengthd. form of, to receivefor oneself, gain,
earn, carry off as a prize.^, Dor. for, fut. .', . aor. 2 med. of., -, aor. I imperat. of., , () arable, fruitful : metaph. fit

for engendering children., (, ,() a ploughing, tillage. II.

arable land, corn-land, Lat. arvum.,, ,() a ploughman, husbandman

;

a steer for ploughing. II. metaph.
a father., , , —, a ploughman;

labourers of the Muses, i. e. poets., ,() tillage, ploughing, husbandry;' to live by husbandry. 2. the crop, fruit

of thefield: also afield. II. the season of tillage,

seed-time., , ,() of corn-land., 4, , =. Hence, f. ,, —, to plough., , , of or for the plough., f. [\, —, to plough.-, , (,) one who
ploughs to andfro, like a runner in the.-, , (,) labouring at

the plough.-, f. , (,) to draw
the plough., , () a plough, Lat. aratrum.

[a], fut. med. of: but (]
of., , () tilled or arable land, seed-land,

corn-land, Lat. arvum: also generally, soil, land;

father-land :— metaph. Of a woman as

givifig birth to children. Hence, , , belonging to corn-land, rustic; /tCs

field-mouse., , Dim. of.-, , (,) working in the

field.', : f. , poet,- : aor. : pf.
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:—Pass., aor. pf. :

—to

plough, till, Lat. arare. II. to sow, els. 2. metaph. of the husband, to beget

:

Pass, of the child, be begotten.-, Ep. for, 3 pi. pres. of., ,() seizure, robbery, rape. II.

the thing seized, booty, plunder. III. rapacity., , () a hook for drawing up a

bucket. 2. a rake, Lat. harpdgo.,, ,() that which is seized,

booty, plunder., ,() robbery. . anything that

is seized, plunder.' : fut., Att. or-
: aor. , Att. : pf. :—Pass.,

aor. or : aor. 2^ [] :

pf. or :

—

to ravish away, to carry

off; in part., (pepeiv, Lat. raptim ferre. 2.

to grasp hastily, snatch up : also to grasp with the

mind, apprehend. 3. to seize and overpower. II.

to plunder. Hence, 6, a robber.—Fem.., 77, ,() seized in haste.

apiraXeos, a, ov, and os, ov, () grasping,

greedy: also attractive, pleasant. Adv. -ecus, eagerly.

Hence, f., to catch at, seize upon, receive., ayos, , ,() robbing, rapacious, Lat.

rapax. II. as Subst., , a robber, plun-

derer. 2., , robbery, rapine., , () a rope, cord, for snaring

game : the twist or thread of which cloth is made

:

also a bow-string., , () a bird of prey, a kind of fal-

con. II. a sickle : a scimetar., ,() the snatcbers, i. e. whirlwinds.

In later mythology they appear as winged monsters

who snatched away food from table.', Sjvos, 6, earnest-money, caution-

money : a pledge, earnest, Lat. arrhabo, arrha.-, ov, (a privat.,) unsewed, without

seam or suture.

ap-p€KTOs, poet. d'-p€KTOS, ov, (a privat., ^)
undone : unfinished.

ttppeviKos, 77, , () masculine, male.€-5, TTatSos, , 77, (, nais) of male

children. 2. with a boy.

appev-amos, ov, (, ) masculine-looking,

masculine.-, ov, (a privat.,^) unbroken, not to

be broken or wounded: metaph. untiring. Adv..", , ,, , gen. evos : old Att. -: Ion.' :

—

male,. to: hence mas-
culine, manly, strong : as Subst., , the male., is, () fierce, savage.

-pTjTOs, ov, also 77, ov, (a privat.,) unsaid,

Lat. indictus : not dividged, untaught. II. not to

be told, secret, mysterious; r € things

-.
that may be published and must not be told. 2.

that cannot be told, horrible, shockifig, Lat. nefandus

;

things most horrible. 3. shame-

ful to be spoken; , Lat. dicenda

tacenda., f. 77*70;, ($) to carry the peplos

of Pallas. Hence, , the procession with the peplos in

honour of Pallas.-, at,(,} at Athens, two maid-
ens who. carried the peplos and other holy things (-) of Pallas in the Scirophoria.-, ov, (a privat.,^) not shivering from
cold or fear.

ap-pi£os, ov, (a privat.,) not rooted.

dp-pts, Ivos, 6, 77, (a privat., pis) without nose, with-

out smell.

"APPIXOS, , Att. 7), a basket. []-, ov, (a privat.,) without rhythm or

proportion : in undue measure, unsuitable, notfitting.

Adv. -, out of time.-, ov, (a privat.,) unwri7ikled.-, utyos, , , (a privat., ) without cleft,

unbroken., f.,() to be weak or sickly.

Hence,, , a sickness., , () weakness, sickness, ill

health; inability to serve

from ill health.--os, ov, (a privat.,) weak, sickly :

hence languid, remiss.

upcrai,,, and, aor. I

act. and med. of., Ep. for 77/icre, 3 sing. aor. I of.
dpaevucos, 77, , =.-, ov, 6, (,) one guilty of

unnatural offences.

"AP2HN, , Ion. and Att. for later.
dptrtos, ov, () fitting, agreeing , friendly

.

-, , ,, , gen., contr. for

(, ttous) lifting the feet.

-ts, es, 77, () a raising or lifting. II. in

prosody, the rise of the voice on thefirst syllable, arsis,

ictus, opp. to 6iais the letting it sink., Ion. for, fut. of., , a Persian measure, artaba, — I medim-

nus + 2 choenices.«, f., to cut in pieces, cut up. From

"APTA'MOS, , a butcher, cook.

[], ,() that by which something is

hung up, a rope, halter., Ion.€ : f. T^cro; : pf. :—Pass.,

aor. : pf., Ion. 3 pi. :

(same Root as) :

—

to fasten to, hang one

thing upon another :—Pass, to be hung upon, hang

upon, tlvos: hence to depend tipon, Lat. pendere ab

aliquo. II. Pass, to befitted, prepared, made ready.
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pf. pass, of., is, (aprios) safe and sound. Hence, , safety, soimdness.

"APTEMI2, gen., ace. iv or , , Artemis,

the Roman Diana, goddess of the chace, daughter of

Zeus and Leto, sister of Apollo. In Homer women
who die suddenly and without pain are said to be

slain by her ayava, as men by those of Apollo.

Hence, , a temple of Artemis., , a Spartan month, answering to part

of Att. Elaphebolion., ovos, ,() the foresail; or top-sail,

supparum., Ion. for., , () that which hangs down, a

hangi?ig ornament, pendant., , () the windpipe or trachea.
VAPTI, Adv. just, exaetly : just now, even now

:

straightway, forthwith : but also of something just

past, opp. to. II. in compos, it mostly

denotes what has just happened.£, f., (apTios) to play at odd and even,

Lat. par impar ludere. II. to count., Adv. (apTios) an even number of times.-, is, (,) just steeped.-, ov, (, yos) just married.

apTi-"y€V€ios, ov, (, yiveiov) with the beardjust

growing.-, ov, new-born.,-, is, (,^) newly carved.-, ov,just born.-, is, (,) just taught.-, , (,) just weeping, ready to

weep.

-Bopos, ov, {,) just stript off.€€, , pecul. fern, of-, is, (aprios, eiros) ready of speech, glib.-£, , (, ys) a late union;

apT^vyia newly-married husbands.£, f., (apTios) to get ready, perform.-, is, (,) just blooming.-, is, (,) just dead.-, ov, (,) close-glued, cling-

ing close to. II. metaph. fitting well together

;

cts' in the nick of time, opportunely.-,, ,(,) just having got hair

or leaves.-, ov, (, iy) speaking readily.-, ov, (,) just born.-^, is, (,) having just learnt.

aprios, a, ov,(,) complete, perfect of
its kind, exactly fitted ; to speak to the

purpose; thought things fitting or agree-

able. 2. active, quick, ready, c. inf. II. of

numbers, even, opp. to, odd.-, is, (,^ aor. 2 pass, of-
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) just put together, just made:—of cheese, just

coagulated, Lat. recens coactus.-, ov, newly gotten, epith. of money.
-iros, Ep. for-.-, , ,, , gen., (apTios,)

sound or swift offoot, opp. to $. II. coming
just in time., eais, ,() a preparing, adorning.-5, ov, (,) just dug.-, ov, (,) speaking readily.

-TOKOs, ov, (,) just bom. 2.

paroxyt., ov, act. having just given

birth.-, is, (,) just become vi-

sible.-, ov, gen. ovos, (apTios,) sound of

mind, intelligent.-, «, and5, ov, (,) just

born, just made.-, is, (,) just yawning or

opening.-,, (, xvoos contr.) with the

down just growitig.-, ov, (,) just smeared over,

ready spread., Adv. of apTios, like, just, exactly.

-KOiros, ov, (apTOS,) working at bread,

baking bread : as Subst. a baker.-, ov, (apTos, yvos) with bread and
bottle in it, epith. of a wallet.-, , ($,) making bread: as

Subst. a baker.-, , , (apTos,) a dealer in

bread: baker. Hence, , a baker s shop.-, , , fern, of8, a bread-

woman.
"APTOS, , a loaf, esp. of vjheat, for barley-bread

is: when it means bread it is commonly in

plur.-, f., (apTos,) to eat wheaten

bread, opp. to to eat barley-bread., to eat bread. From-5, , , (apTos, ayev) bread-eater., ,() seasoning, spice., , () a magistrate at Argos and

Epidaurus, like.
[] : fut., Ep. : aor. -

: aor. I pass., :—also : fut. -
[] : aor. : pf., pass, :

(same Root as .) To arrange, manage,

contrive : in bad sense, to scheme, hence -
veiv, Lat. insidias struere, to contrive a trick : gene-

rally, to prepare, make ready

:

—Med. to prepare,

make ready., , () a pail for drawing water,

bucket, larger than the., aor. I med. part, of.
5
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ladle, cup., ov, () fit to drink.', Att. []: f. []: aor. :
•—Pass., aor. [] or) : cf.,.
Lat. HA UR-IRE, to draw water for another : Med.

to draw for oneself: c. gen., -
to draw from the waters of the Nile :—metaph.

to win, gain.-, , (, ayyeXos) an archangel., , , () old-fashioned, anti-

quated.-, ov,(, yov-) of ancient race., f.< to discuss antiquities or things

out of date. From-, ov,(, ^) one who writes

ancient history.----, ov,(,,^,,) . dear old

songs from Phrynichtis' Phoenissae., (sub. ), , properly neut. of -, the original sum, the principal, Lat. sors.-, ov,(,) rich from
olden time.

apxau>-Trp€irr)S, «,(,) distinguished

of old, time-honoured., a, ov,( ) from the beginning, ancient:

in good sense, time-honoured ; but in bad sense, like, antiquated, gone by: also simple, silly. 2.

ancient, former.-, ov,(,) old-fashioned.-, , (,) an election of ma-

gistrates, Lat. Comitia. Hence6£, f. , to hold the Comitia : also to

canvassfor election., Adv. of, anciently. 2. in anti-

quated style.

€-, insep Prefix from, with idea of excel-

lence or superiority., Ion., , properly neut. of an Adj., a, ov: ():—a public building, such as

a town-hall, senate-house, residence of the chief magis-

trates, Lat. Curia.4-, ov, (€-,) beginner of ill.«-, ov, Att.-, , (-,)
leading the people, a chief, contr.-., £p. inf. of.€-, ov, (-,) enjoying ancient

wealth., , Dor. for, () a leader,

prince. II. as Adj., a princely

throne.-, ,(-,) an archetype, pattern,

model.

., f. , () to command, lead.

o-PX^"X°P°S, ov, (-,) leading the chorus

or dance.'', , a beginning, first cause, origin ;

in the beginni?ig, at first ; £t from the

first; absol., atfirst; not atfirst, i.e.

never at all, not at all, like Lat. omnino non. 2.

a first principle, element. 3. in plur., =,
firstlings. 4. the corner of a sheet. II. supreme
power, sovereignty, dominion, ; c. gen. rei,' power over Asia : —also an empire. 2.

in Att. prose, a magistracy, office in the government:

they were mostly obtained in two ways,

by election, by lot.-€, , (, yev4o6ai) causvig the first

beginning of a thing., f. , to be a leader or ruler ; and, f., to make a beginning. From-, ov, : fern,,, but dat.py : Dor. : (, yioa) a

leader : thefounder of a oity or family. II. a

first leader, prince, chief.-, Dor.-, , (, yoa) be-

ginning, originating. II. as Subst. like-y, a leader, founder, Lat. auctor ; a first fa-
ther. 1. a prince, chief., Adv. () from the beginning., , Ion. for., Adv., v. .'-, insep. Prefix from, like -,, , Dim. of, a little office., , ,() belonging to the

Chief Priest.

-€€, , : Ion. nom., ; also, whence ace. pi. : (,) a
chief priest, high priest.-€, , (-,) the chief priest-

hood.-, ov, (-,) ruling the

sea., f., to be. From-, , (-,) the chief of

or sacred embassy.-,, , a chief of robbers., , , () royal. 2. fit for rule:

skilled in government.-, ov, , a chief pilot.-, , a chief comedian.-, , a chief cupbearer.-€, ov, , a chief of pirates.-, gen. , 6, (-,) a chief

shepherd.

apx-ipevs, , Ion. for.-, , (-, vvayy) the ruler of

a synagogue.«, f., to be a chief builder or archi-

tect : to construct, contrive, Lat. struere. From-, ovos, , a master-builder, director of
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tvorh, architect, engineer: generally, an author, con-

triver.-€5, ov, , a chief collector of taxes, chief

publican*-$, , the president of a banquet or

triclinium, so called because the guests reclined on

couches placed along three sides of the table., 6, a leader, chief, commander. From
"APXfi, f. £>: aor. £ : pf. fjp\a:—more

commonly in Med. : fut. : aor. I: pf.":—Pass., fut.: aor. I. I. of Time, to begin : c. gen. to make

a beginning of a thing, : with inf. or

part., to begin to build;

the soul begins to sink. 2.

to begin from or with; Aios, to begin from
Jove, Lat. a Jovs principium. 3. c. gen. rei et

dat. pers., to make preparations

for a banquet to the gods :—Med. also in a religious

sense, like, to begin a

sacrifice with the limbs. 4. c. ace,, to shew him the way:—imperat., begin!—
part., atfirst. II. of Place and Sta-

tion, mostly c. gen. to rule, be leader of:—more
rarely c. dat., :—c. ace. cognato, -

to bold an office. 2. Pass, to be ruled

or governed : , subjects., ovros, 6, (properly part, of) a ruler,

captain, chief, king. 2. , the chief

magistrates at Athens, nine in number, the first being

called emphatically 6 or",
the second , the third, the

remaining six oi.
*yAPH, a form assumed as the Root of.

[a], fut. of : but [], of., , (^) help, succour, protection ;)
help against disease.-, ov, , (aparyos,) helper of

sailors., .() helpi7ig, aiding, propitious; c.

gen. useful in a thing. II. as Subst., ,
a helper, defender, an advocate before a tribunal.

*APflMA, , any seasoning, spice., , () corn-land, Lat. arvum., Ep. for, contr. from, pres.

inf. of., Dor. for.
as, as or as, Aeol. and Dor. for, till, until.

as, Dor. gen. for -, from , , ., contr. for, aor. I inf. of, to hurt., aor. I inf. of, to satiate.

acrai, contr. for, aor. 1 inf. of., aor. I opt. of, to satiate.--os, ov, (a privat.,) not trodden down.-, ov, (a privat.,) not having
been at Salamis, no true seaman, [/xt]-, ov,(a privat.,) unshaken, calm., plur. aor. 2 of, to sleep.

, , a bathing-tub. (Deriv. uncertain.),,, Lacon. for,','.
a-aav8aXos, ov, ( priv.,) without sandals.-, ov, ( privat.,) not to be flattered,

harsh, morose.--apKos, ov, (a privat.,) without flesh, lean., contr. for, 3 sing. aor. I med. of,
to hurt., aor. I med inf. of, to satiate., , indistinctness. From-5, , ( privat.,) indistinct, dim,faint,

uncertain, obscure. Adv. -, indistinctly., f., () to surfeit, cloy, satiate

:

—Pass,, with aor. I pass,, and med.-, to feel loathing or nausea, to be disgusted or

vexed at a thing.--os, ov, also , ov, (a privat.,) un-

quenched, not to be quenched : endless, cease-

less. II. as Subst., (sub.) ; ,
unslaked lime. 2. asbestus, a mineral which resists

the action of fire."202, , rarely , also, , soot., for, 3 sing. aor. I of, to hurt., ,() impiety, profaneness., f.,() to act profanely or impi-

ously, sin against the gods. Hence,, , an impious act, a sin.-, , ( privat.,) ungodly, unholy,

profane., fut. inf. of, to satiate, []
a-creipojTOs, ov, (a privat.,) not drawing by

a trace (but by the yoke), of the two middle horses

in a team of four abreast, the outer two being called.--TOS, ov, (a privat.,) not lighted., f. : pf. pass,^ : (-) :

—

to behave licentiously., ,() licentiousness.-, , (a privat., -) licentious, brutal.

Adv. -, extravagantly.-, ov, (a privat.,) zvithout moon., =, to act impiously. From-, ov, (a privat.,) not to be reverenced,

unholy., 2 pi. fut. med. of, to satiate., Dor. for, Att., fut. of., , (, to satiate) surfeit, loathing, disgust. 2.

generally, anguish, distress.

-ijs,, aor. 1 pass. subj. and inf. of.-, ov, (a privat.,) without leader,

untended. II. unsealed, unmarked.-, ov, (a privat.,) without sign or mark;

u/icoined gold ; arms with-

out device. II. of sacrifices, etc., giving no sign,

obscure. III. indistinct, unseen, unheard : of

sounds, inarticulate. 2. of persons and places, mm-

known, obscure, ignoble.
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-, ov, gen. ovos, -., 77»() want of strength, weakness,

sickliness. 2. a disease., f.,() to be weak, feeble, sickly., aros, ,() an infirmity.-^, is, (a privat.,) without strength,

weak : feeble, sickly. 2. of property, poor ; -
the weaker sort, i. e. the poor. 3. insigni-

ficant : so of streams, small.-, f.,() to weaken., Adv. of, weakly, feebly, slightly., aros, , (, to blow) hard-drawn breath,

panting, gaspingfrom toil. II. a breath, breathmg.,() to breathe hard, gaspfor breath.-, , , (,) an A starch, the

highest religious official under the Romans in the

province of Asia., ados, ,() fern. Adj. Asiatic: '
(with or without ), the lyre as improved by

Cepion of Lesbos.-^, , (', ytvos) of Asiatic descent.-, ov, (a privat.,) not of iroti. 2.

without sword.-, , (a privat.,) of persons, unhurt,

unharmed: of things, midamaged. II. act. not

harming, doing no harm: innocent. 2. protecting

from harm. Hence-, Adv. innocently : Sup..
doxos, a, ov, () slimy, miry.

"A2I2;,, , slime, mud., f.,() to go withoutfood, tofast., , want offood, fasting. From-, ov, (a privat.,) without eating,fasting.

or5, , a kind of lizard.-, ov, (a privat.,) unhoed, undug., , , a mean bed. II. a bier.- and -, Adv. of,
without winking, without unchanged look.-, ov, (a privat.,) not

blinking, with steady impudent look. II. of time,

in a twinkling.-, , (a euphon.,) dried up,

withered. 2. neut., as Adv., also-, obstinately, stubbornly.-, ov, (a privat.,) unhewn.-, ov, (a privat., fut. of)
inconsiderate :—Adv. -tow, inconsiderately. II.

unconsidered, unobserved.-, , =.-, ov, (a privat.,) unfurnished : c. gen.

unfurnished with . . ,$. .2, f. : pf., pass, :

—

to

work curiously
, fashion, dress out, adorn : also, 2.

to honour a divinity, Lat. colere. II. in Att.

and prose, to practise, exercise, Lat. exercere ; said

either of the person, as, to exercise

the body ; or of the thing, as. to prac-

tise an art. 2. c. inf., I prac-

.
tise or endeavour to remain such. 3. absol. to

practise, train.5, , unhurt, unharmed : unscathed. (De-
riv. uncertain.), aTos, ,() an exercise.-, ov, (a privat.,) withotit tents.,, ,() exercise, training ;

tivos practice of or in a thing. II. a trade, pro-
fession, Lat. ars., a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be practised., , ,() one who practises any art

or trade, opp. to : an athlete. Hence, , , mdtistrious : athletic., , ,() curiously wrought. 2.

exercised in a thing. 3. to be acquired by practice,

as opp. to.-, a, ov, (a privat.,) without shade.-, ovos, , , (a privat.,) without a

staff, [t],, the temple of Aesculapius. From, , Asclepios, Lat. Aesculapius, in

Homer a Thessalian prince, famous as a physician :

later, son of Apollo and Coronis, tutelary god of

medicine.-, ov, (a privat.,) not seeing : im-

prudent : ttnregardful of, tivos. II. pass, un-

seen. 2. not to be seen, obscure : incredible.

2'2§, , a leathern bag, a wineskin. 2. ge-

nerally, an animal's hide

:

—proverb.,

toflay one alive: to beflayed alive., , () the second day of the rural

Dionysia, on which they danced upon wine-skins.

Hence£, f. , to dance as at the Ascolia., aTos, , () the leather padding of

the hole which served for the row-lock, put there to

make the oar work easily., , (q) a song, lay.--, , , (,) twister

of song., , ov, as if for, perf. pass. part,

of : well-pleased, glad : often in dat.,

it would be to me well-pleased, glad should

I be of it :—Comp.*$,- and --
pos. Adv. -, gladly, readily., contr. for, fut. of, to sing.'-, ov, (a privat.,) unwise, foolish.^', fut. : Dep. :— to welcome

kindly, bid welcome, greet, Lat. salutare : also to greet

on taking leave. 2. to embrace, lass, caress. 3.

to cli?ig fondly to, cleave to, as a disciple to his mas-

ter. 4. . . to be glad that . .-, Ion. impf., (a euphon.,-
) to pant, gasp, struggle convulsively., , a sweet-scented shrub., Att., , asparagus.-, ov, (a privat.,) of land, unsown,

untilled : of plants, not sown, growing wild.
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well-pleasing. II. well-pleased, glad. Hence, Adv. readily, gladly.,, ,() a welcome, greet-

ing : in plur. embraces., ,() an embrace: affection., , , =, welcome.-,, (a privat.,) to be appeased

by no libations, implacable.

-€5, , (a privat.,) without seed, i. e.

without posterity.

-crrrcpxts, Adv., (a euphon.,) hastily, Jrotly,

unceasingly.

tt-air€TOS, ov, (a privat.,) unspeakable, unut-

terable, unspeakably great: neut. as Adv.,

tinspeakably

:

— but, an indistinct

voice.--,, , (,) one

that throws away his shield, a runaway, coward.--, , (,) wielding a

shield.-, ,(,) shield-bearing : as

Subst. a shield-bearer, warrior., , () shield-bearing, a warrior.,-o-Cxos, ,(, ') a shield-bearer., , an armourer's shop. From-, , (,) a shield-maker.-, ov, gen., (,) liv-

ing by the shield, a warrior.-, , ), ( privat.,) without stain,

spotless, pure.

2'2,, , a round shield, Lat. clipeus, made
of bull's hide, overlaid with metal plates, with a boss{) in the middle, and fringed with tassels() : the long oblong shield was, Lat.

scutum. 2. in common language used for a body

of men-at-arms (), 8ooo
heavy-armed men ; kn' -

to draw men up twenty-five deep; ',
on or to the left, right shorddersforward,

because the shield was held with the left hand, opp.

to . II. an asp, a kind of snake., rjpos, , and, , , ()
one armed with a shield, a tuarrior : also-,
as Adj., din of shielded warriors.-, ov, (a privat.,) without

bowels : metaph. heartless or merciless.^, Adv. implacably. From-, ov, (a privat.,) without drink-

offering, to whom no drink-offering is poured. II.

without regular truce (which was ratified by-) : a keeping out of treaty or covenant

with others. III. adtnitting of no truce, impla-

cable ; a deadly curse.-5, ov, (a privat.,) no* zeal-

ously pursued. II. not worth zeal, mischievous.- and-, Adv. (a privat.,)
without zeal : without a struggle, ignobly.

, Att., Ion. for, neut. pi. of ',
which, whichsoever, what, whatever., Att., Ion. for, something, some., , Dim. of Lat. as, afarthing., Adv., Comp. of, nearer : sometimes c.

gen., nearer to me :—also Adv.-, whence was formed the Comp. Adj.-
pos, Sup., Adv.., Att. contr. for.-, , (a privat.,') unsteady, unstable.-, ov, (a privat.,) unsteady,

unstable : of things, uncertain.-, ov, (a privat.,) not trickling, i. e.

gushing in streams:—Adv., m floods.-, ov, (a privat.,) without

party-spirit, quiet. Adv. -.«, f., to be unstable : be a wanderer. From-, ov, (a privat.,') not steadfast, un-

certain, unstable.,, , fern. Adj. consist'mg of raisins.

[] From-,, , (a euphon.,) a raisin.€<, dat. pi. of-,, , (a euphon.,) an ear ofcorn.-€5, ov, (a privat.,) uncovered, of

a ship, undecked; from their hav-

ing no shelter.€£, Dep. to be witty. From
a<TT€ios, ov, also a, ov, () of the town; then,

like Lat. urbamis, courteous, polite, witty, elegant,

neat, pretty ; opp. to.
a-CTTetiFros, ov, (a privat.,) ttntrodden.-, , (a privat.,) ?inmoved, un-

shaken : Adv., to hold one

fast. 2. of persons, inexorable.-^, ov, (a privat.,) without sigh

or groan : without needfor groans.€, verb. Adj. of, one must sing.

a-aT€iTTOS, ov, (a privat.,) uncrowned: hence,

unhonoured.«-,, , ,(, ,) without

love of man, hating wedlock. [7a]-, , (a privat.,) without love, un-

kind, hateful.-. ,(,) starry.€5, , , () starry : sparkling,

glittering., , poet, for, lightning. Hence, ov, , the lightener.-,,(,) starry: star-like, bright.-«5, ov, (a privat.,) without crown,

ungarlanded.-€§,^, (a privat.,) not crowned., , fern, of, afemale citizen.--, ov, (a privat.,) without tombstone.2', , gen. : dat. pi., Lat.

ASTRUM, a star. 2. any luminous body, a

meteor.
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fixed, unsettled, unstable.-, , (a privat.,) not to be trodden,

holy. 2. untrodden, solitary., , , () of a city or town, opp. to

country : , like ', the

Dionysia celebrated in the city; cf. sub :

also native, opp. to foreign. II. =,
neat, pretty.-$, ov, (a privat.,) not branded, not

marked with spots.-, ov, (a privat., -) not

scraped with the strigil, unclean, dirty.-, ov, (a privat.,) without the stole.-, ov, (a privat.,) speechless. II.

of horses, hard-mouthed, unmanageable. III. of

dogs, bad-mouthed, unable to bite. IV. of a sword,
without edge.

-ljevos, , , (,) the public guest of
a city.

--5, ov, (a privat.,-) without natural

affection, heartless, barbarous.

-ros, 6,() a townsmari, citizen, fellow-citizen,

opp. to., f., to miss the mark : tofail. From-, ov, (a privat.,) missmg the mark,
ai?ni?ig badly : aimless, absurd.-, , a pack-saddle, an easy saddle. From-$, is, (a privat.,) untwisted,

straight., , Ion. for in.,, one ofthe vertebrae of the neck. II.

the ankle bone, Lat. talus. III. mostly in plur., , dice, which at first were made of the

ankle-bones, Lat. tali : hence the game of dice.

They had only 4 flat sides, whereas the had 6

:

they played with 4 ; the best throw was when all

came different,', Lat. jactus Veneris ; the

worst, when all came alike,, Lat. cants.2',, aflash oflightning, lightning, []€, f., to carry lightnings. From-, ov, (, ) lightning-

bearing, flashing., f. , () to lighten : impers.,

it lightens : trans, to flash forth. II.

intr. to flash or glance like lightning., dat. pi. of.-, , ( privat.,) exemptionfrom
service. 2. a shunning of service, which at Athens
was a heavy offence

;^* to

be indicted for it ; to be convicted

of it.-, ov, (a privat.,) exemptfrom
service. 2. never having served.

d-CTTpeirTos, ov, (a privat.,) not to be bent

:

of persons, unbetiding.-, ov, gen. ovos,(,') near

the stars.

, , astrology. From-, , (,) an astronomer:
later, an astrologer.
vA2TPON,, Lat. ASTRUM,astar, constellation.), f., and, f., to be

an astronomer, study astronomy : and, , astronomy. From-, ov,(,) classing the stars

:

as Subst.,, , an astronomer.-, ov, (a privat.,) without turning

round, Lat. irretortus ; to go without

turning the back., , ov,() of the stars, starry.-, , —.-, ov, (a privat.,) without bed
or bedding: unsmoothed, rugged.

*A2;TT, to : gen. , contr., also :
—a city,

town : the Athenians called their own city", as

the Romans called theirs Urbs ; though also de-

noted the Upper Town, as opp. to Peirtreus.-,, , (,) lord of the city.-, ov, 6, (,) crying through

the city, epith. of a herald.-^, ov, gen., (,") near or

bordering on a city : as Subst. a neighbour., Adv. () into, to, or towards the city., , , —.-, ov, (apriv.,) without pillar orprop.-, (,) victorious., to be an. From-, 6,(,) a magistrate at Athens,

who had the care of the police, streets, and public

buildings : they were ten in number, five for the City

and five for the Peiraeeus. II. as Adj. protecting

cities : also public, social ; opyat the feel-

ings of social life.-, ov, (,) keepifig the city.-, ov, (a privat.,) unshaken.-, ov, (a privat.,) not rocky.-, ov, (a privat.,) without

forgiveness, relentless, merciless.-, ov, (a privat.,) not to

be mixed.-, ov, (a privat.,) not

gathered together, unreaped.-, ov, (a privat.,^) not to be

mixed, unsocial.-, ov, see.-, ov, ( privat.,) not

calumniated.5, a, ov, (-) of an asylum.-, ov, (a privat.,) inviolable., ,() inviolability, security, esp. of a

suppliant.-, ov, (a privat.,'^) un-

able to reason

:

—Adv.,- to be

unable to reason.-8, ov, (a privat.,^ free from plunder:
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unharmed, inviolate : also c. gen.,' safe

from marriage.-, ov, (a privat.,) not coming

to terms : incompatible. Adv. -tcus.-, ov, (a privat.,) not to be

guessed, unintelligible.-, ov, (a privat.,) without pay-

ing one's contribution or subscription.-, ov, (a privat.,) incommen-
surate, II. disproportionate, unequal.-, is, ( privat.,) without sym-

pathy.-, ov, (a privat.,) inexpedient,

useless : prejudicial, like Lat. inutilis. Adv. -.-, ov, (a privat.,) not accordant.

a-avvScTOs, ov, (a privat.,) unconnected., ,() want of understanding or

apprehension, stupidity.

a-<ruveTOS, Att. a-£ijv€TOS, ov, (a privat.,)
void of understanding, stupid. II. unintelligible.

Adv. -to;s. []-, Att.-£, ov, gen. ovos, (a privat.,) without understanding.

a-crtJvOcTOS, Att.-, ov, (a privat.,-, cf.) bound by no treaties, faithless.

Adv. —tcus.-, Att.-, ov, (a privat.,-) not arranged together, esp. of soldiers, not

in battle-order : hence disorderly. II. un-

social. III. ill-proportioned. IV. not as-

sessed, freefrom taxes.-, ov, (a privat.,) not strained,

slack. Adv. -, lazily, Sup.-.-, ov, (a privat.,) not well

arranged, not convenient.-, Att., ov, (a privat., -) not holding together: metaph. irregular,

uneven, uncouth, rugged., ov, vile, dishonoured : also dishonouring,

reproachful. (Deriv. unknown.),,, Dor. for-.-, ov, ( privat.,) without con-

vulsion or struggle.-?, ov, (a privat..,) unslaughtered.. 6,() firmness, stability. 2.

assurance from danger, security, personal safety : also

a iafe conduct. 3. certainty, surety., ov, of Neptune, the Securer. From-, , ( privat., aor. 2 inf. of) firm, fast, steadfast. 2. of persons, un-
failing, sure, trusty : of things, sure, certain. 3.

safe, secure ; kv or l£, in safety

;

safety. Hence, f. Att. , to secure, guarantee., aor. 1 pass. inf. of.^ ov, , fem. -itis, , of asphalt, bitu-

minous : , Lat. Lacus Asphaltites,

the Dead Sea. [?] From

, ov, , asphalt or bitumen, forming in

lumps on the surface of water near Babylon, where it

was used as mortar. (Foreign word.), Ion. -ccos, Adv. of, firmly, se-

curely : Comp., Sup.-.-€,( euphon.,^) to ring, resound., , ( euphon.,-) the throat,

gullet.,, Aeol. for,., , asphodel, a plant like the lily. II.

as')., the asphodel meadow, which
the shades of heroes haunted. (Deriv. unknown.), only used in pres. : Ep. 3 sing,,
3 plur., inf., part, :

—another form is. To be vexed, grieved,

c. part., to be vexed at waiting
;

to be vexed at a thing ; c. ace,-
to feel a horror of death. (Deriv.

uncertain.)-, ov, (a privat.,, aor. 2 inf. of 4')
not to be checked or restrained, irrepressible.«, to behave unseemly, act indecorously ;

and, , deformity, indecency. From-, ov, gen., ( privat.,) shape-

less : unseemly, shameful. Adv.., , occupation, industry, business. II.

want of leisure : a hindrancefrom other things;-
to be a hindrance to one. From-, ov, (a privat.,) without leisure, busy,

industrious. Adv. -.,, Ep. pres. part, and 3 plur.

of.-&, ov, ( privat.,) without body, in-

corporeal., , prodigality, dissoluteness. From-, ov, (a privat.,) not to be saved: aban-
doned, profligate, Lat. perditus. Adv. -, disso-

lutely., f. 170*0;, to be undisciplined or disorderly. 2.

generally, to lead a disorderly life. From
-TaKTOS, ov, (a privat.,) out of order, not in

order of battle, not at one's post. 2. undisciplined,

disorderly, irregular, lawless. Adv. -.-, ov, (a privat.,) not toiling

patiently, careless, indifferent.-, ov, (a copul.,) equal in

weight, equivalent or equal to.-, ov, gen. ovos,(,) tender-

minded., only used in pres.() to gambol, sport

about. II. trans, to bring up a child, rear,

foster

:

—Pass, to grow up, wax., , , (akin to) tender, delicate.-, ov,(,) soft-hearted.|, ,() a want of discipline. 2.

disorder, confusion, licentiousness., Ep., Conjunct, but, yet, Lat. at, to
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introduce an objection; irov ep^s still thou didst

say : it often stands for after.-, ov, ( privat.,) without confu-

sion, cool, steady. Hence, , freedomfrom passion, calmness.-, is, (a privat.,) fearless ; )*
rrjs 6ias having no fear about the sight.-, ov, (a privat.,) undaunted., , Ion. for arpaniTOs., , Ion. for -nos., , Ep. for, mischievous, baneful., ,() blind folly, prasump-

tuous sin, recklessness., to act presumptuously. From
cmiaGaXos, ov,(,) presumptuous, reckless.

a-ravpcoTOS, ov, also , ov, (a privat., ravpos) un-

wedded, virgin, pure.-, ov, (a privat.,) unburied., f., () to hurt, harm : Pass, to suffer,

be in distress.

€, ace. plur. neut. of '€, used as Adverb, like

anep, just as, as if, so as. II. only in Prose,

inasmuch as, seeing that, Lat. quippe, iitpote.-, ov, (a privat.,^) unwetted, not soft-

ened : hard-hearted, relentless.-, es, (a privat.,) not to be worn away

:

untiring, unwearied : also stubborn, unbending

:

wearisome.-€5, ov, (a privat.,€) without walls

and towers, unfortified. II. not walled in, not

blockaded.

a-T€KjxapTOS, ov, (a privat.,) not to be

guessed, obscure, vague, dark: of men, uncertain.

Adv., ' to be in the dark.€, , childlessness. From
u-t€kvos, ov, (a privat.,) childless., ,() at Athens, exemptionfrom pub-

lic burdens (), Lat. immunitas.

a-TcXeCTTOS, ov, (a privat.,) without end or

effect : unfinished

:

—neut. pi., as Adv., in

vain. II. uninitiated in.-, ov, (a privat.,) not coming

to an end, unaccomplished. II. endless, im-

practicable.-, ov, (a privat.,) endless.

d-TeXirjs, is, (a privat.,) without end, unaccom-

plished. 1. ineffectual, Lat. irritus. 3. imper-

fect, unripe, II. act. not bringing to an end, not

accomplishing a thing. III. at Athens, freefrom
public burdens (), exempt, Lat. immunis. IV.

uninitiated in a thing, tlvos., , Ion. for., only used in pres. to bring to harm, to mal-

treat, confound

:

—Pass, to be bereft of a thing;-
they are deprived of, i.e. past, youth.

(Deriv. uncertain.) [a]-, €S, (a copul.,) strained tight : hence

intent, intense: excessive. 2. straight, direct:

straightforward. 3. unbending, stubborn. II.

Adv., or drives, exceedingly. Hence€, f., to look at intently, gaze at.

"ATEP, Prep. with. gen. without, except, besides. II.

aloof, apart, awayfrom.-^, ov, (a privat.,) unsoftened, un-

feeling, inexorable.- [], ov, gen. ovos, Att. for.
€0€, before a vowel, —.-, ov, gen. ovos, (a privat.,) without

bounds : having no outlet, inextricable.

arepos [a], ov, Dor. for, ov. 2.

[a], Att. contr. for ', gen., dat.,
etc., or with mark of crasis,, etc.-, es, (a privat.,) unpleasing, joyless,

sad. II. not enjoying a thing, tlvos.

a-Tcpiros, ov, =.-, es, and-€8, ov, (a privat., re)
unarmed.

a-T6Xvos, ov, or-€5, , (a privat.,) with-

out art, unskilled, rude: of things, inartificial. II.

without art or cwining, simple.

a-T€Xvais, Adv. of, and-€, of,-
vos, without art or skill, rudely. II. really, abso-

lutely, utterly, Lat. plane, prorsus, in which sense it is

mostly written; as ' I am
an utter stranger., only in part, , fool-hardy, reckless.

From, , () distraction, folly, delusion : judicial

blindness sent by the gods. 2. ruin, mischief: of

persons, a bane, pest. 3. personified, the god-

dess of mischief: the come slowly after her, un-

doing the evil she has worked, v. II. 9. 500. []
a-TT]KTOS, ov, (a privat.,) unmelted., f., to be careless. From-€, (a privat.,) careless., ov, () unheeded, uncared

for. 2. baffled, disappointed. II. act. taking

no heed: Adv., tlvos to take no

heed of a thing., , , {) deluded, driven to ruin. II.

baneful, ruinous. Add. -pas. [a]

'AtOls, , , Attic; cf. '. II. as

Subst. (sub. 777), Attica. 2. (sub.), the

Attic dialect.

6,-tUtos, ov, (a privat.,) unhonoured. II.

act. not honouring.

-£, f., ( privat., =) not to honour :

absol. in part., unheeding: but c. ace. to slight,

treat lightly.-€5, ov, (a privat.,) untamed, not

to be tamed, wild.-, , 6,(, ~/) despising or

forsaking the herd,feeding alone.-, f. : aor. : pf. :
—

Pass., aor. : pf.: ( privat.,). To esteem lightly, dishonour, slight

:

—Pass.
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to suffer dishonour or insult. II.>= in

legal sense, to deprive of civil rights,, , ov, verb. Adj. of, to be de-

spised. 2., one must dishonour.,, ,() a dishonourer., ov,() dishonoured, despised.-, f. : aor. : pf. :

—

Pass., aor. : (a privat.,) :
—to insult,

slight, dishonour. Hence, ov, unhonoured, despised. II. in

legal sense, not estimated; a cause in

which the penalty is not assessed in court, but fixed

by law., ,() dishonour, disgrace. 1. at

Athens, the loss of civil rights, Lat. deminutio capitis.

-5, ov, (a privat., ) tmhonoured, disho-

noured: c. gen. without the honour of. 2. at

Athens, of a citizen deprived of his privileges either

totally or in part, Lat. capite deminutus, opp. to-
: cf.. .( ) without price or

value. 2. unrevenged, unpunished. Hence, f., to dishonour :—Pass, to suffer dis-

honour. 2. in legal sense, to punish with loss of
civil privileges (), Lat. aerarium facere., Ep. impf. of.-€, and-, Adv. of-, ov, (a privat.,4) unavenged,

unpunished. . unprotected., Adv. of, disgracefidly.--is,, ,() a dishonouring, [], aor. Ion.: ():—to rear,

foster, tend: generally, to cherish.

-TiTOS, ov, also , ov, (a privat.,) unhonoured,

dishonoured. 2. unavenged. II. unpaid.-, ( privat., ) not to honour, not to re-

venge, [r]-, 4s,(, yivos) sprung from Atlas., idos, , daughter of Atlas. From"-, avTos, 6, (a euphon.,) Atlas, one of

the older gods, who bears up the pillars of heaven

:

also one of the Titans. 2. the pillar of heaven,

Mount Atlas in West Africa.4, to he unable to bear, be impatient. From-, Dor.-, ov, (a privat.,) not

to be borne, insufferable. II. not to be dared., , =, smoke, heat.-5, ov, (a privat.,) uncut: of a coun-

try, unravaged, not laid waste. 2. of mines, un-

opened.£, f.,() to smoke : of water, to steam.,, , (,) steam, vapour. \f], , (,) smoke, Lat. vapor.-, ov, (a privat.,) unwalled.

-TOKOS, ov, (a privat.,) never having had
a child. II. without interest, of borrowed
money.-, ov, (a privat.,) not to be dared:
also not to be endured, insufferable.

, , want of daring, cowardice. From-5, ov, (a privat.,) wanting courage,

cowardly. 2. not overdaring, retiring.

-$, ov, (a privat.,) uncut : unmown. II.

not able to be cut, indivisible; kv in a moment
of time.

-rovos, ov, (a privat.,) not stretched, slack, lan-

guid, Lat. remissus. II. () without accent.

a-To£os, ov, (a privat.,) withotit bow or arrow., , strangeness, oddness, absurdity: unusual

nature : unnatural conduct. From
a-TOiros, ov, (a privat.,) out of place, out of

the way, strange, marvellous, odd. 2. absurd, Lat.

ineptus. 3. unnatural, disgusting. Hence, Adv. absurdly.

aTos, ov, contr. for, insatiate, c. gen., , and , a spindle. II. also an

arrow, cf.. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, Ep., , a path.-, Ep. -5, , (a euphon.,) a

path that does not turn, a path, way, road.

€€, , reality, strict truth, accuracy. II.

justice, uprightness. From
'ATPEKH'2, 4s, real, true, exact. II. strict,

just, tipright.-, and before a vowel -€5, Adv., (a

privat., 4) without trembling. 2. quietly,

calmly, gently.-^, a, ov, poet, for, calm, gentle;

a whisper., not to tremble or move, to keep still or

quiet. From
-€5, 4s, (a privat.,4) not trembling, un-

moved, calm: Adv.€, quietly., ,() a keeping still : calmness.€£, f. Att. ,() to keep quiet :

to be restless or tinquiet.

a-TpeiTTOS, ov, (a privat.,) unmoved, indif-

ferent.

a-Tp6CTTOS, ov, (a privat.,4) not trembling,fearless.-, ov, (a privat.,) unconquered.-, ov, (a privat.,) not accustomed.-, 4, (a privat.,) not rubbed:

of places, not traversed, pathless : of roads, not

used. 2. of clothes, not much worn, new, Lat.

integer., , Dor. for.
-TpuTTOS, ov, (a privat.,) not worn hard by

work. 2. of corn, not threshed. 3.

thorns on which one cannot tread or walk.-, ov, (a privat.,4)fearless, dauntless.-, ov, (a privat.,4) fearless, dauntless,

Lat. intrepidus., 57, obstinacy. From
a-Tpoiros, ov, (a privat., 4) not turning, un-

changeable. 2. of persons, inflexible : '.,
name of one of the Motpai or Parcae., f., to pine away. From
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:

pining away, ill of an atrophy.

a-rpvyeros, ov, also , ov, (a privat.,) tin-

fruitful, barren : generally, waste, desert.-, is, (a privat.,^) not gathered.-, ov, gen. ovos, = aTpvTOS, c. gen.,

not worn out by ills, []
a-Tpth-os, ov, (a privat.,) not worn down, un-

ahating : of a road, wearisome.-, the Unwearied. (Lengthd. form from, as 'A'idowevs from '.)-, ov, ( privat.,) unwoimded., Att. for, for, v.,.
"ATTA, a salutation used to elders, father; cf.,,, []5, , <5, Lat. attagen, prob. the godwit., a cry of pain or grief: sometimes pro-

longed,, etc.: also used ironically., Ion., , a kind of locust

without wings., f. Att. , ('Attikos) to side with the

Athe?iia?is, Atticize : later, to live like an Athenian,

esp. to speak Attic. Hence5, , a siding with Athens, attachment to

her. II. an Attic expression, Atticism'., Dim. of 'Attikos, a little Athenian.

'Attikos, , , () Attic, Athenian : '
(sub. y)='A^s, Attica., , , a comic alteration of 'Attikos,

imitated from the form of AawviKos., Att. for, nearer., Att. for ,,, q. v.£, aor. part, : Pass. : () :

—

to

be distraught from fear, amazed, bewildered ;-
fiej/os€ flying wildly over the plain : also

distraught with grief: c. ace. to be amazed at a

thing. II. rarely in Act., f. £, to strike

with terror.

a-rCpdvvevTos, ov, (a privat.,) not ruled

by tyratits, freefrom tyrants.-, ov, (a privat.,) not puffed up., f., ($) to be unlucky or unfortu-

nate, fail, miscarry: c. gen. to fail in getting or gain-

ing a thing. 2. vpos to fail with

another, i. e. fail in one's request. Hence, aTos, to, a misfortune, mishap.-, is, (a privat.,^) luckless, unfortunate,

unsuccessful. Adv. —x<5)s., ),() ill luck, badfortune. II.

a miscarriage, mishap.

AT', Adv. of Place, back, backwards, Lat. re-

tro. II. of Time, again, anew, afresh, once more,

Lat. denuo. III. further, moreover, besides, Lat.

porro. 2. on the other hand, in turn, Lat. vicissim., impf.: f.: aor. I pass,-
: () :

—to dry. 2. to wither or parch up;
avaivuv to waste life away: fut. med.

in pass, sense, / shall wither away.

avaXtos, a, ov, (avos) dry, parched, withered: of
hair, rough, squalid : of eyes, sleepless.

-is, r),="Oaats, the name of the fertile islets

in the Libyan deserts., Aeol. for, calamity, mischief; to be pro-

nounced., f. : aor. ^ : (avyrj) :

—

to see

distinctly, discern, behold: so also in Med, II.

intr. to shine.

ATTH', 17, a bright light, esp. of the sun, and so

in plur. the rays, beams of the sun ;
' avyas

under the light of the run, i.e. still alive; avyas(-( to behold the light, i.e. to be alive ; vpbs

avyas to rise surging towards heaven. 2. any light,

esp. of the eyes ; avyai and avyai alone,

like Lat. lumina, the eyes. 3. any gleam on the

surface of bright objects, sheen.,, f.: aor. : Dep.:() :
—to cry out, speak., impf. : f. Att. : aor. -, Ion. 3 sing.€ : pf.:— also, as Dep. :

—

to talk, speak : c. ace. rei, to

speak, say a thing : of oracles, to utter, proclaim. 2.

to speak, to address. 3. c. inf. to tell, bid, order

to do. 4. to call by name; irais45
I am called Achilles' son. 5. like Xeyeiv, Lat.

dicere, to mean. From'', , the human voice, a voice, tone : metaph.

any other soimd, e.g. the twang of the bowstring. 2.

a report, account. Hence
€5, (, ev, speaking with human voice.-6 (i. e. ), aor. avepvaa :

—

to draw
back : to draw the bow : in a sacrifice, to draw back

the victim's head, so as to cut its throat.€, poet,, ), self-will, wilfulness,

stubbornness, presumption. From- [], €S, (civtOs,) self-willed, wilful,

stubborn, headstrong : also unfeeli?ig. Adv. -$.-, , poet, for., f. : (^) : Dep. :

—

to be

self-willed or stubborn., , , (au0a5?/s) disposed to be self-willed., aTos, , (0?7$) an act of self-will,

wilfulness.-, ov,(3,) wilful or proud

of speech.-, ov, gen. ovos, (avros,) of the same
blood : as Subst. a brother or sister, near kinsman.

-aipcTOS, ov, (avTos, ) self-chosen, self-

elected. II. taken upon oneself, self-incurred

:

voluntary, optional. Adv. -to>s.

0€€, f., to have power over. From-, , , contr. for, (olvtos, evrea)

an actual murderer : esp. of murders done by those of

the samefamily : also a self-murderer, suicide. 2.

an absolute master or ruler. II. as Adj.,

(povos death by murder.-, ov, (civtos,) made or happening
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on the very day : Adv. Ion., on

the very day., Adv. shortd. for, of Place, on the spot,

here, there: of Time, forthwith, straightway.-, Ion.-, is, (,) born on

the spot, born in the country, native, Lat. indigena

:

of rivers, rising in the country; avdiyeues spring

water. 2. genuine, sincere., Ion. aims, Adv., a lengthd. form of av: I.

of Place, back, back again. II. of Time, again,

afresh, anew : also hereafter. III. moreover,

besides, in turn, on the other hand.-, (,) akin, of the selfsame

blood.-, ov, (a copul.,) shouting together or

in common, of the Trojans marching to battle.£, /cos, , =, a furrow : also, for

which Homer used. (Deriv. uncertain.)

avXcios, a, ov, sometimes also os, ov, () of or

belonging to the or court; ' at

the door of the court, i. e. at the outer door, house-

door., f., () to play on the flute

:

—Pass.,

of tunes, to be played on the flute; -
the whole house is filled with music :—Med. to

get oneselfplayed to, hear music., , (*,) in Homer the open court be-

fore the house, the court-yard, surrounded with out-

buildings, the altar of Zet/s being in the

middle ; it had two doors, one the house-door (cf.), and one leading through the into

the. II. after Horn., the was the

court or quadrangle, round which the house was
built, having a corridor() all round, from
which were doors leading into the men's apartments;

opposite the house door (cf.) was the (-
or), leading into the women's part

of the house. III. generally, any court or

hall. IV. any dwelling, abode, chamber., aros, , () a piece of musicfor the

flute., Dor. for, 3 pi. fut. of., rjpos, , and, , ,()
flute-player. Hence, , ov, of or for a flute-player ; -

(sub.), his art., 'i8os, , fern, , a flute-girl.

atiXias,, ,() protecting cattle-folds, name
of a Nymph.

: fut. med.: aor.:
aor. I pass, : pf. : Dep. : () :—to lie in the or court-yard, to lie out at night:

generally, to take up one's abode, lodge, live : as a

military term, to encamp, bivouac., , () any country house, a cottage : a
fold. II. chamber, cave.

auXtos, a, ov,() of or belonging to cattle-folds,

rustic.

,, ,() a stall, fold, lent, esp. for

passing the night in ; to pitch one's tent., , Dim. of, a small reed, a pipe,, ioos, ,() a female inmate in

a house.-, , (',) a flute-case.-€«, (,') to make flutes ox pipes.

-iroios, , (,) a flute-maker., , (*, to blow) any wind-instrument, a
flute, made of reed, wood, bone, ivory, or metal ; -^, prob. like Lat. tibia dextra

et sinistra, i. e. bass and treble ; the

pipe of Mars, i. e. a trumpet. 2. any tube, pipe,

groove, socket., u)vos, , poet, also , () a hollow way,

defile, ravine : a canal, aqueduct : a channel, strait

:

the sea-straits, i. e. the Archipelago.--ius, ioos, , (,) epith. of a helmet,

with a tube() to hold the plume ().
AT'SA'Nil or ', poet. 4£ : f.:

aor. : pf. :—Lat. AUGEO, to make
grow, increase : to promote to honour, exalt, ex-

tol. II. Pass., with fut. med. and pass.

: aor. : pf. :
—to grow,

wax, i?icrease : of a child, to grow up : of the wind,

to rise; I grew taller as I

heard. III. intrans. in Act. to grow, wax. Hence, , growth, increase., aor. I pass. part, of., , () the goddess of growth.

-ts, ecus, , () growth, increase., ov, () promoting growth.|-«, ,(,) the new moon.

|, , ,() the goddess of growth, called

to witness in an Athenian citizen's oath., v. sub., , (aZos) dryness, withering.

avos, , ov, () dry, dried, of fruit ;

to ring dry and harsh, of metal. 2. withered,

parched. 3. drained dry, exhausted., , sleeplessness. From
-irvos, ov, (a privat.,) sleepless, wakeful;

a sleep that is no sleep., Ion., , (*,) air in motion, a

breeze, esp. the fresh air of morning, Lat. aura., (from, Aeol. for) Adv. to-morrow;

es on the morrow, next morning or till morn-

ing: (sub.), the morrow; also, ks, ypovos., aor. I inf. of to shout.

-ios, Dor. for., poet,, a, ov, (ados) stin-

burnt, shrivelled, parched, Lat. siccus., , , (*,,) makifig the tongue

dry and rough ; rough, bitter. 1. metaph. like Lat.

austerus, stern, harsh, austere. Hence,, , roughness, roughflavour. 2.

metaph. harshness, sternness, austerity.
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message : bringing news of what one has seen.-, ov, (avros,-) self-chosen, left to

one's choice. II. act. choosing for oneself.-, ov, (avros,$) related as brother

or sister : one's own brother or sister.

-avSpos, ov, (avros,) with the men them-

selves, men and all.

avT-av€i|/ios, a, (avros, avtxf/ios) an own cousin,

cousin-german., Conjunct., Ep. for arap, but, yet, hoivever,

still, besides, moreover. Like arap it always begins

a proposition., , (^) sufficiency in oneself, in-

dependefice.-, es, (avros,) sufficient in oneself,

independent of others ; a country that

supplies itself, that wants no imports ; c. inf.,-!^ fully able to compel., Adv., I. of Time, again, over again. II.

to mark Sequence, again, furthermore, like Lat. an-

tem. 2. however, on the contrary.

-€.., aros, to, (avros,) an
exact impression, true portrait.-, ov, (avros,) in one's own
power : rb free power.-, ov, (avros,) offer-

mg of oneself, of oneself, freely, Lat. sporite:-65, ov, (avros,) of the same
surname.

auT-ep€TT)S, ov, b, (avros,) rower and soldier

a I once., Ep. impf., only used in pres. and
impf., to cry, shout : also in Act., to call, [] From, , () a shout, call, esp. a battle-shout,

war-cry, hence also the battle itself, []-, ov, (avros,) one who has himself

heard, an ear-witness.

-,,, Adv., =, on the selfsame day.-, is, Ion. for~$.
[], Adv. (avros) forthwith, straightway, im-

mediately ; now and hereafter

:

presently, directly, Lat. mox. IL /or example,

just to give an example ; yap ' b

/s ; for example, by what means does Zeus rule the

gods ?

a\ms, Ion. and Dor. for avdis.,, (*,, to blow) breath : the blast of a

bellows. II. a scent, odour.,, , =.-, Adv. (avros,) by a mere shout; av-

to take without resistance.-, ov, (avros,) self-willed.-. ov, (avros, ^) :—$ avr. a mother's intercourse with her own
child.,, f., to act of one's own will or

judgment. From

-, ov, gen. ovos, (avros,) acting

of o?ie's own will or judgment. Adv. -/ioVcus.-, ov, (avros,) self-resolved,

self-chosen.-5, ov, (avros, 7^77$) :

—

aporpov avroyvov a

plough in which the is of one piece with the

and.-5, es, (avros,) unpremeditated.-, ov, (avros,) self-slain or mutu-
ally slain.-£, Adv. (avros, £) with clenched teeth:

hence stubborn.-, (avros,) just ten.-, ov, (avros,) self-evident.-, ov, (avros,) self-taught.-, ov, (avros,) with one's own law-

courts : conducting one's own suits at home., Adv. (avros) straightway.

atiTO-«XiKTOS, ov, (avros,) curling naturally.-€5, ov, b, —$, a murderer.-€, is, (avros, %ros) in or of the same year :

Adv. 066, in the same year, within the year.-, Adv. of, voluntarily.-, es, (avros,) of one's own will,

voluntary., Adv. (avrov) of Place, from the very spot

where one is,from hence,from thence, Lat. illi?ic. II.

of Time, on the spot, at once, Lat. illico., Adv. for avrov, on the very spot, there.-, b, and -, , (avros, ^-
ros) an own brother or sister.-, ov, (avros,) self-con-

demned.-, ov, (avros,) going one's

own way.-, ov, (avros,) self-bidden, of
one's own accord.-, e's, (avros,) = foreg.-, ov, (avros,) self-called, i. e. tin-

called, unbidden.-5, ov, (avros,) with natural hair,

shaggy. II. hair and all.-, es, (avros, Kparos) ruling by oneself,

having full power, absolute: rb free will.-, opos, b, , (avros,) one's own
master: I. of persons or states, free and inde-

pendent, Lat. sui juris. 2. of ambassadors, etc.,

possessing full powers. 3. of rulers, absolute

:

peremptory.-, ov, (avros,) self-produced, made
by nature.€, to slay themselves or one another. From

-KTOvos, ov, (avros.) self-slayi?ig. II.

slaying one another ; 0avaros avroKTovos mutual

death by each other's hand.-»€5, ov, b, (avros,) one who
steers himself.

atiro-Komos, ov, (avros,) together with the
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handle ; weapons with a handle, i. e.

swords.-, ,(,) self-taught, tivus in

a thing.-, vos, 6, , (avros,) oneself the

witness, i. e. an eyewitness.£, f., to act of one's own will, to act

of oneself, and so to act unadvisedly. From-, , ov, also os, ov, {avros,, pf. of

*) acting of one's own will, of oneself, unbidden ;

esp. self-moving ; self-moving machi?ies,

automatons. 2. of plants, growing of themselves,

spontaneous. 3. of events, happening of them-

selves : without cause, ' accidental ; -, naturally or by chance. Adv. -$, Lat. ultro,

sponte sua., f.,() to desert. Hence, «us, , and, , desertion.-, ov,(,() going of oneself: as

Subst. a deserter., Dep.() to live by one's

own laws, be independent., , independence. From-5, ov, (,) living by one's own
laws: independent. .() feeding at will.-, Adv. (, £) that very night.-, ov, (,£) of mere wood.

-irats,, , , (,) an own child,

son or daughter.-, ov, gen., (,) for one's

own woes.

-iroios, , (,) self-produced.-, 6<ys, 6,(,) self-administered,

indepetident. Hence'•5, , , a citizen of a free state, [i]-5, ov, (, ) self-wrought,

natural.-3, ov, (,) together with

the root, root and all;€ to perish

root and branch.

avTO-irpoaraJiTOS, ov, (,) in one's

own person.

aiiT-oirnrjs, , , (,, fut. of) see-

ing oneself, an eyewittiess.-, , , (,) selling one's

own goods.

-pi^os, poet. atiTopi£os, ov, (,) self-

rooted. II. with the roots, roots and all.-, poet, -pxn-os, ov, (, )
self-flatuing.

AT'TO'5,,, reflexive Pron., self Lat.

ipse: in oblique gases often for the person. Pron., him,

her, it: with artic. , , , the same.

I. self, myself, thyself: 1. oneself, i. e. the part

properly called self, as the soul, opp. to the body ; or

oneself, as opp. to others, e. g. the king to his sub-

jects : hence it is used emphatically for a master, as

in the Pythag. phrase Autcs ', Lat. Ipse dixit. 2.

of oneself, of one's own accord. 3. by oneself, alone,

=; we are by ourselves. 4. in

dat. with a Subst., together with; airy
he sprang up lyre in hand : but mostly with-

out,' horses, chariot and
all; this use is freq. in Att., . al-

lies and all; horses and all. 5.

added to ordinal numbers, e. g. himself

the fifth, i. e. himself with four others, being

the chief person. 6. also joined with the personal

Pron., , ae, etc., always divisim in

Homer : sometimes the personal Pron. is omitted, as,, for \ : again is joined

with the reflexive kavTov,, etc., to give greater

force, as '. II. Comp.,
more himself; and Sup., Lat. ipsissimus,

his very self.

II. He, she, it, Lat. ille, for the simple Pron. of

third person, only in oblique cases, and never at the

beginning of a sentence. On the difference between
the oblique cases,,, and the reflex.

Pron.,,, v. sub.
III. with Article, , , , Att.

contr.,, and ; gen.,
etc. ; Ion., :

—

the same, Lat. idem. It

freq. takes a dat., like, etc.,

the same as the stone ; ^ or^
to fare the same as one : also in phrases -

, , at, about the same time, Lat. sub idem
tempus : els, kv, k/c , to, in %

from the same place.

IV. in Compos., I. of itself, i.e. natural, na-

tive, as in /CTiTos. 2. of mere, of nothing but,

as in. 3. of oneself, as in-. 4. the very, the ideal, as in^,, etc. 5. just, exactly, as in-
€«. 6. rarely, with reflex, sense of and, as,. J. together

with, as in young and all. 8. alone, by

oneself, as in., Adv. (») to the very place, Lat. illuc.-, ov, (,) of sheer iron.-, ov, (,) self-moved.--&, , (,) a stand-up fight,

closefight.-, ov, (avros,) self-sent, going

of oneself.-, ov, (,) sighing for or by

oneself.-, ,(,^) slain by oneself

or by kinsmen,-, Adv. =^., f.,() to act or speak

off-hand : hence in bad sense, to act or speak unad-

visedly : to judge superficially. 2. in good sense,

to devise a plan off-hand. Hence, $, , work done off-hand, an

impromptu : and
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hand: a novice, Lat. tiro.-, a, ov, also o$, ov, (avros,)
hand to hand:—as fern. Subst., (sc.) , a close fight, fray ; ace. as

Adv. close at ha?id. II. off-hand, on the spi/r of
the moment.-, Adv. (avros, () near at hand,

hand to hand, Lat. cominus., see avros n.-, ov, (avros,() self-accomplished.-€5, (S, (avros, rikos) complete in itself,

sufficient:— Adv. avrortk&s, absolutely, arbitrari-

ly. II. taxing oneself

at>TOT€pos, see avros n.-, ov, (avros, tokos) young and all.-, ov, (avros, rpayifcos) arratit tragic.--as, aor. part, as if from,
(avros,) to turn straightway., Adv., properly gen. neut. of avros, at the

very place, there, here, on the spot, Lat. illico.), Att. contr. for eavrov., , a working with one's own hand ; -
self-inflicted murder. From-, , (avros, epyov) self-working. 1.

as Subst., one who tills his own land, a husbandman,

farmer. II. pass, self-wrought , extemporary.,, Ep. gen. and dat. sing, and plur.

of airros : hn' or ' on the very

spot; air' from the very spot.-, ov, (avros,5) bark and all.-, ov, (avros, *4) self-murdering,

murdering one's own kin.-, ov, 6, (avros,*) a murderer.-, ov, (avros,$) bearing one's own
baggage.-, is, (avros,) self-growing, self-exist-

ent. 2. of home growth or production. 3. na-

tural, opp. to artificial ;$ hills in their

natural state, not quarried or mined. Hence, Adv. naturally.-, ov, (avros,) self-caused,-, ov, (avros,) caught in the act of
theft; €7' to catch in the act;

err' to be caught in the very act.-€, pos, , , (avros, ) working with

one's own hand: c. gen. the very maker or worker of
a thing. II. absol. one who kills himself or one

of his kin : a murderer, homicide. 3. as Adj.

murderous. Hence, Adv. with one's own hand.€, ,() a doing with one's own
hands ; Lat. with one's own hand.-, ov, (avros,) country and all.-, ov, gen. ovos, (,) of the land
itself, Lat. terrigena ;, pi, like Lat. Abori-
gines, Indigenae, of the original race, not settlers.-, ov, (ovtOs,) angry at oneself.

-, ov, lengthd. for avroxoavos, (avTOs,) rudely cast, shapeless, of a quoit.-, Adv. (avros,) indeed, really:

at once, plainly., Adv. of ahros with Aeol. accent, even so,

just so, as it is;*, avrws, being unarmed,
just as I am. 2. just so, no better; ofien joined

with other words implying contempt ; vqvios$ a

mere child. II. just as before, as it was; Acu/cov

er'$ still white as when new., f. Att. ),() to cut the throat

of, behead., , ov,() belonging to the neck; av-

Xevioi rivovrts the sinews of the neck., f.: aor. :— like, to

boast, pride oneself: c. inf. to boast that: generally,

to protest, declare. From
AT'XH', 77, boasting, pride., aros, , () a thing boasted of, the

pride, boast. II. a boast: \$ =, boasting.

AT'XH'N, evos, 6, the neck, throat: metaph. a nar-
row passage, a neck of land, isthmus; also a narrow
sea, strait : the narrow bed of a river : a defile., ecus, 77, () boasting, exultation., f.,($) to be squalid, Lat. squalere., €, ev, =., , , () dry, parched, dusty,

squalid, Lat. squalidus. 2. impoverished, needy., , (,, ados) drought : dearth.-, es, (, 6i"5os) looking dry and
diisty ; *5 drought.

AT"il, Att., to dry, wither : also to singe, set

on fire.', f.: aor. ':—to shout out, shout,

call aloud: also of things, to sound, echo: c. ace.

pers. to call upon., , Aeol. for daOs, r/, morning.-, f. Att. , to purify

:

—Med. to de-

vote oneself with purifying offerings.- : f. : pf. : Pass., aor. 1 /, : pf. :—from the Root "- we
have aor. 2, fut. med. : (,). To take from, take away from another; c.

dupl. ace., to rob of a thing ; -
puv tivos to take from a thing, hence to diminish : to

let off, pardon. II. Med. more freq. than Act.,

to take away for oneself, bear off:

to bereave, deprive, rob of a thing, always with

the notion of taking for oneself. 2. followed by

and inf., to prevent, hinderfrom doing. III.

Pass, to be robbed or deprived of a thing., Dor. for".-, f. : aor. '. Dep.

:

(,) :

—

to spring off or down from : to

jtimp off.-, ov, without the \$ or metal boss in

which the plume was fixed.-, f.- : aor. 2,
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Ep. by metath. : (,) :
—to

miss one's aim, fail in gaining.«, Ep. 3 aor. 2 of foreg.-6-mrjs, (,(, tnos) missing the

point, talking at random.-, f.- : Ion. aor. 2 inf. (( :

(,) :

—

to displease, fail to please.

-€, , darkness, obscurity. II. disappear-

ance, titter destruction. From-, es, (a privat.,) unseen, invisible:

inscrutable. 2. vanished: hidden, secret: hence

unknown : rb uncertainty. 3.

personal property, which can be secreted, opp.

to, real, as land. Hence, f. Att. : pf. :
—to make tin-

seen, hide, suppress: to make away with. 2. to

rase to the ground, erase writing : to obliterate foot-

steps, etc. 3. to secrete, steal, embezzle. 4. to

darken, obscure, tarnish : to efface. II. Pass, to

disappear and be beard of no more, vanish : esp. of

persons lost at sea. 2. to keep out of public, live

retired. Hence, (cos, , a making away with. II. a

vanishing, disappearance., 6, =.-, ov, (a privat.,) invisible, for-

gotten : obscure, secret. 2. unlookedfor.-, fut. : pf. pass, : (,) :

—to fasten from or upon; . to tie knots on

a string:—Pass, to be hung on, hang on;

Ion. pass. pf. part, for., Adv., I. straightway, forthwith: at once,

quickly. II. thereupon, then, after that. III.

continuously, without intermission.--ros, ov, old Att. for.- : f., Att. or rather :

—

Pass., aor. - : pf.- :
—to tear off

orfrom : to snatch away : to snatch eagerly., , ov, Comp. Adj. of, hastier.-, ,() speechlessness., f.: aor. , imperat.:(,) :
—to take hold of, handle, feel, touch.

-5, ov, (a privat..) not named, nameless:

thai should not be named or tittered;

untold sums ; . . there's no saying how. 2.

unutterable : huge, monstrous.-, fut. pass., =., , 6v, weak, feeble. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, (,) to dry up, parch, Lat. torrere

:

•—Pass, to become parched, to pine away.
or, (,) to hatidle, feel.-, is, (a privat.,) without light, dark:

metaph. ill-starred. 2. dim, faint.-, , , (, () the draught: a
privy.

€, Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 subj. of., Ep. for, aor. I of., fut. pass, of.

€«€, Comp.,, Sup., of Adv.., f., to be unsparing or lavish of; (-( to be careless of, i. e. to neglect, avoid toil:

absol.,(( recklessly. From-, es, (a privat.,) unsparing, lavish:

bountiful. 2. unsparing, cruel, harsh. Hence, , profuseness. 2. harshness, severity.

€$, Ion. -ecos, Adv. of(, lavishly., 3 sing. aor. 2 opt. of., -, aor. 2 act. and med. of., pf. pass, of., I pi. aor. 2 of.
€5, (, aor. 2 part, of., verb. Adj. of, one must abstain., , (() simplicity, plainness. From,, aor. 2 act. and med. inf. of.-, (s, (a privat., (() without a stone,

level, smooth. II. metaph. of persons, simple,

plain.-, f.: but the usu. fut. is( [],
aor. /// (as if from() :

—

to drag away,

draw back: to draw aside. 2. to drink up., $, ,() smoothness, evenness

:

hence simplicity, sincerity., aor. 2 part, of., Adv. of(, rudely, coarsely., , wealth, abundance.

-epKTOS, ov, ((^) shut outfrom.-, f. : but aor. (as if from() :
— to creep off, steal away.-, ov, (a privat.,) insufferable., 2 imperat. aor. 2 of., ,() the Releaser, epith. of Zeus., (, ,() a letting go, setting free :

a quittance, discharge : remission, forgiveness : a

starting of horses in a race, the starting-post itself., shortened for, 3 sing. pf. opt.

of.
-ros, ,() let loose, freely ranging, esp.

of sacred flocks that were free from work : hence

dedicated to some god.-, , —, q.v.-, aor. ( (without augm.) : pf. pass.( :

—

to singe off. 2. to toast, roast.-, Ion. : fut.( :

—

to boil off,

boil down. II. to boilfree of all dross, to refine,

purify : to boil young again., Dor. for (, pf. act., and,
Dor. for(, 3 plur., pf. pass, of., , () a fastening, joint: 2. a ligh'ing,

kindling. , II. () a touching, handling

:

the sense of touch.-, f.-, to lead away, lead off:

generally, to lead the way, go first. II. to tell,

relate, explain. III. the perf.^ is used

in pass, sense. Hence
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Ion., $, , a tale, narra-

tive : and
Ion., , , a telling, narra-

ting ; worth the telling., aor. I of.-, Ion. -£, ikos, 6, , beyond youth,

elderly : mostly used in Comp. and Sup.-,-.-, Pass, to sit apart., pf. of.-, opos, 6,() the archer., , incorruption, immortality. From--ros, ov, (a privat.,) uticorrupted, in-

corruptible.-, ov, (a privat.,) speechless :

not to be spoken of; ^ in a grove

where none may speak.

,, Ion. and Dor. for, 3 sing. aor. I pass,

of.--os, ov, later also , ov, (a privat.,) un-

destroyed, undecaying, imperishable.-, ov, (a privat., ~~/) voiceless.€5, -«rraTOs, Irreg. Comp. and Sup. of.-, ov, (a privat.,) vne?wied., , freedom from envy, readiness : more
often of things, plenty, abundance. From-$, ov, act. free from envy : ungrudging,

bounteous. II. pass, not grudged, bounteotisly

given, plentiful. 2. =, unenvied, pro-

voking no envy. III. Adv.-,
rivos to have enough of a thing., , incorruption, purity. From-, ov, (a privat.,) uncorrupt, chaste.-, f. [] :—Pass., aor. — [] or- : pf. :

—

to place elsewhere, to remove.-€, f.: pf. pass,:—to purify,

hallow.- : impf. (as if from), 3 sing.

Ep., 3 pi., : fut. :

aor. : pf. Dor. :—Pass., fut.

; aor. : pf., Dor. 3
pi. with pres. sense :

—

to send forth, dis-

charge, Lat. emittere, esp. of missiles : in prose, to

send forth on an expedition, send out. II. to

send away, let go, Lat. dimittere : hence to throw

away. 2. to let go, setfree, esp. from an accusation,

etc.: to remit: absol., to acquit. 3.

to dissolve, disband, break up, of an army : so also

of the council at Athens. > 4. to put away, di-

vorce. 5. els . . to loose ship for

a place. III. to give up : hence to leave off, let

alone ; to let pass, neglect. IV. to let, suffer,

permit to do or to be done. V. seemingly intr.

(sub., vavs, etc.), to break up, march, sail.

B. Med. to send forth from oneself, to send

forth. 2. to loose oneself from: freq. in Att., c.

gen. only, let go the children.

-, —, to arrive at., aor. 2 med. inf. of., Dor. for, 2 sing. aor. 2 of sq.-, f. : aor. : pf. pass.- : Dep. :

—

to arrive at, to come to, to reach

;

or to try every means ; -
to come into extremest

misery; , '' ' to come
to battle, or into enmity with one. II. to come
back, return.,€5, aor. 2 part, of.--, ov, (a privat.,,) un~

friendly to good men.--, ov, (a privat.,, apyvpos) not

loving money, not avaricious, not covetous.-, ov, (a privat.,) unloved., , want of ambition. From--, ov, (a privat.,,) not ambitious.-, ov, of persons,friendless. 2 . of persons and

things, unfriendly, disagreeable, hateful:—Adv.—.,, Ion. dm|jis, «us, ,() an ar-

rival. . a going home again, departure., f.,() to ride off, away, or back., , bad riding. From-, ov, unsuitedfor riding orfor cavalry. II.

riding badly.-, impf.: f.: aor. -
and aor. I med.

;
— in which

tenses it is causal :

—

to put away, remove, separate

:

hence to hinder, frustrate : but mostly, to make re-

volt. 2. to weigh out;

lest they weigh out, i. e. pay infull the debt. II.

intr. in Pass., with aor. 2 act. : perf.-
: plqpf• : and fut. med.-:— to stand off, away, or alooffrom; -, etc., to withdraw from business

;

to revoltfrom, and freq. absol. to

revolt; also c. inf., to give over

asking. 2. absol. to stand aloof, keep off., pf. inf. of., , Lat. aplustre, the curved stem of a

ship with its ornaments (Deriv. uncertain.), , a foaming or gnashing of teeth.

(Prob. like, formed from the sound.), , also , ,() rich, wealthy : also

rich in a thing, c. gen.

€05, , , collat. form of.*, Adv. unawares, of a sudden : also.-, ov, (a privat.,) fearless, with-

outfear of, c. gen.-, ov, (a privat.,) fearless. 2.

causing no fear, not to befeared.-, ov,(,) fear-

less of heart, stout-hearted., Adv. of, without fear, securely.

-oSos, , (,) a going away, departure

:

also a going back. 11. =.-, ov, ( privat.,) uncleansed.



-, f., to liken, make like. . to

compare. III. portray, copy.-£, f., to disarm, strip of arms :—Med.,

evrea to put off one's armour.-, impf. : pf. : with bor-

rowed fut. (as if from -), and

aor. 2 (as if from -() :

—

to look away
from all others at one, and so to look at, Lat. respi-

cere :
—to see clearly, have in full view. II. to

look from a place. III. rarely, to look away,

have the back turned.--os, ov, (a privat.,) unbearable, in-

sufferable., , () a not bearing, dearth of a

thing. II. barrenness., 3 sing. fut. act. or 2 sing. fut. med. of-, f. Att. : aor. : pf. pass.

:
—to mark off by boundaries : to part off,

determine, defi7ie

:

—Med. to mark off for oneself,

appropriate. II. to set apart, ordain : also to

reject, banish.-,., make to startfrom a place. II.

intr. to start from a place, set off: so in Pass, to go
forth, start, depart.-, , (,) a starting-place, means of
starting, base of operations : hence also a place to

retire to, a place of safety. 2. a starting-point, the

occasion or pretext of a thing. 3. means, re-

sources : esp. the means or sinews of war, as money,
ships, etc.: capital, Lat. fundus. II. a making
a start, undertaking.€€, 3 pi. aor. J pass. opt. of.-, Med. to unmoor ships from harbour.-, ov, (a privat.,) without the lyre.-, ov, (,) without harbour in a

place.-, ov, (a privat.,) not bearing, barren.-, ov, (a privat.,) undefiled, un-

stained.-, fut., (,) to purify or liberate

from guilt:—Med. to purify oneself from sins of
negligence; to make expiatory

offerings to the god. II. Med. also to acquit

oneself of service due ; to dis-

charge oneself of the obligation of an oath., aor. 2 imper. med. of., Ep. for, pres. act. part. ace. of.&', f., to act without sense. From-, is, (a privat.,) thoughtless, silly:

of the dead, senseless. Adv.,foolishly, sense-

lessly. Hence, , folly, thoughtlessness, silliness.-, ov, gen., =, thoughtless., (-) to be silly.-, old Att. -, ov, (a privat.,) unfenced, unguarded. II. offone's guard.-, ov, gen. ovos, =.

. 121-, ov, (a privat., ) unutterable,

strange. 2. untold, numberless. . (a privat.,) not thought of, unseen, unexpected. Hence, Adv. unexpectedly., f. , () to foam : c. ace. to cover
with foam.-, ov, (, ~/) gathering froth,
skimming., ov, 6,() the foaming one.,, , Ion. for, ( privat.,-) wi'hout brotherhood, bound by no social tie., f., =, tofoam.,, , () foaming.€€, , the foam-born. From-€$, ,(,) foam-born.,, fern. Adj. sacred to Venus.', a, ov, also , ov, belonging to

Venus. .,, the temple of Venus:, , her festival. From' [], , () Aphrodite, Lat. Venus,
the goddess of love and beauty, born from the sea-

foam. II. as appellat. love, desire:—also beauty., -ccrraTOS, Comp. and Sup. of., f.,() to be silly, to act foolishly.«, f., to be heedless : to have no care
of a thing. From-, ov, (a privat.,) thoughtless,

heedless:—so in Adv., to be thought-
less. II. pass, unthought of, unexpected.-, Adv. of, foolishly.'2, ,foam, froth., ,() folly, thoughtlessness.-, ov, (a privat.,) unwatched.-5, ,(,) froth-producing, milky.-, ov, gen., (a privat.,) se?iseless, wit-

less, foolish, crazed, silly, Lat. amens, demens. Comp.
and Sup.,,-.-, (,) to wash clean: Med. to

wash oneself, bathe., , a sort of anchovy or sardine.-, , (a privat.,) without natural talent,

dull : naturally unfit for a thing. II. in good
sense, simple.-, ov, (a privat.,) not to be shunned,
inevitable: of arrows, unerring. 2. act. unable to

escape., f. , to be off ones guard : c. gen.

to be careless about, neglect. From--os, ov, (a privat.,) unguard-
ed. II. of persons, unguarded, unheeding ; -

to catch one off his guard.
Adv. . Hence£, , want of vigilance, unguardedness.-, f., (,) to strain off.-, ov, (a privat.,) leafless, of dry

wood ; speech not seconded by the

suppliant's olive-branch., fut. inf. of.
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-£, f., (, vttvos) to wake from sleep.-, f. : aor. : (,) :

—to wake or rousefrom sleep. II. to fall asleep., ,() the mud and dirt which a

stream carries with it, rubbish.'22, fut. Dor. -£ : aor. r

Ep. : aor. I med.7) Ep. :

—to draw liquids ; oTvos wine was

drawn from the casks:—Med. to drawfor oneself, to

drink, quaff. 2. to pour in a heap, to pile up,

7\. :—Med., 1 heaped

me up a pile of leaves.-€5, ov, (a privat.,) not planted., Adv. of : ' to have no

natural talent.-5, ov, (a privat.,) unspeakable, un-

utterable. II. voiceless, speechless., , speecbless?iess. From
-5, ov, (a privat.,) voiceless, speechless,

dumb : inartictdate. Adv. -.
[], Dor. for 7).', Ion., , (axos) epith. of Demeter

in Attica.3, , (aKis) with single points to his horns,

epith. of a young stag : also, , a deer., Att. 'Avais, ibOs, , the Achaian land, with

or without yaia. 2. (sub. yvvq) an Achaian wo-

man : so also 'Axauas, ados, ., , , Achaian, Lat. Achivus. II. as

Subst., I.
', oi, the Achaicuis, in Homer the

Greeks, generally. 2. ', , Achaia, in Pelo-

ponnesus.-5, ov, (a privat.,) unbridled.-^, ov, (a privat.,) imbridled.-, ov, (a privat.,) without a

farthing. Hence, to be without a farthing.-€5, ov, (a privat.,) not forged of
metal.-5, ov, without brass, esp. without brasen

arms [ /cos = .-5, ov, ( privat.,) =.
[-], , a Persian measure, = 45,.

"-, es, ( privat.,) not ope?iing the

mouth. II. ( euphon.) yawning, vast.-5, or,( privat.,) not palisaded.

a-x&pis, , ,, , gen. iros, ( privat.,)
without grace or charms, unpleasant, wretched. II.

ungracious, thankless, Lat. ingratus., f.,() to be ungrateful., , mgratitude, ungraciousness.-, Ion. and poet,-, ov, (a privat.,) unpleasing : without grace. II. un-

gracious : ungrateful, thankless. 2. pass, un-

- thanked: Adv., thanks are

not wanting to him. 3. with an ill will: hence

in Adv., %. to follow with a bad
grace.

, $, Dor. for.-, ov, (a privat.,) not vexed with

storms.-, pos, , , ( privat.,) without hands

:

without dexterity, awkward.-, is, without hands.

-€'75, ov, ?iot made by hands.

-xeipos, , —: ra the hinder parts of
tie body.-€5, cv, (a privat.,) not trained by the

hand. II. u?iconquered.

€.\5, poet. €5, , Achelous, name of

several rivers ; the best known ran through Aetolia

and Acarnania. II. as appellat. any running
water, as in Virgil, Acheloia pocula."02, , more rarely , a wild prickly shrzib,

used for hedges : the wild pear.

'Axepovrios and€5, a, ov, of or belong-

ing to Acheron: fern, -ids,.
axGpons, i^os,the white poplar, supposed to have been

brought by Hercules from the banks of Acheron.«, ovros, , Acheron, a river in Hades. (De-

rived from axos, as~$ from.)€, , , Dor. for, () sounding:

esp. the male cicada, from its chirping., (axos) to mourn, be sad, rivos for one.

«>, (axos) to motirn, be sad, only used in part.,

sorrowing in heart. II. from the

same Root -, came 1. Ep. redupl. aor. 2-, in causal sense, to make to grieve, vex, distress :

so also redupl. fut., aor. (as if

from ). 2. Med. and Pass, to grieve, subj., opt., impf. 3 pi. :

—

pf. pass.,, Ep. 3 pi. or-
rai (for) ; 3 pi. pf. (for -) ; inf.

;
part,, Ep. also$.

[], Dor. and poet, form for., Dor. for.', evos, , , poor, needy, [] Hence, , need, want ; the eyes'

blank gaze.

axOttvos, , , () burdensome, oppressive.

Adv. -vu>s, unwillingly, Lat. aegre, moleste., aor. I pass. part, ofy., 6vos, ,() grief, annoyance., fut. pass, of., Pass, with fut. med. and pass.

: aor. : pf. : (-) :

—

to be biirdened, loaded:—to be weighed down,

discontented, vexed, disgusted.".', €os, , a weight, burden, load;

a dead weight on earth.
^

II. a load of

grief: sorrow, grief, distress., f., to bear burdens, to bear as a
burden. Ffom-, ov, (,) bearing burdens., , ov, of or belonging to Achilles:
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"Ail. TOO.

food. From
'A\i\X€vs, ecus, Ep. 770s, <5 : Ep. also 'AxiXeus :

Achilles, son of Peleus and Thetis, chief of the Myr-
midons, hero of the Iliad.-, ov, gen. wvos, xvithoxit tunic, thinly clad., 7), want of a cloak: generally, want of
clothing. From-, ov, (a privat.,) without cloak.-, ov, contr. -5, , (a privat.,)
without herbage., eaaa, ,() murky, gloomy.'5, vos, , a mist, gloom, darkness, Lat. ca-

ligo: in Homer also the mist which comes over the eyes

, of the dying or swooning : metaph. trouble. Hence, f. [] : aor. : to be -or groiv

dark.", Dor., , anything that comes off the

surface of a thing, as of liquids, foam, froth ;

the *dew of heaven ; dewy
tears. II. of solids, chaff: the down on fruit. III.

in ace. as Adv., a morsel, a little bit., Dep. only used in pres. and impf. : ($) :

to trouble oneself, grieve.-, ov, (a privat.,) lacking gall : metaph.

meek, gentle. II. allaying bile or anger., Dep. () to mourn, bewail oneself.-^, ov, (a privat..,) like, not

attended with the dance, joyless, wretched.-, ov, without the dance : mournful, sad.
J'AX05, 60s,, an ACHE, pain, distress, in Homer
only of the mind.-, is,—.--ros, ov, (a privat.,) undefiied., ados, 77, a kind of wild pear.

d-xpetos, ov, rarely a, ov, Ion.-, ( privat.,) useless, unprofitable, unserviceable in war. II.

neut. as Adv., giving a helpless

look, looking foolish; * to laugh without

use or cause, make a forced laugh ;

to bark without cause, of dogs. Hence, f., to make useless, disable.-, ov, Ion. for axpeios., , want of money. From-, ov, (a privat.,) without money
or means : ot the poor., , want of money. From-, ov, gen. ovos, (a privat.,) =-5, poor, needy. [ ], , 7iselessness, unfitness. From-8, ov, ( privat., $) useless, un-

profitable, unserviceable ; es unfit for a

thing :

—

without effect, Lat. irritus. II. unkind,

cruel. III. act. making ^10 use of, c. dat., and before a vowel, (anpos) Prep, with

gen. until, Lat. uSque ad; until

deep in the night :

—

as far as, ttJs. II.

Conj. until, to the time that, Lat. donee : so also

. III. Adv. of manner, to the uttermost, utterly,

Lat. penitus.-, ov, (a privat.,) without colour.-5, ov, (a privat.,) uncoloured : un-
touched., i5os,() fern. Adj. of chaff., ,() a heap of chaff.-, ,(,) a chaff-holder.", , mostly in plur. chaff, bran,

husks.-,, , {,) threshing

out the husks., , Dor. for.-, ov,( privat.,$) notparted. II.

(a privat.,) without a place assigned one.", Adv. of Place, backwards, back, away from,
away. 2. of actions, again, over again.

aijjapcvos, aor. I med. part, of.-5, ov, ( privat.,) untouched. II.

act. without touching.-, es, (a privat., ^) unblamed, blameless.-, ov, =^.
€3€, , truthfulness ; and', f., not to lie, to speak truth. From-, is, (a privat.,) without falsehood,

truthful: of things, genuine, pure. Hence€5, Ion. -eois, Adv. really and truly.

a-\|/€UCTTOS, ov, (a privat.,) unfeigned.-, ov, (a privat.,) not rubbed off.-, ov, (a privat.,) not having
voted., pf. : Pass. : ($) :

—

to be tied

in a circle or curve.

-Kopos, ov,{, /capos) satisfied with touch-

ing, fastidious, dainty., , a skirmishing. From-, ov,(,) skirmishing., , Lat. absinthium, wormwood. From
302, , wormwood.
duns, Ion., rSos, ,() a juncture : a loop,

knot;$ the meshes of a net. 2. the

felloe or felly of a wheel, the wheel jjself ;

the potter's wheel. 3. an arch or vault., dat. pi. of aipis.

-poos, ov, contr., , (, )
back-flowing, flowing back into itself.

-pos, ov, shortd. form of foreg. moving back-

wards, going back

:

—neut. as Adv., back-

ward, back again.

5, eos, , () a juncture: a joint.-, ov, (a privat.,) without noise; c.

gen.,$ without cry of wailing.-, ov, (a privat., $) =$.-, ov, (a privat.,) uncooled, warm., , cowardice. From-, ov, (a privat.,) lifeless. II.

spiritless, fainthearted.

*"Ail, root of, to blow; cf.,.
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—.
*, root of,, to sleep : aor. ,., contr..
*", to hurt, contr. from, q. v.

*", to satiate, inf [a], contr. for,
Ep. for aeiv : aor. : verb. Adj. [a]; but

with privat., aaros [act], contr. cTtos.. Adv. Dor. for., aovos, , Dor. for }>.-, Adv. of, at an untimely hour.-, ,() untimely fate or death, an unsea-

sonable time : in ace. as Adv., to have

come too late, [a]-, ov, =$.-, ov, (, £) at midnight, Lat. in-

tempesta node.-, ov, (a privat.,) untimely, unseasonable,,. II. before the time, unripe. III.

misshapen, ugly, [a], Ep. plqpf. pass, of aeipoj., , Dor. for 'HcOs, "Ecos. Hence-,, =, the bringer of light, the

morning-star, Lat. Lucifer.«, f., () to sleep soundly. From, , and, <?, the best or choicest of its

kind, the flower of the whole; in Homer of the finest

wool, ; also of thefinest linen, -/.

>, ,, indecl., second letter of the Greek al-

phabet : hence as a numeral, ' = and,
but = 2O0O.

The Aeol. and Dor. used it as the simple aspirate

before p, as , for . It was
often inserted between and to give a fuller sound,

as in,, cf.$.
The change of into other consonants was

chiefly owing to the different pronunciations of the

several dialects

:

I. into , e. g. for -
€. II. Arcad., into , as for,. III. into y, as^ for., shortd. form of, King

!

£, redupl. for, to chatter.,, Lat. papae, exclamation of surprise,

bless me ! dear me

!

, , a chatterer., , Lacon. for y€<pvpa, a bridge.,, , () a speech., Adv.() step by step, pacing, Lat. pede-

tentim, opp. to quick running. II. marching
on foot, opp. to riding. III. gradually, Lat.

gradatim.

: fut. Att., later : aor. ( :

pf. : (,) :

—

to go on foot, to walk:

to go slowly, pace: generally, to go. Hence

, (, , a walking, going., verb. Adj. of, one must go., , ,() one that goes on foot, a
walker, goer ; a quick goer., , ,() good at walki?ig., , () a walk.

BA'Zfi, f., to speak, say: 3 sing. pf. pass., twos

a word has been spoken., Ion. for, fern, of., Adv. of, deeply., , ov, Sup. of., and, , a step. From, ,() a step, stair. II. metaph.
a step, degree, rank, Lat. gradus.,,,() depth or height, Lat. aliitudo;

in file, of soldiers., , =.,,() that on which one stands, a base,

pedestal: foundation. 2. a step or set of steps, the

round of a ladder: in plur. ladders. 3. a threshold:

metaph. an edge, verge. 4. a bench, seat.-^, is, (, ~/) with deep vales.-, ov, (,) deep-counselling.-, Ion., ov, Att., ,(, yri) with deep soil, fruitful.-, , (, ^) in great old age,

decrepit.-, ov, (,~) deep-carved.-,, ,(,) deep-eddying.-, , , (,) deep-eddying. []-£, , (,) far-famed.-£, , (,) deep-girded, i. e. not

under the breast, but over the hips, so that the gown
fell over the girdle in full folds; esp. of the Ionian

dress : cf..-£,, , ,(,) with thick hair:

of sheep, with thick wool.-, es, (,) strongly curved.-, , (,) very deep.-, es, (,) far-famed.-, ov,(,) deep-bosomed, with

the dress in deep, full folds, like. 2.

with swelling breasts. II. of the earth, with deep

valleys.-, ov,(,) with high cliffs.--, ov, with thick ice.-&vos, ov, (,) with great pos-

sessions, esp. of flocks and herds.-, ov, and-, ov, gen. ovos,(,) with rich meadows.-, ov,(,) with deep, thick crops.-, ov, (,) thick-fleeced.-, , , also, (,)
deep-counselling

.

-voos, , contr.-,, (, voos)

profoundly wise.

[], fut. : pf.^: ():
|
—to deepen, hollow out, excavate ; ~
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<77 t0 deepen the phalanx by increasing the num-

ber of ranks.-, ov, (,£) with thick wood.-, ov,(,)forming a deep vale.-^, ov, (,) thick-soled.-, ov,(,) exceeding rich.-, ov,(,) phinged in war.-€3, ov, , () =.-, ov, (,) with thick wool.

-£5, ov, (,) deep-rooted. .

-poos, ov, contr.-, ovv,(,)
deep-flowing, with deep, full stream.

'5,, Ion., : Comp.-, poet,, Dor. : Sup.,
poet,. Deep or high, Lat. altus. 2. deep,

thick, luxuriant, as of the hair and beard : generally,

large, abundant: of the voice, deep: of thought,

deep :—«then in various senses, of time, age, etc. ;
-

morning -prime; ' great old age;* a column deep in file.-, €s, (,) deep-dug.-, ov, (,) deep-shaded.•-5, ov, (,) deep-sown, fruit-

ful.-€5, ov, (,) deep-chested;

deep-bosomed earth.--os, ov,(,) with deep,fxdl

robes.-, ov,(,) deep-covered,

well-covered, of a bed.-, ov,(,) deep grown with

rushes.-, ov, gen.. (,) deep-coun-

selling.-, ov, (,) thick-leafed.-, ov, , also,, ,(, 7/) with deep thick hair, with thick mane.-, ov, gen. , (,) of deep

soil, fertile., , , aor. 2 opt. of., formed from the Root* : fut.-, Ep. and, Dor. :—pf., Ep. 3 pi., ; inf.
;

part,,, contr.,, :

—aor. 2, Ep. 3 sing, , Ep. 3 dual [] ;

imperat., in compds. (as) ; subj. ,
Ep., Ep. 3 sing, ; opt. ; inf.,
Ep.; part,,,.—Med., Ep. 3 sing.

aor. , for :— Pass., aor.

[] in compds. as : pf. in compds.

as. To go, walk, step. 2. Ep. with

inf., b* ', ' he, they set out to go

;

he started to run. 3.

to go after a thing
;

', etc., to pro-
ceed upon hope, i. e. tofeel hope, etc. 4. the pf.

chiefly lias the sense of being in a place, being

'settled; to stand fast; 01 -
T€$ they who are in office. 5. of lifeless things,

nine years have come and
gone. 6. to mount, . ; of animals, to

cover; brood mares. 7. with cog-

nate ace, to go a path;

to advance the foot: also later c. ace, a.vov

disgust comes after praise
; debts came

on me.

II. Causal, in fut. act.: aor. (an-

swering to pres.):— to make to go; -'' he made the men dismount from the

chariot., , () a palm-branch.

BAIO'2, , ov, little, slight, short, small, humble

;

he was travelling with small escoit; <1
(sub.) from childhood ;, as Adv.

a little.2, , a palm-branch.

BAI'TH, , a peasant's coat of skins., , a priest of Cybele., f., () to prophesy like Bacis., or, , baccar, an aromatic plant., , =., , =.€,, , a staff, support. From, f. , to lean on a staff. From, , (*,) Lat. baculus, a staff.-, ov, 6,(,) one

who begs leaning on a staff.,() to rave with Bacchic frenzy.€- , to raise the strain,, to invoke Bacchus., ,() Bacchic revelry., , the temple of Bacchus. II.

—, .
BaKxeios, a, ov, () Bacchic, belonging to

Bacchus or his rites: like a priest of Bacchus, inspired,

frenzied.?,, ,() Bacchic revelry.€5, , , =. Hence, ov, Bacchanalian, frenzied., , ,() Bacchic revelry., f. , () to keep the feast of

Bacchus. 2. to speak or act like one frantic, Lat.

bacchari. II. causal, to inspire with frenzy., ,() a Bacchante. II. any in-

spired orfrenzied woman., —., a, ov, and, , ,—,
Bacchanalian : generally, inspired, raving. II.

as Subst., (sub. ), the Bacchic god, i. e.

Bacchus.

BaKxis,, , =., ov, ,() a Bacchanalian.

BA'KXOS, , Bacchus, the planter of the vine, god

of wine and inspiration, and particularly of dramatic

poetry. The same word with", and so from. II. a Bacchanal : generally, any one in-

spired or frantic with passion.
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the or bolt-pin, a key., , Lat. balneum, a bath, bathing-room.

BA~AA"NET':S, ion, , the bath-man, Lat. bal-

neator. Hence, f., to wait upon a person at the bath

:

generally, to serve, wait upon.-, ov,(, <payeiv) acor?i-eating.-, ov,(,) bearing acorns

or dates.£,() to shake acornsfrom a tree., , fern, of.
BA'AA'NOS, ;, an acorn: also of other fruit, esp.

the date ; the sweet chestnut. II.

an iron peg, Lat. pessulus, passed through the bar

into a hole in the doorpost behind it, and taken out

with a hook() when the door was to be

opened, a bolt-pin. Hence, f., to bar the door with a bolt-pin, to

close up.,-, ,(,) a cutpurse.

BAAA'NTION, , a bag, pouch, purse., to cut purses.2, , , mostly in pi., Lat.

carceres, the post of the race-course, whence the racers

started and to which they returned, both in running

and driving : any starting point. II. any point

to be gained, the battlement of a wall:—an etid, term., for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of., also,, , a king, akin to Hebr.

Bel or Baal, Lord.

05, , ,() spotted, dappled., , =., a play on the words and
the Attic deme.; fut., Ion., rarely :

—aor. 2, Ion. inf.:—perf.:
plqpf., Ep..—Med., Ion. impf.

: fut. :—aor. 2, Ion.

imperat..—Pass., fut., fut. 3 -
: aor.

; 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2, subj., opt. 2 sing,, inf.-, part, :—pf., Ion. 3 pi. -
: plqpf.. I. Act. to throw,

cast, hurl at, properly of a missile as opp. to striking,

to hit with a dart : metaph. of sound, to strike,

:—of ships, to dash, strike : also to

push : to letfall : and of tears, to shed:—also to put
on or over, . 2. intr. to

fall, tumble, els . II. Med.
to weigh with oneself, ponder, deliberate. 2. to

throw around oneself; '
to throw over one's shoulder. 3. to lay a founda-
tion, to found a city.-, Dor. for, aor. 2 part. nom. pi.

fern, of.5, , , Dor. for., fut. ind. and aor. 2 subj. of.

, , Dor. for., to chatter with the teeth: to stammer.
(Formed from the sound.), Dor. for, pi. aor. 2 subj. of.,> ,() that in which a thing is

dipped, dye : see., Ep. for ',, 3 pi. aor. 2 of., ,() handicraft, the life and
habits of a mechanic : hence vulgarity, bad taste.

Hence., , , of or for mechanics; -
a mechanical trade, Lat. ars sellularia.--os, ov, (for, from,)

working by or withfire: hence generally a mechanic*
metaph. low, vulgar, illiberal.-, ,(, *4') handicraft.£ is,, ,() a saying, report, announcement
esp. of an oracle; the telling or tidings

of the capture., fut. Att.,() to dip repeatedly,

dip under:—Med. to bathe. II. to baptize. Hence,, , thai which is dipped. II.

=., , a dipping in water : baptism.5, , , one that dips, a dyer. II. a
baptizer : , the Baptist.

05, ,, dipped, dyed: bright-coloured. II.

drawn like water. From, fut. ^.—Pass., aor., aor. 2

[] : pf.. I. transit, to dip,

dip under, Lat. immergere. 2. to dye, colour,

steep : proverb., " to

steep one in Sardian dye, give him a bloody cox-

comb. 3. to fill by dipping in, draw. II.

intrans. to dip, sink; the ship sank.

Ion., , (akin to, -) a gulf, cleft, pit : at Athens a cleft behind the

Acropolis, into which criminals were thrown, = Spartan

: hence, II. metaph. ruin, perdition., f. Att. ,() to behave or

speak like a barbarian, speak a foreign tongue: to ape

foreigners. II. to hold with barbarians, esp. the

Persians; cf.., ,, barbaric,foreign, like aforeigner,

opp. to. Adv.-, in a foreign tongue,

i. e. Persian. From
BA'PBA~P05, ov, barbarous, i. e. not Greek,

foreign: as Subst.,, , all that were not

Greeks, or that did not speak Greek. Plato divides

mankind into Barbarians and Hellenes, as the He-

brews gave the name of Gentiles to all but them-

selves. II. from the Augustan age, the term

was applied by the Romans to all nations except

themselves and the Greeks: but the Greeks still af-

fected to look upon the Romans as Barbarians.-, ov,(,) speaking a

strange or foreign tongue., f. ,() to make barbarous
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or foreign : Pass, to become barbarous : to be inar-

ticulate.', , and, or , a musical

instrument of many strings, like the lyre : used also

for the lyre itself, , ov, by poet, metath. for,
Sup. of: so Comp. for., () intr. in Ep. pf. part,,
weighed down, overcome,'., Adv. of, heavily, grievously;

Lat. aegre ferre, to take a thing ill ;

to hear with disgust., ifios, Ion. ws, , Ion. plur. , al, an

Egyptian boat, a sort of raft: generally, a canoe,

boat, Lat. ratis.

BA'POiS, €os, , weight, burden, pressure: hence

grief, misery : also a quantity, excess.-, , (,) grievously suffer-

ing. 2. very grievous.-, ov, (,) very grievous.-, , (,) groaning heavily.-, , Dor. for.-, ov, , and -6, , , fern.

-CTCipa, , (,) loud-thundering.-,, ,(,) loxid-roaring.-, , (,) loud-roaring.-, euros, , ,(,) greedily

eating : gnawing, corroding.-, ov, (,) heavy-sounding,

loud-roaring, thundering.- and-, ov,(,)
with heavy knees, loitering, lazy.-, ov, (,) weighing down the

limbs., f.,() to be possessed

by an evil genius : generally, to be unlucky. Hence, , a heavy fate, ill luck.-, ov, gen.,(,) pressed
by a heavyfate, unlucky.-, , (,) weeping grievously.-, ov,(,) taking heavy vengeance.-€, , (,) giver of ill gifts.-, ov, =.-, ov, (,) exceedingly jealous.-, , (,) heavy-sounding., , sullenness. From-, , (,) heavy in spirit : in-

dignant, sullen.,() to be weighed down: to be heavy,

dull, sluggish, []--, ov, (,) loud-roaring.-, ov, (,) grievous in wrath.-, ov, (,) heavy-sounding,

loud-thundering.»-,, , , (,) loud-

storming.-, ,(,) vsxatious of speech;

hate vented in bitter words.

-, ov, and, t, gen. tos,(,) exceeding wrathful.-, ov, (,) exacting heavy
sums.-, ov, (,) very toilsome or

painful.€, Ep. and Aeol. for, 3 pi. aor.

I pass, of.
[] , f., () to load heavily, to bur-

den : to torment

:

—Pass, to be weary, oppressed ; -
to be maimed in hand:—metaph. to be

vexed, annoyed, Lat. gravari.-, , ,(, ) loud-voiced.-, , (,) exceeding angry.-, , (,) heavy-handed.-7€, is, (,) causing grievous

woe.-, , (,) mourning
heavily.-, is, (,) heavy-falling.-, , (,) with heavy fate,

ill-fated, ill-starred.-, , ,,, gen.,(,)
heavy-footed : heavy at the end.

BA"PT'2, (, : Comp., Sup.-
: heavy, Lat. gravis : burdensome, grievous, op-

pressive : of persons, troublesome. 2. in good

sense, weighty, impressive. II. of soldiers, heavy-

armed. III. of sound, strotig : deep, bass, opp.

to £.-, ov,(,) heavy with iron.-, ov,(,) weighing heavy.-,, ov,(,) sobbing

heavily.-, ov, (,) groaning heavily.-, ov,(,) weighed down
by ill luck.-, ov, (,) loud thun-

dering.,, ,() weight, heaviness : impor-

tufiity: harshness, oppression; gravity of manners, [ii]-, ov,(,) of great worth : vener-

able, costly.-, ov, (, aor. 1 of*)
heavy to bear., ov,(,) heavy-sounding,

loud-roaring.-, (ppovos, , ,(,) weighty of
7nind or ptirpose.-, ov, (,) thick-lipped.-5, ov, (,) deep-toned.-, ov,(,) heavy of soid, mean-
spirited, dejected.,,, aor. 2 part, of., f. Att. , to rub upon the touch-

stone() : to try the genuineness of a thing, test,

make proof of: to convict : to put to the torttire., ,() torturing, torttire.
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—

an examiner, questioner, torturer.

BA'2A~N02, , the touchstone, Lat. lapis Lydius,
|

by which gold was proved, see. II.
j

metaph. a test to try whether a thing be genuine or
|

not. III. inquiry, esp. by torture, the ques-

tion. 2. torture, anguish, disease.,, Dor. for,,
fut. of., ,() a queen, princess, lady of
royal blood., ,() a kingdom, dominion : he-

reditary monarchy, opp. to rvpavvis., , mostly in plur., a palace : also the

royal treasury or tent. Strictly neut. from, ov, and a, ov, Ion., , ov,

kingly, royal. From
2']£, Ion. rjos, 6, ace.,

contr. : pi., nom., old Att. -77s, Ion.- :

—

a king, prince, of gods and men :—hence are

formed the Comp., a, ov, more kingly

;

Sup., , ov, most kingly. II. the

second 0/ the nine Archons at Athens was called -
: he had charge of the public worship, and the

conduct of criminal processes. III. after the

Persian war the king of Persia was called

(without the Art.), or . Hence, f. , to be king, to rule : in aor. -, to be made king. II. c. dat. to rule over

a people

:

—Pass, to be governed by a king, to be under

a king.', , Ion. for., , ov, Ion. for.,, , pecul. fern, of, royal.£, f.,() to be of the king's party., 77, op, like, royal, of a king. 2.

of or for a king, princely. II. as Subst.,-, , a courtier, nobleman., barbaric form of,.
and, , =, a qxieen.,, , =, a queen, princess. 2.

as Adj.=>ts, royal., ov,() passable : accessible.,,,() a stepping : a step, walk. II.

that whereon one steps, ground : a pedestal., fut. : aor. : aor. 1 pass.

: () :

—

to use ill words of another,

esp. to slander, disparage. II. to use ill words to

another, bewitch by spells or by means of an evil eye,

Lat. fascinare., ,() slander, envy, malice., ov,() slanderous, envious, ma-
lignant. 2. a sorcerer.,, , a kind of duck., imperat. of an obsol. verb, another

form of, as of; , speed

thee I away away!, Ion. for.

, Dor. for., , -, a fox. (Of Thracian origin.), , Dim. of., ov, gen.^ Dor. comparat. of.,, , that which is borne, a bid-

den. If. that which bears, a staff". From
BASTA'Zil, f. : aor. , later -

: aor. 1 pass, :
—to lift, lift up,

raise : metaph. to extol, exalt. II. to bear, sup-

port, hold upright : to bear in mind, consider. III.

to carry off. IV. to handle, touch. Hence, , 6v, verb. Adj., to be borne., , a lisper., f.,() to mount, cover, of animals., Ep. for, 3 dual aor. 2 of.,, ,() fern. Adj. for mounting.| , =, a bush, thicket.-, ov, (,) looking after

roaches or skaits, greedy for them.,, ,() the prickly roach or the skait.-, ov, (,) pulling thorns off
or up.

BA'TOS, 57, a bramble or any prickly bush., , the Hebrew solid measure bath., , ,() passable., ov,() of or belonging to a

frog : (sub. ), frog-colour, pale

green.,, and, , afrog-green coat. From, , afrog, Lat. rana. 2. thefrog

of a horse's hoof, [a]£, fut. Att. ,() to stammer.-, =, (, ) to

babble, use vain repetitions., , Stammerer, name of a king of Cyrene.

(Formed from the sound.), Dor.: fut.:—to cry,,
to bark : hence to wail, mutter : to reproach. II.

transit, to cry aloudfor.,, , a wine-cooler.

or, , () a furnace, forge., Dor. for., ,() a dipping, as of red-hot iron in

cold water. II. a dipping of cloth in dye, dyeing:

also the dye itself., aor. 2 inf. pass, of.,, ,() a dipping, dyeing.'", , a leech, Lat. hirudo., ,() an abomination, esp. of

idols.,,,() disgusting, abominable.-, ov,(,) — foreg.

'2,,, abominable, disgusting. Hence, Att.- : fut. : to cause to stink,

make loathsome. II. mostly used as Dep.-, with fut. med. and pass,,-, aor. I med. and pass,,
:
— to feel disgust at, to detest, have, a
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horror of. But all these forms, as well as perf.-
occur in pass, sense, to be abominated., f., to break wind : to stink., = : c. ace. to be afraid of., Ep. 3 pi. pf. .,,, also os,ov

,()firm, steady : stead-

fast, trusty, sure, safe: to certainty. Hence<5,, . firmness, steadfastness, safety., f., to make firm, establish:—Med. to

establish for oneself to confirm, secure., Adv. of, steadfastly, firmly.<,,, a makingfast or sure, establishing.,, Ep. syncop. forms of,
inf. of, []', pf. pass, of., weighed down, Ep. pf. part, of., Ep. 3 pi. plqpf. of., Att. contr. from, Ep. 3 pi. pf. of.,, Ep. for, pf. part, of., pf. of., Ion. for, plqpf. of., , (,) allowable to tread,

permitted to human use, like Lat. profanus, opp. to

sacred. II. of men, unhallowed, profane, unholy.

Hence, f., to profane, to pollute*-, pf. pass, of., pf. of., pf. of.,, pf. act. and pass, of., fut. 3 pass, of.,, pf. act. and pass, of., 2 sing. pf. pass, of.,, Ion. 3 plur. pf. and plqpf.

pass, of.,, pf. act. and pass, of.,, Ep. plqpf. act. and pass, of.,, 3 sing. pf. and plqpf. pass, of., pf. of., 3 plur. plqpf. pass., and,
pf. pass, part., of for., pf. of.,, pf. act. and pass, of., pf. pass, of.', pf. of., pf. part. pass, of., v.., poet. form, of, to eat up.,, pf. act. and pass, of., syncop. for, pf. part, of., fut. 3 pass, of., pf. pass, of.,, Att. contr. of, Ep. pf. part,

of.

', 2 sing, of, Ep. fut. of., Ep. for, fut. of, I will walk
or live., Ep. for, aor. 2 subj. of.-, , (,) old-fashioned,

out of date, dotard : simple, silly.%, , bread : said to be a Phrygian word., , poet, for, a dart, javelin., ,() an arrow-head: point of a spear:

a needle.-, , ,(,) a needle-

seller.5, , , () like Lat. jaculum (from
jacio), anything thrown, a bolt, arrow, dart. 2.

metaph., ayava of Apollo and Artemis are used

of sudden, easy death ; the arrows of

the storm ; glances shot from the eye., , , =, poet. Comp. of ayaOos,

better. Hence also a rare Sup., , ., , , Sup. of ayaOas, best., , gen. ovos, Comp. of dyaeos, better.,() to spin like a top.£, f.,() to spin as one does

top, to set a going.', Tkos, 37, Lat. turbo, a top.,, the temple ofBendis, (a name ofDiana).

BE'N0O2, cos, , (poet, for, as for) the depth of the sea, Lat.fundus ;

to the bottom ; the depths of the wood., , , Dor. for., Ep. for, fut. of., , Ep. and Ion. for., , a booby.

, poet, for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.,, aor. 2 imperat. and inf. of., , () the threshold, Lat. limen.,, , () a pace, step, footstep : a
place to set foot on. II. a raised step : a tribune

to speak from, esp. in the Pnyx at Athens, Lat.

rostra, suggestum or -us., Ep. for, plur. aor. 2 of., Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of., Ep. for, aor. 2 of., aor. 2 inf. of.
£,, , or ,() a cough, Lat. lussis., , a jewel of sea-green colour, beryl., Ep. for, aor. I act of., Ep. for, aor. I med. imperat. of., Ep. for, sing. aor. I med. of., fut. of., Dor., , () Lat. saltus, a
wooded valley or glen; } in the

mountain glens. Hence,, , woody.
'22, Att., f. : aor. :—to

cough.-,, , (,) a dancer., poet, for, 3 dual aor. 2 of.
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vis : often periphr. with a gen. of the person,' the strong Hercules. II. force, an act

of violence; . against one's will. [] Hence, f. , to force, constrain: Pass, aor. I

: pf.:— to have violence done

one, to suffer violence ; I am wronged

herein. II. Dep., with aor. I med.,
and (sometimes) pf. pass, :

—toforce a man,

constrain, overpower; to do oneself

violence : to carry by force or assault : absol. to use

force, force one's way.-, , ,(,) fighting violently., a, ov, also os, ov, {) forcible, violent :

acting with viole?tce ; ) by force. 2.

piss. forced: compulsory. Hence, 77x05, , violence.$, Adv. of, by force, perforce.-, is, (,) supplying the necessaries

of life., ov, 6, () one who uses force, a vio-

lent man., , , =.
: perf. :—older. form of, to

force, constrain:—Med.,,., toforce,

treat with violence: also to overreach, defraud,

he cheated us of our pay :—Pass.,

aor. \, to be constrained ox overpowered.£, f. Att., Causal of, to make

to go up, lift up, exalt.,, , part. pres. formed as if from a verb, =.,, ov, part. pres. of a verb,
=, to stride; \ong-striding., poet, collat. form of, to stride;

to take huge strides ; part,,., , Dim. of, a little book or

scroll

:

—so also, .
oTvos, , Biblian wine, from Biblis, a hill

in Thrace., ,(,) a book-case: library., , Dim. of, a paper, scroll.-, , ,(,) a bookseller.

BI'BAOS, , the inner bark of the papyrus. II.

the paper made of this bark : hence a paper, book.'^, fut. : aor. ' : aor.

2' : perf., part,, by syncop..—Pass., fut. : fut. 3:
aor. : pf. :

—to eat, gnaw, eat up,

consume : c. gen. to eat of a thing., Att. fut. of., contr. from, part, of., . 3 sing. aor. I med. of.
BI~KOS, , an earthen wine-vessel.', colre, of illicit intercourse, opp. to.-, , (,) the giver of life oxfood.-, ov, (,) life-giving, bounteous.-, , poet, for.

-, ov, (,) lively, strong, hale.-, ov, gen. ovos, ($,) support-

ing life.5, , life, the course of life: lifetime. II.

manner or means of living : one's living, livelihood.

BIO'S, , a bow.-, €S, ($,) robbing of life ox

means. II. pass, in want of means., , (() a way of life, livelihood., f. , () to live, subsist;^
tivos, to live by a thing., , Lat. vita, = fiioTos.,,,=., , Dim. of, a scant living., , () life : means of life., aor. 2 part, of.-, ts, (,) stingy, sparing.: f., later: aor. (:—

aor. 2 (as if from a verb) ; 3 sing, im-

perat. ; subj./3tcD; opt.<1; inf. ;
part.

: (, Lat. vivo) :
—to live, esp. to live hap-

pily :—Pass., one lives, Lat. vivitur.,, . 3 plur. pres. and imperf.

med. of., for, 3 pi. pres. med. opt. of., aor. 2 med. opt. of., inf. of., ov, () to be lived, worth living, poc-

sible to live., €, , () a living, manner of life., Dep., causal of, to quicken, make
alive : 2 sing. Ep. aor. ., , , ()fitfor life, lively. II.

of or pertaining to life.

*., , , =() to be lived, worth livingfor., 3 sing, imperat. aor. 2 of.€, Ep. for, 3 pi. acr. 2 pass, of., , ,() hurtful, noxious., ,() hurt, harm, damage ;

an actions/or damage done., aor. 2 pass. inf. of., fut. 2 of., =, only in 3 sing,^., cos contr. , , =, hurt, damage.

BAAISO'S, 17, , having the legs bent inwards :

generally, crooked., , (() slackness, sloth, stupidity., () to be slack, lazy, indolent., ,,() indolent, stupid. Adv.-., es, (,) lazy, sluggish.',, , , (akin to) lazy, in-

active, sluggish. Irreg. Comp. or-.': fut.: Ep. aor. : pf.

ox(.—Pass., fut. 2, fut.

3 ; fut. med., used as pass.

:

aor. , more usu. aor. 2 [] : p£»
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:

—

to hinder, weaken, stop ; c. gen. to hin-

der from; arrested in

its Jast course; kv ' caught in the

branches. 2. of the mind, to blind, deceive, mis-

lead. 3. to harm, damage, hurt, mar., fut. : aor. 2' ; later

aor.^ : pf. or :() :

—

to bud, sprout : generally, to burstforth,

grow., , =*, a bud, sprout, leaf. II.

increase, growth.,, , and, , =.
BAASTO'S, , a bud,• shoot, sucker, Lat. germen., f. : pf. : (-) : — to drop profane words, speak pro-

fanely. 2. to speak ill or to the prejudice of one,

to defame: to blaspheme. Hence, , profane language. 2. evil-speak-

ing, blasphemy., ov, (, ) speaking pro-

fanely. 2. evil-speaking, slanderous.', 77, mostly in plur., , at, a
kind of slippers or sandals, Lat. soleae., , Dim. of., aor. I pass. part, ., Dor. for., Ep. for', aor. I of., (, ,() a harming, hurting.-, ov, gen. ovos, (,) mad-
dening. 2. mad: Adv., madly., 2 sing. Ep. aor. 2 med. opt. of.,() to vaunt or be proud of a thing

;

exulting in his strength.,, ,() a look, glance : the eye., Dor. for.
€3, , =, a look., verb. Adj. of, one must look., , ,() of or for sight., , , seen, worth seeing. From, f. ; aor. : pf. :—

Pass., aor. : pf. :

—

to look,

see: to look on, look at: also c. ace, ",
to look fury, terror ; in Comedy,,

to look cress, mustard, i. e. to have a

sour or bitter look. II. to look in a particular

direction, to turn towards : esp. of aspects ;

a house looking towards the

south. III. to see the light, with or without, hence, to live. IV. to look and long after

a thing, c. inf. 1. to take care of, look to or to

beware of a thing.€3,, , an eyelash. From«, ,() an eyelid. II. in plur.

the eyes : , eye of day, i. e. the sun
;, i. e. the moon.

for, Ep. aor. 2 pass. subj. of-,., aor. I pass. part, of.

, fut. 3 pass, of.,, ,() a throw, cast. 2. a
shot, wound. 3. a coverlet., , ov, Ep. aor. 2 pass. part, of.,, aor. 2 inf. of/.,, Ep. aor. 2 pass. inf. of., Ep. fut. of.,,, verb. Ad], of, to be thrown. 2., one must throw., 3 sing, Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.
05, , ,() hurled, struck., ,() an iron nail., fut. : Dep. : () :—to bleat,

of sheep and goats.', , a bleating: generally, the wailing of
children, Lat. vagitus., , , weak, feeble, sluggish : also with

euphon.,$. Adv. -, slightly.',, : ace. : Ion.,
Dor. :

—

pennyroyal. Hence, , , prepared with pennyroyal., Ion.: f.: aor:
— to cut out the comb of bees, to take the honey.

(From with added, as from.)
BAO^T'PO'5, , , grim, stern: also burly,

manly, valiant, or coarse, rough.

-ioms,, ,(,) grim-looking.', f. [ii] : aor. ', =.
Hence5, €, , and, , a bubbling up.€€, poet, for, 3 sing. opt. acr. 1 of.', f. [], to bubble, spout, or gush

forih : hence to be full, to be haxighty., aor. 2 med. subj. of., , ,() shooting up, high grow-
ing, of trees.

: (tenses formed from Root '), f., aor. 2' (cf.,, '-
pov) : pf. (for) :— to come

OT g?', , a shield of wild bull's hide. From-, , (,) a wild bull.-3, Dor. for.,, , () a shriek, cry : a loud strain., , , fern,,, , () crying,

screaming, [a]-, <5,-,,(,) an ox-stall., Ep. 3 sing•, 3 pi., part,:
f., Att., Ion. contr.,:
aor. , Ion. ': pf.:— Med.,

aor. Ion.:— Pass., aor. I

Ion.: pf. Ion.:
() :

—to utter a cry from joy or grief, to shout:

of things, to thunder, roar, howl: to echo. **•

trans., c. ace. pers. to call to one, call on : to call to

aid. 2. to demand in a loud voice. 3• t0 n0ise

abroad, proclaim.

F 2
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wagons drawn by oxen.€5 or, a, ov, {) of an ox or of oxen,

of ox-hide : or 4, contr., (sub. ),
an ox-hide, a shield of ox-hide., , , (jSoGs) a thong or cord of ox-leather., , contr. from, v..', , a cry, shout, whether of joy or grief: the

battle-cry, the battle itself; , good at the

battle-cry or in battle : also ofthe roar of the sea. II.

=, aid calledfor, succour.-, is, (,) born of an ox..€,{) to run on hearing a cry,

haste to help, succotir.-,, , the third Attic month, in which

the were celebrated, in memory of the

conquest of the Amazons by Theseus ; answering to

the latter half of September and beginning of October.-5, ov, {,) running to aid: as

Subst. a helper.

0€, ,{) help, aid, rescue, support. II.

an auxiliary force., Ion. 6£, f.,{) So assist, suc-

cour, come to the rescue. Hence9€, verb. Adj. one must assist., , ,{) ready or able to help.

-Gcos, ov, {,) hasting to the battle-shout,

ivarlike ; a chariot hasting to the battle.?, , contr. from : as Subst.,,
, an assistant, auxiliary, ally., , a driving of oxen, cattle-lifting, cattle-

stealing. II. a place where oxen feed, a pasture.

From-, , , fern., , , {,) one that drives away oxen, a cattle-steal-

er. II. a drover.-, ov, =.
\, , , {) a crier.,, Ion., , , {) a crying,

shouting : esp. a cry for assistance.02, , a pit or hole dug in the ground, a

trench, Lat. puteus.

ftodvvos, , =., , Dim. of., , Dim. of$, a young cow or ox.^, f., to be a Boectarcb. From-, , ,{,) a Boeotarch,

one of the chief magistrates of Boeotia. Hence-, , the office of Boeotarch., , Boeotia, so called from its rich cattle-

pastures. Hence£ and£, to be like a Boeotian : to

be heavy, dull : to speak Boeotian. II. to side

with the Boeotians., , Dim. of, a little Boeotian.$, . , a Boeotian.- ,{,) ofBoeotian work., 6, Lat. BULBUS, a bulb, bulbous root.

, ,{) a throw, stroke, the wound ofa mis-
sile

:

—metaph. a glance

:

— sun-beams., f. , {) to heave the lead, sound.,, ,{) anything thrown, a missile

:

the sounding-lead. II. cast of the dice., , ov, of cow-dung. From,,{) coiv-dung.

and, Aeol. for.-, , {,) the rattling of the

dice.?, ,{) a throw with a casting-net : also

the thing caught; a draught offishes.
II. a throw with dice.-, ,{,) a bagpiper.^, Aeol. for, 3 pi. of., f.,{) to make a bumming noise*

to sound deep or hollow : to hum, buzz.^,, ,{) buzzing, humming., , ,{) a buzzer, hummer.
BOMBOS, , Lat. BOMBUS, any deep hollow

soiind, humming, buzzing. (Formed from the sound.), , , and , {) a buzzing or

humming insect, a humble bee.|, twos, , the silk-worm.-5, , , =.-, , {,) a slaying of oxen.-,-, etc., = /3-.-, , {%,) a slaying of oxen., . for.', , food, meat.-, ov
,{,) muddy-mi?ided,

BO'PBOPOS, , slime, mud, mire, Lat. coenum.

-rapa^is, ,{,) a mud-
stirrer, mtid-lark.-, ,{,) miry, slimy.

BOPE'AS, , ; Ion. Boperjs, contr., ;

Att. Boppas, a ;

—

the North wind : more strictly, the

wind from NNE., Aquilo. II. the North,

towards the North ;

?iorthward of a place.

Bopeas,, , Ion. Bopeuxs, poet. Bopeuxs, Bo-

pij'is, a Boread, daughter of Boreas. II. fern.

Adj. northern.

Bopeios, a, ov, also os, ov, (Bopeas) belonging to the

North wind, northern.

BopetUTis,, , —., , ov, Ion. for.',, 77, = Bopeas., , , {) devouring, gluttonous.

Boppaios, a, ov, or , ov, =.
Boppas, , , Att. for Bopeas.5, , unknown Libyan animals.

-is, , ,{) food, fodder.6, . 3 sing. impf. of.
or, ,{) food, fodder.-,, , {) that which is fed or

fatted, cattle : a herd of cattle or sheep. U.food., verb. Adj. of, one mustfeed.
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BO'2Kil : fut., as if from obsol. :

—Act. of the herdsman, Lat. pascere, to feed, drive

to pasture, nourish, support, maintain

:

—Pass., of

cattle, Lat. pasci, to feed, graze., a, ov, of the Bosphorus.-, , (, irvpos) Bosphorus, i. e. ox-ford,

name of several straits, esp. the Thracian and Cim-

meriaa.£,, , =,, , Dim. of.
BO'STPTXOS, , in plur. also, ,

curl or lock of hair : poet., anything twisted or

wreathed, as a flash of lightning, the tendril ofa vine.,, , ,{) pastures., ,{) pasture, grass, fodder., fjpos, ,() a herdsman, herd ;

a watcher of birds, a soothsayer :

a herdsman's dog., , . {) of orfor a herdsman., ,{) anything that is fed, a beast., Adv.() like a bunch ofgrapes, in

clusters., , ov,{) of grapes.-, ov,(,) grape-producing.,, ev,() clustering.-, iraidos, , ,(,) child of

the grape.-, ov, ,(,) with cluster-

ing hair ; or with grapes in one's hair.

BO'TPT2, vos, , a cluster or bunch ofgrapes, Lat.

racemus. II. =,, a curl., , =.-, es,(, tldos) like curls, curly.-, es, (, ) like a cluster of
grapes.

-, a form of used in compos, to express

something mo?istrous, e. g. -,- ; as

we say horse-chestnut, horse-radish, etc.0'5, los, 7), an antelope.

BOT'BAAO^, , Lat. bubalus, a buffalo.-, , , (,) feeding cattle : as

Subst.,, , a cowherd.-, ov, (,) grazed by cattle.-, ecus, , {-,) a ravenous

unnatural appetite : metaph. grinding poverty or

misery.

BOTBil'N,, , the groin, Lat. inguen. Hence, to sufferfrom swollen groins.-, , {-,) a braggart, bully, [d]-, ov, (, ) flaying oxen : gall-

ing. II. as Subst. a knife for flaying.-, es, (, 6) giving summerpasture :

summer-feeding.-, ov, , (,) beef-eater., ), a sacrifice of oxen. From, to slay, sacrifice oxen : generally, to sacri-

fice or slaughter. From

-, ov, (,) of or belonging to sacri-

fices : sacrificial., ,() one who ploughs with oxen.-, , gen., ace. pi.,
(,) hortied like an ox

:

—for the accent see

Wordsw. Gk. Gr. p. 140.-, ov, () bull-headed : epith. of

horses, because branded with a bull's head : Maced., gen. a, name of the horse of Alexander

the Great., f.,() to tend cattle :—Med.
to graze, range over the pasture. II. metaph. to

delude, beguile : Med., I feed

myself on hopes, cheat myself with them., ,() a herd of cattle. II.

a byre, ox-stall. Hence, Dor. -, f., to sing or

write pastorals. Hence, ov, Dor. -, a singer or maker

ofpastorals., , , Dor., , ,(-
\os) rustic, pastoral: (sc.)
pastoral poetry., , a herd of cattle. From-, Dor.-, ,(, and obsol.

= Lat. colo) a cowherd: herdsman., Dor., , () =$., , ,{) of or in the Council.-, ,{,) the adviser ofa plan,

Lat. auctor consilii., , (() the office of cotmsellor.,,,() a decree ofthe Coun-

cil : generally, a resolution, plan, design., , Dim. of.,, ,() deliberation., verb. Adj. of, one must take

counsel.,, , =. Hence, ov, fitfur counsel. II. as Subst., , a Council-chamber, court-house., , ,() a councillor, one who
sits in Council. II. a counsellor, adviser. Hence, , , oforfor the Council or a Coun-

cillor ; ' the oath taken by the coun-

cillors. 1. as Subst., in the Athe-

nian theatre, the seats next the orchestra, belonging

to the Council of 500. II. of or for a counsellor,

able to advise., , , devised, plotted. From, f. : pf. :—Med., fut.--
: aor.:—Pass.,aor.:

pf. : but fut. med. is also used in pass,

sense ; and aor. 1 and pf. pass, in med. sense,() :

—to take counsel, consider : in past tenses, to have con-

sidered, and so to determine or resolve upon a thing :

Med. to take counsel with oneself, and so much like

the Act. :—Pass, to be determined or resolved on. II.

to be a member of the Council : to give counsel.
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silium :
—a project, plan, intention. 2. counsel,

advice, whether taken or given. II. also like

Lat. concilium, the Council or Senate, esp. that of the

500 at Athens., Ep. for}, 2 sing. subj. of.,, ,() of good counsel, sage., part. aor. I of.,, ,() a will, purpose., ecus, ,() a ivilling : will, pur-

pose., fut. of.-, ov,(,) counselling
,
advising

.

-, ,(-,) ravenous hunger. Hence, f., to sufferfrom ravenous hunger.

-os, ov,()—.' : impf., Att. also-
: fut. : aor., Att. also

: pf., in compos, also med.

(): Dep. :

—

-to will, wish, be willing:

usu. c. inf., but also c. dat., '
he willed victory to the Trojans, or in full,. or, with

the subj. adds force to the demand,

woidd you have me tell ; , Lat. quivls,

the first that offers, any one that likes. II. to

have rather, choose, prefer, mostly with , as,*, $) I had rather the

host were saved than lost.-, ov,{,) strife-desiring.

-ios, ov, fitfor unyoking the oxen, \y\. From--ros, ,(,) the timefor unyoking oxen,

evening : in Homer only as Adv., towards

evening, at eventide.-, , (, ~/) cow-milking., ov, ,() a dweller on hills.-5, ov, (,) cattle-feeding. .-, grazed by cattle ;- herds

of grazing oxen.

BOTNO'2, , a hill, mound.

-irais, iraioos, , (-,) a big, lubberly

boy. 2. of bees, born of the ox; see Virg. Georg.

4. 281.-, , , , (-,) hard-struggling.-, ov, gen. ovos, (, pf. of-) rich in cattle.-, ov, (/Sous,) ox-goading.-, ijyos, , , (,) an ox-goad

:

an axefor fellitig an ox.-,, , (,) a herdsman.

-iropos, ov, (,) ox-piercing ;

a spit that would spit a whole ox.

-TTpcopos, ov, (,) with theface of an ox.

BOT 2;, or : gen., also poet,: aec., Ep. , poet, also :—plur., nom.,
rarely contr. : gen., rarely contr. : dat., poet,, rarely :

—

a bidlock or cow,

an ox; in plur. cattle. II., , a shield

covered with ox-hide. III. proverb., hrrl, , like vs, of people who keep silence from some
weighty reason, from the notion of a heavy body
keeping down the tongue., contr. from, ace. pi. of foreg.-,, , (,) an ox-stall.-,, , — foreg.-, Adv. (,) turning like

oxen in ploughing : of the early Greek manner of

writing, which went from left to right, and right to

left alternately. So Solon's Laws were written.-, ov, (,) ox-guiding

:

—as

Subst. an ox-goad.-€, (,) to slaughter oxen., ov, , () a cow-herd, herdsman.-, ov, (, -yuv) ox-eating., f.,() to slaughter oxen.

(sub. ),, a festival with sacrifices of
oxen. From-, ov, (/Sous,) ox-sacrificing. 2.

at which oxen are slain., f.,() to tend cattle., , , a herd of oxen. From-,,(,) ox-feeding

:

—as Subst., , a herdsman.--os, ov, (-,) with a great load.-, , (,) holding an ox.-, ov, (,) rich infodder., contr. part, of. 2. gen. pi. of.-, , , (,) one who buys oxen

for sacrifice.

-<£5,, ,(,) ox-eyed, i. e. wilh large,

fidl eyes., f., to plough. From5, ov, , () a ploughman. II. Bootes,

a name of the constellation Arcturus., 17,() the office ofjxidge or umpire,

presidency of the games : generally, arbitration., ,() a prize in the games.

BPA^BET'2,, : Att. ace. sing,, nom.

plur. :

—

thejudge who assigned the prizes at

the games : generally, a judge, arbitrator, umpire : a

chief, leader., f. ,() to be ajudge or umpire:

to arbitrate, direct, govern., , a kind ofplum or sloe.

.\<$, , the tree which bears.
BBATXOS, , hoarseness, sore throat. Hence, ?7, ov, hoarse.. Adv. of, slowly.

05, , , Aeol. for.
[],, poet. Comp. and Sup. of

., eos, ,() slowness., f.,() to delay :—Pass, to be de-

layed. II. intrans. to be slow about a thing :

—

Med. to be sloiu, to loiter.
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-€.5, ,(,) slow ofpersua-

sion, slow to believe.-, f.,(,) to sail slowly.-, 6, ,,, gen.,(,)
slow offoot.', , : Comp. by poet, me-

tath., poet, also [] and :

Sup., poet,, and by metath.

: slow, heavy; slowest at

running:—metaph. sloio ofunderstanding, slow. II.

of time, late.-, ,(,) slow offoot., tjtos, ,() slowness : dullness., , Aeol. for, a rich female garment., aor. I pass. part, of.'22, Att. : f. [] : aor. I' :—Pass., aor : pf. :
—to

shake violently, to throw up, of the sea : to winnow or

sift grain :—Pass, to boil up., ov, gen. ovos, poet. Comp. of., see., (, , aor. 2 pass. part, of., Adv. of , shortly., ovos, ,() the arm, Lat. brachium. [t], ov, gen. ovos, [Ion. , Att. t],,
Comp. and Sup. of., eos, , plur., contr., (-) shallow, stagnant pools, Lat. brevia et syrtes.-5, ov,(,) with few clods,

a narrow piece of land.)-, ov, gen. ovos, (,') of
small understanding.-, ov,(,) running a short

way., , brevity in speech. From-, ov,(,^) short in speech, of

few words., f. , to make short. From
BPA~XT'2;, , : Comp. and -: Sup. and:—of Space

and Time, short; of Number and Degree, few, little

:

, a little, a short time or distance;

for a short distance ; little by little ;

shortly, briefly ; in few words,

Lat. brevibus, paucis ; or -, Lat. quam brevissime.-, ov,(,) : -) a dart with a short, small head.-^, cs,(,) short-legged.-, ov,(,) bringing

a small contribution.

-Tovos, ov,(,) reaching a shortway.-5, ov, (,) short-

necked.5,, ,() shortness : scanti?iess,

deficiency.-, ov, ,(, •") giving a
short or scant light, []

-5, ov,{,) withfew leaves.*'1, only used in 3 sing. aor. 2 or, to rattle, clash, ring, roar.,, ,() the top of the head, Lat.

sinciput.

€€€£, sound to imitate the croaking offrogs.

BPE'Mfl, only used in pres. and impf., the Lat.

FREMO, to roar, of the wave or wind ; to clash, of

arms; to roar, clamour, of a crowd. Also in Med.
BPE'NOCXS, , an unknown water-bird, of stately

bearing : hence II. arrogance. Hence€8, Dep., only used in pres. and impf., to

be of a proud carriage, hold one's head high, swagger.

€.3, , ,() a wetting.

BPE'TA2, , gen., nom. pi., a

wooden image of a god.'^, , , the child unborn, Lat. foetus, —. II. the tiew-born babe, whelp or cub., , =-.', f.£ : aor. ' :—Pass., aor. -
: aor. 2 [] : pf.^ :—to wet

on the surface, moisten, sprinkle, opp. to^ :
—

Pass, to be ivetted or drenched. 2. impers.,
like , Lat. pluit, it rains.

BPI-, [], insepar. intensive Prefix, whence come,^.
Bpiapetos, , Strong, a hundred-handed giant, so called

by the gods, but by men Aegaeon. [In Ep., trisyll.'^], , ov, Ion., , , () strong., (-) to strengthen, to make strong. IL

intr. to be strong.

BPI'Zil, fut. £, to nod, slumber, sleep.-, ov, (-,) loud shouting., *, ,() weight., ,() weight, heaviness.

-voos, ov,(, voos) grave-minded, thought-

ful.», , , () weighty, heavy.2, f., Ep. inf.: aor. :
perf. :

—to be heavy, to be zveighed down or

heavy laden with a thing :—Med., -
a poppy laden with fruit ; epis, Ep.

for, weighty strife. 2. of men, to out-

weigh, prevail : to be superior in thefight, to be mas-

ter. II. trans, to load, press.

and, Dep. to snort with anger,

be wrathfid, furious. (Formed from the sound.)-, ov, (,) loading the car.

BPOTX02, o, the windpipe, trachea., =, to buzz, hum, of gnats., Dep. to revel like Bacchus. From,, ov,() roaring, boisterous :—hence, the boisterous god, a name of Bacchus. 2.

=, Bacchic.-, ,(,) Bacchic., ,() Lat. fremitus, any loud noise or

roaring, as of fire, elc.



136 —., f. , to thunder :, impers., it

thunders, Lat. tonat. From'
,, thunder. II. the state of one struck

with thunder, astonishment., aros, ,() a thunder-clap., , ,() Thunderer, name of one of

the Cyclopes, who forged the bolts of Zeus.-€5, ov,(, Kepavvos) sending

thunder and lightning.-, es,(, e78os) thundering., ov, also a, ov, Ep. €5, , ov,()
mortal, human.—So also -ios, a, ov.-, ov,(,) trampling on men.

["]-5, , gen. vos,(, yrjpvs) with hu-

man voice, of a parrot.€5, eaaa, cv,() bloody, gory., f., to murder men. From-, ov,(,) man-slaying.-5, ,(, Xoiyos) bane of men.
BPOTO'5, , a mortal, man, opp. to or

Oeos : as Adj. mortal.

BPO'TOS, , bloodfrom a wound, gore.--KOiros, ov,(,) watching men.--^^,^^,) man-hati?ig. II.

pass, hated by men.-, is,(, (peyyos) giving light to

men.-, ov,(,) man-destroying.,() to stain with gore., ,() a wetting, rain.&, Aeol. for5.'^, «5, the throat.

Pp°X^s » Vi{ ) an ink-horn.

BPO'XOIS, , a noose or slip-knot, for hanging or

strangling ; a snarefor birds ; the mesh of a ?iet.

*BPO'Xil, acr. ', to gulp down : cp.-,., () to teem with plenty, overflow., Adv. () snarling or with clenched

teeth.5, ,() a snarling, biting : a grinding

or gnashing of teeth.', f. £ : aor. : to bite, devour. Cf.. []', = , v. sq., iitretv to cry for drink.

£, only in ace., the depth of the sea., fut. med., aor. I pass,-
: Ep. pf. (so, from,) : Dep. : ():— to roar,

howl, bellow, Lat. rugire. Hence,, , a roaring : and, ov, , a bellower, howler., ov, also a, ov, (/?pu£)/rora the depths of the

sea, an echo from the deep, []', fut. : aor. 2' :—Pass., aor.

l( :—the same as. [D]

, mostly in pres. and impf. ; rare in fut.

: — to be full of anything, swell or teem
with. II. trans, to cause to burst forth., aros,,() that which is eaten,food., aor.: Dep.: ():—
to bray like an ass, Lat. rudere., ,(), food., ov,() eatable, solid.

-is, , , () meat, opp. to $
(drink). II. an eating into, corrosion, rust., rjpos, ,() an eater, devourer.

-os, , , verb. Adj. of, eatable:—, , =., vos, ,() Ion. for^., , ov,() made of byblus.02, , the Egyptian papyrus. II. its

coats orfibres, of which were made ropes, paper, etc.

:

, at, leaves of byblus; hence, a book: also in

pi. . [/], Adv. () close-pressed, closely, thickly., f., () to sink in the deep, immerse.,, ov,() in the deep, sunken, deep. II.

of the deep; (sub.) water-animals, [], ov, ,, iSos, , =.*'2, , the depth, the deeps of the sea., ov, , () masc. Adj. blustering: Ep. gen.

pi..«, Att. for.
BT'P2A , the skifi stripped off, a hide.

-aCeTos, ,(,) leather-eagle, nick-

name of Cleon the tanner., , , a tanner. From, f. , () to dress hides, tan., , a leathern thong. [] Fern, from, , ov,() made of skin or leather., f., to dress hides, be a tanner.

From-, ov, , (,) a tanner.-, ovos, , (, aayv) the

leather-Paphlagonia?i, nickname of Cleon.-, ov, ,(,) a leather-seller.-, is, and -rovos, ov, (,) with skin or leather stretched over., , ov,() made offine linen.-, ($,) to build in the

deeps : hence to meditate deeply., Adv.() from the bottom.-, ov, ,(,) measuring

the deeps.

-os, , = /3i>0us, the depth or bottom of the sea.

BT'5205, , fine flax : fine linen.-, ov,(,) deep-thinking.'
: f. [] : aor. :—Pass., aor. I

: pf. :
—to stufffull ;$ (-

stuffed full of spun-work ; anoyyta>(-
bunged up with sponge., aor. 2 act. subj. of.^, Ion. contr. for.



—. 137,-, Dor. for -.,, Dor. for-., , Dor. for$.,,,()forming clods, of rich loam., /cos, , =$, a clod of earth., , Dim. of, a clod.02, , Lat. GLEBA, a clod of earth: a piece

of land, ground, soil : generally, a lump or mass of

anything : so even of the sun.-, , (,) clod-breaking., , , also os, ,() on or at the altar., idos, , Dim. of : a step., aros, , a ribald jest. From, Dep. to practice coarse buffoonery,

indulge in ribald jes's. From-, , (,) lurking about the

altars, for the scraps that could be got there, a starve-

ling, beggar : hence a low flatterer, ribald jester,

biiffoon., ,() any raised placefor standing on, a

stand, Lat. suggestus: a raisedplacefor sacrificing, an

altar; later also afuneral mound, cairn, Lat. tumulus., Ep. for, ace. of: also contr. gen. plur.

-as, contr. for, aor. part, of.
£, 3 plur. aor. 2 subj. of.^, () to call on, to call to aid., Dor. for.-, ,(,) man-feeding, nurse

of heroes, [], opos, ,=$, a herdsman.

1
, ,, indecl., third letter in Gr. alphabet

:

as numeral y , = three, third : but
t
y = 3000.—Before

the palatals« and before £, y is pronounced like

n in ng, as ayyos ayttos £.
For the digamma, v. sub .
Homer uses y as an aspirate before some words,

as yaia, bovrros ydovnos : so also in Att., before

and v, e. g. y, vecpos yvocpos.

In Dor. is sometimes put for 7, as bvocpos

for yrj yvocpos : also 7 for , yXecpapov
;

but in Att., for 7, yX- ; also for ,
yv^r : and for , yrj'iov., Dor. for ye.

, Dor. and Aeol. for 777, earth., , or,, a small round net., ),•^, ypav) a gangre?ie, an eating

sore ending in mortification., 77, the royal treasure: riches. (Persian word.)£-, , (£,) a treasury, Lat.

aerarium., Dor. for., , gen. yatas, Ep. yatys (but not 70*77 in nom.,

except in late Poets), like , poet, for 77}, earth,

ground, soil: one's country., , Dor. for yai-qoxos., is, poet, for yy€vs., 77, , (yaia) sprungfrom Earth.-, , (yaia, ') poet, for 7770^x05, earth-

upholding, earth-surrounding, epith. of Poseidon : of
other gods, protecting a country., , Dor. for yrfios, on land., only used in partic, / exulting in

his strength.', gen. yaXaKTos, , milk. (Lat. LAC ap-

pears in gen. ya-XaK-Tos)., , () sucking, infant., 77, , milky, milk-white.&-, es, (, vayrjvai) like curdled

milk.-, , , (,-, 3 sing. pf.

pass, of) a milk-drinker.,, Dor. for yaX-, yaX^os., 677s, contr., 77s, 77, the marten- cat or

polecat, Lat. mustela., , , cheerful. Adv. -pcDs., , , (yaXfy) a kind of spotted lizard., , contr. for?., , , = yatyvos., Dor., , = sq.', , stillness of wind and wave, calm,

yaX- kXavvetv to sail through the calm : gene-

rally, calm, tranquillity. Hence, Ep. part. fern, yaXva, to be calm., ,) calm, still, serene : esp. of

the sea, in neut. pi., yaX^a a calm, yaXrjv' I see

a calm., , a priest of Cybele : a eunuch.-«,-, -«,-, =^-.'2, , gen., nom. pi. yaXocv : Att., gen., a sister-in-law: the corresponding

masc. is ^. [], Dor. for ya, aor. I inf. of yak., , (^) any connexion by marriage,

Lat. aff.nis : I. a son-iti-law. 2. a brother-

in-law. 3. a father-171-law. II. in Dor. and

Aeol. a bridegroom.€, Dor. for '^, 3 sing. aor. I of yae., , fern, of yaes, a wife., , Dor. gen. yai, , a husband,

spouse : and, i8os, 77, a wife. From
: fut. yai, Att. ya, later ya : fut.

aor. €7 ; later' : pf. yeya.—Med.,

fut. yaeoa, Ep. 3 sing, ya4ea, Att. yao-: aor. ^.— Pass., aor ^,
poet. part, yae€s : pf. yeya : ^). To

marry, to take to wife, Lat. ducere ; €, e£

ayaOovya to marry of a good or bad stock. II.

Med. to give in marriage, I. of the woman, to

give herself in marriage, to wed, Lat. nubere. 2.

F 5
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of the parents, to get their children married, betroth,

to get a wife for the son or a husband for the

daughter. III. Pass, to be wedded or taken to

wife.,, , =^$., , ov, (^) bridal, Lat. nuplialis

:

~/ (sub.), , a marriage-feast.,, o, the seventh month of the Attic

year, from', because it was the usual time for

weddings : it answered to the end of January and be-

ginning of February. See.£, f.,() to give in marriage., , , (^) bridal; ^ a wed-
ding, Lat. nuptiae. Adv. -/ecus, as at a wedding., ='.-, ov, (^,) adulterous : as

Subst. an adulterer.-, , Dor. for /5.
FA'MOS, , a wedding, marriage : also tuedlock,

matrimony : in pi. a marriage-feast, Lat. nuptiae.-5, ov, (",) preparing mar-
riage., , ,,^) the jaws of

a beast ; the beak of a bird., , ,() bent, curved, crooked.

&, Dor. for yrjv, yaiav., (yavos) to sh ,ne, glitter, gleam : to look bright

andfresh, Lat. nitere : metaph. to be cheerful.

'05, (os,, brightness, sheen: beauty, a charm,

delight, [a] Hence, to make bright or shini?ig : pf. pass. part., glad-looking, joyous, Lat. nitidus.,, Ep. part, of^., Ep. fut.' : Dep. : (yavos) :

—

to

brighten up, be delighted at a thing. Hence, $, , = yavos.-, , Dor. for y-. []-, -irovos,-, Dor. for -.', Conjunction, for, Lat. enim, and like it

placed after the first word in a sentence. Its chief

usages are I. to introduce the reason : when the

reason precedes that of which it is the reason, it may
be rendered by since or as ;, yap', since many Achaeans are dead, etc.;

so in parenthesis, as , yap -, etc., and, since Marathon was the fittest

place, etc. II. to strengthen I. a question,

like Lat. nam, Engl, why, what, yap why
who hath sent thee? 2. a wish, yap e£o-

that you might perish ! in Homer usu. at yap,

Att. ei or yap, Lat. utinam, that I so also

yap, would that

!

, f. , (yapyapa) to swarm with., Att. for yayya\'fa, (ypyao$) to tickle.

Hence, ov, , a tickling.'^, , tickling, itching, []. , heaps, lots, plenty.

, Dor. for yqp^., gen. yaoTipos syncop. yaoTpos, dat. plur.7< [], :—the paunch, belly, Lat. venter; -
the hollow of a shield. i. the womb,

yaoTpl or to be with child. 3. me-
taph. appetite, in a bad sense, gluttony. Hence, Ion., ), the belly of a jar, etc., , Dim. of yaOT-qp, yaoTpiov.£, f., (yaoTpts) to fill ones belly. II,

to hit 07i the belly, a trick in boxing.-, ov, (yaoT-qp, pyos) gluttonous., , Dim. of y p., ios, , ,) pot-bellied : a glutton.-, cs, (yaoT-,) heavy with child.-, f.,(,) to bear in the

womb, be pregnant.-, ,(,) pot-bellied., , , (^) of or for a merchant

ship., , v, =yas.'2, , a milk-pail : a water-bucket : any
round vessel, e. g. a bee-hive : hence II. yai/,
o, a round built merchant-vessel, galley., only used in pres. to bear oneself proudly,

pride oneself. From, ov, also a
t
ov, () exulting in a thing

:

haughty, disdainful : skittish. Hence, Pass, to exult in a thing: to be baugh'y,

disdainful. Hence,, , a subject for boasting., Dor. , enclitic Particle, Lat. quidem, at least,

at any rate ; 6 y' at any rate the people

here : often attached to pronouns, ^, y,
oye. 2. well then, then, implying unwillingness,

ye well, I will go. 3. and indeed, too;

ye and quite right too ! 4. to strengthen

oaths, ) . . ye, with a word between, to which

ye usu. refers. II. even; ye

against even Amphiaraus' will.-, ov, Dor. for yaoo.«, Ep. for y£yova, perf. of ^^, to have

been born, to be, live: pi. yyav,,-
: but €/«' [] inf., for yyava, Dor. 767-
[] : part, yeyaas, -, Att. contr. 7670/5,

-, like,., Dor. for yiyqOa
;

pf. ofy., Dor. pf. inf. of^^ : see ykyaa.^,€, see 76700., pf. ofya.€4, pf. of^^., pf. pass, oi yv.«,, pf. and Ep. plqpf. of yrfiw.€, pf. of yqpaa^.€, pf. pass, ofyv., pf. pass, ofyo.€, pf. of yyvoa.,', pf. act. and pass, of yp.€, fut. 3 pass, ofyp.



^,, pf. act. and pass, of., perf. with pres. sense, part. ytyowojs,

plqpf. kyeycuveiv with impf. sense :—the other tenses

are formed as if from pres.^/ or ^^,— inf.

yeyvev, Ep.-^ ; impf. kytycuvtivv or 76701-

for kytyajvzov, 3 sing, also kykywvt ; aor. I inf.

yeyowrjaai : verb. Adj. yeyav^kov. To call or cry

so as to be beard, to call aloud; re ykyoivt-
aas as far as he could make himself heard by shout-

ing: c. ace. rei, to call out, proclaim aloud: of things,

to sound, ring, etc., verb. Adj. of ytycavkoj, one must -pro-

claim aloud,, lengthd. pres. for ykyaiva, to proclaim.3, , Adj. from part, yeycuvais, (like apapos,

6v, from), loud-spoken, loud-sounding., <, Ojs, Att. part. pf. of ytyvoa, for 7-
yovujs, ytyaijs, see 700;., , Heb. Gehenna, i. e. the valley of Hinnom,
in which the corpses of the worst malefactors were

burnt :—hence as a name for hell-fire, hell.-, etc., v. yconr-.-, ov, o, (777,) a plougher of earth., aor. I part, of yvoa., Ep. for yuvi}ai, 2 sing. aor. 1 med. subj. of., Pass, to be begotten, be born. II. the

aor. '^, yeii/ is always used in causal

sense, = yevi/, of the father, to beget ; of the mo-
ther, to bear, bring forth; oi y the parents.-, etc., = yepos.-5, ov, (yrj, 4) earth-bearing."20 or -orov, to, anything projecting so as

to shelter, the eaves of a roof, the cornice, coping: the

hem of a garment. (Of Carian origin.), «cos, , neighbourhood : the neighbours.

From,, (jhtwv) to be a neighbour, to border on.

and, —yeiTviaaj., ov, neighbouring, near. From', ovos, 6, , a neighbour. III. as Adj.

neighbouring, bordering

:

—metaph. akin to, like., Aeol. for.
ye\a£as, Dor. for yeXuaas., ks, (yeXaw) laughing, cheerfid.&,, Dor. for yeXavrt, dat. part, of y€\aw.

and, Dor. for yeXaovaa., Dor. for ytKaoa, fern. nom. part, of yt\aoj., Desiderat. of, to like to laugh, to

be ready to laugh., aros, , () a laugh;
ykXaa ' the many-twinkling smile of

Ocean.', ov, ,() a laugher, sneerer., , 6v, laughable, laughed at. From, Ep., Ep. part. pi. ye\6wvT€s, yc-
Xuovres, or yeXoiajvTts : Ep. impf. yeXov or- :
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fur. yeXoa : aor. 1 kykXaaa, Ep., Dor.

kykXaga.—Pass., aor. '^ : pf. yeykXaa :—to laugh, Lat. rideo ;' his heart

laughed within him. II. to laugh at, sneer at.5, :5os, ; pi. ykXyioes or ykXyeis : = ayXis,

a head, clove of garlic, Lat. spica allii., Ep. for ykXoios., a, ov, also os, ov,() laughable, ab-

surd. II. humorous, facetious : ykXoia jests., Ep. impf. of.5, part. pres. of.,, Ep. for, yeXaovTes., Dor. for.€5, poet, for ytXowvTts., : gen. cutos Att. : dat.' Ep.
: ace. Ep., in Att. Poets ykXwv

:

() : laughter, Lat. risus ; km ykXajri for laugh-

ter s sake, for a joke. II. a subject of laughter,

Lat. ludibrium ; ykXajra to make a joke
of it., , btiffoonery. From

-Troios, , (yeXais,) exciting laughter:

as Subst.,, cv, , a jester., Ep. impf.,, Ep. part, of., f., Att. , {^4) to fill, load or freight

with a thing :—Pass, to be freighted.

yk[ios, r, = yos, a freight. From
I'E'Mfl, used only in pres. and impf. to be fidl of a

thing, to be full., as, Ion., ijs, , (^ykvai) birth;-
repos yeverj younger by birth; en ytverjs from
birth. II. birth, race, descent; yevty vTrkprepos

higher by blood : of horses, breed. III. a gene-

ration, Lat. saeculum; ycveal -. IV. offspring, descendants., f., (ytveaXoycs) to trace a pedi-

gree ; ytveaXoytiv to trace his pedigree :—Pass.

to derive one's pedigree. Hence, , a tracing one's descent, genealogy.

From-, , (yev e<x, Xky) a genealogist., rjs, , Ion. for ytvea : Ep. dat. yevefjipi.,), birth, origin, descent : of^ horses, breed. 1.

birth-place ; apyvpov yvkX a mine of silver., ov, = yevkOXtos., ov, belonging to one's birth, Lat. natalis

;

yevkOXtov one's birth-day ; yevkOXia a births

day feast ; yevkOXiOL the gods of one's race;

yevk0Xiov kindred blood., , =yvkX, descent. 2. offspring.

Dor. -, (ykvtiov) to get a beard,

come to man's estate., «, , (ykvuov) a beard. 2. in plur.

the cheeks.

yev€lcr, = y€v<£, to get a beard., Ion., : fern.5 or

-&, ibOs, (yeveias) bearded., f., —yevu, to get a beard.



140 yivtLov—, , (yivvs) the part covered by the beard,

the lower part of the face, the chin., Ep. for, 2 sing. aor. 2 of., aor. 2 inf. of., ov, ='#$. . yeveaia a

birth-day feast

:

—also, a day kept in memory of the

dead., $, , (*) a?i origin, source: birth,

race, descent.,. for kyiviTo,^ sing. aor. 2 ofyyvoa., fern, of, (*') she that gives

birth, a mother. II. she that is bom, a daughter., , —yev^rj, birth., rjpos, , =., ov, , (*6') the begetter, a father, an-

cestor. 2. the begotten, son. II. as Adj., =
yevid\ios., tios, , (*') goddess of one's birth

hour., opos, o,=yeve^s, a father., Ion. for, 2 sing. aor. 2 of/^., 3 sing. aor. 1 pass, imperat. of yiyv.
is, 77: gen. yevrj'idos, contr. yevft

bos :=$,
the edge of an axe : an axe, pickaxe, mattock., aros, , =., , poet, for yivos, descent, offspring.3 [a], ov, 6, plur., {yivva) noble,

in mind or birth, Lat. generosus.-?, is, (, ^) befitting a

noble. Adv.-/s., a, ov, also cs, ov,() suitable to otie's

birth or descent; ov yevvawv it fits not my high

blood : noble both in mind and blood, high-born,

high-minded : of animals, thorough-bred : of things,

good of their kind: but also, yevvaia genuine,

intense misery. Hence
",, , nobility, nobleness of character

:

of land, fertility.

'y€wai(i)S,Adv. of yevvaios, nobly: Sup.., f., (^) to beget, of the father; to

bear, bringforth, of the mother ; oi yevvrjuavres the

parents. II. to generate, produce. Hence, aros, , that which is produced, a child

:

any product. II. one's nature. III. a begetting., , , a begetting, producing., ov, , () a parent, Lat. pater-

familias., , ov,() begotten or born., opos, , =.
05,7,, = yevvaios, brave, spirited. Adv.-tDs., Ep. and Ion. for ykvoivro., Dor. aor. 2 opt. of yiyv., eos, , (*) race, descent : freq. in ace.

absol. yivos, as £ ykvos I am of Ithaca

by descent; so in dat., a citizen by

birth. II. a descendant, a child, as Virgil's Divi

genus. III. a race in regard to number, a na-

tion. 2. a race in regard to time, an age, gene-

-.
gender. V. kind, genus,ration. IV. sex

opp. to udos, species., he grasped, =, 3 sing, of an old Verb,

only found in this form : prob. Aeol. for <e\€to,—
representing the digamma. II. contr. for kyevero.' 5, , gen. yevvos ; dat. yivvi : plur., dat.

yevvai, Ep. ykvvooi ; ace. yivvas, conir. yivvs. The
under jaw ; yevves, both jaws, the mouth : hence also

the cheek, chin. II. the edge of an axe, a
biting axe.*', obsol. pres., Root of yiyv., Ep. contr. from, pi. of yipas., , , (, ypas) old: venerable.

Comp. yepatrepos; oi yepaiTcpoi, the elders, Lat.

senatores. Sup. yepairaros.-, ov, (yepaios, <p\oios) with wrinkled
skin., f. yepapaj : aor. '^, inf. ycpapai :

aor. 2 kyepapov : (yepas) :
—to hofiour or reward with

a gift : generally, to honour.,-, Comp. and Sup. of yepaios.'-2, , Lat. GRUS, a crane., , ,— yepaios., , ,() reverend, stately ; yepepoi

priests, yepapai priestesses.'^, aos, , nom. pi. yepaTa, Ion, Ep.

contr. yepa

:

—a gift of honour, prize, generally, a
gift, honour ; metaph., yepas the last honour
of the dead. II. a privilege, prerogative. Hence, ov, honouring. II. honoured., a Spartan month.-, ov, (yepas, <) winning ho?iour., Ion. nom. pi. of yepas., f., to guide an old man. From-,,(,y) guiding an old man., , Lacon. for., , Dim. of ykpv, a little old man., , () a Council of Elders, Senate,

esp. at Sparta, where it consisted of 28. II. an
embassy., a, ov,() belonging to the elders or

chiefs ; olvos yepovaios wine reservedfor them., , (et'pw) Lat. gerra, anything made of

wicker-work, esp. an oblong shield, such as the Per-

sians wore. 2. a wattled hut.-, oi, {yippov,) troops that wore
wicker shields : v. foreg.', ovtos, , an old man, Lat. senex : oi '-
povres the Elders or Chiefs, who with the King
formed the chief Council: hence the Senators, like

Lat. Patres, esp. at Sparta, where they were 28 in

number. II. as Adj., ov, but almost al-

ways with masc. Subst. as \oyos : yepov aatccs

however occurs in Homer., aros, , () a taste of a thing., aor. I med. inf. of ,'., f. : aor. :

—

to give one a

taste of a thing. II. Med. y€voa, fut.:
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aor. (" : with pf. pass.^ :

—

to taste

or eat of a thing
; 3 pi. p'qpf. eyeyevvTo, they had

tasted, eaten : hence to try, make proof, have experi-

ence of; bOvpos yc- to taste, i. e.feel, the spear

:

to enjoy.'', , a mound of earth to dam or bar a

stream, or a bridge to cross it, used by Horn, always

in plur. :— in Horn, also, yiiptpai the lane

between tivo lines of battle, the battle-field. II.

later in sing, a bridge, yecpvpav^ or ye<ptp%^^ to build a bridge over a river,

Lat. ponte jungere fluvium. Hence, f., to make passable by a bridge, to

bridge over; yapvpajce [the tree] made a

bridge over the river ;
made a

bridge-way :—Pass.,^ the strait

had a bridge made over it., , geography. From-, ov, (yrj,) earth-describing : as

Subst.,, ov, 0, a geographer.-5, <5, (777,) a hill, hillock: also-, , and, ., f., to measure land, to measure. From-5, , , (yrj, () a latid-measurer
,

geometer. Hence, , land-measuring, geometry : and, , , of or for land-measuring, geo-

metrical: (sub.), geometry: yw-, ov, , a geometrician. Adv. -tc&s., , a division of lands : tillage. From-, also -, -, and -
ijopos, 0, , (yrj,) a sharer in the division

of lands, landholder : ci", the landowners or

nobles in a state, Lat. optimates.- cr-, , Ion. for yrjirehOv.-3, ov, 0, (yrj,) poor in land., , (yrj,) a tiller of the earth, hus-

bandman., f.,() to be afarmer : also to

till, cultivate : metaph. to work at, practise a thing., ,() agriculture, tillage. II.

in plur. tilled lands., , , (yeapyos) of or for tillage,

rustic. II, skilled informing., , afield: cultivation: a crop. From-5, , (?}, epyov) tilling the ground: as

Subst.,, ov, o, a tiller ofthe earth, husbandman., f., to dig or trench the earth. From-, ov, (?},) trenching the earth. [i5]-, ov, (yrj, /) cutting the ground:
ploughing.

, , contr. for yea, earth, land; yrjv

to give earth and water as token of submission

;

yrjv on land, by land, opp. to
;

also« yrjs, which means beneath the earth :

yrjs ; Lat. ubi terrarum ? where on the earth ?-, es, (yrj,*yv) earthborn : indigenous. II.

as Subst.,, ov, 0, a son of the Earth, a giant.
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,, Adv. of yrj, out of orfrom the earth., f. : aor., perf. yya, Dor.-
ya$a (used in pres. sense): plqpf. kyeyrjOeiv: (/):—to be delighted, to rejoice., , {~) joy, delight,, , ov, (yr/) joyful, glad., , Lat. gethyum, a kind of leek., ov, and, ov, (yfj) of earth or clay.5, contr., ov, o, (yrj) a husbandman.-, , = y(oos, a hill.,,,, aor. I inf.

and part. act. and med. of^.-, , = yepos.-, (yrj,) to possess land.-, , =^, (777,) a plot of
ground.-?, es, (yrj,^) falling to earth.)3, , = yewrrovos.

-TTOTOS, Dor., ov, (yrj,- 3 sing,

pf. pass, of) to be drunk up by Earth.

-os, , , (yrjpas) old, aged.

and, , ov, = ypas., aor. 2 inf.,, aor. I inf.,oyp., Ep. for y-, dat. plur. of yps,
part. aor. 2 of., , , poet, for ypats., aor. 2 part, ofy.5, , gen. yrjpaos, Att. contr. yps : dat.

yrjpa'i, Att. contr. yrjpq: old age, Lat. senectus. Hence
or : fut. Att. [a] : aor.

I kyqpaaa'. aor. 2 kyqpav, inf. ypva [a], part, y-
pas (as if from a verb in -) : pf. yey- :

—to

grow aged, become old and i?ifirm. II. in aor. I

tyrjpaaa, Causal, to bring to old age., f., to feed and cherish in old age:
—Pass, to be cherished in old age. From-, , (yrjpas,) cherishing in old

age ; esp. of one's parents.-, ov, (yrjpas,) cherishing the old., aTos, ,^) a voice, sound, tone.2;, vos, , a voice : speech. Hence, Dor. ; f. [] : aor. :

—

Med., fut.- : aor. ^, but also in

same sense pass,^ [u] :

—

to utter, speak, say,

sing, cry, Lat. garrire.5, contr. for yrjpaos, gen. of yrjpas., , Att. for yrjdvov, a leek., , contr. for /'.-5, ov, (yrj,^) ploughing the earth.-, ov, , (yiyas,) giant-killer.-, ov, (yiyas, *4) giant-killing., a grape-stone, [t]2, avTOs, voc. yiyav, , (yrj or yaia) mostly

in plur. the Gian's, a rebellious race, destroyed by the

gods. In Hesiod, the so?is of Gaia or Earth, whence
the name =yytvr)s.-, syncop. from ~/^4, which is formed

by redupl. from the Root *' : from this root
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come fut.^ : aor. 2^^ : perf. 7*761/77-

and yeyova : aor. I (in late authors)^ :

for the Ep. pf. yiyaa, see yeyaa :— to become, to

happen : to be bom : to be ; in perf. yeyova to be by

birth, or to have become so. 2. of events, to occur,

happen. II. with Preps, or Advs. of motion, to

be at, as eyiyvero ks^. 2.,, yiyvcoBai to take all shapes,

turn every way ; kavTov ytvkaOai to be master of

oneself; kvTus kavTov yeveaOai to recover oneself. 3.

ykva ; more rarely t'is y€va ; what is to be-

come of me ? 4. yiyveaOat ' cpyrjs, . Xoyow,

periphras. for opyav, Xeyeiv, etc. 5. c. gen. pretii,

to cost so much, as, yiyvzadai to cost an obol.-, formed by redupl. from the root«',", Lat. NOSCO : fut. yvwaopuai:

aor. 2 €^, imperat. yva/, opt. yvc'vqy, inf. yvujvai,

part, yvovs: perf. eyvojKa, pass,^ : aor. I pass.

0?7'.
7 perceive, gain knowledge of, mark, and so to

know, of persons and things : to be aware of, under-

stand: sometimes c. gen. instead of ace, to know of. . ,

yvS), he kneiu that he was angry : rarely

also c. part.,^ I perceived that I was
beaten. II. to examine, to form an opinion, de-

cide upon, determine, decree, yvcbvai ., Ion. and in late Greek for yyvoa., Ion. and in late Greek for yiyvajdKca,, (yXayos) to be milky, juicy.€5, , , (yXayos) full of milk, milky.?,, ev, (yXayos)full of milk, milky.-, 7770s, , , (ykayos,-) of orfor
curdling viilk.02, (os, , poet, for yaXa, milk.-3, ov, (yaXa, cpayciv) contr. for 7a-
\atCTO<payos, living on milk.', 77, =, humour in the eyes., ov, gen., {^) blear-eyed, [a], (yXavtcos) only found in Ep. part. yXav-, glaring with the eyes.'^2, 77, 6v, Aeol. -Oicos, a, ov, gleam-
ing,\glancing, bright-gleaming. II. with no-

tion of Colour, pale-green, bluish-green, gray, Lat.

glaucus, of the olive, of the willow, and also of the

vine. III. of the eye, light blue or gray, Lat.

caesius : of persons, blue-eyed.

-xpocs, , 77, ace. yXavKoxpoa, (yXavnos,

Xpoos) gray-coloured, gray.--is, rfos, : ace. , but also iv : (yXav-
kus,) epith. of Minerva, with gleaminz eyes.-,, , , =yXavs.*, Att., k6s, , (yXavKos) the owl, Lat.

noctua, so called from its glaring eyes. Proverb.,

yXavK (, yXavit els, like our ' carry

coals to Newcastle
:

' Athenian coins were called yXai)-

Kes, from the stamp of the owl on them,, , (yXo.$ou) a hollow, cavern, [a], ), smoothness, polish. From

., , ov, (yXa<poj) holloiu, hollowed: hence

7. a deep harbour. II. smoothed, polished,

of persons, critical, exact. Adv. -pus, smoothly, nicely,

prettily.', to hew, carve : of a lion, to tear the

ground with his feet.

[], Dor. for yX-.-, ov, o, (yXtvKos,- 3 sing. pf.

pass, of) drinker of new wine.

yXeviKOS, cos,, (yXvfcvs) Lat. mustum, must, tweet

new wine. *, , Dor. for.', , the pupil, eye-ball : and, II. be-

cause figures are reflected small in the pupil, a puppe
',

esp. a girl, cf., Lat. pupilla : as a taunt, ippe

yXv away, weak girl

!

NO^S, , in plur. things to stare at, wonders.', a>vos, 77 : ace. yXva, by apocop.

yX:—pennyroyal, Ion. for.
\

--, ov, comic word in

, Aristophanes, a greedy pettifogging knave. (yX'i-

axpos, avT'Xoyia,.)
I

'2;02, a, ov, gluey, clammy, slippery.

metaph. sticking close to, importunate. 2. close,

greedy, stingy. 3. of disputations, quibbling, petty., ovos, , (yXiaxpos) a niggard., Adv. of yXiaxpos, importunately : scan-

tily : also pettily.

[], Dep.,only used in pres. and impf.,

to strive after a thing, struggle for it, c. gen. 2.

yXixeaOai tivos to be eager about ox for a thing.

or, , glue. Hence

yXoios, 0, anything sticky or clammy, as oil and
dirt. II. as Adj. yXoics, a, ov, slippery, knavish.'5, , the rump : plur. the buttocks., Pass, to become sweet.

yXvKtpos, , ov, = yXvKvs, sweet.€-5, ojtos, , , (yXvKcpos, xp&s) with

sweet, fair skin., a, , — yXvKvs. [i/]-», , gen. vos, (yXvKvs,) causing

sweet tears.-, ov, (yXvKvs,) with sweet gifts.-, es, (yXvKvs, ^) sweet-sounding., , benevolence. From-, ov, (yXvKvs,) sweet-minded. II.

act. charming the mind, delightful.-, Aeol. and Dor. for yXXov.-, ov, (^/5,€$) sweetly win-

ning.-, , Dor. for yXXov^ -
Xov) a sweet-apple., f., to speak sweetly. From-,^,) sweet-speaking.

-irais,, , , (yXvKOs,) having a

fair offspring.

y\vKV-TTap&evcs^,(yXvKvs,) a sweet maid.

-micpos, ov, (*,) sweetly bitter.
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'2, «, , siveet to the taste, sweet: metaph.

sweet, delight/til : of men, dear, kind. Comp. and

Sup. [],: also,-.
[], $, ,() siueetness., fjpos, , and5, , , (')

carver, a sculptor.

05, , , verb. Adj. of, fit for carv-

ing, carved.,,() a knife or chiselfor carving.,, ?), mostly in plur., the notch

of the arrow, which fits on the string : later, the arrow

itself. \l. =, a knife. From', f.: aor. ' :—Pass., aor. I 1-, aor. 2 [] : pf. and' : — to hollow out : esp. to engrave or

carve. II. /o write on a tablet.,, , the beard of corn, only in plur.25, Att., 7;s, 77, /#£ tongue, Lat.

lingua ; by worif q/" mouth ;

not from another's tongue, not from foar-

s«y; to let loose one's tongue, speak

freely. II. a tongue, language; -
to use a language or dialect., Att., , endless talking,

ivordiness. From-, Att.-, ov, (,) talking till one's tongue aches, very talkative.-, , (,) properly

casefor the mouthpiece of a flute : a case or bag for

money., , Att. for.--^, f.,(,) to ply

the tongue.' or, gen. ivos, , any projecting

point : the end of the yoke-strap. 2. the point of

an arrow : the arrow itself., , the jaw., poet, form of.'05, , the jaw, mouth : properly the lower

jaw. II. like, the point or edge of a

weapon, [a]

yvap/irros, , oV, curved, bent : supple, pliant : me-
taph. bending, yielding. From,, f. : aor. :—to erook,

bend., , ,() carded, fulled.', :, -,.--
kos,-,-:,-, v. sub, etc.

-ios, , /, syncop. for, belonging to

the true race, legitimate, opp. to: genuine, true;

lawful wives, opp. to
;" true Greeks

; to

have a noble mind.>5, Adv. of, lawfully, really, truly., , , aor. 2 opt. of., Ep. for, pi. aor. 2 opt. of -.5- aor. 2 part, .'^, , =<$, darkness.

-, ,(,) darksome, dark.

|, Adv. () with befit knee ; £ to

fall on the knee., Ion. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of., , , aor. 2 subj. of.,, aor. 2 imperat. of., «, ,() that by which a thing is

known, a mark, token, like. II. judgment., Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of., ,() a means of knowing, a mark,
token. II. the mind, the judgment ; Trj

to the best of one's judgment. 2. will, pur-

pose ; ' of his own accord. 3. a
judgment, opinion ; to deliver

an opinion; also a mistaken judgment, fancy ;

the opinions of wise men, maxims. 4. a purpose,

intention, resolution : a vote, decree., , Dim. of, a fancy.-, , (,) a collection of
maxims., , ,() fit to give judgment

:

experienced or skilled in a thing. II. of oxfor
sun-dials., ,() prudence, judgment.€, to coin maxims : and,,, clever at coining maxims. From-, ov,(,) maxim-coining,

sententious.,, ,() one that knows, a judge,

interpreter. II. the gnomon or index of the sun-

dial. III. the teeth that mark a

horse's age. IV. a carpenter's rule, Lat.''norma:
hence a rule or guide of life., Ep. for, aor. 2 ., aor. 2 inf. of., Ep. for , I pi. aor. 2 subj. of -.£, f. Att. : pf. :

—to make
known, declare. 2. to discover, detect : to acknow-

ledge, recognise. 3. to be acquainted with. From, ov, rarely , ov, () well-known

:

as Subst.,, , an acquaintance, a friend, Lat.

familiaris. . the notables, Lat.

optimates., Adv. of, so as to be known, in-

telligibly, familiarly ; to be on

friendly terms with him., (, ,() acquaintance : know-

ledge.,,,() that by which a thing

is made known, a mark, token., ov, ,() a making known., , , () capable of making

known., 2 sing. aor. 2 subj. of., fut. pass, of., 3 pi. aor. 2 subj. of.-«, f.,(,
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ones own opinion, i. e. to cotifess oneself in the wrong,

change one's ptirpose, give way;
to confess that one is not equal.^, , , (yvivvai) a seeking to know: a judi-

cial inquiry, Lat. cogniiio. II. knowledge :

wisdom. 2. acquaintance xuith a person. 3. a

recognising., fut. of^^., rjpos, , (~^) one that hiows or

warrants the truth of a thing, Lat. cognitor., , , —^.05, , , collat. form of yvarros, known : as

Subst. a friend. II. to be known.

yvJ>T€, 2 pi. aor. 2 imperat. of yiyi/ :
—yvioTov,

~/, 2 and 3 dual aor. 2 indie.

-ros, 17, , also Is, ov, (yvcovai) known, well-

known :—as Subst. a friend, kinsman, brother; /-/ brothers and sisters., Ep. for yvu), aor. 2 snbj. of^., Ep. for yvu>ai, 3 pi. aor. 2 of yiyva/., Ion. for kyoa, 3 sing. impf. of yoacu.

or, 3 pi. opt. of yoaa)., Dor. for yoaovai, 3 pi. of yoaoo.', Ep. inf. yo- ; Ep. part. 700011', :

Ep. impf. 'lyoov, also yoaaonov : fut. yooa, later

yo-: aor. ^:—Pass., aor. I kyo-'. (yaos) :—to wail, groan, weep. II. c. ace. to bewail, mourn,
weepfor.', f. , to mutter, a word formed from
the sound., , and, , , (yoyyvkos) a

turnip. *, to rotind, round off. From02, 77, ov, also, , ov,~
CToyyvKos, round, spherical, [y], , (yoyyv) a muttering.-3, , , (yoyy) a mutterer., , ov,=yo€pus.

yoepos, , , (yoaoo) lamentable, mournful: of

persons, lamentmg, mourning., 77, = yoos, yo- r<p

charming the wind with howls., Ep. for yoav, pres. inf. of yoaaj., ov, gen. cvos, = yoepes., 77x0s, : dat. pi. yor\o~t : (yoo.ai) one who howls

out enchantments : a wizard, sorcerer: ajuggler cheat., fut. of yoaaj., ,) sorcery, witchcraft., f. , ^) to spell-bind, bewitch.

"3, , , (>) a wailer.--ris,, , pecul. fern, of 7077s, a witch.

-os, , (^) a ship's cargo, a freight, load."-5, ov, (^, ) rattling

against the teeth.^, ,(') a grinder-tooth, Lat. molaris,

©pp. to. II. the tooth of a key.-, ov, (ycs,) nail-bound.-, €S, (~/, irayrjvai) nail-fastened.

'02, , a large wedge-shaped bolt or nail,

for shipbuilding : any bond orfastening : in pi.yo,
the cross-ribs of the Egyptian canoes. Hence, f., tofasten with bolts or ?iails; ^-

the ship's hull is ready built. Hence,, , framework., 77pos, ,() one that fastens with

bolts or nails, a ship-builder., ecus, 0, {
fyivw) afather, ancestor : in pi. the

parents., , {*yv) that which is begotten, offspring, a
race, family. II. the seed. III. generation,

childbirth : the womb. IV. birth, descent. V.

a generation.5, ov, also 77, ov, (yuvos) productive, fruitful

;

yov^os a poet of creative powers, of true

genius : hence genuine, true.

yovos, or 77, (*yivoS) that which is begotten, a child,

offspring : also the young of animals, the fruit of

plants, the produce of anything. II. race, birth,

descent. III. a begetting.'", T(^ geru yovaros, dat. pi. yva : Ion.

yovu, yoiivaros, etc. ; Ep. yovu, yovs, yov, pi.

youva, yoovcov, youveooi :—cf. :—Lat. GENU,
the knee; yovvcuv to clasp the knees as a sup-

pliant ;, vpos yovaToov to

entreat one by clasping his knees ; yv^ to

bend the knee, i. e. sit down, take rest, but also to

bend the knee in running, to run; . yovaTa
to kneel down ; \v youvaoi it lies on the

knees of the gods, i. e. depends on their will and plea-

sure :—metaph. from warriors stricken down, es yovv,',, to throw on the knee. II.

the knee or joint of grasses, such as the cane, Lat.

geniculum.-, ov, (/,) knock-kneed.€€, to fall on the knee : yov^v or

to fall down before one. From-, es, (^, wecreiv) falling on the knee;

yovs a kneeling posture., Ep. for iyoaov, 3 pi. impf. of yoaaj.5, , a weeping, wailing, groaning.,, Ep. part, of., Att., , ov,() of, belong-

ing to the Gorgon.-, , , (Topya>,) he of the Gor-

gon crest: fern., , ., ov, = Toyos.-5, ,(,) with the Gorgon

on its back., Pass, to be spirited, of a horse. From'2, , , terrible, fearful, fierce', yopyuv

to look fierce; yopyos fearful to be-

hold : of horses, hot, spirited.-, ov, (,*) Gorgon-killing :

fern. Yopyoov, a name of Minerva., 77, an underground dungeon., , contr., ; later decl., ovos,
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and in pi. Topyovcs : (yopyos) :

—

the Gorgon, a mon-
ster offearful aspect; Hesiod names three Gorgons,

Eurvale, Stheino, and Medusa, the last the most fear-

ful : her snaky head was fixed on the aegis of Athena,

and all who looked on it became stone.--rrLS, ibOs, r), pecul. fern, of yopyojxfj.-, , (yopyos,) fierce-eyed, terrible.-, wnos, , , = yopyajuos., Ion., (ye) restrictive Particle, at least

then, at any rate : ofa truth, in sooth, freq. in answers., yovvosv. Ep. plur. of yovv, also found in Trag., Ep. imperat. of yovi/,., f.: Dep.: (yovv):—to fall down
and clasp another's knees, to entreat, supplica'e ; vnep

rivos and rivos in behalf of another : but also yovva-

Tivos and irpjs twos to entreat by such and

such things.

yovvaTos, yovvari, yovvara, yovvaoi, Ion. and poet,

dec!, of yovv., Dep., = yovj/:.{^ .-, es,^,^) crampitig the knees.-5, es, (yovvos, poet. gen. of yovv,)
thick-kneed., poet. gen. of yovv., , (yuvos, yovrj) corn-land, fruitful land,

Lat. uber ; yovvos a fruitful vineyard.

ypo,€s and, pi. n. from ypavs and ypqvs.,, , contr. for ypatdiov., Ep. ', , special fern, of ypaios, an old

woman. II. as fem. Adj. old, ypatai,
ypaia \ept, etc., , Dim. of ypats, ypavs, an old hag., Pass, to become an old woman. From
Ypaios, ypaia, ypaiov, (syncop. for ycpaios) old, aged,

gray ; ypa'ir), Lat. uva passa, raisins., aros, , (ypacpai) that which is drawn or

written, a written character, letter, Lat. litera : in plur.

letters, the alphabet. 2. a note in music. 3. a

drawing, pic'ure. II. in plur. also, like Lat.

literae, a le'ter ; an inscription: state-papers, docu-

ments, records, accounts : also a book, treatise. III.

let 'ers, learning, =.,, (<£) that on which one writes,

tablets, a note-book., €o;s, <5, (yptya)) a secretary, clerk, Lat.

scriba. Hence, to be secretary.£,) to teach rudiments., , ,) knowing one's let-

ters, grojinded in the rudiments : as Subst.,yaa-
kOs, 0, a grammarian. Adv. -kojs., ov, 6,^') one who teaches

the rudiments, a schoolmaster. 2. = y.-, ojvos, ,,) one
who "'res over musty records., ,() a stroke in writing, a line :. the long line of condemnation, drawn on the

tablet of the dicast. II. the line across the course,

to mark the starting or winning place. III. the

middle line on a draught-board called lepa ;

ypas iciveiv to move a man from this line,

i. e. try one's last chance.-5, ov, 6, (ypavs,) scaring old women., , ov, verb. Adj. of ypa<pco, to be written :€, one must wri'e., rjpos, 6,() a writer., , , verb. Adj. of, painted:
marked with letters : written., vos, ,() a scratching, tearing.

rPAT"2, ypaos, , nom. pi. ypaes, ace. ypavs : Ion.

decl., yp^s ; poet, also^ :

—

a gray wo-
man, old woman. II. scum, as of boiled milk., ecus, , (ypacpaj) a painter. II. =
ypaaevs, a clerk., , (ypacpcv) representation by means of lines :

drawing, painting; ' ?7 only in a pic-

ture. 2. writing. II. a painting, a figure,
shape. III.) as Att. law term, an in-

dictment for a public offence, prosecution, opp. to

a private action ; aOTpaTe'ias ypacpr) an indictment for
neglect of service., , , able to draw or paint : ypatyiKT)

(sub. ) the art ofpainting. 2. suitedfor writing., $, ,^) a style for writing on waxen
tablets. II. embroidery.', f. : pf. yeypaa, later yeypa :

—

Pass., fut. ypaoa, fut. 3 yeypnxf/ : aor. 2^, later aor. ^ : pf. yey :

—

to

GRAVE, scratch; ypnipas ev having
scratched marks or figures on tablets. II. to

draw lines with a pencil, to sketch, draw, paint. III.

to write; ypev els to write on
skins. 2. to inscribe, e. g. yev ds :

Pass. yp^eaBai to be inscribed with a thing. 3.

to write down; yp(v to set him down as

the cause : to register, enrol. 4. to write down a

law hereafter to be proposed, hence to propose, move.

B. Med. to write for oneself orfor one's ow7i use,

note down. 2. as Att. law-term, yptyeoOai
to indict one, tivos for some public offence ; in full,

or yparjv ypaxpaoQai ; also c. inf., ype-( to indict him for wrong-doing; absol.,

ypaevo the prosecutors ; but ypea , to

denoimce z thing as unlawful :—Pass, to be indicted.-, es, {ypavs, &os) of or belonging to an
old woman, Lat. anilis : silly, trifling., to be awake, be watchful, a late pres.,

formed from the pf. hy-qyopa., 77, Ion. for ypavs, poet, also yprvs., $, , (ypinos) afisherman : whence fem.

Adj., ypiirqis the art offishing.02, , a fishing-net., o, = ypinevs, a fisherman, [j]02, , like yptTTos, a fishing-net or basket,

made of rushes. 2. anythi?ig intricate, a dark say-

ing, riddle.



146 ^€9—., es, (ypicpos, tfiios) riddling.

'505, , a kind ofjavelin.", a grunt, like that of swine ; \ ypv-
not even to give a grunt;\ ypv not even

a syllable, not a bit. Hence, f. £ or : aor. I eypv£a :

—

to say ypv,

grunt, Lat. grunnio : hence to grumble, mumble, mut-

ter.

or £, (ypvWos or ypv\os) to

grutit.

/Wos or ypiiXos, o, (ypv) a pig, porker.

-aeTOS, 6, (ypv\p, $) a kind of griffin or

dragon.~'2, , , curved, esp. hook-nosed, with an

aquiline nose, opp. to. Hence

YpvnrOTns, 77TOS, , hookedness of the nose., f., (ypvnos) to curve or bend.

-, gen. ypvnos, , (ypvuos) a griffin, hippo-

griff-, , a cavern : a kneading trough., , a piece of land, field., , (yva) cables made fast to land.', , a hollow; in Homer,£ yvaXoi-

the body-armour composed of back-piece

and breast-piece, joined under the arms :

—

any hollow:

yva\ov a cave, grot; yvaXov the

hollow of a bowl :—in plur. holloiu ground, vales, a

valley.5, ov, 6, the curved piece of wood in a plough,

to which the share was fitted, the tree, Lat. hu-

rts. 1 1 . = , a field.-3, es, (yviov,) strengthe?iing the limbs.-, es, (yviov,) weighing down the

limbs.-5, ov, (yviov,) gnawing the limbs.

-,5, ov, 6, (yviov,) limb-subduing, i.e.

victorious., , always used by Horn, in plur., the

limbs, Lat. membra ; esp. the lower limbs, the knees.-3, es, (yviov ,nrjyvv) stiffening the limbs.-, , (yviov,) a fetter.' , , lame.-, es, (yviov,) wasting the limbs.

-Topos, ov, (yviov,) piercing the limbs.-5, ov, (yviov,) of brasen limb., (yvios) to lame :—Pass, to be or become lame;

yvioj9tis aor. 1 part., lamed.-, evos, , , (yv\ios,) long-necked.02, 0, a long-shaped wallet or knapsack., f. : pf. yeyvvaa : Pass., pf. 7671^-
: ^) :

—

to train naked, to train in gym-
nastic exercises, to train, exercise ; c. inf., yvvev
tovs to train them to do a thing :—Pass.

to practise gymnastic exercises : then, generally, to

practise or exercise oneself., $, properly fern, oyvv&, naked. II.

trained or exercised., ,() exercise. .

^ or Med.-, to be gymnasiarch :

Pass, to be supplied with gymnasiarchs. From- and-, ,^,) a gymnasiarch, who superintended the palae-

strae, and paid the training-masters : a traini?ig-7nas-

ter. Hence, , the office of gymnasiarch., ,^) the place where exercises

were practised, the gymnastic-school;

yvvaov from our school. II. in plur. bodily

exercises, [a], verb. Adj. of yvv, one must
practise., ov, ,^) the trainer of the ath-

letes. Hence^, , , fond of athletic exercises :yvva (sub.) gymnastics. Adv. -,
like an athlete., tjtos, ,) a light-armedfoot-soldier

.

, to be light-armed : to go naked. From, ov, 0, fern, yvvs,, , — yvvs.•, ,^) the light-armed troops., , ,) for a light-armed sol-

dier., , ,^) of or for gymnastic exer-

cises ; yvvs ayojv a gymnastic contest.-, = yvvev.-, , (yvpvos,) mostly in plur., a

yearly festival in honour of those who fell at Thyrea,

at which naked boys danced and went through gym-
nastic exercises.'5, ,, naked, unclad: unarmed, defence-

less : of things, yvv^v an uncovered bow, i. e.

out of the case : c. gen. stripped of a thing, yvvs:—yvvs often meant lightly clad, i.e. wearing

the tunic or wider garment only (), without the

cloak() : yvv the exposed parts of an

army, the flanks. 2. also bare, mere. Hence-, ,^,) the naked

philosophers of India., 7/tos, , nakedness., f.,^) to strip naked or bare :
—

Pass., of warriors, to be stript of arms, to be left de-

fenceless ; of things, ^ the wall was

left bare : but also to strip oneself naked, be naked

;

^ he stript himself of his rags.,, ,^) a stripping naked. II.

nakedness : the naked parts., voc. of yvv., , Dim. of yvv, a weak, silly

woma?i.

YvvaiKCios, a, ov, also os, ov, Ion.5,,
', (yvv^) of ox belonging to women, feminine, Lat.

muliebris. 2. as Subst., yvvaiKrffy = yvvaiKUrv,

the women's part of the house. II. tvomanish,

effeminate.£, f. Att. , ^) to be womanish,

play the tuoman.



—. 147-, , (yvvaiKus,) devised by a

woman.-, , (-,^) proclaimed by

women.-, , (yvvaiKvs,) of womanish

mind.-, , (, Kpaais) a woman's
temper.-, , (yvvaiKus,) pro-

claimed by ivomen., to be madfor women. From•-5, es, (yvvaiKos,) mad for
women.-5, , (yvvaiKos,) aping wo-

men, womanish.-5, , (yvvaiKos,) in woman's
shape.-5, es, (yvvaiKos,) firfl of wo-

men.-,, (yvvaifcos,) ivoman-aveng-

ing.

yvvaucos, gen. of yvvrj, whence derivatives are

formed.-, , Dor. —, , (yvvq,^)
loving women.-, , gen. ovos, (yvvancos,) of
womanish mind.-, , (yvvaiKos,) with woman's
voice., $, , (yvvaifcos) the women's part of
the house, opp. to.-, es, = yvvafcoavs, madfor women., , Dim. of yvv-, a little woman.
•yvvcuos, a, ov, of or belonging to a woman. From~', , gen. yvvaifcos, ace. yvvaina, voc. yvvai

;

pi. yvvaitccs, yvvaitccvv, etc., (as if from yvvaig) :

—

a
woman, Lat.femina, opp. to man : vocat. yvvai, a term

of respect, mistress, lady : Homer often joins it with a

second Subst., 717/77,, etc. II. a

wife, spouse. III. a mortal woman, opp. to a

goddess. IV. thefemale, mate of animals.

Ytivvis,, , (yvvrj) a womanish matt, weakling., , Dim. of y-, a nest, eyrie, cranny., dat. pi. oiyv\p., , (yv\p) a vulture's nest : generally, a hole,

cranny. Hence
"yimas, , fern. Adj. vulture-haunted.--os, ov, (yvpos,) tracing a circle.2, ecus, , thefinest meal, Lat. pollen.

rT"PO'2, a, ov, round, Lat. curvus; yvpus kv

ro7/nc/-shouldered.

"02, , a ring, circle.', ys, , a vulture, Lat. vultur.

'02, ^ chalks 2. later, gypsum. Hence, f., to rub over with chalk., Ion. for yovv, as for ovv., 17, a corner, angle. . II. a joiner's

square. Hence

,, a squaring the angles; lvyvas
nicely-fitted, well-finished verses.-, es, ^',) angular.,'2, ox , a bow-case, quiver.

. ,, indecl., fourth letter of the Gr. alpha-
bet : as numeral, 5' = riaoapts and, =
4000.

Changes of in the dialects : I. Aeol. into

, as o/SeAos into o5eAos. II. Dor. into y, as

777 yvos into 8. III. Ion. into ,
as Zeus, - into Atvs, -: while Dor. changes
into , as into -

; sometimes into , as yvvoa into yvv-. IV. into , as . V. into

, ar lacryma,$. VI. into ,
as , also with another consonant added, as8, '. VII. sometimes is

inserted to give a softer or fuller sound, as avepos$. VIII. at the beginning of some words is

added or omitted, as in(, , .
-, intensive prefix, = -, as in-/cios., Dor. for 7, yrj, mostly in voc. : ace..,, , Dor. for^.,, , a waxen image, used in magic rites,

a puppet. (Thessal. word.) [], f., to be a torch-bearer, esp. in sacred

processions. From-, ov, (,) holding torches : as Subst.,.$, , a torch-bearer at the festival of Eleu-

sinian Ceres, whose torch represented her as searching

for her daughter Proserpine., f., to bear torches. From-3, ov, (,) torch-bearing.€, aor. 2 opt. of*., aor. 2 part, of*., Ep. for, aor. 2 pass. sub}, of *>., Ep. for, aor. 2 pass. inf. of*., ov, gen. ovos, () knowing, experi-

enced in a thing., aor. 2 pass. inf. of*.', epos, , voc., a husband's brother, bro-

ther-in-law, answering toys, , a daughter-in-law., fut. of'., 3 sing. aor. 2 med. subj. of (a)., (;) used after interrogatives, expressing wonder
or curiosity, ; what then f ttcus ; how so ?, Ep. apocop. for, dat. of bats, [t], , ov, also os, ov, cunningly or curiously

wrought. From, u?ed only in pres. act. ; but pass. aor. 1, pf. : (\8) :

—

to work

cunningly, work with curious art : to deck out, embel-

lish. Hence



148 —., aros, , a work of art

8cu8a\0€is,, , = bOuSaXcos.-, , {, epyov) curiously

working.'^, , ov, Adj. cunningly or curiously

wrought;, all cunning works. II.

as prop, .,, , Daedalus, i. e. the cunning

worker, the Artist, of Cnossus in Crete, contemporary

with Minos, mentioned by Homer as the maker of a

Xopos (q. v.) for Ariadne.-€, tipos, , ,(,) cunning

of hand., =: poet. inf. fut..
£, f. £ : aor. :—Pass., aor. I part,-$ : pf. part,*5 : () :— to cleave

asunder, ; ~5
pierced through the heart :—also of doubts,-

his soul was divided within

him ;^ divided in

mind between two opinions. Hence

-|€$, , ov, (,) or in two words, slaiti in battle., rjpos, and, ov, , () only

joined with masc. Subst. heart-cleaving., () to be subject to an avenging

deity ; $ the house is plunged by

the divinity in woes. 2. c. ace, to

have griefs decreed one. II. absol. to be possessed

by an evil spirit, be driven to madness., Med. () to have an allotted

fate. II. Pass., with aor. I part,, to

be possessed by a devil.,, (properly neut. of) the Deity,

Divinity, or divine operation, Lat. numen. II.

the were an inferior race of divine beings,

demons, opp. to. 2. the name by which So-

crates called his genius. 3. in N.T. an evil spirit.5, a, ov, also os, ov : () : I. used

by Homer only in vocat., in good sense,

noble sir; but more freq. as a reproach, imhappy

man, wretch : in Att. mostly ironical, myfinefellow I

my good sir

!

II. of things proceeding from the

Deity oxfrom Fate; el % were it

not a divine intervention ; divine visita-

tions. III. of persons, divine, godlike.-3, es,(, eu5os) devilish., Adv. of, marvellously, strangely., ovos, , , () a god, goddess. II.

the Dei'y, Lat. numen : fate, destiny, fortune, good or

bad; $ against fate; with the

favour of the gods, non sine diis ; in Trag., death, like

Lat. sors. III. one's genius, one's lot or for-
ttme. IV. was a name g^ven to the

souls of men of the golden age, who formed the con-

necting link between gods and men : hence later, de-

parted souls, Lat. manes, lemures. V. an evil

spirit, devil., , as Adj., =, skilled in a thing.

, Ep. for, 3 sing. impf. of.', Ep. for, 2 sing. impf. med. of., for, 3 pi. impf. med. of.], 2 sing. pres. med. subj. of., also : Ep. 3 sing. impf. : fut.: aor. : () :
— to give a banquet or

feast; yepovai he gave a feast to the

elders ; to feast a person. II. Med., fut.: aor. :

—

to have a

Ifeast given one, to feast : also c. ace.,, etc.,

tofeast on, consume, eat : to eat, burn like poison., Ep. for, 2 sing. impf..., Ep. for, 3 sing. opt. med. of-.3, , ov, also os, ov : Ion. and Horn, ^, ,
ov : Att. contr. : (, /'s) :

—

hostile, destruc-

tive : as epith. of fire, burning, consuming; in pi.

'', enemies. 2. unhappy, wretched. II.() knowing, cunning., f. : aor. I inf. ^, poet, for,, to flay, cudgel.5 (A), gen. 3, Att. contr. 5,, ,( A) : afire-brand, pine-torch, Lat. taeda :
—pine-

ivood, such as torches were made of. II. war,

{

battle, , mostly in apocopate dat. and ace..
() gen., ,( ) a meal, feast, ban-

!
quet, Lat. DAPES. 2. meat orfood itself.-,, aor. I inf. and part. med.

of.», , ,() a guest, banquetter., , poet, for /, a feast, banquet., Adv. of, from a feast., f.,() to cut up or carve, to por-

tion out, distribute., ,( ) one's portion., ,( ) a carver, distributer. Hence

-,?), the art of carving : a helping at table., ovos, , (bais B) an invited guest. 2. in

plur. guests who bring each his own provisions., vos, , Ion. for, a meal.-, ov, gen. ovos : (,) : of warlike

mind, eagerfor thefray, bold. . (^) of

knowijig mind, prudent, thoughful., aor. I part, of.' (PC), —, only used in pres. and impf.,fo

light up, kindle; KopvOos , she (sc.

Minerva) made fire blaze from his helm :—Pass., aor.

1 part,: pf. part,:—to burn, blaze;

the eyes sparkle : to this also belong pf.. plqpf., poet, ;

war blazes forth; the report spread like

wild-fire.

(B), to divide, part out, distribute ; in Act.

sense is used, but in Med. and Pass, ;

Med., distributing portions of meat
;

Pass., my heart is divided; Ep. 3 pi..—But, belong to:,, to.



—hav.-, , =£$, heart-eating., . for '/€, 3 sing. aor. 2 of., aor. 2 inf. of., , = 5a/cos, venomous animal., poet, for: Pass, /o be sore vexed.', f. : pf. : aor. 2' :

Ep. inf.:—Pass., aor. : pf.~/ :

—to bite, esp. of dogs and gnats; to

champ the bit ; to bite one's lips for

fear of laughing. II. metaph. to bite, sting,

prick:— Pass., ^ I was vexed at

heart., eos, , () an animal whose bite or

sting is dangerous, any noxious animal.', vos, to, poet, for, a tear, Lat.

LACRYMA. II. a drop, as of gum., , Dim. of., aros, ,() that which is weptfor,

a subject for tears. . tear.-, ov, (, *~/) author of tears.,, ev,() tearful ; of persons,

much weeping; of things, calling forth tears:—-
oev */€, as Adv., to smile through one's tears.', , =: Ep. gen. pi..-, (,) to swim with tears., f., to melt into tears. From-, ov, (,.) melting into tears., Ep. aor. I of.-, ov,(,) dropping with

tears., Dor. for., , , verb. Adj. of, ivept over,

tearful.-, is, (,) rejoicing in tears.-,, ov, a participial Adj., (,) shedding tears, weeping.

[], fut. : aor. (: pf.-: (>):— to iveep, shed tears:— pf. pass., to be tearful, be all in tears; part,-, all in tears : c. ace. cognato, 700VS

to utter tearful groans. II. transit, to weepfor
a thing, lament

:

—Pass, to be wept for. III. .
to flood one's eyes with tears.-, es, (, dSos) like tears : tearful., ,() afinger-sheath., , Dim. of$, a toe., , ,[) of for the finger,

Lat. digitalis;$ a flute played with

the fingers. II. of metre, dactylic., ,() a ring, seal-ring.-, ,(,) pointed

at with thefinger, as in Horace digito monstrari.-, es,(,) like a finger., , plur., poet, also :() :— a finger, Lat. digitus; £
to reckon on thefingers. 2.-
a toe; also without, like Lat.

digitus. II. the shortest Greek measure of length,
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III. aafinger s breadth, = about 7 of an inch,

metrical foot, dactyl, — ^ ^ ; e. g..-, ov, (,) worn by

thefingers., Dor. for., , Dim. of., , () a firebrand, piece of blazing

wood. II. a burnt out torch, of an old

man. III. a beacon-light., later form of : see., , () epith. of Neptune, the Tamer., ,=^.-, ov, (,) fed on by

young cattle.-, ov, (, -yeiv) beef-eating,

epith. of Hercules., f., poet, form of, to stibdue., , , () a young cow, heifer, calf,

Lat. juve/ica. II. like, a girl., , () a calf, Lat. vitulus., apTos, , () a wife, spouse., Dor. for.-, ov,(,) man-subduing.-, ov, (,) horse-taming., , ,() a taming, subduifig.-, ov, gen. ovos, (,) heart-

subduing.-,, , ,(,) man-subduing., , fern. Subst. a tamer.€, Dor. vocat. from.', Ep. 3 sing,, 3 pi. : fut.

[], Ep.: aor. Ep.-,:.:—Pass., aor.,
part, ; aor. 2, inf., part.

: pf. :—another aor. I part,,
pf. part, are found, as if from.
To tame, to bring under the yoke, subdue, over-

power. II. of maidens, to yoke in marriage, give

to wife: also to force, lie with, Lat. subigere. III.

generally, to subdue, cofiquer, esp. in war :—Pass, to

be subject, to obey. 2. to slay, kill., aor. 2 opt. pass, of.€, Ep. for, aor. 2 pass. subj. of:
2 and 3 pass. |5, -), Ep. for ,,? : 2

pi. €€, for., Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. 2 pass, of -., Ep. for, aor. 2 pass. inf. of., Ep. for, 3 sing., impf. of., 3 sing, of; also 2 sing. pres. Med. of., ==, only in pres. and impf., = :—Pass, and Med..
and, , ov, Dor. for -,, Ep. 3 pi. of., , () hymns sung in public., Dor. for,^ ;

—

, No, by earth!



150 '—'.', , the Danaans, subjects of,
king of Argos ; in Homer for the Greeks generally :,, , the so?is or descendants of Danaus

:

Aavaides, at, his daughters. Hence a Comic Sup.-, oldest of the Danaans. []£, f. : pf. debaveitca, pass, :() :
— to put out money at usury, to lend:—

Pass., of the money, to be lent:—Med. to have lent to

one, to borrow., ,() money lent or borrowed, a loan.,, , (() =., ,{) money-lending.65, , ,() a money-lender, usurer., 77» , (() disposed to lend.

'02, eos, , a gift. II. money lent out

at interest, a loan, debt.

Sctvos, 77, ,( A) burnt, dried, parched.

5, eos, ,( ) =, a firebrand, torch., f.:—Pass., aor., ,
pf. 5c-, both used also in med. sense :

—

to spend

;

e'is to spend upon a thing :—Med. to spend

of one's own. II. Causal, to

put the state to expense, exhaust the state. From~', , cost, expense, expe?iditure. II.

money spent: also money for spending. III. ex-

pensiveness, extravagance, [],, , money spent, expense.5, , , () of men, extravagant

:

of things, expensive. Adv. -pas, expensively.5, ov, =, extravagant.-, , (-,) land, soil : the floor of a

chamber : in pi. plains, flat country.2,, , =, a carpet, rug. [a].€, Ep. for, inf. of., f., to devour., , Dardanus, son of Jupiter, founder of

Dardania or Troy. As Adj., a Tro-

jan, mostly in plur. :, , ov,

Trojan :,, , a Trojan woman :-, , Troy : $, , , a son or de-

scendant of Dardanus : €5, , sons of
Dardanus., lengthd. form of, to devour.

8ap6iicos or SapeiKOs, , a Persian gold

coin, = 20 Attic drachmae: so that 5 = a mina, 300
= a talent. (Said to have been first coined by Darius,

but prob. derived from Persian dara, a king, cf.-
pcios, like our sovereign.), 6, Darius, ace. to Herodotus = Gr.,
q. v. : a Greek form of Persian dara, a king., fut. 2 pass, of.'. aor. 2 ', poet. ':—
sleep, Lat. DORMIO. Cp..-, ov, =.5, , , Dor. and Trag. for., fut. of.
Sa's, gen., , Att. contr. for fiats., aor. 1 med. inf. of ; Ion. 3 sing.

indie. /ceTo ; I pi. opt. : is

fut. Dor. Cf. from.
«05, Adv. of ; ' to be hairy.-, ov, (-,) thick-shaded, dark., (, ,() a dividing, distributing., f., to exact as tribute : c. dupl.

ace, to exact tributefrom a person. Hence-, , collection of tribute.-, ,(, *) a tax-collector., ,() a division, sharing of spoil ;

distribution. II. in Att. an impost, tribute., f., to pay tribute :—Pass.,-
tribute is paid one. From-, ov, (,) paying tribute,

tributary., fut. of : cf..-,, , , and-, , (-,) horrid, frightful., Ep. for, q. v.-£,, , , (, £) thick-haired.

-KepKOS, , (,) bushy-tailed.-5, ov, and-, ov, gen. ovos,(,) shaggy-legged."-3, , (,) thick-fleeced.

[], f. , () to make rough or

hairy : Pass, to become rotigh or hairy.-$,, , (,) hairy-foot, i. e.

a hare or rabbit.-,, , ,(,^) with shaggy
beard.

"5'5, eta, , Ion. fern, ^', thick with hair,

hairy, rough : downy, opp. to : of places, thick

grown with bushes, bushy; a lettuce

with the leaves on. II. like Lat. densus, thick,

crowded.--Tepvos, ov,(,) shaggy-breasted.-, , , (, ?) shaggy-haired., fut. : aor. . «-
: pf. : (for the forms, cf.,) : Dep. :

—

to divide among themselves, to.

share in : to tear in pieces ;

they measured the ground with their feet. 1. to cut

in two. 3. to divide or distribute to others.

€•0, Aeol. 3 pi. impf. of., , ov,() distributing ; and&, ov, , a distributer., a, ov, of or belonging to a laurel. From', , the laurel or bay, sacred to Apollo., f., to bear laurel-boughs. From-5, ov,(,) planted with lau-

rels. II. bearing laurel-boughs., , ,() belonging to a laurel.-, , (,) delighting in the

laurel.,-, ov,(,) laurel-crowned.-, es,(, () laurelled.-, , = vos ; € '
a garment red with blood.
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red, tawny ; or perhaps bloody, murderous., , abundance, plenty. From, es, () abundant, plentiful : of per-

sons, liberal, profuse. Adv.$, lavishly : Sup..*', an old root meaning to learn, which some-

times takes a causal sense, to teach : I. Causal,

to teach : only in redupl. aor. act. ', he taught,

like Lat. doceo ; later also.—The pres. in this

sense is. II. to learn : fut.( thou wilt learnfrom me) : pf.,
part,,, also pass, : aor. 2, subj., Ep., inf.^, Ep.,
part, fact's :—from, is formed a pres. med. inf., to search out.—The pres. in this sense is., I pi. aor. 2 pass. subj. of*.
', but : conjunctive Particle, with an opposing or

adversative force. It answers to , esp. in Prose,

when it may be rendered by while, on the other hand,

see. 2. it often serves merely to pass from

one thing to another, when it may be rendered, and,

further. . properly stands second in the

sentence, but it is also found third or fourth, when
the preceding words are closely connected.

-, enclitic Particle ; joined I. to names of

Places in ace, to denote motio?i towards, as if it were

an enclitic preposit. ; home-wards,-
to Olympus, (for) to the door

;

more rarely repeated with the possess. Pron.,

; and sometimes even after , as :

in Att. often added to the names of cities,,
(for,) :— sometimes it

denotes purpose only, ' speak

naught tending to fear. II. to the demonstr.

Pron., to give it greater force,,, etc., such

a man as this, Att. , etc., , Dor. for, Lat. dea., Ep. for, 3 sing. impf. of an obsolete

Verb, =, he seemed., Ep. aor. 2 part, of., Ep. pres. med. inf. of*., 3 sing. aor. 2 act. of*.,, pf. act. and pass, of*., Ion. for, 3 pi. pf. pass, of<;., pf. pass. part, of., part. pf. pass, of., redupl. poet. aor. 2 of., pf. of., Att. for^, pf. pass, of., pf. pass, of., pf. pass, of., pf. act. part, of*., pf. of, (also Ion. pf. of)., pf. pass, (in med. sense) of, to want., paullo p. fut. of., irreg. pf. inf. of.

,, pf. act. and pass, of.,, pf. act. and pass, of ', to bind., imperat. pf., and£, p. p. fut., of., Ep. 3 sing plqpf. pass, of, to bind., Ion. for- , 3 plur. pf. of

., pf. pass, of., , 3 sing. pf. and plqpf. of., pf. pass, of.
and, fut. pass, of, to bind., pf. of., poet,, pf., with. pres. sense, of

;

imperat.
;

part,., pf. of., pf. pass. inf. of., pf. of., =., Att. for., pf. pass, of., Ion. for, 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of., pf. of., pf. pass, of ; also of.,-, 3 sing, and pi. plqpf. of., pf. pass, of., pf. with pres. sense of., Dor. pres. formed from =., pf. pass, of., Ep. pf. part, of, with sense of

pres., waitingfor, lying in wait., pf. pass, of., pf. pass, : poet. 3 pi.., Dor. for, 3 sing, plqpf. of., pf. of, with sense of pres., pf. of., pf. part. pass, of., pf. of, also of., pf. pass, of., pf. (formed from*)., poet. pf. of (formed from *)., pf. of., pf. of., , ov, resolved form of$., 2 pi. aor. I subj. of.,, ,() a prayer, entreaty., >$, , () an entreating., fut. med. of, to want."
; subj. '77 contr. ? ; opt. ; inf.

;

part, Att.: imperf. Ion.: fut.:
aor. . Impers. from, to bind : I. c.

ace. et inf., it is bi?iding on one to

do a thing, one must, one ought, Lat. oportet, decet

;

so, oVais. II. c gen. there is

need of, Lat. opus est re; there wants

much, farfrom it ; oXiyov there wants little, all

but ; it is stillfurtherfrom it

:

—with the

person added, tivos, Lat. opus est mihi re.



152 —hetvos., cltos, ,() a sample, proof, speci-

men, Lat. docamentum. 2. a place in the Peiraeeus,

where merchants set out their wares for sale, as in an

Eastern bazaar. Hence/, f. , to make a show of., 3 sing, plqpf. of, in sense of impf,

to welcome :, for^ , 3 plur.

perf. :, 3 pi. plqpf., ov, gen. ovos, () cowardly., as, e, like, pf. of with pres. signf.,

Ifear ; plur., ; imperat. ; inf.

; part, ^, dual :, 3
plur. plqpf.,, Dep. () to greet with out-

stretched hand, to welcome, bid hail;

he hailed with the cup. 2. =, to shew.-, Att. : fut. : aor. 1

: () :—Causal of, to frighten,

alarm., Ep. for, q. v.', the pres. only used in first pers., I fear

:

fut. : aor. Ep. : pf. in pres.

sense ; also, Ep. (see) : 3

pi. plqpf., Ep. : I. intr. to be

afraid, to fear, mostly with .. , like Lat. vereor

ne . . , Ifear it is . . ; but, . . , vereor ne

non . . , vereor ut .
.

, Ifear it is not. 2. c. inf. to

to be alarmed or

4. c. ace. to be afraid of, to fear,

5. perf. part, , ofie's

fearing, one's fear, like., f.: aor. : ():—to

wait till evening.?5, , , = sq., at evening. From, ov, () of or belonging to evening;* eventide. II. as Subst.,

(sub. ),—, evening., 3 sing. Ep. impf. of., —, to point out, shew. II.

Med. =//,, to salute, welcome, greet., 3 pi. Ep. impf. med. of.
and, ,() a representa-

tion, exhibition., Ep. shortened form of.,-, Ep. for. []
aud, imperat. or: fut. Ion. £: aor. .:

pf.':— Pass., fut., and fut. 3 -
: aor. Ion.: pf.;

on the forms,, see below 11 :

—

to

shew, point out, Lat. monstro ; impers., time

will shew ; ' to point towards a per-

son. 2. to bring to light, display ;

the god shevjed us a marvel :—Med.',
to set before one. 3. to point out by words, to tell,

explain, teach : to shew, prove ;

they shewed that they w.ere ready. 4. of accusers,

to inform against. II. pres. part.$ =

fear to do.

anxious about

stand in awe of.

,, welcoming, greeting : 3 pi.

pf., 3 sing, and pi. plqpf.,-, are used in the same sense ; -
kois they pledged them with the cup

;

they greeted them with words., a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be

shewn. II. [], impers., one must shew., , ov, lengthd. form of, fearfid

;

and so wretched, sorry, paltry, miserable.,, , properly, a coward, but mostly

in addresses, poor fellow ! From-, , ov, (,) very pitiable.

(sub. ), , properly, the time when the

day is hottest, i. e. just after noon ; then generally,

afternoofi, ;
and oxpia early and late afternooji; after-

wards^ alone stood for the later part of the

afternoon, evening ; or, as Adv., in the

evening., ,( 1

*) timidity, cowardice ; -
to be charged with cowardice., f.,() to be afraid., Dep. () to decline towards evening.5, , , (, ') cowardly, craven ; vile,

worthless. II. miserable, wretched, unhappy, like

Lat. miser. Adv. -.,, , () fear, affright. II. an

object offear, a terror, horror. Hence, only used in pres. and impf., to be afraid,

to be alarmed: c. ace. tofear a thing.5, a, ov, () timid. II. horrible,

fearful.5, aor. I part, of., 3 sing. aor. I med. of.,, , () frightened., f., () to frighten., Ep. I pi. aor. I subj. of., , () fear, terror, Lat. timor., inf. of. II. Att. for, part. neut.

of, as for., , , , gen., dat., ace.,
such an one, a certain one, whom one cannot or will

not name ; also pi..-, , ,(,) a knave.-, f., Dep. (,) /
complain loudly.-, f. , (,) to complain

loudly of suffermg.-, , ,, , gen.,(,)
terrible offoot.

05, , , () : I. terrible, fearful, in

milder sense, awful: later, danger, suffer-

ings; , no fear of their

revolting ; or to take til, Lat.

aegre ferre. II. implying Force or Power, mighty,

powerful, for good or ill. 2. wondrous, marvellous,

strange ; the ties of kin have

strange power. HI. the sense of powerful.
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•wondrous, passed into that of able, clever, skilful, as

in phrase ; often c. inf., Seivos

clever at talking; also c. ace.,

skilful in his art. Hence, gen. of, , ., , 77» terribleness : harshness, stern-

ness. 2. natural ability, cleverness., f.,() to make dreadful or formi-

dable : to exaggerate, e?ihance.-, , (,) terrible to behold., Adv. of, terribly : marvellously, ex-

ceedingly., , ,() exaggeration.-,, , , =., fut. of., , . for os,fear., Dor. for., f. : pf., Att. pf. 2',
inf. : () :

—

to make a meal, difie;

in Att. always to take the chief meal : c. ace,

to make a meal on bread. Hence
or, , meal-time., ,() a supper-room., , , a supper guest. Hence, , , of or for dinner. Adv. -,

like a clever cook., f. Att. , () to entertain at

dinner.-, , ov,(,) fishing for
invitations to dinner, parasitic., , a meal or meal-time, sometimes =-, the early meal, sometimes = the late one :

in Att. the chief meal, answering to our dinner, Lat.

coena ; straight from, i. e. just after,

dinner. 2. generally food, provender.-, to prepare a meal : Med. to dine. From-, ,(,) preparing dinner.,, ,() the ridge of a chain of hills,

like$, Lat. jugum. II. =, the neck., aor. I part, of.', Att. ', , the neck, throat. II. =, the ridge of a hill.-, f., (,) to cut the throat

of a person, behead him, Lat. jugulo., Ion. for.-, opos, , , (,) fearing man., , fear of the gods, religion. 2.

in bad sense, superstition. From-, ov, gen. ovos,(,) fearing
the gods: in good sense, pious, religious. 2. in

bad sense, superstitious, bigoted.'~, , ai,, indecl., Lat. DECEM, our TEN,
Germ. ZEHN : , the Ten, Lat. Decemviri : 01/ []' those who are ten years past 20,

: the age of military service.-, , (,) a commander of ten
men, Lat. decurio.-, ov, (,) worth ten oxen.

, , , () one of a decury or party of
ten soldiers.-, , at, , =, twelve.-, ov, (, n) ten pahns long or

broad.-, ov, (,) ten-yearly.-, is, (,) lasting ten years., f., () to bribe, corrupt, Lat. decu-
riare., Adv. () ten times : ten-fold.-, ov, (,) holding ten dinner-

couches.-, , (,) the tenth wave, Lat.

fluctus decumanus ; cf..- and-, ov, (,) ten

months old. 2. in the tenth month.-,, (,) worth ten minae.-, ov, (,) holding ten -, i. e. about ninety gallons.-, Adv. a very long time ago.-, , , , fifteen.-, , (,) ten cubits long.-, ov, () tenfold: c. gen. ten times

greater than: (sub.) as Subst. ten

times the amount.-, ov, (,) enclosing ten

plethra (v. .), ov, contr.-, , =-.-, , (,) a district including ten

cities, Decapolis..-, , ,, , gen., tenfeet long.-, , , (,) a decurion. Hence-, , the government of the Ten.,, , () a body of ten men, Lat. decu-

ria. II. the number ten.-, ov, (,) consisting of ten

seed-times, i. e. ten years., , ov,{) on the tenth day.-, ov, (,) weighing or

luorth ten talents : estimated at ten talents.-, -pa, fourteen.,, the tenths-office, custom-house : and, , , a farmer of tenths, tithe-collector,

Lat. decumanus. From, f. , () to exact the tenths, to

tithe, take tithe of a person : to take the tenth of booty,

esp. as an offering to the gods:— also to exact the

tenths as a tax on all imports.-, ,(, ^) =$.-, ov, (,) in the tenth

generation., , ov, () tenth. • as Subst., -
(sub. ), , the tenth part, tithe. 2. -
(sub. ), , the tenth day : at Athens, the

festival on the tenth day after birth, when the child

had a name given it ;
to give a

feast on the day of naming the child., f.,() to take tithe of a person.



154 —5e£tr€/)oy.-, ov,(,) consistiiig of ten tribes.-, , (,) a coin worth ten, Lat. denarius.-, , , (,) ten thousand.-, , =.-5,, ,(, ') lasting ten years. II.

ten years old.-,, , pecul. fern, of., Ion. and Aeol. for.-, ov, (, opyvia) ten fathoms long., rjpos, , =., ov, ,() a receiver : hence a beggar., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 of., , , verb. Adj. of, received: to be

received, acceptable, Lat. acceptus., , poet. fern, of,., opes, poet, for,, o?ie who takes

upon himself.-5, ov, more correct form of^., f.,() to entice by a bait : to al-

lure, entice, catch. II. c. ace. cognato, ids

to put the chine of a pig as a bait.,, , a bait, Lat. esca.-|, cryos, , ,(,) greedy of

the bait, biting freely at it.,, , =., , indecl., v. sub . 2. a name for

the isla?ids formed at the mouths of large rivers, esp.

of the Nile, so called from their shape., , Dim. of.-, ov, (,) lurking on a

tablet, registering, recording.

6c\tos, , a ivriting-iablet, so called from the letter

, the old shape of tablets : metaph.,

the tablets of the heart. Hence, f., to note down on tablets, record., , a sucking-pig, Dim. of., Pass, to grow up to pighood. From', olkos, , a young pig, porker.$, ,() Delphian, epith. of Apollo.-, ov,(,) bearing dolphins;

. beams with pulleys to lower the$.5 and, ivos, , the dolphin. II.

a mass of iron or lead, shaped like a dolphin, which

was hung at the yard-arm, and then suddenly let

down on the enemy's ships.,, , Delphi, a famous oracle of Apollo

in Phocis at the foot of Parnassus. II.,
ot, the inhabitants of Delphi, Delphians.

MA5,, used only in nom. and ace, the body,

esp of man ; properly the living body, being

the corpse ; small in stature. II.

as Adv., like, in form
oxfashion like burning fire, Lat. instar ig?iis., ,() a bed, bedding ; mostly in plur.-, , (,) keeping one to

one's bed; a lingering fate.' : aor. act., med. : pf.

: pf. pass,. To build; Med.,-
he built him houses : generally, to con-

struct, make ; Lat. munire viam., to give a glance at, so as to make a sign., , Ion. for, a tree. Hence,, ,() a grove.,, , woody.

or -ikos, , ,() of a tree., , Dim. of., , , fern, -is,, of or belong-

ing to a tree.-,(,) to climb trees.-3 or-, ov,(,)
shaggy with wood.--,(,) =.', , Ion. and Att., , ,
tree ; an olive-tree : generally,

are fruit-trees, opp. to, timber., f., to cut down the fruit-trees, to

lay waste a country. From-5, ov,{,) cuttingdown trees.-, ov,(,) bearing trees.-, ov,(,) planted with trees.-5, ,(,) tree-like;3
wood-nymphs.,, ,() wooded.£, f., to abuse, revile. From

NN02, , a reproach, disgrace.

£, aor. I med. imper. of., , (properly aor. I part. fern, of)
a receptacle of water, a reservoir, tatik., Ion. -, (fern, of, sub.) the right

hand ; on the right hand; to

salute by offering the right hand.-, ov, (,) receiving sheep,

rich in sacrifices.-, (, yviov) ready of limb, nimble.-, ,(,) a spearman, guard., f. : aor. : Dep.:

—

to

offer the right hand, greet with the right hand. From
3'2, , , Lat. DEXTER : I. on the

right hand or side; to the right. II.

fortunate, boding good, of the flight of birds and other

omens. III. metaph. dexterous, ready : and cf

the mind, shrewd, clever.-, , (,) harnessed by traces

on the right side, of a horse, which was not put under

the yoke, but attached as a third abreast with the

regular pair., ?7Tos, j), () dexterity, activity; of

mind, cleverness., Adv., old gen. of ; to-

wards the right.-, ov,(,) fire-receiving.,, ,() receptio?i., , , poet, form for, right, the

right;, like (sub. ), the right

hand;?, old dat., on the right hand.



ef a— €Vs, aros,,(£) pledge offriendship.-, ov, (£,) lucky in name., Adv. of dittos, dexterously : Sup.., coos, ,() an offering of the right

band : greeting, salutation : canvassing.

£, 2 sing. Ep. aor. 2 imperat. of., fut. of.
£,, Ion. for,, fut. act. and

med. of., to need, want, ask ; v. sub ()., ovtos, , Att., part. neut. of the impers.

, that which is binding, needful, right, proper;

more than needful;

(sub. tcatpy), in good time, Lat. opportune; ds

for needful purposes. II. used, absol. it

being needful ; there being no need., Ion. for, impf. of, to bind., 3 pi. imperat. of, to bind.2, gen., : poet, helos : fear, alarm,

affright. II. awe, reverence. III. a terror,

means of inspiringfear.2, aos, : nom. pi. ;
poet. dat. pi.

and :—a beaker, goblet, chalice.-, , (, ') a collar.-, , (, ') throttling., , () a necklace: a collar.-, ,(,) a collar.,, , poet, for, skin, hide.

Bepas,, , —., ,() a look, glance., , Att. for, the neck., Ion. 3 s '-ng. impf. of., Dep., poet, for, to look., Dep. : fut. : pf. with pres.

sense : aor. 2 : also aor. I pass, '-, aor. 2 ; and aor. 1 med.,
aor. 2 :

—

to look, see : hence to behold the

light, to live. 2. to look on or at: generally, to

perceive, be aware of. II. of light, to flash or

gleam, like the eye., aTos, , () the skin, hide of beasts, Lat.

pellis : also of skins prepared for bottles, etc. : the

shell of a tortoise. 2. generally, one's skin, Lat.

cutis. Hence, , ov, of skin, leathern., Ion. 3 sing. aor. I med. of., Ep. for, impf. of., cos, , poet, for, skin, hide.

or 5epis. , , (,) a leathern

covering. II. in plur. screens of skin, hung to

deaden the enemy's missiles, Lat. cilicia., ,() the caul or membrane which con-

tains the bowels, Lat. omentum; '-
T€S penetrating even to the bowels., part. aor. I of ;, im-

perat., and, inf., of same tense., Ion. : fut. ( : aor. :
—

Pass., fut. 2 : aor. , aor. 2
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II. also to[a] : pf. :

—

to skin, flay,
cudgel, thrash., , , () poet, for, a bond,

fetter. II. a head-band., f. ,() to fetter, put in chains: to

tie together, as corn in the sheaf., f.,() =., , () a bundle., , —., ov, also , ,() binding : hence
binding with a spell. II. pass, bound, captive., , pi. or, () a band, bond,

fetter: a halter: a mooring cable : a door-latch. 2.

bonds, imprisonment.-, aKos, , ,(,) a gaoler., =, to bind, fetter. Hence,, , a fetter., ,() a prison., ov, ,() a prisoner. 2. as Adj.

in chains, fettered : fern, ., f.,() to be lord and master

of, c. gen.: absol. to gain the mastery. II. to make
oneself master of thing; and so, to comprehend., , fern, of, the mistress or lady

of the house, Lat. hera : often joined with the name
of goddesses.5, ov, ~., ,() absolute sway., ov,() of or belonging to the

master, arbitrary. II. as Subst. =., f. , — :—Pass, to be despot-

ically nded.22, ov, 6, voc.: Dor. nom.3 : Ion. ace. sing, and pi., -ccts, but

prob. these are incorrect :— a master, properly of

slaves: hence a despot, absolute rider, whose subjects

are slaves. II. generally, an owner, master, lord.

Hence, , , of orfor a master. 2. flt to

be a master : inclined to tyranny, despotic.,, , =., , Dim. of, little master.

(sub.), , sticks bound up to make a

fagot, a fagot. Fern, of

-os, , , verb. Adj. of, bound., Ion. impf. of;, to wet., fut. med. inf. of, to want.,, , () that which is wet, soaked

;

boiled flesh., poet, for, 3 pi. pres. opt. of

()., v. ()., Att. strengthened form of.
PO, Adv. of Place, hither, come hither !

is used with plur. II. of Time, until now, up

to this time, hitherto; continually up to

this time., Acol. for.



156 hevraros—., , ov, the last, Sup. of.
Bevre, Adv., p'.ur. of, hither ! Come hither

!

€€-3, , ,(,^) the

actor who takes the second part, cf. :

metaph. the second advocate in a court of law.

Setrrepcuos, a, ov,{) on the second day.

Sevrepcia (sub.),,() the second prize

in a contest : generally, the second place or rank.

€€£, f., to play the second part.€€-, , the first sabbath

after the second day of the feast of unleavened bread.?, , ov, the second, Lat. secundus : as a

Comp., after my time : in neut. as

Adv., , avTts, secotidly, next

afterwards, a second time. II. in point of Place,

second, i. e. inferior; second to

none : , =, the second prize or

place. III. the second of two; her-

self with another.€€-5, , ,(,) one who
stands in the secondfile of the Chorus.

(A), Ion. impf. : f.: aor. I

:—Pass., pf. :

—

to wet, soak, steep

;

Med., wets his wings in the

brine. II. to fill ivith liquid, fill up. III. to

make to flow, shed.' (), f., Aeol. and Ep. form for,
to need, miss, want ; '
he missed reaching the top of the mast. II. more
often as Dep., f. :

—

to feel the want
or loss of, to be at a loss for : hence to be wanting,

deficient in; ' thou art

inferior to them in all else.', f., to soften by working by the hand,

to make stipple, to tan hides.-5, ov, (,) with ten meshes., Ep. for^ 3 pi. pf. of.-, ov,{,) lasting ten days. 2.

terminable at ten days' notice., Ep. aor. 2 inf. of., aor. I part, of, in pass, sense., poet, for.', Ion. and Aeol. : fat.

and : aor. (also used in pass,

sense): pf. ya: plqpf.^.—Ep. aor. 2^ or , $ sing,, 2 sing, imperat. £;
inf.; part,: Dep.: I. of things,

to take, accept: esp. to take well, receive kindly or

.graciously ; to accept or hail the

omen : hence to approve : c. inf. to take rather, to

choose. II. of persons, to receive hospitably, en-

tertain. 2. to receive as an enemy, to watchfor: to

await the onset. 3. to expect, waitfor. III.

of events, to succeed, come next, Lat. excipere., f., Lat. 50, =, to soften;-
cas having worked wax till it is soft., = foreg.' (A) ; fut. : aor. : pf. :

plqpf. :—Pass., fut., fut. 3-
: aor. : pf. : plqpf.,

Ep. 3 sing, ;
—to bind, tie, fasten, fetter : ab-

sol. to imprison. 2. metaph. to bindfast, enchain:

later, to bind by spells, enchant. 3. c. gen. to let,

prevent, hinderfrom a thing. II. Med. to bind

or tie oil oneself; '
tied them on his feet ; but in plqpf.

pass., he had greaves

bound round his legs.' (), fut. : aor. , Ep. 3 sing.

: pf. :

—

to want, lack, miss, stand in

need of, c. gen. ; I want little, i. e. am
near ; I want much, i. e. am far from

;

I want little of tears ;

forty lacking two, like Lat.

duodeviginti. II. for impers., and, see

the words. III. Dep.: fut.:
aor. : pf.. To stand in need of,

want, c. gen. : hence, to long or strive after, wish,

beg for : c. dupl. gen. to beg a thing from a per-

son. 2. absol. to be in want or need, mostly in

part., as $.
', Particle, properly of Time, now, already;

. . already have I shot

;

, Lat. jam saepe: with imperat. and fut.

now, forthwith, directly. II. marking Connec-
tion, then; in summing up numbers, yiyvovTai

these then make up a thousand ;

marks the thing meant to be emphatic, '/. . , Is ', he reached Egypt,

and what is more Sardis also ; also to put a supposed

case, well stippose I have accept-

ed. III. belonging to the word which it follows,

with Verbs, crye , , do but come, only come;

with a Sup., the very greatest. 2. in

ironical sense, Lat. scilicet ;^ $
he brought in the pretended courtesans. 3.

with Pronouns, thus to use a

man like me ; . .
;
you of all per-

sons. 4. with other Particles, adds explicitness;

, , that [it may be] exactly so, just so

;

also dis , , 61a in that, inasmuch as.-5, ov, contr. for$.,, ,() a bite, sting., , =^., =, Adv. long, for a long time.

and, Adv. () perhaps : I suppose :

mostly iron., like Lat. scilicet, to wit, forsooth : with

els, as ifforsooth ; ais' pretending it was

game.

[], f., () to tarry, be long, delay., Ep. impf. of.-$, ov,(,) taken by the enemy,

captive., , ov, Ep. for, hostile. Hence, 77TOS, , battle-strife, battle., Att., inf.: part, Ep.:
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impf. Att. Ion. (' . :

tut.^: aor.(. Att., part,^:
pf.// :—Med., . 3 pi. .impf./ : aor.

:—Pass., aor. }, part. :

pf. (): () :

—

/ /reotf as an enemy: to cut

down, slay, rend, cleave. II. to waste or ravage

a country., ov, () biting, torturing., , , () biting: pungent.-, Adv.(,) clearly, plainly, of course:

in answers, yes plainly., collat. form of., fut. : pf., inf.

in pass, sense : Dep. :

—

to hurt greatly,

do a mischief to, destroy, Lat. delere : absol. to do

mischief, be hurtful : of things,

to waste the fruit ; to break oaths.

Hence, aros, , mischief, ruin, bane., ov, gen,, baneful : as Subst.,

destroyer of men.
-ts, , ,() ruin, bane., fjpos, ,() a destroyer. Hence, ov, baneful, destructive., , v. sub.,, ,() a Delian woman., , ov, () Delian : (sub.

upa), thefestival of Apollo at Delos.-, Adv. for 6, =, it is plain

that, clearly, of course : also namely, Lat. videlicet.-, f.,(,) to make manifest.3, , Delos, one of the Cyclades, birthplace of

Apollo and Artemis : called also-. From, , ov, also os, ov; contr. from, visible,

clear. i. manifest, evident, certain; as Adv.

clearly, plainly. Hence, f.. to shew, make visible or clear : to

pohit out, make known. 2. to prove : to declare,

explain, setforth: also to signify. 3. to point out,

order. II. intrans. = , to be clear or

plain ; , eirea \
it is clear that. . . Hence, Adv. of^, manifestly., *, , a pointing out, explaining. 1.

a direcuon, command.), f. ,() to be a poptdar
leader or demagogue., , the conduct or character of a public

leader : and, , , fitfor a popular leader. From-5, , (,) a poptdar leader, a

mob-leader, demagogue., , a comic Dim. of.
-apaTOS, ov, (,) prayedfor by the

people : prop. n. of a king of Sparta., f., to be demarch or tribune. Hence, , the office of demarch, tribxmate; and, , , tributiician. From

-, ,(,) at Athens, thepreside?it

of , who kept the registers, a demarch :—at

Rome, a tribune, Lat. tribunus plebis., (, , confiscation. From, f. ,{) to declare public property : tc

coTifiscate a citizen's goods, Lat. publicare. 2. gene-

rally, to make public., f.,(^) to be apublic orator;

to harangue the people, Lat. concionari., , a deliberative speech : a speech in the

public assembly ; and, , , of public speaking, Qualifiedfor
it. From-, ,(,) one who harangues

the people, a public speaker, Lat. concionator., , exile. From-, ov, (,) publicly exiled.-, : gen. and Tpos : ace. repa or

rpa, also : (^ for 777,) :
—Demeter,

Lat. Ceres, goddess of agriculture, mother of Proser-

pine., , comic Dim. of, []£, f. , () to affect the popjdar side,

cheat the people.-, ,(,) goods seized

by public authority, confiscated goods., ov, Dor., , ov : () :
—belong-

ing to the people ; judges elected by

the people:— as Adv., viveiv to drink at the

ptiblic cost. 2., , as Subst., the public exe-

cutioner., f., to be a workman, to work ; and, , workmanship, work ; and, , , of or for a workman. Adv.•

-, in a workmanlike fashion. From-5, poet,-,.(, tpyov)

:

working for the people : as Subst.,, , a
workman, handicraftsman: generally, maker, author

:

metaph., ^^ morn that calls man to

work. 2. the Maker of the world. II. name
of a magistrate.-, ov,(,) devourer ofthe people.-«,, ,(,~) an elder of the

people ; generally, an elder, chief: in plur., the nobles,

chiefs, like Lat. senatores., Adv. () at the public cost. II.

by deme or birthplace.-, ov, contr.-, ovv (,)
tdtered by the people., f., to curry mob favour ; and, , , suited to a demagogue. From

-KOiros, , (,) a demagogue.-5, ov, (,) ratified by the

people.-, Pass, (,) to have a

democratical constitution, live in a democracy. Hence, , democracy, popular government.

Hence
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death by public stoning., Dep. () to talk popularly, to jest.-•3, , (,) a mob-monkey,

charlatan.-, es,(,) hurled by the people.

M02, o, a country-district, opp. to ; \v

; , etc. II. the

commons, common people, plebeians, Lat. plebs,, opp. to ; also being a com-
moner. III. in democratical states, esp. at Athens,
the commofis, the people, the citizens : hence 2. a
popidar constitution, democracy. IV. in

Attica, townships or hundreds, Lat. pagi, subdivisions

of the ; in the time of Herodotus, igo in num-
ber, 10 in each.'5, , fat., Adv. see.,—, to confiscate. II. intr.

to lead a public life, opp. to, to belong to the

state. From, , ov, () belonging to the people or

state, Lat. publicus. II. (sub.-
), a public officer or servant of mean rank, as the

public crier, or watchman. III. as neut.,-, , the state, Lat. respublica. 2. any public

building : the public prison. IV. Doric fern.

• (sub. ), the tent of the Spartan
kings. 2. dat., Ion. -, as Adv., in pub-
lic, at the public expense. Hence, f., =, to confiscate.-, is, (,) at the public cost,

"public, national.€5, , ov, () common, vulgar., , , () one of the people : a com-
moner, plebeian. II. a member of the same,
a fellow-citizen., , ,() suiting the people, com-
mon: public. II. of the populace, one of them,

Lat. plebeius. III. on the democratic side, Lat.

popidaris : generally, popular : —Adv. -, affably,

kindly. IV. at Athens, of or belonging to a deme,
opp. to.-, ov,(, <) protecting the people,

tutelary, of divinities : as Subst., yas guard-
ians of the land.-, ov, (,^) =.-3, , , (,) flatterer

of the people.-3, es,(, () like the people, popular,
common.

', , counsels, plans, arts : only in plur.-. ov,{,) heart-eating.|, fut. of.), inf. of : but', Ep. impf.-, indef. Adv. from any quarter, Lat. utide-

cunque ; from some quarter or other.-€, Dor. -, indef. Adv., often written, at some time, once, once on a time

:

— ,
Lat. si quando :— ; Lat. qtddnam ?-, indef. Adv., often written , perhaps,

it may be : doubtless, I suppose, Lat. scilicet, nimi-

rum. II. as interrog. implying an affirm, answer ;

;
you know the cap-

tive woman, I presume f-€, indef. Adv., =., Ep. 3 dual, 3 pi.,
inf. : Dep.: () :

—to contend, fight

:

to quarrel, wrangle., v. sub sq.2, and, , fight, battle, contest.-, ov, (,) slain infight., aor. ', =:—Med.,
fut. [] : 3 pi. aor. 1 med. ; also

3 dual aor. I pass,, as if from.-, Dor. f>apofi\,os,ov,^pos^ios)longlived., , , () long, too long

:

—in bad sense,

neut. as Adv., all too long., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. I med. of.
-c, Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 1 of , to bind:

also Ep. for €€, aor. 1 of, to want., Adv. () certainly, to be sure, of course ; in

answers, yes certainly ; , certainly not. In

questions, ; what then?,}, aor. 1 pass. part, and inf. of.,,, aor. I part. act. and med. of., / shall find : pres. with fut. sense., , gen. , contr., =, Lat. Ceres., contr. for, pres. part, of., , ov, () sacred to Demeter (Ceres)., fut. of., contr. for, dat. of Zets ; v. *A/'s.', poet,, Prep, with gen. and ace.—Radic.

sense, right through.

With gen., I. of Place or Space, throttgh, out

at; i
t
ipos' qtdte through the lower air

even to the ether ; he stood

outfrom among them. 2. of Intervals of Space,

at a great dista?ice ;

at a distance of 5 stades ; ( at in-, Dor., (,) Adv. Lat. diu, long, for a tervals of ten battlements, i. e. at every tenth battle-

long while, this long time : long ago.

aged,

Hence, Dor., , ,
a?icie?it., , a Roman coin, not quite = Gr.,
being about 8£d.

ment. II. of Time, through, throughout, dur-

ing, and, of the past, since ; after some

time. 2. of Successive Intervals ;

every third day ; every five

years. III. arising from, through, by means of,
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by, Lat. per ; ' ayyiXov \ey€iv, etc. : hence of the

Manner in which a thing is done, with

earnestness.

With acc. of Place, through, throughout ;

throughout the house. 2. of Time, during, by;

by flight. II. with a vieiu to, on ac-

count, for the sake, by reason of; for many
reasons.

Without case, as Adv., throughotit.

In compos., I. all through, across, as in-. 2. to the end, as in -,--
: hence simply to add strength, throughly, com-

pletely. II. between, partly, esp. in Adj., as-, etc. III. one with or against another,

as -. IV. onefrom another, asunder, Lat.

dis-, as in-., acc. of Zevs ; v. nom. *Als., , the godlike one, fern, of ; or, a goddess among goddesses or women.-£, f. Att. , to go across.-, f.- : aor. 2 -4, part, :

pf.- : I. intr. to make a stride, stand wi'h

the legs apart, and so to standfirm, of warriors. II.

c. acc, to step across, step over : also absol., to cross

over, like Lat. trajicere.- (for the tenses, v.), to throw over

or across, carry over or across : seemingly intr. (sub\

eavrov,, etc.) like Lat. trajicere, to pass over,

cross over. II. to accuse falsely, slander, calum-

niate : to accuse a man to another. III. to mis-

lead, impose upon., aor. 2 part, of.
-is, (, ,() a crossing over, pas-

sage. 2 . a means or place of crosshig., Frequent, of, to strut about.-£, f., to weigh in the balance.-£5, , ov, verb. Adj. of, that must
be crossed., ov,() with a view to a fortu-
nate passage : (tepa), , offerings for a
happy passage., ,, verb. Adj. of, to be crossed

or passed, fordable.-^,, Den. to maintain strongly., pf. of.. pf. of., pf. of.^,, pf. pass, of.|6,. for, aor. 2 inf. of.,, fut. of., ov, ,() a pair of compasses.-,, f., strengthd. for.-£: fut.- Att. -, Causal of, to carry across.-, f.- : pf. pass, :—to devour.-, f.- : aor. 2 -(, inf.- (as

if from a pres.- ) :

—

to live through, pass. 2.

absol. c. part
,(( to spend one's

life in practising.-, f., to look through: to look straight

before one. 2. to see clearly., aor. I pass. parr, of., f., to shout or cry out, proclaim,

publish :—Med. to contend in shouting., ,() false accusation, slander,

calumny., , =., ov,() falsely accusing, slander-

ous, calumnious :-—as Subst.,, , a slan-

derer; esp. , the Slanderer, the Devil. Adv., invidiously., ov,() eating through : c. acc,

a sore that eats through my
i foot. II., ov, pass, eaten through, con-

sumed.-, Dep., to deliberate well.-, f. , to wet through. Hence, ov, very wet, wet, moist. 2. soaked,

steeped ; vavs soaked, i. e. rotten ships.,, fut. of.-,-,-, to thrust through :—
Pass, to be thrust or passed through., rjs, rj, aor. 2 subj. of.-£, f.,(,") tomakequite calm.-€, f.- : aor. ^^ :

—to send as

a message : generally, to give notice, notify, proclaim :

c inf. to order to do :—Med. to pass the word of com-
mandfrom man to man, inform one another.-, 6, a messenger between two, Lat. inter-

nuncius : a go-between, spy.€, Dor. for Sirjye, 3 sing. impf. of^.€€|, pf. of^^.-€, f. [], to laugh at, mock., fut. of*~/.
6ia*y€vo|X€vos, aor. 2 part, of sq.-,, f. ^(, pf. -^^ :

—
to go through, pass : absol. to go through life, sur-

vive, live. 2. to be between, intervene, elapse.- : f. -yv :
— to discern between

two, to distinguish, Lat. dignoscere. II. to re-

solvefinally, determine, vote to do so and so. 2.

as Athen. law-term, to give judgment, decide.,, Ion. and in late Greek for^., Ion. and in late Greek for^^.-£, f., Att., Dep. : (,-) :

—

to hold the javelin by its thong ; pf. pass,

part,^, with the thong readyfastened,

ready to throw or shoot.-,, —^.-, f. , aor. ~, to hollow out.-, , ov, (,') all carved., , a final decree, resolution. From, aor. 2 inf. of'.-£, f. Att. , to inquire accurately.

-is,(,,('') a discerning between
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tiuo, distinguishing, discrimination. II. a resolv-

ing, deciding., fut. of^^.-£, f. , to mutter, murmur.-, (for the tenses, v.) to speak

plainly, declare. II. to speak of., aros, , (-) that which is

marked out by lines, afigure,form, plan : a geometri-

calfigure, diagram. 2. a register. 3. an edict., , (-) a marking out by lines :

a diagram.-, f. , to mark out by lines, draw
out. II. to cross out, strike off the list, Lat. cir-

cumscribere ; . to strike a cause out of the list,

cancel, quash it : in Med.,^ to cross

one's own cause out, withdraw it.-, f., to remain aivake.-, to be much provoked.-, f., to lie wide awake.-, f. 7^, to strangle to death.-, f. : a or. 2 -rjyayov :
—to carry over or

across, take across. II. of Time, to pass, spend;

Siayeiv, etc. : but often without, to live, pass

life, like Lat. degere : also to delay, put off: c. part.

to continue, go on doing. III. to make to con-

tinue, keep, support. IV. to entertain. V.

to keep, celebrate. Hence, , a carrying across. II. a passing

of life, a course of life : also a way of passing time,

amusement, pastime.-, Dep. to conterid orfight against. II.

to struggle earnestly : to fight to the end.-, f. , to tear asunder, rend.-, fut.- : aor. - (cf.) :

—

to divide among themselves. 2. to

distribute., pf. of., pf. of.-, f.-, to shew through : hence to

make clear, shew

:

—Pass, to be shewn clearly,-
let him be declared the king's

enemy. II. sometimes intrans. in Ion. aor. I, it was clear, manifest., opos, ,() as Adj. inherited.-, ov, (,) of right good omen.-, aor. 2: Dep..:

—

to see a thing

through another ;
' he would not

see us through it, sc. the cloud., ov,() boundfast ;

firm-bound through the horse's mouth.-, f.- : pf.-ya : Dep. :

—

to

receive one from another, Lat. excipcre : to take up:
c. dat. pers. to succeed to, relieve on guard :—hence in

pf. part,, in turns, by turns, Lat. vicissim.-, f., to bind round, bindfast : generally,

to bind on, fasten.-, Dep. to tear in pieces.-, ov, manifest or distinguishedamong others.

,, ,() a band or fillet : esp.

the blue band worked with white which went round the

turban () of the Persian king : a diadem.-, f.- (a) : Ion.,- : aor. 2-: pf.- :

—

to run off,

escape, get away.-, f., to givefrom hand to hand, pass

on, give over, Lat. tradere. 2. to distribute, as-

sign. 3. to spread about, publish.-£, f., to give judgment in a case : c.

ace. rei, to decide, rule

:

—Med. to go to law : to plead

one's cause.-, f., to hold to be right., ,() an action to settle dis-

pitted claims.-, f. , to run a chariot-race.-, f., to test closely., aor. 2 part. pass, of.,, aor. 2 imperat. of., , ,() distribution., aor. 2 inf. of., ,() a succession ; /S

or in turn. 2. a relief on guard., , ,() succeeding ; as Subst.,, , a successor; (^ Sleep's

successor, Light ; they went to work
in gangs or reliefs., 3 sing. aor. 2 opt. of., aor. 2 inf. of.

Ion.-, aor. 2 inf. of.- Ion.--, to escape entirely.-, ,(,) citi-

zens who evade public duties., Ion.-, fut. of.-, lengthd. Ion. form for.-, ,() a running through a

place. 2. a passage through., ov, () running through 01

about, wandering : vagabond, stray.- or- ; also as Dep.- ; fut.

: aor. 2 :

—

to pass through : slip away,

get off, escape., aor. 2 part, of,.-, v..-, f., ..-, Dep. to distribute in presents.-, Ep. 3 sing. impf. of.*-: f.-: aor. 2 (q. v.):

—

to

shewforth, prove : as Pass., courage

is discerned.-, Att. contr. : f.- contr.--
:

—

to sing for a prize.-, pf. part. pass, of.-,-, Ep. inf..
-£, inf. : impf. : fut.:—

to live through, pass: absol. to live: c. part, to live

by doing so and so, ^ :

tivos to live off ox by a thing.
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-£6, f., to disjoin. Hence

8ia£€v£i.s, (us, , a disjoi?iing.8€, f. , to search through : to seek out,

invent., , (, (vyov) =., aros,, that which is girt, the waist. II.

that which girds, a girdle. From- or- : fut. :
—to gird round

:

Med. to gird otieself with a belt, etc.

-£, Ion. for-.-, Ep. 3 sing. impf. Siaei, to blow or breathe

through.-, f. [], Ion. : Dep.:

—

to

look through, look closely at, examine.

-0€, f., tofumigate., ecus, ,() a disposing in order,

arrangement. 2. —. II. (from Pass.)

a disposition, state, condition., , ,() one who disposes in

order, a regulator, arranger.-, f.-, to run about: cf reports, to

spread., ,() a disposition of property by

will ; a will and testament : also a covenant.-, f., to co?ifou?id utterly.-, f., to look through, look closely into,

examine closely.-€, f., to spread a report, give out.- or-, f., to spread abroad

:

—Pass, to be the common talk, be commonly re-

ported. II. in Pass, also to be talked deaf ; pf.

part. .-, f. : aor. 1 pass, [] :

—

to

break in pieces, shiver. II. metaph. to weaken,

enervate:—Pass, to be broken down, enervated : to live

riotously :—Med. to be affected, give oneself airs., f., to be quite clear andfine. From-, ov, (, ') quite clear andfine.-, to rush or dart to andfro.-, ov, (,) blood-stained., f.: aor.:—much like, to wet,

moisten

:

—Med., oWe to wet one's eyes :

absol. to weep. II. to weep for, bewail., (, , a dividing, division, esp. of a class

into its constituent parts ; and€, , ov, divided : divisible : hence distin-

guishable. II. distributed. From-, f. : aor. 2 :—Pass., aor. -
: pf. :— to divide, part or cleave in

twain : to cut open, to tear away, pull down. II.

to divide, distribute

:

—Med. to divide among them-

selves. III. to determine, put an end to : to de-

fine, interpret.-, f. -, to raise up, lift up. II. to part

asunder ;( to open the mouth.-, f.-' : Att.-,—, fut. :

aor. £ :

—

to rush through or across : of sound,

to shoot through the air.

-, f., (,) to make an end of., , life, a way of living, mode of life. 2.

a placefor living, a dwelling. II. at Athens, ar-

bitration. Hence, f. : impf. or : aor. r

or : pf. : plqpf.-
:—Pass., aor. : pf. :

—

to

maintain, support

:

—Pass, io lead a certain course of
life, to live. II. to be arbiter or umpire : gene-

rally, to regulate, govern. Hence,, aros, , mostly in plur. rules of life, a

mode or course of life., ,() dwelling-rooms.5, ov, ,( ) an arbitrator, umpire,

Lat. arbiter.-, f.-, and-£, f. ,
to cleanse or purge thoroughly., 3 sing. fut. of.-£, fut.- and -lew, to make to sit

apart, set apart.-, f.- : pass. pf. :
—to burn

through, set on fire, heat to excess.-, aor. , of liquid, to run
gurgling through. (Formed from the sound.)-€«, f. , to endure to the end, last

out.-£, impf. med.^ :

—

to

confute utterly., aros, ,() burning heat.-£,() to determine by lot.-£, f., to split asunder.-, inf.- : fut.— :—used as

Pass, of, to be disposed or to be in a cer-

tain state: to be disposed or affected in a certain

manner ; often with Adverbs, to

be friendly disposed; to be suspi-

ciously disposed ; to be in a sorry

plight, etc. II. of things, to be settled,fixed;
certain terms.- : fut.-( and- : pf.- :

—
to cut in pieces : to make null and void, frustrate

:

deprive of; stripped of his

trappings. * . break through, transgress., pf. pass, of.€, pf. pass, of.-, Dep. to give orders to different per-

sons, to exhort. 2. to encourage one another. 3.

to admonish, inform. Hence, 6, an exhortation, cheering on.

-Kevos, ov, quite empty, hollow.-€, Ion. for€.-, f. Att., (,) to change

into small coin., aor. I inf. of.-€, Dep. to negotiate by herald.-, f. £, to proclaim by herald : to sell

by auction.-, f., to run all risks, make a despe-

G
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rate effort:—Pass, to be hazarded;^-, , ov, desperate.-, f., to move throughout, throw into dis-

order. II. to sift thoroughly, scrutinise, Lat. ex-

cutere. III. Pass, to be put in mo'ion, move.-, f. . [a] : aor. , Ep. part.$ :

—

to break in twain:—£\$
enervated.-, f., fo^arry off by stealth. II.

to save by stealth:—Med., with aor. 2 pass,-
[], to steal aiuay, get safe off. III. to Tieep

back by stealth.-, f., to assign by lot, allot. 2.

to choose by lot

:

—Med. to cast lots.-, to turn away, retreat. Hence, ecus, r), a turning away, retreat.-£, f. [], to wash thoroughly, wash.-, f.-.—Pass., fut.'.
pf. :

—to scrape or grate to nothing:

to wear aiuay : to crush in pieces :-r-Pass. to be worn
away, destroyed; $ having

lost all his colour.-, £ , to pull to pieces.-, to rule through or over., , a carrying over or across. From-, (for the tenses, v.) to carry over

or across :— Med. to carry over what is one's own :—
Pass, to pass or cross over.,, Ion. : f. : impf.

and, aor. ^ and : pf.

:—Pass,, aor. : pf.^-
: (uiaKovos) :

—to wait on, serve : to furnish,

supply :—Med. to serve oneself. Hence, 7?, service, business. 2. attendance on

a duty, ministry. 3. the office of a deacon., , ov,() serviceable.

[], Ion., , , a servant, waiting-

man : a messenger. 2. a minister of the church,

esp. a deacon. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, f., to throw a javelin at:—Med. to

contend with another at throwing the javelin.-, f. , to cut in two, cut through : to

break asunder, break through. II. fntr. to break

through, hurst through.- and -£-, (,) to ravish.-, f., to rumble through.-, ov, {,) satiated, glutted.-, Ion., at, a, (ots,) two

hundred, Lat. ducenii : in sing, with noun of multi-

tude, i'nnos two hundred horse.-*, f., to divide and arrange: to mus-
ter :—Med. to set all in order.<=, Ep. for, I pi. aor.

I opt. of.-, f. : pf.- :

—

to hear through,

bear out: to hear from another.-£, f. , to cry aloud: to scream against

another.

-, f. ., to strike the strings of the lyre.-, Dor.- : f. : (,) :

to make to flow, pour forth.-, f., (,) to inquire closely

into, have an accurate knowledge of., Adv. () separately : eminently,

above all, Lat. eximie., fut. 1 pass, of., aor. I pass. subj. of., 3 sing. aor. I opt. of., Ep. for, aor. 1 part. pass, of.,. for, aor. [ inf. pass, of-, f. : (for the tenses, v.) :

—

to

separate, divide: to part combatants:—Pass, to be

parted or dissolved : to disperse. 2. to distinguish,

tell onefrom another. 3. to settle, determine, decide

a dispute; '^ to make a choice :—Med.
to get a dispute decided:—Pass, of persons, to come to

a decision : but also of a thing, to be decided. II.

to make a distinction : set apart for holy pur-

poses. III. in Med. to doubt, hesitate. Hence, ea\?, , a separating, parting. 2. a

deciding, judgment : the faculty of distinguishing., verb. Adj. of, one must decide., ov,() distinguished : excellent., f., to strike cr break through., ecus, r), a driving away, putting off.-, f., to try or prove by knocking. II.

Med. to drive from oneself, to put off, get rid of,

evade or elude by delays., ov, or, opos, , () the

Conductor, Gidde ; epith. of Hermes.-, () to play at dice together.-, f., to mix together.-, f. , to stoop and creep through : to

peep through, pry into., ov, , a hinderer, obstructer. From-, f., to hinder, check : to prevent., incorrect form cf.-, f.- : aor. 2 :

—

9
divide or part by lot : to tear in pieces., aor. 2 inf. of.
-«>, f., to crack asunder, burst.-£, f., to nick away.-, f., to talk over with.-, f. : aor. 2- : pf.-; pass,- or, Ion. -\t-

:
— to take or receive separately. II. to

grasp with both hands, embrace, Lat. complecii : as

Gymnastic term, to clasp rou?id the waist. 2. to

grasp with the mind, comprehend. III. to sepa-

rate, divide, Lat. dirimere: to distinguish : also to in-

terpret. 2. to cut-
off,

intercept. 3. to distribute.-, f. , to shine or flash through : of the

day, to dawn.-9,.-: acr. ?.-.: .-\:—to escape notice : c. ace. pers. to escape the notice of.
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ous. II. suffering great pain.-«, f. £, / />/c& o?/^, choose. II.-, Dep., with fut. «ned. -, also pass.- : aor. l med., pass. 5ic-

: pf.- :

—

converse, reason, talk

with. 2. absol. to ftSe dialect or language. 3.

fo discourse, argue.-, f. ^ai : aor.- : pf.-, pass.- :

—

/ /e^z/e « interval : plqpf. pass. -
impers. gap had been left. 2. intrans.

to be placed at intervals; a gap. II.

to leave off, cease: c. part, to leave off doing. 2. of

Time, to intervene, elapse.

-«), f. £<u, to lick clean.«05, , ,() skilled in discourse

or argument : (sub.), the art of
debating or arguing.

6ia\€KTOs, ,() discourse, conversation: de-

bate, argument. II. speech, language. 2. the

language of a country, technically a dialect., pf. of., pf. of).,, pf. act. and pass, of.€, pf. of ., ea;s, 57, =* l., fut. of.€-4, Dep.(,) to dis-

course subtly.-€5, ov, (,) very small or narrow:

very subtle.-5, ov, marked with white.€|, aor. 1 inf. of., fut. of.€, aor. 2 inf. of., ,() an ifiterchange: a change

from enmity to friendship, a reconciliation, treaty of
peace : usu. in plur., aTos,,() that which is put

in the place of another, a cJjangeling., ijpos, , and5, ov, ,(-) a mediator.-, Att.- : fut.: pf. —
to give or take in exchange : hence to ifiterchange,

exchange. 2. to changefrom enmity to friendship,

to reconcile one to another. IL Pass., with fut.

med. : aor. , also aor. 2

[d] : pf. :

—

to be reconciled, be-

come friends. III. intr. to differfrom one in a

thing ; so Pass., esp. in aor. , to be

different.-, f.-, Dep. to leap over or across.-£, f. Att. : pf. -€-
: Dep.:

—

to settle accounts; hence to takefull

account of, considerfidly. II. to converse, argue.

Hence, , a sealing of accounts. II.

calculation, consideration, reasoning. 2. discourse,

conversation., ,() a conversation, dialogue.-4 : aor. I pass,: Dep.:—to abuse, rail at.,, aor. I inf. pass, of.-, aor. 1 : pf.-
: Dep. :

—

to maltreat shamefully., $, ,() a loosing one from any-

thing, parting: a breaking tip, destroying. II. an
ending, cessation : cessation of hostilities, peace.-, ov,(,) love-dissolving.-, , ,() a breaker up, dissolver., , ,() dissolved: capable of dis-

solution.-, f. [y] : pf.- : aor. I pass.- [] : pf. -:— to loose one from
another, to part asunder : to break up, dismiss, dis-

band. 2. to break off, put a?i e?id to. 3. to re-

concile. 4. to do away with false

accusations : also topay off, discharge. 11. to relax

:

to make supple and pliant.-, f. , (,) to fill full of
barley-meal.-,.-€ (in pass, sense), Dep.

to maltreat outrageously.-, to grind to powder, raze to the dust,

utterly destroy.- , f., to decide by means cf

an oracle.-,.: aor. 2-: pf.--. To miss entirely, go quite astray from, c.

gen. 2. to fail utterly of,fail cf obtaining. Hence, , a total mistake : a wrong reckoning.-«, f., as Att. law-term, to use a

(q. v.), to call evidence for or agai?ist an

objection :— Pass., aor., to be affirmed

on evidence. Hence, , a calling evidence to support or re-

fute an objection.

[], f. , Dep. to call

solemnly to witness, to protest solemnly : also to ab-

jure solemnly . to asseverate. 11. to beg earnestly

of, to conjure.-- Att.-, fut. £, to knead thoroughly,

knead well tip.: fut.-, Att.-, also

: Dep. :

—

to fight with, struggle against

:

to fight one with another. 2. tofight through,fight

it out, Lat. depugnare.-, fut. : aor. 2 (,) :

—

to

mow or cut through. 2. to scrape or clear away;

so also in the Med.-, to leave quite off: to give up.-, f., to exchange. II. Med. to change

oneselffrom one place to another : to pass through t r

over. 2. absol. to change, alter., aor. I inf. of.
G 2



164 —-., ecys, 17»() an exchange.-, f., to make quite black.-, Adv. (,) limb by limb, piece-

meal., ecus, 17, a being always on the point to

do, continual delay. And, ov, 0, one who continually delays.

From-«, f.-, to be always going to do a

thing : hence to delay continually.€€, pf. of., pf. of.-, Dep. to blame exceedingly.-, (for the tenses, v.) to reniain by,

continue with. 2. to be constant, persevere. 3.

to contimie, last, remain.

-€£, f. Att. , to divide : metaph. to

cause dissensiofi

:

—Pass, to disagree. Hence, , division : dissension.

-€€, f., to ?neasure through, measure out

or off: to measure out in portions:— Med. to have

measured out to one, receive as one's share. Hence-, , , measured out or off., , Lat. dimensum, a portion measured
out, a soldier's rations. From-, , (,) a diameter or diagonal

line. 2. the rulefor drawing the diameter.-, Dep. to bring about, contrive.-, f. : aor. :

Dep. :

—

to contendfuriously

.

--, f. : pf. :

Pass. :

—

to keep ui memory.-, Dep. to sing plaintively.-, f. : aor. I- :

—

to cut

up piecemeal.-, f. , to call to mind, remember

:

hence to record, mention.-,(,) to divide, rend asunder. 2.

Med. to portion out.£, Adv. right through.-, (,) Adv. of Place, through

and through, right through :
—all in a piece. 2. of

Time, throughout, for ever.-, a, ov, drenching.-, f., to tell by word of mouth, to

speak, converse.-, f., (,) to make mouths
(in scorn or mockery).-, ov, (,) utterly different.-, f, to dispute, disagree.-, f., to maintain a long sea-fight.-, Adv. two ways ; to

halt between two opinions., aor. I inf. of.-», is, Dor. and Att, form of., , , distribution. From-, f. -: aor. : pf.:
—to distribute, divide into portions:— Med. to divide

among themselves :—Pass, to spread abroad. II.

to set in order, govern.-, Pass, to go through.,, aor. and 2 pf.,-, f. , to nod, beckon to.

-veco, f.-, to swim across: swim through.-, Dep. =.-, f. -, to wash out, rinse.-, Dep. to go through.-, fut. :

—

to set up, make to

stand. II. Pass., with act. aor. 2-, pf.-, to stand alooffrom, departfrom.-, fut.- : aor. - : pf,- : Dep.:

—

to think over, intend, pnirpose,

Lat. meditari. Hence, aros, , a thought, notion., , ,() intellectual., also, ,(). I. thought:

the intellect, mind. II. a thought, intention : a
notion, belief: the sense or meaning of a thing.-, f. : to open : hence to explain, expotind., aor. 1 imper. pass, of.,, ,() a distributer., ,() distribution.

-ovTatos, a, ov, going right through ;

(sc. ^) a home-thrust:— metaph. unchanging,

remorseless.-«, f., to drain out, exhaust: metaph.

to drink to the dregs, Lat. exhatirire.-€€, f. , (, £) to pass the night.- or- [] : f. [] :

—

to bring

quite to an end, finish ; to finish a

journey; so also, without.-, f., to tear in pieces.

6ia£eis, Dor. for, 2 sing. fut. of7.-£, Dep. (,) tofight to the death.-^, Pass, to go through a course of

education.-, f. , to go on wrestling.-, , a hard struggle.-, f.-, to distribute by lot.-, f., to shiver, shatter.

-iravTOS; Adv., = , throughout.-, to look timidly round.-, , (,') an useless study:

vain altercation.-. f. , (,) to deflower.--, Att.-- : f. : (.). To stretch out by nailing, e. g. of a

hide/or tanning : also to fasten the extremities, as in

crucifixion.-, Att.- : f.-:—to sprinkle about,-, f. , to make to cease utterly : Pass, to

cease to exist.-, f., to threaten violently

:

— also in

Med.-, inf.-, to hunger one against the

other, to contend which is the tnost hungry.
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-7€, , an experiment, trial.-€ : fut. [a] : aor. - :

pf.- : Dep. :—to make trial or proof of a

thing : c. gen. to have experience of a thing.

Sia-impo), f. -, to drive through.-,, f. ipai, to send about in different dircc-

tio?is. II. to send over or across., pf. pass, of.€€, pf. of.€€.<|, fut. 3 of./, pf. of.-6, fut., to bring to an end.-, f., to take across, ferry over :
—

Pass, to be carried over, go across. 2. to draw en-

tirely out of the sheath./, aor. I inf. of.-, f. [] : to go over or across, to

pass : to pass through.-€, f. : aor. 2, Ep. inf.-!/ : aor. 2 med., in pass, sense :

—

to

destroy utterly, to sack, waste.€, aor. I inf. of.
€•€, aor. 2 inf. of., fut. inf. med. of.-€, =.- or- : f.- [] :

—

to open and
spread out.-€ : fut.- : aor. 2- or- : Dep.:

—

to fly through. 2. to fly away,

vanish., fut. of ., pf. inf. pass, of., pf. of.-, f.- : aor. I med. :
—to

fasten together.,-, f., to leap through or across. II.

intr. to make a leap.-, f., (, ') to make very fat.-, f.- (for the tenses, v. -), tofillfull of: Pass, to be quite full of.-, f. -, to drink against one atiother,

challenge at drinking. []-, f.- : (for the tenses, v.) :

—

tofall through,fall offor away, escape : to fail utterly,

go quite wrong, turn out ill.-€•, f. , to entrust in confidence

:

—Pass.

to have a thing entrusted one.-, f., to interweave, weave together. II.

to weave asunder, i. e. unweave ;

to end the web or tissue of one's life./^, aor. I part, of-«, f., to sail through.-, Dep. to spar or skirmish with.- Att. -, f. , to break in pieces,

split, cleave., contr., ,() as Adj. sailing

across, passing over. II. as Subst.,, ,
a voyage across, passage. 2. a channel.

165-, f., (,) to unfold.

-7€, Ep.- : f. : aor. -
:
—to blow through, refresh, revive. 11.

to breathe at intervals, revive. III. Pass, to

evaporate.-, f., to variegate, adorn.«, f., to carry the war through, end the

war, Lat. debellare. 2. to carry on the war. II.

to forcefrom another by war. Hence-, ecus, 77, afinishing of the war.-«, f. , to besiege to the end, tc

blockade.--, f. , to carry the procession to an
end. 2. to carry all round., ,() a sending backwards a?id

forwards : negotiation.-, f., to work out with labour, Lat. ela-

borare : to practise

:

—Pass, to be administered : also

to be troubled. II. intr. to work hard, toil.

-TTOvos, ov, having gone through many labours.

-irovTios, ov, (,) beyond seas,foreig?i,

Lat. transmarinus : going beyond seas., Adv. of, laboriously.-6•, f. , to carry across. II. Pass.,

with fut. med.-, aor. I pass, : to

go through, pass along.-, f. ; and Dep., aor. I

:

—

to be quite at a loss.-, f., =, to ruin utterly.-, f. , to carry over or across : to

carry a message; , of ferry-

boats, to ply across a river.-, Dep. to treat of thoroughly.6€, Ep. aor. 2 inf. of.-, Att.- Ion.- : f. :—to accomplish, Lat. conficere : intr. to accomplish

one's way across. 2. to bring about, effect : Med.,

to effectfor oneself, gain one's point. 3. to make
an end of, slay.^, , eminent, conspicuous. From-, to be eminent, conspicuous, or distin-

guished above others., Adv. of, conspicuously: Sup..-,, Dep. to send embassies to different

places.-, Ion. for.- [] : fut.- : pf. pass,-:—to saw through or in two : to cut to the heart

;

tovs to gnash the teeth :—Med. to

gtiash with the teeth./, Adv. thoroughly.--, , ov,() going through, pene-

trating, piercing, thrilling, of sounds : neut.-, as Adv. piercingly, thrillingly. 2. far-stretch-

ing ; a hill run-

liing/ar into the plain. 3. manifest., aor. 2 inf. of.
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—

to scare

cnuay, startle : to strike with panic.--, f. £, to unfold, disclose.-, , (,) a fold, folding leaf.-, f. [], to spit upon, despise utterly.-, f. , to box ox fight with.- : f.- : pf.- : aor.

2- :

—

to search out by questioning.

-TrCpos, ov, {,) red-hot: hot, fiery. Hence, f., to set oh fire.-, f., to sell publicly.,, aor. 1 inf. of., Ion. for, pf. pass, of.-, Att. -, f. £, to break through,

strike through.-, ov, flecked or spotted with white.-, f., (,) to divide by joints,

to articulate. 2. to complete in detail, describe

distinctly.-, f., to reckon or count up : also to

distinguish, Lat. enumerare.-, f., to have full strength : to endure,

hold out, prevail. II. to nourish. Hence, is, sufficient : lasting. Adv. -nibs, Sup.—, in complete compe'ence.-£ or -, f. , to distribute in various

places, to dispose., , plunder. From
-7£, fut. : (for the tenses, v.) :—to tear in pieces : to plunder, Lat. diripere : to

carry off as plunder., aor. 2 inf. pass, of*., fut. 2 pass, of^.-, to besprinkle

:

— Pass, to flow in various

directions.-, f. : aor. :
—to destroy

utterly.-, f.- : aor. 2 pass, (in act. sense)-: pf.- :

—

to flow through: to slip

through : absol. to leak

:

—pf. part,, gap-

ing. II. to fall away like water, waste away.-, f. -^ (for the tenses, v.^)
to break, rend in twain, cleave

:

—Pass, to burst., Adv.(,.) expressly, dis-

tinctly.£§, aor. I part, of^.-, aros, , a casting about. From, 3 sing. Ion. impf. of.-, only used in pres. and impf., =-. II. intr. to throw oneself, plunge.-, poet,, f., to throw, fling,

hurl, dart about. Hence, ecus, , a throwing about, scattering., ,() a flowing through, a channel

or pipe to flow through.-, f., to roar or rustle through., , =, a floiving through : esp. as

Medical term, diarrhoea.

-£, f., to whizz through., Dor. for -, Adv.() melting

away, vanishing., aor. 2 inf. of,, fut. of., S>yos, , ,() rent asunder.-,, f., to cut in pieces.-, f., to suspend and interrupt.-, tofawn upon.-, pf.—, to grin like a snarling dog.6-£, strengthd. for., aor. inf. med. of.-,{.,(,$) tomake quite manifest.-£, f. , to make quite manifest.-, f. , to shake violently : intr.,

oipz to keep wagging with the tail. 2. to con-

found. II. to harass, oppress.-: Ep. aor. 2 [], 3 sing,-
: Pass. :

—

to dart or rush through.-, f., to mark or point out: to make
known, explain.-, ov, (,) quite clear, distinct., , (Aios) the feast of "Jupiter at Athens.-, f., to remain silent. 2.

trans, to pass over in silence.-£, f. , (,) to dose with

wild chervil, in allusion to Euripides.-, f., to dig through, make a breach in.- : f. [], Att.: aor. I-( :— to scatter abroad : to dissipate : t®

disband., 3 sing. aor. I opt. of foreg.~6£, f. , to set in order

:

—Pass, and

Med. to arm or equip oneself., fut. of.- or -«, f.; and-<,.
—to take tip different quarters : to retire each severally

to his quarters. 2. to leave a comrade's tent.-, for, to disperse.-€, in pres. and impf.: fut.- (from

root )', pf.- :
—to look through,

examine, consider. II. to look round one, keep

watching.-, Dep. (,) :

—

to look out

from a watch-tower, to spy out.-£, f. , to scatter abroad.-, f., to jest:—Med. to jest one with

another, pass jokes to andfro.-, Ion. -<< : f. '.—to wipe out, to

rinse, clean.-, f. , to cleanse by rubbing.-, f., Dep. to act or speak like

a sophist., , ov, torn to pieces. From- Att.-, fut. £a>, to rend in sunder

or in pieces.,, aor. 2 pass. inf. of.-, f. or more commonly : (for
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the tenses, . ): to tear asunder, part, Lat.

divellere : to break through, pull down : of the laws,

to break through, tra?isgress : to separate

:

—Pass., of

soldiers, to be distributed in quarters.-, f., to sow, scatter or spread abroad:

to squander. II. to separate., ,() dispersion.-,, Alt. for.-, f., Dep. to order by rule,

regulate.5,, aor. 2 part, and inf. of'., (ojs, ,() a sta?iding apart

:

distance, an interval. 2. disagreement, dissension.-, f. , to fortify with stakes or a

palisade.-€,0. 2 , togo through or across:

to continue.

-€.\, f.-, to separate, to distinguish,

determine. II. to command, give orders., aros, ,() an interval., Ep. for, 3 dual aor. 2 of.-, f., to gleam or dawn through.-£, f., to stuff in between.-£, f., Dep. to apportion re-

gularly., r),() distinction, difference.-^, f., to serve as a general.-, f. : (for the tenses, v.) :

—

to

distort : to turn aside : to pervert

:

—Pass, to be dis-

torted, to have o?ie's eyes distorted: to squint. Hence5, ov, distorted : metaph. perverted.-, pf.-, to tear in pieces : to worry,

disparage.-£ Att.-, f. £, to cleave asxinder,

to slaughter.-&>, f. Att. tcDj, to throw about like a
ball, to toss about.-, to foil or overturn utterly.£, ayos, ,() any opening made by

force, a cleft, a rocky gorge.-, f., to scatter from or as from
a sling :—Pass, to fly in pieces.-, pf.-, Pass, (,)
to be compressed at the waist like a wasp.-£, f., to cleave asunder

:

—Pass., aor. I, to be cloven asunder, to be parted., aor. 2 part, of.-, f. ', (for the tenses, v.) :

—

to

keep safe through, bring one well through : also to

keep in memory :— Med. to preserve to oneself

:

—Pass.

to come safe through ; ds . . or npus . . ,

to come safe to a place.

->•7., f. [a], Dor. for., f. , (, Tayes) to arrange., $3 (^) a disposition.,, aor. 2 inf. pass, of., aros, ,() a commandment.

-, Ion. for.£3, ecus, ,() di position, arrange-
ment; esp. of troops hi order of battle.-, Att. -, f. £cy, to throw into great
confusion, confound.- Att.-: (,£:—Pass., aor. -,
aor. 2 -€^ [] : pf.-^ :

—

to arrange : to

set in order, draw up in order of battle: also to draw
up separately. 2. c. ace. et inf. to appoint one to

do or be:—Med., aor. 1 part, in pass, sense-
posted in battle order :— Pass, to be in battle

order. II. in Med. also, to order by will., aor. I pass. part, of., pf. pass, of.-, f. :—Pass., aor. - [] : pf.— (for the tenses, v.) :

—

to stretch out,

stretch to thefull

:

—Med. to strain oneself: to exert

oneself, strive hard : to maintai?i stoutly.-€£, f . , Att. :

—

to cut off and fortify

by a wall : to draw a wall across : to divide as by a
well. Hence€, aros, , a place walled off.-, Dep. (,) to mark out.-€€, f., to bring tofulfilment.^, f., to bring quite to an end: tofulfil:

to continue doing. From
-€3, is, (, ?$) incessant : permanent.-*, Ion. : f. : (for the tenses,

v.) :
—to cut through, cut in twain : to sever,

part :—Pass , to be cut into

strips.,^, pf. act. and pass, of <-,-€, f. —, Ion.- and- :
—to bore through, make a hole in.-, f. £ (v.), to soften or melt by heat:

—Pass., with pf. —, to melt entirely, thaw.-, f., to ivatch closely. II. (sub.), to keep oneselffrom, abstain from.
; for , ivherefore ? Lat. quamobrem ?-, f.- :—Pass., aor. : p£

:
—to place separately, arrange. 2.

to dispose, -manage : to treat

:

—Pass, to be disposed

of, treated. 3. to set forth : to recite. II. Med.
to set outfor sale, dispose of. 1. to settle mutually;

to make a covenant with one

:

absol. to make an agreement with, promise.-, f., to honour greatly.-, f. £, to shake asunder, shake to pieces:

fut. med. is used in pass, sense.

-<£05, , ov, =.-: aor. - : aor. 2-^, pass.—^, Ep. 3 pi.^ :—Ep. for,
to cut in twain, divide, sever; -yfv \v

they parted friends : absol. they zvere scattered abroad., aor. I inf. of.-, f., to shoot through or across:—Med.

to contend in shooting with.
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-ropos, op, act. pierci?ig : of sound, thrilling. II.

biaropos, ov, pass., pierced., aor. 2 inf. of^.-, f. , to turn, divert, dissuade

:

—Pass,

with fut. med.—, aor. I med.-,
aor. 2 pass,- :

—

to turn or be diverted from
a thing.-,., to maintain, support throughout.-, f.- : (for the tenses, v.):—to rxin through or over: metaph. to exhaust. II.

intr. to run about, Lat. discurrere.-€, {., to run trembling about, flee all ways.,, a wearing away, a spending of time. 2

.

a pastime, amusement. 3. serious employment,

study : a discission, argument. 4. a way of life,

living. II. in bad sense, a waste of time, loss of

time, delay. From- [] : f. :—Pass., aor. 2 \] :

pf. :

—

to rub between; biarpiipas:

—to rub away, consume : to waste, destroy. II.

metaph. to spend time, live. 2. to busy, employ

oneself. 3. to waste time, delay. III. to put

off by delay, thwart, hinder. Hence, , , dilatory.-, Adv. in three ways.

-Tpoiros, ov, various in dispositions., ,() sustenance, support.-, f. , of a horse, to trot.-, ov, (,) planted with vines,

ripening one after the other.€5, aor. 2 part. pass, of.-,(.- : aor. 2^:—tonibble,

gnaw through.- or-, fut., Att. for.-, f., to shine through, dawn.-, es, (,) transparent, radiant.--, , ,(,) a runner in

the race.-5, , (pis,) a double pipe or channel

:

in the race, a double course, where the runner ran to

the furthest point of the, turned round the

post, and ran back by the other side: metaph.,

ebb and flow, Lat. fluctus reciproci. II.

a strait., aor. 2 inf. of, to bite through.

[], and, Adv. openly. From-, f.- : (for the tenses, v.) :
—to

shew through, make to shine through. II. Pass.,

aor. 1- [], to be seen, appear through. 2. to

glow, to be red-hot. 3. metaph. to be proved : to

be conspicuous among others. III. intr. in Act.

to dawn. 2. to be transparent. Hence, €$, seen through, transparent. 2. glow-
ing, red-hot. II. metaph. well-known, manifest:

illustrious :—Adv. -vcus, manifestly.-, Ion.- : (,) :

—

to shew
light through, dawn.

-€$, e's, (,) transparent.

, Adv. pres. act. part, of, dif-

ferentlyfrom : especially, extremely.- :—fut. and, formed from* :—aor. *, Ion. ; aor. 2 -
veynov formed from *": (v.) :

—

to carry

over or across. 2. to carry different ways: to tear

asunder ; to give their votes a
different way, i. e. against one ; but also to determine

by vote : metaph. to disperse reports. 3. to carry

through, bring to perfection. 4. to bear through,

endure, go through with. 5. absol. to continue, to

live. II. intr. to differ, to be different from. 2.

impers., it makes a difference to me,
it makes no difference; points

of difference. 3. to be different from a man, to

szirpass, excel him. III. Pass, to differ or be at

variance with, quarrel with.-, f.-£ : aor. 2 -"/ : pf. --^ : (v.) :
—toflee through, get away, escape.

Hence5, , , an escaping, means of escape.-£, f., to make knoiun, publish.-€ : f.- Ep.—: pf.-:—to destroy utterly, kill: generally, to spoil, harm. 2.

to lead astray, corrupt, ruin : esp. to bribe : to se-

duce. II. Pass., fut.-, also fut. med.-, Ion.- : aor. 2- [] :

pf.- :

—

to be destroyed, go to ruin, perish :

esp. to be disabled : corrupt. III.

the perf. is sometimes intr. to be deranged,

mad: also to be dead. Hence, 6, destruction, ruin, death. 1. in moral

sense, corruption, seduction. 3.

a prey for fishes. Hence, ews, 0, a corrupter, seducer.-, f., to dismiss, disband.-£, f., to drive mad

:

—Pass, to rave.- Ion. —, f., to wander abroad, run
about : to get abroad., ,() difference, distinction. 2.

variance, disagreement. II. distinction, excel-

lence. III. advantage, profit.-,., to drag about, spread abroad. 2.

to carry off as plunder, to plunder : also to rend in

pieces, destroy. II. to carry through or across.

Hence,, , a plundering.5, ov,() different, unlike. 2.

differmg with another : at variance with. II.

superior, excellent. 2. advantageous, profit-

able. III. as Subst.,, , difference

:

disagreement., Adv. of, variously. 2. at

variance. 3. excellently., aTos, , () a partition-

wall. II. the membrane which divides the lungs

from the stomach, the midriff.-,, =.



—. 169-, to tell clearly: . aor. 2 Si-.-, . , separate by a fence.-«, f.-, (,, which only occurs

in compos., v.,) :
—( let through,

let out.-, = Satvy., , (^) a means of escape., , () any statural partition, as the

joints in bodies : a cleft, division, as in nuts.-, Att.-, f., to watch vigilantly,

preserve : keep, maintain.--, f., to blow or breathe through. II.

to blow away: Pass, to be scattered to the winds,

vafiish.-, f. : aor. :—to draw out,

draw off. II. to tear up, re?id.-, f., to make to grow through. II.

Pass., with aor. 2 act., pf. :

—

to in-

tervene; xpovos time elapsed.-, f., to sound discordantly, to disagree.-, Ion. for.-£ or, to draw back, withdraw.-, f. [d] :

—

to loosen: to open, un-

bar. II. to make supple by exercise.-, to gape wide, yawn., aor. I inf. of.-£, f., to pass the winter.-£, f. Att. ", to have in hand, con-

duct, manage. Hence, fo:s, , management, administration.-, f., to choose between two persons

or things by show of hands, or by open vote. Hence^, i>, a choice between two persons or

tilings. „-, f. —yew : aor. -£«, . -:—to

pour different tuays : to pour out, dissolve : of metals,

to soften, melt: also to disperse: metaph. to con-

found. II. Pass, to be poured from one vessel

into another: to be melted: to fall to pieces

:

—metaph.

to be relaxed.

-.€£, to mock greatly.-, old form for ; in inf.,

to complete the mound.- : f., with Dor. 3 sing,-:— to use constantly : also to meet with, stijfer

tinder. II. c. ace. pers. to destroy, slay.- Ion. for foreg. :, Ion. subj.-, f.-, to carry a mound across.

,--), f., to go or pass through : impers.,

avrois they laboured under diarrhoea.-, f. Att. , to separate.-, to sweep away, blow away.- or-, to deceive utterly. II.

als^ as Pass., aor. : pf. -
:
—to be deceived, mistaken.-: f. Att.: Dep.:

—

to vote

with pebbles : decide by votes. Hence5, ews, y, a deciding by vote.

-, f. , to cool, refresh : of ships, to haul

high and dry : to make water-tight.-5, ov, (Sis,) two-pointed, [t]-, ov, {Sis, 7X771/77) with two eyeballs.-, Att. -ttos, ov, {Sis,*) speaking

two languages Lat. bilinguis : as Subst.,^,
, an interpreter. II. double-tongued.-5, ov, (', *») twice-born

:

—twin; double., aros, ,() a lesson., Dor. for.5, ), ,() apt at teaching., 77, ,() of things, taught : that

can be taught: that ought to be taught. II. of

persons, taught, instructed., fut. of., ecus, 7),() teaching, instruction.,,() a teaching-place, school., ,() teaching : education, train•

ing. II. the rehearsing of a drama; cf. u., , ,() fitfor teaching, in-

strtictive. Adv. -kuis, instructively., ,() a science, art., and ,() a teacher, master :

a dramatic poet was called, because he

himself taught tL• actors.€4€, -«, . inf. of;., poet, for, aor. I inf. of

: fut.£ : aor. , poet. eSiSa-

(as if from) : pf. : (redupl.

causal form of *) :

—

to teach; with double ace.,

* they taught thee riding :—Med.
to have a person taught; also, to teach oneself, learn:

Pass, to be taught, to learn. . is

used of the scenic poets, who taught the actors their

parts. Hence, , teaching : doctrine.,. for , to bind, fetter : 3 pi. pres. -
: 3 sing, imperf. ?7, . for.

or,, Ion. 1 and 3 sing. pres.

of', formed from *.,^,,. forms for,
inf. of ., 2 sing imperat. andEp. 3 sing. impf. of,
formed from*: inf.; 3 plur.

: fut. _] : pf. : aor. 1, inf., part. Spas, imperat., subj.,
opt.: Ion., f., aor. 2';
(*) :

—

to run away, escape.-, ov, (/s,) of two drachms; Si-

soldiers with pay cf two drachms a

dny. II., , a do?ible drachm, = half a

shekel, paid annually to the treasury at Jerusalem.-, opos, , , ,(,) touching

both the men. []-, ov, Dor. for, (,
(() bearing twins., ovos, 6, 77,(/uos) a twin-brother, []5, poet, for /xos.

G5



170 —hUvrai.-, ts,(, *^) tivin-born./, , , or os, , (Sis) double, twofold; -^ a twin-hxouizx ; twins., =^, opt. ., . for ', imperat. of.
: fut. : aor. ' ; aor. 2 : pf.

:—Med., aor. 2 :—Pass., fut.-
: aor. 2 : pf. : (*>) :

—

give,

givefreely, present

:

—in pres. and impf. to offer. 2.

of the gods, to grant : so of the laws, to permit or

sanction. 3. to devote, offer to the gods : to give

up, surrender, in good or bad sense. 4. of parents,

to give their daughter to wife. 5.

to put oneself in his power. 6. ,
v. sub. II. in vows, to grant, allow, cause

that; S6s give me to avenge my-

self. II. seemingly intr. to give oneself up, de-

vote oneself., part, of, formed from*., Ep. for, fut. of.
€, vocat. of $, godlike., poet, for, 3 sing. impf. of., aor. 2 of., aor. 2 of., aor. I pass, of.,-, f. , to give bail for : Med. to take

bail for

:

— Pass, to be bailed, set free on his se-

curity.-, to arouse : Ep. aor. 2 pass, ^, he

was aroused, awaked., aor. I pass. part, of., aor. 2 of^^., aor. I of., Ion. for, aor. I of., aor. I of., 3 sing. impf. pass, of., aor. I pass, of., aor. 2 of., aor. 2 of., aor. 2 of or., poet. impf. of^,., impf. of ^;., aor. I of., pf. pass, of., aor. I of.
€0€, 3 sing. aor. 2 med. of., inf., aor. 2 of, which supplies

the pres., to look through, discern, distinguish., pf. pass, of., Adv. pf. pass. part, of,
distinctly, precisely., pf. of., aor. 2 of.-, fut. : (, ibo) :

—

to go about

:

to go away. II. c. ace. to pass or go through :

hence to discuss a subject.-€, aor. 2 with no pres. in use(^ being

used instead); inf., poet,: fut. :

pf. : (,) :

—

to tell at length, detail,

explain. II. to speak one with another, converse.-, f. : Ep. and Ion., Ep. also -
:

—

to keep asunder or apart : to keep off. II.

intr. to lie between., used as pf. of, to say clearly.-, poet, for-, to question closely.-, Ion. for-, to draw across.- : aor. : perf.:—to pass or

draw a thing through.--i-evos, , (, ', £$) dissemblmg
with one's guests.

-, before a vowel -£, Prep, right through.£, aor. I of., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of./ [], aor. 2 pass, of.-, f., to bring quite to an end.-, f. and, topass out through. II.

to pass by, overlook.-,.-'. Ion.-, aor. --
:

—

to sail out through : to sail out. II. in

naval tactics, to break the enemy's line by sailing

through it. Hence
6i6(cirXoos, contr.-, , a sailing across or

through. 2 . a breaki?ig the enemy s line in a sea-fight.-. Ion. for.-, Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. I pass, of.
-tKpoos, , (,) a channel through., aor. 2 of., $, , a driving through. II. a charge

or exercise of cavalry. From- ; fut., Att.: (for the tenses,

v.) :

—

to drive through or across : to thrust

through. II. intr. to drive or ride through., aor. 2 inf. of., plqpf. pass, of., pf. of., aor. I of., fut. of., aor. I of*., Ep., aor. 2 inf. of., aor. 2 of.- : fut.- [] : aor.- (v.) :

—to tear asunder, pull open ; tovs-. 2. to pull through. 3. to keep on drinking.

[], aor. I pass, of., aor. I of .
AI'EMAI,Pass. (as if*?7) to speed, press on.

[], 2 sing. aor. I of., aor. I of.-€: fut. : pass. pf.:—to

make merchandise of, sell, dispose of: hence to betray.-, Ion. -evetKcu, aor. I inf. of :, aor. 1 inf. pass.-, Med. to think within oneself.-, f.,(,$) to live out the year., 3 pi. of*.



€€—'.
-&€€,, , (,) a looking

through entrails :—Comic word for sharp-sightedness.

contr. -' Att.- : fut. £ :

to rush or spring forth.

-«€, (,) to go out through : to pass

through : hence to count over, to number.-^ : f.- [] Att.- :

—

to drive

.through. II. intr. to ride or march through or across.- Att. -, f. , to unroll, untie.

-€£€€, to question closely.

-€|€€, f., to examine closely.§-~.,{.-: aor.2-: .--: (cf.():—to go out through,pass through:

get to the end of. 2. to go through in order : to

set forth, recount in full. II. intr. to be past,

gone by, of time.-, strengthen for^.
-€|, f. , to let go through, give free

passage. II. intr. (sub.), of a river, to

empty itself., Ep. inf. of.-, , a way out through, a passage, outlet

:

the issue or event of a thing : also the suns orbit. II.

a full account.

-€$•, f., to finish the web.

-€£, f. , to keep the feast throughout., 3 pi. plqpf. of.€7€ [], aor. I of.€€, aor. of^.€€, aor. I of.€6, Ep. aor. 2 of., aor. I of., aor. 1 of.€€, aor. 1 of., aor. 1 of.,-, aor. 2 act. and med. of.
or-, aor. 2 of., Ep. aor. I of.€, aor. 1 of~.€, aor. 2 of.

-€, f., to manage, order, arrange.-€£: f. : pf. —^ : plqpf. -€fp-': Ion.-^,-^ : aor. 1 pass,-- : Dep. :

—

to work at, esp. of land, to cultivate

it. II. to destroy, ruin, kill, Lat. conficere: also

plqpf. in pass, sense,^ , Lat.

actum erat de rebus, the affairs were ruined.-, Ep. and Ion. for.-€, f. , to prop up

:

—Med. to lean upon.-€« : fut. : aor. , poet,-
:

—

to row about, to swim : to

swing about., {., to search through, examine closely.

Hence, , 6, a scout or vidette., , , an interpreter. From, f. , to interpret, expound., Ep. for.
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of'5, , 6v, moist, fresh, juicy : metaph
men, fresh, quick, active: later, wet, liquid., f. ^, to pass throiigh.£,, aor. I and pf. of/.,^, pf. and aor. 2 of.

: fut.- : aor.- : Dep.:—to go through or across, pass through. 2. to come
to the end, arrive at. II. intr. to pass, of time :

to go abroad, prevail, of a report. III. to go
through, narrate., used as fut. of., f., to cross-question, to question con-

tinually., inf. of : also pres. inf. med. of., fut., to eat through., aor. I of.^, pf. of :—hence-, Adv. of the part., prudently, considerately., pf. pass, of.
[], aor. 2 pass, of.',, aor. 1 act. and pass, of-., pf. pass, of., aor. 1 of., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 of., aor. I med. of.,, aor. 2 and pf. of., aor. 2 of., pf. pass, of.
[], aor. 2 pass, of., perf. part, of.€«5, pf. part. pass, of., sing. aor. 2 of.,, aor. I act. and pass, of., aor. I of., aor. I pass, of.€60, 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of., €S, (5ts, Ztos) of two years : two years old., ov, (,) lasting through the year., ,() the space of two years.&, Ep. for

, 3 pi. aor. 2 pass, of

:, aor. 2 act.

6^€, Dor. for, aor. I of.,, aor. 2 med. and pass, of,, f., (,) to separate ac-

curately, arrange carefully in order., Dep. to take good heed, beware of., f., to lay asleep., f., (,) to continue pro-

sperous, to prosper throughout.

[], aor. 2 pass, of., Ion. for , 3 pi. plqpf•

of.
[], aor. 2 of., intrans. pf. of., aor. 2 of., f. £, to keep, divide. II.
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intrans. to go quite through : to stretch across,

reach. 2. to stand apart, be distant

:

—of time, to

intervene., Ep. 2 sing. : Dep.:

—

to seek out

:

to seek after, try for a thing. II. to seek the

meaning of. III. c. inf. to demand or require

that., =.-, ov, and £, iryos, , , (Sis,)
doubly-yoked, double., Ep. impf., to be in doubt, at a loss.

-£5, gv, {pis,) amphibious : living twice over., , Ion. for., aor. 2 of-., aor. I of-^/.-, Dep. to describe or narrate in full.

-LS, ecus, , {-) narration, the state-

ment of the case.-, ov, Ion. for diaipios, through the air.

-0€, f., to strain through, filter, sift. 2.

wash out, cleanse. II. intrans., of the liquid,

to filter through, percolate.,, Ion. for -.,-, impf. and aor. I of., , a, Ion. for.,, pf. p.irt. pass, of^.,', pf. part. pass, of oiay.-, f. , to go through, extend along or be-

tweeu. II. to pervade, fill.,, aor. I of., aor. 2 of.
0-5, is, {,) smeared all over.,, aor. 2 and I pass, of-.,, pf. act. and pass, of-.,,, pf. and aor. 2 of-.-, f. , {,) to pass the whole

day., aor. I of., aor. I of ; whence
-€5, €s, stretching evenly along, stretching the

whole length, imbroken, unintermpted. Adv.-, Att. -Kojs,from beginning to end : clearly, dis-

tinctly.

6i-Tjvep,os, ov, {, aW/*os) wind-swept., aor. I pass, of.
, aor. I of.,, aor. and pf. of.{, aor. of : but aor. I of.

.|£, aor. of, contr. for., aor. I pass, of.-, impf. of., aor. I of.^, aor. I of.)€, aor. pass, of.], pf. pass, of.

-, es, (,*) double;^, an
upper story, upper chamber.,, impf. and aor. .,, pf. of., 3 sing. pres. subj. med. of.|',-, aor. act. and pass, of., aor. I of.--os Att. -ttos, ov, (/s,) between

tivo seas, where two seas meet, Lat. bimaris.--os, ov, {bis, ) twice-sharpened, two-

edged.

-Gpovos, ov, (, Opjvcs) two-throned.-,,{5,/)
the dithyrambic poet who taught his chorus.

-TTOios, ,{*,) a dithyram-

bic poet., , the dithyramb, a kind of lyric

poetry. II. epith. of Bacchus. (Deriv. un-

known.)-, ov, {$,) with two thyrsi.

Ait, dat. of Zeus ; v. *Ais., inf. of.-, fut.-: (for the tenses, .') :
—to send

through or across, let go through. 2. to thrust

through. II. to dis?niss, disband. 2. to dis-

solve, melt ;$ aor. 2 part, med., in pass, sense,

being melted.-, to direct by steering straight.-, fut.- ; aor. 2- : Dep. :—
to go through, in telling a story. II. to reach.-, es, {Aios, *, Root of) fallen

from Zeus, i. e. from heaven, epith. of streams swolleti

by rain : later, heaven-sent, divine, holy, pure.-, fs, {Aios,) hovering in air.'€, verb. Adj. of, one must inquire.-,.: aor.:—toset apart,

divide, distract. II. Pass., with aor. 2 act.-,
pf.—, plqpf.-€( :

—to sta?id apart, to be

divided : hence 2. to differ, be at variance, quar-

rel. 3. to part after fighting. 4. to stand at

certain distances or intervals. II. aor. 1 med.

is used trans., to separate.-, Dep. to lean upon, rely on. II.

to affirm confidently., perf. inf. of,.
: fut. contr. : aor. :

—

Pass., f., f. 3 : aor. £-
: pf. : {) : i.e. ace. rei, to

judge, adjudge : to decide, determine. 2. c. dat. to

decide for a person, judge his cause. 3. absol. to

be judge : to give judgment : generally, to come to a
decision. II. JVled. to plead, speak before the

judges : absol. to go to law. III. Pass, to be

brought before the judge, to be accused., , poet, for.€, Ion. for, inf. of :-
€, Ion. for, 3 pi. pres.-, ,{,) justjudgment.
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-,, , ,(,) just in pub-

lic deal figs.

8i.Kai.os, a, ov, also os, ov, () observant of

right, righteous, just. II. equal, even: strict,

exact. 111. right, lawful, just. '2. fair, mode-

rate In phrase , with the infin., / am
bound to do, I have a right to do., injustice, righteousness.3,, , —.

: fut. and :—Pass., aor. -
: () :— to make right : to think right

:

to consent : also to claim as one's right : c. inf. to

desire one to do. II. to judge: to condemn : to

punish. III. to make just, hold guiltless, justify.

.Hence,, , an act ofjustice, the making good

a xvrong. 2. an acquittal, act ofjustification. II.

a plea of right, just claim., Adv. of, justly, rightly.,, , a setting right, doing justice to

:

punishment. II. a claim, detnand of right. III.

judgment, good pleasure., contr. for, fut. inf. of., , , () belonging to trials, judi-

cial. II. skilled in law, lawyer-like.-, ov, (,) two-headed.-, , (,) a law-giver, judge., , Dim. of, a little

court ofjustice., ,() a court ofjustice., ov, ,() a judge or juror., , , (,) of or for law or trials :

the juror's fee, at first one obol, after-

wards three obols. Adv. -icu>s.', inf. of, an aor. with no pres. in

use, to throw, hurl.-, , r), (,) a mattock or pickaxe

zvith two teeth, Lat. bidens : cp..-4, ov, (,) two-homed, two-pointed.-€, gen. or , , , neut. (Sis,) two-homed.', , right ; the orig. sense was custom, usage,

manner; yap for this is the

manner of old men ; ace. as Adv., in the way

of, after the manner of. II. order, law,

right. III. in plur. judgments : generally, a

sentence. IV. an action at law, law-suit : pro^

perly, a private suit or action, opp. to (a

public prosecution). 2. a trial. 3. the satis-

faction or penalty aiuarded by the judge ; or

to give satisfaction or suffer punish-

ment, Lat. poenas dare; , = Lat.

sumere poenas, to inflict punishment;'
to be the defendant in the trial, opp. to

to prosecute.-, ov,(.) bringingjustice, aveng-

ing : as Subst.,, , an avenger., , Dim. of, a Utile trial.

,, , (,) double-folding, of doors :

as Subst.,, al, folding-doors.-, ov, , (,) a pleader.-, , —.-€, (,) to get up a law-suit.-), ov, (,) two-headed.-, ov, (,) two-headed, tixjo-pointed,

as Subst-, , , a pitchfork.-, , (,) colleague in power,

jointly-ruling : double-slaying., ov, (,) double-beating : double-

oared, with two banks of oars on a side., f., to cast the net. From-, ov,(,) casting nets : as

Subst.,, , afisherman.

(€, oi, unknown animals of Libya.

or, ,() epith. cf Arte-

mis the goddess of the chase.-, ov, (,) woven in

mahes ; the net's meshy folds.~, , any net-work, a fishing-net : a

hunting-net. Hence, Pass, to be caught in a net.€, f., to ply a pair of sculls : generally,

to work double-handed ; and, , a pair of sctdls. From-, ov, (,) two-oared.€, f.,() to say again, repeat. Hence, , repetition. From-, ov, (, ) saying twice, repeat-

ing. II. double-tongued, deceiful.-, ov, (,) with two spears : double-

pointed, twofold.-, ov, (,) with two crests.-, a, ov, Att. -«, , (,) of cr

worth two minae ; to value

at two minae., , a double share : double pay. From-, ov, (,) divided between two ; as

Subst.,, , a half-drachma., Ep. impf. of'.,,, anything whirled round : a whirl-

ing, dancing. From, f., aor. ; and «, f.,
aor. : Ion. impf. :— Pass., aor. I, pf. : () :

—to make whirl or spin

round : to drive round a circle. II. intr. and Pass.

to whirl about in the dance: generally, to roam about., , a whirling : a whirlpool, eddy : a whirl-

wind. Hence,, , whirling, eddying. II. rounded.^, aor. I pass. inf. of., , , verb. Adj. cf, whirled round.

05, , like, a whirl, eddy. 2. also the

circulararea where the oxen trod out the corn, a threih-

ing-floor. 3 . a large round goblet., f., to turn with a lathe, to round., () to thresh out.



174 —., ,,() turned on the lathe, rounded

:

worked round.

Stjjos, 17, , Ion. for $, double.- or - in compos, means sprungfrom Jove

(Als, Aios) or from the gods, hence excellent,god-like.

-, Conjunct, contr. for o, wherefore, on which

account : therefore : with enclit. added,, Lat.

propter quod, propterea.-, ov, {Als,) hurled by Jove.-, opos, 0, (Ais,-) giving birth to

Jove.-5, is, (Ais, *~/) Jove-born.-5, ov, contr. for~5, = Acoycvr]s.-, ov, = Aioyevrjs.-€, f. , to travel through.-, (, bhomCpos) to travel through.-, , (,) a way through, thoroughfare,

passage : the orbit of a star. 2. permission to pass,

a pass-port, safe-conduct., (Ais) Adv. sentfrom Jove.- or-, f. -£, to open.-, pf. of Sieidov, to know the difference, distin-

guish, decide.-€, f. : impf. : aor. :

pf. :—Pass., aor. : pf.,
but also irreg. :

—

to manage, direct : to

condtict the affairs of a state : to treat orfeed in a

certain way. II. to inhabit distinct places :
—

Med. to live apart. Hence, ews, , house-keeping : management, go-

vernment. II. a government: a province, a diocese.-£ : f. Att. , to make to live apart, to

disperse :—Pass, to be scattered abroad.-, f., to build across, wall off., verb. Adj. of (f.) one must

move round.-€, f. , to shoot an arrow through.

and, fut. of., 3 sing opt. med. of.-, f., to go through : to wander about.- : f.- : pf.- : Dep.:

—

to

be quite gone by : of persons, to be clean gone, to have

perished. II. to be gone throtigh, ended., ,(- pf. of-) a cessation.- and -, f. -, to slip

through, slip away from.- : fut.-, Att.- : (for the tenses,

v.) :

—

to destroy utterly, bring to ?iaught : to

put out ofmind : hence toforget, opp. to. II.

Pass, and Med., with pf. : to perish utterly.-, for , ', Adv., altogether.-£, f. , to be always even-minded.-, avos, ,(,) the brag-

gart of the deme Diomeia.-, fut.- : aor. I med.-:—
to swear solemnly : to declare on oath.-£, f., to make an agreement : Pass.

to be agreed on : Med. to agree mutually to a thing.

, ace. of ?« : but Ep. for, impf. of.
(sub. hpa), , the feast of: or

Bacchus, esp. at Athens : four distinct feasts in four

consecutive months : viz. . ' aypovs or, in Poseideon (December). II. ev

/xi/ais or (in the, where the

stood), in Gamelion (January). III. '-, in Anthesterion (February). IV., , , or simply -, in Elaphebolion (March), the most famous of

all. Hence, , , belonging to the Dionysia, or to

Dionysos., , and poet.5, Dionysos, Bacchus,

god of wine, vineyards, and dramatic poetry. (Deriv.

uncertain.)

-irais, irafios, 0, (Ais, vats) son of Jove.-, v. sub -,
-65, is, =.-, to be in charge of a ship's cargo. From, , () a director, ruler: a person in

charge of a ship's cargo.-, f. , (,) to watch accurately,

spy about : to gaze upon.-, fjpos, ,() a spy, scout.-, , ,() a looker through.-, fut., to see through, discern.

6i-op"ymos, ov, (,^) two fathoms long.

-0€, f. , tojudge rightly of.-, f., to make straight : to set right : to

make good, amend, correct, make amends for : to tell

aright

:

—so also in Med. Hence, aTos, , a making straight, correction

:

amendme?it : and, ecus, , a making straight, correcting,

amending of a faidt : reformation.

-£, Ion.-£ : f., Att. :

—

to divide

by limits, separate. 2. to disti?iguish, determine, de-

fine: to ordain. II. to carry abroad, banish, Lat.

ex-terminare. III. intr. to pass the botindaries.-, Pass, to hurry thrcnigh.,, aor. 2 pass. inf. of.,, , a through-cut, a canal. From-, Att. - : f. £ : (for the tenses, v.) : to dig through : metaph. to undermine.-€, Dep. to dance a match with one.

Alos, , , (Ais) godlike, excellent, mighty

;

joined with a genit., , -, with sup.

force, most divine of goddesses, of women. 2. noble,

honest, trusty. 3. divine, marvellous.

Aios, gen. of Zcvs ; v. *A'is.-5, ov, (Ais,) given by Jove, heaven-

sent.-, , (Ais,) a sign from Jove, Lat.

ostentum : a portent.'-, oi, Att. and poet, for : (Ais.

Kvpos, Ko£'pos) : sons of Jove, esp. the twins of Leda,
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Castor and Pollux. II. the constellation named

from them the Twins, Lat. Gemini. The Dioscori

were tutelary deities of sailors, cf. Hor. Carm. I, 3, 2.

Hence-, , the temple of the Dioscuri.-, Conjunct, for ' . . ,for the rea-

son that, since, Lat. quocirca, quamobrem. 2. in-

direct, wherefore, for what reason. 3. interrogat.

wherefore^ II. = ort, that.-, es, ( /s,) cherished by Jove.

«.-£, Ion. for.-, f., to annoy exceedingly.-, fut. of, formed from*.
-Trcus,, , , (pis, nais) ivith two children;

Oprjvos -irais a dirge chanted by one's two children.-, ov, (ois,) two palms broad.-, ov, (/s,) brandished with both

hands ; two-handed swords.-, , (/s,) two cubits long, broad, etc.,() double:—Pass, to be doubled,

to be made tiuofold. II. intr.,

the twofold evil. Hence-, &kos, , a double-folded mantle or cloak. 2.

are ship-planks (which double one over the

other), and poet, for ships, like Lat. trabes. II. as

Adj., folded double.£, f., to double. From, , ov, Ion., , ov, (/s) double,

tvAce as much, as many, etc. : 6 as much
again. Adv. -&>s, doubly. Hence, to double

:

—Pass, to become twofold.-, ov, (/s,) tivo long or

broad.

(sub.), , a cloak folded double., Adv. twice, twice over.£, =., '/5, , a double cloak. Hence, , , contr. 3, ,, tiuofold,

double. 2. doubled, bent double. II. in plur.,=

or , both, two. III. metaph. double-

minded, treacherous, Lat. duplex, opp. to.
(From- ; see $.), , , = : neut. Comp.
as Adv. twice as mtich., f.,() to double, bend double. II.

to repay twofold.-, es, (dis, novs) two feet long, broad, etc.-7€, , contr. of, (Ais,) an

ancient festival of Jove at Athens. Hence-, es,(, $) like the feast of
the Dipoleia, i.e. obsolete, out of date.-, ov, (/s,) twice ploughed.

-iTopos, ov, (/s, vopos) with two passages.-, ov, ($,$) lying between or on
two rivers.-, $, 6, , (/s, ttovs) two-footed, Lat.

bipes :— as Subst., /, , a Libyan kind of mouse,
the jerboa. II. two feet long, broad, etc.

-, ov, (/s,) two-faced.-, ov, ( /s,) two-winged.-5, ov, (/s,-) folded together, doubled;', a pair of tablets. II. =-
aos, twofold, two, Lat. geminus.-, ov, (/s,) with two gates or entrances.-, ov, (/s,) with double lights.-,, ov, (/s,) with two poles., () Adv. twice, double.

-, inseparable Suffix, like -, signifying motion
to a place, as in5,,.
*5, an old nom., = Zet;s, which appears in the

oblique cases Aios, Ait contr. , /, and the Lat.

Dis, Diespiter, Dijovis.-, ov, Dor. for-, twice young.-§, ov, (/s, *) with two wives.-, es, (/s, () twice dead., f. , —.€, f., (//fos) to pitch the quoit : gene-

rally, to throw, toss. Hence,, otos, , a thing thrown. II. the

pitching of a quoit.-, ov, (/s,) two-sceptred.

SLo-kos, , () a round plate, a quoit of stone

:

later of metal or wood. II. anything like a
quoit : a trencher : a mirror.-, ,(/cos,) a q?ioit's cast.-, , a, twenty thousand : sing, -upios,

a, ov, with collective nouns, as, 2,
horse.-5, , 6,(,) partners in sway,

joint-rtiling.

Att. Ion., , : (/s) : two-

fold, double : also divided, disagreeing, doubtful., Adv. of, doubly., f., (/s) to doubt, be at a loss.-, ov, (/s,) oftwo rows, lines, or verses:

as Subst.,, , an elegiac couplet.-, ov, (/s,) in pairs, two together.-, ov, (/s,) double-mouthed, with two

entrances, double. II. of a weapon, two-edged.-, ov, (/s,) of two syllables.- [], at, a, two thousand: also in sing.,'/, , ov, with collective nouns, as, iTrrros-
2000 horse.-, ov, (/s,) worth or weighing

two talents.-, ov, (/s, tckuv) twin or twice bearing., etc., v. sub -.-, ov, thoroughly wet : melting.-£, (,) to strain or filter thoroughly : to

strain off.-££, f. Att. , to wake from sleep : so

also in Med.5, , ov, twofold, double, Lat. bifarius : in

Ion. used also for., Ion. -4, to dive after : seek after, hint

for. Hence
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opp. to beppc-is which are utiworked hides. II.

anything made of leather : a leathern garment worn

by peasants : a leathern wallet. Hence

0€5, , ov, of tanned leather.-, ib°os, , =.-, ov, (/s,) with two sounds: as

Subst.,, , and^,, a diphthong.

-5, ov, (,) bearmgfruit twice in the

year, Lat. biferus., alios, , poet, for, a seat, chair.€, ,() chariot-driving.-€, , fern, of., ov, , a charioteer. From, f. , (5) to drive a chariot., , chariot-driving. From, to drive in a chariot. From-, ov, 6,(,) a charioteer., ov,() of a chariot: neut. pi. as

Adv., at the chariot-wheels.

.05, 6, Dim. of.-, §, , , (,) of two minds,

distraught in mind., , and later , (contr. of, bearing

two), in plur. or :
—the chariot-

board, on which tiuo could stand; the war-chariot : a

travelling-chariot. II. generally, a seat, couch, stool.-6>, f. , {, ') to draw a

chariot., f., to carry a chair or litter

:

—
Pass, to be carried or travel in one. II. to carry

a camp-stool, as the female had to do for the

Athenian women in processions. From-, ov,(,) carrying a chair.-
(
5, c-s, (,) of double nature ex form: ge-

nerally, twofold, dozible.-, ov, {pis,) of two families., (pis) I. Adv. in two, asunder, apart. 2.

at two, at variance : differently, oppositely. II.

Prep, with gen. apartfrom, ivithout: differently from,
unlike : like avev, against the will of: of Place, avjay

from. 2. except. Hence, f., to cleave asunder, disunite, make to

disagree.-, , a double, a copper coin.-5, Dor. for-., Adv., =, in tzuo : in two ways.-5, ov, (Sis,) cloven-hoofed. II.

as Subst.,, , a forceps, pincers., es, () divided., Adv., poet, for, like for,
in twain. Hence, a, ov, double, divided, [a], ados, , fern, of.
-.\3, ov, (,) adverse.-, (, *),) to differ in Opinion., () Adv. on cr from both sides.

-5, ov, (bis,) holding 2 ($, i. e.

nearly 3 pints.--ros, ov, (Sis,) doubly enraged.-5,, , , —.-, ov, (, ) in the middle of the

month, at or of thefull moon.-5, ov, (,) double-speaking.-, $, (, payijvai) broken in twain.

-po-nOS, ov, (,) wavering. Adv. -?,
doubtfully., , a standing apart, quarrel, dispute

:

dissension. II. doubt. From-^, f., (,) to stand apart,

disagree.-,3, ov, (,) =.-, f., (,) to cut in two, cut

asunder., Adv., =.-, ov, gen.,(,) apart in mind,

at variance, discordant, disagreeing., Adv., like, doubly, in two ways.', 77s, , thirst. Hence€3, a, ov, thirsty, dry; and,, , fern, of., fjs, rj, inf. : impf. eSUpvjv, , : hit.: aor. : pf. ScSixf^ica:—to thirst: of

the ground, to be dry, parched. II. metaph. to

thirst after, long earnestly for., a, ov, () thirsty, athirst, dry, parched., eos, , —, thirst.-, ov, (,) double-minded, wavering.', an Epic verb : in Act. always intr. to run
away, take to flight, flee : to be afraid. II. in

Med., subj.,, ', opt., inf., mostly trans., to frighten away, chase, put to

flight: to drive: to hunt: but 2. also, like '•,

to be afraid. [], , , () a pursuit, pursui?:g,

chase. II. that which is chased, ' the chase.'?, ,() the chase. II. persecution,

harassing.-, ov, (,) piercing with anguish.-, fut.- and- : (for the tenses, v.) :

—

to push or tear away: Med. to push asunder

for oneself, break through. 2. to thrust away:—
Med. to push from oneself, push away : to repulse,

drive back. 3. to reject : to refuse.-, poet. aor. 2 inf. of.^,, for, inf. of.,, pf. act. and pass, of.,, acr. I act. and pass, of.
€05, , ov, verb. Adj. of, to be pursued,

aimed at., rjpos, , and ?, ov, , a pursuer.

From, f. or : aor. I c- : poet. aor. 2:—Pass., aor. : pf.- :

() : I. to pursue, chase, bunt: of persons, to
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seek after, follow closely:— Med. to chase. II. to

drive on drive away, chase away : to expel, to ba?iish

:

to drive a chariot; hence seemingly intr.

to drive ; also to speed, haste. III. as law-term, to

prosecute, bring an action against ; the pro-

secutor, plaintiff, opp. to ^ the defendant.-5, ov, (,) with outstretched arms., aor. I of., aor. I med. of.--os, ov,()? one's oath, bound by oath., , Dione, mother of Venus (Jove being the

father). II. daughter of Dione, Aphrodite.-5, ov, {his, =) with two names

:

named together.-63, ov, (, Ke\cv$os) urging on

the way.£-5, ov, (, ittttos) horse-driving.,€,,() a chasing: chase, pursuit. 2.

as law-term, prosecution., aor. I of :
—-, pf. pass., pf. pass,.-, ov, more correct form of^.,, , ,() dug cut through:

(sub. yrj) , a trench, canal;

a covered passage., aor. I of., aor. ss. part, of:, 3

sing, imperat., may he be prevailed upon.^, ecus, ,() a taming, breaking in., , a tamer, subduer ; fern, of sq., rjpos, , () a tamer, breaker.

€, dual nom. of /s., , () a female slave take?i in ivar : ge-

nerally, anyfemale slave, Lat. ancilla., , ov, () in servile condition.', idos, , —.
5,, ,() a slave taken in war : hence

any slave.£, f. £cy, to swing ox fling abo7it.5, a, ov, dark, dusky, murky. From'02, , —, darkness, dusk, gloom., 3 sing. Ep. aor. I in impers. sense, — Att., it seemed:, Ep. for—, 3 sing.

subj. = (5u£77., aros, ,() that which one thinks true,

an opinion. 2. a resolution, decree. Hence£, f. Att. , to lay doivn a decree:—
Pass, to szibmit to ordinances., fut. pass, of.', rjvos, , a small abscess, boil.£, f., () to consider two ways, hesitate

between :—Med. to doubt, to imagine.-, ,(,) a pestle-maker.~, vkos, . a pestle., , doubt, perplexity. From, aor. 2 opt. of., . —, two, both: . Adv. in two ways., =, of which it is the dual, =.

€, f. ctVct»,() to watch closely, to lie in

waitfor.

; but many temes «are formed from prcs.* : fut. and £ : aor. and
: pf.:— Pass., aor. : pf.

and ^/: I. to think, suppose,

expect, imagine. II. intr. to seem, appear: esp.

in 3 sing. /rcf, <foo£c, it seems good, seemed good

:

as Att. law-term, (( ttj, , it was
decreed ox enacted by..: but also in I pers., ,
I seem to myself, methinks, Lat. videor mihi; '£

methought. 2. to appear to be something, to

be of repute ; ol e vox ri men who are held

to be of some account. 3. aor. I neut. part,,
used absol., and plqpf.^, it having been re-

solved, Lat. quum statutum esset ; so, it being

resolved, Lat. quum statueretur., , =, () a vision, fancy.,,() a vision, fancy. 2. an opinion,

expectation., ays, 77,() an opinion, belief: a conceit,

fancy, suspicion. II. good report, credit.-5, ov, (^, ao<pas) wise in one's

own conceit., f.: aor. :— Pa?s., aor. I( : pf.;. : () :

—

to as-

say metals : to prove, test : hence generally, to prove,

to examine. II. to afprove, sajiction : 10 hold as

good, pure, after trial. Hence, , an assay, proving, examination., ov, ,() an assayer, examiner., 77, a proof, examination: approved character,

Lat. probitas : and, , proof, trial. From, ov,() tried, assayed, gemdne : of

persons, approved, esteemed, Lat. probus, probatus :

of things, worthy, excellent; also notable, consider-

able. Adv. -, really, truly., iSos, , Dim. of /co's, a stick.'2, , a wooden beam or bar : a shaft., oos contr. ovs, , =, an opinion.

€5, , ov,() deceitful, treacherous.-, , , , (,) crafty-pur-

posing.-, , ,,, gen.$,(,)
of stealthy foot., , ov, and os, ov, () crafty, decei'fid,

treacherous, wily.-, , , gen. ovos,(, -) crrfy of

mind, wily.- ov, (, avXcs) with long tube

or socket.-, fvos, .,(',) long-necked.

-£5, is, (£\-5, eyxos) with tall spear.-, ov, (, (,) of a sh;p,

long-cared : of persons, usi?ig long oars.^, f.,( s) to deal treacherously.-, ?},(,^) prolix writing.
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some. II. as Subst.,, , the long course,

in racing, opp. to the course of the.--tcios, ov, (,) casting a long

shadow; or-,(,) wilh long

shaft., (, ev, () subtle, wily. II. of

things, craftily contrived, artful.-, es, gen. eos, (,) wily, crafty.-5, , , and-, t, gen. 10s, (-,) crafty-minded, wily.-, ov,(,) contriving wiles.-, ov, (,) false-speaking., , subtlety, craft. From-5, , (,) weaving wiles.

-iroios, , (,) treacherous., , artful contrivance, subtlety. From-, ov, (,) contriving wiles., , (from-, the Root of) properly

a bait for fish : then a piece of deceit, any cunning

contrivance : craft, cunning, treachery, Lat. dolus.-, ov,(,*) slaying by treachery.-, , (,) wily-minded.,, ov,() craft-devising., 17, subtlety, wiliness. From-, ov, gen. ovos, (, ) =-, crafty-minded., f., () to beguile, ensnare. II.

to counterfeit, adidterate, disgiuse. Hence,, , a trick, deceit.,, ,() a small sail. II. a dagger.-,, , (,) artfid-looking

.

, (, , () a tricking, ensnaring.,, ,() a gift., , , () of or for building., €, . aor. 2 inf. of.€, Adv. home, homeward; to

his own house. From, , () hat. domus, house : also the

household. II. part of the house, chamber,

room. III. anything that is built up ; -
at every thirtieth layer of

bricks.-, is, (,) ruining the

house., Dep. () to catch birds with reed

and birdlime.€5,, , () a thicket of reeds.,, fern. Adj. () of reed.-, ov, (,*) reed-cutting.«5, €, «/, () abotinding in reeds

;

a reed covered with birdlime.-, ov,(,) reed-producing.-5, ov, contr.-,,(,)
green with reeds.

Ion. Dor. -,, , a reed,

Lat. calamus, arundo. II. anything made of reed:

a dart, arrow. 2. a flute, shepherd's pipe. 3.

'—.
'fishing-rod or limed reed (see).
bridge of the lyre. From

4. the, f., to shake, stir : to excite, agitate

:

drive about

:

—Pass., Asia was in

commotion. Hence,, , agitation, waving motion ; and
/ros, , ov, verb. Adj. shaken., nom. pi. of, aor. 2 part, of., , () a notion, opinion, Lat. visum : ex-

pectation. 2. a sentiment, judgment : esp. a philo-

sophic opinion, Lat. placitum. 3. mere opinion, as

opp. to knowledge. 4. afancy, vision. II.

the opinion others have of one, one's reputation, Lat.

existimatio : good report, credit, honour. 2. glory,

splendour. Hence, f. , to hold an opinion, think, believe,

judge. II. to glorify, extol. Hence,, , an opinion : afancy.£, , love of popularity. From£-5, ov, (,) seeking popularity.-, , (,) mad after glory.

Hence, , mad love of glory.---, , (,,)
woidd-be philosopher.-, , (,) wise in one's own
conceit., f., to give one the character of being so

and so : Pass, to have such a character., fat. of : £, aor. I inf., , () a skin, hide., nom. pi.,, dat. sing., of., , Dim. of, a small spear, dart.-, is, (,) of a spear-shaft's

thickness.

-ros, gen. of., a, ov, () wooden.-, ov,(,) captive of the spear,

taken in war. [a]-, ov, (,) wooed by battle.-, ov, (,) taken by the spear.-5, is, (,) slam by the spear.-,, , , (,) slain by the

spear.

-Kpavos, ov, (,) spear-headed.-, ov, (,) won by the spear.

-KTtiiros, ov, (,) spear-clashing.-, ov, (,) won by the spear.-, ,(,) raging with the spear.-,', ^opu^apyos)ragingwith the spear.-,, , (,) master of the

spear.-, ov, (,) wielding the spear;, i. e. the right hand.-, is, (,* Root of) fallen

by the spear.-, ov, (,) stricken by the

spear.
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Sopi-irovos, ov, (, ttovos) toiling with the spear,

bearing the brunt of war.-, es, v. sub.-, ov, (, *$) crowned for

bravery in war.-, ov, (,) shaken by battle.-, ov, (,) pierced by the spear.-, ov, (,) bold in war., «, , —., $, ,(/ca) an antelope, gazelle, so

called from its large bright eyes., , () a leathern bag or wallet., f.,() to take supper. Hence, , supper-time, evening., ,() the first day of the feast Apa-

turia ; rfjs$ on the eve of the feast.', , the eveni?ig meal, Lat. coena, the

chief meal of the day, dinner or supper.'", : gen., Ep. ,
in Att. poets also : dat., Ion., in Att. poets also or .—Ion. dual

€.—Plur. nom., Ep. , in Att.

Poets also: gen., Ep.: dat.,
Ep. . The stem of a tree, but only

when cut down : timber for ships, a beam, plank,

hence like Lat. trabs, a ship. II. the wood or

shaft of a spear ; hence the spear itself: a hunting-

spear : since the spear was held in the right hand,

km. meant to the right hand, opp. to £
to the left.-, false reading for.-, es,() daring in war.

-levos, , , (, £evos) afriend at the spear,

an ally in war : or a friend made in war.

-^oos, ov, contr. -£oOs, , (, £>) spear-

polishing : as Subst.,, , a maker of spears

;

also£, .-, es, (, nayrjvai) built of beams.-, -5,-, .-.- or-3, is,(, aOivos) mighty

with the spear.

op-3,77Tos,(5,masc.Adj., =, warlike.

-o-oos, ov, contr.-,, poet, also-, (,) brandishing the spear.-5,--ros, v. -., f.,() to attend as a body-

guard : to keep guard over. Hence,, , a body-guard ; and, , a keeping guard over., , ,() of or for the guard;
the guard.-, ov, (,) spear-bearing, Lat.

hastatus; oi the body-guards of kings, who
were distinguished by carrying a spear.

5, aor. 2 imperat. of., ov, false reading for /ios.

-ts, ea;s, ,() a giving. II. a gift,

present : a bequest. III. a portion : a dose.

, Ep. aor. 2 of., , fem. of.
-eos, a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be given. II., one must give., rjpos, ,() a giver, dispenser., , , —.-, f. ,(, ^) to bring into

slavery; -yar/eiv to mortify the body., , Dim. of.
Ion.', , (() servitude, sla-

very, bondage. II. the body of slaves, the bond-
men, servile class., a, ov, or os, ov,() slavish, servile., aTos, ,(?) a service. II.

a slave, Lat. mancipium., f. ,() to be a slave : generally,

c. dat., to be a slave to another, be subject to, to serve,

obey, Lat. inservire alicui., , fem. of.', Ion. of., , poet, for., , , = \$. Adv. -kws, like a
slave., , ov, () slavish, servile;

the day of slavery, i. e. a slave's lot or life.-, Ion. for, (,) long-necked.,, cv, Ion. for, poet, for.-, $,(,) befitting a slave:

low-minded, mean.~2, , a slave, bondman, properly a born
slave, opp. to (a slave taken in war). II.

as Adj.,, , ov, slavish, enslaved, subject; Comp., more of a slave., ,() slavery, slavish work., ov,() enslaved., a, ov, Comp. of., f. ,() to make a slave of, en-

slave :—Med. to subject to oneself. Hence, $, , enslaving, subjugation., aor. 2 inf. of.; ,, Ion. for £, /iocis.-, f. : Ep. aor. : pf. :() :
—to sound heavily, of the heavy fall of a

corpse : generally, to fall in battle., opos, , (») a clatterer.05, , any dead, heavy sound; -
the hurtling of spears ; the sound of soldiers

marching ; the hum of a multitude ; the din of war ;

the roar of the sea., syncop., , Ep. plur. of., a, ov, of planks or beams., Ion. for, a dart., , ov, =€$., Ep. dat. pi. of.-, (, kveyrceiv) Adv. a spear's throw

off or distant.
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tSs) famedfor the spear.-3, , , Ion. for-, (,) famedfor the spear.-, -5, -,, Ion.

for -., =.-, ov, Ion. for'.-, (S, (,) wood-catting.-, , (,) a standfor spears.-, , (,) a casefor spears.-&, es, Ion. for.
Sous, aor. 2 part, of., Ion., ,() a holder., ,() reception, entertainment. II.

a receptacle., , a measure of length, a span.5, a, ov,() across, sideways, aslant.5, ov, ($,) wearing one's

plume aslant, with nodding plume..'2, , , slanting, sideways. Hence, aor., Pass, to turn sideways

or aslant.,, ,() as much as one can

grasp, a handful, truss, sheaf, Lat. manipulus.,-, ov, (, ) carrying

sheaves., f. , to collect the corn into sheaves.3, ,() a taking hold of, handling., aor. 2 inf. of.,. aor. 2 imperat. and opt. of., f., () to be going to do., 77s, , fern, of, a she-drago?i., aor. 2 inf. act. of., aor. 2 inf. pass, of.:<5, aor. 2 part. med. of., Ion. for, aor. 2 of.65, a, ov,() of a dragon.-, ov, , (,) serpent-

slayer.-, ov,(,) with snaky

locks.-, (s,(, () snake-like., aor. 2 part. act. of.,8,,() a dragon: later a serpent., aros, , () a deed, act, acting : a busi-

ness, duty. 2. a?i action represented on the stage,

a drama.

«!, aor. 2 inf. of., aTOS, , (€) a course, a race.,, fut. and aor. 2 part, of., acr. 2 inf. of.
£,, —.€€, f. , to run away, flee. From
€}5, ov, Ion.65, , ,() a run-

away : esp. a runaway slave. II. as Adj.,-
a fugitive lot, i.e. a mouldering clod,

which fell in pieces so as never to be drawn out of

the urn., ov, 6, =.€5,, , fem. of.-, , Dim. of.
hpas,, aor. 2 part, of., Desiderat. of, to have a mind to do,

to be going to do., aor. 1 part. pass, of., ov, () active ; action.

Ion.3, ,() a running away,

flight., fut. of. []'220 Att.: fut.:
aor. : pf. -^ Att. :

Dep. :

—

to grasp with the hand, grasp a handful of:

to lay hold of:— c. ace. rei, to take by handsful.

€05, , ov, verb. Adj. of, to be done. II., one must do., ov, vigorous, active, efficacious., ov, , () a worker : servant.

-TiKos, 77, ,() active., , , metath. for, verb. Adj. of,
skinned, flayed., ,() a drachma, a coin worth 6

obols, i. e. o,|d, nearly = Roman denarius. II. an

Attic weight, = about 66 gr. Avdp. (Properly as

much as one can hold i?i the hand, cf..)', f. [a] : aor. ' : pf. :

—Pass., aor. : pf. :
— to do, be

doing, accomplish

:

— c. dupl. ace, eS or, to do one good or ill., ,() a sickle, reaping-hook, scythe, [a]-5,',((,) bearing a scythe;^ a scythe-armed car.^-, is,(, 3) sickle-shaped.<7, ,()—(, a sickle: a curved

scimitar.

€"-03, .(, *£) a sword-maker.

cpe-, poet, for, to pluck, cull.'., f. : aor. ': aor. 2' :

—Med., Dor. fut.: aor. ^:—
Pass., aor. :

— to break ojf, pluck: Med.
to pluck for oneself, call, gather : metaph. to possess,

enjoy., (, , Ion. for., , —.-,, ,() Ion. for,
run-away.,, , Ion. for, () a la-

bourer, worker : fem..?, , , Ion. for.. ?;, Ion. for,() service.•5, ov, Dim. cf, sharp, piercing, []'2, efa, , piercing, stingi?ig, bi/ing, pun-
gent. II. metaph. like Lat. acer, sharp, keen,

bitter : shrewd. Adv. -. Hence,,, sharpness, pungency : shrewdness.
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2, , plur.,, (as if from dptov) cop^e-

wood, thicket, brzishiuood., , a bathing tub, a bath., , ov, or os, ov,() running at full

speed, swift, fleet., ados, ,() running, whirling., teas,() a runner., aros, , -., ,() a course, race, running: flight:

a fleehig, escape ; a day's running, i.e.

the distance one can go in a day. 2. the length of
the stadium, a course; to be car-

ried out of the course. II. a placefor running,

race-course : a public walk., , ,() dewy, watery., f. ,() to bedeto, besprinkle., , ,() —.,, , poet, for.
'502, , Lai. ROS, dew: also the time of dew,

dew-fall. 2. pure water : tears. 3. metaph. any-

thing tender, the young of animals. Hence, to bedew: pf. pass. part.,
dewy.-, es,(,) dew-like, dewy.,, , () a Dryad, a wood-nymph
whose life was bound up with that of her tree.

[ij, , ov, () oaken; a fire of

oak-wood; honey from a hollow oak.-, , , =-., , . and : () : an oak-

coppice, a coppice, ivood. \y, except in neut. pi.],, , () an oak-coppice.-, ov, (, '^) oak-grown.-, , , (,) couching on the

oak, epith. of the.-/, , , (,) the great

woodpecker, Lat. picas major.-, , (,^) built of oak.-, , or-, , (,) the oaken

ribs or cross-ti?nbers of a ship, which hold her toge-

ther ; to lay the keel of a

new play.,, , (, o\p) a kind of woodpecker.-, , (,) ripened on the tree,

quite ripe: over-ripe, decayed; or -, ts,

(,* Root of) ready to fall from
the tree.'", , an over-ripe, mouldy olive., f. \ aor. Ep. :—Pass.,

aor. : pf. :
— to tear, scratch,

wound; to tear one's cheek; also

absol.

~2£, , gen. , ace. : pi. nom. and

ace.,, contr. :

—

the oak, sacred to

Zeus. II. any timber tree ; the re-

sinous pine. III. metaph. an old tree, i. e. wi-

thered old man.-, ov, (, ^) felling timber.

, , and, , () a railed

fence, railing, paling: at Athens the bar of the courts

of law or the council-chamber

.

, aor. 2 pass. inf. of., Ep. aor. 1 of., ,() scraping, paririgs., Ep. for, lengthd. opt. of., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of., Adv. ttvice, —.,, , () the number two., (;^) to plunge in misery., later Att. for, gen. and dat. dual of., , woe, misery, anguish : toil, pain : hard
usage, [t>], (as if for ), aor. 2 opt. of., , misery. From
-?9, ov, (,) suffering woe., aor. 2 imperat. of., a, ov, () miserable.^,' Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of., assumed as a collat. form of,., aor. 2 inf. of.
Zvva, Att. 2 sing, of.', in pies, and imperf. declined like

i
, 2 sing,, Att., Ion.};
3 pi. Ep. ; subj., Ion. 2

sing, :—impf., 2 sing,, 3 pi.

Ion.:—fut. : aor. 1 -
and (or Ep.) :

— pf.. :—in Att. the double augment ,-, is often used : Dep.: I. to be able,

capable, strong enough to do, c. inf. : also c. ace,

to be able to do all things, Lat. omnia

posse : abso!., ol the powerful. II. to

pass for, to be worth, Lat. valere ; aiyXos' the shekel is ivorth seven obols : to

avail : to signify, denote., : gen. Ion. : Ion. dat. :():—slrejigth, might, potver, ability;

to the best of one's power, Lat. pro virili

;

or beyond one's power. 2.

a force for war, forces, Lat. copiae. 3. a quantity,

Lat. vis, e. g.. 4. the force cf a word,

etc., meaning, Lat. vis. 5. a faculty, power

:

hence a faculty, art, as Logic. 6. worth, value, as

of money.&, f.,() to strengthen., Ep. aor. 1 of.
-is, (, , poet, for., , power, lordship, sovereignty. II.

an oligarchy. From, f. , to hold power or lordship, be

powerful : to be high in rank. From, , ,() a lord, master, ruler; ol

the chief mot, Lat. optimates.,, , —., f.,() to be poiverful., ov, , poet, for.
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able. II. of things, possible., Adv. of dvvarus, strongly, powerfully ; -
vaTOJS' it is possible.

€, Ep. for, 3 sing. impf. of.€, |, Ion. 2 sing, of., Ion. 3 pi. of., Ep. 2 sing. pres. subj. of., fut. of., aor. 2 part. nom. dual of., see., Ep. : gen. and dat., in later Att.

: plur. only in Ion. and late Att., gen., dat.

Ion. : sometimes indecl., e. g.

:—Lat. DUO, our TWO; two toge-

ther, by twos ; els two and two.--, , at, , twelve, Lat. duo-decim.€-5,,,
see-,, etc., Ep. for, 3 pi. of., poet, for.-, insepar. Prefix, opp. to , like our un- or

mis- in un-lucky, mis-chance, always with a notion

of hard, bad, ill, etc., destroying a word's good sense

or increasing its bad sense.

»,,, aor. 2 part, of.--,5,-, poet, for--.-, ov, (-, -yvos) unchaste, impure.-, f., to have bad luck in fishing.-, ov, imhappy in one's brothers.-5, is, (-,) ill-blowing, stormy, ad-

verse ; Ep. gen. pi. for.--os, , ov, also os, ov, most miserable.-5, is, most direful, most horrible.-, ov, (-, ') not clear, murky.-,, , , miserable in life, most miserable.-, is, (-, a\yos) very painful.-, ov, (-, ^) unfeeling, hard-
hearted.

-aXios, ov, Dor. for . []-, ov, (-,) hard to catch or con-

quer; hard to be reached by ills.-5, ov, by poet, syncop. for-.-, ov, most miserable.-, ov, hard to mount.-, syncop.-, ov,

(-,) hard to bring back or recall.-, syncop.-, ov, (-,) hard to distinguish or examine.-€«, f., (-,) to bear
ill, to be ujiable to bear.-, ov, (-,) hard to

overthrow.

-avcKTOs, ov, (-,) hard to bear.-, ov, Dor. for-.--€5, ov, (-,) hard to

look in the face., for -, 3 pi. aor. I med. of.

-, opos, , , (-,) with a bad hus-

band, [a]-, ov, (-,) hard to

get rid of.-, ov, very disobedient.-, ov, (-,) hard to

answer.-/€5, ov, (-,) hard to turn

away, stubborn, refractory.-, ov, (-,) ill to please, im-
placable : peevish, morose.--, , (-, opiOTos, tokos) un-

happy mother of the noblest son.--5, ov, ('-,) hard to govern., , ill or hard lodging. From-, ov, (-,) illfor lodging.-, ov, (-,) ill-suitedfor the flute.-, is, Dor. for.-, is, (-,) sorely painful.-5, ov, (-,) grievous to be

borne.-, ov, (-,) hard to pass, impass-

able ; dijjicidt ground. 2. trodden

painfully.-5, ov, (-, a)full of waili?ig.--ros, ov, {-,$) makijig life wretched., , ill counsel, folly. From-5, ov, (-,) ill-advised.-, ov, (-, jScuAos) of ill soil, unfruitful.-, ov, ill-wedded.-, t, (-,^^) ticklish, skittish., , low, meati birth. From-, is, (-, yivos) low-born: low-minded.-, , (-,~) ignorance, perplexity., , difficidty of knowing. From-, ov, (-, ^) hard to know or

recognise., , misery: wretchedness. From-, ov, gen. ovos, (-,) ill-fated.-, ov,(-,) much wept. II.

much weeping.-, apTOS, , , ill-wedded.-, ov, (-,) bard to settle.

-€5, ov, (/-, ') bringing ill luck to one's

abode.

-€5, is, (-,) unshapely, deformed.-, ov, (-,) meanly clad.-, ov, (-,) hard to enter

or mvade : Sup.,-, ov, most i?iaccessible.-€5, ov, (/-,) hard to avert by

sacrifice.-^, ov, (-,) hard to undo, inex-

plicable:—Adv. —$, indissolubly

.

-, ov, (-,) hard to pass

from, hard to escape.-5, ov, (-,^) hard to escape

from.

-€€, , ill-starred Helen.
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.

--, ov, (-,) hard to walk on,

rugged : inaccessible.-, ov, (-,) hard to invade.

-€«, , and€«,, (-,)
a bowel complaint, dysentery.

-cvTe-UKTOs, ov, (-,^) not affable.

-€| s, ov, (-,) hard to de-

ceive.

-€£5, ov, (-,) hard to unloose.

Sva-e£i\iyKTOS,ov, (-, £*/) hard to refute.-, ov, {-,) hard to unfold

or explain.-, ov, (-,) hard to make

away with : indissoluble.

<€, aor. I med. imperat. of.-€€5, ov, (-,) hard

to plot against or attack secretly.-3, ov, (-,) unfavourable to love.

-^,, ov, very desolate.

-epis, , gen., (-, (pis) most contentious,

very quarrelsome, peevish.-, ov, (-,) caused by evil strife.-€€5, ov, (-,) hard to ex-

plain.^, euros, , , (-,) passionately lov-

ing, sick in love with, Lat. perdite amans. II.

hardly loving, insensible to love., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. I med. of.-, opos, , (-,) an ill bed-fellow.

dva-evptros, ov, (-,) hard tofind out

:

hard to get : hard to get through, impervious.-, ov, (-,) exceeding jealous.-, ov, (-,) hard to seek out.-5, ov, (-,) most wretched.-, ov, (-,) hard to cure.-5, ov, (-,) hard of hearing.-5, es, (-, to lay asleep) of death,

stretching one on a hard bed : hard, painful, uneasy :

of men, hard-hearted, unfeeling.-, ov, unlit by the sun, sunless, without the

light of day.-,€, , (-,) an unlucky day.-,, ov,(-,) with ill winds, stormy.-, «, , , older form of-, very

quarrelsome, contentious.-, , (-,) ill-sounding : hateful to

hear of, hateful.-, $,(—,) hard to warm : chilly.€, f., to die a lingering death. From-, ov, dying hard, struggling with

death. II. act. bringing a painful death.-, , (/-,) having died a hard
death.-, ov, (-,) ill to look on.

-Oeos, ov, godless, ungodly.

-, ov, (-,) hard to cure.

--€€, f., (-,) to be in bad case :

Med. to take a thing ill, Lat. aegre ferre.--,=.-, ov, (-,) most mournful.

Zvo--Qpoos,ov, (-,) of harsh sound, grating.,, =.,€, f., to be down-hearted, despond: Med.
to be melancholy, angry. From-,,(-,) down-hearted, dispirited,

desponding, anxious.

-itrros, ov, (-,) hard to heal or cure.-, ov, (,) dipped in the

sea.

-tinros, ov, (-,) hard to ride in ;

ground unfit for cavalry.

-s,, , () a sinking or setting of the su?i or

stars ; the west.-5, ov, (-,) hard to cleanse

or expiate : hard to appease, inexorable.-, ov, (-,) hard to hold in.

-Kcnrvos, ov, (-,) very smoky.--TOS, ov, (-,) hard to

check : restless.-/TrpaKTOS, ov, (-,) hard to

bring about, hard to effect.-, ov, (-,) hard to re-

store or reestablish.-, ov, (-,) by no

mea?is to be despised.-€5, ov, (-,) —-.€, Ion. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.-, ov, shrill-screaming, grating : harsh.-, , (-,) full of care, painful.-, ov, (-,) past remedy.-, es: ace. poet,: (-,) injurious : infamous, shameful. Hence, , ingloriousness, dishonour: an ill name., Adv. of, ingloriously.-, ov, unlucky., poet, for., f.,() to be peevish, dis-

contented, annoyed., ,() peevishness, discontent.-, ov, (-,) ill-cemented.-,, ov,(,) hard to

bend ; an intricate flourish in

singing.

-KOt/ros, ov,(,) making one's

bed tineasy.-, ov, (-,) hard to satisfy with

food : hard to please, fretful, peevish, discon-

tented. II. of things, harassing : unpleasant.-'5, ov, with ill-formed womb., Adv. of, peevishly;

to be peevish., , bad temperament. From
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-KpUTOS, , (-,() of bad tempera-

ment.-, , (-,) hard to be borne.--ros, , (-,) hard to discern : hard
to determine, doubtful. Adv. -to>s, doubtfully ; -' to be in doubt.-, , (-,) of or from the

stormy sea.^, f., to be stone deaf. From-, , (-,) stone deaf.-, , (-,) ill or hard to tell.-5, , (-,) hard to reck-

on. II. misdirected, misguided.-,,(-,) hardfor the neck, hard
to bear. II. impatient : Adv. —$, impatiently.8-,,(-,) hard to loose, indissoluble., f., to be slow at learning. From-, c-s, (-,) hard to learn, diffi-

cult. II. act. slow at learning, dtdl :—Adv. -OCos,$' to be slow of learning.-«, f., (-,) tofight in vaiti

;

to fight an unholyfight with. Hence€, verb. Adj. one must struggle hard.-, , {-,) hard tofight with,

unconquerable : generally, hard, difificidt.,() to bear ill-will., ,(^) ill-will, e?imi !

y., ill-affected, bearing ill-will, hostile : masc.

Adj. with particip. form. From-, is, (-,$) ill-affected, bearing ill-

will, hostile;^ enemies.-€3, , (-,^) hard
to take in hand or manage : hard to conquer.

Dor., , () =, a sinking,

setting, esp. of the sun ; mostly in pi., opp. to -.-, , gen. ios, savage, wrathful.-3, , (-,) visited by heavy
ivra'h.-, epos, , a cruel mother, not a true

mother., f., to be at loss. From-$, , (-,) quite at a loss.-5, , (-,) =$., , a hard fate. From-5, , ill-fated, ill-starred., , badness ofform, zigliness. From-, , (-,) misshapen, ugly.-, , (-,) not favoured by the

M?ises, unmusical.

-viiTTOS,, (-,) hard to out or off.--ros, , (-,) hard to be under-
stood.'. f.,() to be ill-affected., ,() dislike, ill-will., y, lawless/less : a bad constitution, bad
code of laws. From-3, , lawless, unrighteous.

,
-voos, , contr. -vovs, ovv, ill-disposed, ill-

affected, disaffected.-, , not really a return.-, , {-,) disagreeable

to marry.-5, , (-,) ill-wedded.-£5, , (-,£) hard to deal

with.

Bvo--^vv€tos,, (-,) hard to understand,

obscure, enigmatical., 7;, =. From-, , —.-.\5, , (,) rugged
and steep.-5, , hard to pass, scarce passable.-, to be sad, anxious : Med. to be afraid.

(From 5fs, and o'i alas !, as from .) •-, , (-,) bad to dwell in.-, , (-,) with a had path.-?,, (-,' fut. ) hard to bear,

insufferable., fut. med. of.-5, , tempestuous.-, , tvith an ill company, bringing evils

in one's train.-5, , (-,) scarce-seeing.-,5, , (-,) hard to see.--ros, , (—,) =$.-5, , (-,) quick to anger.-, , with bad anchorage. II. act., gales that keep ships at anchor.

-opvis, Wos, , , (—, opvis) boding ill.-, , , (-,) dusky., , an ill smell, ranhiess. From-, , (-,) ill-smelling, sti?iking,

rank. II. badfor scent.-3, , (-,) driven on by a too

favourable iui?id, prospering unhappily.^, f., to suffer a hardfate, be in afflic-

tion. II. to be impatient, Lat. aegreferre. From-, es, (?-,) impatient of suffer-

ing. II. hardly feeling, impassive.-, , (-,) hard to wrestle

with, hard to co?iquer.-, , (-,) hard to struggle

with. II. hardly helping oneself, helpless : Adv.

-7[5, e's, (-,) hard to wrestle with

:

generally, hard, difficult.-$, , (~-,) incom-

parable.-, , (-,,) hard to

persuade, stubborn.-, , (-,) hard to

soothe or assuage.-5, , (-,) hard to

move by prayer, inexorable.-, , (-,,) ill-mated.
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console or appease.-, , an unhappy maiden.

-Trapis, ibOs, o, ill-omened, ill-starred Paris

:

cf. AlvonapLS.-5, , (-, to pass by) hard to

pass.-, is, (-,) hardly obeying,

self-willed, stubborn : ill-trained.-, , (-,) hard to persuade,

stubborn, disobedient. Adv., to be

incredidous.-, , (-,) dangerous to

come near.-,, (-,) hard to send away.-€€5, , (-,) of the sea, rough

and stormy : metaph. rude, discourteous.-, is, (-,) bringing sore afflic-

tion, grievous.

-TrepdTOs, , (-,) hard to pass

through.-€, is, (-,* Root of) falling

out ill, grievous, difficult. Adv., Ion. -ecus,

with difficulty.-, , (-,) full ofgrievous

evil.-, is, (-, vivos) squalid.-,, (-,) wandering in misery.-, Ion. -, , difficulty of sailing.

From-, , (-,) badfor sailing.-, , =., , difficulty of breathing. From
-irvoos,, contr. -irvovs, ,{-,) scant

of breath, breathless. II. unfit to breathe. III.

contrary winds.-€5, , (-,) hard to war
with.-, , unlucky in war.-, , (-,) hard to

take by siege.-, 4s, (-,) toilsome.-,, (-,) hard-earned. .
bringing toil and trouble.-, , toilsome, wearisome.-, , (—,) hard to pass., , difficulty ofpassing. From

-iropos, ov, hard to pass, scarce passable.-, ov, unlucky, ill-starred. Adv.-, miserably.

-iroTOs, ov, (-,) hard to drink, un-

palatable.-, f., (-,^) to fare ill.-, , (-,) ill success, ill luck.

-irpaTOS, ov, (-,) hard to sell.-, is, (-,) base, unseemly.-, ov, (-,) hard to

approach, scarce accessible.

-, ov, (-, to approach)
hard to approach, diffiadt of access.-, ov, hard to get at.-, ov, (-, fut. of-) hard to deal or bear with, morose.--, ov, (-, f. of-) ill to look on : cf ill aspect.-7€5, ov, (-,) hard
to approach.-75, ov, (-,) of ill aspect.

-plyos, ov, (-, piyos) unable to bear cold., , impiety : a charge of impiety : and, f., to be impious : to act impiously.

From-, es, (-,) ungodly, impious., poet, for.--oos, ov, (-,) hard to save, ruined,

Lat. perditus : the rogues.

-TOAas,, av, very wicked, most miserable.5, ov, Dor. for.-€, ov, (-,) hard to

conjecture : dark and riddling.

-Tcicvos, ov, (-,) unhappy in one's

children.-^, is, (-,) ill-pleasing, displeas-

ing.5, ov, wretched, unhappy, unfortunate. II.

like Lat. miser, wretched,profligate. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, ov, gen. ovos, (-,) suffer-

ing evil, wretched.-, ov, {-,) hard to endure.

6vct-tok€vs, €o;s,o,(-,) ati unhappy parent.

«»), f., to have a hard labour. From
-TOKOs, ov,(—,) bringingforthwithpain., f., to speak evil of. From-5, ov, (-,) evil-speaking. II.

of a horse, hard-mouthed.-, ov, (-,) lamentable.-, ov, (-,) hard to giiess.-, ov, (-,) hard to hit

upon.

-€£5, ov,(-,)fed on horxidfood.•-€5, ov, (-,) hard to turn

:

stubborn, unmanageable. Adv. -$, awkwardly.

-Tpoiros, ov, (-,) hard to turn or direct:

stubborn, wayward., f. : pf. : (*) :

—to be unlucky, unhappy: of things, to fail. Hence, $, , a mischa?ice, a failure.-, is, (-,) unlucky, unfortunate.

Adv. ~x<ws. Hence, , ill hick, ill fortune.-, ov, {-, fut. of)
hard to endure.-5, Dor. for.-, ov, (-,) hard to tell, unspeak-

able, horrible, Lat. infandus., f.,() to speak evil words

:
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II. trans, to speak ill of,esp. words of ill omen,

blaspheme, slander. Hence, 17, evil language : esp. words of ill omen,

lamentations.-, ov, (-,) of ill omen, bod-

ing. II. slanderous : evil.-, es, (-,) hateful., f. , ($) bear ill, to be

grieved, Lat. aegreferre ; to be discontented. Hence

ros, ov, hard to bear.-, 17705,0,7), ill suited to the lyre, mourn-

ful, melancholy.-, ov, (-,) hard to bear, oppress-

ive, heavy : insufferable, grievous :—Adv.,

to be intolerable. .(-,) moving

with difficulty, slow of motion., Adv. of, foolishly., , anxiety, care. From-, ov, gen. ovos, (-,) heavy in heart,

sorrowful. IL ill-disposed, hostile. III.

senseless.-5, ov, (-,) bard to watch

or keep. II. hard to keep off.-, ov, (-,) very wintry, stormy.-, aros,, (-,) a thing hard

to subdue, a hard conquest.-, ov, (-,) hard to subdue., tut., to bear luith a bad grace, Lat.

aegreferre : to be discontented, displeased. II.

to make a thing hard, to make difficulties;

(aor. I part.) vexatious words :—and, , difficulty. II. annoyance, trouble.

2. of persons, peevishness, ill-temper, morose?iess.

From-, es, (-,) hard to manage. II.

annoying, unpleasant, troublesome. 2. of persons,

peevith, ill-tempered

:

—Adv., to be

annoyed.

-, f. : Dep. : (-, dpos) :

—

to

keep a troiiblesoms,, painful ivaich.-, ov, (-,) imseasonable., 2 pi. aor. 2 imperat. cf.5, ov, , () a diver., Ion. for, two. »' or : fut. [] : aor. 1 act. :—
Med., : impf. : fut. [] : aor., with Ep. 2 and 3 sing,,,
imperat., part, used in pres. sense :

with the Med. the aor. 2 and pf. act. agree in sense,

aor. 1 eovv, vs, v, dual [y], pi.,,
Ep.; imperat.,, subj. ; opt.' or ; inf., part, : pf. :

I. Causal in fut. and aor. 1,,', to put clothes

on another. II. inlr. in all other tenses of Act.,

and in Med.: 1. of clothes, to put them on oneself,

put on ; metaph., ye if thou will

not put on strength. 2. of places, to enter, make
one's ivay into ; to sink into

the lap of ocean : and to

plunge into the fight
;

to go in

among the suitors. 3. to come over or upon; -
yvia weariness came upon his limbs ;

madness came over him. 4.

absol. to sink in : to dive : to set, of the sun and stars.-, , at, , poet, for.-5, ov, (, ) worth twelve

beeves.-, ov, (,) running

twelve courses.-5, os,(, ) twelve months

old.-, cv,(,) divided into

twelve parts., ov, twelve days old., ov, poet, for.-, ov,( ,)
•,5, ov, (from -, as^ from- holding two-and-twenty measures.

Acts) troublesome, dafigerous, fearful., , scan'y, shabby clothing. From-5, ov, (-,) shabbi 7y clad.-, ov, ill-supplied ruith food.-5, ov, (-,) hard to use, in-

convenient : intractable.-, , (-,) diffictdt ground.-3, es, (-,) ill-smelling.-, ov, (-, ) causing grievous

pangs.-, f. , to beat down the price, cheapen.

From-, , , (-,) one ivho buys with

difficidty, a hard customer.

-.03, ov, (-,) bearing an ill name,

bearing a name of ill omen, such as At'as.-, f., (-,) to put a person out of
countenance, to be importunate :— Pass, to be ashamed,

shy, timid.

€-'-5, , ( , $)
twenty-two cubits long., , Ep. apocopate form for, only in nom.

and ace. Also as plur. for., -2-s, , aor. 2 subj. of'.-, ol, at, , (,) twelve, Lat. duodecim.-, ov,(,^) bent twelve

times ; the post that has been

doubled twelve times.

-apxos, ,(,) a leader of twelve.-33, ov,(, n) twelve palms

long.-, ov, conqueror in twelve contests.

-cTTjs, es,(,) of twelve years :
—

but,?, , , twelve years old., Adv.() twelve times.-;5, ov, luith tivelve springs.-, ov,(,) of twelve threads.-5, ov,(,) of twelve months.
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twelve arts.

-irais,-, , , with twelve children.-, Adv. tiuelve times lo?ig ago, i.e. ever

so long ago., , twelve cubits long.-, t, gen. 10s, formed of twelve united

states,.-, , , —-., ados, ,() the number twelve : a

number of twelve, a dozen.-, ov, twelve-oared.-, ov, made of twelve different coloured

pieces 'of leather., a, ov, on the twelfth day. From
-ros, , ov,() the twelfth.-, ov,(,) of twelve tribes

:

the twelve tribes of Israel.-, , ,(,) twelve years old;

fern.-,, ., 77, Dodona, a town in Thesprotia, the seat

of a very ancient oracle of Jupiter.

],, Ep. 3 sing. aor.»2 subj. of., Ep. for, aor. opt. of ., Ep. for, aor. I of., Dor. for., , () a house, dwelling. II. a

part of the house, a chamber, room,

household., , Dim. of., , : fern, -,, : () : of
belonging to the house or household.-, f. , (,) to ruin

house and home., f., () to house.

and, Dep., () to build., Dor. for,., Ep. for, I pi. aor. 2 subj. of., Ion. -, , a gift, preserit

:

—Ace.

used as Adv., as a free gift, freely, Lat. gratis : hence

undeservedly, in vain. From, f. : of, Dep., f. :

—

to

give, present : to present one with, Lat. dono. Hence,, , that which is given, a gift., , ,() ope?i to gifts or presents, to

be appeased by gifts. II. freely given., f., =., , , () a Dorian : in plur. the

Dorians.

Dor.- : f. : () :
—to imi-

tate the Dorians. 2. to speak Doric Greek. 3.

to dress like a Dorian girl., , 6v, and, , ov,() Doric,

Dorian.,, , () fem. Adj. Dorian: I.

(sub. yrj) the Dorian land, i. e. Peloponnesus. 2.

(sub.) a Dorian knife used at sacrifices., Dor. inf. of.

, Dor. for.,,() Adv. in Dorian fashion., f.,() to accept as a pre-

sent, to take as a bribe

:

—Pass, to have a bribe given
1 one : c. ace. to receive as a bribe. Hence, aros, , a bribe., Adv.() in bribery fashion,

\
with allusion to the Dorians., ,() a taking of bribes, open-

ness to bribery.-, ov,(,) taling presents cr

!
bribes.-,, ,(,) a giver ofpresents.,,() a gift, present : a votive offering

to a god ; gifts of or from the gods. II.

[ the breadth of the hand, the palm.-, ov, (, ^) devouring gifts,

greedy of presents., f., to bring presents or bribes. From-, ov, (,) bringing presetits

:

hence tributary., Dor. for., , Lat. dos, =$, only in nom., Desiderat. of, to be ready to give., -, Ep. fut. inf. of., 3 pi. aor. 2 of.-, ov,(,) giving oneself up to

III. a house, justice, abiding by a sentence.>, fut. of., Dor. for, fut. act. part, of.,, ,() a giver., , , =., f., to receive presents. From, ,() a gift, present : ace. as

Adv., as a free gift, freely, like, [], epos, , -—., Ep. for , aor. 2 subj. of.

, €, called I xpiKov, the fifth letter of the Gr. alpha-

bet : as numeral '=- and -, ^ = 5000.

When in the archonship of Euclides (B. C. 403) the

Athenians adopted from the Samian alphabet to re-

present long e, the Gramm. introduced the name of I

xpiXov, without the aspirate, because was one way
of writing the rough breathing.

, him-, her-, or it-self, Lat. se, ace. sing, and plur.

reflexive Pron. of 3rd pers., without nominat., and

always enclitic. A rarer Ep. form is , never en-

clitic. II. without reflexive sense, for,,, him, her, it. See ov, Lat. sui.

, exclam. of wonder or displeasure : Lat. vah

!

, for , 3 sing. impf. of.
, Ion. for , sing. impf. of sum.
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kq., lengthd. Ep. eaa, 3 sing. pres. of (.
taav, lengthd. Ep. inf. of.
«, pf. of with pass, sense.« [], aor. 2 pass, of^.
eu 5, pf. of.2, aor. 2 of.« or4 [], 3 sing. aor. 2 pass, of ei'Acy.

[d], pf., ["], aor. 2 of.
kav, Conj. (properly et oV), if haply, if so be that, in

case that, followed by Subjunctive, whereas et is fol-

lowed by Indie, and Optat. : Homer uses for it e'i in

or Ke : the Att. contract it into and av. II.

with Verbs of seeing and inquiring, it answers to Lat.

an, if, whether; kav rj see if or whether

it be enough. III. kav even if, granting that;

lav if not, except, unless ; kav if perhaps

not. IV. after relat. Pronouns and Particles kav

stands for av ; bs kav whosoever ; kav whereso-

ever ; but only in very late writers., , v. sq.

Idvos, , , (') used of all things fit for put-

ting on or. wearing ; and so, generally, fine, light

;

eavbs tcaoairepos tin beat out thin and made fit for
wear. II. as Subst., kavov (sub. or),, a rich state-robe.« for *, aor. I of.
J
'I3AP, eapos, ; Ep. etap, e'iapos ; contr. , -qpos:

—Lat. VER, spring ; eapos in early

spring ; metaph. of anything early ox fresh, the prime
orfirst bloom of a thing

;
ytvvcuv eap the first down

on the chin.

(apt-SpCTTTOS, ov, (eap,) plucked in spring.

«£, f. Att. , (tap) to pass the spring.

edpivos Ep. elapivos Att., , : (eap) :

Lat. vernus, of or belonging to spring.

eapo-Tp€<j>^s, es, (eap,) spring-nurtured.

eas, Ep. for , 2 sing. impf. of ei^i sum.

(, Ep. aor. I of k.
eacri, Ep. for ela'i, 3 plur. of el^i sum.', Ion. for eiW, impf. of 4.€, Ion. for, 3 pi. of.
eaT€, Ep. for -fjTe, 2 pi. impf. of sum.

euT€OS, a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be suffered: to

be let alone.

«, Ion. for, 3 pi. impf. of.
e-, , ov, pi., etc.; Ion., etc.;

Att. contr., etc. : (e, q.v.,) :—Reflexive

Pron. of 3rd pers., of himself, herself, itself, etc., used

in gen., dat., and ace. sing., Ep. for, g sing. aor. I pass, of.', contr. ku>, Ep. eiaj : impf. etW, Ep. without
augm. eW : fut. kao- [a] : aor. 1 e'iaoa, Ep. edaa

:

pf. e'ia/ia

:

—Pass., f. med. in pass, sense, kaooptai : pf.*. To let, suffer, allow, permit : with notion of

carelessness, to leave alone. II. to let go, let alone,

let be: heed not. 2. to let alone, let be; 6ebs toe, * kacrei he will give one thing, the

-other he will let alone, i. e. not give ; kav \aipeiv to

let alone. III. Med., to give up a

thing to another.

(, Ep. for k-, gen. pi. of k'bs.', aor. 2 of.
«, Ep. for', 3 pi. aor. 2 of.,«, aor. I act. and pass, of.«,, aor. I of.«,« [], aor. I and 2 of.-, , 6,(,) epith. of Apollo,

to whom the Spartans offered sacrifices on the seventh

of every month., , ov,() on the seventh day.. a5os, , a number of seven., ov, (') the seventh., ol, at, , () indecl. seventy.

-e^, seventy-six., , ov, () the seventh. II. ^-
(), the seventh day of the month.', plqpf. of.,, plqpf. act. and pass, of., , ov, of ebony. Erom

VEBEN02, 77, the ebony-tree, ebony.

', aor. 2 of.
€'•, aor. I of.«, causal aor. I of.
€€, Ep. for, aor. I med. of.«,«, aor. med. and pass, of.4, aor. I pass, of.«, aor. 2 of., 2 sing. aor. 1 of.', Aeol. and Ep. for kav, 3 pi. aor. 2

pass, of.€, pf. of.,, aor. and 2 of.', pf. of., aor. 2 pass, of., aor. I pass, of., Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.', aor. 1 of., aor. I of, but' of.«,«, aor. 1 act. and pass, of6.«,«, aor. I and impf. of.05, a Hebrew: , $, fern. Adj.

(sub. eos), the Hebrew dialect. Hence, Adv. in the Hebrew tongue.',, aor. I act. and pass, of.«, see.4 [a], aor. 2 pass, of.£,«, aor. I act. and pass, of.', aor. I of., aor. 1 of.', aor. 2 of [].«, aor. 1 act. and pass, of.', aor. 2 of.',«, aor. I act. and pass, of.«,«, aor. 1 act. and pass, of.
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«, contr. for(, aor. I of.
«-5, , , also '-, , (kv, yij) in or of

the land, native. II. of property, in land, con-

sisting of land. III. in or beneath the earth, like

iy-ytyaa,, Ep. pf. of kyyyvoa.«, pf. pass, of kyyXvtya)., pf. pass, of.€€, -, see kyyvaw.4-€, 3 pi. aor. 1 subj. of^^ in

causal sense, /o engender or breed in.

t'Y-yeios, see 'iyyaios.«, , , mocker, scorner. From
€•-, f. [] : for the tenses, v. yeXaco :

—/o laugh at, mock at one : absol. to mock, jeer.

ky-ywx\s, ks, (kv, yevos) in-born, native, ituiate, na-

tural ; kyyeveis Oeo'i gods of the race or country. II.

born of the same race, kindred.€-, fut. [], to grow old in a place.-,, fut. -ytv- : for the tenses, v. 7/-

yvoa : (kv, yyvoa) : Dep. :

—

to be produced in,

grow in : to fake place, happe?i, arise in, or

among. II. to intervene, pass. III. ky-

yiyvtrai, it is alloived, like e£cari.

4-yy, f., (kyyvs) to bring near. II. mostly

in trans, to draw nigh, be at hand.«-, Ion. and in later Gr. for'.€, , Comp., and €5, , , Sup.

kyyvs.«-, (kv, yXvKvs) to have a sweet taste.«-, f., (kv, yX.v<pa>) to cut in, carve.€--€, f. , (kv, yXoJaaa,)
strike out with the tongue, to be always talking of.

ry--yovos, , (kv, yovos) a grandson : descendant.«-, f. : foi» the tenses, v. ypacpa}:—to

mark in or on : to paint or write on : Med. and Pass.

to have written on ; «177 having it writ-

ten on, as in Virgil, inscripti nomina. II. to enter

in the public register, to set down : also to indict.

ky-yvaXi, f. £ : Ep. aor. I kyyva\i£a : (kv, yv-) :

—

to put into ones hands, grant in full, give

to one's charge.€ : impf. yyvoiv : fut. kyyvr\ao: : aor. I 7)7-7? : pf. '^ :—Pass., aor. ^] : pf.^ : (this Verb is often treated as a compd.,
and the forms given as kvtyvoiv, kv^yv^aa, €77€7-

: but it is derived from €771;?;, and these forms
are erroneous) :

—

to hand over as a pledge, to plight,

betroth: to engage, promise, answer:—Med. to pledge
or plight oneself, to give a pledge

:

—Pass, to be plighted

or betrothed : to accept as plighted husband or wife.

«-, , (kv, yviov or yvaXov) a putting a pledge
in one's hand : hence generally, surety, semirity, bail.«, , , (€77) one who gives bail or

security, a surety.

kyy\rr]T6s, , , (77) plighted, betrothed.', Adv. (eyyvs)from nigh at hand, hard by,

near. II. of Time, nigh at hand.
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II. of

II

of

to

iyyvOi, (kyyvs) Adv. hard by, near.

Time, nigh at hand.

€-"5, , (€77;) giving surety or bail.

as Subst., = kyyvs, a surety.'5, Adv. I. of Place, near, nigh at

hand, absol. or c. gen. II. of Time, nigh at

hand. III. of Numbers, nearly. IV. coming
near, like, alin to. Comp. kyy'iojv, ov, and €771/-

repos, a, ov ; Adv. kyyvrkpa:, fiearer :— Sup. kyy'iaros

and kyyvTaros ; Adv. 'iyyiora and kyyvrara, as near

as possible : see kyy'icw.

iy-ya>v\.os, ov, (kv, ywvos) angular;forming a right

angle kv kyyaivioi stones cut square.«, Ep. for^, aor. I of.
kykyoive, 3 sing. impf. of 7€7<>/; : see ykywa.
€€-€, plqpf. of ykyo^va.

€•€€, impf. of 7€7<yi/€'cy : see ykyojva.€€, causal aor. I of yevoa, to beget.

€€*€ and 4€€, 3 sing, plqpf. oi yiy., fut. kycpcu : aor. r/yeipa : pf. kyijytpKa :

—Pass., aor. ^ Ep. 3 pi. eyepOtv : pf. €777-

y€pa :—for Ep. aor. 2 and pf. med., see typero, kyp-

77700a : I. Act. to awaken, wake up, rouse, stir

:

—metaph. to rouse, stir up. 2. to raise from the

dead. 3. to raise, erect a building. II. Med.

and Pass, to wake, rise up from sleep : in aor. to keep

watch : be awake. 2. to rouse oneself, be excited

by passion, etc.€€, €€|, Ep. and Dor. aor. I of yc\aco.', syncop. for kykvero, 3 sing. aor. 2 of 7/-

yvoa.
4€, aor. I of yepaipoo.

lyep&eis, aor. I part. pass, of kydpoj.

eyepai-YeXcos, cutos, , , (kyeipaj, ye\ojs) laughter-

stirring.

«yepai-ecuTpos, ov, (kydpa:,) exciting the

spectators.^-, Dor. for -, : fern, kyepai-

: (kyeipct},) battle-stirring.

€€5, ov, (kyupa)) waking, easily waked ; kykp-

vttvos sleepfrom which one wakes.

cyeptfis, foos, , (kye'ipa)) a waking, exciting.

«^-, ks, (kyupo), <paos) light-awakening.

ly^pTi, Adv. (kye'ipaj) wakefully, busily., Ion. for kyyckvo,
pass, of kyeipa)., €•€, pf. act. and pass.', aor. I of yak., 3 sing. aor. 2 ofyp.€, aor. I ofy.€, aor. 1 ofyv.€-, f., to fit in.-^, f. -(, Dep. to sit or

one's seat in : to encamp in a place.€€, ov, (kya) suborned.«-, f., to pass one's youth in.€-, Dep. to sit in or on, lie in ambush.€-, f. [], to set up in.

3. pi. plqpf.

of kydpaj.

take
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II.-, f. Att., to seat in or upon.

intr. /o sit in or «po« : to take one's seat on.-., f., to let down into, send in.-, f. —, to place or set

in. II. Med. and Pass., with aor. 2 act. ky/ca-

; pf.
;
plqpf £~/€€ : /

be placed or established in.-£, f. Att. ), to bring into harbour :

Med. to run into harbour.-£, f. Att. ), to riot to excess in a

thing.-, , (IV, Kmvls) a feast of renovation or

dedication. Hence:£, f. , to renovate, dedicate, consecrate.-, f.-, to burn or heat in. II. /o

-, fut. ey/ : pf.^ :
—to call

in. II. /o summonfor the purpose of accusing, to

accuse, indict ;, kymXuv to bring a charge

of murder against one : of actions, to blame, censure.-£, Pass, to pride oneself in a thing.

Hence, aTOs,, that of which one is proud:
an ornament, decoration.5, , a wrapping up. From-, f. , to veil in : to wrap up :—Med.
to hide oneself, esp. ones face: hence to be ashamed.-, f. , to bend in.--, f. £, to p07ir gurgling in ; aor. I im-
perat. hytcava^ov. (Formed from the sound.)-, Dep. (kv,) to make a sound
in or with a thing.-, f.: pf. ey/cacacpa:—to gulp in greedily,

to snap up, bolt.

-Kapiros, ov, contai?iingfrrdt : fruiful, prolific.--ios, a, ov, cross, transverse, oblique.-, f., to persevere or persist in. II.

to await steadfastly. III. absol. to hold out., , (eV) the entrails, bowels : dat. tyKaai.-, to go down into : to put oneself in.- : f. [a] : to grow old in.-, f.-, to bindfast in, involve in.-, to creep down into.-£, f.-, to associate with, adapt., 3 aor. 2 med. opt. of^.-, Pass, to lie in : to lie down.-, to lay down or put to bed in a place:

—Pass, to lie down or go to bed in.-, Pass, with fut. med.-, to

lie down and, sleep in.--, f. , to beat in ; kyKaTaxpoveiv -
pdav to tread a measure or dance among.'-, fut.-, to catch in a place :

to catch and holdfast, to bind or trammel.-, f. , to lay in or build into a

wall. II. to reckon among : to enlist soldiers.-, f. , to leave behind: toforsake:—
Pass, to be left behind in a race.

-., , , () a catching

and holding fast : a being caught iti a place.-, f. -, to mix up in.-, f.-, to thrustfirmly into : to

fix in.-, f.-, to "all in or upon.-, f.-, to in irweave, entwine.-, f. , to sew in.-, f. , to fall upon : of epidemics,

to break out among. II. trans, to hurl down
upon.-, f. £, to slaughter in.-, f.-, to put in or upon :—Med.,

efj^) he included the sword-

belt in his art, i. e. wrought it by his art.-, f. -, to pour in besides., aor. 2 pass, of €yaay., aor. 2 of^.£, aor. I of €yaayv., Ep. for^, 2 sing, imperat., and, for^, 3 sing, ind., aor. 2 med.
of^.-, f. , to scoff at.-, f,, to divell in.-, f. , to build on a spot,

al 2. to bidld in, immure.-, Pass, with fut. med.-, to lie in,

to be ivrapped in. II. to press upon, urge, im-

portune, attack : to be vehement against : to press one

hard. 1. to be devoted to.-, only in pf. pass, part.,^/
with shorn head., pf. pass, of kyKa'w., pf. of., pf. of/'., Att. pf. pass, of., pf. pass, of kyv., pf. of kyoa., pf. pass, of^.

or-, aTos, , (,') an
encouragement, cheer, huzzah., ov, urged on, bidden, ordered. From-, f. , to urge on, cheer on.-, f., to goad on. II. of plants,

to inoculate, ingraft.-, ioos, , (ev,) a sling: a spur.-, fut. [a] : (,) : to

mix in, mix : metaph. to concoct, contrive.-, f., to mock at.-, ov, (kv,) within the head : -
6(/)5 (sub.), I. the brain. II. the

edible pith of young palm-shoots., pf. pass, of'^., pf. of 67'^., pf. part. pass, of kyp.&, pf. pass, of.-££, f., to play the harp among.-, ==^.
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«-, f. , to shut , confine within. II.

to shtt to, shut fast.«, aor. I part. pass, of^.-, Ion. for.'-, aros, , an accusation, charge, com-

plaint : a bill of indictment.«,, , (kya) cejisorious.'-, , (kv,) having a lot or share in

an inheritance, an heir, heiress.

€-|, Alt. for: aor. I part. cyfcXrjvas.-, Adv. (}^) leaning sideways, aslant.«-, f.-: pf.-, pass,- :

—

to bend, incline to or tozuards, Lat. inclinare :—Pass.

to lean over or on, weigh upon one. II. intr. to

bend, incline. 2. to give way, flee, Lat. inclinari.«-, f., to hollow out, scoop out.

ty-KoiXos, , (kv,) hollowed out, hollow.«-, Pass, with fut. med., to

sleep in.-, f., to lull to sleep in a place.

cy-, f., (kv,) hence pf. part,

pass., as luxurious as Coesyra (a

female name in the Alcmseonid family).-,, i), (kv,) servingfor a bed.€-, f. , to gulp down like ,,
swallow.

ey-rcovcoj, f. , to hasten, be quick and active.

Hence«-, Adv. in haste, diligently.-, Med. (kv,) to roll in the dust or

sand, sprinkle sand over oneself., , (kytconrjvai) a hinderance.

«YKOirvjvcu, aor. inf. pass, of kyKO-.
(•', , (kyico-nqvai) wearied.-, f. , to knock in : metaph. to hinder,

wary.
ey-KopSvXcco, f., (kv,) to wrap up in

coverlets : pf. part. pass./.-, f., to arrange in order.

€*, f., to be indignant at. From
iy-xoros, ov, (kv, kotos) bearing a grudge, spitefid,

malicious. II. ejKOTOS is also found, like,
as Subst.,' a grudge, hatred.

ky-, f. *-.£ : aor. 2 Ivltcpuyov :
—to cry

«loud at, to rate loudly., ?}, selfcontrol, Lat. continentia : and, Dep. to exercise self-control. From
€-5, e's, (kv,) with a firm hold: stout,

strong. II. having the mastery over, having pos-

session of. 2. having control over oneself self-dis-

ciplined, Lat. continens. 3. in ba-d sense, unyield-

ing, stubborn.

6«<£5, Adv. of ky/, strongly, strictly

:

temperately.«-, f.-, to reckon i?i or among : to ap-

prove, admit, sanction. II. to reckon as., Dor. for-, fern. part. pi. of

iy-, f., to strike agaifist : of a dance, to

beat or keep time

:

—Pass., ^ fists

II.

dashed one against the other€-, (., to knock in: to strike agaifist

to dance.

iy-, f. , to hide or conceal in.«, f., (ky) to keep oneself hid-

den : to act underhand.

cy:<pvi|)ias, ados, , fern. Adj. hidden or baked in

the ashes, of loaves. From€5, ov, (ky/) hidden in.«-, Dep. with fut.^, pf. kyKc--, to acquire possessions in aforeign country. Hence', arcs,, property held in aforeign country.€5, (, , (k'/) possession ofproperty
in a foreign country.«-, f., to mix up in.6-5, ov, (kv,) circular, rounded. II,

revolving in a circle, periodical, going round in suc-

cession : hence general, common.
*-3, ov, (kv,) circular.

ky-, f., (kv,) to move about in a
circle

:

—Pass, to go round about, and in trans, sense,

to surround, encircle.

iy-, ov, gen. ovos, (kv,. n) pregnant.

cy-tcC-os, ov, (kv,) ~//.-, f., to stoop and peep in, to pry into.

ky-: impf. kvkKvpov. fut./ : aor. I kvk-

:

—

to fall into or upon, light upon, meet with.€-, aor. I inf. of ky-.
«.-, , Lacon. of'/.-, fut. and : pf.(^. :

—Pass , aor. &( : pf. kyeaa :

—

(the augm. tenses are formed as if the Verb were a

compd., and not derived directly from^) :
—to

prahe, land., , see^ . 2.

4-§, , (kv,) at home, of the same vil-

lage. II. (tv,) belonging to a Bacchic

festival or revel : in which the victor was led home

in procession. 2. as Subst kyov (sub. enos),

to, a hymn in honour of the victor : a song of praise,

panegyric.', pf. pass, of yv.
<», c-, pf. act. and pass, of^,
«, , , aor. 2 of^.«, aor. I pass, of 'yiyi-.
ky-, f., to scrape.« [], aor. 2 pass, of yp., aor. I act. of".4•>833, ov, (e-yii'pcu,) strife-stirring.

4€-3, ov, 0, and *€-5, , ov, (kyupa,) 'rousing the fight.-, ov, (^,) stirring up to

revelry.

«€, 3 sing. Fp. aor. 2 med. of kyeipai; imperat.

'iypeo
; 3 sins;, subi. eyprj ; inf. kypiaOai.«, oe awake, tuatch, intrans. pf. of £.%

whence part. hypyopJJS, 2 pi. imper. kypyope (Ep.
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for €"/), inf.^^ (Ep. for ^-) :—plqpf *, 3 smg• kypvyopci. Homer
uses the Ep. form kyp-qyopOa in 3 pi.^^., Ep. part., as if from a pres.^^,
formed from eyprjyopa, luatching, awake., (kyp-qyopa) Adv. wakefully, awake., from eyp-qyopa, to be awake or watchfxd., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 med. opt. of kyapu., Ep. aor. 2 med. part, of.-, f., to put the bit in the mouth of,

hold in check

:

—Pass, to have the bit in one's mouth., 3 sing. fut. of ey-:—], 3
sing. aor. 2 subj.-, f., Dep. =.- ; (tenses formed from *(^-), fut.^ : aor. 2 -, inf. eyxaveiv :

— to

yawn or gape in o?ie"sface, to scoff at, jeer.

-, ov, (ev,) in or of the country, Lat.

indigena.05,, a spear, lance, consisting of two parts,

and, head and shaft. II. generally,

a weapon, a sword, an arrow

:

—metaph., <ppovrt8os

weapon of thought., y,=ayxovaa, q. v.-, = sq.- and-, to dash against; evexpavev
es he dashed his staff in his

face. The pf. pass, also occurs, eaav irpos Tivas

aWovs^ (sc.) there were wars

urged on against others also.-'-, Dep. to expectorate.

-|£, to want, have need ; /^/ ne-

cessaries.-, f. : aor. part.'-
-£, f.- also- : pf./ :— \pas :—Pass., aor. €€ part,^ :

Lat. incaco : c. ace. to be in a horridfright at one,, Ep. gen. pi. of?;.-, ov, (,) thundering with

the spear.

«€, , () a spear, lance.

«), Ep. for eyxerj, 3 sing. subj. of.-/uvos, ov, (eyxos, tcepavvus) touching the

thunderbolt.-, f.: aor.: (ev, '):—
to take in hand, undertake. Hence, aros, , an undertaking : and, (cos, , a taking in hand, an undertaking., verb. Adj. of, one must un-

dertake.,, ,() one who takes in hand:

an adventurer., , . (') enterprising.-, ov, (ev, ') in the hand. II. as

Subst., kyxeip'ioiov, , a hand-knife, dagger. 2.

a manual, hand-book.-, f. Att. , (ev,) to put into one's

hands, entrust a thing to another :—Med. to take in

hand, take on oneself.--, ov, (ev,,) put or delivered

into one's hands.-, Ep. for., , Dim. of, a little eel., ov,() of an eel.", vos, : pi., Att. kyxeXeis,€ :
—an eel, Lat. anguilla:— proverb., -

to be fond of fishing in troubled waters.-, ov, fighting with the spear. (Deriv.

uncertain.)-, ov, (eyxos,) spear-brandishing.-, ov, (eyxos,) spear-bearing.«, Dor. for '/, part. pr. of.-: f.-: aor. 1 >', Ep. evexeva : Pass.,

pf./ :

—

to pour in:—Med. to pour ox floiu

in, be poured in. II. to fill by pouring in ;

to fill the bowl.

—to bring near to, to strike or dash against; -
rr\ yrj to bring the boat to land

:

absol. to come to land : hence to approach : also to

attack, press hard. II. also intr. both in Act.

and in Pass., to fall upon, attack, pursue.-, collat. form of/.
€"YXpixrTOS, ov, applied as an unguent. From-, to rub in, to anoint. II. like^,

to attack, assail.- : f. Att. : (ev, xpovos) :
—to be

long about a thing, tarry, delay.-. f. , to expose in a pan or pot.-, f., to give room for doing a thing

:

to make wayfor, yield: to concede, allow, admit. 2.

impers. ^(, it is possible or permitted; en ky-

there is yet time.-, , ov, also os, ov, (kv,) in or be-

longing to the co7intry.
,

«fy-xcupos, ov, = kyxojpios.', Lat. EGO, Germ. 1CH, our I: pers. Pron.

of the first person, Ep. and Aeol. kyujv before vowels:

—strengthd. by compos, with enclit. ye, ', Lat.

equidem, I at least, for my part ; Dor. eyajya and
eySjvya : Boeot. lajvya or Icjya

:

—gen. '"*, en-

clit. MOT, Lat. MEI, Ep. and Ion., l^eO, ev,
Ep. also €€, ^e0ev, Aeol. and* Dor. €€$;
Boeot. €/$ :—Dat. \', enclit. ; Dor. \ :

—

Ace. \£, enclit. . Dual, nom. and ace,\ Ep., Lat. NOS : gen. and dat., Ep.. Plur.,

nom. &, Dor. es, Aeol.es :—gen., Ion.

and Ep. &, Ep. also, Dor., Aeol.:— dat., also or [t], Dor.,, Aeol. :—ace,, Ion., Ep. and

Aeol., Dor.., Dor. for., Att. crasis for ., Att. crasis for .,, Dor. for, '., 77s, , aor. 2 of., -, aor, act. and med. of.
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«Savos, , , () eatable., , , () pleasant, grateful, agreeable

or excellent.« [a], aor. 2 pass, of.«, aor. 2 of.«, metath. for, aor. 2 of.«, aor. I of.
«£, f. Att. , to make level : to level with

the earth. From«, cos, to, the bottom, or base of anything : the

ground: the bottom or hold of a ship:

also the ground-floor, pavement : level ground. (From

the same root as-, -.)
««, Ep. for ««<, aor. I of.
€«, Ep. aor. 2 of.
«««, Ion. for €«'«>, 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of.«", plqpf. of.
€««, plqpf. of, to bind.4«, 3 pi. plqpf. of.« Ion. 3 plur., and«« 3 sing., plqpf.

pass,.««€, 3 pi. plqpf. of., plqpf. pass, of'.
««€, plqpf. of.
««, aor. I pass, (in med. sense) of, to want.«, aor. I of, to want.^, aor. I pass, of, to bind.,-, Ep. and 3 pi. plqpf. of.«. aor. I of.
«€, aor. I of.
««, aor. I of., aor. I of.
?€, Ep. 3 sing. sync. aor. 2 of»
€««, Ep. for €, inf. of.
«,-, Ion. for ',-, aor. I act. and

med. ; but«€£ also aor. I of.«, aros, , () food, meat, a dish.«, ov, 6, () an eater, devourer.

*§€<tt6s, , , () to be eaten, eatable. II.

eaten : consumed.«, aor. I of, to need.

««., pf. pass, of., pf. act. of.«, 3 sing. pf. pass, of '.«, pf. part, of '.
€*, .€), impf. of ''.«, aor. I of, to bind: also Ep. aor. I of,

to want., vos, , () meat, food. [v~\«, aor. I pass, of.«, aor. I of.€,«, aor. act. and pass, of ''.«, poet,«, aor. I of.«, impf. of, formed from., impf. of., aor. I of.

«, v..«,«, aor. I of,.«, aor. I of.
«£,«, aor. act. and pass, of.
««, Ep. pres. inf. of.«, aor. I pasr. of.«, Dep. =. From", Ep. ««, , nuptial gifts, 1. from

the suitor to the bride. 2. from the suitor to the

bride's father. 3. a portion or dowry, given to

the bride by her parents, also or. 4.

wedding presents to the wedded pair from their guests.

Hence, f. , to promise or betroth for presents.

Hence
Ep.«, ov, 0, a betrother, of a father

who portions a bride.«, aor. I pass, of.«, Dor. for, I pi. impf. of.«, aor. I of.«,«, aor. I act. and pass, of.«, fut. of and.«, ««,«(.«), aor. 2 pi. .«, Dor. for.«, aor. of.«, aor. I pass, of£.
«, eos,,() a thing to sit on, a seat. 2.

a seat, abode, esp. of the gods. 3. a foundation, base,

the pedestal of a statue: also the statue itself. II. the

act ofsitting; « 'tis no timefor sitting still.«, fut. of.« Ep. and Ion.«, ,() any seat, a chair,

bench, etc. 2. a seat, abode, esp. of the gods, a

temple, altar. 3. a foundation, base. II. a
sittifig still, being idle or inactive, delay; <$

it is not the season for sitting still. 2. a

sitting, session. III. the seat, fundament.«, poet, for, aor. 2 of.«, , ov, () sitting, sedentary. II.

steadfast, firm, constant.«, f., =. Hence«,, , a foundation, base.«, aor. 2 med. of.«,«, aor. 2 act. and pass, of.«, aor. 2 of.«, aor. 2 of.«, , () a seat, abode, dwelling«, aor. I of.
«, Ep. and Ion. for.«, Ion. for, aor. I of.«, Pass, («) to sit: Ep. inf.;

Ep. 3 pi. impf..«-, , (,) a wrestler who
throws his adversary by a cross-buttock.«,«, aor. I act. and pass, of.
«, sing. aor. 2 of; but also Ep. for,

x pi. of same tense.
1
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aor. I med. of.«, aor. I of., Ion. impf. : fut. : pf. act., pass, :—these are all Epic forms ; for

the Att. tenses, see:—to eat, devotir: metaph.,

eat up, i. e. consume, waste, house and

home ;
' eating their heart, i. e. wasting,

consuming their spirit. Hence«, , food, meat, victuals for men : fodder for

cattle : a bait for fish. Hence
€,05, ov, eatable : provisions., aor. I of'., , () a seat, dwelling, abode. II.

in a ship, the seat of the rowers, a rowing-bench, Lat.

transtrum.

€€, poet, for e, him, ace. of ov.

ceSva, €«,-, Ep. for,, -., . for, Med. of '.-,«,««, cetKooros,.
for -,
«««, . for ', impf. of.
«eura, as, e, ««nrov, es, , Ep. for,.
6€ts, Ep. for e7s.

««, ««-,««, Ep. 2 and 3 sing., and

3 dual., aor. of ibo.

««, «,, Ep. 3 sing, and part. aor. I of

*«>.««, ««, Ep. for,.
««, ««, pf. pass. ind. and part, of.««, Ep. for.
««, Ep. for, aor. I inf. of.««, Ep. for e'ipyaOov.

€€€, lepyp-evos, ««, «, Ep. for tip*/-•

€««5, pf. p.irt. pass, of.
««, -\, Ep. for,.
«pro, Ep. 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of '.«, Ep. 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of '-.«, Ep. 3 sing. aor. I med. of., Ep. 3 sing. aor. I med. of.
««, Ep. 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of., pf. part. pass, of^.^, €£«, aor. 1 act. and pass, of^.*, fut. : impf. and aor. 2 :

(the Root is '-, see ) :

—

to seat oneself, sit

;

km they sank to the earth.£ [], aor. 2 of.
«£-, pf. pass, of.
«, Ion. for 77, 3 sing. subj. of sum.

«, fern, of kos, his.

€T|K€, Ep. for rJKc, 3 sing. aor. .
«, Ep. for *, 3 sing. impf. of stim.

««, Ep. for, 3 sing. impf. of.
«, gen. masc. of eis, good, brave, noble.

«, Ep. for rjs, gen. fern, of os, , 6, who, what

:

—
but l-fjs gen. fern, of eos, his.

«, Ep. for rjs, 2 sing. impf. of sum.
', Ep. for 77, 3 sing. subj. of sum.«,«, aor. 1 act. and pass, of.«, aor. 2 of.
«, «, 6, , (e6os) accustomed, used.«,«, aor. 1 act. and pass, of.««-, Ion. aor. I of.", , hair; in Homer, a horse's mane, or the

horsehair crest on helmets : a lion's mane. Hence, f., to wear long hair.«, to tend, take care of, till. (Deriv. uncertain.)«, , (() willing, voluntary.«-, for, Ep. 2 sing. subj. of.«, , , () willed, voluntary., ««, aor. I act. and pass, of.
««-, in compos., signifies voluntarily or gladly.

-hovXos, ov, a willing slave.

««--€, ,(-,) will-worship,

superstitious observance.«««, f. , to be slack in duty, play the

coward purposely : to be beaten on purpose. From««-, ov, wilfully bad, neglecful ofone's duty,

esp. in war, cowardly.«, (() Adv. voluntarily.«, (06) Adv. voluntarily.6«, rjpos, , (() a volunteer.

€0eXovTr|S, , ,() a volunteer.«,. =(€.««, Dor. for, 3 pi. of(.«, , love of work, diligence. From
«GeXo-irovos, ov, {\(-,) willing to work.

«OeXo-iTpoijevos, ov, (-,) one who
voluntarily charges himself with the office of

(q. v.) to a foreign state.«-, , (-, ^') willing to work.

«OeXouaios, , ov,() voluntarily. II. of

things, optional.': impf. : fut.: aor. -
;

pf. :— like, to will, be willing,

wish, desire : sometimes also merely as the sign of the

fut., will or shall. 1. with a negat., almost like-, to be able, have the power; as of a stream,''. 3• t0 be wont or

accustomed, to do a thing readily. 4. to mean,

purport, Lat. volo; often in phrases, such as,; Lat. quid sibi vult? what means, what pur-

ports the prodigy ?«, pi. aor. 2 of.
60€v, Ep and Att. poet. gen. for «o, ov, of him, of her.

«GevTO, 3 pi. aor. 2 med. of.«, aor. 2 of.',, 2 and 3 pi. aor. 2 of., Ion. for, 2 sing. aor. 2 med. of.,, «, Ion for,-,, 3 sing., ., 3 ph of.€««, Ion. I pi. of.«, Ion. for, 3 ph aor. med. of.
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«, sing. aor. I of.
«, aor. pass, of : but, aor. 2 act. of.', aor. 2 of., f. < Att. ): aor. I (: pf. ft'^i/ra:—

Pass., aor. : pf.: (e6os):— ac-

custom, use:— Pass, to be accustomed or used to.

Hence, verb. Adj. one must accustom.', aor. I of., aor. I of.-, , , (e0vos,) a ruler of a nation

:

prefect : a?i ethnarch.

eOviKos, , ov, national. II. foreign: gentile:

—Adv. -/ecus, like the Gentiles. From
"02, cos, to, a co?npany, body of men. 2. a

race, tribe. 3. a nation, people; ' the ?iations,

Gentiles, i. e. all except Jews and Christians. 4.

particidar class of men, a caste.

e'0opov, aor. 2 of.*^, €os, , custom, usage, manners, habit.4', aor. 1 of.
€0pe£a, aor. I of.«, aor. I pass, of., aor. I of., Dor. for(, impf. of., poet, for, aor. I of.
*2, to be accustomed, to be wont. The Att. use

the pf.€ Ion. as pres., and the plqpf. ddi-

6eiv Ion. as impf. :

—

to be wont or accustomed,

to be in the habit: part.% as Adj., accustomed,

customary, usual; to €m0os one's custom.

EI', a conditional Particle, Dor. and Ep. :—Lat.

SI, if : with optat. or indie. :—see el yap or at yap,

and et-0€.

6i, Att. 2 sing, of ibo.

6ia, and trisyil. e'ia, Interj., Lat. eia, on! tip! away!
also come on then ! e'ia, well now.

€, 3 sing. impf. of ; also 2 sing, imperat. pres.,, aor. 1 and pf. pass, of.
€6, , a river-side pasture, meadow. (Deriv.

uncertain.)

6t , Ep. and Ion. u atc, contr. into kav,, and av.

elclvos, 77, 6v, Ep. for eavos.

6iap, eiaptvos, Ep. for eap, kapivos.-, ov,(eIap^au0as)withyouthfid breasts.

6ias, 2 sing. impf. of;—, aor. I of the same.6, Ion. for, impf. of.6, 6, Ep. for Ion. ', ', which is for,, 3 pi. pres. and impf. of.6, Ion. for, 3 sing, plqpf. med. of'., Ep. form of, to drop, let fall in

drops :—Med. to trickle or run down.
el, for if; and expressing a wish, if .. !

that . . ! would that . . .' Lat. utinam

!

6i-"V€, if at least, if then, Lat. si-quidem.

el, if at any rate, implying that the thing is

unlikely.

el ', used in cheering, on then, eome on ! The
phrase is elliptic, and would be in full, d ', aye.

6t8<x\iuos, , ov, (eZoos) shapely, comely. II.

like, looking like.

6, aTos, , (') food, meat, victuals for men

:

fodder for cattle : a bait for fish.

opt., and6 inf. of ; v. *' .
6i ! , elliptic for d ! ) , if otherwise,

Lat. sin aliter.

6, for 6, subj. of ; v. *€ .
6i , if now, seeing that, expressing conviction : also

in indirect questions, whether now.

6•., ovos, , , (*6') knowing or expert in

a thing., Ep. for, fut. inf. of*€ .
€•, fut. of*.
6'€, Dor. for, I pi. aor. 2 of* A.

eiSov, aor. 2 of*€ A.

6i6os, eos, , (*f) that which is seen, the form,

shape, figure, Lat. species. II. generally, a form,
sort, particular kind : a particular state or plan of
action. III. species, opp. to genus.,, dat. pi. of ds, part, of, v. *€ .6, ace. sing, of ds, part, of, v. *€ ., Adv. of 6, part, of, knowingly.6, fern. nom. part, of, v. *6' ., , Dim. of €, a short, descriptive

poem, mostly on pastoral subjects, an idyll.* (or more properly /"', the Lat. VIDEO),
to see, obsol. in pres. act., which is supplied by :

its meanings fall under two heads, one to see, the

other to know.

A. to see, mostly in aor. 2 6, Ep.,
;

subj. ', Ep. also ; inf., Ep. also ;

part.. The same sense belongs also to aor. 2

med.( Ep. ; imperat. ; subj. '-
; inf.. The aor. 2 imper. med. is

mostly an exclamation, see ! lo ! behold ! Lat. ecce.

is used as pres.,£ or, as pf., o\po-

as fut. II. in Ep. and Ion. we find Pass, and

Med.( : aor. I dv, Ep. also, ao,, in pass, sense, to be seen, appear, seem, Lat. vi-

deor ; the stars are visible, appear :

hence, 2. to have or take the appearance of a

thing: and c. dat. to make oneself like ; ffloy-

yrjv she made herself like Polites in voice.

B. to know:—the pf. , I have seen, is used

as a pres. in the sense I know, (for what one has

seen, one knows) ; so also plqpf. / had seen, in sense

of impf. / knew:— indie, , (poet, also) ; pi. ' (Ep. and Dor. ), ,
:—imperat. , :—subj. d, Ep. also

;—opt. ddv ;—inf. €, Ep. and

:—part, e^cus, Ep. fern. :— impf.,,
Ep., Att. ; Ep. 2 sing,^ for, Att.; 3 sing., Ep.,/,; plur.,, or, '>^, Att.

*, €,- (.) :—fut., more

2
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rarely and mostly Ep.. To know;

I know well ; know well, be assured;,
he is k?iowing, skilled in counsels ; and so

with Adjs.,,, ', etc., to be

skilled in prudent, fitting things, etc. ; often in Part.

;

so also, $ well skilled. In this sense to be

skilled in, the word also takes a genit. in Homer,
cunning with the bow. Also with ace,

to acknowledge a debt to another,

thank him:—',' , know, you know it

well:—also,',' and' ojs, followed by
imperat., give a command without specifying what, as

if this was known before ; esp. in phrase,' -
aov, for,' , do, thoti knowest what., ,() an idol's temple.-5, ov,(,) sacrificed to idols

;

as Subst., ' meat offered to idols., , idolatry. From-, ov, , ,(,) an idol-

worshipper, an idolater., , ($) a shape, image, spectre, phan-

tom ; the phantoms of dead

men. II. an image in the mind, idea : a vision,

afancy. III. an image, portrait, esp. of a god :

hence an idol, false god., part, of, pf. of* ., Att. for, 3 pi. opt. of sum., Particle, well, good, proceed, Lat. esto., opt. of sum.

€*, aor. 2 opt. of., Adv. () at once, forthwith.

«-, Dor. and Ep. '-, Interj. that I would that!

Lat. utinam

!

, Ion. ', aor. I pass, of., f., poet, for,',, aor. I and pf. of., Att. for., pf. of '., f.: aor. I Ion.:—Pass.,

aor. :. Ion. : (dfcos):—to

make like to, represent by a likeness :—Pass, to be like,

resemble. II. to liken, compare : to inferfrom
comparison, to conjecture, guess.', poet. aor. 2 of to yield ; subj. ;

inf.; part,., a, ov, {) without purpose : random,
hasty. II. common, worthless.,, ,() the twentieth day of the month
(sub.)., ,() a likeness, image : a conjecture., aros, ,() a likeness., ov, ,() a conjecturing., ov, , () one who conjechtres, a
guesser, diviner., , ,() to be compared, like., Dor. for.-, ov, (ei'/ceAos, oveipos) dream-like.

€5, , ov, () like, after the fashion of.

-, ov, (ei'/ceAos,) of like voice., Att. for, inf. of.
EI'KH'

1

, Adv. without plan or purpose, heedlessly,

rashly, at random, Lat. temere., f. , () to mould into form. Hence,, , an image, copy.

Ion. oikos, otos, to, neut. part, of, Lat.

veri-simile, like truth, likely, probable, reasonable,fair,

equitable ; unreasonable.-3, Ep., ov, (,)
worth twenty oxen.-, is, (, eTos) of twenty years.,() Adv. twenty limes.-,, ov, (,) twenty months old.'^ before a vowel,, Ep.,
Dor., , ai, , indecl. twenty, Lat. viginti.-, ov, twenty-fold without disptite ; el*

a twenty-fold ransom.-, , (,) of twenty etibits.-,,(, vpyvia) of twe?ityfathoms., poet,-, ov,() wilb twenty oars., , see n.-, , ,(, >) one who col-

lects the tax of a twentieth, a tax or toll collector.

Ep., , , the twentieth. II., , a tax of a twentieth, Lat. vicesima.-, ov,(, ofryvia) of tiventyfathoms., Adv. of, in all likelihood, probably,

naturally : fairly, reasonably.', Ep. for, 3 dual of.,, Ep. for,, 3 sing, and

3 dual, plpqf.

*£2, fut. , to be like; 3 sing. impf. /re,

Att., it was like or likely, seemed good

:

—but the

pf., plqpf. were used for the pres. and

impf. ; see.', f. £ : aor. : poet. aor. 2' :
—to

yield, give way to, draw back, retire. 2. to submit

to, obey, follow; following his own bent

;

urged by poverty: hence to yield to another

in a thing, to be weaker or inferior. II. trans, to

yield up, abandon, resign : to grant, allow. III.

impers. it is allowable, possible., , gen. ovos, ace. ova: Ion. gen. /covs, ace., ace. pi. : (*,) :
—afigure, image,

likeness. II. a semblance, phantom, wraiih. 1.

a simile., part, of, pf. of*, to be like., Adv. () =, in a troop.,() only used in pres. to feast in

a large company, to be a boon-companion. Hence, ov, o, a banqueter, boon-compa?iion., , a feast or banquet given by a single

host, opp. to Zpavos. (Deriv. uncertain.), apos,,() a covering : a protection, shel-

ter ; a shelter for ship and

crew : but $ a defence against the wave., , ov, Ep. for$, offir or pine.



«, Dor. for', pf. of^.«', for-, pf. pass, of Xeyco., , Ilithyia, (from, fern. part. pf.

of') the goddess of child-birth, who comes to

aid those who are in travail ; the same as the Roman
Luclfia, later made identical with Diana.,, 3 sing. aor. 2 act. and med. of.
e'iXcu, Dor. for, 2 sing. aor. 2 med. .€€, Ep. 3 pi. imp. pass, of.

Att., lengthd. form of '., ,=, a troop, company.

eikt), , the stm's warmth : ivarmth ; see '.€', pf. pass, of^.
and, Adv. (() =, in troops

or companies. . () by coiling round.€, €06, Ep. for,-
pf. and plqpf. of' :, Ep. for, I plur. pf.€, pf. pass, of.«, pf. of.€, pf. of~.

ciXtKptveia, , pnreness : sincerity. From
€-5, (*,) examined by the siins

light, tested: hence, I. unmixed : pure, uncorrupted,

Lat. sincerus. 2. distinct, palpable, sheer. 3. Adv.

-vet's, of itself, absolutely.«, 3 sing, plqpf. of.
€t\iKTos, , , Ion. for.
«, Ion. for e'At£.

elXi-irovs, , ,-, , gen.-: (, ttovs) :

trailing the feet heavily in walking, with rolling walk,

epith. of oxen. •, poet, and Ion. for.-, is, epith. of the plant, (from

eXos,), stretching or spreading through marshes.«, Ion. 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of.«,«, aor. I act. and pass, of., pf. pass, of.€,, aor. 2 act. and med. of.«, Att. pf. of^., Ion. 3 pi. pf. pass, of'.€, aros, , () a cover, dress, clothing.

clXiJOs, 6, (') a lurking-place, den.€, 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.€, =, to roll along. II. intr. to roll

oneself alo?ig, whirl about., =' : Ep. part..' Att. : f. [] : pf. pass,' :

—

to wrap round, enfold

:

—Pass, to be wrapt or covered;
esp. in pf. part., \$ buried in the
sand. II. in Pass., also, to wind, creep, or crawl along.,, or ; also Att. :

—

from €' are formed aor. , inf. Ep.

; Pass., aor. 2 [] ; inf. Ep.-
;

part.,, : Ep. pf. :—from
are formed impf., Ep. 3 sing. ; fut.

: aor. 2 : Pass., aor. : pf.'.—There are also Ep. impf. 3 sing,,

—et/xt.

plqpf.
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I. Act. to roll or twist tight up,
to press hard or close : to force together : to coop up or

shut up ifi a place. 2. to drive violently along, smite,

strike ; having struck the ship with
a thunderbolt. II. Pass, to be rolled up together:

to be shut or cooped up in a place, to throng together,

assemble, crowd thickly together; water
collected :— also to draw oneself together, crouch,

cower; $ collecting himself he
waited the attack of Achilles. 2. to go to andfro,
go about, Lat. versari. 3. to turn or whirl round,
revolve, like, •yrj' (or) the

earth turning on its axis.

E'tXtos,, , and, , 6, fern. ElXoms,
:

—

a Helot, i. e. a serf of the Spartans, employed
in agriculture and other unwarlike labours. (From$, a town of Laconia, whose inhabitants were en-

slaved.), , the condition ofa Helot, slavery. From, f. ,() to be a Helot or serf.,,,() a dress, garment, cloak : later

clothing : an over-garment. II. later also a cover,

carpet.

€, pf. pass, of. II. pf. pass, of "-
. III. rarer form for, pf. pass, of.€,, 3 sing. pf. and plqpf. .
€«, Ep. and Ion. for, 1 pi. pres. of

sum : but €€, Dor. for etvai, inf. of el sum.

€«, part. pf. pass, of%.
«, Dor. for, pi. of sum : but ctpes.

Dor. for, inf. of sum., Aeol. « (from Root *, sum, esse) ;

Ep. els, Ep. and Dor.; Dor. '; plur.,

Ep. and Ion. Dor. ; ;

Ep. Dor. :—Imper., Ep. in med. form,, ;
plur. 3 Ep. Att.:—Subj. Ep. or ':—Opt.' Ep.;

plur., Ep., :—Infin. Ep.,,, :— Part, . ,, etc. :—Imperf. fy (late Att. in med. form

), Ep. and Ion. , Ep. also fja, or, ,
, etc. ; 2 sing, Ep. and

; 3 sing, or

Ep. ?} ; 3 dual or; 3 pi. Ep..
—Fut., poet,, 3 sing, from

Dor..—The whole of the pres. indie, may be

enclitic, except the 2 sing. . The other persons are

end it., when is not emphatic. But is writr

ten in cases of emphasis.

To be, Lat. sum. 2. as Verb Substant. to be, to

exist, be in existence ; he is no more : esp.

to live, '' ovtos,'' there lives

not the man, no nor will live. ., impers.

with inf., it is possible, lawful. III. with a

gen. expresses descent or extraction ; «s aya-

thou art of good blood. 2. to be

one's own master, Lat. sui juris esse. 3. with the

gen. put partitively ; he belongs to the

people, is one of them. 4. also as in Lat., of the
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—

duty or property of a thing ; it is the part

of a man ; it is a mark of tem-

perance. IV. c. dat., , Lat. est mibi, I
have ; ( ', Lat. esset mihi vo-

lenti. V. , existing things;

to speak the truth. VI. 6s,

, Lat. est qui, su?it qui, some one, some, many:
or', Lat. est quum, at times, sometimes : ''

or, Lat. est ubi, somewhere, somehow :' in some way. VII. often seems re-

dundant, e.g. , ,, for , etc. ; esp. in phrase .
(from Root *", eo), Ep.,, plur.,, or :—imperat. ', ', pi.,,' Att.:—Subj. , , .,. :—Opt.,, . 3 sing. or ' ;

—
Inf. .,:—Part.:—Impf. yeiv.
and Ion., 3 sing, contr. 776 ; dual

; plur.,,,, contr.,,,. 3 1•
also,, and pi.. In Att. the pres. has

a fut. force, Lat. IBO, I will go : but in Ep. we have

a fut. med., to has/en, with an aor. I med.-, 3 sing, ',, 3 dual.
To go, Lat. eo, ire ; , ' -, , etc.. to live in friendship or enmity

with any one ;
' it went through the skin

;

e. inf. fut., they zuent to plunder.

—It was Vised also of going in a ship, as,. 2. of birds, to fly, etc. 3. of the motion

of things ; the axe goes, is

driven through the beam ;
' the year will pass

or close :—in Att., to come together
;

\ to come to conference : Imperat.

go then, well then ! good I

€tv, poet, for , in.

€lv&-€T<r|s, €S, (, ) of nine years : neut.- as Adv., nine years long.

CLvaeTis,, fern, of, nine years old.

etvai, inf. of sum. II. for, inf. of

ibo.

eivou, aor. 2 inf. of', to send.

€lv(xkis, Adv., poet, for kvvaxis, nine times.€-, , nine thousand.«, , a, poet, and Ion. for.
elv-oAios, , ov, poet, for.
€-€3, as Adv., (, £) nine nights long.

€tvas,, , poet, for II, the ninth day.

elvciTepes, at, brothers' wives, sisters-in-law.

€ivaTOS, , ov, poet, for, the ninth.

€iv€Ka, €
r

iv€Kev, Ion. and poet, for', on account,

because of, c. gen.

etvi, Ep. for the Prep, , in.

clv-oSios, , a, and ov, poet, for.«-, ov,(,) with shaking

foliage, quivering with leaves.

€i|a, aor. 2 of ', to yield.

€£, Att. for, 3 pi. pf. of*, to be like.

€£€, 3 sing. Ion. aor. 1 of, to yield.

€.
eio, Ep. gen. for , , of him, of her ; from

himself.

eloLKviai, Ep. part. nom. pi. fern, of.
tios, Ep. for ', until., aor. I for the common, said; see., Dor. for.
«I'-irep, if at all events, if indeed.

ei/mrrv, Dor. for, see.
€i-ito0€v, Adv. iffrom any place.

«'-, Adv. if whether anywhere.

6L1TOV, / spoke, I said, aor. 2 from Root* : im-
perat., Ep. 2 pi. ; inf. Ep.-, -, Dor.

;
part,. There is also

an aor. , used mostly in 2 sing,, imperat.,',',' : , like, occurs

also for' before a plural. In Compos, a Med.
form appears, as'. The pres. is supplied

by,, or, the fut. and pf. by,, '.
cittovto, 3 pi. impf. of, to follow.

ei'-TTOTe, Adv. if ever, if at all, Lat. si-quando. II.

indirect, if or whether ever.

ci, Adv. if anywhere, Lat. si-cubi.

€t ircos, Adv. if at all, if by any means., Dor. for.€, poet. aor. 2 of'., aor. I med. of, used in act.

sense :€, aor. I pass, used in pass, sense., pf. of, used in both act. and

pass, sense.

€ipY|xos, Att. elpYfxos, , (') a prison.-^, aaos, ,(,) a gaoler., and -, =', to shut in or up.' or €, Att. for the earlier form.
elpcarcu, Ion. for', 3 pi. pf. pass, of.
el'pipes, 6, (') bondage, slavery.-' Ion. -, ,() a rowiiig. 2. any

violent motion, throbbing. II. a complement or

crew of rowers, Lat. remigium., , (etjoos) a harvest-wreath of olive or

laurel wound round with wool, borne about by singing

boys at the festivals of and, and

afterwards hung up at the house-door. The song was

likewise called Eiresione.

€ip«o, Ion. for, to say.

€, , (ei'pw) old word for, a place of as-

sembly.

€',-, pf. act. and pass, of,.
«' or, cvos, , (' or) a Laced, youth

from his 1 8th year, when he was entitled to speak in

the assembly and to lead an army ; cf. Att..
eipiqvaios, a, ov,() peaceful, in peace.«, f. , to keep peace, live peaceably, be at

peace. II. trans, to bring to peace, reconcile.

From€, , peace, time of peace, Lat. pax;
to keep peace: metaph. rest, repose. (Deriv.

uncertain.) Hence



, , , of or for peace : peaceful, peace-

able :—Adv. -tc&s., f., to make peace. From-, , (,) making peace : as

Subst.,(, , a peace-maker.-£, atcos, , , (elp-,) a guar-

dian of peace., fut. 3 pass, of epe'cy, ep&.

€ipiv€os,T7,ov, Ion. for epiveos, woollen, oj'wool. From, , (elpos) Ion. for epiov, wool., verb. Adj. of, one must prevent.

Ion., , () an inclosure, prison.-, ov, {etpos,) dressing wool., Ion. for, to ask : see eipcy B.-, ov, {expos, /cos) wool-fleeced, woolly.

05, , wool-, es, (elpos,) delighting in wool.

eipiropes, Dor. for (€, I pi. impf. of'., Ion. 3 pi. pf. pass, of :
—,

3 pi. plqpf. (in sense of aor.), pf. pass, of epva>.

[], poet, for epveiv, inf. of.
[], Ion. aor. I part, of.-, Ep. 3 sing. aor. 1 opt. of.', 3 sing, plqpf. pass, (with sense of aor. 2) of.,, Ion for,.

EITil (A) : aor. 1 elpa and epaa : pf. pass. part., Ep. I'/os:—Lat. SERO, to tie,join,fasten

together, string ;7) /os set with pieces

of electron.' (): to say, speak, tell; so also in Med.

e'ipeTo, e'ipovTO

:

—but the Med. generally means to

cause a thing to be told one, to ask ; see kpu).', ojvos, , a dissembler, one who says less

than he thinks or means., , dissimulation, an ignorance purposely

affected to provoke an antagonist, irony, used by So-

crates against the Sophists. From, (/) Dep. to dissemble, esp. tofeign

ignorance., , , befitting a dissembler. Adv. -/cws.

or, Ep. and Ion. for(.2 or 2, Prep, with acc. only. Radic. sense

:

direction towards, motion to, in or into. I. of

place, the oldest and most freq. usage ; but also of

persons, with all Verbs implying motion or direction,

and so with Verbs of looking, as, els

to look in the face : sometimes in Att. with the

notion of hostile direction, Lat. contra, adversus, =
irpos. 2. in pregnant usage,joined with Verbs which

express rest, when a previous motion is implied, as, es/ he brought it to the house, and put

it there : so, els to go to and be at a

place : esp. in phrase, els. 3•

ellipt. c. gen., ds' \], Att. ds", to

the abode of Hades ; es$ [iepov~\ to the

temple of Athena, ks ['] etc. ; so in
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Prose, ds$ to the temple of Ceres, etc. ; as

in Lat. ad Apollinis, Castoris (sub. aedem). II.

OF time, I. until, is ), ks , els

ore till the time when . . , till morn, till sunset ; ks 6

until ; Is / up to my time. 2. to determine a

period, for, ds kviavTovfor a year, i.e. a whole year;
ks Qepos, ks for the summer, etc. ; ds adfor
ever ; els 77/xas up to our time ; ds to

the third day, i. e. in three days or on the third

day. III. of an end or purpose, ddv ds- to speak for good, with a good object ; ks/ I will arm mefor war. IV.

with numerals : ks (sc.) to

resolve one way or unanimously ; ds ev epxeaQai to

agree together ; with plurals, up to, ds as

many as ten thousand ; els two deep ; also of

round numbers, about, at most. V. to express

relation, ks in regard to which, i. e. wherefore :

els
; for what ? why ? hence for Adv., ks$ for$.

Els is sometimes parted from its acc. by several

words, as, els Aoeos . It

is seldom put after its case. The notion is redoubled

in els aXade.

EIT
5, , ev, gen. evos, /xms, evos, Lat. UNUS,

Engl. ONE : the fern, points to a second Root,

which appears without the init. in the Ep. masc.

ws, fem. : strengthd. els olos, ' or ', a

single one, one alone : with Sup., eTs apiaTos : els

tis some one, Lat. unus aliquis : els e/caoTOs each

one, Lat. umisquisque : ' ev each singly,

piece by piece : els, Lat. unus omnium, for one

man,($ yvvaiaas els ^ most for
one man.
els, Ep. 2 sing. pres. of€ sum. II. 2 sing,

pres. ofe ibo.

€
r

is, aor. 2 part, of., Causal aor. 1 of,, to put, place, lay;

he set a spy ;/ eloav they laid an

ambush : part, etaas, inf. eaai, Ep. eaoai. II.

also fut. med. Ep. : aor. 1 ev :

pf. pass, ea

:

—to found, erect, of building temples

or setting up statues of deities. The other tenses are

supplied from.«-, aor. 2 part, of elaa^.^, lews, , (77') one who an-

nounces, an usher, an officer at the Persian court., , an accusation in the Athenian Council

for some public offence : an information. From-, f.- : for the tenses, v.' :

—to go in and announce (the duty of an usher : see5) : generally, to announce, report. II.

to accuse one of a state-offence ; see elaayye\ia.-, f. -epu> : for the tenses, v. :

—

to

gather into a place.-, f. : aor. 2 --qyayov : pf.-^ :
—

to lead in or into ; ecayeiv or kaayeaOai to

lead a. wife into one's house. 2. to import foreign
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wares ; daayeaBai igayeaOai to import and ex-

port :—Med. to admit forces into a city : also to

introduce into a league ; to ititroduce new cus-

toms. II. as a political term, to lay or bring

before an assembly ; eiaayeiv es, to bring

before the Council. 2. as law-term, daayeiv'
or to ope?i the proceedings, state the case., Adv. for ds ad, for ever.-, Med. to take to oneself.-, f., to look into, descry.-, f. -, to lift or carry in.-,-, f. —£, to dart into., 3 sing. aor. med. opt. of*. •-£, f. Att. , to hurl javelins at

:

absol., to dart or spout up, of blood.-, f. : aor. - : pf.- :

—to listen, hearken to ; and, simply, to hear. II.

to obey, comply with, give heed to.-, verb. Adj. of, one must bring in.-, f.- : aor. - : Ep. 3

sing. aor. 2 : Dep. :

—

to leap or spring into :

also to leap upon.-, f. , to pass into., Ep. aor. I med. of( ibo. II. Ep.

aor. I med. of *>, I see., aor. I med. of elaa, Ifounded.-, aor. 2-, to go up into.-, f. to force into, constrain.-, f. , to lead up into.-, aor. 2 (see) : to look tip to.-, to go up into., part, of., part, of(.-, Adv. straight into, into or in theface., Adv. for ds array, altogether., Adv. for ds, at once.- Att. -, fut. £, to drive in upon.,, v.,.-, Att. for(.-, f. , to look at., Adv. for ds avOis, hereafter., Adv. for ds, on the morrow.-, Adv. Dor. and Ion. for daavOis.-, f.-, to send into : to let in.-, =. [], aor. 2 inf. of.-, f., Dep. to come or go into,

to arrive at.-, f.-: aor. 2 -: pf.-:
—to go into: esp. to go on board ship, embark. 2.

impers., it comes in'o my head. II.

Causal in aor. (, to make to go into, to put

into : see, which serves as pres. in this sense.-, f.-: pf.-, pass,--
f«u :

—

to throw into :—Med. to put on board one's

ship. II. (sub. or), to throw

oneself into, make an inroad or incursion into, invade

:

also ^sub. vavv) to enter port, Lat. appellere. 2.
j
of«'.

generally, to go into : of rivers, to empty themselves

into, fall into. 3. also to come to, fall into acci-

dentally.', (, ),() an entrance, way of
entering : embarkation., t), , (() accessible.-£, f., Dep. to force one's way into.-, f.- Att.-, Causal of da-, to make to go into, put into.-, f., to look at, look upon., ,( ) a throwing oneself into

:

an inroad, invasion, attack. 2. a way of entering,

an entrance, pass : in plur., also, the mouth of a
river. 3. an entering into a thing, a beginning.-, f. , to write in, inscribe

:

—Med. to

have oneself written dowti or inscribed ;^^
ks tols to have oneself written or received into

the league.-, Dep., with aor. 2 act. daidpoLrcov :

—

to look at or upon, behold, observe.-, Ion.- : f.- : aor. I( and : Dep.:— to take into,

admit.-, used intr., of rivers, to flow into., ,() reception., aor. 2 inf. of., ,() an onslaught, assault.- or-, and (in same sense) Med.-
: f.- : aor. 2- : pf.- :

—

to

get into, slip into or in; a

kind of fear entered into them ;

thou wilt enter into a contest of archery., see., aor. 2 of :, causal aor. I

.

, aor. I of(^.£,, aor. I of., aor. 2 of depoa., aor. 2 of.-, aor. 2 of dv.-, aor. 2 (see €), to look on or at.-, inf. -tevai: impf. eiarjeiv: (ds,( ibo):—
to go into, go in; I will come into

his sight ; daiivai to enter on an office. II.

as law-term, to come before the court. III. metaph.

to come into one's mind., aor. I of do'e., aor. I of.- Ep.-: fut.- [] Att. -:
for the tenses, v. :

—

to drive into or in. II.

(sub. 'irrrrov or vavv) to row into a place, like Lat.

appellere.

v, aor. 2 inf. of.- : f. -'£: aor. -:—to drag hite.-, aor. 2, to go on board., aor. 2 inf. of.-, pf. of.5, Dor. for €9€, I pi. aor. 2 subj.



€*€, aor. of.€€, aor. I of.
€€€, Adv. for els eneira, henceforward.

elaenrcLTO, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.€-€ or -, to shut up into, enclose in a

place., aor. I (in pass, form) of.
€-6, aor. : pf. :

—

to go
into, get in.

€-€, aor. I part, daepvaas [], to draw into., fut. -€( : aor. 2, --: Dep. :

—

to go or come into, to enter, Lat. in-ire:

metaph. to enter one's mind: absol. of money, to come

in, as (. II. as Att. law-term,

of the accuser, to come into court.-, Adv. still yet.-, f. -e£a>, intr. to stretch into, reach.€-€, fut., Dep. to bring in, intro-

duce, propound, bringforward. II.^^
to represent to any one, instrtict him. Hence,, , a proposition, motion: and€5, es, , a bringing in, proposing, bring-

ingforward : and€€, verb. Adj., one must bring in : and,, , one who brings in, a mover,proposer.-, f., to inject by a syringe.-, f. —, to be come in : to come in.€-»,, aor. 2 of da., ,() a coming in., aor. I of(.«, Aeol. and Ep. for els, el, 2 sing, of ibo.€, pf. pass. inf. of.
€l<r-0€o>, f., to run into, run up to.-, aor. -edopov, to leap into or in., «, 3 pi. pres. of sum.

€, €, 3 sing. pres. of ibo.

€€, Ep. €«, aor. 2 inf. of daeioOv.-, f. : pf. pass, : (els,) :

to build, found in a place.

€-£, Pass, (els, ) to be seated in, to sit

down in.

€-, f. -, to send or put into :—Med. to be-

take oneself to ; also in act. sense, to admit, let in.«, , (-) an entrance.€-€, fut.-, Dep. to go into.€-, late form of.«-, (els,) to haul in with a

fishing rod.«-, f. 4, to call in.«-, f.-, aor. 2, to go
down into.-, f. -, to put down into.€-, as Pass, of, to be put into, lie

in : to be put on board ship.-, f.-: aor. -e/ceXaa:—to push or

thrust in: (sub. vavv), to put into shore, put to land.- Att. -, f. , to call in by herald

:

esp. to call into the lists for combat.

—?. 201«, , a bringing in, importation. From€- : fut. Att. : to bring into, im-

port :—Pass, to get into a place for shelter.-, f., to turn or wheel inwards on the

stage, so as to withdraw from the eyes of the spec-

tators, v.:—metaph., ela-€( ds some spirit has brought
ill luck into the house.-, f.' ] : to roll into.

: impf. : ($, e'iaos) :

—

to make like:

to think like, liken : metaph. to compare : and so to

guess, conjecture, believe.-, to look into.-, aor. , Ep. 3 sing. kae-

Dor. -£ : Med.: (els,) :— to

touch to the quick. II. to put in the hand to

feel.€-€, Dep. to go into.

€icr-vcco, f.-, to swim into.

€-€, f., to perceive, remark.-, , {ds,) a way into, entry. II.

a coming in, entrance, esp. of the Chorus into the

Orchestra : a visit : a right of entrance.€-€, f., (ds, ol/ceios) to brhig in as a

friend

:

—Pass, to becomefriend to any one.€-, f., to dwell in, settle in. Hence, es, , settlement : a dwelling.

cur-, fut. Att. , to bring as a colonist

into a place :—Pass, to settle oneself in a place.

€-««>, f., to build into., Aeol. for, 3 pi. of-, f., to go into, enter.

€-6 or -ev, Dor.-, (ds 6 /ce) until such

time as :
—so long as.«, fut. of* : €€, Ep. 2 sing. II.

Ep. fut. of el ibo., imperat. of eTaa.

€-•, (els, 6ms) Adv. hereafter.-, Adv. in time to come, hereafter.

eicroTTTOs, ov,^) looked upon : to be seen,

visible.

eio-oiTTpis,, , = e'iaoirrpov.€-,,() a looking-glass, mirror.€-, Ep. part, elop6v, inf. med. elaopaaaBai:

the fut. el^oa and aor. 2 eleov are supplied

from other Roots (see) :
—to look at or upon,

view, behold : also to look on with admiration, revere,

respect : to look at eagerly : to gaze upon steadily

;

also of the gods, to visit, punish, behold.€-, f., to bring forcibly into:—Pass. to.

force one's way into.-, fut. Att. , to bring into port :—
Pass., with aor. pass, and med., to run into port.-, f. , to rush in.

£, , ov [], Ep. lengthd. form of Taos, alike,

equal, used in these phrases: . 3 ' the

equal banquet, i. e. equally shared. 2. vfjes

the equal or well-balanced ships. 3. dams
H5
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( the zW-even shield, i. e. quite round. 4.-
ves an even mind, that is well-balanced,

calm, Lat. mens aequa.

€<6, for els, until.

e'icr-oij/is, *0JS,T), a looking upon: a spectacle. From«, fut. of, formed from Root *-.-, aor. , to btirst or dash in.

«-/, f. , to send in, bring in : to suborn.-, f. [] Ion., to pass over into.-, f. or, to leap into, burst in.€-€, f.- : aor. 2 both in med.

form and act. :

—

to fly into.«-, f.- : aor. 2- : pf. -7reV

:

—

to fall or rush into : to be thrown

into. II. to fall upon, attack.

€<-7, poet, form of.-, f.-, to sail into, enter. Hence

€urirXoos, contr. clo-rrXovs, o, a sailing in of

ships. II. the entrance of a harbour.

elo--irvlco, f.-, to breathe in, inhale, Lat.

inspirare. II. to brea'he upon. Hence
€lcrirvT|Xas, o, one who inspires love, a lover.«-, f., to put into the hands of, to give

(a son) to be adopted by another:— Pass, to be

adopted. II. to introduce. Hence

€io"nOtT]TOS, , ov, adopted.-, f. , to lead into :—Pass., with fut.

med.-, to go into, enter.

cicrTrpa^is, €tys, , exaction or collection of taxes.€-. Att. -, f. £, to get in or collect

taxes:—Med. to collect or exact for oneself.

€-€, f.- and- : aor. 2 -ep-
:

—

to stream into.€€, plqpf. intr..€,, pf. and aor. of.€-, fut.- :

—

to put into, place in : also

with or without es vavv, to put on board ship:—Med.,
(aor. 2 inf.) to put them on board.-, f. , to shoot or dart into.- : fut.- : aor. 2-& (from*). To run in or into, to run %ipon.- : fut.- (from *oto;) : aor. -

and pf.- (from *1-) : cf.:— to

carry into : to bring in or upon. II. to bring
in, contribute : at Athens, to pay tax on pro-
perty. III. to introduce, bring forward, pro-
pose. IV. Med. to carry with one : also like

Act. to introduce. 2. to import. V. Pass.

to rush in. 2. to be imported.-, f., to go continually to, to visit.«, ,() a carrying into. II. a
bringing in, contribution : at Athens, a property-tax,

raised to meet the exigencies of war.-, f., =.«-, fut.- and- : imperat.-$ : {els, which only occurs in compos., v.,) :
—to let in, admit

:

—Med. to bring

in with one.

-, f. Att. , to put into one's hands,
entrust.-, f.- : aor. - :

—

to pour into :—
Pass., Ep. aor. 2 [], to stream in.

€', more rarely ', Adv. {els, ks) into, within,

c. ace, « ' : also c. gen., '. II. within, inside.«-, fut. and , to thrust into

:

—
Med. to force oneself into, press in.-, , (els,) in face, in front of;

eyevovro they came infront of the ships.

EI^TA Ion. clt€V, Adv. of Time, then, after, there-

upon, Lat. deinde. II. like Lat. ita and ifaque,

and so then, and then: also in ironical questions, Lat.

itane ? itane vero f is it so ? ay really ? indeed ?, 3 sing. pf. pass, of'.
€-€ . . , €i-re . . , Lat. sive . . , sive .

.
, either . .

,

or . . , whether . . , or . . ; so that several cases are al-

ways put : in Homer the first is sometimes an-

swered by . The Trag. sometimes leave out the

first e'ire, or put el instead.

€lt€, for €€, pi. pres. opt. of of sum.

€iT€v, Ion. for, like tor.
€, Ep. for.
', Ep. for ', , pres. subj. of el sum.', pf. 2 (in pres. sense) of the Ep. verb., plqpf. (in impf. sense) of '., Adv. of', in the usual way.

€, impf. of.
€io)5, Ep. for ws, until.€, Ep. for, 3 pi. of \., before a vowel I5, Lat. e, ex, prep, with gen,

Radic. sense, from out of, away from. L
Of Place, out of, from forth ; en

chieffrom among all, q/all. 2. like ', outside

of, beyond ; en out of shot ; out of

the smoke. 3. with Verbs implying Rest, as, etc

he hung his lyrefrom,
i.e. on, the peg; ' tivos to fasten from,
i. e. upon, a thing. II. Of Time, | ov since,

from the time when, Lat. ex quo; e$ from the

beginning; ^ to have just finished

sacrifice ; If to go to war out of,

i. e. after, peace. III. Of «Origin, ' tivos yeve-

to be born or sprung from one ; If yevos' thou comest of me by blood. 2. of the

materials of a thing, as a cup of

wood. 3. of Motive, Occasion, Means, :
to war at the gods' instance;5 If

because of deadly wrath ; l/r$ in co?i-

sequence of the heat : l-v /3tas ayeiv = ayeiv, tp

lead by force. 4. with a pass. Verb, l/r Aios

they were beloved of or by Zeus. 5. with a neut.

Adj., as periphr. for Adv.. If ay for^,
/ and for, etc.

is often separated from its Case by one or more
words. It takes an accent if it is pecul. emphatic.

In Compos, signifies out, away, off: also utterly.
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«-€, , (Ilea's, *€pyw) epith. of Apollo, work-

ingfrom afar, far-darting, —*.« [], aor. 2 pass, of.«, Adv. (was) from afar :—far off, far away.«, aor. I of., Ep. aor. of.«, Dor. for$.«, for, aor. I of.',«, aor. 2 act. and med. of.«, 3 pi. aor. I med. of.«, aor. of.
Att. ends, Adv. () far. afar, far off: c. gen.

farfrom, far awayfrom. II. of Time, long after., Sup. of, furthest off, furthest away.,() Adv.from every side.<•€,() Adv. to every side.,() Adv. everywhere., Comp. of, further, further off:
—

-

Sup.., Adv. for each or every one. From
"EKA5T05, , ov, every, every one, each, each one,

Lat. quisque, opp. to a number : the sing, from its

collective sense is freq. joined with a plur. Verb,

ye know each one of you :, Lat. uuusquisque, each one ; ,
one and all; oi' each one singly, Lat sin-

guli : ' [~\ every day, daily. Hence€, Adv. each time, at all times., Adv. =.«, Ion. for, 3 pi. impf. of.!5, Adv.() at each time.«, before a vowel -, Adv. for,
from or on each side, Lat. utrinque.02, , ov, each of two, each singly, Lat.

uterque. Hence, Adv. from each side: and, Adv. on each side : and«, Adv. to each side, each way.

[], ,() Hecate, daughter of Perses

and Asteria, who had power from Zeus in heaven,

earth, and sea. Later she was held to be the same
as Artemis. , or, , was
an offering of purification made to her on the 30th
of each month at three cross roads.-, ov, , =.-, ov, (,) far-throwing, far-
shooting

, far-darting

:

— as Subst. the Far-darter., Att. and Dor. for, on account of.-, ov,(,) ; and-, , ,(,) ; and-, ov, (,) :
—hundred-

headed.-, ov,(, *) hundred-handed.-, ,(,) with 100 benches

for rowers.-, tovos, , the month Hecatombaeon, the

first of the Att. year, answering to the last half of

July and first half of August. From

-, ,(,) properly an offering

of a hundred oxen : but commonly a great public

sacrifice, not always of oxen, nor to the number of a

hundred.-, ov,(,) of or worth a hun-

dred oxen.-, ov,(,) 100 feet long.-, ov, =.-, , gen. , (,) with a
hundred cities.

-ircrus, <5, ,, , gen., (,
ttovs) hundred-footed.-, ov,(,) hundred-gated.',,,, indecl. a hundred, Lat. centum.-, is,(,) ofa hundred years,

a hundred years old.-, Dor. -Kapuvos, ov,(,-) hu?idred-headed : cf^.-, ov,(,) worth ioo

talents ;' an action where da-

mages were laid at that sum.-, ov, gen. ovos,() a hun-

dred-fold, 100 times as much or many.-, ov, =.-, ov, ,(,) a leader of a
hundred, Lat. centurio.-, , =., a8os, ,() the number one hundred.-, ov, (, opyvia) of IOO fa-
thoms :—poet.,-, ov.

eK&ros, , () = .--, ov,(,) hundred-mouthed., , ,() the hundredth, Lat. cen-

tesimus ; ' a hundred-fold. II. -, the hundredth part, a tax or duty at Athens., vos, , =.€, aor. I of.-, f. £, to speak out, declare.-, f.- : aor. 2 : pf.-
:
—to step out of, go or come out of: to step out

o/a ship, to disembark. 2. to go out of, depart

from. 3. metaph. to come out so and so, to turn

out, Lat. evadere. 4. to go out of due bounds, to

digress. II. in fut. act., aor. ,.
Causal, to make to step out of, put out of a. ship, etc.;

cf..-, f. , to excite to Bacchic frenzy, to

makefrantic:—Pass, and Med. to be frenzied, rage.', aor. 2 imperat. of :—also Ep. for, 3 sing. ind.-, f.-: aor. 2-; pf.-:
—to throw or cast out : to disembark, land ; but also

to carry out to sea. 2. to cast

out of the country: and so to drive out, banish. II.

to strike out, Lat. excutere ; to fell

trees, properly to cut them out of the forest. III.

metaph., to let fall or drop a word;

so, to drop or shed tears. IV.
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to throw away, depose, reject : to hiss off" the stage,

Lat. explodere. 3. to break open. V. to send

out, get rid of, lose. VI. (sub.), of a river,

to empty or discharge itse
7

f.€€, aor. 2 inf. of.«, aor. 2 part, of.
€5, ecus, ,() a going out of a ship, a

landing. II. way out, egress : an escape.

«-, Dor. for-.
4-«, f., to confirm.-, toforce out : to wrestfrom.€-, f.- Att., Causal of -, to make to step out of: esp. to put out of a ship.6-, fut.-, pf.-, to devour.«, ov,() thrown out: rejected, de-

spised, despicable.€-<, aor. 2-, to go or come out.€-, f., to call or cry out.«-, , a marching out to aid. From-«, f., to march out to aid: to make a sally.4-£, f. Att. , (,) to peel off
from, as the skin off an onion;

to peel one of his stolen skins., ,() throwing out, throwing

overboard, esp. of goods in a storm. II. a cast-

ing out, banishment. III. a shootingforth ; -
the time when the corn shoots or comes

into ear. IV. an outlet, Lat. exitus ;

the mouth of a river ; opovs a defile

leading out of a chain of mountains ; *
a digression. V. (from Pass.) that which is cast

out; 8 earth cast out by a mattock;
children exposed on the mountains., ov,() cast out, exposed, of a child:

abortive. II. as Subst.,, , a cape, pro-

montory. 2., , cast off relics.-, f.-, to throw out or up, as froth

:

Pass, to be cast up or thrown on shore, of ships.«-, f., to strike out by lightning.«-, Dep. to bellow forth.«-, aros, ,() that which is

eaten out ; vpiovos saw-dust.4-, f. Att. , to give away in marriage

:

—Pass, to be given in marriage, marry.«-, Pass, to be given in marriage.«-, (, yavpos) Med. to exult greatly in.-, poet, for '/', pf. of^^ :

3 dual^^ ; inf.^^ [] ; part. ~-
yaujs, ^^.«-, f. \a] : for the tenses, v.^ :—to laugh out, laugh loud, burst out laughing : me-
taph. of a liquid, to gurgle out.

€K-y€Vns, €s, (, yivos) put out from one'sfamily,
without kith or kin.€-.,\-^: aor. 2^: pf."~, poet.*" (q. v.) : Dep. :

—

to grow out of,

springfrom : to be descendedfrom, born of. II.

to have gone by; ^^$ time having

gone by, elapsed. 2. impers.'', like ef>, it is allowed, it is granted.', ov,() sprung, descended from
any one : as Subst., Zkjovos, o, any descendant, son,

grandson ; ^ offspring, posterity.4-, f., to write out, copy:—Med. to write

out or copy for oneself. II. to strike out, expunge
from a list.4-, Ion. and in late Gr. for^^.€-, f., to burst into tears, []«-, f., to expend, consume, exhaust.-, pf. pass, of., 3 pi. Ion. plqpf. of.
«-, es, (, ) defective. Hence«, , afalling short, being hi arrear.-, f.-, aor. , to shew forth,

display.

4-€, Ion. for.«, €<ws, ,() a taking from : suc-

cession.4-, Dep. to look outfrom.
€-, Ion.- : f.—:—to skin, flay, strip

off the skin: hence to cudgel soundly.

ck-6€tos, ov, () fastened to or upon.

6«-€, Ion.-: f.-: aor. -
: Dep. :

—

to take or receive from : to take

up. 2. to receive the rule

from another: absol. to follow, succeed: of countries,

to come next. 3. to wait for, expect, Lat. exci-

pere. 4. to receive at a feast.

tK-, f.-, to bindfrom, i. e. to bind on or to

:

—Med. to bind a thing to oneself, hang it round one.-, ov, very manifest : conspicuous.«-, f., ($) to go abroad, travel

:

to be abroad, or on one's travels. Hence, , departurefrom home or from life.'-, ov, (, $) from home, abroad.««-, f.- : aor. 2 :

—

to go
through out of, pass over.€-, Pass, (,) to depart from
one's accustomed mode of life, change one's habits., , prentice-work, a sampler. From
CK-, f.- poet,- :

—

to teach

thoroughly, Lat. edocere

:

—Med. to have another taught

thoroughly

:

—Pass, to learn thoroughly.«-, Ion.- : fut.- [d]

:

aor. 2 :

—

to run away from, escape.«-, f.-: aor. : pf.:
aor. 2 med. :

—to give out, give up, Lat.

reddere : to surrender. 2. to give out of one's

house; or to give away

one's daughter in marriage. 3. to give out for

money, farm out, let out for hire : to put out money

to interest, lend out. II. (sub.) to issue

forth from a place; of a river, to empty itself.€-€, Dep. to tell to the end, recount in full.-, f., to decide by giving judgment, of a

judge. II. to avenge. Hence
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tivos to avenge one on another. Hence, eo>s, , an avenging : vengeance.

€k-8ikos, ov, (4/c, ) without law, lawless, Lat.

exlex : Adv.(, lawlessly. II. carrying out

justice, avenging : as Subst.,', , an avenger.

«-), f. , to throwfrom the chariot.6-, f. later, to drive away, banish.

€-€, f., to shake out, confound.«, ea>s, ,() a giving up, surrender-

ing. 2. a giving in marriage., tut. med. of.«, verb. Adj. of, one must give in

marriage.', ov, (') given up, betrayed.€, aor. I inf. of.«, ,(() a receiving from another,

successiofi.«-, Pass. (!/f,) to become a

serpent.&, aor. 2 inf. of., ,() a running out, sally, charge:

—also a band of skirmishers.€-, , one that sallies out, a skirmisher.',, , () that which is put off, a

skin, garment.

€|€, either Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of,
or for I pi. opt.

€-, see.«, €<ws, , a slipping out, escape. From
«-, f.- [] : aor. : to strip off

from another ; to strip him of
his tunic ; to strip him. II. in

pres., with Med., aor. 2 act. Qebw,
pf. €£, to put off. 2. to get out of, slip out

of. 3. metaph. to get away from, escape.-, Pass. [€,$) to become quite a

Dorian.«, Ep. for, aor. I of(.«, Ion. for€, 3 pi. impf. of.", Adv. at or in that place, there, Lat. illic.

€K€ia, Ep. aor. I of.
€K€i0€v, Adv. from that place, thence, Lat. illinc

;

c. gen., yon side of the grove.

€€, (!«€?) Adv. at that place, there, Lat. illic :

Dor..
4sc€ivos Ion. Keivos, 77, o, Aeol. -rjvos, Dor.,

Att. also strengthd. €€: demonstr. Pron. (enei) :—that person or thing, Lat. Me, Ma, Mud : when ob-

tos and Zkuvos refer to two things before mentioned,

(Keivos, Me, refers to the more remote, outos, hie, to

the nearer. II. used also like Me, to denote

well-known persons ; Keivos' 6e6s, magnus Me
Dens. III. in Att., eKeivos precedes the Art.

when it is emphatic, as, eKetvos : and follows

the Subst., when it is not emphatic, as (Kei-

vos. IV. Adv., in that way, in that case:

Ion. /cciVcuS. V. the dat. fern. eKeivrj is also used

as Adv., I. of Place, there, at that place, on that

road. 2. of Manner, in that manner.
€K€ipa, aor. I of., Att., Adv. (eKei) to that place, thither,

Lat. ilhic.

«««, 3 sing, plqpf. (in impf. sense) of'.
€K€«ev9ei, 3 sing, plqpf. of(.
4€€, 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 of.€€, 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.46€, Ion. for, 3 pi. plqpf. pass,

of.
«KeAev, Dor. for, 2 sing. impf. of., aor. 1 of.
£€, Aeol. and Ep. aor. I of(.
€€-€, , ((, ) a holding of hands, a

cessation of hostilities, armistice.-, f.-, to boil out or over : c. gen.,

^eee she ran over, swarmed with worms.

«-£€, f., to search out.-, f., to light up again, rekindle.

€, Ep. aor. 1 of., , a dartingfrom afar, archery. From-, ov, (l/cas,)far-darting, far-shoot-

ing, epith. of Apollo in Iliad.€, ov, collat. form of(, at one's ease,

quiet, Lat. securus. II. metaph. of things, as of

a field lying at rest or fallow.

"EKHTI Att. €, Prep, with gen. by means of,

by virtue of, by the grace or help of. II. later =
eveKa, on account of,for the sake of. 2. as regards,

as to, Lat. quod attinet ad.

tK-, f., to warm thoroughly.«, f. , to amaze, astonish : Pass, to be

amazed, astonished. From'-, ov, (4a:,) amazed, astounded.«-, f.. (4,) to root out, extirpate.', Ep. for e^eOavov, aor. 2 of.€-, f., Ion., Dep. to see out,

see to the end.6-€, f. , (4/c,) to make a spec-

tacle of.

€-€£, f. , (4/r, Oeiov) to deify.

€0€€ or 64€, Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of.
€K;0eCs, eioa, ev, aor. 2 part, of.-, f. Att. , to mow completely: to cut

down.

€*-6, f. , (}, flepjuus) to warm or heat

thoroughly

.

, aor. 2 med. inf. of., , ,() a putting out, exposing.

€K0€tos, ov,() pat out, exposed.

€ c-, f.-, to run or sally out.6-, Dep. to hunt out, catch.

€~€, f. , =.
ex-, f. , to press, squeeze out: metaph. to

crush, oppress.
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«-, fut.- : aor. :

—

to be

dying, be at the last gasp ; ^ or^
to be nigh dead with laughter.€-, f., Dep. to eat tip, feast on.', for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.
€-«, f., to mourn out or aloud.«-, fut.- : aor. :

—to leap

out of, leap forthfrom.4-, f., to burn as incense.«-, ov, (,) very spirited, ardent, eager:

also frantic, like Lat. amens.

«-, f. [] : for the tenses v. :
—to offer

up, sacrifice : metaph. to destroy utterly. 2. Med.

to atone for, expiate by offerings : of a god, to propi-

tiate, appease., [], 2 sing. impf. of: of$ from.€ [], impf. of.!-£, f. , to burst out into loud laughter.4-, f.- : aor. :— to

cleanse out, clear out : to clear away, get rid of.-<•, f. -, to sleep out, sleep away

from one's quarters.--, , at, , indecl. sixteen.€€-, ov, (,) sixteen

palms long.-, ov,(,) consisting of

sixteen threads., , ov,() sixteenth.

€€-€5, , ,(,) sixteen years

old : fern, ^ercens,.
«-Kcupos, ov, (, Kaipcs) out of date.

€-, Att.4 : fut.- : aor. :
—

to burn out. II. to set onfire, ki?idle : inflame.

€-«, f., (,) to befaint-hearted.4-, (,) Dep. to pull out with

afishing-rod.
€-«, f., to callforth :—Med. to call out to

oneself; metaph. to call forth, elicit, excite.4-, f. , to uncover, reveal

:

—Med. to

unveil oneself.4-, f.- : aor. 2 :
—to be tired

out : c. ace. to grow weary of a thing.-, Med. (,) to yield asfruit.«-, Med. (,) to reap or enjoy

thefruit of : metaph. to derive advantagefrom.4-€, aor. 2 of, to look downfrom.€-£, f., (:,) to ptdl out the stalk:

metaph. to destroy root and branch.€-, f., Dep. to vaunt aloud.

4-, Att. for.
€KK€as, aor. part, of.
€-€, used as Pass, of, to be cast out

or exposed. II. c. gen. to fallfrom out of.,, pf. act. and pass, of \-.4€, 4€, pf. act. and pass, of, -.

-, -€, f., to empty out, desolate.

€k-k€vt«d, f., to prick out. II. to pierce, stab.

4-€£, f. , to pillage : to cut off root and
branch.

€€\, pf. pass, of : whence«/, Adv. profusely, extravagantly.€€, pf. pass, of.4-, f., (,) to enfeeble, exhaust.4- Att.- : fut. £ :
— to proclaim by

a herald, declare publicly. II. to banish by public

proclamation.

€-€, f., to move out : to put up, rouse,-\, f. --, to cry aloud.€-, f.- [], to break off.- Ion.-' Att. -|: Att. fut.•:—to shut out: metaph. to exclude or hinderfrom.-, f. , to remove stealthily, purloin.4-, Ion. for., ,() an assembly of the citizens

summoned by the crier, the legislative assembly : at

Athens, the ordinary assemblies were called -, four in each : the extraordinary. II. the Church. Hence«, f. : impf. or-, but also (as if the Verb were a

compd. and not derived from) ; so aor. I

:

—

to hold an assembly, debate therein :

absol. to debate. II. to sit in assembly. III.

to summon to the assembly.4{, Att. fut. of.«, ov,() called forth, Lat. evocatus:

selected to arbitrate on a point.4-, f.-, to bend aside : to bend down, of

stakes. II. intr. to turn away from: absol. to give

ground, retire. 2. to decline or degenerate into.4-, f. , to wear out : metaph. to tease to

death, like Lat. enecare ; Dor. 3 pi. fut..
4-, f., to rub or cut deeply.4-6, Dep. (,) to cajole or

cheat by juggling tricks.4-£, f. Att. , (, kokkos) to take out

the kernel: to ptdl anything out of its place, dislocate;

to put out one's ancle;

ras$ to empty the cities.-, f., to scrape out, erase, obliterate.4-, f., to swim out of.€, , a carrying out or off. From
4-£, f. Att. , to carry out : to carry to

a place of safety; ' to

keep one out of trouble. II. to endure.-,, f. , to utter vaunthigly.€-€, Dep. (,) to set forth in

plausible terms.-, f.: pf.- :—Pass., aor. 2-: pf.:—to cut out, knock out

:

—Pass.,

he had his eyes knocked out. 2.

to cut down, fell : to cut off, destroy, Lat. exscin-

dere. 3. to beat offfrom a place, repulse.
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-, f., to sweep out : to sweep clean.«-, (, Kopis) to clear of bugs.«-, f., to sum up shortly.«-, Pass, to hang ?ipon, listen attentively to.-, f. [] :

—

to let hang from
or by:—Pass, to hatigfrom or upon, cling to. Hence

€€,, is, hangingfrom or upon.4-, poet. Pass, of.«-, f., to choose or single out, select. 2.

to expel, reject. 3. to separate, secrete. Hence

«KKpiTOS, ov, picked out, chosen ; as Adv.,

above all, eminently.«,, , a beating out, driving away: and«, ov, beaten out : of embossed work,

worked in relief. From
CK-, f. , to beat or dash out. 2. to drive

back, repulse : to hiss an actor off the stage, Lat. ex-

plodere. 3. to put off, adjourn.€-, f., to tumble headlong out of.€-, f., to bring forth.-, f., to wheel out by means of the -
(q. v.):—Pass, to be brought to sight by this

means; ' come, ivheel yoxirself out!

i.e. shew yourself ; cf.. Hence. aros, to, a theatrical machine which

disclosed the interior of the house to the spectators

:

cf..€-, f.- : aor. I :—Pass.,

aor. :
—to roll out or off: Pass, to be

rolled or thrown out ; he rolled

headlong from the chariot : also hence to extricate

oneself or escapefrom.
CK-, (,) to undulate : to be uneven.

€«, ($) of a hound, to quest about.«-€, f., to hunt down.

€K-kuvos, ov, (,) of a hound, questing about,

not keeping on one scent.€-, f., to peep out of: to get out.4-, f., to comeforth i?i thefestive proces-

sion : to rush madly out.-, f., and-, f., (,)
to deafen, stun

:

—metaph., the

swords grew blunt.', aor. 2 of.€£, aor. I of.4-, f.-: aor. 2:—to ob-

tain by lot or fate.€€, Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 med. of.
«-£, f. Att. , to kick out : metaph. to

spurn at.

€-«, f., to speak out, divjdge.4-, f.- : aor. 2 : for the

other tenses, v.:—to take or choose out. II.

to receive, hear. III. to contract to do work, opp.

to (to let it out).6-, f. : aor. :
—to shine or

flash forth. II. trans, to make to shine, light up,

kindle.

tK-, aor. 2, to escape notice ut-

terly. II. «-, with aor. Dor.-, Ep. redupl. aor. 2, Causal of kic-, to make quite forgetful of a thing:—Med., with Ep. redupl. aor. 2 :

pf. pass,, toforget utterly.

4<£, f. £, —, to cast outfrom.

[], aor. 2 pass, of.«, aor. I of.€-, f., to lap up : to drink off.

6-«, f. £: for the tenses v. ^:— to pick

out, single out

:

—Med. to choose out for oneself,

choose. 1. in Med. also to pick out, pull out ones

gray hairs. II. to collect tribute.«-, f. : aor. 2 : pf. :—to leave out, omit. 2. to forsake, abandon,

quit. 3. ' Tis if any one

left the number incomplete. II. of the sun, to

be eclipsed; in full, ovpavov. III. intr. to leave off, cease, stop. Hence', feus, , a forsaking, quitting. II. a

disappearance of sun or moon, an eclipse.

4€05, , ,() chosen out, selected; 01

the elect.^,-, Ep. redupl. aor. 2 act. and med.

of., pf. pass, of.€, Ep. for, 2 sing. impf. of.
cK-, f. , tofreefrom the shell, to hatch.

€-, f. £, to cease entirely.!-, f.-, see II.

€9, aor. 1 pass, of.
65, $, ,{) forgetfulness : for-

getting andforgiving.-, poet, for.
€€5, Dor. I pi. aor. I pass, of.
€-/•, f., to fatten:—Pass, to growfat.

/imv, aor. 2 inf. of., is,() failing, deficient: -^ —, there was an eclipse of

the sun. II. omitted.«, ,() a picking out, choice, electiofi :

a levy of troops or taxes. II. a choice selection,

as of extracts from authors.-, Dep. to compute, reckon, calculate: to

consider, reflect on., aor. 2 of.-, f. , to wash out.-, f. , to bring forth :— Pass, to be

born.4, aor. 1 subj. pass, of.
€<5, , ,() a release, deliverance., () able to release;

a means of delivering, a release, an expiatory offering.

ckXvtos, ov, let loose, discharged. From-, f. [] : for the tenses v. —to loose

or set freefrom; to give a loose to his

tongue :—so also in Med. II. to unloose, unstring
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a bow : hence to "break up, put an end to

:

be faint, exhausted, despond.«-,, Dep. to sustain grievous injuries.

€-7£, f. , (4/,) to lay bare.4€, ,(^) the impression of a seal,

a seal;^ a counterfeit of rock,—said

®f a hardy fisherman.€, aor. 2 pass, of.-, f.-: aor. :—to drive mad
with any passion ; to kindle passiotiate

desire

:

—Pass, with aor. 2^. intr. pf. act. -
:
—to go mad with passion : to rave, be frantic.', ,() an impress, image.€-, {.-: aor. 2: pf. \-^ :

—

to learn thoroughly, to learn by heart :

in past tenses, to have learnt thoroughly, and so to

know full well, perceive. II. to examine closely,

search out.€, aor. 2 subj. pass, of.«, aor. I part, of.4-, f. , (4/c, ^) to drive raving

mad

:

—Pass, to go raving mad.-, f., to bear witness to a thing.4- Att. - : fut. £ : aor. :

Pass., pf.^ :
—to wipe off:—Med. to wipe

away one's tears. II. to mould ox model in wax or

plaster, to take an impression of: to imprint an image.

4-€, f. , to search out.«-, to make quite drunk.-, Dep. to have a chief share in 2l thing

;

, Ep. perf, used only in 3 pers. sing•.

€-€.€, f., to train carefidly : to practise

diligently., pf. of., pf. med. of'.
6-6«>, f., to measure out

:

—Med. to mea-

sure outfor oneself : to take measure of.'-, ov, {etc,) measureless, boundless,

Lat. immensus.«, aor. I inf. of€.«-, ov, (e£,) of six months, half yearly

:

as Subst.,, , a space of six months.

eK-, Dep., of an army, to defile out of.

tx-, to pollute.€-€, Dep. to imitate faithfully.«-, f., to let outfor hire:—Med. to hire.«, Ep. for l^e/xoXe, 3 sing. aor. 2 of€.«-, f., (,) to teach fully.«-, f., to work out with toil, Lat. elabo-

rare : to win hardly or by great exertion, to achieve.-, f. , (4/,) to heave with the

lever, to force one's way.

c--, f., to suck out.-£, f. , (/,) to turn up one's

nose at, mock at.-£, f. , (i/c, veos) to grow young or fresh.-, Med. to feed off, Lat. depasci. 2. to

go forth to feed, goforth.

—.
Pass, to , pf. of.-£, f. , to cut the sinews

:

—Pass., pf. -^, to be unnerved.-, f. : aor. (gevcvaa :

—

to turn aside,

turn away. II. to sink down. III. to give

a nod or sign to do a thing.-, fut.- : aor. (:—to swim out

or away, escape by swimming : generally, to escape.-, f. , to bleep off a drunken Jit, become

sober again.-, f.- (as if from) : aor. e£evapa

:

—to wash out or away.-, f., to conquer completely: to achieve

by force. II. intr. to prevail, grow into use ;

to win its way to the fa-

bulous.-, ov, (,) unusual, unwonted, strange.

Adv. -t'a>s, Sup.(.-, ov, (,) tinusual, unwonted : un-

lawfid :—Adv. -, discorda?itly

.

-, f., to return from, to return.-, Dep. to take for oneself., Dor. 3 sing. impf. of.«, Ep. aor. 1 of., Adv. () freely, willingly., Ep. 3 sing. aor. I med. of.
(kowios, a, ov, (£) of one's own free will, volun-

tary. Adv. -$ ; also 4£ kKovatas or'., Pass, to be astonished or amazed. II.

to wonder at, admire exceedingly. From-, ov, (metath. for-, from \--) frightful, terrible, fearf?d. Adv. /-
7«, also neut. tKwayXov and'/ used as Adv.,

terribly, fearfully, greatly. II. astonishing, won-

derful.,$,, anything reared, a child. From-, f. , to bring up from a child : to

educate.-, to rushfuriously forth.-: f.-: aor.:—to strike out

of a thing, disappoint.-, Adv. for , of old, long ago.-, to shake out

:

—Pass, to spirt out., Ep. for^, 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass,

of.-, f. £, tc strike out of one's senses.

€K-ir<iTU>s, a, ov, (4/f,) out of the common
path ; excessive.-, f., to set quite at rest, put an end to :—
Med. to take one's rest.-, f. , to persuade, over-persuade.

--£, f., to tempt.-, fut.- [a] : aor. I (£enei-

[] : Dep. :

—

to make trial of, prove, tempt. 2.

to ifiquire of another.

€-€, whence impers. 4/nreAet, it is allowed.

€-€, fut. : aor. ^'^ :

—

to send out

oxforthfrom : of things, to export. 2. to call or
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fetch out, sendfor: Pass, to go forth, depart. II.

to dismiss, drive away : to divorce. Hence-, ecus, , a sending out ox forth.€€, 3 sing. pf. pass, of.-, pf. pass, of.--, pf. pass, of.€€., pf. pass, of.,, pf. pass, of, both in

med. and pass, sense.€€, 3 sing. pf. pass, of.€€, Dor. pf. of.
«xireirrajievos, , ov, pf. pass. part, of,

expanded, open. Adv. -vqjs, extravagantly., pf. of.
«€,€€, Ep. 3 sing, and pi. of.-, f., to bring to an end

:

—Pass, to be

fidfilled., aros, , a passing out. From
€-€ : f. [] Ion. : Ion. aor. I-

:

—

to pass through or over : metaph., to accom-

plish.

€-6^, f. Att. , (,) to escape

like a partridge, fly away.€-, fut.-, to destroy utterly.-^, to go all round.€6, aor. I inf. of., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of :. for, aor. 2 inf.

€-€, f.- : aor. 2 both in med. and

act. forms and :

—

to fly out, forth

or away.€-€, f.- [] : Ep. aor. :

—to spread out, unfurl, spread : to stretch out.€€5, ov,() ready to fly out of the

nest : metaph. of a girl, marriageable.€-€, aor. 2-, =.€-€, Ep. for., pf. of~., pf. part. pi. fem. nom. of.4-, f., to leap out orforth : esp of a

beseiged force, to sallyforth. 7. to leap up. Hence

€•7, aros, , a leap out or forth.-\, f. Att. , (,) to reel off,

wind out : fut. med., tivos to wind
something out of a man.-, Dep. (,) to gush forth.(-, f.- : aor., pass.-

:

—

to Jill up, fill full of. 2. to sati-

ate. II. to fulfil. III. tofinish, complete.4- [] : f.- ; aor. 2 : for the

other tenses, v. :

—

to drink out or off, quaff,

drain. II. metaph. to empty out, drain.6-, to sell off.-, f.- : aor. : pf.-
:

—

to fall out of or downfrom. 2. to fall

from, be deprived of, lose, Lat. excidere. 3. to be

driven out of one's country, be banished. 4. to be

cast ashore, to be wrecked, Lat. ejici. 5. of actors,

to be hissed off the stage, Lat. explodi. 6. to come
out or forth, sally out: to get out of, escape: to de-

part from. 7• t0 issue , result in.€-, poet, for.€, aor. 2 inf. pass, of.«, ov, (,) six plethra long.

€k-tt\€os, poet. exirXeios, a, ov, Att. eicirXecuS, :

(,) quitefill : complete, entire : abundant.-\, f.- : aor. £ : Ion.\, f.- :
—to sail out, go out ofport ; c.

ace, tols vavs €ts to outsail the

ships into the open sea.

€k-tt\€(os, , Att. for., Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.-, =.€05, »,() striking with terror,

astounding. Adv. -kSjs, in amazement.«, €, ,() panic fear, consterna-

tion ;' terror caused by misfortunes.

tK-, f., to fill quite up. 2. of ships,

to man completely. 3. to fulfil. .-
povv to cross over the harbour, Lat. emetiri

spaiium.«- Att.- : fut. £ : aor. :
—

to strike out of, drive away :
— to frightefi out of one's

senses, scare, astound. II. Pass., mostly in aor.

2^ [], Ep. 3 sing, and pi.,-
*: later also aor. 1 :

—to be panic-struck,

amazed.
«skitXoos contr. cscirXovs, ,() a sailing out,

leaving port.- [], to wash out. Hence
tKTrXtiTos, ov, to be washed out.-, Ion. for.- Ep. -irveico , f.- or— :

aor. :
—to breathe out or forth. 2.

to breathe one's last, expire ; and so -
alone. II. intr., of the wind, to blow out

or outwards : to burst out. Hence., , a breathing out, expiring.

6-8, Adv. (,) out of the way ;

to stand out of the way ;

to get out o/his way. Opp. to.
€-€, f. : aor. :

—to put out a

child, give him in adoption, II. Med. to pro-

duce, bring forth. III. to make completely, finish

off. Hence, ecus, , a putting forth, emission : and€5, , ov, put forth, given in adoption.-, f. Att. , to pull out wool or hair.

€-•€«, f., to excite to war, make hostile.-^, f., to make hostile, involve in war:

Pass, to become an enemy to.-\,{'., to take by siege, Lat. expugnare.(, ,() a sending out or forth.-, f. : aor. :
—to work out,

finish off, execute, bring to perfection, Lat. elabo-

rare :—Pass, to be brought to perfection ; oitos (-
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corn prepared for use ;

to have their bodies in good training. II.

to work hardfor, to earn by labour. III. to pre-

vail on by importunity. IV. to search out. V.

of food, to digest by labour.

€-€•, f. , to make to go out, fetch out

:

—
Med. and Pass., fut.-, aor.,
to go out or forth, to go away, march out.-, f. , =, to pillage : metaph.

to undo. II. to carry off as plunder. Hence€, opos, , a ravager, destroyer.€-€, f. , to carry away by sea.€-£ : f. Att. : aor. :
—to

invent, co?itrive. II. tofind means for doing a

thing, to provide, furnish, supply:—Med. to provide

for oneself, procure.

€K-7ropvevu>, f. , to be given to fornication.€-, Ion. for- : Dor. pf.-
: Dep. :

—

to fly out or forth : metaph. to be

lifted up or elated.€-7 Att.- : f. £ : aor. I :

—

to do completely, bring about, achieve, Lat. effi-

cere. II. to make an end of, kill, Lat. con-

ficere. III. to exact a fine : to exact punishment

for, to avenge.

«-&, to soothe, mollify.

€KTCp€irrjS, es, () distinguished out of all,

pre-eminent. II. {\,) unseemly, unbe-

coming.-, to be pre-eminent in a thing.

iKirpeiTtos, Adv. of n, tinreasonably.

cx-, Ion. for.€-, f.- : aor. 2:—to saw out.«-^, f. : Dep. to be very zealous.

cK-', f., to pour forth.«-&,,, f : Med. to callforth to or

for oneself ; Ep. aor. I part,.
iKirpoKpi0€Ls, aor. I pass. part, of«-, f.-, to select in preference.

eK-irpoXeiiro), f. , to forsake; aor. 2 part,-.«-, f., to honour above all.«-, f.-, to escapefrom.«-^, f. -*, to pourforth.-, Dep. to expand the wings.«-, f. £, to scare awayfrom.
€-€, f., =1 :—Pass, to be scared.€-, f. or [] : aor. :

—
to spit out : %to spit in token of disgust.

«c-, f.- : aor. 2( :

Dep. :

—

to search out, makefidl inquiry about, hear of.«-, f., to burn to ashes, consume. Hence«, ccys, , a conflagration.«-, ov, heard of, discovered.«, aros, ,() a drinking-cup.€-, poet, for,., Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. I pass, of.

€-, f. , to drive out with a rod.€3, aor. 2 inf. pass, of^.€, fut. 2 pass, of.', aor. 2 of.
[], aor. I pass, of.€, Ep. impf. of.4-, f. : aor. :—to scatter out

from., for, 2 sing. impf. of.
€-, f.- : pf.£( : aor. 2 pass, (in

act. sense) :
—to flow out ox forth. 2. of

feathers, tofall off. 3. to melt or fall away. II.

trans, to shed, letfall.4- or«- : fut. -£ : aor. 1 i£-

:—Pass., fut. 2^ : aor. 2 k£(ppa-

7771/ :

—

to break otit, break off:—Pass, to snap asun-

der. II. in Pass, also, to break or burst out, to

break forth. III. also intr. in Act., to break out

or forth.-, f., to root out., aor. I pass, of.-, f. : aor. ( :
—to throw out,

cast forth., contr. cicpovs, <5, () outflow, outfall.-, f., to gulp down.

[uj, aor. 2 pass, of.4-, f.-, to rescue, deliver., aor. I pass, of.4-, to shake violently.«-, f. : aor. :—Ep. for.
«-, f. : aor. 1 :

—

to shake out.6-6 : pf. : plqpf. (in aor. sense)

: Pass. : {,) :

—

to rush forth from,

flee away from.4-, f., to signify, denote.6-, f., to put to utter silence'.6-€, f. , to rake out, pull away.€-€, f.- [], to scatter abroad.

!-€£, f. , to disfurnish.4-, inf.- : impf. :
—to wipe out.-, f. : aor. :

—

to scare

away.-, f. [a] : aor. (, Ep. part,

med. :
—to draw out, pluck out.

€-€, f.-, to pour out as a libation.

€-€, f. , to hasten out.'-, ov, (e/,) out of the treaty, ex-

cludedfrom it.-, ov, (e£,) six stades long.«, €a>s, ,() a being put out of its

place : of the mind, distraction, astonishment

:

—a

trance : (hence Engl, ecstasy).

!-€, f.-, aor. £\ :

—

to send

out : to deck out.

4-6, f. : aor. £€• : pf. pass. l£e-

:

—

to deck out with garlands.

€-3€, , a going out on service. From«-, f. , to march out : to lake thefield.
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€-€6, f. : pf.-
: Dep. :

—

to encamp outside.

4-4, f. : aor. :

—

to turn

aside, overturn. II. to turn inside out : metaph.

to change entirely : to pervert.- Att. -, f. , to whistle or hiss off

the stage, Lat. explodere.6- [], to drag out : aor. 2 pass, [].€-, f. Alt. , to seal up :— Pass, to

be shut out from.-, f. : aor. :

—

to keep safe, pre-

serve

:

—Med. to save oneself save one's life :— Pass.,

to seek for safety in the island.

€-€, f. , (,) to heap or pile up.

€ktS, Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 of.« [], Adv.() outstretched.

CKTaSios, , ov,() outspread.

€KTa$eis, aor. I part. pass, of.
€€, Ep. 3 pi. aor. pass, of.«, fut. pass, of.
2€, Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.«, Ep. for, I pi. aor. 2 of., Ep. aor. 2 med. (with pass, sense) of.4-, Ion. for.€, Ep. 3 pi. aor. 2 of n.«, aor. 2 of.€-, f. : aor. , Ep.- :

aor. I pass, :—poet, for, to stretch

out in the dust, lay low

:

—Pass, to lie outstretched.«- Att. -, f. : aor. :

—

to disquiet, confound, agitate.«- Att. -, f. , to draw an army out in

order

:

—Med., of an army, to draw up in line.

€6, Ion. 3 pi. plqpf. of.
4-60, pf. pass, of., aor. I pass. part, of.
4-€, fut.— : aor. : pf. :

—Pass., aor. : pf. :
—to stretch

out, to stretch along, esp. of a corpse : hence, to lay

loiu :—Pass, to lie outstretched, lie along : metaph. of

the mind, to be on the stretch, on the rack. II.

to stretch out, extend, prolong. III. to strain to

the uttermost.

€-€£, f. Att. , to fortify completely : to

buildfrom the growid.-\, f., to bring quite to an end.- : Ep. impf. : f. -, Ep.- :— fut. med. in pass, sense :

—

to

bring to an end, accomplish, achieve.

-\•\$, is, (,) brojtght to an end, perfect

:

ripe, mature.€- Ion. —
: f. : aor. 2 :— to cut out from, cut out : to cut trees out of a wood,

to cut down. 2. to hew out, hew into shape. II.

to castrate.

6KT€veux, , earnestness, zeal. From

€KT€vu)S, Adv. earnestly, zealously, assiduously

:

Comp. more earnestly., a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be held. II.

neut., one must have or hold.«, intrans. pf. of.4€, pf. pass, of.
Iktcvs, , 6, () the sixth part (sextarius) of

the,= 8 chcenixes.€-€, f. : aor. - :

Dep. :

—

to contrive, devise.

4-, f. : aor. 2 :
—to make melt

away

:

—Pass., with intr. pf. act. , to melt

away. II. Pass., also, to slipfrom the mind, opp.

to.«, for, pf. of.«, 2 sing. aor. I of.4-, f.- : to set out, put outside :
—to put

out, expose. II. to set up, exhibit.4-, f.- : aor. 2 :

—

to bringforth.4-, f.- : pf. pass, :
—to pluck

or pidl out : Pass. , having one's

hair plucked out.4-, f., to honour highly.-, ov, (,) without honour€-, f. , to shake out or off.4-, f.- : aor. :

—

to pay off, pay
infull; to pay the full penalty. II.

Med. to exact full payment for a thing, avenge : to

take vengeance on.4-, f.- : aor. :
—to cause

a miscarriage. II. intr. to miscarry.

tKToOev, Adv. () Ep. for,from ivithout,

c. gen. : outside., Adv. () out of, outside, c. gen.4-€, f. , to wind quite off, to bring to an
end.

€kto|X6ijs,, ,() one that cuts out : fern.

43,., , () a cutting out: castration.

Hence, , , one castrated, a eunuch.«-, f. , to shoot out, shoot away : to throw

away. 2. to shoot from a place, shoot arrows.

-TOmos, a, ov, also os, ov, —.
€k-tottos, ov, (, tottos) away from a place, dis-

tant : hence out of the way, foreign, strange.

4-«, f., to bore through, stab to death.

«ktos, 77, ov, () the sixth.

6KTOS, Adv. () Lat. extrinsecus, opp. to; I.

of Place, without, outside : as Prep, with gen. out of,

farfrom : freefrom. 2. out of, beyond. 3•

except. II. of Time, beyond, over.', () Adv. outwards.',,() Adv. from without, with-

out, outside : farfrom, apart from.
€K-TpaiT€£os, ,(,) awayfrom or banished^, , ((.) stretched out : metaph. earn- from the table

est, zealous, assiduous. 2. abundant. Hence j <•-£, f. Att. , of a horse, to throw
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the rider over its head: generally, to throw off or

down :—Pass, to break one's neck.€- [], f., to make rough.

4x-Tp€ir&>, f., to turn offox aside, divert : metaph.,

to turn aside, dissuade :—Pass, and Med. to turn aside

from, to avoid.

€-6, fl- : aor. :—to bring up

from childhood, rear up

:

—Med. to rear tipfor oneself.-, f.- and- (from *5pe-) :
—to run out or forth : to make a sally. 2.

to run off or away. 3. metaph. of anger, to burst

forth.4-, f. : aor. ;—Pass., fut. 2 -
: pf. :

—to rub out ; -' to producefire by rubbing. II. to rub

hard. III. to destroy by rubbing, destroy root

and branch ; to bring life to a wretched

end., aor. I inf. of., ,() a turning offor aside. II.

a turning oneself from, avoidance :
— a

resting-pla.ee ; Xoyov digression.€-, f., to wear out, exhaust.«-, f.-, to eat up, devour.«, aros, ,() a child untimely

bom, an abortion.«, aor. 2 of.
«K-Ttiiros, ov, (,) beaten out, wrought in re-

lief. Hence-, f., to work in relief.

«:<-, f., to make quite blind. Hence, , , a making quite blind.

€ioj€i, 3 sing. impf. of., , a step-mother, Ep. word for.
cVupov, aor. 2 of.
Iicvpos, 6, a step-father, Ep. word for $.

(Deriv. uncertain.)', aor. I of.', aor. I of.
6:<-€, to eat up, devour : only used in aor. 2,

the pres. in use being.€:<- [], f., to make quite clear.€-, f.- : aor. :
—to shew forth,

bring to light : to betray, make known ; -
to declare war :—Pass, and Med., f.-

and- : aor. , aor. 2

[] :— to shine out or forth, to shew oneself, appear,

come to light. Hence
€:<§, e's, shini?ig forth, manifest. Adv. -vws., pres. inf. med. of.«, €«, ,() a declaration., , () beyond power of speech :

—
Adv., expressly, plainly ; or, beyond words to

express, i. e. impiously.

€-££, f. Att. , to depreciate., Ep. for, inf. of.
€:<-€, f. : aor. I and 2 ^,-

iyKov :— fut. med. in pass, sense :

—

to carry

out of: to carry out a corpse for burial, Lat. efferre

:

also to carry away : to carry off as prize :—Pass, to be

carried out; metaph. to be carried away by pas-

sion. 2. to put out of a ship. II. to bring

forth, to produce. 2. to accomplish, fidfil : bring

about. 3. to bring out, put forward, to publish, pro-

claim : to tell abroad, betray. 4. to put forth,

exert. 5. , Lat. inferre bellum,

to begin war. 6. to shew signs of, shew. III.

to carry out or to the end. IV. intr. (sub.-) to run out of the course, of race-horses : also to

run away. 2. to come to an end.

€-€, f.- and- : aor. 2-
/yov : pf.^ :

—

to flee out or away, escape :

tofl.ee out of, escapefrom; /3eAos $. 2.

to escapefrom danger; esp. to be acquitted.

«-, to speak out, speak : aor. 2 inf. med..
eye-, to destroy utterly : Pass, to be undone

;

iniper., begone ! aor. 2 part.$.€-, only used in Pass, to perish utterly
; 3 pi.

pf., they have utterly perished] 3 sing,

plqpf., oTvos the wine had all been con-

sumed out of the ships.

€-«, f., to love passionately.€-£, f. Att. , =.
€-£, f. £: aor. :—to set on fire.

€-4*, f., to frighten out or away, affright

:

—Pass, to be affrighted.4-, fut. , to make red or bloody.«-, Ion. -«, fut., to go out ox forth., , (-) a carrying out of a corpse to

burial. 2. a blabbing, betrayal. II. (from

Pass.) of horses, a running away.

€-€*, =, to carry out a corpse for bu-

rial :—Med. to take out with one:— Pass, to move

forth. II. to carry quite out. III. in Pass.,

to be cast up on shore, Lat. ejici.4, ,() that which is brought forth,

fruit, produce ; also rent, tithe.«, ov, () to be carried out, export-

able. II. to be made known.

€*-£, Pass., to be sold like merchandise

:

hence to be betrayed.

cK-, f., to tell infull.

€-6 poet, : f., also : (,
which only occurs in compos., v.-, -) :
—to let out, bring out

:

—Pass, to go out.€-£, f. Att. », to think out, devise, in-

vent, Lat. excogitare.

tK-, ov, gen. ovos, (,) out of one's mind,

mad, senseless, Lat. amens : also, frenzied.€-•, =^.
€€, Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.€-, f. , to watch carefully., aor. 2 inf. of, formed from.
eK-, f., to blow or breathe oxit : metaph.,

to blow up a war from a spark.
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«-, I. Causal in pres , in f. [] :

aor. ( :

—

to beget, produce. II. intr.

in pf.(, aor. 2, and in Med.-
:—

/

be produced or bomfrom, growfrom, c. gen.

:

absol., a bom tattler.

€-€, f., to pronounce aloud.«-, f. [], to let go from.
tK-, f., to puff up, make vain.6€, 3 sing. Ep. aor. I med. of.-, f. -6 : aor. , Ep. : pf. L•-

:

—

to pour out, Lat. effundo : to pourforth in

vain, lavish, squander. II. Pass., aor.^ \y] :

pf. : Ep. forms, 3 pi. plqpf., aor.

2 or', part,* :

—

to be poured

out, to stream out or forth : generally, to spread out or

abroad:—to give loose to passion, Lat. effimdi in . . .

4-€, f. , to break out of the chorus. II.«,, as Dep., to drive out of the chorus.

4-, Ion. -€, like :
—to suffice, be

enoughfor : only used as impers.,(,
it will be, was enojigh or si/fficientfor.

«-, f., to declare as an oracle.««-, Dep. to squeeze moneyfrom, levy

contributions on.«, aor. I part. pass, of.«, fut. ind. of.
[], Ep. aor. 2 part. pass, of.«, 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.«, ov, () poured out : unconfined, out-

spread, Lat. effusus :—', , drink.4-, f.- : pf. pass :

—

to

raise by heaping up soil : to silt up, of a river.

4-€, f. , to go out and atvay, depart

from. 2. to slip out of: hence of a joint, to be

dislocated. 3. to give way : to give place to.€-, f. , to give up the ghost, Lat. exspiro.',, kicov, willing, voluntary, of free

will. II. often in phrase eivai (where the

inf. seems to be pleonastic), willingly, purposely. .

«, Att. for. \4, Ep. for 4>, inf. of\', aor. 2 of.«, aor. 2 of.
Att. «, , the olive-tree, Lat. olea,

oltva :—proverb., l/rros to run
beyond the olives, which stood at the end of the Athe-
nian racecourse, i. e. to go too far. II. the fruit

of the olive-tree, an olive. Hence
cXai/qcis Att. -aeis,, tv, of the olive-tree.

eXai'veos, a, ov, and IXaivos, , ,() of the

olive-tree, of olive-wood.€-5, , (, ^) an olive-gatherer.«, , {) olive-oil, oil, Lat. olivum.
eXaios, , () the luild-olive, Lat. oleaster.-, ov, (,) olive-bearing.-, es, (,) olive-planted.«-, ov, (,) olive-planted.

cXdis, ', , = eAcua : Att. pi..

«,, ,() att olive-garden, olive-yard,

Lat. olivetum :— as prop, n., the Mount of Olives,

Olivet.«,', ao. 1 and 2 of.«, Ion. for, aor. 1 pass, of-.
5=X-av8pos, ov, (,) man-slaying.«, Ep. for, aor. 1 . of :

—-, Ion. and Ep. 3 sing. :

—

«, Ion. and
Ep. for, 3 plur. aor. 1 opt. med.&, , an unknown bird., Dcsiderat. of, to wish to drive.«, ,() riding, driving.«-, ov,(,) thunder-hurl-

ing. II. hurled like thimder.«-, ov,(,) horse-driving. '

«e'Xoktis, e<ws, , () a driving, riding : also

rowing. 2. a driving away, banishing. 3. (sub.), a march, expedition ; (sub.) riding.«, Ep. for',, aor. I of.«, Att. -, f. : aor. I Att.-
:—Pass., fut., but also f. med.

in pass, sense: aor.:— to

make less, smaller, or worse : to lessen, damage

:

hence to detract from. II. Pass, to become

smaller, dimmish : to come short of, have too little of
2l thing : c. gen. to be inferior to. From« Att. -, ov, gen. ovos :— smaller,

less, fewer, worse;' '^ to have the worse:

—neut.' as Adv., in a less degree; also reg.

Adv. :— Used as Comp. of $, with

Sup. : the Posit, is found only in

old Ep.«, f., Ep. and Ion. for, to drive:

to row : also to drive about.«, fut. of. []€€, verb. Adj. of, one must ride.' [], the pine oxfir. II. an oar, as

being made of pine-wood : later also the whole ship.«, Tjpos, , () a driver, a charioteer

;

hurler of thunder. II. one that

drives away. III. a broad, flat cake. Hence, a, ov, driving away.

cXcltivos, , ov, () of the pine or fir : of pine

oxfir-wood.', Att. neut. for', as Adv., less.€«, f.,() to have less, have too

little, be lacking.«,,, Att. for-.' : fut. [], Ep., Att.,
inf.€, Ep. also :— aor. 1 act., Ep.-
,' :—pf.:—Med., aor.,
Ep. 2 sing,(, part,( :—Pass., aor.

7) and,) : pf. and :

plqpf. 3 sing,, Ep. :—v.« :-—to

drh e, drive on, set in motion, esp. of horses, chariots,

ships. 2. seemingly intrans., to ride, drive, sail,

row; the rowers:— in this sense it some-
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times took a new ace,- eXavveiv to sail on

a calm sea ; eXarats iXavveiv to urge the sea

with oars :—then really intrans., to advance, proceed,

push on, go on ; Is they proceeded

so far. 3. to drive away, carry off, Lat. abigere,

properly of stolen cattle ; but Att. also,,
ayos kXavvuv to drive away pollution. 4. to drive

into narrow compass, press in battle: Att. also, to

harass, trouble, annoy. II. to strike, to cut,

wound by cut or thrust; c. dupl. ace, kXavveiv

to wound him on the shoulder. 2 to thrust,

drive through : Pass, to go through. III. to beat

out metal, Lat. ducere; eXavvciv to make a

shield of beaten metal. 2. to draw out, to draw;
kXavvuv $ to draw a line of vines,

i.e. plant them in line: hence generally, to plant,

produce. 3. eXavveiv to prolong, keep tip

the brawl., ov, (e\a(pos) of or belonging to deer., ,{$) a shooting of deer.

(sub. Upa), , a festival of Artemis.

Hence, ajvos, 6, the ninth month of the Attic

year, in which the Elaphebolia were held, answering

to the last half of March and first half of April.-, ov, {tXa<pos,) hitting or shoot-

ing deer : as Subst. a deer-hunter.

-KTovos, ov, (eXa<pos,) deer-killing."'02, and , a deer; whether male, a hart

or stag, or female, a hind.-, ,(,) deer-hunting., , lightness : thoughtlessness. From'2, , cv, and 6s, 6v, light in weight, Lat.

LEVIS : metaph. light, not burdensome, easy, kv kXa-

to make light of:—Adv. kXacppais,

lightly, easily. II. light in moving, nimble,

swift, active; light troops, 'Lat. levis arma-
tura. III. metaph. light-minded, thoughtless., , ov, Sup. of(, fewest, smallest,

least, worst

:

— (, as Adv. at the least; so

neut. pi. as Adv.(.—Hence comes a new
Comp.^, less than the least; Sup.-$, the very least., aor. 2 of^.-, vyos, , , ($, */£) short-

winged; of fishes, short-finned.''5, (, , small, short, little : Ep. word,

whence,$ are formed., rare poet. pres. for; Ep. inf. kXaav,

impf. eXaov, '.",, Dep. to wish, long: to wish

for, strive after, covet, desire. Hence,«, , indecl. a wish, longing, desire., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of., poet, for ', to take pity on."2, clvtos, 6, a kind of owl., 17, = ^€705, an elegiac poem.«,, (tXeyos) a distich consisting of a hexa-

meter and a pentameter, the metre of the elegy :—in

plur. = kXeyda eXeyos., a, ov, {eXeyos) of the elegy, elegiac., Dor. for eXiyov, 1 sing. impf. pass, of., «, ,() a refuting, reproving., 6, a song of mourning, a lament, at first

without reference to metrical form, later always in

alternate hexameters and pentameters., ,() a reproach, disgrace., is, (eXeyxos) liable to reproach, shameftil,
esp cowardly :—irreg. Sup. eXeyxioTos., , (^) a reproach, disgrace, disho-

nour ; 7 base reproaches to your name., o, a means of testing, a trial, test, Lat.

argumentum : disproval, refutation. II. an exa-

mination, scrutiny. From, fut. £ : aor. ^ -.—Pass., aor. r^ : pf.^ :— to disgrace, put to

shame, dishonour. II. to convmce, refute, con-

fute, Lat. arguere : of arguments, to disprove : also

to accuse, reprove, reproach. 2. to examine, ques-

tion : to prove, attest.-, , (*',) couch-destroying., Ep. for kXuv, aor. 2 inf. of., in Att. Poets., , ov, {'iXeos) pitiable,

piteous : pitied : generally, wretched, miserable.—Adv.
eXeeivQs, poet. kXcivws, pitiably : also neut. pi.-
civa as Adv., f., () to have pity on, shew mercy

upon., , pity, mercy : an alms. From, ov, gen. ovos, (') pitiful, merciful., vos, , Ion. for, pity, mercy., , =., aor. 2 inf. of., Att. for eXeeivos.-, ov, 0, (JeXos,) marsh-dwelling.

eXeios, ov, and a, ov, (

r

iXos) of or in the marsh., aor. I med. of., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of^, to lie." or, like, a loud cry., Ion. 3 sing, plqpf. of..£ (A) : f. : Ep. aor. I eXeXi£a, pass, -: 3 sing, plqpf. pass, (in aor. sense)/;
—Ep. lengthd. form of, to whirl rotind. II.

of soldiers, to wheel them round, rally them. III.

generally, to make to tremble or quake:—Pass, to

quake, tremble, quiver. IV. in Pass, also to wind

or twist oneself along.

(): f. £: aor. ?]'^ :

—

to cry,
to raise the battle-cry : to raise any loud cry., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, (in aor. sense) of-

(a)., Ep. 3 sing. aor. I pass, of^ (a).-, ov, ovos,(£,) earth-shaking., plqpf ot Xayv., , {kXuv, vas Dor. for vavs) ship-destroyifig.

eAeo-0p€TrTOS, ov, (,) marsh-bred.
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^Xcov, Adv. like, piteously.'5,, and,, a kitchen-table, a dresser.

*05, , , also «Xeos, eovs, , pity, mercy,

cempassion. II. an object of compassion, a piteous

thing., poet. IXc-tttoXls, , gen. idos and :
(,) city-destroying, of Helen., aor. 2 med. inf. of alp.
IXeros, , , () that can be taken or caught.

Ion. -, j),() freedom, liberty

:

freedom from a thing.

«XevOcptos, 01/, (eXeii^epos) dealing like afree man,

free-spirited, frank, Lat. liberalis: zsp. freely-giving,

bountiful, liberal. It bears the same relation to-
as liberalis to liber. II. as epith. of Jove,

the Releaser, Deliverer. Hence«,, , freedom of spirit, liberality.

e\ev0€puus. Adv. of : Comp.-,
Sup.-.
tXcuOepo-ircus,, 6, havingfree children.02, a, ov, and Att. os, ov, free, Lat.

LIBER; the day of freedom; to

freedom. 2. free or freed from a

thing. 3. of things, free for all to use, open to

use. II. like, fitfor a freeman, free-

spirited, Lat. liberalis.€€€€, f., to befree of speech. From-, ov,{,)free-spoken.

-ovpyos, ,(, Zpyov) bearing him-

selffreely, of a horse., f.,() to set free, deliver,

release : tofreefrom blame, acquit. Hence«, Adv. of, freely, withfreedom.,, , a settingfree., oos, contr., , =.
or 'EXeuais,, , Eleusis, an ancient

city of Attica, sacred to Ceres and Prosperine :—Adv., to Eleusis;', from Eleusis.

Hence
'EXeuatvios, a, ov, of Eleusis., , , a coming : esp. the Advent. From,,, fut. of' : but in Att. ibo was

chiefly used.^, Dep. to cheat with empty hopes : hence

generally, to trick, overreach, destroy.%, a, ov, and, , ov, (-) of ivory, ivory, Lat. eburneus.«-, ov,(,) inlaid with ivory.-, ,(,) a battle of
elephants.'5,, , the elephant, Lat. elephas. II.

the elephant's tusk, ivory, Lat. ebur.

\\, aor. I of.
), ,^,, the heat or light of the sun., 3 sing. act. or 2 sing. aor. 2 med. subj. of :

and, Ion. for -rj, 2 sing. aor. 2 med. subj.«,, pf. act. and pass, of.«, -, 3 sing. pf. and plqpf. pass, of.

4, pf. pass, of.«^, for, 3 pi. plqpf. of., pf. pass, of.«, pf. of'.«, aor. I pass, of., -, aor. 2 imperat. of'., Ep.«, -«, aor. 2 inf. of., Adv.() whirling, spinning.,, ,() that which is rolled : a

curl, ringlet., ,() a rolling, twisting, winding,

esp. of a winding passage.4-£,, , , (£,) with a circlet

round the hair.-, ov, (£,) with quick-

moving eyelids, quick-glancing

.

4-5, ov, (£,) twisting, winding.

IXiktos, , ,() rolled, wound, wreathed.,, , Helicon, a mountain in Bceotia,

the seat of the Muses., a, ov, Heliconian, of Helicon.

4-,, , , (£, ) with rolling eyes,

quick-glancing : fern,.
or, f. [] : aor. :—Ion.

Verb, to rest, keep peace, enjoy leisure: to sleep. II.

to be lazy.,, , ,() Adj. rolled, twisted, wind-

ing, spiral: epith. of oxen, probably from their tivisted,

crumpled horns.

poet. €,, ,() anything twisted

or spiral: an armlet or ear-ring:— a whirl, eddy,

whirlwind, Lat. vortex; , flashes of

forked lightning :—the tendril of the vine or of ivy :

—the coil of a serpent :

—

a curl or lock of hair.

IXigo-Kepojs,, , , neut. ,(,)
with crumpled horns.\, aor. 2 of., Ep. inf. of.22 Att. -, Ep. and Ion. : fut»: aor. :—Pass. aor. : pf.-^ : 3 sing, plqpf. :

—

to turn about, turn

round a?id round, roll, Lat. VOLVO : to whirl, move

rapidly ; to ply the rapid oar. 2.

metaph. to turn in one's mind, revolve. 3. intrans.

to hurry, move qtdckly about. II. Pass, and

Med. to turn quick round, face about, turn to bay

:

—
to go to and fro, to be co?istantly engaged : to wind

one's way: to spin round; the

circling hours.-, ov,(,) whirling the wheel

round.-, ,(,) helichryse, a creep-

ing plant with yellow flowers., () to be sorefrom a wound.-, ov, (',) trailing the robe,

long-robed.4€-,, ,(,) trailing the tunic,

with a long tunic.
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tear asunder :
—to maltreat, treat rudely. Hence«, Adv. by dragging, pulling : and, 6, a being carried off, rough usage.«,, , () that which is dragged

away, a prey.(-iroios, , (,) making wounds,

having power to wound.
"02, (os, , a wound: later, a sore, ulcer,

abscess, Lat. ULCUS. Hence, f., to luound sorely., , Dim. of, a slight sore.

[], aor. I inf. of.4£, Frequent, of', to drag about.", f. : aor. I, poet. : but also

(as if from*) fut. [] : aor. :

Pass., aor. : pf., Ion..
To draw, drag, Lat. traho : to draw ships down

into the sea, Lat. deducere naves : to drag along a

dead body: also to tear: metaph. to carp at. 2.

to draw a bow : to draw a sword. 3. to stretch,

bend sails. 4. to draw or hold tip scales to weigh

with. 5. to pidl an oar. 6. to drink in long

dratights, quaff: also, to dance in

long measured steps. 7. , to drag
out a weary life. 8. to draw to oneself, attract,

esp. of the magnet. 9. , to draw
down the balance, i.e. to weigh so much; absol. to

weigh it weighs more. 10.

to tnould bricks, Lat. ducere lateres. II.

Med., to draw one's sword. 2. to

draw to oneself, amass.-, , (,) like a wound, -ulcerous.

c'Xkcoctis, ecus, , () ulceration.-, Ep. for, aor. 2 of.€-, Pass, (kv,) to gain dis-

tinction in.-/, f. , (kv,) to shine in or upon

:

—Med. to be illustrious, gain glory in a thing.-,, , i^',) the chiefjudges
at the Olympic games. II. at Sparta, a court-

martial to try disputes among the allied troops.

'EMas,, ,(") Hellas a city of Thessaly,

said to have beenfounded by Hellen. II. that

part of Thessaly in which the Myrmidons dwelt, also

called Phthiotis. III. Greece.,, 6, , pecul. fern, of.«, Ep. for, aor. 2 of^., , hellebore, Lat. veratrum, a plant used

by the ancients as a cure for madness ; '-
pov drink hellebore, i. e. you are mad.

eXX€6avos, , () a band to bind corn-sheaves

:

straw-rope.,, , a short-coming: deficiency.

From-, f. : aor. 2 : (kv,) :
—to

leave in, leave behind. II. to leave out, pass by,

omit. III. intrans. to lack, stand in need of, be

in want of, c. gen. : also to come short of, be inferior

to:—c. inf., to fail of doing. 2. absol. to come
short, fail: to fail in duty. IV. in Med. or Pass.

to fail of: be inferior to. Hence, (, , a falling short, defect.«-, ov, (kv,) of common talk.",, , Hellen, son of Deucalion : his de-

scendants were the", at first, dwellers in the

Thessalian Hellas ; later, the common name for the

Greeks, opp. to. 2. as opp. to a Jew, a
pagan, gentile. II. as k&).,=. Hence, f., to imitate the Greeks : to speak
Greek:— Pass., / to be

made Greeks in language., , , (") Hellenic, Greek;
= ", the Greeks. Adv.-, in Greek fashion., a, ov, —'.,, , (") a Grecian woman. 2.

opp. to a Jewess, a heathen or gentile woman., , ,() an imitator of the

Greeks : an Hellenist, a Greek-Jew.,() Adv. in Greek fashion

:

' to understand Greek.-,,,(",) the stewards

of Greece, i.e. officers appointed by Athens to levy the

contributions paid by the Greek states towards the Per-
sian war.

-TTOVTOS, , (",) the Hellespont.

or sea of Helle ; now the Dardanelles., aor. 2 inf. of. Hence, , wanting, defective., Ep. for, aor. I of., Ep. for -, impf. of.-, , (kv,) an earring, Lat. inauris.-, f., {kv,^) to reckon in: to impute.-, ov, (kv,-) whatever comes into ac-

count, worth reckoning, notable, famous., f. ,() tofish.'5 or, , a young deer, fawn.'2, , , mute, epith. of fish.-, ov, (,*) fawn-slaying.-£, f., (kv,) to lie in ambush.,, () mute, epith. of fish.-, , (,) a lamp-wick.

|, poet, for *£, aor. 1 of.
^, (, , () a drawing, dragging: attrac-

tion. II. a draught., Dor. for, aor. 2 opt. med. of., aor. 2 opt. act. of., Dor. for, aor. 2 part, of.,, poet, for,, aor. 2 act.

and med. of'.
"02, , , low ground by rivers, a marsh-

meadow, marsh., I pi. old Ait. impf. of., aor. 2 part. fern, of., 3 sing. Ion. and old Att. impf. med. of.
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«, . for, 3 pi• fut • 0 ".«, fut. << Att. , () : aor. :

—

Pass., aor. :

—

/ £o/>e, expect: also, in bad

sense, /o /ear ; c. ace. to hope for, expect : c. dat.

to hope in.2, ioos, , hope, Lat. spes: later, expectation

either of good or evil, hope or fear., Causal, to make to hope:—Med.

. : pf. (with pres. sense), plqpf.

(with impf.) :— to hope, expect, think, be-

lieve ; and in bad sense, tofear.«, , . form of., c'Xaas, aor. I inf. and part, of.
[], aor. I pass, of.«, aros, . () the stock of the plough, on

which the share was fixed, Lat. dentale.', b, () a case, sheath, quiver.«, , a cover, covering, case, sheath. 2. a

placefor holding water, a reservoir. From
«, () :

—

to roll round : only used in Ep. aor.

pass., to be rolled up, to roll or twist one-

self close up.

\, aor. 2 subj. of.
', impf. of : but, aor. 2 part, of.
«, , only used in nom. and ace., () booty,

spoil, prey. II. pi.,

to pay for leaving Patroclus a prey to all dishonour., , —.
4', aor. 2 of.« [], aor. 2 of.€, 3 dual impf. of.«, 3 sing. impf. of.«-,-, Ion.- or-, $,
{(,) : reflexive Pronoun of first person, of

myself Lat. mei ipsius : only used in gen., dat., and

ace. sing., both masc. an& fern. : in plur. separated,, etc., for, aor. 2 imperat. of.«, Adv.() on foot, by land.«-, f.- : aor. 2 : pf.-, Ep. part. :

—

to step in :
—to step on,

go on. 2. to step into, to go into, go on board,

embark : to mount on : to be fixed upon. 3. to

tread upon. 4. to enter upon, embark in a

thing. II. Causal in aor. , to make to

enter, bring in or into :—cf..€-, f.- : pf.- : aor. 2 --
:
—to throw, lay, put in; -nais (sub.) to lay oneself to the oar ; also without -

rrais, to lay to, pull hard. 2. to put into the mind of

another :—Med., to lay a thing

to heart. 3. e'is to throw one into a

thing, involve in. 4. to throw at another. II.

intr. to break, biirst, rush in : to fall on, encounter,

rxin against, Lat. illidi, esp. of a ship that falls on
another with its beak : cf.., aros, , sauce, soup. From«-, f., to dip in.

ep]3as, aoos [], ,() a land of felt shoe,

used by the Boeotians ; also by old men and poor
people., aor. 2 part, of.-, f. , to be king among or over.,&, , ,() a going in or upon : a
going on board ship, embarking. II. that on which
one goes ; nodus a shoe, like. 2. the

sole, foot, hoof.€-£, f. , to bear on, carry., f.,() to step in or on, stand
on: hence to dwell in, frequent, haunt: also to pro-

tect, watch : c. gen. to set foot 7ipon. II. to enter

on possession of property., f.,() =.«, ,() of or for marching :

(sub.), , a march-tune, march., , ,() he that goes hi or upon.

esp. on board ship, a passenger. II. a kind of

boot, cf.. [a], ,() fitfor dipping in or into:

a fiat vessel, [a], -, Ep. pf. part, of :-, Ep. 3 pi. plqpf.

-, Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 of:«, 2 dual

:

€•> for *#?> 3 sing• subJ•- : f.- Att.- :—Causal of-, to make to step in or upon : to put on board
ship : to lead or guide to.,, , a looking straight at. From-, f., to look in the face, look at : simply,

to look.-, f., to call upon : to shout aloud.

6€5, $, ,() a dibble for putting

in plants., ,() a throwing in. II. in-

trans. an inroad into an enemy's country, an invasion,

foray. 2. the charge made by one ship upon another,

an assault ; the shock of brasen

beaks. 3. an entrance : pass. III. the head

of a battering-ram. Hence, ,() thrown in, inserted;. an intercalary month.', ,() anything running in ;.
rijs a tongue of land. 2. a bolt, bar: a

wedge : the beak of a ship of war. 3. beam,

architrave.',,() anythingput in, a wedge. 2 .

the brasen beak of ships of war.«, Adv. (,) in brief, shortly.«-, Med. to roar or bluster in.

'-?, , ,) boy-like.«-, is, (,) heavy, weighty. .
metaph. grave, stately, dignified, important. 2. in

bad sense, heavy, grievous, oppressive : of persons,

violent, savage, fierce. III. Adv. -6ojs, firmly.€- [t], f., to weigh heavily upon.-, f. : Dep.:

—

to snort with rage,
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of horses : of men, to be sore vexed, be indignant,

Lat. commoveri : to charge strictly, censure.€-, f. , to strike with lightning : to

strike dumb. Hence«, ov, thunder-stricken, stupid.€-, , (kv,) a ?ioose, halter.«--oiKOS, ov, (kv,,) dwelling i?i sea-

weed.', , (kv,) the fruit of the womb before

birth, Uoe embryo, Lax. foetus. 2. thing newly

born : lamb or kid.-, a, ov, or os, ov, (kv,) at the bottom.

«-, f. [], to stuff in, stop tip.

Ipe, ace. of kya>, enclit. pe.«, aor. I of^'., old poet. gen. for.
ep.61, Dor. for ^, as ' for (ok).

cpeiva, aor. of.
epeio,, Ep. gen. of kyaj.«^, aor. I of.4€, Ep. redupl. aor. 2 of.
«pepiKTO, 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of*/.
epepvtaTO, Ion. 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of.
Ipev, poet, for ^, I pi. of sum.

cpev, cpevai, Ep. for, inf. of sum.

?p€V, epevai, Ep. for eivai, aor. 2 inf. of.
cpevos, aor. part. med. of.
€p,€TiKos, /;, ov, provoking sickness. II. one

who uses emetics. From
cperos, , () sickness, vomiting.

i\iev, Ep. for, enclit. pcO : Dor. ks.', impf.: f. Att. and '-: aor. Ep.: pf. ':— Lat.

VOMO, to vomit, throw up: absol. to be sick;• to make oneself sick with a feather.

€,€€, Ion. for kaov.€, 3 sing. aor. I of.
[t], aor. 2 pass, of.«, 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of^.«, aor. I of~., aor. I pass, of"., poet. Dor. for ^, dat. of.«, Ep. for, aor. 2 of.«-, Dep. to be mad at. Hence, ks, mad, frantic, raving. Adv. -vu>s.4€, Adv. forthwith, immediately, hastily.

(Deriv. uncertain.)€-, f. £, to impress upon.€-, f.-, Dep. to fight a battle in.

«-€, f. [a], to smile at.. 77,) a kind of dance, accompanied

by music : the time of this dance.,-, f., to exercise in a thing. Hence

«€€,, , an exercise, practice.«-, is, (kv,) in tune, well-timed, har-

monious, melodious : generally, regular, agreeable :

elegant, gracefid : well-bred. Adv. k, Ion.

—.

€—.̂, , 6s, pressing eagerly on, eager, hasty,

ardent : pf. part, with no verb in use.«-, pf. with no pres. in use, to be lost in

passion.

£€,«, Ep. inf. of sum.

\$, is, abiding in : neut.kv as Adv., u?i-

ceasingly. Adv.^, Ep. and Ion. -. From-, f.-: aor. :—to abide in: to

abide by, stand by, cleave to, Lat. stare ab aliquo

:

absol. to continue.

-€€, f., to measure in or by.'-, ov, (kv,) in measure, measured,
moderate. II. in metre, metrical.'-, ov, (kv, ) in a month, lasting a
month. II. occurring every month, mofithly.

€, Dor. for sum.«- or -, f. -, to mix or mingle
in. II. intrans. to encounter, meet.-, poet, for-.«-, ov, (kv,) in pay, in receipt of pay.', ov,^) abiding in, steadfast.', pf. 2 of.
«p-popos, ov, (kv,) partaking in or of. II.

(kv,) fortunate.«-, ov, (kv,) spread on lint.«-, ov, (kv,) toilsome, painful.

€-«, f., to initiate at the mysteries in.', aor. 1 of., aor. 1 pass, (in med sense) of.€, Ep. for^, 3 pi. impf. of., dat. of kyaj.«, aor. 2 of.
€5, , , possess. Adj. of first pers. from 670/.

ko, mine, hat. mens; joined with gen. to strengthen

the possessive notion kv mine own ; k d.7-^ a message about me ; mine, my part

;

also in plur., ,:— ye kv, €,
for my part, as far as concerns me., fut. of '.
€5, Dor. gen. of kydj.

«, Adv., v.., aor. 2 pass. part, of'^.€£, Dep. used only in pres. to busy oneself

about, take heed of, carefor.-, is, (kv, -) in a state of emotion,

much affected. Adv., passionately.6|, 77. = k.«, , a jesting, mocking. From-, f.-, to mock, Lat. illudere : to

trick, deceive. II. to sport in or on. Hence, , 6, a mocker, deceiver.6£, aor. 1 inf. ofka.«, fut. pass, of k^a.
epiratos, ov, () =', knowing, practised in,

c. gen. (Deriv. uncertain.)', ov, (B) bursting upon one, sudden. From
€-, f.- or -, to strike in,

stamp. II. intr. to burst in upon.
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€-, f., to close up, caulk.«-, f. , entangle in or together.«-, poet, also «-, (lv,) Adv. back-

wards, back. II. contrary to, c. gen. III. in

return. IV. to, , by crasis,, the contrary, the reverse.,-, f. , to hand over, put in one's power.

tjA-Tras, Ion. and Ep. '-, Adv. (properly kv) altogether, at all events. II. on the whole,

nevertheless, still. III. joined with, however

much, ever so much.€- Att.- : fut. [] : aor. I kvk-

:

—

to sprinkle in or on : metaph. to weave in,

embroider.-, f., to tread in, walk into.-, ov,(,) ever-painful.«-^, f. , ($, optcos) to abide by

one's oath.-, ov, (kv,) in its place, steadfast, un-

shaken. 2. of Time, lasting, continual. II.

Advs. and,, fast, of a stirety,

truly, certainly.«/-, is,(,) wiihforce un-

shaken.6€, f.,() to makefirm, establish.

€65, ov, =.
€/€, , experience : experience in or acquaint-

ance with a thing. From
€-€5, ov, (kv,) experienced in, acquainted

with, skilful at : proved good by experience : -
greater experience. Adv., tivos

to know a thing by experience.€€, Adv. near, hard by. From-, f. : aor. :
—to bring near

or close to :— also intrans. to come near. II. Pass.

to be brought near, approach.«-, pf. intr. of^., pf. part. pass, of., pf. pass, ofko.€€, pf. of'.-, , —, acquainted with.

€-€&(, to walk about in : to tarry among.€-€, f., tofasten with a brooch. Hence6€, Dor. -,, , a garment fas-
tened with a brooch or buckle.', Ep. for', aor. 2 of.«, fut. of'.6-€ or -, f.- [], to unfold and
spread on or out.

€€•, Ep. for'^, 3 pi. pf. of'$ :€€, Ep. part. fern.«- or -, fut.-: aor. &£:—to

fix or draft in, c. dat.— Pass., aor. 2' [],
with pf. act.-, plqpf.-^ :

—to stick m.

€-7, f., to leap oxjump in.«-, ov, crippled, maimed, deformed.

«-, Adv., Ion. and Horn, for |«., aor. 2 inf. of.

-?. 219-, f. , to embitter:—Pass, to be bitter

against.€,, v. '-,
€-, fut.-: aor. 2' : pf.':

to drink in, drink up ; to drink

of the blood.\\, imperat. of'.-, f. -: aor. :—to fill

full of a thing:— Pass, and Med., kaa,
aor. : Ep. aor. 2 ', to fill

oneself, eat one's fill, be satisfied. II. in Med.
also trans, to fill, satisfy: metaph. to have enough

of enjoy.4-, aor. I :
—to set on fire.€-, fut.- : aor. 2 Ep. -:—to fall upon: to break in, burst in: aor. 2

part,', rushing in violently : also to light on,

fall in with.

272, t5os, , a mosquito, gnat, Lat. culex.€-, poet, for', tofall upon.,., aor. 2 inf. of.- Att. -: f. [] : aor. kvktrXaoa:—to plaster tip, daub over with a thing.'-, Ep. for-.
€-€, f., to plait or weave in, interweave, Lat.

implicare

:

—Pass, to be entangled in a thing. 2.

metaph. to weave artfully, to render perplexed.'-, a, ov, Ep. ^-rrXeios or IvUTrXetos, , ov,

Att.«, , quite full of a thing.

€-€, f.-, to sail in.€, Adv.() madly, rashly.«, ov,() stunned, amazed, stii-

pified, senseless. II. Att. utisteady, rash:—Adv., madly.«, Ep. aor. 2 pass. part, ofkX.
4',^) Adv. near, close by.-, Adv. strengthd. for, besides, except., -, aor. I part. act. and med. of' :, Ep. for.6, fut. pass, of.«- Att. - Ep. 4/- : f. £ :

— to

strike against, stumble upon, fall upon or into.«, for, Ep. aor. 2 pass, of -
:
—«, imperat. of same tense.€, ,() a plaiting of the hair.

«/^, Ep. for', aor. I of'.
€-7€, poet,- : f.- : aor. '-

:

—

to blow or breathe on or in, c. dat.: c. ace,' to swell the sail : absol. to breathe, live,

be alive. II. trans, to breathe into, infuse, inspire

:

—to blow into, swell the sail.«, , in-breathing, inspiration. From'-, ov, contr. --irvovs,, {kv,) having

the breath in one, breathing, alive.

4-£, f. Att. : (kv, nots) :— to entangle

the feet, fetter; '.' to tie together figs by

their stalks. II. generally, to hinder, stop, check.«-, ov, (kv,) in the way, obstructing.
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«,-, Adv. for , before the feet, in

the way ; to be in the way :—with the

Art., rb what is in the way, a hindrance. II.

also, before one, patent. Opp. to k/.
€,-06, f., to make in, put in, insert. 2. to

produce or create in, introduce, cause.«-, a, ov,() of or concerned in traffic,

epith. of Hermes.« : impf. : f. : pf.-
:() :

—

to gain by traffic : to earn, gain :

Med., ' (Ep. for)
they were getting much substance by traffic. II.

absol. to be a merchant, traffic. III. to pur-

chase, buy.

€-€|€, f., to wage war in.

t\A.-TTo\t\uos, ov, of belonging to war, hostile.

k\irro\evs, ecus, ,() a merchant, trafficker.«-, , (kv,) merchandise : traffic. II.

gain made by traffic, profit.«, aros, ,() matter of traffic, a

cargo : in plur. wares, merchandise.«, , ,() bought and sold.«-, eats, , , (kv, ttoXis) in the city or state

:

one's felloiv-citizen.-, f. , to be a citizen in a state, hold

civil rights in.«, 3 pi. Ep. impf. pass, of., aros,, an article of commerce. From, f.- : aor. ': Dep.:():— be on a journey. II. to travel on

business, be a merchant, to trade, traffic. 1. c. ace.

to trade or traffic in a thing. Hence
or —ea, verb. Adj. one must go., , () traffic, trade, commerce : a

trade. II. goods trafficked in, merchandise.

€03, , ,() of or for traffic, mercan-

tile, commercial ; ' imported goods., ,() Lat. emporium, a trading-

place, factory, mart. II.,, merchandise.

From
-iropos, ov, (kv, nopos) a passenger on shipboard,

Lat. vector. II. a traveller, wanderer. III.

one who travels on business, a merchant, Lat. mercator,

institor ; meiaph., a trader in life.-, f. , to fix o?i with a brooch or

buckle

:

—Pass., ' (Ion. for -),
they wore garments faickled on the shoulder.", , Empusa, a hobgoblin assuming various

shapes. (Deriv. uncertain.)€5, ov,() practicable.-, ks, conspicuous in or by a thing. From«-, to be conspicuous in or among. II.

to be conspicuous for

.

-, f. , to blow up, inflate. . =-, to burn to ashes.«, «cus, , (k ) a setting on fire.-, Adv., poet, for.-, poet, before a conson. -06, Adv. and

—.
Prep. I. of Place, before, in front of. II.

of Time, before, earlier, of old. Hence«-, ov,front,fore; ol (sub.«)
thefore-feet of a quadruped, opp. to ., f. [iJ], to spit upon.-, f., to wrap up closely :—Pass., voos' his mind is veiled, wrapt in mystery.-, ov, (kv,) discharging matter.-, f. , (kv,) to set on fire.«--, ov, 6, (kv,,) standing on

or over the fire, of a tripod, opp. to.-, ov, (kv,) in or on the fire. II.

scorched, burnt. III. of sacrificial fire ;

the art of divination by fire :—as Subst.,

6 [] burnt sacrifices or omens from burnt

sacrifices.', aor. 2 of.-, aor. 2 with no pres. in use (see) :—to put in and eat, to eat up : to eat tipon.4-, f.- : aor. ' :
—to shew, make

appear:—Pass., with fut. med., be seen

in, to be reflected : to appear, shew oneself., aor. 2 pass, of., is,^) appearing in, visible, plain,

manifest. 2. open, in public. 3. palpable, real,

actual. Hence, f. Att. , to shew forth : to make
clear, explain.

Ion. -«as, Adv. of, visibly, openly,

Lat. palam., $, ,) an appearing in, re-

flexion : outward appearance., , resemblance. From, ks, resembling, similar. Adv. -pus, simi-

larly, just as. From-, f.-, to bear or bring in. II. to

object to one, cast in one's teeth.«-, f. £, to light up in.

'-;, oyos, o, 77, withfire in it.-, ov, (kv,) fearful, terrible. II.

pass, frightened, afraid.-, f., (kv,) to put on the flute-

player's mouthpiece.-, f., like, to bear or bring in

:

—Pass, to be borne about or on. II. in Med. and

Pass, to take one's fill of a thing, to make much use

of. III. to inflict on.- Att. -, f. , to stop up, block up., f., to keep guard in. From-, ov, (kv,) on guard in a place:

liable to serve. II. pass, guarded, garrisoned.-, ov, gen. ovos, (kv,) in one's right

mind: sensible, alive. 2. in one's senses, sensible,

shrewd, prudent., ks, ^) implanted by nature, innate.-, ov, and-, , (kv,) of

the same tribe or race ; kindred blood;

a kinsman's blood, i. e. murder of a
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kinsman. II. in or among the people;$

intestine, civil discord.«, aor. 2 part, of'.«-, f., to breathe in or into : breathe upon.

€5, ov, inborn, innate. From-, f. [] : aor. : in these tenses

trans, to implant. II. intr. in Med.,
with act. pf., aor. 2 ', to grow, be on

or in : to be rooted in, cling closely to; '
to cling fast to his hand.

«-5, ov, (kv,) with a loud voice.

«-5, ov, noisy, sounding.«-, ov, (kv,) having life in one, alive,

living.€-, f.,() to animate.

iv, Dor. and Aeol. for els, into.

poet. €vi Ep. elv, «, Prep, with dat.

IN: I. Of place, in, at; kv ^, kv. 2- on, upon; kv on the mountains,

etc. 3. of clothing ; kv', in (i. e. wearing) a

garment ; kv ottXols in or under arms. 4. in the

number of, amongst; kv tois among some of

the veryfirst:—in presence of, before. 5. within one's

poiver, in one's hands; ' kv-
are in their hands; kv kari it is in my

power. 6. according to, in accordance with. II.

Of the instrument or means, with, by, by means of;

kv Ttvpl to burn with fire ; kv

to bind with a bond. III. Of time, within ; kv

within this space; kv <S(sub.)
while, during the time that ; kv in short

time. IV. Ellipt. in such phrases as kv-, Att. kv ", etc., where' or% is understood. V. Without case as ad-
verb, therein, thereat, thereby, moreover : espe-

cially. VI. Position :

—

kv sometimes in Ep.

follows its dative, but most freq. in the form kvi, then

written. VII. In compos., 1. with Verbs
the Prep, retains its sense of being near, at or in. 2.

with Adjs. it expresses either a modified degree, e. g.-$,-, rather harsh, whitish, etc. ; or

else the possession of a quality, e. g.-, with

blood in it. 2. in compos, kv- becomes (- be-

fore ;' ky- before y £ ; - before ;

and in a few words kp- before p.

cv, neut. of els ; and eva, ace. masc.€-, Pass, to be vain of.€-, es, (kv, ayos) in or under a curse, polhited,

blood-guilty : generally, abominable, accurst. Hence4£, f. Att. , to offer sacrifice to the dead,

Lat. parentare. Hence€, aros, to, an offering to the dead.€-£, Med. to take in one's arms.-, f., (kv, ay/) to fit thongs to

javelins to throw them with.

€-€5, Ep. aor. 2 part. pass, of evayeipa.«-, Adv. (kv,) just now, even now,
lately.
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«-, f. , to lead in or into, lead on, urge, per-

suade. 2. c. ace. rei, to propose, suggest.€-£, Dep. to contend or fight among:—of

a place,$ vayva favourable tofight in.

4-5, ov, (kv, aytuv) of or beUmging to a con-

test, fight or game. 2. kvayojvioi the gods who
presided over the games, esp. Hermes.

€-«, f., = kv, to contend in or among.,, ev, =.«-, ov, (kv,) with blood in it.

€<€, Ep. for kvaipeiv, inf. of.
Ep.: fut. kvapai: aor. 2, poet,

also : aor. I med., Ep. 3 sing, -
: () :

—

to slay, kill : also of things, to make
away with, destroy.«- and «v-ataios, ov, (kv,) fated, sent

by destiny, Lat. fatalis : in good sense, season-

able. II. in accordance with fate, seemly, pro-

per ; and of persons, just, righteous

:

—Adv. -,
fitly, becomingly.€-£, f. , to wield the spear in.€-«, Pass, to float or drift about in.

cvaKts, Adv. = kvvaKis.€, at, a, (kvvka) nine hundred.4-, f.-, to hear in a place.

ev-, f.: pf. pass, :
—to anoint:

Med. to anoint oneself orfor oneself.«/-, ov, like, resembling.

ev-oAios, a, ov, and os, ov : Ep. and Lyr. also elv-

aXios : (kv, d\s)

:

—in, on, of the sea, Lat. marlnus.«, aor. 2 inf. pass, of.«, Adv. crosswise : alternately, Lat. vicissim.

From- Att.- : fut. : aor. - :

pf.-, pass,-aya

:

—to exchange, receive

in exchange : also to divert from one thing to an-

other. II. Pass, to be changed, to differfrom. 2.

to have dealings with.«-, f.-: aor. -: Dep.:

—

to leap in or on, to rush against.

ev-aXXos, ov, changed, contrary.

cv-aXos, ov, (kv, aAs) =.«-, f. , to milk into.«-, ov, (kv,) engaged in equal con-

test with, a matchfor., Ion. for, pf. part. pass, of.
«-, Adv. opposite, over against, c. gen.

ev-avTt, (kv,) Adv., =.-, ov, struggling against : neut. '-, against, in opposition to.

€v-avrios, a, ov,over against, opposite : face to face,

in presence of

.

2. in hostile sense, facing infight,

opposing. II. opposite, contrary, reverse; to

(vovt'iov the contrary, the reverse. III. neut.

as Adv., against or in presence of. 2. k£, over against, opposite. 3. the regul.

Adv. &$, contrariwise, c. dat.
v Hence
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poet, kv-:—to set oneself against, oppose, with-

stand : to be adverse to. 2. to contradict, gainsay,

deny.,, ,() an obstacle.«, ecus, ,() opposition.«, aor. I of.
tvai7€0avov, aor. 2 of.€€, Ion. for', 3 sing. impf. of kv-.
cyairijKC, Ion. for, 3 sing. aor. I of.
tv-, to display in a thing :—Pass, to be

distinguished or manifest.«-, f.-, to die in.€-, f.- [], to break short off in.«-, f., to leave behind in.

tv- and- : fut.- Att.- :

—

to

destroy in or among.«-, f.-:— to rub or wipe off
upon; and so to impart.€-£, f.-, to wash clean in a thing.4-, f.-, to pay as a penalty.

ev-, f. , to give up the ghost, expire.

ev-, f., to bind or tie in, on or to

:

—Pass,

and Med., pf.', to be clad in. II. to kindle,

set on fire: Med. to get oneself a light.~, , , used only in plur. the arms of a
slain foe, Lat. spolia; booty, spoil.

cv--, aor. , tofit or fasten in. II.

intr. in pf. kv-, to befitted in.

€€, Dor. for^, 3 sing. impf. of&-.«, es, (, apyos) distinct, visible, in bodily

form. 2. bright, brilliant. 3. of words, dis-

tinct, plain. Hence
evapYios Ion. -«as, Adv. distinctly, visibly.

evapccs or cvapies, 01, a Scythian word, = Greek
avSpoyvvoL., , os, part. pf. 2 of.«-, ov, (,) wearing the spoils.

cvapi£co, f. : Ep. aor. :—Pass., aor. I

: pf. : () :

—

to strip a slain

foe, Lat. spoliare; , to strip

one of his arms: hence to slay infight, to slay .---Pass.,

night being slain, i.e. brought to an end.

€v-dpiGp,ea>, f., to count, reckon in or among

:

generally, to reckon, account:—Med. to make account

of value.

ev-dpiOpios, ov, (kv,) reckoned in, counted
among. II. taken into account, valued, Lat. in

numero habitus.«--os, ov, {',) slaying men.- and- : f. Dor. :
—to fit in :

also tofix a weapon in. II. intr. to fit, suit, to

be adapted to.

evapov, , see evapa.

4'vapov, poet, for, aor. 2 of.
ev-, f. Dep. to begin with. 2. in

to dwell or lodge in

:

—

sacrifices, to begin the offering, by
taking the barley() from the baskets(,
pi. of) ; cf..
cv-, =^ lv, to be insolent in:—

Pass, to be treated with insult in a thing.€-, Pass, (kv,) to fit oneself with

a shield., Ep. aor. I of.
eva/ros, Ep. and Ion. sivai-os, , ov, (kvvka) ninth,

Lat. nanus : ' (sub.) offerings to the dead
made tiine days after thefuneral, Lat. novendialia.-&-, 100s, , {lv,,)
roaming in thefields.-, f. Att. ,
Med. to take up quarters for the flight in. Hence43, ov, to be dwelt in, habitable.«-, , (kv,) an abode.

€v-atAos, o, as Subst., I. (lv, avXos) a holloiu

channel: a water-course, a torrent. II. (kv,)
a diuelling, shelter; haunt.

tv-avXos, ov, as Adj., I. (kv,) on or to

the flute : still ringing in one's ears, fresh. II.

(kv,) dwelling in dens : of men, in one's den,

at home.

€-£, f.-, to increase, enlarge.

€v-cuix€vu>s, os, ov, (kv,) in or on the neck., aor. I inf. kv-, to kindle or light afire:

—Med. to light oneself a fire.-,, f. , to fasten up to a thing.

cv-, Ion. cv-- : f.-, to let drop in.

€v-8cus, aidos, , , (kv, Sais) with lighted torch.

ev-, to kindle in

:

—Med. to burn in.€-, f. : aor- 2 :

—

to bite into,

hold in the teeth.«-, f. [], to weep in.

€v6amos, a, ov, () native of the country.6-«, Dep. to divide, distribute, esp. in speak-

ing : hence II. to speak of; either in bad sense,

to upbraid, reproach, revile: or in good sense, to tell

of, celebrate.^, pf. pass, of'.
€€€5, pf. part. pass, of&.$, Adv.Comp. of, in a less degree.«, fut. of&, to be in want., ks, () in need of, wanting or lacking

in : inferior to : absol. in want, in need, deficient,

poor, weak :
— & lack, wajit, defect. Hence, 57, want, lack of a thing : absol. need, Lat.

egestas: in plur. wants, needs, deficiencies.', aTOS, ,(&) a proof€-€ or —vu : f.— : aor. ^ :

—

Pass., aor. : pf.&^ :

—

to mark
out, Lat. in-dicare : as Att. law-term, to inform

against. II. Med. to declare oneself: to display,

make a show of a thing. 2. to shew, give proof

of. Hence, , , a pointing out : a token, evidence,

proof: as Att. law-term, a laying information against
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one who undertook an office for which he was legally (Ep. impf.) shepherds let

disqualified.

«-, oi, ai, , («V neut. of ,) indecl.,

eleven. II. oi', the Eleven at Athens, i. e.

the Commissioners of police.

4€-'•5, , gen. , eleven etibits long.

their sheep out into the air, i. e. to feed.€-, = , to put on :—Pass, to wear.

ev-, f.- : aor. :

—

to give into

one's hands, surrender : to give up as lost, throw

up. II. to afford : also to allow, grant : to-, , , trow, , gen., eleven feet cause. III. to sheiv, exhibit, give proof of IV

long or broad.,, , (%-) the number eleven.^, , ov, (-) the eleventh.

!€-€5, ov, , fern, -eris,, eleven years old.€-, Ion. for.
intr. to give in, give up, give way : to flag, fail : of

things, to cease. V. of a river, to empty itself.4-, (hv,) fonnd only in 3 pi. impf.',
to chase, pursue.

€V-61kos, ov, (,) of things, according to right,

\\$,, continual, constant. Adv., fair, right, just : legal. II. of persons, righteous,

constantly., , () a thing bound on, band.

4-4, f. , to wall up

:

—to build in a place.

4-€|, Dep. to grasp with the right hand,

clasp, embrace.

«v-6e^tos, a, ov, on or towards the right hand, from
left to right ; neut. pi. as Adv. 1. pro-

pitious, favourable; right, good
omens.', ov, () bound to a thing, entangled in.€-4, Ion.- ; f.- : Dep. :

—

to take upon oneself, Lat. suscipere. II. to ac-

cept, admit, believe: also of things, to admit, allow

of: hence 2., impers. it may be, it is

possible ; it is not possible ; -

just, upright. 2, possessed of right. III. Adv., with right, with justice : Sup..
«-, , () the entrails, Lat. intestina., Dor. for, 3 pi. of.

j

€-€, f., to revolve in., , a seat in the air : a seat. From
'-, ov, at midday, at noon. II. in the open

air. (From , Aios genit. of^ Lat. sub divo or

j

dio, Horace's sub Jove.)-, ov, (,) sitting on the same seat., Adv.()from within:,from one's heart,

of oneself. II. within, c. gen.«, () Adv. within : also, at home.', Adv. =.€£, = , to be in doubt, at a loss

:

things possible ; by every to waver : of things, aor. I inf. pass,, to

possible means :—Adv., possibly.
J

be matter of doubt. Hence
4-«>, f.-: aor. :

—to bind in, on or
j

, , , doubtfid. Adv. -, doubtfidly.

to: to entangle in, implicate or involve in :—Med. to «-, ov, 0, Dor. -, (,)
tie or pack up. ' fighting or bold at home, epith. of a dunghill cock.

«-, f.-, to be in want of: also to be want- €-5, €, , (,) a thing built in, a

ing, tofail. II. impers., there is need or building, structure.

want of: there is a deficiency ;
\

«-, ov,(,) in the inmost part of
he was in want of many things. III. Pass, to be a, dwelling.

in want or need of., Adv. of, insufficiently.«-, ov, (,) manifest, clear:—Adv., clearly, Sup.-.
€«, f.,{) to live in or at a place.'-, ov, dwelling in a place : esp. at home :

native, opp to £$: attached to home : of war, civil,

intestine. II. of or belonging to a state.€<, Ion. impf. of.«-, f. £, to pass one's time in.«-, Pass, to play the coquet with, trifle

tvith.«-, Ion.-, f., Dep. to live

or dwell in a place.

tv- Att. -, fut. £, to arrange in order

ihroughout.

, Adv., and Prep, governing gen
, () within,

Lat. intus : at home, Lat. domi : in one's own coun-

try ; oi those of the house, esp. the do'inestics;

household affairs.

-hO^os, ov, (,£) held in repute, honoured. 1.

of things, glorious. Adv. -£. •, ov, () soundiyig the key-note:

(sub.) a key-note,«, , ov, Comp. formed from, inner

:

Sup. 45, , ov, inmost.-, f., tofall in with a heavy so?md.

4-€, f., (,) to run in, fall into.-,, , (,) a thick cloak worn by

runners after exercise, for fear of cold.«--os, ov, (,) dewy, dank.

tv-, , (tv, ) the strong oaken pin by
ev- [], f, spend or consume in a place: which the yoke is fixed to the pole().

absol. (sub.) to spend or waste time in : also ' €(, Adv. zealously, heartily, earnestly. The
to dwell upon. Adj. is not found. (Deriv. uncertain.")

ev-,() to rest in the open air: to linger in -, f., (Iv,) to strengthen :—
a place. II. trans, to let go into the open air, Pass, to acquire stre?ig h.
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.--, f., to have power in or among
to prevail by authority.

cvSOs,, vv, aor. 2 part, of.-, f., to be unlucky in or with.-, rjpos, ,() as Adj. fit for putting on., , ov,{) =.
€v-Svtos, , put on : as Subst.,, , that

which is put on, a garment, dress. II. clad in.

From-, f. [] : aor. ; in these tenses,

trans., to put on another ; to put

on one, clothe one in. II. intr. and in

Med., with aor. 2 act., pf.-: to

put on oneself, put on, wear. 2. to go in, enter

;

thou wilt enter the contest of

darting. 3. to implicate oneself in a matter: also

to insinuate oneself into., aor. 2 of., aor. 2 of., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.
and, aor. I and 2 inf. ., aor. I of., :€,, see.

|;,, aor. 1 act. and pass, of kv-.-, aor. I of, to bind in.-, , a lying in wait, ambush, Lat. insidiae., f. : (derived from : but in the

augm. tenses,,,,-, as if compd. of ,) :

—

to lie in wait

for, lie in ambush, Lat. insidiari

:

—Pass, to be caught

in an ambush : to be ensnared. II. to place in

ambush: Med. to set an ambush: Pass, to be set in

ambush.

c-v-, , =.
«v-sBpos, ov, (kv, ') an inmate, inhabitant.,, aor. I and 2 of.-£, f.-, Dep. to sit down in, abide or

reside in : cp.., Ep. for, aor. of., Ep. for kvrjv, impf. of., aor. I of.
4-, aor. 2 with no pres. in use, its place being

supplied by : to see or observe in : absol. to

observe, remark. Cf.., Ep. for (Ion. for rjveyfca), aor. I of

: inf.., Ep. for*, aor. 2 inf. of./, impf..- and-, f., to wrap up in., aor. I of.-, Ep. for, pi. of: but II., 3 sing. aor. I of,-, f., (kv, ' sum) to be in a place,

to be within : to be in or among. II. to be pos-
sible; impers., it is in one's power, one may
or can: part. neuL kvov used absol., it being possible.

CY~*ip'j>
\ pf. pass. :-— to entwine, interweave.

—.
«vets,, aor. 2 part, of., Ion. and Ep., poet, also, e'tve-

K€v: Prep, with gen., put both before and after its

case, on account of, for the sake of, for, Lat. gratia,

catisa. II. with respect to, as far as regards, as

for ; ' as far as depends on me. III. by

means of; byforce of art., aor. I of^., impf. of'^., aor. I of^., aor. 2 of., aor. I of^., aor. I of., aor. I of^.-, f.- Att.- :

—

to drive in or into., aor. 2 of.-, f., to roll or wrap up in, Lat. involvo., aor. I med. of., aor. I of., Ep. 3 sing. impf. of.-, f., to vomit in., aor. I pass, of., aor. I pass, of., impf. of., , at, , indecl.,() ninety.-, 3 sing. Ep. redupl. aor. 2 of., Ion. for, 3 pi. pf. of., Ion. for, 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of., fut. med. (with pass, sense) of.
kvtos or5, ,, dumb, speechless : deafanddumb,

[], aor. 2 pass, of., aor. I pass, of., Dor. for, aor. I of-^., Ep. for, aor. I of., aor. 2 of., aor. 2 of.
[], aor. 2 pass, of., Ep. 3 pi. aor. I pass, of.,, aor. I act. and pass, of-., aor. I of., Ion. for, plqpf. pass, of., impf. of., aor. I of., aor. I of., poet, also : aor. 2, inf. -

: fut. or :
—to tell, tell of, de-

scribe, relate. 2. to speak to, address, accost. 3.

simply, to speak, say. 4. c. inf. to bid.-£, fut. : pf.-^ : aor.- and-- : Dep. :

—

to make or

create in : aor. - is also used in pass»

sense. 2. to labour, pursue a calling, work for hire., ,() an action, operation, energy., f.,^) to work, be active. Hence, aros, , an effect, work, operation.
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-, 4s, — kvtpyos.-, , (kv, epyov) working, active, busy : of

soldiers, on service, fitfor service : of land, in tillage,

productive. Hence', Adv. of kvepyrjs or kvtpyos, actively: pro-

ductively.-«, f. , to push in, to thrust in.-, aor. 2 kvqpvyov, to belch on one., before a vowel -, from beneath: be-

neath. II. c. gen. beneath. 2. below, in the

power of. From, , ol, (kv) Lat. inferi, those in or beneath

the earth, of the dead and the gods below.

€vepp.tvos, pf. part. pass, of eveipoo.

[] ,, aor. 2 pass, and aor. I

med. of.
cvepCTis, ecws, ,() a fitting orfastening in., a, ov, Comp. of evepoi, deeper, lower., Ep. for kvfjaav, 3 pi. impf. of., ,() a suggestion, counsel., pf. with pass, sense of., 3 sing. pf. pass, of., pf. pass, of.

Ion. for, gen. of ivcaruis (for

kvea^fcws), pf. part, of., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of., 3 sing. aor. 2 med. (in pass, sense) of\.
[], aor. I pass, (., aor. I med. of., ,() a pin, brooch., aor. 2 of kvrpajyo}.

[], aor. 2 pass, of.
[], aor. 2 pass, of.
[t], aor. 2 pass, of., aor. I of., aor. 2 of.-, f., to be happy in.-, fut.-, to sleep in or on.-, ov, (kv, evvTj) in or on which one sleeps;

kvevvaiov a skin to sleep on; ^
for want of bed-clothes.

«vfvaa, aor. I both of ve and of () to swim., aor. 1 of.,, aor. I and 2 of(., aor. I of(.
., Ep., aor. I med. of ~/., aor. 1 of kyxtipio)., Ep. aor. I med. of 1"/., fut. pass, of.,,,, aor. I pass,

imperat., optat., subj., and inf. of., f.,() to take a pledgefrom
one. 2. c. ace. rei, to take in pledge: Pass.,^-

to have one's goods seized for
debt: Med. to have surety given one, for interest.-, , (kv,) a pledge, surety ; kv-

to make a thing a pledge.-, f. or\ :

—

to keep fast within :

entertain, cherish. II. Pass., with fut. med. kvi-£, aor. 2, to be held, caught, entangled
in. III. intr. to enter, pierce into, penetrate : to

press upon., aor. of^.-£, f.-, to bindfast in, to i?ivolve in., , , see tvos, , ov.-, f., to spend one's youth in : to amuse
oneself in, to be joyful in. Hence, , a place of amusement.-, ov, (kv,) in the prime ofyouth., -, aor. 1 act. and pass, of kv-

(^., , () kindness, goodness., Ep. for kvrjv, 3 sing. impf. of., 4s, gen., kind, friendly, good-hearted.

(Connected with and.), aor. I of., 3 sing. aor. I of., , (kveXavvri) anything driven in : in

plur. the rounds of the ladder fixed in the poles or

sides ; the pins driven into the axle,

linch-pins., pf. pass, of.£. aor. 1 of., 2 sing. impf. of.-, Pass, (really pf. of kv-), to be seated in.-, pf. pass, of., pf. pass, of., 3 sing, pf., only found in this pers. and in

compds. €-€€, --(-,-, with

the notion of being upon or close to. (The root

is not in use.), pf. of., 3 sing. Ep. aor. I med. of., fut. of., (kv) Adv., I. of Place, there, Lat. ibi

:

also as relat. to 01, where, Lat. ?. 2. in this

case or state. 3. with a sense of Motion, thither,

hither, Lat. illuc. II. of Time, when. Hence, Adv. thither, Lat. illuc : also, there : of Time,
here, now.-, f., to sit in or on. Hence, $, , a sitting in ; a
seat in the sun.-, f. , to warm in

:

—Pass.,€
to glow with love., aor. 2 inf. of.-, (evOa,) Adv. there where, where.-, f., to bury in a place.,, Ion. for,(.-, f. , (kv, Bios) to be inspired.,., Ep. aor. 2 inf. of.,() Adv. thence, Lat. illinc; 'iv6ev

on this side and on that: also as relat. for odev, ivhe?ice,

whereof, Lat. unde. II. of Time, thereupon,

after that., (tvQtv) hence, Lat. hinc.

I
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?v0€O,. for', aor. 2 imper. med. of.
€v-0€os, ov, full of the god, inspired, possessed:

given by inspiration.«-, f., (kv,) to heat

:

—Pass., kv-

has been heated by passion.

c'v0€ous, ecus, ,() a putting in. II. a

piece put in, a mouthful.

«-, Ep. for kveOero, 3 sing. aor. 2 med. of kv-.
«v0€TOS, ov,() put in, implanted.

4v9ei)T€v, Adv., Ion. for kvTtvOev.

«-rj, €V0t)S, €v9ou, €,«, Dor. for i\9rj,,
%\, etc., aor. 2 of.
€-5, ov, (kv, 6rjp)full of wild beasts. II.

metaph. savage, wild, rough, untended, undressed.4-, f.-, to die in : to grow rigid or

torpid in.

€V0ope, Ep. for kveOope, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.
«, Att. aor. 2 imperat. med. of.
kv-, f. , or«-, f., (evOeos,

contr. ev$ovs) to be inspired., aor. 1 inf. med. of.€-, f. , {kv,) to wrap in a fig-leaf,

enwrap.

ev-, f.- : aor. 2 kvkdopov Ep. '-
pov

:

—to leap into, upon, among.
ev-, f. : aor. : pf. kv-

: Dep.: (kv,) :
—to lay to heart, con-

sider well, ponder. 2. to take to heart, be concerned

at. 3. to form a plan. 4. to infer, conclude.

Hence€3, $, to, a thought : invention, device,

stratagem. II. an argument in Rhetoric an-

swering to the Syllogism in Logic : and«, ea;s, , consideration, esteem.«, ,() consideration : suspicion.

4-05, ov, (kv,) taken to heart, weighing

upon the mind;& kori , Lat. religio est

mihi, Ifeel a scruple.05, , ov, =.€-£, f., to array in armour : pf. pass.

part.€€, armed in mail.

kvi, poet, for kv. II. 4vt, dat. of eis.

€vi, for eveari, it is in : also it is allowed, possible.

tviavaios, ov, also a, ov, (kviavros) of a year, one

year old. II. yearly, year by year. III.

for a year, lasting a year; kv. gone for a
year.€3, , (eVos) a year ; kviafa-ov yearly,

every year. 2. any complete space of time ; eros

$€ ( as times rolled on the

year came.

ev-, f.-, to sleep in or among.4, Adv. () in some places.

«ta-,«-. Ep. for-, etc., Ep. aor. I pass. part, ofk\1.«-, inf. of aor. 2 kveioov.«-, f., to sweat in, labour at.

4-, 4-, f. [], to set, settle, or

found in a place :—Med. to found for oneself.- or -, poet, for &-,
kv-, f.-, (kv,) to sit in or on.

ev-, fut.- : aor. I-/ca Ep.- : pf.-,
pass,- :

—

to send in or into : to implant, inspire:

generally, to throw in or among : of ships, to launch
into the sea : metaph. to urge on, incite to do a

thing. 2. to send in secretly. II. rarely intr.

to enter.

€Vi0pti|/as, poet. aor. I part, of.«-, Ep. for kyrc- : hence, Ep.

aor. 2 med. imperat. for kyKa-.-, f. [], Ep. for kyK-, to break in, break

off, Lat. infringo.-, Ep. for ky-'.€-€, Ion. impf. of kv-.
cvi-01, ai, a, (from ' '=€ , as kvioTi — 'ioTiv

ore) some, Lat. ali-qui.

4-6, Adv. for ' 6€ = ore, at times, some
times : Dor. 4-.
«, , (') a reproof, rebuke : abuse.

€vi-ir\€ios, ov, Ep. for, filled.

cvi-,-, Ep. for k--, aor.

I inf. med. and pass, ofkl\.«-, -, Ep. I and 3 pi. for 4/--,
aor. 1 subj. of

,\\.--, f. , to ride in, on or among., Ep. aor. I inf. of'., fut. (: Ep. redupl. aor. 2,
or kvkviTTOv;—to reprove, reproach, upbraid, Lat. ob-

jurgo. II. =, to tell of, announce.€-,«-, Ep. for kvo—

.

tviaireiv,, aor. 2 inf. and fut. of.
kv-, aor. 2 subj. of kvk-., collat. form of(, to reprove, reproach :

also to maltreat, ill-use.

ev-, f.- : aor. - : also fut. and

aor. I med.-,-:—Causal in these

tenses, to put, set, place in. 2. to begin. II.

intrans. in Med., with aor. 2 act.& ;
pf. kvk-

; plqpf. kvewrftceiv :

—

to be set in, to stand in

or within. 2. to be appointed. 3. to be upon,

be close upon, to be at hand ; kvtOT&Tos$ in

the present month: of circumstances, to arise, occur;

kvtOTT) present circumstances. 4. to oppose,

resist, object.4-, f. [], to strengthen. II. intr.

to gain strength.

cv-, =&.
cvi-,-, Ep. for kvT— and ky\-.«, Ep. aor. I part. pass, of^.-^, f. , to carve in or upon., ijpos, , (kvva'iri) an inhabitant ?—fern.

4€€.
€wa-enr|pos, ov, = sq.

€vva-€Tf|S, ks, (kwka, tros) nine years old : neut.

kwatTes, as Adv., for nine years.
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«v-vSt-njS, ov, , =-.
€vva-€Tis, ibos, , fern, of, nine years old.«- : Ep. fut. med., aor. -

:
— to dwell in : inhabit.

evvatas, Adv. (evvea) nine times, Lat. novies.«, v.-., Ep. 3 pi. aor. I med. of.
i'vvaTos, false form for.«-€, f., to build ships in.'", indecl. nine, Lat. novem.€€-, ov, (,) worth nine beeves.

tvvca--, indecl. nineteen. Hence«6€-5, ov, () fiineteen months old.«-, Is, (tiros) nineteen years old.

«wea-Kpovvos, ov, with nine springs, a well at

Athens, called also.
iwea-Xtvos, ov, (,) of nine threads.«-, ov, (,) of /line months.«^-, v, (,) nine cubits long.

«weas,, , () the number nine : a number

of nine. II. the ninth day of the month.

€vv€<i-<|>cuvos, ov,(,) of nine tones or notes.€€-, , a, Ep. for kvaicis, nine thou-

sand.

€W€<x-xop8os, ov, (,) of nine strings., worse form for, ninety.

4vv€VTjKOVTa-€W€a, indecl. ninety and nine.

€W€va>Kacrt, Ion. 3 pi. pf. of.
tvveov, Ep. for, impf. of, to swim.

€W€-opYvios, ov,(, opyvia) nine fathoms long.

€W€os, false form for.- Att. -€, f. , to make a nest or

hatch young in : c. ace. to hatch.

«vv€ira>, poet, lengthd. for.
€€, , see.
tv-, f. , to nod, beckon or make signs to.

«vve-copos, ov, (,) nine years old or long.«, Ep. for, ninety.€-, (,) Adv. for nine days.«, Ep. for, fern. gen. of, as Adv.

€v-vo«o, f. : aor. Ion. part. :

pf. Ion. :—also in Med., with

aor. 1 pass, :
—to think of, have in one's

mind, consider, ponder : to take thought, be

anxious. II. to understand. III. to intend

to do, c. inf. IV. to devise, plan, invent, Lat.

excogitare. Hence«, , a thought: att intent, design.

<=v-vopos, ov, (, *) within the pale of the law,

lawful, right : of persons, just, upright : also, under
the law. II. (,)feeding in, inhabiting.

Iv-voos, ov, contr. -vovs, ovv, (ev, vovs) thoughiful,

sensible :—Comp., Sup.—.
evvoaC-yavos, 6, poet, for evoaiy-, (evoens, 777) the

Earthshaker, a name of Poseidon or Neptune.«-, ov, poet, for-,(,-) with quivering leaves.

«vvoxXeis, poet, for, 2 sing, of.

« or, from root
/
', =^5, Lat.

VESTIO : f.' Ep.; Ep. aor. :—Med.
: fut. : aor. Ep.,

3 sing, :—Pass., pf.,,, but Ep.

also, : plqpf. (, but 1 sing,, 3
sing, Ep., 3 dual, 3 pi.':—to put
clothes on another :—Med. c. ace. rei, to put on one-

self, clothe oneself in, put on :—Pass, to be clad in, to

wrap or shroud oneself in ; thou

hadst been clad in coat of stone, i. e. been buried.

c-, 3 sing. impf. med. of.
€-€•, f. , (,) to sleep or lodge in.

-vvyios, a, ov, or os, ov, (kv, vv£) nightly, in the

night, by flight. II. dwelling in Night, of the

dead.«-, ov, =.«,-,, Ion. for,-, aor. I

inf. and part, of.
€V-68tos, a, ov, Ep. clv-oSios, , ov, (kv,) in,

on, or by the road ; wasps that have

their nests by the way-side. II. of or belonging

to a journey.
€-«>, f., to dwell : to inhabit. Hence
€voCio)<tis, ecus, 77, a dwelling in a place.«-, fut. Att. , to make to dwell in

place :—Pass, to be settled or take up one's abode in.

€v-oikios, ov, (ev,) in the house, keeping at home.4-€, f., to build in a place. II.

to build up, block up.

cv-oikos, ov, dwelling in : as Subst. a dweller in, an
inhabitant. II. pass, dwelt in.€-€, f., to pour in wine., part. neut. of, used absol.,zV being possible.

€vottt], 77, () a cry, scream, voice, sound : esp.

a war-cry, battle-shout.

€v-oirXtos, ov, (ev,) in or with arms : kv-

(sub.) the tune/or the war-dance.

€v-ott\os, ov, (ev,) in arms, armed.€7, ,() a mirror.- Ion. -«o : f. (supplied from obsol.) : aor. 1 eveibov, q. v. :

—

to see or observe

in a person or thing. II. to look at or upon.

«vopKios, ov, = evopKos.

«v-opKOS, ov, (ev, optcos) bound by oath, sworn. II.

that to which one is sworn ; eineiv to speak

on oath.«- [] , ov, 0, (ev,) one who is in harbour.4-, fut. : aor. : 3 sing. Ep.

aor. 2 pass, : (ev,,) :
—to arouse or

stir up in :—Pass, to arise in or among.

kv-, f. , to leap in or upon, assail, attack.

«-, ov, 6, and cv-opxis, 10s, , , =.
?v-opxos, ov, (kv, $) uncastrated, entire.

*02 or «vos, b, Lat. ANNUS, Subst. a year:

hence eviavTos,, etc.

"EN05 or €vos, 77, ov, Adj. a year old, last year's

;

last year's fruit: generally, old, by-

gone. II. cVt7 (sub.), the old and

I 2
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new day, i.e. the last day of the month, so called because

this %oth day consisted of two halves, one belonging to

the old, the other to the new moon. 2. in oblique

eases of fem. : gen. Ep., =Lat. perendie,

the day after to-morrow, ; so too,

rrj ), eis.
«vos, gen. of €is and , one.

cvoctis, , , (*£) a shaking, quake.-, ovos, , ($,) the Earth-

shaker, a name of Poseidon or Neptune.

ivo-nrjs, rjTos, , (efs) unity, concord.

«v-oupavios, ov, (kv, ovpavos) in heaven, heavenly.-, f., to make water in.

ev-, f. : the augm. tenses take a double

augm. impf., pass.) ; aor. I

: pf. :
—to trouble, disturb, Lat.

molesto : absol. to be an annoyance

:

—Pass, to be

troubled or annoyed.

<=vo\os, ov,() held in, bound by, liable or

subject to a penalty : liable to be accused of a crime.€-, f., to sew up in.

tv-, f., =* kv, to shiver or freeze in.

-,.. -', pf. pass,- :
—to shake

in or into, to drive into, hurl or lautich at.4-, f., to mean, imply :—Med. to give

notice of intimate.

ev-, aor. , to dry up :—Pass., with

pf. act., to be dried up.

tv-, f., to get ready, prepare :—Pass, to

be dressed or equipped :—Med. to dress oneself up.€-, f. : Ep. tvicnc- :

—

to hxirl, dart,

launch in or upon. II. intrans. tofall in or on.«-, f. : Ep. «-: poet, form of-, to dash in or upon

:

—Pass, to stick in.

ev-, f., (kv,) to harden :—Pass.

to become callous, inveterate.

!-5, ov, wise in a thing.

€-€, f.-, to sow among

:

—Pass, to be

sown or spread among.«-, ov, (kv,) included in a treaty

:

in alliance with : under truce or safe-conduct.

kv-, f. £, to let drop in.4-, f. £, =., , 6,() one who withstands, an
adversary.

€-«, f.-:— to dress in;—Pass.,$ clad in a horseman's dress.-, f. £, tofix in.4-€€•, or- as &.,=-
kv, to encamp in.-, fut., to turn about in :—Pass, to turn

or move in. 2. c. ace. loci, to visit.€-£ Ion. cv--, to impress on., aor. I inf. pass, of.«, aor. 2 inf. pass, of.«, aTos, ,()? injunction, precept.4-, f. : aor. I inf. :—poet, for, to stretch or strain tight : to bend or rather

to string a bow : also to stretch on or over a thing:

to extend, prolong.- Att. -, f. £, to enrol, register in

:

—
Pass, to be posted in battle.«/ Ion.«, Adv. () =: I. of
Place, here, there, Lat. hie : also hither, thither, Lat.

hue. II. of Time, at the very time : then,

now. 2. like Lat. deinde, thereupon, then. Hence« [t], Att. form for.«, Adv. hither, Lat. hue.€£, f. ,() to bury. Hence«, 6, burial.«-, ov, (,) ofox used in burial. II.

as Subst.,, , a shroud or winding-sheet

;

, funeral honours, obsequies.", , , instruments, gear, tools of any
kind: arms, armour; daiTos appliances for a

banquet; rigging, tackle of a ship;' hoxse-trappings, harness.€€, pf. of., pf. pass, of.
€v-Tetvo>, fut.- : aor. : pf.:
—Pass., aor. [a] : pf. :

—

to

stretch or strain tight, Lat. intendere ; -
the chariot board is hung upon straps

:

to bend a bow ;^ a bridge of boats

with the cables all taut:— to

raise it to a higher pitch :— ' to keep

a ship's sail tight by the sheet. II. to stretch out

at or against ; " Lat. intendere pla-

gam. 2. to entangle in. III. to strain, exert,

: hence in Pass., to be eager or ve-

hement, to Zpyov.-, fut. Att. , to wall in, fortify

:

—
Med., to wall in, i. e. blockade.

«v-T6Kvos, ov, (kv,) having children.-, f., to end one's life in a place.

€-€, is, — kv , complete, entire, perfect

:

—Adv. ->$, Sup.—.
€-«, mostly in Med., kv-, to enjoin,

command

:

—Pass., commands.«, fut. med. of foreg.

4-€ Ion.- : f.- : to cut in, en-

grave or inscribe upon. II. to cut in pieces, to

sacrifice. 2. to cut in, shred in.

«VTepov, , (kvTos) a piece of gut

:

—in plur. the

guts, intestines, entrails, bowels. Hence
€VT€poveia, , timber for the ribs of a ship, belly-

timber.

6VT€CTt-€pyos, ,(,') working in harness.

6€65, pf. part. pass, of'.«^, pf. part. pass, of.
«€€5, pf. part. pass, of. Hence

€,6€, Adv. vehemently, strongly.€€, for, plqpf. pass, of.4€, pf. with pass, sense of'.«, pf. part. pass, of'.€€€5, pf. part. pass, of.
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thence, Lat. bine or i'tfmc. II. of Time, hence-

forth, thenceforth, afterwards, thereupon.

€VT€v0€vC [t], Att. for evTev$€V.

«•, c<ws, ,() a lighting upon. 2.

converse, intercourse. 3. petition, intercession,

thanksgiving. 4. reading, study.4-€, f., (kv,) to stew in beet.

«-, f. , to cause to melt in, to pour in while

molten

:

—Pass, with aor. 2( [a], and pf. act., to be melted in, to sink deep into one ;
5

; to be wholly given

up to love.

«, Dor. for koTi and elai, from( sum.

Iv-, fut. : aor. 2, Ep. inf. kv-

:

—

to put in, Lat. imponere : metaph. to inspire,

instil

:

— Med. to put in for oneself, store up, lay by :

also Tt/iji to hold in honour.«-, f.- : aor. 2 :
—to bear or

produce in : to create or cause in. II. pf. part,

intr., IvTtTOKOjs, inborn.«-, f., to squirt upon.4-, f., to value in or among.«-, ov, (kv,) in honour, honoured, prized:' what is honoured in the sight of the

gods, their ordinances or attributes :—Adv.,$' or ayeiv to hold him in honour.«, aros, ,() a cut, incision, notch.

?, 3 pi. aor. 2 med. of.«, ,() an injunction, command., ov,\&) cut in pieces, cut up ;'
to offer as victims.

Ivtovos, ov, () strained: intense, earnest,

eager, violent. Adv. -, violently.

tV-TOTTtOS, OV, = (VTOTIOS.

«v-Toiros, ov, (kv,) in or of a place.

«vtos, Adv. (kv) Lat. intus, intrinsecus, opp. to

iKTos

:

I. of Place, in, within, inside ; also as

Prep. c. gen., ivrbs in my senses. 2. on
this side, Lat. citra, c. gen. II. of Time, within,

in less than, c. gen., kvTos within 20
days. Hence
4'€ and before a vowel -0cv, Adv. from within,

within.€€, aor. 2 inf. of^.
€VTp&irrjvai, aor. 2 inf. pass, of.«, fut. 2 pass, of.«-, f.-, to turn about : metaph. to re-

prove, make ashamed :— Med. and Pass, to turn one-

self, turn towards a person : to give heed to, listen to,

respect or pay deference to : feel shame or fear.«-, f.-, = kv, to bring up or train

in : of habits, etc., to grow up tuith, become natural

to, c. dat.

€-«, f.- or- (from obsol.) :

—

to run i?i, to move freely in. II. to

slip in, enter.(, aor. I inf. pass, of. Hence

«, ks, rubbed in : metaph. skilled, versed in.4- [t], f., to rub in unguents :—Pass, to

have rubbed in, to be anointed, painted. II. to

rub away, wear by rubbing.4-£, f., (kv,) to mix in a third

part, temper with a third, with allusion to-
yeveia.

evTpuJ/is, , ,() a rubbing in.«-, ov, (kv,) trembling, fearful.€-£, Frequent, of, Pass, to

keep turning round, keep looking back.«, , {() a turning towards : re-

spect or reverence for one : also shame, reproach.«, ,() in pi. tricks, artifices.«, ov,() brought tip in, living in,

among, or with ; '. tivos a nursling.

ev-, f. , to whisper in one's ear.«-, f., (kv,) to revel in, play in :

absol. to be luxurious. II. to make sport of.«-, f.- : aor. 2- :
—to eat

up greedily, to devour.«-, f.- ; aor. 2 : pf. iv-

:
—to light upon,fall in with, meet with. 1.

to converse with : to intercede tuith. 3. to read. II.

also = iv, to happen to be in.

«v-, f. , to roll or wrap up.

cv-, Ep. impf. of ; but also aor. I imperat.« [] : f. : Ep. aor. ' : () :

—to equip, deck out, get ready, furnish, prepare : c.

ace. pers., to make one ready, urge him

on : also c. inf. to urge to do a thing.«-, Adv. (kv,) of Priam, Ivtvttols kv

covered with his mantle so as

to shew the shape of his limbs.
"

«-, f., (kv,) to stamp, engrave.

«-, f. -, to smoke, [], Ep. impf. ', =(., , () the Warlike, epith. of Ares or

Mars in the Iliad; but, in later authors, different from

him. II. as Adj., warlike, furious, [a]

ev-, f. Att. , to insult one in a thing.«, 10s, , an otter. From-, ov, living in the water.'-, ov, (kv,) with water in it, holding

water. II. of water, watery. III. living

in or by water.', aor. ., f., to dream. From
kvvTTViov, , a thing seen in sleep. 2. a dream.

Properly neut. of&.
evvirvios, ov, (kv, -nvos) appearing in sleep.

ev-tmvos, ov, =(.«, aor. I of.«-, f., to weave in as a pattern :—Pass.

to be inwoven. Hence«, oV, inwoven.', oos, contr. ous, , Enyo, goddess of war,

answering to the Roman Bellona.
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soldiers : a division of the Spartan army, being a stib-

division of the and containing 32 men.
«-5, ov, (kv,) bound by oath : a con-

spirator. Adv. -oTcys, on oath.

evcoiraBicos, Adv. to ones face. From
«-, 17, (Iv,) the face, countenance : dat. \v-) as Adv. before the face, openly, Lat. palam.€, , , the inner walls fronting those who

enter : properly neut. of evoumos., in the presence of, Lat. coram. From
«v-damos, ov, (ev,) in one's presence,face toface.«, aor. 1 of.«, 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of(., Ion. for, aor. I of.€£, Dep. (Ii>, ovs) to hearken to.

3, Lat. EX, put for Ik before a vowel.

3, oi, at, , indecl., Lat. SEX, our SIX.
ej-ayayeiv, aor. 2 inf. of £y.
«|-€, , information sent out to the enemy.

From
«|-€, f. 6>, to tell out, publish, report : esp.

to send out information to the enemy :—Med. to pro-

mise to do :—Pass, to be reported as doing ; impers.,

*£a77e'AAerat it is reported that. Hence«-, , , a messenger who brings news out

:

esp. an informer. II. on the Greek stage the

ayye\os came to tell news from a distance, but the

££ayye\os told what was going on behind the scenes.

4|€5, ov, (l^ayytWa)) told of, discovered.

4|;-£, f. Att. , to drive out as a pollution.£- Ion. for ^.
«£5, ov, (e£ayi) accursed, abominable. II.

of things, devoted, mystical.

«£-£, (e£, aytcajv) to nudge with the elbow.

4|-, f. -, (4£,-) to break and tear

away, to rend.

4|;-£, f., to buy from : to redeem.

€£-€, f. , to speak out, publish, divulge.£-, f. , (i£, aypios) to make wild or

waste : of living things, to make savage, exasperate.

€^-, f. -£: aor. 2 --qyayov

:

—to lead or carry

out of or away from. 2. of things, to carry out, ex-

port ; e£ayeva exports. 3. to draw outfrom,
set freefrom. . 4. to drive out, expel. II. to bring

forth, produce: to callforth, excite. 2. of persons, to

lead on, excite, rouse: also to lead on, tempt. III.

intr. (sub.) to go or march out. Hence, , a leading out, drawing out : exporta-

tion : hence

6£<§, ov, carried out; ^ayya exports.4£-£, f. Att., Dep. to struggle hard.

e£a8-apxos, ov, (l£as,) leader of a body of six.

«£-, fut.-, to sing away ;

to sing away one's life, end it in so?ig, as the swan :
—

to sing away a spell. II. to sing of, descant upon.«- Ion. for.

!£a-erf|S, is, gen. 4os, (f£, eros) six years old: fern.

!£a€Tts, toOs.—Adv. e£aeTcs,for six years.€£-, Med. to collect outfrom.-, strengthd. for.«|- Att. -, f. £, to make quite bloody.4£-, Dep. to take away, carry off.

4|-€5, ecus, , ((£) a taking out

:

—a way
of taking out.

€£-aipeTcov, verb. Adj. of, one must select.

cij-aiperos, ov, taken out, picked out, chosen. 2.

reversely, taken out, rejected, expelled. II. that

can be taken out. From
cij-, f. : aor. 2 Ep. e£e\ov (sup-

plied from obsol. <\) :—Med., fut.£( : aor.

2( :—Pass., pf. Ion. :— to take out, take out of:—Med. to take outfor one-

self: to unlade, discharge one's cargo. II. to

takefrom among others, to pick out, choose:—Pass, to

be picked out for a special gift : also to be dedicated,

devoted. III. to take away, remove

:

—Med. to

take away from one:— Pass, to have a thing taken

axvay. IV. in Med. to set free, deliver. V.
to make away with ; to destroy or demolish a city.

4£-, contr. of Ion. form- : fut. £- :

aor. :
—to lift up, lift off the earth. 2. to

raise, exalt, extol. 3. to arouse, stir up, ex-

cite. II. Med. to carry fffor oneself', earn :
—( to take a disease on oneself, catch

it. III. Pass, to be raised, to rise. 2. to be

excited, agitated.

€|-atCTtos, ov, (i£,) beyond what is right, trans-

gressing right, lawless. II. of things, monstrous:

violent.«- Att. -, -: fut. —£, -:
aor. — :

—

to ruf-hforth, start out.

c^-, f., (l£,) to bring to naught,

utterly destroy, afinihilate.

tjj-, f. : aor. - :

—

to demandfrom
another : !£. to demand that he be given up, de-

mand his stirrender

:

—-Med. to beg for oneself, to

beg a person off, gain his release. Hence

eijan"r)CTis, e<ws, , a demandingfrom another. 2.

a bagging off, intercession.

cf'-cuTos, ov, (f£,) chosen, choice, precious.

clj, Adv. on a sudden.^-, fut.4 : Dep.:

—

to heal completely,

apply a cure ; , to appease it ; h-
de'ias to make up for deficiencies. Hence, ws, , a thorotigh cure., Adv. (f£) six times, Lat. sexies. Hence-, six thousand ; and-,, sixty thousand.€-, f., to follow up, imitate.«-, fut. Att., to dart or shoot forth,

launch. 2. metaph. to direct away from : also to

stretch out to: to shoot forth from one's mouth, utter., at, a, (e£) six hundred, Lat. sexcenii.

Hence
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—

to hear

a sound, esp. from a distance: to listen for.«-, f., to make accurately, finish care-

fully. II. to inquire accurately. III. £-
\6yov to speak distinctly.

€£-£, f. Att. , to reach the top of; e£a-^ aWepa to skim the upper air.

€|€, verb. Adj. of \^^, one must march out.

c^-, f., to blind utterly; £-
to put out his eye.

€£-&£, f. , of a city, to sack, storm : gene-

rally, to ruin, destroy : to exhaust.

4£, Dor. for, 3 sing. aor. I of-.€|€, Ep. aor. I med. inf. of.
eijaXciiTTpov, , a box for ointment. From
4£-, fut. : aor. -( :—Pass., pf, l£-

Att. :
— to anoint thoroughly,

plaster over. II. to wipe out, erase : metaph. to

destroy utterly, blot out ; €£*€ he -
to strike his name off the Jist :—Med., «£-$ *$ to blot out the suffering

from one's mind.

€£-, Dep. to beware of, shin, escape.

«{•-, f., =.*£-, only found in aor. I part. [],
pf. :

—to roll out, roll well ; -ye' take him home when you have given

him a good roll (see) ;(/cas \
you have rolled, tumbled me out of my all.«, , a changing : difference. From- Att.- : fut. £ : aor. - :

pf. -:— Pass., aor. I and 2 -,--: pf.- :
— to change utterly or

quite. II. to withdraw or removefrom. III.

to turn another way ; troiav \~\( which
way shall I take; to ply the

shuttle to andfro.«-, fut.- : aor. - : Ep.
aor. 2 part,

: Dep. :

—

to spring out of or
forth from ; to leap
down from it. II. to leap up; of horses, to rear.4£-, f. : aor. - : =.«-, f.-: aor. 2-:—
to mistake utterly, err greatly, commit afault against:—Pass, to be mismanaged, wrongly treated. Hence«, , an utter mistake, error.«-, fut. or : pf. pass. :

—

to mow off, finish reaping : metaph. to cut off, de-
stroy :—Pass., yevovs hav-
ing the stock of all the race cut off.«-, f.- : pf.- :

—

to make
miscarry : metaph.,' you have
made my wit miscarry.

«|-€, fut. : aor. - :

—

to exchange,
alter : hence to put off, lay aside :—Med. to take the

place of, follow close on. II. of Place, to change
'

one for another, pass over from one place to another,

withdrawfrom

:

—Med. to pass out. III. in Med.
also, to requite, repay.«-, f. , to milk or suck out. II. to

press, as cheese.

4£-€6, f., to be utterly careless of.

|-€05, ov, (fi£) of six metres : (£-
Tpos (sub. tovos), 6, the heroic or hexameter verse.

!£-5. ov, (?£,) lasting six months, Lat. se-

mestris : as Subst.,, or , a half-year.€|-€, f., to get out of a difficulty, ex-
tricate oneselffrom it.«-, f. : aor. r med.--, pass,-: Dep.:

—

to struggle vehe-

|

mently ; havi?ig gone through

j

desperate struggles. II. to drive out of: to drive
out of one's wits. III. as Pass, to be rooted out,

of the Cyclops' eye.€£-, Med. to ward offfrom oneself, drive
away, []€£-£, f., toforce or compel utterly. II.

toforce out, drive away.

ef-, f.£ : aor. 2 -avqyayov :
—to bring out

j

of or upfrom :—Pass, to put out to sea, set sail.«^-, Med. with aor. 2 act.- :
—to

rise out of, comefrom under, emergefrom: generally,

to escapefrom.-, fut., to make to boil up or over: me-
taph., €£( to let his fury boilforth.

€|-*, f., to take up out of.«^-, f. , to beat back:—Med. of ships,

. to retreat by backing water.«^-, fut.- : aor. - : pf.

pass,- :

—

to consume or destroy utterly

:

—
Pass, to be quite used up, Lat. exhauriri.^-, f., to set quite free.«, €, ,() exhaustion.

4£-/7€, f.-, to breathe again, revive.

cij-, f. , to hang up a thing from or by ;—Med. to attach oneself. II. to rekindle.

e^-, f. and , to snatch away.-, f. [], to tear away from.€£5, eo;s, ,{) a removal. 2.

intr. an uprisingfrom : the resurrection.

€|-€, f. , to crown with wreaths.^,4, fut. and aor. I inf. of.€|-€, f. . to turn upside down : to hurl

headlongfrom.
efj-avareMo), to make spring up from. II. intr.

to springfrom.««•-, Adv. quite openly.

€|-€, f. -, to bring up from the

water. II. intr. to emerge from : to recover

from an illness.

4£-«, f., to go out of the way, withdraw,

retreat. II. c. ace. to evade.€-£, and Med.«£, f.
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-< Att.- : (e£,) :

—

to sellfor
slaves, reduce to utter slavery : the Att. fut.-

is also used in pass, sense, as are aor. I-, pf.-. Hence^, ecus, , a sellingfor slaves.^-, pf. : Pass. :

—

to come to

mans years; a

band having grown to men from the dragon's teeth,^-, f. -eyepu), to excite, stir up.

€^€., aor. 2 med. of.
€-€, to rise outfrom : to go up in. II. to

come back from.«-, f. : aor. — : (l£,) :—to inflate : puff up. II. to scatter to the winds,
bring to nothing.

«|-avf, =., -, pf. and aor. I of.«, pf. pass, of.!€€, aor. I of(.«-, fut.-, tofind out, invent.«-, f. , to hold up or out : intr. to pro-

ject. II. Med., impf. and aor. 2 with double augm.-,- :
—to bear up against.«, aor. 2 of^.«, aor. I of.€^, aor. I of : 4£, pf.

pass.

4£-€, f. : pf.- : — to put out

flowers. 2. to bloom with, to be covered with, to

break out with, of sores. 3. metaph. to burst forth,

break out, flourish.

4£-£, f. Att. , (i£,) to deck as with

flowers, adorn, paint.

€^-, f.- or- : aor. - :—to send out or forth, let loose : c. gen. to send

forth from. 2. to let go, dismiss. 3. to

slacken, loosen. II. intr. to slacken, relax, Lat.

remittere.€|-, f.-, aor. - : in

these tenses Causal, to make risefrom one's seat. 2 .

to removefrom a settlement : make to emigrate, ex-

pel. 3. to depopulate, destroy. II. Pass, and
Med., with aor. 2 act.-, pf.-, plqpf.-, intrans. to rise from one's seat or sta-

tion. 2. generally, to arise and depart from a

place : to be driven out from one's home. 3. to be

depopulated.

«^-, to lay open.«-, f., to set upright, restore.

4£-€, f. : aor. - :

—

to draw out,

Lat. exhaurire. II. metaph. to endure to the end,

see out, Lat. exantlare.£- Att. Ifj-, f. [?5] : aor. I Q- :—to accomplish, fulfil. 2. to dispatch, kill, Lat.

conflcere. 3. of Time, to bring to an end, accom-
plish : hence to finish o/ie's way to a place, arrive at

it. 4. c. inf. to manage to do, Lat. efjicere

nt . .. 5. Med. tofinishfor oneself.

ov, (e£,) of six hands

Att. -, f. --
remove

«-,
breadths.^- Att. -, t. : aor.

:

—

tofreefrom, removefrom

:

—Med.
oneselffrom, get rid of.-, f. : aor. - :

—

to cheat or

deceive thoroughly : to seduce

:

—Pass., with fut. med.-, to be utterly deceived.

«f-, , a gtoss trick or deception.-, $, ,() a deceiver.

«ij-, Comic Dim. of, to cheat a
little, impose upon.«^-, Ep. form of- : aor. 2 6^77-, part, : also 3 sing. aor. 2 med. opt.

occurs in act. sense.

lija-ireSos, ov, (,) six feet long.

€|-€, inf., aor. 2 (with no pres. in

use), to observefrom afar. Cf..-, , (,) six cubits long., Adv., later foim of.
€|airtvatos, a, ov, =. From«, Adv., collat. form for. []
l|ja-irX<iarios,a,oj/, Ion.-, , ov, () sixfold.

l^a-irXeOpos, ov, (,) six long, i. e.

1 200 feet long.«-, f., to unfold, roll out : to explain.

cf-, f.-, to step out of.

«f-, Dep. to chase awayfrom.
«(j-, to put off.-, to be just on the point of death.

lija-iroXis, (, , (,) a leagtie of six cities.«-, f.- Att.-:— to destroy

utterly

:

—Med., with perf. 2 act., intr. to

perish utterly : to perish out of.«-, Pass, to return out of.-, f., to wash thoroughly.-, to sharpen well.-, also Med. €£-€, to be utterly at

a loss, be in great perplexity.-\, to send out or away : to divorce.«-, f.- [], to atonefully.-, to destroy utterly.

«-, f. : aor. :
—to fasten from or

to : c. dat. to attach to. II. Med. to hangfrom,
cling to a thing. 2. tofasten about oneself, wear., Ion. pf. pass, of.- Att. -, fut. : aor. :

—to

dash or knock out, shatter: metaph. to assailfuriously.

€|-€, f., (, apyos) to be quite torpid:—
Pass, to be quite tieglected.

«|;-)£, f. Att., and 4£-, f.,
to turn into money, sell.^-, f.-, Dep. to make oneself

acceptable to : also to win over, conciliate.-€, f. , to count throughout, Lat. enu-

merare. II. to pay in ready money.

€£-«, f., to be enough for : impers.,

it is enoughfor, satisfies me, c. inf. II. to
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abound in, be content with: c. part, to be satisfied with

doing. III. to assist, succour. Hence

€|, es, enough, sufficient.

e£apKOt)VTa)S, Adv. pres. part, of£, enough,

sufficiently.

4|-€, f. : aor. - and- :

—

to deny strongly. Hence
c|;apvT]Ti,KOs, , ov, good at denying or disowning.

tjjapvos, ov,() deny ifig, disowning.-, f.- and— or- :

aor. - Att.- : pf. pass,- :
—

to snatch away from: to rescuefrom danger.

4£-, fut., to hangfrom or upon. II.

Pass., with fut. med., pf., to

be huftg tipon, hang upon. 2. to have fastened to

one, be equipt with : cf. !£. 3. to be exposed

to view.

€|-£, fut. Att. , to complete, finish

:

—
Pass., pf., to be completelyfurnished.

e^-, f. [] , to get ready : to fit out, equip

:

—Med. to get ready for oneself, fit out: to prepare,

set about

:

—Pass., pf., to be got ready.

«£€, Dor. for, 3 sing. impf. of.
££-5, ov, beginni?ig. II. as Subst., 'd£apxos,

6, a leader, beginner, Lat. auctor. 2. thefirst in

rank, chief, Lat. princeps. 3. the leader of the

chorus, =.«-, f. £, to begin, lead off;

to begin a hymn to one, address it to him : and
reversely, Xoyois to address one with

words

:

—so also in Med.^.
4£-«, f. : aor. - :

—to adorn, deck

out. II. to train or exercise thoroughly

:

—Pass.

to be well trained in.

ijz-, f., to dishonour utterly.

4£-, Att. contr. for.
4|-, aor. : to dry up, parch up.

4£-, f., to speak out

:

—also in Med.
«£-€, f., to wear out by piping.

«|-£, f., Dep. to leave one's quarters.«-, Adv., for !£$[ &pas], at the very

point of time, at once.

i£-a{ms, Adv. for e£-av6is, (!£, avris) over again,

anew. II. of Place, back again, backwards.

€-,€, f., to desertfrom.--, f. : aor. : to boast loudly.

«|-, aor. , to scream or cry out.-, aor. 2-€\, med.- (from

obsol. 6) :

—

to take quite away:— Med.,

Tivos to take his lifefrom him.«-, fut.-, to sendforth, discharge: to

set freefrom.
4£-•, to put away :—Med., with aor. 2 act.-, pf.-, plqpf.-, intrans. to de-

part or withdraw from.4-£, f., Med. (e£,) to foam
away from o?ieself, Lat. despumare ;($, tofoam orfret away one's strength.

ejj-, f. [iJ] : aor. - :
—to draw

forth.

ei-, aor. I inf. of(.
€^€, aor. 2 of.
|«, aor. 2 of :

—

-', Aeol. and Ep.

3 pi. for.
4£-€, f. , (*£, I77U77) to free by giving

bail

:

—Med. to give bail

:

—Pass, to be set free on bail.

Hence«, fa>s, , a giving bail or surety.

4|-€€, f. -tyepoj, to awaken : to raise from the

dead : generally, to arouse, excite : to kindle :—Pass,

with Ep. aor. 2^, inf. -typioOai, and pf.

act.^^, to be aroused, to wake up., aor. 2 of('.«, 3 pi. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of £~/., aor. I of., aor. I of.(, aor. 1 of.«, 3 sing. aor. 2 med. of.
4£-€, , Lat. exhedra, a covered walk in front of

a house.

«|4, aor. 2 of.
€^€, aor. 2 of.
€'|-e6pos, ov, (l£,) awayfrom home : generally,

strange, extraordinary. 2. c. gen. out of, away
from; egedpos out of one's senses. II. of

omens, in a bad quarter.«, fut. of.
4|€, aor. 2 (in intr. sense) of.
4£€, aor. 1 (in causal sense) of€.
€|6, aor. I of., aor. 2 of.
4|€«, aor. 2 med. of.
4<), aor. I of.
l^idopov, aor. 2 of.
€\\, aor. I of£.
e|j€i, for, imperat. of exibo.

€^-€, inf. 4£i5etV, aor. 2 without any pres. in use,

to look out, seefar : also aor. 2 med. imperat.,

see well to it. Cf..
«i;€U]S, Adv. (', eVa>) poet, for k^rjs, in order, in

a row, one after another.

€|-6£, fut. , to make like : to adapt : pf. part,

pass., represented by a likeness or por-

trait.

efj-ciAiO), f., Lat. evolvere, to unfold.

4|€, =.
€|€,, aor. 2 act. and med. of.
€'|-€, 2 sing. egetaOa (for e£et), inf. k£i£vai Ep.(^ : impf. kgrjeiv : (, ( ibo) :

—to go out,

come out : esp. to march out with an army ; to come

forward on the stage. II. of Time, to come to

an end, expire; k£irj when the pain

ceases.

€-€ (( sum), only in impers. '£, q. v.

cijetv, fut. inf. of '4.
4|€, inf. of'^.

15
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-, inf. kgciiriw, to speak out, to utter, avow

:

also, to betray : cf..
«£€€, 3 sing. impf. of.« Ep.-, aor. I of.
«jj-eipto, to put forth, thrust out. II. to pull out.«, for e£et, 2 sing. pres. of exibo.«, aor. I of., aor. 2 of., poet. aor. I of., 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of.
«€€, aor. I of.4££,^, irreg. impf. and aor. I

of.4€, aor. 1 of., aor. I of.
4£, «^, aor. I act. and aor. 2 pass, of., 3 sing. aor. I med. of.
4|4,-, aor. I act. and pass, of.€€,-, aor. I act. and pass, of.
4|4, aor. 2 of.
«ijeXas, a, 2 and 3 sing. fut. of.
4|45, ecus, 77, a driving out, expulsion. II.

intr. a marching out, expedition. From
4£-€ : f.- Att.- : pf.- :

also poet. pres. 4£e\aco, inf. :
—to drive otit,

chase out. 2. to beat out, hammer out, of me-

tals. II. to lead out an

army : hence (sub.) intrans. to set out on an

expedition, march out.«, aor. 2 of*., poet, for, 3 sing. aor. 2 act. of:
also 2 sing, imperat.

4£-64, f. £, to search out, bring to the test : to

convict, ' expose, confute : of things, to be proved

against one. 2. '. I am
not to blame in this.

cfjeXetv, 4£j€\ea0cu, aor. 2 act. and med. inf. of., aor. 2 of.-\\., to be very free of speech.^, -®, fut. and aor. 2 inf. of-.«, pf. of efdaww.|6€, pf. pass, of.- Att. -, f. , to unroll, unfold

:

metaph. to explain. II. = Lat. explicare, to ex-

pand the front by bringing up the rear men.
«ijeXscreov, verb. Adj. one must drag along. From
4£-€, f.- [], as if from -:— to

draw or drag out. 2. to draw out from, rescue

from. II. to drag out, prolong, protract.44, aor. I of., aor. 2 of.^ [d], aor. 2 pass, of.
44£, aor. I of.€;€, aor. 1 pass, of^.

4fjfya|a,4€ [<5], aor. act. and aor. 2 pass,

of.
-,, Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of., Ep. for, fut. inf. of '.
--,.^ : aor. :

—

to vomitforth,
disgorge. 2. absol. to be sick., aor. I of.
44€, 3 sing. pf. of.
4-6€, f., to keepfast or strictly, observe.

lij- Ion. -ecu, f. , to traffic ;

to drive a gainful trade ; pf. pass,-, I am bought and sold, betrayed. II. to

sell off., aor. 2 inf.£, =.-, f. £, to strip or spoil a foe : to slay in

fight., 2 pi. aor. I imperat. of.-, to speak out, proclaim., aor. 1 of and also of.
4jjtv0ois,, Dor. for,£, aor. 2

opt. and part, of.\, aor. I of.
4£evu|/a, aor. 1 of.-, f.-', to charm away:—Pass.,-

to be charmed out of their nature.-, f.-. to stir up, elate., aor. I of.
4|6|, aor. I of., aor. I. of., aor. I of.€^€€ [], aor. I of.
4|€€, aor. 1 of.
4|€€, Ion. aor. I of.
€|66, Ep. for, aor. 1 of -.̂-, Dep. to boast loudly.---<5, , , —.4-€, Dep. to understand, know tho-

roughly. II. to know by heart.-,.,^, on purpose, carefully.4£6 [], aor. 2 pass, of.,, aor. I act. and pass, of-.
4£4€, aor. 2 of.
eijemov, aor. 2 of.•\, aor. I of.
4£€|£,, aor. act. and pass, of -., aor. I of.
€^€<, aor. I of., Dor. aor. I of.
4|€€,-€,3. act. and pass, of., aor. I of.-, aor. 2 of.

or-, aor. 2 of or -.-, aor. 1 of.
€g€TTpiov, aor. 2 of.
6^€7|, Dor. for, aor. I of.
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iijcimrjv, aor. 2 act. of., aor. of.,-, aor. 2 of.
«ijtpupa, , vomit, thing vomited,-, f. [a] : aor. ( :-

From
vomit forth,

Lat. evomere. i. metaph. fo disgorge, get rid of;

\p-q<povs to disgorge theballots/rora the urn.

4£-€£., f.— : pf.- used

both in med. and pass, sense : aor. - al-

ways in pass. : Dep. :

—

to work out, finish, make com-

plete. 2. to accomplish : to make, cause. 3. to

work well, cultivate. II. to tindo, destroy, Lat.

conficere : to overwhelm, ruin :—Pass.,

we are undone ; desperate affairs
;' *$ when all is over. Hence«(^, , , able to accomplish.

4|-€ Att. -, to shit out, exclude from

:

to hinder, forbid : to drive away :—Pass., avayKaiy

to beforced to a thing.-, to inquire into or after : search or try.-,-, strengthd. for,.-, to strike or hew off. II. intr. in

aor. 2, inf., and pf. :
—to

fall to earth; the mane
streaming downwardsfrom the yoke: to fall down.

€£-6€<, Pass, of rivers, to empty themselves.£-, f. 7700», to search out, examine.- Att. contr. -€, (,) fut. without

any pres. in use, I will speak out, proclaim: hence pf.

act.
; 3 plqpf. pass, ; and fut.-

in pass, sense. The pres. in use is,
the aor..-, Ep. for(, to inquire into: inquire of.£-«, f., to make utterly desolate, desert

utterly.-, f., (, k'pis) to be contumacious, resist.

€^€ptTreiv, aor. 1 inf. of.^, , ,() a stubborn disputant.

€£-€, fut.- : Dep. : (,):—to

inquire of: to inquire into, examine: cf..-, f.- : aor. - (as if from -ep-) : to creep out of: absol. to creep out.

«£eppaynv [a], aor. 2 pass, of.', aor. 1 of.
«£«£, aor. I of., aor. I of., pf. of.
6|€, aor. 2 pass, (in act. sense) of.
«£-€, (,) to go out; only in imperat.,€£eppe

•yaias away out of the land.-, to ward off, repel, []-, f. [] : aor. Ep.
and :

—to draw out of, snatch out of, wrest

from : to tear out.

«£-€, Dep. with fut.- : aor. 2--
contr.- : pf.-:—to go out, come

out of, march off: to go through: to standforth. II.

of Time, to come to an end, expire. III. of pr©-

phecies, etc., to be accomplished, come true: generally,

to reach its end.-, f., to swervefrom the course, to shy,-, f., to search out : to question., aor. I of., aor. I of.-, f.- : pf.- :—to eat away.-, collat. form of foreg., ,() a sending out, mission.

~$, ws, ,() a dismissal : divorce.

4^€€, aor. I of. .^-, impf. of. -^^\, aor. I of., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, (in aor. sense) of., for, pf. inf. or.
4£€<£, inf. pf. of, contr. for.
c£eo-T€iAa, aor. I of.
4|€€€5, pf. part. pass, of.«,, pf. and aor. 2 of.
«-€, impers., subj. ', optat.: inf. :

fut.: impf. : (, sum):— it is al-

lowed, it is in one's potuer, is possible: part, Ion., absol. nom., it being possible, Lat. quum liceat.

€|;€€, aor. I of.€£€€€•, pf. of., aor. I of.
\y\, aor. 2 pass, of [].€^€€, impf. pass, of., -\, aor. I act. and pass, of.- : f. Att.: aor.

Dor.: pf.:—Pass., aor. :

pf. :

—

to examine well or closely, to scruti-

nise: hence to question, esp. by the torture : of things,

to search out, to inquire into, sift closely. 2. of

troops, to inspect, review. II. to prove clearly,

to test : hence to estimate, compare

:

—Pass, to be proved,

to stand the trial : to be examined.

4^€ [], aor. I pass, of.
[], aor. 1 pass, of.«, aor. 2 of.€^€, Ep. aor. I of., aor. I pass, of.

€£€£, aor. I of.
«(jerowris, ea>s, , () a searching out: a

military inspection or review.

4£€TcurTiKOs, , ,() skilful at examining:

absol. inquiring.

4£eT€iva, aor. I of.
€$;€€, aor. 2 of'., Ep. impf. of.
4€€€, Ep. 3 pi. impf. pass, of.
€£€€£€, 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.
4|€€, aor. I of.
4|€, impf. pass, of.
4£-€Tns, «, (, Ztos) six years old.

4£-€, (,) Prep, with gen. even until now,«, aor. I of.-, aor. I of.
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6^€, aor. I of., aor. I of., aor. I of.«-, Dep. to be very cautiotis of.

€£-€,,{ ,) to make easy, lighten. II.

Med. to get ready, prepare, Lat. expedire., , ,() a searching out : a

Jinding oat, invention.«-, aros,, a thingfound out, an invention,

contrivance. From-, f.—, aor. 2- :

—

tofind out,

discover : to invent. 2. to seek out. 3. tofind
out, win, secure.-, to prepare.

«^-, Dep. to boast aloud, proclaim. II.

to pray for.€|. 6|e(f>av0ii]v,aor. pass, of.^ [], aor. 2 pass, of.«, pf. pass. part, of.[-, 3 pi. pf. pass, of.«^, 3 plqpf. pass, of.
4£-6, mostly used in Med.«, to enjoin,

urge, bid.«, aor. 2 of.«, «, aor. I and 2 of., Ep., aor. 1 of.«(•, aor. I med. of.
(|«, aor. I of.

[], aor. I pass, of•-, f. -, intr. stand out or project from

:

of the sun, sfo'rce out, appear.

«|€, aor. I of.
€|«|, aor. I of.
!--\\), f.-, to boil thoroughly.

«-, ov, {,) past one's youth.^, aor. 2 of t£ay.«,, aor. I act. and pass, of -
ayyiWoj.

4|-., fut.- : pf.-- : Dep. :

—

&e leader of, c. gen. pers. 2. c. ace. pers. to matt-

age, direct, govern. . gO first, lead the

way: 2. k^yuoOai to shew one the way
in a thing ; and so to guide : also to teach ; to co?n-

mand. III. like Lat. praelre verbis, to prescribe

a form of words :

—

to expound, interpret. IV.

to tell at length, narrate, describe. Hence«-, ov, , a guide, director, coutisellor: gene-

rally, a deviser. II. a?i interpreter of oracles or

sacred rites, Lat. ifiterpres religionum.«£, aor. 2 med. of k£tyapa).«, pf. pass, of .!£, , , , indecl. () sixty, sexaginta.«(•-, cs,(,) sixty years old.

poet,-,() Adv. sixty times.4£-, ,(,) a sum
of sixty talents.«(•, aor. I of.

-ros, , ,() sixtieth, sexagesimns.

«ij-, f., to have arrived at a point :—of Time,
to have run out, expired:—of prophecies, to have
turned out true.

Ep. 4£, aor. I of.
4f;TjXaTOS, ov,() beaten out, hammered.«, aor • I pass, of(^ : €|«,

3 sing, plqpf.«^, aor. I of.€£, aor. 2 of.€-£, f., (,) to set in the sun : to

hang in the open air.

€|£, aor. I of:4£, pass.«^, €, ,( aor. 2 of) a
going out : a way out.

ejj-, Adv. (,) for six days, six days long.«,€£,30. 2 and pf. of,£, pf. of.
4£€, aor. 1 of.-, f., to tame or reclaim quite : me•

taph. to civilise, humanise., pf. part. pass, of.«, -, aor. I med. and pass, of.«, ,() quite changed;
changes of raiment.«, pf. pass, of.«, -, aor. I and pf. pass, of.«, pf. pass, of.«,^, aor. 1 and 2 of.«, €£€, impf. and aor. 2 med.

(with double augm.) of.«,-, aor. I act. and pass, of,«, -, pf. and aor. I of., -, pf. and aor. I of., aor. I of or.
4££, Att. aor. I of,.«,-, pf. and aor. 1 of.«, aor. 2 of.€-€, f. , to cheat utterly,

«, aor. I of.^, pf. pass, of.4£, aor. 1 pass, of., aor. I of.
«^, 3 sing. aor. 1 med. of.
4-65, ov, {,) with six oars.«, impf. of.

or-, aor. I of.«, pf. pass, of.«, pf. pass, of.«, pf. pass, of., 3 sing. impf. med. of.«, aor. I of.«, aor. I of :, pf. pass.

«Itjs Ep. l^e^S, Adv. (,) one after another,

in order: also of Time, thereafter, next. II.

c. gen. next to.
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€||, aor. 1 of.«, aor. I of.«,-, aor. I and impf. of.

Ep.«, aor. I of.
«£-«), f., to sound forth, publish.«,«, aor. I act. and pass, of.«-, f.- Ion.- : Dep. :— to cure

thoroughly : to make full amends for.

eijiSetv, inf. of.«-, Dep. (!£, i8ios) to make one's own, to

appropriate.

«-, f. [], / exude.

*£-, f./ |], place in a resting posture

:

—
Med. to establish oneself.

ejjtcvai, inf. of& exibo ; but egicvai, of.
4£-£, f., to send out, dispatch, in Ep. aor. 2

inf. for : of a sail or cable, to let out or

loose : to throw out or forth : to take out of:—Med.

to put offfrom oneself, get rid of. 2. to sendfrom
oneself, divorce.

eij- [y], to make qiate straight.

-€€, f. , to beseech earnestly.

€£-4, f.: aor. 2 [] : Dep.:

—to reach, arrive at. 2. to attain, come up to: to

be sufficientfor. 3. to accomplish, execute.

^-, f. £a>, poet, for.-, f.- [a], Dep. appease com-

pletely, propitiate.

«-, unravel, disentangle. II. £eep

outfrom, barfrom.
«£€, for, inf. of' exibo.-, f., press orai, ^ress heavily.-, later form of(.
«|is, feus, 77, (e£a> fut. of') oez'rag- m certain

state, a permanent condition or habit, of body or mind.

€|-lot]S, Adv. for e£ tajys (sub.), equally; aiso«- (sub.).
ejj-, f. <;, mafe equal or «/era, Lat. e##e-

quare

:

—Med. to make oneselfequal

:

—Pass, beequal,

to be a match for. 2. to put on a level. II.

intr. to be equal or like.

«ij-., f., aor. , in these

tenses Causal, to put out of its place, change, alter;

to drive one out of his senses:

hence, simply, to drive mad, to de-

range ; also to astonish, to bewitch. II. Pass.,

with aor. 2 act. £, pf.-, plqpf.--
khv, to stand aside from : to stand out of the way :

to make way for one ; also c. ace. to shrink from,
shun. II. c. gen. rei, to retirefrom : to be de-

prived of; varpos to lose one's father. 2.

(pf. inf.) to lose one's senses: absol.

to be out of one's wits, be astonished. 3. generally,

to give up one's pursuits: also to change one's opinion.

«|-«, f., to inquire into : inquire of.

«£- , f• [], be quite able.

£-,=: trans, toputforth; intr, tostandforth.

eijurcuTcov, verb. Adj., one must make equal.«, ov, (e£Uvai) going out, fading : extinct:

forgotten.

€^-€, verb. Adj. of(, one must go forth.

eij-iros, , cv, verb. Adj. of, to be come out of;

tois for whom there's no coming out.

«--, f. , to trace out.4-€, f. ", to seek by tracking out.

£-«5, ov, of, holding six medimni.

«£-, f., to make swell out ;

egoyfcovv to honour her by raising a tomb :—Pass, to

be swelled out : metaph. to be puffed up, elated : ab-

sol. to swell, rise high. Hence^, aTos, , anything raised up : a mound,

barrow, cairn.

clj-, f., (e^oZos iv) to sell.

cjj-, , (e^ohos) a marching out, expedition.

€^-o6ios, ov,{ 111) of, belonging to an exit; to

thefinale of a play. II. as Subst., (sub.

$), thefinale, ofa tragedy. At Rome, exodia were

burlesques acted after other plays, or travesties on the

subject of the play itself, like some modern epilogues.

€£-«, f., to go out of.

e£-o6os, , a going out. 2. a marching out,

military expedition : a sally. 3. a solernn proces-

sion. II. a way out, Lat. exitus. III. also

like Lat. exitus, an end, close : the close of life, de-

cease. 2. the end of a tragedy. 3. a piece of

music played at any one's exit. IV. an outgoing,

payment of money: hence.«-, f., to pain extremely.

i^-, f.-, to smell strongly.

«-, pf. without anypres. in use, Att. plqpf.,
to know thoroughly, know well : cf..
«-, f. : pf.- :

—to be swollen up.

e|-oiK«u,., to leave one's home, to emigrate. II.

Pass, to be thickly inhabited. Hence

€£.5, ov, habitable, inhabited.

4;-£, f. Att. : aor. - :
—to remove

one from his home, eject, expel

:

—Pass, to go from
home, remove. II. to depopulate, empty.

€^-€, f., to build up, build from the

ground, finish a braiding.

£-£, f.-, to wail aloud.

eij-, pf., Pass, to be qtdte drunk.

€^-oiot€Os, a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be broiight

out. II., one must bring out.«- or -, f., to drive quite wild.

4|, fut. of:—med.« also in

pass, sense.-, f., to go out: Aeol. 3 pi..
el-, Dep. to have gone out.

€|-«, aor. -, to thrust out of the sea

;

to run a ship aground: intr. of the ship, to run

aground. II. metaph. to run a person aground,

bring him into difficulties :—Pass.,

the thing 2s brought to this pass., aor. I inf. of£\.
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icj-, fut.- : aor. 2- :

—

to slip off, glance off. II. c. ace. to slip out

of, elude.€£- and -: fut.- Att. -: aor. 1£ :

—

to destroy utterly. II. Med. with

pert". 2 4£, to perish utterly.

€|-€, f. , / destroy utterly.«|-, f. £o>, to howl aloud.

?|, fut. med. of.
6|€5, f<ws, , a demand of hostages. From
«-^, f., foW by taking hostages : Med.

to take as hostages.«-, f., to have intercourse, associate, live

with. II. Med. to be awayfrom ones friends, to

be solitary.«-, ov, away from intercourse with others:

foreign, strange.«-, f., (l£,) to give sight to :—
Pass, to be restored to sight. 2. metaph. to make
clear or plain. II. also to bereave of sight.

4£-, f.- : aor.- :
—to deny

upon oath. II. to decline an office by an oath that

one has not means or health to discharge it.4-, f., to make quite like

:

—Pass, to be-

come or be like.

4£-€, f., and as Dep.4£€, f., to confess in full, admit. 2. to agree,

promise. II. to make full acknowledgment for

:

praise, celebrate.€|-, f.-, to wipe offfrom. II.

Med. to wipe offfrom oneself: hence to imparl to an-

other : to wipe out or purge away a pollution.

y efov, part, from the impers. '.
6|-€£, fut. Att. , to cast in one's teeth,

object to one : also to reproach bitterly.

«ig-^, f. , to utter aloud, announce.|-, aor. -, (4£,) to name,
speak of by ?iame.4-, Adv. by name, calling by name.
€|-otti0gv and -6e, Adv., poet, for/.
ei- omv, Adv. behind.- poet. -Qe, Adv. backwards, behind. II.

Prep, with gen. behind, after.

e^-, (e£,) Adv. of Place, backwards, back
again. 2. Prep, with gen. behind. II. Adv.
of Time, henceforth, hereafter. []
€g-OTiAi£, f., to arm completely, accoutre

:

—Pass,

and Med. to arm oneself, go forth armed. 2. gene-
rally, to prepare; pf. part. pass., all

ready. Hence
|, , a being under arms : and

€f, eo>s, 77, a getting under arms.-, f., to bake hard: to heat violently:—
metaph. to scorch, consume.

4£-, to see from afar : cf..
«£-£, fut. Att. , to enrage

:

—Pass, to be

furious.-, f. , to lift up the voice, to cry aloud.

ejj-, f. , to set upright:—Pass, to stand
upright. 2. metaph. to amend, restore., f. Att. : aor. —to send
beyond the frontier, banish : to expose a child. II.$ to wander from one
city to another. III. Pass, to be an exile: also

to pass the bounds, come forth. Hence
cg- [], to exasperate.

€£-3, ov, expelled, banished.-, f. Att. , to swear a person, admin-
ister an oath to him. II. to exorcise, i. e. banish
an evil spirit. Hence^,, 6, one who administers an oath. II.

an exorcist.

€^-opKos, ov, bound by oath.

4£-, f., to make one swear, bifid by oath,

c. ace. pers. : c. ace. pers. et rei, to make one swear by,

~2,Tvyos. Hence^, eccs, , a bindifig by oath.

4£-, f., to set out or start from : of pain,

to break out. II. trans, to sendforth;
vavv to start the ship : generally, to excite, stir tip

:

—
Pass, to set out, start.

i^-, fut. Att. , to bring out ofharbotir;

ks to let down into the sea.'-, ov, sailingfrom a harbour.«-, f. , to spring, leap forth.- Att.- : fut. £ : aor. :
—

to dig out ; k£opvaauv roiis to put out the

eyes. II. to dig out of the ground, dig up.

tij-, fut., Dep. to dance out, dance

away: also to go through with a dance. II. to

betray by indiscreet gestures.

eij-, Dor. for (£.-, f., to dedicate, devote.

4£-£, f. , to banish by ostracism.

Hence«, ov, 6, banishment by ostracism.

*£€, Adv. (hie, ore) from the time when.

4£-, f., to excite, arouse.4-€, f., =.
4|-€, f., (e/c,$) to set at naught ; pf.

part, pass., things of no account.^, , an action against one who neglected

an order of a court, an action for contempt of court.

The nom. does not occur.

«£, , ('^) power or authority to do a

thing:—absol. authority. 2. a magistracy: the

body of the magistrates, the authorities, powers. II.

means, resources. Hence, f. , to have authority ever

:

—Pass, to

have authority exercised over one.-, to increase exceedingly.«-, ov, with prominent eyes.

4£, ,{) a standing out, prominence : me-
taph. eminence : oi the chief men.,, ((£4) standing out, prominent: metaph.

eminent, excellent: c. gen., eminent
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among or above them. Adv. neut. and I'f ;

c. gen., - far above all.

Ijj-, f.' Att. tcu, break out into insolence,

run riot, wax wanton ; els to come to

this pitch of insolence ;
- to commit

all kinds of violence.«, for , aor. with

dupl. augm. of.«-, to make to start up. II. Pass.,

with aor. 2 act., intrans., -
a weal started up from under the skin of the back.

e£-tnr€p0€, Adv. (If,) from above.-, f., to assist to the utmost.-, f., (If, vttvos) to rousefrom sleep.

€£-virvos, ov, (If, vttvos) awakened out of sleep., f. , to turti upside down.«|, aor. I med. of., pf. pass, of.
€£, pf. pass, of.-, f., tofinish weaving, Lat. pertexere

:

metaph. to complete, perfect. Hence, aros, , a finished web.

lf-, f., to lead the way.

«, Adv. (If, as' from els) without, on the out-

side, hzt.foris. II. of Motion, outwards, away
out of the.country, Lat. foras. III. like etcTOs,

with gen., outside of, out of reach of; out

of shot : Proverb.,' € to keep

clear of difficulties. 2. without, except. IV.

of Time, beyond, over.

«, rut. of '., pf. of.«, Adv. ()from without, c. gen., .
from without the house. II. also = I'fa>, without.

If-, f.- and- : aor. :

—

to

thrust out

:

—Pass, to be thrust out. II. to thrust

out of the sea, drive on shore., aor. 1 of.
IjjcoXcia, 77, utter destruction. From, es,() utterly destroyed, ruined. 2.

act. most destructive, ruinous. II. of persons,

abandoned.-,, ,() the making of an.,, f. , to bare up to the shoulder. From
«-, , , (,) a man's vest without

sleeves, leaving both shoulders bare, or with one sleeve,

leaving one shoulder bare.

4|-6, Dep. to buy off': generally, to buy.

e|-o>mos, ov, (If,) out of sight of, away from.-, pf. part. pass, of.-, (If,) to leave out of thought, neglect., aor. I of., 2 sing. pf. pass, of.«-, ov, (If,) untimely : superannuated.

Ij-, 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of., aor. I inf. of., , ,() one who drives out : -
winds which drive ships ashore.

-ros, 77,01/, Sup. of:: Adv. outermost., a, ov, Comp. of I'f : Adv..
If, impf. of.
«, Ep. for , gen. of 3rd pers. Pron. his, of him

;

away from him. <., Ep. for ot, dat. of 3rd pers. Pron. , to him.

601, Ep. for ', 3 sing. opt. of sum., syncop. for, I pi. of.«, as, , etc
,
pf. with pres. sense, from ', to

be like (see '), Att. I pi.^ (for),
(for) ; Ep. 3 dual (for-) ; inf. Att.

; part. koiKUjs, via, as,

lengthd. pi. nom.' ; Att. elKous,, €'ikos,

is also used by Horn.: Ion., as, e, part, ohcais:

plqpf., Ep. 3 pi. ; of the plqpf. there

is also an Ep. pass, form 3 sing,, and without

augm.. I. to be or look like. II. to

be fit : Homer has 3 sing, as impers., it is fit-

ting, right, seemly. 1. Homer also uses part, -
kojs as an Adj. meet, fitting, right;

he lies in fitting ruin; olkoitis a suitable

wife, ' a help meet for him.'' III. Att. to seem
likely, seem ; it seems ; els, as it seems, as

is fitting.

IoikOtcos Att. Ion., Adv. of part.

koiKUjs,, oIkijjs, similarly, like: reasonably, fairly,

as was to be expected., 'iois, , Ion. for €, e'/^s, '., Ep. for, gen. of tos.

lots, dat. pi. of eos.

cois, Ep. for e'tys, 2 sing. opt. of sum.•, Dor. for,, part. fern, of sum.
4', poet. pf. with pres. sense of: plqpf.€.
«ov, Ep. for 77V, impf. of sum ; but Ion. for

ov, part. neut., nom. or ace. neut. of los.

«eovti, Dor. for, 3 pi. of sum.«, poet. pf. of'; 3 pi. for^,
part; kopyais ; Ion. 3 sing, plqpf. ^.

Ion. £, f. : impf., with irreg.

augment,, and aor. : () :
—

to keep festival or holiday : to celebrate by afestival.', in Ion. Prose, , a feast, festival,

holiday ; ^ to keep a feast.

!os, €i), eov, Ion. and Ep. for os, , ', ( for ov)

possessive Adj. of 3 pers. sing., his or her own. II.

in Poets after Horn, also 3 pers. pi. their; 2 sing, thine.

lovs, Boeot. for , , gen. of 3rd pers. Pron.-, Pass, to glory or exult in., , an announcement, order. 2. as Att.

law-term, a denunciation, information. II. a
promise, an assurance: also the thing promised. From-, f. € : aor. ^ : pf. act.€€, pass,-^ :

—to tell, proclaim, an-

?wunce, make known. 2. to give orders, command :

c. ace. rei, -^ to order an army,

Lat. imperare milites. 3. to denounce. 4. to
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demand, solicit, make application for a thing.

Med. to promise, offer : rarely so in Act, 2. to

make a show of, profess. Hence, aros, , an a?inouncement, promise.«-, f. -ayepu), to gather together, collect

:

—
Pass., of men, to assemble. Hence«, , , a gathering, assemblage.€ [], aor. 2 pass, of^.
4-€, Ion. for nay, to bring to.€-£, f. Att. , to honour still more

:

—
Pass, to pride oneself on, extdt in a thing.-, f., to watch or brood over.

«-, f. £cy : aor. 2 kir-qyayov :

—

to bring or lead

to, bring upon. 2. to lead on, to set on, let loose :

hence to instigate, impel : metaph. to bring one to a

thing, lead one on. 3. to lay on ; eirayeiv

to lay on, apply the goad; ay yvaOov lay your

teeth to it. 4. to bring in, supply, call in aid. 5.

to bring in a bill or lawsuit, propose. 6. to bring

in over and above : to add or intercalate days in the

year. II. Med. to bring to oneself, procure for

oneself : metaph. to devise, contrive. 2. to bring

on oneself. 3. to bring in as allies : in writing, to

adduce, quote, cite. Hence, , a bringing on, to or in : an invasion,

attack. II. in Logic, the bringing a number of
particular examples, so as to lead to an universal con-

clusion, the argumentfrom induction.

€05, , (ly) bringing on, productive

of. II. tempting, seductive.

.€-£, f. Att., Dep. to con-

tend against others.

€-.5, ov, (, ay) presiding over the games.€- Ion. and poet. : f.- :

—

to

sing to or over. 2. to lead the song. II. to

sing to, so as to charm : hence to use charms or in-

cantations ; part,, by incantations.€-, Ion. and poet, for.-, to make to grow, enlarge.', aor. 2 of.
€-9£, f. , to assemble besides.

4-£, f. , to mourn over : to join in wailing.

€7-£, f., (, aiyis 2) to rush upon or over.- : fut.- : aor. - :

to be ashamed: c. ace. to reverence.

€iraiv€(Tis, , ,() praise : and
cir-aivc-rns, ov, 6, a praiser, eulogist.

«iraiv€TOs, , , to be praised, praiseworthy: \-
the object of praise. Adv. -tu>s. From

iir-aivea) : fut. Att. Ep. : aor. 1

Ep.- : pf. :—Pass., aor. I )-: (,) :

—

to approve, sanction: c. dat.

pers. to agree with, asse?it to : to praise, commend,
eulogize. 2. —, to advise, recommend,
bid. . in declining an offer, / thank you, Lat.

benigne; I thank you very kindly.«, Aeol. for.
«ir-aivos, , {, alvos) approval, commendation.

—.
II. -aivos, , , only in fern,, strengthd. for, exceeding awful, dread.- Ion. and poet. : fut.( : aor.

poet, :—Pass., aor. : pf.

:

—

to lift up, raise: to exalt, magnify. 2.

to stir up, rouse, excite : to induce or persuade to

do. II. intr. (sub.), to rise up. 2.

(sub.), to set out

:

—Pass, to be roused, ex-

cited : to be elated at a thing.«. Dor. for, impf. of.
cir-, f.- : aor. 2- :

Dep. :

—

to have a perceptiom or feeling of a thing, c.

gen. : c. ace. to perceive, learn : c. part, to perceive

that.- Att.-' or -' : fut. -' Att.

-£:—to rush at or upon:—to assail, assault, attack:

—Med., to rush upon, seize the

prize. II. to move the foot hastily:

Pass., X*Tp€s the hands move violently.

tir-aicTTOS, ov, () heard of, discovered. [a]€7-, fut.-, Dep. to be

ashamed of or at.-, f., to ask in addition : to solicit.-, f. [a] , Dep. to bring a charge

against one, accuse : to lay to one's charge.

lir-aiTios, ov, (,) blamedfor a thing, blam-

able, culpable.- contr.- : f. : to hear, perceive,

feel. 2. to understand. 3. to profess, be a pro-

fessor.

€-£, f., to keep in suspense

:

—Pass, to be

buoyed up or float upon : also to overhang, threaten.-, f., to follow close upon, follow,

after: to pursue as an enemy. 2. tofollow in one's

mind, understand. 3. to follow, obey. Hence€, $, , a co?isequence : and, eo;s, , a following.

tTTaKODos, .() listening to, attentive.€-, f. -: aor. :— to

listen or attend to. II. to listen to, obey.-, f. , to reach the top of a thing ; -
he reached the highest point in deeds of

blood.€-, f. [a], Dep. to hearken to.€, rjpos, 6, (y) a hunter, a himtsman.

€tt-<xktios, a, ov, (,) on the strand or coast.«, , (y) brought on or in from abroad,

imported. 2. foreign, strange, alien, adven-

titious.,, , (y) a small row-boat, skiff.-, f. £, to raise the war-cry.,, Ep. aor. 2 inf. of.-, aor., Dep. to wander about,

through, over.

tir-', f., to be troubled at a thing.

€-€, f., to grieve over.-, f. , to smear over: to stop up by

anointing.
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«-, f., defend, aid, help. II. to

ward, keep off: aor. 2 inf., Ep.-.
€€5, aor. I part, of ev-.«, 3 sing. aor. I subj. of eir-.
-9€•, f. , to prove true, verify.-, es, (em,) open to the sun, sunny, [a]-, es, (em,) stout, strong.

e-, ,() interchange, exchange.- , Adv. =, crosswise, alternately.•- Att.- : fut. : pf.- :

—Pass., aor. l-, aor. 2-^ [a] : pf.-^ :

—

/ change over, interchange ;

making the tug of war go now
this way, now that, i. e. fighting with doubtful victory :

—Pass, to be closely joined.-, ov, (em,) one upon another

:

continuous.

€TT-oAp,€vos, ov, syncop. aor. 2 part, of.
&ira\£is, ea;s, 77,() a means of defence : bat-

tlement, a parapet

:

—generally, a defence, protection.

€-•5, ov, (em,) happy.

€., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 of.-, ov, , (em,) one who drives the

oxen in threshing.€-, f. : Ep. aor. :

Med. :

—

to scrape together for oneself, heap tip to-

gether.«, fjpos, 0, poet, for,(-) one that rises upon; -
rfjpes maladies growmg on the flesh, leprous erup-

tions.

€7-|€, f. , to exchange, barter:—Med. to

changefrom one to another ; avopas

comes in turn to men.-, ov, Aeol. for-.-, Ion. for, pf. pass. part, of.«-, poet, for-.€3, Adv.() alternately.«, ov, and, ,() in

turn, one upon another : in exchange.-, f. -£ : aor. 2, inf.

:

—

to put on besides, or over all : to over-

wrap.«, opos, 0, a helper, defender. From--, f., to come to aid, defend, assist.€-, for.€-€, fut. Att. , (em,)
to be inclined to both sides, to play a double game

:

to halt between two opinions., Conjunct., later form of.€-, f.- : pf.- :
—to get

upon, mount on horseback. II. to go up inland.4--, f.- : pf.- :

—

to throw
on or over :—Med. to put on. II. in Med., also,

to put off, delay.«-, f.- Att.- :—Causal of, to make to mount upon.

€, Adv.() thrown over an-

other garment.4--, f., to cry out at a thing.€€, aor. 2 inf. of^.6-£, f., to compel byforce.«-, es, (em,) only used in neut.

enavayKes (sub. ), it is necessary. 2. neut.

also as Adv. on compulsion ; "$$
wearing long hair by law.€-€, to proclaim publicly : v..€-, f.£ : aor. 2--fayov :

—

to bring up,

stir up, excite. 2. to exalt, elevate. II. to

lead or draw back : to bring back, to refer to

one. III. intr. to withdraw, retreat. IV.

to put ships out to sea :— Pass, to put to sea

against. V. Pass, to be carried to a place.

Hence, , a sailing out against, a naval at-

tack. II. a recall, return.-, to redouble, reiterate qziestiojis.-, f. [a], Dep. to see again.

eir-, to lift up :—Med. to lift one against

the other :—Pass, to rise up.€-€, Pass, to be laid upon as a penalty.-, to give tongue again and again.6-, to drive back :— Med. to draw back.€-, f. , to have an upward direc-

tion.

eir-, f.-, to take up again, re-

sume, repeat.€-, f.-, to consume besides.€-€, f. -, to continue waiting, stay

on. II. to wait for one.4-, f.—, to remind one of, men-

tion again to one.€-€, f., to renew, revive.-, f. , to make to rest upon

:

—Med. to

rest upon.^-, f. or, to leap upon.-, f.- ; Ion.€, f.-:—to sail up against. II. to float upon

the surface ; ill language

floats up, rises to the tongue. III. to sail back

again.- and -€&>, to throw up in the air (sub.) to spring high in the air.«, es, , a bra?idishing of weapons.

From€-€, f. , to lift up and shake, to brandish., , ,() a rising up

against, an insurrection.€-, fut. med. of.€-6, f., intr. to turn back upon, re-

sist :— Med. to wheel round, return to the charge.€-€, f. -, to hold up totuards ;-/ to hold out hopes.€-€, f.- : aor. - :

—

to

lift up, raise. II. intr. to rise up, rise, of the
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sun ; xpovos the time which is coming to

light, the future.

cir-, f.—, to lay upon.€-€ poet.-, to throw back upon

another, ascribe or refer to. 2. to put into the ac-

count. 3. to bring back a message. II. Pass.

to be borne up, rise, as an exhalation.€-, f., to play on the flute in accom-

paniment.-, f., to go back again, retreat, re-

turn. Hence«, (, 17, a return, retreat.

4-€,, to go back, return. II. to go up,

arise.«, ciravets, aor. 2 inf. and part, of.«, aor. 2, to proclaim ox promise openly :—
the pres. in use is^.*-€, Ion. for.,, aor. 2 inf. and part, of -.£-€, Ion.-, to question again and
again : generally, to question.€-€, f.- : Dep., with aor. 2 act.-, pf.- : (cf.) :—to go back,

return : to go over, pass over. II. to go up, as-

cend.€-, to have come back, return.€-, f., to bloom, be in flower: metaph. of

a salt crust forming upon a surface, or of down on

the cheeks : generally, to be upon the surface, appear

plainly.

eir-, f. Att. , ((,) to deck with

flowers : generally, to make to abound, to cover over

with.

€irav0pa!<C8€s, , at, smallfiihfor frying. From€-£, f. , to broil on the coals.-, f. -, to let go back, relax, dis-

miss. II. intr. with gen., to relaxfrom: to flag.€-, f., to make equal, put on a par.-, f.-, to set up again : to make to

rise. II. Pass., with aor. 2 act.-, pf.-, intrans. to stand up after or at the bid-

ding of another : generally, to stand up, rise ; of

things, to be high, elevated. 2. to rise up against

one, revolt.€-, f. : augm. tenses with double

augm., impf., aor., etc.:

—

to set up, set upright : to set up again : generally, to

amend, improve. Hence«, (, , a correcting : amendment.«-, poet, and Ion. for.
eir-avnrjs, (, (,) up-hill, opp. to.4-£, f., to fall in with, meet.

eir-, f. , to pump over : to pour over

:

Pass, to be overflowed or filled.«-, f. [], to complete

:

—Med. to procure

for.-, Adv. (km,) above, on the upper side

:.—
with Art., vvpyos the upper tower. II.

of Time, before. Hence-, poet. -06, Adv. from above, above: .
men offormer time.

Iir-ai-tos, ov, and , ov, (,) worthy, deserv-

ing of, c. gen. : absol. worthy, meet. 2. worth men-
tioning :—Adv. -. Hence
6-|, f., to think worthy, think right, c. inf.,

Lat. dignor. II. to expect, believe.

€ir-afjovios, ov, (,) upon an axle.

€7£, Dor. 2 sing. aor. I med. of^ .«, ,() poet, and Ion. for.
€05, , poet, for.-, f., to hold oxit a threat to one : to

add threats, to threaten besides.

cir-, Med. to strip and set to work at a

thing.

cir-, f. — , to die with or after.-, f., to choke besides : aor. 2 pass,-^ [],€-, Ion. for.-, Dor. for.€- Ion. «-, , (,) a solemn curse,

imprecation. Hence- : f. Ep. ;
pf. :

Dep. :

—

to imprecate curses upon ; \6yov
to utter an imprecation.€-, f. : aor. :

—

to fit to

or upon, fasten to. II. intr. in pf. med.,
to fit well: part,, close-fitting: so also -, , ov.

cirapas, aor. I part, of.- Att. -, f. , to dash to.

ciraparos, ov,() laid under a curse.

€-€5, ov, (, '/) of the eye, with a

white speck over it. II. metaph. dim, obscure.«-, ov, (, apyvpos) overlaid with silver.-, f. , to come to aid, help. Hence«, (, , help, aid., -civ, intr. pf. and plqpf. of.
lir-dpitTTepos, ov, (,) on the left hand

:

left-handed, awkward, French gauche., (, , aid, help, succour. From«-, f. : aor. :
—to ward off,

something from one. 2. c. ace. rei only, to

hinder, prevent. 3. c. dat. pers. only, to help, aid,

protect. II. to sxipply, furnish, impart. III.

absol. to be sufficient, enough. Hence6•5, Adv. pres. part., sufficiently.

€€$, Ep. aor. 2 part. pass, of, well-

fitted, well-prepared.

«iT-apovpos, ov, (,) on the soil, attached to

the soil as a serf, Lat. adscriptus glebae.

67-, f., to hang on or over :—Pass.,

fear hangs over, impends.-, , ((,) ready, equipped.€- and-, to fit orfix on. II.

to get ready, prepare

:

—Med. to prepare for oneself.



€
€, , a prefecture, province. From
€Tr-apxos, ov, (,) a commander : a governor

of a country, prefect.

ciT-, f. £, to be an ', governor of a

province. 2. to rule in addition to one's own do-

minions. II. Med. k-, to begin anew,

afresh ; to begin with the cups

again : generally, to supply, distribute., 6, («) a helper, aider.

€irapcovotiv, impf. of.€, aor. I of.-, f. : aor. - :

—

to labour at,

finish carefully. II. to adorn. III. to prac-

tise, practise oneself in, cultivate.€-€5, a, ov, (km,) one upon another,

one after another.^-, is, (kvaaavrepos,) fol-

lowing close one on the other.-, f. , to lighten upon, flash.«-, Att. for, q. v.6-, f., to say besides :—Med. to call upon.€7 or«, aor. I pass, of.«-, f. : pf. pass, : (em,) :—to play the flute to, accompany

:

—Pass, to be played
on the flute.

€---£, f., Dep. to take up one's quar-

ters at a place.

rir-avXis, ecus, , (kiti,) a place to pass the

night in : quarters.

«Eir-a/uXos, ,((,) plur., ot, and,, a foldfor cattle : generally, a dwelling, home.4-£ or-, f.—, to increase, en-

large, augment

:

—Pass, to grow, increase.€€ Ep. -«, aor. 2 inf. of.
iir-oupca), =-'.
cir-avpeais, *$, , {k-) the fruit, result

of a thing : enjoyment, fruition.-, Adv., for £', on the morrow.«-, Dep. (the Act. occurs

only once, and the simple or, to

take, is not in use) : fut. : aor. 2 act.

Dor. knavpov, 3 sing. subj.}, inf. en-

avpeiv Ep.- : aor. 2 med., Ep. 2 sing,

subj., 3 pi.- :
— to partake of enjoy a

share of: to reach, touch

:

—Med. to reap the fruits

of a thing, whether good or bad, c. gen. : more freq.

in bad sense, that all

may have a benefit of their king; 6'' -
I think he will feel the consequences. 2. c.

ace. to bring upon oneself.«, aor. 1 imperat. of k- :, part.

€-€, f., to shout at a thing : to make a
noise beside, []-, Adv., for \, Lat. in ipso

furto, in the very theft or very act.

«ir-aux€vios, ov, (km,) on orfor the neck.

€-«, f., to boast of, exult in.

«-, f.- [], to shout over or upon.
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err-, Pass, to be dried up, worn out.«-, f., to touch on the surface, stroke.«, , (k-) a touch, handling.
cir-, f.-, to throw at a thing : to let

loose upon.-, f. , to foam up or on the surface: me-
taph. to babble, divulge.-, ov, (kiri,) lovely, fascinat-

ing, Lat. venustus.€-, f. [], to pour over or in addition., is, {km,) heavy, ponderous : oppres-

sive, grievous.

eir-, Pass, to be distressed at a thing.4-, f. [], {km, \) to be obscure.«, aor. I pass, of.
eiTiav, Ion. for., aor. 2 of^.,«, aor. 2 and I of^., aor. 2 of^ (as if from ^,).
€7€, aor. I of^.
4-€€, f. [], to laugh at, deride.

€€€•/, 3 plqpf. pass, of.
€-€€, f. -eyepa, to awaken, rouse up: to excite:

—Pass, to be roused, rise : wiyptTO,,
3 sing. ind. and part. Ep. aor. 2 pass. II. in-

trans. in pf. part. act.^, awake.

€-6€, f., to bri?ig a charge against.-, f., to snap up, devour.

€-6€6, f. , to give an order or sigrial to

others.

4€€, 3 sing. Ep. aor. 1 pass, of^.6€, aor. 2 of'^^.€€, see n.-, Ep. aor. 2 part. pass, of^^.
€-€€, f. -, to pour in upon or in addition.

€€€£, Ion. for, aor. I of^., aor. 1 of.€€, aor. I pass, of^.«, aor. 2 act. of.
€€, , Ion. for kpa.
€€, aor. 2 of., aor. 1 of.
«irei Ep. also 4€, (e7rt) Conjunct.

:

I. Of
time, after that, when : from the time when. II.

Of cause, since, seeing that, for that. III. 67ret

, , when then, since then. 1. e7T€i

when then. 3. knei€ since really.2, f. £: impf.^ Ep. wayov: aor.

:—Pass., fut. med.^ (in pass, sense)

:

aor.:—to press upon, weigh down:—Pass.

to be weighed down. 2. to press hard, press upon,

in pursuit. II. to drive on, urge forward, hasten,

hurry on

:

—Med. to urge on for oneself: Pass, to

haste to do : also absol., to hasten, hurry, speed : part.

i7j-€£70/zeiOS as Adj., swift, impetuous, eager. III.

intrans. = Pass, to make haste.-, Conjunction( dv) whenever, so soon

as, after that.
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-,( ) Conjunction, I. of Time,

since, after that, Lat postquam. II. of Cause,

seeing that, since, because :— so ,, since

really, since now.

cvr-etSov, inf., aor. 2 without pres. in use( being used instead), to look upon, behold,

see. 2. to continue to see, to live to see: to ex-

perience.

€€ or cirel , Adv. since certainly., 3 sing. opt. of.
!-€£, f. , to make like to a thing ;'

; am I right in supposing her

his wife? II. generally, to conjecture, infer, con-

clude; cbs or ' so far as one may guess.

€6€, €TreiKe, or€,« , Ep. for,.€€,-, pf. act. and pass, of.
€-€, inf. : impf. : fut. :

(, sum) :

—

to be upon or at. II. to be

upo?i, be fixed upon : of rewards and penalties, to be

imposed. III. of Time, to be hereafter : to be

coming on, to impend. IV. to be set over, Lat.

praeesse. V. to be added, be over and above.

«-, inf. : Ep. impf., as, , 3 pi., : fut. : aor. I med. part.

: (, ibo) :
—to go or come to or

towards : to come upon : absol. to come near, ap-

proach. 2. to come against, attack; oi emovres
the invaders, assailants. 3. of events, to come
upon one, overtake. 4. to come on the stage. II.

of Time, to come on or after, to follotu, succeed;

the coming day; , like ,
thefirst comer: what occurs to one. III.

to traverse, pass over. IV. to go over, i. e. count over.-, Ion. for : inf. med.,
Ion. for.
tirei-irep, for , Conj. since really, seeing that.

tir-eitrov, aor. 2 without pres. in use, to say besides

:

to say of another :—inf., part..
circipa, aor. I of., Ion. for., Ion. aor. I part. med. of.€€, Ion. 3 pi. impf. of.
€€6, Ion. for.£-€,--s, Ion. for, -.
«fireura, aor. 1 of.4-6, , {, ^) a bringing in be-

sides. II. a means of bringing or letting in.

iir-eicraKTOS, ov, (,) brought in from
abroad, alien : imported, foreign.€-€, f.-, to go into upon: to enter.(-€, f.-, to pour into besides. II.

intr. to invade again., , ,() an additional pas-

senger, supernumerary on board ship, [a]

€-€€, to come on besides: to come on the stage.(-, Dep., with aor. 2 act. -, pf.- : to come in upon or over ; to come in

after. 2. come into or enter besides : of things, to

be imported.

€€€<, aor. 1 of.-, f., to roll in or on besides., ov, coming in besides, episodic. From-, ov, a coming in besides, an entrance.-, f., to burst in.€-€, f. or, to leap in upon.4-€, f.- : aor. 2- :

—

tofall
or btirst upon : to b?irst in.-, f.-, to sail in after : to sail

at, attack.

€-6€, f.-, to bring in besides or after: to

entail upon : Med. to bring in for oneself.-, f., to introduce besides.-, Adv. (, ) marks the Sequence of

one thing upon another : thereupon, thereafter, then,

Lat. deinde. II. when a clause precedes it is

emphatic: I. when a partic. of Time goes be-

fore, then ; ,
when they finished playing at ball, then they

danced. 2. after , then surely; '
ayopeaeis, £ -

if so, then of a surety have the gods infatuated

thee. III. Interrog., when the question is

founded on some supposition, after ;

€ ' ,
; how can I in such a case forget

Ulysses ? In Art., it begins the sentence, in an ironical

sense, And so? Indeed! IV. then, therefore, much
like ovv. V. and yet, nevertheless, still. VI.

with the Article, the following , the future ;

Xpovos the time to come.

eim-T€, or eireC tg, since, for that, because.

€TreiT€v, Ion. for, thereupon, thereafter.

«im-, i. e. , for in truth, since truly.

€-€, f.-, to go out upon, disembark.

€7-€:€, f., to rush out to aid.€-€, f., to teach in addition.-€,6, Dep. to explain besides.€€, ,(, aor. 2 of)
an excursion or expedition against.

!€:€, Ion. for, 3 pi. impf. of.
4-€€, Adv., for lir, on yonder side of,

beyond; those beyond the Eu-

phrates ; Art., the part be-

yond ; the parts beyond. 2. of Time,

the times beyond or before, earlier

times.

6€€€, 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 of.*, aor. I of., aor. of.
€-€€, f., to rush out against.€€, lire , 3 pi. aor. I act. and med.

of.-, f.-, to drink off after.

4iT-€Kir\oos contr. -ckttXovs, , a sailing out

against, an attack by sea.
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«-, f.-, to stretch out, lengthen:—Pass.

to extend beyond: also to reach out towards, grasp at.-\, f.- : aor. 2-
(from obsol.) :

—

to rush out upon or against

one, rush out to attack.->, f. -, to carry out far.-, f., to advance next or after.\$, 3 sing. aor. 2 med. of., aor. 2 med. of.\$, ecvs, , an attack, assault. From- : f. -€ Att.- : aor. - :

pf.-: Pass., pf.-: 3 sing, plqpf.-:—to drive upon: to lead on or against. 2.

seemingly intr. (sub.), to march against: also

to sail against : to charge. II. to beat out thin

upon, as a plate of metal on a shield.€€, impf. of.
€€€€, 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.\\, impf. of.€€, 2 sing, plqpf. pass, of.
€€•, pf. of.
\)~, aor. 1 of., aor. 2 inf. of.-\, -\, Ion. for,., poet. aor. of.--, f., to bring to hope, buoy up with hopes,

cheat with false hopes. II. to hope, =.-, Ep. 4-€, Dep. to have hopes

of, to hope : generally, to expect.€€ [], aor. 2 of .-, 3 sing. Ep. aor. I of.€-€, Adv. step upon step, ascendingly.€-€, f.— : aor. 2, part.-
:
—to step or tread upon : to stand on, esp. in

pf. Ep.-, as, ;

also c. dat.,^ $. II. to trample

upon, insult.€-6, f. -, to put on or over. 2. to

throw down upon. 3. to put in besides, in-

sert. 4. to put forward. II. intr. to flow in

besides, of rivers.«,, ,() one mounted, a horse-

man.4, Ep. pf. part, of., aor. I of.€-€,-€, aor. I med. and pass,

of.«, 3 sing. aor. I med. of .
€€, aor. of^.€-€, f. or, to leap tipon, insult.

4-€7, f.-, to fall in or upon, to at-

tach ; to advance ones foot

towards a thing. 2. to fall to, set to work.-, f. , to slay one upon ano'her.

4€6, Dor. 3 sing. impf. of.-, f.-, to give over and above., ov, 0, a tunic worn over another, an
07iter or over tunic. From

€-€, to put on over

:

—Pass, to have on over., Ion. for, aor. I inf. of -.
€€€, aor. I of., aor. 1 of.
€€€, impf. of.-, (,) 3 sing, pf., with no pres.

in use :

—

there has grown upon, there is or

was upon ; used three times by Horn. :

—

-
thin downy hair grew thereon ;

a thick warm pile was on it: c. ace.,$ such as appertains

to the gods.

€7€, aor. 1 of (A).€-€, f.- : aor. 2-, inf.— :

—

to leap upon ; to leap

up into.

«•, Dor. aor. 2 part, of.
€ir€VTa0ets, aor. I pass. part, of.-, f. [], Ep. for, to stretch

upon, bindfast to.

€-€, f.-, to stretch upon or over; part,

aor. I pass, stretched upon his sword. II.

intr. to press on : to gain ground, of a report.-\\, to command besides.€-€ and-, to get ready, equip:—Med.
to train oneselffor a thing.

€-€£, to lead out an army:— intr. to march oxit.

Hence
«irei;, , a drawing out against, lengthening.

-£., inf.- : impf. :

—

to go out

against an enemy. II. to proceed agai?ist, pro-

secute. III. to go over, traverse, go through

:

hence to detail. 2. $ to

go through with, exectite greater vengeance.-}-\ : f.-£ Att. - : pf.--:—to drive on against:—intr. to ride on against., aor. 2 inf. of.
€-€£€£, f., Dep. to effect besides or in

addition : to consummate. 2. to slay over again.

€-6|, f.-, Dep. with aor. 2 act.-, pf.-:— to go out against an

enemy. 2. to proceed against, prosecute. II.

to go over, traverse. 2. to execute, accomplish. 3.

to discuss, detail, investigate. III. to proceed to

an extremity ; ' Opaavs to reach such

a pitch of boldness.

eir-eijeraais, , , a review over again.-, f.-, to invent besides.

6ir-€^s, Ion. for-.-, (, £,") to shotrt in triumph

over.«-, ov, of a march or expedition : ra-
(sub. ), sacrifices before the march of an

army. From
6-(|5, , a march out against, expedition.

€-€€, 3 sing. pf. with no pres. in use :

—

it is like, looks like, resembles. II. it is likely,
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reasonable, fitting:— Att. for,
part, pf., what is seemly, fit., aor. 2 of.^, 3 sing, plqpf. of/.
4€'•€, for, I pi. plqpf. of., 2 sing. Ep. aor. 2 of., 3 sing, plqpf. of.
€€€, 3 sing, plqpf. of.€€, aor. 2 of.
€€-•, 3 sing. aor. 2 of., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.
€-67, Ion. for.
€-€£,, f., Dep. / w/or£ w^ora land,

/z7/, cultivate. Hence«, 17, working of another's land : an en-

croachment. II. ifo right of mutual tillage on

each other's land.

4ir-€p€0i£ci>, f. , to stimulate.«-, f.-, to tirge on with all one'sforce;

Jv he applied vast strength to

it :—Pass, to lean or bear heavily upon.

€-€, f. , to cover with a roof.

<7€€, pf. pass, of.
6Tr-epo|xat Ion.-: f.- Ion. --

: aor. 1, inf. :

—

to ask, to

consult, question.«, aor. I of.€€, 3 pi. aor. I of.4€,, aor. I and pf. pass, of., Ep. aor. I of.-, f.— [] : aor. - :
—( draw

on, pull to : to bring to a place :—Med. to draw on

one's clothes.

€-€, f.-, Dep., with aor. 2 act.- Ep.-, pf.-:—to go or come to

or towards : to come upon, esp. to come suddenly or un-

expectedly upon. 2. in hostile sense, to come or go
against, attack. 3. to comeforward to speak. II.

to come on, come about, return; the

seasons came round again. III. to come in after

or over the head of another. IV. to occur to one,

come into one's mind. V. to go over a space,

traverse, visit. 1. to go throtigh or over, discuss,

recount. 3. to go through, execute.€-€ Ion. cireip-, fut. , to consult, in-

quire of, question, ask about a thing :—Pass, to be

questioned, asked. Hence« Ion.-, aros, , a question: and« Ion. cuetp-, eo;s, , a questioning.«, rare aor. I of., Ep. 3 pi. impf. of ( sum).«€, =., , a rising words at random, hasty

speech, unseemly language. From
4€-5, ov, (',) throwing words

about : rash-talking, scttrrilous.

€-€, f., to eat after or in addition to.

-.
€6€, aor. I of., pf. pass, of.
«€, aor. 2 of., aor. 2 of., Ep. 3 sing. fut. of ( sum)., Ep. 3 sing. impf. of.«, 3 pi. impf. med. of., pf. pass, of, part,., poet, for, 3 sing. Ep. syncop.

plqpf. pass, of, in sense of aor. 2.€€,€€ [], aor. I and aor. 2 pass,

of., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.
[], aor. 2 pass, of ., Ion. pf. part, of.€€, aor. 2 of.

€€€, Ion. for.-, ov, (,) on the hearth.

€-€€, poet. aor. 2 of.-,-€, aor. 2 act. and med. of.€€, aor. 2 of.
€€£,€€, aor. I act. and pass, of.
€ir-€T€Los, ov, and-, ov, (, eros) annual,

yearly, every year : changeable as the seasons. 2.

annual, lasting for a year.6€€, Ion. 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of.€€€, aor. 1 of.
4irerr|S, ov, ,() a follower, atte?idant.

iir-cnfyxuos, ov, —, from year to year, last-

ing the whole year.

«€, Aeol. for, aor. 2 of., a Dor. aor. 1 without any pres. in use, =, fell in or met with; part, =-, having met with. (Origin uncertain.)

[], aor. 2 pass, of:—€€-, €€/•, aor. 2 med. and act.€€, Ion. aor. I pass, of.4€, aor. 2 of., Ion. for ', imperat. of'.-, to guide straight, direct.-, Ion. for-.
€-€€, f. : aor.- :

—

to shout

assent. II. c. ace. to accompany in si?iging : to

sing in praise of.€-€, f. £, Dep. to pray to, make a vow :

to pray or vow that : in bad sense, to pray a curse,

imprecate upon. II. to exxdt or triumph over.€€, 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.€€, Ep. redupl. aor. 2 of*., 3 sing, plqpf. of.€€, Ep. redupl. aor. 2 of.€€, 2 sing. aor. 1 med. of.-, 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.«, Ep. for, 3 pi. plqpf. .€€, 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.€€«, aor. I med. of.
€€, aor. I pass, of.66, 3 pi. Ep. aor. 1 pass, of»
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-: fut. -£: aor. 2 -'/, inf./,
poet. :

—

to have or hold upon or /, see

:

—

/ hold, keep :—Pass, and Med. to keep

hold of. II. to hold out, presetit, offer. III.

hold towards, to keep aiming at; -
to aim the bow at the mark; ';

why thus launch o?it against me? c. ace,

tovs^ to front them, face them. 2.-
(sc. tovs, vovv) to turn one's

eyes or mind to, to intend, purpose : to attend to, be

intent upon. IV. to keep in, hold back, check: to

stop or hinderfrom. 2. intrans. (sub.) to

stay, stop, wait, pause, and then to leave off doing :

c. gen. rei, to cease from. V. to reach or extend

over a space :—Pass, to be stretched, stretch oneself

out, lie at length. VI. to have power over, com-

mand : of a wind, to prevail, continue.

€-, Ion. for-.-, ov, (,, with inserted) having

tuon or gained a thing, Lat. compos : in bad sense,

possessed by a disease. Hitting
or belonging to.4, aor. 2 of.
6€.,, aor. I and pf. of'.«, aor. I pass, of^.
676€5, at, the long planks nailed along the

upright ribs() of the ship : v. sub.- or -, to say against, object to one.

eirfjev, Ep. 3 sing. impf. of ( sum).

€-€05, ov, and 77, , =, but always

used in a general sense, sufficient, abundant, plentiful;

thick,ftdl fleeces.

Iirrj'iev, Ep. 3 sing. impf. of ( ibo), he went

after, followed tipon : 3 plur.«, aor. I of ''., impf. of'.«, Ion. for -, 3 pi. aor. of.
iiTT|Koos Dor.«, ov,() listening or

giving ear to : within hearing.€|, aor. I of.«, 3 pi. impf. of.«, aor. I of.«, aor. 2 of.«-, (, ^) to overshadow: Med.,^ to throw a shade over one^s

own fear, disguise or conceal it.€, Ep. for, aor. 2 of.€, vyos, 6, ,(^) overshadowing ; )^ to take the rock as a shelter.

«hrrjXvs,, , ,() one who comes to a

place : an incomer, stranger, foreigner.€- Ion. —, ,() a coming over

:

a bewitching.

«--, , , an approach, assault.«-, ov, , =. []«, pf. part. pass, of.405, ,() in turn, alternate; -
changes of raiment.

-, f. [], to be?id or bow down.« Ion. Iireav late Att., Conjunct. (,) whenever, Lat. quandocunque.

€ir-T)V€[xios, ov, (,) windy. 2. vain.

Iirrjveov, Ep. impf. of.^ Ep. €|', aor. 1 of.
€-mr']v0€i, 3 sing. impf. of., impf. with double augm. of:

so,«, -, aor. I act. and pass. ; lir-, pf. pass.€, aor. I of^.€^, aor. I of.
€ir-T|ovtos, ov, (,) on the beach or shore.€6, aor. I of.€-, f. [u], to shout to, cheer on.

€-5, ov, (,) lovely, pleasant., f. ,() to threaten abusively: to

deal despitefully with, oppose wantonly : absol. to be

insolent.

€€, , wanton insult, contumely

.

€-€€, f., (,) to rest after.

€-€5, ov, (,) at the oar, row-

ing. 2. equipped with oars.

€-€5, c's, (,) covering, shading. II.

pass, covered, sheltered., aor. 1 pass, of.\, aor. 1 of.€, aor. I of.€, Ep. for, 3 pi. impf. of( ibo).

€76€, Ion. 3 pi. aor. I opt. of., impf. of.€), aor. 2 of ..6, pf. pass, of.
e7rr|Tr)S, ov, , () affable, kind, gentle.€], 2 sing. aor. I of.«-, ov, (,) woven on or to : hence

close, dense, thronged.«, vos, ,() a ready address: generally,

courtesy, kindness.«,, aor. 2 act. and med. of-.€, aor. I of., aor. I of.-\, f., to resound, to reecho : to accom-

pany in shouting.

6iri, Prep, with gen., dat., and acc. Radic. sense,

upon : A. with gen., I. of rest at a place,

on, upon, at, by, near. 2. with the person. Pron.

;

' by yourselves, alone; ','
by himself, by themselves ; ' their own
interest only. 3. with Cardinal Numbers ;, etc., by three or four, three deep or

in file; in single file. 4. before, in pre-

sence of, Lat. coram. 5. over, of any one set over

a special business ; oi those set

over the business. 6. motion towards a point

;

to sailfor Chios; ''
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—.
to go home-wards. II. of Time, in or in the

course of; ' in time of peace. III. of

the Grounds on which a thing happens ;

on evidence ;
' '' to speak on oath ;

on what ground. B^_wiXH-rM*,, I.

of Place ; . on the spot : esp. where hostility

is implied, opposite or against. II. of the Time
in, on or at which a thing happens ; in the

night ;
' on this very day. 2. upon

or after an event. III. in addition, over and
above, one on another. IV. for an object or pur-

pose, with a view to; em for supper ; em
for mischief to man. V. of the Ground

of doing a thing
;

em rivi to laugh at one

;

em rivi to be proud at or of a

thing. VI. of any condition upon which a thing

happens ; , ' on condition, that .
.

;

more briefly, ' or '; ' on no con-

dition ; with strict justice ;
'

on reasonable terms. (Tjwtth Annrs., I.

of Place ; extending over; en' evvea

over nine acres he lay ;
'

glory spread among all men. 2. motion towards

or to a place ; ' : in hostile sense,

upon, against:—metaph., ' epya, ' to labour,

to an enterprize : esp. to gain or get something, for,

after, in quest of; ' to send for
tidings : rarely of persons, '' :—hence

also to denote a purpose, ; for what ? where-

fore ? 3. with Cardinal Numbers, '' eight-and-twenty deep or in file: with num-
bers, up to a certain number, nearly, about. II.

of Time, for or during a certain time ; for

a time. 2. up to or till a certain time ; ' till

morning. III. more generally, by

the line or rule ;
' for me, as far as con-

cerns me.
may follow its case, and then it is written em.

In Compos. denotes rest at a place, as in-( sum),- ; or motion, esp. in a hostile

sense, as in-,-. II. of

Time, after, as in-,-. III.

addition, accompaniment, as in-, --. IV. a reciprocal action, as in-•,-^ intermarriage. V. with Numerals,

an integer and so much more,-, one and a

third, — f.
VI. to strengthen the Compar., as

in-,-, etc., for, it is there, ready, at hand.-, f.- : aor.- :

—

to send upon, lay

upon : to bring to pass.

-evos, Ep. aor. 2 part, of.
Im-, poet, for-, to please, gratify.-, to sleep among.- [] , to shout to, cheer : to shout aloud., for, aor. 2 imperat. of.
Im-, ,() a ladder or steps to ascend

by : a scaling-ladder : a gangway.

«,,() a roosting-place,perch. II.() a passetiger'sfare, Lat. naulum.
Im-, fut.- : pf.- : aor. 2-: aor. I med. (Ion. 3 sing,,

imperat.) : I. c. gen. to setfoot on,

tread or walk upon, to be or lie upon. 2. to get

upon, mount : to arrive at, come to a place : metaph.
to arrive at, reach unto; to take

one's stand on piety. II. c. dat. to mount upon,

get on board of:—also, to set upon, attack, as~

sault. III. c. ace. to light upon, -, of gods descending upon it : simply, to go
to. 2. to attack, like. 3.

to mount a horse. IV. absol. to step

forward or on, advance :—to get afooting.

B. Causal in act. fut., aor. , to

set one upon, make him mount : metaph. to bring to,

make one arrive at. Cf..-, fut.- : aor. 2- : I.

to throw or cast upon : to put on : affix. 2. to lay

on, apply : to lay on, impose, as a tax or fine. 3.

to add : to add to, increase. II. intrans.,-
(sub.), to throw oneself upon, go

straight towards. 2. to fall upon : to attack. 3.

(sub. ), to give one's attention to, thifik on, apply

one's mind to ; aor. 2 part,, absol., when he

thought on it. 4. to fall to one, come to one's

share : [sc.~\ one's proper portion

;

also impers. itfalls to one to do a thing. III.

Med. to seize iipon a thing, grasp at it. 2. to put

upon oneself, put on : metaph. to take upon oneself,

incur. IV. Pass, to be placed upon ;

having their arrows on the string.

Im-, f., (,) to weigh heavily on., aor. 2 part, of.,, ,() a stepping upon or tip-

wards. 2. metaph. a step or approach towards a

thing ; us to make means of

attacking one.

Im-, poet. Causal of-, -' to lead them into misery.-, f. , to bear or weigh in the hand.-, f. , to take one's stand upon, to lay

claim to, usurp. II. to be an, passenger

or soldier. From!5 [], , 6,() one who mounts or

embarks; oi the soldiers on board a ship, the

fighting men, as opp. to the rowers and seamen : a

passenger. 2. the warrior in a chariot., , ,() that can be climbed, ac-

cessible.,, , the day after the festival, Lat. repotia

:

—proverb., to come to

a hard reckoning, on the day after the feast. (Deriv.

uncertain.), pf. of.
4€,€, Ep. 1 pi. aor. 2 subj. of., Ep. aor. 2 inf. of.
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em-, . imperat. aor. I med. of.€-6, Ep. for-, 3 sing. aor. I med. of-.
«m-, opos,,() onewho mounts. II.

of male animals, e. g. a boar.-, f.- Att.-, Causal of -, to put one tipon.«-, f.-: aor. 2:—to survive.-\, fut., later, to look upon, look

to, regard. 2. to eye with envy, Lat. invidere.«, aros,,() that which is thrown

on or over : a cover : a patch., rJTOs, ,() a holt or barfixed in

or on a door.-, f.- : aor. 2 :

—

to

come upon, befall.-, f.- Ion.- :

—

to call

upon or to, cry out to. 2. to utter or sing

aloud. 3. to cry out against. 4. to call upon,

invoke; call to aid:—so also in Med.«, , a helping, coming to aid, succour.

From«- Ion. -0€, to come to aid, succour.«, aros, ,() a call to one.« Ion.--os, ov, () cried out

against, ill spoken of.€|, ,() a throwing or putting on;

layers or courses of bricks. II.

an infliction, penalty. III. a setting upon a thing,

an attempt, enterprise : a hostile attempt.-, f., to roar in answer.

cm--, f.-, tofeed cattle upon

:

—Med.
of cattle, to graze oxfeed upon.-, , an over-cowherd, herdsman.€€, aros,,() a plan against,

a plot, attempt, scheme.€€5, ov, 6, one who plots against, a plot-

ter. From-\, f. , to plan or contrive against one

;

, c. dat. rei, to lay plotsfor,

to aim at

:

—Pass, to have snares laidfor one. Hence«, , a plan against another, a plot; e£-
by treachery.

cm-, ,.«-, ov, (, ) plotting against,

treacherous.

«m-, f., to loiter at a place.

«m-, Adv. for , for a short while.-, to make to roar :—Med. to roar. II.

intr. to roar or cry out to.«-, €s, burdensome, grievous. From«-, f. [t], to be heavy upon, weigh

down. II. metaph. to press heavily.€7€, 3 pi. aor. I opt. of.«-, ov, =-, thunderstricken.

Im-, f. [], to burst forth, as water : of

flowers, to sprout, burst forth.-, f. [], to stop, caulk tight.

€,-«, Ion. for-.€7--€, f., (,,) to

stand suppliant at the altar.--, ov, (,) on or at the altar.(-, Ion. fut. of.-, Ion. and Dor. for, to shout

to, call upon, clamour for.-, Ion. for.
«m-, opos, o, an over-shepherd, shepherd.«-, ov, (, yaia,= yfj) upon the earth; ra

-yata the parts on or near the ground.€-€, f. , (,) to marry a

a widow as her husband's next of kin.

£-€, f.-^ Att.- :

—

to marry be-

sides ;^ /cvois to marry and set a

stepmother over one's own children. Hence
im-, , an additional marriage. II. in-

termarriage, right of intermarriage, between states.«-, ov, (,/) marriageable.

em-, Pass, to exult in.-^, Ep. for-.€6, pf. pass, of.
eiri-yeios, ov, (, y4a = yij) on or of the earth.

4-€, f. [], to laugh to or with, to

laugh in approval, to smile upon : absol. to laugh.

cm-yepaipo), to give honour to.

€-€•, Med. to taste of.«-^, f. : pf.^ :—to rejoice or

triumph over : to exult in.

cm-, fut.- : aor. 1-^ :

pf. -yiyova or in pass, form-^^ :

—

to be bom
after ; 'iapos-^ the season of spring

comes next ; posterity ; -
as time was going on. 2. to come

upon, fall upon : in good sense, to follow, ensue

upon : also to fall upon, attack. 3. to happen after,

come to pass.€-, fut.- : aor. 2-/ : pf.-* :
—to look upon, observe. II. to recog-

nise : hence to find out, discover : to become con-

scious of, come to a sense of. III. to come to a

judgment, decide.

«m-, tm-, Ion. and in late Gr. for-^—.

tm- Att.- : fut. :

Dep. : (, ') :

—

to vent reproaches against,

to upbraid.-, , , curved, twisted. From«-, f. , to curve, bend. II. me-
taph. to bow or bend another to one's purpose., aor. 2 opt. of^^.
tmyvovs, aor. 2 part, of-^.€7-, ovos, , , (,') deciding upon:

as Subst. an arbiter, judge. II. pardoning.€-£, fut. Att. , to make known, an-

nounce, signify., $, ,(/) full knowledge.€, Ep. 3 pi. aor. 2 subj. of'.
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offspring, posterity :—oi 'Emyovoi, the Afterborn, sons

of the chiefs who fell in the first war against Thebes.«/, ov, on, set upon the knee. From
cm-youvCs, i5os, , (km, yovvaros, Ion. gen. of yaw)

the region above the hiee, the thigh.(, Adv.(^) scratching the surface,

grazing.,, aros, ,() an inscription, as

of the name of the maker on a work of art, or of the

dedicator on an offering. 2. an epigram, a poem
of a few lines, mostly in Elegiacs.

cmYpa<J>€vs, ecus, , (kmypatyoS) an inscriber : esp.

at Athens a clerk who registered property, etc.«, ,() an inscription. II.

at Athens, a registration of property.

«m-, f.
;
pf. -y, pass.- :

—to mark the surface, graze; kmypaif/ai to

put a mark on a lot. II. later, to write ?ipon,

inscribe:— Pass., of the inscription, to be inscribed

upon. III. to enter in a public list or register :

esp. at Athens, to register the citizens' property

:

to lay the damages at so much :

—Med. to register oneself : but, kmypa-
to enter the name of a patron in the public

register, as all at Athens were obliged to do.«-, ov, somewhat hooked ; somewhat hook-

nosed.

tm-, Dep. (km, ) to distribute, offer.

€m-8aiaios, ov, (km, ) assigned, allotted.

cm-, f. [y], to weep over or for.«-, ov, Dor. for ^-.€-6•, f., Dep. to lavish upon a

person, give freely., pf. 2 of^.
€€5, ks,() in want of: deficient : Att.

neut. pi., knrfea.«, aros, ,^) a specimen : a

pattern, example, lesson.

km-SeUXos, ov, ((,) at, towards evening

;

, neut. pi. as Adv., towards evening.€-€ and-, f.- : aor. - Ion.

—£ :
—to exhibit as a specimen or pattern : to shew

forth, display, parade :—Med. to display oneself, shew

oneself off. 2. to shew, point out

:

—to shew, prove,

demonstrate. Hence
€€03, , , fit for display ;

speeches for display, set orations, such as were
frequent among the Athenian rhetoricians., aor. 2 inf. of.
€€£, aor. I inf. of.
46|5 Ion. eiri8€|is, eo;s, ,() an

exhibition, display; ks^ tivos to

come within one's view, to his knowledge. 2. a
pattern, example, Lat. specimen.

€-€€, f. , (k-) to eat after din-

ner. II. to eat as a second course, eat as a
dainty.

cm-Oitirvios, ov, (,) at or after dinner.

«ri-SeiTrvov, , an after-meal, second course or des-

sert.

kTTi-h'iKaTOS^,ov,oneando7iete7ith, I + JL= ±i. .
one in ten, a tenth, tithe.«-, ov, (4,) in or on the bed.

iir\.-hk\\.os, ov,from left to right, towards the right,

used chiefly in neut. pi. as Adv., which there-

fore also means auspiciously. 2. = 5e£<os, on the

right hand; the right side. II. of per-

sons, dexterous, skilful.

eiri^cf-is, Ion. for.-, Dep. to look upon, behold.

€-€€, f. , (,) to bind up.

€-€05, , (4,) a band, bandage.€€-5, $, (/,) bandage-
loving, epith. of gout.-, f., to be lord over.-, ks, poet, and Ion. for^, in need or

want of, lacking. II. lacking,failing in a thing, c.

gen.,/3i?7S failing in strength: also a compar.

in sense, kvs$ inferior to Ulysses

in strength : absol., ' % far too

weak were we. From-, poet, for ( ) to be in

want of, to lack : to need the help of. II. to be

lacking in a thing, fail in it.

€-€•, f. , to moisten on the surface.

€.-6, f. £, Dep. to admit besides or in

addition.- (A), f.-, to bind oxfasten on. II.

to bind up, bandage.

tm- (B), f.-, to want or lack so much of
a number :—impers. ', there is need of besides :

—Med. to be in want of, cf..
€-5, ov, quite evident, manifest : open. 2.

distinguished. II. like, resembling.

€-€, f. , to live among the people. From€6, f., (') to be at home, live at

home : to sojourn among people, stay at a place. II.

to come home, from foreign travel. Hence, , a staying at home, stay at a place.«-, ov, (,) among the people : dwell-

ing at home; \$ civil war;

native merchants. II. sojourning at a

place.

€7.-£,, oi, magistrates sent annually by

Doric states to their colonies.

€-5, ov, =^3, of the people, popxdar.4-, fut.—, to cross over besides

or after another.

cm-- Ion. — : fut.- :

—to debate or decide afresh.

cm-8uup€Ci>, f., to divide over again :—Med. of

several, to distribute among themselves.

6-7€, f.-, to sail across besides.-, f.-, to tear asunder after:—
Pass, to burst in consequence of a thing.
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€-<, Med. to ordain or command be-

sides.

cm-, Pass, to go across after.

em-, f. £, to teach besides.-, f. -, to give besides, give freely :

to give with, give in dowry. II. -
to give oneself up or devote oneself to a

thing. III. intr. to increase, advance : also to

improve, prosper. IV. Med., '
let us give or take the gods as witnesses ; cf.-

.€-, Dep. to seek or ask further : to seekfor
or demand besides.€-£, f. , to adjudge to one :—Med. of the

claimant, to sue for a thing at law, lay claim to.

Hence-, disputed at law: generally, much
contested.

6-€, f., to whirl or swing round, of one

in act to throw :—Med. to turnjover in one's mind,

revolve :—Pass, to wheel about, as birds in the air

;

, aor. I part. dual.-, f., to correct or set in order after-

wards.

em- or—, (km,) to redouble.

€m-6i<|>puxs,, , (,) the rail in front

of the chariot-board (), the chariot-rail.

€7-5, ov, (,) sitti?ig on the car.

cm-, Adv. for .€-, f. £, to pursue after : follow up :—as

legal term, to prosecute again.

Im-, f.- and -£, to expect.-€5, aor. 2 pi. nom. part, of ; but

€m-6ovT€S, of.
€-5, ov, (hiri,) likely or expected to do a

thing ; " likely to prove so : of things,

likely, probable. II. well-known, illustrious.

em-6opmos, ov, (km, cov)for or of the banquet.(,,,() agiving overand above:

a voluntary contribution to the state. II. increase,

growth, progress., «, aor. 2 inf. and part, of km-.«-, f., to make a noise or clashing.«, ,() reception of something new.€,€, aor. 2 inf. of' ;,
3 dual indie., ,^) a running over. II.

a sudden inroad, raid, or attack. III. a place

for ships to run to, a landing-place.«-, ov, that may be run over or upon ; -^ a wall that may be scaled.

cm- and-, f., to go down or set 7ipon.

€.-€, I pi. aor. 2 med. subj. of.€-, part, of., fut. of.
€€€, , ^) likelihood, reasonable-

ness. II. fairness, clemency : also natural mild-
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equity, the spirit as opposed to the letterness. 2 .

of the law.

«m-cUKcXos, ov, =, like.

ein-€i,icr|S, is, (,) fitting , meet, suitable; ws
as is meet ; ov ' whatever

[word] is meet for you to hear. II. in Att. fair,

reasonable : also plausible : of persons, fair, kind, mo-
derate. 2. opp. to, not insisting on strict

justice, equitable.

€tti-6iktOs, , , (, ") yielding ;

that will never yield, unyielding ;

unceasing woe.€€5 Ion. coos, Adv. of', fairly , tolerably,

moderately. 2. probably, reasonably.\%, , ov, Ion. for, pf. part. pass,

of'.
€6€5, Ion. aor. I part, of ( ibo).€€, Ion. fut. of ( ibo).-, poet, for. Hence
cm-eXinros, ov, to be hoped or expected.

€-€, Ion. for- : aor. '- Ep.'- : pf. pass ^- or^- :

—

to put on

besides or over :— Pass., Ion. pf. part,^ -, clad in strength, shamelessness;

(3 sing, pf.) it ivas covered in brass, had
brass upon it :—Med. to put on oneself besides : gene-

rally, to cover or shroud oneself in.,, I pi. aor. I of.
emorrcu, 3 sing. pf. pass, of.
im-£ap€Cd, =.-, ov, (,* from - intens.)

vehement, violent:—Adv. (as if from-), vehemently, furiously.-, f, -, to outlive, survive.- and -, f.-, to join ox fasten at

top : generally, to tie together, bindfast. II. to

yoke to.-, ov, — sq., epith. of Italian Locri.-^, ov, lying towards the west.-, f.-, to boil up or over ; ^-
my youthful spirit boiled over. II. act.

to make to boil, heat.-, ov, subject to envy : fortunate, prosperous.-, ov, (,) bringing loss or penalty

upon, hurtful. II. liable to punishment. Hence

tm-, f., to punish.

6-)6, f., to seekfor, seek after,find wanting:

to beat for game ; ^ the beaters.

cm-, f.-, to bind or gird on : Pass., pf.

part,, with their cloaks girt up.-, Ion. for&.
€7, aor. I of €7<;.
«-, Ion. fork.€€, Ep. 3 sing. impf. of.
«-, , (, )) things acceptable, pleasing

gi/tS\cm^pavos, ov, (^) pleasing. II. warding

off, assisting, governing.
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«, ov, only in neut. pi., q. v.-, ov, (,) belonging to a bri-

dal, nuptial; (sub.), the nuptial

song, epithalamium, sung in chorus before the bridal

chamber.- Att. -ttCSios, ov, = sq.- Att. -ttlos, a, ov, (,)
lying on the sea-shore, maritime.«-, ov, (,) condemned to death.

em-OavaTOS, ov, sick to death, like to die.

«m- Att.-, f., to cheer on.€-£, f., to pay respect to, to compliment

with a fee (Lat. honorarium).-, f. , (,) to call upon in the

name of the gods, to adjure. Hence
6m0€icur|AOs, , an appeal to the gods, adjuration.(-, -€, aor. 2 opt. and inf. of.
cmOeis,-, aor. 2 part, of.
€iri-06iT€, for -, 2 pi. aor. 2 opt. of -.-,, f. , to court or serve studiously : to

work zealouslyfor.

6irt-0€S,-, aor. 2 imperat. of.
4m0€ais,, ,() a laying on, imposi-

tion. II. (from Med. ) a setting upon, attack.

4m-0€CTm£o), f. , to prophesy upon.

cm0€TiKOs, , ,() ready to attack : en-

terprising.

eiTt-0€TOS, ov,() added, annexed: far-

fetched, foreign. II. as Subst.,, , an

epithet.-,.-, run upon or at: to run after,

chase, pursue.«, ,() an addition, accession: some-

thing given in or over in a bargain.

em-, aros, ,() anything put on, a

cover, lid.

em-, f. , to sit as a suppliant at an altar,

to pray the gods for aid : cf..€, aor. 2 inf. of.-, f., to shout in token of approval.

tm- Att. -, contr. for.«-, f. , to break besides.

€-iri0p€^as, aor. I part, of.
«m-,.- : aor. 2:—to spring

or leap upon, c. gen. : c. dat. to insult over : absol.,

so far do they bound.

«m-, f.,(,) to set one's heart upon
a thing, lust after, desire eagerly. Hence, aTos, , the object of desire ; and,, , a longing desire; and, , , one who desires : a lover ; and€|05, ,, desiring, coveting. Adv.-., ,() a desire, yearning, longing:

in bad sense, desire, hist.

«m-, aros, , an incense-offering : from
cm-, f. [], to offer incense.

eir-, to aim straight at : to direct, govern.

€-, f.- [] , to offer sacrifice upon or after

:

—to offer sacrifice, offer.

cm-, f.- [], to rush eagerly at. 1. c. inf.

to strive vehemently to do, desire or long to do, (v.

.)€-£, Med. to put on one's armour.
em-, f. £, to shout or call out.

em-, ovos, 6, —.
cm-, Ion. for.
cm-, opos, , , acquainted with, knowing.«-, f., to pull down besides.-, f.-, Pass, to sit dovjn upon.

im- Ion.-, to sit upon : to press

upon, be heavy upon. II. to sit down against a

place, besiege it.

€-£, f., to set upon. II. intr. to sit upon.-, f., to innovate upon.

cm-KdXpios, ov, (,) in due season, season-

able, opportune: important, critical ; ' the

chief persons.

«iri-Kaipos, ov, =: c. gen. fit, proper, con-

venientfor a thing.- Att. -: f.:—to light or kindle

on a place : to burn on an altar.-, f., to call on, appeal to, adjure. II.

to call i?i addition, give a surname to

:

—Pass, to be

called by surname. III. to bring an accusation

against, to lay to one's charge. IV. Med. to call

to oneself, call to aid : generally, to invite : also to

challenge, Lat. provocare. 2. to summon before one., «, , a cover, covering : a veil,

cloak, means ofhidi?ig. From
em-, f., to cover 7ip, shroud, hide. II.

to put over. Hence€£, , , a covering, concealment., ),() a bend: the angle of a

building ; to draw up the wings

so as toform angles with the centre., is, czirved, curling. From€-, f. , to bend into an angle

:

—Pass.

to wheel round the wings, so as to take the enemy in

flank.«-, ov, bentforward.-, (,) Adv. headforemost.

cm-Kapaios, , ov,() properly on the head,

headforwards. II. opp. to ', crosswise, at

an angle ; \ the country measured along

the coast, opp. to (measured inwards at right

angles to the coast) : c. gen.,

trhemesforming an angle with the current

of the Pontus.

em-, f.-, to go down to or -upon

a place. II. to go down after or against.

«m-, f.-, to letfall down.

«m-, to bring down to land besides :—Pass.

to come to land with or afterwards.

cm-,.- : aor. 2-:
—to fall asleep at or upon.
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cm-, f.-, to overflow besides.

cm-, Dep. to sleep at or upon a place.

«m-, f.-, to catch up, overtake.-, f. -, to stay yet longer.--, f.-, to throw oneself upon.-, ov, yet more accursed.«-/ and -, to throw down after or

upon.

cm- and-, f. £, to slay upon or over.-, Dep. to tell lies in addition.€, aor. 2 of.€-6, inf.-, aor. 2 with no pres. in

use, to look down upon : cf..
cm-, inf.-, to go down upon or into.

€-€, f.-, to detain still.

cirt-KavTos, ov, () burnt at the end, Lat.

praeustus.-, Att. for-. [a]

€-€, inf.-, serving as Pass, of-, to be laid upon; of gates, to be put to or

closed. 2. generally, to be set on or in : to lie

over against ; at the islands off the

coast. 3. to hang over, impend. II. to press

heavily upon : to press upon, be urgent. III. of

penalties, to be laid on, imposed. IV. to have

on one.

tm-Keipo), i.- Ep.-:—to cut down, mow
down. II. metaph. to cjit short, baffle.€6, aor. 2 of.
€€€5, pf. part. pass, of.-, f., to shout in applause, to cheer.

liriKeXevCTts, , , cheering, exhortation.

Im-KcXeuio, also in Med.\.-\.\, to exhort and

encourage, cheer on.

€-«, fut.- : aor. :

—

to run

aground or ashore, of ships. 2. intrans. to come

to land, come ashore.

em-, Dep. to call to or upon, invoke.

em-K€VTpi£a>, f. , to apply the spur.

€7-€, f.- [] : aor. Ep.- :

—

to mix in, pour in again.-€, , , (, Kepoos) profit on traffic.

€-€€, f., to jeer at, insult, teaze.

€•€, Ion. aor. 2 impf. of.-, f. , to conceal, hide; I
will not hide itfrom thee.

.-, ov, (,) of or at a btirial.

€.€,7,() thesending a herald

or embassy to treat for peace.€76, $, , a message or demand by

herald. From-, Dep. to send a message by a

herald : to make proposalsfor a treaty : generally, to

proclaim publicly.

em- Att.- : f. :

—

to announce, pro-

claim ; apyvpiov or to set

a price on his head : hence to proscribe.

em-, to spread over:—Pass,, to

be extended, spread over ; ' ' r/ far

as the morning light is spread.—Only used in pres.(-, ov, in danger,precarious, insecure. II.

dangerous. Adv. -.
em-, poet, and Ion. for.
«"m-, f. --, to send forth a sound in

answer.- Att.- : f.- :

—

to weep
upon or responsively. Hence, ov, tearful.«-, f. [], to bend towards :—Pass, to be

bent or broken in spirit, Lat. frangi animo.

cm-, Att. for. [a]-, cs, (,) famous.-\ (A), f.—, to shut up, close.-\ (), (,) to extol or praise the

more.

cm-' contr. -|£, Ion. for- ()., arcs, ,() an accusation.

4-, Adv.() by surname or name.

€-5, ov, succeeding to a patrimony : as Subst.,, , an only dattghter and heiress, who must

by law marry her next of kin.

«m-, f., to assign by lot., e<as, ,() a surname or addi-

tional name, and generally, a name

:

—absol. ace.-
by surname, by name ; but also in name only,

nominally. II. a reproach, imputation., ov,() called upon, called in as

allies. 2. specially summoned.

cm-, aor. 2 inf. pass, of.^, e's,() sloping, slanting.

«m-,, a thing to lean on : a couch, arm-

chair. From
tm- [] : f.- : pf. pass,- :

—

to

lay upon so as to fit:—Pass, to be put to;-
closed doors. II. to bend towards :

—Pass, to be inclined at an angle : pf. part, pass.,

sloping, oblique. III. Pass, to lie

over against. 2. to recline at table.

cm-, f., to stir up to commotion.

4m-K\oTTOS, ov,(,)given to stealing, thievish,

wily: c. gen., cunning in speech.-\, f. , to overflow, flood : metaph. to

overwhelm, ruin. Hence«,, , an overflow, flood.

«m-, to listen to, hear.€-, f., to spin to one, assign to one as

one's destiny, of the Fates :—so also in Med.«-, Att. for--.
cm-, inf.-, to scrape or grate upon a thing.-, Ion. for-.-, Pass, with fut. med.-, tofall

asleep over.

cm-KOivos, ov, (, koivos) common to many, pro-

miscuous : neut. pi. as Adv. in common.

em-Koiv(iivea>, f., to communicate with. „
2.

to share in common with.
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:

to boast or exult in a thing.-, f., to add boastingly : to boast of.

i-rriKOTros, ov,() cut short, lopped.-, f., to strike upon, to knock down

:

—
Med. to smite one's breast and wail for another, Lat.

plangi.

eiriKOs, , , () Epic, of Epic poetry ; oi

the epic poets.

4-.€, f., to adorn with : to celebrate.

€iri-KOTOS, ov, angry, vengeftd : znaliciotis, malignant., ov, 6,() an Epicurean, a

follower of the sect of Epicurus.

€7€, f. ,() to come to aid, to

help in war: generally, to help at need; c. dat. rei,

to aid one against them;

to keep offfrom one. Hence€.,, , help, protection ; and«, , , aid, protection.«, 57,() a defence or protection

against, aid, succour, assistance. II. an auxiliary

or alliedforce.«, , , auxiliary, allied.-, ov, (,) helping, aiding, assist-

ing: as Subst. an ally:—oi the auxiliaries or

mercenary troops, opp. to the national army.

€7-£, f. Att., to lighten : to relieve of

a burden. II. to lift up, support. 2. metaph.

to lift zip, encourage: in bad sense, to puff up, elate.

em-, f. , to shout to or at.- Ep.- : f.- : aor. I -
Ep. -,- :

—to bring to pass,

accomplish, fulfil; '
grant me now this prayer, fulfil it: generally, to

achieve, effect.«-,, (,) a coveringfor the head,

a head-dress. II. the capital of a column.

€€,77,() mastery, dominion. II.

a government, dominion, province.

€-€, f., to ride over, govern, c. dat.: ab-

sol. to have power. 2. to prevail over: to get pos-

session of Lat. potiri, c. gen. :— absol. to prevail,

conquer., overbearingly, impetuously : Adv. of6-5, ,(,) having control or mas-
tery over a thing : Comp., superior., ecus, ,() a conquest.€-6 and- : f.- [] Att.-

:
—to hang over, cause to impend

:

—Pass, to over-

hang, impend over, threaten, Lat. imminere.«-, ,() overhanging., Ep. aor. imperat. of.4€6, Ep. 3 sing. aor. I opt. of., Ep. aor. I inf. of.
«m-, f.-, to givejudgment upon, decide,

determine.€-,, (,) the sailyard upon a ship's

mast.

€-€, f., to rattle on or over.

4m-KpoTos, ov, trodden hard, beaten.

«m-, f. , to hammer upon or in. II. to

strike or smite upon.-, f. : aor. 2- :

—

to throw a
covering over

:

—Med. to disguise

:

—Pass, to conceal

or disguise oneself. Hence€-$, ov, hidden, secret.

€-£, f. , to caw or croak at one.

em-, f.-, Dep. to gain, win besides;

to gain additional territory.4-6, f.-, to kill besides;

to slay the slain anew., , ,() fresh gain.

cmKTTjTOs, ov,() gained besides or in ad-

dition ; yrj acquired land, as the Delta of

Egypt ; a new or foreign wife ;

newly acquired friends.-,., to make a noise upon;

to stamp with the feet : to resound with.-, is, (,) glorious : brilliant.€-', to impregnate again :—Pass, to become

dotibly pregnant.-, f. 170*0, to come rotind in turn to.€-€, f.- [] : aor. - :

—

Pass., aor.- :

—

to roll down upon.

em-, to flow in waves over.

cm-, f., to bend oneself over, to stoop down.€-€ and- : f.- and- :

aor. - and- : to fall or light upon,

fall in with : c. gen. to have a share of, partake in.€-, f., (,) to confirm, ratify: to

determine., aor. I part, of.-, ov, (,) humpbacked. Hence€-, f., to bendforward.

€m-Kvi|/€Xios, ov, (,) guarding bee-hives.-, f. [], to lament over.

-is, ecus, , a hinderance. From€-, f. [], to hinder, keep in check.

cm-, f., to make a riotous assault upon.

«m-Ktup-tos, a, ov, (,) of or for a festal

procession. 2. laudatory.

ciri-KtoiTOS, ov,(,) at the oar, a rower. 2.

of a weapon, up to the very hilt.€-€, aor. 2 med. inf. of.
€7, ,() a taking hold, grasping:

a handle.

€|€5, aor. 2 med. part, of.
cm-, f.-, to receive by lot after-

wards. II. tofall to one by lot, come afterwards.4-£, Dep. to lay hold of, hold tight.,, aor. 2 med. inf. and subj.

of.
cm-, f.- : aor. 2: pf. --

:

—

to lay hold of, seize, attack. 2 . to over-

take, interrupt ; ^. 3•

to attain to, reach, over-live. 4. to seize and stop

;
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to hinder from getting

back. II. metaph., kmXafiuv to

get over much ground. B. Med., with pf. pass.

k-, to hold oneself on by, lay hold of;-
to lay hold of a pretext. 2. to

attach

:

—to seize upon, arrest

:

—to get possession of,

obtain : to come tip to, reach. Hence
€7ri\a|AiTTOS, ov, Ion. for/, caught, detected.

im-, f., to shine after or upon;-$ when day had dawned.«-, aor. 2 kireXaBov, to escape notice, be

hidden. II.(, f.-: aor. -:
Causal, to make to forget. III. Med.-, fut.-, with pf. 2 act.-, and pf.

pass,-, to forget; I

forgot that I owed :—Pass., aor. -, to be

forgotten.«-, €qjs, , Dor. for *$.€-€, f.-, to smoothe over; aor. part.,

kmXrfvas Htp£ea>* having smoothed over

the opinion of Xerxes, i. e. making it plausible.«-, f. , to say in addition, to add fur-
ther. 2. to call by name. II. to choose, pick

out, select: so also in Med.:—Pass.,^
or'/ chosen men. III. in Med. also,

to read. 2. to think over, consider.«-, f., to pour upon, make a libation over.

4-6, f. : aor. 2 kirkXiTrov : pf. kmXeXowa

:

Pass., 3 sing, plqpf. kvtXeXuwTO

:

—to leave behind

one. II. to fail one, like Lat. deficere ;

kneXnrt the waterfailed him ; kmXeiirei

time fails me : of rivers, kniXeineiv , to

have their stream failing, to be dried up ; and so

without pkeOpov, to fail: absol. to fail, lack, be want-

ing. Hence
«mXeuj/is, 6<ws, , failure, lack.

tTTiXeKTOS, ov, (';) chosen, picked; oi kniXc/c-

roi picked soldiers., pf. pass, of.
€-4, f. , to peel, strip of its bark.«--, to look towards, see before one.-, see ii.€, ov,() causingforgetfulness.4-, poet, for, to forget.

€m-X"r|'is, idos, , (km, €') obtained as plunder.

€-6, f., to shout in applause.

€iti-Xt|vios, ov, (km,) of a winepress or the

vintage.«, ov,() caught, detected., tcys, ,() forgetfidness.«, ,() forgetfulness., ov, gen. ovos, (kmXav )forgetful,

having a bad memory :—Comp. :

irreg. Sup..«, fut. med. of.«, €«, ,() a laying hold of,

seizure : afinding fault.
im-, Adv. grazing, scratching.

€7-£, Pass, to be flooded.

cm-XivevT^s, ov, , (km,() one who uses nets,

afisherman or hunter.

€-£, (km, tXXos) to wink with the eyes, to

make signs by winking.€7-£: fut. Att.-, aor. -eXo~
and-: pf.-**: Dep.:

—

to reckon over, think on, consider; to make account of.

tiriXoyos, ,{^) a conchesion, inference. II.

the concluding speech of a play, epilogue: the perora-
tion of a speech.

em-Xoyxos, ov, (km, '/) barbed.

eiriXoi/iros, ov,() still left, remaining: of
Time, to come, future.-, , the price of a bath.

€7-€, f., to trouble, grieve besides. Hence«, , trouble, grief.

kiri-XviTOS, ov, (km,) troubled, grieved.

emXikris, cojs, ,() a release.€-, f. , to loose, untie : to let slip dogs

:

generally, to release. 2. to solve, explain.-, f. , (km,) to mock at.€-, ov, (k-, /Lta£os) at the breast.«-, Pass., with aor. 2- [a], aor. I

med.-€), pf. act.- :

—

to be mad after,

dote upon : to be passionately in love with.

€ rri-, fut.— Ep.- : Ep.
aor. -: Dep.:

—

to strive after, endeavour
to obtain, aim at. II. c. ace. to lay hold of, grasp:
also to touch, feel.«-, Adv. for km,, still more.-,,^,) a wanton kiss.6-,.-, to learn besides or after.«-, f., to bear witness or depose to

a thing. Hence€,, , a witness, testimony.

«m-, Dep. to take to witness, to call on

as witness, appeal to : absol. to call witnesses, call in

evidence. 2. to call on earnestly, to conjure, Lat.

obtestari. 3. to declare before witnesses. Hence,-, , a witness to anything.-, gen. —vpos, , — kwipAprvpos., Ep. fut. of^.
tm-, f. £cu, to knead again:—Med. to s'roke.-, ov, (km,) at the breast., ov,^) seeking after ox for.€€, f.,() tofightfor one. Hence«, , a defensive alliance.«-, ov, (km,) that may easily be at-

tacked, assailable, open to attack.«, f. [d], and -€, f.:—to

smite at or upon.€€, aor. I inf. of^.
€€€, ,^) care, attention, diligence;

kn^iXeta tlvos attention paid to a thing.- and- : Dep. with fut. med.-, aor. -^ ; also with fut. pass.-^, aor. -€( : (km,) :

—
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to take care of, have charge of: to have the manage-

ment of: to pay attention to, cultivate, c. gen. : also

c. ace. et inf. to take care that. Hence, aros, , an object of care, a care.-, *s, (,) caring for, anxious

about: absol. careful, attentive. II. pass, cared

for, an object of care : esp. in neut., as,

ky it was a care to Cyrus ;

I have to care for it;

the charge of the execution of orders., verb. Adj. of, one must

take care of, pay attention to a thing., , ,() one who is in

charge, a manager, overseer, superintendent.-, Dep. =^.-, f. , to sing to.^, Adv. of, carefully., pf. pass, of.
€-6, Ion. and poet. pf. 2 with pres. sense, to

aim at, desire.«-, f., Dep. to impute to one as

matter of blame, to object against one as matter of

blame : c. dat. pers. to blame : absol. to find fault,

complain. Hence^, ecus, , blame, complaint.-, fut.- : aor. :— to stay

on, to abide still. 2. to continue in a pursuit. 3.

to abide by. II. to wait for, await, c. ace.€-€€, Med. to send for besides, send

for a reinforcement.

€-€€, f., to measure out to, assign to

:

—
Pass., 6 w oitos the corn measured

out. II. to measure out or pay in addition.

€-€, , something added to the measure,

excess.

em-, Dep. to devise or concert against.

-€5, ea>$, 0, (km,) Epimetheus, i. e.

After-thought, brother Prometheus or Fore-thought.-, fs, (km,) thoughtful.-,, at, (knt,) Nymphs protec-

tors offlocks.«-, ov, (km, ) monthly:

(sub.) monthly offerings.

em-, f. [tj, to be angry at or with.

«m-, Dep. to contrive against : to devise

precautions. II. to devise besides.«-, ov, (km,) craftily devising

;

^ epyow contriver of ill deeds.€- and -, fut. -'£ :
—to mix in or

with :—Pass,, to mingle with, to have in-

tercourse or dealings with.

«m-, f.-, to put in mind of. II.

Pass, and Med. km-, fut.- and- ; aor.- and- :—to remember, recall to mind, think of;-$ let us think 0/ battle. II. later, to

make mention of: also to quote.

Im-, poet, for.

€7£, Adv. ^^) mixedly, confusedly, in-

discriminately.

Ion. -,() a mixing with others,

intercourse, dealings, Lat. commercium.
€-£5, ecus, , =€.«--, poet, and Ion. for-', to have

dealings with one ; in hostile sense, to be brought in

contact with, clash with : absol. to associate together.«,-, Ion. for'.6€, I pi. aor. 1 opt. med. of.«, aor. 1 part. pass, of.-, f. , to commit adultery besides.-, aor. 2 inf. of. Hence-, ov, approaching, invading.«, , (kn) blame, reproach.€5, ov,^) blameable, unlucky., ,^) a staying on : delay.

cm-, f. , to mutter or murmur at.«-, ov, (km,) coming after the story ;' the moral of a fable.€-5, ov,{) scoffed at.4-• Att. -, =^, to mutter.

«m-, f.- [], to close the eyes at a thing

:

to wink at, in token of assent.

Im- Ion. -€, Dep. tofindfault with.

Hence, , , blameworthy, blameable.-, ov, blamed, blameworthy.

tm-, Dor. for.€-, Dor. for.
«m-vciov, , (km, vavs) a sea-port for the navy,

arsenal.-, fut.— and- : aor. - :

— to allot, assign, distribute. II. to turn cattle

to graze on another's land :—Med., of cattle, to feed
over the boundaries, to go on grazing : metaph. to

spread over; * the fire spreads

over the town ; so, tcls$., pf. part. pass, of'.€-€, fut. of.-, f. : aor. - :
—to nod for-

wards. II. to nod to, in token of command or

approval, to nod assent, to make a sign to another to

do a thing : to promise by nodding. III. to in-

cline to or towards.-, ov, (km,) clouded, overcast.

€.-€5, ov, (,) upon the kidneys.

€-€ (A), f., to spin to, esp. of the Fates.

em-veai (),= ,, to load with a thing: pf.

part, pass., piled up with.

€m-v€co (C), f.-, to sivim, float on the top.

cm-VTi'ios, ov, (, vavs) on board ship.

€m-vT)V€Ci>, (,) to heap or pile upon.

Im-, to be sober at or for.-, f.-, Dep. to swim upon : to

come to the top, float on the surface. 2. to swim
to or over to.

cm-viicios, ov, (,) of victory. II. as
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Subst. kmvixiov (sob. or fie'Xos), a song of
victory, triumphal song or ode. 2. (sub. ), a

feast in honour of a victory.

€Tri-VlKOS, ov,^-kinviKios.

cm-, fut.-, to go over: come upon.

cm-, to snow upon. \yt\

<-«, f. : aor., but also with aor.

pass. in same sense:

—

to (bink on or of,

contrive. 2. c. inf. to purpose, intend. 3. absol.

toform a plan, design. Hence
emvoia, , a thinking of or over a thing, thought

:

power of thought, inventiveness. 2. a purpose, de-

sign. II. after-thought.«, Dor. I pi. impf. of.«, ,() a grazing on another's

lands : a right to pasturer on each other's lands, of the

citizens of two neighbouring states.

«irivofxos, ov,() dwelling in the country.

«m-vvKTios, ov, {km, vv£) by night, nightly.«-,, ov,(km,) qforforabride, bridal.-- Att.-, f., to prick on the surface.

€-"£, f. and £, to drop asleep over.

ciri-, f., to bring or apply to. II. to

distribute, assign.

tm-voniSios, ov, (erri,) on the bach.(-, f., (kni,) to put on the back of,

to cover with.

«m-vomos, ov, (kni,) on the back.

«7Tt-£av0os, ov, inclbiing to yellow, tawny, of hares.

€~^€, f., Ion. and poet, for(.
«tri-, f., (k-, £kvos) to entertain as a guest:

—Pass, to be so entertained, to dwell abroad. 2 . Med.,

I claim these offices as a stranger.

«m-£«o, f. -£, to scrape on the surface.

€-£, , (km,) a chopping-block, like

: the executioner s block.

kni-j-vvos, ov, poet, for kninoivos, common to many;
kmgvvos apovpa a common field, i. e. in which many
persons have rights.

em-oivios, (km, oTvos) at or over wine.-, f. , to pour out winefor.
tmov, aor. 2 of.-, , 0, poet, for.
cmopKeo), f. : aor.: (kmopieos)r:

—

to swearfalsely, forswear oneself, irpbs by a

deity ; to.s kmopnrfv to stvearfalsely

by the royal hearth. Hence
«, , a false oath, Lat. perjuria.

-opKos, ov, (km, op/cos) sivearingfalsely,forsworn,
Lat. perjurus ; or of the oath, sworn falsely ; kmop-
kov to swear falsely ; also, kmopKov
to swear a bootless oath.-, ,<=^.
cm-, Dep. (km, 6€) to have before one's

eyes, foresee.

«m-ovpos, 6, (kiri, ovpos) a watcher, guard: c. dat.,

K/M7T77 kmovpos guardian, chief over Crete : c. gen.,

vujv kmovpos chief swine-herd.

6-, , part. pres. fem. of ( ibo), the

corning day (sub.). Hence
tmowios, ov,for the coming day, sufficient for the

day ; kiriovaios apros daily bread.

em-, poet, for.€-, Adv. entirely, altogether.«-, to brandish at or against.-, ov, gen. ovos, (km, pf. of-) Dor. for^, falling to one's share.

c-iri-, Adv. upon the whole, generally, on the

average.

cm-irapavca), to heap up besides.€-€£, f., to prepare besides :—Med.
to provide oneself with besides.-, inf. -eivai , to bepresent at or near. II.

to be present besides ox in addition to.

€.-7»., inf. —ikvai, to come upon in flank, to

march alongside of. II. to come on to assist. III.

to comeforward to speak.- Att.- : rut-» [a] :

—

to sprinkle

upon or over. Hence
cm-iraaros, ov, sprinkled on or over:—/

a kind of cake with comfits upon it: also a plaster.-&,, f., to make a noise at.

eiu-ircSos, ov, (km,) on the ground, or on a

level with it, level, flat ; kv on a level

:

—
irreg. Comp. (€4€5.«, ks, obedient, compliant. From€-€, f.-, Pass, to be persuaded,

yield to persuasion ; c. dat. to put faith in, comply

with, obey.€-€, Dep. (km,) to come towards, ap-

proach ; Ep. syncop. aor. 2 part., eTos the

coming year.

liri-n-efTTTOs, ov, containing land ^ = §;
a loan at the , rate of -^ of the principal,

or 20 per cent.«-, f. , to send after or again. 2. of

the gods, to send upon or to, let loose upon. II.

to send besides : to send by way of supply. Hence«, teas, , a sending to a place., pf. of kmm-.&, pf. of.
€-7€, to begin to turn dark, of grapes ripen-

ing.«-, ov, somewhat dark, properly of grapes

ripening ; then of the colour of hares.€€, fut. med. of'kmm-.«,, aor. 2 part, of km.6-€, f.—, to spread over.«- or-, only found in aor. 2 kit€-. Dep.:

—

to fly over : metaph.

to fly over, come to the knowledge of by flying.«- and -, f.-, tofix upon. 2.

to make to freeze at top:—Pass, to congeal.-, f., to spring upon, rush at.«-, , (,&) above the elbow.

-€£, f. , to press upon.
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«m-, Dep., used only in pres. and impf.,fo

approach, come near.6-, f.-, tofill up with a thing.

4.-, f.— : pf.- : aor. 2-
;
—

to drink afterwards or besides : to tope after dinner.

eiri-, f.-
; pf.— : aor. 2— :

—to fall upon : also in hostile sense, tofall

upon, attack : of accidents, to befall one.

i'mnAa (contr. from), , implements,fur-

niture, movables, as opp. to fixtures, Lat. supellex.€-, f. -•£, to make to wander over, to

drive about

:

—Pass, with fut. med.- : aor.

I pass.^ , to wander about over.

€TmrXa(xas, aor. part, of.-- Att. -, f.- [] :

—

to spread

a plaster on, smear over. Hence
ImirXcurros, ov, plastered over :—feigned, false., aor. I part. pass, of.
cm-TrXeiov, Adv. =.
cm-iTXeios, ov, Ep. for.-, ov, gen. ovos, still more.-, f. , to plait info a chaplet.-^, Adv., for , still more.

€m-ir\eos, a, cv, Att. iTivnAeios, , {, 7rAeos)

quitefull of a thing., , , a sailing against;

to have the power of sailing against, to have

the weather gage. From-, f.- : Ion., f. --
: Ep. aor. 2, part, :

—

to sail upon

or over: to float upon. II. to sail against, to

attack with a fleet. III. to sail on board a ship:

to sail with or in charge of.

em-irXecos, , Att. for.
€.-), f., to fill up; Med.,

tofill up one 's ship's crew, to man her afresh.- Att.-, f. £, s/n&£ : of words,

to rebuke, reprove : to cast a reproach upon : to cast

in one's teeth.

«m-,, fuller form of. : properly neut.

of, ov, an Adj. formed from , as

from, 5t7rAoos from ois., Ep. for, aor. 2 part, of.
«mirXoov, , () the caul of the entrails,

Lat. omentum : also, .
«mirXoos contr. iirinAovs, ,() a sailing

against the enemy, bearing down upon him, the attack

of a ship or fleet. 2. a naval expedition against a

place.-, Ion. and Ep. for.
€-5, part, of, Ep. aor. 2 of.
Im-irXuicras, Ion. aor. I part, of.
4m-Trv€ia>, Ep. for.
€m-TTV€o> Ep. -irveico : fut.- : aor. -

:

—

to breathe or blow upon, so as to revive

:

— metaph. to excite, inflame: to blow favourably, to

favour, Lat adspiro.-

€7TLTTTaipO).

«m-, to choke, stifle. [], ,() a breathing upon: inspira'ion.

€m-Tro8ios, , ov, (,) upon the feet.-, f. , to yearn or long after, regret

greatly, Lat. desidero. Hence, $, , a yearning after : and, ov, longed for, earnestly desired : and-, , =.-'., 6, , an over shepherd or shepherdess., f. ,() to be at the top, lie on
the surface. II. to rise to the top : metaph. to be

uppermost, to prevail.

cm-iroXaios, ov, on the surface : prominent, project-

ing. 2. superficial, ordinary. From
€7-, , (,) a surface : gen.-, as Adv., at the top, atop : c. gen. on the top of,

above. II. ai, a piece of ground with

a sloping surface near Syracuse.

cm-iroXios, ov, growing hoary, grizzled.

tivt-iToXos, =, an atteridant.«-, Adv., for , generally.

€m-irov€a>, f., to toil on, persevere.

€m-TTOVos, ov, painful, toilsome : wearisome : of per-

sons, laborious, pains-taking : of omens, portending

toil and suffering. Adv.$, Lat. aegre, with
toil and trouble, Sup..«- : f. med.-, aor. I pass.-: Dep. :

—

to go, march to: to march ever.-,, , (,) a mantle

buckled on the shoulder.

c-irt-, Dep., lengtbd. for, to fly
to or hover over.-, to be conspicuous. 2. to beseem, be

befitting.

€-••€€, Dep. to go as ambassador any
ivhither. 2. to send an embassy.«-, Ion. for-, =.
em- [tl, to grind [the teeth] at a thing.€-, f.-, to throwforward.', Ep. aor. I of.€€€, Ep. aor. 2 inf. of.€7.-, f. : aor. - :

—

to set out

or place before one. 2. to send out one before or

after another.6-', fut.- : aor. - Ep.-:— to send forth towards or at: to shoot

at. II. [] he steered,

made for them.-, rarely -€, Adv. of Time and Place,

before : also in preference to.- (A), f.-, to run at or to.

(), f.,() to be before,

be in the way ; rois to be in a line

with the towers, so as to cover one with the other.

€--7€, f. -*, to pour forth over: to pour

forth.- : aor. 2 :

—

to sneeze at ; $
my son sneezed as I spoke



—
the words,—a good omen : hence of the gods, to be

kindly to, favour.

«.7€, aor. 2 inf. of*£.-, , (km,) an over-fold, a flap.€-(, Dep. to go about, visit, Lat. obire

:

of a general, to inspect, review : of an enemy, to recon-

noitre. Hence«, cws, 7). a going round, visitation.

em-, = kiri-.€-«>, f., of the rider, to urge a. horse

by shaking the whip ; or of the horse, to gallop.«-, f., to be careless about a thin°'., to sprinkle upo?i or over.«-, f., to sew, stitch on.4- Att. -, Att. for.
€mp-pef<o, f. £, to offer sacrifices at a place ; kirip-

Ion. impf, 2. to sacrifice afterwards or

besides.

€mpp€iTT|S, es, leaning, inclined towards, Lat. pro-

clivis. From
«mp-pfn-, f., to lean towards, of the balance :

to/all upon. II. trans., to

force down one scale : hence to weigh out to one, allot.

cmppeircis, Adv. of emppenrjs,favourably inclined.

cmp-pcco : f.— : aor. 2 pass, (in act. sense)4( :

—

to flow upon the surface,float atop. 2.

to flow to or into : of men, to stream on or towards ;$ onward-streaming time, i.e. the

future.

«mp-, =.-, *a;s, , (kni, pTJffis) a reproach. II.

a spell, charm.«-, f.- : Att.«, f.-£ :

—

to dash against, force upon or to .; Ion. impf. kmp-. 2. to rend at or on hearing a

thing. II. intr. to burst forth, of lightning.

€-€\1, f., (km, <) to speak as an
orator to or over,

€irip-pT]TOs, ov, cried out against, infamous.

«mp-piKvos, ov, shrunk up.

«mp- and -« : f. : aor. -. :
—to

cast at or upon. 2. metaph. to commit to, give tip

to. II. intr. to fall upon.

«mppo-f), 77,() an afflux, influx, a flood.«, f. <\ to roar at, of the waves : to echo

or answer to a sound : to shout applause at a thing :

to repeat or second a prayer : but also, to inveigh

against. Hence
«irip-po9os, ov, hasting to the rescue, aiding: gene-

rally, helping in need, giving aid against. II.

kmppoOa reproaches bandied back andforwards,
abusive language.

€-|3«, f., toforebode rain by croaking.

Hence«, Adv. with noisy fury.
«mp-poi£ftu, f., to croak to or at : c. ace. cog-

nato, 67. (pvyas to shriek or bode flight to one.

«mppveis, aor. 2 part. pass, of.
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€-£, f. £, (kni,) to set a dog on one.«-, Dep. to save, preserve.«, ov,() flowing in or to: coming
in upon, adventitious. 2. metaph. overflowing,

abundant. II. overflowed, moist.«- and- : fut.- : aor. --
:
—to add strength to, strengthen, encourage, cheer

on in a thing:— Pass, ; but the pf. ktrep-, plqpf.-^ are used as pres. and impf.

:

aor. -( :
—to recover strength, be invigo-

rated, be of good cheer: also in aor. 1, impers., Ktivois(( \kjeiv they took courage to speak.

tmp-, aor. -( : Dep. :

—

to flow
or stream downwards on a thing : of hair, to fall

flowing. II. to apply one's strength to a thing,

work lustily at; €€ they moved

nimbly with their feet.

cmpptuaGeis, aor. I pass. part, of.«-, v. kmpp-.«, aor. I of, to make to drink., aros,, (k-) a pack-saddle : me-

taph.,£~ a burden of disease.€-, f. £<y, to pile a load upon. II. to

load or saddle a horse.- Ep.« : f. :

—

to shake at or

against. 1. to wave or beckon on : hence to set at

or upon one.«-€ Ep.€€ ;

—

to put in motion against

one, set on. II. Pass, to hurry, hasten towards

:

in hostile sense, tofall upon, rush at, attack : esp. in

pf. as pres., and plqpf. k-^ as impf.

or aor. 2, part.\-$, to rush on, hurry, hasten;

(€^$^ hurrying over the plain: of rapid

motion, he hasted on to follow :

—

metaph. to be in excitement or agitation.-, aros, , device upon a shield.-, f., to set a mark or sign upon :—
Pass, to be marked, bear a mark. II. to give a

sign of approval

:

—Med. to give one's approval to a

thing.

*^€--5, ov, (,) having a mark on it,

bearing a mark or inscription : of money, stamped,

coined. 2. distinguished, famous, remarkable, Lat.

insignis : also in bad sense, notorious. II. km-, , as Subst. any mark of distinction, a de-

vice : a device or bearing on a shield : the ensign or

flag of a. ship.
^-, for ' [sc. '$], equally.

kiri-, to set on, as a dog.

«m-CTipos, ov, (km,) somewhat flat-nosed.

€-., f., to turn aside one's course.«-, f. Att. :

—

to furnish with food

:

—Med. tofurnish oneself withfood, toforage: c. ace,

to provision the army;

to provide oneself with a meal.«, ca;s, 77, and«, , = sq., , () a furnishing oneself

with provisions : a stock of provisions.

2
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«irt-cTKcXtcns, (cos, , {km,) the first spring

or start in a horse's gallop.--, a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to

be considered, examined.«-, a pres. only used by late authors,

which furnishes a fut. to.-, to cover over.--,, f., to get ready: to equip, fit out:

to pack the money upon. II.

to eguip anew, repair, restore. Hence, ov, 6, one who restores.

€-€, , a repair, restoration : materials for
repairs, stores.

«mo-K€\|/is, (, ,() a looking at, in-

spection. 2. consideration, reflexion : inquiry.«-, ov, (,) at or near a tent.

tm-, f., to lodge in a tent : generally,

to stay, abide at a place.-, f., to make to lean upon : make to

light upon, impose upon

:

—intr. to fall upon, like

lightning :—Med. to lean upon, rely upon. II. to

enjoin solemnly upon, lay a strict charge upon, to com-

mand one to do; ' thus much/
command thee. III. to prosecute or indict.«-, f.: pf. pass, :

—to throw

a shade upon, overshadow, Lat. ohumbrare :—Pass.,' keeping a hidden watch.«-, ov, (,) overshadoiued. 2. act.

shading, c. gen.--, f.- (from-): aor.- : pf.- :
—to look upon or at,

inspect, 'examine : to watch over, pay regard to. 2.

to go to see, visit

:

—Pass., ovcipois ov

iinvisited by dreams. 3. to consider, reflect. Hence«, , an overseeing : the office of an over-

seer or bishop : also 2. visitation, punishment.«-, ,( ) an overseer, watcher,

guardian :— esp. a public officer sent by the Athenians

as inspector or overseer of a subject state :— a

bishop. II. scout, watch.

€m-o"Koiros, ov,( li) hitting the mark : suit-

able to, coming up to

:

—neut. pi., as Adv.,

successfully,'with good aim.

«m-, f., (,) to throw darkness

or a shadowi over.-, Pass, with fut. med.-, to be

indignant at, brood over.-, f. Att. , to ply with drink like a
Scythian.€-£, f., to look savage.-,, the skin of the brows which is knitted

by frowning: hence, like otppvs, Lat. supercilium, used

for arrogance, haughtiness., Ep. aor. 1 opt. med. of.
«m-, f. , to laugh at, turn into ridicule

:

absol. to joke, makefun. Hence

«-, (, , raillery.

em-, inf.-, f.-, to rub or smear over.

€~€05,,,{, =') shame-

ful, sad

:

—Adv., sadly, to his cost.-, rjpos, ,{) the handle by which
a door is pulled to. II. afishing-li?ie, angle., , ov, drawn upon oneself. \\.

a tight-drawn noose. From-, f.- [] : to draw or drag after one:
to bring on, cause. 2. to draw on, allure, induce

:

so also in Med. 3. to pull the

door to. 4. in Med. to draw to oneself, win, obtain.

«iriaireiv, aor. 2 inf. of.-, f., to sow with seed: to• sow among., aor. I part, of.
Imcm-curis,, , a libation at a sacrifice. From6-4, f.', to pour 7(pou or over: absoL

to make a libation. II. Med. to make a fresh
treaty.\$, is, hurried, eager:—Adv. -$. From-, f. £, to urge on, hasten. II. intr.

to hurry on, ragefuriously.4€, aor. 2 inf. med. of.-, f., to urge on, promote,further. II,

intr. to hasten onward.

tmaTropevos, aor. 2 part. med. of.«, ,() a renewed renew-

able truce, mostly in plur.€7, ov,() a sowing after.

cirCairopos, ov,() sown afterwards: ©t

posterity.--, f., to urge on, to further. IL
intr. to make haste in a thing., , , €•4,, ot3, , aor. 2 subj. and
opt. of :

—,, , aor. 2 part.-,, Ep. for,.-, , (,, pf. pass, of)
hurrying on, rushitig, gushing : vehement r also c.

ace. rushing upon.«, Ep. for, a tire., for, 2 sing of.«, Adv.() attentively, earnestly.

cm-, f.-£, to make to drop upon a thing:- to shed delight or honour.-, Dep. to weigh well, ponder.

«m-CTTdOpos, ov, at, belonging to a lodging or station.

err-, 2 pers. poet, Ion.

: imperat. Ion. Att. -: impf.) Ep. : fut. med„

: aor. I pass, : Dep. : (,). I.-c. inf. to know how to do: to be cap-

able of doing. II. c. ace. rei, to understand, know,

to be versed in a thing : in Herodotus, to be assured

of, to believe : but in Att., to know for certain, know
well:—pres. part,, , ov, as an Adj.,

knowing, skilful, wise: c. gen., -
skilled or versed in war.«?, Adv.() skifully, expertly.
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imtxras, aor. 2 paTt. of.
«moracris, (, ,() a stopping, check-

ing

.

II.() a resting, staying: a hal,t

in a march. 2. attention, care, diligence: anxiety., f. , and€«, f. ;,() to have charge of a

thing, to be set over, preside over. II. to be chief

President() in the assembly. III. to

stand by, be present.

eirurrarrjs, ov, ,() one who stands by, a
suppliant. 2. in battle-order, one's rear-rank man,

the man behind. II. one who is set over, a chief,

master, lord: a manager, overseer;

president or steward of the games. 2. at Athens,

the chief President of the, cf. : an
inspector or commissioner of any public works.

cmcnraTis, iSos, , fern, of.€€, Ion. for, 3 pi. of., Ion. for, 3 pi. impf. of -.
cm-, f. ipoj, to tread upon, stand upon.

itn-, to go to, along, or over, to approach.

«m-, f.-: pf.-:—Pass., aor. I-, aor. 2- [] : pf.- :
—

to send to, send by message or letter : generally, to

bid, efijoin, command ; orders

given. 2. to announce, give intelligence. II.

to write letters ; cf.. III. to draw in,

tighten.-, f., to groan over.«,- or-€, =.
cm-OTcvco, to groan or sigh at : lament over.€-€, f., to deck %uith a garland.

€TnxrT€<j>T|S, es, crowned to the brim; -
o'ivolo goblets brimming over with wine.€-, f. , to surround with or as with a

chaplet : Med., they

crowned the goblets to the brim with drink metaph.,

to offer libations as an honour
to the dead.«, Ion. 3 plur. subj. of.
Imcnrrj, Ion. for, 2 sing, of.«,^,{) knowledge, understanding,

skill, experience, wisdom. 2. science knowledge,
science : in plur. the sciences.«, Ion. for.€7., ov, gen. ovos,() wise, pru-
dent : skilled in or acqtiainted with a thing, c. gen.

:

generally, learned, well-instructed, scientific.

cm-, f. £, to make to lean upon : hence to

confirm, establish

:

—Pa&. to lean upon a thing.

erricrrrjTOs, , 6v,() that can be scientifi-

cally known.€-, to glisten on the surface.

€ir-i<JTios, ov, (,) Ion. for :—as

Subst., eir-,, , a dockfor ships.6-, Adv.() girt up, neatly, of
dress, [a]

lirurroXevs, , ,() a letter-writer, sec-

retary. 11. a vice-admiral.

cmo-, V,() a message, command,
commission, whether verbal or in writing ; -

by command. 2. a letter, Lat. epistola.-, f. Att. , (,) to bridle,

and so manage a horse : metaph. to curb or muzzle,
silence, gag. II. to throw down on the face.€-<, -, =, of the waves.-, shorter- or-< :

f.-: aor. - or-: pf. pass.- :
—to strew or spread out iipon.

Ion. -, ,() a march
or expedition against one.€€8, eas, , =. From-, f. , to march against, go on an
expedition against : in Prose mostly in Med.-, Ion. for.€-€€, f. , to encamp over against.€€5, aor. 2 part. pass, : 4m--, inf. : subj.

emo-Tpeirros, ov,() to be turned towards
or looked at : hence, to be admired.

€-€5, , turning towards : attentive, careful,

sharp, shrewd. Adv. Ion. -€a>s, earnestly,

sharply. From€-€, f. : aor. :

—

to turn or

direct towards. 2. to turn about, turn. 3. to

turn or convert from an error, to correct, amend. 4.

to curve, twist, make to writhe. II. Med. and Pass., aor. 2- [] :

—

to turn one-

self round : to go backwards andforwards, to range
or wander over : to visit. 2. to be turned or con-

verted : to repent. 3. to look towards: hence to

pay regard or deference to : c. ace. to allude to,

mean. III. intr. in Act. to turn oneself in any
direction': to return. IV. pf. part. pass,-, , , —, earnest, pressing,

vehement., Adv.() turning both ways,

turning right and left., ,() a wheeling about, re-

turn to the charge: also of ships, a tacking or putting

about. II..() attention, care, no-

tice. 2* a moving about in a place ; -
occupation of the palace., ov,() conversant with: con-

cerned with or in.

em-, shortened form of.
em-, f., Frequent, of ; but

mostly intr., like Med., to visit or fre-
quent a place : to occupy one's house : also to come to.«, for, 2 sing, imperat. of.«-, f., to gather together again, collect

and bring to a place. Hence-, , an assembling together at a place.€5, pf. part. pass, of.
4-<;., f. -, to set together
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against. . Pass., with aor. 2 act. -, pf.—, to conspire agai?ist.-, f.-, to run together to.«, gtos, , anything trailed after one : the

trail of a snake, the track made by dragging. From
tm-, to drag or trail after one. II. to do

anything in a careless way, to slur over.€,5, ecus, ,() a being ga-
thered together against, a riotous meeting, tumult.

€-£, f. , to slaughter over or besides, im-

molate.€-5, is, (,) prone to fall, un-

steady, precarious.

«m-, f. , later form of.€-, f. 7^0;, to bind tight, fasten.€-£, f. Att. , to put a seal on, seal

tip. 2. to confirm, ratify. Hence«, ov, 6, one who seals or signs.

em-,, (,) mostly in plur. bands

or clasps which fastened the two plates of the greaves() over the ancle : a covering for the ancle.«-, Adv. near at hand.

€€0€, poet. aor. 2 inf. of.
€•€, aor. 2 inf. of.-, Adv. (,$) in a row, one after

another. II. of Time, gradually, by degrees.€€ Ion. -, , () a pretext, excuse.

€€5, ecus, , () a checking, stopping,

hitidrance : delay, reluctance.

tir-, f. [y], to make strong. II. intr.

to be or grow strong

:

—to be xirgent.«-, collat. form of, to hold or direct

towards. II. to keep in, hold in, check. 2.

intr. to leave off, desist.€, aor. 2 part, of.«-, f. , (,) to heap, pile up.4- Ep. -, , the metal hoop laid

upon the felloe of the wheel, the tire.€, , an injunstion, precept. From«, aor. 2 inf. of.€|, aros,,() an injunction, order.«, Dor. for.6,, 6, and«, ov, ,() a commander.«, ov, () enjoined, command-
ed. II. drawn up, behind ; oi, the re-

serve in an arm}'.€-€, f., to labour or suffer yet more.

[], 2 sing. aor. 2 subj. of.€-, Ion. for.-, poet, for, to stretch over.

€TUTa£is, ecus, ,() an injunction, order

;

the arrangement of the tribute.

Im- Att. -, f., to trouble or disquiet

yet more.

«iriTappoOos, 6, lengthened for, a helper,

defender, ally.^, , ,() a stretching, straining.

tm- Att. -, f.: aor. -:—Pass.,

aor. - : pf.-^ :
—to set over, put in

command. 2. to enjoin, order

:

—Pass, to be under
orders to do a thing; of things, to be ordered one;

orders given. II. to place be-

hind or in reserve : also, to place next or beside.€-5, ov, (, *) on or over a tomb;
XOyos a funeral oration spoken at Athens
yearly over the citizens who had fallen in battle

;

such as that of Pericles in Thuc. 2. 35 sqq.^-, f., to hasten on, urge forward.€6, aor. I inf. of.-, f.- : Ion. impf.:—Pass.,

aor. — [a] : pf.- :
—to stretch tipon or

over. 2. to draw tight; to increase, heighten : to

urge, excite :— Pass, to be stretched as on the rack:

generally to be tortured, to be on the stretch, strained

to the uttermost

:

—to endure.

€-€£, f.< Att., to build a fort or occupy a

fortifiedplace against one, esp.in the enemy's country:

c. ace. loci, to occupy with such a fort. Hence, e<ws, , the building a fort on the enemy*s

country, the occupation of it : and«,, , a fort placed so as to com-

mand an enemy's country : and

€mT€ix'urp.os, , =$.
6-€€€, verb. Adj. one must accomplish.-, f., to complete, finish : to fulfil, ac-

complish, esp. of vows or promises. 2. to discharge

a religious service. 3. to pay in full•, discharge:

metaph. in Med., to have

to pay, be subject to, the burdens of old age ;-
to pay the debt of death.

€-€5, es, (,) brought to an end, ac-

complished, fulfilled.6-€ fut.-: aor. -: pf.-:—to lay upon, enjoin, command, prescribe, ordain: c.

dat. pers. to give orders to :— so also in Med. II.

intr. and in Med., to rise, of the sun or stars.

€-6| Ion.- : f.- : aor. 2-:—to make a cut or incision into, gash. II. to cut

short: to abridge.

€irt-Te|, /cos, , (,) at the birth, about to

bring forth.

€mTepiiT|S, is, pleasing, delightful. From€-€, Pass, to rejoice or delight in.

€7€, pf. pass, of.€6€, pf. of.€€, 3 sing. pass. pf. of.6€, Ion. 3 pi. pf. pass, of.-, f., to makefor.€-€, Dep. to conirivejor a purpose. II.

to contrive against. Hence€,, , contrivancefor a purpose., a, ov, Ion., , ov,()
made for a special purpose, fit or adaptedfor it, con-

venient. II. useful, serviceable, necessary;, the necessaries of life. 2. of persons,
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serviceable, friendly, well-disposed: as Subst., an in-

timate friend, Lat. necessarius.«,, , fitness, suitableness, conve-

nience for a purpose.« Ion. -€&>s, Adv. of, suitably,

serviceably.«-, later «-, Adv. formed from, for a special purpose, for the purpose : on pur-

pose, advisedly, Lat. consulto : designedly, artfully.€€, aros, ,() that which one

pursues, one's pursuit in life, business, custom, prac-

tice, Lat. studium, institution.€€5, €<ws, , attention to a pursuit or busi-

ness : the practisifig or studying of a thing. From, f. , () ; but the tenses are

formed as if it were a compd. of with (which

does not exist), aor., pf. :

—to pursue or practise a thing, make it one's busi-

?iess, Lat. studere rei : also to invent : c. inf. to take

care to do :—Pass, to be practised, done with pains

and care.

cmrrjKTOs, ov, melted or luted to, overlaid: metaph.

superficial, coxinterfeit . From
6-), f., to melt upon, pour upon when melted.

€-6, f., to look out or watch for.-, f.- : aor. - ; pf.- :

—to put or lay upon. 2. to set upon, turn or in-

cline towards. II. to put to, close, as a door or

covering
;

'-
both to roll back the thick cloud and put it

to. III. to put to besides, to add. IV. to

put on, as a last touch or finish. V. to lay

upon, impose, inflict, esp. a penalty : also to give a

name. VI. to give an injimction or message: to

send by message. VII. Med., aor. 2—: to put on oneself oxfor oneself. 2. to set

oneself to, apply oneself to, engage o?ieself in. 3.

to set upon, make an attempt upon, attack.

cm-, f. :

—

to lay a value or set a price

upon, Lat. aestimare : to value, honour, shew honour
to. 2. to raise in price:— Pass, to rise in

price. II. to lay or estimate the amount of a

penalty, to appraise. 1. to object to one as blame-

able : to blame, reprove, findfault with. Hence«-, ecus, , a reproving, rebuking : and€5, ov, o, an estimator. II. a punisher,

chastiser; ' an appraiser or examiner
of what has been done. Hence^, , , censorio?is.«, opos, 6,() an avenger.€, ,() the enjoyment of civil rights

and privileges. II. rebuke : punishment.^-, ov, (kni,) done in one's honour. II.' or , as Subst., the value or

estimate of z thing: the honour due to a person. 2.

the assessment of damages, penalty ;

the wages of ungodliness.-, ov, (,) in honour : in possession

of one's full rights and privileges as a citizen, opp. to.«-,/, (km,') still at the breast, sucking.

im-, f.-, to wound on the surface.

eiTt-, f. -', to lay a penalty upon, punish.

*.-, obsol. pres. (see) : irr. aor. 2 -
inf. :

—

to bear patiently, submit.-, 3 sing. aor. 2 imperat. of*7;.€, ,() the rising of a star : the

season of a star's appearance in the heavens.€-, f., to submit or endure to do.

«ititovos, ov,() stretched, strained. II.

as Subst., kmTovos (sub.), , a rope or cord with

which a thing is stretched or tightened, the back-stay

of the mast.€.-£, Dep. to shoot at.

em-rocraais, Dor. part, of.€€, Ep. 3 pi. of.«-, Ion. for : €€,.-, Ion. aor. 1 act. and fut. med. of same.

iin-Tp€irr€OV, verb. Adj. one must permit. From- : f.: aor. -, aor. 2-:
—Med., f. Ion.- : aor. 2- :

—

Pass., Ion. aor. -€ : aor. 2- [d] :

—to turn to or towards :— Med. to incline to. 2.

to give over, commit, entrust to one's charge : to put

into another's hand, entrust oneself to

:

—Pass, to be

entrusted ; (3 pi. pf., for-) to whose charge they have been com-

mitted; "Clpais^ ovpavos 3 sing,

pf.) ; $ entrusted with the com-

mand : Med. to trust oneself to a person. II. to

make over to one's heir, leave, bequeath. III. to

give up, yield : to permit, suffer, allow.-, f.-, to bring up, maintain

:

—Pass.

to grow up after : generally, to grow up.

cm-, fut. -, aor. -: also

(from Root) fut.-, aor. 2 --
: pf.-, pf. 2 :

—to run at

or upon : to assault, attack suddenly. II. to

run over a space : to graze as a lance does a shield

:

to overspread, be shed abroad, be diffused. 2. c.

ace. to overrun, as an army does a country. 3. to

run over, treat lightly of, Lat. oratione percur•

rere. III. to run after : to grasp at, seek for.«, €€, aor. I imper. and inf. of.€-, f. : aor. 2 pass,' [] :

—

to

rub on the surface: to grind down, afflict, destroy:—
Pass, to be utterly destroyed. Hence

«TriTpiTfTOs, ov, rubbed down, worn away : metaph.

worn, practised, hackneyed.

4iri-TptTOS, ov, one and one-third, I + •§-, or f
:

—

m-

(sub. ) was a loan at the rate of ± of

the principal, i. e. 33^• per cent, per anmim.

im-Tpoircuos, a, ov,() entrusted, delegated.«, ,() guardianship.

€-€5,, , =. Hence
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, , fit for the office of guar-

or over a

a crest or

-Pass.

€TriTpOTT€VTUCOS

dian.«, f. , (entrponos) to be in charge, to be

guardian, trustee, governor.6|, ,() a reference of thing to

another: a charge entrusted to a person. 2. absol.

an arbitration.

«TrUTpoiros, ,() one to whom a charge is

entrusted, a trustee, steward : esp. a guardian., Adv.() runningly, fluently.

fc-rriTpoxos, ov,() running easily: metaph.

voluble.-, to murmur beside or over.«-, f.- : aor. 2 -erpayov :

—

to eat

to, with, or after, esp. as sauce or sweetmeat.€-, f.- : aor. 2- :
—to

light upon, fall in with, meet with : c. gen. rei, to hit,

reach, attain to : c. part, to succeed in doing : in aor.

2 part., , like 6, thefirst one meets,

i. e. a common, ordinary person, any one.

€-05, a, ov, (,) at

tomb. II. of the crested lark, with

top-knot.

€-,5, , =.«- [], f.- :
—to kindle, inflame

to be inflamed: to be furious., aor. 2 inf. of., is,() hitting the mark, effective,

successful.

6,&€, aor. 2 inf. of.
«m-, {.-: aor. -:—to shew forth,

display. 2. intr. (sub.) to shine upon. II.

Pass, and Med. to shew oneself come into light, shine

forth, appear.4€, , the appearance, manifestation. II.

the surface, outside, of anything., aor. 2 pass. part, of.,-«, Comp. and Sup. of -., aor. 2 inf. pass, of. Hence, es,() coming to light, appear-
ing, conspicuous, open, manifest. II. metaph.
famous, Lat. illustris : of things, remarkable.

em- (sub. ), , ,() the fes-

tival of the Epiphany, the Manifestation of Christ to

the Gentiles.-, ov,() visible, alive.«, Adv. of, openly.-, ov, (,) at the manger.
cm-, f. , (,) to shine upon.€-€ : f.- : aor. -- : aor. 2 -*-

kov : (see) :
—to bring, put or lay upon ;-, Lat. bellum inferre, to make war upon:

absol. to attack, assail. 2. to throw a charge upon
one, to impute to. 3. to confer upon, also in bad
sense to inflict or impose upon: also to offer

:

—Med.
to bring with oneself, bring as dowry. 4. Pass.,, to rush upon, attack, assault, pursue:

—absol. to ensue, folloiv upon, come after, to happen
after.

em-, f., (,) to utter words ofomen
to one, to promise in accordance with an omen. Hence€•,, a word of good or bad omen.
«m-, f. [], to arrive at, reachfirst.-, aor. 2 of, as if from.€-€.<, f.-^, Dep. to utter after or

in accordance, join in what is said.4-€, f., to grudge or withholdfrom jea-

lousy. II. to bear hate against.-, ov, liable to envy ox jealousy. II.

act. bearing a grudge against, jealous of, hating

:

working mischief, malignant. Hence, Adv. so as to provoke envy. II. at

enmity.-, to spit at: Dor. part. fern,.€-€, Dep. to labour willingly at.«-, f. £, to set on fire, burn up. 2. me-
taph. to inflame, excite: also to make brilliant or illus-

trious. II. intr. to blaze up, be brilliant.-, ov, frightful, terrible, fearful. II.

pass, timid.€-,, f., to come constantly to, go regu-

larly to, visit periodically : of foreign goods, to be

regularly imported.€, ,() a bringing to or upon: gene-

rally an addition.

€-€, f., =*, to bring and put on.

Hence, $, , mostly in pi., that which is

served up in addition: dessert., ov,() carrying towards. II. of

ground, sloping. III. prone or inclined to a thing.

€7-£, f. , to say after or besides. II.

Med. and Pass., fut.- : aor. - ,

and aor.- :

—

to think of doing, be minded to

do. 2. to reflect upon, devise, contrive. 3• to

notice, observe, to recognise, take notice of., Ion. 3 pi. aor. 1 med. opt. of-.
€-«>, f., to be shrewd, prudent.€-, ,() thoughtfulness.-, ov, (,) keeping watch by.(-, ov, gen. ovos, (,) thougbtfid.«-, ov, (,) distributed to tribes.-, t5os, , (,) the small grapes

leftfor gleaners : a term applied by Aristophanes to

poetasters, whose names are not mentioned until the

list of true poets is exhausted.-, f. , to plant over or upon.-, f. [] :

—

to make to grow upon. II.

Pass., with act. aor. 2, pf., to grow
upon, to cling closely to.-, f., to tell of, mention.

em-, (,) to grow towards dawn.

cm-, to gapefor.€-, f.-, to rejoice over : c. ace, €
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to shew malignant joy over:—so also in aor. 2 pass..
67.-£, (,) to shower bail upon.

em-, f. [], to relax, loosen. II. intr.

to yield or relent in a thing.4-€, f., to forge upon an anvil: to work
over again. 2. metaph. to forge to one's purpose.«-, ov, covered with copper, coppered

over., aor. 2 inf. pass, of., is,() gratifying, agreeable.

em-, f. Att.: Dep. :

—

to

grantfreely besides, to oblige with a present : aor. I

imperat., (Dor. for) £
be gracious to the stranger.

em-xapis, itos, , , neut., pleasing, agree-

able , winning : giving pleasure : the Comp. and Sup.

are,-, as if from-
tos, ov., Dor. aor. I imperat. for.€, aros, ,() an object of malig-

nant joy : afeeling of such joy.

4mxapTOS, ov,() to be rejoiced at, delight-

ful. II. to be exulted over ;$
matter of triumph to enemies.

€-€5, es, (,) full to the brim.

4-€£, f. , to stay the winter through.«-, f., (,) to put one's hand to

a thing : to set to work at, make an attempt upon,

endeavour to do. 2. to set upon, attack. Hence€€, aros,, an tindertaking , attempt: and«, ews, 77, an attempt upon, attack: gene-

rally, an attempt : and€€«, verb. Adj. one must attempt.^, ov, ,() an enterprising, ad-
venturous person.

4-£, , (,) only used in pi. wages of
manual labour. 2. generally, wages, pay, guerdon,
in good or bad sense, reward or punishment.

€.-€6, f., to ratify a proposed decree,

strictly, by show of hands. Hence4€, , a decree passed by vote of the

people, esp. by show of hands., Ep. for, aor. I inf. of.-, f. —, aor. -: Ep. pres.,
aor. -, inf.- :

—to pour over or upon

:

shed upon. II. Med. to pour or spread over

oneself ox for oneself 2. to have poured outfor
one to drink. II. Pass., pf., plqpf. -, Ep. 3 pi. aor. 2, to come as a torrent,

to stream or flock to a place :

—

to spread over like a

flood, inundate.

em-x0ovios, ov, or a, ov, (,) upon the earth,

earthy: as Subst.,, , men on earth.«-, ov, (,) producing bile.

€-€•, f. , to dance to or in honour of a

thing : to come dancing on.

€•-€, f., to furnish or supply besides

:

generally, to supply: to aid. Hence€, , a supply in addition.

em-, to stain, colour.

em- (A), only used in aor. 2, to attack.

em- (B) : f.-: aor.- :

—

to lend
besides. II. Med.«-, Ion.-,
f.-, to make use of, esp. to have dealings, be

friends with one.6-€, Dep. to spit upon or at.

em-, f. [], to anoint, besmear:—Med. to

anoint oneself.

eiri-xpvcros, ov, overlaid or plated with gold.

em- and -, f.-, to rub or smear
over : esp. to stain, colour.

emxvGeis, aor. I part. pass, of.«, eo;s, ,() a pouring over : an over-

flow, flood.€-€, f., to yield, give way. II. infr.

to come over to.

em-, f., (,) to visit often, to

be in the habit of coming to, Lat. ventitare.

em-x&>pios, a, ov, also os, ov, (,) in, of, be-

longing to the country: oi the people of the

country, the natives; the custom orfash-
ion of the country. Adv. -, in the fashion of the

country.

-\\., old Att. for.
em-, to accompany on a stringed instrument.

em-, f., to touch on the surface, glance over:

metaph. to touch lightly on, Lat. strictim attingere.€-€ old Att.-£ : to pour drop by

drop upon.-, Dep. to lie still more.€-£, f. Att. , to put to the vote, put the

question :—Med. to confirm or decree by vote:—Pass.

to be appointed by vote.-, ov, exposed to blame, blameable. II.

act. blaming, censorious.€-, , , (, ^) places sheltered from
the wind, roadsteads., part, of ( ibo).«, aor. 1 pass, of.€ [], aor. I pass, of.«• Ep.«, aor. 1 of., for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of : so, tirXto

for,, 2 sing. aor. 2 med. : eirXcv for-, ; e-nAero for., aor. I of.«, aor. 2 pass, of.«, 3 pi. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of., aor. I pass, of.€, aor. 2 of, as if from a verb in .,, aor. 1 act. and pass, of.
cir-, eTr-, Ion. for, -.
eir-, Dep. to lament over., reputed to be Ion. for-, 3 sing,

plqpf. of*> to bring on the way.

K5
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«, aor. I pass, of.
€7-, f. , to go as settler or colonist to a

place: to settle in a place, inhabit it. II. to occupy

againstfor offensive operations. Hence
6"ir-oucoSo|i€cj>, f., to build upon or besides. II.

to build up, build again, rebuild.

€ir-oncos, ov, settling or sojourning amongforeign-
ers. II. as Subst., , a sojourner, stran-

ger. 2. a colonist, settler in a colony. 3. a

neighbour.

tTT-oucTfipiu, to have compassion on.«-, f. , -. Hence

€74.5, ov, to be pitied, pitiable, wretched.

ctt-oiktos, ov, (, oTktos) piteous.

€7-,£, f.—, to wail over,

€ir-oicro), fut. of.
€-6, f. ,—.«-, f.-, Dep. to go towards, ap-

proach : to draw near to. 2. to go against, at-

tach. II. to go over, go round, visit in suc-

cession : esp. of Apollo and Artemis, to visit with

death. 2. to go over, get through one's work : to

set about; to ply the loom, Lat. per-

currere telam. 3. to go over, traverse.«-, to run a ship ashore:—of the ship, to

run ashore.

6Tr-OKpio€is,, €v, uneven, rugged.€-, f.-, to glide tipon.-£, f. £, to raise a cry of triumph at.«, to follow, Dep. from, q. v.€,, to rain upon; and«., 17, abundance of rain or moisture: wet

weather, opp. to (drought). From
€-.5, ov, (,) rainy: wet.«- and- : fat.- : aor. - :

—to swear to or upon; tovs to swear

by the gods : c. ace. rei, to swear to a thing:—aor. I

part., with another Verb, he said with

an oath, upon oath.€, aor. I inf. of.«-3, , ov, {,$) upon the navel:

of a shield, on the boss., Dor. aor. I of.
€-€£, to throw reproaches upon. Hence
eiroveiSunros,, be reproached, disgraceful. II.

act. reproachful. Adv. -reus, shamefully.-, f. , to give another name to, to sur-

name

:

—generally, to call by a name;
tivos to call upon by name :—Pass, to be named

after another.

«Tvoiras, ace. pi. of.€-£, Ep. imperat.-, Dep., only used

in pres. and impf. to regard with awe or reverence., a cry to mimic that of the hoopoe {).
CTTOirou'a, . epic poetry, From
ciro-TTOtos, , ($,) writing epic poetry :

—
as Subst.,5, , an epic poet.

eir-, f., to roast besides or after.

€-€•, f. : Ion. impf. : (,) :

—

to look over, watch ever, take charge of:
to visit, punish. II. to become an, be

initiated into the greater mysteries, used proverbially

of attaining to the highest earthly happiness.

c--, fjpos, , —, of tutelary gods.

6ir-oiTTr|S, , ,() an overseer, guardian,
watcher. II. one initiated at the greater mys-
teries.«-, Ion. for(.
-•,.£, to hold out to, offer yet more. II.

Med., fut.-, to stretch oneself towards a thing,

reach at it; aor. I part., having reached

forward to strike. 1. metaph. to be desirous of
more, rise in one's demands.
cir-opcco, Ion. for.6-0, f. , (,) to set upright : intr.

(sub.) to lift up the voice, shout at; but-
yoois to lift up the voice in wailing.€7-, f.-, (,) to utttr

with a loud shout.

€-£, Ion. for, to adjure.

6•4, Ion. for.- and- : fut.—: aor. -: (iiri,) :

—

to stir up or rouse against : to stir up, ex-

cite :—Pass, to rise against, assault, fly upon one.

€•-, f. , to rush violently at : of sleep, to

come suddenly on., 3 pi. aor. 1 opt. of.
ciTopcrov, aor. I imperat. of.€-€, Dep. to dance to a tune.
J'EIT02, (os, , a word ; ' word by word,
accurately. II. generally, that which is spoken, ut-

tered in words, a speech, tale : also a song. III.

it is used also of 1. a prophecy, an oracle: later

also a proverb, maxim. 2. the meaning, substance

of a speech. 3. in pi. meant poetry in heroic

verse, epic poetry, opp. to or lyric poetry: then

transferred to elegiac verse; and thence generally to

verses, poetry., aor. 1 of.€-£, f. , to yell out, utter lamentably.-, f., to stir up, urge on : to stir up

against

:

—Pass, to hasten on.

€ir-oupaLOS, a, ov, {,) on the tail.

€TT-ovpavios, a, ov, (,) in heaven, hea-

venly. 2. in plur. as Subst., = #eot.-, f. Att. : aor. — :
—to blow

favourably upon : metaph. to help onward, to direct

towards a point. II. intr. to sail with a fair wind.

€Tr-ovpos, ov, (, olpos) blowingfavourably

.

-, to remain a debtor, continue in debt.-, f. , to bring water by a channel to a

place, Lat. derivare., f.,() to carry towards or upon

:

—Pass, with fut. med., to be carried upon,

ride upon.4-5, , ov, (,) on the mountains.
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«, , the saddlecloth, housing. From«, ov, () mounted upon : metaph., -

yot words borne on madness, i. e.

frantic. 2. absol. well-seated, mounted: keeping

one's seat., ottos, , the hoopoe, so called from its cry,

Lat. upupa.«-, Dep.(,) to eat ivith or as sauce.

ctr-ovj/iStos, ov, (,) used to eat with bread.--, ov, (>) to be looked on.

«TT-ovJ/tos, ov, also a, ov, {ktti, 6$) visible, seen afar,

conspicuous : illustrious. II. act. overlooking all

things.

eir-oi|/is, eo)s, <3, (km, o\pis) a view over; ettorpLS

the view commanded by the temple : generally, the

view or sight of a thing., fut. of, formed from*.« [], aor. I pass, of.«, aor. 2 of.
«€, Ep. shortd. for, aor. I of.«, Ion. aor. pass, of.«, Ion. for', aor. I of.«, aor. I of.«, , ia.ro, aor. 2 of.',,,, indecl., Lat. SEPTEM, SEVEN,
Germ. SIEBEN.-, ov, (, Bovs) of seven bulls' -hides.-, ov, (,) of seven bulls'-hides.-, ov, (,) seven-tongued,

seven-toned.-, ov, (,) worth seven

drachms.-, is,(, tiros') seven years old. II.

of seven years : neut. kttratrts, as Adv., for seven

years.4-5, ov, (,) seven-zoned, of the

planetary system.«, pf. pass, of.--, oi, at, , indecl. seventeen.«, also, () Adv. seven times.-, , a, seventy thousand.-, at, a, seven thousand.

eirra-icXtvos, ov, (,) with seven couches

or beds.-, at, , {) seven hundred.-, ov, (,) holding seven

cotylae.

lirra-KTv-Tros, ov, seven-toned, with seven chords.-, ov, {,) of seven lances, of
seven troops of spear-men.-, ov, (4,$) seven-hilled.4 [a], aor. 2 of .«-,/,(,^™ in the seventh month.-, ov, (, $) of seven strings,-, ov, with seven recesses.«, Dor. aor. I of.-, , gen. $, seven cubits long.4-5, , <5, (, novs) sevenfeet long.

267-, ov, with seven tracks or paths.-, , , neut., seven feet long.

iirra-irG\os, ov,(,) seven-gated: epith. of

Boeotian Thebes, in contradistinction to Egyptian

Thebes, which was.-, ov, seven-towered.«, aor. 2 of.
cirmp-poos, ov y contr. -povs, ow, with seven chan-

nels or beds, of the Nile.-, ov, consisting of seven bodies of men.4-3, ov, (,) seven-mouthed.-, is, (,$) with seven walls.«, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.
-Tovos, ov, seven-toned.€-5, ov, (,) seven-toned.-, ov, (,) seven-voiced., () Adv. in seven parts.

4-€5, cs, fern, ^, loos, (, eros) seven

years old.«, aor. 2 act. of, as if from., aor. I of.«, pf. act.,«, pf. pass., of., poet. 3 pi. aor. I pass, of., poet. pf. pass, of.«, poet. aor. I of.€, aor. 2 of.
€ir-u8pos, ov, Ion. for.4, aor. 2 of.«, , Dim. of ', a versicle..", poet. impf. : f. : aor. 2, inf., part, :—Med. : impf.

Ep. : fut. : aor. 2 with aspirate-, imperat. Ion. Ep., inf. -
: I. Act. to be engaged or with, to be busy

about. II. Med. tofollow, Lat. sequi : to attend,

to obey. 2. in hostile sense, to pursue. 3. to

follow with the mind, understand; Lat. mente assequi.€, , contr. from () a song over:

an enchantment, inoantatio?i, charm, spell.«, , Dim. of., , contr. of,() singing to

or over : using songs or charms to heal with : c. gen.

acting as a charm for or against. 2. sung or said

after. II. Subst.,, , , an enchanter

or enchantress, wizard or witch. III., ,
a lyric poem in couplets, commonly of Iambic Trim,

and Dim., but of any longer and shorter measure,

except Elegiac ; used by Horace.-, ov, (,) painful.-, (, ) to wail over.

4-4, fut.- and-, to push upon or into., aor. I of.
4ir-a>\4vios, ov, (,) upon the arm.-, ov, (, $) on the shoidders.

-?, iSos, , (, $) the upper part of the

shoulder : the neck and shoulder,

part of a ship.4, aor. I of. 2. the highest
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II., ov,() on oath, swor?i.

pass, sworn by, invoked by oaths, of Gods./, ), (^) a name given after some
person or thing, Lat. cognomen; ' £
tivos to have a name after one:— but,( to have the naming of it, have it named
after one. 2. a name significant offate. II.

generally, a name., a, ov, poet, for\$.-, ov, (, Aeol. for) named
after some person or thing ; a name
given in commemoration or remembrance of some-

thing ; ^ Alcyone they

called her by name: generally, surnamed, called. II.

act. giving one's name to a thing or person : at Athens

the first archon was called , as giving

his name to the current year., to look over, observe. From-, , (,) a spot which commands a wide

view, a look-out place., impf. of., Ion. for kcpecopa, 3 sing. impf. of., aor. of£., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.
«TromSes, ', , (, ovs) beams on each side of

a ship's bows, where the anchors were let down.-, f., to help in a thing, to be of use

or service in. Hence, aros, to, a succour, store., ,() help, profit, advantage., 3 pi. Aeol. and Ion. plqpf. pass, of,
yap[] all ivere shut to., impf. med. of k-.**, , the Lat. terra, earth : only found in Adv.

«, to earth."', Ep. 2 pi. : impf. :
—

Pass., fut. : aor. 7) : aor. I med.
:
—to love, desire, long after., f. , (epavos) to askfor contributions : to

collect by way of contribution. II. to give a con-

tribution. III. to combine. Hence
Ipavacrrfjs, ov, 6, a contributor to an 'ipavos or club.

Ipavvos, , , () lovely, pleasant.

«pavos, , a meal to which each contributed his share,

also, Lat. symbolutn: generally, afeast, fes-
tival. 2. any subscription or contribution : gene-

rally, a kindness, service. 3. a club or society.«, Dor. for '€.--, ov, {,) loving song.€--5, ov,(,) loving money,
covetous, avaricious.

Ipacrpaos, a, ov, also os, ov, () lovely, beloved.«, Ep. for, 2 sing, of%.«, Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. I of'.
€•€, f. , =, to love, desire., ov, ,() a lover: metaph. an ad-

herent, partizan., , , () beloved, lovely.

-epyvvcu.

lpaT€tvos, , , () lovely : welcome., =, to desire extremely, be greedy for.
Ipdros, 17, , poet, for, beloved: lovely.

-xpoos, ov, conir.-, ovv, (Iparos,)
offace or complexion., Dor. for., ovs, , (Iparcs) Erato, Lovely, one of the
nine Muses. 2. one of the Oceanides.', only found in pres. and impf. with aor. I

pass, used in act. sense: see(:— to love:

of things, to long for, desire passionately : absol., \pu>v

a lover; the beloved:—Dep. in

same sense is very rare.£, fut.^ Dor.^ : aor. 1* '. pf. '' Ion., both in

act. and pass, sense : but^, aor. 1 elpya-

always in pass, sense : Dep. : (epyov) :

—

to be

busy, to work, set to work, esp. of husbandmen ;7^€ the matter works, i. e. goes on. II.

trans, to work, do, perform, carry out, accomplish. 2.

to work at or in; to work in

gold. 3. to earn by working. 4. to make, build

:

also to produce, cause. III. to work at a trade,

drive a trade.«, Ep. for e'ipyaOov, poet. aor. 2 of; inf.

kypaOav.!€ Ion. -, , (epyov) a tool, instru-

ment.], Dor. for epyaau, 2 sing. fut. of €pyoa.!€, Desiderat. of ipyoa, to be about to do,

intend to do., , (epyoa) work, toil, Lat. labor: daily

labour, business, occupation; kpyaaiav bos take pains

to do. II. a working at a thing ; husbandry,

tillage ; hpyaoia€ working of mines. 2.

workmanship, art, craft : also a work of art. 3.

gain, earnings, profit., ov, {epyoa) to be worked, that can

be worked : of land, arable.«, Ion. for, pf. of lpyoaL., verb. Adj. of kyoaL, one must work
the land. 2. one must do., rjpos, 0, (pyoa) a workman, farmer., , (kpyoai) a workshop, manu-
factory, shop., , , (epyoac) fit for working,

hard-working, diligent, busy.

Ipyarrjs, ov, 0, (epyov) a workman, husbandman :

a practitioner, worker. II. as Adj. hard-working,

diligent, energetic, [a], , , (epyoa) = IpyaOTiKos., ov, o, = kpya^s. [], i5os, fern, of epya^s, a work-woman : a

hireling, mercenary woman. II. as Adj. work-

ing at. [it]«, aTos, , = Ipyov, a work, deed.«, utos, to, (eip-ya>, (pfios) a fence, enclosure.

and-, poet, for,, to enclose.



«-, ov, , (epyov,) one who lets out

work.«, to contract for the doing of work ; ep-, Lat. statuas conducere facien-

das. From«-, ov, (epyov, Xafietv) contracting for

work to be done : as Subst., epyuXafios, o, a contrac-

tor, Lat. conductor, redemptor. [a], , (*epy —') work; a mans business,

employment ; $ epya mind your own
business. 2. in the II. mostly epya, works or deeds of

|

war; but in the Od. works of industry, works of hus-

bandry : tilled lands ; epya the tilled lands of

Ithaca : epya the fields which the oxen plough

;

so Virgil bourn labores; epya ywaiKuiv women s work,

ha/idiwork, esp. weaving: of other occupations, as,

epya fishi?ig or, generally, maritime pur-

suits:—later of all kinds of works, e.g. of mi?ies i like

our iron-works, etc. 3. a hard piece of work, a se-

vei-e work. 4. often in Horn. opp. to tiros, deed,

not word; in Att. often opp. to \uyos. II.

the following pecul. Att. phrases occur : epyov ',
c. inf. it is bard work, troublesome ; epyov,
c. inf. it is your business to do ; epya TTape\eiv nvi,

like pyaa, to give one trouble.", in Homer mostly U, Ep. forms for Att.«' or €< : fut. eptw or e'ip£a> : aor. I elp^a : pf.

eepy/iai, 3 pi. : plqpf., 3 pi.

or4 : aor. 1 pass. part. epxOeis:— to shut in,

confine, include; evrds eepyeiv enclose within; ye-

eepyeva bridges well-secured, strong-halt,

compact. II. to shut out : exclude or prohibit

from a thing:—also to hinder or prevent from doing:

—Med. to keep oneselffrom, to abstainfrom.**, to do work, obsol. root, for which the

pres. in use is epScu:—hence fut. ep£<a, aor. I ep^a, pf.

eopya, plqpf. ewpyeiv, which serve as the tenses of

epdoj., Ion. impf. of'.*, fut. £, etc., see*':—to work, do, ac-

complish; c. dupl. ace, epteiv or absol. i'pbeiv, to do one harm. 2. like Lat. sacrafacere,

lepa epSeiv to make, offer a sacrifice : later, without

iepa or, likefacere or operari in Latin.«, , , ("EpePos) dark, gloomy.,^, v. sub "Epefics.05, , a kind ofpulse, vetch, Lat. cicer.«-, (epePos,) to grope about in

darkness.«, Adv.from Erebos. From", , gen. eos contr. ovs, Ion. 'Epeffevs, 'Epe-€ :

—

Erebos, a place of nether darkness, above

the still deeper Hades."', Adv. to or into Erebos.

4€€, like, to ask; c. ace. pers. to ask of
one : so also Med.€.« Dor.- : f. Att. : aor. ,
later -£ : () :— to rouse to anger, provoke, ir-
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ritate. II. later to excite, kindle; <pe^a\os Ipe-6$ the kindled spark. Hence-, , a stirring up, exciting.', like, to stir to anger : to raise,

increase., f.\ : aor. 1 rjpe^a

:

—Pass., aor. 1

: pf.^ : 3 sing, plqpf. :—to make one thing lean against another : hence to

press, urge, force against ; epeidtiv yv to inflict

a severe blow. 2. to prop, stay, support, strengthen:

—generally, to fix firm, plant. 3. to press hard
upon. 4. to dash, hurl. 5. of wagers, to match,

set one pledge against another, Lat. deponere. 11.

intr. to lean against, withstand;-(-
crowding one another : in Att. to set upon, press

hard on. 2. to go to work; epeiSc fall to {to

eat). III. Pass., and Med. to prop or support

oneself on thing, lean on: absol. in aor. I med. part.,€€ having set himself firm, taken a firm
stand; ovbe'C (3 pi. pf.) the hair

rested on the ground. 2. to be fixed firm ; 6
the stones werefirmly set. 3. in Med.

to strive one with another, contend., , heath, heather, Lat. erica., f. £: aor. :—to break, tear,

rend; epeevos vepl rent, pierced by the

spear : generally, to dash. II. intr. in aor. 2, to shiver, fly in pieces.

cpeio, Ep. for epeo, epov, imperat. of%.
Ipeioi, oi, a word used as a term of insult to the

Egyptians.

«€€, Ep. for, I pi. subj. of epew.

«peimov, , (epe'nrw) afallen ruin, in plur. nans;
epetrna wrecks, pieces of wreck; veKp&v

epe'nria dead carcases; epe'wia remnants of

robes., f.^: aor. ^:—Pass., aor. 1]( : pf. :
—to dash down, tear down ;

epewei yevs 0ecuv tis some god dashes down their

race :—Pass, to be dashed down, fall in ruins ; Tetxos

(Ep. plqpf. for)) :—Pind. has aor. 2

pass. part, epweis, dat., fallen. II. in-

trans. in aor. 2 Ep., pf. 2, to

fall down, stumble : fall prostrate.

4€, aor. I inf. of.
«peiaGeis, aor. 1 part. pass, of fpct'So?.

4'€, $, , ((pe) that which is fixed to

support a thing, a prop, stay, support; metaph. of

persons,' ee' 'AKpayavTos Theron pillar of

Agrigentum, like Lat. columen. II. = ', a

sunken rock.

€p€ii|/ip.os, ov,() fallen down, in ruins.

€€-5, ov, (€, $) overthrowing

walls.

«pepvos, 17, ov, contr. of epePevvos, black, dark;$ a dark (i. e. obscure) rumour.

£pe£a, aor. 1 of., Ep. and Ion. form of, to ask.
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on. (Deriv. uncertain.)

ipcirro), =(, to roof over : to crown.

6p€piirTO, Ep. 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of(.«, aor. 2 inf. of.
'55-. Att.-: fut.: aor. 1 ::—

to row. II. trans, to urge by rowing ; metaph.

of birds, sped on-

ward by the oarage of their wings, Virgil's remigio

alarum. 2. generally, to ply, urge:—Pass, of a

bow, to be plied, handled.

«pfrrjs, ov, 6,() a rower.

«3, 0, or, ,() Lat. remus, an

oar : in pi. only the neut. is used. Hence
'€, f., to equip with oars, set to row.

«&, Att. for., f., Dep. to spit or spew

out, to disgorge, Lat. eructare : absol. to belch, Lat.

ructare. 2. metaph. of the sea, to splash andfoam
against the land, break upon the beach. II. in

aor. 2 act. fjpvyov, inf. epvytiv, part, (pvyojv, to bel-

low, roar.«^, , madder. From«, f., to be red. From
<pev0os, cos, , redness, bloom, blushing : from', fut., to make red, stain red.

«pewa, rjs, , () an inquiry, search. Hence

ipevvaco, f. -, to seek or search for, search after:

to search, examine. 2. c. inf. to seek or attempt to

do. Hence
€€€, verb. Adj. one must search.«, aor. 1 inf. of,', f. : aor. :

—to cover or roof

in a building. II. to cover with a crown, wreathe

with garlands

:

—Med. to crown oneself.

«^, to rend, break, shiver

:

—Pass., vavs-
a ship dashed hither and thither by the

storm, shattered. (Deriv. uncertain.)«, aor. I of.
<, Ion. and Ep. for.
<€, Ep. pres. for, to ask.

«!£, f. ,() to be left lonely, go alone:

Ion. impf..«, , ov, poet, for., , () a solihide, desert, wilder-

ness. II. solitude, loneliness : of places, a being

laid waste, desolation, Lat. vastitas : of persons, de-

solateness, des'itution. 2. generally, want of, ab-

sence : also exemption from evil., abos, , a solitary devotee.«-, fs,(,) destitute of hair-, ov,(,) chattering in the

desert.-, , gen. itios, (,) reft of
one's city.-, ov,(,) haunting the desert.

05, , ov, also os, ov : Att. :—of

places, lonely, lone, desert : of persons, lone, solitary,

desolate, also destitute, helpless. 3. c. gen. reft

of; destitute of, abandoned by; ffriyai -. II. as Subst., (sub. 777, ), , a
solitude, desert, wilderness. III. (sub. ),
, a trial in which one party does not appear, and lets

judgment go by default ; to get

judgment by default; to let it go by de-

fault., , solihide. From«, f.,() to make solitary or desert,

lay waste, desolate, devastate. 2. c. gen. to bereave

of:—Pass, to be bereft, deprived of. II. to leave,

abandon :—Pass, to be left alone, deserted. Hence«, , , desolaiiofi, devastation : and«, ov, 6, a desolator.&, Ion. 3 pi. pf. pass, of: €«-, Ion. 3 pi. plqpf- pass., pf. pass, of.«, intrans. pf. of.4€, Aeol. 3 pi. aor. I pass, of.€, f. [] : aor. I : () :

—

to

hold back, restrain, to keep in check, repress:—to keep

backfrom.€-€, 3 sing. Ion. aor. I of., insepar. Particle, like dpi-, used as a prefix to

strengthen the sense of a word, very, viuch.

cpi-,, , , luith high-arching neck.

€-5, ov, 6, ((pi-,) clamorotis, riotous.

€-€5, ov, 6, ((pi-,) loud-sounding,

thundering, roaring.-, , =:.
cpiPpopos, ov,(lpi-,) loud-shouting, roaring.

4-5, ov, Ep. ecu, o, and«-, ov, (-,) loud-bellowing.

ipi-, ukos, , , and-, ov, with large

clods, of rich, loamy soil : hence very fertile, fruitful,-, ov, —, thundering., f.,() to wrangle, quarrel: to

strivefor

:

—aor. I inf. med., , Dim. of 'ipiov.«, () to provoke to strife, irritate. II.

intr. to contend., ov, (-,) stro?igly built .• hence

strojig, excessive.

€pi-6oimos, ov, ((pi-,) loud-sounding.

cpi£ip,Gvai, Ep. inf. of (.
(. Dor.«: Ion. impf.(: fut.:

aor. 1, Ep. 3 sing. opt.( : ((pis) :
—to

strive, wrangle, quarrel. 2. to rival, strive, or vie

with': hence, to be equal, be a match for

:

—so also

in Med.-, ov, ((pi-,*) fitting closely: metaph. as

epith. of kralpos, loving, faithful, trusty : so also in

heterocl. plur., (pir\p(s, acc.tptypas$.
. cplOascis, tbos, , (tpi6os) a labouring woman.€-, (s, Dor. for(.
(plOda, , (() labourfor wages. II. in-

triguing, Lat. ambitus: party-spirit, faction.
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«-, ,(-,) very luxuriant,flourish-

ing, fertile.

IpiGos, 6, also 17, a day-labourer, hired servant; in

Homer,, of men, are mowers or reapers; of

women, workers in wool., intrans. aor. 2 inf. of.€-5, ov, , (-,) loud-sounding.«- and-, ov, (-,) much-

iveeping. II. pass, much-wept, bewailed.

(-KTVTTOS, ov, loud-sounding.-, is, (-,) veryfamous, glorious.

cpi- [], ov, gen. ovos, (-,) full of

young, big tuith young.«-, ov, ((pi-,) loud-bellowing.'2, , the wildfig-tree, Lat. caprif'icus.

«piveos, a, ov, () of wool, woollen.

'EPI'NT'2 (not 'Epivvvs), gen. vos, : pi. nom.

contr. -vs, ace. -vas contr. ~vs, gen.-
contr. -vv

:

—the Erinys or Fury, an avenging deity :

the names Tisiphone, Megaera, Alecto do not occur

till late. At Athens they were called or

*2,, by an euphemism. II. as Appellat.,-
cursesfrom one's mother

;

distraction, frenzy : also, blood-guiltiness.

tpiov Ep. and Ion.«, to, (epos) wool, Lat. lana;

also in plur. 2. wool from the tree,

i. e. cotton ; so in Germ., baum-wolle.«-, , , (,) a wool-dealer.

Hence-, Adv. like a wool-dealer, cheatingly.«-, , the wool-market.-, ov, (epiov,) wreathed with wool.

tpi-ouvios, , Homeric epith. of Hermes, from (pi-,, the helper, luck-bringer : also absol.-
vios, Helper, as a prop. n. of Hermes.

«-«, f., to make woollen stuff.«-, , (, *<) working wool.

€€, Ep. for, 3 sing, intrans. aor. 2 of.«, intrans. aor. 2 inf. of.
Ipi-irXevpos. ov, (-,) with sturdy sides.€ or epurva, ,() a broken cliff, crag,

scaur : any sheer ascent.«, aor. 2 part, of.
yEPI2,, : ace. and' : pi., later

:

—

strife, quarrel, debate : esp. rivalry, conten-

tion : discord, jealousy .• also in good sense, epis aya-
zealfor good. II. as pr. nom., Eris, the

Goddess of Strife.

«picrSev, Dor. inf. of., Dor. for.
«pt-aGevnqs, is, ((pi-,) mighty in strength.-, aros, , () a cause of quarrel.

cpi-, ov, ((pi-,) loud-thundering.

€€€, -€iav, Ep. 3 sing, and pi. aor. I opt. of.€€, Ep. for, aor. 1 subj. med. .«-, ov, ((pi-,) large-clustering,

rich in grapes : of wine, made offine grapes., , , () a wrangler, disputer.

«, , , (), to be disputed or contested.«-, ov, =-, loud-roaring.

cpi-Tipos, ov, ((pi-,) highly prized, precious., ov,() of or belonging to a kid., , Dim. of, a goat, kid. []"', , also , a young goat, kid. II., , Lat. hoedi, a constellation which brought
storms ;

' in stormy weather.«, , a whirlwind, hurricane, tornado: Aristo-

phanes gives a fanciful derivation from and, wool-consumption.

cpiteios Att. 5=pK€ios, ov, and a, ov,() belonging

to the court or enclosure in front of the house ; Zds, the household god, because his statue stood

in the ; the gates of the cozirt., , () a fence, enclosure.

cptcos, (os, , (", '^) an enclosure, hedge,

fence, wall : mostly of the wall round the court-yard,

and so a court-yard: ayyeojv (, periphr. for

0:7777 ; , for-^ ;

the ring-fence of the teeth, for the teeth

themselves. II. a net, snare : the coils of the

lasso. III. metaph. anyfence or defence, buhvark.

cpK-oupos, ov, (, oZpos) watching an enclosure., 77, Ion. for.
«, aTos, , a prop, support : mostly the stays

or beams by which ships on shore were kept upright

:

metaph., pillar of the state, Lat. colu-

men. 2. a sunken rock or reef, on which a vessel

may strike : also a mound, cairn, barrow on land. 3.

ballast. II. , of a sharp

arrow, thefoundation, i.e. cause, of pangs. III., earrings, akin to' : generally, a neck-

lace, band: a chain.

cppaiov,,() a windfall, godsend, lucky dis-

covery, Hermes being the reputed giver of such gifts,

as in Latin Hercules.05, a, ov, Att.', ov,() of or

from Hermes. II." (sub. Upa), , a fes-

tival in his honour.£, () to ballast.-, , (',) an Herma-
phrodite : an effeminate person.

ojvos, . poet. esp. Dor. for, [a]

'Eppcas, , poet, for, dat..€, , Ep. for
;

gen.,-
;

dat.; ace. ; voc.., , () interpretation, explana-

tion. II. expression, power of speech.4€,, ,() an interpretation,

explanation. 2. a sign, monument.

IppTjvevs,, ,() an interpreter, dragoman:

generally, an expounder. Hence, f. , to be an interpreter, to interpret,

explain, make clear: hence to express, give utter-

ance to.

-fjs, ; Ep. gen. ; dat. ) ; ace.; voc. •.—Hermes, the Lat. Mercurius.
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In Homer, as messenger of the gods, he is called <-
KTOpos ; as giver of good luck, tpiovvios, ;

as god of all secret dealings, and cunning,•; as

conductor of ghosts to Hades,. Later, he

was tutelary god of arts and sciences ; also of heralds,

traffic, markets, roads, whence he is, :

hence any four-cornered post ending in a bust was

called., , Dim. of, a little figure of

Hermes : in vocat. my dear little Hermes.

or «, Ivos, 6, dat. pi., (') a

prop, support : a bed-post.-, , ,(,^) a carver

of Hermae : generally, a statuary. Hence!05, , , of or/or a statuary : -
(sub.), the art of statuary.-, , =(^.-,, ,(,) a mutilator of

the Hermae.05, fos, , a shoot, scion, of the olive and

palm ; epvei Taos he shot up like a young

plant. II. metaph. a scion, a child.

?pfa, aor. I of *'^, —.
!pf€£ns or epii^ns, , translation of the Persian name

Darius : from *, ', the worker, doer.

cpf-, fut. of *epya>, = '.
«poets, eaaa, tv, (epos) lovely, pleasing., for, pres. opt. of epeaj.

Ion. : impf. : fut. \-
Ion.( : aor. 2, imperat. epov

Ep. Zpeio, subj., opt., inf. IptoQai,

part. /xei/os :

—

to ask, inquire : to ask after or

for. II. to question, to ask advice of, constat: c.

dupl. ace. to ask one about a thing.

epos, o, poet, form of', love, desire.

'05, eos, to, wool, Lat. lana.

cpirerov, , (') a creeping thing, reptile : esp.

a snake; pi., as opp. to, any animals

that move on the earth., , 6, () a creeper, a mouse., f. , () to creep, crawl, drag oneself

along: always with idea of difficulty or distress.

epmAXos, and 17, (') creeping thyme, Lat. ser-

pyllum, an evergreen herb used for wreaths., aor. I inf. of or., rjpos, 6, and, , 6,()
a reptile : a crawling child.", impf : fut. Dor. : aor. I(, formed from (cf.,) :

—
the Lat. SERPO, REPO, to creep, crawl, move

slowly : of men, to creep, glide, slink about :

creeping things. 2. metaph. to creep on, spread,

as in Lat. serpit rumor.«, Dor. 1 pi. pres. subj. of.
[], aor. 2 pass, of^., Ep. 3 pi. pf. pass, of :,

Ep. 3 pi. plqpf., pf. part. pass, of.

—.«, aor. I of.
4€0€ and«, aor. I pass, of, (pjj.«, aor. I of^., pf. 2 (with pres. sense) of^., aor. I of^., 3 sing. pf. pass, of., pf. part. pass, of., aor. I of.4, pf. of :

—

«, aor. 2 pass.

cp-prj0pos, ov, in rhythm, time or measure.

"EPPfl, fut. : aor. : pf. :

—

to go or walk slowly; properly of a halting gait,

whence Vulcan is called, limping. II. in

a bad sense, to go or come to ruin ; vaos

gone or fallen from a ship : imperat., or ts, Lat. abi in malam rem, go with a plague

on thee ; let him pass, away with him ; -" let Troy perish ! the luck

is gone

!

«, pf. 2 of'., pf. part. pass, of, as Adj., in good
health, vigorous, stout: Adv., stoutly : irreg.

Comp., Sup.-.€, 3 pi. impf. of ;, 3 pi.

aor. I med. ;, aor. 1 pass.«, pf. inf. pass, of.
eppcocro, €0€, pf. imperat. pass, of.
epenr] Ep. «, %,() dew, Lat. ros ;

plenteous dew : in pi. rain-drops. II.

metaph. of any young and tender thing, esp. of late-

born lambs, cp.. Hence

!€5 Ep. «,, *, €v, dewy, dew-be-

sprinkled :—of a corpse, fresh.

epenrjv, (vos, , Ion. for,., Att. form of^, to vomit.

€€, aor. 2 inf. of^/.«, , ov, ((-) loud-bellowing., aor. 2 part, of^.4, aor. J, poet, for, to

redden, make to blush :—Pass, to become red. Hence«,,, redness on the skin: aflush, blush., f.,() to dye red

:

— Pass, to

become red, to blush.€*, f. [],() to be apt to blush.-, is,(,) dyed red.^-, , , gen., (tpv6pos,) red"

footed : the name of a bird, the red-shank.'2, , , red, Lat. RUBER. IT., the Erythraean sea, our Indian

ocean.€, Ep. aor. 2 of, inf.^.€, poet, for, to restrain, confine., Ep. for, 3 pi. of., poet, for €, to restram, [a]

cp-, f. : aor. Ep. 6pf£a : Ep. aor. 2, or without augm., inf. :

() :
—to keep in, hold back, restrain, hinder : to

control, curb, keep in check ; yrj( earth confines
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(the dead); * (( keep me not back

from fight. i. to detain a guest. 3. to xuard

off, Lat. arceo. 4. to keep apart, separate, di-

vide. II. Pass, to be held back, detained: to be

kept away. 2. to be guarded, safe.

«, aros, , (() a fence, guard: a bul-

wark, fort : generally, a defence, safeguard.«, to, Dim. of'.€-, ov, with impenetrable back.

ipv\Lvos, , , (() fenced, fortified. Hence«,, , strength, security, of a place.«, 3 pi. aor. 2 of.«, Ion. 3 pi. aor. I opt. med. of (.6-5, ov, ((,) chariot-drawing:

Ep. heterocl. pi.((, -ras.

€-£,, , , ((, £) for drawing

through the hair, epith. of a comb.«-, tbOs, 7), ((, vavs) preserving ships.€-5,,, ((,$)protecting the city.«, ecus, , (() a drawing.«, , (() a safeguard.«, Ep. aor. 1 inf. med. of(.,, Ep. for(, aor. I subj of (.
epva-ros, , , (() drawn.

«, Ep. 3 sing, plqpf. (with sense of aor. 2) pass,

of (.
Ion. €: fut. or (: aor. I( Ep.(' or:—to draw, drag; v(tcpovs

or ve/cpov kpvuv, either of the friends, to drag the

corpse away, rescue it, or of the enemy, to drag it

offfor plunder, ransom, etc. : to drag about, treat

roughly : hence to drag away, carry off violently; to

tear off ox down ipvav to pull him by

the cloak. II. Med.« Ion.«: fut. inf.

(6, but Ep. fut. also: aor.(
Ep.( or( : the foil, forms are

pass., pf.( both in med. and pass, sense, Ep. 3 pi.( ; 3 sing, plqpf. (with sense of aor. 2)'
or (, 3 pi. (' or( :

—

to draw to o?ie's

own side ; (( to draw one's sword ; (-
to draw one's bow to, to string it

;

1( vrjas to launch one's ships, but in pass, sense,

of the ships, to be hauled ashore. 2. from the sense

of draiving out from the press of battle, comes the

sense to rescue, deliver, and hence to protect,

guard. 3. to keep off, ward off;
' (yxos( it kept not off the spear : hence to check,

thwart, repress. 4. to keep guard upon, wa'ch, to

keep careftdly, conceal : also to maintain, assert, hold

in honour ; ( they maintain laws.', Ion. 3 pi. pf. pass, of, ("^ :

—

«-
(or«), 3 ph plqpf.€, Pass, to be shut up. From

cpxaTOS, , (4') a fence, enclosure, hedge.«, Ep. 3 pi. impf. of.
€pX0€is, aor. I part. pass, of, (^.' : impf., :— the tenses are

formed from the Root (( : fut.(( : aor.

, syncop. Dor. ; later also aor. I

: pf.( Ep.(, I pi.(,
part,( : 3 sing, plqpf., Ion. ((€ Ep.( :

— to come or go :
—to come back, return :

—in Homer with cognate words, as, or((( ; also poet., ^(' (, to go on a mes-
sage. 2. c. gen. loci,( (( to go through
or across the plain. 3. with fut. part.,(( (yxos I come to fetch a spear : like an
auxiliary Verb,( I am going to tell, Fr.

je vais dire. II. later phrases : (Is ep-( to come to speech, have an interview,

converse with. 2. ( (( to try every-

thing. 3. ((, c. inf., to come
within a little of, be near a thing. 4. with and
its case, periphr. for a Verb, as, ((-

for( , (( for((, etc., c, Dor. I sing, and pi. fut. of.
epcp, dat. of 4'pos, love: see epa-s.

Ion. and Ep. *, fut. (, (* and ayo-( being used as pres. and( as aor. 2) : from the

same Root come pf. (, pass, (, plqpf. pass.( ; aor. I pass. and, inf.-
; fut. pass,, fut. 3( ;

—I will

say, speak. 2. / will tell, proclaim, annoutice :

hence I will promise. 3. / will tell, order him to

do; (' ol, c. inf., it had been told him to

do. .( occurs sometimes in Horn, as a

%. =(., (, to askfor or after.'2, , the heron or hern, Lat. ARDEA.«, 3 sing. pres. imperat. of, f. : aor. \ Ep.( :
—toficw,

stream, burst out : to gush out by starts or at inter-

vals. 2. to retreat, tvithdraw, ceasefrom, c. gen.

:

absol.,('( the cloud never leaves

it. II. trans, to drive crforce back. (Akin to.) Hence

€, , any quick, violent motion ; \ the

rush or flight of a spear; ( the force

or szving of the winnower's (shovel). 2. an im-

pulse, desire. II. a retreat from, restfrom;
\.«, aor. I inf. of :, 2 pi. opt.

€-«, f., ((,) to be madly in

love. Hence, -, mad love.

4€\, , little love, darling : Dim. of(, , «^, , pres. part. pass, of (,
a loved one, one's love.

f'pcos, ojtos, : heterocl. dat. ( (from (pos), ace.

(, for regular dat. (, ace.( : ((pos) ;

—

love: desire for a thing. II. as prop, n., the

god of love, Eros, Amor : in plur. (( the Loves.

Hence«, , Dim. a little Cupid.« Ion. €ip-, f. \ aor. : ((po-) :

—

to ask, something of one ; -
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IIIthe question. II. to question a person.

to ask., solicit, beg. Hence«, aros, , a question ;( -5 the asking for the watchword, the challetige of

soldiers.«5, cws, , {() a questioning.

cpumas, ados, , pecul. fern, of$.
«pcoTiKOs, , , (epcys) of or caused by love ; -

a love affair. 2. given to love,fond.

Hence
«pomKOos, Adv. lovingly

,
fondly

.

cp&n-is, i8os, 77, (tpws) //£? one, darling. II.

as Adj. lpo;Tt5es, islands of love.

43-3, ov, (,-) writing on love.

«purro-irXavos, ov, (',) beguiling love.4-6, f., (epoos, wXoos) to sail on love's

ocean.

€pu)Tv\os, o, (epas) a darling, sweetheart. II.

as Adj., adbuv to sing love-sofigs. []
<s, Ion. and old Att. form for ds, to : for all com-

pounds with ea - see under da-.

cs, aor. 2 imperat..
i<y-ayyd\£v%,-, for daayy-,

4•-, v.(^ ; in Homer only in 3 sing.

Ep. impf. med. hoaydpeTO, Ep. aor. I med. koaydpaTo.

«-, v. €~/.-, (es, ') Adv. for ever.

€-«,4-, €-, v. sub do*-.«, aor. I opt. of daaOpew.4, 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 of(.
«, Ep. and Ion. 3 pi. impf. of sum.

ccrav, Ep. 3 pi. impf. of%., v. daavra.
€<r-aira|, Ion. for daair-, (es,) at once.« [a], aor. 2 pass, of.-, Ion. for^.
ccr-, v.^.«, 3 sing. aor. I med. of'.
«-, Adv. for ds, tintil, c. gen.«, 3 pi. aor. I pass, of, Ep. for.«-, aor. I of, Ep. for £.«, aor. 2 opt. of da.«-, iar, v.(, dX.«, aor. 2 part, of dav., aor. 2 of.«-, 4-, v.d, do.-, Ion. for^.
«kr-,-, «-, v. doo-.,, Dor. for, £(.
€<reai,«, poet, for' or eor/, ', 2 and 3

sing. fut. of ei
(
iu sz/ra.

CCTcBpdicov, aor. 2 of dpoa., aor. 2 of^.
€<-€, v..«-, fut. of da.«, aor. 2 inf. of do.«, Ep. aor. I of( (cf. -), to touch; yap ^

—.
for by his death he very much touched me

in heart.

4•6, 3 sing. aor. 2 daaa.€€, Ion. inf. of dodp^, dotpyoi.-, v. do.€€, 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of., 3 pi. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of(.-, 4-€, v. subd,d.. 3 sing. aor. 1 med. of.€|', 3 pi. aor. I med. of.«, aor. 1 of.«, aor. 2 inf. med. of. 2. pf. inf. pass»

of'.€4, Ion. aor. 2 inf. med. of(.
€«, () to clothe:— Pass, to be clothed,

dressed ; mostly in pf. Ion.' ;

clad in raiment. Hence,, , a garment, dress.', 3 dual plqpf. pass, of'.
€5, tjtos, , {', pf. inf. pass, of) a

garment : dress, clothes, raiment, Lat. vestis.«, fws, , () clothing, raiment., Ep. inf. : impf. : fut. 4'-

(from Ep. pres.") ; pf. act., pass.

: aor. 1 pass, : aor. 2 act. e<payov

(from Root *) :

—

the Lat. EDO, to eat : me•
taph. to devour, consitme, like fire or an eating disease

;'( to vex or annoy oneself ; (' t)]v

to bite the lip :—Pass, to be eaten ; oJkos -' the house is eaten up.2'5, , , Dor. €3, , , = ayaOos,

good of his kind : brave, stout : also noble, wealthy

:

kind, good. 2. of omens, good, lucky. 3. as

Subst., goods : absol., good luck.6€5,-, Comp. and Sup. of$.«, Ep. aor. 2 ofdp.«, eos, , =, a dress, garment.
4' St€, for\ ore, Lat. est quum, there is a

time when, i. e. now and then, sometimes.€-, v.(.
«, Ep. inf., impf., poet, form of

€, to eat, devour : metaph. to eat up or consume

one's means.« [a], Dor aor. I pass, of.
€€, for ((, inf. of(.«, Ep. 3 dual aor. 2 med. of^.
«rupevai, fern. part. pres. med. of(.€£, for(, 3 sing. subj. of.
€-,«-,-, v. do-.€-, v. don-,, for, 3 sing. aor. 2 med. of(.
«rice, Ep. and Ion. for f/v, 3 sing. impf. of sum.«, aor. of.
€*€, pf. of.«, 3 pi. impf. pass, of.«, intr. pf. of : «, aor. 2., Ep. and Ion. for , impf. of dyi sum.
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«crXos, Dor. for.«, impf. of.
or, , () a swarm of bees : any

swarm or flock ; - streams of milk.-, ov, (/ios, Tttcoiv) producing swarms

of bees.

(, Ep. for, imperat. of.-, 4-£, v. etV-.

tcroiTTOs, v. ugotttos. Hence, v.(.«-, v.(.
tcropipes, Dor. for(.«, Dor. for, fut. of€ sum., fut. of,(., pf. pass, of.«, pf. pass, of., aor. I of.2, , Lat. VESPERA, fern, of the Adj.

tv-nepos : I. (sub. ), evening ; kanepas (gen.

of time) at eve ; after eve?iing, at night-

fall ; els or vpbs- towards evening : in plur.

(be evening hours, eventide. 2. (sub. ), the

west, Lat. occidens ; rb irpbs^ the west country.

Hence, , , = koirlpios., a, ov, and os, ov, (€$) of Time, in

the evening, at eventide. II. of Place, western,

towards the setting sun, Lat. occidentalis.

corTrepis, iSos, , peculiar fern, of, at even-

ing. II. as Subst., at(($ the Hesperides,

daughters of Evening, who dwelt on a western island

of the ocean, and guarded a garden with golden

apples.

', pf. pass, of :, plqpf. with

sense of aor. 2., , ov, part. pass, of (in sense and
accent a pres., but redupl. as if pf.), driven, hurried

on, vehement : eager, yearning for : hence Adv., 4-
hastily, vehemently.,«, 2 and 3 sing. Ep. plqpf. pass, of

(, with sense of aor. 2., Ion. for, v..«, Ep. fut. of.«, Ion. for.
*?, pf. 2 of with intrans. pres. sense, to

stand : only in the following forms, dual,
plur., €, ; inf. Ep., ;

part, Att. contr. karws

Ion. karzojs and, fern..', 3 sing. fut. of sum : but II. «,
3 sing. pf. pass, of., Ion. 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of., aor. 2 pass, of : ', pf., [], see.€, I pi. of.
4', Aeol. and Ep. 3 pi• aor • 2 °f., for, .., plur. of, ..£, 3 ph poet, plqpf. of', they stood, v.': but 2., shortd. for, 3

pi. aor. I of, they placed., 3 pi. poet. pf. of ; v..?, 2 plur., and, 2 and 3 dual ; see'., pf. part. pass, of.
-€ Dor. €-6 : (Is, re) Conjunct, till, until, Lat.502, , Lat. VESPER, evening; ! donee. 2. so long, so long as. II. Adv. even

they waited for even to come on : ir-

regul. plur. neut., , the hours of evening,

ei'entide. 2. of Place, Hesperus, the West, i.e.

darkness, Hades. II. as Adj. of or at evening ;

the evening-star. 2. of Place,

Western.

€6, for, 2 pi. Ep. imperat. of., aor. 2 of' : Homer retains 4- in all

the moods, imperat., subj., opt., inf., part.$.
«nrov, aor. 2 of ;.<, Ep. aor. 1 of ; «, inf. (but also 2

sing. pf. pass.) :, aor. I part. med., 3 sing, of, Dor. fut. of sww.«, for, fut. inf. of sum., Ep. for, aor. I of., Ep. and Dor. for us, , 2 sing, of sum.

«, Ep. for, imperat. of. II. Ep.

2 sing, plqpf. pass, of.«, for, Ep. fut. of sum: but II.«, Ep. fut. med. of.«^, Ion. for : impf. :

aor. . pf.: Pass.: (eWcw, Ion. for) :
—to be beaten.

to, Lat. usque., aor. I of., pf. part. pass, of.€€, pf. pass, of(.«, 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.
4€$, Ion. pf. part, of ; v..€,, pf. and plqpf. intr. of.«, aor. 2 intr. of.,«, fut. intr. of, I shall or

will stand : cp., from., 3 sing. pf. pass, of:4,
piqpf-',, aor. I act. and med. of., Ion. pf. part, of ; v..

Ion., ,() the hearth of a house;

the shrine of the household gods, and hence a sanc-

tuary for suppliants. 2. the house itself, a dwell-

ing, home. 3. the household, family. II. as

nom. pr., Ion., the Roman Vesta,

daughter of Kronos (Saturn) and Rhea, guardian of

the hearth and home, invoked first at festivals.,, ,() a banquet,, f., to be master of a house. From-, ov, ,(,) master of a house.
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impf. : f. [] : aor. -
: pf. :—Pass., f. (in med. form)-
: aor. : pf.€ : () :

—

to

receive into one's home, to entertain hospitably, tofeast

:

—Pass, to be a gziest, befeasted: c. ace. rei. to feast

on; to have a visionary feast.-, ov, {,) guarding the house or

state. 2. having an altar or hearth. 3. on the

hearth or altar., f., () to found a hearth or house:

—Pass., the family is established.«, aor. 2 of.«, 3 pi. Ep. impf. med. of.!§, , , fem.-, ibOs,{) of 01from
the house.

«rro, 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.-^, =-.«, pf. of".
46<, aor. I of.€5, pf. part. pass, of.« [], aor. 2 pass, of.

-rpis, {,) Adv. until three times, thrice.«-tvos, pf. part. pass, of., -, aor. I act. and pass, of-.«, 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.', aor. 2 of.?, opos, , a peg or nail at the end of the pole,

on which the ring,, for fastening the harness

was fixed. (Deriv. uncertain ), -, syncop. intr. pf. part, of ; v.%., aor. 1 of., irreg. for, aor. I of.?, aor. 1 of.4 [], aor. 2 pass, .4-€, Adv. for els, for the future.« [], aor. 1 pass, of,.«, pf. pass, of,., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.
[], aor. 2 pass, of.«, pf. pass, of.«, aor. 1 of,.-, v.-.«, 3 pi. impf. pass, of.«, aor. of.

€<-€, .-.€€, pf. pass. part, of.5' Ion.«, : Ep. gen. and dat. -
:

—

the hearth, fire-place, like ;

watch-fires. II. an altarfor burnt offer-

ings. III. a pan of coals: a brasier. Hence«,, , = .«, ,{) of or on the hearth.«, Ep. gen. and dat. sing, of(.«, aor. I of.&,{) to be at the edge ; only used in

-erai/)09.

Ep. part.,\ ,, of men, lurking about the

edge of the camp ; of cities, lying on the border.

Ion. -, ,{) the furthest part, the

edge, border, verge. II. a remote, retired spot., ov, poet, for.«, , ov, {, ) the furthest, uttermost, ex-

treme ; most remote of mankind :

—

the farthest each way: I. the uppermost, highest,

Lat. summus. 2. the lowest, Lat. imus. 3. the

innermost, Lat. intimus. II. of sufferings, the

uttermost, utmost, last, worst: as Subst., ,, the utmost, last, greatest extremity;

worst of possible evils ; Sup., -
the extremest. III. Adv., to

the utter?nost, extremely : also neut. as Adv.

for the last time: Comp. more extremely,

Sup., most utterly.«,, Ep. part, of., poet, for, aor. 2 of 4' ; Ep. €-
; imper.; subj.; opt.;

inf. Ep.-
;

part,.-, for.«,«, pf. act. and pass, of.«, aor. I of.«, aor. I pass, of.', pf. pass, of.,, aor. 2 act. and med. of., impf. of.
Ep., fut. of., Adv. for ', within : Comp., more

within: inner:—Sup., most within. Hence' and -06, Adv. from within : within, inside.«, aor. I pass, of.«, , ov, Sup. Adj. from , innermost,

Lat. intimus. Adv., v..6€, , ov, Comp. Adj. from , ifiner, Lat.

interior : Adv., v..« [], aor. 2 pass, of., f. , {) to examine, test.« [], aor. I pass, of., , fem. of.^ or- Ion. -, ,{) companion-

ship : an association, club, brotherhood. II. at

Athens, a political club or union for party p7ir-

poses. III. generally, friendship, intimacy.

€Taip€ios, a, ov, Ion. -rjtos,, ov,{) ofcomrades

or fellowship : . presiding over fellowship.

CTatpea), f.,{) to be a courtesan.', -, Ion. for, -.
!£, f. Att. ,{) to be one's comrade

or companion in arms. 2. =, to be a cour-

tesan. II. Med. to choosefor one's comrade.

eTaipucos, , 6v, =, of or like a comrade,

social ; =.
€TatpCs,, , =, a courtesan., Ep. aor. I inf. of.
cTaipos Ep. and Ion. ?Tapos, ,{) a companion,

comrade, fellow, mate : a brother-in-arms, a shipmate,
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a messmate: also a fellow-slave

:

— as Adj. associated;

Sup.. II. Ion. Ep.

(, , a female companion, helper, friend. 2.

in Att. opp. to a lawfid wife, a concubine: a courtesan,

harlot. Hence, , ov, friendly: as Subst. a friend.

€€, €€, Dor. for,, 2 and 3
sing. impf. med. of.€ [], aor. 2 pass, of.',-, Dor. impf. act. and pass, of.«, Ep. 2 sing. aor. I cf.«, aor. 2 of.
=£, aor. I of.«, aor. 1 of.«, Ep. for.
erapos,, Ep. and Ion. for,.«, aor. 2 pass, of.«, Ep. aor. I pass, of.
eVas, ace. pi. of.«, Dor. for.

[], aor. 2 pass, .«, aor. I pass, of.«, 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.«, aor. I pass, of.
<T€0T)Trea, Ep. plqpf of.«, 3 sing, plqpf. pass, (in med. sense) of.
«TCios, a, ov, (Ztos) yearly, annual. II. of one

year, yearling.

ct€kov,, aor. 2 act. and med. of.
CTeXeieTO.Ep. for, 3 sing. impf. pass, of.
€€«, aor. 1 pass, of., Ep. aor. 1 of.
€€, aor. 2 of.
€-€5, , (, KprJT(s) true Cretans.'5, , , (perhaps from sum) true, real,

genui?ie : in neut. £€ as Adv., in truth, in sooth,

really, truly, verily, Lat. revera :—Att. in ironical

questions, ; so! indeed! Lat. itane? Ion. dat.

fern. is also used as Adv., in truth.•\, es,(,) giving strength to one

of two ; ' to

give victory in battle decided in favour of the Da-
mans; a decisive victory;$-

a body of men which decides the victory. II.

inclining first to one side then to the other, doubtful,

Lat. anceps.«-, ov, (,) on alternate days,

day and day alternately., Ep. dat. fem. of$.«- Att. -ttos, ov, (,)
of other tongue, i. e. offoreign, strange tongue.

!€-5, ov, with one side of the mouth harder
than the other, of a horse.4€-«, (',) to teach

other than the truth, to teach errors.

CT€po-8o|os, ov, (', £) of another opinion,

differing in opinion. 2. of other than the true opin-

ion, heterodox.

-, ov,(,$) zealousfor one side,

partial: Adv. -, unfairly. II. devoted to

another pursuit., f., to be yoked with an animal of a
different kind : be at variance with. From
«€-5, ov, (, ^) unevenly yoked:

different. 2. unequally balanced.

cTtpoios, a, ov, {') of a different tiature or kind.

Adv. -. Hence, f., to make otherwise, alter:— Pass, to

become changed, alttr.

€€-5, e's, (,) leaning to one

side : of ground, sloping.-, ,(, /cos) with unequal sides,

oblong, rectangular.4€-, opos, , ,(,) born of an-

other mother.-, ov, contr. -ttXovs, ovv,(,)
lent on the security of a ship and her cargo, with the

risk of the outward, but not of the homeward, voyage,

of money.
€T€pop-p€Trf|S, cs, and crepop-poiros, ov, (',) inclined to one side ;

who makes now one side and now another pre-

ponderate.

"ETEPOS, a, ov, Lat. ALTER, the other, one of
two; to carry in one of his hands;' the one rule the other;'

another such;' as many more,

Lat. alterum tantum; ' yet a se-

cond. 2. also like Lat. alter, for, second;

(sub.), the second day, i. e. the day after

to-morrow. II. put loosely for, Lat. alius,

opp., not to one, but to many. III. other (than

usual), different : of other kind, like ; other

(than good), Lat. sequior, evil. IV. as Adv. in dat.

fem., Tjj, (sub.) otherwise, in another

way, place, or manner; also (sub.) with one ha?id,

i. e. with the left hand; and (sub. .) on the next

day. 2. also neut., ', ', as

one or the other way ; from
the one side, opp. to to the other

side. [The Dor. used [] for': whereas

in Att. [a] was (by crasis) for '$ : gen., dat., ace. .~\-, ov, (',) of different sort

orfashion: of different turn or temper. II. turn-

ing another way : uncertain, inconstant.-, ov, (', () of different voice

or speech, barbarous., 3 sing. impf. of.«, aor. I pass, of.,() Adv.from the other side. II.

on the other side, opposite.,() Adv. on the other side: elsewhere:

in another part of my story. II.

at another time.

iTepois, Adv. of6, differently, otherwise.
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hence to another place., Aeol. for, at another time., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of., Ep. 3 pi. plqpf pass, of., Ion. 3 sing, plqpf of., intr. plqpf of., 3 sing, plqpf pass, of., impf. of.,-, 2 and 3 sing, plqpf pass, of.|, aor. I of rev., 3 dual impf. of., aor. 1 pass, of., aor. 1 of.
"ETH2, , , a kinsman, clansman, cousin. II.

Att. a townsman, neighbour: a private citizen. III.

for or ', v. sub.
(sub.),, ,() periodical winds,

such as the Egyptian. monsoons, which blow from the

North during the whole summer: so too of northerly

winds in Greece, which blew in the Aegean for forty

days from the rising of the dog-star.

-ios, ov, (') a year long, for a year. 2.

yearly, annual., , truth. From5, ov, lengthd.for, true, genuine, real,

Lat. sincerus. Adv., also neut.

as Adv., in truth, really.
VETI, Adv., I. of the Present or Past, yet, as

yet, still, Lalt. adhuc. < II. of the Future, yet

lo?iger, still. III. generally, yet, still, besides,

moreover, Lat. praeterea; nay more; $
yet another ; yet more.,, 2 and 3 sing. impf. of* =., aor. I of., Dor. aor. I of., Ep. 3 pi. aor. I pass, of., aor. I of'.

Dor., aor. 2 of the root* : but, Ep. for, 3 plur..

[], aor. 2 pass, of'., aor. I pass, of.--is,, , (eTvos,) a soup-ladle.

*02, cos, , a thick soup of peas or beans

:

soup, pudding., f., aor. : () :

—

to

make or get ready, prepare:— Med., with pf. pass., to prepare for oneself, make one's ar-

ratigements, get oneself ready : c. inf. to make one

ready to do. Hence, , a being prepared, preparation

:

readiness., Ep. 3 pi. aor. I. opt. med. of.05 or, < ov, or os, ov, at

selves rather to that which is close at hand. 2.

one's property, Lat. parata. II. of persons, ready,

active, prompt. 2. of the mind, ready, quick, ac-

tive, versatile. III. of things, real, actual, car-

ried into effect., $, , a being prepared, readiness.-5, ov, ($, ) ready for
cutting., Adv. of$, readily: Comp. and Sup.,,-., aor. 2 of."^, (os,, a year ; eros every year ;

(tos every year ; hi $ every fifth

year ; 4'tos eis Ztos year after year., Adv., =$, without reason, for nothing,

in vain: mostly with a negat., Itos not without

reason

:

—mostly in questions, $ ' ws

; it was not for nothing then ?

(Deriv. uncertain.), aor. 2 of'/.',, aor. 2 act. and pass, of., Ion. aor. ,.,, aor. 2 act. and pass, of., aor. I of.
,, aor. I of.,, aor. 1 act. and pass, of.,, aor. I act. and pass, of.

[], aor. J pass, of.-, ,[, Ao-yos) the, true account or

analysis of a word : its derivation, etymology., ov, rarely , ov, () true, real, actual

:

neut. pi., truths, the truth : neut. is

used as an Adv. like, itideed, of a truth, truly,

actually.

[], Dor. aor. 2. pass, of.
[], aor. 2 pass, of.., aor. 1 pass, of.,', aor. I and 2 of., aor. I pass, of.

-•05, ,(, epyov) working in vain., ov, (J.tus, Kay.) fruitless, idle, tiseless.

Ep. also , Adv., properly neut. of kvs, well,

opp. to$ ; well and know-
ingly: sometimes, luckily, happily: or

to be well off, c. gen., to be well

off for living : ytyovajs well born. II. as

Subst., good luck : but also the right, the good
cause; may the right prevail. III.

in Compos, it commonly implies greatness, abundance,

or easiness.

, Ion. for , gen. of reflexive Pron. of 3rd pers., f. Att., Dep. (-
7$) :

—

to bring good news, announce them. 2. to

preach or proclaim as glad tidings : to preach the

gospel

:

—so also in Act., and then in Pass., to have

hand, ready, prepared; immediately, off the gospel preached to one:—in Pass, also of the

band. II. ', I. Lat. quae in promptu , gospel, to be preached.

sunt; betake them- , ,() the reward of good
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tidings :—Att. always in plur., evayyekia

or to crown one for good news brought;

to offer a sacrifice for them. II.

the glad tidings, the gospel.«, , ,() a bringer of

good tidings : an evangelist,preacher ofthegospel. 2

.

esp. a writer of one of thefour Gospels.

«-^, ov, (,) bringing good news.

€-€, f., to be pure, holy. From
«-, is, (, ayos) guiltless, pure, undefded, Lat.

castus, pf persons and actions :—poet. Adv. euayeujs.

«-, is, () moving well, nimble.-, , =€~, far-seen, conspicuous ;

(xHxyrjS a seat in full view 9/ the army.«-, ov, = wayr)s, bright, clear, [a]«-, ov, (eu, ~) easy to bear in the

arms.-, is, (, aynos) withfair valleys or glades.

€-.4, Dor. for t^yopla}.€€, , good sport in hunting. From-, (, aypa) to fyave good sport. Hence€, ?), good sport in hunting, fishing, etc.

eu-a/ypos, ov, (el•, aypa) lucky in the chase, suc-

cessful.

ev-a,y<x>yos, , ((, y) easily led, docile.

€-,, , , (, ayaiv) belonging to pros-

perous or glorious contests, [a], Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.
or euiaf, () to cry in honour of Bac-

chus .*—also in Med..
«-, is, (,) with a good breeze, airy. II.

act. blowingfair

:

—metaph. prosperous, favourable.

€v-a0Xos, ov, (,) successful in contests.

eu-aivTjTOS, ov, (,) much-extolled.

€u-atp€TOS, ov, (, ') easy to be taken.

€-, euros, , , (,) of happy life, gene-

rally, happy;' blessed sleep.

€-,€,, Dor. for -,«-, ov, Dor. for -,-, is, (,) well-grown, luxuriant.

eu-aXios, ov, Dor. for, []«-, ov, (,) of good meal.«-, ov, (,) easy to be taken, [a]

€v-ap.ir€Xos, ov, (,) withfine vines.

€, evan! a cry of Bacchanalians, like,.-, ov, (,) easy to call back.«,, abundance ofmen, store ofgoodmen. II.

manhood, manliness, courage, spirit. From
€v-av8pos, ov, (,) abounding in good men
and true. II. prosperous to men.

eu-avep-os [a], ov, Dor. for.
€v-av0€p.os, ov, (,) with fair flowers,

flowery.«, f., to be flowery or blooming. From«-, is, (,) blooming, budding. II.

rich in flowers, flowery : metaph. flowery, gay. 1.

also blooming, fresh.

€U-avios, ov, Dor. for, [a]

ev-dvopia, , Dor. for.-, ov,() easy to meet, gracious.

€-, opos, , , Dor. for. [a]-, ov, (,) easily got rid

of: easy to dispose of.-, ov, (,) easily cheated.-, ov, Ion. for^.-, ov, convenientfor disembarking.-^, ov, (eu,) easy to be

walled off or blockaded.

€€€, f., to be well-pleasing. From
€vr-ap€CTTOS, ov, well-pleasing, acceptable. Adv. -, Comp.-$.-, ov, (,) easy to be counted.

€tJ-apKTOS, ov, (,) well-governed: submissive.-, ov, (,) with good or beautiful

chariot : victorious in the chariot-race.,, easiness of temper,good nature. From«-, ov, (\),) well-adapted, accom-

modating. II. well-tuned, harmonious.

€v-apvos, ov, (, apvos gen.) rich in sheep.

ev-apOTOS, ov, (,) well-ploughed, easy to be

ploughed.

€v-apxos, ov, (>,) beginning well: making

a good beginning.

euas,, , , () Bacchic, Bacchanalian.«,, ,() a Bacchanalian shout.,,() the cry of, a shout of revelry,

esp. of Bacchic revelry.. , fern, of., rjpos, , and, , , ()
Bacchanal., Dor. for.-5, is, (,^) well-lit, bright, conspicuous.€-,, , , (,) with beautiful neck.- Ion., ov, (e55,yoa)
easy to describe.-,- [], Dor. for,.-, ov, (,) easy to carry or bear.«-, ov, (,) accessible : passable.«-, ov, (,) with beautiful

eyelids., as Ion. 77s, 17, Euboea, now Negropont, an

island lying along the coast of Boeotia and Attica., f., to make a good throw. From-, ov, (,) throwing luckily. Adv., luckily; to be well off., 77,() goodfeeding.-, ov, with beautiful locks.--os, ov, (,) feeding well, with good

pasture. II. well-fed, thriving.-, ov, and-, ,
gen. vos, (,-

Tpvs} rich in grapes., , good counsel : prudence. From-, ov, (,) well-advised, prudent.

€-5, ovv, gen. 00s, (,) rich in cattle.«-, ov, (,) well-knit.-, is, and-, ov, Dor. for ^-.
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well done ! iuell€-€, Adv. for ye, Lat. euge

.

said ! capital ! bravo !

«-, ov, (, 777) of or with good soil: fertile.

euveveta, , (^$) nobility of birth, high de-

scent. II. nobility 0/ soul, generosity.

eu-ycveios Ep. -, ov, (, ytveiov) well-bearded.

€-€3, , o, = sq.«- Ep.- and-, e's, (, ytvos)

well-born, of noble race, of high descent : also deno-

ting nobility. II. noble-minded, generous. III.

of animals, high-bred, noble.

cu- Ion. -, , —^.-, , (, 777) Att. for evyetos.-, es, and <=-5, ov, (,y) joyous,

cheerful., 97, (eu7??pcys) happy old age.-5, , sweet-sounding.-, , (eS, yrjpas) happy in old age.-5, »',-, es, and-, ov,

(, y\ayos) abounding in milk; irreg. dat. evyXayt,

as Tf from -£.-, ov, and-, es, (eu, y\v<poi)

well carved or engraved.

Att. -, 77, fluency of speech. From-$ Att. -ttos, ov, (eu, yX&aaa) with good
and ready tongue, sweet-sounding, eloquent. II.

act. loosing the tongue, making fluent.,,,() like €$«, boast. .
=, a prayer.--TOS Ep.-, ov, (eu,yv) well-bent,

easily bent., , good feeling, candour. From-, ov, gen. ovos (, yv) of good feel-

ing, indulgent, fair, charitable. II. sensible,

prudent

:

—Adv. yvvs, prudently.-, ov,(, yiyvaiaicoj) well-kno*ivn,familiar.-, ov, (, yos) well-nailed ox fastened., , fruitfulness, fertility. From
cii-yovos, ov, (, yovif) fruitful, prolific.-5, ov, (eu, ypa) well-drawn.-3, es, (eu, ypa(pco) well painted. II.

act. ivriting or drawing well.-, ov, (e3, yajvia.) well-cornered, regular.-, ov, beautifully wrought., f. ??,() to be prosperoxis, well

off ox happy. Hence, aros, , a piece of goodfortune., ,() prosperity, happiness.€£, f. ,() to account happy., 17,,() of or tending to hap-
piness : of persons, happy. Adv. -ku/s, happily., Adv. of, happily : Comp. and
Sup.,-.-, ov, gen. ovos, (,) with a good
genius ox destiny, fortunate, prosperous, Lat. felix :

also wealthy, like Lat. beatus : happy.-, ov, (,) much to be wept, la-

mentable.

-, ov, (, 6t'cAos for SrjXos) very clear,

far-seen.-/rTvos, ov, (,) honoured with rich

feasts. . luxurious feasts., Ep. inf. of.-, ov, (,) abounding infair trees., Ion. impf. of.-, ov, (,) very clear, manifest.€|, Ep. 2 sing. subj. of., , ($) fair weather : metaph. tranquillity,

prosperity.-5, ov, easy to be crossed, practicable.-, , ov, irreg. Comp. of.-/ros, ov, (,) living temperately.

€U-6iavos, , , —, warm., f., () to be calm.-, , (,) righteous dealing : pistice.-, ov, (,) easily turning or turned.-, ov, (, Aios gen. of Zeus) calm, fine, clear-

genial : of persons, cheerful

:

—irreg. Comp. and Sup., -eoTaTOS ; also8.«- Ep. -, ov, (,) well built or

fashioned.-, f. : aor. : (,) :

—

to be content or well pleased, to approve of or acqinesce

in a thing : c. inf. to consent to do. Hence, , satisfaction, approval., f. : impf. and aor. ,, but often without augm. - : (-) :— to be of good repute, be in esteem, famous,
poptdar ; to be distinguished for a

thing. Hence, , good repute, credit.-, ov, in good repute, highly esteemed., f., ($) to be in good repxite, be

thought ivell of, befamous. Hence, , good report, a good name, credit, glory.

ev-6o^os. ov, (,) of good report, glorious.-, e's, (,) sharp-sighted.--os, ov, well-bedewed, abounding in water.", impf. Ep. : fut. :

—

to

sleep, lie down to sleep: also to sleep in death. II.

metaph. to rest, be still ox hushed : to cease.

-eavos, ov, (e§, eavov) richly-dight, well-clad.-, ov, (eti, ) well-seated : with a fair

throne. II. pass, easy to sit, of a horse.

€u-eOeipos, ov, (eu,) fair-haired.-, es, (,) well-shaped, graceful..

-eiAos, ov, (, ') sunny, warm, Lat. aprlcus.-, ov, gen. ovos, (,) well-dressed.

ev-eipos Att. cvepos, ov, (eu, $) with or of good

wool, fleecy.

€Tj-eAe-yKTOS, ov, (,^) easy to be refuted.

€\5-6\ms, , , neut., gen. $, of good hope,

hopeful, cheerful, sanguine; etieAwts, c. inf. to be

of good hope that.

«u-ifjaXeiiiTOs, ov, easy to blot out or erase.

€-€£|08, ov, (,) easily deceived.
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«-£, , (, £$) a good habit of body, good state

of health : generally, good condition, good case.-, ov, easy to get out of ox escape from., , beautiful language, eloquence. II. =, words of good omen. From-, 4s, (,) xuell-speaking, eloquent. 2.

making eloquent, inspiring. II. well-spoken.-, , Ion. and poet, for4.-, ov, (,) easy to plot

against : exposed to treachery.-, ov, (,) easy to be set upon

or attacked; it is easy for one to

make an attack.

€U-€irUTaKTOs, ov. (,) easy to arrange

:

tractable., , well-doing, good conduct. II. a

doing good, a good deed, service, kindness. From, f.: in the augm. tenses, sometimes,*/, sometimes ~- with no
augm. : (^) :

—

to do well, do good. II.

to do one good, shew kindness to, confer a benefit

upon

:

—Pass.,^ to have a kindness

done one. Hence, aros, , a good deed, a service,

kindness.-, ov, 6, (, *) a well-doer, a bene-

factor: a title of honour of such as had done the state

service. II. as Adj. beneficent., verb. Adj. of^, one must do
good or shew kindness to., ,,() disposed to do good.-, 100s, fern, of.-, 4s, (, ^^) well-wrought, well-made,

well-built: of gold, well-wrought, refined. II. well-

done : hence in plur.^, good deeds, benefits.-, , (, *^) doing good, upright, vir-

tuous. II. pass, well-wrought, well-tilled : also

easy to work.

€xi-epK-i]s, 4s, (, /cos) wellfenced, well-protected

:

shutting close : of cities, well-guarded.-5, ov, 0, poet, for.-, 4s, (, 'Ipvos) sprouting well, flourishing.-, Att. for.-, ovs, , (, sum) well-being, prosperity., , (,) a good season.-, , —.-, ov, (,) easy tofind.-, ov, easy to assail.

«5-£t)Xos, ov, emulous in good

:

—Adv.-.
€v-£tiyos Ep., ov, (,^ m) of a ship,

well-benched.

€^-££, vyos, , , (,) well paired or

matched.-, Dor. for.
ev-£ojvos Ep. ^, ov, (,) well-girded,

of women. II. girt up for exercise, with ones
loins girded, active, as in Horace alte praecinctus

:

unencumbered, Lat. expeditus.

€t5-£a>pos, ov, (,) quite pure, unmixed
y
of

wine : Comp.-, also irreg.-.-, Ep. for.-, , (,^) good government.-, f., (,-) to speak well of,

praise.^ or Ion. -, , goodriess of disposi-

tion, singleness of heart, simplicity: also in bad sense,

simplicity, silliness. From
-$, es, (,) well-disposed, single-hearted,

simple-minded: in bad sense, simple, silly:— Adv., Sup.-., , Ion. for.5, , ,() of mild, gentle character ;

hence simple, foolish. Adv. -k&s, in simplefashion.-, cs, (,) well-pointed, keen-edged.

€u-tjkoos, ov, (,) hearing well : ready to

hear.- Dor.-, ov, (,) with

quick spi?idle, spinning beautifully. 90 ,-, ov, (,) easy to drive or ride over;

a plain fitfor cavalry operations.

«u-TjXios Dor., ov, (,) well-sunned,

sunny, warm, Lat. apricus

:

—Adv. -ions, with bright,

sunny weather.-, f. , () of weather, to be

fair. 2. of persons, to spend the day cheerfully: to

be happy : to be successful in a thing. Hence, , fineness of the day, fine weather. II.

good times, health and wealth, honour and glory.-, ov, (,) of a fine day : propi-

tious. 2. cheerful, happy., , afair wind. From-5, ov, (,) with fair wind. 2. un-

vexed by winds, sheltered, serene.-, ov, (,) obedient to the rein : gene-

rally, obedient, docile., , manliness, manly virtue. From-, opos, , , (,) giving manhood, in-

spiriting. II. of cities, abounding in brave men.-, ov, (,) much-loved, lovely.-, ov, (,) well fitted to the oar,:

well-rowed, well-pulled.-, es, (,) well-fitted ox put together:

well-poised, easy to handle.-, ov, (,) well-woven. II. act.

weaving well.-, es, (, *) well-sounding, tuneful.-, ov, well-soxinding : loud-sounding.-, ov, (,) prosperous by sea.-, is, (,) growing well, flourishing.-, 4s, Dor. for., f., to be of good courage. From-5, 4s, (, Bapaos) ofgood courage:—Adv.

-aais. 2. giving courage, safe., older form of4.-, ov, (,) easily healed. II.

easily won by kitidness or attention.
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venient. 2. trans, to set in order, arrange well.£, to set in order, arrange orderly. From--os, ov, (,) well-arranged, well-dis-

posed: easily stowed or disposed of: conve?iientfor use., Adv. of, straightway.-, , (, ^) sharpening well.-, ov, gen. ovos, rare form for.-5 Dor.-, is, (,) well-suckled

:

well-fed, thriving.-, ov, (,) with distended udder., , good order, good management : a

habit of good order. From-, ov, gen. ovos, (,) well-arranged,

well-made. II. act. orderly, setting in order.

and, to be well off, thrive, flourish

:

to abound in:— so also in Pass., aor. .
Hence, ), abundance.

€-5, ov, (,) easily caught or won.-, ov, (?>,) lucky in the chase. II.

() abounding in game.-, ov, well-stored, precious.-, ov, (,) with easy death.

€\5-0oivos, ov, (,) with rich batiquet: copious.-, ov, (,) easily confounded.-, ov,(^) with good coping or cornice.-; Ep. eu-9pi|,-, , , (, ') withfine

hair : of horses, with flowing mane : of birds, wsll-

plumed. II. made of stout hair, of a fishing-line.- Ep., ov, (,) with beau-

tiful seat or throne.

€i5-0poos, ov, (,) loud-sounding., neut. of, used as Adv.--os Att. -ttos, ov, (,-) of
straight tongue, honest of tongue., , an open, fair trial. From-$, ov, or , ov, {,) judging righ-

teously., f., to run straight: of ships, to

sail in a straight course. From-, ov, running a straight course.--, , {, cpyov) accurately wrought.-, ov, , and-, ov, (,-) fighting straightforward, fair-fighting., f.,() to be ofgood cheer. II.

trans, to make cheerful, cheer

:

—Pass,, to

be of good cheer. Hence-, verb. Adj., one must be cheerful., ,() cheerfulness, festivity

.

-, ov, {, 5) well-disposed, generous,

kind. II. of good cheer, cheerful: of horses,

spirited. III. Adv., cheerfully; Comp.- ; Sup.-., , but mostly used in pi., at,()
an examination of accounts, audit ;

to call for one's accounts ; to give

them in, submit to a scrutiny ; to be

II. correction, chastisement.bound to do so.

Hence, , an investigator, auditor, who examined
and passed the accounts of magistrates : at Athens

there were ten. II. a corrector, chastiser., rjpos, ,() a director, corrector. II.

as Adj., the guiding rudder., , the part of a ship wherein the rudder
was fixed: fern, from, , ov,() directing, ruling., ov, , =., fut. , () = the Homeric, to

guide straight : to steer straight. 2. to direct, go-

vern. 3. to keep straight, preserve. II. to make
straight, as a bent piece of wood : metaph. to rectify,

revise. III. at Athens, to call to account, scruti-

nise the accounts () of a magistrate : Pass, to

be called to account, and so to be corrected.

-irvoos, ov, contr. -, ovv, (,)
straight-blowing.-, ov, (,) guiding straight., f., to go straightforward;

unswerving, inflexible fate: c. ace. cognato,

to go a straight course. From
-iropos, ov, (,) going straight

:

metaph. straightforward, plain-sailing, honest.-, ov, with beautiful thyrsus.''5,,, = the Ion. form, straight,

direct

:

—in moral sense, straightforward, plain, ho-

nest :—in Adverb, usages, to look

straightforward; to speak

straight out; at once, immediately. II.

as Adv. and, of Place, straight to, direct

for : also c. gen. straight towards . . , -. 2. of Time, straightway, forthwith, at once;

immediately at the begin-

ning of summer.— So also the regular Adv..--avos, ov, (,) well-fringed.,, , () straightness. II. me-

taph. honesty, justice, []-, ov, (,) cut straight, straight.-, ov, (,) right-minded.-, ov, also a, ov, (,) in a straight

direction : neut. as Adv., = II.-,, , , (, £) well-mailed.. ..&, , , () Bacchic : fem., $.-, , (,) very holy, hallowed., , Evius, epith. of Bacchus, from the cry,. II., ov, Adj. Bacchic, inspired

by Bacchus.

-tTrrros, ov, cf persons, delighting in horses, having

fine horses : of places, famedfor horses.-, ov, (, ') of good knowledge.-, ov, (,) with beautiful hips.--os, ov, (,) easy to overthrow.-, ov, (,) easy to keep down., f.,() to have good opportu-
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?iity, have leistire

:

— et's , to devote one's

leisure to a thing, spend one's time in it., , good season, opportunity, leisure. II.

prosperity. From
€-5, ov, (ev, Kaipos) in season, seasonable, well-

timed, opportune : of places, convenient. Adv. evicai-

opportunely : at leisure ; Comp. -orcpov ; Sup.-.
cu-koAos, €-, Dor. for (-.€-, ov, (cu,) ofeasy labour, easy. 2.

well-wrought : won by noble toils, [a]

€\i-Ka\t,irr\s, is, (eu,) ivell-bent, curved.

€ti-Kap8ios, ov, (e5,) good of heart, stout-

hearted, Lat. egregie cordatus : of a horse, spirited,

of good courage. Adv. to;s, with stout heart.

€t5-Kapiros, ov, rich infruit, fruitful : prolific.-, ov, (eu,) easy to ap-

pease.-, ov, («,) easy to overthroiu.-, ov, [eu,) prone towards,

Lat. proclivis.-, ov, (ei),) easy to de-

spise, despicable.€-€5, ov, (eu,-) easy to work,

of land :

—

easy to digest

:

—easy to ejfect or subdue.«-, ov, (eu,^) easy to blame.

€-€5, ov, Ep. for-, (eu,) easily

cleft or split.

ei-KcXaSos, ov, sounding well, melodious.

€\5-K€VTpos, ov, (,) well-pointed.

€U-K€paos, ov, and evicepcos, ojv, gen.$, (, Kepas)

with goodly horns.€€, , she that lulls, soothes. From
€\Jkt)Xos Dor. evKuAos, ov, lengthd. form of$,

tranquil, freefrom care or fear, Lat. securus.

€-5, ov, (, Kiaaos) ivied.-, ov, gen. ovos, with goodly pillars. []«-, is, ace. contr. ; also (as if

from) ace. sing,, pi. Ep. -
Kkeias : (, K\ios)

:

—of good fame, glorious, noble.

Hence€€ Ep.), and in late Poets €€', ,
goodfame, renown. Hence
€€ -£ Ion.«, f. , to praise, laud.^, 4s, Ep. for : Adv. kvK\€i&s.

cv-kXcivos, ov, much-famed.

€u-k\t|i's or €-5, idos, , (,) well-closed,

close-shutting.€, f., to have a good lot. From
«'-, ov, with a good lot or portion.- Ep. -, ov, (,) well-spun.«-, IbOs, , , (,) well-equipped with

greaves, with well-wrought greaves : Ep. nom. and ace.

pi.',. []€-5, ov, (,) with beautiful legs.

€U-Koivop/T]Ti.s, , , taking common counsel.-, ov, (,) gluing well, sticky.

€-5, ov, (,) of good digestion : gene-
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rally, contented, easy, Lat. facilis : good-natured, po-

pular.

€v-ko\itos, ov, swelling beautifully, in goodly
folds. 2. with beautiful bays.65, Adv. of, co?iteut?dly, calmly.«-, is, (,) xuell-caredfor.

€\i-KOjAOS Ep. -, ov, (,) thick-haired.-, ov, loud-sounding.

cu-koitcs, ov, with easy labour, easy.

€--.5, ov, (,) well-adorned.«, 77, orderly behaviour, good order. F,om«-, ov, well-ordered, orderly, decorous

:

—
Adv. -, in good order. II. well-adorned,

graceful.

€\)-Kpcupos, ov, or a, ov, (,) with fine herns.

€t!-Kpas, cltos, , , (,) well-tempered:

of climate, temperate, mild, moderate. II. mix-

ing readily tvith.€-, , good mixture or temperament. From
eu-Kparos, ov, (,) well-tempered, tem-

perate : of wine, mixed for drinking:— metaph.

temperate, mild.

€(5-Kp€XTOS, ov, (,) well-struck, well-played,

of stringed instruments. II. well-woven.-, ov, (,) well-watered.-, ov, Ion. for €$.
ev-KplQos, ov, (,) rich in barley., f., to keep distinct and in order. From
€-5, is, (,) well-separated, distinct,

regular : well-arranged, in good order. Adv. -vas
Ion. -j/eo;s.-, ov, (,) easy to judge or decide

:

easily discerned, plain, manifest.«- Ep. 4-, ov, (,) accom-

panied by casta?iets, lively, rattling.-, ov, (,) well-welded, well-

wrought, of metal.«-, ov, (e5,) easy to hide., a, ov,) of or for prayer, vo'ive :, wishes, prayers, vows :—of the gods, in-

voked in prayer : of things, prayedfor.
€ti-KTcavos, ov, (ct/,) withfine possessions.€-, ov, gen. ovos, (cu,) withfair pos-

sessiofis.

ev)-KTT]TOS, ov, (et>,) easily gotten.

ciJ-KTi^evos, , ov, (e3,) well-built: well-made:

full of goodly buildings.«--ros, ov, Ep. and Ion. for €5, =-.
€vkt6s, ,,{) prayedfor : to be prayedfor.
€i5-kvk\os, ov, well-turned, well-rounded. II.

moving in a circle, circling.

€t!-Kt»XtKos, ov, (e3,) suited to the wine-cup.€€ Ion. €, , discretion, caution, cir-

ciimspection. 2. fear of the gods, piety. From«-, fut. med.- or pass,- :

aor. I pass, or (- : Dep. : () :

—to be cautious, circumspect, discreet:— to have a
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care, beware, fear. II. c. ace. to beware of. 2.

to watch for, await quietly., 2 sing. aor. I imperat. of foreg.-, is, (,) taking in hand cautiously,

cautious, circumspect, discreet. 2. fearing the gods,

pious, devout.-, see., Adv. of evXaP-rjs, cautiously : Comp.~$., f. £, old Dor. Verb, to plo?igh.-, tyyos, , , =$., , old Dor. word for a ploughshare.-, ov, (,) sweet-spoken.-, ov, (,) fruitful in herbs.-, ov, and -, ov, gen. ovos, (,) withfair meadows.-, ov, (,) blessing marriage :

happy in marriage.

-£, 1, (,) with good choice of words.-, (s, (,) well-wedded, blessed in

one's marriage-bed.'', , a worm, maggot.-, ov, (, ~) soon-ceasing.-, ov, (,) easy to take hold of;

easy to be taken, seized, conquered. Adv.$,
so that one can easily take hold : Sup.-., , , old . word for, reins.-3, ov, (,) with good harbours., f. : in augm. tenses, impf.^ or

—, aor. or -: (oyos)•.—to speak

well of, praise. 2. to bless. Hence, , , blessed., , (^) good-speaking, fair-speak-

ing. II. praise, eulogy : glory. 2. blessing

or a blessing, bounty : also almsgiving.-, ov, {ev,) easy to reckon. II.

rightly reckoning, prudent.-, ov, (, -fos) reasonable, sensible: rea-

sonable, probable, fair : ^ a fair reason :—
Adv., vys to be reasonable ; Comp. --
5.-, , (ev,) withfine baths.-, ov, well-plumed.-, ov, (ev,) helping in childbirth.-, ov, Dor., a, 6, =.-, ov, (ev,) with beautiful lyre, playing

beautifully on the lyre.-, ov, (ev,) easy untie, easy to loose. 2.

metaph. easy to dissolve or break., , docility.-, es, (ev,() ready or quick at learn-

ing, Lat. docilis :—Adv., readily : Comp.
-earepov. II. pass, easy to learn or know, intelli-

gible : well-know?i. familiar.

eu- Ion. -, , —.-, Dor. for$.-, ov, offine wool.-, Dor. for$.

-, ov, (ev,) abounding in fennel., , easiness, ease, convenience;

to be in comfort, but also = Lat. alvum exone-

rare, to ease oneself. From-, es, (ev, =) easy, convenient, with-

out trouble. 2. rarely of persons, easy, gentle.-, Ion. for., ibOs, , but ace., an Asiatic shoe or

slipper. (Foreign word.)

poet, -«os, Adv. of, gently.-, $, (,~/$) ofgood size, well-grown.-, ov, (,) well-blackened, inky.-, es, (, yLie'Aos) melodious, musical., ,() good will, kindness, favour., ov, 0, poet, for $, a well-wisher,

friend : fern,., {., to be propitious, kind. II. c.

ace. to be kind to, deal kindly with. From-, es, (, $) well-disposed, kind, gra-

cious, favourable : of men, friendly, also accept-

able. 2. of things, favourable, propitious : also

bounteous, abundant.-, , poet, collat. form of.
(sub. ), , () the gracious

goddesses, appellation of the Furies, instead of the ill-

omened name 'Epivues., , poet, for.£, f. Att., Med., ($)
to make propitious, propitiate.

Ion. -, Adv. of, kindly, gra-
ciously : Comp.- or—.-, ov, and-, ov, (, -) easy to change.-, ov, (,) readily impart-

ing, bountiful.-, ov, (ev,) easy to

manage. 2. easy to deal with or master.-, ov, (,) moderate, well-propor-

tioned.-, es, (, /cos) of good length, tall.-, ov, (,) rich in sheep.-, ov, (,) easy to spin or draw out., , skill in devising means, fertility of

resources. From-, ov, (,) good at expedients,

skilful in devising : absol. inventive, ready, ingenious.-, ov, (,) exposed to hatred.-, ov, withfine or stout threads.-, ov, (,) with beautifid girdle.-, , Ion. gen., Dor. -ias, gen.

-,:, (,) armed with good ashen spear.-, ov, (,) easy to remember: comp.

Adv.,$ to be easier to remember.-, ov,(,) well-remembering,

mindful.-, ov, (,) well off for fortune,

wealthy., f., to sing well. From
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«-, (cv,) sweetly-singing.«, , beauty ofform, symmetry. From-, ov, (cv,) fair ofform, comely.€, , accomplishments. From«-, ov, (cv,) skilled in the arts of the

Muses : accomplished in poetry, music, and dancing

:

musical, -melodious.

cujjioxGos, ov, industrious, laborious.-, ov, well-spoken, eloquent.

€-5, ov, (cv,) loud-bellowing., f. : in augm. tenses, aor. cvvaaa or

—, pass,( or -: (tvvrf):—to lay in bed,

put to sleep : also to lay in ambush : of animals, to lay

their young in aform: of death, to lay asleep. .
nietaph.'/o lull to sleep, soothe, assuage. II.

Pass, to go to bed, lie asleep, sleep : of birds, to

roost. III. intr. in Act. to sleep.«-€,, ov, (cv,) well-peopled or

well-situated.«-, , ov, (,') well-peopled or well-

situated.

cuvaios, a, ov, (ci/) in one's bed or couch ; cbvatos

\ayajs a hare in its form ; cvvaiai wings

over the nest. 2. wedded. 3. of pain, making
one keep o?ie's bed. II. (ci/ ) of ox for an-

chorage : hence steadying or guiding a ship.€, ov,() convenientfor sleeping in., rjpos, 6, (ci/) a bedfellow. Hence€«,€,, Dor. for-,«, , a bed-chamber., f.:—Pass., aor. : pf.€ :

{) :
—to lull to sleep : also to lay in ambush. 2.

metaph. to lull to sleep, soothe, assuage. II.

Pass, to go to bed: go to sleep: also to be bedded

with : of storms, to be lulled, assuaged.

«Uvcttjs, ov, , (evvTj) =( or ci/.
EY'NH', , a bed, any sleeping-place : the lair of a

deer, the seat orform of a hare, the nest of a bird :

—

also the grave. 2. the marriage-bed, wedlock, mar-
riage. II. in plur. cvvai, stones used as anchors,

and thrown out from the prow, while the stern was

made fast to land ;
' cvvas' £-.

cwnfeis, aor. part. pass, of.€, () Adv. out of bed., aor.. I inf. pass, of.€, aros, ,() marriage, wedlock.€€, fem. of cvv-, a wife.€, rjpos, , (evvaaj) a bedfellow, husband.

€v-vtjtos Ep. Auv-vt)tos, ov, (,) well-spun or

woven, offine texture.«, , =.«, opos, , =.«, -, Ep. gen. sing, and pi. of.
cvvts, , , gen. tos ; in pi. or$ :

—

reft

•f, bereaved of. II. absol. bereaved, desolate.

€vvvs, 180s, r), () a bedfellow, wife*

tvv-vnrjTos, Ep. for$.

—€. 285, f., (cvvoos) to be well-disposed orfriendly:

—Pass, to be kindly treated.«, , poet, also Ep. evvoti], (cvvoos)

good will, kindness; in pi. kindnesses, kind feelings :—' out of kitidness, favourably ; so,

ivvoias, vn' evvoias,. Hence
€vi-voikOs, ,, ofkind, benevole?it character. Adv.,

evvo'iKuts' to be kindly disposed.€ : f. med. : aor. I pass, cvvo-

: () :
—to have good laws, enjoy a good

constitution, to be orderly. Hence
Ion. -, , good order, order. From

€-5, ov, (,) under good laws, well-

ordered, orderly.

eu-voos, ov, Att. contr. €\5-vous, ovv, pi.: (cZ,

vuos, vovs) :

—

well-minded, well-affected, kindly, bene-

volent

:

—Comp. Ion. -oearepos; Sup.

-ovararos., f., to make an eunuch of. From
€-5, , (,) an eunuch : employed in

Asia as chamberlains (whence the name, of

cxovtcs, guardians of the bed).«, Dor. for, ', neut. pi. part, of

sum.-, ov, 6, (cv,) svnftly moving.

€\5-vo>s, Adv. of cvvoos, cvvovs, kindly., aor. I opt. of.
ev-£avTOS, ov, (cv,) well-carded, of wool.

€i)-^6vos Ion. €<i-^€ivos, ov, (ev, £ivos) kind to stran-

gers, hospitable ; ev£evos the guest-chzmbtx :

ttovtos tv^eivos the Euxine, now the Black sea, called,

before the Greek settlements upon it, a*£evos the in-

hospitable.- Ep. ,^%, ov, or , ov, well-polished.

€u-|oos Ep. €u|oos, ov, Ep. gen. tv£ov, (cv, £) =
cv£caTOS.«-, «-, €u-|t»v€TOS, Att. for

cva-.

€8, f.,^) to have a free passage, of

running water. Hence«, r), a goodjourney, fair voyage.

€-5, ov, (cv,) sweet-smelling, fragrant.

€v-oSos, ov, (cv, «) easy to travel through : with

free passage :—Sup.. Hence
€-, f. : Pass., f.- : aor. 1- :

—to put in the right way, help on the way :

Pass, to prosper, be successful.

€t>oi, Bacchanalian exclamation, Lat. evoel

€u-o\pos, ov, (cv, o\Pos) wealthy, prosperous.

€vott\c(j}, f., (cvon\os) to be well-equipt.«, , the being well armed, a good state of

arms and equipments. From
€\5-ottXos, ov, (cv,) well-armed, well-equipt.«, , gentleness, mildness of temper. From«-, ov, (cv,-) good-tempered, freefrom

passion. Adv. -reus, with good temper.€€, f., (cvopttos) to swear truly, take a true

oath, to keep one's oath. Hence
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€i:-opKOS, ov, (, cp/cos) true to one's oath : of oaths,

(as Adv.) to swear truly ;

[] 'tis according to one's oath. Hence«, aros, to, a faithful oath.

eviopKcos, Adv. of evopnos, according to one's oath.

«-, ov, with good anchorage : of ships, safe at

anchor.

cv-opvts, Wos, 6, , (, opvis) ofgood augury, au-

spicious. II. abounding in birds.

€U-opo<j>os, ov, (,) well-roofed.-, ov, with beautiftd eyes. II. pleas-

ing to the eyes. III. specious.

€ij-o4>pt-s, v, (, ocppvs) withfine eyebrows.

€-€, f,, (,) to treat, tend well.

€«, f., to be in plenty. From
«-, ov, with goodly banks,frut fftd, rich.-, 4$, (ev,) well put together, com-

pact.€€ Ion.«, , enjoyment of good things,

the being in good case, comfort : in plur. enjoyments,

luxuries; to enjoy oneself, make

merry, [a] From«, f., to be well off", enjoy oneself, make

merry, live comfortably. From-5, is, (,) well off, in good case,

comfortable.-, Ion. for.€, , a goodly race of children. From
cv-irais,$, , , (, irais) blest with children,

with many ox good children ; yuvos, a noble son.

€U-iraiCTOS, Dor. for$.
€U-ira\a^os, ov, (,) handy, ingenious : in-

ventive.«-, ov, (,) ea?y to lead away.

€u-irapdos, ov, Dor. for, -770s.

cu-irapaireicrTos, ov, easily led aside.

€v-irape8pos, ov, constantly attending on, devoted to.«-, ov, (,) with beauteous cheeks.

€U-irap0€vos, ov, famedforfair maidens. II.

Dirce, happy maid I«-, ov, (,) easily irritated.-, ov, (,) with ahattd-.ome border.

€-€€, , (,) daughter ofa noble sire :

belonging to a noble father.«-, , , (,) of good or noble

father, of noble family

.

II. at Athens, the-, Lat. Optimates, were the first class, the

the second, the the third.

€-5, loos, , , (,) born of a noble sire.«-, opos, , , =.-, is, (,) ready to obey, obedient,

tractable. II. act. persuasive, convincing.-, ov, (,) easily persuaded.-, ov, (,) gently leading.

tu-ircvQcpos, ov, with a good father-in-law.«-, cv, beautifully attired.

€-€5, ov, (,) easily turned round.-,^,(,) easy to sketch out.-, ov, (,) = foreg.

cti-TrepiiraTOS, ov, (,) easy to walk on.-, ov, (,^ easy to pull off.€-€5, ov, (,) easily besetting.

cti-irepiTpeirros, ov, (,) easily turned
round, changeable, inconstant.

-TTtTaXos, ov, (,) with beautifid leaves.

eu-ireTeia, , ease; easily. 2. easi-

ness of getting or having, Lat. copia. From-, is, (,) falling well or easily :

hence easy, without trouble, Lat. facilis : abundant,
plentiful.

6i5-TreTpos, ov, (,) of good, hard stone.

Ion. -€o>s, Adv. of, easily, amply:
Comp. and -pais.-, is, (,) well-made, stout.

€<5-irr]KTOS, ov, (,) well put together, well-

built, compact : of cheese, well-curdled, solid.«-,, , , with beautiful helmet.

€i5-Trnvos, ov, (,) offine texture.-, , with beautiftd arms.

€-£, cLkos, , , abounding in fountains.€«, —
-. From-, is, =, obedient, submissive.«-, ov, easy to believe, trustworthy, credi-

ble. II. act. easily believing, credulous :—Adv.
-TO>S.

«-, ov, gen. ovos, very fat, rich. []
€U-irXaW|S, is, (,) of a good breadth.

eu-irXeios, a, ov, well filled.«- Ep. eii-irXei^s, is, (,) well-

plaited ; ', see$,
eu-irXeKTOS Ep. eu-TrXeKTOS, ov, (,) well-

plaited, well-netted ; '$$ a chariot with

sides of wicker-work.

Ep. €'£, ,() a fair voyage.- Ep. \-,, with goodly locks : pecul.

fem.,.-, ov, =.
ev-irXoos, ov, contr. tv-ir\ovs,ovv, (,) sailing

well, having afair voyage.- Ep. 4-, is, (,) well-washed.

c-u-ttXojtos, ov, (,) favourable to sailing.€ poet,, , easiness of breathing. II.

fragrance. From
€i)-irvoos Ep. cij-irvoos, ov, contr. €v-irvovs, ovv, (,) breathing well or freely : good to breathe

through. II. svjeet-smelling, fragrant,—Comp.5. also irreg.-5.€, ,() strength or speed offoot.

€vircu]TiKOs, , , (,) disposed to be kind,

beneficent.-, ov, also , ov, (,) well-made,

well-wrought.-, , (,) beneficence.-, ov, (,) much-variegated.
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€\5-itokos, ov, (,) with fine wool, fleecy.

€-€5, ov, good at war.

€-5, ov, (,) well-conducting, propi-

tious., f. : aor. : () :

—

to

be prosperous, be well off: to be well offor a thing,

have plenty of it. 2. tofind a way, be able. II.

to supply, provide : Pass, to have plenty of, abound

in. Hence, ,facility in moving,facility in doing. 2

.

readiness of supply : means, resources. 3. plenty,

store : wealth. II. opp. to, the solution

of doubts or diffiailties.

€v-iropos, ov, (,) easy to pass through or

over. II. easy, ready. 2. of persons, well-

provided with resources, ingenious, inventive. III.

abounding in, rich in: absol. plentiful ; of persons,

wealthy.«, Adv. of, easily : in abundance.

cv-ttotjxos, ov, well-fated, happy.

eii-iroTOS, ov, (,) pleasant to drink.

ivirovs, 0, 17,-, , gen.-, (,) with

goodfeet, strong or swift offoot., f., tofare well, be well off, prosper.

From
€-5, , (cS, vpayos) faring well, flourishing.«, , (^) well-doing, welfare.€-5, ov, (,) easy to be done.

Ion. --], , = paya, good for-

tune, success. II. good conduct.

€\J-irpaf;is, , poet, for.€-€, ov, (,) with good stem.

«uirpeima, , fair appearance : beauty, comeli-

ness. II. speciousness, plausibility. From
€-€5, es, (,) well-looking, goodly,

comely: hence, 2. fitting, becoming: glori-

ous. 3. specious, plausible.

eu-irpiirTOs, (,) conspicuous.

€viTrp€irto>s Ion. -€<us, Adv. of, becomingly :

speciously : Comp. ; Sup. -.«, Ion. for.€, {,) to arrange ox order well:

Ion. impf..«-, ov, (,) strong-blowing.-, /os, , ^, (,) with fair head-

lands.€-€8, ov, (,) acceptable.

etj-rrpoaeSpos, ov, =, assiduojis, diligent.«-, ov, (,^) of easy ad-

dress, affable, courteous.--os, ov, (,) easy of access.-, ov, of good or easy access, affable, Lat.

quifaciles aditus habet. II. of places, accessible

;

the easiest way of approach.-~$, ov, (,) easy to be got

:

attainable, easy., f.,() to make afair
show, be specious, plausible.

-, , ov,(,) lying

or placed cheerfully ; to

fall with a cheerful posture of fortune.-, ov, (,) well-looking, with

fair face : metaph. specious. 2. cheerful, friendly-

looking.€-7.5, ov, (,) with a good
pretext, excusable, plausible.

€v-irpv\iyos, ov, (,) of ships, with handsome
stern.

€x5-irpo>pos, ov, (,) of ships, with handsome
prow.

€v-TTT€pos, ov, (,<) well-winged, well-plumed:

metaph., yvvauces high-plumed dames of

quality.

cu-uTtpvyos, ov, (,) —.-, ov. finely branching.

ev-TTupyos, ov, with goodly towers.€-, ov, gen., well-bearded.«-, ov, with fine colts : breedingfine horses.«, aor. I med. of.£, () Adv. from- one side, sideways. II., an exclamation to frighten away birds.

«€, ace. masc. or neut. pi. of; also Ion. fern.^, aor. I pass, of.
Ep., aor. 2 inf. of.

ivpereos, a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be disco-

vered, found out.«., , fern. eiipiTis,,() afinder,

inventor, discoverer.

€tip€TO, 3 sing. aor. 2 med. of., , , verb. Adj. of, discovered : to

befound out or discovered.€, €;, pf. act. and pass, cf.€,, ,{) that which is found, an
unexpected gain, windfall : hence generally, a gain,

advantage. 2. of a child, afoundling. II.

an invention, discovery : a remedy.

€. Dor. for.«-^, ,(,) inventive of words,

fluent : wordy, sophistical., fut. of.«, epos, ,() an inventor, discoverer.

€i5-pivos, ov, (,) ofgood leather.

€tiptvos, gen. of.
cv-piiros, , (,) any strait of the sea, where

the tide is violent : esp. cf the strait which separates

Euboea from Boeotia ; the ancients believed that this

ebbed and flowed seven times a day.

€<5-pls,, , , (,,) with a good nose, keen-

scented : melaph. keen at tracking out a thing.

ET'PI'SKil : fut. : pf. or- :

aor. 2 or, imperat. €, inf. :
—

Med., f. : aor. 2 or -, later

aor. :— Pass., fut. and (in same

sense) med. : aor. or :

pf. or -. I. to find, find out, dis-

cover : c. ace. cognato, to make an
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unexpected discovery or gain. 2. to devise, in-

vent. II. to find, gain, get, win, obtain :—Med.
to find or get for oneself, procure, obtain. 2. of

merchandise, etc., to fetch so much money: hence, to

be worth, to sell for.

eupotco, f., () to flow well. II. me-
taph. to flow or go on well. III. to be fluent.-, ov, (,) loud-whizzing.,, aor. 2 opt. med. and act. of cv-.
eupo-, cwos, , (Evpos,) a tempestu-

ous wind mentioned in Act. Apost. 27. 14 : the name
seems to mean a stormfrom the East., Dor. I pi. aor. 2 of., aor. 2 of.
€u-poos,oj/,contr. eupous, ovv, (,)flowing ivell,

fair-flowing. II. of words, flowing, fluent.-, ov, (,) easily inclining or slipping.

Eupos, , /fo South-East wind, Lat. Eurus., to, (tvpiis) breadth, width, opp. to : ev-

pos, in breadth, opp. to £^os, *n height.-, Ep. for, (,) well-

stitched.-, €s, Ep. gen. kupp€ios (for $), fair-

flowing.-, ov, 6, =.
-poos, Ep. for evpoos., neut. of, often used as Adv.-, , ov, (, ayvia) with wide streets,

epith. of great cities, in II. usually of Troy and Athens.-, , (,) with stout lance.«- Ion. and Ep. -, , , (, )
ruling widely, offar-extended power.-95 poet.-, ov, {,)
with broadfoundations, spacious, extensive., , good time or proportion : orderlbiess,

gracefulness, graceful. From-, ov, in good time or measure, rhythmical,

Lat. numerosus

:

—of persons, orderly: well-propor-

tioned, graceful., Adv. of, ingoodorder, gracefully.-, ov, with spacious bosom.-, ovtos, , wide-ruling.-, ov, gen. wvos, with broad meadows.-, ovtos, , wide-ruling.-, ov, (,) broad-fronted., aor. 1 inf. of., f., {) to make wide or broad ; -
ay&va to make room for the dance ;

to leave a wide space in the middle.-, ov, (, vujtos) broad-backed, stout.-, 77, (,) xuith broad, open ways.^ Aeol.-, , (,) thefar"
glancing, far-seeing, Homeric epith. of Jove.-, , ace., =.-, ov, (,) with broad sttrface.

«upTj-Tropos, ov, with broad ways, of the sea.-, , the character of a lewdfellow.

-, ov, (,) lewd, obscene:
also an adulterer.-, is, (,) with wide gates.-, ov,(,) with broad channel.-,, ov, (,) broad-flowing.
ETTT'2,, : gen. $,,: ace.

sing,, and sometimes Ion. fern. nom.
:

—

wide, broad, spacious, far-reaching, wide-
spread :—Comp. ; see.--, es, (,) with broad shield, [a]-, is, (,) wide-riding, m'ghty.

-aopos, ov, with wide bier or tomb.-, ov, (,) broad-breasted., Adv., Comp. of, more widely.-5, ov, (,) far-honoured.
£ti-pt)TOs, ov, (,) full-flowing.-, , , (,) with wide

quiver.

«-^, is, (,) growifig widely.-, es, (,) wide-gaping, wide-

mouthed, of cups.-, ov, ,(,) with' wide-spread
hair.-, ov, shortened Ep. for., , free space, plenty of room; -'

in the open sea. From-, ov, (,) roomy, spacious.-, (, £) rich in grapes.5, es, poet, for., , , () mouldering, dank and
dark, squalid; , Virgil's loca senta situ.,, , aor. 2 part, of.'', , Ettropa, Europe, as a geographic

name first in the Homeric hymn to Apollo., , , =.
ET'Pil'5, cutos, , mould, dank, decay, Lat. situs

t

squalor., , stoutness, strength. From-, ov i(,) stout, strong. Adv.-$,, dat. sing, of.-, () to become or to be moiddy, to

decay ; a coarse, unpolished life."'-

5, , good, brave, noble; gen. sing,; gen.

plur. neut. [], as if from nom. ,,
the gods, givers ofgood things., Dor. for,, part. fern, of sum., aor. I of., ,() reverence towards the gods,

piety, religion, Lat. pietas, 2. credit or character

for piety., f.,() to live or act piously: to

be pious in a thing: c. ace. pers. to reverence.-5, , (,) Lat. pius, pious, religious,

reverent : of things, holy, hallowed.- Ion. -, poet, for.- Ep. -, ov, (,) with good
banks of oars, well-rowed.

tv-aem-os, ov, (,) much reverenced, holy.
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«-, , (,) of good omen, auspi-

ciotis. . manifest, remarkable, conspicuous.

€€, f., to be strong, healthy. From

ev-afcviys, es, (eg, afoVos) s/o?//: strong, firm.

€v-aiTTvos,ov,(€v,) with fill pantry or larder.-, F/cos, , , abounding in chervil.-, ov, (,) swift-springing, high-

bounding.«-, oj/, («, /£€7£) well-covered: Sup.-, serving as the best covering., be well equipped. From«-, , {(,) well-equipped.-, , (, /{;) well-shaded, shadowy.

€v-aKios, oi', (eS, «) shadowy.«- Ep. 4-5, op, (eu,) keen-

sighted, watchful. 2. of a place, far-seeing orfar-

seen, commanding a wide view. II. (eu, /conos)

shooting well, of unerring aim.

eu-, , a healthy state, prosperity. From
€ti-aoos, ov, well-secured, safe and well, happy.--, s, and€€5, ov, (,) well-

turned : wreathing, winding., , goodness of heart.€-5, ov, (,^) with bowels of

compassion, compassionate.-, ov, (,) well-sown: rich in seed.

1-65, Ep. for.-, Ep. for.
€.€,, ,() goodness of health.€€, f., to be steady,Jinn: to be calm, of

the sea. From«-.,$,(,)^8,
steadfast, firm : sound, healthy.€, Ep. for.«-, is, (,) well-arrayed : ready

for action, serviceable.-, , rich in ears of corn : fruitful.€-€5 Ep. -, ov, well-girded or well-

crowned : of a city, circled with towers.

-§\.$, ov, poet, form for.
€-5, is, (,) well-trodden.«-, ov, (,) =.66, f., to sing sweetly. II. to use

words of good omen, or to preserve a religious silence

so as to avoid words of ill omen, =. From«-, ov, (,) with good mouth: of

horses, well-bitted. II. speaking or singing well,

eloquent. 2. speaking auspicious words, or keeping

silence to avoid words of ill omen ; neut. plur. as

Adv., on this let me
keep a religious silence; peace, be still

!

€v-iTTOos, ov, (,) with goodly colonnades.«-, vyyos, 6, , from a good trunk.€, , skill in shooting at a mark, good aim

:

quickness at guessing, wit, cleverness. From«-, ov, aiming well, hitting the mark. 2.

pass, well-aimed. II. metapli. guessing well,

sharp, witty, clever.

, , () a place for singeing swine.«- Ep. €<-, ov, (,) well-

twisted : easily turned, lissom.

€-€$ Ep. 4-, c's, (,) well-

twisted.

cu-, tyyos, , , well-curled, curly.- Ep. -, ov, (,) well-

twisted : easily turning, nimble.«-, ov, (,) well spread with

rugs or clothes, Lat. bene stratus.

€-5, ov, with goodly pillars.€-5 old Att. €-£-, ov, (,-) easy to infer by comparison, easy to guess.6-5 old Att. «-|-, ov, (,)
easy to infer by comparison, easy to guess. II.

easy to deal with, honest, upright.

€v-<ruv€TOS old Att. --, ov, (,) quick

of apprehension, intelligent. II. easily under-

stood, intelligible.%, Adv. of, with quickness of ap-

prehension : Comp..-, ov, easily seen at a glance.€-5 Ep. -, ov, (its,) with beau-

tiful ankles.«, -«, Comp. and Sup. of., Adv. of, with grace, like a

gentleman : Comp..«-, ov, =., 17, grace of manner, elegance. From€-, ov, gen. ovos, (,) of good bear-

ing, graceful, elegant, becoming : in bad sense, good

in outward show, specious., =.-, e's, and€-, ov, (,) easy

to split or cleave., f., to be sound in limb. From«-, ov, (,) sound in limb.«- Ep. -, ov, (,) with good

felloes : with good wheels.«-, €s, (,) easy to melt.€€, f., to be orderly, behave well. From«-, ov,(,) well-ordered, well-behaved:

of soldiers, well-disciplined, Hence, Adv. in good order.

€|, ,() good order, discipline.

€\5-Tap(ros, ov, delicate-footed.

€€, Adv. of Time, a poet, form of ', when, at the

time when : seeing that^ since. II. , like, so often as^wSensoever, in the case that.

€u-Teixt|s, is,-, ov, and -€5, ov,

(,) well-walled, well-fortified, strong.

€€4,(/cvos) to have good or fine children.

€€, , the having good or fine children.

€t5-T€Kvos, ov, (,) having many oxfine chiU

dren, blest with a goodly progeny ; /cvos

a pair offair children., Ion. €€, , cheapness, Lat. vihtas:

h
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irpbs( cheaply; els ivrtXtiav^-
vos a goose painted on cheap terms. II. thrift,

frugality, economy ; km eveea for economy.

-^, es, (ev, re\os) easily paidfor, cheap, Lat.

vilis. II. mean, paltry, worthless. III.

thrifty, frugal., , Ion. for (vrekeia., Adv. of evreXrjs, cheaply, at a cheap rate.-, es, (ev,) delightful, charming.-, ov, (ev,() wrought with skill., , skill in art. From-, ov, (ev,) skilftil, ingenious.-, ov, gen. ovos, much-endur'uig , steadfast.- Ep. -, ov, (ev,) well-cut., f. , (evTOfcos) to bring forth easily.

Hence-, , an easy childbirth, happy birth.-, ov, (ev, tckhv) bringing forth easily., f.,^) to be daring. Hence, , courage, boldness.-, ov, (e3,) brave-spirited, courageous.

-TOvos, ov, (ev,) well-stretched, well-strung,

sinewy, nervous. Hence, Adv. with main strength.

€<5-to£os, ov, (ev, £) with good arrows.-, ov, (ev,) well-rounded.

-TOpvos, ov, well-turned, round.-, ov, (ev,) with a good table,

hospitable, luxurious, sumptuous., , wit, liveliness, politeness, Lat. urba-

nitas. 2. coarse jesting, ribaldry. From-, ov, (ev,) easily turning: hence

versatile, ingenious, clever. 2. witty, lively, Lat.

facetus. 3. tricky, dishonest.-, es, (ev,) well-grown, thriv-

ing. II. act. nourishing.-, es, (ev,) ready to turn, prepared,

ready. Hence-£, f. Att. : Pass., pf. :

— to make ready, get ready, prepare : to makefriendly,
conciliate:—Pass, to be ready:—Med. to get oneself

ready.-, ov, easily turned, changeable., Adv. of tvrpwqs, in a state of prepa-

ration.- Ep. -, e's, (ev,) well-fed.

€\5-TpT]Tos Ep. -, ov, well bored or pierced.-, Dor. for -, 6, (ev,) with goodly

trident.-, nom. pi. of ev9pi£.

€u-Tpi\os, ov, =€., , versatility, Lat. versutia. From-, ov, (ev,) easily turning, versatile.- Ep. -, ov, (ev,) running

well, quick-moving. 2. (ev,) well-rounded.- Ep. -, ov, (ev,) well-wheeled

or well-rounded. II. running easily.

«v-tvkos, ov, rare poet, form for evTVKTOs.

-, ov, (ev,) well-made, well-wrought;€^ to make ready., f.: in augm. tenses, impf. evTvxovv or

-, aor. € or -, etc. : (€$) :

—

to

be lucky, to be well off, to succeed. 2. of things, to

turn out well, prosper : pf. pass, impers.,€
things have gone well with him. Hence, Ion. for., $, , a piece of good luck, success.-, e's, (ev, Tvxeiv) well-off, successful, lucky,

fortunate, prosperous., ,(€) success, good luck, prosperity:

in plur. successes.

Ion.-, Adv. of evTvxqs, with goodfor-
tune, successfidly :.€€, Sup.-6'.-, ov, (ev, vaXos) with or of good glass.-5, ov, (ev,) well-watered, abounding in

water : of a river, with good water : Comp. evvopa-

Tepos.-, ov, celebrated in many hymns.-, es, (ev,) well-woven.-,-, Dor. for ev-.-5, ov, 6, Dor. -as, a, (ev,) with

beautiful quiver.-', es, (ev,) with clear light, bright.,{.,^) use words ofgood omen
or to abstain from words of ill omen: hence I.

to keep silence, to observe a solemn silence ; in im-

perat. eve, evee, hush! be silent! Lat. fa-
vete Unguis. II. to shout in honour of any one,

or in triumph. III. to sound auspiciously. Hence, , the use of words of good omen or the

avoidance of words of bad omen: hence I. solemn

siletice during religious rites. II. praise, worship:

in plur. songs of praise.-, ov, (ev,) of good sound or omen,

auspicious : of persons, using only words of good
omen or avoiding words of ill omen :—hence, I.

religiously silent. II. interpreting favourably

;

vpos evov in a good sense.-, ov,(ev, ) well-sounding, sweet-

voiced.-, es, (ev,) well-beloved. II. act.

loving well.-, ov, also , ov, (ev,) well-beloved.--,$, , , (ev,,) fond of

children, or pass, beloved of children.-, ov, (ev,y) easily set on fire., f. , (e^opos) to bring forth abun-

dantly.-5, ov, (ev,) easily borne, tolerable.-£, iyyo$, 6, , with beautiful lyre: playing

beautifully on it.

€-5, ov, (ev,) well or patiently borne. 1.

easily worn, convenient, manageable. II. act.

bearing well, hence of a breeze, favourable : of the

body, sound, healthy.-, ov, wellfreighted or laden.
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quently :—Ep. Adv., in set terms, elo-

quently., , poet, for.- Ep. -: f. Ep.4:
aor. Ep.:—Pass., f.,
but also with f. med. in same sense,

Ion. 2 sing, : aor. : () :—to cheer, gladden. II. Pass, to rejoice; c. part.,

is rejoiced at seeing. Hence-, , , cheering, delighfftd to., Ep. aor. I inf. of.- Ep. -, participial Adj. (,)
well-meaning, xvell-judging, kindly-disposed.-, ,() the kindly time, i. e. night,

euphemism for. Hence, , 6, son of Night., Adv. of, with good cheer: gra-

ciously.- Ep. -, , () cheerfulness,

mirth, merriment : of a banquet, good cheer : in pi.

glad thoughts, festivities, []-, ov,() poet, form, cheery.- Ep. -, ov, (,) cheerful, glad-

some, merry, light-hearted. 2. act. cheering, mak-
ing glad or merry, comforting. II. well-minded,

well-disposed, gracious.-, is, (,) well-grown, shapely, goodly:

graceful. II. of good natural parts : clever,

witty; also ofgood disposition. Hence, , goodness of shape. II. goodness of
disposition or good natural parts, cleverness.-, ov, (,) easy to keep or

guard ; it is easier to keep

watch.-, ov, (,) with thick foliage., Adv. of, cleverly: Comp.-., , goodness of voice. From-., ov, (,) sweet-voiced ; loud-voiced.-, , , (,) with beautiful hair : of

plants, with beautiful leaves.-, ov, (, /ios) wrought of fine brass,

or well wrought in brass.-, ov, well wrought of brass.-, neut., gen. itos, (,) pleas-

ing, engaging : agreeable : popular, Lat. gratiosus., f., to be thankful, return thanks :

hence to requite. Hence, , thankfulness, gratitude. II. a
giving of thanks, thanksgiving : the holy Eucharist.- or -itos, ov, (,) wimiing,
agreeable, pleasant. II. grateful, thankful, Lat.
gratus : Adv., to be
gratefully disposed towards him.-,, , , ready of hand, handy, dexterous.-, ov, (,) easy to overcome.

, , readiness of hand, dexterity, readiness,

skill. 2. proneness or inclination for z thing. 3.

in bad sense, recklessness. From-, 4s, (,) quick or ready of hand,
handy, dexterous, expert, 2. in bad sense, reck-

less. II. easy to handle or manage, manageable.
Hence, Adv. readily: recklessly.,, Ep. for, only used in pres. and
impf. ; Ep. inf., 3 pi. impf.:
Dep. :

—

to pray, offer one's vows. II. to boast

oneself, vaunt, profess.

€» V>() a prayer, wish or vow, Lat. vo-

tum. 2. a prayerfor evil, a curse, imprecation.-, ov, rich in fodder. II. of a horse,

well-fed, hi good condition.-5, ov, (,) rich in goats.-, ov, contr.-,, (,) mak-
ingfresh and green.

EYJ'XOMAI: impf. or -: fut.:
aor. £ or - : aor. I part, in pass,

sense ; so also pf.^ ; but 3 sing, plqpf.

in act. sense : Dep. :

—

to pray, pay one's vows, Lat.

precari : c. ace. pers. to pray to, pray or beseech

one. 2. c. inf. to pray that. 3. c. ace. objecti,

to pray for, long or wish for. II. to vow or pro-
mise to do ; to make a vow of
goats, i.e. vow to offer them. 2. c. ace. rei, to

vow or devote a thing to some god. III. to vow
loudly, make great promises, boast, vaunt oneself : but

often, to profess, maintain, assert.-, ov, (,) well-strung, harmonious.5, , ,() a thing prayed for, vow,

Lat. votum. 2. a votive offering. II. one's

boast or pride.-, ov, (,) easy to make use of,

serviceable. Adv. -.-, f., to be of a good complexion. From-, 4s, poet, for, of good complexion.

-xpoos, ov, contr.-,, (,) ofgood
complexion, fresh-looking, healthy :—Comp.-

or-.-, ov, rich in gold.-, , —., ,() poet, form of, a prayer,

vow, Lat. votum. II. boasting : a boast, vaunt,

matter of boasting. Hence, , ov, bound by a vow.-, ov, with good sands, sandy., f.,() to be ofgoodcourage. II.

farewell! inscr. on tombs, like Lat. have pia

animal Hence, good courage, stoutness of heart.-, ov, (,) of good courage, stout of

heart, Lat. animosus. Adv. -, with good courage.

ET"il, f. : aor. :

—

to singe : metaph. of

a scolding wife, she roasts her

husband without the help of a fire.

L 2
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€5, cs, (, pf. of ') sweet-smelling.

Hence€, , a sweet smell, fragrance.«, aor. I pass, of.-, ov, (,) fair-armed.

«-,, ov, (,) ofgood name, honourable

:

of good omen. II. euphemistic for the ill-omened

word, left, on the left hand or side; l£

(sub.) on the left hand.

ci-toms,, fern, of, fair-eyed or fair-faced.

ev-toTTOs, ov, (,) fair to look on, friendly.-, f., (,) to treat well: to entertain

hospitably, feast

:

—Pass., with fut. med.-, aor.

and pf. pass.,, -, to be well entertained,

to be regaled, fare sumptuously ; c. ace,

make merry on your meat : generally, to relish, enjoy.

Hence€, , good cheer, feasting.

€-,, , , (,) fair-eyed or fair-faced,

goodly.

€, Dor. 3 sing. impf. of., Ep. aor. I pass, of.-,, Dor. for-.4-€, f. , (, ayos) to perform sacred

rites over a thing.-, f. Att., make offerings on a grave., aor. of : see -^.-, Pass, to be chosen in addition or in

succession to another.-, ov, (,) =.4-, fut. : Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 -
part, or : Dep. :— to

spring upon, to assail : without hostite sense,-
having leaped upon or into the chariot

:

absol., he kissed him having

leaped upon him.'-, ov, (,) on or by the sea., Dor. for.
[], Dor. for, aor. 1 med. of.-, (,) to drive wains over: Ion.

pf. part. pass. traversed by wains., [], Dor. for-.-, ov, (,) a match for, rivalling,

vying with. 2. pass, 6e striven, contended for.

«, 3 pi. aor. 2 of ^;.4-, impf. -avov, to please, be grateful or wel-

come to : Ep. also, impf..
[], aor. 2 pass, of., aor. 1 pass, of.«, 3 pi. aor. 2 med. of.-, Adv. once for all : at once.-, f., to fold or spread over.- Ion. : f. : aor. :

pf. pass, :
—to fasten on or to : hence to fix

firmly, decree. II. Pass, to be hung over, impend
over, in pf. and plqpf.,, like Lat. im-
minet, imminebat; ' woes im-
pend over the Trojans. III. Med. to lay hold of,

grasp, touch: to seize hold upon, claim. 2. to reach,

attain to, Lat. attingere ; so Ion. pf. part, pass.,

possessed of beauty. Hence-£, f. , to fit on or to, to suit, coincide

ivith. II. trans, tofit one thing on or to another,

to adapt, accommodate., Dor. for., 3 sing. Ep. aor. I opt. of.-, Att. for.£,, Att. for,-, aor. med. and pass, of.',, 3 sing, and pi. aor. 2 med. of.- Ion., , a sitting at or by : a siege,

blockade, Lat. obsessio.

!-€, f., (,) to sit or rest upon.

-eSpeta, , a sitting upon. II. a lying in

wait, Lat. insidiae. From, f. , to sit or rest upon. II. to lie

by, lie in wait: to watch for

:

—also to halt. From(-, ov, (, () sitting on;

seated on a chariot drawn by lions lying by or

near. II. lying by and watching, lying in wait

for an enemy. HI. posted in reserve, of a third

combatant who sits by to fight the conqueror : an

avenger, a successor.-, fut.-: Dep.:

—

to sit upon. 2.

to sit by or near., Ep. aor. 1 of., , , aor. 2 opt. of., pf. pass. part, of.
!€, aor. 2 inf. of., aor. 1 of., , #, Ep. aor. 2 subj. of.
€<|>-6ktos, ov, {,) + j?= |• : tokos

interest at the rate of j? of the principal, = l6§ p. cent.-, f. £, to roll on or along.

[], aor. I inf. of.
••€05, , , drawing on, attractive. From- Ion. : fut., but the aor. I

in use is (formed from*) :

—

to

draw on or towards : to drag or trail after one : of a

ship, to tow after. 2. to drink off, drain. II.

Pass., feet dragged or trailing

along; the stragglers of an army. III.

Med. to draw or drag after one ;

£5 he trailed along the spear (which was stuck in

his foot) ; iron draws men
after it, i. e. attracts them, tempts them ;

to pull to the door. 2. to bring on, en-

tail consequences. 3. claim, assume., Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of.-, = more freq..- Ion. litems poet. ^, Adv. (,) in order, one after another, in a line. II.

of Time, successively : thereupon.', €, ,() an excuse, pretext.- : impf. Ep. Ion.:
fut.: aor. 2: inf.: part,-
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:

—

to go after, follow upon, purstie. 2. to

drive on, urge on. 3. to follow a pursuit, busy

oneself about, manage. 4. to seek out, search, tra-

verse. 5. (,(,£( (( to seel• out one's

fate or death, bring it on oneself, incur it. II.

Med., impf. (( : fut. : aor. 2 ((-, inf.( :
—to follow, pursue : to ac-

company, attend upon : to obey, comply with.-, late form for £(.«-, f.(: aor. *(~, inf.-(
(*formed from (() :— to creep upon ex to-

wards. II. to come upon gradually or stealthily

:

absol., xpovos( advancing time.

«, aor. 2 imperat. of(., a suit, in which there was the right

of appeal to another court. From
^5, ea>s, ,(() a throwing at. 2. as Att.

law-term, an appeal to another court.«-, ov, ((, (() western.«-, poet, for (4.«, Ep. for(, aor. I inf. of.«-, Ep. aor. I imperat. med. of(.(, Ep. aor. 1 part. med. of(.€, Ep. fut. med. of(.€65 Att. -cures, nom. pi. pf. part, of (-.«, for((, 3 pi. pf. of(.«- Ion. InwTios, ov, (kvi, () by one's

own hearth or fireside : having a hearth and home

:

with Verbs of motion, towards home. 2. sitting at

or by the hearth, of suppliants ; a

suppliant inmate of the house. II. of the house

or household: hence,( Ion. (, , a
household, family ; (( the household gods,

Lat. Lares or Penates : also of gods, presiding over

hospitality.

€-€<, , Dim. of(.-, 'rfos, ,() an upper garment,
wrapper, cloal•, mantle.«, for (($, pf. part, of(.«, , ,(() a commander. II. ((-, at Athens, a special court to try criminal cases.

«€, , (() a command, behest.

«€|, aor. 1 of( (not of (^).«, , , an inventor, contriver. From«- Ion. eir- : fut.£€ : aor. 2 ((v-

pov :

—

tofind by chance, find anywhere : generally, to

discover, invent, find out: also to detect one doing.«, poet. aor. I imperat. med. of(.«-, Dep. to mocl• or scoff at, ridicule.«, 3 sing, plqpf. of(.«, Ion. impf. of(.€-, f., to come to man's estate.«, , ((() manhood, man's estate.«, a, ov,() youthful.

€05, , , Dor.«, , , of or for a
young man : ( the body ofyouth. From

'- Dor. £, ov, (, ) arrived at

manhood or man's estate, which was, at Athens,

eighteen. Hence«, , the age of an(, manhood.

4-€, Dep. to lead agaiast one. II. to

lead to a place, give information.«-, Pass, to exult over.4, aor. I of(.
«-, to have arrived at

:

—to extend or reach to.

«-, Xkos, , ), =(.«-, f., (£, rj\os) to nail on, nailfirmly:
metaph. in Pass., it is fixed or determined.-, Pass, to sit on, at, or by., , a daily order or cotirse. From«- Dor. «-, ov, also a, ov, ((,)
for or during the day, the whole day through ; -( to take no thought for the morrow: of

men,( creatures of a day, ephemeral: hence

generally, lasting but a day, short-lived.

4"-€5 Dor. - Aeol. €-, ov, (,() lasting or living but a day, short-lived. II.

daily.«, , (() a command, behest.

4', aor. I of.,, 3 sing. pf. and p^qpf. pass, of., aor. I of., for %$, 2 sing. aor. 2 of.4, fut. of(.. Dor. for(, aor. I of.(, pf. pass, of(; 3 pi.(.«, aor. I of.€€, 3 sing. aor. I of.«, aor. 1 of(.-, ((, ($,) containing seven

halves, i. e. 3| : esp. in metre, of three feet and a half,

as the first 3! feet of a Hexameter or Iambic Tri-

meter : cf. •(($.-, aor. 2 of (as if from).«, Ion. 3 pi. plqpf. or aor. 2 pass, of.«, 3 sing. impf. of =.«, Ep. 3 pi. aor. I pass, of., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 med. of.(, pf. med. of(., , , verb. Adj. of (, boiled, dressed.-, =, only used in pres. and impf.( Dor. : impf. Ion. £( :

intr. to sit upon, at, or by. II. Causal in Ep. fut.

med.(, aor. I inf. act. and med. (,(4, to mahe to sit upon, set upon.

€-, fut.( : aor. ( Ion. and Ep.

((: aor. 2 imperat. (, Ep. subj. ((: there

is also a 3 sing. impf. (' (as if from *£) :
—to

send to one. 2. to send against, launch, or send

at: to set on, to do a thing;( to lay

hands on him. 3. of events, to send upon one

;

to permit one a return. -
to let go, loosen : metaph. to give a rein to : to give
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up, yield : also intr. (sub.), to give oneself up

to. 2. to permit, allow. III. to put the male

to the female, Lat. admittere. IV. as law-term, to

refer to a higher judge, to appeal ; cf.. V.

Med., fut., to lay one's command
or behest upon : to enjoin, command : to intrust to

one : to allow one to do a thing. 2. to aim at,

long after, desire.- Ion. 4ir- : fut. : aor. 2-: pf. ^.: Dep. :

—

to come up to, reach, attai?i

to, c. gen. : of things, to hit exactly : metaph.,-
Key or, to touch the right point in

speaking : absol. to extend. II. to come upon,

visit, c. ace. ; (Ion. aor. 2 inf.)-
to visit the Hellespont with

blows. Hence«, , , verb. Adj., easy to reach.,, Dor. for(,.«, 3 sing. Ep. aor. 1 med. of., Ep. 3 plur. aor. I pass, of.-, ov, (,) longedfor, desired : de-

lightful, agreeable, [t], aor. I pass, of.
-iirnxos, ov, (,) of or for a horse or

riding: (sub.), Lat. ephippia, a
saddle-cloth, a horse's harness.

-nnros, ov, (,) on horseback;

a rushing wave of horses.-, late form of.-,-, Dor. for,.- Ion.- : A. Causal in pres., impf.,

fut., and aor. :
—to set or place upon : to

impose. 2. to set one person over another : to ap-

point to an office. 3. ayaiva to

found or institxite games in honour ofa person. II.

to set by or near. III. to check, ?nake halt. IV.

vodv, to attend to, Lat. animum ad-

vertere : absol., to attend.

B. Intrans. in Pass, and in aor. 2 act., pf., plqpf. :
—to stand upon : to be

imposed. 2. to stand or float o?i the top ; ^-/ , i.e. cream. 3. to be set

over, Lat. praeesse; pf. part. Ion. ol Att. ol, those in authority. II. to stand by or

near: absol. to stand by. 2. to stand over against,

oppose : metaph. to impend, be close at hand, Lat.

instare ; the fates of death

are close at hand. III. to halt, stop. IV. to

attend to., aor. 2 of., Ep. 3 pi. aor. I pass, of.-, f. , (, boas') to visit, go the rounds,

patrol: also ofan officer who visited yearly at Satrapies

of Persia : generally, to siiperintend, watch over.

«-, , see.
Ion. -, f., to furnish with supplies

or storesfor a journey :—Med. to supply oneself with

or receivefor one's supplies. From

—.-, ov, (,) of or for a journey

:

—as

Subst.,,, Lat. viaticum, supplies for travel-

ling (mostly in pi.,) ;—an ambassador's tra-

velling expenses: generally ways and means, supplies.'-, , (,) a way towards, approach : a

means of reaching, access. II. an onset, attack.

-5, <3, one who goes the rounds, an inspector.-, ov, (,) accessible : Sup.-., Dor. 3 sing. impf. of., ,() a rudder., ,() a small boat towed after a

ship :—generally, an appendage., ,() a burdensome appendage., ,() drawing on or towards, at-

tractive, enticing. II. drawling: absol. a laggard.-, f., tofollow close upon.

-07£, f. : Ep. aor. 1 inf. :
—to

equip, get ready, prepare : so also in Med.05, , , lookitig over, watchful of. From- Ion. - : impf. Ion. 3 sing. -
: f. Ep. : aor. 2 :

—

to

look over, oversee, observe. 2. generally to look on,

view

:

—Pass.,' as much of

the island as was in view. 3. to look out for, choose.«, , () an overlooking:—the office

or dignity of, the ephoralty., , the court of the ephori. From, f. , =. .() to be

? ephor., , , (tyopos) of for the ephori.

-opios, , ov, (,) on the frontier.-, to rush on.- Ion. - : f. : aor. - :'—to

stir up, rouse against one, urge on, set in motion. 2.

intr. to rush upon, attack. II. Pass, and Med.,

aor. and :

—

to be stirred

tip, roused : to rush furiously on: to hurry, rushfor-

ward. 2. to make a dash at.- Ion. -, f., to lie at anchor over

against, to blockade an enemy : generally, to watch

:

—Pass, to be blockaded.-, , (,) an entrance, access. II.

an attempt upon a place, attack., 3 pi. aor. 1 opt. pass, of., (, ,{) the lying at anchor

so as to blockade an enemy, a blockade.-£, f. Att. , (,) to bring a

ship to her moorings

:

—Med. and Pass., to come to

anchor.-, ov, (,) at anchor.

'-oppos, <5, =, a blockade.

e<j>opos, ov,() overseeing. II. as Subst.,, , an overseer, guardian, ruler. 2. at

Sparta, the Ephori or Overseers, a body of

five magistrates, who controlled even the kings.-, Adv. for ', in sofar as., Dor. aor. I med. of.«, aor. I of.
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«, aor. of.«, aor. of.«, aor. I of*.
«-£, f. Att. , to insult over one, add

insult to injury : also in Med.«, aor. 2 of.-, a8os, , (,) of the water.

€<j>-v8pos Ion. «it-, ov, (,) wet, rainy, bring-

ing rain. 2. abounding in water.

6-€, f., to sing or chant after : to chant

over. II. to sing a dirge or mournful strain. III.

to sing of, descant on., aor. 2 of : also Ep. 3 pi..
4-€€, before a vowel -«, Adv. from above

:

above, on atop, over.' Ion. -, , Ephyre, old name of Corinth.«, aor. I of.«, 3 pi. aor. 1 of. 2. 3 pi. aor. 2.«, Dor. for, 3 sing. impf. of, []€-€, f. , (,) 6e later, come

after another.

«-,• f. [], (,) to rain upon

:

—Pass, to

be rained upon, exposed to the rain; pf. part, .
4' , 4' €, i. e. km , on the condi-

tion that.«-, ov, (km,) in season, ripe, mature., aor. 2 of.«, aor. 2 of or.€ [] , aor. 2 pass, of.,«, aor. 1 med. and pass, of.
€«, aor. 1 of.«-, ov, =', i. e. I. hav-

ing given security, responsible : trustworthy, faith-

ful. II. having received security, secure.«-, ov, (,) controlling one's tem-

per, under self-control.

«€-€, (,) to hold one's peace. Hence«, , silence.

«-', -, contr. «-vfjs,-, , (,
vavs) holding ships fast.

€€-€5, es, (, €) epith. of a dart, bitter

or sharp, piercing.

€€-5, ov, (,) fitting to the body.€€, Ion. impf. of.«-, ov, (,) bringing sorrows.

4€,,() the plough-handle, Lat. stiva. Hence,, , of the ploxigh-handle.

«, Dor. imperat. pass, of.
€€, Ep. aor. I of : med. 4€.€€€,() to be sensible or shrewd.4€, , good sense, shrewdness. From«-, ov, gen. ovos, (,) sensible, shrewd.«, Ep. 2 sing. subj. of '., f.: aor. : fut. med.-

in pass, sense: ():—to hate, be an enemy
to : c. ace. cognato, to bear hate :

—

Pass., to be hated by one.

€x9apT«os, a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be hated.

«, Adv., =, yesterday.«, , ov, irreg. Sup. of, formed from

Subst., as from :
—most hated,

most hateful : as Subst. one's bitterest enemy.4, ov, gen., irreg. Comp. of, formed

from Subst., as from :

—

more
hated : more hostile.€€, f., to cause hatred. From«, , , () hateful, hostile.
yEX0O2, , , hate, hatred, enmity, Lat. odium;

hatredfor one. II. a hated object.

Ion. «, , hatred, enmity;

hatred for one; ' or

to become at enmity with one.«, f.,() to hate : to beat enmity with.«-, ov, gen.,(,) hated

of the gods : ill-fated, miserable.

€X0po-£evos, ov,(,) unfriendly to guests,

inhospitable., , , () hated, hateful. II. act.

hating, hostile, at enmity with. III. as Subst., , one's enemy, Lat. inimicus.—Besides-,, the irreg. Comp. and Sup.,, were in common use., to hate

:

—Pass, to be hated, hateful. Only

used in pres. and impf.«, , () a viper, adder. Hence«, , ov, of or like a viper., , at, islands in the Ionian sea, after-

wards called.
iXtvees, 01, a kind of mice with rough bristling hair,

in Libya. (Deriv. unknown.)02, o, the urchin, hedgehog : also the sea-

urchin. 2. the shell of the sea-urchin, often used as

ajar: hence, II. like Lat. testa, ajug, pitcher, vase,

Lat. echinus. 2. the vase in which the notes of evi-

dence were sealed up. III. part of the bit of a

bridle, studded over with points to make it severe.5, and , , a viper, adder.

',, , () that which holds : I. a

hindrance, obstacle. 2. c. gen. a bulwark, defence

against. II. a hold-fast, stay, support;

props, cradles for ships ; sup-

ports of rock, i. e. solid rock ; sup-

porting towers.«, Dor. for'.€, impf. of: see.«, aor. I of., aor. I of.«, aor. I pass, of.
4', aor. I of.4 [], aor. 1 pass, of.«, 6, 3 pi. and sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.
I\vp6s,,,()firm, strong, secure, safe; -

py to be in safety : also trustworthy. Hence, Adv. securely :—Comp..: impf. Ep. Ion.: fut.
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pf.''<, or (in the sense of holding)

Ep. (in compd.) : aor. 2 ',
imperat., subj., opt., inf./ Ep., part,'

;
poet, also', inf. :

Pass, and Med. : impf. : fut.

and : aor. 2\ Ep. 3 sing,,
imperat., inf., part,.

A. Trans. : Radic. sense, fo £at/£, hold

:

I. /o

#;£, possess ; ' those that £at>£, i. e. /fo

wealthy:—Pass, to be possessed by, belong to. 2. to

have to w'fe : to have in ones hotise, to etitertain : c.

ace. loci, to dwell in, inhabit : \v yaarpt €\eiv (sub.), to be pregnant, be with child. 3. of a

State or Condition
;
yfjpas '^ to have reached old

age, = the simple Verb-, etc. ; so, kv-
to be always talking of. 4. to imply,

infer ; to imply disgrace. 5. like

Lat. teneo, to know, understand, comprehend. II.

to hold, keep: to holdfast: to keep with one, retain,

detain : to hold tight, grip, grasp, of the hold of

wrestlers. 2. to hold up, bear up, sustain: hence to

hold out or bear up against, to resist, in which sense

Homer uses fut. and med.^. 3.

to direct to, aim : to guide, steer : in fut. and

aor. €?, to land. 4. to hold in, check, stop: also

to keep fast or. close, as a bar does a gate : to allay

pain : c. gen. to stop or hinderfrom a thing. 5. to

keep, ward off: hence to guard, keep safe : of armour, to

protect. 6. to keep doing or making, cause. III.

to have means or power to do a thing, to be able, like

Lat. habeo : ', followed by', itoos, irov, etc.,

/ know not how, know not where, etc.

B. Intrans., to hold oneself, to be or keep in a

certain state : esp. with Advs., ev %, or -
', Lat. bene, male se habet, it is going on well,

etc. ; a gen. modi is often added, ev' tivos to be

well offfor a thing, abound in it ; \$€ $
to be pretty well offfor drink. 2. to be so

and so, be ; \oyos '£ the story goes, prevails. 3.

to keep one's ground, stand fast ox firm. 4. to

stand up, jut out, rise, project ; Kioves '£$
pillars rising high. 5. to point towards, glance
at, be directed towards ; es'
enmity directed towards the Athenians : of Place, to

extend, reach unto : also,' or to be

about, busy, occupied with. 6. in Att., is

joined with aor. part, of another Verb;
for ; ' for-. 7. the part. with the pres., adds a

notion of duration to what is being done ;; why then keep wasting time? €5' you keep on trifling.

C. Med. to hold oneself to, hold on by, cling to,

makefast to•: metaph. to hold to one, depend upon, be

closely connected with : hence to lay hold on, claim,

take possession of. 2. of Place, to be close, border
on, next to; that comes next or nearest;

the year next ensuing. II. to

bear, wear, carry for oneself, or what is one's own

:

also to carry or conduct oneself ; bear

thyself resolutely. II. to keep oneself back, abstain,

refrainfrom : absol.,, hold! cease!«, Dor. for., aor. I of.«, 3 sing. aor. I of., aor. I pass, of.«, Ion. 3 pi. pf. pass, of.«-, -, (,) boiling men, epith. of Me-
dea, from her restoring old Aeson to youth.«, aor. I of.
€ij/€£a, aor. 1 of^.4€, aor. I of.«, pf. pass, of.«, *$, , () a boiling: generally, cookery., fut. of., rjpos, , () a pipkin, pan for boiling., , , () boiled, sodden.« Ion., , (,) a game played with

pebbles : generally, amusement, pastime. Hence, Dep. to play with pebbles : generally, to

disport, amuse oneself: to entertain oneself with.4-€5, Dor. I pi. impf. of.«, pf. pass. part, of.« [y], aor. 2 pass, of.", : impf.^ (Ion. as if from) :

fut.: aor. :—Med., fut.:—
Pass., aor. : pf.:—to boil, seethe, opp.

to : of metals, to smelt, refine : metaph. to

cherish, nurse.

«, Ion. for , pres. subj. of sum.

€Uj, contr. for.
€<S, contr. for, 3 sing. opt. of.
, dat. of eos.

, Ion. for , aor. 2 subj.., gen. and ace. sing, of cW, the dawn.

«, pf. 2 of'^, to open.

4', pf. pass, of '~/.
',, Ion. pf. 2 and plqpf. of.

Dp. *0€, Adv. ($) from morn, at earliest

dawn, at break of day., ,, () in the morning, early; -
as Adv. early in the morning; !£ =.«, impf. of.

4€, plqpf. of.-, , (, Kpaois) a mixture or com-

pound of dregs of wine: metaph.,$ tivos to empty the stale dregs

of his villany over one.

€(o\os, ov, (&y$) a day old, kept till the morrow: of

food, stale : hence out of date, obsolete.

cwXim, 3 sing, plqpf. of.
4€, in II. 1 9. 404, \-nd , when
we have enough of war:—commonly considered as

aor. 2 subj., but sometimes referred to «0 =, to satiate.

euipev, contr. from, I pi. of.
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€, contr. from, I sing. opt. of.
«, Horn, and Ion. for, pres. part, of( sum.«,, pf. and plqpf. of., 3 sing. impf. with double augm. of., aor. of^.

' «cSos, a, ov, also os, ov, poet. Iuhos Ep. t|<hos, (tcos)

in the morning, at early dawn, at day-break. 2.

eastern, Lat. E'ous.

4, , collat. form of, a being suspended,

hanging in the air, oscillation. II. a noose for
hanging.

«, 3 sing. impf. of.,, pf. act. and pass, of.(, for kvpyei, 3 sing, plqpf. *'., collat. form of, whence aor. I part,

fern., having raised aloft mine
eye.4£,, impf. and aor. I, with irreg.

augm., of.«, for, 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of., impf. of.
«os, Att. for Ion. i

t
a)s, morn."5 Ion. and Ep. eios Ep. i'ios: I. as Con-

junction, while, so long as, Lat. donee, properly rela-

tive to the antec. rews Ep. tuojs. 2. = t€cus, for
a time. 3. till, until, until such time as. 4.

= as, onojs,, that, in order that. II. as Adv.,
'$ 6€, Lat. usque dum, till the time when : so too,

ecus ov; ws 7€; Lat. quousque ? how long? 2.

with Advs. of Place, ecus , ecus ' or <£, up to

this point, till within, etc.«,, aor. 1 act. and med. of., Ion. for, 3 pi. pres. subj. of el sum., contr. for, 3 pi. pres. of.«, pf. pass, of.
?•--•€, strengthd. for ecus, even until.-,', («us,) morn-bringing: as Subst.,' the Morning-star, Lat. Lucifer.,, Ion. for,.
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Li, \, £, , indecl., sixth letter of Gr. Alphabet

:

as numeral ' =* and' (the obsol. r', i.e.

f or vau, being retained to represent iff), but £=
7000. is compounded of and 8, =, whence in

Aeol. and Dor. are written for. In Ion. was changed into
;

and easily passed into , as appears in $,
/os. etc. : it also melted into 1, e. g.

wpKos, jugum.
Zeta, being a double conson., makes a short vowel

before it long by position. But there are two proper

names in Homer, before which the vowel is retained

short, ZeXefys, .

~-, Aeol. for : also as insep. Prefix with intensive

sense, like apt -, epi-, aya-, as in -€,-, etc., , a reaping-hook or sickle, Lat. falx.
(Old Sicilian word.)-, €S, (-,) strong blowing, stormy, gusty;, irreg. ace. for, .
£a-0€os, a, ov, also os, ov, very divine, holy, hallowed.-, 6S, (-, 0ipos) very hot.

Att. £€, 3 pi. opt. of.,,^,, a minister, servant.-, ov, very wrathful.

£, , ($) surge, spray: a storm: metaph. trou-

ble, distress. (Akin to, Lat. salum.), Dor. for.,£,, Dor. for -., f., to be very violent, exert all one's

strength. From-, e's, (-,) very strong or migh'y :

raging, violent.£, Dor. for., Zavos, , Dor. for ,, old form of

Zevs, q. v. Hence Lat. Janus.-, , =.-, is, (-,) very full ;

yeveias a bushy beard : full-sounding.

Ja-irXouTos, ov, very rich.-, ov, (-,) veryfiery., Dor. for.,,, Dor. for -.-, es, (-,) well-fed, fat.

£-€$, «s, (-,^) full offire, fiery.-, ov, very wrathful.

-xpeios, ov,(-, xpeia) very needy;

one who wants to know the way.-, «s, (-, ) attacking violently,Jw-
rious : of warrioTS, eager, fiery.-, ov, rich in gold.

ZA'il Ep., in later Poets , Att. contr. ,
Cis > ' imperat. or ; opt. ; inf.*
contr. : impf.' (as if from ), efos, <,
but 3 pi.' : fut. ^77 an(i: aor. ':
pf. :

—

/*W, breathe ; alive : {77V j/os

/ /zW 07^* or on thing, cf. : c. ace. cognato,,. II. metaph. to be in full vigour:

to befresh, strong, efficient: part,, as Adj., active,

powerful, efficacious.

-fe,insepar. enclitic Particle, denoting motion towards

a place, being written for , as,,€,
for,.
£€Y€pi€s, a Libyan word, a kind of mice.

ZEIA', 77, zea, a sort of grain, used as fodder for

horses, prob. a coarse wheat, spelt.

£€-, ov, (,) zea-giving, fruitful.,, wide upper garment, girded about the loins

and falling over the feet. (Foreign word.), poet, for, as for., Ep. for '(, aor. 1 of., , , () boiled, boiling, hot.

L 5
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£€, , Dim. of (evyos, a puny team of oxen.

^€«, f., to drive a yoke of oxen. From

£€-5, , , ^(vyos,) a driver of a

yoke of oxen.

[t], , 6, (eyo) yoked together, two and

two, in pairs. II. ^, ol, yeomen, the third

of Solon's four classes of Athenian citizens, so called

from their being able to keep a team tfevyos) of oxen:

the first class being called, the

second, and the fourth $.
poet. £€, , the collar or loop of the

yoke tfvyov), through which the oxen's heads were

put, so that the vyv had two €ya. II. the

rudder-bands ; see.,, aros,, (eyv) that which is linked to-

gether, a band, bond ;^ a boom or

chain across the mouth of the harbour.

£€€, -", Ep. inf. of eyv.
ZETTNT"MI or- : impf. 3 pi.^ (Ep.

€yvvav) or (Ep. (evyvvov) : fut.:
aor. I '(£:—Pass., aor. , more frequent

aor. 2 kyv [] :

—

to join or link together, yoke

:

—
Med., iirnovs eyva to yoke horses for oneself,

put to one's horses ; also to harness. II. gene-

rally, to join or fasten together, make fast ; aavides

((yva close-shut doors. 2. to join in wedlock,

marry, unite:—Med. of the husband, to wed:—Pass.

to be married. 3. to join by bridges, throw a bridge

across. 5. to undergird ships with ropes.

^evyos, cos, ,(^) a yoke or team of beasts,

a pair of horses. 2. the carriage drawn by a team,

a chariot, plough : any pair or couple. II. of

more than two things or persons joined together, e. g.

eyos three maiden sisters.£€, a fastening, band ; see. From, a, ov, (£tvyvv) fitforjoining or yok-

ing ; a yoke., aor. I inf. oftvyv : £€ij£€icv, 3 sing. opt.

;

£eO£ov, imperat.

£€t)£is, €a;s, , (^) a yoking or manner of
yoking oxen. 2. a joining by a bridge.

ZET'S, 0, voc. Zed ; but genit. Aios, dat. Ait, ace.

as if from *Ais: poet.,,, Dor.

Zavos, etc., as if from *, :
—Zeus, Jupiter,

king and father of gods and men, son of Kronos (or

Saturn) and Rhea, hence called, :

ruler of the lower air (); hence rain and storms

come from him, as Zevs vet.^ (sub.), , =, the west wind.^, 6, Zephyrus, the west wind, or properly the

north-west. (From, darkness or the West, as

from cws, morn or the East.), fut.: aor. ' Ep. :
—to boil,

seethe : generally, to boil up, esp. of hot springs : also

simply to be hot, throb with heat; '£« the earth

was hot: metaph. to boil with passion, like Lat./<?r-

vere. ' II. trans, to make to boil, heat.

$, £, imperat. of.

£5, , ov, () jealous., ov, gen. ovos, () jealous.£-,, , (,) giver of bliss.-, h,(,) viad with jealousy., 6, {) eager rivalry, emulation, in good
sense, opp. to (envy). 2. any strong pas-
sion, esp. jealousy : zeal or emulous desire for a

thing. II. pass, the ohject of emulation or ri-

valry, happiness, blessedness., , poet, for.€, f.,() to emulate, rival,

be jealous of. 2. to envy. 3. to affect, pretend
to. Hence, , rivalry, jealousy, envy.

-TuiTOs, ov, (,) jealous., f., () to rival, vie with, emulate,

Lat. aemulari: c. ace. rei, to desire emulously, strive

after. 2. to be jealous of, envy. 3. to emulate,

envy, admire, commend. Hence,,, the object of emulation: in pi. high

fortunes. II. rivalry, emulation.,, ,() emulation, imitation.£, , , () a rival, zealous imita-

tor. 2. a zealot.£, , ,() to be emulated, worthy of

imitation. 2. enviable, happy, blessed., , loss, damage, Lat. damnum, opp. to ;

a clear loss. II. a penal'y, esp. in

money, a fine ; to make
death the penalty. (Deriv. uncertain.) Hence, f., to cause loss to one, do one damage
or hurt: to punish; esp. in money, to fine

:

—Pass.,

with fut. med. or pass,,
aor. , to befined.*, 6, gen., pret. for, q. v.-,, , (,) =.-, ov, gen. ovos, (,) knowing the

mind of Zeus, revealing the will of Jove, of oracles.£, fut. of., poet, for.
ZHTE'il, f., to seek, seek for, seek after. 2.

to search out, inquire into, examine, investigate : c.

inf. to seek to do. 3. to have to seek. Hence,, , that which is sought: an inquiry,

question.£5, ov,() to be searched;

places to be beaten for game., *, ,() a seeking for, searching

after : a searching out, inquiry, investigation.

05,, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be sought. II., one must seek out., , ,() a eeeker, searcher, inquirer,

examiner. II. at Athens, the were com-

missioners to inquire into sta'e-qffences., , , verb. Adj. of, sought for., , a weed that grows in wheat, darnel,

Lat. zizanium, lolium. (Eastern word.), Ion. for.
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££, Aeol. for.
£oos, , , poet, for,.£, ados, , =: also £|,, .£, , (£o<pos) dark, dusky, murky, gloomy.

'02, , darkness, dusk, gloom : esp. of the

nether world : hence the land of darkness, the nether

world itself:—Homer divides the world into a light

and dark side, where the dark or night side, the

west, is opposed ' re, the light side,

the east. Hence.£, f., to darken

:

—Pass, to be dark.-, €S, (,) dusky, gloomy., for.£, , (^) a chest or box of boards

strongly fastened together., aor. 2 part. pass, of*",, aor. 2 inf. pass, of^^.-, ov, poet, for-, bearing the yoke., , ov, (*) of oxfor the yoke
;~ '-

a draught-horse, wheeler., ov, , () one of the rowers who sat

on the second of the three banks or benches, those on
the lowest being, those on the highest. [t]-<=, , (,) a yoke-band or

bandfor binding the yoke to the pole.-, f. (,) to struggle

with one's yoke-fellow, to quarrel.

ZTTCN, T(/^ a jso £fry£s, 0, but in pi. always:
—Lat. jugum, the yoke or cross-bar tied by the ^70-* to the end of the pole, and having €*
(collars or loops) at each end, by which two horses,

mules or oxen were put to the plough or carriage

:

metaph., the yoke of slavery ;, in pairs. II. the cross-bar, Lat. transtil-

lum, joining the two horns of the. III.

the cross-planks of a ship, joining the two opposite

sides, the benches or thwarts, Lat. transtra. IV.

the beam of the balance, in pi. the balance itself. V.
the cross-straps of sandals., v. sub., Ep. gen. of., f.,() to yoke a pair, join together:

metaph. to bring under the yoke, subdue, tame.-, to lock up. From£, ,() the bar or bolt of a door., , ,() drawn by a pair of horses.

£, , () leaven, [] Hence, ov, Adj. masc. leavened, [t], f., () to leaven, make to ferment.,/,,(, aypa) a rewardfor life saved:

also like, a rewardfor nursing and rearing

one, offerings to Aesculapiusfor recovery from illness.£, ov, (, aypa) for saving life.£, , Dim. of, an animalcule, [a]-, is, (,) maintaining life., f.,() to paintfrom life.£, , the art of painting, painting.

, , , skilled in painting. From£-,,(,)painting animals,paint-

ingfrom nature : as Subst.,, , a painter.

£€, £€€, pres. imperat. of

-«, f., (,) to take alive, take

prisoner in war, to give quarter to. II. to restore

to life and strength, revive. Hence
Ion. -, , a taking alive, taking prisoner., , ,() of or containing a?iimals;

(sub.) the Zodiac.£,, Dim. of, a smallfigure, painted or

carved.

£€, £€, for, inf. of =.£, Ion. impf. of.
-t] Dor. Ion. and poet, Aeol. £, ,() a living, means of living, subsistence, goods,

property. II. life.£-, Ov, (,) giving vigour of life.

£u>'CkOs, , , () of or for animals.,, ,() that which is girded: the

girded tunic worn under the armour : the ar?nour

girded by the. II. also =, or -, a girdle, belt.£,, , broth, soup. From, f. ,() to boilfor broth, seethe., , Dim. of, a little sauce.£ Dor., , () broth, soup, esp. sauce

to eat with other dishes.

£, ,() a belt, girdle, properly the lower

of the two girdles worn by women, the man's belt being

;
and

to bear or nourish under the girdle, i. e. in the womb.
Later, the girdle was used to keep money in, whence
in Horace, zonam perdere to lose one's purse. II.

the part round which the girdle passed, the waist,

loins. III. anything that one girds on, a garment,

armour.

Zil'NNTMI or -; fut.: aor. $:-—
Med., fut. : aor. :

—

Pass., aor. . pf. :
— to gird. esp. to

girdfor battle. II. Med. to gird oneself, gird

up one's loins for battle or for work : c. ace,

to gird on one's belt, sword.•, Ion. 3 sing. impf. med. of.^-, ov, (,) carving a?iimals:

as Subst., ~\, , a sculptor : cf..), f. , to produce, propagate ani-

mals. II. to preserve alive. From-, ov,(,) producing animals:

life-giving.-, ov, poet, for *-,,, properly contr. from, a living being,

animal, Lat. a?timal. II. thefigure of an animal,

but also any figure or image ; ypaipeiv or ypi-*, for^, to paint : and in Herodotus,

with a second ace. of the thing painted, as,* £ to have the pas--

sage of the Bosporus painted.
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-),, (£ouos,) to make alive, quicken.

£o)os, 77, , () alive, living; to

take one prisoner, i. e. give quarter to him.

£-5, ov, (, cocpos) wise in life.-, ov, (£<wos,) lifegiving. II.

(,) bearing animals ; 5 (sub-
\os) = 6.£€, f., to putforth live shoots. From-, ov, (5,) producing plants.-, f., (£$,) to represent alive.-, f., to kindle into flame : metaph. to

set on fire, provoke. From
£-5, , (, ) a spark, a piece of hot

coal: a match to light afire with.{, f., to drink sheer wine.-, , , (, ) drinking sheer

wine, drunken., , sheer, unmixed, of wine without water

:

—as Subst. £cupos (sub. olvos), 6, or as neut.,,, Lat. merum, sheer wine: Homer uses only Comp.,
mix purer wine, i.e. pour in less

water. As the Greeks used to dilute their wine with

water, came to mean not only to

drink purer wine than common, but generally to drink

hard, be a drunkard. (Prob. for from .), neut., gen. , rarer form for., aor. I med. imperat. of., rjpos, , () the warrior's belt or

baldric, which secured the body-armour, being

the woman's girdle : but later, any belt or girdle.£, ,() a belt, girdle.

£5, , , () of or for life. II. full of

life, lively, vivid, Lat. vivax : of works of art, true

to life; ^ rois -
; how do you make that look of life appear in

your statues ?£, , Dim. of, =.-5, ov,(,) producing plants,fruitful., Ep. and Ion. for, to live.

, ,, , indecl., seventh letter of the Greek

alphabet ; as numeral 77'

—

and 075005, but ,
= 8ooo. The uncial form of Eta (\\) was a double

E3> and prob. it was so pronounced, as,,
from 5ecAos,. The old alphabet had only one

sign () for the sound of e both long and short, till

the long vowel 77, with , was introduced from the

Samian into the Athenian alphabet in the archonship

of Euclides (B. C. 403) together with , , . The
sign , before it represented long e, was used for the

rough breathing, as HO2 for 6s, -which usage remains

in the Latin H. When the same became a vowel,

it was divided, so that Jr represented the rough, the

smooth breathing, whence came the present signs for

the breathings, 77 was most in use among the Ion.

;

in the Attic dialect, it often passed into a, as Ion., are in Att.,£. In later

Att., ft and were not seldom changed into 77, e. g.,, ?,$.
poet. «, Conjunction with three chief signfs., dis-

junctive, interrogative, comparative: I. 77 disjunct-

ive, or, Lat. aut ; and doubled, .

.

,
. . , either .

.

,

or.
. , Lat. aut .

.
, aut ... II. 77 interrogative :

in indirect questions in a subjoined clause, 77 . . say

whether . . ; and doubled 77 .
.

, 77 . . , whether . . , or . .1

Lat. utrum . . , an . . ? 2. also with direct ques-

tions, like 'Lat. an ; ' ; ) '
']7- ; why hast thou come ? is it that

thou may'st see . . ? III. 77 comparative, than,

as, like Lat. quam, after a Comp. Adj. : also after

positive Adjs. which have a comp. force,'
. . , some other thing than .

.
; kvavTtos 77 . . , con-

trariwise than .
.
; ' . . , not so much as. . ;

so after Verbs, . . to wish rather than .
.

;

. . to come sooner than ... 2. 77 some-

times joins two Comparatives, when they both refer

to the same subject ;, all would then pray to be

light of foot rather than rich ;

more quickly than wisely.

[When 77 , come together in a verse, the

two words coalesce into one syll. : so too .]
, an exclamation, to call one's attention to a thing;

, , what ho, be silent

!

, Adv., with two signfs., strengthening and ques-

tioning : . strengthen or confirm, in truth,

truly, verily, of a surety; , Ion. 77 , intro-

duces the very words of an oath, to give greater so-

lemnity. II. in interrog. sentences, = Lat. num ?

sometimes it may be rendered, what f pray ? or can

it be? . . ; Lat. nonne . . f

, for, 3 sing. impf. of.
, for , sing. impf. of sum.

tj, 3 sing. pres. subj. of sum.

, fern, of Artie. <5.

, fern, of relat. Pron. 6s, , 6, who, what f

, dat. fern, of possess. Pron. 6s, , ov, his, her.

], dat. sing. fem. of relat. Pron. 6s, , 6 : also used

adverbially

:

I. of Place, which way, where, whi-

ther, in or at what place. 2. of Manner, bow, as;5, as is lawful and right. 3. joined with

Sup., 77 or 77 as much, as

far as possible ; r) as quick as possible.

, «, Ep. for, and 3 sing. impf. of sum.

, contr. of, for,. impf. of ibo., Ion. for 77VTO, 3 pi. impf. of., , , Ion. for, little, small, poor,

slight : mostly with a negat., ol ,
no sense is in him, no, not the slightest : in

neut. as Adv.,' not in the least, not in the

slightest degree; without a negat., $
a little from the cave.
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come to one's strength, Lat. pubescere., f. : aor. : pf. : () :

—

to be at mans estate, to be in the flower or prime of

youth, Lat. pubescere ; a man in the

full vigour ofyouth ; so of plants,/ a

young, luxuriant vine. II. metaph. to be young,

fresh, vigorous : also to be full of youthful joy, to be

full of passion.', ), man's estate, manhood, youth, Lat. puber-

tas ; also the strength and freshness of youth :—as a

legal term was the time just before matihood, at

Sparta fixed at 1 8, so that '$ were men
of 28,€'$ men of 58. 1.

metaph. freshness, vigour, youthful passion, firs,

spirit. 3. a body of youth, the youth, Lzt.juve?i-

tus. II. as fern. prop. n.', Hebe, wife of

Hercules, cup-bearer of the gods. Hence, Adv. in the manner ofyouth. 2. ttUj/tcs

allfrom the youth upwards., fjpos, 6,,, ,{) in the prime

ofyouth., , ,() of fitfor youth, youthful,

Lat. juvenilis., , , () youthful.,, for /3-, aor. I and impf.

of\., Comic Dim. , to be you?igish., Att. opt. of.
Ep., opt. of.,, Ep. part, of.,, v. sub.,, aor. 2 act. and med. of., , ov, (ayav, 6e6s) hallowed, most holy., , Ion. for ///., Dor. for*, impf. of. *, 3 sing. aor. I of., aor. I of.,,, pf. and aor. I of., -, pf. act. and pass, of., -, aor. I act. and pass, of., impf. of., aor. I of/., ,() a leading : a leader., gen. « Ep. rjos, 6, poet, for ^^., f., (^^) to go before : to lead the

way, guide on the way. II. to lead in war, to rule,

command, c. gen. pers. : absol. to be rulet$, , (^^) a leading the way, going

first. II. chief command, sovereignty : the su-

premacy of one state over a number of subordinates

;

' the supremacy of Greece., , , (-^) fit for guiding, ready

to guide. II. fit for commanding, chief, leading,

Lat. princeps., a, ov, (^€) of or belonging to a
guide : ^, name of Hermes, as the guide

of departed souls.

, , ov, belonging to a leader : -ye-

(sub. ), thank-offerings for safe-conduct., ovos, 6, a leader, Lat. dux

:

1. a guide
to shew one the way,** ;—generally, one
who does a thingfirst, Lat. princeps, auctor ;^
yiyveouai to be one's guide or aiithority. 2.

the leader of an army, a commander, captain, chief.

From, f.^ : aor. : pf. 77777-

(sometimes used in pass, sense) : Dep. : () :

—

to go before, lead the way, opp. to : to shew
the way, guide, conduct. 2. to lead an army, and
so to command, rule

:

—with dat. it has the orig.

sense of going before, with gen. the derived one of

leading, commanding :—absol. to be the first, to be a
guide, leader, chief ; 6 a leader, ruler,

chief. II. like Lat. ducere, to suppose, believe,

hold; 7/?0 to hold or regard as

king
;^^ Otovs to believe in gods, like., Ep. form of yctpoa Pass., to be ga-

thered together, only in 3 pi. pres. and impf. ?}-, i)y€pe0ovTO., Ep. form of^ Pass., to gather,

come together, only in pres. inf. j)yepeea6ai., Ep. 3 pi. aor. I pass, of., Ep. form^, toguide; also, like Lat.

agere, ^ to lead a wretched life., pf. of yL•a.,^. Adj. of~/€, must lead. II.

one must suppose., rjpos, 6,, , ,, opos, ,(^) a leader, guide. 2. a leader, com-
mander, chief;^ ?}^ chiefs in field

and council., pf. part. pass, of£., impf. of.,, aor. I med. and pf.

pass, of^.,, aor. I of ay'., aor. I of^., pf. pass. of..,, pf. and aor. 1 of>'., 2 sing. pf. pass, of., impf. of'.
£, aor. I of., impf. of., -, Ep. lengthd. for ?}:#,-, 2 and 3 pf. impf. of^.,, pf. and aor. I of.,, pf. and aor. 1 of., Conj. (, yovv) that is to say, Lat. scilicet., aor. I of ypav.,, pf. and aor. I of., aor. J. of aypv-., Ep. for yepv, aor. 2 med. of., aor. 2 and impf. of., -, -, pf., aor. I and impf. of/.
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-, (, ) and: if follows , it takes the

sense also, e. g. and also. II. when it

answers to it means, as also,

€, fem. of.
€, Ion. resolved form of rj, plqpf. of*.
€, , €i, plqpf. (with impf. sense) of *: 3

pi. or.€,, aor. I of., aor. I pass, of., aor. I pass, of.^, Adv. of, sweetly, pleasantly, gladly,

to be kind : Comp., Sup..", Adv. of Time, like Lat. jam, already, by,

or from this time, now, presently, forthwith : also of

Place, Aijvktos after this lake directly

begins Egypt.,, Att. for, plqpf. (with impf.

sense) of*.,,, impf., pf., and aor. I

of.,, , , Comp. and Sup. of., impf. of.", fut. : aor. , rarely

in med. form : Dep. :

—

to enjoy oneself, take

one's pleasure : with partic, he was

glad to have heard: often used in dat. of partic,-
yiyvcTai' I am well pleased at the thing

happening, like,. Hence', Adv. pres. part, of, gladly., , (,) delight, enjoyment, plea-

sure, Lat. voluptas ; or ' to

speak so as to please another.

tj6os, (os, ,() delight, enjoyment, pleasure.

' os, said he, for , v..-, , Dor. -|3oas, a, 6, (,) sweet-

sounding.-, , (,*) sweetening marriage.-, , gen. , (, *) sweetly-

laughing.-5, , (,) sweet-tongued.-, , gen. ovos, (, ') of plea-

sant mind, of kindly sentiments.

-€5, , (, ) sweet-speaking : sweet-

sounding :—poet. fem..-, , contr. -0povs, , (,)
sweet-strained.-5,,(,) taken with pleasure.-, , (, ^) sweet-speaking : flat-

tering, fawning.-, , , (,) singing sweetly to the

lyre.-, , (,) sweet-singing.5-€-5, , (,, <p6oyyos) with

honey-sweet voice.-$, , (,^) sweetly-mixed.

—,, , poet, for, sweet, pleasant., Att. for, impf. of., Att. aor. pass, of., f. : aor. : () :

—

to sweeten,

season.

-oivos, , (, olvos) producing siueet wine.,, the sweet-smelling herb, mint. From-, , (,) sweet-smelling., , pleasant living, luxury. From, f. ,() to live pleasantly,

enjoy oneself, be luxurious. Hence, aros, , enjoyment, [a]-, is, (,) living pleasantly.-, , (,) —.
-irvoos, , contr. -irvovs, , (,)

sweet-breathing : sweet-smelling.-, ios, and, also , , , (,)
dear to the people.-, , (,) fond of drinking.

-TTOTOS, , (,) sweet to drink.,, ; Ion. fem. Dor. ; Dor.

ace. sing,, for :—Comp., Sup. :

later, also,, : () :
—sweet to

the taste, smell, or hearing : metaph. sweet, plea-

sant. II. of persons, pleasant, welcome, dear,

glad., aros, , () that which sweetens or

flavours, seasoning, spice, sauce.--ros, , (,) of sweetform.-, , (, <paos) sweetly-shining.-, (ppovos, , , (,) sweet-minded., , sweetness of voice. From-, , (,) sweet-voiced.-, is, (,) sweetly joyous.

-xpoos, , contr. -\pous, , {,)
of sweet complexion :,, as Subst., kind

of perfume.

€, Ep. for , or.

€, Ep. for , 3 sing. impf. of' ibo.

t)€t, 3 sing impf. of.€,, impf. and aor. I of.
€€, Ep. plqpf. (with impf. sense) of *'., , poet, and Ion. for.
TjeXiums, Ep. for.
€, Ep. 3 sing. impf. of sum.

€-€, poet, for.
«, Ion. and Ep. ace. of., lengthd. form of Pass., to hang

floating or waving in the air : metaph.,

young men's minds are flighty.^, aor. pass, of.
Tjcpi, Ion. and Ep. dat. of.
T^pios, a, ov, Ep. for () early, at morn,

at day-break, when all things are yet wrapt in mist

(-)• 2. high in air., pf. pass, of.-, , (,) wheeling in mid-air. []-, , Ion. and Ep. for -, (,) of
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cloudy look, clouded, dark, murky : cloud-capped, of

hills : dim, gray.

Tjcpoeis, , , Ion. and Ep. for -, ()
clouded, dark, murky., Adv., Ion. and Ep. for-, ()from air.

T|tpos, Ion. and Ep. gen. of.-, ibOs, , fern. Adj. (,) walk-

ing in darkness.-, ov, (,) soufidmg through air,

loud-voiced.«£, impf. of.,«^. act. and pf. pass, of.|, 3 pi. impf. of ibo., Ep. 3 sing. impf. of sum., , a late nom. formed after i)epo$,,,
the Ep. and Ion. cases of., a, ov, Dor. for.,,,),. for.() used, accustomed,

habituated to a thing. II. wonted, accustomed., a, ov, () honoured, respected: voc.,
Sir, as a term of respect from a younger to an elder

brother.€,, pf. and aor. I of., impf. of(.
•^Ocos, , , Att. for., f., to sift or strain., ,,() of for morals, ethical, moral,

opp. to intellectual(). II. expressive

of moral character.,, pf. and aor. I of.
-os, , () a strainer.

x, , , () an accustomed place : hence in

plur., seats, haunts, abodes, first, of beasts, but

afterwards of men. II. custom, usage, habit: in pi.,

like Lat. mores, the disposition, temper, character., imp. of'., aor. I of.,, aor. I and pf. pass, of.
contr. -, , (, contr. 77, impf. of ibo)

provisions for a journey, Lat. viaticum : generally,

food, meat. II. chaff, husks, [t], Ion. for. -, impf. of ibo : 3 sing.,
3 pi. or.

Att. contr. f[0€os, , a youth come to man-
hood, but not yet married, a bachelor, answering to

the fern,;—rarely in fern,, a young girl., 3 sing. Ep. plqpf. of (as if from-).
£, aor. 1 of.
TJ'ioets, , , () with high, steep banks., Ep. 3 pi. impf. of€ ibo.

r\ios, , epifh. of Phoebus, from the cry 77, 77., Ep. for, 3 pi. impf. of ibo., impf. of., impf.., aor. pass, of.',' Att. | Dor.,, , a sea-bank,

the shore, beach : also a river-bank. [], ovos, , (') a hearing, report.

, Adv. of Sound, low, tranquilly. II. of
Motion, slightly, a little : softly, gently. III. of

Sight, smoothly, sleekly, [a], aor. I of.
(£, Att. impf. of., 2 pi. impf. of.•,, Att. aor. I act. and med. of., Att. pf. pass, of.€, 3 sing. aor. 2 of., 3 sing. aor. I of.-, , ov, for-, (a privat.,)
ungoaded : freefrom labour., , Ion. for,.-, aor. I med. of.|,[, aor. I and pf. pass, of., , ov, Sup. Adj. from the Adv., gent-

lest, slowest., , ov, Sup. of Comp., the worst, least,

poorest, meanest : —Adv., least( or -
is used as positive)., aor. I of., aor. I of., aor. I of.-, Ion. and Dor. for., aor. I of., pf. pass, of.,, impf. and aor. I of•/.,, aor. act. and pf.

pass, of.
"2, impf. : fut.£ :—properly I have come,
am here, Lat. adsum ; the impf. taking a plqpf. sense,

I had come, was here, Lat. aderam :—then loosely to

come. II. to have come to, reached a point ; els

to have reached this pitch of au-

dacity. 2. with gen. and an Adv.,

to be well offfor a thing, have plenty of it. 3. to

have come to, to relate or belong to.

[a], aor. I pass, of., Ion. and poet, for,() to wan-
der, stray : to wander in mind, be mad., , , the wool on the distaff., , a distaff, Lat. colus : also a spindle

:

later of things of the same shape, as II. the joint

of a reed or cane. III. an arrow, like,
Lat. arundo., aor. 1 of., poet. aor. 2 of., aor. I med. of.,, aor. I act. and pass, of.£,() to wander away from;

hefleesfrom or shuns my wrath. II.

trans, to drive to andfro., Ep. form of,, to wander,

stray, roam about.€, impf. of., 3 sing. impf. of.



304 —.,, aor. I act. and pass, of., aor. I of aXyico.,, aor. I act. and pass, of^.€, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.,, aor. I act. and pass, of., aor. I of., aor. I pass, of., , and, and ' ,()
electron, mentioned in the Odyssey along with copper,

gold, silver, and ivory, a metallic substance consisting

of gold alloyed with silver

:

—in Ar. Eq. 532-, it seems to mean, the pegs of

his lyre inlayed with electron. II. amber.-, es,(pov,) amber-gleaming., opos, 0, the beaming stm: as Adj.,' beaming Hyperion. (Deriv. uncertain.)

tjXgos, 77, 6v, (t)Aos) wandering in mind, distracted,

crazed. II. act. distracting, crazing.

Dor. -, ov, (,) distraught,

silly, trifling, vain.€, aor. I of, to grind., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. I med. of

=., 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of \.•, 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of., plqpf. pass, of., contr. of, aor. 2 of'., =,() to warm in the sun. II.

Med., to sit in the court., 77, (,) at Athens a hall in which
the chief law-court was held : the Heliaea or supreme

law-court.

^€, Dor. 2 sing. fut. of., , ,() a juryman in the court

Heliaea, a Heliast. Hence, , , of or belonging to a Heliast., ov, steep, abrupt, precipitous : high, huge,

enormous. II. like Lat. alius, deep, profound.

(Deriv. uncertain.), Adv.() enough, sufficiently : abundantly., to speak or act idly
,
foolishly . From

Dor.-,,,(,) idle, trifling,

vain, foolish, silly. Adv. -$. Hence, f., to make foolish, to distract, craze., , () time of life, age. 2. the vigour

ox prime of life, manhood; 01 men of age

fitfor service :
—youthful heat and passion. II.

as Subst., = , those of the same age, fellows,

comrades, mates. III. generally, age, time : later

an age, Lat. seculum. IV. of the body, stature,

growth, bulk. Hence, ov, , fern, -tons, 100s, an equal in age,

fellow, comrade, Lat. aequalis., , ov, Relat. to or, as

Lat. quantus to tantus, as big as, as tall as, as great

as. 2. in indirect questions, how great or strong

:

also how old, at what age : as old as. [£] From

rHAIH, ikos, , , of the same age, Lat. aequalis:—
as Subst. a fellow, comrade, mate.-, ov, (77X405,) sun-burnt.-, is, (,,) sun-burnt.-, , =.-, is,(,) doting on the sun,

madfor love of the sun.

Dor. poet. «05, <5,( Lat. sol) the

sun ; ' toward the morn and
rising sun, i. e. the East, opp. to , the land

of darkness or West ; so also Herodotus opposes ttoOs

to . 2.

day, like Lat. sol. 3. ol the sun-beams, like

Lat. soles. II. as prop. n. Helios, the sun-god,

who after the time of Aeschylus was identified with
Apollo or Phoebus.-€5, is,($,) shadingfrom the sun.-, is, (,) sun-trodden, ex-

posed to the sun., f.,() to warm in the stin :—Pass, to

bask in the sun, be lighted and heated by the sun.,, aor. 1 act. and pass, of.,, aor. I and pf. of., aor. 2 of.-, ,(, fpyov) missing the work,

failing in one's end or aim.-, ov,(,) missing the right

month, untimely born.

[], aor. 2 pass, of.,, , said to be a Dorian shoe., aor. 1 both of and of., , , fern, -urns,, poet. «-, (7';$)

of or belonging to the sun., aor. I of., pf. part. pass, of.,-. aor. 2 and I pass, of.€5, pf. part. pass, of., aor. I of.,, aor. I act. and pf. pass, of., Ep., aor. I of., pf. pass, of.
02, , a nail, stud: more for ornament than use., 77, , () wandering, crazy, silly.€, 3 sing. impf. of.,, aor. I act. and pass, of., aor. 1 med. of'.

\y], , (£) shadow, darkness: metaph.," the darkness or obscurity of a law-suit., Ep. for, aor. 2 of'.
|, iryos, , darkness, only found in compd..
(Formed from -, with a prefix.)£, aor. I of.', ,(, fut. of)
the Elysian fields : later without, Elysitan.

Homer places it on the west border of the earth

;

Hesiod and Pindar in the ., a, ov, coming : or Elysian. [C] From
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ing: a step. 2. a coming event, thefuture., aor. 2 of., Ion. for, pf. of., Ion. for, aor. 2 of., impf. of., , () that which is thrown, a dart,javelin.,, ,() Ion. for -, sandy.,,, 3 pi. Ion. Ep. ;

imperat. ,, etc. ; inf. ;
part. ;

impf.,,, 3 pi. Ion. Ep. :

—only used in pres. and impf. (which are properly pf.

and plqpf. of), to be set, to sit : often with col-

lat. sense to tarry, linger, loiter: , like', a low, sunken place. It is rarely used c. ace,

to sit on a bench.

Dor.,, , poet, for, day;, the day of destiny, day

of death ;, the day of freedom,

of slavery, i. e. freedom, slavery itself; of the seasons,, autumn, winter time; '
day by day, daily, but by day ; '

•, day by day;' every other day, Lat. alter-

nis diebus: also, as Adv., by day, opp. to.,, pf. and aor. 1 of., aor. of., , ov, () poet, for, by day

:

day by day, daily., pf. pass, of.,, pf. and aor. I of., inf., Ep. aor. 2 of., , , () of our land or country,

native, Lat. nostras.,, nom. and ace. pi. of., impf. of^., Adv. pf. pass. part, of, in a neg-

lectful manner., Att. impf. of.-. .
,
- . .

, (,) poet, for . . , . .
,

as well . . , as also . . , Lat. et . . , et .. : also disjunc-

tive, if..,oxif.., whether .
.

, whether.. , Lat. vel

.

.
,

vel . . , or sive . . , sive . . ., I pi. impf. of sum., Dor. for, inf. of sum.' Ion.« Dor., , day : the

light of day ; ', or with dawn
of day, with day-break ; all day long ; \

every third day, Lat. tertio quoque die

;

' sufficientfor the day, or daily;'
day by day ; ' by day, Lat. interdiu ;

late in the day ; towards or

near day. II. metaph. life :- old

age ; youth. Hence, f. , to pass the day •

to rest the day after a long journey. i.

to pass one's days, live., , ov, also os, ov,() of orfor the day,
by day. II. a day long; a day's journey.

, ,—., , ,^, by day, opp. to-
by night ;- a cfay-messen-

ger. II. =, for the day, perishable.,, ov, also a, ov, () of a day, lasting or

living but a day.5,, , fern, of, cultivated, opp. to, wild :—as Subst. the vine.-, ov,(,) runni?ig the live-

long day

:

—as Subst. a day-runner, a courier.-, , Dor. for sq.-, ,(,) gently-sprouting.

-icoiTOS, ov,(,) sleeping by day, i.e.

awake by night, epith. of a thief.-, Adv. (,) counting every

day, day by day, every day.-,(,) to count by days, register.-, , (,) a calendar, alma-
nack.", ov, also a, ov, tame, reclaimed, domestic,

of animals ; of trees, cultivated : — opp. to aypios,

wild. II. metaph. of men, gentle, civilised.-5, ,(,) watching by day:
as Subst. a day-watcher.-, ov, (,) appearing by

day.-,,,(,£) watching by day.-, ov,(,) epith. of the cock,

herald of day., f.,() to tame, make tame, re-

claim: of trees, to cultivate. 2. metaph. of men,
to soothe, conciliate : also to tame by conquest, subdue., Dor. inf. of sum., a, ov, =., a, ov,() our, Lat. noster; -
pov (sub.) to our house., Ion. and Ep. gen. pi. of., rare Att. form for , impf. of sum., impf. of., the same as, I say, Lat. inquam;,,, boy, I say, boy !—impf. and 3 sing., '
said , ' os said he, are freq. in Att. Homer has

only 3 sing. impf. , he spoke.-, freq. as a prefix, half-, Lat. semi- : the

Adj. is.-3, , (-,) a half-man, eunuch.-, , =.-5, , (-,) half-watered.-,, , , and-, , (-,) half-eaten.-, , (-,^) with but halfa beard.-, ov, (-,) half-naked.-, , (-,) half-b?ernt.-, , (-,) a half-daric.-, , (-,) wanting half, half-full.- Att. contr. -, , (-, -) a half-shawl, or shawl doubled in half.-5, ov, a half-slave.
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-€€, , a half-, i. e. a twelfth part of

a medimnus.-,, , , a half-Greek.-, is, and-, oy,(-,*) ££/*-

-, /, (-,) half-boiled, half-cooked.-5, , {-,) half-green.-», is, (-,) half-dead.

-dsos Dor. -, 6, half a god, demigod., fjros, , , (-,) half-dead.-, ov, (-,) half-broken.-, ov, a rogue by halves, half a villain.-, , (-,) half the inheritance.-, , half the head or face.-, ov, (-,) half-peeled, half-

hatched.-, ov, half-white.,, aor. I and pf..-, is, (-,) half-mad.-5, ov, (-,) half-withered

or faded, []-€5, is, (-,*) half-drunk.-, , ov, (-,) of, amounting to a

half-mina :, , as Subst. a half-mina.

or, dat. pi. of.
-£5, ov, half-dry.

(vavs), , a light ship with one and a half

bank of oars. Fem. from-, a, ov, (-, o\os) one and a half half

as much again ; /Tos

half as large again as the customary size ;

one half more than they used to

receive before., , ov,() of a mule; -
a car drawn by mules ; a team

of mules.3, , , =.
t\pi-ovos, ,(-, ovos) a half-ass, amule. II.

as Adj., ' a mule-(oa.\.

-oiros, ov, (-,) with half its proper num-
ber ofholes; flutes with only three holes.

-oiTTOS, ov, half-roasted.-,,(-,) a half-axe, a single

edged axe, opp. to.-, , a half-, i. e. $ofeet.-,,(-) a half-plinth, a brick,

Lat. semilaterium.

-iTvoos, ov, contr. -irvovs, ovv, (-*,)
half-breathing, half-choked.-, ov, (-,) half-burnt, []€€, nom. pi. of., , a half, fem. of.-, ov, half-wise.-, ov, (-,) half torn down.-, , ov, (-,) of half a sta-

dium.-, , , a half-soldier.-, ov, half-round.

"HMT^TS, cia, ; Ion. fem. : gen.

rarely -ecus, fem. Ion. -eas : nom. pi. -
Att. -is :

—

half, Lat. SEMIS : in plur. it some-
times agrees with the Subst., as half the

people ; in Att. the Subst. is commonly in genit., but

gives its gender and number to the Adj., as al-
half the ships ; ao also, \oyos

half the tale ; half the wall ; neut. sing.

as Subst. a half, half, .-,, a half-talent, as a weight ;

two talents a?id a half (cf. Lat. sestertius);

but, three half-talents., ,() a remission of half

.

-, ov, (-,) half-finished.-, is, (-,) half-finished, half-

accomplished, half-perfect ; a house

but half complete, i. e. wanting its master.-, ov, (-,) half cut through : cut

in two : a half., , a strong linen cloth, towel, napkin.

(Prob. an Egypt, word.)-, is, (-, <paos) half-shining.-, ov, half-bald.-, ov, half-hiavish.-, ov, (-, ~/) half-burnt., , ov, worth half an obol. From- or-, , a half-obol. From-, , (-,) a half-obol.-, , (-,) a half-hour., pf. pass, of.5 Dor. ,, poet. Adv., relat. to as

to : when, while, so long as.--, aor. 2 med. of., , , Aeol. 5, for., impf. of., impf. of., -, pf. and aor. I of., impf. of., aor. 2 of., aor. I of., 3 sing. aor. I opt. of., pf. of., f. [] : aor. : () :

—

to sink,

droop, bow down ;
his head dropped, of a

dying man ; of a corn-field, it bows

down with its ears ; of cities, to totter to theirfall :

later tofall, perish.,, aor. I and impf. of-^.
or-, impf. of.
or-, aor. I of., aor. I of., pf. pass, of., contr. impf. of.,, , () a thrower, darter, slinger.

, contr. from , conditional Conj., always fol-

lowed by Subj. if, in case that ; unless : in in-

direct questions, if, whether.



, Interject, see ! see there ! Lat. en !

, and 3 sing. impf. of etjui sum.

, impf. of =., ace. fem. of relat. Pron. 6s, who.

, ace. fem. of possess. Pron. 6s, eos, his.€, 3 sing. impf. of.,, later forms for-, aor. I

and pf. of., aor. 2 of.€, 3 sing. impf. of.,-,-, ..,-, aor. I and pf. pass, of.,-, aor. and pf. pass, of(., aor. I of., aor. 2 of., aor. I pass, of., Ion. aor. I of.^, impf. med. of.€, Att. pf. of., es, (*, v.) continuous, long., *, tv, (dVe/xos) windy, airy, high, ele-

vated. II. light as air, subtle ; **
airy, winged thought.

Tjveov, €, Att. impf. and aor. I of., aor. 2 med. of.
€, 3 sing. impf. pass, of.^, aor. I pass, of.«, At. pf. of., pf. pass, of., aor. I of., aor. 1 of., pf. part. pass, of., Dor. I pi. aor. 2 of'., Dor. aor. 2 of., pf. of., Interject., =, cf. *., 3 sing. impf. of.,,, the reins : Homer uses this neut. form

only, and always in plur. : cf., .', , a bridle, a rein : metaph., ras

r]vias tois Koyois to give a free rein to one's words,

Lat. immittere habenas. II. any leathern thong,

a shoe-string., pf. pass, of.-, Interject., (, i'5e) see ! see there

!

, Adv., relat. to or, when, at

which time, at the time when ; c. optat. whenever., aor. I of.€, , a saddler s shop. From
-iroios, ,(,) a bridle-maker, saddler.^, f. , to guide by reins, to drive.

From-, ov,(,) grading by reins :

—as Subst. a charioteer.

-oxeijs, e'ews Ion. rjos, poet, for.-€ and -«, to be charioteer, hold the reins,

drive. II. to bridle, govern, control. From-, , (, ') holding the reins, a driver,
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charioteer, who drove while the warrior()
fought. 2. metaph. one who guides or controls.€, 3 sing. aor. 2 of(.
•t\vis, 10s, , nom. pi. tfvls, (evos) a year old, yearling.

[ace. .]•, aor. r pass, of., impf. of.
Ep. and Ion. -, , () manhood., ottos, , , in Horn, always in phrase,

with glittering, flashing brass. (Deriv. un-

certain.), aor. I of.€, Ion. impf. of.£,, impf. and aor. 1 of., pf. part, of., 3 pi. impf. of.,, pf. act. and pass, of,., ,() thefourth stomach ofruminating

animals, in which the digestion was completed., 3 sing. impf. pass, of., Ion. plqpf. of., plqpf. (with impf. sense) of'., impf. of.,, pf. and aor. I of.,-, impf. act. and pass, of.
£, aor. I both of to lead, and-^ to break., aor. I of (contr. from).
-, £, Dor. for tyus, £, fut. of., pf. pass, of., dat. of 'Hws., a, ov, ('Hws) = ^oj, k$os, in the morning :

toward morning, eastern, Lat. orientalis, opp. to -
7repiOS. II. as Subst., (sub. ), , the

morning ; ' all the morning.

>€, pi. impf. of ibo.

Viovios, a, ov,() contr. from rj'iovios, on the shore., aor. I inf. of to mend., aros, , the liver, Lat. jecur : represented

as the seat of the passions, esp. anger and love.,, pf. and aor. I of., , Dim. of., 3 sing. aor. 2 of., , , weak, infirm : maimed, halting

:

c. gen. void of. (Deriv. uncertain.), aor. I of.
€-•€5, «, ($, **) living on the

mainland.€€, Adv. (faeipos) to the mainland.

-impos, for (sc. 777), , the mainland, con-

tinent, of the land, as opp. to the sea ;'€ by-

land; hence even an islandis called. .
the mainland of Greece, as opp. to its islands : part

ofwhich was afterwards called "Hweipos as n. pr.: Asia

was specially called rjveipos the Continent ;
and at, the two continents, are Europe and

Asia. Hence€, f., to make into mainland

:

—Pass, to

become so, when an island is joined to the mainland.
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mainland, born or living thereon ; £-
alliance with a military power, opp. to. II. of on the mainland of Asia,

Asiatic.

Y|iT€ip£OTiKOs, 17, 6v,() of or for the inha-

bitants of the mainland, contine?ital.- poet,-, Conj. (77,) than, than even.

•g-irep, Adv., properly dat. of, in the same way
as, just as.-, gen. Ion. ijos, , =., , , a cheat, deceiver. From, f. , to cheat, deceive, cozen., , ,() a mender, cobbler., to have a fever or ague. From
ijmaXos (sub. ), , a fever attended with

shivering, ague. II. the nightmare.

T|mo^3ivT]TOS, ov, (,) softly-rolling.

T|mo-8copos, ov, (, ) giving welcome

gifts.-, ov, (,) gentle of mood."', a, ov, Att. os, ov, gentle, mild, kind. II.

act. soothing, assuaging, calming.-, , , (,) with soothing hand., Adv. of, gently, mildly., for, aor. 2 of.-, or , Adv. or, as, or perhaps, as perhaps.

or , Adv. of a truth, doubtless, I pre-

sume : after a negat., much less. II. in a ques-

tion, is it then ?, 3 sing. pf. pass, of.
[] , , Adj. masc. calling, crying;

the loud-voiced herald : in form like.
From

Dor. [a] : f. [0] : aor. :

(,) :
—to call on, call out or forth, in-

voke. II. absol. to call aloud, shout, speak; of

the lyre, to sotind; of the wind, to howl, roar.
?HP, , poet, for Zap, spring, Lat. VER : gen. and

dat., are the only cases used in Prose., 3 sing. impf. of., I sing. aor. I of.( aor. 2 of) always joined with

or its compds., to bring what is pleasant, to do

a kindness ; cp.." .*, , Hera, the Roman Juno, queen

of the gods, sister and wife of Zeus. Hence
'Hpaios, a, ov, of or belonging to Hera : ,() the temple of Hera, Heraeum : ,
{) herfestival.2 contr., : gen. 'Hpa-

contr. Ep. : dat.-
contr. Ep. : ace.

contr. Ep. rarely-
later also : voc. , :

in Ion. also declined -,,-
:

—

Heracles, Lat. Hercules, son of Zeus and

Alcmena, the most famous of the Greek heroes : the

vocat. is commonly an exclamation of sur-

prise or disgust. Hence, , ov, also , ov, Ep. <>5, ,
ov :

—

of or belonging to Hercules ; ' the

might of Hercules, i. e. Hercules himself;

the pillars of Hercules, the opposite headlands

of Gibraltar and Ceuta :

—

', Ion. -,
the temple ofHercules; hisfestival. II.

hot baths., contr. from., aor. I med. of:—also impf. of., , , aor. 2 of., aor. 1 med. of., aor. I pass, (in med. sense) of., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. I of., 3 sing. aor. 1 med. of., 3 sing. impf. of.', aor. I pass, of., impf. of., 3 sing. impf. ., aor. I of.
and, Adv. gently, quietly, calmly,

softly : a little, slightly : slowly. The old Adj.,
from which it is derived, is only found in Comp.-

;
being used instead., , ov,() soft, gentle, quiet. Adv. -., , ov, irreg. Comp. of], see

: Adv.., f.,() to be still, keep quiet.

[], Adv. for, gently., ,() stillness, calmness, rest.£, f. ,() to calm, quiet

:

—Pass, to be

still, at rest. II. intr. to be at rest., aor. 1 of., aor. I of.', Ion. for, impf. of'.
", Ion. for"., pf. pass, of., aor. I of., 3 sing, plqpf. of., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of., aor. I pass, of., () Adv. early, at early morn;

early in the summer.05, , Eridanus, a river, first mentioned in

Hesiod. Later authors took it mostly for the Po;
others also for the Rhone or the Rhine., impf. of., pf. pass, of., 3 sing, intrans. aor. 1 of., , , ()=, of or in the spring:

neut. and as Adv., in spring., , a mound, barrow, tomb., aor. 2 of.-, , fern. Adj. (,) early-stirring:

as Subst. the morn, dawn., aor. I of.,, pf. act. and pass, of'.
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•qp^tvos, pf. part. pass, of.€, 3 sing. impf. of., aor. I of., aor. I pass, of., impf. med. of.£ or, aor. I of., aor. of., aor. I of. II. also of., pf. part. pass, of., 3 pi. aor. med. of., intrans. aor. 2 act. of fpeiryojucu.€, 3 sing. aor. 2 of., impf. of : also impf. med. of., 2 sing. impf. of.
, poet, for, dat. of$ ; , ace., , —'2., aor. I of., , , () of or for heroes, heroic :, the heroic verse, hexameter.

[], contr., fem. of, a heroine., , ov, =.5, ', , —, a heroine., impf. of.,, the temple or shrine of a hero: neut. from, a, ov, contr. of, of or for heroes,

heroic : (sub. ), the heroic measure,

hexameter. From
5, : gen. Att.: dat. contr. '.

ace. contr. : pi. nom. and ace., rarely

contr. :

—

a hero : in Homer not restricted to

warriors, but applied to all free men of that age,

as to the minstrel, the herald, the leech, etc. II.

Hesiod makes the Heroes the Fourth Age of men, who
fell before Thebes and Troy, and superior to the pre-

sent race. III. Pindar represents them as a race

between gods and men, demigods, €, whether
those born of one divine parent, as Hercules or

Aenaeas, or those who, like Theseus, had done great

service to mankind. IV. the heroes were in later

times inferior local deities, patrons of tribes, cities,

etc. ; as at Athens, the were the heroes

after whom the ten were named. The founders

of a city were worshipped under this name.
T)S, Dor. for , 3 sing. impf. of sum.
rjcra, Att. aor. of., aor. of., c sing, of., 3 pi. impf. of sum., Att. for, 3 pi. plqpf. (in impf. sense)

of. II. for, 3 pi. impf. of ibo., 3 sing. Ep. aor. I of., fut. inf. of., Aeol. for 77s, 2 sing. impf. of sum., inf. of.€, impf. of., aor. 1 pass, of., Att. aor. I pass, of., impf. of'.

}, aor. 2 of., impf. of.-, , (,) a babbler.€, contr. for, 3 sing. impf. of.•, Att. pf. pass, of., Att. for, I pi. plqpf. of., 2 sing, imperat. of.
Att., , , a defeat, discomfiture : c.

gen. defeat by, yielding to. From
Att. : fut. both med. and pass., : aor. : pf.-

:—Ion., see the word: Pass.: ():—to be less, weaker, inferior to another : to be beaten,

worsted, discomfited : to give way, submit : absol. to

be beaten or defeated: as law-term, to lose one's cause.

Hence, a, ov, and, in neut. plur., verb.

Adj. : one must be beaten, submit.•, Att. impf. of.,, gen. ovos : Att. : Ion.« :

—less, weaker, inferior: c. gen. pers. weaker than

another, unable to contend with, yielding to a thing.

(Used as irreg. Comp. of Positive : probably

formed from,$ being the Sup.), 3 sing, of., Att. for, 2 pi. plqpf• of*., for, 3 dual impf. of sum., Att. for, 2 and 3 dual plqpf. of*., 3 sing. impf. of., for, 2 dual impf. of sum., aor. I of., neut. pi. of, used like.£, f. ,() to be still, quiet, at rest;

the quiet time of night, dead

of night.5, a, ov, poet, for, still, quiet, at rest., a, ov, irr. Comp. of,$.
Dor., Adv. of, quietly, gently.

Dor. -, , () stillness, quiet,

peace ; ayeiv or( to keep quiet, be at

peace or at rest. 2. rest, leisure, Lat. otium.

Dor-, ov, poet, for., ov, rarely a, ov, poet, for.202 Dor., ov, still, quiet, at rest;

keep quiet. 2. quiet, gentle. II.

Comp. and Sup. were irreg., -cutcitos ;

but also-. III. Adv. -, also,
and neut. pi. as Adv. [], pf. of., pf. pass, of., aor. 1 of., fut..
-€ or €, Conj. or also.

-€ or €, Adv. surely, doubtless.

•€, for rfeiT€, 2 pi. impf. of ibo.,, pf. and aor. I of., 3 dual impf. of sum.€,,. 2 and 3 pi. impf.,
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'verily. III. = 77, either in truth, followed by
.

.

, either . . , or .. ., pf. pass, of, in med. sense.'', to, only used in nom. or ace.:

—

the heart.

"HTPION Dor., , the warp in a web of

cloth (the woof being) : in pi., a thin,

fine cloth: hence, leaves made of strips

of papyrus joined crosswise., , () the belly, Lat. abdomen.,,, etc., Att. for-., for 4', 3 sing, imperat. of sum.

, neut. from ?}i;'s. In compds. with - or -,
this is often lengthd. Ep. into 77U- ; v. sub -,,, aor. I and impf. of., impf. of., Att. impf. of.£, impf. of., aor. I of., aor. 1 pass, of., aor. I of.,£, aor. I and pf. pass, of.£,|, pf. and aor. I of,.,^, aor. 2 act. and aor. I pass, of.
•fjvs, neut. , Ep. for kus, good, brave., aor. I of. []
€, Ep. Conjunct, as, like as. II. for , than

;

only once in Homer, ,
blacker than pitch, [i/]€, pf. pass, of., impf. of., , ov,() of or for Vidcan,

Lat. Vulcanius: or (sub.) the temple of Vulcan: (sub.),
his festival, Lat. Vulcanalia.

-Trovos, ov,(,) wrought
by Vulcan.'5, , , Hephaistos, the Lat. Vulcanus,

son of Zeus and Hera, lame from his birth, god of

fire, master of the arts which need the aid of fire, esp.

of working in metal.-, ov, and-, is,(',) wrought by Vulcan., Dor. 3 sing. aor. I pass, of.
[, Ep. for 77.

€, for, 3 sing. impf. of (as if from)., impf. of (as if from)., aor. 1 of., impf. med. of., pf. of., Ion. impf. of., , , Ep., () clear-sounding,

chirping, epith. of the grasshopper :—as Subst. the

chirper, i. e. the grasshopper, Lat. cicada.^ Dor.« [] : f. :

—

to sound, ring, peal;

—.
c. ace. cognato, , to utter, send

forth a hymn or wail. From' Dor., , a sound : the tumultuous noise

of a crowd, the roar of the sea, etc.; in Trag. usu.

like, a cry of sorrow, ivail.,, , ()) sounding, roaring, echoing., aTOS, , () a sound., , , and, , , =., Ep. for 77, Adv. where.€, 3 sing. impf. both of and., pf. pass, of., aor. 1 pass, of.•, aor. I of.-, aor. I of.
TlX°S, , =.

Dor., , gen. -60s contr. -ovs, —, a

reverberated sound, an echo. II. as prop. n. ',
Echo, personified as an Oread., 3 sing. aor. I of.,, aor. I act. and pass, of.

Dor.€ Att.«, Adv. (i
l
ws)from morn,

from peep of day, at dawn., old Ep. gen. of, before dawn.

|, ovos, , Att. contr. for] .

T|ioos, , ov, at mom, at break of day. II. east-

ern. From
/2, , gen. contr. 7/oCs : dat. contr.: ace. 170a contr. :—Att. «us, gen. , ace.

or % :—Dor. aws :— Aeol. :

—

the day-break,

dawn, morning, opp. to • mid-day, and

evening; ace, the whole morning long;

at day-break. 2. the East, opp. to. 3.

as the Greeks counted by mornings, came to

mean a day: also the light of day. II. as prop,

n., Eos, Aurora, the goddess of morn.

, ,, , indecl., eighth letter of the Greek
alphabet : as numeral ' —, ', but =
9000. In Doric, was often changed into , as

Lacon.$ , for : so

also in Ion., for. was also changed,

Aeol. and Dor., into , as for. Lastly, sometimes stood for the rough

breathing, as for, for.—On the

ballots of the judges at Athens, stood for., Ep. for, to sit, only in pres. and Ep.

impf.., 3 sing. impf. of Dor..
,, imperat. of., Dor. for Att. Ion.. Hence, , Dor. for, a sight, spectacle., 77, , Dor. for,., crasis for .'5, , the hinge of a door or gate.«, f.,() to sit, esp. as a suppliant, to
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take a seat : c. ace. cognato,

to sit on imperial throne. Hence, aros, , a sitting as a suppliant : a seat., , ,() a sitting, seat.

6aKos, 6,() a seat : Ion.., atcos, , ='.. aros,, =, a dark chamber or

dwelling-place., ,() a lair, den, hole, [a], , ov,() of or for a chamber or

dwelling : fit for building one.-, ov,(,) waiting in

the lady's chamber. II. as Subst.,,
or , a bridegroom or bridesmaid., , ov,() belonging to the chamber.

As Subst.: ., , =. II.

Ion. - (sub. ), the oar of the-. 2. (sub. ), the hole in the ship's side

through which this oar worked, the port-hole., , ,() one of the rowers on

the lowest bench of a trireme, who had the shortest

oars and the least pay : cf.^,. [],() Adv. to the bed-chamber.

0A'AAvMO5, , an inner room or chamber : I.

the women's apartment, inner part of the house. 2.

a bed-room, bride-chamber. 3. the storeroom. II.

any chamber or abode: a fold, pen for sheep. III.

the lowest part or hold of the ship, in which the-
sat.

Att. -rra, 77, () the sea : Herodotus

calls the Mediterranean , ', , (as the Latins called it nos-

trum mare), and the Ocean £: metaph.,' ' a sea of troubles.' 2. a well of
salt or brackish water. Hence, , ov, =.,() to be at sea, go by sea., a, ov, also os, ov,() of, in or

on the sea, belonging to it, Lat. marinus ;

epya sea-affairs, the sea, also fishing : ani-

mals living in the sea, opp. to. 2. skilled

in the sea, nautical, maritime.-, f.,(,) to strike

the sea with the oar, make a splash : metaph. to make
much ado about nothing.-, f.,(,) to be

master of the sea.-, , , , (,)
master of the sea.-, ov, (,) sea-

driven, tempest-tossed.-, ov, (,) sea-

beaten.

-Tropos, ov,(,) sea-faring.-5, ,(, *) working at

sea : as Subst.,, , afisherman.,, Att. for-., ,() good cheer, comforts, delights.

, poet, for, to bloom, flourish., , bloomifig, luxuriant, bounteous,' at the bounteous feast. It is fern, of an obsol.

Adj., derived .from. . as prop. n., , one of the Muses, the blooming one : later

esp. the Muse of Comedy., aor. 2 inf. of., , ,() blooming, fresh : vigorous,

active. II. luxuriant, copious, large, abundant.
-coms,, ,(,) with bright eyes., Dor. for., , gen., dat. ?, ace. : but

also,,, and : Thales of Mile-

tus, one of the Seven reputed Wise Men of Greece., , () bloom : metaph. good cheer,

wealth, plenty : in plur. festivities, a feast., a doubtful fut. of, for

from., , () a young shoot, twig:

the olive-branch used at festivals ; also,

the branch carried by suppliants.-5, ov, (,) carrying olive-

branches, as the old men did at the Panathenaea.', fut.: aor. 2: pf.

(in pres. sense), part,, Ep. fern.
; 3

sing, plqpf :
—to bloom, flourish, to shoot out,

to swell, be rich in a thing : the part, is used

absol. as Adj. swelling, rich, abundant. 2. metaph.

to bloom, flourish, prosper : to be at the height.05, , , like, a youtig shoot or

branch, twig, esp. an olive-branch : metaph. a child,

scion, Lat. stirps., Ep. part,,() to be or be-

come warm, warm oneself.

-rrvos, , , warming, fostering. From,,,() warmth, heat, esp. summer-
heat ; the suns rays, Lat. soles. 2. me-
taph. a sting, smart, tingling., ov, warming. From', f. : aor. :— Pass., aor. I: pf. inf.'.—to warm, heat. II.

metaph. to heat, inflame. 2. to foster, cherish, warm
in one's bosom : in bad sense, to cheat. Hence, , a warming : metaph. a comfort., , ,() warm, glowing.

(sub. ), , ,() thefirstlings

of the harvest, offering offirst-fruits, [] Hence,, , fern. Adj., of or for the offering

offirst-fruits., Adv.() together in crowds, close, thick. II.

of Time, often, oft-times, frequent., Adv. =0 ., to be astonished at. From, f. : pf. : () :

—

to be

astonished or amazed: c. ace. to marvel at a thing., , , astonishment, amazement, Lat. stu-

por. (From Root -, see -.), , at, dat., ace., ()
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pi. Adj. (with no sing. ), crowded, close,poet.

thick., , , () crowded, close, thick.£, f. , () to come often, Lat. frequen-

iare ;
— to be often or constantly engaged with a thing,

c. dat. : to be wont to do, c. part., neut. plur. of$, as Adv., =., , , =., ,() a bush, shrub., oz/,(^) deadly:—Adv.-, with

deadly blow, mortally. 2 . of, belonging to death. II.

pass, subject to death, mortal : also dead., Desiderat. of, to wish to die., , a causing of death. From-, ov,(,) death-bringing., Desiderat. of, to wish to die.,, ev,() deadly.-, Adv. to death., ,() death; ^^
to pass sentence of death on one :—pi.,

kinds of death, usually of violent death. II.

as prop, n.,, Death, the twin-brother of

Sleep. III. a corpse.

(sub. upa), , ,() a feast

of the dead., f.,() to put to death: metaph.

to mortify. II. to condemn to death., Ep. aor. 2 of.
Ep., aor. 2 inf. of.€ Ep., fut. inf. of., Dor. fern. part. aor. 2 of., fut. of.

: f. Dor. : inf.-
: Dep. :

—

to wonder at, admire. II. to gaze

upon, look at, see.€, verb. Adj. of, one must bury., fut. : aor. : pf. :

Pass., fut. 2, fut. 3: aor. -, aor. 2 [] : pf., Ion. 3 pi. re-

: 3 sing, plqpf.( :
—to performfune-

ral rites to the dead : to btiry, inter, entomb., , , a festival of Apollo and Artemis,

held at Athens in the month Thargelion. Hence,, 0, the nth month of the Attic

year, from middle of May to middle of June.,«,, etc., Att. for-.€, , ov,() bold, daring, courageous,

confident : in bad sense, over-weening, presumptuous

:

confidence, safely : of things, cheering,

encouraging:—Comp.. Adv. -ecus,

with confidence., Dor. fern. part, of.
Att. : f. : () :

—to be of
good courage, be of good cheer, be confident, asstired;

take courage! be of good heart!—in bad sense,

to be over-weening, presumptuous

:

—c. ace. rei, to feel

confident about, have no fear for

:

—c. inf. to believe

confidently that. Hence

, cods, , confidence in, reliance on.205 or '205 Att.,, courage,

boldness, confidence : in bad sense, over-boldness, dar-

ing, presumption : in pi., grounds of con-

fidence.

Att., Adv. of pres. part, of, boldly, courageously.€, Ion. impf. of., ov, relying on a thing.

Att., f., () to encou-

rage, cheer. II. intr. =, to be of good
courage, [], Dor. aor. imperat. of., Dor. aor. 1 inf. of., Dor. for, fut. part, of., , ov, () from Thasos, Thasian :

(sub.), pickled sea-fish; @
to mix this pickle.'52 Ep., to sit, sit idle.

Att., ov, Comp. of, quicker,

swifter : as Adv., more quickly.€,, see eTepos., Att. for.
Ion. or, aTOS, , () a

wonder, marvel, wondrotis thing; a

wonder to behold ; so, , :

jugglers' tricks, strange gambols. II.

wonder, surprise, astonishment.

Ion.- or- : fut.— Ep.-, later in act. form-: aor. -..€:—Pass., fut.' : aor.i-
: ():— to wonder, be astonished. 1.

c. ace. to wonder at: like Lat. mirari, to regard with

wonder or esteem, to admire. 3. c. gen. to wonder
at. II. Pass, to be looked at with wonder: c. part.,

my absence is wondered at., fut. Ep.,() to wonder at., , ov, Ion.- or, (-) wondrous, wonderful, marvellous

:

—admirable,

excellent. Adv. -, marvellously.-, f.,(, epyov) to work

wonders, perform etirious tricks, of jugglers., Ep. fut. of., verb. Adj. of, one must won-

der, marvel.

Ion.- or -, , ov,()
to be wondered at, wondrous, wonderful, marvellous

:

—admirable, excellent. Adv. -, wonderfully., Pass, () to be regarded as a

wonder., f., to do wonders. From-, ov,(,) wonder-working:

as Subst. a conjurer, juggler., , , Ep. for.«, f.,. From-, ,(, *7 ) =., aor. I inf. of., , ov, yellow-coloured, sallow. From
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from the island of Thapsos.

*', Ep. for the prose: aor. inf.:
—to suckle, feed

:

—Med., pres. inf., to suck,

milk, milk to milk the year

round : 3 sing. aor. , he sucked the breast.

*, Lacon., to see:—see., , fern, of, a goddess: (Att. ),
in dual, are always Ceres and Proserpine : at

the Eumenides or Furies.. ,() a looking at, view. II. a thing

seen, sight, spectacle., , aor. 1 inf. pass, of., , poet, for, a goddess.-, ov, (, ') asked of the gods.

Ion., , , () a sight,

spectacle.,, , ,() a spectator, [a]

: f. [a], Ion. : aor. I:.: Dep.: ():—to view,

gaze at, behold; the spectators in a

theatre :—aor. in pass sense, to be seen.

See,.
Gedpos, , Dor. for.

Ion., , ,() a spectator., , ,() to be seen., f. ,() to bring on the stage: to

make a show of, hold up to ridicule or shame.

Ion., , () a place for
seeing, a theatre. 2. collectively, the spectators,

the audience. 3. =, the piece represented, a
show, [d]-, is, (,) —., , poet, for, brimstone., , ov, Ep. for, divine., 3 sing. pres. pass, of., Ep. for, to smoke with brimstone., Ion. impf. of., , Ion. for.', , ov, Ion. for,, divine.-, ov, (,) driven or pursued by

a god. 2. sent, caused by a god. II. built

by a god or for the gods., , Ion. for.-, ,-, ov, poet, for-,, ovos, , , Ion. for.-,-, , poet, for-., Ion. 2 sing. fut. of., Ep. 3 sing. subj. of., ov, , Ion. for.,,, Ion. for-.,, fern, of, one's father s or mother's sister,

aunt, Lat. amita and matertera.£, f.,{) to practise divinations. Hence, , practice of divinations.,, Aeol. for -., 3 pi. aor. 2 opt. of., aor. 2 opt. of.

, =.-, , (,) a place in the sun-

shine, where things were put to dry., for, I pi. aor. 2 opt. of., aor. 2 inf. of :—also aor. 1 inf. of'., fut. : aor. : aor. 2,
only in imperat. , subj., inf., part.

:—to strike, dash.-, ov, (,) god-built., Ep. for,, I pi. aor. 2 subj. of.
Ep., , () brimstone, Lat. sulfur., , neut. of, used as Subst., the Divine

Being, Deity. II. , the acts or attributes

of the gods. 1. religious observances., a, ov, () of ox from the gods, Lat. divinus

sent or caused by a god, appointed of God. 2. in

honour of a god, holy, sacred. 3. godlike, super-

human, extraordinary, excellent.2, , one's father's or mother's brother, uncle,

Lat. patruus and avunculus: fern.., Adv. Comp. of., 77x0s, , () divine nature, divinity.-, ov, contr. -, , (,)
brimstone-coloured.

Ep. : f. : () :
—to smoke with

brimstone, fumigate : hence to purify.,, aor. 2 part, of.,, 2 and 3 pi. aor. 2 opt. of., 3 sing. aor. 2 opt. of., poet, for, to run., Ep. for, , aor. 1 subj. of., Adv. of, by divine providence : Comp., by more special providence.-, , (,) brimstone-like, Lat. sul-

fureus.-, ov,(,) of soft, persuasive

speech., Ion. impf. of., ,() a charm or spell.', f. £: aor. :—Pass., aor. -
:
—to stroke with magic power, to charm, en-

chant, spell-bind, Lat. mulceo : to cheat, cozen., ov, () willing, voluntary.,, , () will.,, . () a willing, will.,, , () a charmer. Hence, , a charm, spell, enchantment, means
or power of charming : neut. from, ov,() charming, enchanting., , =, a charm., opos, , , =.£, aor. I inf. of., Dor. for, 3 sing. fut. of.£-, ov, contr. -, , (, )
charming or witching the heart.£-, ov,(,) deliciously bitter.£-, ov, gen.,(,) =.
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shortened form of., , () the foundation, the base or

bottom of a thing, the roots of a mountain, etc. ;
"-

the shrine of Amnion., , Ep. for, = ;

or they laid thefotindations., Adv. from the bottom, Lat. funditus., , as sing, of, the foundation :

—,. From,,(.) belonging to thefoundation. II.

as Subst., (sub.), , afoundation stone;, the foundations. Hence,., to lay the foundation,foundfirmly

:

—Pass, to have thefoundations laid.,, Ep. for , aor. 2 inf. of., aor. 2 med. part, of., ,() grave, serious, steadfast.-,, ,(,) of serious counte-

nance, honest., () to regulate, punish, control : Med.,

poet. aor. to regulatefor oneself, control.-, , (,) woven of right;

a well-earned crown.5, , Ep. gen., ace. :—in

Homer as prop. .,, ace. :

but Att. gen., sometimes also, ace.

; Ion. gen., voc. : I. law,

right, agreed on by common consent or prescription,

opposed to statute-law, hat. jus or fas, as opp. to lex;

'tis meet and right, Lat. fas est ; y
as 'tis right, as the custom is. II. pi. -, sanctions, laws, ordinances. 2. the rights

of the chief, prerogative, privilege, authority : hence

dues, tribute, etc. 3. existing laws or ordinan-

ces. 4. law-suits : also courts to administer jus-

tice : judicial sentences. III. as prop, n.,

Themis, goddess of law and order, Justice.-, , (,) keeping order.-,, , reigning by right., -as, Ep. ace. sing, and pi. of., , , () lawful, righteous., f. ,() to give law, lay down
ordinances, give oracles : to order, govern., Ep. gen. pi. of.-, , (,) ministering law

and right., , ,() sanctioned by law, lawful., , , Ep. for.', an Ep. Verb only occurring once in

aor. , he forced the ship

to come to land, or set it so as to come.
-, insep. Particle, affixed to Nouns denoting

motion from a place, opp. to -, as, ', ov-, from home, from heaven : more rarely

affixed to names of persons, as,,

from Zeus,from the gods. Originally- was the

genit. termination, as appears from,,.,, , (,) the part of the hatid

with which one strikes, the fiat of the hand : -
vap the surface of the sea., Ep. 2 sing. aor. 2 med. imperat. of., to sin against the gods. From-, , (,) stricken of God,
visited with judicial blindness, reckless.-, , (,') begotten of a god.-, , (,) with the tongue

of a god., , the generation or genealogy of the gods,

the title of a poem of Hesiod. From-, , (,*) born of God.-, , gen., (,) receiving

a god.-, , (,) hurtful to the

majesty of the gods.-, ,(,) taught of God. []-, , Dor.-, , , (,)
god-built, made founded by the gods.-,, =.-, , (,) divine ofform, beauteous

as the gods, godlike : irreg. Sup..-, , (,') godlike., , a being hated by the gods. From-, , (,) hated by the gods., old gen. of, used as Adv.,from the gods,

Lat. divinitus., Dor. for, fem. part, of., f., to call the gods to aid, to invoke

divine vengeance : to call on, conjure. From-, , (,) calling on the gods.-, ,(,) wrought by the gods.-, , (,) judging between gods.-, , and-, , (,)
created by God.-, ,(,) maddened by the gods;

madness caused by the gods.-,, ,(,) one who has a spirit

of prophecy., tofight against God : and, 37, the battle of the gods, as certain books

of the Iliad were called, esp. the 19th. From-,,(,)fighting against God.-,, ,(,) like the gods in

counsel.•, , (,) hated of the gods.- Dor.— , , (,) destined or

allotted by the gods. II. blessed by the gods.-, ,() ofform divine.-, , (,) abominable before the

gods.-,, , , (,) child of the gods.-, , (,) sent by the gods.-, , (,) inspired of God., to make into gods, deify. From
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0€O-iroios, , (,) making statues of gods.-, ov, (,) god-sent.-, ov, (,) wrought by a god.-, is, (,) befitting a god. Adv.

-., to prophesy, in part, ; and, , or -, to, a prophecy. From
eeo-irpoiros, (,) prophetic, boding, divin-

ing : as Subst.,, , a prophet. II. a

public messenger sent to inquire of the oracle, cf..-, ov, (,) abhorred by the gods.-, ov, (,) kindled by the gods.-, ov, (,) sprungfrom the gods.'5, , Lat. DEUS, God: in Homer either God,

as, God will grant ; or, a god,

some particular god: later the Deity, like :

—

, , , Lat. non sine

diis, by the will of God ; against his will

:

— as an oath, by the gods, in God's

name. II. fern. Ocas, for,, a goddess :

esp. in Att. phrase , the two goddesses, i. e.

Ceres and Proserpine. III. as Adj. in Comp., more divine.

-Boros, ov, (,) given by the gods.-, ov, poet, for., , the worship orfear of God. From-, , (,) worshipping God, re-

ligious, devout. Adv. -, religiously.

0€0-ct€tttos, ov,(,) worshipped as a god.-, opos, o, =.-, , (,) hatred of the gods,

ungodliness, impiey.-, ov, poet, for, sent by the gods.-, ov,(,) supported by God.-, is, (,) trodden by God.-, is, (,) hated of the gods or

of God, abominable. II. act. hating God.-, ov, hated of the gods.--os, p<5et. also-, ov, (,)
sent by the gods.-,,(6s,) the god-bull, a name for

Zeus changed into a bull.-, es, (,) walled by the gods.-, ov, (,) made by God.,, , () divinity, divine nahire.-, ov, (,) honoured of God.-, ov, honoured of God.
0€0-TpeTTTOS, ov, (,) directed by the gods.-, is, (,) feeding the gods.

0€ov5eia. , thefear of God, holiness., is,(, ios) fearing god, godly. Hence- (sub. ), , (,) a festival

at Delphi, at which the images of the gods were shewn
to the people.-, is, (,) beloved of the gods., Ep. gen. and dat. sing, and pi. of; esp.

in phrase, .

-,,(,) inspiredby a god. II.

act. carrying a god or goddess.-, ov, (,) bearing a god. II., ov, borne or possessed by a god, inspired.-, ov, gen. ovos, (,) godly-minded,

godly, devout, Lat. plus., f., () to make into a god, deify.

and -vis, , , fern, of, a
waiting-maid, handmaid.

Ion. -, ,() a waiting on, ser-

vice, attendance; divine worship, 2.

a fostering, nurture : tending in sickness, medical

treatment. 3. a courting, paying court. II. a

body of attendants, suite, retinue.,, to,() service done, at^

tendance, nurture : medical treatment., verb. Adj. of, one must cul-

tivate : also one must cure., rjpos, 0, and, ov, (-) an attendant, servant. 2. one who attends to

anything : a worshipper of the gods : a physician., , ,() inclined to serve,

attentive, obedient: courteous. 2. able to cure;

(sc.) the healing art., f.,() to wait on, attend, serve:

to be an attendant : to do service to the gods, to wor-

ship : to serve, attend, pay observance to. 2. to

pay court to, to flatter : also of things, to consult, at-

tend to, Lat. inservire commodo. 3. c. ace. rei, to

take care of, provide for ; , to

provide for the present ; to observe

a day, keep it holy. 4. to tend the sick, to treat

medically, to heal, cure. 5. of land, to cultivate,

till., Ion. for.
OepaiTTj'i'os, , ov, Ion. and poet, for., , poet, for, a handmaid:—and,,, , poet, contr. from.,, ,() of a waiting-maid., ovtos, , an attendant, servant, differ-

ing from, as implying free service : in Homer,

a companion in arms, comrade, though inferior in

rank, as Patroclus was the of Achilles ; so,

kings were Aids, warriors", poets . II. in Chios,

the were slaves., , rare form for, only found in ac-

cus., nom. pi..
Oepeios, , ov, () of, belonging to summer, in

summer; . summer-drought
; , Ion.

(with or without ), summer-time, summer., Ep. for, aor. 2 pass. subj. of., f. Att. : aor. syncop.:— Pass., aor. : pf.:
($) :

— to mow, reap, cut, harvest corn :—metaph.

to mow down, cut off, slay : also to exit the hair. 3.

also to pack up. II. intr. to pass the summer

;

cf.,.
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solstice, i.e. the 2 1st of June. [], , , () prose form for, of,

in, or during summer., ,() a mowing, reaping, harvesting., ov, 6,{) a mower, reaper, harvest-man.

or, ,() a light sum-
mer-garment, opp. to., f. : aor. : () :

—to

warm, heat

:

—Pass, to become warm or hot, grow
hot, glow: metaph., to glow with

hope., ,() heat, feverish heat. II.-, , hot-springs, Lat. thermae.-, ov,(,) hot-bubbling.-, ov,(,) hot in counsel, rash.-, ov, , fem.-,, , (-,) one who brought the hot water (Lat.

calda) at baths or sacrifices, Lat. caldarius.-, , =^.
-vovs, ovv,(,) heated in mind.-, , ,(,) Hot-Gates, a

narrow pass, in which were hot-springs, the name of

the famous pass from Thessaly to Locris j also called

simply,. [y], > , also poet, , , () : warm, hot,

boiling. II. metaph. hot, hasty, rash, reckless. i.

active, ready. III. , heat, Lat. color :

also, (sub. ), hot drink, Lat. calda :

(sub.), hot places, or (sub.), hot

baths., , the lupine.-, f.,(,) to eat hipines.-, , (, *) doing hot and
hasty acts, rash, reckless, impetuous., only used in pres. imperat. and in impf.()
to warm, heat, make hot:—Pass, to grow hot., , () summer, summer-time : summer-
heat: , absol., during summer ; in

the course of summer. II. a harvest, a crop., fut., to warm, heat

:

—Homer uses

only Pass,, with fut. med., aor.

in subj. for : to become warm,
grow hot, warm oneself; to be burnt

with fire., aor. imperat. of., Ep. 3 pi. aor. 2 of., aor. 2 inf. med. of.,, 3 sing, and 2 pi. aor. 2 imperat. med.
of.,, ,() a setting, placing, arranging

;

a setting of words in verse, poetry. II.

a deposit of money, earnest-money. III. adoption

as the child of some one ; cf.. IV. (from

Pass,) a being placed, position, situation. 2.

a position or thesis to be proved. V. in metre

the last half of thefoot, in which the voice falls, opp.

to theirs/ half (), in which it rises.

-, ov, (,,) godlike : but ge-

nerally, marvellous, wondrous, always of things,-
being used of persons ; cpya works

of wonder ; neut. as Adv., he
was wondrous like him.' Dor.. ov, () according to

law, lawful, legitimate :, , as Subst. laws,
customs, rites.-, ov,,(,) a lawgiver. II.

the at Athens were the six junior archons:

after their year expired they became members of the

Areopagus.-, f.,(,) to make laws.-, ov,(,) conversant with

laws or customs.

Dor., : 'meg. pi., : (-):—a law, rule, ordinance, Lat. institutum: a
rite, form, institution. 2. at Athens, Draco's laws

were called, because each began with the word
; Solon's laws were named. Hence, , justice, like.,,,() the Thesmophoria,

an ancient festival held by the Athenian women in

honour of Demeter: it lasted three days

from the nth of Pyanepsion. Hence, f., to keep the Thesmophoria ; at, a play of Aristophanes., , the temple of Demeter-.-, ov,(,) law-giving: epith.

of Demeter, Lat. Ceres, as the goddess of tillage and

civilised life ; Ceres and Proserpine,

who were worshipped together at the Thesmophoria.-,, , mostly in pi.,-,
like-, guardians of the law, a magistracy

at Elis. [*?]-, a, ov, also oi, ov, (,) of the

voice, divinely sweet. II. more than mortal or

human : unspeakable, ineffable, and generally =,
divine : dat. fem.) (sub.) as Adv., by

the will of God. 2. wondrous, marvellous, excel-

lent. 3. of anything sent by God, and so, awful,

fearful. Hence, Adv. in divine manner; -
they trembled unspeakably.-, , (, a) kindled by a god;, supernatural, furious fire.-, fem. Adj.(,) prophetic.

: fut. Att. , Ion. inf.: aor. I

Dor -£ : () :

—

to declare by oracle,

prophesy, divine., Dor. for, aor. I part. fem. of

foreg., , =$.-,, , , (,) inspired, prophetic, sa-

cred. II. = 0?$ , divine, wondrous awful.,, ,() an oracle., f., to sing in prophetic strain. From
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strain, prophetic.

Att., , fern.,, a

Thessalian: also as Adj.,/ a Thes-

salian trick, from the faithless character of the people., to pray for : a defect, poet. aor. , of

which we find only 3 pi., part,.
(Origin uncertain.)-, ov,(, -) prophetic.--os, ov, (,) spoken by God, decreed,

appointed, destined, Lat. fatalis : as Subst.,,
, oracles. II. like, made by God, divine., , the temple of Thetis. From
0€tis, idos, 0, Thetis, one of the Nereids, wife of

Peleus, mother of Achilles.

«, Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 med. of.
0€tos, ,, verb. Adj. , placed, set, II.

adopted as one's child., Dor. and Ion. aor. 2 imperat. med. of.-, ov, Dor. for.
GeOs, and , Dor. for, a god., I will run, fut. of.-, , Dor. for.', Ep. also : fut. :

—

to run ;

to run over the plain ; ircpi to

run for a tripod ; "E/CTopos to run

for Hector's life ; later also,

(sc.) to run for one's life. II. of birds, to

fly : of ships, to run ; of the running wheel, of a

rolling stone. III. of things which run in a con-

tinuous line, though not actually in motion ; of any-

thing circular, which seems to run round into itself,£ the rim which ran round

at the verge of the shield.

«, contr. for, imperat. of.
4€, Ion. for, I pi. aor. 2 subj. of -., f.,() to look at, view, behold, ob-

serve : esp. to be a spectator at the public games and
festivals. 2. of the mind, like Lat. contemplari, to

contemplate, consider. II. to be or state

ambassador to the oracle or at the games. III.

Causal in Soph. O. C. 1084,

having made my eyes behold ; but see. Hence,, , a sight, spectacle. II.

thing contemplated by the mind, a principle deduced

:

in Mathematics, a theorem., ,() a seat in a theatre., , ,() of or for speculation,

theoretic., ,() a looking at, viewing, beholding,

observing ; for the purpose of seeing

the world: esp. the being a spectator at the public

games. 2. of the mind, contemplation, reflec-

tion. II. the sending of or state-ambas-

sadors to the oracle or games : also the body of-
themselves. 2. the office of. III.

pass, a sight, spectacle.

, , ,() of or belonging to spec-

tators or to the sacred ambassadors (). II.

(sub.) the money, which, from
the time of Pericles, was given from the treasury to

the poor citizens, to pay for their seats at the theatre

(at 2 obols the seat), but also for other purposes.,, , with and without, a sacred ship

which carried the to their destination ; used

also for other state-purposes. From
0£u>pos, , (,) a spectator, observer, one who

travels to see men and things. II. an ambassa-

dor, sent by the state to consult an oracle:—the

Athenians sent to the Delphic oracle, to Delos,

and to the four great Hellenic games, the Olympian,

Pythian, Nemean, and Isthmian., , ov, Comp. of, more divine.-, , (, -) sprung from
Thebes, born at Thebes, Theban., Adv. at Thebes., Adv. to or towards Thebes. From, , at, poet, also, , Thebes, the

name of several cities, of which the most famous are

the Egyptian, the Boeotian, and another in the Troad,

all in Homer, who uses both sing, and plur. of all.

Hence-, , =- : and, ecus Ion. eos, epith. of Jove, Theban

:

—
so, a, ov, and, , , Theban.', ', ,() the Theba'is, i. e. territory

of Thebes. II. the Theba'id, a poem on the siege

of Thebes., poet. Adv., =., v..
poet.,() Adv. at Thebes., , ov, (^) pointed, sharp. II.

act. sharpening., , (^) a whetstone : metaph. anything

to whet one'sfiry, a provocative to rage, [a], = ~/., f. : aor. £:—Pass., pf. -^ :

—

to sharpen, whet

:

—Med.,

to whet one's spear. II. metaph. to sharpen,

provoke, irritate., 3 sing. impf. of.,.-, Ion. form of : Dor.-
:

—

to look on, gaze at, observe, admire: impf.,

3 sing, Ep., Ion. 3 pi. Ep.; Ion. I pi.; Ion. part.:,- 2 and 3 pi. aor. I opt. : cf..
^, Ep. for 0rj$, 2 sing. aor. 2 subj. of.,, , Ion. for,() one who

gazes at, an admirer., , , Ion. for, gazed at, to be looked

at or admired, ivondrous., , Ep. for, brimstone.

'1'os, Ep. for, divitie., Ep. aor. I of., , ov, like a chest or coffin, belonging to a
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sepulchre of the dead ; a burial vault.

From, ,() a case to put anything in, a box,

chest: a placefor putting corpses in, a grave, vault., , , verb. Adj. of", sharpened.£, fut. Dor.£ : () :

—

to give suck,

suckle. II. of the child, to suck; sucking., Ion. fem. of.« Dor., f.,() toflourish,abound;

c. gen., ' the meadows
were rich with violets and parsley. II. to make
to bloom., ),() the part of the breast which gives

suck, the teat, nipple.-, 4s, (,-) offemale sex.-5, ov, (,") with woman's
tongue., , , Ion. -)%, () an effeminate

person.-, ,(,) of womanish
kind, effeminate.-, ,(,) swaying luomen.-, ov,(,) slaying by women s

hands.-, is, (,) mad for women.-, is, (, ) si-aging in soft

strain.-5, , , (,) with a woman's
head-dress : fem.,, , .-, ov,(,) woman-shaped.

-voos,, contr.,,(,)
of womanish mind., f. : aor. :

—

to make weak and
womanish

:

—Pass, to become so.-5, , ,-,, gen.-,(,)
the tread offemale foot.- cinqs, ,(,) befitting a woman.5, tea, , also fem. : Ep. and Ion. fem., ace., pi., —€ : () :

—
of female sex, female, opp. to ; a

goddess ; ' mares. 2. generally, of or

belonging to women ; the female sex. II.

of things, i. fruitful, prolific, nourishing. 2.

tender, delicate : in bad sense, womanish, weak, effemi-

nate. III. the Comp., a, ov [], is

used like the Positive in the phrases

or".--iropos, ov, (,) born of woman

;

" a race offemales., a, ov, v. sub fin.-, ov, (,) bearing girls.-, ov, (,) of woman's mind.-, gen., , , (,-) with a

woman's frock or dress. [], by crasis for rrj.€«, by crasis for ., by crasis for .,, ,() like, a heap.

, an Ep. enclitic Particle, rare in Att. Poets, surely

now ; i?i very truth ; surely not., 3 sing. aor. imperat. med. of ^/., Ep. for, 2 sing. opt. of.,, Ep. dat. pi., , a wild beast, a
beast ofprey: joined with a Subst., as . 2.

any monster, as the sphinx ; often of the centaurs

:

also satyrs.

Ion., , () a hunting, pursuit of wild
beasts, the chase :

—eager pursuit of anything. II.

in collective sense, the beasts, the game, quarry.-, , , (, ~/) a hunter.,,,() that which is caught, prey,

booty., ov, () to be caught or won., a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be caught or

won. II., one must catch or win., , ,() a hunter, hunter after.

/nKOs, , , of or for the chase, devoted to

hunting; the arts for winning
friends.,,() a thing to catch with, a net, trap., f. or : () :

—

to hunt wild

beasts, to chase, pursue, catch. 2. metaph., like

Lat. venari, to hunt after a thing, pursue, seek it

eagerly. II. the Med. is used in Act.

sense, to hunt after, seekfor : also in Pass, to be hunted,

pursued.

*, dual. nom. of., ov, () of, belonging to wild beasts, Lat.

ferinus : , periphr. for , the centaur., Ep. for, dat. pi. of.,,,() spoil,prey,game. II.

hunting.,, ,() a hunting, the chase : me-
taph. a hunting after., , ,{) a hunter; -

with hounds and huntsmen : also

afisher. Hence, , , of, belonging to the chase or hunt-

ing: . hunting dogs, hounds : (with

and without), the art of hunting, the chase., f. () =, to hunt, run down,

catch : to hit, strike : metaph. to hunt or seek after

:

—
<

Pass, to be hunted : also to be preyed upon.

6€, Ion. and Dor. for.€, , Ion. for.,, and,, , Ep. and Ion.

for, a hunter., f,(,) afight with

wild beasts. From-, ov,fighting with wild beasts., , in form a Dim. of, but vsed for it

almost always in Prose, a wild animal, beast ; esp. of

such as are hunted, game : a beast, brute, as opp. to

birds and men. II. as real Dim. of, a little

animal. III. as a term of reproach, beast ! like

Lat. bellua, .
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fested by them, Lat. belluosus. II. brutal in

manners or nature, wild, savage, Lat. belhdnus.4, f., to strike or kill wild beasts. From-, ov, (,) killing wild beasts.-, ov, (,) fed on by wild beasts.--os, ov,(,) with brutal mind, brutal.--rovos, ov, (,) killing wild beasts.-&, ov, , (,) a slayer of beasts.-, ov, (,) feeding wild beasts.-, ov, (,) looking out for wild

beasts., 77, () hunting, the chase.-, ov, (,) producing wild beasts.-, ov, (, ) feeding wild

beasts. II. proparox., pass, fed by

beasts, feeding on them.-, ov, also , ov, (, *) slaying

wild beasts., dat. pi. of., crasis for .
'2,, , a serf or villain, who is bound to

the soil, Lat. ascriptus glebae : also a hired labourer.

They formed the last of Solon's four tribes, the other

three being the,,.
This class took in all whose property in land yielded

less than 150 medimni : they were generally excluded

from public service, but were employed as light-armed

troops and seamen, and, in case of need, as heavy-

armed. II. fern, Att., , a labour-

ing girl. 2. as Adj., a menial's fare., aor. I inf. of, to suckle., Ep. 3 pi. aor. I opt. of =.€, aor. I part. med. of, to suckle., 3 sing. aor. 1 med. of, to suckle., f. ,() to store or 'treasure

up, lay by : of fruits, to lay up in store, preserve. Hence, aros, , a store, treasure., , (, fut. of-) a store laid up,

treasure. II. a store or treasure-house : any re-

ceptacle for valuables, a chest, casket.,,() the temple of Theseus, a sanc-

tuary for runaway slaves. II. ® (sub.

), the festival of Theseus.,, Dor. 2 and I sing. fut. of., Desiderat. of, I wish to place.€€, 4€, Ep. fut. inf. of., Dor. 1 pi. fut. med. of., , 6, Theseus, the most famous of the

heroes of Athens. (Prob. from -, the Settler,

Civiliser.), pres. inf. pass, of, to suckle.

Att., fern, of., fut. of.
€(, ,() hired service.€, f. , () to be a menial, serve for hire., , , () fit for menial service, menial., Att. for.

-, insep. affix, added to several Nouns, denoting
the place at which, as, ayp60i, ', in the fields, at

home. Like -, it was originally a genitive termi-

nation, as in , .&-, ov, ,(,) the chief or leader

of a sacred band of revellers., , revelling. From, () to honour with sacred revelry :
—

Pass., he has his soul imbued with

Bacchic revelry.

202, 0, a company or procession of persofis

dancing and singing in honour of a god, esp. of Bac-

chus, a band of Bacchic revellers. 2. any company
or troop. Hence, to make into a festive company., Dor. ace. pi. of., , 6,() the member of a company

of revellers ; c. gen., " worship-

pers orfollowers of Love., lengthd. form of Root- (which ap-

pears in aor. 2 and in te-tigi, pf. of tango) : fut.-
: aor. 2^ :

—to touch lightly, just touch, less

strong than ; then generally to touch : to

touch, attempt : to reach, gain.

Qiytlv Ep. 4«, aor. 2 inf. of.,, , (') a touch., fut. of.
'2, gen.,. , later :

—

a heap of sand on
the beach : hence the beach, shore, strand : in pi., sand-heaps, sand-bafiks :—then any heap ;

heaps of dead ; 6€ a heap of

bones. 2. the sand at the bottom of the sea;

a dark, muddy bottom : metaph.,

how thou troublest the very bottom

of my heart., , , crushed, bruised. From', inf. : fut. [] : aor.

Ep. :—Pass., pf. :
—to crush, brzdse,

pound, bray.

[] : fut. : aor. ' :—Pass.,

aor. , aor. 2 [i
1

] : pf. :

—to press, press hard, gall

:

—Med.,

he will rub his shoulders. 2. metaph. to oppress,

afflict, distress : pf. part,, hemmed in,

confined, narrow. Hence, (, , a pressing, pressure. 1. metaph.

oppression, affliction., Dor. for.
Qvaros, Dor. for., lengthd. from Root- : fut.,

Ep. inf. : aor. 2 ', Ep. inf. :

pf., whence syncop. pi.,,
; imperat. ; opt. ; inf. -
[] ., [a], rarely-

;
part,,, (or)., gen. . also ; 3 ^•

plqpf. :—from arose the Att. future

forms, :

—

to be dying, to die, Lat.
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morior

:

—perf. I have died, am dead; so too

aor. 2, I died, am dead ; part,, dead,

Lat. mortuus. II. metaph. of things, to die,

perish.-, is, {$,) born of mortals,

of mortal race.-, is,(,) of mortal nature., , , also os, 6v : Dor. /TOs, , ,() :

—

mortal,. to ; mor-

tals. 2. of things, befitting mortals, human., (0ocs) trans, to move quickly, ply rapidly,

dispatch. 2. intr. to move o?ieself quickly, hurry

along. II. =,, to sit., by crasis for ., by crasis for .£, () =, tofeast. Hence,, , a meal, feast., rjpos, , () afea&ter., ,() of orfor a feast.

6oivutikOs, , ,() of oxfor a feast., opos, , =. [], f., to feast on, eat. II. to feast,

entertain

:

—hence in Med. or Pass., with fut. med., aor. I pass,, pf. :
—

tofeast : to feast on, eat. From, , a meal, feast, banquet, dinner : gene-

rally, food, provender., , Ion. for., f. , () to feast, entertain., for, 3 sing. aor. 2 opt. med. of.
OoXepos, , , () muddy, thick, troubled, Lat.

turbidus, properly of water. II. metaph. troubled

by passion, turbid, agitated., ,() a round hat to keep the sun off.05, , a dome or circidar vault : generally,

any round or vatdted building. 2. at Athens, the

round chamber in which the Prytanes dined.'2, , mud. II. the dark juice of the

cuttle-fish (sepia), which it emits to hide itself, Lat.

loligo. Hence, f., to make muddy, turbid : metaph. like

Lat. perturbare, to trouble, disquiet., , , () quick, active, ready; vv£ qidck-

ly-passing night ; Sats a hasty meal. II.

sharp, pointed, of rocky islands or headlands., f., (0oos) to make sharp or pointed., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 of., aor. 2 inf. of., , —.
and, Dep., collat. form, of, to leap, esp. to pair, mate, couple.

Oopos, ,{) the semen genitale of the male., fut. of., Dor. 3 pi. of., f. , () to make an uproar,

mostly of a crowded assembly, in token either of
approbation or the contrary : hence, I. to cheer,

applaud. 2. to groan, murmur at one. II.

trans, to trouble, disturb with noise or tumult :—Pass.

to be troubled : to be in disorder or confusion. Hence, , , inclined to riot, tumtdtuous.'^, ^ tjje noise j a crowcieci assem.

bly, I. in token of approbation, applause,

cheers. 2. the contrary, a clamour, tiproar,

groaning., aor. 2 part, of.
Qov, Att. imperat. aor. 2 med. of.,, by crasis for , .-, , ,(,) a Thurian

prophet, generally a soothsayer.,, , fern, of sq.

-Dpos, , () leaping, rushing, impetuous,

eager

:

—fern.,, mostly as epith. of,
impetuous might ; shield of impetuous

warrior.5, , Ep. lengthd. from, a seat. 2. a

sitting, assembly., Adv. of, quickly, soon.

Ion. poet.|, 17, Thrace., a, ov, Ion. poet. ©prJKios,(£)
of or belonging to the Thracians, Thracian., f. ,() to stretch on the tanner s

board, to tan :, fut. med. in pass, sense,

to be tanned., , Dim. of, a small bench, stool., , ,() one of the rowers on the

topmost of the three benches in a trireme, who had the

longest oars and most work ; cf. ^,-. []
-s,, , fern, of.~05, , a bench, form : esp. the topmost of

the three benches in a trireme.

£,, ; Ion.,, poet.,, a Thracian.£,£, aor. I inf. and imper. of., Adv. of, boldly: Comp.,
Sup.-.
'205, cos, , =, courage, confidence :

in bad sense, over-boldness, daring, rashness, pre-

sumption, impudence, [a]

Att., , Ion. and poet.

Dor., a Thracian woman.
Att., fut. £, Att. contr. from -, to trouble, disquiet, disturb.-, ov,(,) relying on strength

of limb.-, ov,(,) bold of heart,

stout-hearted.-, ov, gen. ovos,(,) bravely

patient; cf.,.-, es, (,) bold of device,

daring, resolute.-, 3os,,,(,) =3.- Dor.-, , (, -) bold in scheming or contriving.-, ov,(, /xO0os) bold of speech.
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• bold, encourage

:

—Pass, and Med. to be bold, ready,

courageous ; to rely on one.- poet,, ov,(,) bold in war.

-irovos, ov, (Opaavs, ttovos) bold at work.

©PACT'S, eta, v, bold, spirited, resolute : in bad

sense, rash, venturous, presumptuous. II. of

things, causing confidence, safe.-5, ov, (9paovs,^) bold-

hearted., to be over-bold of tongue. Hence-, b, licence of speech, insolence. From&-,, ov, ($,) over-bold of
tongue, insolent., 77tcs, ),() over-boldness, rashness,

audacious?iess. [p]-, xeipos, ,(, xdp) 77, bold of hand., Att. for., Att. for.-, vyos, , , {, £) breaking

wheels.,, that which is broken, afragment. From', f. : aor. :
—to break, break

in pieces, shiver, shatter. II. metaph. to break

down, enfeeble., cltos, ,() that which is reared or

tended, a nursling : a creature., Ion. for', 3 pi. aor. I of., fut. of.€€, , fern, of.€6, , , verb. Adj. of , to be

fed. II;, one must feed. 2. (from

Pass.) one must be fed., rjpos, b,() a feeder, rearer. Hence, ov, able to feed, feeding, nourish-

ing. ., , rewardsfor rearing, esp.

the returns made by children for their rearing. 2.

food, support., , () like, the returns

made by children for their bringing up, filial duty., a sound imitative of the cithara.

€€, , — or 0apaos, barbarism in

Ar. Eq. 1 7, evi , the spirit 's not
in me.. aor. I pass. inf. of., poet, for', aor. I of., 2 sing. aor. I med. opt. of., fut. of., only used in pres. and impf. med., to cry

aloud, shriek out, wail, lament., , Ep. for., , ov, Ep. for, ©paKios., ikos, , Ion. for, £., , Ion. for,.|, , Ion. for. Hence
^0€, Adv.from Thrace: and|€, Adv. to Thrace.

, , ov, Ion. for /nos, Thracian., f., (/os) to wail, lament, mourn

:

to sing a dirge or lament. Hence, aTOS, , a lament ; and, rjpos, ,, , a mourner, waller., b, () a wailing, lame?iting : a funeral-
song, dirge, like the Gaelic coronach.-, $, b, (0pdvos) a footstool. 2. a bench;$, the seven-foot bench, the seat of

the helmsman or the rowers.

, tjkOs, 0, Ion. for £.
Ion. -, ,() religious wor*

ship, service, observance : religion., f. , (5) to observe religiously,

hold scrupulously

.

', Ion. for.2:2, ov, religious.-,, Ion. for.,, at, the Thriae, Parnassian nymphs, nurses

of Apollo., f. ,($) to triumph. II. to

lead in triumph. III. to make to triumph.^, , cv, triumphal. From, , a hymn to Bacchus : also a name of
Bacchus. II. used to express the Roman tri-

umphus, a triumph., , Dim. of 0piyKOs.'5, , the coping, eaves, cornice, which
projects beyond the rest of the wall ; 0piyKos

a cornice of blue metal :—metaph. the coping-stone,

lastfinish. II. generally a wall, fence. Hence, f., to surroxind with a coping ;'^ he fenced it at top with thorn

-

bushes :— metaph. to build up even to the coping-

stone, to put thefinishing stroke to. Hence, , a coping, cornice.', olkos, 77, lettuce, Lat. lactaca. [?]£, poet, syncop. for.- Ep. -, , and -aKpis, idos, 77, (-
va£) the trident-land, sub. 777 or, an old name
of Sicily from its three promontories, Lat. Trinacria.£, olkos, b, (for, from Tpis) a trident,

three-prongedfork., 17, gen. Tpi^cs, dat. pi.£:—the hair, both

of man and beast: sheep's wool: also of the beard:—
Proverb.,£ only a hairs breadth off.

, , a fig-leaf II. a kind of omelette,

so called because it was wrapped in fig-leaves.2, b, one of the reefs or little ropes

lewer part of the sail, used to take it in.--, ov, (,) worm-eaten., gen. -nos, , () a wood-ivorm. r, f., (0p6os) to cry aloud, shriek forth :

generally, to speak, declare. II. to frighten :—
Pass, to befrightened or troubled.02, b, a lump, piece, Lat. grumus: a clot

or gout of blood.-, (s,(,) curdled, clotted*

the
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embroidered on cloth. II. later, are flowers

or herbs used as charms. (Deriv. uncertain.)02, , a seat, chair. II. a chair of state,

throne : the chair of a judge, teacher, etc. : in pi. the

king's estate or dignity.

0poos Att. contr. GpoOs, , () a confused noise,

tumult, murmuring. II. report, Lat. rumor., to, Dim. of.^^, ioos, , a wick.

(vulgo) : f. : pass. pf.-
: (9px)\os) :—to make a noise, to keep bab-

bling. II. c ace. rei, to keep talking about a

thing, make a great talk of:—Pass, to be the common

talk, or what is in every

one's mouth.

(vulgo), f. : (>$) :

—

to

make a false note in playing on the cithara.

(vulgo) to break in pieces

:

—Pass, to be shivered ; Ep. aor. . (Akin

to,.) Hence"05 (vulgo ), , a confused noise,

shouting, tumult, mxirmuring., aros,,() a piece broken off, a bit,

piece, morsel., to, a rtish, Lat. juncus.

/TrTiKOs, , 6v, breaking, crushing. II. pass.

easily broken : metaph. effeminate, enervated. From, f. -, aor. :—Pass., fut.

med. in pass, sense, : aor. 2 [C] :

pf. :

—

to break in pieces, crush :—Pass, to

be broken, crushed. II. metaph. in Pass, to be

enfeebled, enervated. III. in Pass, also, to be

affected, give oneself airs, look languishing : generally,

to be conceited ;€' , to feel pride in a

thing. Hence, ws, , a breaking in pieces. II. me-
taph. softness, weakness, effeminacy., lengthd. from the Root -, which ap-

pears in fut. and aor. 2 : fut. Ion. :

aor. 2', inf. Ep.:—to leap, spring,

as the arrow from the string, or the lot from the hel-

met. 2. foil, by Prep., to leap or spring upon one,

to attack, assault. II. trans, to mount, impregnate., ,() a springing or rising, as of
a hill from the plain.<>, aoos, , and$, ioos, , =-., , gen. 0vyar4pos contr.,
dat./ ^', ace. Ep. -,
voc.' : a daughter. Hence, , a daughter's daughter, grand-
daughter., , Ion. -ihkos, , , a daughter's
son, grandson., , Dim. of^, a little girl.€, , () a mortar. Hence, , Dim. of.€, , () a storm, a hurricane, whirlwind,

tempest; nrvpus storms of lightning; $
storms of woe., gen. pi. of.-, {,) receiving incense.

Bv-f\ns, eaaa, «/, (0$) smoking with incense, fra-
grant., , () the part of the victim burned: a
burnt-offering or sacrifice., f., to busy oneself with sacrifices

:

—Pass, to befilled with sacrifices. And, , a sacrificing. From-, ov, (,) busy about sacrificing

;

sacrificial : as Subst. a sacrifice, a priest.-, ov, (, (payeiv) consuming offerings.

or [], , (from to smell) : a sweet-

scented African tree, perhaps a kind of cedar., , , —.
or Bvas, gen. $, , () a frantic or in-

spired woman, Bacchante.

6mvos, , ov, made of the wood of the tree., =, to rage, be inspired., , Dim. of, a small bag.

0T'AAWKO2, , a bag, pouch, commonly of lea-

ther. II. in pi. the loose trousers worn by Eastern

nations.«, f.-,() Dep. to offer. Hence, , that which is offered; cakes,

incense, etc. [], aros, , () a sacrifice, offering; -
offerings of all fruits., f., () to be wroth or angry.-, is, (,^) heart-grieving., -nos, , () a piece of burning wood

or charcoal, a hot coal or ember., to be well-pleased. From- [], es, (, -apeiv) suiting one's

mind, well-pleasing.

OT'MBPA, , a bitter herb, savory.-6-€5, ov,(, kni,) eat-

ing the herb savory, living poorly.

-as, ados, , a nymph of the Tiber. From, ioos, , the Tiber, Lat. Tiberis.-, ov,(, (payeiv) eating the herb

savory;~- to look as if one had

eaten savory, make a wryface.,,() a placefor sacrifice, an altar. II.

in the Athen. theatre, an altar-shaped platform in the

middle of the orchestra : a raised stage or seat.

Hence€, , ov, of oxfor the thymele, scenic.

-€€, f., (,^) to collect o?ie's

spirit, recover courage, be oneself again.-, is, (, ?joos) well-pleasing, dear.

Ion.-, aTOS,,() that which is

burnt as incense, incense.

Ion.-, ,() a censer., f. , [a] : Ion. aor. : (,) :

—

to burn so as to produce smoke

:

—to burn as
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ince?ise:—Pass., Ion. 3 sing,, for -, to

be burned., , Dim. of. \~\, Ion. for., Ion. 3 sing. pres. pass, of., , Ion. for., , ov, () made of or with thyme. [], , , () seasoned with thyme.-, es, (,) heavy at heart.«, f., to gnaw or vex the heart. From-, ov, (,) heart-eating.-, is, (,) biting the heart.-, es, (,) high-spirited, coura-

geous, Lat. animosus. II. hot-tempered, passion-

ate : of horses, restive, ivild.-,, , (,) lion-hearted.-5, , , , (,) of prophetic

soul.-4, f., (,) to fight with

all one's heart and soul.-, es, (,) wrathful.-, , , (,) life-destroying., , () the soul ; also, the life, breath, Lat.

anima; , to take away, de-

stroy the life. II. the sozd, heart, Lat. animus ;

avujyei , my heart bids me

;

after my heart's desire; against

one's heart's desire; or to love

with all one's heart; most pre-

cious to my soid. 2. of any vehement passion, an-

ger, wrath, and in good sense, spirit, courage. III.

the mind, will, purpose ; his mind or

purpose wavered.

[], , , or eos, , () thyme, Lat.

thymus. 2. a mixture of thyme with honey and
vinegar., , 6v, of or like a man of genius,

clever. From-, ov, (,) naturally clever, a
man ofgenius., f., to break the heart. From-, ov, (,) life-destroying

;

' deadly characters, i. e.fatal to

the bearer; poisonous, deadly

drugs : of persons, heart-breaking, most irksome., f.,() to make angry :—Pass., with

fut. med.-, aor. and:
pf. :

—to be wroth or angry : to be wild or

restive ; , passion., , =., aor. I part. pass, of.,, ,() wrath, passion, [], =.£, f.,() to spear a tunny-fish : to

strike with a harpoon.

Ovvvetos, a, ov,() of the tunny-fish.

6wv€Vtukos, , ov, fit for tunny-fishing. From
Ouvvos, , (,) the tunny-fish, Lat. thunnus.

«, f., to watch for tunnies. From-, ov, (,) watching for
tunnies ; esp. of a man on a high place who looked

out for the shoals of tunnies.

->),(,(,() like a tunny-fish, simple., Dor. for, ace. pi. of.,( ) to rush or dart along, []-, ov, (,) receiving incense,

fragrant zvith incense.

Gvocis,, , () laden with incense,fragrant., , () a tree, prob. the same as., Dor. 3 pi. of. 2. dat. sing, of part.., cos, , () a sacrifice, offering.-,(, =) to offer burnt-sacrifices.

Hence, , , the sacrificing priest., f.,() to make fragrant : pf. part. pass.

fragrant oil.

Ion., , Germ. THUR, our DOOR;
to put to the door, opp. to-

;, , Lat. jamiam pulsare, to

knock at the door ; at the doors, i. e.

close at hand. 2. the door of a carriage. 3.

a trsp-c/oor. II. generally, an
entrance, access. III. boards put together like a
door, aframe, raft. Hence, for, Adv. to the door, outside the

door : then like Lat. foras, out ;

he wrenched the spear out of his thigh.0€ Ep. -, () Adv. from without, with-

out, outside; oi foreigners, aliens., a, ov, also oi, ov, () outside the door,

abroad; to go out of the door;

to comefrom abroad; stranger

men; the good fortune of other men., -, Adv. () at the door, outside the

door, abroad, Lat.foris., to be out of doors, live in the air. And, , a living out of doors. From-, ov, (,) living out of doors or

in the open air, keeping the field.

-acnris,, ,(,) a large shield.

0vpcos, , () a great stone put against a door

to keep it shut. II. a large oblong shield, Lat.

scutum., , =, a door, [u], , Ion. and Ep. for., Adv., Ep. for., Ep. dat. of : also used as Adv. outside,

without., , Dim. of.-, , Dim. of, a little door, ivicket.,, , Dim. , a small door: window.€, f., to break a door open. From
-KOiTOS, ov,(,) knocking at the door,

esp. for alms., f.,() tofurnish with doors, bar close.

2
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£, Lacon. inf., (Ovpaos) to bear

or brandish the thyrsus.-$, is, (dvpcros,) raving with the

thyrsus.,, with heterog. pi.,,) any light,

straight shaft: commonly the thyrsus, a wand wreathed

in ivy and vine-leaves with a pine-cone at the top,

carried by the devotees of Bacchus.«, f., to bear the thyrsus ; . Oiaaovs

to assemble companies with the thyrsus. From-3, ov, {,) thyrsus-bearing.0-5, is, (Ovpaos,) delighting in

the thyrsus., aros, , () a room with doors to

it. II. a door with Us frame., os, , {) the door-way : a hall, ante-

chamber, Lat. atrium, vestibulum.

05, , , {,) a door-keeper, porter., aor. I inf. of.3 Ep. -, (, ev, tasseled, fringed.

From, , {) a tassel, tuft, or tag : in pi. tassels,

fringe : esp. of the aiyis. [], , ov,{) tasseled, fringed.,,, {) the sacred implements of Bac-

chic worship : Bacchic worship., , {) sacrificing, the mode of sacrificing

:

in pi., sacrifices. II. the victim itself.

, , {) an altar., ov, {) fit for sacrifice. [v~\3,, ev, Ep. for., ados, ,{) of orfor sacrifice, sacrificial;

the cry uttered in sacrificing ;

the prayers offered with a sacrifice., Dor. fut. of., verb. Adj. of, one must sacrifice., fjpos, , {) a sacrificer, slayer. Hence, , =.,, aor. inf. and fut. of.' (A), fut. []: aor. : pf.,:
—Med., fut., also used in pres. sense:—Pass.,

aor. [] : pf., also used in med. sense:—to offer, sacrifice, slay a victim : also absol.,

e<zois to sacrifice to the gods : later, to celebrate with

sacrifices, ; eia-yyekia Povs
to acknowledge the good news by sacrificing a hun-
dred oxen. II. Med. to have a victim slain: hence

to take the auspices.' (), f. [], like,, of any
violent motion, to rush on or along, dart along:
generally, to storm, rage.-, cs, {$,$) like incense, sweet-smelling., citos, , {) that which is burnt as in-

cense, in pi. spices., 0rjs, 07j, aor. 2 subj. of., ,{) a penalty ; a penalty

imposed by the Achaeans.«, Ion. for, to sit. From

, Ep. lengthd., , Ion. for 0cxkos, a
seat, chair. II. a sitting, assembly ; to

the sitting.,£,, Ion. for-., tyyos, , a cord, string, esp. a bowstring., f. , to whip with small cords, scourge., by crasis for , the half.

05, ,{) a heap., 17,{) a flattering, flattery.€, cltos, ,{) a piece of flattery, a
caress.,, Dim. of, a bit offlattery., f.,{) toflatter.fawn on, cajole, wheedle., , 6v, {) fawning, flattermg., crasis for ., f. , =., ,{) a breastwork., f. , {) to arm with breast-

plate. II. generally, to sheath in armour, cover

with armour.-, ,{£,) makingbreastplates.- Ion.-, ov,{,) wear-
ing a breastplate, a cuirassier., /ios, Ion., $, , a breastplate, cui-

rass ; 5t7rAcos a double cuirass, consisting of

breast and back piece joined with clasps, Lat. lo-

rlca. 2. the part covered by the breastplate, the

chest. II. the breastwork of a wall : also the

strong, outer wall.-, ov, Ion. for>$., , ,{) armed with breastplate

or cuirass., /cos, , Ion. and Ep. for., aor. inf. of sq., pi. fut. of ; but also Ep. for, aor. I subj., f. £,{) to arm with a breastplate

or cuirass, generally, to arm, harness

:

—Pass,-, f.- : aor. : to arm oneself

put one's armour on. II. in Act. also, in Ion. and
Poets, to make drunk :—Med. to get drunk. Hence€,, aor. 1 pass. part, and inf.

'5,, or , the jackal., rjpos, , {') a barker, roarer.,,,,-, less correct Ion. forms for,, etc., f. , of a dog, to bark, bay, growl ; ' a

gnat, to buzz, hum : generally, to cry aloud, shotit

out

:

—c. ace, to call on, call.

2/, gen., , a flatterer, fawner, cajoler.

I

I, ,, indecl., ninth letter of the Greek alpha-

bet. As numeral, —, but ,t = 10,000.
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The subscriptum was always adscriptum or written

by the side, not under (as, not ), till the 13th

century. In Capitals it is still so written, as.
was easily exchanged with , whence forms like, ' : was sometimes exchanged

with , as : but more frequently it is in-

serted to lengthen the syll., as in us gewos$
for hs £evos .

The Quantity of varies.

-C, iota demonstrativum, is attached to all cases of

demonstr. Pronouns in Attic, to strengthen their force,

e. g.,,, Latt. hicce, baecce, hocce,', , Tovroyi, etc. : also demonstr. Advs., as,,. Those that end in take the

before a vowel, as,,. In all these, the last syll. is long, and takes

the accent ; a long vowel or diphthong in penult, is

shortened, e. g. '',.' Ion. , , =, a voice, cry.

, Itjs, ifj,, old Ion. fern, of e'is for,, etc.

, , irreg. pi. of ios, an arrow. \t]

, , pi. of, a violet.

hxi, exclam. of triumph., fut. pass, of.. strengthd. form of, to express disgust.

'IAI'NXl, fut. iavw : aor. : aor. 1 pass. :

—to warm, heat. 2. to melt, soften by heat : me•
taph., to melt the heart. 3. to warm,
cheer, refresh, recruit : c. dat. to take delight in a

thing., ("Ia/c^os) to raise the cry of Iacchus.«, f., —.^, ,() Iacchos, mystic name of Bacchus,

as the god of shouting and revelry. 2. the Bac-

chanalian shout,

Ion.-, f.,($) to bewail. Hence
Ion. -, , a wailing woman., [a] Ion. €5, , () a wail, lament,

dirge. II. as Adj. melancholy, plaintive., f. : aor. , inf. :
—to send

forth ; kn they putforth their

hands to the dishes; ^ I put
chains on thy hands. 2. to attack, assail ; -rj-

aw to assail one with insults. 3. to

send. II. intr. (sub.), to send oneself on,

to flee, run, hurry. \f\ Hence
IoAtos, 17, , verb. Adj. sent, dispatched.

Ion., aros, ,() a means of heal-

ing, treatment, remedy., ov,() in iambics; iam-
bic verse.£, f., and £, f. , (), to

assail in iambics : generally, to lampoon.
', , an iambus, a metrical foot consisting

of a short and long, syll., as. II. an iambic
verse, the trimeter or senarius, first used by the sar-

castic writers Archilochus and Hipponax; and then in

the Attic Drama.

. 325, , pi. 'laves, contr. for,, an Ionian., aor. I pass, of.
: fut. Ion. : aor. 1

Ion. : Dep. :

—

to heal, cure : me-
taph. to remedy, heal, correct. II. aor.

[a], and pf., in pass, sense, to be healed, to

recover., barbarism for the vocat. of 'laojv.

'laoves, pi. of.', f., to send, drive ; of missiles, to send
forth, shoot, discharge: to set in motion; -

to begin the dance. 2. to assail, handle
roughly, hurt. II. intr. (sub.), to rush,

hurry, speed.' Ion., vyos, , the north-west or

west-north-west wind.

'las, aoos, 77, Adj. fern, of", Ionic. II. as

Subst. (sub. ), an Ionian woman. 2. (sub.' or), the Ionic dialect.

,, 3 pi. pres. of ibo., for Uaai, 3 pi. of., ov,() admitting of cure, remediable:—appeasable.

idats Ion. '5, $, ,() a cure, remedy."',, , a precious stone, jasper., Adv. ('las) in the Ionicfashion or dialect., gen. 6os, contr. ovs, , () laso, the

goddess of healing and health.

Ep., rjpos, , poet, for iarpos, a chirur-

geon, surgeon, leech, physician, [e], 3 sing. impf. of., , () the art of medicine.

Iutos, , ,() curable., , () a surgery.

laTpucos, , , (laTpos) of or for the art of healing:

(sub. ), surgery, the art of healing.-, €cws, ,(,) the physician-

seer, of Apollo and Aesculapius.

Ion. up-pos, ,()=, a surgeon,

leech, physician : metaph.,$, opyijs, etc.,

a healer.-€5, ov, , (,) a practiser cf
the healing art.,£, Inter), ah, woe is me!, opos, , Ion., poet, for. [], a shout in answer, ho I holla !, exclamation of joy, ho! ho! [t], f. : aor. : () :

—to sleep, to pass

the night : hence to dwell in a place :

—

rest the foot.

1-65, , , (ios,) an archer. [], aor. I pass, of., , ov, () glad-sounding.€, f., =, to shout, cry aloud., , () a cry, shout : a wail, shriek : gene-

rally, any loud sound, [], aTos, ,() a cry, shout, [], f. : pf., fem. part, : () :
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—to cry, shout, either in sign of joy or lamentation

:

c. ace. to sound, proclaim. II. of things, to re-

sound, reecho ; of the waves, to roar ; of hot iron in

water, to hiss. [], ovos, , Ep. for ", an Ionian., gen. Ion. i'/3tos Att., ace., , the

ibis, an Egyptian bird, to which divine honours were
paid. It is scarlet, of the stork kind." or, , a mortar., part,, pf. of., , (-yaw) the hollow or hinder part of the knee,

Lat. poples. [5], vos [], , =•^, ace. iyvoa or iyvvv.
J
'I8a Ion.", , Ida, a mountain in Phrygia near

Troy : also another in Crete. II. a thick wood,

wood, copse. 2. timber; ^^ timber

for ship-building, [t], ov, (Jbos) causing sweat., Ion for, and. []
'€ or , imperat. of, aor. 2 of*, 16, be-

hold, [r], Ep. 3 sing, of, aor. 2 of *€. []
Ion. -, , (() form. 2. generally, the

look -or appearance of a thing, as opp. to its reality,

Lat. species. 3. a nature, kind, sort; a way, man-
ner, fashion, [t]

Ep., inf. of, aor. 2 of*., inf. med. of(, aor. 2 of*., Ion. for, aor. 2 of*. [], Ion. subj. of, aor. 2 of *tt'5o?., Ep. 2 sing, of, aor. 2 med. of*€. [], for, Dor. fut. of *€. [], v. sub i'5ios.,, Comp. and Sup. of '*$,
formed from.-, f., (',) to follow one's

own counsel, take one's own way.02, , ov, Att. also os, ov: one's own, personal,

private, Lat. privus, privatus : opp. to public (-
aios). 2. one's own, opp. to aWoTpios ; >
or ? private property or concerns. 3. pecu-

liar, separate, distinct : hence strange. II. dat.

is used as Adv. privately, opp. to ;

typtvos away from one's senses. 2. on one's own
account. III. irreg. Comp. and Sup.,
Wairaros (formed from ).-, , ('$,) a peculiar tem-

perament or habit of body, idiosy?icrasy., f. [i] : aor. ' : () :
— to sweat: to

sweat with fear : in Prose usually., Adv. of ifoos, privately., ,() private life, a business., f., to live as a private man. II. to

be without professional knowledge, be a layman. From,, ,() a private person, one in a pri-

vate station, opp. to -yos, a private soldier:

also an individual, opp. to ttoXis. II. one who
has no professional knowledge, a layman, opp. to one

who has ; iarpos a mediciner or an un-

professional man; a poet or a
prose-writer : c. gen. rei, unskilled or unversed in

a thing. 2. an ill-informed, common-place fel-

low. III. one's countrymen, opp. to. Hence, , ov, of orfor a private man, private or

personal, opp. to public. 2. commonplace, trivial,

awkward.

,, Ion. and Dor. for^, I pi. of. II.

Ep. for, inf. of., Ep. for (, inf. of., , knowledge, skill. From, ov, gen. ovos,( — tioivai) practised,

skilled, versed in a thing.2, f., to crook, bend

:

—Pass, to double

oneself up, writhe, esp. for pain., aor. I pass, of., Ion. for, 3 pi. aor. 2 opt. of *6'>., Dor. for, aor. 2 part. fern, of *'., Ep. for, I sing, and 3 pi. aor. 2 of
*€'.
^05, eos,, sweat, perspiration. 2. violent heat., imperat. med. of. II. as Adv.Nvritten, lot beholdl see there I in giving a thing, there!

see there! 2. well! as you please ! 3. ironically

in repeating another's words, y', yes to

be sure, sheer wine.

Ion. or [], , ('$) ktwwledge,

practice, skill ; skill in war.

', gen. Att., , , neut., ('-, =') experienced, skilful: as Subst.,$ the

provident creature =, the ant., , poet, for. [t] Hence, f., to sweat, perspire, generally from toil,

but also from pain or fear. This Verb, like ^,
is contracted into and instead of ov and 01 (as if it

were ), hence 3 pi. pres., 3 sing. opt. -, fern. part,., ,() a thingfounded, built: a temple,

a statue, image ; woAecws the stay, support of

the city, like Lat. columen rerum., 3 pi. aor. I pass, of., verb. Adj. of, one mustfound, esta-

blish : one must inaugurate a statue. II. pass.

one must not sit still, loiter., f. [] : aor. :—Pass., aor. I

[] not: pf.: (t) :—Causal

of', to make to sit down ; to

encamp an army :—Pass, to be seated, sit still : pf.

part. pass, osfirmly seated, steady, secure. II.

tofix,found, establish: to set up statues, dedicate tem-

ples :—Med., with pf. pass.,, to found or set

up for oneself. III. tofix, settle, establish persons

in a place; "Ap?7 to give footing to,

introduce, intestine war:— pf. pass,, to be

placed, situated; ds to settle in a

place :—Med. tofound or establishfor oneself.
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$,weat, perspiration. 2. the sweat of trees, resin or

gum. II. metaph. anything earned by the sweat

of one's brow., pres. part. fern, of., ,. for (, part. fem. of (v. *€t'Scu),

always in phrase , with knowing,

sensible heart.., aor. 2 subj. of*€.,, aor. 2 part, of *'>.
,, Ep. 3 sing. impf. of ibo.

, 3 sing. Ion. and Att. impf. of (as if from )., Ep. for ', 3 sing. opt. of ibo., Uiaa, lev, pres. part, of., 3 pi. of l'?7/«., pres. pass, and med. of.
«,, Ep. for Uvai, inf. of.
Upevos, , ov, pres. part. pass, of., Aeol. for, 3 pi. impf. of '^ .

tf'vat, pres. inf. of? z'6o.

Uvai, pres. inf. of.-. <5, Dim. of tepa£, a sma// hawk.', $, Ion.£ contr. £,, , a

hawk, falcon.

Upaopat Ion. -, Pass, (Upos) to be a priest or

priestess., ,() the priest's office, priesthood., aros, ,() the priesthood, body

of priests., f. , (Upcvs) to be priest or priestess.

Ion., , fem. of Upevs, a priestess.

Ion. or, , (Upos) a victim,

sacrifice : generally, a slaughtered animal.

tepevs, $ Ion. ipeus, rjos, 6, (Upos) a priest,

sacrificer., for, 3 sing. impf. pass, of

Ion., {., {Upas) to offer, sacrifice. 2.

to kill, slaughter. II. intr. to be a priest., , =., , Ion. for., , Att. poet, form of.-, , , (Upos,) hieroglyphic,

expressing ideas by sacred symbols instead of letters.-, ecus, o, (Upos,) a sa-

cred scribe, one of a lower order of the Egyptian

priesthood.-, ov, (,) receiving sacrifices.-/Tos, ov, (hpos,) sacrificed to a god; U-

smokefrom the sacrifices.-, (Upos,) to discuss sacred things.- Ion., , mystic language.-, , or-, , (Upos, or) the holy moon, or the holy-day of the month., f., to be. From-, ovos, 6, (Upos,) mindful of

sacred things. II. Subst. the sacred recorder sent

by each Amphictyonic state to their Council along with
the nvKayopas., , v. Upos II.-, ov,, (Upos,) conqueror in thegames.
Upo-iroios, ov, (Upos,) managing sacred rites:

at Athens, the Upoiroioi were ten officers, one from
each tribe, who saw that the victims were without

blemish.-, is, (Upos,) beseeming a sacred

place, person or matter : holy, reverend.'2, ,, also os, : Ion. and Ep. also ipos,

, :—of or relating to the gods, Lat. sacer. 2.

holy, hallowed, consecrated, of any place, person or

thing under the protection of a god ; Upos ,
sacred and profane; v. sub '. II. as

Subst.

:

1. Upov Ion., , a temple. 1.

Upa Ion. , , offerings, sacrifices, victims : Upa, Lat. sacra facere or operari, to do or offer

sacrifice : afterwards, the entrails of a victim, and so

the auspices : generally, sacred things or rites, Lat.

sacra. III. special phrases

:

I. Upa,
the sacred, i. e. the great or mysterious disease, prob.

the epilepsy. 2. Upa, the sacred road to

Delphi ; also that from Athens to Eleusis. 3.

Upa the sacred ship sent from Athens to Delos.-, ov, (Upov,) wreathed in holy

fashion., f.,() to rob a temple, steal

sacred things, commit sacrilege. Hence, , temple-robbery, sacrilege.-, ov, (Upov,) robbing temples, sa-

crilegious : as Subst. a sacrilegious person, Lat. sa-

crilegus., f. , (Upovpyos) to perform sacred

rites; Upovpyeiv to minister the gospel.

Hence .,, religious service, worship,

sacrifice.-, , (Upos, epyov) sacrificing : esp. as

Subst. a sacrificing priest., f., to be an initiating priest. From- Ion. tp-, ov, 6, (Upos,) one who
expounds sacred things: an initiating priest. Hence, , , of or for an initiating priest.

Adv. -.-, , , (Upos,£) a keeper of a

temple or of the sacred vessels in it, Lat. aedituus. []- Ion. -, , , (Upos,) of hallowed

soil., f., (Upos) to hallow, dedicate.-, ov, (Upos,) of holy name., (Upas) Adv. in holy manner, piously.

Ion. -, , (Upos) the office of priest,

priesthood : a priest's salary., 3 dual impf. med. of., an ironical exclamation, Lat. but!, () Causal, to make to sit, seat. • •
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2. of soil, to settle down, sink in, Lat.intr. to sit.

sidere.", impf. Ion. : for the aor. I, v.( : later fut., aor. ' : I. Causal,

to make to sit: see (. II. intr. to sit, sit down;

ks to take one's seat : ( of soldiers, to

place themselves in ambush, to encamp : also to sit

still:—Pass. also occurs in same sense;(
kv or ks ^( to take post at

Taygetus. 2. of earth, to settle down, sink in, Lat.

sidere.

, iol exclam. of joy. [f]

, , Ion. for la, voice, sound.

iTjtos, a, ov, also os, ov, () wailing, mournful,

plaintive; irj'ios a cry of woe. II. epith. of

Apollo, the god invoked with the cry ., inf., aor. I of., €£,, Ion. for (~., , =., fys,, 3 pi. or 1(; imperat. i'(i; subj.

ISx ; opt. ; inf. fcVat Ep.( or te/zei/
; part.

ids ;—impf., Aeol. 3 pi. i'ev :—fut. :—aor. I

Ep. :—aor. 2 , of which the ind. is only

used in compds. ; imperat. es, subj. a), opt. (, inf.

(, part, (is :—pf. ( : plqpf. (. Pass, and

Med., pres.( : impf.: aor. 1 pass. eifyi', also( ; aor. I med. : aor. 2 med. (' or 6/zt;i/ :

pf. pass.( : plqpf.(. Causal of( (ibo), to

make to go, set agoing : hence I. to send, send

away, let go, dismiss. 2. of sounds, sendforth,

titter, emit. 3. of things at rest, to set in motion,

send, let fly, throw, hurl : c. gen. pers. to throw at

one:—the 'ace. is often omitted, so that is

seemingly intr. to throw, shoot. 4. of water, to

let flow, let burst forth : and without ace,

( yaiav ' the river flows over the land : of

tears, to let fall : metaph.,: 5e ($
she let her hair^ow down from her head. 5. ge-

nerally, to put, place. II. Med. to feel an impulse

towards a thing, long for, yearn after; part,,
longing for : c. inf. to desire to do. 2. the 3 pi.

aor. 2 med.( is used by Homer only in phrase ((1^ 4£ (, when they had put

away, i. e. satisfied, desire of meat and drink., aor. 1 of.--, ovos, , epith. of Apollo from the cry

47): also a hymn sung to him. Hence-£, f., to cry or, Ion. aor. I inf. of., Ep. for '77, 3 sing. pres. subj. of( ibo., 3 sing. pres. ind. of.,, Ion. for -., ov, dat. also ov, ace., Greek form of

the Hebrew Joshua, Saviour., ffpos, , Ion. for., iTjTpos,, Ion. for -.-€5 poet., (s, (Wvs, yivos) of honest

birth, lawfully begotten, legitimate : of a nation, ge-

nuine, of the good old stock. II. of some mouths
of the Nile, naturally formed, original, opp. to.', , Ithaca, the home of Ulysses, an island

on the West coast of Greece. Hence, Adv. to Ithaca : and, a, ov, of Ithaca, an Ithacan.

^, , Ion. fern, for W(ia, v. Wvs [t]

I0€<os, Adv. of Wvs, directly, straight, Lat. recta via., imperat. of(, come, go, begone:—as Adv. come
on ! forward

!

,, , (() a step, movement., neut. of Wvs, used as Adv., like Wsojs.-, ov, , (Wvs,) giving simple justice.-, ov, (Wvs,() straight-running.

-£,, , , (Wvs, £) straight-haired,

opp. to, woolly-haired. [~], , a fair, stand-upfight. From-3, ov, (Wvs,) fighting fairly and
honestly.

-voos, ov, (Wvs, vuos) honest., Ep. Sup. of Wiws, most straight, most
rightly., f.: aor.:—Pass., aor. :—
Ion. and Ep. for(, to make straight, straighten,

direct, rule

:

—Pass, to become straight or even ;

' Wvvv they ran even with one another. 2.

to guide in a straight line, to direct or steer straight,

to send or shoot straight; Wvvdv, to drive the

horses straight : — Pass, of a boat, to be guided,

steered. 3. to guide, rule : of a judge, to rectify,

correct : also to chastise.

-iropos, ov, (Wvs,() going straight on.-, /os, , , (Wvs,) straight-flying,

of an ashen spear-shaft, []
*'2, Weia, Wv, Ion. fern. W(a : Ion. and Ep.

form of the Att. (v9vs :—of motion, straight, direct,

going straight

:

—in moral sense, straight, tipright,

just, true

:

—Comp. and Sup. WvT(pos, WvTaTos :—in

Adverbial usage, ace. fern, W(iav (sub. ),
straight on, Lat. recta via: so, Ik ttjs W(tys, straight-

forward, openly. II. as Adv., Wvs or Wv, straight

at, straight towards; Wvs to fight fair,

openly and aboveboard. 2. of Time, straightway.

Hence
Iflvs, vos, 57, Homer only in ace. Wvv, an impulse,

purpose, plan, tindertaking, endeavour : but also uv

Wvv, — , straight upwards, []
-€5, (s, (Wvs,() stretched out, straight, []

-TOvos, ov, (Wvs, () = Wv(vs.-» , , plur. from Wv6pi£., f. : aor. : [] : (Wvs) :
—to go

straight, press right on : c. gen.,( v(6s drove

right against the ship. II. to be eager to do,

bent upon doing : hence to desire, purpose., , , (-() befitting, becoming: I.

j

of persons, stfijeient, competent, able to do a thing

;

;

iKavos sufficiently versed in medicine : absol.
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considerable, respectable, tolerable. II. of things,

sufficient, enough : large or long enough ;

a long time ; to to take

security or bail, Lat. satis accipere. Hence,, , sufficiency, fitness., f., to make fit, make sufficient, qualify.

[a], Ep. lengthd. for , =, only

used in pres. and impf., to come : to come to, arrive

at, reach: also Med.., Adv. of, sufficiently, Lat. satis ; -$ to be sufficient : Sup.., a, ov,() Icarian, name of that part

of the Aegaean sea which is between the Cyclades and

Caria, where Icarus the son of Daedalus was said to

have been drowned., , ov, poet, form for, like. [] Hence, f., to make like,, aor. 2 inf. of., 3 sing. aor. 2 imperat. of., ,() the prayer of a suppliant. II.

as fern, of, a female suppliant., a, ov, also os, ov,() of, for or presid-

ing over suppliants, epith. of Zeus. II. suppliant,

supplicating.-, ov,(,) receiving or pro-

tecting suppliants.

f
, , =, q. v.

iK€T€vua, aTos,,() a mode of supplication.

ik€T€\jt€os, a, ov, proper to be supplicated. From, f. : aor. [t Att., Ep.] :() :
—to approach as a suppliant, to supplicate,

entreat, beseech.€ sync., , ov,() of or fit

for suppliants. . (sub. ),
the olive branch which a suppliant held in his

hand., ov, 6,() one who comes to seek pro-

tection, a suppliant orfugitive. II. the protector

of the suppliant. Hence, a, ov, protecting the suppliant, of Zeus.,, , fern, of., Ep. for ), 2 sing. aor. 2 subj. of.
and, to moisten. From

'IKMA'S,, 7y, moisture of any kind.€ or€, only in the phrase ovpos

a fair breeze, (from), a following and so

favourable, wind, Lat. ventus secutidus., lengthd. from" [] : fut. Dor.

: aor. 2 : pf., part, ly :

—

to

come : to come to, arrive at, reach. 2. to come as

a suppliant () to one, to beseech, entreat

him. 3. impers. in pres. and impf., it becomes, be-

fits, beseems; whom it most

concerns ; that which is fitting,

proper., Dor. for, 3 pi. of.
Ion.-, 1€-, Adv. part. pres.

of,fittingly, aright.

, Dor. for, aor. 2 opt. of.", , the half-deck of an Homeric ship:

generally, a boarded platform, scaffold, benches., Adv. () at once, close together. II.

of Place, close to, hard by, c. gen., rjpos, 6, () a suppliant. . Zeis, the protector of the suppliant., , ov, syncop. for.
IktCScos, a, ov,() of a weasel, of weasel-skin, in

Homer. II. as Subst., , contr.

(sub. ), , weasel-skin.'05, , a kite, Lat. milvus."5,, , the yellow-breasted marten-cat., 3 sing, plqpf. of.", impf. : aor. 2 i£ov : root of, a

form used in Ep. poetry:

—

to come: to come to, arrive

at, reach a certain point, whether of Place or Time

;

yovva we come to thy knees, in token

of supplication (cf. 2,) :—metaph. to

reach, arrive at, manhood, old age, etc. ;' violence and force are reach-

ing even to heaven. 2. conversely of circumstances,

conditions
;^ necessity is upon me ; vtrvos,

^, come upon or over me., aor. 2 subj. of., Dor. for ';. [t], Adv. ('?7) in troops, in bodies, in companies,

Lat. turmatim : in abundatice. [t], pres. imperat. of ., Ep. for.
"05, ov, Att. iXccos, , nom. pi., neut.

:—of gods, propitious, gracious : of men, gra-

cious, kindly, gentle : also cheerfid, gay. 2.', (sc.' ) God be gracious to thee, i. e.

be it far from thee., , cheerfulness, gaiety. From, ,, (') cheerful, gay, joyous, mirthful,

Lat. hilaris. Adv. -. Hence,, , gaiety, Lat. hilaritas.

: fut. [] Ep. Dor.

: aor. : Dep. : () :
— to ap-

pease, propitiate, reconcile to oneself, of gods :—but

also to conciliate a man. II. to expiate, atone

for. III. aor. I imperat. pass,, in pass,

sense, be gracious. Hence, <5, a means of appeasing : a propitiation,

sacrifice, [t], Ep. aor. I part, of.€, Ep. for, 2 sing. aor. I subj. of-., , ov, () propitiatory

;

esp. II. as Subst.,, , propitiation

or the mercy-seat., Att. neut. pi. of'., Att. for.
or€ Dor., ,(,') a crowd, band,

troop, company. 2. a troop of horse, squadron,

Lat. turma, ala, strictly of 64 men : generally, a troop,

5
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3• at Sparta, a certain divisio?i of thecompany.

youths., imperat. of., () to be gracious, propitious, in 3 sing,

subj.), and 2 sing. opt.., —, esp. in imperat. Dor. ikaQi, be

gracious, propitious !

'IXids, ados, 77, pecul. fern, of. II. as

Subst.'IAtas, I. (sub. 777) the land of Ilium. 2.

(sub. •yvvif), a woman of Ilium. 3. (sub.),
the Iliad, of Homer., f. : aor. IXiyYidaa :

—

to have a swim-

ming in the head. From, , (',) a spinning round: a swim-

ming in the head, Lat. vertigo : a swoon, [], lyyos, , () a whirling, whirlpool., Adv.) from Troy., old Ep. gen. of "Ikios, Adv. at Troy.

'IXtop-pa'urnr]S, 0, ("Duos,) destroyer of Troy., old Ep. gen. of "Duos.

*02, , , or",, Ilios or Ilium, the city

of Ilus, also called Troy.

[Was,, , (',) a rope, band., , (') squinting.'*, v. sub '.
''5, vos, , mud, slime, dirt. [genit.

Homer, later $.], Ep. dat. pi. of., , Dim. of., , ov, () of leathern thongs., , Dim. of.-€, , (,) a leathern band: me-

taph. one of the feelers of the polypus.'5, avros, 0, dat. pi. Ep. :

—

a leathern strap or thong ; in pi. the straps or harness

of a chariot : the thong or lash of a whip. 2. the

cestus of boxers, consisting of leathern straps put

round the hand : 3. the magic girdle of.Aphro-

dite, Lat. caestus. 4. a latch, by which the bolt

was shot home into the socket : also a shoe-latchet

:

later the rope of a draw-well.— Proverb., uvvuus

eon he's as tough as a thong of dogskin., , (,) the thong or lash of a

whip, generally a whip. [], fut. [] : aor. ' : () :

—

to

flog, scourge : also to smite., , Dim. of. [/-], , Dim. of.£, f. ,{) to clothe : pf. part. pass., clothed.-, , (^,) a dealer in

clothes., , in form only a Dim. of, an outer

garment, cloak or mantle worn above the, an-

swering to Homer's ;, , generally,

clothes. II. a cloth.-€, f.,(,) to take

care of clothes.

, , (') clothing, apparel, []
Aeol.,() to long for, yearn for

or after, desire; c. inf. to long or wish to do.—More
freq.<= as Dep., with aor. I med.,
pass,., I pi. of( ibo.

',, Ep. for tevai, inf. of el ibo.-, ts, (,) looking long-

ingly.,, ,() exciting love or desire,

lovely, charming.€-5, e's, (,) Dor. for-) sweetly growing or blooming.

"IMEP02 [], , a longing ox yearning after a per-

son or thing, Lat. desiderium : absol. love, desire.^, Aeol. for., , , () longedfor, lovely.6, poet, for,, inf. of ibo., V, () the rope of a draw-well : ace.-, absol., a rope's length, i. e. as long as a bucket

takes to go down and come up a well.

iv, Dor. for 5=, ace. of Pron. of 3rd pers.

"", Conjunction:

—

that, in order that, =,
Lat. ut : I. with Subj. mood ofter tenses of present

time; greets, iV }$ thou art come that thou mayest

see. 2. with Optat. after tenses of past time ; -$', ' Pallas gave him
strength, that he might become conspicuous. 3.

with the past tenses of the Indicat., to imply a conse-

quence which is now impossible ; tV in

which case he would have been blind. II. ,
that not, lest, Lat. ut ne. III. elliptic with other

Particles, , , (sub.^) ; to

what end?
Adverb., I. of Place, =, Lat. ubi, in

what place, where ;
'' ' eyevovTO where

they were bred and born : c. gen. loci, ',,
etc., Lat. ubi terrarum. 2. —, Lat. quo, to

what place, whither ; ''' whither he is gone., Dep., only used in pres. and impf.

:

(,') :

—

to appear, to appear like

;

with double dat., he

seemed to them like the son of Peleus : absol. to ap-

pear, seem., , , () Indian.-,, ,{',) the Indian-killer,

epith. of Bacchus.'5, , an Indian:— as Adj. = 'Ii/5i/fos, In-

dian. II. the river Indus., , ov, =.
Ives, pi. nom. of is., , (is) the muscles at the back of the neck

:

generally, the back of the head, nape of the neck. \lv\

^INIS, o, a son, child.

', oos, contr. ods, , Ino, daughter of Cadmus,

afterwards worshipped as a sea-goddess by the name
of Leucothea.-, es, (is, *) sinewy, fibrous, [t]



—, , (from, as if contracted from £-
Xos) epith. of the wild goat, bounding, springing., fut. inf. of.
\•\%, , ,() a fowler, bird-catcher, snarer., f. , (l£os) to catch birds by birdlime., f., to catch birds with lime-twigs. From-, , (l£os,) setting lime-twigs.

U-o-epyos, , (i£os, *'^) one who uses birdlime, a

fowler., fut. of., Ep. aor. 2 of.', , Lat. VISCUM, misseltoe : also, the mis-

seltoe-berry

.

II. birdlime prepared from the mis-

seltoe-berry, Lat. viscus.

i£o-<|>op€vs, €(us, 6, (i^os,) bearing misseltoe.

'2, vos, : dat. l£v£ contr. : the waist.-, , (,) Bacchus invoked with the

cry of :

—

a song beginning !-, , (,) violet-eyed.^, f., to shoot arrows. From-, , (Jus,) shooting arrows.-5, , (,) dark-haired.

-€5, , (,) violet-twined.-, , (ios,) holding arrows.-, es, (iW,) violet-coloured, of the sea.

€,, , () violet-coloured, dark., Att. for, opt. of ibo., Dor. for, part. fern, of€ ibo.

«, Ep. for, I pi. subj. of ibo.-, es, (ios,^) mixed with poison.-5, , (,) dark-fated, miserable.
J'ION, , the violet, Lat. viola, [t], Ep. form of impf. of ibo.,, 77, shaggy, hairy. From
iovOos,, the down on theface. (Deriv. uncertain.) [1]

'lovios, , , () of; 'Igvios$ the Ionian

sea, the sea between Epirus and Italy, at the mouth of

the Adriatic sea, across which she was said to have

swum,—not to be confounded with the Ionian sea.

lovTcs, part. pi. of.-, , (,$) with violet locks,

dark-haired. []
ios [F], 0, with irreg. pi. ia,( inf. of ibo)

an arrow.

'2, , rust, verdigris, Lat. aerugo.', , poison, esp. of serpents.

ios, , Ep. for els, ; dat. for kvi.-^, , ('ios,$) violet-crowned.

lorns, 777-os, , will, resolve ; mostly in dat.,

by the will or pleasure of the gods.-, e's, (ios,) struck by an arrow., a cry of woe, Lat. heu ! seldom, like , a cry of

joy. [r~\

r, f. , to live as a Jew. From, , , of or for the Jews. Adv. -teas.

From, ,, of the tribe ofjudah : as Subst. : I.

a few. 2.' (sc. yr}) the land of Judaea.

iTTTT€LOS. 331,, ,() Judaism.
lovXis, itos, , a redfish.
iiouXos,,() down, thefirst growth ofthe beard;

the young hair beneath the

temples, i. e. the ivhiskers.-, , (ios,) delighting in arrows, or

(from) showering arrows.

Ittvo-k^s, es, (iirvos,) baked in the oven.-, 77-ros, , (i-nvos,) a boiler, caldron.

Ittvo-ttoiOs,, (ivvos,) working in an oven or

furnace ; as Subst. a potter.'2, , an oven orfurnace, Lat.furnus. II.

the place of the oven, kitchen. III. a lantern.

tiros, or ,() in a mouse-trap, the piece of
wood that falls and catches the mouse

;
generally, a

trap ; a heavy weight. Hence, f., to press down

:

— Pass, to be pressed

down or crushed;$5 squeezed hard

by taxes. [F]-, , ol,(,) three officers

at Lacedaemon, who chose 300 youths to serve as -
Treis or body-guardfor the kings.-, , (wttos,) carrying horses : -

(sub. vavs) at, transport-shipsfor horses.

liTir<x£op.cu, fut. Dep. (ittttos) to drive cr

guide a horse, to drive a chariot : later, to ride ; iir-

to ride over a country. II. as

Pass, of a horse, to be driven or ridden ; also to be

broken in.-,, (ittttos,)fighting on horseback.-, ovos, , (ittttos,) a horse-

cock : a gryphon, dragon., , , poet, form for nnreus., (ittttos) cry of the knights to each other in

comic imitation of the seaman's cry., , Dim. of ittttos, a little horse, pony.-, , , (Xttttos,) Lacedae-

monian word for., f. , to be a general of cavalry, to

command the cavalry. Hence, , the command of the cavalry., , , of ox for cavalry. From
iTTTr-apxos, and-, , , (J.ttttos,)

ruling the horse, epith. of Neptune. II. a gene-

ral of cavalry ; at Athens there were two.

trrFras, ados, , fern, of ittttikus ; $ a

riding-dress, horseman's cloak. II. as Subst. (sub.

tO£ls), the order of knights : the knights' tax., ,() riding, horse-exercise. 1.

chariot-driving.--, , ,() fit for horses ox for

riding : easily ridden., rjpos, and, , ,()
a horseman. II. as Adj.fitfor riding.

lirTreta, ,() horsemanship, riding, driving,

esp. racing. II. cavalry.

tTnmos, a, ov, (tWos) of a horse or horses ;

a crest of horse-hair.
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iVrr-cpos, ,(, epos) love for horses, a horse-

fever., , to,{) a ride on horseback,

expedition in a chariot.

lirirevs, Ion. ijos, , ($) in Homer, either a

driver of horses, charioteer, or the warriorfighting

from the chariot. 2. a horseman, rider. II.

at Athens the Att., Horsemen or Knights,

were the 2nd class, according to Solon's constitution :

they were required to possess 300 medimni and a

horse : see. 2. at Sparta, 300
chosen men, who formed the king's body-guard, but

did not serve on horseback ; see Invayperai.€,, , and, , , a rider,

horseman : from
tirirevlcu, f. : aor. : () :

—to be a

horseman, to ride : metaph. of the wind,

/oafs when Zephyr rode with his gales,

II.

II. like a

as in Horace, Eurus equitavit per undas

serve on horseback., Ep. pi. ace. of., Adv.() like a horse,

horseman., Ep. for, pi. dat. of.-, , ov, (,) fit for riding

or driving ; a chariot road.-, , Ep. form for., f., to ride or drive. From-5, , , Ep.-,(,)
a driver of horses, one who fights from a chariot,

epith. of honour, like our Knight, [a]-5, ov,(,) fitfor horsemanship

or driving.

Tmr-, , , (, ^) the Mare-
milkers, a Scythian or Tartar tribe :—as Adj. milking

mares.

lirm-,, (,) chief of horsemefi.

IttttikOs, , ov, () of a horse or horses ; aycov

a horse or chariot race. II. of orfor
riding or horsemen, equestrian : skilled in rid-

ing. 2. (sub. ), horsemanship,

riding. III. , the cavalry. IV.

Adv. -, like a horseman.

ittitvos, a, ov, () of a horse or horses.-, , , (,) shaggy with

horse-hair.

1-"•-5,, ,(,) one who fights

from a chariot. 2. a horseman, rider.-, [a], or, gen. ovos, (,) going
on horseback, equestrian. 2. metaph., -

high-paced words, bombast.- [], , , (,) a horseman.-,, ,(,) afeeder ofhorses

:

in Chalcis of Euboea, the were the knights,

nobles.-, ov, (,) fed on by horses,

goodfor grazing, rich in cattle.-5, ,(,) a horsekeeper.

-, , (, *$) crane-cavalry.-, , (, ^) vulture-cavalry.

'7-5, , (,) horse-taming: as

Subst. a tamer of horses.-€, as fern., without any masc.

in use,(,) epith. of, thick with horse-

hair, with rough horse-hair crest.-,,,(,) reins, a halter.

0-€5, , , (,) a halter.--, , , Dor. -Tas, (,)
driver or rider of horses.-, ,() a horse-race or chario.'-

race. Hence-, ov, of the horse-race. II. epith.

of Poseidon, delighting in the speed of horses.-, , (,) a race-course.-, , (,) a horse-courier.

Iirrro0€v, Adv. () forth from the horse., Ep. dual gen. of.-5, , (,) a horse-beetle,

monstrous beetle.

i-jTiro-KeXet/Oos, ov,(,) driving horses

:

as Subst. a charioteer, rider.-€5, , (,) a horse-cen-

taur, half-horse half-man.-, f., to keep or groom horses ; -
to groom one's beetle. From-, ov,(,) keeping or grooming

horses. II. as Subst.,, , a groom, one

who attended the Athenian in war.-, ov,(,) decked with horse-hair,-, , , (,) o?ie who is

furnished with a horse, a horseman, knight.-, f.,(,) to be superior

in horse : Pass, to be inferior in horse. Hence, , victory in a skirmish of horse.-, ov, (,) tremendously

steep ; a neck-breaking word.

-KpoTOS, ov,(,) sounding with the

tramp of horses.

iirTro-Xo<j)OS, ov,(,) with horse-hair crest.-, , (,) mad for horses

:

luxuriant. II. as Subst.,, $, , an

Arcadian plant, which makes horses mad. 2. an

excrescence on the forehead of new-born foals, used

as a charm : also a humour which fallsfrom mares.

Hence-, , a mad love for horses, racing, etc., f.,() to fight on horse-

back. Hence, , a horse-fight, skirmish of horse.-, ov,(,)fighting on horse-

back : as Subst.,, , a trooper.-, , ,(,) driving horses.

iiriro-TroXos, ov,(,) busied with horses

:

as Subst.,, , a rider or driver of horses.-, ,(,) the river-horse of

Egypt, hippopotamus: in Herodotus, .
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*02, 6, , a horse, mare, Lat; equus, equa: the

pi.' is the pair of horses in the chariot, and hence

also the chariot itself; '' from the chariot;

Xaos /cat' the foot-soldiers and those whofought
in chariots ; horse and foot. II., the horse, cavalry, Lat. equitatus, always in

sing., as, , a thousand horse. III.

the hippopotamus. IV. in Compos., any'

thing large or coarse, as in our horsechestnut, horse-

laugh, v.- /os, etc.-, , , (tWos,) driver of horses.-, a, ov, horse-driving.-, ecus, , (',) a stable : me-

taph., the dark stabling-

place of the sun, i. e. the West., ,{) the art of driving or, later, of
riding : the art of horsemanship. II. the horse

of an army, cavalry., ,,^/cos., Ep. for., , , () a driver or rider of horses,

a horseman, knight: Homer always uses Ep. form -, esp. of Nestor. II. as Adj.,

the borse-folk, horsemen.

linro-Tofjorqs, , , (,) a mounted
bowman, horse-archer., f. •, to breed or keep horses. And, , a breeding or keeping of horses, esp.

for racing. From-, ov, (,) horse-feeding

:

breeding or keeping horses.-, , (,) excessive pride.-, , Hippocrene, the horse's well on
Helicon, sacred to the Muses, said to have sprung out
where the hoof of Pegasus struck the earth.

tirir-ovpis, , , ^,) fern. Adj. decked
zuith a horse-tail, with crest of horse-hair.-, , (,) a stable. II.

a troop of horses.-, , (,) a horse-keeper,

trainer.-, ov, , (,) =.-, €, (',) horse-like.,, , (iWos) a placefor horses, a stable:

a halting-place, station., , a buying of horses. From
iirircovccu, f., to buy horses. From-, , ,(,) a buyer of horses., a late form for, to fly., f. : () : Dep. :

—

to press hard,
oppress : generally, to hurt, harm., , Ion. for.
£,, , contr. for, a hawk., Ion. for.
ipeia, Ion. for.€€, Ion. impf. of[(.
ipevs, 770s, , Ion. for.
ipevci), Ion. for.

, Ion. for.,, , Ion. for.
'|,, , Ion. for £., Dor. for Upua.
Ipis,, : ace. ' as well as :

—

the rain-
bow, in Homer, as in the Bible, a sign to men(). II. impersonated "\Tpis,,
, ace. *Jpiv, voc.

s
lpi, Iris, the Rainbow, as a mes-

senger of the gods, esp. from the gods to men : Hesiod
makes her daughter of Thaumas (the Wonderer)., Ep. for, dat. pi. of '.-5, , (,) Ion. for-, nm-
ning in the sacred races, [t]-€, Ion. for Upovpyia., , Ion. for, []
ipos, , , Ion. for. []-, , Ion. for-., Ion. for, priesthood.

"15, , gen., ace. : pi. nom., dat.

Ep. :—Lat. VIS, strength, force, nerve, thew
and sinew : very freq. in periphr. like , as, is T77-

the strong Telemachus. II. a muscle

:

the neck. [t],, neut. pi. of Taos, ', used as Adv.-, ov, (', dyyeAos) like an angel.-, ov, (,) like a brother., f., (') to make equal

:

—Med. to make
or hold equal to another, c. dat., Dor. for '.-, ov, (',) equal in the race., 3 pi. Ep. impf. of ibo. II. Ep. for

},, 3 pi. plqpf. of.-, ov, (',) swift as the wind, [a], Dor. for, 3 pi.'.-, ov, (',) as good as silver,

worth its weight in silver.

?, Dor. part, of., 3 !, of, and of (v. ).€ [], Ion. for, 3 sing. impf. med. of, she likened herself., Dor. for, 3 sing, of.-4 and Med.-€,(,) to speak

on equal terms, with equalfreedom. Hence, , equal right of speech : generally, equa-

lity in the eye of the law.

-£,, , , (, *£) of the same age with.-, , ov,(,) lasting an equal time.
VI2HMI, I know

:

—a pres. only used in the Dor.

forms, sing,, ; pi., or ;

part..-€$, ov, (',) with as many oars.-, , (,) equallyfitted, equal., knoza, imperat. pf. of*. II., be,

imperat. of '' sum." (sub. ), , , () the Isthmian

games, holden on the Isthmus of Corinth. Hence£, f., to attend the Isthmian games.08, , ,() of the Isthmus.
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—.,, pecul. fern.": $
(sub. koprai), the Isthmian games., ,() a necklace.", , , also os, , ($) of the Isthmus-,

Isthmian., Adv. from the Isthmus ; and, Adv. on the Isthmus ; and', Adv. on the Isthmus. From, , ,( ibo) a neck : any narrow pas-

sage. 2. a neck of land between two seas, a?i isth-

mus : esp. as prop. n. the Isthmus of Corinth.-, es, (,) like an hthmus.5, ados, fem. Adj. of or belonging to Isis. From
^Lris, , gen.' Ion. *Iaios : dat. " : ace.1 :
—Isis, an Egyptian goddess, answering to the

Greek Demeter, Lat. Ceres.
vI2Kil or, to make like; '€^ speaking many lies he made
them like truths. II. to hold or think like ; 4\

/covres thinking me like you: absol., '4-

o~tos each man imagined or supposed. III.

in late Poets,, 'iaicev, = '^eyev, he spake, said., pi. of, for which Homer always uses

; v.> .-5, 4s, (iVos,) 0/ egwaZ weight.-, , gen. ovos, (taos,) godlike,

equal to a god. II. equal in fortune or happiness.-$, ov, (loos,) living on an equal

footing.-, 4s, (', ^) equally balanced:

equal.

-Qios, ov, ('ieos, Oeos) equal to the gods, godlike.-, ov, (Zeros,) equal to the datiger.-, ov, (,) equal in property.-, 4, (faos,) of equal might or

power, possessing equal privileges with others. Hence, , equality ofpower and rights, political

equality.

la-op-aXos, ov, (,) equally level, nearly

equal.-, Dor. for-, opos, , , (',-) like one
y

s mother.-, ov, (',) equal in the fight.-, cs, (, 4**) equal in size.-, ov, (^iaos,) with equal fore-

head orfront.-3, €s, (, /eos) equal in length.,.,() to have an equal share:

to take a share in a thing with another. Hence
Ion. -, , a sharing equally, equal

partnership.-, ov, (,) having an equal share

of a thing
; yijs earth's equal partner

air. 2. generally, equal, close, resembling ; <paos

light close akin to darkness.-, ov, (,) =, resembling.

-oveipos, ov, (i'cros, ovetpos) dream-like, vacant.

-vcKvs, vos,,, (iVos, v4kvs) dying the same death.

€, Pass.() to have equal rights.

Hence, , equality of rights, political equality.-5, ov, (iVos,) having equal rights,

enjoying freedom.

-irais,, , , (, $) like a child.-, ov, faos,) a span long.^, f., to be a match for. From
-7&5, 4s, (,) equal in the struggle,

well-matched, on a par tuith : equal.-5, ov, =5.-, , level ground, a fiat : neut. from-, ov, (,4) of even surface, level.-5, is, {',) equal in breadth.-,, , (,) a second Plato.-75, 4s, (,) equal in number or

quantity.-€5, , (,4) like an old man., , equipoise, equilibrium. From
-poTros, ov, (',) equally balanced, in

equipoise : equally matched.

.02, ',, Att. 'ores [], ', ', . also

i'Wos [] :

—

equal to, the same as, like; '
meastire for measure ; . . , equally with ;4 equally with me. II. equally divided or dis-

tributed, equal ; ' an equal portion, also'
alone (sub.) ;

' and ', an equal

share, fair measure; ' to obtain

one's dues : hence fair, reasonable, a fair,

upright man. 2. at Athens, of the equal division

of all civic rights ; ' equality ; ' (sub. -) punishment equal to the offence, condign

punishment ; (sub.) votes equally di-

vided. III. of Place, even, level, flat, Lat. aequus;

(is ', Lat. in aequum desce?idere

;

' at an equal distance or interval. IV. Adv., q. v. : but neut. sing, and pi. Att. ',
Att., are also used adverbially : in Att. gene-

rally means equally, perhaps

:

—so also !£ '
equally ; 4 on an equal footing ; kv

equally; cp. 5. V. Att. Comp. ioa'nepos., 4s, (foos, 4$) with equal legs ; -
0"/reAes^ a triangle with two sides equal., ,() equality of taxation.-€5, ov, (Joos, €4) accomplishedfor all

alike.-, 4$, (ioos, 4$) paying alike, paying the

same taxes : at Athens the iaoTt\tis were a favoured

class of4, who needed no patron{$),
and paid no alien-duty(), but had to pay

taxes with the citizens.-, 4s, faos,) equally stretched., $, , (5) equality., , equality of honour or privilege. From-, ov, (wos,) held in equal honour

:

having the same privileges.-, (7$,) Ep. Verb only used in pres.

to match oneself with, cope with, vie with ;
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'~/ t0 vie with one 'n accomplishments : gene-

rally, to be equal to., Dor. inf. of.-, ov, (,) bearing equal weights,

equal in strength.-€, is, or -€5, ov, (,)
level with the edge or brim.-, ov, {,) equally woolly with., f., to be contemporary tvith. From

-xpovos, ov, (^iffos, xpuvos) equal in age or time., , equal right to vote. From-, ov, (iVos,) having an equal num-
ber of votes. II. having an equal vote with

others, equal in deciding : of states, equal in fran-

chise. III. equal in numerical value, of words

the letters of which make up the same sum.-, ov, (',) of eqzial spirit or soul:

power of like spirit with men., f., () to make equal;

having made the winning-post eve?i

with the starting-post, i. e. having run the whole

course :—Med.,' they made
their nails and hands alike, i.e. used them in like man-
ner :—Pass, to be made like or equal to.,, Ep. for, inf. of., pres. imperat. pass, of of., rare collat. form of., in 3 sing. pres., and 3 sing. impf..
€, 2 pi. of of, 'v. *' ., Ion. for'.

(lengthd. from *2') :—the tenses of

are divided into causal and intrans. :—A. Cau-

sal, to make to stand, pres., impf., fut., and aor. ', of Act. B. Intrans.

to stand, in aor. 2, pf., plqpf.-
K€iv, together with pres. pass,, impf.-, fut. (as also fut. med.,
fut. 3), aor. [a], pf.,
plqpf.. But the pres., impf.-, as well as aor. 1, must also be re-

garded as med., in which case they take a causal

sense, to place.

Epic forms : 3 sing. impf. : 3 pi. aor. 1

Ep. for' : syncop. dual and plur.

perf.',', (or),;
imperat. '; subj. ); opt.; inf.-

Ep., [] ; part. ,
(or ), gen.4« ; Ion.,,

also (Homer uses gen., ace.,
nom. pi.): aor. 2, , , 3 pi.',

[] ; 2 and 3 sing. subj., for,, plur. and for : inf.

for.
A. Causal, to make to stand, set, place. II.

to make to stand still, stop, check : to make fast,

fix. III. to set up, set tiprigbt, to raise up, as the

mast in a ship: to raise or erect buildings, to set up a.

statue in one's honour ; to set

up a

him.

person

2.

in brass, raise a brasen statue to

to raise, raise up, stir ; '
to begin a quarrel. 3. to set up, appoint, estab-

lish. IV. to place in the balance, weigh;
one thing against another.

B. Intrans. to stand, be set or placed; with an

Adv. to be in a certain state or condition ; '' in what need we are :— . . or

.., to set oneself towards, go to. 2. to lie, be

situated. II. to stand still, take one's sta?id : to

standfirm, remain fast, befixed: to cease. III.

to stand upright, rise up, be set up : of a horse,-
bp96s to rear up. 2. generally, to arise, be-

gin;' as spring was just begin-

ning; '
as one month ends and the next begins

:

—thus in

Homer the month is divided into two parts, -
and ; in the Attic Calendar the month,

which consisted of 30 days, was divided into three

parts of ten days each, called respectively, -,,. 3• oe appointed., Ion. for., Ion. for, pf. inf. pass, of., , Ion. for— ., , {) a thing woven, a iveb, cloth,

sheet: a sail, to keep the

sails reefed.-, ov, (,) sail-patching

:

metaph. a meddling, cheatingfellow.-, ov, {,) carrying sails.-, gen.- Ion. -, , {,.) the

plough-tree or pole.-, , = foreg.-, , (,) the mast-holder, a

rest on which the mast was laid when let down., 2 and 3 dual pf.*.-, , (,) a hole in the keel for

fixing the mast in.

-irovos, ov,(,) working at the loom., f., () to learn by inquiry : to in-

quire of, question, c. ace. pers. : of things, to inquire

about something. II. to narrate what one has

learnt, narrate historically. Hence, , a learning by inquiry, knowledge or in-

formation obtained by inquiry. II. a narration

of what one has learnt, historical narrative., ,() a ship's mast; or

to set up the mast : generally, a rod or

pole. II. the web-beam of the loom (which in

ancient looms stood upright), the loom ; -
to be busy about the beam, and so to weave. 2.

the warp that wasfixed to the beam : the web.

-Tovos, ov, (,) stretched on the web-

beam.-, f.,(,*€) to work at the loom., 3 sing, imperat. pf. of*.•, Dor. gen. of : but, dat. of the same.

or, , , , knowing, acquainted
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ivith, versed in : as Subst. one who knows law and
right, a judge., , Dim. of. []-, , , (,) a woman
who sells figs.-, ov, (,) quenching blood:-, , a styptic., f. 1. for., , ov, poet, for, dry, dried., . 3 sing, of., . lengthd. form of,, to

hold back, check, hinder

:

—Pass, to check oneself,

wait. II. intrans. to hold on by, cling to a thing,

and so to desire eagerly., =, to check, hinder : c. gen. to keep

backfrom a thing, [d],, ,() a driedfig.,, . inf. of.€, imperat. med. of'., , (is,) the socket in which the thigh-

joint turns, the hip-joint

:

—in pi. the hips or loins.,() to make thin, dry, withered :—
Pass, to become so:—metaph.,~

to bring down the proud stomach.-, ov, (,) with withered

cheeks., , , () thin, lean, withered, mea-

gre. II. of style, poor, meagre.-, ov,(,) with thin or weak

voice. II. stuttering, stammering., f. Att. : aor. -
: () : Dep. :

—

to use all one's strength,

to insist strongly, contend stoutly : esp. to affirm ob-

stinately :—Pass, to be strengthened, gain greaterforce.,,,() strong, mighty, powerful. 2

.

stiff, firm, lasting, hard. 3. severe, great, excessive:

icara by violence, force, opp. to>. Hence, Adv. strongly, stiffly, exceedingly, Lat.

vehementer

:

—Sup., most certainly.

-us,, , (is,) strength, force, might, esp.

bodily strength. 2. a force of soldiers., impf.: f.: aor. 1 []:() :
—to be strong, mighty, powerful : to have

one's full powers, be in health and strength., a form of 4', only found in pres., and in impf.:—to hold, check, restrain: intr. to stop:—Med.
to hold oneself in, check oneself: hold! be still!

c. gen., to desistfrom a thing;

iv (impers.) here it stopped. II. later like

', to hold or possess. 2. to have to wife.-, , (,) a fair price.-, ov, (,) bearing the same name., Adv. of iVos, equally, in like manner. II.

fairly, equitably. III. probably, perhaps : in Att.

often joined with av or . IV. with nu-

merals, about., aor. 1 med. opt. of.' Ion. -, , Italy, [first syll. long in hexam.]

, , , poet, for., , , (") Italian.,, pecul. fern, of., , , an Italiote, one of the Greek in-

habitants of Italy : fern. TraXioms,, Italian.'5, , an Italian :—as Adj. Italian., , , () headlong, hasty.

Ion. -6 and -€, , a willow, Lat. sa-

lix. II. a wicker shield, a target. Hence
It€ivos, , ov, of willow, made of willow, wicker.

Itcov, verb. Adj. of ibo, one must go.,. 3 dual impf. of ei/ ibo.

i/nrjs, , , (( ibo) hasty, impetuous : impudent.
Itos, , ,( ibo) passable.

u-piveos, a, ov, like honey-cake. From, , a cake, made of sesame and honey., Boeot. for, 3 sing. pf. of *€;, Zeus be witness !

*ITT".2,, , the edge or rim of anything round,

the felloe of wheels : the outer edge of the shield : the

round shield itself., 3 sing, imperat. of ibo., 3 dual and Att. 3 pi. of € ibo., , () a bowling, shrieking, yelling., , () a shouting, shout of joy : also a

cry of pain, scream, shriek.

or, wyyos, , () the wryneck, so called

from its cry : the ancient witches used to bind it to

a wheel, which they turned round, believing that they

drew men's souls along with it and charmed them to

obedience ; it was used to recover unfaithful lovers :

hence metaph. a love-charm, witchery : strong de-

sire.', fut. £: aor. £:—to shout, holla:

also to howl, shriek. (Formed from the sound.), , , () one who shouts or cries : a

singer, whistler, piper, [], , ov, also , ov, () strong, mighty,

stout, stalwart : of women, goodly, comely., Ep. Adv. strongly, stoutly, with might or force,

valiantly : old poet. dat. from is.

-€€, , (,') Iphigeneia, Agamemnon's
daughter, called by Homer., , ov, () strong, mighty: of sheep, goodly.", , a kind of pot-herb.£, Dep. =., f., () to fish, angle : Ep. 3 sing., impf..«, f., to strikefish, spear them. From-, ov,(,) striking or spearing

fish; . a spoil of speared fish

:

—as Subst.,, , an harpooner, spearer.-, ov, (,) fed on by fish., , Dim. of, a little fish.-, ov, (,) holdingfish., , , () fishy, scaly, foul.-,-, =-.-, , (,) fish-shaped, fish-like.
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consisting offish.-, rjpos, ,(,) afisherman.-, , , (,) the plague or de-

struction offish.-5, ov, (, (payeiv) fish-eating ; ol'$ the Fish-eaters, a tribe.-, es,(,) fish-piercing.',, : ace. and later : the

nom. and ace. pi. , are contr. into

:

—

a fish, Lat. piscis. II. plur. ,
the fish-market, [ in sing. nom. and ace, in genit.

and in all compds.]-, rjpos, 6, (,) a stealer

offish.-, ov, =, []-5, es, (, ddos) = : full of

fish.

Ixvaios, a, ov, () following on the track., ,() a casting about for the scent.-5, , , (,) one who follows

in the track, a tracker out., ovos, ,() the tracker: an Egyptian

animal of the weasel kind, the ichneumon or Pharaoh's

rat, which hunts out crocodiles' eggs., «, , (() a tracking.,, , a tracker, hunter. 2. the ichneu-

mon: and, , ov, good at tracking. From, f. ,() to track or trace out, hunt after., , (^) a track, trace, footstep.-, , (^,) a kind offetter or trap.

"IXNOS, eos, , a track, footstep: metaph. a

track, trace, mark, clue.-, (, ) to examine the track./, wpos, , ichor, the fluid that flows in the

veins of gods : Ep. ace., for.
, , gen., nom. pi. tires : () :

—a worm
that eats horn and wood, [t], 2 sing. aor. I of.
, subj. of( ibo.

, contr for, imperat. of.
, io ! ! an exclamation of joy, as in Lat. to tri-

umphe ! but Att. also of fear, sorrow, etc., oh

!

,, and, Boeot. for, kywv, and

, , (levai) shelter; under shelter

from the north wind., , (, ) any loud sound; the sound of the

lyre ; the roaring or whistlitig of the wind ; the sound
of footsteps., heterocl. ace. of, as if from £., , () the battle-din, the rout, pursuit.,, v. ,.
v
IilN,, , Ion, son of Xuthus (or Apollo) and

Creiisa, from whom sprung the Ionian race; ol "leaves

the Ionians. \X~], as, , () a violet-bed, Lat. violarium.

—.
II
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Adv. -ku/s,'Icovikos, , , (") Ionic, Ionian ,

in the Ionic fashion, softly, effeminately, the smallest letter in the Greek alphabet,

hence in . T. an iota, a jot., , =, in chase, pursuit.

IS., ,, , indecl., tenth letter in Greek Al-

phabet. As numeral ' = 2, but ,/= 20,000. is

near akin to and ; hence the older Att. changed

Xvaos into kvoos, into,' into; so the Ion. into, into, etc.—7 before , as in aym0ev, is pro-

nounced like our ng., Dor. for the Ion. kc, = the Att. av., Ep. for, aor. 2 of., poet, for, aor. 2 part, of-., ol, the Cabeiri, divinities worshipped by

the Pelasgians in Lemnos and Samothrace : they were

represented as dwarfs, and were called sons of He-
phaistos or Vulcan, as being masters in the art of

working metals., Ep. for before'^, as Kay., ov, () fit for burning, dry., fut., =. Hence, to laugh aloud, Lat. cachinnor ; Ep. 3
pi. ; Ep. part,,-., see., crasis for ., Ep. for before , as ., Ep. for, 3 dual aor. 2

of., Ep. for ., Ep. for, nom. pi. aor. 2 part,

fern, of., Dor. for., , Dim. of : the balloting-urn., , ov,() Cadmean ; ol

the Cadm'eans or ancient inhabitants of Thebes ; 17/ the citadel of Thebes. Proverbial,

a Cadmean victory, i.e. dear-bought victory (from

the story of Polynices and Eteocles).,, ,() a descendant of Cad-

mus, Theban., , ov, Ep. and Ion. for.5,, Ep. and Ion. fern, of., , Cadmos ; son of the Phoenician king

Agenor, brother of Europa, founder of Thebes in

Boeotia, who brought from Phoenicia the old Greek

alphabet of sixteen letters, hence called -, which was afterwards increased by the eight

Ionic,£.
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II., ,(() a pail, jar, cask; Lat. cadus

an urn or box for collecting the votes, [a]

k&Sos, eos, , Dor. for.
Kaetpa, , fem. of Kap, a Carian woman. II.

Adj. fem. for, Carian.

Kaeis, aor. 2 part. pass, of., Ep. aor. 2 pass. inf. of., fut. 2 pass, of., Adv., contr. from, a, according as.-£, f. Att. ,(, ~/) to devote or

dedicate by fire. II. to bum as a sacrifice, burn

as incense : devour. Hence, 6, a devoting or dedication byfire. II.

a burning of a dead body : funeral rites.-£, f. Att. , (, ayvos) to make

pure, cleanse, hallow. II. to offer as an atone-

ment or expiation., , bloodstained, bloody. From-, f.,(,) to make bloody,

stain with blood.-, =., ecus, ,() a putting down, de-

stroying : a pulli?ig down, demolishing.

KaOaipe-rcos, ea, iov, and KaOatperos, , , verb.

Adj. of, to be put down : to be accomplished.€3, , , a destroyer. From9-« Ion.4 : fut.: fut. 2:
aor. , inf. :— to take down ; -
eXeiv to lower the sails ; to

close the eyes of the dead ;€ to bring

down the moon, Lat. coelo deducere lunam: generally,

to take down anything hung up ; hence Med.,-£ to take down one's bow from the

peg. 2. to take down by force, pull down, over-

poiver : also to demolish, destroy : also to humble, re-

duce ; esp. to depose: of a decree or resolution, to

cancel, rescind it : as law-term, to condemn. 3. to

bring to an end, accomplish, achieve : Med.,-€*- to achieve great feats. 4.

like- alpuv, to take and carry off, seize., fut.: aor. :—Pass., aor. I, : pf. : () :
—to make pure

or clean, cleanse

:

—in religious sense, to cleanse, pu-

rify, purge : Med. to have oneself purified. II.

to purge off, wash away, to cleanse away, atone for,

expiate.-, fut.-. aor.: Dep.

:

—to leap down, Lat. desilire : of a storm, to rush down., aTos, ,() anything tied, a knot,

to untie a knotty point.-, Att. for.-, Adv. oncefor all : altogether.- Ion., Adv. = with enclit.

7Tcp, even as, just as., , , fastened on or to ;

clad in skins. From-, f. : aor. : (,) :

—

to tie or fasten on

:

—Pass., (pf.

part.) fastened or attached to a noose. 2. =-, to lay hold of. II. Med., fut.- :
—to lay hold of, fasten tipon v esp. to accost

one. 2. to assail, attack, tipbraid. 3. to ap-

peal to one as witness, claim as a witness, Lat.

antestart., one must keep clean, be pure, tivOs

from a thing; verb. Adj. from, f.,() to be clean or pure : esp.

to be clear or freefrom guilt., fut. Att. , =, to cleanse,

purify, make clean.

-os, ov,() cleanly, neat. Hence,, , cleanliness, neatness., ,() a cleansing, purifying., aTos, ,() that which is thrown
away in cleansing : \\\\. offscourings, defilement. II.

metaph. a worthless fellow, castaway, outcast. III.

a space purified with proper rites ; kvTus

within the purified ground.-£, f. , to join or fit to.95, ,() a cleansing, purifying. 2.

an atonement, expiation.""'5, ,, clean, pure, spotless, unsoiled,

of garments. II. clear, open,free ; lv

(sub.) in an open space, in a place clear from
dead bodies ; kv in the open sun, opp. to

the shade. III. in moral sense, with clean hands,

pure, freefrom offence. IV. pure, bright, clear

;

hence genuine, true. V. generally, perfect, com-

plete, effective ; the portion

of the army fit for service. Hence,, , cleanness, purity.-, fut. or £, to tear or snatch down., ov,() cleansing, purifying, ex-

piatory. II. as Subst., (sub. Upov),

an expiatory sacrifice : purification, expiation., ecus, r),() a cleansing, purification.5, , ,() a cleanser, purifier., fut. of.-,(,'), a seat; Xayco

the hare's seat ox form. II. a sitting still, loung-

ing, delaying.-€ : impf., but also^
(as if the Verb were not a compd.): fut.( :

aor.' I part.(: Dep.:

—

to sit down, sit still,

to linger, tarry : to sit as suppliants : of an army, to

sit down in a country, take up a position., Ep. and Ion. aor. I of., Ep. for, 3 pi. impf. of.€, aor. 2 of., pf. pass, of.- and, Att. for-: f.-;
aor. - : (,) :

—

to shut up, enclose,

confine.

-eis, for ' efs, one by one, one after another;

also (7, for (Is'., Ep. aor. I of.
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pass., for .-, f.- or- (as if from -():
aor. : pf. :—Pass., aor. I -

: pf. :

—

draw down, esp.

of ships, launch, Lat. deduco., Dor. for, fern, of., fut. of., aor. 2 part, of.-, cloihe ; see.
-fjS, Adv. (,) in order, in succession.

KaOejjis, ews, ?),() a holding, keeping hold of.£, fut. of.
'-, aros, , {, ') a necklace.-, f.- (as if from -€) : aor. I

: (, ') :

—

io creep or sieal down :

metaph. of the first down, io sieal down the cheek., aor. 2 imperat. of., aor. 1 part. pass, of., Ep. I pi. pf. of.>5, , 6s, pf. part, of., fut. 3 of, with intr. sense., , , syncop. part. pf. plur. neut. of, existing laws, customs, usages.- : impf. Ep., Att. also

and: fut.:—to lie down io sleep,

sleep, slumber : metaph. io rest, be at rest.-, f.-, tofind out, discover.-, f.-, (,): Dep.:—to mock at, deride; Ep. 3 pi..
'-, fut.-, (, <) to boil down, di-

gest. II. metaph. to soften, temper.

), Att. for, 2 sing, of., ovos,,,(,^) a leader, guide.-, f.- : (, ^) : Dep.

:

—io lead the way, be guide: hence to shew the way in

doing a thi?ig, io establish, ordain, to dictate, prescribe,

Lat. praeire verbis. Hence^, ov, 0, a leader, guide, teacher., aor. I of., aor. I of^.-, f.,(,) to squander
in luxury., aor. 1 of.-, f. ,(,) to come or go down, go
down tofight. 2. io come down io, come or reach
to, extend to. II. io reach asfar as, io suffice or

be enough for a thing: to be meet, proper. 2. part.,, ovtos, and , thai which is

meet or proper, one's duty: but also =, the present stale of things, circum-
stances.-£,(,) to bring the sun in upon,
to illuminate.- : imperat.

; subj. ; opt.

; inf.
;

part. €$ : impf.

:—properly perf. of, to have seated

oneself to be seated, sii : of judges, to have taken their

seats in court : generally, to take up one's abode, so-

journ, dwell : in bad sense, to sit idle, be lisdess, lie

unemployed : of an army, to encamp : lo lie in wait.-, a, ov, also, , ov, (') happening every day, daily., Ep. for, aor. 1 of., 2 pi. of : but, 2 pi. Ep.
impf. of same., imperat. :

—, 3 sing. impf., impf. of.-, f. [] :— Causal of, to

make to sit down, set down : to establish, instiiuie: of
sacred things, consecrate

:

—Pass, io sit down, settle.-, Pass, of.-, f., to dedicate, consecrate, devote,

hallow.-, (,) to sit down., Dor. for, med. imperat. of sq.- : impf. or Att. (as

if the \7erb were not a compd.) : fut. Att. -
Dor. : aor. Dor., Ep.

part, : another Ep. form of aor. I is,
also written, always used in Causal sense

:

(,) : I. Causal, io make to sit down

;

ayopas to make an assembly be seated, i. e.

open one : generally, to set, appoint, consiituie. 2.

io place or settle in a place, establish. 3. to place one
in a certain condition, make one so and so. II.

intr. to sii down, be seated, sit, esp. to sit at meals

:

of an army, to sit doiun in a country, encamp.-, fut.: aor. Ep.:
pf., pass, : (, ) '•— to send

down, let down, let fall, Lat. demitto ;

ayKvpav to let go the anchor ; -, to let down a sounding-line, hence absol.,-
to sound:—metaph. to put forward, attempt

:

—Pass, to be carried down, reach or stretch down sea-

wards;€ the walls were carried down
to the sea. II. to send down into the place of
contest, enter for a contest. III. intr. to come

down upon, attack., 2 sing. aor. 2 of.-, to intreat earnestly.-, fut.- : aor. 2- : (,) : Dep. :

—

to come down, tome to, reach to

:

hence to touch, probe.-, f.,(,) to let down by a rope.

Ka0i£jas, Dor. for, aor. I part, of.), Dor. for/, 2 sing. aor. I of.-£, f.- : Dep. :

—

to ride down,

overrun with horse : generally, to trample down.-, f., to ride down, trample tinder foot., Att. aor. I of.
or-, for, imperat. of.- and-, forms of the pres.•

.
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: so also of the Med., pres., impf., aor. :

—

to set down, put

down : bring down to a place and set there ;
-

to bring a ship to land, put in. 2. to

settle, ordain, appoint, establish, ptit in train : gene-

rally, to set in order, arrange: also to restore:—Med.

to appointfor oneself, choose : to make or render so

and so, bring into a certain state. II. Intrans.

in aor. 2, pf., plqpf.,
and in all tenses of Pass. :

—

to be placed, set down :

to settle oneself. 2. to be set, established, ap-

pointed. 3. to stand quiet or calm; -
a calm : of persons, to become calm and com-

posed. 4. to be in a certain state ;

to come to a good issue. 5. to be usual or custom-

ary ; to be or become : Ion.,
existing, established; existing laws,

customs, usages.€, pres. part. pi. of.-, Adv. for' , in so far as, according as., , ,() general, universal.-, for ', as Adv. on the whole, in

general, generally.-, f. , (,^) to con-

fess. II. to promise, engage.-£, f. Att. , to equip or array fully.- : f. formed from :

pf. : aor. 2, inf. (cf. et"~

oov) :

—

to look down. II. trans, to look down
upon : generally, to view, see, behold : to perceive,

observe.-, f., to set in motion, impel.-, f. Att. :

—

to bring into harbour,

bring to anchor or moorage: and in Pass., with aor. I

med., to come into harbour, put in. 2.

generally, to bring into a certain condition.-, f., (,) to offer sacrifice

:

—so also in Med. to offer on one's own part.-, used as Adv. for' ', in what manner., for, aor. 2 med. imperat. of.-, f. Att. , to treat despitefully, to

insult wantonly. II. absol. to wax insolent.-, ov, (,) of water;

a cup of water, periphr. for water itself.-€, f., to shig of, to descant upon.-€£, f.,(,-) :
—

to shoot beyond another, excel in shooting.-€€, before a vowel -Qtv, (,)
Adv.from above, down from above. 2. on the upper

side, above; c. gen., above Chios. 3.

of Time, before.

KaO-virepTepos, a, ov, Comp. of, upper,

higher, above : of persons, having the upper hand,

superior. Sup., , ov, highest, up-

permost.-, Dep. to promise earnestly.

-, f., to be fast asleep : also in Med.- : Dep. (,) :

—

to

deceive by false appearances. II. c. inf. to pretend

to be other than one is, personate some person or thing.-, fut.-:(,):—let loose,

let go, hence to give up, betray. 1. intr. to slacken

one's exertions. 3. Med., to give

way, yield : also to slacken in one's exertions., subj. of,, Adv. (, ) according as, as.', Conjunct., and, also. I. joining words

and sentences, like Lat. et, while enclit. answers

to Lat. que : when in Prose two words or clauses are

closely combined, are often used,

bears and lions, both as creatures of one

kind ; Cos -^-
they are admired both as wise and fortu-

nate. II. also, used to make a single word or

clause emphatic, then let

life also forsake me. 1. with Participles or Adjec-

tives, may be rendered by though
y
although, al-

beit, as,", , ,
Hector will I keep away, how much soever or although

he rage. 3. even, to increase or diminish the force

of words, esp. with a Comp., as,

; is often used in this way be-

fore ; with neut. pi., and that, and
besides, especially; yap ,'; for what is worse than a judge, and
that an old one (i. e. especially an old one). 4. so also

in diminishing, -
he longs to see even the smoke rising, i. e. were it

but the smoke, only the smoke ; oh
with whom 'tis sweet only to speak. III. as,

after, ', , like Lat. ac, atque after

aeque, simul, perinde, etc.;^^
they held the same opinion as you. IV.

of number, about ; about to the

number of 70., , Dor. , , a chasm or underground ca-

vern at Sparta, into which state-criminals were thrown,

like the Athenian. (Lacon. word.)

yap, for tndy, to confirm a prop, which of itself

is tolerably certain; yap for of a surety.

. . €, and indeed, Lat. et . . quidem, to introduce

something more emphatic ; y -
and indeed very deserved. is

always separated from by one or more words.

, and even, also even. II. and indeed,

certainly : in answers, yes indeed, by all means, Lat.

et certe, et vero. III. supposing it to be the case,

Lat./ac ita esse. IV. , and besides

that also, and moreover.

el, even if, although, supposing that, where the

thing may really exist or not : whereas with

the thing is supposed as existing.

€€, Ep. for.
€, K6v, Ep. for ,.
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andfurther, and besides. III. in answers, well,

be it so.£, f. Att. tcD, (/fatsos) to make new, to

have new ; arkyr) the house has some-

thing new about it ; Cpyov bear thy new yoke

;

to offer strange, fiew-fangled prayers.-, , (,) newly suffered,

never before suffered.-, is,(,^) newly fastened,

new-made.-, ov, gen. ovos,(,) newly

suffering, new to suffering.-, f.,(,) to make new,

renew : in Pass., \iyeis ; what new
phrases art thou using ? Hence9, , , an inventor of new pleasxires.

KAINO'5, , , new, fresh, Lat. recens ;

Koyoi news ; (sub.) anew, afresh, Lat.

de novo. II. newly introduced, new-fangled,

strange; strange gods.-, ov, (,) of a new tomb.,,.() newness.freshness : novelty., f.,() to cut fresh into

;

in mining, to open a new vei?i : metaph. to begin

something new, institute anew ; to make innovations

in the state, Lat. res novas tentare. Hence, 57, a cutting anew : innovation.-5, ov,(,) cutting newly : be-

ginning something new, innovating., f.,() to make new. II.

to innovate, make innovations. Hence, , innovation.--yos, ,(, **/) making new, inno-

vating : Kaivovpyov a novelty., f.,() to make new, innovate :
—

Pass, to becomefond of novelty or innovation. II.

to devote anew, consecrate, dedicate.

K6, and now perhaps., impf. [] : pf. (in pres.

sense) Dor., plqpf. (in impf. sense), formed as if from '.—to surpass,

excel ; ' he sur-

passed mankind in steering ;€ -
he excelled all the Greeks in throwing the spear;

so in part., surpassing all in wiles;

but also well-ftirnished., and now, even now.',, fut. : aor. 2, inf. : pf.

:

—

to kill, slay, slaughter.

-€,() althoiigh, albeit.

ttu»s ; and how f but how ? when a thing is sup-

posed to be impossible : only interrog.

pa, £p. and then, and so.

Kaipios, a, ov, also os, ov,() : in season, sea-

sonable, happening at the right or critical time, Lat.

opportunus :—also lasting for a season. II. of

Place, in or at the right or critical place ; of the parts

of the body, vital ; or in a

vital part

:

—of wounds, deadly, mortal ; (sub.^) a mortal wound: generally, acci-

dents. Hence, Adv. seasonably. II. mortally.'5, 6, due measure, right proportion,fitness

;

beyond measure, unduly. II. of

Time, the right seaso?i, the right timefor action, the

critical moment, Lat. opportunitas : generally, conve-

nience, advantage, profit ; , or absol.-, at the right or proper time, in season, opportunely

;

kv or yiyveaOai to suit one's conve-

nience, be of service to him ; in due
seasoft, Lat. dextro tempore; but, or

or , out of season, Lat. alieno tem-

pore. III. of Place, the right point, right spot

:

also a vital part of the body.02;, 6, the webbing or thrums to which the

threads of the warp arefastened. Hence, a gen. pi. in Od. 7. I°7> -
xiypov from the close-woven

linen-cloths trickles off the liquid oil. It seems to be

for, gen. pi. fern, of.-, f., (,) to watch

for the right time, Lat. tempora observare., and that, and besides, especially.

or-, and indeed : and yet, although.

Att. [] : impf. Att. Ep.

: fut. : aor. , Att. also, Ep.

or (or without augm.,) :—Pass.,

aor. : aor. 2 : pf. : I.

to burn, kindle, set on fire:—Med. to kindlefires for

oneself:—Pass, to be set onfire, takefire, burn. II.

to burn up, consume : to scorch, shrivel up., Ep. for before , as in ., crasis for .-€5, ov, (, ^) bringing ill

tidings.-, ov, (,) caused by ill

tidings ; ayya the sorrow of ill tidings.-, Dor. for Ka^yopos.-, ,(,) unmanliness, coward-

ice., by crasis for , and there, there also.

KaK€ivos,€, by crasis for , etc.-€, , , (, sTWiJ^ttt^elng,.
to well-being., 77, () badness, baseness : cowardice.^, f., (Ka^yopos) to speak ill of, abuse,

slander. Hence,), evil-speaking, abuse, slander, calumny;

Kar^yopias an acticn/or defamation.-, ov, (, ay) evil -speaking,

abtisive, slanderous, calumnious :—irreg. Comp. and

Sup. ayoppo,-., ,() badness, baseness, cowardice, Lat.
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malitia. . wickedness, vice, Lat. pravitas.

disgrace, dishotiour.£, f. Att. ,() to make or think bad,

to abuse, blame, reproach. II. to make cowardly:

—Pass, to behave basely, play the coward

:

—to be

worsted., , ov, irreg. Sup. of Kaicos., ov, gen. ovos, irreg. Comp. of. \ Ep.,

t in Att. poets.],() the Lat. cacare., Ep. for, aor. I inf. of.
KdKKciovTes, Ep., part, of.-, better divisim €, Ep. for.
KA'KKH, , human ordure, dung.

Ep., aor. 1 inf. of.,, better divisim -,
Ep. for , .-, Ep. for-.-,, , for^.-5, ov, (,) living badly, living a

hard life, faring hardly., Med. to act unwisely. From-, ov, («a/cos,) ill-advised, univise.-€, ov, gen. ovos, (,^) a bad
neighbour, or a neighbour in misery.-, ov, (,) ill-tongued

;

a cry full of misery. . slan-

derous.,() to be tormented by an
evil genius, be like one possessed., f.,() to be unhappy
or unfortunate. Hence, , unhappiness, misfortune. II.

a being possessed by a demon, raving madness.-, ov, gen. ovos,(,) having

an evil genius, ill-starred, ill-fated, u?ihappy,

wretched. II. as Subst. an evil genius.£«, f.,() to be in ill repute., ,() ill repute, infamy.-, ov, (,) in ill-repute, without

fame, unknown. II. infamous.-, , (,) a bad passage.-, ov, gen. ovos, (,) ill-clad., , poet, for -ovpyia, ill-doing. From-03, ,(, *'4*/) doing ill ; KaKoepyos

yaOT-qp the importunate stomach, like Lat. fames im-

proba.-£, ,(, poet, for) a miserable

life., , badness of disposition, malicious-

ness. II. bad manners or habits. From-, (s, (,) of ill habits, ill-dis-

posed, malicious : an ill habit, Lat. scri-

bendi cacoethes, an itch for writing., , disorderliness. From-, ov, gen., (,) ill-ar-

ranged, disorderly, careless.

—
II -, ov, contr. -Opovs, ovv,(,)

speaking ill; \oyo8 a slanderous word.
KSko4\ios, , = ", evil or unhappy Ilium., , base love of gain. From-, es, (,) making base gain.-, ov, (,) Dor. form, thin-

legged.-, , (,) a badjudgment.-, (aokyo) to speak ill of, rail at.

Hence, , evil-speaking, railing, abuse.-, ov,(,) evil-speaking, railing,

slanderous, abusive.-, ea>s, , , = , prophet of ill., ov, (,) ill-sounding., f., to give bad measure. From-, ov, (,) in bad measure.-, is,(,) contriving ill, crafty.-, ov, 6, (,) =.,{.,() to practise base

arts. Hence, , a practising of base arts, ingenuity

in mischief.-, ov,(,) mischief-plotting,

mischievous, malicious.-, ov, (,) ill-fated.-5, ov, (,) ill-shapen.-, ,() illwill, malice,. to tv-

vota., , a bad system of laws, a bad constitu-

tion, bad government. From-, ov, (,) with bad laws, with

a bad constitution, ill-governed.

-voos, ov ; contr. -vovs, ovv, pi.
;(,) ill-disposed: disaffected : bearing malice

against one. Comp. and Sup.^, --.-5, ov,(,) ill-wedded. II.

as Subst.,, , a bad or unhappy bridegroom.

-fjevos Ion. -fjeivos, ov, (, £) havitig

ill guests : irreg. Ep. Comp.. II.

unfriendly to guests, itihospitable.

KaKO-£w€TOS, ov,(,) wise onlyfor evil., ,() ill plight, distress., f. , to suffer ill; to be distressed.

From-?, is, (,) suffering ill, dis-

tressed.

KaKO-Trap0€VOS, ov,(,) unbecoming a

maid.-, tSos, , , (,) having a

low-born father, of low descent.

KUKO-Trunrjs, is, (,) foul and loathsome.€, f. ,() to do ill, be a

rogue. II. trans, to hurt, spoil, lay waste. Hence', , ill doing, damage.
-Troios,,(,) doing ill, mischievous.

-'•5, ov, (,) ill-fated.
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with badfeet, weak in the feet.-, f., (, irpayos) to be ill off,

fare badly, fail in an enterprise. Hence, , ill-success, failure.-, ov, gen.,(,) doing

evil, mischievous.

-Trrepos, ov, (,) ill-omened.-, , (,) contrivance of ill,

mischievousness. 2. ill contrivance, unskilfulness.-, ov,(,) evil-speaking. II.

telling of ill, ill-omened.-, f., (,) to speak evil

:

to speak evil of a person, abuse, revile him.

-ptrfros, ov, (,) foid andfilthy.

KA'KO'2, ,, bad, ill, evil, bad in its kind, worth-

less: ugly, as opp. to. 2. bad at one's trade;

a bad beggar : cowardly,faint-hearted;

cf.. 3• of low birth, mean, vile. \. in a

moral senre, bad, evil, wicked. 5. of things, bad,

evil, mischievous : of omens, wilucky, ill-boding : of

words, evil, abusive, foid. II. as Subst.,
, evil, ill, mischief: also woe, distress, loss

:

also bodily ill, injury. 2. in moral sense, evil,

vice, wickedness ; to do evil or

ill to any one. III. Degrees of Comparison:

—

irreg. Comp., ov, Sup., , ov : but, are also used as

Comp. and Sup. of. IV. in Compos, it

sometimes expresses the fault of excess, and so =
ayav, Lat. nimis : but commonly it gives a collat.

notion of hurtful, unlucky, = -, as in- :

sometimes it marks defect of a property, as in-
: sometimes it is used like the simple Adj., as- for'.-, , (,) with bad legs.-, is,(,) ofa bad, mean body.-, ov, (,) ill-s?nelling,-, ov, (, ~/) faint-

hearted, cowardly.-, , (,) a bad crop..4, f., to speak evil of. From-5, ov,(,) evil-speaking
,
ford-

mouthed.-, ov, (,) ill-spread,

rugged.-, ov,(,) ill put toge-

ther, ill composed.-, ov, (,) inactive, idle,

lazy. II. act., winds that

wear men out in idleness., f. ,() to practise bad
arts, be guilty of mal-practices, act basely, Lat. mali-

tiose ago. Hence, , the practice of bad arts, mal-practice,

esp. forgery, malversation.-, ov, (,) using bad arts or

mal-practices, artful, wily.

,, ,() badness, baseness, coward-

ice, like. II. moral badness, uickedness,

worthlessness. III. evil, distress, suffer big.,, bad habits, maliciousTiess , wickedness.

From
-Tpoiros, ov,(,) of ill habL's, mis-

chievous, malignant., f.. to be unfortunate. From-, is, (,) unfortunate., f.,() to do evil or mis-

chief, to be an evil-doer : c. ace. to do evil to one, to

damage, hurt, harm : to ravage a country. Hence
Ep. [], , the character cfan

evil-doer, wickedness, villany. From- Ep. -, ov, (, *6/>7
doing ill, knavish, villanous : as Subst. an evil-doer,

knave : an offender, criminal. II. doing harm

to one, damaging, huriftd.-, f., (, ') to treat ill, wrong,

hurt, injure. Hence, , ill-treatment, ill-conduct;

the devastation of a country.-5,, , (,) sounding ill, ill-

omened.-5$, is, (,) devising ill,

thotightless, foolish. Hence- Ion. -, , folly, thoughtlessness.-,., to be ill-disposed, to bear ill-will

or malice. From-, ov, gen. ovos,(
}
) evil-mi?ided,

malicious, malignant. II. thoughtless, heedless.-, ov,(,) rejoicing in the ills

of others, malicious.-, ov, gen. ovos,(,) wi h

scanty means, poor.-, ov,(,) malignantly blaming., f., () to treat badly, ill-use, mal-

treat : of things, to harm, destroy

:

—Pass, to be ill-

treated, distressed, to suffer : in pf. pass. part,-, disfigured, befouled., Ep. for,, inf.

of, aor. 2 of., Ep. for, aor. 2 imperat. of-
; also for, 3 sing. ind., Ep. for, 3 sing. impf. of-,

KA'KTOS, , the cactus, a prickly plant., f. vvur, () to damage, itijure

:

—Pass.

to behave badly, act basely; of soldiers, to muti-

ny. II. to revile, reproach

:

—Pass, to be reproached.•, Ep. for, aor. I inf. of., Adv. of, ill, badly : with difficulty,

scarcely. Comp., Sup..,,,() ill-treatment : a distressing,

wearing out ; damage, misfortune., Ep. Comp. of : cf.., , Dim. of, a s?nall basket.

i 02, , a basket, a wicker hand-basket,
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II. cooling-vessel, cooler : alsoLat. calathus.

a kind of cup., , ov, coloured like the, between

blue and green, of change/id hue. From, , a precious stone of a greenish blue, the

topaz or chrysolite., ,() a kind of grasshopper.€5, , ,() a reaper, mower. II.

an angler.', , a stalk of reed or corn, Lat. cala-

mus, stipida : a fishing-rod. II. stubble :

metaph. the residue, remnant, remams : of an old

man, ye yiyvd/
thou may'st still, I ween, perceive the stubble (i. e. the

relics) of former strength., , a cutting of stalks, reaping. From-, ov,(,) cutting stalks,

reaping.-, ov, (, <paydv) devouring

stalks, mowing or cutting them.-3, ov,(,) carrying reeds

or canes., , (,) mint. Hence, , Minty, name of a frog., , ov,() made of reed or cane., ihos, ,() afishing-rod., , Dim. of., ifios, ,() a kind ofgrasshopper.,, , of reed; the

sound as of a reed-flute. From'"02, , Lat. calamus, a reed or cane, Lat.

arundo : an arrow of reed : a reed-pipe, reed-flute

:

a writing-reed, used as a pen
;
generally, a pen, a

fishing-rod. II. generic term for any plant, which

is neither bush (), nor tree ().-, ,(,) crowned or

covered with reed.-, ov,(, yyoa) played

on a reed., , , a long Egyptian garment with a

border of tassels or fringe. (Egyptian word.),,, a shepherd's staffor crook, thrown

so as to drive back the cattle., Ion. impf. of ; Ep. 3 sing. impf.

med.., Dor. for, 3 pi. of.4$, aor. I part, of.0€, 2 pi. aor. I med. imperat. of.^, Ep. aor. I of.€, Dor. for., Ep. and Dor. for, 3 pi. impf.

pass, of.
KAW

AE'£2 : Ion. impf.: fat. Ion.

and Ep. Att. : aor. Ep. /-
or : pf. (for) :

—

Med., fut. Att. : aor. -'.:—Pass., fut. /iA^^ffo^at.paullo-

post f.:&....

I. to call, summon : c. inf. to call on, summon
to do a thing. 2. to call to one's house, to invite,

Lat. vocare ad coenam. 3. to call on or invoke the

gods. 4. as law-term, in Act. of the judge,

to cite, summon before the court ; in Med. of

the plaintiff, to sue at law, Lat. vocare

in jus. II. to call by name, address by name,

generally, to name ; to call by
name :—Pass., to be named, receive a name ; and in

pf., to have been named, and so to be called:

the pf. pass. freq. means simply to be; as,

these are called (i.e. are) the

faithful counsellors of the Persians., poet, for, inf. of., Dor. and Att. for., opos, , () a crier.

Ion. -, , () a wooden house, hit,

cabin, cot : a barn, granary : a bird's nest : a wooden
shrine for a statue.,, , =, a hut., Pass., with fut. med., =,, to lie rolling or wallowing

:

metaph. to be busy with a thing, to be constantly en-

gaged with it. Hence, , =, a place for horses to

roll in after exercise., , a cock's wattles, Lat. palea : also a

cock's tail., Ep. for.-, in compd. words, either gives the additional

idea of beautiful to the simple word ; or is like a mere

Adj. with its Subst., as =-.-, ov,(-,) with beau-

tiful eyelids or eyes.-, ov, ,(-,) beautiful-sounding.-, , gen. , (-,) with

beautiful clusters.-, ov, (-,) with rich soil.-, ov, (-, yv) sweetly-tran-

quil.-, ov, happy in marriage.«€, , (-, yvo) bearer of a fair off-

spring, mother of beauteous things, the name by which

Ceres was invoked in the Thesmophoria.-, gen., , , (-, yvvrf) with

beautifid women or maidens : the nom. seems never

to have been used, []-,, ,(-,)flowing with beau-

tiful eddies, []-, ov, with beautiful chariot.-,, , with beautiful reeds.-^, ,(-,) the cidtivated olive,

opp. to aypi^aios.--^, f., to speak in fair set terms, in

high-flown phrases; yo high-

wrought speeches. From-, , (-,) beautifully speaking,

elegant.
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KaXX-tepco) Ion, -£, f., (-, Upov):

— to have favourable signs in sacrifice, Lat. lilare,

perlitare

:

—c. ace. to sacrifice with good omens. 2.

of the offering, to give good omens, be favourable,

propitious.-, is,(-,) beautifully-yoked.-£3, ov, {-, ) with beautiful

girdles.-£,, , , (-, £) with beauti-

ful hair or mane : of sheep, withfine wool., f., to offer auspiciously. From-, ov, (-, ) with beautiful or

auspicious sacrifices.-5, ov, with fine fruit, rich in fine

fruit.-,$ or , , , (-,) with

beautiful horns.-, , Fair-hill, a district near Troy.- Dor. -, , , and, ov,

(-,) beautiful-haired.-, ov, (-,) with

beautiful fillets or hair-bands.- Dor. -Kpuvos, ov, (-,)
with a beautiful spring.-, ov, , (—,) beautiful-

shining.-«>, (-, Xeyai) to express a thing ele-

gantly :—Med. to give a fair name to a thing.-, ov, (-,) beautifully

shaped., ov, poet, for, beautiful.

-vaos, ov, (-,) beautifully flowing.-, ov, (-,) with gloriotis vic-

tory, triumphant. II. crowning or ennobling

victory ; the glory of victory., neut. of, Comp. of : used

also of Adv., more beautifully.- poet. -oima, ,(-, 6\p) Cal-

liope, first of the nine Muses, the beautifid-voiced.

-irais, b~os, ,, with beautiful children. II.

= , a beautiful child.

-irapTjos, ov, (-, ) beautiful-

cheeked.-, ov, of, with beautiful maidens or

nymphs., Ep. aor. 2 of: inf..-, ov, (-,) with beautiful

sandals.-, ov, beautifully robed.-€5, ov, (,-,) with beauti-

ful leaves.-, , gen. , with beautiful elbow.-, ov, with beautiful locks.-, ov, adorned with riches.-, ecus, , beautiful city., Ep. for, aor. 2 of.
-irovos, ov, beautifully wrought.-, ov, of beautiful rivers.

-Trptopos, ov, (-,) with beautiful

prow, of ships : metaph. of men, wi:h beautifid face.

koWL-ttvXos, ov,(-,) with beauteousgates.-, ov, with beautiful towers, towering.-, ov, (-,) built with

beauteous towers.-, ov, with beautiful steeds or eolts.

KaAXi-p€60pos, ov, (-, pieOpov) beautifully

flowing.

-ipeox, Ion. for-.
-poos, poet, for -poos.

-poos, ov, contr. KaXXip-povs,,(-,) beautifully flowing., Adv. Sup. of, most beautifully.-, ov, (-,) with a fine
race-course.€, ,() the prize of beatify

or excellence : in pi., =, the meed of nlour., , the prime of beauty ; the first-

fruits of beauty, the 'offering of choicest beauty., f. ,() to be the most beau-

tiful, be esteemed so: generally, to be the most beautiful
' among others, exceed in beauty.-, ov, beautifully crowned : of cities,

croiuned with beauteous towers., , ov, Sup. of.-, ov, (-,) with beautiful

feet or ankles.-, ov, (-,) with beautiful bow., ace. pi. of.', for, Ep. for.-, , (-, Qeyyos) beautiful-

shining.-, ov, (-, yyoa) beautiftil-

sounding.-, oyos, , , beautiful-blazing.-, ov, (-,) ivith beatitifid

leaves.-, ov, Ep. for-, with beautiful

places. II. () of or for beautiful dances :

beautiful in the dance., ov, gen. ovos, Comp. of., ,() beauty., gen. Att. ovs,, ($) beauty. II.

a beauty, beautiful object: in pi.,, beau-

tiful works ; beautiful works of wax., , poet, for, beauty., f. , () to beautify; metaph. to

gloss, colour over

:

—Med. to adorn oneself, plume

oneself on a thing.-£, f. Att. , (,) to make

the face beautiful, to beautify, embellish, give a fair

appearance to a thing :—Med. to adorn oneself, to

pride oneself, glory in a thing : absol. to make a dis-

play. Hence,, , embellishment ; and, , an embellishing or adorning one-

self, making a display.
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of virtue., , nobleness and goodness. From-,, ov, i. e. -, beautiful

and good, noble and good., , () dry, seasoned wood.-, , (,) wooden shoes,

used to keep a cow still while milking.-0€, f. ~, (,) to do good.-, , , -, , gen. $,(,)
with beautiful feet.'2, , , beautiful, fair, Lat. pulcer; '-

Alcibiades the fair ; , like

beauty. . serving a good purpose, fair,

good; a. fair harbour; (sub.

or) in good time or place. 2. of sacri-

fices, good, auspicious. III. morally beautiful,

good, right, noble : moral virtue, Lat. ho-

nestum. IV. Degrees of Comparison :—Comp., ov, Sup., , ov. V. Adv.-, q. v. :—but neut. is often used as Adv. by
Poets, beautifully., Ep. and Ion. for, a rope., ,, Att. fut. med. of.5, , , ace. or :

—a

vessel for drawing water, a pitcher, urn: a drinking-

cup : an urn for drawing lots : an urn for the ashes

of the dead., ,() a hut, cabin, cell. [y~\, , Dim. of, a small hit., poet, for, dat. pi. of£.-, ov, (£,) crowned

with flower-buds.-,, , (,) like a flower-bud,

blushing, roseate.,, ,() a covering, a hood
or veil. 2. a grave.£,, ,() the cup or calyx of a

flower, a flower-bud; when the

fruit is setting. II. in pi., are women's
ornaments, made of metal, so called from their

shape.€, , like, a veil., 77,0V, verb. Adj. of, covered. II.

wrapped round: enveloping.

Ion.-, , a woman's veil ;

the mantle or veil of darkness. From', f. : aor. :

—

to cover,

vvkti having covered with night
;
yata-

earth covered him. 2. to cover, con-

ceal. 3. to cover with dishonour. II. to put

over as a covering, throw over or around., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 1 med. of., gen.- contr. -ovs, , Calypso, a nymph,
daughter of Atlas, who lived in the island Ogygia,

and concealed() Ulysses on his way back

from Troy., () to search for the purple-fish

:

metaph. to search in the depths of one's mind, to bon-
der deeply.,, 6, Calchas, the Greek Seer at Troy

:

properly the Searcher.', 77, also, the murex, purple limpet,

from which a purple dye was obtained., €, , Att. fut. of., , Dim. of, a small cord or rope., Adv. of, beautifully, well;

or, to be well off, fare well ; c. gen.,

to be well offfor a thing. 2.=,
right well, altogether, entirely. 3. in answers, well

said! bravo! Lat. euge : but also to decline an offer,

thank you ! like Lat. benigne.5, 0, gen. «, ace. : Ep. and Ion., ov, '.—a rope, a cable; to

sail at a cable's end, i. e. to have the ship towed :

to let down a sounding-line:—also a

sail-rope, reef; proverb., they are

letting out every reef, i. e. are using every effort.-, , (,) a rope-twister., Ep. for before , as for ., ov, made of brittle wool. From
KA'MAH, , or , a pole, stake, a vine-

prop. II. the shaft of a spear.

KAMA'PA, 77, Lat. camera, anything with a vaulted

or arched covering, a covered carriage, [], , a kind offish., , 6v, toilsome, troublesome, weari-

some. II. pass, broken down, worn out. From, ,() toil, trouble, labour. 2. wea-

riness, distress. II. that which is hardly earned;

our hard-won earnings. \_]-, ,(,) toilsome.-, Ep. for., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of., crasis for ., aor. 2 inf. of.€, 3 sing. fut. of., and , a camel

:

—, like -, the camels in an army. (From Hebr. Gamal.)€,, ,() one that works at a

furnace; ^ pipe ofa smith's bellows., ov, , =., dat. of., ,() an oven, furnace, or kiln. Hence, , dat. , , a furnace-woman.^, or better «, Ep. for .^, crasis for , Aeol. for .4, Ep. for ., Ep. for, aor. I part, of-^.-, ?7,. for, staunchness in battle,

patience, endurance.-, ov, Ep. for, ill-fated.-, Ep. for.' : fut., ,: aor. 2,
inf., Ep. redupl. subj.: pf.,
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. pf. part.,,, ace. pi.

: I. intr. to be weary, tired, exhausted,

or worn out : c. part., ',,
one is weary of fighting, rowing. 2. to feel trouble

or annoyance ; ' Ifoinid no trouble

in bending the bow. 3. to be worsted or beaten. 4.

to be sick or ill, generally, to be afflicted, distressed,

harassed. 5. and. or (€, Lat. defuncti, those

who have finished their labours, the dead : but, ol

the sick; and are also the

spirits of the dead, Lat. dii manes. II. trans, to

work hard at, to bestow labour zipon. 2. to work
out, earn by toil; in aor. 2 med., \ they

worked, tilled the islandfor themselves., by crasis for .', ,() a betiding, winding, as of

a river. II. the turning in a race-course, turning-

post : metaph., Is ayeiv to bring a

speech to its middle or turning-point. III.-, in Music, turns, tricks, quavers., , ov, [) bent, turning, double., rjpos, , a bend, an angle. II. the

turning-point in a race-course.', fut.: aor. : Pass., aor.

:—to bend, bow:—esp., I. yovv and

yovvara, to bend the knees so as to sit

down and rest, to take rest. 2. yovv to

bend the knee in prayer. 3. yovv to bend

the knee in running, to run. II. to bend, turn,

guide anything. 1. absol. to turn rov.nd a point;

to double a headland; -
to skirt the bay : metaph., to

turn the middle point of life, i. e. to draw near to

its close ; cf.. III. like Lzt.fiecto, to bend,

move by entreaties, soften, make relent : generally, to

bend, humble., , ov,() bent, curved. [i5],, aor. I pass. part, and inf. of., . fut. inf. of.--^, <5, ,, , gen., (,) bending thefoot, swift-running.,, ,() a bending, curving., aor. 2 part, of., crasis for :—also for , and if, even if., crasis for , and in.,. for before j/,as for .
or, , () the body of a

wicker carriage : a cane or wicker carriage.

Kavavi-rns, ov, 6, Syriac word, of which the Greek, Zealot, is a translation : not to be con-

founded with Xavavaios, a Canaanite.

KANA'52fl, f. £, to make a gurgling sound with

water. (Formed from the sound.), , () a wicker basket, Lat. cani-

strum. II. an earthen vessel, dish.-. Dor. for.

-. 347, f., to ring or clash, clang, of metal

:

to plash, of water. From, ,() a sharp, ringing sound, esp.

the ring or clash of metal; also of the tramp of muks

;

the gnashing of teeth ; -
the shrill sound of flutes. Hence, Adv. with a sharp, ringing noise.&, es,() making a sharp, ringing

noise : of water, plashing.€, . 3 sing. aor. I of., . 3 sing. impf. of., f., =.
KavBus, vos, 0, a Median garment with sleeves, also. (Median word.)

k<xv€OV Ion. Att. contr., ,()
a basket of reed or cane, a wicker basket : a bread-

basket, Lat. canistrum, used esp. for carrying the

sacred barley() at sacrifices.

KaveEv, aor. 2 inf. of., ), a rarer form of. [a], Dor. for, aor. 2 inf. of., f., to carry the sacred basket in

procession. From-5, ov,(,) carrying a basket

:

the Basket-bearer, in Athens a maiden
who carried on her head a basket containing the sa-

cred things in processions at the feasts of Demeter,
Bacchus, and Athena.

KA'N0AWPO2, o, Lat. cantharus, a kind of beetle,

worshipped in Egypt. II. a sort of drinking-

cup, Lat. cantharus. III. a kind of Naxian
boat. IV. a mark or knot resembling a beetle,

on the tongue of the Egyptian god Apis., , , Lat. clitellae, a pack-saddle, or

the large pamiiers of a pack-saddle., , a large sort of ass for carrying bur-

dens, a pack-ass., cuj/os, ,() =, a pack-ass.

KA'NNA or, , , a reed or cane, Lat.

canna : hence anything made of reeds, a reed-mat, a

reed-fence., , ov, hempen, made of hemp. From
KA'NNA'BIS, , gen. 10s, ace., also gen. ecus

:

—hemp, Lat. cannabis. II. anything made of

it, tow.

Kavveijcras, Ep. for., , =., better , . for .
KavovCs, idos, ,() a ruler.,, poet, for, a rule: also a ruler., Att. contr. of., aor. 2 inf. of., fut. of.

or, , Canobus, a town in Lower
Egypt, notorious for its luxury., ovos, , (, ,) any straight rod or

bar : in Homer,, are two rods running across

the hollow of the shield, through which the arm was
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passed, to hold it by. 2. a rod used in weaving

;

the shuttle or quill by which the threads of the woof() were passed between the threads of the warp

(). 3• a carperiter's rule : metaph. a rule or

hvel ray of light. 4. the beam or tongue of the

balance : pi. the keys or stops of a flute. II. me-
taph. like Lat. norma, a rule or standard of excel-

lence:—so, the old Greek authors were called,
rides or models of excellence, classics; and the books

received by the Church as the ride offaith and prac-

tice are called the Canon or canonical scriptures., aor. 2 part, of.
Kavcoiros, 6, see.
£, crasis for ., Ep. for before or , as for., by crasis for ', and then, and next.

KaTTCTOs, ,(, for) a ditch, trench,

Lat. fossa: a vault, grave: generally, a hole.

KA'XIH, , a crib, manger.,, the shop of , a tavern, Lat.

caupona. From, f. ,() to be a retail-dealer,

drive a petty trade : metaph. to hawk about, higgle

in ; to make a trade of war, Ennius'

helium cauponari

:

—also, to adulterate, give out as

genuine, palm off., ,,() of or like a petty trader:

tricky, knavish. Adv., to play ro-

guish tricks., ioos, fern, of, Lat. copa., ,() a retail-dealer, petty trades-

man, huckster, higgler, Lat. caupo, opp. to :

esp. a tavern-keeper. II. a cheat, rogue, knave., by crasis for ., ,() a measure containing two -
VIK€S., ,() a smoke-hole, chimney.£, f. Att. ,() to cause smoke: to

make or light a fire. II. to smoke, blacken with

smoke. Hence,,, , a smoke-offering : incense., Ep. 3 pi. aor. I of.- Ion. -, , (,)
smoke-receiver : a hole in the ceiling or rooffor the

smoke to pass through.'5, , smoke, hzuftmus. Hence, f. , to turn into smoke

:

—Pass, to be

burned into smoke, burnt to ashes.-, ,(,) like smoke, smoky :

generally, dark, dusky., Dor. for.
-nOS, , Dor. for., , v. sub .•£, f., tofavour the Cappadocians. II.

to play the Cappadocian, i. e. play the rogue. From, okos, 0, a Cappadocian.-, Ep. for-, aor. 2 of.

7-5, ov,(,) of a horse, marked
with : cf..-, poet, for, (, ) to

catch fire.,() to be lewd or lecherous., , poet, for, a wild boar. II.

as Adj. like a wild boar.02, 0, Lat. APER, the wild-boar.-, ov,(,*) killing wild boars.', fut. : aor. : Ep. pf. part., for :

—

to eat quick, swallow
greedily, gulp down. II. to gasp

for breath., , ,() dry, dried. 2. act. dry-

ing, parching. II. metaph. of sound, loud and
clear, distinct., Ep. aor. I ; see.-, better , for ., Ep. for before , as for .',,, the hair of the head, akin to;

') I value him but at a hairs

worth. II. also for,, head, as in

head-long., , gen., pi. :—a Carian, in later

times despised as mercenaries :—Proverb., or

Kapl to make the risk on a Carian,

Lat. experimentum facere in corpore vili

:

— Fern..'A" Ion. [], , indecl. the head : gene-

rally, the head, top, summit of anything : the brim of

a cup : it is used, like, Lat. caput, to express

a person, as for :—used by

Horn, only in nom. and ace sing.; later, the defec-

tive cases were supplied, viz.,,. In

Ep. we find lengthd. forms of gen. and dat., .-, ov, (,) with

the face of a crab.

KA'PA'BOS, 6, a kind of beetle, the stag-beetle, Lat.

scarabaeus. II. a prickly kind of crab.-«, f., (,) to watch with

outstretched head, watch eagerly or expectantly.,, , () touching the head, be-

heading., , Dor. and Att. for.
Kapavos, , () a head, chieftain, chief. Hence, f., like,() to ac-

complish, achieve, complete.-, ov,(,) with the head cut off,

beheaded. 2. cutfrom the head., ov, =, outlandish, foreign, bar-

barous. (Foreign word.)

KAPBATINAI or, at, shoes of un-

dressed leather, brogues, mocassins..£, f. Att.,() to be like cress;

metaph. to look sharp or pungent; ; why
chatter so much about cress (i. e. about nothing)?', , a kind of cress, Lat. nastur-
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tium : also the seed, which was eaten by the Persians

like mustard :—metaph. to look

cress, i. e. to look sharp and bitter., poet, Ion.,, ,
the heart, Lat. cor ; , like Lat. ex

animo, to speak from the heart. II. the stomach., , ,() of the heart or stomach :

hence. II. dyspeptic.-, , ,(,^^) knower

of hearts.-, ov,{,)gnawing the heart.-,(, \) to draw the heart out

of a victim at a sacrifice.,, the cover ofa kneading-trough. II.

a muzzle. From02, , a kneadhig-trough, any trough., dat. pi. of Kap.

., Ipn. and Ep. for, the head.,, Ep. gen. and dat. of.
Ion. -, , heaviness in the head : top-

heaviness. From, f., to be heavy in the head, top-

heavy. From-, , (,) heavy in the head.-, or better KOpoojvTes, o't, with

hair on the head, long-haired, of the Achaians, opp
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-os, , with heterog. pi., , a fine

flax grown in Spain, Lat. carbasus. (Eastern word.)£, f. Att. () to pluck or gather

fruit : — Med. to enjoy the fruits of, reap the re-

turn. II. to make fruitful, fertilise., , ov,() bearing fruit, fruitful.-, ov, (, ^) producing

fruit.-, , ,(,) chains for
the wrists or arms, armlets.

Kapiro-iroios, ,(,) producingfndt.'2, , fruit; , corn, but also

of wine; the fruits of the earth, corn. II.

metaph. the fruits, produce, returns, profit of a thing.'5, , the joint of the arm and hand, the

wrist, Lat. carpus.-, ,(,) bringingfruit to

perfection : fruitful, prolific.

-rOKOS, ov,(,) bearingfruit.-, ov,(,^) eating fruit.-, ov,(,) spoilingfruit., f., to bear fruit. From-, ov,(,) fruit-bearing.-£,, ,(,£) a watcher of

fnnt. [], f.,() to bear fruit: later to offer

to the Abantes, who wore their hair only at the back
! fruit. II. Med. to gather fruit or reap

of the .head, and so were called

is Ep. part. pi. of ; but there is no

Verb., aor. 2 pass. inf. of., , mostly in pi.,() the head;, =; so many head

of cattle. II. metaph. a mountain-top, peak, crest

of a hill : also of a town, the citadel.3,, Ep. gen. and dat. of.-5, es,(, epyov) of Carian work., , , () Carian: , , a

kind offiineral song, a wail or dirge.

KAPI'5, gen. or , , Dor. also or, a shrimp or prawn, Lat. squilla. [5], to ring or quake, of the earth. (Formed

from the sound.)02, 6, with heterog. pi., , a

crab, Lat. cancer : also Cancer, the Crab, as a sign in

the zodiac. II. a pair of tongs. []-, , pi. Adj.(, ) with

crab's claws for hands.

A'PNEIA or,, afestival held in honour

of Apollo by the Spartans, during nine days

of the Attic month Metageitnion, hence called Kap-.
Kapos, Dor. for., , an island between Crete and Rhodes,

called in Homer., , a mimic dance of the Thessalians., ov,(, Lat. carpo) tearing, swift,

rapid. Adv., rapidly.

crops from land:

—

to exhaust, plunder. 2. to enjoy

the i?iterest of money : to reap the fruits of, enjoy

a thing.,,,()fruit: produce, profit.^, ecus, ,() a reaping the fruit

of: use, profit., Ep. for., Adv.() very, very much, Lat. valde

;

, very much indeed, really and truly., f. ~,() to be steadfast or pa-

tient. 2. c. ace. to endure manfully. 3. with a

Prep, to hold otit or bear up against a thing. 4.

with part, to persevere, persist in doing. Hence

-s, ecus, , a bearing patiently, patience,

endurance., , =.?, , ,() ejiduring, patient.-, ov,(,) stout-hearted., ,,() =, strong, staunch,

brave, mostly of persons, but also of things ; -
valiant deeds; ' a binding

oath. 2. of places, strong, in a military sense. 3.

master of a thing, lord of. 4. master of oneself;

steadfast, patient, constant : also obstinate. .
Besides the regul. Comp. and Sup., the forms most in

use are,.-, , , (, ) strong of

hand., Adv. of, strongly;

to sleep sound.5, , ov, Ep. for.
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vigour, courage. Hence,. for, to strengthen; aor. I med.,^ they strengthened their ranks;

they strengthened or armed their

hands., , ,() the women of Caryae

in Laconia. II. in Architecture, Caryatides are

female figures used as bearing shafts, [d], , a rich Lydian sauce made of blood and
rich spice, [] Hence
KdpvKivos, , ov, of the colour of, blood-red.-7€, f. , (,) to make a

rich savoury sauce.£, Dor. for.
KA'PTON, the nut; . the walnut; .

the chestnut ; . thefilberd.-, , ,(,) one who goes

to sea in a nutshell., Dor. for., , ov,() dry, parched : of sound,

hollow., ,() a dry blade of grass., , ,() of dry straw.

[], , ,() built of dry straw., eos, , () any dry particle, a dry

stalk or chip, Lat. palea : dry twigs, straws, bits of
wool, such as birds make their nests of: in pi. husks,

chaff, Lat. quisqtiiliae. 2. the dry sticks of cinna-

mon were also called., f., to make dry or withered:—Pass.

to wither away., a, ov,() rough in throat with

thirst, Virgil's siti asper.- or -,, , ,(,) with sharp jagged teeth., ov,() sharp-pointed or jagged

:

generally, sharp, biting.,, , Carthage:, , ov,

and, , , Carthaginian., , a drinking-cup or goblet narrower

in the middle than at top and bottom. II. the

masthead of a ship. (Deriv. uncertain.)

\|/€, Ep. 3 sing. aor. I of., Dor. for., by crasis for els or Is.£, f. <, to abuse in harlot's language.

From ., ados, , a harlot, strumpet., or, , , a horse's caparison

or housing, a carpet or skin to sit upon. (Akin to

kojs, Ku>as.)

KA"2I'A Ion. -, , cassia, an Arabian spice, an

inferior kind of cinnamon.-, , a sister : fern, of.-, , (,) a brother:—then

any blood-relation, a nephew or niece. II. as Adj./, , ov, brotherly, sisterly.

KA'212;, ios, : vocat. : a brother or

sister, [a]^,, at, the Cassiterides or tin-isla?ids.5205 Att. Ka-rrircpos, , tin, Lat. stan-

man ; a plating of tin.

Att. -,, , anything stitched or

sewed, the sole of a shoe or sandal : generally, a lea-

ther sole or shoe. From25' Att., to stitch, sew together. II.

metaph. to stitch up, i. e. to concoct, a plot, [], by crasis for .€, ov,() of or for Castor ; Ka-, a warlike air for the flute, mostly used
in Sparta.€, ,() a famous Laconian breed
of hounds, said to be first reared by Castor : also -., Ep. for, pres. part. fern,

of., opos, , Castor, son of Zeus (or Tyndarus)
and Leda, brother of Pollux.

KA'2TflP, opos, , the beaver.

€0€, Ep. for, 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 of., , a brothel. From, idos,,=, a harlof.', Prep, with gen. and ace.

:

A. ge-

nit. : I. denoting motion from above, doiwi

from. II. down towards, down upon;
to fix the eyes down upon the

ground ; of a dart, yatys it went down to

the ground

:

— so, tivos to shoot at one

(because the arrow falls down upon its mark);
tivos to strike at one ; tivos to

swear upon a thing. III. against, in opposition

to ; tivos, Lat. oratio in aliquem, a speech

against one accused ; but, irpos, Lat. adversus

aliquem, a speech in answer to an opponent.

B. Accus.: I. of motion downwards,
down the stream. 2. of motion or extension,

over, throughout, among, at, about, over, as

yaiav, : throughout, all along : also of Place,

upon, '. 3. generally, of

Place, as, yrjv by land and

sea. II. distributively, of a whole divided into

parts ; , by tribes and clans;« by themselves ; so, of time,

year by year; and of numbers,'' few at a

time. III. of object or purpose,

to sail on a business; ' to

rove in search of booty. IV. of fitness, ac-

cording to, answering to ; according to

one's mind; so,' after our liking;' according to the capacity of a man

;

naturally ; to the best of

one's power ; according to the

terms agreed upon. 2. in relation to, concerning

;

all that belongs to war; '•
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as far as concerns you; in this way;

in the same way. V. of num-

bers, nearly, about; erect about 600

years. VI. of Time, throughout, during, in the

course of; in the course of the

war ; " about the time of Amasis ; oi' those that live about our time, our contem-

poraries. VII. the Comp. is followed by . . ,

when the qualities of things are compared
;' greater than is suited to man, too great

for man ;
greater than to call

for tears, too great to weep for.

Position : when follows its case, it is writ-

ten.
As Adv., like, downwards,from above, down.

In compos. : I. downwards, down, as in-. II. over against, i?i answer to, as in-, Lat. occino. III. against, in hostile sense,

as in-^. IV. often only to strengthen

the simple word, as in-,-- .

as a Prep, was shortened by Poets into Kay

before y, before , before , before ,
before or , before , before or .

In compd. Verbs, sometimes changes into,
\, , , as,,,€., Ion. for' ., crasis for , and then., for, aor. 2 imperat. of., Adv.{) going down : below,

down-stairs, opp. to. [], ,[) a descent: the name of

the steep slope which separates Egypt and Libya., aor. 2 opt. of-, f.-: pf.-; aor. 2-, Ep. I pi. subj.^, for^ ;

imperat. (for) : aor. I med.-, Ep. 3 sing,, Ep. imperat.-
oeo :

—

to go or come down, Lat. descendere : c. gen.

to go down from ; to come down
from a chariot : c. ace. to go down to; -

she came down to her chamber ; but also,€ to come down the ladder ; and

absol. to come down stairs. 2. to go down to the

sea. 3. to go down into the arena, tofight, con-

tend. 4. metaph. to come to a thing, arrive at,

e. g. in speaking. II. rarely in Pass., tWos-€ the horse is dismountedfrom.-, Pass, (,) to be full

of Bacchic frenzy.-, fut.- : aor. 2, Ep. 3
sing, : pf.-, pass,- :

—to

throw down, cast down, overthrow, lay low;-
ds yovv to throw on the knee, of wrestling

:

to let fall, drop down: also to lay or put down. 2.

to strike down, and so to slay. 3. to bring or carry

down, esp. to the sea. 4. to put down, pay down

:

hence to pay off, discharge. 5. to put down into

a place and leave there

:

—Med. to lay as a founda-
tion, ground, found.-, f.^cu,(,) to dip down or into.-, f. , (, /3apos) to weigh down,
overload., aor. 2 part, of., €$, ,() a going down, de-

scending. 2. a way down, a descent: the entrance

to a cave.-, Att. for$.
[], 3 sing. aor. 2 imperat. of., f. £, to bark or bay at, tivus.-, Dep. to affirm positively.€€5, pf. pass. part, of.€€, Ep. for^, I pi. aor. 2 subj.

of., Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of«-.«, Ep. for, 2 sing. aor. I med.

imperat. of., fut. of.-, i.- Att.-, Causal of-, to make to go down, bring down.-, fut.- : aor. 2:
— Pass., aor.: pf.- :

—to eat

up, devour.-, f.- : aor. 2 :

—

to bring

life to an end, pass life.-, f., to treat carelessly, mismanage.-, f., to damage.--KOs, 17, ov,() likely to throw off.-, f., Dep. to bleat aloud.-, f.- : aor. 2 ;

—

to go down or through, pass through.-, fut.- Ion.- :
—to cry

down, cry out against, exclaim against, c. gen. II.

c. ace. to outcry, silence. Hence, ijs, , a cry or outcry against one : and, €cus, , a crying out against., ,() a laying down: a foun-

dation, beginning. 2. a paying down. 2. a

periodical attack of illness, a fit.-, f.-, (,) to feed

flocks upon a place :—Med. to feed upon.-, ov, with long flowing locks.-, f. , to decide against one, deprive

one of one's right

:

—Pass, to be unfairly cast in

a suit.-€, f.-: Pass., aor. €:
—to wet through, drench.- [], f.-:—to weigh or press down:

metaph. to outweigh. II. intr. to be heavily laden,

weighed down by a thing, [t]*, aor., opt.£€, to

gulp or swallow down: cf..-£, f. Att. , (,) to

gulp down.- [], f. £, to bite in pieces, eat up.
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-yaios Att. -, ov, {, yaws) under-

ground, subterraneous. II. on -the grotind

;

/carayaioi birds that run instead of flying,

ostriches.€€3, $, 6,{) a proclaimer.-, f. -, to announce, proclaim, de-

clare ;\€ to declare war. 2.

to denounce, disclose, betray. Hence-, ov, denounced, betrayed.-, Att. for.-, , {,) Comic name of a sup»

posed town, .-, ov, ridiculous. From-, f. [a] : aor. :

—

Pass., aor. : pf.- :
— to

laugh at: absol. to laugh scornfully, mock.-, ojtos, 6, {,) ridicide, mock-

ery: also absurdity., aor. inf. pass, of.-, f.-- or : aor. -
or- : pf.- :

—

to grow old,

pass one's old age, Lat. senesco ; 3 sing. impf.-
ey- (from), or aor. 2 (as if from a Verb

in , cf.) :
—to grow old, Lat. senesco.-£, f., {,) to take out

the kernel : metaph. for stuprare.-, f.- :

—

to stay or reside

at : also to busy oneself about a thing.-, f.- : aor. 2 :

—

to remark, observe, discover, esp. with a view to find-

ing fault. ,2. to lay something to one's charge, c.

gen. pers. et ace. rei, as, tivos avav-' to lay a charge of cowardice against him :

—

Pass.,€$ being thought or sus-

pected to be doing. 3. to give judgment or sen-

tence against a person ; tivos-
to pass sentence of death on one, Lat. damnare

aliquem mortis; to adjudge or

decide a suit.-£, Ion. for.-, Ion. for, to lead or carry

down. II. to bring back.-,-, later forms for-.-£, f., strengthd. for.-£ : f. Att.: pf. pass.-: {,):—to kiss by joining tongues:

a wanton, licentious

song. II. 'to use the tongue or speak against

one. III. to talk one down, silence him. Hence, , a wanton kiss.-, aTos, ,{) wool spun out: a
piece ox flock of wool.-, f., to bend down., aor. 2 opt. of.
KaT<ryvovs, aor. 2 part, of.

- ; fut. : aor. , part.

Karagas : pf. (in pass, sense) Ion. :

aor. 2 pass, [], inf. :

—

to break

in pieces, shatter, shiver : to break, weaken. II.

in Pass., and in pf. act., to be broken ; -€ or to have the head
broken., (, ,{) an unfavour-
able opinion. II. condemnation.-, f. , to enchant, bewitch : to cheat,

impose upon.-, f. , to denounce., ov, engraved, embroidered. From-, f. , to mark or scratch deeply : to

engrave: to paint over, fill with letters. II. to

write dow?i : to register, enroll.-, f., to catch, overtake.--£, fut., to exercise constantly.-, f. -£ : aor. 2 :

—

to lead or

carry down, Lat. deducere: to lead or carry to a place,

esp. to the sea-coast. 2. to bring down from the

high sea to land:—Pass, to come to land, opp. to-
{to put out to sea). 3. to draw out, spin. 4.

to bring down, loiver. II. to bring back, esp.

from banishment, to recall, restore. Hence, , a bringi7ig down. II. a putting

a ship into harbour, landing. 2. a landing-place:

hence 3. a resting-place, lodging-place., ,{) a place to lodge in, rest-

ing-place, inn.-£, fut.- Att.-, Dep. to

struggle against, prevail against.-, f.—, Pass, to devour.-, fut.-, to bite i?i pieces.-,, better divisim,, shedding tears.-, f. , to bewail or lament bitterly:

absol. to weep bitterly.-£, f. : aor. I inf. med.-
:

—

to subdue utterly.,=.-, f., to squander, waste utterly.-, f.-, to rend in pieces, devour.- : aor. 2, by poet, metath.

; also, in same sense, aor. 2 pass.-, poet. subj., part, :

—

to

sleep soundly, fall asleep.-€, f.-, Med. to divide among
themselves., 4s,{) wanting or failing in some-

thing, lacking of: hence poor, needy ; Comp.-
deiaTepos, weaker, inferior, see$.-, impers. there is wanting : see.-, f.-: aor. :—to fear

vvy much, be in great terror of.- and -, f.- : aor. -
Ion.-£ :

—

to shew clearly, point out, make known

:

inf. to shew how to do : to establish, prove.
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-^, f. [a] :—to shew signs offear or

cowardice., Ion. aor. I inf. of,-, f.-, Dep. to want or need

very much : to intreat earnestly, Lat. deprecari.-,, aor. 2 act., and in same

sense pass, : Dep. :

—

to look down, to look

down upon.-€$, , a tie or ba?id: a magic knot, love-knot.-, f. , aor., to wet through :

to water.-, f.- : Dep. :— to receive, ad-

mit. 2. to receive back, take home again.-« (A), f.-, to bind on or to, bindfast :

Med. to bifid to or for oneself. 2. to put in bonds,

imprison. 3. metaph. to convict of a crime. II.

to tie down, shut up, close, check.- (), f. -, to want, lack, need, be

lacking in a thing, esp. of numbers :, impers.

there is need., Adv. of, in defect: Comp.-
fieearepajs' to be very ill off.-, ov, very plain or manifest.-, f.,{,) to con-

sume publicly.-, f., to decide as arbitrator against,

to give arbitration against, tivos.- Att. -, fut. -£, to reconcile

again.-, f.-, of rivers, intr., to flow or

empty themselves into.-, f. : Pass., aor. : pf.

:
—to give judgment against, pass

sentence upon, tivos : absol. to condemn

:

—Med. to

get sentence given against another, procure his con-

demnation :—Pass.,^ one who has

judgment given against him.-, , (,) judgment given against

one, condemnation, sentence : afine. []-, ov, {,) condemned.-, f. £ or£, to pursue closely.-, f. -£, to suppose a thing against or

to the prejudice of another, to suspect : to think, sup-

pose : also in aor. I part. pass, being sus-

pected.££, fut., =.-, f., to reduce to slavery, enslave:

also as Dep., with fut. and aor. I med.-,-
,
pf. pass,-. Hence, €«, , a reducing to slavery, en-

slaving.-, f., to fall with a heavy sound.-, , , (,$) the Cataracts

of the Nile : also the parts of Ethiopia in which they

are called by Cicero Catadupa as neut. pi., ,() a receiving, admitting., aor. 2 subj. pass, of.€, aor. 2 inf. .

-, f.-, to strip off., ,() an overrunning, in-

road, raid. Hence, ov, overrun, wasted by a raid.-,, , a tearing or rending. From-, f.-, to tear in pieces, rend., aor. 2 inf. of.-, f., to exercise lordship or sove-

reignty over, overpower, oppress.-, = in intrans. sense., aor. 2 part, of., ea>s, ,'() a going down under

water: of the stars, a setting : generally, a descent.-, to put quite to the blush, esp. by

earnest intreaty.- and- : fut.— : aor. -
: aor. 2 : I. Causal, in pres.-, fut. -, aor. - :

—

to make to sink,

Lat. mergere ; vavv to sink or disable a

ship. II. intrans. in pres. act. and in

med., with aor. 2, pf., plqpf. act.,,-,- :

—

to go under water, sink, set, of

the sun ; '' with sunset. 1. to

go down into, to steal or creep into : to get into the

midst of; to get under, i. e. put on

arms. 3. to keep hidden, lie hid.-' Ion.- : f.- : rarely- :

—

to sing to, to charm by singing, Lat. occinere : absol.

to sing a spell, charm. II. to deafen by singing.-, f., to accept presents or bribes.-, Ion. for.
KaTa-eipevos, pf. part. pass, of, clothed,

clad, covered. II. pf. part. pass,, let

doivn, hanging down., 3 pi. impf. of., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. I med.

of.-, poet, for : impf.;
to clothe, cover, overspread.-£ : Ion. aor. : (,,) :

— to make quite dry, parch up.-£, inf., to live one's life out.- and -, f.-£ :

—

to tie or yoke

together, yoke

:

—Pass, to be bound fast, straitened : to

be imprisoned.£•€, 3 sing. Ion. aor. I of.- and-, f.-, to girdfast : Med.

to gird oneself,, aor. 2 inf. of.-, f. , to bury, inter.-, to embolden or encourage against

:

—Pass, to take courage, behave boldly. \y\-, f. [a], Dep. to look down

upo?i, watch from above, observe., aor. 2 inf. of., 2 sing. aor. 2 opt. med. of., Ep. for-, aor. 2 subj. med. of.



354 —.^, . for-^, I pi. aor. 2 subj. of.-, f. £, to subdue by charms. Hence

KaT(l0€\(;is, feus, , enchantment., aros,,() an accursed thing.-, f. ,() to curse., aor. 2 med. inf. of., «as, ,() a putting down : a

paying down, discharging.-, f.- :

—

to run down : of ships, to

run into harbour. II. to make inroads or incur-

sions : c. ace,€? to overrun a country.-, f., to contemplate from above.-, f., to sharpen, whet.-, (,) to make womanish., Dor. for, fut. of.-, fut.- : aor. 2 .
: pf.-, part,- .--

Ojs, u/tos, inf.- .-^ [] :

—

to die

away, be dying : in aor. 2 and pf. to be dead, deceased.

Hence, , , mortal., aor. 2 inf. of.-4, f., to cry down.-, f., to bewail, lament.-, f.- : aor. 2, inf.- :
—to leap or jump down : c. ace,-

ckciv to leap downfrom the wall.-, f.,(,) to lose all heart,

to be very much dejected.-, ov, also , ov, in or upon the mind, at

heart; ' let not

death sit heavy at thy heart. II. according to

one's mind, welcome, well-pleasing.-, f. [] , to sacrifice : to offer, dedi-

cate. II. Med., to compel one's

love by magic sacrifices.-£, f. Att. , to cover with a coat

of mail, arm at all points.--is, *cus, 17, poet, for.-, ov, , poet, for, (-) one who comes down or descends, of Zeus

descending in thunder and lightning : also of the

thunder-bolt, hurled down, descending. 2. epith.

of, to which one descends, downward, infernal.-, , , poet, for, giving a

passage downwards ;

gates by which men descend.-, Dep. with fut. med.-, aor.

I pass,- :
—to feel shame or reverence before

another, to reverence, respect : c. inf. to be ashamed
to do a thing.-, f., to burn to ashes.-, f. £, of motion, to float or hover
over ;- his locks floated
down his back.-, to burn down, burn to ashes. 2. to light

up, ignite, illumine.

-£, f. Att. , to wound severely: to

ill-treat, disfigure.-, f. poet, :
—to agree to, assent to,

approve of; Wi to agree to a thing on
certain conditions. II. to grant, promise : to

promise in marriage, betroth.-, Ion. for.-, fut. —, (, ') :
—to take or put

down. 2. intr. to ptit into port : of birds, to go
down to a place, light upon it.-,.-, Dep. to comprehend
fully.-?, ov, (, aiaios) righteous., rjpos, a disgracer. From-, f. , to shame, disgrace, dis-

honour. III. Med. tofeel shame before another,

to reverence.-, poet, for.-, f. [], Dep. to accuse, ar-

raign, blame, find fault with : c. ace, to lay to one's

charge, object to one : impute. II. the aor. J

part, occurs in pass, sense, accused, put
on one's defence.|, vyos, , a low helmet or skull-cap without

a crest. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, Pass,(,) to hang down.-, f., to laugh loudly at., Dor. and Lacon. for, aor.

2 inf. pass, of., . for.-, fut.- : aor. 2 :—like, to slay.- Att.- [] : fut.- : aor. -
. : aor. I pass.€, aor. 2€ :

—

to burn, burn down, consume by burn-

ing :—Pass., the fire had burned down
or out.-, f. , to call down, summon, in-

vite. II. to call upon, invoke.-, f., to cover up, envelope :—Med.

to veil ojieself.-, f.-, to bend down : to bend or

turn by entreaty ;€ to bend doivn,

break down hopes.-, to dry up, parch

:

—Pass, to wither,

fall into the sere., aor. I part, of.-, f., Dep. to boast against,

exult over, vaunt at., . aor. I inf. of., . pres. inf. of., 2 pi. of.-, f.-, Dep. to lie down : to lie

hid i to lie stored up, to be laid by. 2. to lie

sick. 3. to recline at meals., another form of^, q. v. :

—

but also Ep. for^^, pres. subj. of.-, f. -(, to cut down, waste, consume.
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dow?i : KaKfcdovTts, Ep. part, for., 2 sing, plqpf. pass, of., , ,() a brawler.-, f. , to give the word of command:

of the, to give the time in rowing.-€€, f., to pierce through, sting severely.-€, f., to strike down by thunder.-, f. or, to make a gain of a

thing wrongly or meanly.-€«>, f., to rail violently: to mock at.«€, Ep. pres. inf. of.-, f., to soothe by charms : to enchant., Ep. for, I pi. aor. I subj.

of.-, f.,(,) to cover with wax.- Att. -, f. , to proclaim or

command by herald.-, poet, for, to mix well:

—-Pass, to be well mixed.--os, ov, {,) ivy-wreathed.- Att.- [] : fut.- :

—

to

bewail or lament loudly : absol. to wail aloud., Dor. aor. I inf. med. of.-, f. [] : aor. :—Pass.,

aor. :

—

to break down, break short off,

snap. II. metaph. to break down, overcome,

enfeeble, of sorrow, fear, or illness., Dor. aor. I pass. inf. of.-, Att. for. [],, Ion. and Ep., ', ,() a fasteningfor doors.- Ion.- old Att.-( : f.--
Dor.- :—Med., aor. Dor.

:—Pass., aor. Ion.--
Dor.- (not-) :

—

to shut up,

shutfast. 2. to shut up in a fortress, to blockade.-«, f.,(,) to dis-

tribute by lot.-, f., to inherit, obtain by in-

heritance.-«, f., to receive as one's allot-

ment. II. to assign to another as his lot, give

to inherit., aor. 2 inf. pass, of., is,() lying down, stretched

at length. II. sloping, steep.--, is,(,,) making
one lie abed.- [], f.-: aor. :—to

lay down, to make to lie down or sit at table : also to

lay upon a couch, to lay the sick on couches in the

temple of Aesculapius :—Pass, to lie down, esp. at

table. H. to lay low, overthrow. Hence, cods, , a making to lie down or sit al

table ; the celebration of a

marriage.-£, f. [t;] : aor. :

—

to wash

over, deluge, inundate: to fillfull of water. II.

to wash down or away: also to wash out, efface. Hence, , a deluge, flood.-, al,() the weird women
who spin thread, a name of the goddesses of Fate,, Lat. Parcae.-, f.-, to spin out, of the Fates.-, f.-: aor. :

—

to scrape

or grate down : to cut piecemeal.-, =.-£, f. : aor. :

—

to pull to

pieces, Lat. vellico :—Pass, to itch.-, f. , like, to put to

sleep, lull to sleep : aor. I inf. pass,,
to go to sleep, fall asleep, sleep. II. to sleep

through, sleep out; to sleep

out the watch.-£, f., *=, to lull to sleep.-, f., to make one a sharer, give

one a share.-, f., to follow closely.-, f. Att. ,{,) to run

into a bay or gidf.-, , a bringing down to the sea-shore,

exportation. From-, f. Att. :

—

to bring down, esp.

to the sea. 2. to bring to land or into harbour

:

i to bring into a place of refuge.

i

-, ov, (,) with falling hair.

j
-, , (,) destruction.-£, f., to buffet severely.-£, f. Att. , (,) to

strike down with darts.-, f. : aor. :—Pass., p.

post f. : aor. 2 :
—to cut in

pieces, cut up : to kill, slay. II. to stamp with

a die, coin into money.-«, f., to arrange, set in order ;

vevprj to fit the arrow on the string : ge-

nerally, to furnish, adorn.-, f.-, to hear and obey, be sub-

ject to. II. to hearken to, give ear to, hear plainly.-, fut.-, to cry down, outdo

i?i crying.-, f. , to prevail over, subdue

:

—
absol. to prevail, become master : to become current.-, Pass, to hang down, hang suspended.- or-, fut.- [] : aor. I

:
—to hang to or upon, hang up, attach

to or by.-, f., to cut up like a butcher.-,(,) Adv.from the head down-

wards,from top to bottom:—metaph. entirely, utterly.- or-, =.-£, f. Att. , (,) to

throw down a precipice, throw headlong down.-, ov, precipitous., cctos,, condemnation, sentence. From
2



356 —-, f.- : aor. :
—to give

judgment against : to condemn, sentence, [i] Hence,, , condemnation.-, f. , to hide away, conceal, keep

hidden : part, Ep. for. II.

intr. to use concealment, dissemble. Hence-, , a hiding : metaph. a subterfuge.-£, f.-, to croak at.-.€ and-, Ep. aor. 2 inf. of -.-, fut.- : aor.- :

Dep. to get or gam for oneself: in pf.,
to possess.$, Ep. aor. 2 act. part, of : pass..-€ : fut.- Ion.- Ep.- :

aor. : aor. 2 poet,,
as, a, Ep. imperat., inf., --, part, : pf. :—Pass., aor. I

: Ep. aor. 2, part,-
vos : 2 pi. fut. med. (in pass, sense) :

—

to kill, slay, put to death.-, f.,(,$) to lose by the dice,

gamble away.-, f. [t] :—Pass., aor. -:
pf.- :

—to roll down :—Pass, to be rolled

down or off".-, f.: aor.:—to bend down,
stoop : to stoop and peep into.-€, f. , to exercise authority over.-, (, Kvpos) to ratify : aor. I part.

=$, condemned to something.-, f. [] : to hinderfrom doing : to

detain, keep back.-, f., to burst riotously in upon, to

attack with a drunken ba?id., incorrect form for., aor. 2 inf. of.-,(,) Dep. to boast or

brag largely.-, f., to babble, chatter. II. to

talk or rail at, slander. Hence, , evil report, slander : and, ov, slanderous.- : f.- Ion.- : aor.

: pf. Ion. :

—

Pass,, aor. Ion. :

—

to seize

upon, lay hold of, take possession of: to seize :—Med.
to seize for oneself: to preoccupy. II. to hold

in, keep down or tinder, check : hence to put an end

to, stop : to settle, conclude. 2. to bind by
oath. III. to catch, overtake, come up with

:

hence to discover, detect, find. 2. of events, to

come tipon, befall, happen to one : impers.,-
it happens to one ; = -, what had happened, the circumstances of the

case. Hence, a, ov, verb. Adj. to be checked.

.-, f.-, to shine upon : to shine.-, f. , to suffer greatly, be in great

pain.-, f.- : aor. I pass,, aor.

2^ :

—

to lay down, put to bed, make lie

down:—Med., with aor., to lie down,
sleep : in this sense occur, 3 sing, of Ep.

aor. 2 pass,^, inf., part,-^. II. to pick out, choose out of many,
to choose as soldiers, levy, enlist, enrol. III. to

tell or count up, recount, reckon up : to go over, re-

peat, detail, e. g. a pedigree.-, f. , to pour down, let drop : to shed

tears

:

—Pass, to run or drop down., ,() a remnant, residue.

KaTaXeuiTTOS, ov,() anointed.-, f. : Ep. forms, pres., fut.

: aor. 2 :

—

to leave behind, leave as

an heritage, bequeath. II. toforsake, abandon :

to leave or give up to another. HI. to suffer,

allow.-, f., to spend one's substance

in bearing public burthens.-, f. , to smear on or over., Dor. for, fut. of.-, f. , to wear away by fine

distinctions.-, f. , (,) to stone to death.-, Ep. aor. 2 inf. pass, of.-, f., to grind down.-, f. , to leave off, stop, cease.-, Pass, toforget utterly., , ,() able to grasp

or check, able to keep down.-, , , verb. Adj. of, to

be grasped or seized, within reach, attainable. II.

act. seizing upon., $, ,() a grasping, seiz-

ing, winning. 11. an attacking, assaulting.-£, f.,(,) to stone to death.-, f., to entreat earnestly., 77, exchange, profit made on ex-

change. II. a change from enmity to friendship,

reconciliation, mostly in plur. From- Att.- : f. £ : aor. -
:

—

to change :—Med. to exchange, give in ex-

change. II. to chatige from enmity to friendship,

reconcile:—Pass., with aor., aor. 2^ [a], to become reconciled.-, f., to crush in pieces, destroy.-£, fut.- Att.- : Dep.:

—

to count up, reckon, consider : also to impute a thing

to one. II. to count or reckon among., 6,() a counting up, enrolment:

the catalogue or list of persotis liable to serve in the

army; those on the list for service.-/rros, ov, left, remaining.-, f. , to cut intofurrows.



—-, f, to wash completely:—Med.,-' to spend one's life in bathing.-, Adv. = , on the neck.-, f., to distribute into troops. Hence, , distribution into troops.-, old Att. pres. for.-, {,) an inn, lodging.-, Dep. to ravage, destroy., ov,() to be made an end of., ews, ,() a dissolving, putting

down, making an end of: of an army, a disbanding:

an ending of the war : gene-

rally, a conclusion,fiiiishing. II. a resting, lodging:

also —, a resting-place, inn., ov, one who lodges in a place. From-, f. —: aor. :—to dissolve,

put down, make an end of, destroy, cancel : to put

down a form of government : to depose from com-
mand : to dissolve, dismiss, disband. 2. to bring

to an end, terminate; to end a

war :—Med. to come to terms with one, make peace

with him. II. to unloose, unyoke : hence absol.

to take up one's quarters, halt, rest, lodge.-, f., to rest from a thing.-, f. , (, -yos) to bewitch.-£, f. Att. :
—to make soft or

effeminate

:

—Pass, to be or become so.- Att. -, f. £>, to soften much,

appease, pacify.-, fut.- : aor. 2- :

pf.- :

—

to learn or observe well : to under-

stand: to consider well.- Ion. -4 : f. :— to be stark

mad.-, f.-, to catch hold of, catch.-«>, f. 7700;, to bear witness against:—
Pass, to have evidence given against one.-, Med. to wipe off.-, f.,(,) to pile up, heap up

:

Ep. aor. I med..-,(,) to take the edge off,

make blunt or dull.-«, f.- [], to make drunk with
sheer wine., aor. I inf. of.-€«, f., to give no heed to, neglect: ab-

sol. to be heedless

:

—Pass, to be neglected.-, f., (,) to shed honey
over, of the nightingale's voice.€5, ov, blamed by all, abhorred: neut. pi.

as Adv. so as to give cause for blame. From-, f.- : aor. 1 med.--, pass,- : Dep. :

—

to blame, accuse,

findfault with. Hence, , , a blaming, finding fault, ac-

cusing.-^, f.-, to stay behind: to remain, con-

tinue in a state.

. 357-£, f. Att. , to cut in pieces: to dis-

tribute.-€€, f., to measure or mete out to : to

measure.-, f. , (,) to put in the

probe : metaph., to put the ballot-

box like a probe down another's throat, i. e. make
him disgorge stolen goods.-, f. [iJ], to give information a-

gainst. 2. to intimate, make known., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 1 med. of.-, f., to taint, defile, pollute

:

—Pass.

to wear unwashen garments in sign of grief, Lat.

squalere.- or -, f. -: aor. ,.
part.£$ :

—to mix, mix up, compound.-, =-.-, f., to spend in paying public

officers., ov,() faulty.-, (,) Adv. alone, apart.-, f., to conquer in single combat.-€ and-, to encompass, cover.£, 3 sing. Ep. aor. I med. of.
-us, , ,() a closifig of the eyes.- Att. -, f. £, to tear, scratch, rend.-, f. , (,) to make

mincemeat of.-, f. [] : aor. , poet. inf.

:
—to shut or close the eyes : to nod, drop

asleep, dose : also to die.-, f., toforce down into a place. II.

to overpower by force, constrain, confine : coerce.-, aTos, to, a cxirse. Hence6£, f., to curse.-, to make to dwell, settle : only used in Ep.

aor. I act. med. :—Pass, to

fake up one's abode, dwell, only in aor..-, f.- : aor. :

—to spend lavishly, e'is upon a thing :—Pas-s., with

pf. act., to be lavished.-, to be slothful towards, press heavily

upon.-, f. -, to beat down firmly.-, fut., to conquer in a sea-fight,

beat at sea.-^, f. -, to distribute, allot, assigti a-

mong. II. Med. and Pass, to divide among them-

selves, partition out: hence take possession of 2.

to feed or graze land with cattle, Lat. depasci.

Koravevais, ecus, , a nodding to, asse?it. From-€, f.- : Ep. aor. I part,:
—to nod assent, opp. to ;

-
he promised and confirmed his promise by a

nod : to make a sigfi by nodding the head.-, f., to overcloud.-€ Ion. -, f.-, to heap or pile up., aor. 1 inf. of.
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(,) :

—

to burn to cinders :—Pass, to be

burnt to ashes.-, to snow upon or over: impers.,

it snows ; s?iow fell all

over Thrace.-€, f., to remark, observe, perceive : to

understand, lear?i, know : to consider.-, Pass, (, ) to be used up or

ivasted. The Act is supplied by.-, f. Att. , to bedew.-, Adv. of, downwards.-, f., to come down to, arrive at.

-avrrjS, es, (,) down-hill, opp. to av-

$.-, Adv. (,) opposite.-,(,) straight downfrom. .
over against, right opposite, facing. 2. absol. out-

right, downright. [1 of the penult, long in Horn.,

short in Att.]-, Adv. over against, opposite, fronting.-/ircpas, Adv. right over against, opposite.-, f., to pour upon or over., ecus, , stupefaction, slumber. From- Att. -, f. , to prick :—Pass, to

be pricked at heart. II. in Pass, also to lie in a

deep sleep, to slumber.- Att.- : f. [] : aor. :—to bring to an end, finish a journey: to arrive at a

place; c. gen., they have

reached the house of a kind hostess. 2. to accom-

plish, perpetrate.-, fut.-, Dep.(,) :

—to carry on one's back.-£ : f.- : aor. :—Pass., aor.

: pf. :— to card or comb
well : to tear in pieces, tuear away, reduce to nothing.,, Ep. for, fut. inf. of. •-, f. , (, £ivos) to receive as a
guest, entertain.

-aijLOS, ov, quite worthy of. Adv. -$. Hence, f. , to deem worthy, esteem, ho-

nour. II. to bid ; -
I bid a long farewell to calamities. 2. to

resolve or determine on a thing.-£, f. [] : Pass., pf.- :
—to scrape

down, to scratch or mark.
Karqiopos, Dor. for.-, f.-, to jest at., , ,(^) fastened down

or downwards ; a trap-door.-, f. , to throw in wrestling.-, to shake down :—Pass., in 3 sing. Ep.
aor. 2, to vault or leap down.- Att. -, f.- [] : aor. -(:— to besprinkle: to sprinkle or strew over.

Hence, ov, besprinkled with, embroidered.

—
.-€, f., to trample down, trample under

foot : metaph. to trample on./, aTos, , a check, hindrance ; and, ws, , a putting a stop to, putting

down, deposi?ig. II. (from Pass.) a calm. From- poet,-- : f. :

—

to put to rest,

calm, assuage. 2. to make one stop from a thing,

hinder or checkfrom : to stop, hinder, keep in check:—to put down, depose one from power. II. Pass,

and Med. to leave off, cease, rest.-€€, f., to threaten loudly ;-
Xhv' to use threateni?ig words.- Ion.-, , (, im-
pact;) a sounding-lme.-, fut.-, to overrun with light-

armed troops()./, a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to

be sent down.-€, f. •, to send down to the sea.-, f., to mourn for./, intr. pf. of~/.-, Ep. pf. part. fern, of.--, Ion. for.-€, mostly in Med.-: aor. 2-
: pf. :

—

to break wind at one.-^ Att.- : fut.-:—to boil down
or digest : metaph. to digest, keepfrom rising.€, aor. 2 part, of.--,\.-€ [] :

—

to spread

out over. II. to spread or cover with. Hence€, $, , a curtain, veil.-«, fut.- : aor. 2,
part, :

—to fly down.-7€, f.,(,) to stone to death.-€, Att. for./, part, of aor. 2.], 3 sing. aor. I subj. of.- and - : fut.- : aor. -
:— to stick fast in the ground, fix firmly

:

—
Pass., with intr. pf. act. -^, 3 sing. Ep.

aor. 2, to standfast or firm in, be firmly

fixed in.-, f.-, to leap down from.-, f.-, to fill quitefull.-, f.-, to burn to ashes.-, fut.- : aor. 2 Ep.-
:

—

to gulp or swallow down, absorb. 2.

metaph. to drink in, imbibe. 3. to swallow up, use

up, consume.-, to sell outright.-, fut.- : aor. 2 Ep.

: pf.- :

—

tofall down : metaph. to

fall, sink, subside.- Att.- : f. -, to cover with

pitch, pitch over to keep out the air., o.tos, to, that which is spread or

smeared over, a plaster. From- Att.- : f.- [] : aor. I
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:

—

to spread or smear over, plaster with :

—Med., to plaster one's

own head. Hence, , , plastered over.-, vos, , Ion. for.-, f. £, to entwine, plait: metaph. to im-

plicate, entangle. 2. to finish twisting, and so to

bring to an end, finish.-, ov, also a, ov : Att. -nAsoas, , gen.

: (, irXeos) :

—

quite full of a thing : soiled or

stained with it.-, f.- : aor. :
—

Ion. pres.- :

—

to sail down, as, to sail from the

high sea to shore, put into port, put in

:

—to sail down
stream. II. to sail back.-, , gen. , Att. for., 7770s, , ,() terror-stricken., ecus,, amazement, consternation. From- Alt. -: f. £: aor.:
—Pass., aor. 2- [] Ep.^ :

—

pf.-^ :

—

to strike down : metaph. to strike

with amazement, astound, confound:— Pass, to be

panic-stricken, be amazed.- contr. -irXovs, b,() a sail-

ing down to land, a putting ashore, putting into har-

bour. II. a sailing back, return.-£, fut. Att. , to make very rich,

enrich.- [], to bathe with water. Hence,, , a bathing in water.-, Ion. for.-, Ep. for.-, f.- : aor. :

—

to

breathe upon or over. 2. to inspire, instil. Hence, , a breathing or blowing.- and-, Adv., for ,, upon the track, quickly, straightway., 3 sing. aor. I subj. pass, of.-, f., to war down, wear down or

overcome in war, Lat. debellare.-, f., to xuear out by toil or suffering.-, f. Att.,(,) to throw
into the sea, plunge or drown therein. Hence, , , one who throws into the sea,

of pirates.-, f., =.-€, f.—, to prostitute.- Att. -, f.-, to effect, ac-

complish, achieve :—Med. to achieve for oneself.-, is, head foremost, with the forepart
downwards ; with the hand moved
downwards, i. e. with the fiat of the hand. Hence, f., to throw down headlong.- [t] : aor.:—to saw up or in

pieces : to cut or tear in pieces.-, f.-, to betray.-, f.- Att. :

—

to do for nothing, i. e. with impunity, always with

negat., and in bad sense : 1. absol., -
he said they should not get offfree, with

impunity ; you shan't do it for no-

thing. 2. also with part.,

he shall not escape for having thus in-

sulted me ; thou shalt not

escape or get offfor doing this. 3. c. gen. pers.,

' he shall not use me
illfor nothing.-, ov, —'., ovtos, aor. 2 part, of.

-iiTepos, ov, (,) winged., fut. of.-, fut. -: Ep. aor. 2,
3 dual ; another poet. aor. 2 part,-

occurs : pf. or -, Ep. part,-
:

—

to crouch or cower down, to lie crouching

or cowering.-, Ion. for.5, ov, also , ov,() to be spat

upon, abominable, despicable.-, is, (,) with ample folds.-, f. [] : aor. . :

—

to spit

upon or at, as a mark of abhorrence and contempt.-, =., , lewdness. From-, ovos, , neut. vvyov,(,^) lewd,

lustful, brutal.-, f. [] : aor. :

—

to make
rotten :—Pass, to become rotten.-, ov, very thick.-£, f., (,) to catchfire.-, f., to consume with fire.- Ion.- [], , an imprecation, curse., Ion. for$, pf. part. pass,

of.- : f.- Ion.-: Dep.:

—

to

invoke upon one, mostly in bad sense ; -
he uttered many curses : to pray for evil to one,

curse, utter imprecations upon

:

—pf. part,-, in pass, sense, accursed.- Att.-, f. £, to dash down, smash,

break in pieces, to hurl down., ov,() accursed, abominable.-, f., (, apyos) to leave unem-

ployed : hence to make barren. II. to make use-

less or void:—Pass, to be abolished: to be set free.-, f., (, apyos) to make to tarry., aTos, ,() :— in pi.

apyaa, the beginnings of the sacrifice, introduc-

tory rites.-, f. , to cover or plate with sil-

ver. II. to buy or bribe with silver.-, f., to water : esp. metaph. to be-

sprinkle with praise.- or-, Ion. for.-, , , (, ^) making one

shudder, horrible.
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-«, f., to cotint or reckon among. .

to count up :—Med. to recount.-, f., to be fully sufficient.-, Ion. for-.-« : Dep. with fut. med.-, aor.

I pass,- :

—

to deny stoutly.-, f.-, to plough up., aor. 2 pass. inf. of.-, f., to lose or miss from care-

lessness:—Pass., pf. part, things

carelessly lost. II. intr. to be very careless or idle.-, f. , (,) to tear into

shreds : Pass., pf. part., in rags or

tatters., ,(^) as Adj. broken,

precipitous. II. as Subst.,, , a

waterfall, Lat. cataracta.-, f., to stitch up, to cover over : me-
taph. to plot, devise, compass. Hence, ov, sewn together, patched.-, f. £ : Ep. aor. :—to pat

with the hand, to stroke, fondle, caress:—,
Ep. for.-, f., to make to sink or fall.-«, f.- and (in pass, form) --: pf.-: aor. 2 in pass, form.
—to flow dowti : c. dat. to run down or drop with a

thing: metaph. to rush down. 2. to fall or slip

down: aor. 2 part. pass,, fallen. 3. to

come to, fall to the lot of. II. to run down with

wet ; and in Pass, to be wet with a thing.- and - : f. -:— to break

down. 2. to tear in pieces, rend

:

—Med.,-
tovs KiOu/vas they rent their coats. 3. to

break up, put to confusion, of armies. II. Pass.,

esp. hi aor. 2^ [], to fall or rush down:
to break or burst out, gushforth:—so also intrans. in

pf. act.^ to break out, burst forth.- or -«, f., to file down :-\* to say anything polished or well-

turned.-, f. , to throw down, overthrow.

contr. Karappovs, ov, 6,() a

runningfrom the head, a catarrh.-, f., to gulp or swallow down., aor. 2 inf. pass, of. Hence, is, flowing down, falling away, ebbing., ov,() overflowed, watered,

irrigated. II. carried down by water : formed
by depositionsfrom water, alluvial.-, f., Ion. for.£, ujyos, 6, ,() broken, rugged.,, ,() a landing-place.-, f., (,) to fasten, attach,

or adjustfitly ; (pf. part, pass.)

a well-adjusted, fit, or convenient thing.-, f., to adjust, put in order again, re-

store, repair: to settle by mediation, reform*• .

tofurnish completely: (pf. part, pass.)

well furnished, complete. Hence
-is, «ws, , a restoring, restoration : a

making perfect, educating.,, ,() one who adjusts:

a mediator, reformer.-, f. []: pf.- pass,-:
aor. 1 pass,- [] :

—

to prepare, dress : to ar-

range, put in order

:

—Pass, to be trained or disci-

plined. II., pf. part. act. in in-

trans. sense, of suppliants, having performed all the

rites.-, ov, poet, for.-, Adv. for', in the beginning;-, f. , (,) to make a begin?ii?ig

of a thing : c. gen., lead the way : c.

ace. to begin a thing ; Xoyov. 2.

Med. to begin the rites of sacrifice ;

' Nestor began [the sacri-

fice] with the washing of hands and sprinkling the

barley on the victim's head : later c. gen.,-
to make a beginning of the victim,

consecrate him for sacrifice by cutting off the hair of

his forehead : to sacrifice, immolate. 3. to lead

the dance, in honour of one, to celebrate, hotiour.- and - : f.- : aor. 1-
?

—

to put out, quench, extinguish : metaph.,

to dry up the sea;, to quell noise and strife. II. Pass.,

with intrans. aor. 2 act. and pf.,
to be quenched, go out.-€, f.- : pf.- :

—

to shake and

throw down ; ) to sign with the

hand, beckon., intr. pf. of.- : Ep. aor. 2 Pass,(,) to rush down or back into.-, to make rotten, let rot. II. Pass.,

aor. 2- [], with intr. pf. act.,
to grow rotten, rot away.-, f., (,) to weaken*-, to pant or snort against.-, f., to become silent.^^, f. , (, ") to Sicilise,

i.e. make away with.-6, f.—, Dep. to eat up, feed on.-, f.-, to be silent about a thing:

c. ace. rei, to keep silent, pass over. II. trans, to.

make silent, silence, c. ace. pers.-, f., to dig down, rase to tlie ground,

demolish : aor. 1 pass,. Hence, , a rasing to the ground, demolish-

ing. II. in plur., fairial : also a grave., aor. 1 inf. pass, of.
Hence, is, dug down, deep-dug.- and -, f.- [] : aor. I

:

—

to scatter upon or over : also, in bad
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sense ; tivos to spread a report

against one.-€, to parch tip. II. Pass., with pf.

act., to wither away.-, (,) to shelter, cover up.-€£, f. , to prepare, furnish, equip

again or anew. 2. to get ready, build

:

—Med. to

build, construct a house

:

—Pass, to be furnished or

provided with a thing. 3. to put in a certain state,

render so and so :—Med. to prepare oneselffor doing,

be ready to do. Hence€, aros,, a contrivance, device : and5, , contrivance.-€, , (,) any artificial prepa-

ration, Lat. apparatus : any kind offtirniture that is

fixed or lasting, opp. to what is movable or tempo-

rary() ; a building : also any furniture,

as the baggage of an army. II. the state or con-

stitution of a thing.-, f., =.-, f., (,) to pitch one's

camp, take up one's quarters, encamp : to rest, settle.

Hence, $, , a covering, veil : and, $, , an encamping, an encamp-

ment : a resting-ptace, a nest.-, f., to rush down oxfall upon, light

upon, be hurled doxun upon : of lightning, of sudden

attacks of sickness, etc. .
to assail or importune with prayers.-, f. —, to overshadow, cover

over.-, poet, for.-, used as Pass, of.-, ov, (,) overshadowed. II.

overshadowing.-€ (tenses formed from-):
f.- : aor.- ; pf.- :

—

to view closely : to spy out : to reconnoitre. Hence, , a viewing closely, spying.-^, ov,(,) spying, exploring

:

as Subst. a scout, spy.-, fut.-, to make jokes upon,

banter : to jeer or mock.-, f., to lessen, abridge

:

—Pass.

to become less.-, f. :

—

to burn with a slow fire

:

—
Pass, to smoulder away.-£,.- Att.-, Dep. to con-

quer by trickery, circumvent, outwit

:

—also as Pass, to

be outwitted.- Att. -, f. £, to pull to pieces.-, f. , to live wantonly.-, f. [], to draw or pull down ;-
to drag one doivn by the hair

:

of ships, to haul down, set afloat. II. to quaff
or stvallow down.-, f.- : aor. :

—

to
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II. tosow or plant thickly : metaph. to beget,

besprinkle.-«, f.- : aor. : pf.-:—Pass., aor. -:.- :

—

to pour as a drink-offering or libation : absol. to pour
drink-offerings : generally, to pour upon one. II.

to honour with libations.-, f. , to urge on, stimulate.-^, f.,(,) to throw down •

in the dust, make bite the dust.-, Dep., with aor. 1 pass,--, pf.-
; (,) :

—to be

earnest about a thing : absol. to be very serious.-, f. £, to let fall in drops upon, pour
upon : to let drop, shed. II. intr. to drop down,
trickle; to have one's foot

running with a sore. 2. to bedew, wet, moisten.5, aor. I part. pass, of ., aor. I part, of .-, f., toform a counter-party. II.

Pass, to be beaten by party or faction., ews, , a settling, appointing, estab-

lishing : an appointment, institution. 2. a bringing

of ambassadors before the assembly, a preseyita-

tion. II. intrans. a standing fast, afixed or set-

tled condition : a state, condition : the nature of a

thing : the constitution of a state.4, verb. Adj. of, one must
appoint., , ,() an establisher.-, f., to cover over. Hence, $, , a covering.-, ov, (,) covered in, roofed.-€, f., to tread on.€, aor. I inf. .-^, f.-, to put in order, arrange

:

clothe, dress, array. 2. to keep down, check.-€, to sigh over or lament, c. ace. 2. to

sighfor or about one, c. gen.-, f., to crown.€$, cs, wreathed, crowned. From-, f. : aor. :
—to wreathe,

crown.-, f.,(,) to expose one

to infamy by posting up his name.,$,,() a state, condition.-, f., to support, prop, sustain.,, aor. 1 inf. and imperat.

of :, fut. of same.-£, f. , to cover with punctures. Hence--KTOS, ov, spotted, speckled, brindled, dappled.-, to beam brightly., ?;,() an arranging, dress-

ing : equipment, dress. II. quietness, moderation.-\€, f., to sigh over, bewail.-€ and -, fut.- : aor. 1

:

—

to spread or cover with a thing. II.

to spread or strew on the ground : to overthrow, lay

5
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low; to smooth the waves, Lat.

sternere aequor.-, f., to hurl down lightning, flash

lightning : absol., it lightens.-€€, f., to make to eficamp, sta-

tion :—Med. to take up one's quarters, encamp.-4, f. , to turn over the soil, Lat. ara-

tro vertere. II. to upset, overturn. 2. Med.

to subject to oneself, subdue :—Pass, to be subdued

;

€ Iam compelled to hear. III.

to bring to an end, close : intrans. to come to an end,

end., aor. I part, of., Dor. 3 pi. fut. .-, to behave insolently towards., ,{) an overturning,

overthrowing. 2. a subduing, reduction. II.

a sudden turn : an end, close

:

—in the drama, the

catastrophe or turn of the plot., aros, , that which is spread upon

or over : in a ship, the deck. From- and -, f.- : aor. -
: =.-^, f. : aor. 2^ :

—

to be

horror-struck

:

—-C. ace. rei, to shudder at, abhor.-, ov, very hard or rugged.-, to have a glib tongue : pf. part,

pass, in act. sense, a chattering

fellow.-, aor. -, to pull down and carry

off, to ravage and plunder a country, Lat. diripere., , a slaughtering or killing. From-£ or- : f. £ : aor. 2 pass.- [] :

—

to slaughter, murder.-£, f. Att. , to seal up, put under

seal : pf. part. pass.^8, sealed up, se-

cured.

Ep. -€£lv, poet. aor. 2 inf. of., aor. 2 inf. of., €a>s, ,() a holding back, hin-

dering. II. a holding fast, possession., ov,() held back, kept back. II.

possessed.-£, f., to cleave asunder ;

tols irvKas to burst the gates open.-, f., to loiter, tarry : c. ace,-
to tarry somewhat too long., I pi. aor. 2 subj. of.,, aor. 2 part. act. and

med. of.-, to rub in pieces, bruise, pound, bray.-, Ion. and Dor. for-.-, f. \], =-., Dor. for, 2 sing, fut.of/-.- Att. -, f. , to draw up in order,

arrange: to put in its proper place, classify, di-

gest. 2. to appoint.

—», 3 sing. pf. opt. of.
and -3, Ep. gen. Sjtos, pf. part, of., pf. of.-€, fut. -tcvoj : pf.- :

—to stretch or

draw tight : metaph. to strain, force : also to strain

or exert. II. intrans. to stretch or strain oneself':

to stretch or extend towards, Lat. tendere in . . . 2.

to strain or exert oneself, strive earnestly.- Ion. and Dor.- : f.- : aor.

2 : pf., pass, :

—to cut in pieces, cut up ; -
to cut him into strips ;

trenches had been cut.-, ov, (,) artificial.-, f.£ aor. :
—to make melt,

away, to thaw : to dissolve, make liquid. II.

Pass., with pf. act., to melt or be melting

away, to thaw : to pine aiuay.-, f.- : pf.- : aor. 2,
Ep. pi.,, ;,
Ep. subj. for ; Ep. inf.; and in

Med.,,,, Ep. for(€, etc. ;, Ep. subj. for-
:

—

to place, put or lay down ;

to put down, propose a prize. 2. to pay down :

generally, to make good, to perform. 3.

es to communicate a thing to others,

give them a common share of it. II. Med. to

lay down for or from oneself, put down, lay aside

:

to put away, get rid of. 2. to deposit, lay up in

store : metaph., to lay up a store

of glory ;
to lay up a store of

gratitude/or oneself with one. 3. to lay up in

memory.-, f., to befozd, Lat. concacare.-, f.-, to cover with wounds,

wound mortally., ,() a cutting into : outward,

fleshly circumcision.

~£€•, f. , to strike down with arrows,

shoot down, slay with arrows : shoot through., aor. 2 inf. .-£ Ion.- : f. Att. :

—to cover with wounds, wound all over : of ships, to

disable utterly, cripple., f.- : aor. 2

(formed from obsol.) :
—to run down : of a

ship, to run into fort. II. to run down upon, at-

tack. III. to mm over : to overrun, ravage, lay

waste.-, f. : aor. 2 pass,- \t] : pf.- :

—

to rub down, wear away with rubbing :

of persons, to wear out, weary, exhaust : of property,

to waste, squander ;—Pass, to be worn out. 2. of

Time, to wear away, get- rid of it, Lat. diem terere :

—Pass., esp. in pf.-, to spend one's life, live

one's whole time, [t]
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-££, to squeak, scream shrilly.-, f., to r?m down or over.-, f., to chatter against.-, to rub doiun, wear out, exhaust, []-, fut.- : aor. 2^ :

—

to gnaw in pieces, eat up.-£, Ion. for-.-, fut.-, to hit one's mark,

reach, gain, obtain : absol. to be successful.-, to dry, parch, or wither up.-, f., to illumine or light up

:

—Med.

to gaze at.-, f., to speak aloud, declare.-, or better', Adv. on the spot.-«, f., to play upon the flute to one :
—

Pass, to have the flute played to one : to resound with

the flute. II. c. ace. to overpower by flute-

playing : generally, to strike dumb.-£, f. : aor. med.-
and pass. : Dep. :

—

to take up one's

quarters, encamp, settle, lodge.-, better'.-9, Adv. on the spot, for'.-^, , , (,) on or over the

neck.-, f., to exult much in.-, aor. 2 inf. of^, to eat up, de-

vour. 2. to consume in eating.-, f.-, to make visible. II. Pass.

to become visible, appear. 2. to be clear or plain., aor. inf. pass, of. Hence, es, clearly seen, conspicuous. 2. ma-
nifest, clear., ov, old Att. for.-€, f. , to anoint with drugs : to

charm, bewitch.-, f. , to poison.-, f. , to depreciate.^, es,() sloping, slanting;

€€ - tj\ios when the sun is

near setting. II. inclined to a thing.- : f. or : aor. -
veyKa :

—

to bring down :—Pass, to be brought down,
as by a river : to be weighed down by sleep. II.

to bring down from the high sea, bring to land

:

—
Pass, to be carried or driven down to a place.-€, f. : aor. 2^ :

—

to flee

for refuge or betake oneself to, to have recourse to.

Hence-€€, verb. Adj. one must betake oneself.-, tctis, ,flightfor refuge. 2. a place

of refuge.-, to say yes, assent to.-, f. and , to spread a report, an-

nounce, proclaim.-€, Dep. (, or =) :
—to takefirst possession of, occupy.-, f. -(, to bring to nothing, ruin.

. 3C3-, ='. []- : aor. : pf.' :

—to waste away, decay, perish.-, I. Causal in fut. [],
aor. , to ruin, destroy, kill. II. in-

trans. in pf. pass,, Ep. aor. 2(
[], inf.- :

—to be destroyed, rxdned, waste

away, perish ; ws (($ that thou

hadst perished : part,, dead, departed.

.,77,() destruction, ruin, death:

metaph. confusion, distraction.-, f., to kiss tenderly, caress.-, f. , to burn down, consume.-, , ,(^, voXis) inflamer

of cities.-^, €, ,(^) a burning.-, f., to strike with fear or dismay

:

—Pass., with fut. med., aor. -, to be afraid of.- Ion. -«, to come down regularly.-^, f. , to slaughter, butcher, slay.-, f., to carry down or along : of a

river, to carry down with the stream

:

—Pass, to be so

carried down.-£, f. , to declare. II. Med., with

fut.-, aor. I med.-, pass. -€-:— to think upon, reflect upon: to remark,

observe., ov, covered, decked: shut tip in. From- Att. -, f. , to cover, fence in.-€, f., to think slightly of disdain,

despise : to scorn, contemn. II. to fix one's

thoughts upon, think of: also to aim at, Lat. affec-

tare. III. to think arrogantly, to presume : and

simply to think, suppose. Hence, aros, , contempt of others ;, not only spirit,

but a spirit of disdain : and, ecus, , a low opinion of others : pre-

sumption : and, ov, 0, a despiser : and, , , contemptuous, disdainful.

Adv. -kcos, scornfully.-, f. Att. , to think or study a

thing away.-, f. , to burn away.-, =., aor. 2 inf. of. Hence, , a refuge, place of refuge.-, Adv., for , in tribes, by

tribes or clans.- Att. -, f. , to guard well.-€, f., to shed leaves : to decay.-, ov,(,) well-planted.-, f. [a], to catch in a theft: gene-

rally, to catch in the act, detect, discover.-, f. Att. , to illuminate, light up.-, f.-, to exult over one.



364 —.-£, f., to shower down like hail on

one.-, ov,(,$) covered with brass;

the plain gleaming with brasen

armour. Hence-, f., to cover with brass.-, f. Att., to do or give

up a thing out of courtesy : generally, to flatter, curry

favour., aros, ,() a mockery, Lat.

ludibrium.

-«£, f.-, to befoid, Lat. concacare.-€€, f., to vote by show of hands

against : generally, to vote against. Hence€, , condemnation by show of hands., Ep. aor. I inf. of.- Ep. - : fut.- : aor.

Ep. :—Pass., aor. [] : Ep. aor.

2 [], 3 sing, and pi.,-
ro

:

—to pour down, shed upon or over, to shower

down: to throw, cast down : to let fall upon. 2.

to melt down. II. Med. to let flow down, esp.

of the hair. 2. to have or cause to be melted down;., ,() derision, mockery.-, f. , to pass in widowhood.-, is, Dor. for.-, Pass, to be grieved or distressed.-, ov, (,) subterranean, in-

fernal.-, f. , to cut in strips.-, Dep. to spot or sprinkle.-,{.- : Dep. :

—

to make use of,

apply : to use to the uttermost, use up, consume. 2.

to misuse, misapply. 3. of persons, to make away

with, destroy, despatch. II. the Act.

is only used impers. in 3 sing.,, it is enough,

it suffices; so impf. it sufficed; fut.-
it will suffice : once with a nom.,

the name sufficed, served as a crest.-€, Pass, to be ill treated.-, Dep. to spit upon or at, in sign

of contempt.-, verb. Adj. of, one must

use or abuse.-, ov, covered with geld, gilded. Hence, f., to cover with gold, to gild.-£, also- and- : f.- :

—to colour, tinge : to soil, tarnish.,() Adv. pouring down, i. e. pro-

fusely, lavishly. \y], aros,,() that which is poured

on or over : in pi. hatidfids of nuts and figs, which

were showered over a bride, or any new-comer, in sign

of welcome.-, f. , to melt down.- or -, fut.-, to cover with a

heap or mound, bury, inter.

-£, f. Att. , to set or place in,

establish in a place or spot., aor. I inf. of.-£, Att. for.-, f.-, to stroke with the hand.-6£ Att.-, f., to drop down
on, bedew.-, f., Dep. to feign, invent;

tivos to tell lies against one : to say

falsely, pretend.-, f., to bearfalse witness

against

:

—Pass, to be borne down by false witness., ov, (aavoJ^)feigned,fab^dous.,-£, fut. Att., to vote

against or in condemnation of:—as Pass, to be con-

demned.-, f.-, to rub or grate down:—Pass.

to crumble away. II. metaph. = /iaTa^aa;.-, f. £, to cool, refresh. \y], pf. of*/ :

—

[a], aor. 2

pass., 3 pi. aor. 2 subj. pass, of^-.-, aor. I of.6£, late fut. of^., Ion. for, 3 pi. of., Ion. for, 3 pi. impf. of., Dor. 3 sing. aor. 2 of., for, 3 pi. aor. 2 of., aor. 2 of., Ep. for -, 3 sing. aor. I med. of., Adv. pf. pass. part, of-, slothftdly, sluggishly.-, f. : (,^) :

—

to pledge, be-

troth. II. as Att. law-term, to make responsible,

compel to give security or bail.-, , bail, security given., impf. of^., 3 sing. impf. or aor. 2 ; see.-, f. -, to pour down into., aor. 1 of (a)., fut. of., for, aor. 2 of., aor. 2 of., aor. 2 of.-, Ep. for., Ion. pf. part, of ayvv., 3 pi. aor. 2 med. of., aor. I of.-, poet, for, to let flow down,

shed

:

—Med. to flow apace, trickle down : metaph.,

life ebbed or passed away., inf. pf. of*.*-, I. in aor. 2, inf.

(which serves as aor. 2 to), to look doivn

upon, contemplate, observe; so also in aor. 2 med., inf.. II. in pf.,
inf., to know well, to be assured of.



?—^. 365-, , {,() given to idols.-£, f., to liken to :—Pass, to be or be-

come like. II. to guess, surmise, conjecture : of

evil, to suspect.-, f., to force into a place, coop up :—
Pass, to be cooped up.,. pf. act. and pass, -.-, Ion. for., Ion. 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of.-, f. [], to cover up, wrap up.-: Ep. aor. 1 med.^: (,
ibo) to go or come down : to go down to the sea ; but

also, to sail downfrom the high sea to land : of a river,

to flow down : of a wind, to sweep down. II. to

come back, return : of exiles, to return home., Ion. for, aor. 2 inf. of.-, Ion. for., aor. I =.-, inf., without any pres. in use

:

(,() : to speak against, to accuse, charge. II.

to speak out, declare, tell plainly. 2. to denounce,

tell, to inform of., poet. aor. 2 med. of//.- and -, =€.- Ion.-, f. £, to shut in, enclose, con-

fine :—to press hard, reduce to straits. II. to hi?ider.-, Ion. for.-, Dep. to use irony towards, banter

:

to dissemble.-, f., to bring in to one's own loss, [a], aor. I of., aor. 1 of., aor. 1 of., aor. 1 pass, of., Dor. aor. I pass, of., aor. 1 of., contr. impf. of., aor. I pass, of., Ep. aor. 2 of., Aeol. and Ep. 3 pi. aor. I pass, of-., aor. 2 of., aor. 2 of.- : fut.-€ Att.- : aor. -
:

—

to drive down : to master.-, f. -*/£, to convict offalsehood : to belie., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.-,, fut. of., aor. 1 pass, of.
Ep.-, aor. 2 inf. of.-, Ion. for.-, Ion. for.-£, f., to hope confidently., Ion. I pi. aor. 2 of.-, Dep., with aor. 1 med.-, and also aor. 2 act. :

—

to kill, slay,

slaughter.

-, also-, Adv. (, ivavTios)

over against, opposite, fronting.-£, f. , strengthd. for, to kill., Ep. aor. 1 of., aor. I part. pass, of.-, pf. with no pres. in use, it was upon, it

lay upon, kovis' : cf. -*(,-€ ; the simple does not occur., 3 sing. aor. I of., Dor. aor. 2 inf. of.
[i)], 3 pi. aor. 2 pass, of.- and-, Adv. (,)

right over against, right opposite, fronting.-, Pass., with aor. 2 act.-^,
to rise up against, contend against.£, 3 sing. pf. pass, of., , received as a guest, pf. part. pass,

of£*.-££, f., to exercise authority over.-, Med. to make a contract or en-

gagement with one.-, f. £, to bring down Jipon, bring one

thing quickly upon another., Ep. aor. 2 part, of ., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.-, f. £, to press down, oppress. 2. to

urge, impel, stimulate, hasten ; urgent

necessity. II. intr. to hurry, make haste., aor. 2 of., aor. 2 of., redupl. acr. 2 of., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of., aor. I of., aor. I of., aor. I of., aor. 2 pass, of., aor. 1 of.-, fut.-: aor.:
pf. : Dep. (but aor. I and pf. are also

used in pass, sense) :

—

to effect, accomplish, a-

chieve. 2. like Lat. conficere, to make an end of,

destroy, despatch : hence to overpower, conquer :—pf.

in pass, sense, to be overcome. 3. in good sense,

to prevail upon, persuade, influence :—aor. I in pass,

sense, to be prevailed on. II. to work in, make;

to make honey: also to manufac-

ture. III. of things, to earn, to acquire by labour:

absol. to go to work.-, Ion. for.
or -cpiKTos, vv, brirised. From-, to tear, rend:—Med. to rend one's gar-

ments. II. to bruise or grind down ; metaph.,

to wear away one's mind.-, f. , to throw or cast down : to de-

molish, dismantle, lay waste. II. intr. in aor. 2, pf., to fall down, fall in., Ep. aor. I of.-, f. £, to belch at or upon.



366 €{—.-, f. £, to cover, roof:—Med. to roof over

for oneself.-, Ion. for, serving as fut. (with pf.), of the aor. :

—

speak against,

accuse, c. gen. : also c. ace. to denounce, impeach, ar-

raign. 2. to say plainly, speak out : Pass.,-
it shall be declared., intr. pf. of.-, f. [] :

—

to keep in, detain, confine.

[~\, aor. 2 pass, of., intrans. pf. of., poet, for. []- [] ; f. , to hold back, detain.- Ion.-: f. [] : aor.:
Pass., pf. :

—

to draw or hard down : of

ships, to draw down to the water, launch, Lat. dedu-

cere naves.-, fut. : aor. 3

contr., inf. : Dep. :

—

to go down,

esp. to the coast : of things, to fall down : of a river,

to flow or run down. II. to come back, return :

of exiles, to return home., v. sub., aor. I of.,, intrans. pf. and aor. 2 of.-, f. : pf. Ep. -
: pf. pass, :

—

to eat up, devour,

prey upon., pf. pass, of., pf. pass, of., aor. I med. of., intr. pf. of., aor. I of., aor. I of., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of., Aeol. and Ep. 3 pi. aor. 1 pass, of-
., pf. pass, of., aor. I of., Ion. pf. part, of ., aor. 2 :, aor. ., 3 pi• aor. I med. of ., aor. of., Ion. for -, 3.

plqpf. pass, of., aor. I of., aor. 2 of., Dor. 3 sing. impf. pass, of., aor. I of., aros, , {) a vow, wish,

prayer : esp. for evil, an imprecation, curse. II.

a votive offering.- or-, Adv. straight forward.-, f. ,, to make straight, set right: to

guide, direct, conduct.-, fut., to lull to sleep

:

—Pass, to lie

doivn to sleep ; Aeol. 3 pi. aor. /.

, f., to put to sleep, compose to sleep

:

—Pass, to fall asleep., aor. 1 opt. of.-£, f. , to get ready, set in order,

prepare.-, f., to praise loudly, extol.-, f., to gladden or delight much., , a wish, prayer, vow. From-, f. -£, Dep. to pray earnestly : to

pray to one: absol. to make a vow, pray. 2. to pray

for evil on one, invoke a curse. II. to boast.-, Pass, tofeast, make merry., used as aor. 2 of.-, Dep. to spring down upon, rush

upon;, Ep. aor. 2 part., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.-, Pass., with aor. 2 act.,
pf., to rise up again., aor. 2 of.,, 3 sing, and pi. Ep. aor. 2 pass,

of.- : fut. and : aor. 2-
poet,- : I. trans, to hold, keep

back, withhold: to check, restrain:— Pass, to stop,

cease. II. to possess, occupy, keep, dwell in : to

seize, take possession of, occupy with soldiers. 2. to

cover, encompass : also in Med.,

she covered her face : generally, to hide, keep con-

cealed. III. intrans. to check oneself: to hold,

stop, cease. 2. to come from the high sea to shore,

land, totich, put in. 3. to come to pass, happen

;

it will turn out well. 4. of a

report, to prevail, be frequent : to have the upper

hand. IV. Med. to keep back from oneself, em-

bezzle : also to blind., aor. 2 of., aor. 2 pass, of.,, etc., Ion. for-., 3 sing. impf. pass, of.-, f.,() to speak against,

to accuse, arraign. 2. to lay a thing to one's

charge:— Pass., rivos a charge Js

brought against him. 3. absol. to be an accuser,

appear as prosecutor. 4. generally, to signify, in-

dicate, prove, intimate. Hence, , an accusation, charge.5, ,{,) an accuser: betrayer.-, pf. pass, of., ov,{) listening to, attentive: as

Subst. a listener, spy, eavesdropper. II. hearken-

ing to, obeying : as Subst. a subject. III. hearken-

ing to, giving ear to.-, Ion. for., aor. 2 of.,, , the upper story of a house: a stair-

case or ladder. (Deriv. uncertain.), [a], aor. I and 2 pass,

of.



—-, f.,(,$) make of small

account, slight, despise., uncontr. form of. Hence, (cos, , a going down, descent., Ion. for.^, pf. part. pass, of.,-, aor. I and pf. pass, of-., aor. I of.,-, aor. I and pf. pass, of-., aor. I of.
or, ov, Dor. -aopos, (, ai-) hanging down : hanging on or to.-, f.,(,) to soothe, assuage:

—Ep. 3 pi. impf. pass,., pf. part, of.
[a], 3 sing. aor. I of,., 3 sing. impf. of.-£, f., to calm, appease, quiet.-, 4s, (,) covered over, over-

hanging, overarched ; oversha-

dowed with laurels ; to keep

the foot covered by the fall of the robe, of one who
stands still, opp. to . 2. c. gen.

covered with, laden with.-5, es, (,) fitted out, furnished,

supplied: of ships, furnished with oars., pf. pass. part, of., aor. 2 of., 2 sing. aor. I med. of., pf. pass, of., Ion. 3 sing. impf. of.
Ion. -€, ,() a casting the eyes

downwards : dejection, sorrow, shame., f., to be downcast, struck dumb. From«-, is, (,) with downcast eyes, de-

jected, downcast, struck dumb. Hence, ovos, o, one who causes shame, a disgrace.-, f., to resound. II. to sound a

thing in one's ears, din it into one :—Pass, to be in-

formed of a thing. 1. to teach by word of mouth,

teach the elements of religion:—Pass, to be instructed

in these elements ; aor., pf..-, es, (,) sounding, resounding., aor. 1 pass, of., Ep. aor. 2 of., fut. of., Ep. aor. I inf. of.-, poet. aor. 2 opt. of., Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of-
: but^, Ep. 1 plur. of same.,, Ep. 2 and 3 pi. aor. 2 of-., Ep. and I pi. aor. 2 med. of.«65, Ep. aor. 2 part, med of., Ep. for, aor. 2 imperat. med. of.
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«•, Ep. 2 pi. aor. 2 med. of.-, f. , to harm, hurt, damage., 3 pi. of ( ibo)., Ion. for, 3 pi. of., aor. 2 inf. of., aor. 2 inf. med. of.
-£, Ion. for.-, Ion. for.-, Ion. for.-€€, Ion. for.-, f. [] , (,) to fill with mud

or dirt., Ep. inf. of^ (( ibo)./"•£,,, Ion. for -,, 2 sing, imperat. of, v.*.-, to make to waste away, bring down.-, f. [], to have power over, prevail

against, overpower, c. gen. II. intr. to come to

onesfidl strength, be in full vigour.-, collat. pres. form of, to hold

back, hold in, restrain, Lat. detineo

:

—Med. to keep

by one. II. to possess, occupy. III. to guide

or steer for a place. IV. intr. to light upon ; ak-

\as £ the light comes down upon

the place from heaven.,, , aor. 2 part, of ( ibo).

-oSos, Ion. for.-, pf. of*€.-4, f., to dwell in, inhabit:— Pass, to be

dwelt in, inhabited: of persons, to be settled in a

place. 2. of a state, to be administered, regulated.

Hence, ecus, , a settling in a place : dwelling., a, ov,() fitfor inhabiting

;

(sub.), , a dwelling-place., ,() a dwelling, habitation. II.

a colony.-£, fut. Att. ,-to bring or remove i?ito

a dwelling persons as colonists

:

—Pass, to be placed,

settled. II. to colonise a place :—Pass., of places,

to have colonies planted there, to be colonised or estab-

lished. III. to bring home, restore to one's country.

Hence, (, , a planting with inhabitants, colo-

nisation.-, f., to build on or in a place.

-oiKOS, ov,(, /cos) dwelling in, inhabiting

:

as Subst.,, 6, an inhabitant.-, to have compassion on. II. intr.

to feel compassion, shew pity.-£, f. Att. , to have compassion on

another :—Med., with aor. I pass,, to pity

oneself, to bewail, lament. II. to cause or excite

pity. Hence, ecus, , a pitying, compassion.-, fut.-. to bewail, lament.

-oivos, ov, (,) drunken with wine., fut. of.



368 —?.-, fut.-, Dep. to have gone

down; , the departed.-€, f., to shrinkfrom doing a thing., , () a being possessed, posses-

sion. Hence, ov, held in possession, detained. II.

capable of being possessed, frantic.-, f.-, to slip down.-, Pass., with pf. act.-: (,-) :
—to perish utterly.-£, f., to shriek over.-, Dep. to bewail, lament, [y]-€, f., (,) to rain upon

:

•—Pass, to be rained upon : to be wet as with rain.- and-: fut.-: aor. -:—to swear to, confirm by oath. 2. c. ace. pers. to

call to witness, swear by. 3. c. gen. pers. to take

an oath against, accuse on oath.-, fut.-, to be of use, profit, advan-
tage :—Med. to have the benefit of, enjoy, [/]-, Dep. to blame, slight.

k<xt-o£us, eta, , (,) very sharp, piercing.-£, f., tofollow after.-, Adv., =.-, and before a vowel -,(,)
Adv. of Place, behind, after, in the rear. II. of

Time, hereafter.

-€•>, f. ,() to spy out, observe.-, ijpos, , (,) a spy, scout.-, ov, , =,
-oiTTOS, ov, (,) to be seen, visible: c.

gen. to be seen from a place, within sight of.£, f. Att. , to shew as in a mirror:
Med. to behold oneself in a mirror. 2. in Med.
also to reflect as in a mirror. From,,() a mirror, Lat. speculum,

anciently of polished metal.-, Ion. for.-, f., to sound with music through.-, f. : aor. :

—

to set up-

right, erect. 2. metaph. to keep straight, set right:

to direct or manage well : absol. to be right in a

thing :—Pass, to succeed, prosper : also to be well de-

termined ox purposed. II. intr. to be successful,

go on prosperously. Hence, aTos, , that which is done rightly: a
right action. 2. a success.-, f. , to rush downwards.- Ion.-, f., to be dismayed
at, dread. II. absol. to be afraid.- Att.- : f. : fut. I pass,--, fut. 2-:—to bury, inter: to hide

in the ground.-^, f.-, Dep. to dance in triumph
over, Lat. insultare : hence to treat despitefully , in-

sult. II. to charm by dancing.-, Dep. to contemplate, behold.-, Adv. Ion. for* .

-, ov, (, oZSas) under the earth.-, f., (,) to make to cica-

trise orform a scar over:—Pass, to cicatrise, heal over.-«, f., to make water upon.-£, f. Att. , to waft luith a fair
wind. II. intr. to sail before the wind, come safe

to port.-, f., =.-, (,) to contract the eye-

brows, frown., ,() a holdingfast, detention. 2.

possession by a god., ov, incorrect form of.
kotoxos, ov,() holding fast. II. pass.

held fast, overpowered, constrained. 2. possessed,

inspired.-, ov, (, 6ipis)full in sight, opposite., used as fut. of.-, -€, Dor. for , .-, . for, 3 pi. aor. of., Att. for, tin.,, Att. for,.-, Dor. for .-£, -€€, KaT-vircpTepos, Ion. for

-.-, Ion. for., Adv. () down, downwards. II. be-

neath, below, underneath, opp. to. 2. ,
those in the nether world, the dead : also, dwellers on

the coast or in the plain, as opp. to those inland or on
the hills. 3. , or tipside

down. III. c. gen. under, below: downfrom. IV.

Comp. : Sup..-€, ov, Att., , gen. ,=-
ycios., before a vowel -0€V, Adv. () from
below, zip from below. II. below, beneath.-«, f.- : aor. —, to thrust down.-, Adv.(,) head downwards, [tfa], aor. I of., 3 pi. aor. I pass, of.--os, , ov, (,) down from the

shoulder, a quoit thrown down

from the shoulder. II. borne on the shoulder.-, Adv. (,)from the shoulder,

with the whole arm., ,() an oath taken against

one, accusation on oath.-, , (,) a coarse frock with a

border of sheepskin (). \ya\-£, Ion. for., aor. I of : but,
2 sing. pf. pass.-£,, , ,() imbedded in the

earth. II. buried, hidden in the ground, under

ground. III. as Subst.,, , a pit, cavern., , ov, () the lowest.



—. 369, Adv. Sup. of, at the lowest part., a, ov, () lower : of Time, later., Adv. Comp. of, lower than, fur-

ther downwards.-, ov or , ,(,) glutton, the

name of a bird in Aristophanes.-, 4s, (,) hanging down-

wards, precipitous.-, f., (,) to turn very pale.£, for Kaffa£ais (with the digamma), sing.

Ep. aor. I opt. of., , ov, made of stalk or stick. From'2>, , a stalk, stem. i. a handle, shaft:

spear-shaft : the hilt of a sword., aros, ,() burning heat, as of the sun;, absol. in the heat. II. feverish heat.

Hence, f., to scorch, wither by heat., ov, , a Persian garment, [a] (Foreign

word.)

KATNO'S, , a lot., , () a heat-shade, name of a broad-

brimmed Macedonian hat., ov, () fitfor burning, combustible., ecus, , () a burning : burning heat.

Hence, Pass, to be on fire, intensely hot.€, fern. Adj. with no masc. in use, burning., see., fut. of.,, , () burnifig heat : a scorching

xvind., rjpos, , () a burner., f. , to sear with red-hot iron :—
metaph. in Pass, to be seared in conscience. From, , () a branding-iron., ov, , =., by crasis for ., fut.- : pf. : Dep.

:

—to boast or vaunt oneself. (Akin to, -.), for, 2 sing, of., , =, a boasting, vaunting., aTos,,() a vaunt, boast. 2.

a subject of boasting., ovos, , ,() boastful., ecus, ,() a boasting, cause of
boasting., f.£ Dor., to laugh loud, Lat. cachin-

nor : to laugh scornfully. (Formed from the sound.), ,() a loud or mocking laugh.-€€, , (,) ill company.-, ov, (,) living sad days,

ivretched.£, f., redupl. from, to dash, plash,

bubble, of the sound of liquids., , , a pebble : collectively, gravel,

shingle. (Akin to £.)

-, , (,) ill harbourage.,, , =^, parched barley.-^, ov, (,) suspecting evil,

meanly suspicious.', , a box, chest, case, Lat. capsa.

[a], Att. for, to burn.

KE, and before a vowel kcv, Ep. and Ion. for av,

Dor.: , kcv av, are sometimes found together:

K€ is always enclit., f. : aor. Ep.,,
and : Pass., aor. Ep. :

(,) :
—to split, cleave : of lightning, to shiver,

shatter: generally, to sever, separate, divide forcibly.

Kedp,, , Lat. cor, the heart:—contr., q. v.

K€as, part, of Att. aor. I of.,, Ep. aor. I of., €, Ep. and Ion. 3 pi. pres. and impf. of.
or, , contr. for, the head.-,(,) a bird called the redcap., a, ov, (^) of the size or shape of

a grain of millet.

[t], ov, , fern, -ins,, (^), like

millet, full of small grains.-, ov, (^,) scattering

millet.

KETXP05, , and , millet, Lat. milium : hence
any small grain : also the spawn offish.€,,, (Ktyxpos) things of the size of
millet-grains : eyelet-holes in the rim of the shield.

: f. : Ep. aor. : aor. I

pass, :—poet, for, to scatter,

disperse, break up, break in pieces., aor. I pass. part, of.
kcSvos, 77,,() careful, discreet, trusty. II.

pass, caredfor, dear : of things, valued, prized.

KcSpivos, , ov,() of cedar, made of cedar.

KeSpis,, ,() the cane of the cedar-tree :

also a juniper-berry

.

'02, , the cedar-tree, Lat. cedrus. II.

anything made of cedar; a cedar coffin or chest.

KeSpoTos, , , () made of, or inlaid with,

cedar-wood.

€€. Ion. inf. of.
€€, Ion. 3 sing, of.
€, Ep. aor. 1 of., Ep. aor. I med. part, of.
KciavTCS, Ep. aor. I part. pi. of., kcCoLto, Ep. 3 pi. pres. and impf. of., Adv., Ion. and Ep. for, thence., Adv., Ion. and Ep. for, there: thither.

KEFMAI,, Ion. ; 3 pi.-, Ion. and Ep., Ep. also and Ion.

: so 3 pi. impf. Ion. Ep.-,; subj., ), Ep. :

opt. : inf. Ion. : part,-:—fut. Dor.. Used as Pass, to.
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Radic. sense, to be laid, to lie : to lie down, lie

asleep. 2. to lie idle or at ease, be inactive: also

to lie still, rest ; abated, allayed

evil. 3. of many conditions, as to lie sick, lie in

iveakness or old age: to lie dead, like Lat.jacere:

of things, to be destroyed, overthrown, lie in

nans. 4. of a corpse, to lie unburied: also to lie

nncared for, neglected. II. of places, to lie, be

situated. 2. of things, to be in or at a place, where

continuance is implied. III. generally, to be in

a position, be laid or placed, stand. IV. to be

laid up, laid in store ; deposits. V.

to befixed, settled, laid down ; the law

is fixed, laid down; the penalty isfixed;

the prize lies ready^ is proposed. 2.

freq. in Homer, " these

things rest on the knees of the gods, i. e. depend

upon the gods ; to be dependent on a

person.,, Dor. for, impf. of.,,() anything stored up, a treasure

or valuable : heirloom., Ep. impf. of.
K6ivos,,, Ion. and poet, for$, that,

he, she, it; dat. fern,, as Adv. on that road

:

also in that way or manner.

Ketvos, 77, 6v, Ion. and poet, for, empty., Adv., Ion. for, in that way.

Keios, , ($) a Ceian, a man from the island

Ceos : see Xios., aor. I inf. med. of., , () a bandage, roller, a swathing-

band. II. the cord or sacking of a bedstead., 6, for, a kingfisher, [],; fut. Ion. Ep.: aor. I

Ep.:— Med., fut.:— Pass.,

aor. : aor. 2 [] : pf. :

—

to

clip, cut short, esp. the hair :—Med. to cut off one's

own hair or have it cut off

:

—Pass., -
(paXas to have their heads shorn. 2. to cut out,

hew off. II. to ravage, waste a country, esp.

by cutting down the fruit-trees. 2. generally, to

cut up, devour, waste, consume, destroy.

K€is, contr. for (is., Adv., Ion. and Ep. for, thither., Dor. fut. of.,, 2 and 3 sing, imperat. of., fut. of., Ep. Desiderat. of, to wish to lie down or

sleep; he went to lie down.', to cleave, radic. form of., Ep. fut. pass, of., Ep. fut. of., Dor. for, q. v., 3 pi. Ep. aor. 2 med. of.€, Ep. aor. 2 part, of.€€5, pf. part. pass, of.€, Ep. 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.

, Ep. redupl. aor. 2 of:—subj.,
3 pi.., pf. inf. pass, of., pf. part. pass, of.

Dor., pf. pass, (in pres. sense)

of., pf. pass, of., pf. of., Ep. pf. part, of., Ion. pf. pass, of., 3 sing. Ep. plqpf. of., pf. pass, of., Ion. 3 pi. of, pf. of.
or-, pf. pass, of., paullo-p. fut. pass, of, to shut., pf. pass, of., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 of., Ion. and Ep. for, 3 pi. plqpf.

pass, of., part. */$, pf. of, whence is

formed a pres. part,^, as if from^., pf. of., pf. pass, of : opt., -tjo,

-tjto : inf. : part.$., Att. pf. pass, of,., paullo-p. fut. pass, of., Ion. and Ep. for, 3 pi. pf. pass,

of., pf. pass, of., Ep. 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.'9, poet. aor. 2 part, of, calling

out to one, to cheer him on, c. dat.: but c. ace. call-

ing on one, calling him for help., pf. act. of., Ep. redupl. aor. 2 imperat. of.5, pf. part. pass, of., 2 pi. poet. aor. 2 imperat. of., pf. of., gen. ojtos or 6tos, Ep. pf. act. part, of., pf. pass, of., pf. pass, of., pf. pass. part, of., pf. part. pass, of., Ep. 3 sing, plqpf. of., pf. part, of., Ion. for, pf. pass,., otos, Ep. and Ion. pf. part, (with pass,

sense) of ; hence dual., Ion. and Ep. for, pf.

part. pass, of., gen. otos, Ep. pf. act. part, of.,, Ep. 3 sing. pf. and plqpf.

pass, of,., pf. (with pres. sense) of. Hence,, ,() a scream, cry., a screamitig, crying., , ,() a crier, bawler.



.—€. 371, pf. pass, of.-, avros, , (*,) he who
conquers all in bawling, the blusterer., paullo-p. fut. (with act. sense) of.€, imperat. of'), pf. of., pf. 2 of., pf. pass. part, of., , , the sons or descenda?its af Ce-

crops, i. e. the Athenians.

Keicpoiuos, a, ov,() Cecropian, i. e. Athe-

nian ; (yrj), , Attica; ,, the

Athenians.

KiKpo-rris,, pecul. fern, of$., Dor. pf. part. pass, of., ottos, 6, Cecrops, an ancient king of Athens.,, pf. part. pass, of.«, ,() a woman's head-dress, made
of net, to confine the hair, Lat. reticulum. II.

the pouch or belly of a hunting-net. III. part of
the headstall of a bridle., Ion. and Ep. 3 pi. pf. pass, of.€<, pf. of : inf..

[], Ep. 3 pi. redupl. aor. 2 subj. of., pf. pass, of., pf. of.
KeXaSeivos, , , Dor. KeXa8evvos, , ,()
murmuring, noisy, boisteroxis : also clear-toned.€, f. also : Ep. aor. :() :

—

to murmur, roar, like the rushing of

water. 2. to utter a cry or sound. II. trans.

to sing of, celebrate loudly; to call to, invoke. Hence
Kc-, $, , a murmur, din, roari?ig.&, ov, 6, fem.-,,() loud-

soundijiv, vocal, harmonious.

KE02, , a noise, as of the wind or of rush-

ing waters : the din or tumult of battle, a shouting :

rarely of the sound of music. Hence, =, to murmur, roar, esp. of water.

€-€5, es, (, eyxos) with dark,

bloody spear.-, is,(,$) black with clouds :

cloud-wrapt. 2. cloud-black, livid.

KeXaivo-PpcoTOS, ov,(,) gnawed
black., , , cognate form of, black, swart:

dark, gloomy : murky.€-8, is, (KtXaivos, <paos) dark-shining,

murky.-, ov, (KeXaivos,) black-hearted.

KeXaivo-xpo>s, cotos, , ,(, XpcDs) black-

coloured.,{$) to make black:—Pass, to be-

come black.-, ov, Dor.-, , fem. -corns, :

(ic€\aivos,) ;

—

black-faced, swarthy, gloomy.-,, , , =.
Dor.-, =, to babble, murmur.€€, Dor. 3 sing. impf. of.

, Ep. 2 sing, of., , a drinking vessel : an urn or pail.

K€\€ovt€S, , , {,) the beams in the

loom between which the web was stretched.

kcXcto, Ep. 3 sing. impf. of., ov, ,($) a wayfarer.-, , ($,) road-making,-, ov,(,) a wayfarer.
KiXcvOos, , with neut. pi., but also-:—a road, way, path, track, either by land or

water ; vvktos $ the ways of
night and day, i. e. night and day. II. a travel-

ling, journey, voyage : an expedition. III. a
mode of walking, gait : metaph. a way or walk of
life : also a way or course of doing.

or, *, ,() an order,

command : the word of command in war : the call of
the, which gave the time to the rowers., ,() an order, command., , Ion. for5., ov, ,() a commander,fugleman :

on board ship, the man who by his call()
gives the time to the rowers, a boatswain., , ,() ordered, commanded., Frequentat. of, to be contifiually

bidding or urging on., f. : Ep. aor. : () :
— to

urge on : to exhort, bid, command, order : to beseech

urgently;—of the, to give time to the
rowers by his call. II. c. dat. pers. to call to,

order., , obsol. sing, of.,5, ,() a courser, race-horse, driven

or ridden singly. II. a fast-sailing vessel, with
one bank of oars, Lat. celes, celox., fut. of., f.,() to ride a race-horse, gene-
rally, to ride ; esp. of a man who rode two or more
horses leaping from one on another., , Dim. of.', -f. : aor. : I. trans,

of seamen, to drive on, push ashore ; to

run a ship ashore. II. intr. of ships, to run
ashore, put into harbour

:

—generally, to reach a haven., f. : aor. 2 and -, 3 sing,,, part, :() :—poet, for, to urge on, exhort, cheer

on, command. II. also like, to call, call

to : to call by name., aor. I inf. of., oi, the Kelts or Celts; later. Hence, Adv. in Keltic or Celtic, in the language

or after the manner of the Kelts., cos, , a husk, rind, pod, shell : metaph.

of old, mere afhdavit-

husks. (Deriv. uncertain.)', $, , a son,

and, «, , a young deer.
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, before a vowel for /.-, ,(, ayyos) emptying vessels, breed-

ingfamine, hungry., , lack of men, dispeopled state. From-, ov,(€,) empty ofmen, dispeopled.- or-, e$,(( or fcevtos,,)
vain-boasting, braggart., ov, dead: in pi.,,, carrion.

(Deriv. uncertain.)-, f., (nevos,) to step into a

hole, stumble.

K€V€os, , , Ion. for teevos, empty.-, ov, (tceveos,) empty-minded., u/vos, b, (k(vos) the hollow between the ribs

and the hip, the flank. II. any hollow space.-, ioos, fern, of Ktvodovs., , vainglory, vanity. From-, ov, (tcevos,) vain-glorious.-, ovros, b, , (fcevos, $) toothless.

KENO'5 Ion., , ; Ep. :

—

empty

:

empty-handed. II. fruitless, vain, idle : /cevea

as Adv. in vain. III. exhausted: c. gen. void,

destitute, bereft of: absol. of a lioness, bereaved of her

young. IV. Comp. and Sup., —-
tos : but also regular((,-.-,(,) to honourwith a cenotaph.-, , (,) an empty tomb,

cenotaph.-, ov, (,) empty-minded., , vain talk, babbling. From-, ov, (, ) empty -sounding,

prating.

Ion. : f., aor. ( :—Pass.,

aor. : pf. : () :

—

to empty

out, drain : forsake, desert

:

—Pass, to be emptied of

a thing, c. gen. : also to be left empty, deserted. II.

to make void or of no account

:

—Pass, to become vain,

of none effect., Ep. aor. I act. inf. of, as if from %c-i/-. II. also aor. med. imperat. of., Dor. 3 sing. aor. 1 of., , ov,() Centaurian, of or

for Centaurs., ov, o, (Kivravpos) descended from
Centaurs., , ,() like a Centaur:

savage, brutal. Adv. -.-, ,(,) full of
Centaxirs.

-Tavpos, b, () a Centaur, properly a

Piercer, Spearman : they were a race of savage

horsemen, dwelling between Pelion and Ossa in Thes-
saly, extirpated in a war with their neighbours the

Lapithae. II. later, they were believed to be

monsters of double shape, half man and half horse.

KENTE'fl : f. : aor. ( : inf.

as if from * :

—

to prick, goad, sting: to wound,
stab, pierce.

, Dor. for : cf. yivTO,., false form for.-, is,(, *kviy^) goaded on., f.,() to prick, goad, spur.-, ov,(,)goaded. 2.

act. goading, stinging.-, is, (,) spzirring to

madness., ,() a point, prickle, spike, sting :

ahorse or ox-goad: a spur: proverb.,

to kick against the pricks. 2. an in-

strument of torture. 3. metaph. a spur, in-

centive. II. the point round which a circle is

described, the centre.-, is, (,) struck by a
spur., f., to furnish with a sting

:

—Pass, to

be so furnished. 2. to strike with a goad., , b,() a rogue that has been

branded, a spur-galled jade.,, b, the Lat. centurio., opos, b,() a goader, driver., Adv. of, vainly, idly., opt. of., Ep. and Ion. collat. form of«, whence

3 sing,, 3 pi..
Keos. , Ion. for.105, , a light sea-bird of the petrel kind

:

metaph. a light-headed simpleton, a noddy., Ep. 2 pi. pres. med. of., Ep. dat. pi. of., , () a horn. II. anything like a

horn, a yard-arm, Lat. cornu antennarum : a pro-

jecting beam or timber. 2. a horn or promontory

of land. 3. a small dot in writing, ' a tittle.' 4.

anything made of horn, e. g. a bow., f., later : aor. : () :—to lay waste, ravage. II. of persons, to kill,

slaughter : to disable ships.

K€pdis,, , () a worm that eats horn., , b,() a ravager, robber., Ep. for, the Root of, to

mix ; mix the wine stronger., , ,() earthen., b,() the Potters' Quarter in

Athens, where two places were called Cerameicus, one

within and the other without the Thriasian Gate., , ov,() of clay, earthen., , b,() a potter :—proverb.,-
potter envies potter., f. ,() to be a potter, work in

earthenware : metaph. to botch or patch up the state., , ov, Ion. and Ep. for,^.,, pecul. Ep. fern, of., , ov, and, , , —€,
of earthenware or clay.,,() an earthenware vessel, a pot,

jar, pipkin, Lat. testa.
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a tiled roof.02, , potter's earth, potters clay. II.

any earthen vessel, a pot, jar : also in collective sense,

earthenware, pottery. III. a tile ; collectively,

the tiles; to strike with tiles, never

in plur. IV. seems to be in

a brasen prison.

and- : fut. [] : aor.

Ep. :—Med., Ep. 3 sing. aor. :

—Pass., aor. and [] : pf.-
and : () :

—

to mix, mingle, often

of diluting wine : more freq. in Med., as, -
to mix oneself a bowl ; Pass., '

a cup mixed half and half. 2. to

temper or cool. 3. metaph. to blend together, tem-

per, regulate, tone down. II. generally, to mix,

compound, Lat. attemperare.-, ov, (Kepas, £) polishing horn, working

in horn; esp. for bows.

Kepaos, , ov, (Kepas) horned. II. made of horn.-, ov, () =€-$.
Kepas,

;
gen. Ep. Kepaos Att. contr. -$ ; dat.,, :—dual ; ,

gen. and dat., : plur., ;
gen.,; dat. Ep. and:

— Ion. declension Kepas, Kepeos, : (akin to

):— the horn of an animal: hence horn, as a

material for working. II. anything made of horn;

esp. a how : later, a horn for blowing : also a drink-

ing-horn, or a goblet in the shape of a horn. III.

a horn or guard at the end of a fishing-line, to pre-

vent the fish from biting it. IV. an arm or

branch of a river, so called from its shape. V.

the wing of an army or fleet; Kepas Att. em
Kepais, in single file, in column, i.e. one after another,

not abreast. VI. the sail-yard of a ship. VII.

any projection or elevation, as a mountain- peal•,

horn., Ep. 3 sing. aor. I of., , , (Kepas) horned., , ,() mingled, tempered.-5, ov, (Kepas,) horn-bearing.

or -, , (Kepas) the loctist-tree : its fruit

was Kepanov., , ov, (Kepas) of horn, made of horn., , Dim. of Kepas, a little horn. II.

the fruit of the or locust-tree.-, , , (Kepas,) a horn-blower., ov,() thundering.

Kcpavvios, a, ov, also 0$, ov,() ofa thunder-

bolt. II. thunder-stricken., f. , to hurl the thunderbolt : to

strike with thunderbolts. From-, ov, (Kepavvos,) hurling the

thunderbolt, smiting with it.-, , , (Kepavvos,) the

lightener and thunderer.

-, , ,(,) fighting

with the thunderbolt.

KEPATNO'5, o, a thunderbolt, thunder and light-

ning, Lat.fulmen : thunder by itself was, Lat.

tonitru, and the flash of lightning,.
Lat. fulgur : plur., thunderbolts.-, es,(, (paos) flashing like the

thunderbolt., f., (Kepavvos) to strike with a thun-

derbolt., Ep. Radic. form of, to mix., o, Cerberus, the dog which guarded the

gate of the nether world ; ace. to Hesiod, the fifty-

headed son of Typhaon and Echidna ; later, repre-

sented with three heads., f. Ion. — : aor.

Ion.: fut. also,: aor. I

: () :
—to gain, make gain or profit

from : absol. to gain advantage, be benefited. 2

.

hence to traffic, make merchandise. II. in bad

sense, like, to gain a loss.

KephdKios, a, ov,() with an eye to gain, crafty,

cunning : shrewd. 2. of things, gainful, profitable :

Adv., to one's profit.-, ov,($,) crafty-minded., 2 sing. aor. I sub], of., 77, ov, Sup. of (with no Posi-

tive in use), formed from, most cunning or

crafty. II. most profitable., ov, gen. ovos, Comp. (with no Positive in

use), formed from, more profitable.05, eos, , gain, profit, advantage : desire

of gain. II. in pi. cunning arts, wiles, tricks., ,() cunning, craft, shrewdness

:

dat.) as Adv. cunningly, shrewdly., oos contr. ous, ,() the tvily one, or

the thief, name of afox.

KepSoios, a, ov,() bringing gain., Ion. for,, pi. of Kepas., Ion. for, fut. of., f., to close the web with the. From

K€picis,, ,(,) =, a staff'or rod

to make the web close : the weaver's comb : the shuttle

containing the spindle, Lat. radius. II. any taper

rod, of wood, ivory, etc., as the quill with which

stringed instruments were struck, Lat. plectrum. 2.

a measuring-rod, Lat. radius.

KE'PKO^, , the tail of a beast, Lat. cauda.

KcpKOupos or, , a boat, pinnace., , the island Corcyra, now Corfu : hence, , a Corcyraean : Adj.,^,
, of or for Corcyra., rarer collat. fcrm for.,,,() a slice : in plur. small cotn,

small change : small wares. Hence, f. Att. , to mince tip. H• t0

coin into small money : to change large coinfor small.

Hence
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horn-hoofed, epith. of Pan.

K€po~poas, , , (icipas,) sounding with horn,

of a flute tipped with horn.-, ov, (,) botmd with horn.

Kepocis, contr.,, () horned.

-£, afcos, o, (, o'ia£) a rope belonging to

the sailyards ; cf. VI.--, f., (,) to butt with the

horn; generally, to dash or knock about.-, , , (, ') drawhig a bow of

horn. 2. of the bow, drawn by the horns., () to toss the horns or head.-,, fern, of sq.

K6p-ovxos, ov, (tcepas,) having horns, horned.-, ov, (,) homed.

Kepaas, Ep. aor. I part, of., Ep. 3 sing. aor. of., f.,() to taunt, to mock or

jeer at a person : absol. to sneer, scoff. Hence, ecus, , jeering, mockery., , =.- and-, ov, (,) heart-

cutting, stinging; em} or absol.,
stinging, reproachful words. II. mocking, delusive., ,() a kind of hawk, so called from

its hoarse voice, the kestrel.5, ', and -rjs, ,, , collat. forms

of.', to make rough or hoarse. II. intr.

and in Pass, to be hoarse, of the voice., fut. of., part, of., Ep. 3 pi. subj. pass, of.
kIs, v. sub teas., Ion. 3 sing. impf. of.
k€cttos, ,,() worked, embroidered ;

of the girdle of Venus : hence II. as Subst., 0, a girdle, Lat. cestus., ,{) a pickaxe, poleaxe. II. a

kind offish, a pike, or a conger., poet, for.,, , and5, , =., ujvos, , () any secret place, hole,

hiding-place, den; the lair of a beast. 2. of the

nether world, the abyss. 3. =/, the inmost
place, sanctuary., Dor. for, part. fern, of., 60s, , () = : in pi.,• the depths of the earth.', fut. : aor. 2, Ep. redupl.

subj. : pf. : plqpf. Ep. -
:

—

to cover up, hide, conceal, shrowd :—Pass.

to lie hidden. 2. to keep hidden or secret, conceal,

disguise : with dupl. ace., to keep a

thing concealedJram one. 3. the pf. is

used as pres., I keep concealed; and plqpf.

.
as impf, I concealed, contained. II. intrans. to

be concealed, lie hidden., Dor. dat. of.
-os, a, ov,() of or belonging to the

head: metaph., like Lat. capitalis, principal,

chief. ., , as Subst., like,
the head, as the head of a radish :

the chief or main point : in money, the capital-

sum. 2. a sumtnary, the sum of the matter ; Iv

or to speak summa-
rily. 3. generally, the crown, completion, finish of

a thing. Hence, f., to bring under heads, sum up,

state summarily. II. to smite on the head, slay.-5, $,(,) principal, capital.,, ,() the sum total.-, 4s,(, oA/yos) causing pains in

the head. Hence, , head-ache., , the head, Lat. caput; ks

from head to foot ; head fore-

most. 2. the head, as the noblest part, for the whole

person, just as Lat. caput is used : esp. in salutation,, Lat. carum caput; in bad sense, -. 3• ^e We
i
Lat. caput, as we use

head; setting their heads on the

cast ; ' on my head be

it

!

II. the head or upper part of anything : the

coping of a wall : in pi. the head or source of a

river. III. a wig or head-

dress. IV. metaph. the point, sum, conclusion.,-, Ep. gen. and dat. of.,, , Dim. of, a little head or

bulb. II. a head, chapter, division.,, 6, a Cephallenian

:

—hence, , Cephallenia, an island in the Ionian

sea, now Cefalonia., pf. pass, of., pf. of, whence part. neut. pi. -, 3 plqpf. Ep.., pf. part. pass, of., pf. of., pf. pass, of., Ep. fut. inf. of., Ep. paullo-post fut. of.,, Ep. 3 sing, and pi. plqpf.

pass, of., Ep. pf. part, of., pf. part, of, agreeable,

winning, charming : Adv., charmingly,

gracefully., 3 sing, plqpf. of., pf. part. pass, of. Adv., agreeably, welcome., pf. pass, of., Ep. for, 3 pi. Ep. redupl.

aor. 2 med. opt. of., 3 pi. Ep. redupl. aor. 2 med. of.
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«, pf. of or, to gape. Hence, , , Gapers, comic for'., pf. part, of : there is also an ace.

pi.^, as if from, like-
ras from €'5., pf. of., pf. part, of., pf. inf. pass, of., paullo-post fut. of., pf. part. pass, of., pf. part, of., pf. pass, of.,, 3 sing, and pi. Ep. plqpf. pass, of., Ion. 3 pi. pf. pass, of., pf. part. pass, of., Ep. collateral form of.

Ion. Kcos, Ceos, an island in the Archipelago., subj. of.
, Ion. for (interrog.) : but enclit. for., Ep. aor. I inf. ; but, 3 sing. opt., Ep. aor. 1 part, of.

or, Dor. for ^, i. e. ., ,() care for the dead : obsequies. II.

affinity, connexion by marriage., ov, () caredfor, dear, beloved. 2.

careful for. II. of ox for a funeral, sepulchral., , ,() =., ovos, ,() one that has charge of a

person, one who cares for the dead, a mourner

:

—a

protector, guardian. II. a relation by marriage,

Lat. affinis., ov, =., Ion. impf. of., 3 sing. Ion. impf. pass, of., ov, , () a connexion by marriage,

Lat. affinis : a son-in-law, also afather-in-law,brother-

in-law. Hence, , connexion by marriage, affinity.,, , (€) alliance by marriage,

affinity. 2. one who is so connected, a connexion,

Lat. affinis., f. ,() to take charge of, carefor,

tend. 2. to pay the last offices of the dead:—Pass.

to have these last offices paid one. II. to ally

oneself in marriage to a person :—Pass, to be so

allied. 2. to make a person one's kinsman by mar-
riage., fut. (as if from)., , ov, Sup. formed from, like-

from, most caredfor, dearest, most be-

loved. II. most nearly allied by marriage.

Dor. KaSos, €os, , () care, concern,

regardfor another. 2. trouble, sorrow, affliction,

distress

:

—mourning for one dead : hence a fune-
ral. 3. an object of care, a care. II. con-

nexion by marriage, Lat. affinitas*, ov,() anxious.

', f., to make anxious, give concern

:

hence to trouble, annoy, distress. II. in Pass.,

with Ep. fut.€, pf. act. :
—to be

troubled, distressed, annoyed : part.(, , ov,

distressed, in trouble : c. gen. to be anxious or con-

cernedfor ; ^., by crasis for ., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 1 of., , a vessel into which the lots were cast,

a ballot-box. (Deriv. uncertain.), Dor. for, by crasis for \.
KHKI'2,, , matter that oozes or exudes from

a burnt sacrifice : juice, moisture : ink. Hence, Ep. impf. :

—

to gush or ooze forth :

also in Med., clotted blood

oozing from his wounds, [ Ep., t Att.]

or, ov, () burning, blazing., f., to charm, bewitch, fascinate : ge-

nerally, to wheedle, beguile, seduce.', , a rupture, Lat. hernia., ,() rapture, fascination., aros, ,() a magic charm, spell.5, >5, ,() an enchanting, charming.05, ov,() charming : appeasing., f.,() to stain, sully : metaph. to

stain, dishonour, disgrace.2,, ), a stain, spot : a blemish, disgrace.

KITAON, , the shaft of an arrow : an arrow., , , () a swipe or machine for
drawing waterfrom a well.

Ion. -, , =., Dor. by crasis for ., Dor. by crasis for .
KHMO'5, , a muzzle or halter, put on a led

horse. 2. the fimnel-shaped top to the voting urn() in the Athenian law-courts, through which

the ballots() were dropped in the urn., f.,() to muzzle a horse., Dor. for, i. e. \v : but for ., Dor. by crasis for * (i. e. ).3, Aeol. for€,.
KfjVaos, , the Lat. census, an assessment : tribute.',, , a sea-gtdl, sea-mew., Ep. for, I pi. aor. I subj. of.
KTjire, Dor. by crasis for enre.,, Dor. for,, i.e. -.,,,() that which is reared in

a garden, a garden-herb or flower.3, tas, , ($) a gardener., f. , () to rear in a garden : me-

taph. to tend, cherish, foster., Dor. for, i. e. ., , Dim. of, a small garden, par-

terre : metaph. a decoration, ornament.-, ov,(,~) teaching i?i a garden.02 Dor. kcLttos, , a garden, an orchard or

plantation ; also the enclosure for the Olympic games :, cresses and other plants grown
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quickly in pots :—hence proverb, of amusements and

pastimes.

-ovpos, o, (icrjnos, ovpos) a gardener.

KH'P, , gen., ace., the goddess of

death or offate : hence doom, death, destruction. 2.

the goddess of mischief or evil : hence bane, mischief,

evil itself. II. any evil fate; disease; and, of

moral evil, disgrace.

KH'P, , gen. Krjpos, ace., contr. from ,
the heart, Lat. cor. The dat. is in Homer freq.

used as Adv., like, with all the heart, heartily., f., {, ) to harm, hurt, destroy., f., {,) to be alarmed, disquieted.-, ov, (,) borne on by

the Krjpes or fates., , ov,() of wax, waxen.-, , ,(,) stealer of

honeycombs.,,() a honeycomb, Lat./aiws. II.

a waxen tablet.-€5, is, (,) born to die.-, ov, , Dor.€5, =^*.-, ov, {Krjpos,) bound together by wax.-, f.,(,) to build with.^, Adv. () from the heart., Adv. () in the heart, with all the heart,

heartily.-, is, (5, trayqvfu) fastened with wax.-s, ov, , (,) a modeller

in wax.-, ov,(,) moulded ofwax,

waxen. II. =$.
KHPO'2, , bees-wax, wax, Lat. cera.-5, ov, (,) wax-producing.-, ct;yos, , ,(,) clad with wax., f. , to mould in melted wax : to

make waxen cells. From-5, ov,(,) moulded of or in wax., aTOS,,() a proclamation by he-

rald, public tiotice; ^ by proclamation., , fern, of, a female herald.

Ion. -, , {) the office of herald.

Ion.-, , a herald's wand, Lat. ca-

duceus. [] Properly neut. from

€05, , ov, () of ox for a herald, [], Ep. for, dat. pi. of., aTos, ,() a herald's procla-

mation, public tiotice. [], f. ,() to be a herald, give public

notice. II. trans, to proclaim, give notice of.,-, Ion. for -cia, -eiov.

Att. K€tpviXos,<5,a sea-bird, the halcyon. [v~\, vkos, ,() a herald or pursuivant,

whose chief duties were to summon the assembly, to

separate combatants, to carry to and fro messages be-

tween enemies. They carried wands() : their

persons were inviolable, and they were regarded as the

messengers and under the protection of Jove.

'22 Att. -: f. : pf.:—
Pass., fut., but also fut. med.
in pass, sense : pf. :

—to be or act as

herald : to make proclamation as a herald, summon,
convetie as herald. 2. impers., (sc. -) notice is given, proclamation is made. II.

to proclaim, announce : to extol. 2 . to put up or

advertise for sale. 3. to call on, ifivoke. III.

to preach or teach publicly., aor. I inf. pass, of., aTos, ,() anything waxed over: a
waxed tablet for writing. 2. an unguent used by

wrestlers. Hence&, , , anointed with., , ,() waxed:—hence, as Subst.,, , or, , a cerate or ointment.

Ki]S, Dor. for els., Ep. for, 3 sing. subj. of.
Kq-mos, a, ov,() of sea-monsters.02, eos, , any sea-monster or huge fish : in

Odyssey, a seal or sea-calf: later a whale, Lat. cete.-, ov,(,*) killing sea-monsters.,, tv, only as epith. of Lacedaemon,^, either (from /077-os as

implying hugeness) vast, spacious; or (from as

if= Kaiabas, a gulf, abyss) sunken, hollow., by crasis for eS., i'Kos [y], , () a sea-gull., Dor. by crasis for '4.', 771/os, , a drone-bee, drone, Lat. fucus:
metaph. a drone or lazyfellow, who will do nothing

for his bread ; also of an old, decrepit person., of, Cephenes, old name of the Persians., Dor. by crasis for ., , the Cephisus, a river in Boeotia ; hence

fern, '^. II. a famous river of Athens

:

also a river in Argolis and in other places., es, () fragrant, sweet-scented.

Kqioeis,, €, = , fragrant., Att. lengthd. for, to go. [a], f.,{) to adulterate, alloy. II.

metaph. to pass off, palm off., ,() alloy, base metal : metaph.

fratid, dishonesty., ov, () adulterated, spurious,

base. II. metaph. of men, base, false. 2. base-

born, bastard. 3. deceitful, ambiguous, of oracles.05, , dross, alloy., , a pocket, wallet, scrip.

and, , Dim. of$.'5, , a wooden box, chest, coffer., f., (-) to wag the tail like the- : metaph. to change constantly.5, , , the Lat. cancelli, a latticed

gate or partition, fencing off the courts of justice or

council chamber, the bar.05, 0, a water-bird, a kind of wagtail.

[], Att. for [].
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thara, a lyre, harp or lute, like the or.- contr. -, ,{,) one

who plays and sings to the lyre or harp, a harper

:

—
Sup.. []£, f. Att.,() to play the lyre or

lute : it is also used of the^ and, so that

the,, and^ must have been nearly

the same., ios, , ace. r

, = : also music,

harp'mg, playing.^, , ,() a player on the lyre

or harp, a harper. Hence, i5os, , fern, of., vos, ,() a playing the lyre or

harp, the art of playing it., , , of orfor harp-playing. From-, , contr. for., u>vos, , Ion. for.€, inf. of a poet. aor. 2 '' ; see., , =. . the berry of the,
castor-berry.

KI'KINNOS, 6, a curled loch of hair, a ringlet of
hair, Lat. cincinnus., a cry in imitation of the screech-awl's

note, toowhit, toowhoo.

KI'KKO^, 0, the husk, shell of fruit, Lat. ciccus., poet, redupl. form of, to call,

summon, invite: to call on, invoke: also in Med. II.

to accost, address. III. to name, call by name., Dor. for,.
KITKT5, , strength, vigour.

*KI'Kil, a verb only found in aor. 2, inf., and Dor. aor. £, med. :
—to

make to go, move, toss. (Akin to and /ceiv.)

KiAlkios, a, ov, Cilician. From£, Tkos, 6, a Cilician. [] Hence, 77s, , a Cilician woman. 2. as Adj.,

fern, of /aos.-,, 6, a trestle, stand or support for

anything, esp. for a shield. (From, ass, :

so Germ, esel, our easel and horse.) [];, 6, an ass. (Dor. word.), , the Cimmerians, a people supposed to

dwell in perpetual darkness : later, a people about the

Palus Maeotis.

(yrj), , Cimolian earth, a kind of white
clay, like fuller s earth, from Cimdlusinthe Cyclades.', , the rank smell of a goat. Hence, to smell like a goat., cos, : vocat., as if it were masc.

:

— Sicil. word, afox: metaph. a wily fellow, a cheat.,, , a rustling motion, rustling.

(From, =.) []-, ,(,) a kind of bag or sieve

for bolting flour.,,, a risk, venture, enterprise and

€€, verb. Adj. one must venture ; and, , , an adventurous person :—from, f. , to be daring, venture into danger,
run a risk, hazard. 2. absol. to make a venture,

do a daring thing : so with ace. of the danger, .
to venture the risk. II. from the no-

tion of running a risk, c. inf. comes to

mean, to run a risk or chance of doi?ig, be likely to do
so and so; ^^
they run a risk of being reputed conjurers : hence-€* as impers. it seems to be, is likely

:

—Pass, to

be hazarded, exposed to danger. From
/~02, , a danger, risk, hazard, ventre,

Lat. periculum : an experiment, trial; ,
Lat. periculumfacere, to make an experiment.

KiveO, Dor. for, pres. imperat. pass, of.«, f., () to move, set in motion, set a-

going, urge on : to move a thing from its place ; hence,

to meddle with things sacred : to change, innovate. 2.

to set in motion, originate, be the author or contriver

of a thing. 3. to stir up, arouse: to move to anger,
provoke. 4. Kiveiv to set every engine

at work, turn every stone. II. Pass., with fut.

med. and pass,,.:
to be put in motion, to be moved, to move; of an earth-

quake, as, ., Ep. aor. 1 pass, of., , =, motion., €ojs, , () a moving or being moved

:

motion. II. excitement, commotion : a move-
ment, disturbance. \\, rjpos,,^. Hence, a, ov, liable to move or excite., ov, , () a mover, author., ,,() putting in motion : stirring

tip, exciting., , cinnamon, a word introduced by
the Greeks from the Phoenicians.-, $,,() a floating or hover-

itig body, a phantom. [], Ep. Pass, (from an obsol. Act.), --, to be in motion, go,move, march, [t], Ep. for, 3 pi. impf. of.
[], Dep. to utter a plaintive sound, moan,

lament : c. ace. cognato, the

bridles ring or clash murderously. From
Kivtipos, , , wailing, plaintive. (Formed from

the sound.), =, to put in motion:—Pass, to waver,
be swayed to and fro., ovs, , Dor. for.-, , =., Ep. for, pi. subj. subj. of., Ep. for, impf. of.-,, , (,) the capital of a
column., dat. pi. of, a pillar., , Circe, an enchantress who changed
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Ulysses' companions to swine, v. Odyss. lib. 10, Hor.

Epist. I. 2, 23.-, /,(,) chased by a hawk.

05, , kind of hawk or falcon, which flies

ia w/Zw/s ox'circles. 2. c/rc/<?, r/«£, mostly in

form Kp'iKos. Hence, f., to hoop in, secure by rings.

and -, poet, forms of, lo mix

wine with water :—from comes 3 sing. pres.

/cipa, 3 sing. impf. : from, Ep. 3 sing,

impf. ', part. Kipvas.

5, , gen. /ctus, ace. /«V, a worm in ivood or in

corn, the weevil, Lat. curculio., eews, 57, (/as) the pumice-stone, Lat. />kot«c.

KI'25A
V

Att. , , a chattering bird, the

jay. II. rf>e longing of pregnant women, a crav-

ingfor strangefood. Hence

Att., f., to scream like ajay.

Att., f.,( n) to cravefor

strangefood : generally, to long or yearn after., «,() ivy-clad., (, , =, q. v., 77, >,() of ivy.-, ov, 6,.-,(,) bound

or crowned with ivy.-, , , (, ) ivy-tressed,

crowned ioith ivy.

KILO'S Att., , ivy, Lat. hedera.-, ov, and-, es, (-,,) ivy-wreathed.

Att.-, to be decked with ivy. From-, ov,(,) wearing ivy, ivy-

crowned : luxuriant with ivy.

Att.-, f.,() to deck with ivy.

[], ,() a drinking-cup either

made of ivy-wood or with ivy-leaves carved on it., , ,() decked with ivy.2, 77, a box, chest, Lat. cisia.,, , Dim. of, a little chest.

KITPE'A or, , ihe citron-tree., , ov,() of citron., , thefruit of the, citron.,£,, Att. for -.
kittos, 0, Att. for -.

[], used only in pres. and impf. indie,

in inf., and Med. : most of the

other moods and tenses being formed as if from -
;—Ep. subj., opt., inf.

Ep., part, and Med. : so

impf., 2 sing, (as if from); I pi., 3 dual: fut.: aor. 2 -
Ep., part,: aor. 1 med.:

Att. my [], q. v.:

—

to light upon, meet with,

find : to arrive at., opt. of.
Ki\€ts, pres. part, of , =.«€, Ep. for, Ep. I pi. subj. of ., , Dor. for.

,, v. sub.*, v. sub., fut. of., aor. 2 of.', , a thrush orfieldfare, Lat. turdus., f. Att. , to liller, giggle, formed like- from the sound. II.() lo eat, lo live daintily., Dor. for, 3 pi. of., ,() a littering, giggling. II.() dainty living., fut.: aor. ': (see. ):—to lend. II. Mod., fut. :

aor. :
— to have lent to one, lo borrow.

*KI'il, to go, pres. not used in indicat. ; subj.,
Ep. I pi.; opt. ', part,,: impf.' Ep. :

—to go : of ships, to sail.

',,, and , a pillar, column. II. =, a gravestone, Lat. cippus. [?], collat. form of, of hounds, to give

tongue : of birds, to scream, screech., Dor. for */*, 3 pi. of, =, of hounds, to give tongue., ,() any sharp, quick sound, as the

twa?ig of the bow, the scream of birds, the hissing of

serpents, the barking or baying of dogs : also the

grunting of swine. Hence, Adv. with a clang, noise, din.€, , ,() screaming, screeching., aor. I part, of., , , () broken, fragile, brittle., irreg. ace. pi. of., Dor. for, ace. pi. of., Dor. for, dat. of., , Dim. of.-, , Dim. of., ov, ,() a young slip or shoot of a tree:

a young branch or shoot, esp. an olive-branch, which

was wound round with wool and presented by sup-

pliants.', f.^ : aor. ^ : Ep. aor. 2, inf.*: pf. with pres. sense

and^, part,^, , also^,
(as if from a new pres. ^) :— Pass.,

paullo-p. fut. £~/£ :
—to make a sharp, quick

sound; of arrows in the quiver, clash, clang, rattie;

of birds, to scream, screech : of dogs, to bark or bay :

of the wind, to rustle : of men, to shout aloud, halloo,

shriekforth, cry out.€, Ion. impf. of., gen.,, Dor. for',, Lat. clavis, Dor. for,.' Att. [] : f. Dor.-
: also Att. : aor. '

. :—Pass., paullo-p. fut. : pf.

and :
—to weep, lament, wail :

hence Att. phrase, he shall weep, i. e. he

shall repent it, have cause to rue it: so, at.
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your peril, to your sorrow; , Lat.

plorare te jubeo. II. transit, to bewail, mourn,

deplore:—Pass, to be mournedfor or lamented; also

bathed in tears, weeping.

£, duos, , Dor. for, a key.£, Dor. fut. of, to shut., aor. 2 inf. pass, of., ov,() apportioning by lot. [a],,, Dor. for-.
-e, Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. I of.-, duos, , ,(,) clod-break-, , , () a breaking, [],, , () that which is broken off,

a fragment, piece, morsel.€,, Ep. 3 sing. aor. I act. and med.

of.£, f.,() to prune a vine, Lat. pam-
pinare : metaph. to bring down, humble., , , () broken in pieces.. Dor. for, fut. of., , (), a iveeping, wailing. Hence£, f. , to make to weep. Hence, , a crybig like a child.,,,() a weeping, waili?ig. II.

a trouble, misfortune., by crasis for . [], Ep. 3 sing. aor. I of.,() to wish to weep;
the door is like to weep,

i. e. shall suffer, for creaking without cause.-, $, and , ,(,) smiles

and tears. []-, , (,) parody on the

name of Lamachus, Kue-the-fight., fut. of :—Dor..
or, , ,() wept, bewailed:

to be bewailed, mournful.' : f. [] : aor. Ep.,
: aor. 2 part., as if from :—Pass.,

aor. : pf. :
—to break, break off,

break in pieces : of plants, to prune :—metaph. to

weaken, enervate., Att. for, as for. [], Ep. shortd. form of, plur. of.
or€€, ,, poet, for ^tt.vos,famotis., Ep. for., contr. of, nom. and ace. pi. of., , Dim. of, a little key.

Att. )-, to hold the keys, have the

charge or custody of; to be priestess

of a goddess :—Pass, to be watched. From- Att.-, ov,(, () holding the

keys, having charge or custody of: of a goddess, tutelary.€-£,, , , (,£) — foreg.£, f. Dor. for.
Att. Ion., ,()

a bolt or barfor closing a door.

, ,,()famous, renowned, illustrious., aor. I inf. of, Dor. for., , gen. : ace. Att. : pi.

nom., ace. contr. : Ion.,
gen., ace. : old Att., gen.-, ace.:—a thing to close the door with: I.

a key, by which the bolt() was shot or unshot

from the outside : if the door was fastened on the in-

side, there was a latch () by which the bolt was
made fast to the handle (). 2. a bar or

bolt, commonly of wood, drawn across the door. 3.

metaph. of silence, ~ a key on the

tongue, as if from some weight pressing it down

;

, like, to watch, have the

charge of. II. the hook or tongue of a clasp. III.

the collar-bone, Lat. jugulum ; airoepya

locks the neck and breast together. IV.

a bench for rowers. V. a narrow strait or pass,

such as we call the key of a country; mostly in pi., as,

€65 ., contr. nom. and ace. pi. of,., old Att., Ion., , ,
to be shut or closed., , () a bolt, bar, Lat. claustrum., , ,( ), renowned, famous : of

things, splendid, excelle?it.2 (A); f. : aor. ' :—Pass.,

aor. 1 : pf. and :

—

Ion. and Ep. pres.' : f. : aor.

Ep. :—old Att., f. : aor. 1 -- : pf. pass, :—Dor. fut. <£. Lat.

CLA UDO, to shut, shut up, close, keep fast : to con-

fine :—Pass, to be shut up.« (), poet, for, to celebrate., ovs, ,() Clio, the Celebrator, the Muse
of Epic Poetry and History., aros, , () a thing stolen : a

theft. 2. a trick, device, stratagem., , only used in nom. and ace; Ep..,
for :

— a rumour, report, common fame,
news ; news of thee :

—

a mere report, opp.

to certainty
;

,
we hear a rumour only, but know not any-

thing. II. good report, fame, glory : also repute,

whether good or bad:—in plur.,

to sing the glorious deeds of heroes ;

to win honour., Dor. for, ace. of.€6, verb. Adj. of, one must withhold., Ion. impf. of.€,, , and, , ,()
thief: generally, a rogue, deceiver., , ov, Att. Sup. formed from -

the most arrant thief., v.., , thievishness, knavery. From' : f. , or med. : aor. -: pf.:—Pass., aor. : aor. 2
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[], inf. : pf. :— !

io steal, filch, purloin : of women, carry off

:

part.,, ov, thievish; he

has a thief's look. II. to cozen, cheat, beguile,

deceive: hence to mislead. III. to withhold, con-

ceal, keep secret, disguise. IV. generally, to do

a thing stealthily or treacherously : so c. part.,-
he does it secretly.-, ov, gen. ovos, (,) of de-

ceptive mind, dissembling.-, ov,(,) disguising lame-

ness, [t]€-, ,(,) a water-clock, with a

narrow orifice through which the water trickled, (in-

stead of sand, as in our glasses) ;—used to time

speeches in law-courts.' Ep. () =, to tell of, cele-

brate, glorify, exlol

:

—Pass, to be famous. II. =, to call., Att. for, nom. pi. of., Adv.() by name.,, ,() a sign or omen.-€, )-5, Att. for-., ovos, , Ep. and: ():
an omen, presage, boding. II. a rumour, report

:

reputation, glory. III. a calling, invocation.{ (A), f. : aor. : pf. pass,-:—Ion. pres.£ Dor.: ():—to

make famous, to celebrate. II. to name, call

:

—
Pass, to be spoken of, be mentioned.£ (), f. , late form for,, to

shut., Ep. for., aor. I inf. pass, of.' Ion., , the alder, Lat. alnus., , Att. for Ion., —., Ep. for, dat. pi. of ''.
'£, f., Ion. for., , Ion. for,.,, , Ion. for., Ep. aor. I of,.

-os, , , Ion. for,., f., Ion. for, to shut., cltos, , () a shoot or twig broken off"

to be grafted on another tree, a slip, cutting : esp. a
vine-lwig, Lat. palmes. Hence, , ov, made of vine-twigs., , , Dim. of : mostly in pi.

brushwood, fagot-wood., , Dim. of, a small portion., f.,() io obtain a por-

tion or lot : to receive a share of an inheritance, to

inherit. Hence, aTos, , an inheritance : and, ,() an inheritance, patri-

mony : generally, possession, property.-, ov,(,) receiving one's

portion : as Subst.,, , an inheritor, heir.

-, , (,) distributed by

shaking the lots.

Dor., ov, 6, a lot: twigs, potsherds,

or even a clod of earth was used for the purpose. In

Homer each hero marks his own lot, and they are

thrown into a helmet : the first which came out was
the winning lot. 2. a casting lots, drawing
lots. II. an allotment, portion, often of con-
quered land : an inheritance, estate, property : gene-

rally, lands. III. the clergy, as opp. to the

laity.«, fut.,() to possess or hold

by allotment, to have allotted to one. Hence, , the allotment or portioni?ig out of
land in a foreign country among ihe ciiizens of a

state. 2. the body of citizens amofig whom it was
divided.—An Athenian differed from a

colony (), in that the were still

citizens of the mother-country, instead of forming an

independent state., , ,() of or for -
or apportionment of land.-, ov,(, ') holding or possessed

of an allotment of land ; esp. of land in a foreign

country portioned out among the citizens : as Subst.,, , a portion-holder. 2. metaph.,-
possessed of many years, i.e. ad-

vanced in years., f.,() to choose by lot, and gene-

rally, to choose: of the lot, to fall on one, designate:

—Pass, to be chosen by lot

:

—Med. to casi lofs for a

thing, io have a thing allotted one. II. to allot,

assign, apportion:—Pass., to be al-

lotted as a slave, to have slavery for one's lot. Hence, (, , a choosing by lot., , ,() appointed by lot.

|5,, old Att. for,.
-is, , ,() a callifig : a calling into

court, legal summons, citation : hence an indictment,

impeachment. 2. a calling or invitation to a

feast. 3. a name, appellation., (, ,( =) a shitting up, clos-

ing, blockading., fut. of = :—also of.^, f. ,(,) to cite or summon
into court. II. to be a witness, give evidence.,, , () one who calls, a sum-

moner. II. a witness, called to prove thai this

legal sumtnons has been served., , , () called, invited : welcome :

called oxit, chosen., old Att. for, to shut.,, v. sub-., aor. I pass. inf. of.
[], , () an inclination, slope. II.

a region or zone of the earth, clime: climate., , Dim. of £, a small stair or

ladder, a flight of steps.
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round of a ladder.£, duos, ,() a ladder or staircase, flight

of steps, from its leaning aslant: a scaling-ladder: a

ship's ladder. II. an instrument like a ladder,

on which persons were tortured. III. in Soph.

Trach., seem to be twistings

or grapplings of two bodies entangled with each

other. IV. in Rhetoric, a climax, a gradual as-

cent from weaker expressions to stronger, as in Cicero

against Catiline, abiit evasit erupit., Ep. for', 3 pi. aor. I of., , () that on which one lies, a couch,

bed: also a bier, [], aor. 2 inf. pass, of., cs, (,) bed-ridden., Ep. aor. I pass, of., , Dim. of, a small couch.

kXivis, idos, , Dim. of, a small couch.-, is, (,) bedridde?i.-, is, (,) fond of bed., fjpos, , () a couch, bed, sofa.2 [t]: fut.: aor. : pf.:
—Med., aor. :—Pass., aor.

and [], aor. 2 [t ] : pf. :

—

to make slope or slant, incline. 2. to make one thing

slope against another, prop or rest it against. 3.

to turn aside • oaae to turn back the

eyes. 4. to make recline or sit down, esp. at

meat. II. Pass, to be bent: to bend aside,

swerve. 2. to lean, rest, support oneself against a

thing. 3. to lie down, esp. at meals, Lat. discum-

bere. 4. of Places, to be sloping;

sloping toivards the lake. 5. to wanderfrom the

right course. III. Med. to decline, verge : so

later in Act., <5 the sun declines;€
to fall away for the worse.

Ion. -, ,() a placefor lying down:
a hut, tent, cot, or cabin, used by herdsmen in time of

peace, and by soldiers in time of war : as they were

of wood, an army on breaking up did not strike the, but burned them on the spot : the collected

formed a camp. II. a couch, bed. III.

a company of people sitting at meals.€5, , , () folding-doors or gates :

metaph. an entrance. Prob. better, from

to shut., Adv.() out of a cot or lent., Adv. to a cot or tent., , () the outbuildings round a
herdsman's lodge., ea>s, ,() a bending, inclination. II.

a lying down, reclining. [], , () a couch or chair for reclining.

kXCtos, , = n, a clime, [t]

kXitvs, vos, , ace. pi. : () a sloping

place, slope, hill-side, Lat. clivus., 6, with irreg. pi., as well as :

Att. : () :—a dog-collar : esp. a large

wooden collar : hence also a pillory., f.,() to drive in confusion, to

confotind, agitate, distract

:

—Pass, to flee in confu-

sion, rush wildly: to be beaten by the waves.'02, , any violent motion, esp. the press of

battle, the battle-rout : generally, a tumult, throng., , ov, () stolen : ftirtive, stealthy.,, b,() a thief: a secr.et doer., ,() theft. II. a stealthy act,

fraud ; to steal away on foot., a, ov,() thievish, artful., 6,() a thief., to deal subtly : a lengthd. form cf,.,/os,,() awave, billow, siirge. II.

metaph., a flood of ills. Hence, Pass, to be tossed by the waves., , Dim. of, a little wave, rip-

ple : but often like, a wave : a surging sea.' : Ion. impf. : fut. [iJ]

Ep. : Pass., aor. : pf. :

— to wash or dash against, break over

:

—Pass, of the

sea, to be stormy, dash high : so intr. in Act.,

the waves dashed, broke against

the shore. . wash off or away : to wash

out. 2. a wooden

vessel washed or coated with wax., aor. 2 imperat. of., , ov, () =,famous, [],,() a liquid usedfor washing out:

a clyster or drench. II. the part washed by the

waves, the beach., rjpos, 6,() a clyster-pipe, syringe., 2 pi. aor. 1 imperat. of.-€5, ov, (kXvtos,)famedfor trees.-, ,(, ^) famousfor work.-, ov, (,) famous with

fruit.-, t,(, ^) famousfor skill.-,,(,)famousfor toils.

-voos, ov, contr. -vovs, («, voos)

famous for wisdom.

-irais,, , ,(,) withfamous
children.-, ov,($,)famousfor horses.

kKvxos, r), , also os, ,{) heard of, to be

heard of,famous, glorious, renowned. 2. of things,

glorious, noble, splendid, beauteous.-, , , (,) famous for

art, renowned artist.-,,($, )famousfor the botv,

renowned archer.' : impf. or aor. 2', imperat. sing, and

pi. (as if from ),, €, Ep. redupl. -, :

—

to hear, to give ear to, listen to,

hearken to: but also c. gen. to obey. 3. to hear,

learn by hearing, ascertain. 4. generally, to per-
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ceive. II. to hear oneself called, be called so

and so, like, Lat. audio; be

ill spoken of.'5, , a cage, bird-cage.

-os, ,() the whistle or sound which a

rider uses to his horse./, f., to croak, have a huarse note,

properly of jackdaws./^ fut., to twist, spin, esp. of the

goddesses of fate. Hence, ovs, , Lat. Klotho, one of the three

or Fates, who span the thread of life.,, ev, stony, rocky, rugged. From/2 or, clkos, os, a heap of stofies., gen,, , () =, a yoimg
shoot, sprout, twig, Lat. surculus., Dim. of., Att. for., f. ~, =, to steal., , , () thievish, furtive.-, opos, , ,(,) ofa thievish

or unknown father, [], rjpos, ,() a thread, yarn, line., , ,() spun, twisted.,$, ,() a thief, Lat.fztr., = Att., like for Att., etc.,,, Dor. for, the goat : see., Dor. for.
-os, Dor. for., old Att. for.

or : f . : () : to scratch : esp.

to tease, card or comb wool, to full cloth, from the tea-

sel or comb() which was used. II. me-
taph. to mangle, tear, lacerate., sing. aor. opt. med. of.,, Dor. for,, fut. and

aor. I inf. of.€ Ion. -, ,() a fuller's shop.

Kvdcj>evs or », , , Lat. fullo, a fuller,

cloth-carder or dresser, clothes-cleaner., f. , (Kva<pevs) to full or card cloth., Ion. «for., , () the prickly teasel, Lat. spina ful-

lonica, a plant used by fullers to card or clean cloth

:

hence also a carding-comb ; also used as an instru-

ment of torture., Att. 2 and 3 sing. kvy\s, ?, inf.
;

impf. 3 sing,' Ep. (used in the sense of aor.

2) : fut. : aor. ' :
—to scrape or grate,

Lat. radere : to scrape off: metaph. to wear down,

scrapeaway

:

—Med., to tickle one's ears., f.,() to cloud over., , ov, also os, ov, (Kvetyas) dark, gloomy,

murky. 2. in the dark, either at nightfall or be-

fore daybreak., , Att. gen. Kvicpovs ; dat. poet.

Kvecpei : () darkness, dusk at nightfall, also the

morning twilight or dawn, Lat. diluculum.

, Ep. for ', 3 sing. impf. of., f., () to scratch. II. to

tickle :—Pass, to itch., ov, , v. sub.2, , Lat. cnecus or cnicus, a plant of the
thistle kind.

kvtjkos, , , Dor., , ,() pale yel-

low, whitish yellow, hence the goat is called ,
and the wolf .-, ov,(, apyos) white-legged.

KNH'MH, 77, the part of the leg between the knee
and ancle, the leg, Lat. tibia.-, ov, ($,) wearing greaves
to protect the leg., , , () a greave, leg-armour,

reaching from knee to ancle ; the consisted

of two parts, and were fastened with silver clasps() ; but ^ are boots or leg-

gings of ox-hide, to protect the legs., ,() the slope or shoulder of a moun-
tain ; as it were the leg, opp. to irovs (the foot)., f. , Desiderat. of, to wish to

scratch, to itch., , () an itching., , —.
-is, ews and 10s, ; contr. dat.: ()

a knifefor scraping, a rasp, grater., , () a nettle, Lat. urtica. [t], , ov, Cnidian, of orfrom Cnidos. From, , Cnidus.

£, 77s, 77, =. From
: f. : aor. Dor. e/cviga :

—

Pass., aor. 1\ : () :
—to scrape or grate,

rasp. II. to make to itch : hence metaph. to

nettle, tease, chafe, vex

:

—Pass, to be teased, chafed,

fretted.

kvittos, , () scraping, niggardly, miserly.5 Ep., 77s, 77, Lat. nidor, the smell or

savour of a victim, steam of a burnt sacrifice. II.

the fat-caul, in which the flesh of the victim was
wrapped : thefat itself. Hence

-afiis, (, , Dor. for.&, Dor. for, dat. of Kviaaus., f., () to fill with the steam or sa-

vour of a burnt sacrifice. II. intr. to raise the

steam of sacrifice., Dor. for.
Kvlo-r|€is Dor. -aeis, €, ev,() full of the

steam of sacrifice, steaming., ,() that which is caused by itching:

a scratch, scraping., , () an itching of the skin, tickling,

irritation, fretting.--5, ov, , (,) hunting after

the smell of roast meat, name of a mouse., «5, less correct forms for,
Kviaatts, etc.$,,,() steamingwithburnt sacrifice.
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kvCi|/, , also , gen., pi. €, () a

kind of emmet, which gnaws figs., contr. for /coVo£a.

and -, Dep. only used in pres., to

whine, whimper, of a dog ; also of children. (Formed

from the sound.) Hence, , a whining, whimpering., , =., f., to disfigure, make dim and dark., f. [] : () to scratch or touch

gently., , any dangerous animal, a monster,

beast. (Deriv. uncertain.), ovros, , () a sword: pi.,
two projecting teeth on the blade of a hunting spear

;

a cross-hilted sword.

1'22, only used in pres. to nod, slumber, sleep., , a stupidfellow, booby, [a], Comic word formed to imitate the croaking

of frogs (€6££ £., .., , a knavish trick. From, to play the knave. From, , an impudent rogue, an arrant knave

:

neut. Adj., k/iavish tricks, rogueries. (Deriv.

uncertain.)

KOTXH, , a muscle or cockle, Lat. concha : also

a muscle-shell. II. the case round a seal attached

to documents: (hence^), to unseal)., , also , =*, a muscle or cockle., , =^. [] Hence
(sub.),, , a shelly marble, ,() a muscle or cockle:

its shell, generally, a bivalve-shell. \y~\, , , Greek form of the Lat. quadrans,
— \ of an as, about |d. English.

KOE'il or contr., Ion. for,, to

mark, perceive, hear, observe.€, Ion. for(., , Lat. cothurnus, a buskin or high boot,

covering the whole foot and reaching to the middle

of the leg, laced in front, and with thick soles. 2.

the was worn by tragic actors : thus it

became the emblem of Tragedy, as the soccus of

Comedy. 3. since the buskins might be worn on

either foot, was a nickname for a trimmer

or time-server in politics.

/pos, ov, =, without a sting.

KOI"*, sound to express the grunting of young pigs.

ko, f., (') to grunt like a young pig.

), Ion. for, dat. sing, of, Ion. icoios,

used as Adv. how? in what manner? in what respect?, fut. : aor. , inf.,
Att., inf. : pf. pass,^ :() :

—

to make hollow, scoop, hollow out., , a hollow, properly fern, of; the

name of a or borough in Attica.

Ion. -, ,() the hollow of the belly,

[]
also

the belly, Lat. venter. 2. the contents of the belly,

the bowels : tripe : black-puddings.-, , , (,) a tripe or

black-pudding seller.-, opos, , , (ko?\os,-) hollow-

bellied: hence hungry, ravenous.

KoiAo-ireSos, ov,(,) lying in a hollow.005, , ov, hollow, hollowed; vrjes,

for the early ships were hollowed out, like canoes

;

later, vads or alone was the hollow or hold

of the ship : of Places, lying in a hollow or vale : of

a road, cut deep, overhung:,, a holloiu place,

hollow, recess ; gold made into hollow

vessels, i. e. plate.-5, ov,(,) hollow-eyed.-, es,(,) hollow to the rim., f.,() to make hollow.-, (,(, () hollow-looking.,, ,() a hollow.-,, , ,(, 6£) hollow-hoofed.-, , , fern. KOiAuJms,, =.-, ,(,) hollow-looking., . 3 sing. impf. pass, of.
Ion. -, fut.,() lull to sleep,

put to sleep, put to bed. 2. generally, to lull, still,

calm, tranquillise, soothe, assuage. II. Med. and

Pass., fut., aor. I med., pass.

:

—

tofall asleep, go to bed : of animals, to

lie down ; € he slept a bra sen

sleep, i. e. the sleep of death. 2. to sleep the sleep

of death, befallen asleep., Ion. for., aor. I inf. pass, of., ,() sleep; avToyiv-

intercourse of the mother with her own son., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 1 med. .
-is, *, ,() a sleeping: also 2.

rest, repose., f. Att. , =, to put to sleep

:

—
to lay asleep, of the sleep of death. 2. generally,

to lay to rest, to quench; to appease, assuage. Hence, , , one putting to sleep.,, , Dor. for,.
Koivavcoj, Dor. for., Dor. for, fut. of., Dor. for, aor. 1 part, of.
icoivij. dat. fern, of used as Adv., in common,

by common consent. 2. publicly.-,(,) to deliberate in com-

mon.-, ,(,) community of altars,

of gods who are worshipped at one common altar.-, ov,(,) having a com-

mon bed, a bedfellow, consort.-, 4s, (,) sharing the same

bed, a paramour.-, Dep., with fut. med.-, aor. I
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med.^ and pass,- : pf.-^ : (koivos, \6yos) :

—

to take common counsel

with, to consult together.

koivO-ttXoos, ov, contr. --n-Xovs, ovv, (koivos,)
sailing in common : making a joint expedition.

koivO-ttous, b, ,,, gen. vobOs, (koivos, ttovs)

with common foot, coming together.

KOINO'5, , , also os, , common, shared in

common. II. common to all the people, public;

rb the common weal. 2.

the state, Lat. respublica ; by public

authority, on the part of the state : also the public

treastiry

;

fairs. III. of persons, impartial, affable, acces-

sible. 2. of common origin, kindred. IV. ol

forbidden meats, common, profane. Hence

kqivottjS,, , a sharing in common, fellow-

ship. II. affability.

kolvo-tokos, ov, (koivos,) born of common
parents.-5, es, (koivos,) loving in common.-,/, gen. ovos, (koivos,) like-minded., f. : ©or. fut., aor. -

: (koivos) :

—

to make common, communicate, im-

part : to make a sharer in. 2. to make commoti

or unclean, to pollute : Med. to deem common or un-

clean. II. Med. to communicate, like the Act. 2.

take counsel, consult. 3. to be partaker or sharer

in a thing, c. gen. : also c. ace. rei, to take part or

share in. III. Pass, to hold communion, have

intercourse with., ojvos, Dor., avos, , =., f.,() to be a partaker, have

a share of, to take part in ; to have

dealings with a man. Hence •,, , a communication : and, , communion, fellowship, intercourse.

koivgjvlkos, 77, ov, communicative, social. From
koivcovos, b, also 77, (koivos) a companion, partner,

fellow, associate. II. as Adj. = koivos.

koivojs, Adv. of Koivos, in common, jointly: by com-

mon consent. 2. publicly.

Kotos, , ov, Ion. for, a, ov.«, f., (Ko'ipavos) to be lord or master, to

rule, command. 2. c. ace. to lead, arrange. Hence
Ion. -, , lordship, rule., , b, = Koipavos.'~02,, ruler, leader, commander, either

in war or peace : generally, a lord, master.,, Pass.() to live like Coesura

(wife of Alcmaeon), i. e. live a gay,fashionable life., (), to put to bed : Med., with Dor.

aor., to go to bed, sleep.,, ov,[) lying in bed, abed, asleep, 2.

as Subst., the lair of a wild beast., ,() a place to lie doivn in, bed, couch:

the marriage-bed; to be pregnant;

in pi. lewdness. 2. of animals, a lair, den,

nest. II. sleep, the act of going to bed; -
bed-time.

koitos, , =. 2. a going to bed: sleeping,

sleep. Hence, ojvos, b, =() a bed-room, bed-chamber.

kokkivos, , ov, scarlet, Lat. coccineus. From
KO'KKOS, 77, a kernel, a berry: esp. the kermes-

berry used to dye scarlet., properly of the bird's cry, cuckoo : hence a

cry or call to a person ;,, quick, let go.

Dor. : f. : pf. ;() :—to cry cuckoo: of the cock, to crow. II.

the public moneys, public af- to cry like a cuckoo or cock, give a signal by such cry.|, Oyos, b, () a cuckoo, from its cry., Dor. for.,, b, (kukkos) a pomegranate-seed., ol, ancestors. (Deriv. uncertain.), 2 sing. fut. med. of.
f. : aor. : also in Med.,

fut., Att. contr., : aor. I

:—Pass., fut. : aor. 1 -
: pf. : (#$, akin to) :—to prune, retrench : metaph. to hold in check, keep

in, confine: then to chastise, correct, punish :
—-Pass.

to be pimished., ioos, 77, epith of Artemis. (Deriv. and
meaning uncertain.), ,() flattery, fawning.€, ,() a piece offlattery, [a], a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be

flattered.€5, ,,() flattering,fawning.€, f. ,(£) to flatter, fawn on:—Pass.

to be flattered.

KoXaK-u>vi)p,os, b, (,) parasite-named,

Comic distortion of a real name Kleonymos.', olkos, b, a flatterer, fawner., rjpos, b, a chisel, graver. From
A'lITU, f., to hew, cut, chisel : of birds

to peck., ews, 77,() a pruning : a checking,

punishing, correction, chastening.,, ,() chastisement, punishment.€, , fern, of., ov,()fitfor punishing. II.

as Subst.,, , a prison. 2. a punish-

ment, punishing., 77pos,,—., , b,() a chastiser, punisher., , fern, of.£, f. Att. ,() to give one a

box on the ear, buffet, cuff., b,() a box on the ear, cuff.

Ion., , =, a sheath., b, or, ,, ,()
sheath or scabbard of a sword., f., to trample on.

Ion., 77s, , glue, Lat. gluten.
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cake, named from its shape., f.,() to glue, cement. 1. to

inlay : to weld. II. to join together, unite:—
Pass, to be joined to, to attach oneself to, cleave to.,, ev, (/) glued together, close-

joined., cws, ,() a gluing, cementing:

a ivelding of iron., , ,() glued together, cemented,

closely joined, well-fastened.-, ov,(, <payeiv) roll-eating.', Ikos, o, a long roll of coarse bread.',, , the peg or screw of a Jyre, by

which the strings are tightened : metaph.,

opyijs avetvai to unscrew your passion., , ,() a money-changer.02, , a small coin. 2. in plur.,-, , small round cakes. \y\, , =. [], , Dim. of, eye-salve, Lat.

collyrium, so called because it was made up in small

cakes, [], ,() docked, curtal, Lat. curtus: of

animals, short-homed.: also maimed, mutilated. Hence, f., to dock, curtail, shorten-,, ,(,) a leader ofjack-

daws, a jackdaw-general., f.,() to scream like a jackdaw., , a jackdaw, Lat. graculus : proverb.,$ = ' birds of a feather flock to-

gether.', , or, , the colocasia or

Egyptian bean, a plant resembling the water-lily, found

in the marshy parts of Egypt.-, , (,) a large heavy wave
before it breaks, the heavy swell before a storm.

or -, , , the round gourd or

pumpkin, Lat. cucurbxta. Hence, ados, , foodpreparedfrom pumpkins., , ov, madefrom pumpkins.,, the colon or lower part of the bowels. From'^, ov, docked, curtailed, stunted,hzt.ctirtus

;

a spear broken short off": esp. of oxen, etc.,

hornless, short-horned., , a colossus, gigantic statue; also simply

a statue. The most famous Colossus was that of

Apollo at Rhodes seventy cubits high, made in the

time of Demetrius Poliorcetes., , a rabble or noisy crowd : uproar., f. : aor. :—Pass., aor. -
and- : pf.€ and- :() :

—

to dock, clip, curtail, cut short, abridge

:

metaph., ^^ to cut short a word
in the middle, Lat. praecidere, i.e. leave it unfinished;( to abridge, limit gifts : also 2. like, to check, restrain, put down., Swos, , a top, finishing, end.

, , ,() swelling infolds.02, , the bosom, lap : later also the mo-
ther's womb. II. the lap orfoldformed by a loose

garment, sometimes used for a pocket. III. any
lap or hollow ; to go
under the lap of ocean, i. e. the deep hollow between
two waves. 2. a bay or creek of the sea.—It cor-

responds in all senses to the Lat. sinus. Hence, f., to form into a lap orfold: to make
a sail belly or swell.-, es,(,) embosomed, embayed., f., to dive: to swim. Hence, , a place for divbig, a swimming-
bath : and,, , and, , , (-) a diver, swimmer.,, ,() a sea-bird, diver., ,() a diver, swimmer. II.

=., , a Colchian

:

—hence Adj., ,, Colchian; pecul. fern.,.
Ion. -«, f.,() to brawl, scold., Att. contr. fut. part. med. of.,', , a hill, mound : esp. a sepulchral

mound, barrow, cairn, Lat. tumulus., 57, the Lat. colonia, a colony., ,() a hill; a heap

of stones. II. Colonos, a demos of Attica lying

on and round a hill, sacred to Poseidon, the scene of

the Oedipus Coloneiis of Sophocles., , ,() a brawling, wrangling.

KO'MAw
P02, , and , the strawberry-tree, arbutus.-, ov, (, (paynv) eating the

fruit of the arbutus.

Ion. -4, Ep. part, : fut. : aor. I

: () :

—

to let the hair grow long, wear

long hair: as long hair was a sign of birth, it meant to

plume oneself, to be proud, haughty, arrogant; ovtos€€ knl he aimed at the monarchy.

Originally the Greeks seem generally to have worn

their hair long, whence ^' in

Homer. At Sparta the citizens continued to wear

long hair ; but at Athens it was worn only by youths

until the 18th year. H. of horses, to be decked

with manes. III. metaph. of trees, plants, etc., to

have leaves or foliage., 3 sing. Ion. impf. of.
KOME'n, f., to take care of, attend to, tend., Ion. for.
KO'MH, , the hair, Lat. coma;

to have one's hair cut close in sign of mourn-

ing. II. metaph. like coma, thefoliage, leaves,

of trees.-, ov, ,(,) Coxcomb-

Amynias.,, ,() long-haired; las a

feathered arrow. 2. leafy, grassy. II. a comet., ,() attendance, attention care; also
;
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the management, care of a garden. II. a britiging

or carrying of supplies, a procuring of supplies, Lat.

commeatus frumenti, a gathering in of harvest:—also

provisions, stores. 2. (from Med.) a

carrying awayfor oneself, a rescue, recovery. 3.

(from Pass,) a going or coming: a return,

means of getting bach., dat. of used as Adv., with care, care-

fully, exactly : wholly, altogether : absolutely, quite :

in answers, very much so indeed, just

so, ay and more tha?i that., Dor. for, I pi. contr. fut.

med. of.: f. Att.: aor. Ep.

and :—Med., Att. fut. : Ep. aor. 1-
and :—Pass., f.:

aor. : pf. : () :

—

to take

care of, provide for, supply :—Med. to receive hospi-

tably. 2. of things, to take care of, take heed to,

mind; ' epya mind thine own
affairs. II. to carry away, in order to save

;

to carry away a corpse :—Med. to

carry with one, rescue, save, cf. ;

convey me away, rescue me. 2. to carry off or

away, bear off:—Med. to carry off as a prize : also

get, gain, receive. 3. to bring to a place : to

gather in corn : to introduce, import. 4. to con-

duct, escort. 5. to fetch back, redeem :—Med. to

get back, recover. III. Pass, to be carried, to

convey oneself, journey, travel, voyage : to betake one-

self. 2. to come back, return., Att. contr. fut. med. of., 2 sing. aor. I med. opt. of.
and, Ep. aor. I of.45, , ov, verb. Adj. of, to be taken

care of, to be gathered in., rjpos, 6,—., , ,() one who takes care of, a

protector, guardian. II. a bringer, conductor., , () rewards or payment for
saving., Att. contr. fut. of., ,() that which is stmck or cut, the

stamp or impression of a coin: proverb., -
of bad stamp. 2. generally, coin. II.

a short clause in a sentence, Lat. comma. Hence, , , framed in short clauses.

KO'MMF, , gum, Lat. gummi ; indecl., ov, , () a striking: esp. like Lat.

pianctus, a beating of the breasts, in sign of lamen-
tation, hence a lament, wail, dirge. II. in the

Att. Drama, a song sung alternately by an actor and
the chorus, mostly a mournful dirge.,, Ep. part, dual and pi. of., Dor. for, 3 pi. of.£, f.,() to vaunt, boast, brag: c.

ace, ~ to speak big words;

to boast one's art :—Pass, to be made a boast,

be renowned.7€, , Comic word, one of the borough, a Bragsman., ,() a boast: in pi. boasts,

vaunts, braggart words.«, f.,() to ring, clash, rattle. II.

metaph. to utter high-sounding words, talk by boast,

vaunt

:

—Pass, to be boasted of.-, f.,(,) to talk big,

be an empty braggart. Hence, ov, 0, braggart, boaster, [u]

KO'MIXOS, o, a noise, din, clash, as of a boar's

tusks : the stamping of dancers' feet : the ringing of

metal. II. metaph. big words, boasting : a boast,

vaunt., <5,() a boaster.--, ov, gen.,(, .~,) pomp-bundle-worded, epith. of Aeschylus,

because of his long compound words.-, ,(,) boastful., ,() elegance, refinement : affec-

tation.-^, Adv.(,) with the

prettiness or affectation of Euripides.€, f. ,() to make elegant, refine;

refine on your suspicion, like Lat.

argutari

:

—Med. to refine overmuch :—Pass, to play

the exquisite.-, es, (,) dainty-seem-

ing., , ,() well-dressed, neat, fine, Lat.

comptus : hence a prettyfellow, Lat. bellus homo. 2.

of words and things, elegant, pretty, clever, witty, ex-

quisite, affected. Hence, Adv. prettily, exquisitely: Comp.,-
to be better in health., f.,() to resound, clash, ring;

to re-echo. Hence, Adv. with a clash, ringing., f., —.'^, , a clashing, ringing.' 05, , a knuckle : in pi. the knuckles.«, f., () to raise dust, to hasten.

Ion. and Ep., , () dust, a cloud

of dust, as stirred up by men's feet ;'' from beneath their feet the

dust stood rising:— freq. in plur., in collective

sense, like Lat. arenae ; , to fall in

the dust. 2. dust or sand. II. cinders or

ashes, also in plur., like Lat. cineres. III. afine

powder, sprinkled over wrestlers' bodies after being

oiled, to make them more easily grasped by the op-

ponent, [t " in Homer ; in Att. mostly .], , , plastered, whitewashed. From, pf. pass, : () :
—to plaster

with lime, to plaster, Lat. dealbare ; -
plastered, whiteel sepulchres.
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£, a mistaken form, originating in the wrong

forms, ; see.
KOvt-opTOs, ,(,) dust stirred up, a cloud

of dust: a cloud of wood-

ashes. II. metaph. a dirty fellow.

kovlos, a, ov, (kovis) dtisty.

KO'NIS, w$ Att. , : dat. for: =-, dust. II. the dust of ashes, ashes. III.

the powder with which wrestlers were sprinkled after

being oiled, cf. metaph. of toil. [F]

[], 6, ) dust, a cloud of dust.

; fut. [] : aor. :— Pass., pf.

: Ep. 3 sing, plqpf. : () :

—

to

make dusty, cover, fill with dust:—Pass.,

all covered tvith dust, i. e. in the greatest haste : so

in Med., make haste and take. 2.

to sprinkle or cover as with dust, strew over. II.

intr. to raise dust, make haste, speed.

kovv«d, contr., = yiyvajafca).

KO'NNOS, 6, the beard. 2. Kovvos, as the pr. n.

of an insignificant person; , proverb, of

something worthless.

kovtos, ov, o, a pole, esp. a punting-pole, Lat. con-

tus. 2. the shaft of a pike.

KovTO-<j>opos, ov, {kovtos,) carrying a pole or

pike : hurling a pike.

KO'NTZA contr, £, , , fleabane, pulicaria., f. aor. : () :

—

to

grow tired or weary : generally, to abate, lidl., ,() an instrumentfor braying, a
pestle: also 2. —, an axe.

Koireiv, aor. 2 inf. of: kottcCs, aor. 2 part. pass., 6,() a wailing, mourning., , ,() a chisel., , () a striking: a cutting in pieces,

slaughter., f. []: aor. : pf.:() :
—to work hard, work till one is weary. II.

to be tired, grow weary ; to be

exhausted by good things.

KOms, ecus, , () a babbler, wrangler.
Koms, loos, , () a chopper, cleaver, bill-

hook.

kottos, , ,{) a striki?ig, beating. II.

toil and trouble, suffering, pain, weariness. Hence, f., to weary :—Pass. =., , a letter of the ancient Greek alphabet,

which was not received into the later Athenian alpha-

bet : its sign was ^ , cf.8. In the alphabet

Koppa stood between and p, like the Lat. q, and
was retained as a numeral = 90, as were also

and, qq. v. Hence, ov, <5, tWos, a horse branded wilh the

letter Koppa ( *p ) as a mark. Cf.$.€, f., to carry dung. From-, , (/compos,) carrying dung.
KOirpeios, , ov,() full of dung, filthy., , ($) a dunghill.

£, f. Ep.,() to dung, manure.-, ov, ($,^) collecting dung or

manure : hence a dirty fellow.02, , dung : manure : filth, dirt. II.

a dung-yard, a cattle-stall or stable., f., to carry dung : to cover with
dung or dirt. From-, ov, (,) carrying dung;5$ a dtmg-basket.,, ,() a place for dung, privy., Dor. for, part. fern, of.
kotttOs, , ,() beaten, bruised, pounded.' : : aor. ' : pf., Ep.

part, :—Pass., aor. 2 : pf. :—to strike, smite, cut. 2. to knock down, fell,

slay. 3. to cut off", chop off; to

cut down, fell trees; hence absol.,

to lay a country waste by cutting down the trees : to

damage, hurt ; , deprived of

sense or reason. 4. to hammer, forge : also to

stamp, coin money, Lat. percutere nummos

:

—Med.
to coin oneself money. 5. to

knock or rap at the door, Lat. pulsare. 6. to cut

small, chop up. 7. of birds, to peck at, strike with

the beak: of a horse, to jolt, shake : also, to tire, stun,

deafen. II. Med., to beat or strike

oneself, in sign of grief, like Lat. plangere : also,

to mourn for any one, Lat. plangere

aliquem.

Kopajcivos, <3, () a young raven.

KO'PAB, olkos, o, a raven or crow: Proverb.,-
fcol, like ' black swans,' of anything unusual

;

L•, or alone, like Lat. pasce

corvos, go and be hanged !' Is hang
him ! hang it

!

II. anything hooked like a raven's

beak, as, I. an enginefor grappling ships. 2.

a hooked handle of a door, like. 3. an in-

strument of torture., , Dim. of, a little girl, damsel., , a barbarism for., , indecl., Hebrew word, a gift offered to

God, a consecrated offering. 2. the treasury of the

Temple., f. *,() to dance the., , the dancing the.',, , the cordax, a low dance belong-

ing to the Old Comedy ; to dance

the cordax, from its slow, trailing movement.' [], , a cudgel, truncheon: also a

swelling. II. a covering for the head, head-dress ;^ wrapt or rolled up.

Kopcei, Ep. 3 sing. fut. of.,: f. Ep.: aor. Ep.:—Med., aor. Ep.

and:—Pass., aor.: pt.-
Ion.; also pf. act. part, with pass, sense,,: ():—to satisfy, glut, or fill with

a thing:—Pass, and Med. to be glutted with a thing,

2
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have one s fill of a thing, c. gen.

;
-

have one'sfill of strife.^, 3 pi. aor. I med. opt. of.
KopecrOeis, aor. I part. pass, of.«, Ep. 3 sing. aor. I med. of., , maidenhood. From, f. : Pass. : () :

—

be

a ?naid, grow up to maidenhood.

KOPE'fl, f., to sweep, brush; -
to sweep Greece clean, empty her of people., Ep. rat. of.
Ion. Dor., , fern, of Kopos,-

pos, a maiden, maid, girl, damsel, Lat. puella : some-

times of a newly-married woman, young wife, like, Lat. puella, nympha. 2. with the gen. of

a pr. name added, a daughter, as ",
Aios. II. a puppet, doll, Lat. pupa. 2. the

pupil of the eye from the small images seen in it,

Lat. pupa, pupilla. III. a long sleeve reaching

over the hand.

Ion., , was the name under which

Proserpine was worshipped in Attica, the Daughter

(of Demeter) ; hence the two are often mentioned

together, as ) Koipy., ,() a besom, broom., ,() sweepings, refuse. 2. a be-

som, broom., =. [], vos, , () a rising, heap.

or -, ($) to lift up, raise, shew its

crest

:

—Pass., the wave is lifted up,

rears its crest., , coriander, the plant or seed., , Dim. of =., f. -, {,) : Dep. :

—

to

fondle, caress, coax.

KopivBios, a, ov, also, , , and fem., ados, :

—

Corinthian. From
KopivOos, , Corinth, the city and country: anciently

: Adv., at Corinth., ., Dim. of, a little girl.

KO'PLS, 10s Att. eajs, 0, a bug : pi. KOpus, ol., , Dim. of.
KOpKopos or, , a poor vegetable, growing

wild in the Peloponnesus, a kind of pimpernel. (De-
riv. uncertain.), , the rumbling or grumbling of the

empty bowels : any hollow sound, din, ttimidt.

(Formed from the sound.), d, () the trunk of a tree with the

boughs lopped off, a log.

KO'POiS, ov, 6, one's fill, satiety, surfeit, Lat. satie-

tas; *( tivos to have enough or to© much of
a thing: in bad sense, satiety, surfeit: hence II.

insolence, petulance ; irpos insolently., ov, 0, Ion. Dor.,() a boy,

lad, youth, stripling. 2. with genit. of pr. names,
a son. Cf..

, 6, the Hebrew cor, a dry measure containing

ten Attic medimni, or about 1 20 gallons., 17, later Att. Dor., () the

side of the forehead; km to slap on
the face. II. the hair on the temples., a, ov, {$) Corybnntian., f. , (Kop-ujSas) to celebrate the

rites of the Corybantes : to start up like a Corybant.££, f. ,() to purify by the

rites of the Corybantes.-, es,(, eidos) Corybant-like,

frantic., avros, 6, a Corybant priest of Cybele hi

Phrygia. \~\,-, -,-- KOpvoos., , and -, , (Kopvs) the crested oc

tufted lark, Lat. alauda cristata.£, 77s, , (, Kopvs) a cold in the head, a
running at the nose, catarrh, Lat. pitulta. II.

rnetaph. drivelling, stupidity. Hence, to have a running at the nose, to have a cold.,, ace. sing, and pi. of Kopvs.--,, (Kopvs,) helmet-shaking, with

waving plume, [a]-,', (Kopvs,$) with glancing helm., 6, pi. as well as : (-
pvs,):—the top, peak, summit;
the high poops of the ships. II. the cluster of the

ivy flower ; generally, a cluster offruit ov flowers., f., to put forth knobs or buds. From, 77, () a club, often shod with iron for

fighting, a mace : also a shepherd's staff, [y ], ov, ,() a club-bearer, one who
fights with a club or mace.-, ov, (, ) club-bearing

:

, ol, club-bearers, the body-guard of Pei;-

sistratus, instead ., = : in Ep. part., iri-

sprouting leaves,, , one that butts with the head. [1] From, f. , to butt with the head. From, v6os, 77, ace. and, () a hel-

met, helm, casque. II. the head. Hence, fut. :—Med., aor.,
part, :—Pass., pf.€ :

—

to arm
with a helmet : generally, to arm, equip, array

:

—
Pass, and Med. to arm oneself; to do battle, fight :

also of things, spears

headed with brass. 2. generally, to furnish, pro-

vide. II. to make crested; * the

river reared his wave to a crest

:

—Pass, to come to a

crest or head, rear its head, as a wave does. Hence, ov, 0, a man armed with a helmet, an

armed warrior., \,() the head- stall of a bridle., , the upper rim of a hunting-net

:

—
strictly neut. from sq., a, ov,() at the head:— -
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tpaios the foremost man, leader, chief ; in the Att.

Drama, the leader of the chorus., ,() the head, top, summit: the crown

or top of the head, 2. the top or peak of a moun-
tain. 3. metaph. the highest point, acme, prime., f.,() to bring to a head, make
peaked:—Pass., the wave rises to a

crest. II. like\, to bring to an end,

sum up.-, ,(,) an old woman as

old as a crow a?id Hecuba, [a], , , of a raven-gray colour. From, , () a kind of sea-fowl, sea-

crow. 2. a crow or raven, Lat. comix. II.

anything hooked like a crow's bill, as, I. the

handle on a door. 2. the tip of a bow. on which
the bowstring was hooked. 3. the tip or projection

of the plough-beam, upon which the yoke is hooked.

Cf.., .,( n) bend, curve : of a

horse, to arch the neck.

Kopcovis, idos, 77,( ) as Adj. crook-beaked

:

generally, crooked, curved, bent, hooked. 2. of

kine, with crumpled boms. II. as Subst. any-

thing curved: I. a wreath or garland, Lat. co-

rona. 2. a flourish with the pen at the end of a

book : generally, the end, completion.-, ov,{,) shooting crows:
•—as Subst.,, , a sling or cross-boiu

_for crow-shooting., 17, ,() curved, bent : of kine, with

crumpled horns., Adv.() as in a sieve.-, 10s Att. , <?, and ,(,) a diviner by a sieve.

KO'SKTNON, , a sieve., , ,() parings or shreds

of leather : metaph. of the scraps of flattery of the

tanner Cleon.^, f., () to order, arrange : esp.

to set an army in array, marshal it; and in Med.,-* having marshalled his country-,

men ; to arrange a repast. II.

to order, rule, govern. III. to deck, adorn, trick

out, embellish. 2. of persons, to honour them,

adorn, be an honour or ornament to. IV. in Pass.

to be assigned to, be classed under., Aeol. 3 pi. aor. I pass, of ., Dor. inf. of.,, ,() an order er, arranger. 2

.

an adorner., , ,() well-arranged, regular., opos, ,() a commander., , , () of the world, earthly,

worldly., , ov, also os, ov, () well-ordered,

moderate, regular : of persons, orderly, well-behaved,

modest ; order, decorum. Hence

,, , propriety, decorum, orderly be-

haviour., Adv, of ,, regularly, decently:

Comp. ; Sup.-.-, , , (,) dressing the

hair.-, opos, ,(,) rider of
this world, []-, ov, (,) framing or

holding together the world.,, ,() order ; or-
in order, didy ; in no sort of

order. 2 . good order, good behaviour,, decency. 3

.

a set form or order : of states, government. 4. the

mode oxfaihion of a thing. II. an ornament,

decoration, dress, raiment: plur. ornaments. 2.

an honour, credit. III. the world or universe,

from its perfect arrangement, Lat. mundus.-, ov,(,) world-destroy-

ing., , ov, Ion. and Aeol. for., , Ion. for.
Att. -, , a blackbird., =, to bear hatred against.

and, Ion. for and.,, Ion. for,., Ep. aor. : Ep. pf. part.. :

—

Med., : Ep. 3 pi. impf., Ep. fut.

Ep. aor. , :

(kotos):—to bear a grudge or spite, bear malice

against, envy, Lat. invideo: proverb., -, cf.., , , () angry, wrathful, jea-

lous.-, ov,(,) producing wild

olive-trees.02, or , the wild olive, Lat. ole-

aster. -, ov,(,) eating the wild

olive., , Ion. for.
KO'TO^, , , a grudge, spite, rancotir, ill-will

:

also, anger, wrath : later, envy, jealousy.£, f. Att. ,() to play at the

cottabus.

Ion. and old Att., , the cotta-

bus, a Sicilian game, much in vogue at the drinking-

parties of young men. at Athens. The simplest mode
was when each threw the wine left in his cup smartly

into a metal, basin ; if all fell inside the basin, and the

sound was clear, it was a favourable sign. The game
was played in various ways. (Deriv. uncertain.)

KO'TTA~NON, , a smallJig, Lat. cottanum.', , a small cup or vessel. 2. a liquid

measure containing 6 or a ±, nearly a

i• pint. II. the cup or socket of the hip-bone.

Hence,, , any cup-like hollow : in pi. the
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suckers on thefeelers of the polypus, Ep. dat.-. II. the socket of a joint.-, ov, {, ) that can be

drawn in cups, i. e. flowing copiously.

kotvKLs,, ,-, , and -iaicos, , Dimi-
nutives of, a small cup.3, 6, —., by crasis for .

and, Ion. for and.€, by crasis for .€, kovXsos, Ion. for,., Hebrew word, arise., as, , () a clipping or cropping of the

hair or beard, as a sign of mourning. II. a lock

cut ojf.^, , {) a barber s shop., , , () a barber, hair-cutter, Lat.

tonsor : hence a tatler, gossip., , Ion. for. II. also Ion. for., , ov, Ion. for Kopeios, youthful.

KOvpTjres, , , (,) young men, young
warriors.€5,, , the Curetes, inhabitants of Pleuron
in Aetolia.

Koupias, , ,() one who wears his hair short., f. , () to wear untrimmed
hair. 2. of the hair, to need clippi?ig., a, ov, (,) wedded, lawfidly

wedded;' is her wedded husband ; then,

as Subst., (without ), her dear
husband. 2. more frequently of the wife,

his lawful, wedded wife, as opp. to a concu-
bine() ; so, 3. the bed of
lawfid marriage. 4. nuptial, bridal ;

the bridal robe.£, f. , (,) intr. to be a
youth. II. trans, to bring up to manhood.,, , ov, also os, ov, () fit for cutting

or shaving hair, trenchant. II. pass, shorn, crop-
ped, clipped

:

—as Subst.,, , a mask with the

hair cut short.£, Adv. () by the hair.-5, ov,(,) devouring chil-

dren; - the blood of eaten children.

KoOpos, , Ion. for, a boy, youth, son., ,() youthfulprime, youth : hence
youthfid spirits, mirthfulness.

KOvpoTcpos, a, ov, Comp. of, younger, more
youthfid.

-TOKOs, ov, (, tzkuv) bearing boy-chil-

dren.-, ov, (,) rearing boys :

so Ithaca is called ayaurj a good nursing-
mother of boys., , the Lat. custodia, a watch, guard.£, fut. Att. ,() : I. intr. to

be light. II. trans, to lighten : to lift up, raise :

to make a light leap. 2. metaph.

to lighten, assuage, relieve: of persons, to relieve them
from burthens. Hence

-is, ea>s, , a relief, alleviation.,, ,() that luhich is Ifted
up. 2. a lightening, relief., , light talking. From--yos, ov,(, €>) lightly-talking., , ov, light, nimble : neut. pi. as

Adv., lightly. 2. metaph. easy, light ;

—

empty, vain,

idle. Hence, Adv. lightly : Comp., more
lightly, with lighter heart : Sup., most
lightly.'^, , a basket., , ,() a snail with a spiral shell,

Lat. cochlea. II. anything twisted spirally, a
screw : a spiral stair., , Dim. of, a small snail.

KO'XAOS, , , a shell-fish with a spiral shell

:

the shell itself, sometimes used as a trumpet, like Lat.

concha., Ion. impf. :
—to stream forth

copiously. (Reduplicated from,.)
KOXfl'NH, , dual, the hams., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 1 med. of., , =, a blackbird., Adv.( Ep. for Kais) to Cos.,.,, lengthd. forms of,,, gen., dat., ace. of —, a head.

/ros, , a couch, Lat.grabatus. (Maced. word.), Adv.{) with loud cries.,() to swing, brandish, shake

:

—Pass.

to vibrate, quiver.', to brandish, shake., ,() the light quivering spray at the

end of a branch : generally, a branch, esp. of afig-
tree : hence a fig-tree, [a], , Dor. for,., , Ion. and Ep. for.
KPA'Zfl : fut. , but Att. in paullo-post

form : slot. 1' : aor. 2 tKpayov : pf.

with pres. sense, I pi. contr. -,
imperat., part.^, inf. Kenpayevai

:

—
to croak, properly of the raven : generally, to scream,

screech, cry : hence c. ace. to call out or clamourfor
a thing., aor. I part. pass, of.', fut. : aor. Ep., :

—Pass., fut., but also Ep. fut. inf. in pass.

sense KpavUoOai : aor. : Homer mostly

uses the Ep. form, 3 sing. impf. tKpaiaivev :

aor. I imperat. ^, inf. : 3
sing. pf. pass.€, and plqpf. :

—to

accomplish, bring to pass, fulfil, execute :—Pass, to be

accomplished, brought to pass ; /cUi

y' KpavUoOai it seems to me that it will not be

accomplished by this journey; the

vote bath been determined; also of workmanship,
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the edges are finished

offvi'ith. gold. II. intr. to have the ruling power:

later c. gen. to reign over, govern : c. ace. cognato,

to sivay the sceptre. II. intr.

also to come to an end or result in a thing.' [], , a debauch arid its co?ise-

quences, nausea, sickness, and headache, Lat. crapula;

after the debauch was over.-, ov,{,) rambling

in drunken revelry.

Kpaurvos, ,,(-, like rapidus from rap-io)

tearing, stueeping, rushing : cf.. 2.

swift, rapid. 3. metaph., hasty, hot, impetuous.-, ov,(,) swift-rush-

ing '-, ov,(,) swift-bearing., , ,() clamorous.', , cabbage, kail, Lat. crambe.

KPA'MBOS, , ov, dry, parched, shrivelled. 2.

metaph. clear, loud.,-,,(,^) Cabbage-eater,

name of a frog.-, ov,(,) with stony soil., Dor. pi. of.
KPA^NAO'S, 17, , hard, rugged, rocky, stony, of

Athens, from its soil, cf.^ : oi Kpavaoi the

people of Attica., Ep. fut. inf. med. (with pass, sense) of.
Ion. -, ,() the cornel-tree, Lat.

cornus : it was used for spear-shafts and bows : hence

a spear., , ov,() made of cornel-wood,-, cf. Virgil's spicula cornea., , Dor. for, [], aor. I inf. pass, of.
Kpdvias, Kpuvts, Dor. for,., , () the upper part of the head, skull.

KPA'NON, , the cornel-tree, Lat. CORNUS., f., to make helmets : to talk big

and warlike. From
-iroios,,(,) making helmets : as

Subst.,, 6, a helmet-maker.

Kpavos, €os, , () a helmet, [a]6, , fern, of., rjpos, ,() one that accomplishes, a
doer, performer., opos, ,() a ruler, sovereign.

KPA'5, , collat. form of, gen. (which
is sometimes fem.), dat., ace. : plur., gen., dat. Ep. : in Horn, also a

lengthd. gen. and dat.,,, pi. nom.-
:

—

the head : metaph. a top, peak, height.,, ,() a mixing, compounding,
blending. . the temperature of the air, climate,

Lat. temperies. III. in Gramm., crasis, when the

consecutive vowels of two words melt into one, e. g.% for , for .

'2, , the edge, border, margin, hem
of a thing. Hence, f., to surround with a border or

fringe., ov, Dor. for,., , indecl., = :—but also, ,
ace. of Kpas.-3, ov, (,) hurled with

violence.-, ov,(,') with strong

back and breast piece, strongly arched, of a corslet., 17, =, only of the stone of Sisyphus,

then did mighty

force turn it back again. II., as pr. n.

Crataeis, the mighty one, name of the mother of the

sea-monster Scylla.

Kporai-XecuS,, gen. ,(,) stony, rocky,

rugged., , ,() poet, for, mighty,

strong, resistless., f., later form for., ov,(,) with hardground
or soil.

Kparai-irovs, , ,-,, gen.— : also-
:(,) : stout-footed, sure-footed.

-plvos, ov,(,) strong-shelled.-,,, , also -,(,)
mighty with the spear, warlike.

poet., , ,(,)
strong, stout, mighty, valiant ; but also hard-hearted,

cruel, harsh, rough : so, hard, solid,

ground. 2. also strong, violent.-, ov, gen.,(,) stout-

hearted, dauntless.-,, , ,(,) stout of

hand.-,, , ,(, £) strong-

hoofed, solid-hoofed : of lions, with strong claws., Adv. of, strongly, stoutly : sternly,

roughly., Ep. dat. pi. of. [], , oi, the forked stand or frame
on which a spit turns., f. : () :

—

to be strong and mighty:

to rule, hold sway : c. dat. to rule among,. 2. c. gen. to lay hold of, become

master of, to be lord of, ruler over; also to conquer,

subdue : absol. to prevail, get the upper hand; of re«

ports, to prevail, become curretit. II. c. ace. pers.

to prevail against, vanquish, master : also to surpass,

excel. III. c. ace. rei, to hold fast, seize,

secure. IV. to order, command:—Pass, to

obey.

Ion.,, ,() a mixing

vessel, a bowl, in which the wine was mixed with

water, and from which the cups were filled ;

to mix a bowl. II. any hollotv, a

basin in a rock : the mouth of a volcano, crater.
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-iiriros, ,(,) victorious in the

horse-race., dat. sing, of /cpas., f. ,{) to be best, most ex-

cellent, supreme : to excel.

Kpcn-uxTOS Ep., , , and as irreg. Sup.

of ayaOos, being formed from, as

from:—strongest, mightiest, fiercest. 2.

best, most excellent.— The Comp. in use is-. []
poet. $, cos, , strength, might,

prowess : force, violence ; to

take a city by open force, by storm ; also,

with all one's might ; so also, up to one's

full power, with all one's might. II. generally,

might, power, rule, sway, dominion : c. gen. power
over. III. mastery, victory.

KpaTos, gen. of «pas.

Ep. : f. : () :— to

strengthen, confirm : Med. to strengthen for oneself,

they strengthened their ranks

:

—Pass, to become strong, be strengthened. 2. to

harden. II. to rule, govern, c. gen. 2. to

become master, get possession of: to conquer, [v], masc. Adj., only found in nom.,()
strong, mighty, [], fut.,() to scream, shriek., , ,() Croaker, name of a

fr°g-, ,() a crying, screaming, shrieking.-, , (, ') a flesh-hook.-,,,^^., , Dim. of, a slice offlesh., f.,() to distribute flesh, to

divide the flesh of a victim amongst the guests :

—

Med. to divide among themselves. Hence, , a distribution of the flesh of a victim

amongst the guests, Lat. visceratio.-, , (,) distributing the flesh

of victims : as Subst.,, , a carver, Lat. dis-

pensator.2 Dor., ;
gen. : plur. '

gen.«pe<wEp.; dat. Ep. :
—flesh,

a piece of meat : meat. i. a carcase : a body, person.

Kp€T]-80Kos, ov, and €-, , (,-) containing flesh., , () a meat-tray, dresser., fern, of, q. v.-, ,(,) dearer than

children., ov, gen. ovos, Att. Ion.-
Dor. : — stronger, mightier : better,

braver : used with sum and part., as

yap thou wert better

—.
not alive, than living blind. II. too greatfor,
exceeding ; a height too

greatfor leaping out ; of evil deeds,'-
too badfor hanging. III. superior to, master

of; superior to bribes. IV.

in moral sense, better, more excellent, ( is

used as irreg. Comp. of aya6os, being the

Root, whence also Sup..), Att. form of foreg.

KPEI'vQN, ovtos, : fern,, :

—

a ruler,

lord, master: a general title of honour, like

ava£., Ep. for, gen. pi. of., , , () a kind of tapestry., , , struck so as to sound, of stringed in-

struments
; played, sung. From', f. £ : aor. £ :

—to strike, beat : to

strike the web with the shuttle, to weave. 2.

to strike with the plectrum, to play on an instru-

ment. 3. generally, to make any sharp sound, to

rustle., ,() a basket to hang things

up in., shortd. pres. pass, of; subj.

; opt. ; inf. : impf.

: fut. (in pass, sense).
rarely- : fut. [] Att.-, , , Ep. lengthd. : aor. Ep.

:—Med., aor. :— Pass., -
: fut. : aor. :—to hang, hang up, let hang down : to hang up by

a thing, c. gen. ; to hang up

one's shield, i. e. give up war : so in Med.,

to hang up one's rudder, i. e. give up the

sea. II. Pass, to be hung up or suspended, to

swing from, hang down from. 2. metaph. to be in

suspense., aor. I part, of., aor. 1 part. pass, of., , ,() hung up, hung,

hanging : c. gen. hung from or on a thing ;-
hung by the neck., , =., Root of, to hang, hang up.£, f.,() to keep time with

castanets. Hence5,, , a rattling with castanets, to

give the time in dancing.', , castanets., fut. med. (in pass, sense) of., Ep. for Att., fut. of.
£, , gen., Lat. crex,() a bird with

a sharp -notched bill, a rail.--os, ov, (,) fed on flesh.-, , , (,) the carver at a

public meal., Att. for.-, ov, , (,) a butcher.
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a butcher : to butcher. Hence, Adv. like a butcher : in joi?its or

pieces : and, , a cutting up like a butcher, butchering.

€-5, , (, epyov) cutting up meat : as

Subst., tcptovpyos, , a butcher or a carver

:

—Kpcovp-

yov* a day offeasting.€-5, ov,(, <paye?v) eatmg flesh, carni-

vorous., ov, gen. ovos, Ion. for., ovros, —., gen. pi. of fcpaas., ov, good, agreeable. II. true, real.- Dor.-, ,(,) a sort

of bead-dress, like a veil or mantilla with lappets. II.

metaph. in plur. the battlements which crown the

walls. III. the lid of a vessel., aor. I inf. of, Ep. for., aor. I imperat. of, Ep. for., Adv. (Kpas) from the head, from above., part, of.
and, =, to let down

from a height, cast down, ha?ig down

:

—Pass, -, to hang down, be suspended : to float or hover

in air., for, imperat. of.- [a], ov, ,(,) haunter

of the steeps.

-irotos,,(,) talkingprecipices,

using big rugged words, of Aeschylus., ,(,) an overhanging steep, a

beetling crag : also the steep bank or edge of a river

or trench.-5, es,(, eldos) precipitous, steep., aor. I inf. of.3, , ov, () of or from a spring or

fountain ; spring water.

KPH'NH Dor., , a well, spring, Lat. fons :

in pi. water. II. a source, fountain-head. Hence, Adv. from a well or spring; and, Adv. to a well or spring.

Kpijvias,, , pecul. fem. of, of oxfrom
a well or spring: Dor. Kpaviabes, Nymphs ofa spring:

so too KpaviSes., ?5os, , Dim. of, [t], aor. I imperat. of.'2, TSos, , a kind of mans boot : in Theo-
critus, poet, for booted men. II. gene-

rally, a groundwork,foundation, basement, of a temple

or altar : metaph., ky/cpareia self-

command is thefoundation of virtue. 2. the side

of a river with a coping to it, a quay, Lat. crepldo

;

generally, an edge. [], Dor. for Kpeas., , gen. : pi. Kpijres, gen. :

—

a Cretan : fem.. Hence, , ov, Cretan.

, Ep. for Kepaaai, aor. I inf. of., , a place of refuge or security,

retreat, resort., , the island Crete, now Candia. Hence, Adv. from Crete ; and, Adv. to Crete., Ep. for : dat. pi..£, f. , () to lie like a Cretan., , ,() Cretan, of the island of
Crete:—Adv. -k&s, in Cretan fashion. II.

(sub.),, a garment of Cretanfashion. III.

(sub. tiovs), , a metrical foot, e. g.-
[-«-J called also amphimacer()., ov, ,() lying., , Ep. shorter form for, barley.

[t], ov, , baked under a pot or pan :—
(sub. $), , a loaf so baked. From3, , Att. for, a covered earthen

vessel, a pot, pan or pipkin, in which bread was baked
by putting hot embers round it. [t] Hence, , , =$., f. £ : aor. 2 : pf. KeKpTya :

—

to

creak, Lat. stridere : to screech, squeak. (Formed
from the sound.), Adv. (Kpios) like a ram., , () a mess of barley pottage., f.,() to be over-fed with barley, to

be restive.

KpiGtis, aor. 1 pass. part, of., Aeol. 3 pi. aor. 1 pass, of.', , and in plur., at, barley; oTvos \
(Ion. gen. pi.) wine made from barley, i. e. a

kind of beer : also roasted barley, [t], aor. I inf. pass, of., ea>s, ,() a disease of horses, caused

by feeding them with barley, Lat. hordeatio.£, f. , () to feed with barley.

KpiOivos, , ov, () made of barley.-, ov, (, Tpaytiv) barley-eating., aor. I subj. pass, of., Ep. for', 3 sing. aor. 1 of., <3, =, a ring, circle : also an eyelet-

hole, a deadeye, in the corner of a sail., not,, , () a judgment,

sentence. 2. a matter forjudgment: an accusa-

tion, charge, Lat. crimen., , (,) coarse barley-meal.-, es,(, eibos) like coarse meal;( it snows thick as meal.

Kpivas, aor. I part, of.
KPFNON, , a lily: meg. pi. Kpivta, dat.,

as if from a nom. Kpivos, eos, . []^, [] : fut. : aor. : pf.-:—Med., fut.: aor. :—Pass.,

fut. : aor. [], older,
whence part,: pf., inf.:—
the Lat. CERNO, to separate, divide, put apart:

hence to pick out, choose; and in Med. to pick out

5
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for oneself, choose, prefer

:

—Pass, to be chosen or dis-

tinguished. 2. to decide a contest or dispute, e. g.

for a prize; atcoXias to judge crooked

judgments, i.e. to judge unjustly:— Pass, and Med., to be at variance, contend, fight: to dispute,

quarrel. 3. to judge of, estimate: hence to ex-

pound, explain : c. inf. to judge, pronounce that a

thing is. III. to question, examine, bring to trial,

accuse, arraign : — Pass, to be brought to trial,

tried. 2. to pass sentence upon, to condemn:—
Pass, to be judged, condemned., o, Dor. for, tcipcros.-, ov, (,) ram-slaying.--, ov, (,) ram-faced.

KPX~0'5, 0, a ram, Lat. aries. 2. a battering-

ram, because it butted like a ram
;
generally finished

in the shape of a ram's head., , , Crisa or Crissa, a city in Phocis, not

far from Delphi :—Adj., a, ov, Crissaean.

[ , ecus,,() a separating, putting apart

:

hence a picking out, choosing. 2. a deciding, de-

termining; a judgment, sentence. 3. atrial. II.

a dispute, quarrel. III. the event, issue, decision., ,() a meansfor judging or try-

ing, a standard, test. 2. a court of judgment,

tribunal., ov, , () a discerner, judge, arbiter:

at Athens of the judges in the poetic contests. 2., an interpreter, expounder of dreams.

Hence, 17, ov, able to discern and decide, critical., , ov, verb. Adj. of, picked out, cho-

sen : choice, excellent., Ep. for, of a horse, to stamp or strike

with the hoof., heterocl. ace. sing, of., , = : in pi. the sea-shore, beach,

strand, [a], ov, (KpoKos) saffron-coloured., at, heterocl. nom. pi. of., , with heterocl. ace. and nom. pi.

KpoKes, as if from a nom.£ : () :

—

the woof
or weft, Lat. subtemen, opp. to the warp :

generally, a thread : in pi. wool. II. a rounded

stone or pebble., , ov, poet, for KpoKeos, saffron-coloured.-, ov,(,) saffron-dyed.- s, is,(,) crocus-dyed, of

crocus-hue, i. e. purple, red, not yellow (see)., , a lizard. II. name given by

the Ionians to the crocodile or alligator of the Nile

:

in full, , called by the na-

tives.,€, cv,() saffron-coloured. .
as Subst., KpoKoeis (sub.) , a robe of saffron.-, ov,(,) saffron-robed.

KPO'KOS, ov, , the purple crocus. II. saffron

(which is made from its stamens).

[y], $, , () the flock, nap, pile of

cloth : generally, a piece or flock of wool., , Dim. of, a short, saf-

fron robe., , , () saffron-dyed or co-

loured. II. as Subst., KpoKwros (sub. ireVXos),

, a saffron-coloured robe for state occasions, as for

the festivals of Bacchus.,., to wear a saffron robe. From-, ov, (,) wearing a

saffron robe.-£-€, ,(, o£os, (/)
a belch of onions and vi?iegar.

KPOTVIT^ON or, , an onion., ov, , patronym. from Kpovos, son of Cro-

nos or Saturn, i. e. Zeus : cf., Kpovos. [t], , , (Kpovos) old-fashioned, antiquated,

out of date, cf. sq.

Kpovios, a, ov, (Kpovos) of Cronos or Saturn;

(sub. Upa), , his festival celebrated at

Athens on the twelfth of the month Hecatombaeon

;

to smell of old times, to smack of anti-

quity.-, , (Kpovos, $) an old fool, old

dotard., , gen. iovos [t], but also, patro-

nym. from Kpovos, son of Cronos or Saturn, Zeus.

Kpovos, , Cro?ios, Lat. Saturnus, son of Uranos

and Gaia, husband of Rhea, father of Zeus : his time

was the golden age. II. a name given at Athens

to a superannuated dotard.

KPO'22AI,, at, battlements on walls. 2. the

courses or steps in which the Pyramids rose from

bottom to top., f. ,() to rattle castanets

:

generally, to make to rattle., ,() a rattle, castanet. II.

metaph. a rattling, chattering fellow., ,() the side of the forehead : in

pi. the temples, Lat. tempora : also the sides of the

face. 2. metaph. the brow of a mountain.

€(, fut. : () :
—to make to rattle or

clash. II. to knock, beat, strike : of a smith, to

hammer or weld together, forge:—Pass, to be worked

with the hammer, welded, forged ; evOvs, let the matter be struck at once, i. e. ' strike

while the iron is hot.' 2. to strike together, clap

the hands, in token of applause: absol. to clap, to

applaud. III. intr. in Act. to rattle, make a

clatter. Hence, , a striking, beating., , , verb. Adj. of, stricken,

smitten, sounding with blows. 2. rattled or whirled

rattling along. 3. played with the plectrum., ov, ,() the sound of striking;

a clapping of hands : generally, a loud rat-

tling or noise., avos, , a tick, Lat. ricinus. II. the
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pahna Christi or ricinus, which bears the castor-oil

berry., aros, to,() a beat, stroke. 2. a

sound produced by striking a string, a note., aros, to, a gushing or stream. From
KPOYNO'S, , 6, a sitrin^ wellrbead: in pi.

streams: metaph. a torrent of words. Hence--, 6,(,,)
a pourerforth of weak, washy twaddle.-, f., (,) to play upon

the people, impose upon them.

Kpovorus,, , {) a striking : a playing on

a stringed instrument., verb. Adj. of, one must knock at., , , fitfor striking. II. metaph.

striking, astonishing
,
forcible ; striking

eloquence. From', f. : aor. :—Pass., pf. -
and- :

—

to knock, strike, smite ;

to clap the hands ; , to strike the

foot against the ground in dancing. 2. to strike

with a plectrum; generally, to play any instru-

ment. 3. to knock at the

door. 4. Med. to back stern

foremost ; cf.., Adv.() without the knowledge of;

Aios, Lat. clam Jove.

Dor.-, Adv.() secretly, covertly:

—also, like, tuithout the knowledge of. aor. 2 inf. pass, of.
Kpvepos, , , () icy, chill, chilling., 6, () icy cold, chill, frost.-, ,(,) icy-cold: frozen, icy.,, , =, icy-cold, chilling.2, , icy cold, chill, frost : metaph. an in-

ward chill, shudder, horror., a, ov, also os, ov : () : secret,

hidden, clandestine.£, f., collateral form of.€, 3 sing. Ion. impf. of., ,() a secret service or commis-

sion ; at Sparta intrusted to the young men, to sea-

son them against fatigue., verb. Adj. of, one must conceal., f. ,() to conceal, hide. II.

to hide oneself lie concealed. III. Pass,-, to have snares laidfor one., , a covered place, vault, crypt. From, , , verb. Adj. of, hidden, secret.2 : Ion. impf. : fut. :

aor. ' : pf. :—Pass., fut. 2-, paullo-p. fut.: aor. : aor.

2 [] : pf. :

—

to hide, cover, con-

ceal :—Pass, to hide oneself, lie hidden. II.

metaph. to conceal, keep secret or covered over; with

dupl. ace, do not hide this

from me.£, f.,() to be like crystal.

, , ov,() of crystal.-, ov, or-, 7770s,

, ,(,) congealed to ice, frozen., , () clear ice, ice, Lat. gla-

des. 2. extreme cold, torpor. II. 6 and r),

crystal, rock-crystal., Adv. () secretly from, without the

knowledge of like, c. gen. [], a, ov, and os, ov,() secret, hidden,

covert. Adv. -.
Dor. -, Adv.() secretly, in secret., Adv. = foreg., Ep. 3 sing. aor. I pass, of.5, , ov, also os, ov,() secret, hidden,

clandestine, [], ,() concealment,, obscurity., late form of., aof. I inf. of.-€5, ov,(,) hiding the

forehead.

-voos, ov, contr. -vovs, :. (,) :

hiding one's thoughts, reserved, dissembling.,, ,() a hiding, concealment : the

art or means of concealing.02, 0, a roll of hair gathered to a knot

on the crown of the head. IL the crest on a hel-

met, [],,() croaking or cawing ofa crow./2, f. £, to croak or caw like a crow,

Lat. crocitare. II. of men, to croak out. (Formed

from the sound.). Ion. for., , Dim. of.
520'2, , , a water-pail, pitcher, jar. 1.

a cinerary urn., for, Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 of' : optat.

; inf.
;

part. KTas., Dor. for'.€,, Ep. aor. 2 inf. of. [a], Ep. aor. 2 part. med. (with pass, sense) of'.€, Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 of. [], Aeol. and Ep. 3 pi. aor. 1 pass, of'.
KTA'OMAI Ion. : fut. : paullo-

p. fut. : aor. : pf.

Ion., subj., opt. or -:
plqpf. : Dep. :.

—

to getfor oneself, gain, be

in the course of acquiring or procuring : also to bring

upon oneself, incur. II. in pf. or -, and paullo-p. fut., to have acquired

or got, and so, to possess, to have or hold ; -
an owner, master : hence as Subst. c. gen.,

my master ;
my

mistress. III. aor. is used in pass,

sense, to be gotten, obtained, acquired., Ep. aor. 2 inf. med. (with pass, sense) of

; but, II., inf. of.€, ,() = : but mostly ill pi.
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possessions, properly; Ep. heterocl. dat.,
as if from.
KTeareipa, 57, fern, of, she that puts one in

possession of. [a],, ,() a possessor., f.: Ep. aor.: ():—
to get, gain, win : pf. pass, with med. sense,-

to getfor oneself. Hence, , , gotten, won, acquired.

: Ion. impf. : f. Ep. -
or : aor. I : aor. 2 : pf.

:—Pass., aor. : pf. :—the

following Ep. forms are freq. in Homer, 3 sing, and

pi. aor. 2, (as if from) ; subj.,
I pi. , inf., [], for;
part. ktUs : aor. 2 med. (with pass, sense)

[], inf.: part,: also Aeol. 3 pi.

aor. 1 pass, :

—

to kill, slay : of animals, to

slaughter., Ep. pres. subj. for.5, , gen., a comb. 2. the weaver s

comb, Lat. pecten or radius. 3. ra£e, harrow. 4.

//.>£ Zw/zg?, w/zVZ? thefingers spread open. Hence

KTCV6&), Ion. fut. of., f., to comb : to curry horses :—Med.,

to comb one's hair.

ktcviov, to, Dim. of, a small comb.5, ,() a combing., Ion. for., $, ,() =,.
KTcpca, , () properly =, posses-

sions, property : but mostly of favourite possessio/is,

such as pieces of armour, burnt with the dead: gene-

rally, funeral honours, obsequies; see,.€€, f. £, lengthd. for, to bury with

due honours :— with ace. of cognate sense,

to pay funeral honours ; see.€£ : fut.: aor. : ():—
to bury with due honours :—with ace. of cognate

sense, to pay funeral honours, Lat.

justa facer e, exequiasfacere., 3 pi. fut. of., ,() =.,', I sing, and pi. Ep. aor. 2 subj. of., aor. I inf. of, used in pass, sense., aTOs,,() anything gotten, a piece

of property, possession :—in pi., possessio?is,

property, goods. II. a thing, like., Adv.() like beasts.5, , ,() properly, like, a

piece of property ; chiefly used in pi., contr., property in herds or flocks, cattle : rarely in

sing, of a single head of cattle, an ox or sheep., 3 sing. aor. 1 opt. of.
-tos, , ov, also os, ov,() of orfrom one's

property; a sheep of ones own

KreareLpa—nvavaiyis.

'flock. II. belonging to one's own house, do-
mestic, Lat. penetralis; household gods.

-s,,,() an acquiring..getting. II.

(from pf. pass,) possession

:

—as collective,

possessions, property.

kttjtos, , , verb. Adj. of, that may be

gotten of gained. II. acquired, held as properly,

possessed., opos, ,() a possessor, owner.
ktCScos, a, ov, ($) =$, of a marten-cat,
made of its skin, [t

], f. : aor. Ep.,:—Pass., aor. : pf. :—to people or
occupy a country: of a city, tofound, plant, build:—
of a festival, to institute, establish. II. to pro-
duce, create. 2. generally, to make or render so

and so. 3. to perpetrate a deed.02, ov, gentle, tame. II. as Subst.,-
Xos, , a ram. [] Hence, f. : aor. I med. :

—

to tame,
civilise : to win the affections of.€5, , ov, Ep. part. aor. 2 pass, of, built,

founded: only in compd.-. []
ktls, , =$, a marten-cat, marten., $, ,() a founding, settling, founda-

tion. 2. a making, creating: the creation of the
universe. II. the world or universe itself. 2.

a created thing, creature, [t ], otos, ,() a created thing, creature., Ep. aor. I of.5, ov, , () a founder, establisher.5, vos, , Ion. for $., opos, , =.
[] ov, , () a founder, colonist: gene-

rally, an inhabitant.

KTtmcct), f. : aor. poet, :

aor. 2 Ep. : () : I. intr. .

to crash, as trees falling: to ring, resound, echo. II.

trans, to make to resound:—Pass to ring, resound.

Hence,,, a sound, a crashing: a clapping

of the hands, [t/]

ktuttos, ov, ,() any loud noise, the crash of

thunder, rattling of chariots, clash of arms, []
ku&Oos, , () a cup for drawing wine out of the

or bowl. II. an Attic measure holding

two, about -^ of a pint. III. a cupping-

glass.,,,() chosen by beans, i. e. by lot.,, f. ,() to choose by beans or lot., , ov,() of the size of a bean., , a bean. II. the lot by which
public officers were elected at Athens;

an officer chosen by lot, =.-;, 0170s, ,(, */) bean-eater.-, ,(,) eating of beans,

a bean-diet.-, $, , (tcvavos, aty'is) with dark Aegis,
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-£, vkos, , , (icvavos,) with dark

blue band or margin.-, is, (Kvavos, ) dark - gleaming,

murky.
(sc. or ), ai, the Dark Rocks,

two small islands at the entrance of the Euxine ; also,

fcvaveai 2?7€5. []-, ov, (/cos, ') with dark

blue prow or peak.

Kvaveos, a, ov, (kvovos) dark blue : generally, dark,

dusky, murky, [y]-, ov, (icvavos,) dark-eyed.-, 4s, (kvovos, €i8os) dark blue, deep

blue.-£,, , , (Kvavos,) dark-haired.-, , (kvovos,) with feet of cyanus.-, ov, {icvavos, *) dark-veiled,

[-, metri grat.]- and -irpcopos, ov, (kvovos,) with dark blue prow, dark-prowed.-, ov, (icvavos,) with dark blue

or black feathers, dark-winged.

KT'A"N02, ov, 6, cyanos, a dark blue substance, used

in the Heroic age to adorn works in metal, perhaps

blue steel. II. the blue corn-flower.-, ov, (icvavos,) dark-robed.-,, gen. vos, (icvavos, bcppvs) dark-browed.-, ov, 6, (icvavos,) dark-haired;

of a horse, dark-maned.-, ov, -\pa>s, euros, b, , (icvavos,,
XP'jjs) dark-looking, of dark colour or complexion.-, ov, 6, (icvavos, ) dark-eyed: fem.

Kvav-cums, iSos., Adv.() with theheadforwards, stooping., ,() dice-playing, dicing, gambling:

hence sleight, trickery, deceit., , Cybele, a Phrygian goddess, worshipped

throughout Asia Minor, also at Greece, and later at

Rome, under the name of the Idaean Mother.', fut., Lat. guberno, to steer

:

metaph. to hold the helm of the state, guide, govern.

Hence
Dor.--ts, fcos, , a steering, pilotage:

metaph. a guiding, governing., voc. of$., , fem. of., fjpos, , rarer form for., ov,,(() a steersman, helmsman,

Lat. gubernator: metaph. a guide, governor. Hence
-iKOs, , ov, skilled in steering or governing., f. ,() to play at dice : to run a

hazard, take the chances. 2. trans, to set upon a

throw., f.,() to throw oneself head-

foremost, tumble headlong : to plunge headlong into

water, dive : to tumble, turn heels over head, turn a

summerset, of mountebanks. Hence, $, , a summerset.

, rjpos, ,() a jumper headfore-

most, a diver: a mountebank, tumbler.

KT'BOS, , Lat. cubus, a solid square, a cube. II.

a cubical die, marked on all six sides for the game of

dice : the Greeks threw three dice ; Tpls £( to

throw three sixes, i. e. to throw the highest throw,

have complete success ; lv^ to decide

a thing by the dice, i. e. by chances.£, no fut. in use, (icvbos), to revile, abuse:—
Pass, to be mocked, insulted, ( is used in bad,

in good sense.), f.: aor. ( Ep.: () :

—to honour, do honour to, glorify, praise : also of

the outward appearance, to beautify, adorn : to glad-

den by marks of honour. II. seldom in bad sense,

to flatter. See., ov, (#«) glorious, renowned, famous

;

noble heart.

[], =, to honour, hold in ho-

nour. II. intr. =, to vaunt aloud, boast., aor. I inf. of., Ep. 3 sing. aor. I of.5,, ev, () glorious, noble.-, , (,) fem. Adj. like-
aveipa, as if from a masc. in-, man-ennobling,

bringing glory to men., Ep. part,, no fut. in use : () :

—to vaunt or pride oneself, Lat. gloriari : hence to

exult, rejoice.

|5, ov,., Ep. part, of., , ov, Sup. of$ (formed from $,
as5 from ), most glorious, most ho-

noured, noblest : the greatest.

[], ov, gen. ovos, Comp. of5 (see -), more glorious, nobler: generally, better.5, , , —5., f.,() to make a hubbub

or uproar., fut.,() to make an uproar,

spread confusion and alarm. II. trans, to drive

in confusion.' , uproar, confusion, tumult, hubbub.

'02, cos,, glory,fame, renown, esp. in war:
«05os to win glory ; of a hero, /$' the great glory or pride of the Achaeans,

like Lat. decus., , , ($) glorious, illustrious, noble

:

of a horse, proud, stately.

or, , Cydonia, a city of Crete., to swell like a quince. From, a, ov, {) Cydonian, i. e. Cretan

;

the quince. II. metaph. swell-

ing like a quince, round and plump., older form for, impf.: fut.:
aor. : I. trans, to bear in the womb, to

be pregnant of, Lat. gestare. II. intr. to be preg-

nant, to conceive.
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, . for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.
KC0ep€ia, , Cytherea, surname of Venus, from the

city in Crete, or from the island., , , Cythera, an island on the south of

Laconia, now Cerigo.-, , ,(,) a Spartan ma-

gistrate sent annually to govern the island of Cythera., Adv.() from Cythera.,-, -, Ion. for -,, only used in pres. (,) to impreg-

nate :—Pass, to become pregnant, conceive., collat. form of, to confound.", f., to mix up, beat up and mix. II.

like Lat. miscere, to stir up, mix together: to throtv into

confusion, confound

:

—Pass, to be confo?inded, panic-

stricken: also of the mind, to be disquieted, agitated.,, 6: ace., shortd.. and

: () :

—

a mixture, a mixed drink, refresh-

ing draught, tankard, compounded of barley-meal,

grated cheese and wine., 3 pi. aor. I pass, of., ,() a ladlefor stirring: metaph.

a turbulent fellow, agitator, []-, ov,(,) mixed up with

ashes., , cyclamen, sow-bread, a bulbous plant,

with a fragrant flower used for garlands., ados, , ($) encircling : at

(sub.), the Cyclades, islands in the Aegaean sea,

which encircle Delos. II. of Time, circling, re-

volving., f. , () to move a thing round

and round, wheel along; to walk round

and round

:

—Pass, to surround, encircle. II.

intr. to revolve, come round and round.,, ,() fern. Adj. round, circular., , ,() circular. II. those

Epic poets were called oi, whose writings

collectively formed a cycle or series of heroic legends

down to the death of Ulysses.-, ,(,) a teacher

of the cyclic chorus, a dithyrambic poet., , ov, also os, ov,() round, circular:

neut. , as Subst. a circle. II., oi, circular or cyclic choruses, dancing in a

ring round the altar of the god ; chiefly appropriated

to those of Bacchus, dithyrambic choruses; hence,

dithyrambs., f. , to roar like the torrent of
Cycloborus.-, 6, (,) a mountain-

torrent in Attica.-, ov, (,) driven round

in a circle. [], €, ev, (poet, for) circular., Adv.() in a circle all around.-, <3, {,) a round

lead-pencil.

-€, f.,(,) to make into

a circle,form like a circle.

KY'KAOS, , , also with irreg. pi., a ring,

round, circle : as Adv. in a circle, round
about: also like a Prep., c. ace, round
about the monument ; and c. gen., -. II. any circular body : as, .
wheel. 2. a place of assembly : also like Lat. co-

rona, a crowd of people standi?ig round, a ring or

circle of people. 3. the vault of the sky : the

moon's disk. 4. the circle or walls surrounding a

city, esp. of Athens. 5. a shield. 6. in pi. the

balls of the eye. III. any circular motion, or-

bit or revolution., Adv.() in or into a circle, around.--, f. , {,) to drive

round in a circle, whirl round.-€, , (,) made round by

rubbing or turning, circular ; £ eret-

vev he bent the bow into a circle., f.,() to encircle, surround ; but

in this sense mostly in Med. II. to drive round

and round, whirl round. III. to form into a

circle:—Pass, to form a circle, be bent round; also

of a fleet wheeling into a crescent shape.,, ,() anything made into a

circle, as a wheel. 2. a circle

with hide stretched over it, i. e. a drum.€, a, ov,() Cyclopean, of or be-

fitting the Cyclopes, commonly used of the ancient

architecture attributed to them (also called ^-)., ,, of like the Cyclops. Adv. -$., , Dim. of., , ov, =:—pecul. fern.-,., (,,() a surrounding, enclosing., , ,() rounded, round., , , (, ) a Cyclops, i. e.

Round-eye ; as Hesiod says,*$ ', ot/ve/i'

eeis € :—in sing, of Polyphemus ; but

Hesiod mentions three Cyclopes, Brontes, Steropes, and

Arges, who forged the thunderbolts for Zeus.€, a, ov,() of or like a swan.-, ov,(,) swan-shaped.

KT'KNOS, , a swan, Lat. eyenus. II. me-

taph. from the swan's dying song, a poet.-, ecus, , ,(,) like a swan.', , , the parts under the eyes., f., late form of. Hence, , — : and, eass, , a rolling, wallowing. 2. ex-

ercise, practice.' : fut. [] : aor. (, inf.

: aor. 1 pass, :—older form of-, to roll, roll on or along. II. Pass, rcv-, to be rolled or roll along, to roll or toss, like
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a ship at sea : to roll or wallow in the dirt. 2. to

be circulated, be much talked of, like Lzt.jactari. 3.

to be employed on a thing, like Lat. versari.' [iJl, Xkos, , a cup, drinking-cup., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 1 pass, of., aros, ,() a roll: also a place to

roll in. [iJ], 17, () a small cup. Hence, , a little cup or box.

[], late form for.5 Ion., tos, , Egyptian bread

madefrom., , see kvXXOs., , Cyllene, a mountain in Arcadia

:

whence Hermes was called, b.- [t], ovos, 6,(, nous) maimed
offoot, halting, Ep. name of Vulcan., , 6v, crooked, crippled, halt. 2.

is the hand with the fingers bent to make a hol-

lowfor alms; ) (sub.) put it into

the hollow of the hand.-, (,) to have a swelling below

the eye, from blows or from sleepless nights., aros, , () anything sivoln, the swell of

the sea, a wave, billow, surge : collectively, as ro' when the waves abated. II. like, the foetus in the womb, embryo., f., () to swell or rise in waves,

surge, seethe : so also, metaph., of passion. Hence,, , Ion.$,() surging, billowy. 2

.

act. causing waves, stormy.-, is,(,) breaking like waves,

stormy.,, <v, poet, for5.-, ijyos, 6, , (,) wave-
beaten., f.,() to drive the waves over

:

—
Pass, to rise in waves, to swell, of the sea.-, 77, (, ') a place where the

waves break, beach, strand., f.,() to play the cymbals., ,() a cymbal, Lat. cymbalum., ov, () head-foremoit, Lat. pro-

nus. ., , as Subst. the crown or top

of a helmet, in which the plume is placed.

KT MBH, , a hollow vessel: I . a drinking vessel,

cup, bowl. II. a boat, Lat. cymba. Hence, , Dim. a small cup., Ion. name of the bird $, the night-

hawk ; , 5e -.€, f. ,() to strew with cummin.', (^ cummin, Lat. cumlnum.-, , , (,) a cummin-
splitter, i. e. a skinflint, niggard, churl.---, ov, (-
5,$) a cummin-splitting cress-

scraper, of an excessive miser, []

-, ov, gen. ovos,(,) receiv-

ing or meeting the waves.,, ace. sing, and pi. of.,, Dor. for ^-.-, ov, Dor. for, but the Dor. form
is always used in Att. poets: (,) :

—

dog-lead-

ing : hence as Subst. a hunter, huntsman., , (,) cynanche, a bad kind

of sore throat. II. a dog-collar.-5, ,(,) a dog-leader, huntsman.-, €Kos, , (,) a fox-dog,
mongrel between dog andfox: applied as a nickname
to Cleon.-, , (,) dog-fly, shameless fly., , Dim. of, a little dog, whelp,

puppy, [a],, fern. Adj. of a dog, Lat. caninus. II.

as Subst., (sub.),, dog's hair, of a bad fleece., f., () to play the Cynic., Att. contr., (properly fern, of wvtos,

sub. ), , a dog's skin, a leather cap or bonnet, a

soldiers cap : a helmet of any kind : a bonnet.

€, Ep. for, 3 sing. impf. of.
Ktiveios, a, ov, also os, ov, () of a dog.

kuvcos, a, ov, () of or like a dog : metaph.

shameless, unabashed.

Kwcs, nom. pi. of.' : fut., but also [], poet.

: aor. ' Ep.,, :
—to

kiss : of doves, to bill. 2. to intreat, beseech., , Att. contr. for 4.€, , =^.€, , a hunting establishment, htintsman

arid hounds, a pack of hounds. II. the hunt, chase

:

a hunting-ground. III. that which is taken in

hunting, the game. From€€, f., to hunt: to chase, pursue. 2.

to persecute, harass. From-,, , Dor., (,^):
a hunter, huntsman. Hence, , , of orfor hunting.

-€5, 5, , fern, of^, a huntress., , a hunt, chase. From, v. sub mvayos., Adv. () like a dog, greedily., ,( vi, 7roii$) the fetlocks of a horse.

Ktiv()os, , Cynthus, a mountain in Delos, birthplace

of Apollo and Artemis ; whence Apollo is called-
6ios, Cynthian, and-, Cynthos-born., , Dim. of, a little dog.

kuvikos, ,,() of or like a dog, Lat. caninus., , () a bitch-puppy., , () a young dog, whelp, puppy

:

metaph. a little Cynic.-, f., (,) to run down,

chase with dogs : metaph. to hunt after.- or-, es, (,) impu-

dent as a dog.
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as Subst.,, , the dog-headed ape.--os, , (,) dog-stealing.-, f.,(,) to beat like a dog., =.-, , (,) dog-faced.-, , , (,) a dog-tick.

kvvos, gen. of.
-yes, cos,, Cynosarges, a gymnasium out-

side the city of Athens, sacred to Hercules, for the use

of those who were not of pure Athenian blood.-, , (,) a dog's-tail : esp. the

Cynosure, name of the constellation Ursa Minor.-, ,(,) torn by dogs.

-ovxos, , (,) a dog-holder, dog-leash,

slip. II. a dog-skin sack, used in hunting.-, , gen. ovos, (,) dog-minded,

sordid or shameless of soul.-, ,(,) dog-thorn, a kind of

wild rose.

KVVTepos, a, ov, Comp. Adj. formed from, more

dog-liket
i. e. more shameless, more audacious:—Sup.

KWTaTOS, , ov, most shameless.,, , () a she-dog, bitch.-, , , (, ) = ,
the dog-eyed, i.e. shameless one:— fern. -,
iSos, , the shameless woman; alsofierce-eyed, terrible.

Kinraipos, Dor. for.
Att. -ttivos, , ov,()

made of cypress wood.

KT1IA'PXS205 Att. -ttos, , a cypress, Lat.

C7ipressus., , or, , a marsh-plant,

used to feed horses, galingal.-, ov,(,) at which

theyfight with cups, cf. Horace's scyphis pugnare., , () a capacious drinking-vessel,

a beaker, goblet, [p], , Ion. for., , =*, a hole, hollow.

Kvirpiolos, a, ov,() of or like Cypris, lovely,

tender, delicate. [to]

Kmrpios, a, ov,() of Cyprus, Cyprian.

Kv-n-pis, iOos, , ace. and, Cypris., a

name of Venus, from the island of Cyprus, where she

was most worshipped. II. love.-, is, (, *~/) Cyprus-bom :

fern.- Ep.-, ., Adv. from Cyprus : and, Adv. to Cyprus. From, , , Cyprus, a Greek island on the south-

ern coast of Asia Minor. (Hence Lat. cyprium, our

copper.), f.: Frequentative from, to keep

stooping, to go poking or pottering about a thing.

KTTETil, f. : aor. : pf. :

—

to

bendforward, stoop : to bow down under a burden

;

horns growing bent

forward; often in aor. part, with another Verb,

runs with the head down; eats

stooping, i. e. greedily., avTos, , shortd. form of., , a Persian bonnet or hat, with a peaked
crown. The king alone wore it upright.

KT'PBEIS or, gen., dat.,
triangular tables, forming a three-sided pyramid turn-

ing round on a pivot ; the few early laws of Athens
were written on the three sides. II. later, any
pillars or tablets with inscriptions. III. the sing.

is used later of pettifogging lawyer.

and KT'Pfl [] : impf. [] and
with Ep. 3 sing,: fut. and :

aor. [], inf., part. ; and
Ep., inf., part,: I. followed

by a case, 1. dat. to hit, light upon, reach, attain:

to meet with, fall in with; as •
eras. 2. dat. with or , as,

= . 3• gen • 0 reach to,

as far as : to arrive at, gain, win, obtain. 4. ace.

to reach, obtain ; also tofind by chance. II. in-

trans. to happen, come to pass, turn out. 2. absol.

to be right, hit the exact truth; with part.,' -* you would be right in saying this. 3.

as auxil. Verb, like with partic. to turn out,

prove, happen to be so and so ; he happens

to be.£, f., (akin to) to butt with the

horns : generally, to strike. Hence, , a butting : fighting.

KTVPH'BIA, , , chaff, husks, bran., , ov, cf Cyrene. From, , Cyrene, the name of a Greek colony in

Africa, famous for its breed of horses., , the mistress, lady.

Kvpt&KOS, , ,() of, belonging to a lord or

master; esp. belonging to the LORD (CHRIST):
hence (sub.), the Lord's day, dies

dominica : , the Lord's bouse, whence our

kyrk, church., f., to be lord or master of. From
Kvpios, a, ov, also os, ov, (): I. of men,

having power or authority over, lord or master of, c.

gen. : c. inf., I have the right or am en-

titled to do. II. of things, decisive, valid : cri-

tical. 2. authorised, ratified. 3. of times,fixed,

appointed, regidar : at Athens, an

ordinary assembly, opp. to (one

specially summoned.") 4. principal, chief. 5.

esp. of language, strict, literal. III. as Subst.,, , a lord, master : an otvner, possessor : 2.

= Hebr. JEHOVAH, THE LORD: inN.T.

of CHRIST. Hence,, , power, rule, dominion.

Att. -, fut. £, () to butt with

the horns : also to strike or dash against, of floating

bodies.
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thoritatively. 2. rightfully, fitly., rare form for.,, , () that which one lights upon,

a godsend, booty, prey, spoil.02, (os, , supreme power, authority. II.

validity, security. III. as pr. n., o, Cyrus,

the founder of the Persian empire. Hence, f. : aor. ( :—Pass., aor. €-
: pf. :

—

to make valid or sure, Lat.

ratum facere : to settle, accomplish : to confirm, ra-

tify:— Pass, to be ratified, fixed, settled; c. inf., ktc€Kv-

it bad been decided to engage.,, aor. inf. and part, of., fut. of.€, , , {) afisherman.

KT'PTH, , a fishing-basket, weel, Lat. nassa., , —.
KTPTO'2, ,, curved, bent, arched;

round, humped shoulders:

—

convex, opp. to concave.,() to curve, bend, arch.', =, of which it is the Radic. form., (, ,() a ratification : hence exe-

cution, accomplishment, [], Ep. for ', aor. of : inf..), aor. I part. med. of., , () any hollow., dat. pi. of., Ep. for', aor. l of., ( and tos, , () =, the bladder

:

generally, a bag, pouch., fut. of.
KT'TI^SO^, , cytisus, a shrubby kind of clover., ioos, , a kind of plaster.-, opos, , , {, ~/) with ca-

pacious belly, capacious., cos, , () a hollow : a hollow vessel, a
vase, jar, pot, urn. II. the body, the skin, Lat. cutis.,, Ion. for-., , — sq., a pine-cone., ,() any hollow or cavity;, the vault of heaven, Lat. cavum coeli : the

cell of a honeycomb : the cup of an acorn : a pine-cone.-, , (, /) with arching neck., , ov, poet, for., , ,(, pf. of) bent or bowed
forwards, stooping. Hence,, , a crooked piece of wood, esp. the bent

yoke of the plough. II. a sort of pillory in which
animals were fastened by the neck. 2. one who has

been in the pillory, Lat. furcifer.,, aor. I inf. and part, of., , () any hollow vessel : a chest, box,
bin (whence Cypselus was called)., , the descendants of Cypselus., to hold, contain :

— c. ace, like, to

carry in the womb, Lat. gestare. 2. absol. to be
big with young, be pregnant, conceive: metaph. to be

in labour with a thought. II. Causal in aor. I

act., of the male, to impregnate, make to con-
ceive : but in aor. med., to conceive.

KT'fiN, and , gen., dat., ace.,
voc. :—plur. nom. *, gen., dat.'
Ep.^, ace. /as :

—a dog or bitch ;(-( house-dogs, that fed while their master was at

table ; «wes hounds, of which the Laconian
breed was famous, and later the Molossian. II.

a dog, bitch, as a word of reproach, to denote shame-
lessness or audacity. III. this term is often ap-

plied to the faithful or watchful servatits of the gods

;

so the eagle is Alos ; the griffins also are. IV. a sea-dog. V. the dog-
star. VI. the fetlock-joint of a horse., Ion. for., later contr., : meg. pi. nom. and ace., dat.* : () :

—

a soft fleece, sheepskin., , Dim. of. [], , the head : the head of a poppy., , Dim. of, a fleece, sheepskin.',, Att. , a bell : in fortified towns

a bell was passed round at night from sentinel to sen-

tinel to secure their being at their post ;

as the bell went its rounds. 2. an
alarm-bell: metaph. a noisy rattlingfellow. II. the

mouth of a trumpet : also the trumpet itself. Hence, f. Att. , to try or prove by ringing.-, ov, (,) ringing or

jingling as with bells.-&-, ov, (,, -) with bells on his horses' trappings.-, f.,(,() to carry bells :

to go the rounds (cf.) :—so in Pass.,

everywhere the bell goes round, i. e.

the sentinels are challenged., €, Ep. nom. and dat. pi. of.',, , a Laconian earthen drinking-

vessel : generally, a cup, goblet., , Dim. of., , ov, Aeol. for., a, ov, contr., q. v.,, , () a shriek, wail, lament., ,() a shrieking, wailing. II.

as pr. n.,, , Cocytus, the river of wailing,

one of the rivers of hell-', f. [] or : aor. Ep.
:

—

to shriek, cry, wail, lametit.- or-, , , (so called l/c

ayeipeiv ) :
—the collector of the fragments

at a sacrifice, name of an ancient magistracy at

Athens, originally entrusted with the charge of the

finances : afterwards they only had to see after the

public table in the Prytaneium, and the payment of

the dicasts., , Dim. of., , contr. from or \, (), the

thigh-bone with the flesh, hind-quarter, bam.
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of the knees.

(sub. ),, , Colias, a promontory

of Attica, with a temple of Venus there., , a limb, member of a body. II.

generally, a member or part of anything. I. of a

building, the side ox front. 2. one limb or half of

the race-course. 3. a member or clause of a sen-

tence., aros,,() a hindrance, obstruction,

Lat. impedimentum. II. defence or precaution

against a thing., , =, []-, ?7, /,{,) checking the

course.€, verb. Adj. of, one must hinder., , , (/) a hinderer., , ,() hindering, preventive.

[] : f. [] : aor. ( :—Pass., fut., but also f. med. in pass,

sense : aor. : pf. : () :
—

akin to, to cut short : hence to let, hin-

der : 1. c. inf. to hinder onefrom doing, forbid to

do. 2. c. gen. rei, to let or hinder one from a

thing. 3. c. ace. rei, to hinder, prevent a thing. 4.

absol., esp. in part., one to hinder, a pre-

venter ; a hindrance ; also there

is no hindrance. II. Pass, to be hindered., aros, ,(,) a deep, sound sleep,

Lat. sopor. 2. a lethargy, a trance.£ : fut. or : aor. : pf.

: Dor. pres., f., aor. I

: () :

—

to go about with a company of

revellers, revel, make merry. 2. to celebrate a

or merrymaking, in honour of the victor at the

games, to join in these festivities : to honour or cele-

brate in or with the. 2. generally, to visit

or break in upon hi the manner of revellers : to burst

in, force a way in.-,, ,(,) the head ofa village.-, Dor. for., , ,() a reveller, merrymaker

:

—of Bacchus, the jolly god., opos, 0, poet, for.', , = Lat. vicus, an unwalled village or

country town, a Dor. word = the Att. ;

to dwell in villages, as opp. to walled

towns. II. of a city, a quarter, ward, district.

Hence, Adv. in villages, Lat. vicatim.,, ,() a villager, countryman. II.

in a city, one of the same ward, Lat. vicinus : gene-

rally, an inhabitant., 100s, fern, of., Dep. to speak like a comic poet. From, , , (*) of or for comedy, comic.-, (, ,(,) a village-town, a

town built in a straggling way.

,, ,() a revel, carousal, merrymaking,
Lat. coinessatio, with music and dancing : it ended in

the party parading the streets with crowned heads,

and with torches, singing and dancing : there were
also, festal processions, in honour of several

gods, as Bacchus, and also in honour of the victors at

the games. II. the band of revellers ; metaph.
any riotous band or company. III. the Ode sung
at one of these festive processions., f.,() to represent in a come-
dy : to ridicule, caricature

:

—Pass, to be so satirised., ,() a comedy : a mirthfid spec-

tacle or exhibition. There were three periods of Attic

Comedy, the Old, the Middle, and the New. Hence, , , of ox for comedy, comic.-, $, ,(, ~/4) a comic
actor.-,,(,^) a comic writer., , the rehearsing a comedy with

the actors : generally, the comic poet's art. From-, , (,) a
comic poet, because he had the charge of teaching and
training the actors, chorus, etc.-«, f.,(,) to play the

parasite and buffoon.-, , , and
-iroios, ,(,) a maker of co-

medies, comic poet.-, , (,) a comedian: .
comic actor. 2. a comic poet.-, ,(,) a tragi-

comedy./, , hemlock, Lat. cicuta. 1. hem-
lock pace, a poison by which criminals were put to

death at Athens., , Dim. of, a small cone.

[t], , , fern, -ins,, extracted from
pine-co7ies.

02;, , , a pine-cone, fir-cone:—as fern, a

pine or fir tree. 1. the cone or peak of a helmet.-, ov,(,) cone-bearing, as pines,

etc. : also of the thyrsus, which had a pine-cone on the

point., , =^, Lat. conopium.,, , () an Egyptian bed or

litter with mosquito-curtains.',, , a gnat, Lat. culex.

K&ios, a, ov, of, from the island Cos, Coan. II.

Koios, often written (sub.), the highest

throw with the dice, counting six, opp. to, which

counted one : hence the proverb, Xtov., 4, ,() apiece ofwoodfit for an oar,

a sparfor an oar., f. , () to projyel with oars. 1. to

fit out with oars., , (from, capio, as from-) any handle, as the handle of an oar : then, the

oar itself. 2. the handle or haft of a sword, the



hilt, Lat. manubrium. 3. the handle of a key

the handle or haft of a torch. Hence,, , hilted., f., to row : to move like an oar,

move backwards andforwards. From-5, , , (,) a rower, Lat.

remsx.-, , (,) furnished with

oars. II. holding the oar., , Dim. of, a small oar., Dor. for,., Dor. for,.,, Dor. for,.'"02, , a leathern sack or wallet with pro-

visions : also a large stuffed sack or bag for tilting

at, like the quintain., , Corycus, a promontory of Cilicia, with

a famous cavern ; there was another at Delphi.

Ktos Ep. Kotos, , gen., the island Cos, in the

Aegaean sea, opposite Caria.

Ktos, Ion. for : but enclit. ko>s, Ion. for., Dor. part. pi. fern, of.', to prate, chatter, Lat. garrire : to

wheedle, coax. II. trans, to chatter to, talk over.

Hence, , ov, chattering, prattling : of a swallow,

tvjittering. II. coaxing, wheedling. \_i~\, f.,() to make deaf or dumb. II.

to dull, blunt., , ,() blunt, opp. to o£vs. II.

of the senses, 1 . dumb, Lat. mutus ;

a noiseless wave, before it breaks ; of men, dumb,
mute, speechless; also insensate, unmeaning. 2.

also dull of hearing, deaf, Lat. surdus. 3. dial of
mind, stupid, obtuse., by crasis for , impf. of., by crasis for .

, , or, , indecl., eleventh letter

of the Greek alphabet: as a numeral ' =30, but

y
\ = 30,000. The Lacedaemonians bore upon their

shields, as the Sicyonians 2, the Messenians M.
Changes of : I. Dor. into v, as -

for : whereas the Att. prefers

, as,' for . .
Ion., beginning a word is dropped, as for, for. III. Ep. poets use

for , esp. after the augment, as for
;

and in compds., where the latter part begins with ,
as in. IV. Att., is sometimes

changed into p, as' for,
for. V. Aeol., is sometimes changed
into . as Lat. lacryma corresponded to, olere

4
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to,-. VI. in some words 7 and
are interchanged, as in and. VII.
before becomes , as in.
", insep. Prefix with intensive force (like -,

At-, -, -), e. g. in- very warlike,--
much accursed.2, o, gen., dat. , ace. : plur.,

gen., dat. Ep. :—in Att. also

contr. nom. \&s, ace. > :—a gen. also occurs:

Lat. LAPIS, a stone. II. a rock, crag.€ Ion.«, aor. 2 inf. of.«, Dor. for, aor. 2 inf. of: but, Ep. 3 sing.€, Ion. aor. 2 of., ,() the part to hold by, a handle, haft,

hilt; to give one a grip or hold, me-
taph., to give one a handle, something to lay hold of,

Lat. ansam praebere. II. the act of grasping,
a taking, acceptance., Dor. for, aor. 2 inf. of., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 subj. of., Dor. aor. 2 part. fern, of.-, , , Att.-, (, -) a bold, raih talker, braggart.,, ,() a sea-wolf., Dep. () to talk boldly, brag,

vaunt.-, , ,(,) rapid of foot,

impetuous.€, f., to drink hard. From-,, ,(,) a hard drinker.02, ov, furious, boisterous, blustering, vehe-

ment. 2. of persons, boisterous, furious, turbulent:

also gluttonous, greedy.«,() to talk boldly. Hence, , hold, rash talking.-, ov,(,) talking rashly., ,() boisterousness : also greedi-

ness.--os, ov,(,) rushingfuriously

.

, Adv. of, violently, greedily.&, , a labyrinth, maze, a large building

with intricate passages intersecting each other : the

earliest was that of Crete. II. anything of spiral

or twisted shape. (Foreign word.)-, ,(,) like a laby-

rinth, intricate.,, aor. 2 subj. and part, of., f.,(-) to make slack or hollow:

—Med. to become hollow or gaunt from hunger., , , slack, hollow, sunken. II. slack,

pliant, flexible. (Akin to.) Hence, — : Pass, to become slack or

loose., Adv. (,) =£, with the heel.^, ov, also , ov,(,) of orfrom a

hare.
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leader of the people.02, , a flagon, Lat. lagena., , ov,() of oxfrom a hare., , Dim. of$, a leveret., lewdness, lust, desire. From
AATN02, ov, lewd, lustful.-5, , , (,) hare-devourer.-, , , (\ayas,) a hare-hunter.

Hence, to hunt hares., f., to kill hares. From'2, , , collat. form of ays, a hare., , also fj, = \a^vos. [Later also v.~\' : fut. Ion. : aor. 2( Ep.'/ : pf.' poet, :

—

Pass., aor. : pf.^ :

—

to obtain by

lot or fate : generally, to obtain, get possession of:

c. ace. cognato, to have a post assigned

one by lot. 2. to have assigned to one, to havefor

one's share ; esp. of the gods, ^^
Fate had him given over to her at his birth : hence

to protect as the tutelary deity of a place : also of

men, to obtain for one's share: later, to obtain by in-

heritance, succeed to. 3. absol. to draw lots : to

obtain an office by lot, to cast lots for : c. inf., -€* he who had the lot to be polemarch

:

absol., oi those on whom the lot fell. 4.

as Att. law-term,' to sue one at

law : hence,'' (sc.) to sue

for one's inheritance. II. with partitive gen., to

receive a share of, become possessed of a thing. III.

Causal, in Ep. redupl. -aor. 2, to put in pos-

session of; to grant one the right

0/ funeral fire. IV. intr. tofall to one's lot or

share : to be assigned by lot.-, , ($,) a stafffor fling-
ing at hares, also used as a shepherd's crook, Lat.

pedum : and

and, , Dim. of, a

leveret./, cvos, 77, also , poet. dat. pi.,
any hollow : esp. like ^, the hollow part below

the ribs, the flank : in pi. ayv€s, the flanks,

loins.-, ov, (ays,() hitting hares.'2, ov, , Ep. for ays, *, a hare., , ov, contr. for ayeos,() of or

from a hare

:

— ' (sub. /) hare-flesh, roast

hare, and generally, dainties, delicacies.

,/2, , gen., ace. ayv and :

Ep. nom.,, Ion. also:—Lat. LEPUS,
a hare., , =.
€, Ep. 3 sing. impf. of, to see.

€, dual nom. of$ a stone., Ep. dat. pi. of a stone., Dor. imperat. of.

, Dep. poet, for, to take, seize,

grasp, catch, hold ; ay/cas to take one

in the arms : metaph., to take

back one's words, retract., collat. form of., , Dor. for.-, ov, {,) Dor. for,
escaping the wind., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 of., Ep. aor. 2 inf. of., aor. 2 inf. med. of.-, es,(,) ba?iishing care.

XdOt-Trovos, ov, (,) forgetftd of sorrow,

grief;' , a Wit forgetting, i.e.

exemptfrom, pain.-5, ov,(,*/) robbing ofvoice3
striki?ig dumb, epith. of death., 3 pi. aor. 2 med. opt. of., cos, , Dor. for, =., v. sub. Hence3, , ov, also os, ov, secret, hidden, stealthy,

covert. Adv. -, Sup.., Ep. and Ion. Adv., Att. : () :

secretly, by stealth, covertly, insensibly : c. gen. without

one's knowledge ; without the know-

ledge of the Cadmeans., Adv. =.5, , ov, poet, for. Adv. -. [], ov, () stealthy, secret, furtive.-, ov, (, () hitting secretly.-5,, ,(,) biting secretly.-, , ,-, , gen.-, (,) stealthy-paced, silent-footed.,, aor. 2 subj. and part, of.
-, insep. Prefix, with intens. force, like - or

-, found in few compds., as -^'.,, , Dim. of, a pebble.-, ov, =^., f., () to wench., , ,() a wencher : fern,-, a harlot.',, , a tempest, storm, hurricane., , Comic word coined as a pun on,, and.-,, ov, (-, ^) greedy, glutton-

ous. II. talkative.

Att.-,() to swallow greedily,

bolt, devour : intr. to be greedy.-, ov, poet, for.-, es,(,) throat-biting., ,(,) a dog-collar. II.

springefor catching birds.-05, ov, (, ) gushing from the

throat.'2, , , the throat, gullet.-, ov,(,) with the throat

cut or severed.-5, ov,(,€€) throat-cutting. II.
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pass,, ov, with the throat cut, severed by

the throat.

Xatveos, a, ov, =$. []
Xatvos, , ov, (Xaas) of stone, stony ; '

thou hadst put on coat of stone, i. e. thou

hadst been buried in stones, stoned to death., , Dor. for., , , left ; Xaids \eip6s on the left hand ; so

npos Xaiq.( ; km on the left.-, f.,[,) to plotigh land., , {Xaoios) a shield or target lighter

than the dams, covered with raw hides., , the deep sea.05, , a tattered garment, generally, a

garment : also a piece of cloth, a sail.-5, ov,(,) swift-run-

ning., , , (-,) light-footed, swift.£, =,, to shout, howl., , fem. of, Lat. Lacaena, Laco-

nian. 2. (sub. yvvr/), a Laconiayi woman., Dor. gen. pi. of., late form for.-,,(-,^) very lustful, []€, 3 sing. . aor. 2 of., ovos, , Lacedaemon, the capital of

Laconia ; also Laconia itself.

Xascetv, aor. 2 inf. of.
€)£, ,() one that cries ; -

a cawing crow ; a yelping dog., Dor. for., fut. of., f. Att. , to rend, tear.5, , , () a rent, tearing, rending;
XaKides ragged robes, tatters., $, ,() that which is tor?i : in

pi. rags, tatters., ,,() torn, rent ;

death by rending.-, ov,(,) a lewd per-

son, an adtdterer.

XaKKo-inryos, ov,(, ^) =.'^, , any hollow, a hole, pit : a cistern,

tank : also a cellar, storehouse : a pond : also a stew

for water-fowl, Lat. vivarium.

XUkos, wrong form of.-, ov, (£,) trampled under foot,

trodden down, [], f. Att. , () to kick with the heel

orfoot, stamp or trample on ; ^
to trample on the fallen. 2. absol. to kick; -

rrpbs to kick against the pricks : also to

struggle convidsively, throb. Hence, , a kick : a trampling on., , , () one who tramples;• a treader of the wine-press.,, , a Laconian or Lacedaemoman; and
as Adj. Laconian: fem., Hence

, f., to imitate the Lacedaemonians in

manners, dress, etc. : hence to speak laconically. II.

to be ill the Lacedaemonian interest. Hence
AaKioviKos, , , Laconian ; the

Laconian people :
—), . (sub. 777), La-

conia. 2. (sub. -nis), a kind of mans shoe.

A&kcovis, ioos, fem.$, . (sub. *), a
Laconian woman. 2. (sub. 777), the Laconian land., ,() the imitation of the La-
cedaemonians in manners, dress, etc. II. a being

in the Lacedaemonian ifiterest, Laconism., , ,() one who imitates or

takes part with the Lacedaemonians, a Laconizer.-€, {,) to be mad after

the Lacedaemonians, to have a Laco?iomania.6€5,, Dor. for XaXayodvTes,

XaXayodai, pres. part, and ind. of^., f. , () to prattle, babble : of

birds, to chirrup, chirp. Hence, aTos,,(~/) a prattling, babbling.£, to prattle, babble, of water. From£,() a prattler, babbler., Dor. pres. ind. of.2, f. /, to prate, chatter, babble :'of birds,

to twitter, chirp : properly, to make an inarticulate

sound, opp. to articulate speech : but also, generally,

to talk, talk of. Hence, , talk. II. a talker, prater.

-cos, , ov, verb. Adj. of, to be talked of., , ,() a talker, prater.

-KOs, 77, , (') given to talking.5, idos, 77, fem. of, a gossip., ,() talking, chat, gossip. II. a

form of speech, dialect., , ov, poet, for XaXos., at,() pebbles, from their babblmg in

the stream., ov,() talkative, chattering : of wings,

flapping.— Irreg. Comp.$, Sup.., Heb. for what? why?-, , (,) name for

Lamachus, little jockey Lamachus.-, ov, (-,) very warlike, name of

an Athenian general.

: fut. Ion. Dor. Xaxpov-, -€ :—aor. 2'.' Ion.-, imperat., inf., part.,,
:—pf. Ion. : plqpf- :

—
Med., aor. 2, . redupl. inf. :

Pass., fut. : aor. I eX- Ion.-
: pf.€ poet. Ion..

To take, take hold of, grasp, seize ; when this action

refers to a part, the part is put in genit., as,~ wtc-

puyos€ he caught her by the wing :—metaph.,( to grasp with the mind ; also, absol. to

understand, comprehend: — Med. to keep hold of,

grasp tight : also to get hold of, make one's own

:

metaph., to take to the hills. II.
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to catch, come upon, overtake: of things, to takeaway,

carry off. 2. Att. to meet with, find, find out, de-

tect. III. to take i?i, receive hospitably, enter-

tain. IV. to gain, win, procure, acquire. V.' to bind one by oath. VI.

metaph. to take a thing in a particular sense. VII.

to have given one, receive, get : in Med. to have to

wife. 2. of a woman, to conceive. 3.

to receive, i. e. exact, a penalty, Lat. sumere

poenas : but also in the opposite sense, to suffer pun-

ishment, Lat. dare poenas., , indecl., v. sub ., , () a fabulous monster said to feed

on man s flesh, a vampire, a bugbear to children.-,^,{,) the torch-race,

an Athenian ceremony at the festivals of Prometheus,

Vulcan and Minerva, in which the runners carried

lighted torches from the joint altar of these gods in

the outer Cerameicus to the Acropolis. After the

Persian war Pan received a like honour., , a carrying of torches, —-. From-, ov,(,) torch-bearing :

as Subst.,, , a torch-bearer.,, Dim. , a smalltorch. II.

a bandage for wounds.-, ov,(, ) torch-carrying,

bright-beamitig, flashing., , ,() a torch : also a light,

lantern, lamp. 2. the torch-race, like-. II. as Adj., poet. fern, of, gleam-

ing with torches., 3 sing. Ion. impf. of., poet, for, to shine, flash, only in

Ep. part,., , , fern,,,() the

lustrous one.', , the sewn or coating which gathers on
liquors left to stand., ovos, ,() lustre.

-Tros, , () one of the horses of Morn,
Bright.

-ovpos, ov,(,) bright-tailed : as a

dog's name, Firetail., , ,() bright, brilliant, radiant

;

limpid water. 2. of the voice, clear,

distinct. 2. of the wind,fresh, keen. 3. metaph.
evident, clear, manifest. II. of men, illustrious,

brilliant, magnificent, splendid. Hence,, , brilliancy, splendour. II.

metaph. distinction, splendour : munficence., , loudness of voice. From-, ov,(,) loud-voiced., f. : Med., aor. :
—

Pass., 3 sing. pf. :
—() :

—

to

make bright or brilliant. II. Med. to pride one-

self on a thing : to distinguish oneself in. III.

Pass, to become bright; to be-

come clear-sighted. 2. to be or become clear, evi-

dent, notorious., Adv. of, brilliantly : Sup.-.
-tos, ov, Ion. for, verb. Adj. of-, to be taken.,, , () a stand or grate for

burning wood in: a beacon-light , watch-fire : a torch,

lamp.-, ,(, () a holding of
torches ; the beacon-watches., dat. pi. of.', f. : aor. ' : pf. :

—
to shine, to be bright, brilliant, radiant. 2. of sound,

to be clear, ring loud and clear. 3. metaph. to

shijie forth, be conspicuous or illustrious. II.

trans, to make to shine, light up : Pass, to shine., , ,() yawning, profound. II.

voracious, gluttonous. III. metaph. bold, wanton:
of women, coquettish : wayward, arch. Hence, Adv. greedily: Comp.., Ion. aor. I pass. inf. of., Ion. for, fut. of.

or', whence the tenses are formed :

fut. Dor. : aor. 2 : pf. :

plqpf. :
—to escape or elude notice, to be

unseen, winoticed; c. ace. pers., " he

escaped the notice of Hector. 2. with part.,-
he escapes notice while stealing, i. e.

he steals without being seen, (where is best

expressed by an Adverb, unawares, secretly) : also

with a pass, part., as, lest he
perish without himself knowing it ; also with the ace.

of the pers. pron. added, as, ' -^ until thou mayest not observe thyself having

burst in twain, i. e. mayest burst without being thyself

aware of it. II. Causal, in pres., aor. I', redupl. Ep. aor. 2, subj. :

—

to

make to forget : hence, III. Med. and Pass,

or : fut. Dor.-
paullo-post fut. : aor. 2 med.+: aor. I pass, : pf., Ion. and

Ep. part, :

—

to forget, lose the

memory of.5,, Dor. for,.
AA'S, Adv. with the heel or foot ; £ to

be trodden under foot.^, , , hewn in stone. From, (,) to cut stones : to hew in stone.,() an allotment of land., , , Dor. for, cessation.., Ion. for, fut. of-.-,, , (,) man-subduing.-, , (,) stone-cutting : as Subst.,, , a sculptor.-, ,(,) suffered by the people.

-iropos, ov, (,) conveying the people.

O'i, ov, 0, Ion. Xi\6s Att. Xeus :

—

the people

:



—.
—in the II. the soldiery, host, army; also a land-

army opp. to a fleet ; also the common men opp. to
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their leaders. 11. in plur., the subjects of a

prince.

Ados, irreg. gen. of Xaas, a stone.-, is, (Actus,) revered by the people.-, ov, (Xaus, €) rousing or stirring

?iations.-€, ovos, , (Xaas,) a worker in

stone, mason.-, ov, (Xaas,) stirred by a stone.-, ov, {Xaus,) nourishing the people.,-TUiros, ov, (Xaas,) cuttitig stones : as

Subst.,, , a stone-cutter, stone-mason.-, ov, (Xaos,) ruining the people.-, ov, («,*) slaying the people.

Xdo-(j>opos Att.-, ov, {Xaus,) bear-

ing people ; obos a road, highway.£, f., =, to plunder, spoil, pillage :

also, to carry off.

Ion. -, , the soft part of the body be-

tween the ribs and hips, the flank, loins, Lat. ilia.

Properly fem. of Xanapos.

Xdirapos, , ,() slack, loose, relaxed.', , phlegm, Lat. pitulta : metaph.,

in sunless damp, cf. Virgil's loca senta situ, [a], aor. 2 pass. inf. of., , the Lapithae, a Thessalian people in the

heroic age, conquerors of the Centaurs. [], fut.: aor. tXaipa: pf. :

—

to lap

with the tongue, like Lat. lambo : generally, to drink,

drain, stick. (Formed from the sound.)

Xdptvos, , , (Xapos) fatted, fat., iSos, , = Xapos, a gull.

Ion. -, , Larissa, name of many old

Greek cities, esp. of one in Thessaly. Hence, a, ov, Larissaean, of orfrom Larissa., to, Dim. of Xap/cos. [/a]

AA'PKOS, , a basket for charcoal, a coal-basket.', $,, a coffer, box, chest: a cinerary

urn : an ark.

AA'POS, g, a ravenous sea-bird, the gull, a cormo-

rant, [a, except in one passage.]

PO'5« , , dainty, sweet, pleasant

:

—irreg.

Sup. XapwTaTos : but the reg. Comp. oc-

curs as Adv., (Xapvy£) to scream, screech., Att. fut. , (Xapvy£) to bawl, bel-

low. II. to outdo in shouting.', gen. vyyos, , the larynx or tipper part

of the windpipe : also the gullet, throat.

Xds, Xdos, , a stone, Att. contr. for Xaas.'2",, always in pi. a trivet or standfor
a pot, a gridiron. II. Lat. lasanum, a night-

stool, [], Dor. for, imperat. of., Dor. for, fut. med. of :

I pi., for'.

'^, , mockery, insult.

-ev, Dor. for,, aor. I pass,

inf. of.-, cvos, (Xaaios,) with shaggy neck.-£,, , , (Xaaios, ) shaggy-
haired., , ov, Att. os, ov, shaggy with hair or wool,

hairy. II. shaggy with bushes, bushy. (Akin to

daavs.) [] Hence-, ov, (Xaaios,) with hairy chest.'^, (the tenses formed from obsol.*,) : fut. : aor. [a] : aor. 2

eXafcov, inf. : pf. Ion., Ep. part,

fem.€ :—Med., aor. 2, Ep. redupl., whence 3 plur. [d] :

—

to ring,

clash, crash, crackle : of axles, to creak : commonly
of things, but also II. of animals, to shriek,

scream : of dogs, to howl, bay. III. of men, to

speak loud, shout, shoutforth : rarely to sing., Dor. for, fut. of.
AA'TAH, ayos, , a drop of wine.-, es, (, *yv) born of Latona.^, f.,(/zos) to quarry stones. Hence, , a stone-quarry.-; , (Xas,) a stone-cutter, quarry-man., ,() hired labour, service, servi-

tude : esp. the service of the gods, worship., , hired service, servitude : esp. service

paid to the gods, worship. II. a slave. From, f. , (Xarpis) to work for hire or

pay. 2. to serve, be bound or enslaved to, c. dat.

pers. : but also c. ace. pers. to serve. 2. to serve

the gods, c. dat., , ov, of a servant or service. From, ios, and , a hired servant, Lat. latro :

generally, a servant, slave.', , pay, hire; € without

rent or quittance., ,^, the throat. (Deriv. uncer-

tain.)

AAT'PA Ion., , an alley, lane, narrow
passage between houses : also a pass between rocks,

ravine, defile. II. a sewer, drain., ,() greediness, gluttony.' PA, , spoils taken in war, Lat. spolia.-, f., to make booty of. From-,,(,) carrying offbooty., f., to sell booty. From-, ov, ,(,) a retailer

of booty, Lat. sector.

Att. -, fut. ,() to swallow

greedily, eat up, devour: of men, to eat gluttonously,

gorge, Lat. helluari. Hence, a, ov, gluttonous.', f. : aor. :

—

to dig.. f. ,() to plant with potherbs:

—Med. to gather herbs.-5, ov,(, Xiy)gathering herbs.
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garden-herbs,. to wild plants, potherbs, vegetables,

greens, garden-stuff, Lat. olera. 2. the

vegetable-market, the green-market.-, ov, ,(,) a green-

grocer: fem.-, and-,, , a woman who sells garden-stuff., Ep. for', 3 sing. aor. 2 of*/., either for, fem. of, small;

or fem. of an Adj. (from) well-tilled,

fertile., aor. 2 inf. of^.
-is, gen. Ion. ios, , () Lachesis,

one of the three Fates, the disposer of lots. II.

lot, destiny, fate., ,() a digging., , ov, woolly, hairy, downy. From', , soft woolly hair, down : the soft nap
or pile on cloth : sheep's-wool. Hence,, , woolly, hairy.-, ov, (, yviov) with hairy limbs., , =, wool. Hence, f. , to make hairy

:

—Pass, to grow
downy.-, ,(,) like dow?i, downy., Att. for, aor. 2 opt. of.
AA'XQ^S, ,() one's lot, fate, destiny. II.

the portion obtained by lot, a lot, share, portion, [a], aor. 2 part, of^.
and-, Dor. fut. of., fut. part, of., Dor. 2 sing. aor. I med. subj. of.', —, to see, behold, look at ; old Ep.

word used by Horn, in part, and Ep. 3 sing,

impf.. [a]*, =, to wish : see., , fem. of, a lioness., f. Ep.: aor. .
: ():—to smooth, polish, work smooth;

to smooth the way. II. to

rub smooth, bray or pound in a mortar : to de-

stroy. III. metaph. to smooth aiuay, smooth or

soften down., , fem. of., fjpos, 6,() a polisher.§,, , () a kettle, caldron. II.

the basin in which the purifying water() was
handed round : but also, a sort of basin which was
struck like a cymbal at the funerals of the Spartan

kings. III. a cinerary urn.,, , Gr. form of the Lat. legio, a legion.,, Dor. for^, -yovai, I and

3 pi. of

aor. 2^ : Ep. aor. 2 pass. ^, 3 sing.

: pf.^ or : I. Act. TO
LAV, to lay asleep, lull to sleep:—Pass, and Med.
TO LIE, to lie down. II. to lay in order, ar-
range, and so to gather, pick up:—Med. to gather

for oneself: hence to choose, pick out. III. to

reckon, count, tell or reckon up. IV. to recount,

tell, relate : hence to speak, say, utter : also of ora-

cles, to say, declare : it is used later to express any
communication by word of month;
to accuse one : c. inf., to tell,

bid, command; , to say something, i, e. to

speak to the purpose; opp. to , to say

nothing to the purpose : also, like Lat. dicere, to speak

of, mean, refer to, as,' ,*, go thou within, / mean Cassandra :—Pass, -
yeTai, it is said, on dit ; ^, absol. as the

saying goes., , a driving off booty, pillaging. From, f., to drive away booty, drive cattle,

to make booty : hence to plunder, despoil. From-, ov, , (,) one who drives off
booty, a plunderer, marauder, [a]

AEI'A Ion., , booty, plunder, esp. of cattle

;

hence what can be driven off as booty., fut., Ion. and Ep. for.',: aor. :

—

to pour, pour forth:
mostly like, to pour a libation. II. to

let flow, shed:—Med. to flow, run, trickle;-
to melt into tears : hence to melt or

pine away :—Pass, to be moistened, bedewed.£, Ion. and poet, for., Ep. 3 pi. aor. I of., Ep. aor. I part, of.|, atcos,,^, a meadow: a garden.,, , () a remnant, remains.,, , () any moist grassy place, a
meadoiv, mead, Lat. pratum., ados, poet. fem. of; -

a meadow-nymph.05, , ov,() of a meadow.,, poet. fem. of.
or -, Adv.()from a meadow.-, ov, (, ~/) smooth-chinned.-, ov, (,) with gentle waves.-, ov, (,) smoothing the threads

of the warp., , poet, for, a lion's ski?i.-,, ,(,) poet, for->
a lion-fighter.-,, ,(,) poet, for-,
wrestler with a lion.5, , ov, or os, ov, Lat. LAEVIS, smooth:

of the ground, smooth, level, flat; of the sea, smooth:

c. gen., level andfreefrom rocks. 2., f.: aor. £: pf.:—Med.,
|

with a smooth chin, beardless. 3. metaph. smooth,

fut. : aor. :—Pass., fut.

: paullo-post fut. : aor. 1 pass,, soft, gentle.,, , () smoothness.
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(aor. I only in late writers) : pf. :
—

Med., fut. in pass, sense :—Pass., fut.-, paullo-post. fut. : aor. -: aor. 2 [~\: pf.: plqpf•-
:—Lat. LINQUO, to leave, leave remaining: of

dying persons, to leave behind, bequeath :—so in Med.

to leave behind one, bequeath, leave as a memo-
rial. 2. to desert in danger, abandon, for-

sake. II. Pass, to be left, left behind, left re-

maining. 2. to be left behind in a race: pf. part., left behind, lingering behind, inferior

to : absol. to stay behind. 3. c. gen. to be left

without : to come short of..,be inferior, worse, weaker

than another. 4. to be wanting or lacking. III.

intr. in Act. to be gone, fail, disappear : to be want-

ing, cease, Lat. deficere.

Xcipioeis,, ,() of or like a lily, lily-

white, delicate., , a lily, the white lily, Lat. lilium.

Xciotos, see.
Xc'Ctos or Xcitos, ov, ($, /s) of the people, Ion.

for Att.., f., (\€iTovpyos) to perform public

duties, to do the state service

:

—at Athens, to serve

public offices at one's own cost: cf.. II.

to minister as a priest, officiate. Hence,?), a public service:—at Athens a liturgy,

i. e. a burdensome public office or charge, which the

richer citizens discharged at theirown expense, properly

in rotation, but also voluntarily or by appointment. II.

divine service, whence our word Liturgy., 17, ov, performing public service, mini-

stering. From-, , (Xeiros or, epyov) perform-

ing public duties, serving the state. II. a priest,

minister of God.

N, rjvos, 6, a tree-moss, lichen. II.

hence a lichen-like eruption on the skin, scurvy : of

the ground, a blight, canker., f. : aor. 1 '4£ :—Lat. LINGO, to

lick : to lick up : hence irreg. pf. part.., aor. I part, of.-, ov, (,) gathering

remnants., ,() a piece left, remnant, relic,

wreck : in plur. remains, remnants, Lat. reliquiae.-, , (,) an ill-watered dis-

trict near mount Parnes in Attica.

Xeioov, o, poet, for, hence Ep. dat.., , () a dish, pot, pan. [a] Hence, ,,,, , Diminutives

of :

—

a little dish or pan, platter.-, ov, 6, fern. -tt&Ais, ifios,(,) a pulse-porridge seller.02, 0, pulse-porridge.

AE'KOS, fos, , a dish, plate, pot, pan., , , () good at speaking, fluent,

eloquent. II. suitedfor speaking., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of., , , (^) gathered, chosen, picked

out. II. uttered, spoken, said : to be spoken., , (') a couch, bed, Lat. lectus :-
to bed. 2. in pi. the marriage-bed, marriage., Ep. redupl. aor. 2 inf. jned. of., Ion. pf. of., 3 sing. Ep. redupl. aor. 2 subj. of.,,, 3 pi• indie, 3

sing, imperat., and inf., aor. 2 med. of., pf. of., 3 pi. Ep. redupl. aor. 2 med. of., Ep. pf. part. fern, of,, Ion. pf. pass, of., Ion. and Ep. pf. pass, of., Ep. redupl. aor. 2 of Kay.€, Ep. redupl. aor. 2 subj. Kay., Ep. 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of., pf. pass. inf. of., nom. pi. irreg. pf. part, of., pf. pass, of., Ion. 3 pi. pf. pass, of., pf. of., Ion. pf. of : part,., poet. pf. pass, of., Ion. pf. pass, of: but,
pf. pass, of., old Ep. pf. of, (and therefore

properly), to strive eagerly, long for, be

zealous for : part.$, zealous, hasty, eager., pf. pass. part, of., pf. of., Adv. pf. pass. part, of, de-

liberately, advisedly., pf. of-^., poet, for &, 3 sing, plqpf. of*., pf. of., pf. part. pass, of., pf. pass, of, [y], 3 pi. pf. pass, of :

—

, Ep. for, 3 pi. plqpf. pass., Ep. for, 3 sing. pf. opt. pass, of., pf. in pass, sense of.
AE'MBO^, 6, a small boat with a sharp prow, a

felucca.,$,,() that which is peeled off, peel,

husk, skin, scale., , the Lat. linteum, a linen cloth, napkin.

£, Ep. for, aor. I imperat. med. of-, to lie down.

-is,, ,() a speaking, speech. 2. a way

of speaking, diction, style., Ep. for £, aor. 1 med. imperat. of '-, to lie down.
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properly fern, of.
XiovTCios, a, ov, () of a lion : lion-like.-, ov, (,) in chariot drawn

by lions.-, ov, (,) lion-headed.-, , ,,,(,) lion-footed.€-9, ov, (,*) lion-killing.-, oy, (,) lion-bearing.€-5, , (,) of nature.-, ov, (,) clad in lions

skin.', , a broad leather strap or band,

fastening the yoke round the neck, and passing be-

tween the fore legs to join the girth().
Xsttcuos, a, ov,() of a scaur or crag: craggy.

XtTT-apYOs, ov, (, apyas) with white skin or

feathers.

Xeiras, , () a bare rock, scaur, crag.

Xeiras,, , a limpet, Lat. patella, from its cling-

ing to the rock ().^, , () a limpet-shaped dri?iking-cup

.

,, Pass. () to be covered with scales.

Hence
XeirtScoTOs, , , scaly, covered with scales;-

scale-armour. II. Subst. afish with

large scales.

XeirLS,, , () a scale, husk, shell.

Ion., ,() the leprosy.

Xeirpas,, , poet. fern, of, rough.

Xeirpos, , ,() scaly, rough: leprous, mangy., , , poet, for., a, ov,() fine, slender, delicate.--, ov, thin upon thin, thin as can be.-, ov, Att.-%,,(, yata,

yrj) of a thin or poor soil.-,, ov, gen. ovos,(,yv) subtle

in mind.-,,, ov,(, ypa) drawn fine.-, ov,(, yoS) writtenfine.-, ov, (, ) slightly built :

slight., f., to speak subtly, to chop logic,

quibble : so too,, as Dep. From-, ov, (, y) speaking subtly,

subtle, quibbling.-, ov,(,) offine threads.

Xctttov (sub.),, a very small coin, about

a fourth of a farthing, a mite.

XctttOs, , , () peeled, cleaned of the husks

:

—hence, generally, thin, fine, slender, delicate: in bad
sense, thin, lean, meagre. II. strait, nar-

row. III. slight, small, insignificant ;

small cattle, i. e. sheep and goats ;

small craft : of sound, light, slight. IV.

metaph. fine, subtle, refined ingenious: of the voice,

fine, delicate., , =.

,, ,() thinness,fineness, slight-

?iess, leanness. II. metaph. subtlety.€€, f., (ovpy) to do fine work

:

hence to refine overmuch, deal subtly, quibble.-, ,(, 'ipyov) finely worked.-, , (, ipyov) producing fine
work.€-5, ,(,) finely woven, []-, ov,(,) withfine sand., f.,() to make thin : to thrash,

beat out

:

—Pass, to grow lean.

XeiTTtdS, Adv. of, slightly : subtly., , Dim. a small husk, thin rind. From, , () a shell, husk, rind.', fut. ^ : aor. :

—

to strip off the

husks or rifid, to peel or bark.

Aepva, 77, Lerna, a marsh in Argolis, the abode of

the Hydra :—hence Aepvatos, a, ov, Lernaean., to imitate the Lesbian women. From^,, ,() a Lesbian woman., —., a, ov,() Lesbian of Lesbos., Adv. from Lesbos. From^, , Lesbos, a large island on the coast of

Asia Minor.,() to chatter, gossip.€, , (y) a place where people resorted to

talk and hear the news, a lounge, place of public

resort : also a council-hall. II. talkifig, gossip :

in good sense, conversation, discussioti, debate;

to conversation with me. Hence, f. , to chat or converse with.

XevyaXcos, a, ov, (akin to yp) in sorry plight,

wretched, pitiful, melancholy, dismal.

Aevirqs, ov, 0, one of the tribe of Levi (), a

Leviie. [] Hence

€05, , , Levitical.,() to whiten, blanch, bleach. 2.

to make bright or light., Dor. for, gen. pi. of., aor. I inf. of.-, , (,) white-blossoming,

white, blanched, pale ; a white head.-,(,) to have white blossoms

:

generally, to be white.,, poet. fern, of, white, chalky :

hence the promontory of Epirus was called., Dor. gen. fern, of.
XcvK-acrms,, ,,(,) white-shielded., ,() the white leprosy. II. the

white poplar, Lat. populus alba, used for chaplets.-, ov,(,) with white or

foaming oars.-, ,(,) white, blanched./, ai, daughters of Leucippus, nymphs
worshipped at Sparta.

XevK-nriros, ov, (,) riding or driving

white horses : famousfor ivhite horses.
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[], , ,=(5.-, , (,) the ivhite goddess ; the

name by which Ino was worshipped as a propitious

sea-goddess.

-.£, $, , ,(,) white-haired.-, $, , ,(/ios,) with white

cuirass.-, ,(/cos,) the stock or wall-flower.-, ov, gen. ovos, (/cos,) white

with waves, surfy. []-,,(,) white flax for ropes

and rigging, used by the Phoenicians.-, ov, , and-, ov, (Xcvkus,

\o(pos) white-crested:—, , a white hill.

Xcutco-oTrcopos, ov,(/cos,) with white au-

tumn fruits.

-Trapeios Ion. -irapT|OS, ov,(,)
fair-cheeked.-, ov, (Xevttos,) white-rohed.-, , gen. eojs, (€$,) white-

armed.-5, is,(, Tr\fi6os)filled with white

or with persons in white.-, , ,,, gen. ttoSos,(,)
white-footed : barefooted.

XevKO-TTpeirrjs, is, (Kevrcos,) white-looking.-, ov,(/cos,) white-winged.-, ov,(,) with white horses

:

riding a white horse.'2, , , light, bright, brilliant, clear: of

water, bright. II. white, gray, hoary: of the skin,

ivhite, fair, but also, blatiched, pale, wan. .-
xpvaos, pale (i. e. alloyed) gold, opp. to

or refined. 3. metaph. fair, happy,joyful, gay. 4.

of sound, clear, like.-, is, (Xevfcos,) white-wreathed.

Xc-vKo-anKTOs, ov, (,) speckled with

ivhite, grizzled.-5, ov,(,) white-ankled.-, ov,(/fos,) white-growing.-, is, (Xevnos,) white-gleaming.-, ov,(,) white-robed.-, ,(/cos,) white-browed.-, (twos, , , (,) white-

coated. []-, ov, contr.--us, ovv,(,)
white-coloured : heterocl. ace..-,«, , ,(,) white-skinned., f.,() to whiten: to paint white:

—Med., ' to whiten their shields. II.

to bare the foot.-, ov,(,) white-armed., ,(,) anything whitened

:

a white tablet for public notices, Lat. album., , , () smooth, level, even. II.

smooth, polished.

*'5, , <=$, a stone : hence, ov, stoning; $ death by

stoning; curses that will end in stofiing;

the penalty of death by stoning., , , (,) a stoning., fut. (only in late authors), to look

or gaze upon, see, behold. 2. absol. to look ;, he that sees not, i. e. one that is dead., rjpos, , (,) one who stones or

deserves stoning:—as Adj., death by

stoning., f., aor. I pass,: () :
—to stone.-,,(,) with grassy couch, grasiy,

meadowy.-, , (,) bed-ridden., aor. I part. pass, of., , , ( ) a couch, bed. 2. a

bier. II. the marriage-bed : a marriage. Hence, Adv. to bed., a, ov, slanting crosswise, oblique. From'5, Adv. slanting, crossvnse, athwart., oos contr., ,() a woman in child-bed., ov, () of, belonging to child-bed.-, , (,) the temple of the

daughters of Leos., ovtos, , Ep. dat. pi., Lat. LEO,
lion: metaph. of Artemis, Zeus

Zeus made thee a lion toward women, i.e. their

destroyer.-, , (Adv. Xicvs,) all-daring, auda-

cious : as Subst., Xewpyos, , a knave, villain., , , Att. for , nom. pi. , people;( hear people, the beginning of Athenian

proclamations., Adv., Ion. for, entirely, wholly.-, ov, ($, ^') only in Hdt. 9.

33, ( they made
him one of their own people.-, ov, («, ^) bearing people, fre-

quented: (sub. odvs), , a thoroughfare.

Xfj, 3 sing, of*,.,, Ep. inf. of., f. £, to LA, allay, abate, like : c.

gen., Xrjyeiv x^ipas to stay one's hands from
murder. IL more freq. intr., to leave off, or cease

from, Xriynv epifios to ceasefrom strife ; c. part.,-
I cease slaying

:

—also absol. to cease,

make an end., ,() gum ladanum, gum mastich., , Dim. of^^, a light dress, [a]~, , the mastich, a shrub on the leaves of

which the gum is found., (os, , (Xeios) a thin cloth, light dress., Att. for.
or, , ov, () of or forforget-

fuhiess, oblivious. II. of orfrom Lethe, Lethean., Causal of : see ., , , drowsy, slothful. From5, ov,() forgetting, c. gen.: absol./or-

getful, lethargic.
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Dor., ,() a forgetting, forget-

fulness, Lat. oblivio. II. Lethe, the river of obli-

vion in the lower world., , Dor.&,—.',, older form of,-, whence the tenses are formed ; see.
-dveipa, , (',) making prey of men., abos, poet. fern, of$, captive.-, rjpos, , fern.-€, (, -) crop-devouring., , , () taken as booty, captive.

Att.^ : fut. Ep.-
: aor. Att., Ep. 3 sing.

:—Pass., pf. : Dep. : ( /'s) :

—

to

seize as booty, make spoil of: generally, to get or gain

by force. II. to plunder, ravage a country. III.

pf. occurs in pass, signf., to be spoiled,

taken as booty., Ion. for Xeia.

-vouos, , (,) dwelling among the

corn-fields.,, a crop, crop of corn : later, a corn-field.

\t)is, idos, , Ion. for, booty, spoil. 2. a

herd or flock, cattle., Ep. 3 sing. aor. I of., rjpos, ,() Ep. for Att.., , , Ion. for., opos, , —.
or, ), ,() carried off as

booty, to be won by force., vos, ,() plundering, spoiling., ioos, , () she who makes or dispenses

booty, epith. of Athena.

[t], , Achaian name for the Athen.-, the town-hall. Properly, neut. of$.
/ros, , , (, Aaos) of the people, public.', Dor.4, to sound, =. Hence, Adv. sounding ; . to beat time., , Dim. of, a small oil-flask.'02, , an oil-flask, oil-bottle: a casket, [], , (*>,) wish, will, purpose : in good

sense, spirit, courage: in bad sense, pride, arrogance., , , () bleared, purblind, of the

eyes, Lat. lippus., () to be spirited or resolute., () to be bleared : to be purblind.', , Lat. gramia, a humour that gathers in

the eye, rheum : at, sore eyes., , (() a?iything received, income,

receipts : gain, profit, Lat. lucrum., , , of Lemnos, Lemnian. From, , Lemnos, an island in the north Aegaean

sea, sacred to Vulcan, because of its volcanic fires., , ,() belonging to the., , , () belonging to the wine-

press : ., Lat. Lenaeus, epith. of Bacchus

as god of the wine-press. . (sub. Upa),,
the Lenaea, an Athenian festival held in the month

in honour of Bacchus, at which there were
dramatic contests, esp. of the Comic poets. 3., , the Lenaeum, or place at Athens where
the Lenaea were held., ,,=$.,, , old name of the Att. month -

in which the Athenian Lenaea were held, the

latter part of Jan. and former of Feb. : the seventh

month of the Attic year.'2 Dor. 5, , or , a trough, Lat.

alveus : 1. a wine-vat. 2. a trough for water-

ing cattle. 3. a kneading-trough.

Dor., cos, , Lat. LANA, wool.|, aor. 1 opt. of^.
-is, (, , (-) a cessation, end., (, ,( appointment by lot, allot-

ment. II. as law-term, written complaint lodged
with the archons, a plea or accusation. 2.

an applicationfor one's lawfid inheritance., fut. of^., rare Ion. form for., , , verb. Adj. of, to be

taken. II. neut., one must take hold: one

viust take or accept., , , verb.. Adj. of, to be taken

or comprehended.«, f., () to befoolish or silly, behave

foolishly; he keeps on acting foolishly.

», , idle talk : frivolousness, nonsense.

\%, , , a small trinket, Lat. leria.

-rjs, 2 sing, of*,.-, , (,) taking men un-

awares, a cheat., ,^€5$. From, , gen. ovos,()forgetting, unmindful.-, fut. med. of., ,(() a course ofplundering, rob-

bery, piracy, Lat. latrocinium., f. ,() to be a robber or pirate :

c. ace. to plunder, sack.), , a band of robbers. From
Ion., , , () a robber,

plunderer : esp. a pirate.^, , ,() inclined to rob, piratical:

piracy. Adv. -, in the manner of
pirates : Comp. more after the manner

ofpirates., 57, () a forgetting.-,,(,) slaying robbers.

]•$, , , =, piratical; -
a pirate-vessel., ioos, pecul. fern, of., fut. of.-, (s, Dor.-,(, *^1) born of

Latona, of Apollo and Diana : fern. Aaroyeveia, of

Diana.
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Dor.-, , , () son o/Leto, of

Apollo. [], contr. ovs, , Leto, Lat. Latona, mother

of Apollo and Diana
;
gen., dat., ace., voc..

Dor. -, , ov, () of or born of

Latona : fem. also',., aor. pass. part, of., , (, fut. of) a taking,

seizing. 2. an accepting, receiving., fut. of.-, insep. Prefix with intens. force, cf. -, -,', aor. : Pass.:— to bend

sidewards, swerve, wilhdraiu : of the waves, to retire,

recede : to vanish, of a vision. II. to betid down-

wards, slip down, fall; part. havingfallen

;

the thick wings drooped.

Ion., Adv. (-) too much, over-much,

like the later ayav, Lat. nimis. II. very much,

exceeding, right well, [ both long and short.], , , =, warm, lukewarm: gene-

rally, soft, mild., aor. I part. pass, of., Ep. 3 pi. aor. I of., f. , () to let fall in drops :—Med.
to run out in drops, trickle., , the frankincense-tree, producing-
tos. \\. = •$, frankincense.-,,=., , ,() frankincense, the gum
of the tree. II. a censer.-, ov, (,) bearing

frankincense., ados, , () anything that drops or

trickles : a spring, fount or stream : in pi. water

;

streams of tears., , the Lat. libertinus, and, ,
the Lat, Ubertus, a freedman., , =, tears : but, gen. of ^., , ,() dripping, wet., , Libya, the north part of Africa, west of

Egypt, first mentioned in the Odyssey.,, ,.,() a Libyan: also

as Adj. Libyan. Hence, , , of or for Libya, African.
AITAW

, Adv. of, as of, loudly,

clearly, thrillingly, shrilly, [t], () to cry out with clear loud voice : to

shriek, scream : also to sotind, play, sing., () only found in Ep. aor. ,
the bowstring twanged., Adv.() scraping, grazing, Lat. strictim., poet, for, gen. pi. fem. of., Adv. of, loudly, clearly, shrilly.'5, vos, , smoke mixed with flame, murky
flame.

!*, 3 sing. Ep. aor. of.-, , (,) clear-sounding.

-, ov, contr.-, ovv, fayvs, 6paos)

clear-singing.-, ov, (,) clear-singing.-, ov, ($,) clear-speaking.-, ovtos, (,) shrill-blowing,

whistling, rustling.-, ov, (,) =.-, , (,) chirping with
the wings, of the cicada.£, f. ,() to sing loud or clear., , , () shrill, sharp, piercing, of

sound: also clear, sweet, clear-toned. II. later,

pliant, flexible., Adv. loudly, clearly.'2,, , of sound, clear, sharp,

piercing, shrill : also clear-toned, sweet : also of grief,

clamorous : and of the nightingale, thrilling. [], vos, , , a Ligurian, one who lived in Ligu-

ria (north of Genoa).-, ov, (,) clear-voiced,

clear-toned.-, ov,(,) clear-voiced, scream-

ing.

Al'ZQ, f. , (akin to) to graze, scratch,

wound slightly : hence and-., Adv., Ion. for >., f.,() to throw stones. 2. to stone.,, , , () sto?iy, rocky. II. as

Subst., , a stone.,, ,() a stone : collectively, a shower

of stones., , , () made of stone, stony.-, , (, ) built of stones., , Dim. of, a small stone, pebble., , ov, [) made of stone, stony. Adv.
-, like stone, with stony look.-, ov, (#$,) stone-throwing,

pelting. II. set with stones., f., to pelt with stones, stone. From-, ov,() throwing stones,pelting with

stones; stone-throwers, slingers. II., ov, pass, struck with stones, stoned.-, ov, (,) carving stone; as

Subst.,8, , a sculptor, [t>]-, is, (,) with stony look,

looking one to stone.-, ov, (,) stone-built.-, ov, (,) building with stone :

as Subst.,, , a mason.-, , (, *) turning to stone.-, ov, (,) wrought with

stone, inlaid with precious stones : hard as stone.-, , (,) death by stoning.-, ov, ,(,) stoned with stones

;

" death by stonmg.,, , a stone building. From-, ov, (, ) picking out stones

and laying them together not shaped or hewn ;_ c£
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as Subst., Xi$o\6yos, 6, a mason,^ ;.

-ijoos, ov, (\i$os,) polishing stone : as Subst.,, , a marble-mason.

-Troios, ov, (,) turning to stone.

-pivos, ov, (,) with stony skin.02 [t], ov, , a stone : of stupid people,,
blocks, stones : proverb., to boil a stone,

i.e. to lose one's labour. 2. stone as a sub-

stance. II., , mostly of some special stone,

as marble or the magnet ; a trans-

parent crystal used for a burning-glass. III. at

Athens, was a name for various blocks of stone

used for rostra or pulpits, to speak from ; as the

Bema of the Pnyx. IV. the piece on a draught-

board.-, is, (,) rent in the stone,

made by tearing out a piece of rock.-, ov, (,) paved with

stones, inlaid with stones : as Subst.,,,
a tesselated pavement., , a cutting or quarrying of stones : a

stone-qtiarry . From--os, ov, (,) cutting stone.€, f., to work in stone : turn into stone.-, , (, *') working in stone : as

Subst.,-, , a stone-mason, also a sculptor

:

hence, a stone-mason's tools., f., to carry stones. From-, ov, (,) carrying stones.-, , contr. for,(,) like

stone, stony., , ov, of or for winnowing. From, f., () to winnow corn. 2.

metaph. to scatter like chaff. Hence,, , a winnower of corn., ,() a winnowing.'5, ov,,=., , a wickerfan or basket for throwing

the corn against the wind, so as to separate the chaff

from the grain, a winnowing-fan. II. a fan-

shaped basket, used at the feast of Bacchus, called by

Virg. mystica vannus Iacchi. III. a cradle of

wicker-work.-, ov,(,) carrying the sacred

wimiowing-fan in procession., Adv. crosswise, sideways, athwart. (From,.), (-,) Dep. to long, crave; of

a lance, longing to taste flesh :

c. gen. to long or thirst for a thing., () to hunger, be starved, famished., Ep. for, Dat. pi. of.
[], ov, , fern, -ins,,() of the

harbour : presiding over the harbour.- [], ov, , (,) stationed

in the harbour.

AIWMH'N,, , a harbour, haven. 2. metaph.

3. a gathering-place, rc-- ' a haven, retreat, refuge,

ceptacle., , , () hungry, starved, famished., at,() a quarter of Athe?is near the

Acropolis, in which stood the Lenaeum., , ov, () marshy, of or from the

mere, water-fowl : stagnant.,, , poet. fern, of.
[], fern, -arts, Dor. for, -., ),() a large pool of standing water :

a lake, mere, esp. a marshy lake. 2. in Homer, the

sea. 3. a basin or artificial reservoirfor water., ov, , fern, -tjtls Dor. -axis,,()
living or growing in marshes.-, es, (,) marsh-born.-, , (,) like a marsh, marshy.-,, , , (,) dying of
hunger.'5, ov, , also , hunger, famine.-, , (,) a bringer of hunger.-, , (,) like hunger

,
famished.

Att. -, () to befamished.

Xivcos, , ov, contr. -o€s, , ovv, () of,
flaxen, linen, Lat. lineus., ov, , () a hunter with nets.-, ov, (,) =.-, ov,(,) bound withflaxen bonds

or bands. 2. tied by a thread.-, ov, ,(,) a hunter with nets.-|,, , , Ion. for, (,) wearing a linen cuirass.-5, ov, (,) spinning flax.-, ov, (,) flax-woven.,, anything made offlax : aflaxen cord

:

metaph. the thread spun by the Fates. 2. a net,

fishing-net. 3. linen, linen cloth : in pi. sail-cloth ;

linen garments. 4. the ivick of a lamp. II. the

plant that producesflax, lint,Lat.linu?n;

lint-seed. []
Xtvo-iriirXos, ov, (,) with linen robe.-, ov, (,) sail-wafting., Dep.() to watch the nets.

Xivo-irrepos, ov, (,) sail-winged.-, ov, , (,) one who watches

nets to see whether anything is caught.-, ,(,) sewed offlax;

a ship having her sails of linen.

Aivos, ov, , Linos, a minstrel, son of Apollo and

Urania. II. as appellat.,, , the song or lay

of Linos; in Homer sung by a boy while the vintage

is going on. Cf.., , a laying of nets. From-, f., (,) to lay nets., , ovv, contr. for.-, ov, (,) linen-wasting.,, an old word used by Homer in the phrases

and \tV, probably used as

an Adv. unctuously, richly. (Cf..) []
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taph. to make fat, enrich:—Med. to anoint oneself.-, vkos, ,,(,) with bright

fillet or tiara., f., to persist, hold out, persevere ; c.

dat. to persist in a thing. II. to beg or pray

earnestly, to be importunate, ask pertinaciously : c.inf.,

thou art earnest to obtain. From1~" /

2, is, persisting orpersevering in a thing,

earnest, pertinacious. II. earnest in praying, im-

portunate., verb. Adj. of, one must be im-

portunate, beg hard., ,() perseverance, importunity.-, ov,(,) bright-girdled.-, ov,(,) bright-throned.&-, ov, (,) with

bright head-band or fillet.

Xiirapo-irXOKapos, ov, (,) with

shining locks.

Xiirapos, , ,( or) oily, shining,

anointed with oil : later fat, greasy. II. of the

skin, shining, sleek, in good case, Lat. nitidus : me-
taph. sleek, comfortable, easy. III. of things,

bright, brilliant, costly : ample. IV. of soil, fat,

rich.-, ov, contr. -xpovs, ovv, and ->5,, , ,(,,) with sleek, shining

body or skin., Adv. of, sleekly, comfortably., Adv. of, earnestly, importunately.'~5,,,=^, oil. [~\-, e's,(,^) deserted by light, blind., (,) to befat a?id sleek.

Xiirc, Xtirev, Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 of.€, aor. 2 inf. of., ov, , fern, -tjtis,,(,)
without dowry, destitute.-, ov, (,) leaving a wife or

husband, adulterous : ^ the adulteress.-, ov, gen. , (, /) of
horses, xvithout the tooth which marks their age : hence
generally, of unknown age.-, ov, (, ymov) wanting a limb,

maimed.,, Dor. for,,
aor. 2 part, of.-,, , , (,) without
mother, orphan.- Dor. also/-vas, , ,(, vads)

leaving the ship, deserting the fleet.

Xiiro-vavTqs, ov, , (,) leaving the

sailors.

Xtiro-vecos, , =.
Xiiro-TraTpts,, , , (,) causing to

forget one's country.-,, , ,(,) a deserter,

forsaker of o?ie's father.

Xiiro-irvoos, ov, contr. -irvovs,,(,)
scant of breath, breathless, dead.02, , grease, whether animal, as fat, lard,

tallow ; or vegetable, as oil : metaph.,
a clot of blood.-, is, (, ) wanting flesh,

meagre.-, ov,(,)fallingfrom
the wreath.-, , and-, ,(,) desertion of the army.-£, , and-, ,(,)
a leaving one's post, desertion.-, 4s,(,) scant of hair, bald.

/7-6, f. , (,) to be lifeless

i. e. senseless, to faint, swoon : to die. II. to lack

spirit., Ep. part, of.,, Dep. with pf. pass, : (formed
from prefix {-) :

—

to be eager : c. gen. to be eager

for, long for : in pf. part., eager

for battle.,, ov, aor. 2 part, of.
Xls, , ace., Ep. for, a lion

:

—later nom.
and dat. plur.,^.
Xts, 77, Ep. apocopate form for, smooth;

a bare, smooth rock., aor. 1 imperat. of . [t], 2 sing. fut. of. []
-iros, 7?, ov,(,) smooth, polished., Ep. aor. 1 imperat. of.,, pecul. fern, of, smooth

:

—as

Subst.,, , a smooth bare cliff; cf..€6, 3 sing. Ion. impf. of.^^ : aor. € Ep. :

aor. 2(, opt., inf. : Dep.

:

—to beg, pray, intreat, beseech, either absol., or c. ace.

pers. : c. inf., to pray one not

to betray., , ,(,) smooth ;

a smooth, bare cliff"; cf.., 7>
°" () to be moved by prayer., f. , to dig, hoe ; ^ to

dig round a plant. From, ,() a tool for levelling or smooth'
ing, a shovel, spade, hoe.,, in Homer, smooth, plain clothes; v. sub n., () to pray, entreat : stipplicate., Ep. for -€, aor. 1 subj.of.&, f. :—the augm. tenses are used in Ep.

with metri grat., impf., aor. -
: () :

—to pray, entreat, beseech, conjure,

supplicate.

XCtSvos, 77, ov,() praying, suppliant : as Subst.,, , =, prayers., f. , to hasten, run, hurry. From-, ov, (-, apyoi) running qidck., aor. 2 inf. of.
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tion. ., Prayers, personified as goddesses,

in II. Q. 502, sq., aor. 2 opt. of.
[], rarer pres. for, to pray.

Xitos, 17, , (() smooth, plain, Lat. simplex.

Xitos, , ,{) praying, supplicatory., as, , Lat. libra, a pomid: as a weight, = 12

ounces. Hence, a, ov, worth ., , Att. for virpov., ov, 0, Dor. -eras, Lityerses, a son of

Midas, from whom was named a song sung by reap-

ers ; cf. Aivos,., , the Roman lituus or augur's rod., ov, {) licking: as Subst,

(sub.), , the fore-finger

.

, rjvos, 0, v. sub., f., () to lick., Dep. () to lick, to play with the

tongue, esp. of snakes., , dai?itiness, greediness.-, ov,(,) nice in eating, dainty., , ov,() dainty, lickerish, greedy. 2.

metaph. curious, eager., , gen.,() theSW. wind, Lat. Africus., 6, gen., ace., (() any liquid

pouredforth, a drop, libation, drink-offering.
'

', for€ ; see., , , () the lobe or lower part of the

ear

:

—the lobe of the liver. 2. a pool., Adv.() picking out, esp. of stones

picked out for building, without being squared, [a], ados, and 17, () gathered: picked,

chosen, esp. of soldiers., (,) to be fond of talking.€, , () a speaking-place : in the Att.

theatre the front of the stage occupied by the speakers

or actors, Lat. pulpitum., , () a collection for the poor., , Dim. of, a little fable, [t], f. Att. : aor. I med.-, pass, : pf.€ : Dep.() :

—

to count, reckon, calctdate, compute ;

Xeipos to calculate off hand. II. to

take into account, consider : c. ace. to count or con-

sider as so and so. 2. c. inf. to count or reckon

upon doing. 3. to calctdate, reason : also, to con-

clude by reasoning, infer. III. the pres., and the

aor. 1 and pf.(,^, are also used

in pass, sense, to be computed or calcidated., , , ($) belonging to speech or speak-

ing. II. belonging to the reason, rational. 2.

fitfor reasoning: hence 17 (sub.), Logic., , ov, also os, ov,() worth mention,

remarkable, considerable., , a declaration, oracle : neut. of.
605, , ov, () skilled in words

;

I.

learned, esp. learned in history : as Subst.,, o,

a writer of annals, chronicler, prose-writer, as opp. to. II. eloquent., , () reckoning, computa-
tion. II. consideration, reasoning, reflexion : a
conclusion., , ,() a calcidator, com-
puter. II. in pi. auditors : at Athens, a board
of ten, to whom magistrates going out of office sub-

mitted their accounts.^, , ,() skilled in calctdal-

ing. II. skilled in reasoning or arguing., , prose-writing, opp. to poetry. From-, ov,(,) writing prose : as

Subst.,, , a chronicler, annalist. II.

writing speeches, esp. for others to deliver.-, , , (,€) a prater.«,() to strive about words.

Hence, , a war about words.-, ov,(,) warring about words.,() to make words, invent sto-

ries, fabricate reports. Hence, , invetition of stories, tale-telling.

-iroios, , {,) word-making

:

—as

Subst.,, , a writer of prose, a chronicler,

annalist, prose-writer. 2. a writer offables. II.

at Athens, one who wrote speeches for others to deli-

ver. 2. an inventor of stories, tale-teller, news-

monger., , () I. the word by which the in-

ward thought is expressed : also II. the inward

thought or reason itself.

I. Lat. oratio, vox, thai which is said or

spoken : I. a word, in pi. words, language; ws

efareiv in a word:— in Att., talk, pretence;

in pretence, opp. to' in reality. 2. a

saying, expression : an oracle, maxim, proverb. 3.

conversation, discussion ; eis , to have

a conference or interview. 4. a speaking or

talking about a thing; worth talking

of, worth mention : — a report, rumour ;

or ', so the story goes, Lzt.famafert. 5.

a tale, story, opp. both to mere fable() and to

regular history() : a. fictitious story, fable,

such as those of Aesop. b. a story, narrative,

mostly in pi., history, chronicles : in sing, one part of

the narrative. 6., prose-writing, prose,

opp. to, a book. b. at Athens, speeches : a

speech; thepower ofspeaking, oratory, eloquence. 7.

the right or privilege of speaking, Lat. copia dicendi,

to give one the right of speaking,

i. e. a hearing. 9. like, the thing spoken of
the subject of the.

II. Lat. ratio, thought, reason;

agreeable to reason : reflexion, deliberation :

to allow himself reflexion, i. e. to think

over a thing. 2. account, consideration, esteem.,
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regard; Xoyov to make one of ac-

count; Xoyov twos' to make account of a per-

son ; opp. to kv Xoyy to make

one of no account; kv avdpus Xoya) to regard in

the light of a man. 3. calculation, reckoning: the

account or reckoning : Xoyov to give an ac-

count. 4. relation, proportion, analogy. 5• a

reasonable ground, a condition, esp. in the phrase knl» or km tois Xoyois upon condition ; Xoyos

alpei it stands to reason that. Lat. ratio evincit.

III. in . ., '05, the LOGOS or

WORD, comprising both senses of Word and Reason.

AOTXH, 77, a spear-head, javelin-head, Lat. spicu-

luni : in pi. the point with its barbs. II. a

LANCE, spear, javelin, Lat. lancea. III. a

troop of spearmen.-, «s, {^, apapuv) armed with a spear., , Dim. of^., ov, (Xoyx^ of or with a spear.

-iTOios, , (Xoyxr],) making spears.-, ov, (Xoyxq,) spear-bearing :
—

as Subst., Xoyxocpopos, 6, a spearman, pikeman., , , (Xoyxq) lance-headed., Dor. ace. pi. of Xoyos.

€, 3 sing. Ep. impf. of.
Xoeoxras, Xo€0-o-<ip€Vos, Ep. for Xovaas,*-

vos, aor. I part. act. and med. of.€, Ep. for, fut. med. of.€,€-5, oldest form of-., Ep. form of., ,() a potiring: a drink-offering, liba-

tion, Lat. libatio.,, (Xoiyos) pestilent, deadly.'2;, ov, 6, nan, mischief, dea'h : plague., f. : aor. (\— Med. and

Pass., f.- : aor.( and kXoi-

:() :

—

to rail at, abuse, revile : against

the gods, to blaspheme:—Med. to rail at one another;

but the med. and pass, forms are commonly used in

same sense as Act. Hence, ov, 6, a railing at, abusing., ,() railing, abuse, reproach., ov, railing, abusive.

AOIMO'2, ov, 0, a plague, pestilence, Lat. pestis.

Xoiiros, , , (() remaining, surviving, Lat.

reliquus ; (sub. ), for the rest of
the time, henceforward ; all the rest, Lat.

ceteri ; to Xolttov the remainder, Lat. quod superest;

ra. the rest, residue, Lat. cetera.

XoutOtjios, ov, Ep. for XoiaOios, XoioOos;

the prize/or the last in the race., a, ov or os, ov, = XoiaOos., ov, (Xoinos) left behind, last: Sup.-
raros, last of all.

(not ), , a cloak.,, fern. Adj. Locrian. II. as Subst.

(sub. 777) Locris. From, oi, the Locrians: the Opuntian Loerians

opp. Euboea ; the Epicnemidian, on the Maliac Gulf;

the Epizephyrian, in the South of Italy.

Ao£ias, ov, 0, epith. of Apollo, from Xeyeiv, Xoyos,

as being the Interpreter of Zeus.£-5, ov, , (Xo£os,) walking sideways.'2, , , sla?tting, crosswise, Lat. obliquus

:

or£ to look askance at one,

Lat. limis ocidis spectare; to hang
down the head, Lat. stare capite obstipo.£-5, t5cs, fern. Adj. (Xogos,) oblique-

running., Ep. 3 pi. impf. of.-, ov, , (Xonas,) a dish-

snatcher., , Dim. of Xovas, a little dish, plat-

ter, [a]

A'2,, , a flat dish, plate or platter.

XoiTtS, '&0S, , =€75.
Xottos, ov, or Xottos, ov, , (4) a shell, husky

bark, peel.€, Ep. for., Att. for, Pass, of., Ep. 3 pi. aor. I med. of.€, Ep. 3 sing. aor. I of., contr. inf. pass, of., Dor. fut. of., Desiderat. of, to wish to bathe., , {) water that has been used in

a bath.-, ov,(, '') slain in the

bath.

Ep.€,,(,) a bath, bath-

ing-place. II. water for bathing; k

while bathing. III. libations.-, ov,(, <4) bringing water

for bathing or washing, esp. at a marriage ;-
(popos the marriage-ceremony., to pour water into the bath. From-, ov, Horn. Xoerp—

,(,€,) potiring water into the bath, preparing it., tbvos, ,() a bathing-room, bath.

AOT'fl : fut. Dor. : aor. I eXovaa

Ep.:—Med., f. : aor. ,
Ep. 3 pi. Xovaaveo:—Pass., aor. ( :—pf..—From the uncontr. form come the

Ep. impf. Xoeov, aor. I inf. and part., Xoka-

aas: Med., fut. : 3 sing. aor. 1 ind. and

part.,.— Several forms also

come from, Ep. 3 sing, and pi. impf. Xoc, Xoov

;

Ion. and old Att., pi..' (contr. from kXo-

), pres. med., ; impf. kXovTo,

kXovvTO, inf.,. To wash, esp. to

wash the body: Med. and Pass, to wash oneself, bathe;

c. gen., ((8 (of a star just risen)

fresh bathed in Ocean. II. to wash off ox atvay., f., (Xocpos) to have a crest. 2. to be

sick, ill of a crest., ,() a crest-case: any case.
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Ion. -, ,() the mane of animals, esp.

of horses, the bristly back of boars ;

the mane served for a crest. II.

the ridge of a hill, a hill.5, , , () a dweller on the hills.,, , () a torch of vine-bark.

-Troios, , (,) making crests : as

Subst.,, , a crest-maker.

'02, , , the back of the neck, the neck, esp.

of draught-cattle : metaph., /
to have the neck under the yoke. II. a ridge

of ground, the brow of a hill, Lat. jugum, dorsum: a

hill. III. the crest of a helmet, Lat. crista, com-
monly of horse-hair. 2. a tuft of hair on the

crown : the crest or tuft on the head of birds, Lat.

crista, a cock's comb.

-is, ), () the wearing a crest : the crest

itself.-^?, , , Dor. and Att. for, —, q. v., Dor. and Att. for,() to

lead or company. Hence, , Dor. and Att. for, the rank or

office of.-, , , (,) Dor. and Att. for, the leader of , the captain of a com-
pany, Lat. centurio., =., f.- and- : aor. : 3 pi.

Ep. pres., part. pi. : () :
—

to waylay, lie in wait, lay wait for, c. ace. pers. II.

absol. to lie in wait or ambush. III. c. ace. loci,

to beset with an ambush., , (() child-birth. II. a child., , ov,() of ox for child-birth. II.

(sub.), a birth-place.

Xoxeos, , , =, an ambush., , () that which is born, a
chdd. II. child-birth : metaph., -

the bursting of the bud., f. ,( ) to bringforth, bear. 2.

to attend i?i child-birth, bring to the birth. II.

Pass, to travail, bear children. 2. to be brought

forth, born. 3. generally, to lie imbedded., -«, -, Ion. for—., aor. I inf. of., , fem. of, name of Diana, as the

goddess of child-birth., f. , () to waylay, lie in wait or

lay wait for. 2. to place in ambush. II.

to arrange men in companies, draw up hi order of
battle.

Xoxios, , , =, of or for child-birth.

Xoxmjs [t], , , fem. -ms, ibOs, () one of
the same company, a fellow-soldier, comrade., a, ov, haunting the woods. From, , () a thicket, lair of wild beasts :

generally, copse-wood, a coppice. Hence

, ov, also a, ov, dwelling in the coppice. 2.

as Subst.,, , a thicket, coppice.-, ,(,) overgrown with copse-

wood, bushy., Adv. to ambush, for ambuscade. From, ,( ,) a placefor lying in wait,

ambush or ambuscade: the lair of wild beasts. 2.

the act of lying in wait or the men that form the

ambush; to place an ambuscade; -
to pick out the best

men for an ambuscade. 3. any armed band, a
company, commonly reckoned at 100 men :—among
the Spartans a was the fourth or fifth part

of (q. v.): generally, any body or company

of people. II. a lying in : child-birth, like.,, Ep. pres. part, and 3 pi. ind.

of.
\6,=; from it come several Ion. and old Att.

forms ; v.., , () dissohitio?i : faction, riot, sedition.

/aios, , () the looser or deliverer from care,

epith. of Bacchus, Lyaeus ; cp. Lat. Liber., Adv. () with sobs., , ov, and, , ov, of white mar-
ble. 1. white as marble, dazzling white. From'02, , a dazzling white stone, white marble., 7), shadow, darkness, gloom, []£: f. Dor. : Pass., aor. 1 pass.-

: pf.: ():—to bend, twist, to

throw in wrestling. II. Pass, to bend or twist

oneself, to writhe. 2. to be thrown or mastered.5, , ov, () of willow or withy, Lat.

vietus.

£€, Dor. fut. inf. of., , ,() a bending, twisting: me-
taph. the winding and twisting of a sophist.

Xvyiceios, a, ov, (£, ) lynx-like.,, , a lynx.

£,, , () a hiccough or hiccup.', , any pliant tivig or rod, a willow twig,

with, Lat. vimen. II. a willow-like tree, a withy.

Lat. vitex agnus castus. [i5]-€, is, (,) made of withs.,, =.'2, , , mournful, sad, gloomy, dismal

:

banefid drugs ; sorry

garments ; and neut. pi. alone,, bane, misery,

ruin. II. of men, baneful, mischievous. 2.

sorry, weak, cowardly. Hence, Adv. sadly, sorely., , Lydia, the kingdom of Croesus in Asia

Minor, afterwards a Persian satrapy.£, f., () to imitate the Lydians., a, ov, () Lydian; , a

stone used to test gold, like.-, Adv. () in the Lydian tongue oi

'

fashion.
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Lydian., , , a Lydian.

AT'Zfl, f. £, to have the hiccough or hiccup. II.

sob, Lat. singidtire : to whine, whimper.

XvQev, Aeol. and Ep. 3 pi. aor. I pass, of. II.

^, aor. I part. neut. pass., aor. I pass. inf. of., , or Xv9pos, , filth, defilement, esp. of

blood : gore, impure blood. (Akin to.), es,{,) like gore, defiled with

gore.

-Pas, avros, , (*,) the path of light,

the suns course, the year. II. as Adj. making up

the year,'^., , {) a she-wolf, [], , Mount Lycaeus in Arcadia.

Avkcuos, , ov, Lycaean, Arcadian, epith. of Ju-

piter. II. as Subst., Avfcatos, , or,
, a mountain in Arcadia. 2. (sub. lepa),

, the festival of Lycaean Jupiter:—also the Roman
Lupercalia., Adv. in the Lycaonian language.-, is, (*,) of or at the gray twi-

light : as Subst., -£$, to, early daion., ovos, , a Lycaonian, inhabitant of Lyca-

onia, in the South of Asia Minor.«, Att. contr. (sub.), , a wolfs-shin:

a helmet of it, cf. 4.€,, the Lyceum, a gymnasium with covered

walks in the Eastern suburb of Athens, named after

the neighbouring temple of Apollo.
XuK€ios, a, ov, {) epith. of Apollo, of doubtful

meaning, either, I . from$, wolf-slaying , like

;
2. from, the Lycian god, like^ ; or, 3. from* {light), the god

of day., , Att. contr. for4.
*AT'KH, light, an obsol. Root, whence come-

fias,,, Lat. luceo, lux, etc.-€, es, {, yevos) epith. of Apollo,

Lycian-born., Adv. {) wolf-like., , Lycia, in the South of Asia Minor:

—

~, Adv.from Lycia :, Adv. to Lycia.- contr.-, 4s, {, epyov) of

Lycian workmanship.-, 4s,{, epyov) wolf-destroying, Lat.

lupos conficiens ; (^4^ javelins for
falling wolves.--5, is, {,$) bold as a wolf.

\vko-kt6vos,ov,{, ) wolf-slaying : epith.

of Apollo, the wolf-slayer.5-5, ov, , ($,) a wolf-worrier.

AT'KOS, , a wolf:—proverb., to see

a wolf, i.e. to be struck dumb, as was believed of those

at whom a wolf got the first look; so in, Virgil, Moe-
rim lupi videre prlores. II. in pi. spikes on the

bits of hard-mouthed horses, Lat. lupi, lupata, from
their resemblance to the jagged teeth of a wolf.-, wtos, , {, (puts) twilight, both of

morning and evening, the gloamhig, Lat. diluctdum., f.,{) to tear like a wolf:—Pass, to

be torn by wolves., 5, ,filth or dirt removed by washing

:

also the dirty water, washings, offscourings. II.

moral defilement, disgrace, infamy. III. an aban-
doned man. (From, Lat. luo.), f.: aor. 4: also

aor. 1 pass, : pf., but 3 sing.

: Dep. : {) :

—

to treat with indignity

or contumely, outrage :
—to maltreat, maim, mutilate,

spoil, destroy : also, to persecute. II. the pres., with aor. I and pf. pass, are sometimes

used in pass, sense, to be maltreated, destroyed. Hence, rjpos, , a spoiler, destroyer : and05, , ov, injurious, destructive : c. gen.,

ridning another., , , =., , =. [~\€,, ,{) a destroyer, spoiler.' [], , outrage by word or deed, an affront,

disgrace : generally, maltreatment, maiming, mutila-

tion, destruction ; 4 for the sake of itisult., Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.^, aor. I part, of., 3 pi. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.-, f., {) to give pain to, to pain, dis*

tress, grieve, annoy : of light troops, to harass, an-

noy :—Pass., with f. med., to be sad, to be

grieved.' [], , pain, either of body or mind, Lat.

dolor : grief distress, suffer'mg, sad plight.,, , {() pain, distress.

\*\, Dor. inf. of4., , , {4) painful, Lat. molestus., verb. Adj.4, one mustfeel pain., , op,{4,$) wretched, distressed,

poor, sorry. II. painful, distressing.' [], , Lat. lyra, a lyre, a Greek musical in-

strument of seven strings, like the and*£.-, , {,) one who sings to the

lyre., f., {) to play the lyre.

XupiKos, ,,{) sitiging to the lyre: as Subst.,$, , a lyric poet., , Dim. of.-5, is,{,^) delighting in the lyre.-€5, is, {, 4^) charmed by the lyre., 57,{,4) a sounding the lyre.

-iroios, , (, 4) making lyres.-5, es, {,) adapted to the lyre,

lyrical., , contr. for.
-avias, , , {,) ending sadtUSS.€, 3 pi. aor. opt. of.

2



420 -—.-, , (, ^) dissolving marriage.-, , or , , (,) loosing the

zone : epith. of Diana, who lightened the pangs of
travail.-, , (,) ending evil.-, , or , , (,) ending strife.-, , (,) limb-relaxing.-,',(,) driving care aiuay., , () able to loose or relieve.-, , (,) deliveringfrom love.

-Trovos, , (, -) freeing from toil.

[], gen. Ion. 10s, : () : a loosing, set-

ting free, esp. of a prisoner, release, ransoming : de-

liverance ; liquidatiofi of debt. 2.

means or power of releasing or loosmg.4, f., = (which is found in

Sophocles) to pay dues or tribute to: to be useful or

advantageous to: impers.,, it profits, bene-

fits : with a comp. force,

it is better to be dead than alive ;

it profits me not ; newt. part, ,
profit, gain, advantage. From-, is, (, \) paying dues, indemni-

fying: profitable, advantageous: also, cheap. Comp.-, Sup.-./, Adv., pres. part, of, use-

fully, profitably.-^, , (,) opening the veins.-,, , , (,) setting free the

mind.
'^2" Att., , rage, fury, e;p. in war,

martial rage: .raging madness, raving,frenzy . Hence, to be raging-mad, to rave., abas, ,() raging-mad, raving.

Att.,() to be raging,furious,
esp. in battle. .2. to be raging-mad, to rave., ,() a fit of madness : in pi.

ravings., Dor. inf. of., rjpos, and, •, ,()
one that is raging or raving-mad : a madman.-, , (,) raging-mad.-^, ,(,) like madness : raging-
mad, raving.

Xvriov, verb. Adj. of, one must loose.,,, () one who looses, a deliverer,

releaser. II. arc arbitrator, settler.

-os, a, ov, or , ,() loosing, releasing

:

c. gen. delivering or setting free from.

[], Ep. 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of ; but, contr. for, Ep. impf. pass, of., , () the price paid

:

I . a ransom,
price of redemption, mostly in pi. 2. an atone-

ment., f.,() release on receipt of ran-
som, to hold to ransom. 2. Med. to release by pay-
ment of ransom, to ransom, redeem. 3. Pass, to be

ransomed.

, , ,() a ransoming. 2.

Redemption., , ,() a ransomer, redeemer.,, Att. for,., , irreg. pi. of.
or, ,() =.,, ,() a place to keep lamps in., ,() a lamp-stand., , Dim. of*, a small lamp.-', ),(,) a lighting of lamps r

illumination, a festival at Sais in Egypt in honour of

Minerva, like the Chinese Feast of Lanterns.

-ttoios, ,(,) making lamps or

lanterns.-, ,(,) ci'y af lamps.-, , ,(,) a dealer in

lamps or lanterns.

AT'XNOS, , pi. and, a light, lamp;

about the time for lamp-lighting,

i. e. at dusk., f.,() to carry a lan-

tern : Lacon. part,.-$, ,(,) carrying a lamp.', fut. [], aor. ' : pf. :—
Pass., fut. and paullo-post. fut.

[] : aor. [] : Ep. aor. 2 pass, [] , 3
sing,, 3 pi.: pf., plqpf.

[], 3 sing. Ep. opt., for.—To loose

:

to loosen, unfasten, untie, slacken; to u?i-

bend the brow; . to open the mouth; etc.:

—

Med. to loosen or undofor oneself 2. of horses,

to unyoke, rmharness. 3. generally, to loose, re-

lease, set free. 4. to release a captive on receipt

of ranssm, to bold to ransom, release

;

—Med. to re-

lease by payment, ransom, redeem. II. to loosen,,

weaken, relax; yvia,~ to loose the limbs,

knees, i. e. unnerve, enfeeble, and often in Homer,, to

slay, kill. III. to dissolve , break up. 2. to

break down, lay tow, demolish. 3. generally, to

undo, do away with: of disputes, to put down: of

laws, to repeal, annul; to break a

treaty. 4. to dismiss, assuage, calm. 5. to

undo, atone, make up for, Lat. luere, rependere ; so. IV. in Att.,,
to pay rates or taxes : hence, 2..--, to profit, avail ; it boots not

;

also, absol! without, to profit., contr. from >, I will, wish or desire, a Doric

defect. Verb, only used in sing,, ;$,, 3 pi. ;

subj., ? ; opt. ; inf. ; also part. dat..
Ion.-< : f.- Dor.-: aor. I med.: (but aor.

and pf. in pass, sense) : Dep. : () :
—

to treat despitefully, to t?isult, maltreat: to maim, mu-
tilate: to dishonour. 2. absol. to act outrageously

or despitefully. II. pf. part,, in

pass, sense, mutilated.



-, f. , () to mock, make a mock of.', , ill-usage by word or deed, despiteful

treatment, outrage, contumely, indignity: mutilation,

maiming. 2. of a person, a disgrace, opprobrium.,, aor. I inf. of., fern, of., rjpos, ,() one who treats despite-

fully, a foid slanderer : generally, a destroyer : muti-

lator, murderer. II. pass, a worthless wretch.,, , = ;
a dis-

grace to his trade., , 6,() ill-treated, outraged,,

dishonoured. II. act. insidting, abusive: baneful., opos, , =.,€5, . '., ovos, , ,, : Ait. contr.,
: neut. pi., syncop. : ( to wish) :

—

more desirable; better :—Sup.$, , ov, contr..—There is also» a second Comp., ov.,, to, the hem or border of a robe.

Hence, , Dim. a fringe, flounce., 3 pi. of Dor. verb, to wish., , (,) a covering, mantle. 2.

a skin, husk, shell., f., () to cover, wrap up., f., steal clothes : hence trans, to

rob, plunder. From- [/],,,(5,) one who slips into

another s clothes or strips him of'them, a clothes-stealer

:

generally, a thief, robber,footpad., , =.
-os, /, ov, Att. contr. from, Sup. of, most desirable, best., Ion. ace. neut. pi. of., f., (*) to pluck flowers

:

—Med. ?-, to cullflowers for oneself, choose the best., , ov,() of lotus., ,() aflower: metaph. theflower,

choicest, best.

XcoTOeis,, ,() overgrown with lotus;, Ion. for, lotus-pWms.

1'2,, , the lotus, name of several plants :—I.

the Greek lotus, a kind of clover or trefoil, on which

horses fed. II. the Cyrenean lotus or jujube, an

African shrub, the fruit of which was eaten by certain

tribes on the -coast, hence called Lotophagi : the fruit

was honey -sweet, : in size as large as the

olive, and in taste resembling the^date. III. the

Egyptian lotus, the lily of the Nile. IV. there

was also a lotus-tree growing in Africa, distinguished

by its hard, black wood, of which flutes were made

:

hence is used poet, for a flute.-5, ov, (,) growing lotus.-, ov,(, ^) eating lotus : as

Subst.,~/, , the Lotus-eaters, a peaceful na-

tion on the coast of Cyrenaica.,-, Dor. for-.

^ayeipuov. 421
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, Dor. for, gen. of.
Ion. -, f., () to restfrom toil,

take rest: c. gen. to have rest, abatefrom. 2. to

!
abate, of a disease or of wind. II. trans, to

lighten, relieve, release.€€, 3 sing. aor. I opt. of., , () rest from :
—retnission, ces-

sation., neut., Att. contr.. for,.

]YL H-! H*^ ° • **> T"> indecl., twelfth letter of the

Gr. alphabet: as.numeral, ' = 40, but ^ = 40,000.

Changes of , esp. in the dialects

:

I. Aeol. and

Lacon. into , as into. II. Aeol.

doubled, e. g. , for . III.

becomes , as, Dor. , Lat. ne. IV.

is often added or left out, 1. at the beginning of

a word, as , , ," Lat. Mars. 2. in the middle of a word, as, , -
tos, , etc. V. sometimes has

or prefixed, as,*,^ ^,'/. VI. is added or left out

before , as, -yoos -yoos, ,,-^ '/.
', apostr. for . II. very rarely for., a Particle used in strong protestation and

oaths, either affirmative or negative ace. to the con-

text: I. in affirmation; yea

by this sceptre. II. in negation; yap'-
nay by Apollo. III. Att. is used absol.,, by Zeus ! IV. in common discourse, the

name of the deity sworn by was often suppressed, vol, (sub. ). V. is some-

times omitted after ov ; as, , ,
no by Jove, etc., Aeol. and Dor. shortd. for , as

7 for yrj : cf. , , ., , the bridge of the magadis. [a] From, , gen. : irreg. dat. : ace. -
:

—

the magadis, a harp with twenty strings.€, , a piece ofjugglery : ^{.juggleries,

?nountebank's tricks : and, , , a juggler, mountebank. From&, f.,(^) to cheat by sleight of
hand :. to bewitch. 2. intr. to play tricks.', , any means for tricking or be-

witching, a philtre, drug: ajuggler s apparatus. II.

=^, a bunting-net.€, ,() the religion of the Magi. 2.

magic, art., ,() a place for cooking, a

cook-shop. II. Maced. a pot, kettle.
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\..•£\,$,,,()fitfor a cook or cookery:

(sub.), cookery. Hence, Adv. in a cook-like way, artistically.€5, 6, a cook: also a butcher. (From,, because the baking of bread was originally the

chief business of the cook.), ,() a piece of magic art : in pi.

charms, spells., f. , (Mayos) to be a Magus or a magi-

cian ; to sing incantations. II.

trans, to enchant, bewitch, charm.,, , fern., a Magnesian, a

dweller in in Thessaly : also,
fem. Mayvrjns. II. $, , the mag-
net, also called .
MATOS, ov, , a Magus, Magian, one of a Me-

dian tribe. II. one of the wise men or seers in

Persia who interpreted dreams. III. any en-

chanter, wizard : magician : in bad sense a juggler,

quack, [a]-, , (Mayos,) the slaughter of

the Magi, a Persian festival.€5, a, ov, Comp. Adj. formed from 8,
more magical., , ov,() of flesh, flaccid, loose: of

the head, bald., f., () to be moist or wet, to melt

away : of hair, tofall off, Lat. defluere : hence to be bald., Dor. for.*'5, ,, the Root , etc., =., ,(, to knead) barley-bread, a barley-

cake, opp. to apros, wheaten bread ;

having baked him a cake, with a pun on., , Dim. of, a barley-scone.-, 6, (,) a wooden trencher for

serving barley-cakes on : generally, a large platter or

charger, Lat. mazonomus.
MAZO'2, , , one of the breasts( being

the whole breast or chest), mostly of women, but also

of men. differs from only in dialect.

0€, aor. 2 inf. of., Dor. for, fut. of., aros, ,() that which is learnt, a

lesson. 1. learning, knowledge :—in pi., -
mathematics. Hence, , , fond of learning. II. be-

longing to the sciences, esp. to mathematics : -
(sub.), mathematics : 6

a mathematician., ,() the act of learning, acquiring

information. 2. desire or power of learning., fut. of., , ov, verb. Adj. of, to be

learnt. II. neut., one must learn., f. , to be a pupil or scholar. II.

trans, to make a disciple of one, instruct. From5, ov, 6,() a learner, pupil, Lat. dis-

cipuhis : a disciple.

, Desiderat. of, to wish to become

a disciple. II. to be a disciple or pupil., , ,() learnt, that may be learnt., , fem. of, a female pupil., Dor. fem. , aor. 2 part, of.
[], Ep. aor. 2 of.
[], , poet, and Ion. tor., aor. 2 part, of.

MAX~A, , good mother, dame. II. a nurse,

foster-mother, mother. III. a midwife., , Maia, daughter of Atlas, mother of Her-
mes : also Maias, aoos, ., , Maeander, a river in Caria noted for

its windings., f., Dep.( m) to serve as a

midwife : trans, to hatch.,, , the fifth itic month, an-

swering to the end of November and beginning of

December, so called from the festival of Zeus Mcu-
held in it., ov, ,() epith. of Jupiter, the

boisterous, stormy, in whose honour the Maemacteria

were kept at Athens in the first winter month, as

being the god of storms, etc., =, to burstforth., Ep. 3 pi., part,,-*.
f.: Ep. aor. : (redupl. of, as-

from ) :
—to be very eager, to pant or

quiver with eagerness : c. gen. to be eagerfor., abos, , () mad, raving, fran-

tic. 2. as Subst. a mad woman : a Bacchanal, a

Maenad. II. act. causing madness.

MAI'NH, , maena, a small sea-fish, like our her-

ring., [t], , Dim. of, a sprat., ov, , fem., loos, ()
raving, frenzied., , ov, —., fut. and : pf. with

pres. sense, also (in pass, form) :

aor. I med., aor. 2 pass., part,-, inf. : (*) :

—

to rage, to be furious^

in war: also to rave with anger: to be mad with wine,

be madly drunk, and of Bacchic frenzy,

the frenzied Dionysus : metaph. of things,

to rage, riot— to be drive?!,

mad by the god :— Att. phrase, ,
more than madness, i. e. utter distraction. II.

Causal in aor. 1 act., to make mad, madden., fut. [], Dep. to endeavour,

strive : to seek, seek to compass : cf.., f.=, Dep. =., ,(-) the Sparkler, i.e. the dog-star., Adv. in Maeotic (i.e. Scythian) fashion*'* [], apos, : fem. :—
blessed, happy, properly of the gods, opp. to mortal

men : absol., the blessed ones, i. e. the

gods. II. of men, supremely blest, fortunate :



— .
but also, prosperous, wealthy. III. the dead were

esp. called, the blessed, as being beyond the

reach of pain:

—

the islands of the blest,

(placed by the later Greeks in the ocean at the ex-

treme West).—Comp. and Sup.,,-., Ep. dat. pi. of., , {) happiness, bliss. II. the

abode of the blessed., fut. Att.,{) to call or esteem

happy : to bless., , ov, or os, ov, collat. form of,
blessed, happy, fortunate :—in Att. one of the tipper

classes :—Comp. and Sup., -raros., ov, 6, {) a pronouncing or

esteeming happy, a blessing., , ov,{) deemed ox pronounced

happy by others : absol. enviable. Adv. -.? [], ov, , like , one in a state of
bliss, i. e. ofie dead : fern,,.

-ros, , ov, =., , ,{) tall, taper.€£, f. ,{) to be on the Mace-
donian side : or, to speak Macedonian.

MaKiSovios, a, ov, and -ovikos, , ov, Macedonian.

From,, , a Macedonian., poet, also, , {,, as

from Sis,) a pick-axe with one point., , Lat. macellum, a slaughter-house,

shambles, market., rpos, , () used as Adj., -
a lo?ig, tedious tale.,, , poet for.3, Dor. for,{) irreg. Sup. of$, =, greatest., f., [a], to be stupid : pf. part,-, dreaming, mooning., , Dor. for, length : ace. as

Adv., =, afar.

(sub.-), , the long line which the -
drew upon his tablet in token of condemna-

tion, opp. to the short line {), which was in

token of acquittal.-,, , , (5,) lasting long

:

of persons, long-lived ; the immortals.

Ion., ace. fem. of, used as

Adv. at a distance, afar off, far : Comp.,
farther, to a greater distance. 2. also of Time, at

length, tediously; to speak at great

length : also long, to live long.-, , , , {,) long-

necked.-, f.,{,) to speak at

great length. Hence
Dor. -, , long-windedness,

prolixity, prosing.-, ,{,) the season of long

days.

423-, ov,{,) long-lived: oi -
an Ethiopian people south of Egypt.-, ov, {,) long-lived, of

long duration.-, , gen. , (/epos,) very old,

in advanced age.-5, ov,(,) far-running., Adv.()from afar., f.,() to be long-svffer-

ing, patient ; eis to be forbearing
or long-suffering towards one. Hence, , long-suffering.-, ov, {,) long-suffering,

forbearing : patient. Adv. -, patiently., f.,() to speak at length :

c. ace. rei, to speak long on a subject. Hence, , a speaking at length.-, ov,(,) speaking at length.

-irvoos, ov, contr. -tyvovs, ovv,(,)
long-breathed : long-lived, lasting long., ,,(,) long, whether of Space

or Time : I. of Space, long, far-stretching. 2.

tall, lofty: also deep. 3. far, far distant;

succoursfrom a distance: em far,

for a long way ; ' as far as pos-

sible. 4. dat. is often used, like, by

far, much; by far the first. II.

of Time, long : long-lasting, enduring ;

(sc.) after a long time; for a long

time. 2. lofig, tedious; at great

length. III. regul. Comp. ; Sup. -
: Irreg. Comp., ; Sup. -

Dor., formed from, as

from. IV. the neut. pi. is used as

Adv., taking long strides
; -

loudly bellowing
;

to make
long prayers :—so also neut. sing., to

shout aloud.,, , =,, le?igth.-, , , , (,) far-

stretched, long drawn out., Comp. of, q. v.

-TOvos, ov,(,) =.-|, vyyos, , , (,) with

long throat or gullet.-, , , (,) a te-

dious prater.

-xpovtos, ov,(,) long-enduring., ,() a kneading-trough., ,() a towel, napkin., Dor. for., old poet. aor. 2 part, of.
[],, Dor. for,.'", Adv. very, very much, exceedingly,

quite: 1. strengthening the word with which it

stands; very many; ' right well;' quite directly
;

right

through ; ov by no means, on no account. 2.
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strengthening a whole sentence ; iy .

.

, now
in very truth . . ; so, with a part.,

though desiring never so much. II. Comp.-, more, more strongly : also rather, Lat. />o-

tius. 2. too much,far too much. 3. is

sometimes joined to another Comp.
;

-
more easier ; ; etc. 4.

is often followed by ov (where seems redundant),

as, :
in this case is preceded by another

negat. 5. more than anything,

i. e. by all means. III. Sup., most, most

strongly : most of all, especially ; kv

(sc. ), Lat. imprimis, as much as any ; ks -
for the most part, mostly : is sometimes

added to another Sup., as . 2. in

numbers, is often added to shew that they

are not exact, at the most, at most ; -
fifty at most, where the real number is forty-

nine : hence about, pretty near, ks

about the middle. 3. most certainly,

Lat. vel maxime.
or, , malobathrum, the

aromatic leaf of an Indian, plant, the betel or areca.-, , ,, , gen.,(,) softly treading., ,() softness, tenderness : of men,

effeminacy, weakness.,() to be soft or tender.£, f. , () to make soft, ener-

vate. II. Pass, and Med., f.-
Att.- : aor. I med., pass, -

:
— to be soft or tender, weak or effemi-

nate. 2. to be softened or appeased., ouvos, ,() a darling. [/a]-, ov, gen. ovos,(, ')
gentle of mood.~ KO'2, ,, Lat. MOLLIS, soft; s

a soft, grassy meadow. II. soft, gentle,

mild. 1 in. bad sense, soft, effeminate : easy, care-

less, re?niss.-«,, , , (, ) soft-

handed, soothing., =, to soften :—Pass, to be soft

or weakly, to flag., Adv. of, softly : easily, care-

hssly : Sup..
Att. —, fut. , () to make

soft, soften : of leather, to make supple, curry : and

metaph., to give one a dressing,

curry him. II. metaph. to soften by entreaties, to

pacify : also to relieve.—Pass, to be softened : c. gen.

to be relievedfrom., ,() a mallow, Lat. malva.
paAepos, , , () very strong, mighty, raging,

of fire : metaph. glowing, vehement.', , the arm-pit, Lat. ala : only in the

phrase or , under the arm.

MA'A0Aw
or, , a mixture of wax and

pitch for calking ships. 2. the wax laid over writiug-

tablets.£, f. Att. , =, to soften :
—

Pass, to be softened: to be remiss.,, , ov, poet, for.
or -ta, verb. Adj. of,

one must be remiss., , , = (with inserted),

soft. II. soft, gentle, mild : in bad sense, soft,

weakly, effeminate., Adv. softly : gently, mildly., f. £, =, to soften, soothe :
—

Pass., to be unnerved by sleep., , ov, Dor. for., ,() hair, a lock of hair, [a],, , Dor. for, (, =) a

nymph who protects the flocks ()., Adv., Sup. of : v. in., by era sis for , nay but.-, ov,(,) bound with wool., Adv., Comp. of : v. II.', , , a lock of wool, the uiool of ihcep,

a fleece : of men, a lock or braid of hair,, v.., Dor. for .--, ov, Dor. for}., , , white. (Origin uncertain.)-,-£, Dor. for-.
and, , a child's attempt to call to its

mother ; like,,,. II.=, mother. III. later a grandmother., , proverb, word for a blockhead., to cry for the mother's breast, of

young children before they can articulate., ,() a mother.

or, , , Mammon, the Sy-

rian god of riches, — Greek: hence generally,

wealth, riches., affirm. Particle, Dor. and old Ep. for.', , a fold, byre, stable, Lat. mandra :

also 2. the setting of a seal, Lat. pala, funda., ov, 0, mandrake, a narcotic plant.

pdveis,, , aor. 2 part, of.
Mavcpws, 0, Maneros, only son of the first king of

Egypt : also a national dirge named after him, iden-

tical with the Greek AtVos.

paves, Dor. for, pi. of.,, aor. 2 inf. of.' : fut. Dor. : aor.

2, in Homer either without augm., or

with double ,, : pf. :
—to

learn by inquiry, to ascertain : in aor. to have learnt,

i. e. to understand, be acquainted with. II. of the

attempt, to ask, inquire about. III. to perceive,

understand, comprehend, like Lat. teneo ;;
do you understand 1

? Answ., , perfectly

!

—c. part., , knoiv that you are. IV.
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in Att., ; conies to mean wherefore? properly,

having ascertained what ? for what fresh reason ?

almost = ;

Ion. -, 17,() madness,frenzy. .
generally, mad passion, rage, fury. III. enthu-

siasm, Bacchic frenzy., ados, () fern. Adj. frantic, mad,

frenzied: joined with a neut. pi. Subst., <-
with mad fits of raving, hke victricia arma., , , () inclined to madness, mad

;

to look mad. Hence, Adv. in madfashion, madly.,, Dor. for., Dor. for.-, es, (, el8os) mad-like, mad: to

mad?iess.

MA'NNA", , a morsel, gram. 2. manna.

MA'NNOS or, , Lat. monile, a necklace,

collar.-, ov,(,) wearing a collar.

MANO'2, , , Lat. rarus, thin, loose, slack, flac-

cid. II. of number, few, scanty. See.€ Ion. -, ,() prophesying,

power of divination : also the mode of divination. II.

an oracle, prophesy.€ Ion. -, , () an oracle,

i. e., I. an oracular response. II. the seat

of an oracle.?, , ov, or os, ov, Ion. -yjios, , ov, ($)
oracular, prophetic., aros, , an oracle. From, f.- : aor. : pf.

: Dep. : () :

—

to divine, prophesy,

deliver an oracle. 2. to presage,forebode, surmise:

of animals, to scent. 3. to seek divinations: to con-

sult an oracle. II. aor., impers. in

pass, sense, an oracle was given : and pf. part, -, the oracles delivered. Hence€€, verb. Adj. one must divine, prophesy.

€05, , ,( ) foretold or ordained

by an oracle., -ttjiov, -tt|ios, Ion. for da, etc., voc. of.», , , of or for a soothsayer or diviner,

prophetic : as Subst., (sub.), , the art

or faculty of divination. Adv. -kujs., f., to prophesy. From-, ov,(,) inspired, frenzied., , gen. «xjs Ion. 10s : (): a diviner,

soothsayer, seer, prophet: also as {em., a prophetess. 2.

metaph. aforeboder. II. a kind of locust or grass-

hopper., , the art of divination, divining. [i5]?, , ov,() oracular, prophetic., a, ov, =.,,, Dor. for -,, Adv. of, rarely : comp.,
less often.

, see.€€, Ep. aor. 2 inf. of., , =, a lash, whip, scotirge. [], , Dor. and Att. form of., , fennel, Lat. marathrum. [], u/vos, , Marathon, a plain on the east

coast of Attica, celebrated for the defeat of the Per-

sians, so called from its being overgrown with fennel().-, ov, ,(,) one

who fought at Marathon : hence a brave veteran."1, f. : aor. Att. -ova ;
—

Pass., aor. : pf. or-
:
—to put out, quench, extinguish :—Pass, to die

away, burn low. II. metaph. to que?ich : to

weaken, make to waste or pine away

:

—Pass, to die

away, waste away, languish., Syriac, the Lord cometh, sc. to judgment., only in pres., (^) to ragefuriously.? [i], ov, , a pearl. Lat. margarita., only in part.,() to rage furiously.

[], ov, , ($) Margites, hero of a

mock-heroic poem ascribed to Homer.

MA'PFOS, , ov, or os, ov, raging mad, Lat. furi-

osus. 2. greedy, gluttonous. 3. lustful. Hence, $, , rage, madness. 2. greedi-

ness, gluttony. 3. lust.

MA'PH, 77, =, a hand. (Hence-.)', , the embers of charcoal, []-, ov, ,(,- Root of some

tenses of) gulper of coal-dust., only in pres. and impf., to flash,

sparkle, glisten, gleam, mostly of metal ;

sparkling eyes. Hence, a, ov,() flashing, sparkling,

glistening, of metals : also of the sea.?, , ov,() of marble.?,,, —, bright,gleaming., , =.?, ov, ,() any stone or rock, with

sparkling crystals in it: also as Adj.,

a sparkling stone. ., , Lat. marmor,

marble : also a work in marble, a slab or tablet of
marble., ,() a flashing, sparkling :

of any quick motion, the quick

twinkling of the dancers' feet.-,,(,) with sparkling eyes.

MA'PNA'MAI,,, imperat., subj., opt., inf., part,-
; impf., ao,, dual :

no other tenses in use : Dep. :

—

to fight, do battle,

contend

:

—of boxers, to contend, encounter. 2. to

quarrel, wrangle. 3. metaph. to struggle, strive., Ep. part. gen. dual of.,, Ep. 3 sing, and pi. impf. of.?, ,() a seizer, ravisher.

5
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dupl. aor. 2 : and a shortd. aor. 2,
inf., whence 3 pi. opt. : pf. part.

:

—

/ grasp, hold, catch : to lay bold of,

seize : to embrace, clasp : to reach, overtake, catch.'^;, a bag, pouch, Lat. marsupium., vpos, and 77, Aeol. for. Hence, f. :—Pass., fut. 1,
but also f. med. in pass, sense, : aor. I( : pf. :

—to be a witness :

to bear witness : tlv'l to bear wit?iess in

favour of another : c. ace. rei, to bear vAlness to a

thing, testify to : c. inf. to testify or declare that a

thing is :—Pass, to have witness borne to one. II.

later, to be or become a martyr. Hence,, , testimony., ,() a bearing witness. 2.

witness, testimony, evidence., , a testimony, proof : in pi.,,, evidence. [p~\ From
[] : f. : aor. :

Dep. : () :—to call to witness, invoke . absol., I call witnesses, I protest., , Ep. form of, a witness.

MA'PTT^, or , gen., ace., as

if from, but also ace. : pi.,
dat. poet, :

—a witness.,, Dor. for-., Dor. for., aor. I inf. of., f., Dep., (,) to chew.

[], aor. I inf. of Root *, to touch.,, Dor. for,., , —, a leathern thong. Hence,, , a leathern thong. II. metaph.

a supple, slippery knave., , a Dor. form of,., Dor. for, dat. pi. of.
[], fut. * ., , Lat. Massilia, Marseilles. Hence, , , a man of Marseilles., etc., =.

Att. : fut.£ : aor. : pf.

:— Pass., aor. : pf.~ :

(*) :—to touch, handle. II. to work with the

hands, to knead dough, Lat. pinso

:

—Pass., -- dough ready kneaded., , , neut., gen., irreg.

Comp. of for, longer, larger.,, rj,{) that with which one

chews or eats, the jaws, mouth. II. that which is

chewed, a mouthful, morsel.

or -£, to mumble, of an old man.
(Formed from the sound.)<=, , fern, of., f. , =, to seek : to seek or en-

deavour to do : to seek or search after.,, , (*) a seeker, searcher. Hence

, a, ov, searching., false form for^., , ,() one who deserves whip-
ping, a worthless slave, sorry knave, Lat. verbero.-, ov,(,) carrying a whip

:

as Subst.,, , a sort of constable., f. : pf. aor.^ :— Pass.,

fut. med. in pass, sense^ : pf.^-
: () :

—to whip, flog, beat. Hence, ov, that deserves whipping., , ov, verb. Adj. of-, to be

whipped, deserving a whipping., f. : aor. Ep. :() :—to whip, flog.,, ,() a scourgcr., «, , (,) a whip, scourge ; -
a hovsG-whip. II. metaph. a scourge,

plague ; the lash of eloquence., Ep. part, of., , , Ion. for ; dat.., Dor. for.,() to gnash the teeth, only in Ep.

part. dat.., collat. form of, to whip, scourge,

beat, lash :—Med., ^ [the Hon]

lashes his sides with his tail.-, ,(,) a breast-band.,, 0,07^ of the breastsofa woman, later form

for Horn. II. metaph. a round hill, knoll. III.

a piece of wool fastened to the edge of the nets., , a pandering. From, f. ,() to be a pander,

play the pander : c. ace. to seduce., and , (,) a pander, pimp,

Lat. leno, lena.,,() thearmpit, Lat. ala, axilla, []£, f.,() to put under the arm-
pits : to mutilate a corpse, since murderers fancied,

that by cutting off the extremities, and placing them
under the armpits, they would avert vengeance. Hence,, , a broad strap passing behind

the horse's shoulders and fastened to the yoke by the

: generally, a girdle, band.,() to act unmeaningly or foolishly..() =., , idle talking. From-, ov,(,) idly talking.

[], , ov, or , ov,() idle, foolish, un-

meaning, trifling. II. thoughtless, rash, wanton,

profane. Hence, 77x0s, . folly, vanity., Adv. of, idly, without reason.

A"TA'fl, f.,() to be idle, to loiter, linger,

lag ; ToZpyov the work lags not. II. to

be in vain, fruitless., f. : aor. : (*.) :
—to seek,

search : to seek to do. 2. to seek or search after

:

to search, explore.



, rare form for.
©f, to tread on.

MATH, , =, a folly, a fault, [a] Hence

Dor. [ I, Adv. in vain, idly, foolishly,

hat.frusira. 2. senselessly, at random, Lat. te-

mere. 3. idly, falsely, Lzt.J'also. Originally ace.

of, hence ds at random, [a], Dor. for, Lat. mater, [a], Dor. for.
Ion. -, ,() a vain attempt.

-605,-, etc., Dor. for-., '/;, a rich, high-seasoned dish, Lat. mattea

and matiya. (Foreign word.)-05, , (,) licking up

dainties., f £, Att. for.
05, ibOs or 10s, , a knife., like, to darken : metaph. to make

powerless, to make obscure or forgotten

:

—Pass, to

become dark or obscure.

[], , a large knife, worn like a dirk next

the sword-sheath. II. as a weapon, a short sword
or dagger : a sabre or scimitar, opp. to £i(pos (the

straight sword). III. a kind of rasor ;

scissors. Hence, , Dim. a short sword or dagger., ibOs, , Dim. of, a small

knife. 2. a small rasor.€,, a sword or knifefactory. From
-iroios, ,(,) a cutler.-,/,{., (pip)weari?g a sabre., , Dor. for$.
[a], ovos, , Machaon, son of Aesculapius., Ep. part, of., Ion. for., Ep. part, of., 3 sing. Ion. impf. of., Dor. for, pres. imperat. of.

MA'XH [] , 77, a battle,fight, combat*; pfoperly an
engagement between armies, but also, a single combat;

to win a battle ; but to

conquer one in battle. II. a quarrel, strife,

wrangling. III. an amicable contest, as for a

prize in the games. IV. a mode offighting, way
of battle. V. afield of battle. Hence, ov, gen. ovos, warlike., ov, 6, () a fighter, warrior ; as Adj.

warlike. Hence, , , of or forfighting, pugnacious., , ov,() disposedfor battle, warlike:

ol or the soldiery, the effective

force.-5, es,(, $) warlike, conten-

tious., ados, poet. fern, of$.
MA'XAOS, ov, lewd, lustful : wanton. Hence, , lewdness, lust, wantonness., Ion. for, 3 pi. opt. of

—^/.
II. Aeol. form
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Ion. [], Ep. part,^
and : fut. Ep. or

Att. : aor. , Ep.
inf. or : pf. :

Dep. : ():—to fight, contend in battle; c. dat.

pers. to fight with, i. e. against ; but, with
the sanctioTi of; acpias^ to fight by
themselves : but, ' ' to fight one
against one, in single combat. II. generally, to

quarrel, wrangle, dispute : hence, to oppose, with-

stand one. III. to contendfor the prize in the

games : to measure oneself with.', Adv. in vain, idly, fridtlessly ; \
to swear lightly, unmeaningly. II. thoughtlessly,

rashly, indecorously.-,, at,(,) squalls, gusts ofwind., ov, () vain,false, idle, useless. Hence, Adv. , =,foolishly, thoughtlessly : with-

out reaso?i : recklessly.-, ov, (, ^) idly talking.-5, ov, (, €€) bringing forth in

vain.-, ov, , (,) idly yelping, re-

peating agai?i and again, []*, a Root, only used in pf. act. and in

Med.

:

., pf. with pres. sense, 3 pi. (-, often in the syncopate forms, dual,, ; 3 sing, imperat.^ [] ; 3 pi.

plqpf. ; but most often in part,, ~,5,, but also^,^-€ :

—

to strive after, long for, desire eagerly, mostly

c. inf. : also absol., ^ pressing for-

ward ;^ iyxeipai pressing forward with

their spears. 2. to irish or claim to be. II.

Med.,,, part.$, inf., im-

perat., to seek after, covet.

, enclit. ace. of. -*, neut. of yas.-, is, ^iyas, Oapaos) very bold.

6•5, Ion. for yeos.-, ov, ^iyas, $) high-minded, mag-
nanimous.-, aor. ^, (^$) to look on a thing

as too great : hence, to grudge a thing to another as

too great for him, and generally, to refuse or deny,

withhold from envy : to object, complain.-, es, (iyas, ktjtos) huge, unwieldy.-, es, declined (as if from eyas) -
ya^ios, —it, -ea, -ies, cf. cv/cAe^s : ^iyas,) :

—very famous. 2. pr. n. of several of the family

of the Alcmaeonidae at Athens.

€•-5, is, ^iyas, kvSos) much renowned., neut. pi. of iyas.-,-, Dor. for^-.-, f., (iyas,) to boast highly,

speak haughtily :—Med. to boast oneself.- and-, ov, ^iyas, air) very boastfd, vaunting, arrogant.



4.28 —., , ,() magnificent, splendid : of

men, haughty. Hence&,,, grandeur, splendour, majesty., Adv. of, magnificently., f. , (^-) to talk big,

boast. Hence, , big talking.-, , (',) talking big,

vaunting, boastful.^, , manli?iess, courage. 2. in bad
sense, hajightiness. From-, opos, , , (^,) heroic, high-

jninded. 2. in bad sense, haughty.-, opos, , , ($,) great-hearted

:

magnanimous.£, (') to magnify :—Pass, to be exalted,

to bear oneself haughtily., , loftiness of sentiment. From-, , gen., ^iyas,*) of
lofty sentiments, high-minded.-, , (,) very glorious., , munificence, liberality. From-, ,(,) making rich pre-

sents : munificent.-. , (ya, o7tos) very wretched.-3, is, (iyas,) concealing much :

hence capacious.-, is, (iyas,) far-ruling.-, , ^iyas,) of high design, am-
bitious.-, , ^iyas,) receiving large

pay.-, , ('$,) on the vast

rock.

-iroAis, t, gen. ios Att., (fteyas,)
joined with the name of a place, as,'^-
iro\ies the great city of Athens.-, , gen. ovos, (^,)
disposed to do great deeds, forming great designs.--, , splendour, magnificence. From----, is, ^iyas,) befitting great-

ness : magnificent, splendid, sumptuous. Hence-- Ion. -«us, Adv. magnificently

;

Comp.^,, Sup.-., v. '.-, is,(',) ofgreat strength.-3, ,('-s, airXayxvov) high-

spirited.

-crrovos, , ^iyas,) very piteous., , =yos.-, , gen. ovos, (,) of
large form, magnificent.-, , (iyas,) greatly daring,

enterprising, adventurous., Adv. of^, generously,

proudly., f. ,(^) to be high-

minded : in bad sense, to be proud, haughty. Hence

, , greatness of mind: in bad
sense, pride, haughtiness.-, ovos, , , ^iyas,) high-minded,
noble, generous : in bad sense, proud, haughty., , big talking, vaunting. From-, , ($,) loud-talking., , greatness of soid, magna?iimity :

in bad sense, arrogance. From-, ov,^iyas,ipvxrj) high-sotded,great-
hearted, magnajiimous., () to make great or powerful

:

—
Pass, to be exalted. II. to extol, magnify. 2.

to exaggerate or aggravate a crime.-, , (',) giving a great
name, conferring glory., Adv. of iyas, greatly., Adv. of iyas, over a large space :

greatly, hugely : also magnificently., , ('), greatness., ace. masc. of iyas.-, opos,,, ^iyas,) manly, heroic, [a], , , Megara :
—, ecus, , a

Megarian. Hence£, f. Att. , to take part with the

Megarians, speak their dialect : cf..,, , 6v, {Miyapa) Megarian., , fern. Adj. Megarian:— as Subst.

(sub. 777), the Megarian territory, Megarid., Adv. (Miyapa) from Megara : and, Adv. at Megara., , (ya) a large room or chamber, the

hall. 2. a woman's apartment. 3. a bed-

chamber. II. a house, mafision, mostly like Lat.

aedes, a house in plur. III. the sacred chamber in

the temple at Delphi, the sanctuary, shrine : in this sense

always in sing., like Lat. aedes, a temple. Hence, Adv. homewards, home.

META'S, [], iy : gen., ,
: dat., rj, , ace. iyv,^, iy

:

dual, , : plur. yKo, at, , etc., like a

regul. Adj. in os: but the regul. form ME'FAAOS is

never used in sing. nom. and ace. masc. and neut.

:

large, big, great :— hence, I . great, vast,

tall. 2. spacious, wide. 3. long. II. of

degree, great, powerful, mighty: weighty, impor-

tant. 2. strong, violent. 3. of sounds, loud. 4.

in bad sense, over-great, excessive ; iya to

have too high, presumptuous thoughts. III. be-

sides the Adv.y and ya, the neut.

sing, and pi. and are used as Adv., very

much, exseedingly. 2. of Space far. 3. with

Adjs., far, iy' ', far better. IV. Comp., neut., gen.; in Ion. prose, cv ; Dor., Boeot. : greater,

larger : also too great, more than enough.— Sup.-
yo, , , greatest, largest.-, , (ya,) very mighty.-, , {ya,) vaunting, braggart.
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Ion., $, <5,() greatness,

height : magnitude, bull•, size ; ^
small in size;^' large in size:—the ace.

-yaeos is used absol. as Adv., in size, or like -ya-

XojS, greatly,$^ shining greatly : so

too in pi., NetXoi/ (*-
rivers not bearing any proportion to the Nile in

size., aor. X part, of^.-5, ov, (^,) passing lovely., ,() the nobles, chief men.-, , gen. 10s Att.,(, -
Xis) making cities greatest or most blest., , ov, Sup. of.-, ov, (, ) greatest in

honour., ovtos, , =, one that caresfor or rules,

a guardian, ruler, of guardian gods ;"
guardian of Ida. 2. fem., =,
always of guardian goddesses : ruling, presiding

over. Properly the part, of an old Verb,, to

rule., fut. of,'02, , Ion. also , the medimnus or com-
mon Attic corn-measure, containing 6, 48-
vitces, and 192, = 6 Roman modii = nearly 12

gallons.', fut. : Dep.: to give heed to,

attend to, think on ; c. gen., , to be

thinking of, preparingfor battle. II. to plan,

contrive or devise., fem. of, like, a ruler

:

hence as name of the Gorgon, Medusa., ovtos, a, one who rules over : a guardian,

lord. Properly part, of an old Verb, to ride.£, ,, =, the genitals., Ion. Adv. of.£, ov, Ion. for, Comp. of -yas.-, aor. 2 Ion. :

—

to

catch hi turn.- : Ep. syncop. aor. 2 part. pass,-$ :
— to leap or rush upon. II. rush after,

overtake.-5, Dor. for-.-£, f. : aor. , :—to dispose

differently, to correct, reform :—Med., with pf. pass., to alter one's way of life;

(aor. 1 imperat.) veovs adopt new habits., Ep. for, aor. I of., aor. 2 opt. of., aor. 2 of.,, aor. 2 inf. and part, of., Ep. for,, aor. 2 subj. of., verb. Adj. of, one must share in., Ion. for,^ sing. aor. 2 of., Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of., Dor. for =, gen. of.*|, fut. of.

-, impf. Ep. : fut.:
poet. aor. 2, inf., part,:
aor. 2 med. :

—

to folloiu after, follow

closely, hard upon, chase, Lat. inseqtii. 2. to seek

or search after. 3. to visit. 4. metaph. to

manage, dispose ; disposing a

burden on his back. II. trans.,

he turned the horses in pursuit of Tydides.-, f. , to translate., pf. of., , () strong drink. II. drunkenness., aor. I of.-, to have come in quest of.-, properly pf. of-, to be seated

among.-, , , (,) happening by

day, in open day-light, Lat. diurnus.-, ov, =., , remissness, carelessness. From-, ov, gen. ovos,() remiss, careless., pf. pass, (in med. sense) of-.,̂, Ep. fut. inf. of., Ep. for, 3 pi. impf. of. []-, inf. part, ; fut. :

aor. Ep. : aor. 2 inf. part.:—Med.: f.: 3 sing. aor. 2, inf..—Homer uses 2 and 3 sing,

pres., (as if from), Ep. inf.-, : 2 and 3 sing. impf.,
(as if from), 3 pi. (for) : aor. I

and: aor. 2 subj. for,
inf. for :— Herodotus has 3 sing,

pres. (not), and also 3 sing. impf. pass.

or (for) ; fut. pass,'
;

pf. pass. part,* (for-
vos). I. trans, to set loose, let go, 1. c. ace.

pers. to let loose, release : to set or leave at li-

berty. 2. c. ace. rei, to let go, let fall, throw;

to let go, give up one's wrath
;
-

to let tears flow, i. e. shed them
;
-*/ to let drop, utter Persian

words. 3. to release or relieve from. 4. to give

up, resign : also c. dat. pers. et ace. rei, to give up to

orfor another. 5. to neglect, regard lightly. 6.

toforgive, excuse one a fault. II. Med. '-, to loose oneselffrom, let go hold of,

; the Act. takes the ace. to let go,. III. intrans. in Act. to relax one's

efforts : in war, to slacken, be lukewarm : generally,

to be remiss or careless, to be idle, loiter. 2. c.

gen. rei, to cease from, abandon : c. gen. pers. to

abandon or neglect one. 3. c. part.,$ having wept and bewailed he left

off. [t in Att.; Tin Ep., except metri gratia.]-, collat. form of.-, I. Causal : in pres. and impf., fut.- : aor. I act. and med.--
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:— place in another way: to substitute,

change. 2. to put away, remove: generally, to

remove from one place to another : so too in aor. I

med. to remove from oneself. II. intrans. in

Med. and Pass., pres. impf.;
aor. [] ; and in intr. tenses of Act., aor.

2, pf., plqpf. :

—

to

change one's place, withdraw, retire ;

fortune hath changed for the army : to go
over to a?iother party, to revolt : hence generally to

change, either for the better or for the tvorse., , craft, artifice. From, f.,() to work by method: hence

to deal craftily with.-, ,(, odas) a following after: a scien-

tific inquiry or treatise : method, system.-, f., to associate with, mix with.

-opios, a, ov,(, opos) bordering on, forming
a boundary ; (sub. ), the borders,

frontier.-, f., (,) to iirge in pur-

suit :—Pass., aor. , to follow closely,

pjirsue eagerly ; his following close.-£, f. Att. , to remove ships from one

anchorage to another, properly trans., but often intr.

with veas omitted : metaph. to remove from one

place to another

:

—Pass, to sail from one place to

another.'", vos, , wine, Lat. merum.-, ados, , (,) of or from the

loafer, epith. of Nymphs.-,,(,) a place between waters,

a place in the heart of Arcadia, whence the waters ran

different ways : cf. Lat. Interamnia.-, atcos, , , (, £) gushing with

ivine.-- , rjyos, , , (,) wine-struck',

drunken.-, Med. (,) to change
shoes, put on another person's shoes., , () drwikenness., f. (), aor. :—Causal of, to make drunk with wine, to intoxicate:—Pass.,

in pres. to get drunk ; in aor. , to be

drunk.--, ov, (,) drunk
ivith playing at the$.«5, , ov, also os, ov, () drunken.-, a, ov, later, living after;

posterity: neut. as Adv. afterwards, later.-, is, (,) reeling-drunk.?, ov, ,() a drunkard.-5, ov, (,) producing wine., only used in pres. and impf., the other tenses

being supplied by the Pass, of : {):—to

be drunken, be given to drinking. II. metaph. to

be drenched, steeped in any liquid. 2. to be intox-

icated with passion : to be stupefied with blows.

, I pi. aor. 1 sub. of.-, f. ,(,) to bring too lit-

tle ;^^ * to weigh tragedy by

scruples, weigh scrupulously : see.', f. : aor. £p. :—to smile : for",, see,.
Hence

and, aros, , a smile, smiling., f. [a], collat. form of, to smile :

Ep. part,., Adv. of, in a greater degree., later form for., ov, irreg. Comp. of ~$, greater., Ep. for dat. of., , ,() anything that pacifies or

pleases- bridal gifts, a bridal dowry., $, ,() anything to soothe

cr gladdest;^ scraps to appeazs

hunger. 2. in pi. a propitiation offered to the dead,

Lat. inferiae. 3. a fondling, darling, Lat. deli-

ciae. 4. a soothi?ig song., ov,(,) able to soothe, propitia-

tory ; (sub. ), , atonements., , ov, poet, for, ashen., f. : () :

—

to make mild, to soothe,

please: to treat kindly : to appease, propitiate :—Pass.

to be soothed, grow calm

:

—Med. to use soothi?ig

words; ', '
extenuate not aught from respect or pity.

Ion. -, ,() mildness, gentle-

ness : but also backwardness, lukewarmness in battle., , ov, also os, ov,() mild, gentle,

soothing: in neut. pi., (sub,) to address with soothing words : cf.-. II. of persons, mild, gracious.-, ,(, yrjpvs) soft-voiced.-, ov,(,) giving plea-

sing gif(s -, ov,() mild, gentle, kind., aor. I inf. of.,, Ep. 3 pi. and sing. aor. I of., ovos, , neut. of, less, too small. IT., , name of the lamb which was offered at

the Athenian Apaturia; since, if not of a certain

weight, it was rejected as, too light I see -.-, f.,(,) to have too little, to

be poor : c. gen. rei, to be scant of a thing. Hence, , disadvantage., Adv. of, in a less degree ;

to be too mean., f., () to make smaller, lessen, di-

minish. 2. to lessen in honour, degrade. 3. to

extenuate. II. Pass, to become smaller, to de-

crease. 2. to become worse or weaker ; c. gen. to

fall short of.-^, , ,(, £-)
boy-cheater, []
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or mischievous, Lat. adolescenturire., , Dim. of, a lad, stripling., Dep. ((£) to be a boy or lad., 77, Dim. of, a little girl., 6, Dim. of, a lad, stripling., , Dim. of, a mere lad., o, and , a boy or girl, lad or lass.: pf.' pass,( : Dep. I.

iu pres. to receive as one's portion or due; c. ace,

€€ take half the honour as thy

due. II. in pf.', to have or obtain one's

share of a thing ; c. gen.,' he hath gotten

bis share of honour. III. the pf. pass, is used

as impers.', it is allotted or decreed by fate

;

plqpf.' it was so decreed:—also in part,-, 77, ov, allotted, decreed; (sub.), that which is allotted, destiny, like-,,
from., , Ion. and Aeol. for, a month.,, , () a diminution : a fine., neut. gen., used as Comp. of

and oXiyos.-, ov,-, ov, and-,
, gen. ,(, yaia = yrj) with black soil, loamy.-, gen. ,(,) black-horned.-, , (,) with a black

bead : as Subst.,^^, , a bird, the blackcap.-, ov,(,) woven with black:

of a ship, with black sails.-, , , (,) black-haired., , , dark spots in snow. From, ov, black, dark. (Formed from

with termination-, as- from -).-,, , ,(,) with black

raiment : hence gloomy, dark-brooding.-, ov, (,) black-cloaked

:

oi Myavo a Scythian nation., (yoo) to be jaundiced or me-
lancholy.-, ov, (,) with black bile,

jaundiced. II. dipped in black bile.-, ,(,) =^.-, ov, contr.-,,(,)
black-skinned, sun-burnt, bronzed, swarthy: there is

an irreg. nom. pi.^.-, , , , (,) —y-
Xpoos., ,() the cross-beam or rafter in a

room, so called from being blackened with smoke,
hence the ceiling : also the projecting beam outside a

house, the cornice. II. generally, a roof: in pi,

like Lat. tecta, a house., poet. gen. of., f. :—Pass., aor. : pf. -
: () :^-to blacken, make black :—Pass.

to grow black or dark, turn black.-5, ,(,) deep in darkness.

-, , (,) dark-dyed.-, ov, (,) with black soil.-, , Dor. for ay, (,yv) black-clotted : generally, black, discoloured.-, ov, (,) black-robed.-, ov, (,) dark-leaved.-, ov,(,€) black-winged.-5, , (,) with darkness for
light.-, ov, (,) dark-leaved

:

with dark foliage, dark-wooded.,, , (neut. of) black dye, ink.-,, ,,(, aly'i8)with dark aegis.-•5, , (, 011777) dark-gleaming.-, ov,(,) bound or mounted with

black ; an iron-rimmed shield.-, ov, (,) holding ink;

an ink-stand.-, , (,) heart of oak.-, ov, (,) with black raiment.

or, a 3 sing, without any other part

of the Verb in use, either to make dark (from

—), or to grow dark (from).-, ,(,) with black blossoms :

generally, black-colotired., , () a black cloud.-, vyo8, , ,(,) with black

benches.-, ov, (,) black-hearted.-, ov, (,) black-eyed.--, ov, gen. , (,,) clad in black shroud.-, ov, and-€£, vyos, , ,(,,) black-winged.-, , (, 6o~ae) black-eyed.

€--5, for, , (,)
black-boned.-, , fern, -ovpts, , (,) black-tailed.-, , =€ypoo.-, , , , =eyps.-, ,(,() with black walls., , , Comp. of.-?, ,(, Tpayuv) black when eaten.-, ov,(,) with black water, []'"2, Aedl.^,,: gen. -,(, ; etc. : cf. :

—

black,

dark, gloomy, dusky, murky. II. Comp.(-, a, ov.', only used in pres. to melt, make liquid

:

—Pass,, to melt, grow liquid.

«,. 3 sing. impf. of., , as a familiar address, my friend, my
dear: voc.from an obsol. nom., or contr. from, for/, as for /.,() to care for, be cumbered or anx-

ious about, c. gen. II. to tend, attend upon, c.

ace. Hence
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the thing caredfor. Hence, ov, gen. ovos, caring for, anxiotis

about. II. busy., /os, , =.5, , poet, for$., , like,() care, sorrow., , and ,() one who takes care

of, a guardian, steward : a keeper or tender., impers., see., Adv.() limbfrom limb.-^, is,(,) suffering misery.

-irovos, ov,(, ttovos) labouring in misery., a, ov, also os, ov, () fruitless, vain,

empty: neut. as Adv. in vain. 2. un-

happy, wretched.-, ovos, , , (,) wretched in

mind.

-Trrspos, ov,(,) singing with its

wings., 3 sing. pres. med. of., f.:—to care for, c. gen. II. c.

ace. to study, prosecute diligently, Lat. excolere : to

court: to practise, exercise; to prac-

tise wisdom ; also c. dat. rei, to prac-

tise with the bow: absol. to practise, exercise oneself

;

, (dat. part, for inf.) by want of

practice: absol. to take heed, take thought. 2. c.

ace. pers. to exercise or tram one. From, ,() care, attention 2. practice,

exercise. II. care, anxiety., aros, ,() a practice, study., , ,() practising diligently., verb. Adj. of, one must
practise., opos, , () one who cares for, a

guardian, avenger., ovos, , =,., aTos, , () an object of care : a be-

loved object. II. charge, duty : care, anxiety., Ep. for, fut. inf. of.-3, ov, (,) cared for
by men.

[1
, ov, , proverbial name at Athens for

a blockhead, as if patronym. from.', itos, , Lat. MEL, honey.

Ion. -, , the ash, Lat. fraxinus : from its

toughness it was used for spears. II. a spear.-5, , (,) with honey-tone.-, ov, (,) honey-toned.-5, ov, (,) sweet-sounding.-3 Dor. -$, vos, , , (,)
honey-voiced, musical.-, ov, (,) honey-tongued., aros, ,() song : a pipe.£ Dor.,() to modulate, warble,

play: so also in Med., with Dor. fut.. 2.

trans, to sing of, celebrate in song.

—.
II -, 4s, (, ) honey-sweet: metaph.

sweet to the soul, pleasing.--rrTOS, ov, (,) honey-fed.-, ov, contr. -$, , (,)
sweet-sounding.-, , (,) a honeycomb.-, , (,) sweet-soundi?ig.- Ion. -5, , (,)
mixed with honey :- Att.-, ,
drink of honey and milk offered as a libation.,, Dor. -KTas, , ,() a singer,

player, esp. a flute-player.-, , also-, , (,)
melilot, a kind of clover, so called from the quantity

cf honey it contained., , millet, Lat. pamcum : in pi. millet-

fields. []
Ep., , ov, () ashen, Lat.

fraxineus.-, ,(,^) the Millet-eaters,

name of a Thracian tribe.-,, and , (,) with honey-

children, epith. of the bee-hive.

-Trvoos, ov, contr. -irvovs, , (,)
honey-breathing, sweet-breathing.

-poos, ov, (,) flowing vjith honey.

-puros, ov, =$., Dor. for :, Dor. inf., $, ,() a song, chant : a tune.

Att., , , () a bee. 2.

a priestess of Delphi. II. honey itself., not, a, ov,() of be-

longing to bees ; a honeycomb.-, ov,(,)fed on by bees.-, ov,(,) keeping bees. II.( . 2) a priestess.

-irovos, ov,(,) tending bees.-, ov,(,) guardian of bees.

-tokos, ov,(,) produced by

bees, honied.-, ov,(,)feeding bees.

Att.,, ,() a bee-

house, apiary.-, Is, (,^) dropping honey.-, ov, =-^., , () a herb, ba?.>lm, Lat. apiastrum.-, es, (,) honey-sweet.$, false form for.,, , () honied, sweet. II.

made of honey : as Subst., Att.

(sub. ), , a honey-cake.-, ov, , (,) a dealer in

honey., v.., f., () to sweeten with honey., , Att. for, a bee., , Dim. of, a small bee.-5, Att. for-.
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sweet-toned, honied.-, ovos, , ,(,) sweet to the mind,

delicious.-, , (,) mixed with honey.-5, , (,) yellow or pale as

honey, tawny.-, , contr. -, ovv, (,)
honey-coloured, taivny.-, es,(', eidos) yellow as honey.,-, wtos, , , (,) =., aros, , () a delay: in pi. de-

lays., Ep. for, aor. I of., ,() a being about to do, intending

or threatening to do : an intention. II. an un-

fulfilled intention, a delaying, delay., verb. Adj. of, one must delay., , ,() a delayer.€-5, ,(,) betrothed.--, , ,(,) played at

the beginning of dinner, of music.-,(,) to put offconquering

;

with a pun upon the name of Nicias.-, , (,) about to be

wedded: also, in wider sense, whoever is of mar-
riageable age.', impf. : fut. : aor.

: in Att. the augm. is doubled,,
:

—

to be on the point of doing, to be about

to do or suffer : hence to intend, design, purpose. II.

to befated, destined to do;
which tvere not destined to be accomplished. i. to

be likely, to be certain, often best rendered by must

:

' it -must be that I am
hated by father Zeus. 3. to mark a probability

;

' you are likely to have heard

of it ; 01
where the best are likely to be holding counsel. III.

to be always going to do, meariing to do, without

doing: hence to delay, put off, hesitate, scruple. IV.

often stands without its iufin., and so seems to

govern an ace, which depends on the inf. omitted
;

' [sc.^ , what
you are about [to do], do quickly : the part,

is also used so, as xpovos the future time

;

his future power : esp. in

neut., , things to come, the

issue, result., ovs, , poet, for., , song-writing. From-, , (,) writing songs.^, f.,() to make lyric poems., , , =.

-, ,(,) making lyric poems :

as Subst.,, , a lyric poet.', cos, , a limb; limb by

limb. II. a song, strain; plur. lyric poetry,

choral songs. 2. the music to which a song is set,

an air, melody.€-€, f., (,) to strike up a
strai?i, chant., ,() the song and dance, fes-

tivity, sport ; a sportfor dogs., , Melpomene, the Songstress, the Muse
of Tragedy. From, f. : aor. : () :

—to sing,

celebrate. 2. intr. to sing. II. so also-, fut.-, as Dep. ; to

sing to the harp
;

to dance in honour of

Mars, i. e. to fight bravely. 2. c. ace. to sing,

celebrate., , Dim. of$, a ditty.2, fut. :

—

to be ati object of care or

thought; I am a care to all. 2. mostly

in 3 sing,, impf., fut., pres. and
fut. inf. and ;—something is a care

to me, an object of thought, anxiety, Lat. curae est

rnihi; of a pursuit, war is a care

to me : so in inf., it is right that

these things should be a care to thee. 3. is

often impers.
;

there is a care to me
for this, I care for this. II. pres. and fut. Med.,, are also used in 3 sing, for,

; as but these

things shall be my care. 2. pf. act. with

pres. sense, for Att., and the plqpf.,
with impf. sense, to be a care, be thought of;-

carefully tended works. 3. Ep. pf. and

plqpf. pass,,, shortd. for-,, also occur in pres. and impf. sense;

vv Toi surely Achilles is

no longer a care to thee
;

the

wall was a care to him. III. the Act.,
Med. are also found in trans, sense, to care

for, take care of, tend, c. gen., to take

care of mortals ; so in pf. part.,

busied with war : also in aor. I pass,, to

care for, take care of., f.,() to sing. Hence, , a singing.-, , ($,) singing, musical., pf. of* : 3 pi..
[], pf. of., Ep. pf. part. fern, of., Ep. for, I pi. pf. of*.
[], pf. of, formed as if from

*., pf. part. pi. of*.
[], 3 pi. Ep. aor. 2 opt. of., pf. part, of., Ep. for, 2 pi. pf. of*.



434 —, pf. of.,, pf. part, of*:, -, lengthj. for,, nom. and

ace. plur.,, Ep. for,-, 3 sing. pf. and plqpf. pass, of., pf. of.., , Lat. membrcina, a parchment, skin.

MEMBPA'5, «, , a small kind of anchovy, [a], pf. of., pf. of.5, Ion. for, pf. pass. part, of. ,, pf. part, of., Ep. 3 sing. pf. of, with pres. sense,

also, plqpf. with impf. sense., pf. of., Adv. pf. part, of /,
craftily, by stratagem., pf. pass, of., pf. pass, of'^ : inf.., Dor. pf. part, of., Ion. pf. pass, imperat. of., Ion. for, 3 pi. pf. opt. pass, of., pf. pass, of, inf..(,, pf. opt. pass, of., pf. part. pass, of., pf. subj. pass, of., ovos, 0,,-, pf. act. and pass, of., poet, and Ion. pf. with pres. sense, without

any pres. in use : (*) :

—

to wish, long, yearn,

strive ; my heart longs

with a twofold wish., poet. 3 sing. pf. pass, of., pf. part. pass, of., Ion. pf. pass, of.
-os, , ,() to be blamed, blame-

worthy, contemptible. II. act. blaming, bearing

a grudge against., pf. of : also of., fut. : aor. 1 med.-, pass, : Dep. :—to blame, upbraid,

reproach, find fault with, c. ace. pers. or rei ; c. gen.

rei, to complain of a thing ; c. ace. rei et gen. pers.,

which is the chief com-
plaint they make against us. II. c. dat. pers. et

ace. rei, to object a thing to another : reproach him
with it : c. dat. pers. tofindfault with.-, ov,(,) complaining of
one's fate, repining, discontented.,, ,() a blaming, reproach, re-

proof. 2. a complaint.

ME'N, conjunctive Particle, used to distinguish the

word or clause with which it stands from something

that is to follow, and commonly answered by " in

the corresponding clause. Generally, and

'.
may be expressed by on the one hand .

.
, on the other;

as well . . as, while ; , like , can never stand

first in a clause : is not always answered by
but by other Particles, as by,,,.
av9is ; also by, . is often found
without expressed, as, ojs ^ as they say,

(but as I do not believe). was orig. the same
as, and is retained in Ion. for as a

form of protestation. . before other Par-
ticles : 1 . , Ep. pa, accordingly, and
so. 2. j€ or . . ye, yet at least, certainly,

Lat. certe. 3.\ however. 4. ovv or, Lat. imo vero, ay indeed: rather, nay rather:

so too,\ or, yea rather. 5.

Ep., Att., certainly, at any rate. b.

to recall what has gone before, now. c. to mark
an objection, or exception, yet, however, still, never-

theless.,, ,(,) sustainbig thefight,
resolute, unflinching., only used in pres. and impf., () to

desire earnestly, to be bent on doing : c. gen., ^-'* to longfor battle. II. to be a?igry,

rage, be furious :
—to be convulsed in death.-, , (, «) steadfast in fight.-, ov,(,) standing one's ground

against the enemy, staunch, unflinching., Ep. I pi. aor. I of'.
-Xaos, Att. Dor., , pr. n.,(,) Menelaus, i. e. withsta?idi?ig men.-, ov, (,) staunch in

battle, steadfast, resolute., , Ion, rjos, 6,() Menestheus, i.e.

the Abider., verb. Adj. of, one must abide., , ,() standing one's ground, stead-

fast: also patient, longstiffering ;

opportunities will not wait.-, tos, , ,(,) =-. []-, , , and-, , (,) staunch in battle, resolute.-, , (, from *') suited to

the desires, satisfying, plentiful: generally, agreeable,

pleasant, suiting one's taste., f. : Ep. impf. : Ep. pres., 3 sing, : Ep. aor. ,
3 sing. opt. :() :

—

to desire eagerly,

longfor, to strivefor. 2. to purpose, intend., , eager desire., Ep. for.
ME'NOS, eos, , force, strength of body, prow-

ess. 2. of animals, strength, fierceness, spirit. 3.

of things, strength, might, force: hence of the blocd

as giving strength
;

a fiojv of black

blood. II. spirit, ardour:, dat. with fury,

violently. 2. wish, bent, purpose. 3. generally,

temper, disposition. III. is also used in
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periphr. like , is ; as icpov the

sacred Alcinoiis himself.,, etc , v. sub . 4, 5•' : Ion. impf. : fut., Ep. ui>

contr.: aor. ': pf.: — stay,

wait, Lat. : to abide, stand ones ground. 2

.

to stay at home, tarry. 3../0 stay behind, linger,

dally. 4. of things, to be lasting, to remain,

sta?id. 5. of condition, to be unchanged, continue,

hold good. 6. to abide or stand by an opin-

ion. II. trans, to await, expect, abide, await

steadfastly:— to await for; ' '
they waited for evening's coming on : also to

watchfor., f. Att. : Dor., f.: ():—to divide into parts. II. to divide, distribute :

—Med. to divide among themselves., , (,) care, thought : anxious

care or thought, trouble, disquietude. II. the

thought, mind. Hence, f. , to care for, be anxious about,

think earnestly upon ; to be cumbered

with many cares. Hence,, , anxious thought, care : and, , , one who is careful about things.-, ov, (,) giving birth

to care.-, ov, 6,(,) an

%ver-careful thinker.,, , () a part, portion, share. II.

a part, class : a party, faction, Lat. partes., <3,() a partition, dividing, distri-

buting., , ,() a divider or distributer., , , () a partaker. [], ov,() fill of care, causing a?ixiety,

mischievous, baneful : neut. pi., mischiefs,

troubles. Hence, , poet, for, care, trouble. Hence, f. : Ep. aor. :— to be

a?ixious, thoughtful, to ponder, think earnestly : hence,

to be perplexed, to hesitate. II. trans, to think

of, devise.

METMI2, itfos, 77, a cord, string, rope, line., ov, () human.
ME'P02, cos, to, a part, share: a portion, heri-

tage, lot. 2. a share in a thing with others, hence,

each persons turn ; kv in turn ; so, $
or in turn, successively; -

as far as concerns me, Lat. pro rata ; but

or ftcpos as to me, Lat. quod ad me at-

tinet. 3. kv . to put in the class

of .. , consider as so and so, like kv ,
Lat. in numero habere.-,, , (, o\p) dividing the voice,

i. e. endoiued with speech, articulate-speaking, epith.

of human beings.

pes, Dor. for.

-, , (,) a leathern strap, by
which the yoke was fastened to the pole, Lat. sub-

jugium.-, , (,) a javelin wi'h a

thong tor throwing it by.-, ov, (,) poet, for-, half-gray, grizzled, middle-aged., , ov, Ion. Sup. of, the midst,

middlemost

:

—Comp., , ov, more in the

middle.-, ov, (,) midway between two

shores, in mid-sea.-, , Ion. for.-,-, Dor. for-,5, ov., , ov, poet, for : so

also Ep. and.- Ep. Att., ov, in-

side the or hall

:

— as Subst.,, , or, , the inner court. II. in Att.-
(sc. #\ , the door between the court-yard and

inner part of the house, the inner door., ov, Dor. for,., and before a vowel -vs, Ep.,
-•us, Adv. of Space: ():— in the middle^ be-

tiueen. 2. c. gen. in the middle of, betwixt. II.

of Time, meanwhile, meantime. III. as Subst.,, , the part between, interval :

midday, noon.,, kv, () middle, middli?ig.- Ion.-, , (for,
from,) midday, noon, when the sun is

at the meridian
;

'tis high

noon. II. the country towards the meridian,

the South. Hence-£ and -, to pass the noon, Lat. me-

ridiari., , , commoner form for-,() belonging to noon, noontide;

noonday heat. II. southern., ov, =.- poet,, es, ($,) set

in the middle, midmost; ^ipios ' Sirius is

still in mid-heaven., f. , to be or act as a mediator.

From, , , (/zeVos") a mediator, intercessor, [], ibOs, fern, of$.- or-, ov, also a, ov, also-,
, (', 777,) inland, in Ihe heart ofa country:

as Subst., (sub. ), the interior.-, ,(,, as if for) pro-

perly, something built between; hence the part between

two upright beams, a panel. 2.

the cross-plank of a ship, with a pole through it, for

the mast., poet,, Adv. () in the middle.-, '$, ($,) held by the middle,

firm-grasped.
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half white.-, , (,) in mid-navel,

central, midmost, of Apollo's shrine at Delphi, from

the prevalent notion that it was the centre of the

earth., , see in.-, , (,) of or at midnight :

neut. as Adv., at midnight.- Ep. -, is, (, ^)
driven to the middle.-, es, Ep. -, (,)
swung or poised by the middle.

-iropos, , (,) in the midway,

traversing the centre.-, , , (,) between

rivers : as Subst., (sub.), Meso-

potamia, the land between the two rivers Tigris and

Euphrates.-, , = , the middle gate, []
ME'202 Ep, -os, , : I. middle, in the

middle, Lat. medius ; mid-fay : in Att.

also c. gen. between, midway between :—proverb, from
the wrestling ring, he is caught by the

middle. II. middle or mean between two ex-

tremes, middling, moderate, of middle rank. III.

as Subst.,, , the middle, the space between :

also, common ground; to

set a prize before all, in public, Lat. in medio ponere;

so, es to judge fairly or

impartially for both ; to

remain neutral ; , betvjeen ; and of Time,
meanwhile, in the meantime. IV. neut.,
as Adv. in the middle, like, moderately. V.
poet. Comp., Sup..-3, , (,) split in two.,, ,() a middle, a mean betiveen

two extremes, Lat. mediocritas.--, , (,, a partition-wall., to cut through the middle, bisect. From.-, , (,) cut through the

middle, cut in twain.--,, ,(,) the meri-

dian or zenith. 2. the mid-heaven., f., () to be in the middle, be half
over, to reach the height, culminate;

midday, noon; midsummer. 2. c.

gen. to be in the middle of, to

be in the ?)iiddle of the ascent.'2, , the medlar-tree : a medlar., , , =, poet, for.-5, , or-,, poet, for-.,, poet, for ^-.
€•--3, , poet, for.
Mecraias,, , Heb. the Messiah, i.e. the Anointed.-, Ep. for, Adv. ()from the

middle.-, Ep. for, Adv.() in the middle.

-,-, poet, for-.
-cros, , , poet, for.

ME2TC2, , , full, filled, filled full :—c. gen.

full of, filled .with a thing : metaph. sated, disgusted

with a thing : c. part., he had
his fill of anger., f., () to fill full, glut, cram

:

—Pass, to befilled orfall of., poet. Adv. for, till, until, c. gen.;' till morn :

—

' until., Adv. of, middlingly, moderately.', poet,, Dor. or ireSa :—when
placed after its Subst., it is written :—Prep, with
gen., dat., et ace.

with gen, in the midst of, among, between. II.

in common with, with the help or favour of;
with the help of Athena. III. with, by

means of; as' .
with DAT , only poet, properly of persons, among,

in company with: sometimes, besides, over and above;

oTs last over and above his

companions. 2. of things, in the midst of, with, as,,, ; so also, ,
in company with the winds.

with accus. of motion, coming into or among, as, : generally, after, in quest

or pursuit of, either in hostile or friendly sense : hence

with a view to, looking to;

they armed for the battle. II. of Place, after,

next after, behind; the

sheep followed after the bell-wether. 2. of Time,

after, next to ; thereafter

:

—also,'-/ in the course of the day, Lat. interdiu. 3. of

order of Rank, next to, next after, after;' the fairest man after

the son of Peleus. III. after, according to ;

as you and I wish. IV. among,
in, between, as with dat.

;
best

of all, among all.

as adv. among them, with them. II. and then,

next afterwards. III. thereafter, afterwards;

yap */ one feels pleasure

even in troubles afterwards.

is often used for, q. v.

In compos, implies community or participa-

tion, as in-. II. interval of space or

time, between, during, as in-. III.

succession of time, as in-. IV. to-

wards, in pursuit, following, as in-,-. V. letti?ig go, as in-. VI.

after, behind, as in-. VII. back-

wards, back again, reversely, as in-,-. VIII. most freq. of change of place,

condition, mind, etc. as in-,-,-^^, etc., for, aor. 2 imperat. of.-, f.- : aor. 2 : pf.-
:

—

to pass over, to pass on: generally, to pass
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from one place another. II. Causal in aor. I, inf., to carry over or away.-, f.- : aor. 2: pf.-, pass,- :
—to tarn quickly or sud-

denly ; yijv to turn, i.e. plough, the

earth, Lat. novare. 2. to turn about, change, alter,

reverse; to change the course

of the water; to change one's diet

or way of life. II. intr. to undergo a change, be-
j

come changed, alter: to change one's purpose. III.

Med. to change for oneself, exchange, traffic. 2. to\

turn oneself, turn about : to cha?ige o?ie's mind or pur-

pose. • 3. to turn one's back, turn or wheel round.-, f. , to change by dyeing : to stain,

dye: metaph. to change one's complexion.,, , aor. 2 part, of., ,() a passing over, shifting,

changing. II. change, alteration.-, pf. of., aor. 2 imperat. of., fut. of.-£, f.- Att. -, Causal of, to carry or convey over, bring into another

place., ,() a change, changing: in

plur. changes, vicissitudes ; but c. gen. cha?igefrom a

thing, as : change to another party,

«s tovs" going over to the

Greeks. 2. ttjs$ an eclipse.-, or as Dep., to alter

one's plans, change one's mind.,-, ov, (,) changing one's

mind, changefd, fickle., vs, rj, aor. 2 subj. of.-5, ov, 6 and , a messenger between two

parties, a go-between, Lat. internuncitis.-, cvvos, , (,') the second

month of the Athenian year, answering to the La-

conian Kapveios, the latter half of August and first

of Sept. ; so called because then people flitted arid

changed their neighbours.- Ion. and in late Gr.- : pf.-~/ : aor. 2 :

—

to ascertain after or

too late. II. to change one's mind : c. ace. to

alter, repeal a decree. 2. to repent: c. ace. to re-

pent of a thing.-, , =, repentance, remorse.

-us, , ,(^) change of mind.-,, to write differently : to alter, cor-

rect : also, to interpolate, falsify. 2. to translate:

Med. to get a letter translated.-, f.- : aor. 2^^ :
—to convey

from one place to another. II. seemingly intr.

to change one's course.-, f.-, Dep. to share the feast

:

generally, to partake of., pf. pass, of.-, f.-, to tie differently : to untie.

-5, ov, (,) in the midst of or

among the people : hence, native, at home.-, f., (,) to change one's

way of life.-, fut. -, to give part of, give a
share. II. to give after.-, Dep., =.5, ov, chased, overtaken. From-, f.- later-, to give chase
to, purstie closely. II. intr. to follow close after.-, f.-£ : aor. -£ : pf. pass, --^ :

—

to change one's opinion : impers.,, one changes, one changed one's plans or
purpose : absol. in pf. pass, part.,^

my purpose is changed so as not to

march.-, ov, (,) during supper, or

after supper., aor. 1 imperat. of.
-is, ,() the giving a share, im-

parting., aor. 2 inf. of.-, ov, (,) falling between,

?iseless.-, Adv.(,) running after,

following close upon.-, , (,) a running after,

pursuit, chase.-, ov, (,) running after,

pursuing, hunting down, taking vengeance of.£, Adv. () afterwards..-£, f.-, to unyoke and put to an-

other carriage., ,() transposition : change

of opinions, a going over. II. the power or right

of changing.-, f.-, to run after, chase., poet, for.-£, poet, for, to take one's seat beside.^, aor. I part, of.-, to lift up and remove; -
to repeal a statute. II. intr. (sub.)

to go away, depart.-, f. , to rush after, rtish upon : to rush

upori, attack.-, f., to demand one's share of a thing:

to beg. 2. to beg of, ask alms of,.
-amos, ov, also os, ov, (, afrios) being in

part the cause ; an accomplice in, ac-.

cessory to, the murder.-, ov, Aeol.-,(,) bettveen

two armies :, , the space between two

armies; also, a disputed frontier, debateable

grotind. 2. generally, midway between, in mid air.-, f.-, Med. to change one's

seat or place.-, f. , to model anew.-, f., to call away : to call back, recall.
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cither absol. to give chase, or c. ace. to chase. II.

to go to visit, c. ace. III. '
they were marching over the whole field.-, f., to remove : to change, alter

:

—
Med. to gofrom one place to another. Hence, , , transposed, changed: to be

changed or disturbed.-, f.-, to weep or wail after-

wards. 1. to weep for.-, to break and so change.-, f.-, to turn in a new direction :

—Pass, to take another course, set the other way.-£, f. , to lidl to sleep.

-KOivos, ov, {,) sharing in common,

partaking.-£, f., to transport, carry over.-, f., to roll away ;

to roll oneself over.-05, ov, (,) between the waves

;

aras between two waves of woe, i.e. bring-

ing a short lull or pause from woe. []-, f.—, to get a share of.-, f.- : pf. -' : pass.- :
—to have or get a share of, to partake in :

—Med., to claim a thing to

oneself, assume. II. to take instead, take in ex-

change, as ;

to take a fresh dart. 2. to inter-

change.-, f, tofeel remorse, to repent.- Ep., fut. £, to leave off,

cease from., ,() a partaking of, com-

munion in a thing., ,() a taking in exchange,

a changing, change ; an

eclipse., , ov, verb. Adj. of,
changed, altered., , —, a change.- Att.- : f.£ : aor. J :

to excha?ige, to change, alter. 2. to change to, take

in exchange. 3. to changefrom, leave, quit. 4.

intr. to undergo a change, change.-, Dor. for.-, f.,() to search after other

things, to explore, inquire curiously : to question : also

to ask about, ask after. Cf.., f.,() to produce by mining•
to dig mines. II. =, to explore.-, Ep. for^., aor. I inf. of.5, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be

searched, sought out., , , of orfor mines. From-, , a mine, quarry ; a

iut-pit, salt-mine : mostly in pi., '/

gold and silver mines. (From , in

quest of other things ; cf..)--os, ov,(,) contain-

ing gold ore., Ep. aor. 2 part. pass, of.-, ov, (,) between the breasts :, , the part between the breasts, chest.-, Dep. to search after, chase.-, f.- : aor. 2 :

to learn differently : to u?dearn one thing and learn

another, Lat. dediscere.-, f. , to exchange, ayaOuv good
for evil ; also in Med. 2. to change, re-

move. II. Med. to change one's condition, escape

from ; in turns.-, fut.- : aor. : I.

impers. it repents me, rues me, c. dat. pers. et gen. rei,

,ha.i. poenitcttnefacti

:

also, I repstit of
having so defended myself: absol., it

repents me ; and in part., , Lat. quum
poeniteat me. 2. also with a nom., '

what had been said caused

sorrow to Ariston. Hence, , change of purpose, regret, repent-

ance : and-, fut. med., aor. I pass.

: Dep. : (,) :
—to feel repent-

ance, to rue, regret : absol. to change ones purpose.-, , (,) repentance, regret.-, Dep. to sing or da?ice among.-, , vv,full of repentance, repentant.-,.-£, mix among, confound with.-, =^.-, Pass, (,) to be trans-

formed : to be transfigured.-£, f. , to change another's dress, to

transform : Med. to change ones own dress.-05, ov, (,) borne by the wind :

vain, idle, bootless ; to talk idly.-. to persuade one to change his

purpose :—Pass, to be changed in purpose.-, to dwell with.-, , , (, ') a settler in a new
place, a wanderer.-5, ,() migration.-,, ,(,) one who has changed

his home, a wanderer, emigrant, opp. to an original

inhabitant. Hence, ov, like a wanderer, wandering., fern, of., aor. 1 pass, of.-, -, pf. and aor. 2 of-'.-, Dep. to go over, pass over to the

other side. II. trans, to go after, pursue.-, f.-, to remove anotherfrom his

country. II. in Pass., with intr. tenses of Act.
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aor. 2, pf., to move off else-

where, to migrate.-, f. , to perceive afterwards or too

late. 2. to change one's mind or opinion. 3.

to repent. Hence, , after-thought : change of mind on re-

flection, repentance.-, f., to draw from one vessel into

another.£, Adv. () Adv. of Place, betwixt, be-

tween ; the space between :—of Time, be-

tween-whiles, afterwards. II. as Prep., with gen.,

between :—of Time, during.-, f. , to educate differently

.

-, Pass, to rest between times. Hence-. , rest betweeti times.-, f., to change by persuasion, win over.-, Dep. to try in a different way., , ov, to be sent for : and, ov, sent for : verb. Adjectives from-, f. , to send for, summon, Lat. ar-

cecsere : the Med. is more frequent in same sense.-, f.-: aor. 2- : Dep.

to fly away.-, f, to leapfrom one to another.-, f.- : aor. 2- : pf. -
:
—tofall differently, undergo a change, change

suddenly. 2, of votes, to change sides. 3. of

conditions, to change for the worse, to decline : but

also to change for the better.-, f.- [], to motdd differently,

remodel.-, f., to remodel, cast anew, alter:—
Med. to pretend to, make pretence of thing, c. gen.

-iroivios, ov, (,) punishing after-

wards.-, fut. med.- : aor. pass.

: Dep. :

—

to go after or in quest of: to

follow up, punish. II. to emigrate./-, , distinguished among. From-. only used in pres. and impf. to be con-

spicuous or distinguished among./, aor. 2 part, of.-, f., (,) intr. to cower

or crouchfrom fear.-, , (, nvpyos) the wall between

the towers, the curtain.-, ov, (,) counted among.€--, , to turn upside down.-£, f., to change theform orfashion

of a thing, to remodel : esp. to reform, correct.-, f. ,(,) to

talk on lofty subjects. Hence, , a talking on lofty subjects., ov, also a, ov, Dor. : (-) raised aloft, high in air : metaph. scattered to

the winds. 2. floating in air, unsteady : also airy,

empty. II. like, out at sea. Hence

2. a change

, f., to raise aloft, lift up.- Ep.- : Ep. aor. 2 -, 3 sing, : Pass. :

—

to go along
with. II. to rush after: c. ace. to rush
upon.-£, f. , to fashion differently : to

transform : to disgtdse.-, f. [a], to draw over from one side

to another, persuade, convince., aor. 2 part. med. of., aor. 2 part. act. of., at, lamhs coming midway between the^ and ', the middle-born lambs, summer
lambs. (From, as from .)-, Ep. for., aor. 1 subj. pass, of.,, , aor. 2 part, of.

-is, , ,{) a removal from
one place to another; an eclipse. 2.

departure from life : absol. de-

cease. 11. a changing, change,

ofpolitical constitution, revolution.-, to go after or in quest of, pursue.-, Dep. to send for, summon.-, to bewail or lament afterwards : so aho
in Med.,, aor. I part., and fut., of.- or -t, Adv. (,) in a line

one after another.-<£, to sigh or wail afterwards.-, and Med. -, to shift

one's camp.-, fut. pass, of., aor. 1 pass. part, of.-, f., to turn about, turn round:—
Pass., aor., aor. 2 [,
to turn oneself round, whether to rally or to flee;

often in aor. 1 part,. 2. to turn

rou?id upon, retort. 3. to change, alter. II.

intr. to change one's course. 2. to carefor, regard,

c. gen. 3. to turn round upon, to visit ivith ven-

geance., aor. 2 inf. of.,, ,() a participation, shar-

ing in.-, f. Att. , (,) to

change theform of, alter, transform.- Att. -, f. , to change the order

of, arrange differently :—Med. to change one's order

of battle : to go over to the enemy.-, f.- : aor. :—to place

among. II. to place differently, change, alter:—
Med. to change for oneself : to change one's opinion,

retract; yvaj to change to a new
opinion.-, f.-, to bri?igforth after.-, f. , to turn round

:

—Med. to turn
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oneself round, turn bach. 2. to turn and look after,

to carefor, regard, take care of.-, f.- : aor. 2 (from

obsol.) :—to run after.-£, Pass, (,) to keep

turning about, in a retreat.,^,() a turning round or back:

a visiting, vengeance for a thing., , =. ., ov,() turning round'or about:

of an enemy, turning round upo?i ; epya

deeds that are visited with vengeance.-, f., poet, for.- Dor. -, to look aboutfor.-, f., to speak among, to address, c.

dat. plur. II. later, to accost, address, c. ace.- Ion. -aims, Adv. afterwards, thereupon.-, Adv. forthwith, thereupon.-, f., to carry from one place to

another, transfer. 2. to change, alter : to pervert

:

—Pass, to change one's course.-, impf. or aor. 2, to speak among., ,() a carrying from one place

to another. II. in Rhetoric, a tra?isferring to

one word the sense of another, a metaphor, trope.-, =.-£, f., Med. to consider after.-,, (,) properly, the part be-

hind the midriff(), the broad of the back.-, f., to speak amon*, address.-£, f. , or more often as Dep.-, f. Att. : aor. -
:
—to have in one s hands, handle. 2. to

take in hand, manage, Lat. administrare ;-
to conduct an affair. 3. to have

in hand, pursue, practice, Lat. exercere. 4. to

handle, treat in a certain way.-, , ov, —. II. in Poets,

=, aloft, on high.

-xpovos, ov, (,) after the time, done

afterwards.-, f., to go to another place, withdraw:
to migrate, of birds of passage.-, to brush against.-, Ep. for, 3 pi. of., aor. 2 of., aor. 2 of.-, f., to enroll or enter on a new re-

gister, in fut. 2 pass,., aor. 2 of^^., aor. 1 of., aor. I of.,, Ion. and Ep. for, etc., Ion. for, 3 sing. subj. of.•<, aor. 1 of.,-, pf. act. and pass, of-.-, f. Ep.- : (,

sznri) :

—

to be among, live zvith, associate with. II.

impers., tivos I have a share of a tiling
;

part. neut. absol., there being a share or claim :

—sometimes with a nora.,

equality is shared by all.-, (, ibo) to go beitveen or

amo?ig. II. to go after or behind, follow. 2.

to go after ox for, fetch. 3. to pursue, visit with
vengeance. 4. to go to, approach, draw near
to. III. to pass over, go over to the other side.- Ep., used as aor. 2 of-

: (,) :
—to speak among. 2 . to speak

thereafter, afterwards., Ion. for, aor. 2 part, of., Ep. aor. 1 part. med. of (
ibo)., Ep. for, subj. ( sum).-, to step oxit of one thing into another., impf. of., aor. 2 of., aor. 2 of^., fut. of.,, aor. 2 imperat. and part, of-., aor. 2 of.-, f.-, to go on board another

ship.-£, f.- Att. -, Causal of, put on board another ship.,, impf. and aor. I of-., Ep. pres. inf. of ( sum).-, ov, (,) engrafted afresh.-, f., to put other clothes on a per-

son. II. Med., with aor. 2-, to put on

other clothes., Att. pf. of., 3 sing. impf. of.-, to speak among.-, Med. to take out and put elsewhere.-, Pass, to move from one place to

another.-£-, , , (, ,) some others., Ion. for, neut. part, of (
sum).-, Adv. afterwards, thereafter., aor. 2 of.-, f. : Dep., with aor. 2

act.-, pf.- :

—

to come among. 2.

to go between the ranks. 3. to go in among, at-

tack. II. to go to another place, go away. III.

c. ace. to go after, to go to seek, go in quest of: hence

to seek for, aim at. 2. of things, to go after, at-

tend to, manage. 3. to pursue, visit as an avenger

:

in legal sense, to prosecute. 4. to approach with

prayers, supplicate. 5. to court or woo., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 of., pf. of.
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or prayer, to wish something else., 3 sing. impf. or aor. 2 of.-, f.£, to partake of, have a share of,

c. gen. : also c. ace. rei, (sc )
to enjoy an equal share of good with an-

other., Ion. and Ep. subj. of ( sum)., f.,() to raise to a height,

raise, lift up : Pass
,

*
keeping out on the high sea. II. metaph. to buoy

up or excite : to buoy up with false hopes.-, f.,(,) to prate

about the heavenly, bodies.-, , , = -Xoyos.), f. ,() to talk of
high thirigs, or of the heavenly bodies. Hence, , a treatise on the heavenly bodies.-, ov, (,) talking or

treating of the heavenly bodies.- Ep.-, ov,(, or)
suspended in mid air, aloft, raised oti high, high in
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air. 2. of a ship, on the high sea, out at sea. II.

metaph. of the mind, excited, in suspetise, Lat. spe

erectus : hence wavering, fluctuating. III., things in the air, the heavenly bodies, mete-

ors, natural phenomena.; generally, abstruse, lofty

speculations.-, , a meteorological philosopher.-£, ottos, 6, a meteorological quack., aor. 2 of.
Ep., aor. 2 of., aor. I of.-, ov, {,) swift as the wind.-, older Ep. form for., aor. I of., Ion. for, fut. inf. med. of., as, a, impf. of., Ion. 3 sing. impf. of ; also 3 sing. pres., Ion. 3 sing. impf. med. of.-,-, Ion. for 0-.-, —., , = L 2. the Captivity of

the Jews. From, f.,() to change one's abode,

remove to a place, c. ace. : c. dat. loci, to settle

in. absol. to be a /ios or settler. Hence, ews, , — : and, , change of abode, migration. II.

a settling as, a settlement : society. 2.

the condition of a or sojourner.-, f. Att. , to lead to another abode

:

—Pass, to be led to another country, to emigrate., , ,(/cos) of or for :

the list of or aliens., , the tax of twelve drachmae paid by

the at Athens. From

-, ov, (, oIkos) changing one's abode,
settling elsewhere. II. at Athens,,
and 77, a foreig n settler, an alien who was suffered to

settle in the city on payment of a tax(), yet

without enjoying civic rights, Lat. inquilinus.-£,, , , the guardian of the-
or aliens at Athens.-, f.-, Dep. to have gone after,

to be gone in pursuit. 2. to have gone among or

through., fut. of.-, f. , to keep shifting one's knees, of a

coward crouching in ambush.-, f. , to change the name, call by a

new name

:

—Pass, to take a new name.-, Adv. = .--, and before a vowel -, Adv. of Place.

from behind, backwards :— of Time, after, after-

wards. II. as Prep, with gen. behind., , , of or like the end of autumn,
verging on winter, autumnal. Frcm-, , (,) the season after, late autumn ; cp..-, Ion. for.-,,(,) the space between rows

of vines.-, ,( part. fern, of inter-

sum) participation, communion: possession, enjoyment., ,() a partaking of, communion.-, f., (, 6$) to remove by a

lever, hoist out of the way., Ep. 3 sing. aor. I opt. of., ov, () partaking of:—as Subst. a

partaker, partner, accomplice., f.,() to measure : I. of Space,

to measure, i. e. pass over, Lat. metiri, emetiri:—Med.,' to measure the footmarks with the

eyes. II. of Number, to count : to measure out,

dole out. 2. of Size, Value, etc., to measure, esti-

mate, compute. Hence.,,, that which is measured out: I.

a measured distance. 2. a measure, dole., ,{) a measuring, measurement., ov, ,() —, Lat. metreta,

at Athens the common liquid measure, holding 12, or 144, about 9 gallons English : the

Roman amphora held § of a., , ,() measured, measurable.

f. ,() to be moderate : to be of

an even temper, be calm, unruffled. II. trans, to

moderate., f, to be moderate or merciful to-

wards. From-, e's,(,) bearing mode-

rately..-, , ,(,- Root of some

tenses of) a moderate drinker, moderate in po-

tations : Sup..
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?, , , also os, ,() within measure,

moderate: of Size, of average or ordinary height. II.

of Number, few. III. of Degree, bo!ditig to the

mean, moderate : of middle condition or rank :

the mean. 2. tolerable. 3. of Persons,

moderate, temperate : also fair, reasonable. 4.

suitable.—The neut., are often used.

Adv. =., see., /ros, ,() moderation., Adv. of, moderately, in due limits

or measure. 2. modestly, temperately : on fair

terms.—Comp., Sup.-.
ME'TPON,, a measure or ride; a standard. 2.

the contents or thing measured, as well as the measure

itself. 3. any space measured or measurable ; -' the size of the harbour
;

the

ficll measure or prime of youth. II. the mean

between two extremes, proportion, due measure : fit-

ness. III. metre, opp. to (tune) and-
(time)., aor. I of.-, , (,) change of name : in

Rhetoric, the use of one wordfor another, metonymy.-, Adv.() with theforehead fore-

most, fronting : of ships, in line; opp. to km,
in column.--, ,() on or of theforehead.-, ,=, the forehead.-, , (,) the space between the eyes,

theforehead, front. II. the front or fore part of

anything : the front or face of a building : the front

of an army.-, , gen.,(,)
with ingemious countenance., Ep. and Ion. gen. of lyu.'", rarely even before a vowel : I.

Prep, with gen. until, unto, to a given point, I. of

Place, as far as the sea. 2. of

Time, until when ? ;; until when? how long? for a

space ;
until now. II. in Ion.,

is sometimes followed by another gen., as,^, as far as eight towers, instead of. III. Conjunct, until,

with indie, ' till morning came;

with and subj., till we see

this : also, in same sense.

, Adv. not, used where the Negation depends

on some Condition, either expressed or implied, while

denies absolutely : expresses that one thinks a

thing is not, that it is not : hence always fol-

lows , (, ,,, ' , because these

speak of a thing not as a fact, but as a si/pposition

:

whereas, are joined with , because they

refer to a fact. 2. also is used after the final

Conjunctions , els,,, because these are

in their nature contingent, as, els . . that

they perish not. 3. with infin., as, -
'^ the «o^-knowing would grieve

me. 4. with the Participle, as, = el, if he had not carried away. .
is freq. in independent clauses containing a com-
mand, when, like Lat. ne, it stands first in the sen-

tence : I. with the pres. imperat, - *. 2.

with the subjunctive aorist, . 3. with the

optat. aor. to express a wish, - yap oy '
that he may ?iot come

!

. , Conjunction, that not, lest, Lat. ne : I.

with aor. subjunct. subjoined to a Verb in pres. or

fut., as,y I flee lest I may be

caught. II. with optat. after principal Verb in

past tense, as, Z^yov I fled lest I might

be caught. III. after Verbs expressing/ear, as,

yva, Lat. vereor ne fiat, I fear lest it

happen, i. e. I fear it will happen.— For this subj.,

the Att. also use indie, fut. IV. is used with

inf. after vehement negations or affirmations ; '' Jove be witness that I

have not laid on hand : so after negat. wishes,'. V. is used after all

Verbs which have a negative sense, such as,, ^, yv, as, )
to deny the doing a thing ; also after Nouns of like

sense, as ; or Adverbs, as.
C. As Interrogat., in direct questions, where a

negative answer is expected, . . ;

surely ye did not say ? 2. is also used with the

indicative subjoined to another Verb, when it may be

expressed by whether, as,

I fear as to whether she has spoken all too true,

i. e. I fear she has spoken all too true., an elliptic phrase, used in emphatic denial,

no certainly, Lat. nullo modo, where an imperat. or

optat. Verb must be supplied from the foregoing pas-

sage to which the denial refers, as, y, let him not say the name; Answ. ) yap

[y], no, certainly.

ye, not at least, strengthd. for.- and -, Adv. of, no-

where. II. in nowise, not at all., Adv.() from no place ;-
from no other place., Adv. nowhere : and, Adv. nowhither. From-5, , , for , not even one, not

any one, no one, none. Hence, Adv. noivhere., Adv. of, in no way, not at all.

-, Adv. (, ) but not, and not, nor, Lat. ne-

que, nee. 2. at the beginning of two following

clauses, . . . . , neither . . nor . . , Lat. ne-

que . . neque ... II. strengthening the negative,

which is always the sense when joined with a single

word or phrase, not evert, Lat. ne . . quidem.

-eCs,-,-, gen.,.



—., etc. :—declined like els tvt (, eh)

not even one, no one, none, Lat. nullus. 2. or

(sc. , ), one who is a mere nothing, a

nobody

:

—to a nothing, a useless or worthless

person. 3. neut. often as Adv., not at all,

by no means.

€-€, Adv. not or nor at any tune, never.-, Adv. nor as yet or not as yet.-, Adv. not yet at any time, never yet.

-eTCpos, , ov, (, erepos) neither of the two.-€€, Adv. to neither side.

, nay do not., f. , () to imitate the Medes in

manners, language, or di~ess : esp. to side luith the

Medes, opp. to., , , (M^Sos) Median : (sc.) the Median affairs, esp. the great Median
or Persian war. . , herba Medica,

a kind of clover, lucerne., «, , fern, of, a Median woman., , () a leaning towards the

Medes, the being in their interest.--rovos, ov, ($,) Mede-slaying., f.: aor. : Dep. : (-
$) :

—

to devise, resolve, counsel, advise. 2. to

plot, scheme, bring about, contrive.

-oiTOTepos, ,,(, OTtorepos) neither of the

two."02, eos, , only used in plur., coun-

sels, plans, schemes: cunning, craft. 2. like-
tis, care, anxiety; care for thee. II. in

pi. also, like Lat. virilia, the genitals.-, neut., for $,
6 , no one whatever, nothing whatever., , () counsel, prudence.-, ov,^/CTovos.

65, neut., a later form for,.
MHKA'OMAI, Dep., with aor. 2 part,: Ep.

pf. with pres. sense,, part,, shortd.

fem. (so, from,) : also impf., formed from pf., :—to bleat, of sheep : of fawns and hares, to scream,

shriek, cry., $, ,() fem. Adj. bleating, epith.

of she-goats : as Subst. a bleater, she-goat.-, Adv.(,') no more, no longer, nofurther., , ov, Dor. and Att.5, [], , ov,

($), Sup. of, but formed from, as* from, the longest, tallest, or gene-

rally, greatest. II. neut., pi.,
as Adv., for a very long time or in the highest degree:

very far

:

—also at length, at last.

METROS, eos, , length : also height, tallness,

stature. 2. of Time, a long space, length. 3. of

Size or Degree, greatness, magnitude. . -
Kos or, absol. as Adv., in length or greatness.

-€, Adv., Ion. for., f.- Ion.-: Dor.: ();
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—to lengthen, prolong. 2. to protract : to delay,

put off; \oyov to speak at length; also

without Xoyov, to be lengthy or prolix. 3.-
veiv to raise a loud cry. 4. Med.

erected a tall statue.' Dor.,, , the poppy. 2.

the head of a poppy. 3. poppy-seed, prepared for

food., ,() an apple-tree, Lat. malus., ov, also , ov,() of or belonging to

a shiep., , 6v, of oxfor Melis or Malta.

or, at,( A or b) nymphs

of the flocks or of the fruit-trees. 2. nymphs of

Melis or Malta in Trachis : cf.., ecus, , an inhabitant of Melis or Malta

in Trachis. II. as Adj., the

Maliac gulf., , ov, Dor. -vos, a, ov,( ) of an

apple-tree.

MtjXios, a, ov, of or from the island of Melos,

Melian.,, 77, with or without 777, Melis or Malta

in Trachis.-, rjpos, 6, and -9, ov, 6, Dor.

-ras, (,) a shepherd.-5, ov, (,) grazed by sheep.-, ov, (,) sheep-receiving.-, [y], , , (,) a sacriflcer of

sheep, a priest ; a sacrificial altar., , a kind of beetle or cockchafer.~, , , (A) a sheep or (sometimes) a

goat : rams, wethers : the pi.

means flocks of sheep or goats, small cattle, opp. to.', , , () Dor., Lat. MA-
LUM, an apple; generally, any tree-fruit, as,

the quince, the peach,-
the orange or citron. II. metaph. in

pi. of a woman's breasts; or of the cheeks, Lat. malae.-, $, or-5, , Dor. -, a,

,( ,) a shepherd, goatherd, herdsman.-5, ov,( ,) feeding sheep or

goa f
s.

-Trapetos, ov, Dor. |5,( ,) apple-cheeked, ruddy-cheeked.-, ov,( ,) fit for watch-

ing sheep from.-, ov,( ,) planted with

fruit-trees.-, ov, poet, for,( , -
) sheep-protecting., f., to slay sheep ; -~ to offer sheep in sacrifice. From-, ov,( ,) sL•yi?g sheep.-5, ov,( ,) sheep-feeding.

-o-Oxos, ,( . n,) a girdle that con-

fines the breasts.



444 —.-, ov.( ,*) sheep-slaying., f., to carry apples. From-, ,( ,) bearing apples.-, atcos, , and ,( A or ,£)
one who watches sheep or apples. [p], ,( a) a sheep's skin.-,, , ,( ,) looking like an

apple, yellow, golden., nay verily., Ion. for ., Dor. and Ep. , a Particle strengthening

affirmation, yea, indeed, verily, truly, in sooth; *

or , in very truth, yea verily, used at the begin-

ning of an oath : , Lat. et vero, and yet, nay

more : yet truly, Lat. verum enimvero :

assuredly not, so too ; ; what then f

i. e. of course. II. =, however.— was

orig. the same as , but after the introduction of

the long vowel it became the more emphatic form

:

but 77, , were retained in Ep. and Ion.,=

Att. , ., , gen.: dat. pi., Aeol. and Dor.

€ 5 :—Lat. MEN-SIS, A MON-TH :

month by month, monthly. In earlier times the month
was divided into two parts, , the month

rising, and the month waning. The Attic

division was into three, ,,:
the last division was sometimes reckoned backwards,

as the fourth day from the

end of the month ; sometimes onwards, as \
kn on the three-and-Lwentieth day of the

month. II. = 11.5,, ,—, the moon., Ep. 3 smg• aor • I med. of., corrupt form of, dat. pi. of,., , () the moon, Lat. luna. Hence, , ov, monthly., , ,() wrath.,,,() the cause ofanger;

the cause of divine wrath. 2. guilt of blood,

blood-guiltiness.2 Dor. -vis, , , Att. gen.,
wrath, anger : also, malice., , Dim. of, a crescent, Lat. lu-

nula. II. a crescent-shaped body, to protect the

head of statues.

Dor. : f. [] : aor. :() :
—to cherish wrath, be xuroth against; also to

declare one's wrath against a person.-, is,(,) crescent-shaped, Lat. lu-

tiaius : of the sun and moon when partially eclipsed.,, ,() an information.,, ,() an informer, guide., , , () masc. Adj. bringing to

light. II. as Subst. an informer, Lat. delator., ,() the price paid for- informa-

tion, reward : almost always used in plur.,, , = p. [] From

MHNT'il Dor. : f. [] : aor. 1 -:— Pass., aor. []: pf.:—
to disclose, reveal, make known : betray. II. at

Athens, to inform or lay public information against

another : impers. in Pass., information is

laid: but in Pass, also of persons, to be informed
against.

ottojs (an ellipse for . . ),

followed by, do not suppose that . . , but . , ; not

only not so . . , but . . ., — , followed by, not only not

so .
. , bid .

. ; not to mention that .

.

, let alone, Lat.

tie dieam.

, are joined I. with the subjunctive, after

Verbs of fearing, doubting, and the like, as

I fear it will not be, opp. to" I fear it will be. Here both negatives have
their proper force : but, II. with the Infinitive,

after Verbs of denying, doubting, etc., as

no one disputes your right

to speak (where may be translated by Lat.

quin, quominus), nemo te impediet quiti dicas. 2.

generally, after all clauses in which a negat. is ex-

pressed or implied, as, after , ,
etc. ; as ' it

is not reasonable that the Athenians should not . . ,

Lat. non potest fieri quin . . ; so also, with a negat.

implied, as, . . it seemed

strange not to take. HI. with a Participle, -' yap , for I were un-

feeling, did I not pity.—In 11. and 111. might stand

without ., lest perchance, Lat. neforte.

-€, = , I. with subj. that at no

time, lest ever, Lat. ne quando. 2. with infin. never., lest anywhere : lest perchance.-, = , not yet, Lat. nondum : ",
nay, not yet., never yet.

-5, = , lest in any way, lest any how, lest

perchance. II. in case of doubt, whether or ?io., , =, thigh-bones., , never used in sing., () the thigh-

bones, which by old usage they cut out from the leg

( ), and wrapped in two folds of fat( , ) : they

were then laid on the altar and burnt. II. = ^77-

poi, the thighs., , ov,() of or belonging to the thigh,

Lat. femoralis : , the thigh., , ,() a cord, line, string ; pro-

verb., the line caught nothing,

i. e. it was of no avail.

MHPO'2,, , the upper part of the thigh, the ham.-, , (,) nursed in the

thigh, epith. of Bacchus.-, ,(,) striking the ihigh., Dep. to chew the cud, Lat. ruminare.



MHPrOMAI-
MHPT'OMAI, f.- [] : aor. :

—to draw xip or furl sails : to draw tip an an-

chor. 2. in weaving, -
to weave the woof into the warp. II.

is sometimes used as Pass.,

ivy is twined around the edge.-,, Ep. 2 aud 3 sing. aor. 1 of.€, Ep. 2 sing, of, fut. of., Ep. 3 sing, contr. aor. 2 of., aipos, ,() an adviser, counseller

;

the adviser or leader of battle.

-€, = , atid not. II. repeated, . ., neither . . nor.

MH'THP Dor. MA'THP, , gen., contr.

: ace., pi. :—Lat. MA TER,
MOTHER : of animals, a dam : metaph. of lands,

mother of flocks
; 777 Mother

Earth :

—

sometimes Ceres, sometimes Rhea

or Cybele., neut. of -Tis,., contr. for, dat. of,.,, Ep. for,-, pres. inf. and 2 pi. pres. ind. of., f. : () :

—

to meditate, intend,

plan a thing : absol. to deliberate, and in Med. to de-

bate in one's own mind. II. to devise, contrive,

bring about., Ep., ov, 6, () counseller.,, , () ivise in counsel : also,

skilfid, skilfully chosen., f.- [] : aor. : Dep.

:

() :
—to invent, contrive, devise., Ep. for, part, of.,-, Ep. 3 pi. pies. act. and impf. med.

of.2, ios, ; Att. gen. ; Ep. dat. for

; ace. :

—

counsel, wisdom, skill, cunning,

craft. II. plan, enterprise.

-Tis, , ,, , gen. : (, tIs) :
—

lest any one, lest anything; that no one, that nothing,

Lat. ne quis, ne quid. II. is freq. as Adv. lest

by any means, .that by no means : also separately,

: in an indirect question, whether perchance.-, stronger form of , in nowise, nay :

ye, ?iay upon no account., ,{) Lat. matrix, the womb.-, ov, , {,) a begging
priest of Cybele, a sort of mendicant friar.- or -€5, and , Dor.-,{,) a mother's brother or sister,

an uncle or aunt.

-aXoias or-, ov, ,{,-) striking one's mother, a matricide., , Ion. for.,, , pecul. fern, of.
-os, a, ov,{) fruitful, prolific.

-- Dor. -, ov,{,) re-

ceived by the mother.
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Dor. ^, Adv. {) from the

mother, by the mother's side.-, ,{,) a mother's

sister.), f., to kill one's mother, to be a

matricide. From
-KTOvos, ov,{,) killing one's mo-

ther, a matricide. II., ov, pass.

killed by one's mother.- Dor.- [],, , =, o?ie's mother's mother, grandmother.- [], , , = , one's

mother s father, grandfather.- Dor. -, , , {,)
the mother-state, from which colonies were sent

out. II. generally, metropolis, a capital. III.

one's mother-city, mother-country, home.-, ov,{,) tending mothers.

-piTTTOS, ov,{,) rejected by one's

mother.-5, , {,) mother-mur-

dering.-, ov, also , ov,{,*) mother-

murdering, matricidal.-, ov, ,{,*) a matricide., as, Ion., , ,{) a step-

mother, Lat. noverca : metaph. a rocky coast is called.
Ep., , ov,{) of or belong-

ing to a mother, maternal., ;
gen. and ; ace. and

; () a maternal uncle. 2. any relation by

the mother's side., -«, Ep. for, -,
pres. inf. and 2 pi. ind. of., .-: aor. : pf.: Dep.: ():— Lat. machinari, to

make by art, put together, construct, prepare. 2.

to contrive, devise, scheme. II. as Med. to pro-

cure for oneself., =, found in act. voice in Ep.

part, : but perf. is used in

pass, sense.,-,-, Ep. for, pres.

opt. of., Ion. for., ,() Lat. machina, an instrument or

machine for lifting weights :

—

2. an engine of

war. II. any artificial means, a contrivance,

device ; generally, a way, means :
—, arts,

wiles : c. gen., a contrivance against

ills: by no means whatsoever, by no

contrivance.,,,() an engine. II.

a subtle contrivance or device, art, trick., verb. Adj. of, one must

contrive.$, , ov,() =.



445 — ., , , () inventive, ingenious,

clever. II. as Subst., (sub.),
mechanics., , , poet, for$.-, , , (,) inventing

contrivances or artifices, ingenious.€5,, ,{) inventive, ingenious.

-trotos,,(,) makingmachines:
as Subst.,, , an engineer, maker of war-

engines., f., to contrive craft, deal stibtly,

craftily. From-, ov, (,) contriving

devices, crafty-dealing, craft-contriving.--yos, , (, epyov) =-. II. pass, cunningly contrived.,-, 3 pi. pres. and impf. ol-., , =, a means, contrivance.02, , a means, expedient, contrivance., ; gen. Ion. ; dat. , ) ; ace.

:—fern, of eis, one., f.: aor. Att.: pf.

-yKa

:

—Pass., aor. 1 : pf.' or- :

—

to paint over, stain, dye, colour, Lat. vio-

lare. 2. to stain, defile, soil. 3. metaph. to

taint, defile, pollute. •, f.,() :

—

to be blood-stained,

bloody, murderous. Hence, , bloodguiltiness.-, ov,(',*) blood-stained, bloody:

defiled with blood, blood-guilty :—Comp.-
;

Sup.-., Ep. for, aor. I pass, of'., ,() brutality. II. defilement.-, ov,(, yXa/o')foul-mouthed., , , (') defiled with blood. 2.

generally, polluted, abominable, foul, Lat. impurus

:

brutal, coarse, disgusting. Adv., brutally.,, ,() a stain, defilement ; of

persons, a pollution.~$, ov, ,() pollution., opos, 6, (') a guilty wretch, one who
brings pollution, Lat. homo piacularis. II.-, an avenger of such guilt., Adv.() mixed or blended with.£, Dep. poet, for^., ahos\ , , (^) mixed up, promiscuous.

and, Adv. promiscuously.€, aor. 2 opt. pass, of^., aor. 2 part. pass, of'., for, 3 pi. aor. 2 pass, of., Ep. aor. 2 inf. pass, of^., aor. 2 inf. pass, of-., aTos, ,() a mixture, compound.
MITNTMI and -, also'^ : f. : aor. I

£, inf. :—Med. and Pass,^ and -
: fut. med., fut. I pass,,

f. 2, f. 3 : aor. , aor. 2' [] ; 3 sing. Ep. aor. pass,, : pf.^ : Ep. 3 sing, plqpf. :—Lat. MIS-
CEO, to mix, mix tip, mingle, properly of liquids,

e. g. . 2. generally, to join, bring
together, bring in contact with. 3. to make ac-

quainted with, unite with : also, to

cover one with flowers. II. Med. and Pass, to

be brought into contact with, to be mingled with, to

reach ; ^ to reach the tents : to come
to, to be present at : hence to meet, live, associate

with : but also in hostile sense, to encounter : more
rarely^ ks', to go to join the Achae-
ans. 2. to lie with: to have intercourse with, to be

?mited to., =*.), 3 sing. aor. I subj. .-, ov, —$., , , Dor. for, little.-,, , , (/cpos,£) with small

furrows : hence small, scanty.-, , (,) a pedlar., f. -, Dep.,{^) to

examine or discuss with extreme minuteness. Hence, , minute discussion, frivolity

:

-, ov, (, ^) recko?iing trifles :

caring about petty expenses, penurious, mean. 1.

cavilling about trifles, captious.-5 [], », , fern, -itis,, ,(,) a citizen of a petty town or state.'5, Ion. and old Att. Dor.,
, , small, little : petty, mean, trivial, insignificant:

of Time, little, short. II. Adv. usages : gen.

(sub. ) it wants but little, almost

:

—dat.

by a little : ace. a little. 1. with

Preps., for a little, but a little; -
little by little, or into small parts ;

after a little ; within a little, almost.—
Besides the regular Comp. and Sup., -, the irr. forms,,, are used.", , petty ambition. From-, ov,(,) ambitious

of petty distinctions., , littleness of soul, meanness of spirit.

From-, ov,(,) little-soided, nar-

row-minded, paltry., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of*.
piKTOS, , ,() mixed, compound.

£,, , Att. for, the yew-tree. II.

a convolvulus., , ov, of oxfrom Miletus. From, , Miletus, a famous Greek city in Caria., , a milestone, the Lat. milliariuvi. II.

a copper vessel for boiling water in., , a Roman mile, Lat. mille passus, = 8

stades. — 1680 yards, i.e. 80 yards less than our mile.



^—. U7, , a vesselfor keeping in.-, is,(,) painted red.-]5, ,(,) red-cheeked : of

ships, with the boivs painted red., , red earth, red chalk or ochre, ruddle,

Lat. rubrlca. II. vermilion, Lat. minium.,-, is, ('$,) smeared with

ochre., f. : pass pf. ;
():—

to colour with ochre, paint red; -
a rope smeared with red paint, with which

they swept the Agora at Athens, ancWrove the idlers

to the Pnvx.-, es,(,) of the nature or colour

of., , a kind of hare-soup. (A foreign word.),, , a rocky promontory of Ionia., f.- : aor. :

pf. : Dep. :

—

to imitate, mimic, copy : pf.

part,, in pass, sense, made exactly like,

made in imitation of. II. of the fine arts, to re-

present by means of imitation. Hence, , , imitative.,, ,() an imitation, copy., ,() imitation.

-fos, , , verb. Adj. of, to be imi-

tated. ., one must imitate., , ,() an imitator, copyist., , ,() imitative., , ,() to be imitated or copied., Frequent, of,, to keep staying,

to stay, remain. II. trans, to expect, await., fut. : aor. ' : () :

—

to remind, put in mind. 2. to recall to the memory
of others. II. Med. and Pass,, with

the older form MNA'OMAT,, whence the

tenses are formed : fut. med., f. I pass., f. 3 ; aor. I med.-, pass, :—the pf. is both med.

and pass., in Att. with pres. sense like Lat. memini,

2 sing,, shortened from ; imperat.

Ion. ; subjunct. ; optat., but also, , , Ion.-
: infin. : Ion. 3 pi. plqpf• :—to remind oneself, remember : c. gen. -

to bethink one of one's strength: also, c. part.,

I remember having come. 2. to

mention, make mention of. 3. to give heed to,

judge of, Dor. for, 3 pi. of. 2.

dat. pres. part, of the same Verb., for-, redupl. form of, to remain,

stay, wait : c. ace. to await.-, , (, ^) mocking one's

words. II. as Subst. a writer of mimes.
MPM02;, , 0, a?t imitator, copyist : an actor,

mime. II. a mime, a kind of drama.

[?], Ion ace. sing of the Pron. of the 3rd pers.

through all genders, for,, : always

enclitic : Dor. and Att. : himself; but,

oneself for. II. rarely as 3 pers.

pi., for,,. III. = the reflex.

Pron..02, , human ordure, d?mg. Hence, f., to befoul with dung., , the Minyans, a race of nobles in Orcho-

menos : Adj. Mivveios, , , Ep., of the

Minyans.' [], Ion. impf., Lat. minuo,

to diminish, lessen, curtail, weaken. II. intr. to

decrease, decline, fall away, be wasted. Hence, Adv. a little, very little : of Time, a short

time. Hence
-os, a, ov, lasting a short time, short-lived

:

Comp.., f. ,() to moan, whine : also to

hum, chant in a low tone, Lat. minurlre. Hence,, , a warbling, humming., ,() a moaning : warbling., Dep. =, of the nightingale, to

warble: generally, to hum a tune, chant in a low

tone. \y\

MFNTTO'S, , , complaining in a low tone,

moaning, whining, luhimpering.-05 and -topos, ,(,) short-

lived.

Mivcos, 0, Minos, king of Crete : gen. and

MiVcw ; dat., ; ace. MtVcua, also and

:—hence Adj. Mtvcc'Cos Att. Mivtios, a, ov, of

Minos.

£, aor. I inf.,, fut. inf. med. of *-., , ,( fut. of-), a mixing, min-

gling. . intercourse or commerce with others.-, ov,( fut. of^,)
half barbarian half Greek.

|-, , , (£,) half beast.

|-5, , (,) with mingled cries.-, , (,) mixed with white., fut. med. of/.--os, ov, for-, (£,)
half mortal.-, ov, (, ) feeding promiscu-

ously.

|-9€5, ov, (,) half a maiden,

half woman., fut. of'., , hatred of good. From-, , ov, (,) hating good.•-5, ov, (,) hating the

Athenians.-£, ov, gen., (,) hating

boasters.-^, ov, (,) hating

Alexander.--, ov,(,) hating the vine.



448 ,—05.-, , (,) hating man-

kind, misanthropic.-, ,(, ayxos) a place zvhere several

mountain glens (-) meet, a meeting of glens.€, pres. inf. pass, of., Dor. pres. part. pi. fern, of.2, see.-, >$, , , (,") a hater of
the Greeks., f. : pf.:—Pass., f. med. in

pass, sense : aor. : pf.-
: () :

—

to hate :—Pass, to be hated.,,(£6) a charmfor producing hatred,

opp. to (from), which caused love.,, , () an object of hate., verb. Adj. of, to be hated., , () hateful lewdness or greedi-

ness., , , () hated, hateful, odiotis., , =., , payment of ivages, recovipense.

From-, . ,(,) one who

pays wages, a rewarder, recompenser., , Dim. of, a small fee.«, f.,() to work or serve for

hire, receive pay. Hence, , a receiving of wages, hired service.

-apvos, ,(,) a hired servant.-, , ,(,) a Comic Patro-

nymic, son of a placeman., a, ov, also , ,() hired, salaried., , payment of wages. From, f., to pay wages. From-3, , ,(,) one who pays

wages, a paymaster.2'5, , , wages, pay, hire :

fixed wages: for hire;

to give a talent as a month's pay. 2.

at Athens the pay of the soldiery : also, -
the pay of the council of 500, a drachma

each for every day of sitting
;

or

the wages of a dicast or juror (at first one

obol, from the time of Cleon three) for every day he

sat on a jury
;

the pay of a public

advocate, one drachma for every court-day. 3.

generally, reco?npense, reward : in bad sense, punish-

ment, retribution., ,() receipt ofwages: wages

received, wages, pay, salary., f.,() to receive wages,

to serve for hire : c. ace. rei, to receive as pay.

Hence, verb. Adj. one must keep in pay., ,() service for wages or

pay, hired service.-, , (,) receiving wages,

serving for hire ; hireling soldiers,

mercenaries; galleys manned with
mercenaries., f. : aor. I %: pf.:() :

—to let outfor hire, farm out, Lat. locare:

c. inf., e£cp-

to let out the building of the temple for 3c

talents, Lat. locare aedem exstruendam. II. Med.,
f. : aor. : pf. (in med.
sense) :

—to engage or hire at a price,

Lat. cotiducere : to retain, as an advocate or physi-

cian; to engage his ser-

vices at a talent; c. inf., -
to contract for the building of the temple, Lat.

conducere aedem aedificatidam. III. Pass., aor. 1

: pf. (in pass, sense) :
—to be

hiredfor pay. Hence,,, that which is let for hire, a hired

house. II. the price agreed on, the contract-

price : rent., ,() that can be hired., (,,() a letting for hire. II.() a hiring. III. =, rent.5, , , () one who pays rent, a

tenant., , ,() mercenary.

-ros, , ,() hired or to be hired : as

Subst. a hirelifig, mercenary, of soldiers.--os, , (,) marriage-hating

.

-€5
;
, , , (,) laugh er-

hating.-, , , (,) hating imposture;, , hatred of democracy. From-, ,(,) hating the commons,
hating democracy

.

-, ,(,) hating the gods, godless,-, , (,) hating the chase.-,, ,(,) hating Caesar.-,, , (,) a Laconian-

hater. []-, ,(,) hating Lama-
chus. [], , hatred of argument. From-5, , (,) hating argument.-5, ,(,) hating bastards.

-iTais,, , ,(,) hating children.-,,,(,) a Persian hater.-,, , ,(,) hating the state., f., to hate the bad. From-, ,(,) hating the bad.-, , (,) hatred of work.-,, , ,(,) hating the

shield-handle, i. e. hating war: Sup.-.-, ,(,) hating the poor.-, ,(,') Roman-hating.

202, , hate, hatred: I. pass, hate borne

one. 2. act. a hating, a grudge, strong dis-

like. II. a hatefid object, =.



,?—^ . 449-, , , (, 2$) bating Sylla.-, ,(,) tyrant-hating.-, ,(,) hating Philip.-,,(,) hating the good.-, «, (, if/tvSos) hating lies.,., to cut up meat before roasting.-, , (, *€) working the thread.-, is,(,) sewn with thread,

having meshes of thread.02, ou, o, a thread of the warp, Lat. tela

:

—
generally, a thread: a web. [t] Hence, f., to stretch the warp in the loom :

—

Med. to ply the loom ; metaph.,

to let one's voice sound like a harp-string., Ep. and Ion., ,() a linen girdle

or band, worn below the : generally a girdle,

zone. 11. a headband, a snood. 2. a Persian

cap, like., , , the Persian Aphrodite* or Venus.-, , (,) wearing ,
whether girdle or head-dress.-, , (,) bound with ., f., to wear . From-5, ov, =."02 or, , , Lat. mutilus, cur-

tailed, esp. hornless. []-, (, (,) like thread, of linen., aor. I inf. pass, of^., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 1 pass, of., Ep. aor. I pass. inf. of'^.
MNA~ Ion., ;

gen. ; nom. pi.:—
the Lat., I. a weight, = 100 drachmae
= 15 oz. 83! grs. II. a sum of money, also =
100 drachmae, =4/. is. 3c/.:—60 made a talent.,,, Dor. for -,
MNA'.OMAI (A), contr., used in the contr.

forms 3 sing., I and 3 pi,,, ;

imperat. 3 sing,; inf.
;

part. &-
; also in Ep. resolved forms, 2 sing.. inf.

; 3 sing. Ion. impf. for,
Ep. 3 pi., part, :

—

to woo to wife,

woo, court. II. generally, to court, sue for, solicit,

canvass for, Lat. ambire.

MNA'OM (B), contr., to remember, Ep.

and Ion. for., inf. of to woo., 3 sing. pres. imperat. of to woo., Dor. for, .fut. med. of., , fern., Dor. for-.5, , Dor. for, q. v.

<, Ion. for., ,( ) remembrance, metnory. II.

mention ; , Lat. mentionem

facere.

Dor.,, ,( ) Lat. mo-
nimentum, a memorial, remembrance, record of a

person or thing : a memorial of one dead, a monu-
ment. 11. =, memory.

Ion.- Dor., , ()
Lat. monimentum, a memorial, remembrance, record

of a person or thing : of one dead, a monument., ,( ) remembrance, memory, recol-

lection. 2. thefaculty of memory; from
memory. 3. a memorial, monument. II.

mention or notice of a thing., , Ion. for., f.,() to remember, call to mind,
recollect. 2. to call to another

1

6 mind, mention,

say, Lat. memorare. II. Pass., with f. med.- and pass,- : aor. :—to be remembered, had in memory, mentioned.03, , ,() of orfor remembrance
or memory; =, memory. II.

of persons, of good or ready memory., Adv. from or by memory, readily., ,{) remembrance, memory, Lat.

memoria. II. as prop. n. Mnemosyno, the mother

of the Muses; because before the invention of writing

memory was the Poet's chief gift.

Dor. -, ,() a remem-
brance, memorial, record of a thing : also a reminder,

refresher. 2. honourable mention, fame., , , neut.,( ) mindful,

remembering : c. gen. mindful of. 2. ever mind-

ful, unj-orgetting., aor. 1 inf. and aor. I med. imperat. of -., Ion. for, 3 pi. aor. I med. opt.

of., aor. 1 inf. med. of., Ion. for, 3 sing. aor. I med.

of., aor. I pass. inf. of., sing. aor. imperat. pass, .- Dor. -, f.,(,)
to bring presents in token ofgratitude : to be grateful., f. , to remember old injuries : to

bear ill-will or malice; to bear no

malice, pass an act of amnesty. II. also c. ace.

rei, to remind of the ills of

age. From
-KotKOs, ,( s,) remembering

old injuries, bearing malice.-, , gen.,(,) re-

minding of misery.

Dor. 5, ecus, 77,( ) remem-

brance, memory., fut. med. of., , fern, of,{ a) a

bride. II. fern. Adj.( ) reminding of.,,,() courtship, wooing:

in plur., espousals., f. : aor. :( ) :

—Pass., aor. :

—

to woo, court, seek in

marriage ; to espouse : Pass, to be courted. II.

to promise in marriage, betroth : Pass, to be betrothed.
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II. (-Dor., ,

wooer, stator : later, a bridegroom.

) calling to mind, mindful of.€<, Ep. for, dat. pi. of foreg.

[xvtjcttls Dor., ios, ,( ) a remem-

bering, remembrance. II. reputation, fame.,-, , ,() wooed, wedded.,, , Ion. for, a wooing, court-

ing, seeking in marriage., opos, ,() mindful of., fut. of.
iJLviapos, , , mossy, soft as moss. From, , moss, sea-weed.

jxvoos contr. pvovs, o,fine down.

-evos, part, of, to woo., 3 pi. of to woo., Ep. part, of, to remember., Ep. 3 pi. impf. of a and B.

poyc-pos, , , of persons, labouring, distressed,

wretched : of things, toilsome, grievous. From€, f., (^) to toil, labour, be in trouble

or distress: prcs. part, =^is, with trouble,

hardly ; with much toil he

moved, hardly he moved. II. to labour at.-5, ov, (*,) speaking with diffi-

culty, stammering or dumb., Adv. (, ~£) with toil a?id trouble

:

hardly, scarcely : like the later. Hence

M.O'VO'S,, o, toil, trouble: hardship, pain, sorrow.,-TOicos, ov, (/zi/yos, TtKtiv) helping women in

hard travail.

[xoSios, , a dry measure, Lat. modius, — ^ of a me-
dimnus, = 2 gallons.02, , battle, the battle-din ; the

noise or trampling of horses., ojvos, , at Sparta, a name for the child of a

Helot : such children being brought up as foster-

brothers of the young Spartans. 2. from their

insolence, meant an impudent fellow : hence

invoked as the god ofimpudence. 3. a rude dance., enclit. dat. sing, of ., gen. as Ion. , : () :

—

a part, por-

tion, division, as opp. to the whole : a division of an

army. II. a part or party in a state, Lat. par-

tes. III. the part or portion which falls to one,

esp. otie's portion of the spoil : one's inheritance, pa-

trimony. 2. one's portion in life, lot, destiny : esp.

like, one's fate, doom. 3. that which is o?ie's

due ; generally, that which is meet and right ;

eein€s thou hast spoken fitly, rightly ;' to give one his due : hence 4. due
reverence, consideration ; tv' ayeiv to hold

one in proper respect., as prop, n., Moira, the goddess offate : later

there were three, Clotho, Lachesis, Atropos., f. [] Ion. : () :

—

to share,

distribute : Med. to share among themselves.-, es, (, yivos) fatedfrom birth.

potpiStos, a, ov, also os, ov,() allotted by fate
or doom, destined, fated, Lat. fatalis.--os, ov,(,') ordained by fate,

fated, destined., , Aeol. for, :, Aeol. for, pi. gen.

Moiaaios, a, ov, Aeol. for Moutretos.-, ,(, aypa) only in pi. the fine
imposed on one taken i?i adultery., , , irreg. fern, of 03, an adul-

teress, Lat. moecha : as fem. Adj. adulterous., $, , fem. of, an adulteress., f.,() trans, to commit adultery

with ; to bold dalliance tuith the

sea. II. intr. to commit adultery, Lat. moechari., f. , to commit adultery with, to seduce, c.

ace. II. intr. to commit adultery, Lat. moechari., a, ov,() born in adultery., , ov, adulterous. From
MOIXO'2, ov, 0, an adulterer, paramour, seducer,

Lat. moecbus ; to have

the head shaven with a rasor like an adulterer's

;

since persons taken in adultery had their heads close

shaven by way of punishment., aor. 2 inf. of.-, is,(,) loaded ivith lead., , , poet, for, lead.5, Adv., later form for ^, hardly, scarcely,

with difficulty ; not scarcely, i. e. quite, ut-

terly., ov, 0, a glutton, greedy beggar., Dor. for, fern, of.
-os Att. —ttqs, , Moloszian; Mo-
the Molossian dog, a kind of wolf-dog used

by shepherds. II. (sub. ), in

Prosody, the Molossus, a foot consisting of three long

syllables, e. g.., fut. of.£,() to sing of, Lat. canere. Hence, ov, 6, a minstrel or dancer., ,() in Horn, dancing to music : any-

thing done hi time : generally, play, sport, properly

when singing and dancing formed part of it. lis

generally, singing, song, opp. to dancing. Hence, Adv. with singing.5 Dor. -fins,, ,() a songstress., ,() a piece of lead, esp. the

lead to sink a fishing-line. 2. a plummet, a leaden

ball or bullet., , ov,() leaden, of lead.,, ,() like, the

leaden tveight on a net. II. a leaden ball or bullet.

MO02, ov, o, lead. H, plumbago,

black lead : hence a blacklead pencil.-«, f.,(, *) tofix with

melted lead.-, Pass,(,) ;—

-

to be mixed up in a dirty quarrel.
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—

io stain, sully, defile, corrupt : also to seduce a wo-

man :—Pass, to be or become vile, wallow., ,{) defilement, pollution.,, , aor. 2 part, of., ,() blame, reproof, complaint

:

—
a cause of complaint., Dor. for.£, f. ,() to be alone, live in solitude., 77, for , a race-horse that

ri/?is single.

•-|, vaos, , , (*,£ ) having one

frontlet ; horses that run single,

racehorses : also of a bull, having no yokefellow.^ Ion.- : f. '. ():—to be

monarch or sovereign; $ in

this king's reign. Hence
Ion.-, , absolute rule, sovereignly,

monarchy.- Ion. -, ov, (,) riding

alone, sovereign.

p.ovas Ion., aoos, ,() properly a fern.

Adj., solitary, single: also niasc. of a man, alone, by

oneself. II. as Subst.,, , a unit., Adv. properly dat. fern, of, in one

way only : singly or alone., , , () solitary

;

—as Subst.-, , a monk.-^ Ion. -, ov, , (,) one

who rows singly, a stidler., ,() a staying, abiding, tarrying. 2.

a place to stay in, mansion.-«, ,(,) a hunt of one day.-, es,(, apapeiv) single ; vavs

a ship with one bank of oars.5, ov, or , ov,() staying, fixed: of per-

sons, steadfast, constant. 2. of conditions, abiding,

lasting, Lat. stabilis.-, ov, (,) with one horse, a
horseman, opp. to a charioteer.-, ov, gen., (,) walking

alone : of metre, consisting of one foot-. [/3a]-5, ov,(,) marrying one wife.-^ Ion.-, , pecul. fern, of sq.- Ep. and Ion.-, ,(,')
Only-begotten : born from one and the same mother.-, ov, (,*) one-eyed.-, ov, (/vos,) one-fingered.-?, , , (,) one-eyed.-5, ,(,) of unvaried sound,

monotonous.-,-, , , ($, ^, one-toothed.-5, , (,,) plucked from one

stem : cut or carvedfrom one block.

-€§, , (,) of one kind, simple.-£, , and ££, tlyos, , ,(, -•) having one horseyoked: generally, single, alone.-, ov,(,) lasting but one day.

-. 451- Ion.--, titos, ,(,) a

single horse.-, , gen. -(, ace. -, (,) one-horned : as Subsi. a unicorn.-, ov,(,) with one mourner.-, , (,) a bed for one only,

a coffin.->, f.,(,) to sleep alone.-9,, , ,(,) with but one
sandal.--ros, ov, (,) with one bank of
oars.

povo-KioAos Ion.-, or,(,) with but

one limb : of building's, with but one room :

a sentence consisting of one clause.-, ov, (,) with a single oar :

with a single ship.-05 Ion. -, ov, (, ?) made out

of one stone.-,, Dor. for. []« Ion.-, f. 770;,() io fight

in single combat : of the Athenians at Marathon,) having fought
single-handed with the Persian. Hence

Ion., , single combat., , —.-, ,(,) fighting in single

combat : wielded in single combat.-, opos, , ,(,) left alone by

one's mother, deprived of one's mother.- Ion.-, Adv.(, vv£) in a single

night.-£5, ov,(,) made from a single

log. II. made of wood ordy.-,-, , , (,) act. having

but one child. II. pass. = , an only child.- Ion. -, , , (,) one

who conquers alo?ie in wrestling, [a]-, ov,(,) with but one sole.-€$, ov,(,) left without a robe,

clad in a tunic only : v. *$.-, , , -, , gen. -, (,) one-footed.-, , (,) with one horse.-5, , , (, opuyrjvat) digging with

one point, []
MO'NO^ Ion., ?7,oi/, Dor. pj&vos,a,oi/,«/o«<?,

left alone, forsaken : c. gen., reft of, de-

prived of thee. II. alone, only : often with gen.

added, alone cf all

men. III. like Lat. umis for unicus, sta?tding

alone, sifigle in its kind, unique. IV. Sup.-, the one only person, one above all others, cf.. V. neut. as Adv., alone, only,

merely ; , Lat. tantum non, all but, ivell nigh.-,/,(,) made of iron only., f. 77(70;, to eat but once in the day. From--os, ov,(,) eating but once a day.
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sceptre alone, absolute.-, es, (,) walking alone,

unaccompanied.-, , (,) cotisisting of one

verse.-, , (,) going alone : ge-

nerally, alone, single.-;, , 6, , (, ^)
carved out of a single block.-, ,(,) ofone syllable,

dealing with monosyllables.-€, ,(,) with but one child.-^, , (,) at a solitary

board, eaten apart.-, , (,) solitary, unsocial.-, , (, ) one-eared : with one

handle.-, ,(, cpayeiv) eating alone or once

a day : irreg. Sup./.- Ion. -, , (,)
one-eyed.-, , (,) watching alone.-, , gen. , (,) single in

one's opinion, standing alone, single.- Ion. -, is, (,) of simple

nature : made of one piece.-3 Dor.-, , (,) solid-

hoofed.- Dor.-, ,(,) voting

alone : singular in one's vote or purpose.

Ion.- : f. : aor. Ep.

:—Pass., aor. , Ion. part,-
: pf. Ion. : () :

—

to

make single or solitary ; ^ to give an

only son in each generation :—Pass, to be left alone,

to be forsaken : also to be taken apart, without wit-

nesses : c. gen., deserted by

allies.

>€>, f.,() to sing alone, to sing a

monody. Hence, , a song sung alone, a monody, solo, opp.

to the song of the chorus.-, , (,) singing alone.€$, aor. I pass. part, of., Adv. of, only.- poet,-,, , ,(,) one-eyed., ,() =. 2. one of the six

divisions of the Spartan infantry.

(sc. (), al,the sacred olives in the Aca-

demy, so called because they were supposed to be

parted or propagated(,) from

the original olive-stock that grew in the Acropolis.

Hence Zei/s Mopios as the guardian of these sacred

olives. II. [?], =, folly., , poet, for., , Dim. of, a small piece, generally,

a piece, portion.

, , , poet, for.—For Zeis Mopios9
see.€, , a bugbear, hobgoblin. From

-, Dep.() tofright, scare.-, ,(,) hideous to behold.

[], formed from, as from, of water, to roar, boil, Lat. murmuro.', gen., contr. , , a hideous six-

monster, to frighten children with ; a bugbear, hob-

goblin. II. in Aristophanes, a mere exclamation,

afig for his courage I

«., eaaa, €v f skilfully or richly wrought; or

glistening, shining. (Deriv. unknown.)
MO'PON, , the black mulberry., ,() like, one's appointed loff

fate, doom, destiny ; vntp beyond one's doom,
against/ate. 2. esp. an unhappy lot, ruin, death,

"Lat.fatum, in Homer always a violent death., , () appointed by fate, doomed,

destined, Lat. fatalis : foredoomed; destined to die :

hence thefated day, the day of doom :

fate, doom, destiny.'^^, to soil, stain, defile, sully : pf. pass,

part.*~, soiled, defiled.£,, Dor. for,.£,() to make gesticulations., f. -,() to shape, fashion, mould.^, ecus, , Morpheus, son of Sleep, god of

dreams: properly thefashioner, moulder, so called from
the shapes he calls up before the sleeper. From', ,form, shape,figure : a beautifulform,
beauty, Lat.forma. 2. generally

, form, fashion,

appearance. 3. a form, kind, sort. Hence€«,, (vfiormed,fashioned, shaped : well-

shaped, comely, Lat. formosus., , (epith. of the eagle) of colour, duskyT

dark, — (from), Lat.furvus., f. ,() to form, give shape to.

Hence,, To,form, shape, figure : the outline

of afigure., ,() a shaping : form, semblance.,, ,() one who shapes :—fern.; changing men into

swine.•" or,, , a wooden house or tower.- or-, ,( or-,) an Asiatic race near the Black Sea, neigh-

bours of the Colchians, living in wooden houses.€, , ,() of a calf; -
a calf-skhi leash : as Subst.,, , a

calf-skin.,.,() to plant a sucker,propagate., , Dim. of, a young sucker, [i
-

], , ,() like€&, of a calf.-, f.,(,) to make a calf., o.also , theyoung shoot of a plant, sprout,

sucker, scion. II. metaph. of the young of ani-
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begin-

mals, a calf: also a young bull : a heifer. 2. a

boy: more often a girl, maid, LzLjuvenca. 3.

any you?ig animal.£, Adv.() singly, alone.^, Ion. for., Ion. for. For all Ion. forms

ning with -, see under -., , Munychia, a harbour at Athens, ad-

joining Piraeeus. II. epith. of Diana, who was

worshipped there. Hence£€, Adv. to Munychia : and, Adv. at Munychia.,, 6, Munychion, the tenth Attic

month, in which was held the festival of Munychian
Artemis, = the latter part of April and beginning of

May.^, Ion. aor. I part. pass, of.-, Ion. for.
MOY~2A, , AeoL Dor. Lacon., as, , the Muse, goddess of song, music, poetry,

dancing, and the fine arts. There were nine Muses,

—

Clio, Euterpe, Thalia, Melpomene, Terpsichore", Erato,

Polymnia or Polyhymnia, Urania, and Calliope. II.

later, music, song: also eloquence; and in pi. arts,

accomplishments.-, ov, 0, Dor. for-,(,), the leader of the Muses, i.e. Apollo.

Movcreiov,, the temple of the Muses, seat or haunt

of the Muses : hence a school of arts and learning, a

Museum : metaph., £ halls

resounding with lamentations
;

places where swallows twitter. Properly neut. of

MovffHos.

Mouo*€ios Dot. Mouratos,a, ov, also os, ov,()
of or belonging to the Muses, sacred to the Muses.£, Dep.() to sing or play., , ,() of the Muses or the fine
arts, devoted to the Muses. II. as Subst., I.

/cus, , a musician, poet, a lyric-poet : generally,

a man of letters, a scholar, an accomplished person,

opp. to. 2. (sc.), , any

art over which the Muses presided, esp. music or lyric

poetry set and sung to music,—one of the three

branches of Athenian education, the other two being",- :—generally, arts, letters, ac-

complishments. III. Adv. -/cuis, harmoniously,

elegantly : Sup.-.-, Dor. for.-, ov, (,) built by song.«, f., to be Muse-mad, smitten by the

Muses. From-, is, {,) smitten by the

Muses.-, , , , (,) of pro-

phetic song.-, opos, , (,) the mother

of the Muses and arts.-, f., to write poetry about. From

-nOLOs, , (,) mahing poetry :, , a poetess : also singing or playing.-5, ov,(,) serving theMuses:
as Subst.,, , a minstrel.-, ov, (,) musical-
looking., , a making poetry, singing. From-, , conlr. for-, (,
epyov) devoted to the service of the Muses, playing,

singing:—as Subst., 03, ., a singing-

girl-, , , and-, ov, (,) loving the Muses.-5, is,(,) delighting in the

Muses, delighting in music or poetry., f., () to devote to the Muses

:

—
Pass, to be well educated, accoviplished, elegant., Dor. part. ace. pi. of., f.,() to be weary with toil, be

sore troubled or distressed, to suffer greatly : c. ace.

cognato, , to undergo hard-

ship, toils ; to toil at learning.

Hence,, , toil, hardship., , wretchedness, poor condition : mostly

in moral sense, badness, wickedness. From, , , () in sore distress,

wretched. 2. of things, toilsome, laborious: but

also in sorry plight. II. in moral sense, knavhh,
villainous, rascally, Lat. pravus. Hence, Adv. in sorry plight, miserably., verb. Adj. of, one must labour.£, f. , =, to toil, labour : also to

suffer greatly., , (^) toil, hardship, distress, trouble

:

in pi. toils, troubles, hardships

:

— differs from, in that always implies distress, hard-

ship, Lat. aerumna, while is merely work, la-

bour, Lat. labor., , , one who heaves up by a lever;

he who makes the sea to heave

;

one who heaves up new words.

From, f.,() to prise up, to heave up or

zvrench by a lever.^, f., Ion. for.,, , Dim. of.'5, , , a lever or bar for prising or

heaving up, a crowbar, Lat. vectis. II. any bar

or stake:—the bar or bolt of a door, Lat. obex.

MY' or MY", an imitation of the sound made by

murmuring or muttering with closed lips. II. to

imitate the sound of sobbing.-, , (, aypa) a mouse-trap., () to bite or compress the lips.-, (,-) thefield-mouse , shrew-mouse,

Lat. mus aratieus.

05, , , () a moaning, muttering.
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II., a, , wet, dripping, soaked.

damp, mouldy. From, f. , ($) be damp, wet, drip-

ping. II. to be damp or clammy from decay.

'M.T'AO'X,6,damp: clamminess, decay, hat. situs, [p]€, f., to forge red-hot iron. From--VTros, , (,) forging or

welding red-hot iron.'02 [p~~\, , any red-hot mass;$
to lift masses of red-hot iron in the hands, as

an ordeal : also any lump or mass of metal.

\x.VkK\vo<s>, , , (&) = jUveXoets.

jAV€\oeis,, ev, (.) full of marrow.'5, , , Lat. MEDULLA, marrow: me-
taph. of strengthening food, as wine and barley,

which are called . 2. the marrow
of the shdl, the brain. 3. generally, the inmost

part, core, [y in Horn., in Att.J, f. : aor. :—Pass., aor. *-
: pf.: () :— to initiate into the

mysteries.— Pass, to be initiated; c. ace. cognato,€ cpyia to be initiated in the

mysteries of the Cabiri
;

to be

initiated in the great mysteries. 2. generally, to

instruct.

£, f., () to murmur with closed lips,

moan : to mutter. II. to drink with closed lips,

to suck in.,, Ep. 2 sing,, contr. for,
and omitting one (, : 3 pi. Ion. impf.-

: f. : aor. , Ep. 3
sing, : Dep. : (3) :

—

to say, speak, tell,

name. II. to say over to oneself like,
eon over, consider.«, Dor. for, imperat. of., Dor. for., == :—Pass., to be the subject of a

story, to be talked of., aor. I med. opt. of.£, Dep. =.-, , Dim. of$, a short tale ox fable.

Dor. -, later form for., , , () mythic, legendary.. Dor. for.-, ($, Xeyai) to tell wordfor word.-, f.,{^) to tell mythic tales

or legends also to tell as a legend

:

—Pass, to be or

become mythical. 2. to tell tales, talk. Hence€, verb. Adj. one mitst tell legends., ,(^) a telling of mythic tales

or legends, mythology. Hence,, , , versed in mythology.-8, , (.,-) dealing in mythic le-

gends : as Subst.,, , a teller of legends.-3, , (,) zaeaving tales.~02, , anything delivered by word of mouth,

word, speech: as opp. to epyov, a mere word, without

the deed : a speech. II. talk, conversation : also,

the subject of conversation, the matter itself. ,
advice, a command, order. IV. a purpose, design.

plan. V. a tale, story: afterwards, was the

poetic or legendary tale, as opposed to the historical

account. 2. a tale, story, fable, such as Aesop's

fables.--rjs, cs, ($, ctSos) like a fable, legendary^

fabulous.

Att., , a fly, Lat. musca.-, , {,) a fly-flap.-, , {,) flapping away flies., f. -: Ep. aor. 1:
Ep. pf. (so, from,) : Dep. :—Lat. MUG1RE, of oxen, to bel-

low: also of other animals, as of asses, to bray, of

dogs, to growl, etc. : of things, to grate, jar, roar

:

also to groan from exertion. (Formed from the

sound of oxen, as, from that of

sheep and goats, from that of bulls, etc.,

from that of asses.), Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 of.
|005, ,{) a bellowing: and, aros, , a bellowing : the roar of thun-

der, [y]
Mt/KTjvatos, &v, of orfrom Mycenae. From,, , and/, at, Mycene, Mycenae, an

ancient Pelasgic city, superseded by the Doric Argos:

—Adv. €,/?-02 Mycenae.

MtMTjvts, ihos, ), peeul. fern, of.
MT'KIES, $, , also, , , a mushroom*

La.t.fu?Bgus. II. any round body, shaped like a

mushroom, as, I. the cap at the end of a sword's

scabbard. 2. the s?w/jfof a lamp-wick, supposed to

forebode rain; cf. Virgil's putres concrescere fungos.5, , , () made of mushrooms., rjpos, , () the nose, snout : in pi. the

nostrils. Hence, f. iffnj, to turn up the nose or sneer at,

Lat. naso adunco suspendere., Adv.() out of the nose.-5, ev, (, -nos) sounding

from the nostril., , () w&rking in a mill.', $, ,() of a mill ; Aacs

a millstone., anos, ,() a millstone, any large round
stofie.-€5, , ,(,$) one who works

in a mill, a miller, [a]

[], , a mill, Lat. mulct, a hand-mill. IL

the nether millstone.-5, ,(, pf. pass, of*<)
bruised or crushed in a mill., () to gnash or grind the teeth.', , , () of or for a mill;&~

a millstone., () to crush, pound, Lat. molere.

-,?, cs, (/ivAos, ex6os) like a viilistone*



—, , () a millstone ; .. \~\, , () a miller, a master miller., ujvos, , a mill house, mill, Lat. pistrlnum

;

ds, Lat. detrudere in pislrimim, to

condemn [a slave] to work tie mill., ,() an excuse, pretence, pretext, [], Dep. () to make excuses : to put off.

£, , (, £) the discharge from the nose,

tnucus, phlegm.£,, , =, a nose, nostril.

-KTOvos, ov, (,) mouse-killing., , () Lat. muraena, a sea-eel or lam-

prey : also a sea-serpe?it.

pupvaKts, Adv.() ten thousand times.-, ov, ($^) holding ten

thousand measures().-, ov, , and-, ,(, -) a commander of 10,000 men., $, , Att. gen. plur., ()
the number ,, a myriad:—when,-

are used alone of money, must be sup-

plied ; when of corn,.-€, f's, gen. ios, (, ctcs) lasting ten

thousand years : of cotmtless years.£, f. : pf. pass. : () :

—

to

anoint.' [t "] , y, Lat. myrlca, the tamarisk. Hence€05, a, ov, of the tamarisk; and?, , ov, of the tamarisk. []-5, cv, (,) with ten thousand
oxen.-3,, , , (,) having
immense teeth.-5, ov, (,) bearing cowit-

less fruit.

-Kpuvos, ov,(,) with numberless
heads, many-headed.-, ov,(,^) said ten thousand
times.-5,,(,) of cov.ni'less shapes.-, os, (,) of endless toil.-3, aos, , , (, vavs) of numberless

ships.

-apxos, ov,=.-, Adv.(,) time out of mind.-, ov, gen. ovos,() ten thousand

fold : infinitely more than.-, is, (,) of infinite num-
ber, countless.2, a, ov, numberless, countless, of Number
mostly in pi., but often in sing., as ,-, etc. 2. of Size, huge, vast, immense, i?ifinite;

infinite sorrow. 3. of Time, endless,

infinite. II. as a definite Numeral in pi.,,
, a, ten thousand: in some phrases the sing, may be
used, as, 10,000 horse, []

-TOs, , ,() the 10,000th.

livpioarvs, vos, , () a body of ten thousand.
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-€5, is,(,) with ten thousand
armed men.-, ov, (,) of ten thousand
talents burthen.-5, ov, =.-5, ov,(,) with countless voices.

-Trvoos, ov, contr. -ttvods, , (,)
breathing of unguents or essence.

-05, , (,) with countless eyes., as, ,() an ant's nest, ant-hill., ov, ,() gotfrom ant-hills.,, , the ant, Lat. FORMICA . U.
a beast of prey in India. III. a sunken rock on
the Thessalian coast between Sciathus and Magnesia., oi, the Myrmidons, a warlike people of

Thessaly, subjects of Peleus and Achilles.-5, ov, (,) ivith per-

fumed locks.

-upoets, tcaa, ev, () ano'mted, scented., v. sub. []
MT'PON [], , sweet oil extracted from plants :

generally, sweet oil, an ungueiit, perfi^me, bal-

sam. II. the place where unguents were sold,

the perfume-market. III. rnetaph. anything sweet

or charming.

-Trvoos, ov, contr. -irvous, ovv, (,)
breathing of unguent.-, , , fern. -5, , , (,) a dealer in unguen's, a perfumer.

-pavTOS, ov,(,) wet with unguent.-€, is, (, (pe~jlos ) shining with un-

guent.--ros, ov, (,) a?tointed with

sweet oil., f.,() to rub with unguent, anoint.

MT'PPA, , the juice of the Arabian myrtle, Lat.

myrrha, murrha.. [if], 7), later Att. for -, a myrtle twig
or wreath. ., at, the myrtle-market., , ov,() of myrtle, Lat. myrteus.,, , () a myrtle-grove, Lat.

inyrtetum.2 [r] later Att., , the myr-
tle. . myrtle-branch, [t]-€$, e*,(, t?ocs) myrtle like., ov, , the fruit of the myrtle (), the

myrtle-berry, Lat. myrtum.
MT'PTOS, , the myrtle, Lat. myrtus.' [], only used in pres. and impf., to flow,

run, trickle, stream. II. Med., to melt

into tears : to shed tears, weep. 2. trans, to weep

for, bewail, lament. .,, ,() plaster.

5, , gen., ace., voc., a mouse, Lat.

MUS : , a field-mouse. II. a muscle

of the body, Lat. museulus.,, ,() =.? [], . 3 pi• aor. of.



456 —., , , {^vaos)foulr loathsome, abominable,

Lat. impurus : an abomination., f. : aor. :

Dep. : () :

—

to loathe, abominate.

-os [iJ], ,() anything that causes disgust:

metaph. an abomination, defilement, Lat. piaculum.

-os, <3, a Mysian.-, (, \£) to run about like a

mozise., , 6v,for mysteries, mystical. From, \ () a mystery, secret rite:

mostly in pi., , the mysteries, religious

celebrations, the most famous of which were the

Eleusinian mysteries of Demeter or Ceres. 2. any

mystery or secret thing : a mystic history or dis-

pensation.,, pecul. fern, of., , , fern, -torts, 100s,{)
belonging to the mysteries., , 6, () one initiated. Hence, , , of or for the mysteries : secret,

mystical., Dep. to sop bread in soup or gravy to

eat it with. From2 [], , a crust of bread hollowed out as

a spoon, to sup soup or gravy with.-, ov,(, \) solemnising the

mysteries.-, ov, (,) receiving the

mysteries, receiving the initiated.-, , ,(,) initiating, in-

troducing into the mysteries.

[], , (&) the fish muscle, Lat. myti-

lus., f. , to make into mince-meat. From
MTTTilTO'5, o, a mess of cheese, honey, garlic

beaten up together, mince-meat., , ov, irreg. Sup. of, formed from, as from, []£, f. , Dor., () to breathe

hard through the nostrils, to snort or moan from pas-

sion. 2. to make mouths at, sneer. Hence, , a snorting : sneering., , ov,() inward, inmost, most retired,

Lat. intimus : irreg. Sup.., , () moaning, groaning., Adv. () from the inmost part of the

house,from the women s chambers., , ov, () irreg. Sup. of ;

he sat in the farthest corner., Adv.() to thefar corner., , , () the innermost place, inmost nook
or corner, a recess, Lat. sinus : the inmost part of a
house, the women's apartments, Lat. penetralia. 2.

a bay or creek running far inland.

MT'il, f. : aor. '. pf. : I.

intr. to be shut or closed, esp^ of the lips and eyes ;

but also of wounds ;
' ea all

his wounds have closed. 2. of persons, to shut the

eyes, keep ones eyes shut : absol., with one's

eyes shut. 3. metaph. to be lulled to rest, to

abate. II. trans, to shut, close.,, , () a knot of muscles, a muscular
part of the body., gen. plur. of., () to be purblind, to see dimly.£, () to spur, prick with the spur,

goad. II. Pass, to be teased by flies.--os, , (,) = .-,, , ,(,) closing the eyes, short-

sighted. II. as Subst.,,, , the horse-

fly or gad-fly. 2. a goad, spur, [], , Lacon. for., , a toil, esp. the toil or tug of war : battle,

war : a struggle, contest : generally, a quarrel,

broil.,, , moly, a magic herb with a black

root and white blossom, given by Hermes to Ulysses,

as a counter-charm to the spells of Circe.',, , the mark of a blow, a weal,

bruise., Ion. — : f.- : aor.-, Dor. poet. 3 sing, :. Dep. : ():—tofindfault with, blame, chide, c. ace. :—aor. pass.

in pass, sense, to be blamed., f. ,() to blame, chide, find fault

with., , ,() blamed, blamable., , , () blame, censure, dis-

grace. II. personified, Momus, the god of

blame., Adv., Dor. contr. for , used in questions

to which a negative answer is expected, it is not, is it?

Lat. num ? e. g. .

.

; Answ. . Some-
times however it asks doubtingly, Lat. num forte ?

and may be answered in the affirmative., a, ov, Dor. for,.
-|,, , , (,) with single, solid,

uncloven hoof, Lat. solipes, epith. of the horse., ov =£., f, : aor. I kuwpava : () :

—

to be

silly, foolish, to play the fool : c. ace,€-
veiv to make a senseless attempt. II. to make

foolish, convict offolly. 2. to make tasteless: Pass.

to become so., aor. I pass. part, of., , () silliness, folly, absurdity., , a speaking foolishly, idle talk. From-, ov, (, ) speaking foolishly.

MflPO'5, , , dtdl, heavy: generally, stupid,

silly, foolish. 2. tasteless, insipid.-, ov,(,) foolishly wise., Adv. of, foolishly., , Dor. for., inf. of, v. sub.* C.
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^, , , , indecl., thirteenth letter of Gr. alpha-

bet : as numeral, '— ,, but ,?/ = 50,000.

Changes of : I. into 7 before the gutturals

7' K > X» £> as €7-701/0$, 'iy-naipos, ky-xwpios, ky-

£. . into before the labials , , , , ,
as -$,-,--qs, *-, '--. III. into , before , as -€>. IV.

into before , as-. V. into <? before

, as -*. VI. is inserted in aor. I pass,

of some pure Verbs, as from.
The or final is found with dat.

pi. in , as for; 3 pers. pi. of verbs

in , as for' ; 3 pers. sing, in e

and t, as , for %€ :

with the local termin. -, as -
; the Epic termin. , as ; with the

numeral for ; the Advs. -
aiv, for ; with the enclit. Parts, /fii/,

vvv, for «e yy. It is used to avoid hiatus where a

vowel follows.

va€S, vdas, Dor. nom. and ace. pi. of vavs., rjpos, , and vaenrjs, ov, , () an inha-

bitant, dweller.

and £5, , a Nazarene, inha-

bitant of Nazareth., Adv., used in strong affirm., yea, verily, Lat.

nae : with an affirmative clause : but in answers the

Att. use by itself, yea, yes, aye.

vat, Dor. and Att. poet. dat. of vavs.

NutaKos, 77, 6v, (Naias) of oxfor a Naiad.
Naias, ados, 77, mostly in pi. Naia5es Ion,
() a Naiad, a river or water-nymph., 3 sing. Ion. impf. of., 3 sing. Ion. impf. of.€ : Ep. part. fern,, Ion. impf. vaie-: (): . of persons, to dwell, inhabit:

generally, to live, be:— c. ace. loci, to dwell in. in-

habit. 2. of places, to be situated, lie: and so in

pass, sense, to be inhabited., Ep. impf. .
vai'os, , ov, Dor. for vrfios., Dor. for, pres. part. fern, of.
Nais, tSos, 77, Ion. N?7i

7

s, () = Naias. [], Adv. for, like for .
(A) : I. intr. in pres. and impf., 1.

of persons, to dwell

:

— c. ace. loci, to dwell in, inha-

bit. 2. of places, to lie, be situated. II.

Causal, in Ep. aor. ' or, for, to

make inhabited, give to dwell in ; £ ot "Apyu
I would have given him a town in

Argos/or his home. 2. to make a person dwell in

a place, to settle him :—in Ep. aor. 1 pass, and med.,

to settle, dwell ; e/ios "Apye'i my father

settled at Argos ; '' he settled

• near Helicon.

(), =, to flow, overflow.
NA'KH, 77, a goat-skin : a sheep's fleece, Lat. vel-

lus. [a]

vaKOS, , later form of. [],, , () anythi?ig flowing, a current

stream, string ; v. a stream of fire. Hence5, a, ov, flowing, running.,,,, Dor. for -.
v&v, Dor. for vavv, ace. of vavs.

NA~NCK£, o, a dwarf, Lat. nanus.-, is, (vavos,) of dwarfish stature.

Na£ios, a, ov, (Na£os) from the isle of Naxos :, , the Naxians: or a kind

of whetstone, Lat. cos Naxia.-, is, (Na£tcs, tpyov) of Naxian work.

Nd|os, 77, Naxos, one of the Cyclades, anciently

called Dia.

vao-TroAos Ion. rrjo-iroXos, ov, (vaus,) dtvell-

ing or busied in a temple : as Subst.,, , the

keeper of a temple, Lat. aedituus.

vaos Ion. Att. veoas, 6, () the dwelling of
a god, a temple, Lat. aedes (in sing.). II. the

inner part of a temple, the cell, the shrine in which

the image of the god was placed.

vaos, Dor. and Att. poet. gen. of vavs.

vairatos, a, ov, () of, in a wooded vale or dell.', , a woody dell or glen, Lat. saltus. [a]

vairos, , later form of.', vos, , =, mustard.-, is, (vapoos, X'mos) anointed with

nard-oil.

vap8cs, ), nard, spikenard, Lat. nardus. II.

nard-oil.-, ov,(,) filling the

hollow of the or reed.-, ov,(,) carrying a staff

of reed(^,^- a rod-bearer.', 77/fos, o, a tall umbelliferous plant, Lat.

ferula, with a pithy stalk, in which Prometheus con-

veyed the spark of fire from heaven to earth : a reed.

The stalks were used for wands, canes, rods: also, as

splints., f. 770*0;: Ep. aor. :—to grow stiff,

numb or dead, Lat. torpere, to be rigid. From
NA'PKH, 77, stiffness, numbness, Lat. torpor., , the narcissus. (From, because

of its narcotic properties.)

vdpos, , , () flowing, liquid.

vas, 77, Dor. for vavs., Ep. 3 sing. aor. I pass, of; v. n. 2., Dor. for.,,() aflowing current: a stream, spri?ig.

vucros, Dor. for vrjaos., Ep. for', aor. I of.&, Dor. for,, a duck., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. I med. of

: v. . 2.

NA'22il, f.£: aor. I tvo£a: pf. pass,

CL5
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or~/ :

—

to press or squeeze close, stamp down,

compress : to pile up., , 6v, () close-pressed, firm, well-

kneaded. . as Subst.,, 6, a well-

kneaded cake., Att. for.
Ion.- : f.: (vavayos):— to suffer

shipwreck, be shipwrecked : to crash, smash, of cha-

riots. Hence
Ion., , shipwreck, wreck.

Ion.-, , a piece of a wreck,

wreck ; vavayia the wreck of a chariot. From
-uvos Ion., , (,) ship-

wrecked, stranded, Lat. naufragus: generally, ruined,

wrecked.«, f. ,() to be admiral of a. Hence, , the command of a fleet, office of admi-

ral. 2. the period of his commatid.-5, , (vavs,) the commander of a

fleet, an admiral., ov, , poet, for, []- [], , , (vavs,) one who embarks

in a ship, a seaman. II. as Adj. nautical, of

sailors.-€, , (vavs, 4) a ship's cable.,^,, Ion. for vavay-., f.,() to he a ship-owner,

master of a ship. II. metaph. to manage, govern.

Hence, , the life and calling of a master of a

ship, a seafaring life. 2. poet, a voyage : gene-

rally, an enterprise. 3. also a ship., ,,) of ox for the master

of a ship.-, , (vavs,) the owner or master

of a ship, who carried goods or passengers. 2.

poet, a seaman.

-Kpdpos, , the same with$. II. at

Athens, the member of a division() of the

citizens : in Solon's time there were I 2 in each of the

4 tribes, 48 in all : when Cleisthenes increased the

Bumber of the tribes to 10, there were 5

belonging to each tribe, f,o in all., f., to have the mastery at sea, to

command the sea :— Pass, to be mastered at sea.

From-, €os, , , (vavs,) having the

mastery at sea, commanding the sea.-, opos, , , (vavs,) commanding
the sea. II. as Subst. the master of a ship, [a]

vavXos, , or, , (vavs) passage-money,

fare, Lat. naulum. 2. also a freight.«, f.,() to lie in a harbour

or creek : to lie in wait, so as to sally out upon ships

passing : c. ace. to lie in waitfor.-, ov, (vavs,) affording safe an-

chorage, having a good roadstead. II. as Subst.,

5, , with irreg. pi., an anchorage,

Lat. statio navium.«, f.,() tofight in a ship, to

fight by sea : generally, to fight or contend with.

Hence, , a sea-fight.-, ov, (vavs,) of, for or suited to

a sea-fight ; boarding pikes., f. , (vavys) to build ships :—
Med., vavs vavyea to build oneself ships :

—

Pass, of the ships, to be built., ov, (vay) suited for ship-

building., , (vay) ship-building., , a place for ship-building, a dock-

yard. From-, , (vavs,) building ships : as

Subst., vavys, , a ship-builder, shipwright.

-Tropos, ov, (vavs,) traversed by ships, na-

val. II. parox., ov, propelling a ship.

NAT'S, , Lat. A V-IS, a ship ; vavs, a
long skip, ship of war.—Att. declens., vavs, veass,, vavv ; dual gen. veoiv

;
pi., ve&v or,, vavs:—Ion., $, veos,, via, pi. vies, ^,', vaas :—Ep.,,,, pi. vfjes,,

or,, (but also gen. and ace. veos,

via, pi. vies,,, vaas) :—Dor. vavs,,, vavv, pi. vaes,, or, vaas., contr. for, to carry by sea.

Med. to take with one by sea : to hire a ship for one-

self

:

— Pass., with fut. med., to go
by sea.

Att., , (vavs) sea-sickness, qualm-

ishness, retching, Lat. nausea. Hence
Att.,() to be qualmish, to

retch, suffer from sea-sickness.-€3, , , (vavs,) renowned for
ships, famous by sea.-, , =.-(, , (vavs,) a ship-cable.-€3 Ion., ov, (vavs,)
to be crossed by aferry or traversed by ships, navigable.-, ov, (vavs,) ship-xuafting; vav-

pa a fair breeze. []
-iTopos, ov, (vavs,) =, traversed

by ships, of a river, navigable. II. parox.-
iropos, ov, act. going in ships, sea-faring. 2. pro-

pelling a ship, ship-speeding.-, ov, (vavs,) lamentable to the

ship.-, ov, (vavs,) carried in a ship,

going by ship.-, , (vavs,) a harbour, an-

chorage, roadstead, Lat. statio navium., f.,() trans, to carry or

convoy by sea:—Pass., with fut. med.,
to go by sea. 2. to guide, govern. II. intr.,

I like Pass., to go by sea, sail. Hence
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., aros, , a voyage., ,() a going by ship.-5,, (vavs,') sending byship. II.

voyaging, sailing.

vatj^s,oy,<5,(vaus)Lat. nauta,a seaman, sailor. II.

one who goes ok shipboard, a companion by sea.,, Att. for,.
vaxmicos, ", , (vaxjs,) of or for a ship

;

a sea-force, opp. to : also,, , a fleet ;, , naval affairs, na-

val power. 2. of persons, skilled in seamanship,

nautical

.

, ,() sailing, seamanship : in pi.

voyages. Hence, Dep. only found in pres. and impf. to

go by sea, make a voyage, sail.5 [], ,() a seaman, sailor. 2.

Ad], of a ship, naval. II. the nautilus, a shell-

fish, furnished with a membrane which serves it for

a sail.-, f.,(, XtyoS) to enlist sea-

men, take on board : generally, to receive., , shipwreck, loss of ships. From-, ov, {yavs,) shipwrecked ;-
pos the garb of shipwrecked men.,, Ep. gen. and dat. pi. of vavs.-5 Att.-5, ov, (vavs,)
ship-fenced, ship-girt; to look

like a ship of war., only found in pres. and impf. to flow.
via, Ion. ace. sing, from vavs.-, ov, (vios,^) newly told.

vea-yevr\s, is, (vios, *^) newly born., only found in pres. (veos), intr. to be young
or new : to be the younger of two. 2. to act or

think like a youth. 3. to grow young, grow young
again.

v€-atp€TOS, ov, (veos, aipeoj) newly caught.

veairepos, irreg. Comp. of veos : and, irreg. Sup.

v€-u,kOvtjtos, ov, (veos,) newly-whetted, keen-

edged.

\eu\r\%, is, (vios) fresh with youth: generally, fresh,

vigorous.

v€-oAfa>TOS, ov, (vios,) newly caught, [d]-, is, (vios, av9i(n) new-budding, blooming.

veavias, , Ep. and Ion. vstjvwjs, ecu, 6, (vios) a

young matt, youth : often with another Subst., as,

avSpes vemnai, ncus ve^'ir]s. II. as masc. Adj.

youthful : fresh, vigorous, impetuous.€6, Dep. (veavias) to be a youth: to act like

a youth, behave wilfully or impetuously, to make youth--

fid boasts.

vedviKos, ,, (veavias) youthful : fresh, impetuous,

vigorous. 2. high-spirited, noble. 3. in bad

sense, hasty, wanton, insolent. 4. generally, great,

mighty, strong.

vedvuews, Adv. of veaviKOs, vigorously.

vedvts Ion. veijvis, gen. 100s, ace. veaviSa and veaviv,

fern, of veavias, a young woman, girl, maiden. 11.

as Adj. youthful : new.

vedvicrKcOopat, Dep. (veaviaKos) to be in one's youth,

be a stripling.

Ion., , (veavias) a youth,

youtig man, so called till the age of 40.

v€-doi8os, ov, (vios, aoioos) singing youthfully.

vedpos, , ov, (vios) young, youthfid : fresh, new,

recent, late.€-5, es, {yeapls,) coming fresh to light,

new-appearing.

veas, Ion. and Ep. ace. pi. of vavs.

veaTOS Ion. vcidTOS, , ov, irreg. Sup. of vios, as

iaos from jueaos, the last, uttermost, loivest, ex-

treme ; 75 veaTt] a city lying on the border

of Pylos. II. of Time, latest, Lat. novissimus.

vtdTOS, , the ploughing up offalloxv land. From, f., (vios) to plough upfallotu land, to till

anew : veiv (sc. 777), , land ploughed anew.-, ov, (vefipis, €$) clad in a

fawn-skin.ve, f., to wear a fawn-skin, to run about at

the feast of Bacchus. From
veppis, iSos, , (ve0pos) a fawn-skin, worn at the

feasts of Bacchus.

NEBPO'2, , , the young of the deer, a fawn
vies, Ion. and Ep. nom. pi. of vaiis., rarer Ep. dat. pi. of vavs.

vii\ai, Ion. for virj, 2 sing. pres. subj. of viouai.

€-$ Att. and Dor., is, (vios, yevos)

new-born, just born.-, is, (vios, aev) fresh-shooting, fresh-

blown.- Dor. V€dicr|S, is, (vios,) newly whetted

or sharpened.

ve-T)KOvt\s, es, (veos,) =€5.-, ov, (vios,) newly pounded, fresh

ground; as Subst., ve-, , cakes offresh flour

.

-, tjcos, , , (veos, -is) one newly come,

a new-comer, Lat. advena.

€5, vefjvis, Ion. for veavias, veavis., Ion. for veaviatcos.-, ov, (vios, ) fresh-uttered, new-

sounding.

vex, Boeot. for vrj.

veiai, Ep. 2 sing. pres. of^.
veicupa Ion., , irr. fern. Comp. of veos, as

vei&Tos for viaTos in Sup., latter, lower; veiaipr) ev' in the lower part of the belly.

veidTOS, , ov. Ion. for viaTos, Sup. of vios.,,, v. veifcia).€€, rjpos, , (veitci<u) a wrangler, disputer,

brawler: c. gen. one who wrangles ivith.

veiKevai, Aeol. for veiKovai, 3 pi. of veiKeco.

veiKtco, Ion. and Ep. €€, Ep. 3 sing. subj. vet-

Keiriai, Ion. impf. vei/ceiov and veiKeieaKov : Ep. fut.

vewioooi, Ep. aor. 1 veiiceaoa: (vet/cos) :~~to quarrel,
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wrangle, dispute with : also c. ace. cognato,

: part,, holding out obstinately, con-

tentiously. II. trans, to vex, annoy, esp. by word,

to taunt, upbraid, to accuse, criminate.

veito], , — vcikos.

NEI K02,, a quarrel, wrangle, dispute: strife:

esp. railing, a taunt, reproach. 2. a strife at law,

debate, dispute before a judge. 3. also, battle,

fight. II. the cause of strife, matter or ground

of quarrel.

NciXatevs, 6, CNeiXos) a native of the Nile.

NeiAaios, a, ov, (MeiXos) of oxfrom the Nile,-, is, (NeiXos,^) Nile-born.-, is, (NeiAos,) fostered by the Nile.

NetXop-pvros poet.-, ov, (NeiXos,)
watered by the Nile.

NeiXos, 0, the Nile, the great river of Egypt, called

in Homer~/os.

NeiXco'is, toos, , (NaAos) built on or by the Nile., , , fern, -tons,, (NeiAos) livi?ig in

or 07i the Nile ; NeiAams the land of Nile.

€5, aor. I part, of., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 1 of :, 3 pi.

:

2 sing, imperat., Ion. for, Adv. (yios) from the bot-

tom ; etc from the bottom of his

heart. II. anew., Ion. for, Adv, {yios) at the bottom, in

the inmost part.

V€LO-Kopos, b, , Ion. for veoj/copos., Ion. for.-, f., (yeios,) to let afield lie

fallow, or to take a gree?i crop off it, so to prepare it

for corn.

veios, ov, , (vios) new land, land ploughed up anew,

a fallow, fallow ground, Lat. novale.

v€tos, Ion. for vios : Sup., , ov.-, , (veios,.) one who breaks iip a

fallow.

veipa or vcipa, , contr.for', the belly, stomach., contr. for, 3 sing, of.
veicas, abOs, , (yitevs) a heap of slain : Ep. dat. pi..-, ov, (vetcpus, ayytXos) messenger to

the dead., f., to conduct the dead. From-, , (vefepos,) conducting the dead.-, , (vetcpos,) a school of
the dead., , ,() of or for the dead.-, is, (vettpus, Papos) laden with corpses.-, ov, gen. ovos, (ye/ipos,) re-

ceiving the dead.-, Ion. for Att.-, ov, ($, -) receiving the dead. Hence-,, a receptaclefor the dead, cemetery.€-, , (ve/cpos,) a receptacle for a
corpse, coffin.

-, ,(,) conducting the

dead, ferrying the dead over the Styx., ov, , (vifevs) a dead body, carcase, corpse,

corse : in pi. the dead. II. as Adj.,, a,

, dead.~«, (,) to ferry over the

dead., f.,() to make dead

:

—Pass, to be

put to death, become lifeless. 2. metaph. to deaden,

mortify., wvos, ,() a placefor dead bodies, a
burial-place., ,() a making dead. II. pass,

a becoming dead, death : deadness.

NE'KTA'P, apos,, nectar, the drink of the gods,

as ambrosia was their food : in Homer the nectar is

red (), poured like wine by Hebe, and, like it,

drunk mixed with water. Hence
veitTapeos, a Ion. , ov, like nectar, scented, fra~

grant : generally, divine, [d]-, , (vixvs,) =, conduct-

big, guiding the dead.- Ion. -, ,(,) an
oracle of the dead, a place where the ghosts of the

dead were called up and questioned.-<3, ov, (veKvs,)ferrying the dead,.2, vos, o, Ep. dat. sing.: Ep. dat. pi.

contr. : ace. pi. vircvas contr.;—a dead body, a corpse: in pi. the dead. II. as

Adj. dead, lifeless. \y~\

Ion. -, , Nemea, a place between Argos
and Corinth; cp., .

poet., , the Nemean gatnes, cele-

brated in the second and fourth years of each

Olympiad.

Nc^ccs or, a, ov, of orfrom Nemea., poet, for, in 3 pi. impf. med.-, Ep. for, they grazed, fed., Ion. impf. : fut. : Ep. aor.:—Ep. pres.(., f.^, etc.:

(ve/icats) :— to feel just indignation, properly at

undeserved good fortune, generally, to be angry,

vexed. II. Med. and Pass., : f.--
: aor. I pass.^^ Ep. ; Ep.

aor. I med. opt. :
— to be displeased or

vexed with oneself: to be ashamed, be filled with

shame. 2. c. ace. rei,*(. ' he

shews just displeasure at, visits, punishes evil deeds., (sub. (), , the feast of Nemesis.

Ep., , ,() caus-

i?ig indignation or wrath, worthy of it; -
it is not a thing fit to raise indignation. II.

to be regarded with awe, awfid., Dep. only found in pres. and impf. to

become or be displeased with : to chafe or chide at a

thing : absol. to be angry, surprised. II. like vc-, to be ashamed, feel dread or awe : c. ace,

Otovs he stood in awe of the gods. From
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v^ccns Ep. £[€, ea>3, 1), () just or de-

served indignation, anger at anything tinjust, right-

eous rcseu'ment. 2. indignation at undeserved

good fortune : jealousy, vengeance, esp. of the gods

:

of men, grudging, envy. II. that which causes

or deserves just indignation, the object of just resent-

ment; \1\ there is not cause for indig-

nation. III. in one's own person, a sense of sin,

remorse.

N«p.€oxs, , as prop, n., voc.: Neinesis,

personified as the goddess of Retribution, who brings

clown all immoderate irood for'oine.€«, Dor. for., Ep. for, imperat. of., f., Ep. for.
VG|A€o-OT]0€is, Ep. aor. I part. pass, of.
6.€(€, Ep. 1 pi. aor. 1 subj. pass, of -.
€€05, ,, Ep. for., , Ep. for.
€«, opos, , (,) a dispenser of justice, a

judge, arbiter., cos, ,() a wooded pasture, grove, Lat.

nemus.': fut., later: aor.

Ep. : pf. :—Med. : f.-, later:—Pass., aor. : pf. ve-

(but these tenses are also used in med. sense)

:

—to deal out, distribute : to apportion, assign, al-

lot. II. Med., c. ace, to distribute

among themselves, hence to possess, enjoy, have in

use. 2. also to dwell in, inhabit, occupy. III.

later also in Act. to hold, possess : Pass, of places, to

be inhabited. 2. to sway, manage, zuield, con-

trol. 3. like, to esteem, consider.

., of herdsmen, to pasture, drive to pas-

ture, Lat. pascere : more freq. in Med., of

cattle, tofeed, go to pasture, graze, Lat. pasci: hence

to eat, feed on : metaph. of fire, to feed on, devour,

consume : also Pass., , the land is

consumed by fire. II. later in Act.,

to graze the hills (with cattle) : metaph.,

to waste a city by fire. III. in Med. also

of ulcers, to spread., pf. pass, of.,. 3 pi. pf. pass,, to heap.«•, pf. of.
vcwjKa, pf. of, to spin.

ve-,,,, and 3 cing. pf. pass, of., pf. pass, of.,, €*5, Ion. and Dor. for,, pf. pass. ind. and part, of.
veo-oA&JTOS, oj% (,) =.

.-, s, (,) newly watered.^-, ,(,) new-married: asSubst.,, or , a bridegroom or bride.-, , (,) new-born.

veoyikos,, 6, neiv-born,young. (Deriv. uncertain.)

€0-5, , = vcoyvos.

veo-yvos, 6v, contr. for, new-born.
veo-yovos, , (,) new-born.€0-5 and-, , (,)

nevAy painted or written.

vco-yvios, , (,) with young, fresh limbs.-, , a Spartan word, lately made one of
the people (, =), newly enfranchised:
hence those Helots were called, who
were set free in reward for services in war.€-5,,(,) newly stripped

off", jiewly

flayed.«-5, , (,) newly taurht : of
a play newly brought out, newly exhibited.

€0-, rjTos, , , and veo-, ,(, -) tieiuly tamed or broken in : metaph. newly-

wedded.

€0-5 Dor. -5, , ($,) new-
bidlt.

€0-€$, , (,) fresh plucked or

cropped: wreathed withfresh leaves.-, , (,) just having run.

€0-5, , —.-.', , (,) =$.
v€o-£uyrjs, , and-, , (,)

newly yoked : metaph. newly jnarried.

-}-, vyos, , , —.-, , Dor. for -rjs., Adv. () anew : newly, lately.

veo-, , (,) fresh budding or

sprouting: metaph. fresh, cheerful.

veo-0TjXos, , =.
veo-, 7770s, , , (,) newly sharpened.-, , (,) newly pressed.

veotTj, , () poet, for, youthful spirit.

vc-oikos, , (veos,) newly built on.€-5, , (,) lately estab-

lished or settled.-, , (,) having afresh grief.-, , having lately inherited.-,, (,) newly spun or woven.

V€0-kOvt)tos, , ($,') newly shed ;-
to have newly-shed blood upon

his hands.

veo-KoiTTOs, , (,) fresh-chiselled.

V60KOTOS,,() strange, unheard of:—generally,

fresh, new.

-Kpds,, , , (,) newly mixed;
a newly made friend.

v60-kticttos, ov, also , , (,) newly
founded or built : tiew-made.

veo-KTOvos, , (,) just killed.

veo-, , {,) a band ofyouth, the youth
of a nation, Lat. jtiventus.

v€o-\ovtos pcet. veoXXovTOS, , (,)
just bathed.

NE'OMAI contr., and 3 sing,, -
: inf. contr. : Dep., only used in
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pres. and impf. :

—

to go or come : commonly with a

hit. sense, to go away or back : also to go to the war:
of a stream, to flow back.- contr., , (veos,) the time of
the new moon, the beginning of the month.-, es, (veos, traOuv) suffering from a late

calamity.-, es, (veos, irev&os)fresh-mourning. II.

pass, lately mourned.-, es, (vios, ^/) newly congealed or

frozen.

€0-3, ov, (veos,) neivly enriched,

vainglorious, ostentatious ; opp. to.-, ov, (veos,) newly washen.

veo-7raKOS, ov, (veos,) newly shorn.-, ov, (yeos,)fresh^-sawn.-5, ov, (veos,^) New-to-war,

surname of Pyrrhus son of Achilles, because he came
itte to Troy.

vco-irToXts, 5?, (veos, iTToXts) neivlyfounded.

-pavros, ov, (veos,) newly sprinkled :fresh-

reeking.

-pih-os, ov, (veos,) fresh-flovnng.

-pUTOS, ov, (veos,) just drawn.

ve-op-ros, ov, (veos,) newly risen, generally,

new, late.2, Ion. ,, Att. also os, ov : Ion.

vitos,, ov :—of men, young, youthful : as Subst.,,
young men, youths ; etc veov from a youth, from youth

npxvards, Lat. a puero. 2. stilted to a youth, youth-

fid, Lat. juvenilis. .3. of things, new, fresh, re-

cent : but also, strange, unexpected. 4. of Time,
ex veov and etc veas anew, afresh, Lat. denuo : hence

veov Ion. vciov, as Adv., newly, lately, anew : vea

(sub. aeXrjVT)) the new moon : for ' vea, see. III. the degrees of Comp. are veojrepos,

veuj-aros Ion. vcioraros, v. vcios. Hence
vsos (sub. 777), . fresh land, fallow, Lat. novate.

veos, Ion. gen. of vavs.-, ov, (veos, ctyaXoets) new and spark-

ling, glossy.-, ov, (veos,) newly plundered.-, ov, (veos,) neivly cleaned.--, es, and -cnras, abos, 6, , (veos,) newly plucked or gathered.

veo-ciTopos, ov, (veos,) newly sown.

Att. a or : f. : (vtoo-

aos) :

—

to hatch ; pf. part. pass, vevoevvos.
Ion. --t] Att., , (veoao'us) a

nest of young birds, a nest : the brood of young
birds.

Att. or, , Dim. of
veoaaos, a young bird, nestling, chicken.

Att. vottCs, ibos, , fern, of veoaaos, a
chicken.

-KOpos Att. -, ov, (veoaaos,)
rearing young birds or chickens.

vsoaaos Att.. <3, (veos) a young bird, nest-

—.
ling, chicken. 1. any young animal, as the young
of a crocodile: a young child : in pi. a swarm of
young bees., Dor. for veoaaovs.-, ov, (veos,) newly twisted.-&, es, (veos,^) newly slaughtered., cLtos, , Dor. for veo^s.
veo-revKTOS, ov, and-, is, (veos, Tei/)

newly wrought or fashioned.,, , (vios) youth : also 2. youthful
spirit, rashness. II. a body ofyouth, the youth,

Lat. juvenilis.--os Dor.-TftciTOs, ov,(,) newly cut.

-TOKOS, ov, (veos, Te/cetv) new-born. II.

veoTo/cos, ov, act. having just broughtforth.-, oP, (veos, €€) fresh cut or ploughed;€. blows newly inflicted. II.

fresh cut off, plucked.-, es, (veos,) newly reared, young.,, veorruov, 3, Att. for

veofjo—.-, (veoTTos,) to reoryoung birds,, f., to make new, renew. From-, , (vios, *'^) making new, renewing,

-otrraTOS, ov, (veos,) lately wounded,-/ros, ov, (,) newly trodden.-, ov, (veos,*) lately killed : fresh-shed.-, ov, ($,) newly planted. 1L
a neiv convert*, neophyte.-, ov, (,) newly impressed

or imprinted., 6v, (reos) new•, fresh. 2. novel, unusual,

strange, revolutionary. Hence, f•, to make new, esp. to make political

innovations.-, ov, ($, xvoos) with thefirst down., f., () to renew, renovate, change.

viTToBes, , oi, children ; an old Epic word.

and, Adv.,— evep6e, under, beneath:

alsofrom below. II. c. gen. under, beneath.

-os, a, ov, (€$) underground, Lat. in-

ferus.-, ov, ,(€,) the courier

of the dead., , ov, = IWprepos, lower, nether, Lat. in-

ferior, a Comp. without any Posit, in use : but also•

as a Posit. = J/epT€ptos, nether, infernal, underground;

oi€ the dwellers in the nether world, the gods
below or the dead, Lat. inferi.

NETT02, 0, a bird of prey., arcs, to, (vev) a nod or sign : a command,, Ep. and Ion. contr. pres. for.
NETPA' Ion., , a sinew, tendon. II. a

string or cord of sinew; I. a bow-string. 2.

a musical string or chord., . poet, for vevpa., , Ion. for vevpa.,/, Ep. gen. and dat. of".
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v€vpo-Xo\os, ov, (,) with sounding

strings., , Lat. nervus, a sinew, tendon : esp.

in pi., the tendons of the feet ;

to hamstring, disable. 2. metaph. strength, vigour,

nerve. II. string, cord, lace made of sinew :

hence 2. a boivstri?ig : also cord of a sling. 3.

a musical string or chord.-, e's,(,-) plaited with sinews.€«, f., to stitch with sinews : to mend
shoes. From^-, ov, (,) stitching with

sinews : as Subst. a cobbler.-, ,(,) drawn or strained

back with a sinew or string ;

the arrow drawn back with the string, i. e. just ready

to fly.-, ov, (, ) drawn by

stri?igs ; puppets moved by

strings.

€-€5, is,(,) stretched by sinews.-, , (vevpov,) delighting in the

bowstring.

vevo-op-cu or, fut. of ., () to nod, Lat. nnto ;,
to nod with the crest, stride with nodding

crest ; to nod with the head, of

one fainting ; to make signs with

the eyebrows.

NET'il, f., to nod, beckon, as a sign or com-
mand. 2. in token of assent, to nod, bow, promise,

confirm by a nod. 3. generally, to nod, bendfor-
ward ; to stoop ; to bow
down, droop the head ;

' to incline towards
a thing. 4. metaph. to decline, fall away., 77, () a cloud, mass of clouds, Lat.

nebula : metaph. the cloud of death ; a

cloud of sorrow. II. a fine bird-net.

€€-€«, Ep. for -T77S, , only used in nom.
and gen.^, (, */) cloud-

gatherer, cloud-compeller.-, 6,(,) a cloud-

cetitaur.-,,(,) Cloud-cuckoo-

town, built by the birds in Aristoph. Aves. Hence-, , citizen of Cloud-cuckoo-town., f.,() to make cloudy. Hence
€€>05, , 6v, made of clouds.-,, $, (;,) like a cloud.'^, , , a cloud, mass of clouds, Lat.

nebula : metaph. the cloud of death,

; so, a cloud upon the brow. 2.

metaph. also, a cloud or dense throng of men, birds,

etc.^,,() fern. Adj. of or in the kid-

neys
; (sc.), a disease in the kidneys.'2, ov, , mostly in pi. the kidneys.

(A), to go, v. sub.

, (), impf. Ep. : fut.

and : aor. : — to swim, Lat.

nare. 2. of shoes that are too large; -
to swim or slip about in one's shoes.' (C), fut.: Ep. 3 pi. aor. 1 med.:

aor. 1 pass, :

—

to spi?i, Lat. nere.', (D), fut. : Ion., «, vrjvco : pf.

pass, or :

—

to pile, heap, heap up.

V€o>Kop€co, f.,() to be a bedel, to have
charge of a temple. II. metaph. to keep clean
and pure. Hence
veaxcopta, , the office of a bedel.

-Kopos, 6, (,) properly one who sweeps
a temple : hence one who has charge of a temple, a
bedel, verger, Lat. aedituus. II. a title of cities,

which had built a temple in honour of their patron-

god : hence Ephesus was called'., gen. pi. of : but, gen. pi. of.
vetov,, , () a dock or basinfor ships.

€-5, ov, (,) newly bought.-, , (,) new,fresh, late.

ve-, ,() a place where ships are over-

hauled, a dock-yard, arsenal.

v€<is, , , Att. for, a temple, like for.
vetos, Att. gen. of.-, ,( gen. of,) literally a

ship's house, a slip or dock in which a ship was built

or repaired : . a store-house, being a part of the., Adv. of, lately, just now, recently., Adv. of, Aeol. for,, next

year, for next year ; also, ., , ov, Sup. of : Adv., most
recently., f. Att.,() to make changes

or alterations : to make innovations or revolutionary

movements. II. trans, to change entirely; -
to revolutionise the state., 17, ,() natural to a youth, youthful., ov, ,() innovation.-. , innovation, revolution. From

-Troios, , (,) innovating,

revolutionary., a, ov, Comp. of, younger : newer,

fresher : in bad sense, strange, unusual ;

or -, revolutionary movements, LaL
res novae. Adv., more recently.

-, insep. Prefix, being a strengthd. form of-
privat., as in- ; cf. Lat. ne- in ne-fas, etc.

NH', Att. Particle affirming strongly, with ace. of

the person invoked ; or , also, yea by Zeus !, v-fjas, Ion. ace. sing, and pi. of vavs., 77, ov, (for^ by transposition of €

and 77, from, yiyaa,) new-?nade.-5, ov, (-,) unwaking ;*
a sleep that knows no waking, a sound deep

sleep: later also of death.: neut. as Adv.,^
without waking.
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testine., for, Ep. gen. of.
vrjSi/uos, ov, Homeric epith. of : either like, sound, desp sleep ; or from rjbvs, sweet, de-

lightful, as if for.
'2;, vos, , the stomach, or the belly, paunch :

the womb:—also the bowels, entrails ; c£e\€iv -
cvv to take out ths entrails, disembowel.

vrjeov, Ep. impf. of.
vrjes, nom. pi. of vavs., Ep. dat. pi. of vavs., fut., Ion. and Ep. for , to heap or

pile tip. II. to pile, load.-, Ep. 3 pi. aor. 1 of:—, 3
sing. aor. I imper. med.,( c) to spin., Ion. dat. sing, of vavs.5,, , Ion. for Naias.

VT)tos, , ov, Dor. vatos, a, ov, also os, ov, of, be-

longing to a ship; ship-timber.

Ntjis, $, , Ion. for Nats.

vfjts,, , , (-,() unknowing, unlearned:

c. gen. unskilled in a thing.5, ov, 6, (vavs) of or belonging to a ship, con-

sisting of ships, [t]

vrj-K€pOT|S, is, (-,) without gain, wiprofit-

able.

-€'.>5, ottos, , , Ep. -Kepos, ov, (-,)
not homed, without horns.

VTj-Kearos, ov, (-,) incurable.-€, (-,) to give no heed to, dis-

obey : Ep. aor..-, is, dat. and ace.,, as if from, (-, eAeos) without pity, pitiless, ruthless, re-

morseless ; the ruthless day, i. e. the day

of death. II. unpitied.

vrjXei'fjs, is, Ep. for. Adv..
vrjXeo-9C'p.os, ov,(,) of ruthless spirit.

\'.€0-3, ov, (\(.,) punishing ruth-

lessly.

vtjXccos, Adv. of, without pity., is, see,.; <5, ,-,, gen.-$, —-,
unshod, barefooted : hence needy, abject. []-5, is, (-,) guiltless, harmless,

unoffending.

,, aros, ,( to spin) that which is spun,

thread, yarii : the thread of a spider's web : the thread

of the Fates.-,, is, (-,) unfailing, unerring,

infallible; , ewetv to

speak infallible truths., Ion. -, , stillness in the air, a calm :
—•' there was a calm and perfect

stilhiess. From
\n]-ve^os, ov, (-,) without wind, breezeless,

calm, tranquil.

, =, Ion. and Ep. for, to heap.

vfjvis, 10s, , contr. for veavis, a girl, maiden.
vfjljis, (, , () a swimming.^,, fut. of.-, ov, 6, Ion. for-. [a]- Att. -, ov, ( —,)

busying oneself in a temple : as Subst.,, , a

priest, temple-keeper, Lat. aedituus.-, f., (vavs,) to go in a ship., , , Ion. for, a temple.

vtjos, Ion. gen. of.
vrjo-aoospoet. vi]oa--ixoos, ov, (,) protect-

ing ships.-, ov, (,) bearing ships.-, ov, (vavs, () holding ships.-, Is, (-,) free frotn sorrcw. .
act. soothing or assuaging sorroiu.

Ep. and ,, ,() child-

hood, infancy : in plur. childishness, folly.; f. &,—(., to be childish, play like a child. From, ov, poet, for, childish.

vyjttutj, , Ion. for.5, Ion. , ov, Att. also os, ov, (-, 4Vos) pro-

perly, not speaking, Lat. infans ; infant

children : also alone, the young of an ani-

mal. II. metaph. childish, senseless : without

forethought, weak, helpless.

vrjmOTrjs,, , =.-€$, ov, (-,) not plaited : with un-

braided hair.- or -i, Adv. of$, Lat. impune, with

impunity.

-iroivos, ov, (-,) unpunished, unavenged,

wih impunity: but, without share of,

unblest with, fruitful trees.,, Dep. to behave childishly. From
VT)-irtmos, a, ov, (-,) childish, infantine ;

and as Subst. a child, like *;, Lat. infans :—me->

taph. childish, thoughtless, heedless.<3 Ion., ', , a daughter of Nereus,

hence a Nereid or Nymph of the sea, always in pi.

~^8 : they were fifty in number. Cf. Naias.

Nrjpeus, gen. ecus Ion. , 0, Nereus, an ancient

sea-god. He was eldest son of Pontus (the sea), hus-

band of Doris and father of the Nereids. Hence, poet, for"., $, , Ion. for N^pe'/s.-5, ov, (-,) cov.ntless, numberless.

-3, ov, poet, form of., aor. I inf. both of (c) to spin, and

(d) to pile up., a Ion. , ov, (vrjuos) of or for an island,

i?zsidar., Ep. 3 pi. aor. I med. of (c) to spin., , Dim. of5, ? islet., , Dim. of, an islet.

vriais,, , Dim. of, an islet.
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-tTVS,, . [t], , , fern, -wtis, , , () an

inlander. II. as Adj. / a« islander: insular,

living, situated on an island. Hence, ,, of oxfor an island or an islander;

to insidar situation.-, , (,) an island-fight.

NIF205 Dor. v&cros, , , an island, Lat. insula :

also, a peninsida, applied to the Peloponnese.

Att., ,( to swim) a duck, Lat. anas.

Att.-,, Dim. of, a duckling., ,() fasting, a fast., f. ,() to fast ; Tivos

to fastfrom, abstain from a thing.5, ios or , 6, and : nom. pi. or

: ( -,) :

—

not eating, fasting. 2.

act. causing hunger, starving., , Dim. of, an islet.

-TtTOS, , (-,) unavenged, unpunished., , ,( heap) heaped up, piled up., , ,( to spin) spun, twisted., ,, , Att. for-,
vrjOs, , Ion. for., Ion. dat. pi. of.-, , v.-.-, , (-,) breathless.

6)3, , =., , , also os, , () of persons,

drinking no wine, sober : of drink, without wine

;

,the offerings to theEumenides,

which were composed of water, milk, and honey, [a], poet, for, dat. pi. part.', f., to drink no wine, to be sober, live

soberly.-, , (-,) not merely poured, full-

flowing.
Dor., f. , () to swim : also as

Dep., f., aor. ., Ion. gen. pi. of vads., Dor. for, ace. pi. of vaos.; , a smallfife, pipe or ivhistle, used by the

to give the time in rowing.

Nl'Zfl, f. : aor. 1 :—Med., f. :

aor. : pf. :
— to wash, esp. the

hands and feet ; to wash one's hands

with sea water : generally, to purge, cleanse, pu-

rify. II. to wash off.
— is properly used of

icashing part of the body, of bathing,

of ivashing clothes.

\£, Dor. for, fut. of., Dor. for, fut. inf. of., , Dor. for.,, , Dor. for., f. , () to conquer, prevail, get the

upper hand ; the worse prevails;

let the good prevail ; to win
in the judgment of another. 2. of opinions, io

prevail, carry the day ; ihe prevail-
ing opinion, vote of the majority. 3. as law-term,

xuin in a suit, gain a cause. II. trans, to co?i-

quer, vanquish, overcome, overpower:—Pass.,

to be vanquished, overcome by another : to be inferior
to, give way to. III. c. ace. cognato,
to gain a victory ; to win a sea-

fight.

vtKeios, , () victorious.

NI'KH [t], , victory, conquesi, Lat. victoria: the

fruits of victory., Aeol. and poet, for, 3 sing, impf of.
Dor., , , () victorious,

conquering., aor. part. pass, of., Aeol. for, [], Ep. for, fut. inf. of., verb. Adj. of, one musi conquer.,, , like, a conqueror. Hence, , , belonging a conqueror or

victory. II. as Subst. (sub.), ,
ihe prize of viciory. 2. (sub.),, a
festival in honour of victory ; to

celebrate ihe feast of victory., , , () a conqueror.

vucrjTiicos, ,,() likely to conquer, conducing
viciory.,, , poet, for, a conqueror., f.,() carry ojf as prize,

win. Hence, , a conquering, viciory.-,, (,) bringing viciory. II.

! bearing off the prize, conquering, victorious.-, , (,) prevailing in ihe

Council.-5, , , (,) conqueror in (he

fight.

vikos, , , later form for, victory., Att. contr. for, 3 pi. opt. of., Dor. and Att. enclit. ace. of 3rd pers. Pron., for,,, him, her, it; never used reflex-

ively: of all genders, both sing, and pi., but the pi. is

much more rare : Horn., and Ion. writers use.,, ,() a washing vessel, basin, laver.,,() waterfor washing : mostly in plur., later form for., f. [] =, to go, to go away., , in Herodotus and Att., car-

bojiate of soda, soda.,, snoiu, irreg. ace. of, as if from a

nom. *vi\p., ados, , () a snow-flake : in pi. snow-

flakes, a storm of snow. 2. generally, a shower:

—metaph., the storm or sleet of

war. II. as Adj., fern, of, snowy, snoiu-capt., Ep. inf. of.,, ,() a shower of snow, a snow-storm.-, (,) snow-beaten, wintry.



466 €?—., ecrcra, ev, () sncw-covsred, snow-capt.-, es, (,) thick ivith snow.' [i], f., intrans. to snow ; ids,
or alone, it snows. II. trans, to cover with

s?iow : Pass, to be snozved on, covered with snow. Cf.

,.,, aor. I inf. act. and med. of., fut. of, and also of.
vocpos, , , (yoos, vovs) intellectual., f. : Ion. : aor. Ion.: pf. Ion. :—Med., Ep, 3 sing.

aor. Ion. part,:— Pass., aor. 1

:—Pass., aor. : pf. Ion.

: Ion. plqpf. : (voos) :
—to see so

as to remark or discern, distinguished from merely

seeing, as, 5e when he saw him he

perceived who he tuas : to notice, remark. II. to

think : absol. to be minded : hence, to purpose, in-

tend : c. inf. to intend to do a thing : in part,,
discrest, thoughtful. 1. of words or expressions, to

mean, imply, have a certain sense. III. to think

out, devise, contrive. IV. to think or deem that

a thing is so and so., aros, , () that which is thought, a

thought. II. a purpose, design, resolve. III.

generally, thought, understanding, mind. Hence, ov, gen. ovos, thoughtful, sensible : also in

one's right mind, opp. to., ecus, , () thought, intelligence.

voTjTticos, 77, , () intelligent., , , () perceptible, intelligible.-, is, Dor. for *$, [yoOos, yeve-) base-born.-,?),(, tcaWos) spurious charms.

'02, , ov, Att. also os, ov, illegitimate, born

out of wedlock ; vodos a natural son, opp. to

yvrjatos, Lat. legitimus. II. generally, spurious,

counterfeit, adulterated., , Dim. of voos, vovs, a little thought, a
notion.5, , ov,() roaming, roving, ranging.

.103, , ov, () customary, conventional :, like, customs, usages, Lat. instituta.-5, ov, 6, (,) the chief of an
Egyptian province() : also among the Scythians., ados, 6, , () roaming, ranging, wan-
dering from one place to another : s, oi, pas-

toral tribes that roved about with their flocks, Nomads;
and as prop. n. Ntimidians, Lat. Numidae. II.

grazing, feeding., aros, , () that which is put to

graze, a flock or herd.,4 Ep. ijos, , (,) a shepherd or

herdsman. II. a dispenser, distributer. III.

plur. =^, are the ribs of a ship., dat. pi. of., Dor. for, fut of.,($) to pasture,feed, drive afield;

to feed down the pastures with oxtn,

Lat. depascere., , {) a pasture, pasturage : fodder,
food. 2. a feeding, grazing. II. division, dis-

tribution ; esp. of an inheritance., Ep. for5, nom. pi. of*.
: fut. Ion. Att. :

pf. :—Pass., aor. : pf. -
: ($) :

—to hold or own as a custom
or usage : said of things recognised by convention or

prescriptive right; to recognise

the gods acknowledged by the state ; but,

to recognise the existence of the gods gene-
rally :—Pass, to be in esteem ; it is the cus-

tom, is customary, is usually recognised;

or, customs, usages, laws, Lat. insti-

tuta. 2. to adopt, practise a custom or usage;" / the Greeks
have adopted these customs from the Egyptians. 3.

to own, acknowledge, recognise as ; rovs -
arovs :—in Pass., ; to

which of the gods is it held sacred ? 4. absol. to

be accustomed. 5. Pass, to be governed after old

laws and customs. II. c. dat., like, to

be accusto??ied to a thing, practise it ; hence to make
common use of, use ; and in Att., to use as a current

coin. III. c. ace. et inf. to expect that a thing

will be., , , () of or for the laws : res titig

en the authority of law. II. learned in the laiv

:

as Subst.,, a, a lawyer., , ov,() conformable to usage or law:

hence 1. conventional, prescriptive. 2. lawful,

legal. 3. in neut. pi., usages, customs

;

, of funeral rites, to pay the custotnary

offices, hzt.justafacere. II. of persons, observant

of law. Hence, Adv. according to law : Comp.-
repov., a, ov, also os, ov, ($,) belonging

to shepherds, pastoral., , () usage, prescription : also, a

mode of esteeming.,, ,() anything recognised by

established usage, viz., . the current coin of a

state, Lat. nummus : cf., fin. 2. an estab-

lished weight or measure, legal measure. 3. any

institution or custom.-5, ov, ($,") writing laws : as

Subst.,, , a lawgiver.-, ov, , (5,) an explainer

of the laws.-, , ($,) a teacher

of the law : so,-, ov, ., 77, law-giving, legislation. From, f., ($) to be a law-giver,

make laws :—Pass, to have a code of laws :— Med. to

make lawsfor oneself. II. to ordain by law. Hence
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graze; a woodland pasture. 2. pastur-

age, herbage: generally, food. 3. metaph.,

ample pashire, a wide range for

words. II. an abode allotted to one, a district,

department, province, satrapy, Lat. praefechcra., , 6, () anything assigned or appor-

tioned, viz., I. an usage, custom, convention : a

positive enactment, law, ordinance, Lat. institutum

;

, conventionally, opp. to, naturally

:

—at

Athens was the name given to Solon s laws, in

contradistinction to those of Draco, which were called. 2. the law offorce or might,

opp. to ; lv to

die in the fight or scuffle ;

to come to bloivs. II. a musical strain : a song,

ode; war-songs.-£,, , (, £) guardian

of the laivs. []-3, , (,) striking the mind,

mind-distracting.2,, contr. voOs, , ; later also gen., dat. vol, ace., nom. pi. :
—mind, Lat.

mens; or mindfully, prudently;

without sense ; the mood or tem-

per of men ; with all his heart ;

according to one's mind. II. a thought,

purpose, resolve.

word or expression.

voaepos, , , () sickly, ill., f., (), to be sick, ill, sickly, to ail,

whether in body or mind. 2. metaph. to be dis-

tressed, suffer, be afflicted., ,() matter discharged from a

running sore., () to tend a sick person.-,,,() a sickness, disease, plague,

malady. 2. metaph. a disease, disorder, affliction.-, f-s,(,) sickly., , ,() unhealthy, univholesofne, of

places.

N0'202 Ion. vovo-os, $, sickness, disease : a ma-
lady, ailment. II. metaph. distress, affliction,

evil. 2. disease of mind, esp. madness. 3. gene-

rally, a plague, bane, mischief.- Ion.-, ,(,) bringing

sickness or disease., contr. for, to hatch., , and, , Att. contr. for-.
vooxris, , , Dim. of, Att. contr. for, a little bird : also a young girl.-^, contr. for..', f.,() to return, come, or go back,

to one's home or country. 2. to return safe after

danger. 3. generally, to go, come, travel.

III. the se?ise or meaning of a

€€, Aeol. 3 sing. opt. aor. I. of.-€€, Ep. inf. fut. of., ,() of or belonging to a return

;

the day of return. 2. returning, that

will or may return, surviving, safe, Lat. salvus., , ,() a return home or homeward

:

c. gen. loci, rehirn to a place. 2. generally, travel,

journey; a journey to bring food borne,

i. e. in search, in quest of food., before a vowel or metri grat. : I.

as Adv. of Place, afar, aloof, apart ; hence aside, se-

cretly, furtively : , c. gen., like ,
alooffrom. II. as Prep. c. gen.far from, alorf

or away from, mostly of Place : hence without, sepa-

rate from. 2. of mind or disposition,' apartfrom the Achaeans, i. e. differingfrom
them. 3. besides, except., , , () taken away, abstracted., f. Att., () to put away,

remove, part. II. Med. and Pass,,
f.- : aor. I med Ep.,
Ep. part, : aor. 1 pass, :

—

to remove oneself, withdraw, retire: and in act. sense,

to leave, forsake, abandon. 1. metaph. of the

mind, to become estranged or alienated. III.

act. to abstract, steal : c. dupl. ace, to rob one of a

thing :—Med. to appropriate. 1. to make away
with, kill, despatch., aor. I part. pass, of., Ep. aor. I part. med. of.-, cs,(,) sickly, ailing : generally,

diseased. II. act. rmwholesome, unhealthy.

voTepos, , , () wet, damp, moist ;

a storm of raiti., , wet, damp, moisture, rain;

spring rains., f.,() to moisten :—Pass, to be xuet.

votios, a, ov, also , ,() wet-, damp, rainy ;

' ' they moored her [the

ship] far from land in the sea, opp. to the beach. II.

southern, southerly.

votis,, , () moisture, damp, wet.

NO'TCXS, , , the south or south-west wind, Lat.

Notus. II. the south or south-west quarter.,, etc., contr. for-,-, , , (,) choke-full of wit,

crammed with clever?iess, clever. Adv.-, cleverly.,, a warning, admonishing : reproof From
-€«, f., (,) to bring to mind:

to remind, warn, advise, admonish, chastise. Hence,, , an admonition, xvarning.

vov06tt]T€OS, a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be

warned, advised.

vov0€Tikos, , ,() admonitory.-, , Att. contr. for, the ?- moon:

the time of the new moon, thefirst of the month.-, is, (voijs, ) having understanding,

sensible, discreet. Adv. -, discreetly, prudently.
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votjs, , contr. for voos, mind.

-os, , Ion. for.•-5, ov, Ion. for.
vv, see,., Adv. () by pricking, Lat. punctim.

vt/yets, aor. 2 part. pass, of.
vuKTepcitrios, , —, nightly.

-€€5,/, ,(, t) onewhortwsby ?iight

., , a night battle, a battle in the dark.-''-, ov, (vv£,) ram-
bling about at night., f., to go or travel by night. From

-iropos, ov, (, iropos) travelling by night.-, 4s, (vv£, (paos) giving light by night,

shifting by night., f., to keep guard by night, to be

vuttTepeimKcs, ,, for watching by night, fit a night-watch. From
for hunting by night. From

j

-£, a/cos, , , (,) one that keeps, f. , ($) to pass the night : to watch by night, a warder, Lat. excubitor.

keep watch, mount guard by flight, bivouac : also to

hunt, fish, etc., by flight,

WKTtp-qcrios, ov,() nightly.

<=05, , , () nightly, by night, Lat. noc-

turnus.

wxT€pts, t5os, 7/, (,() a night-bird, a bat,

Lat. vesper-alio.

vv;<Tepos, ov, () nightly.

, , (£) a temple of Night.-, , (,) with the look of night, i. e.

murky, obscure., Adv. () by night, Lat. noctu., poet, for, in voc. ., Dor. for.
I

--ycs, , (,) the leader of the

bride ; esp. one who leads her from her home to the-, , (vvKTepos,) night-faced, dusly. bridegroom's house: the friend of the bridegroom.- or m Med.-, (yv£,

ay.) to assemble by night. Hence, , a nigh*ly assembly or discourse.-, es, (,) shrouded by night,

gloomy.-5, ov, (,) roaring by night.

.<-5, ov, (£, ~/) marrying by night or , the bridechamber

clandestinely

.

I nuptial rites, marriage :-^, ov,,^.
|
^,,() marriage, espousal.-, duos, , (,) the night-jar, goat- the person married, a match,

sucker : also the screech-owl.--, ov, (£, \a6paios, ^)
eating secretly by night.-, ov, (,) nightly-sounding, se-

renading.-, is, (£,) illumined by flight

clone, i. e. gloomy, murky., a, ov, () nightly.

, , a temple of the Nymphs, Lat. Nym-
phaeum. From, , ov,() of or sacred to the Nymphs., Dor. gen. pi. of.5, , ov,() belonging to a bride, bridal,

nuptial. II. as Subst., (sub. ),
2. (sub. tcpa), ,
but, also, the bride herself.

II., a, ov,() bridal, nuptial., , ,() thefriend of the bride-

groom, —5. II. a bridegroom, husband., ,() a bridesmaid. II.

the bride herself., f.,() to give a daughter in mar-
riage, to betroth, lead to the bridechamber. 2. to

marry, mostly of the woman. Lat. nubere : but also--, ov, (£,,) of the man, Lat. ducere. II. Pass., with fut. med.
roaming about by night, [] (, aor. I both med. and pass.^-
vuKTt-7rX<ryKTOS, ov,(,) making to VJan- ,. :

—

to be given i?i marriage, marry,

der by night, disquieting, disturbing : also 2. pass, of the woman. III. Med., of the man, to take

WKT'mXaytcTOS a bed from which one wanders to wife.

by night, a restless bed. ', , voc. also: a bride, Lat. nupta:-, is, and-, ov, (,- hence, 2. a yofing wife. 3. any married) wandering, rambling about by night.
j

woman, like Lat. nympha. 4. a marriageable

vvktl-itOXos, ov, (yv£,) roaming by night.
I
maiden. II. as prop, name, a Nymph, a god--€5, ov, (,) solemnised by night.

J

dess of lower rank, called in Homer :-5, es, {£,) shining or appear- they presided over springs, trees, seas, mountains, etc.,

ing by night. and were distinguished by special names : spring--,,(£,) appearing by night : nymphs were Naiads, Na't'Scs; sea-nymphs, ~€;
nightly. mountain-nymphs, opeariades or cpeaSfs

;

-, ov, (£,) keeping night- tree-nymphs, from the oak their favourite tree,-
ivatches. o5es,, 'ASpvahcs ; raz'«-nymphs,-,,,(,) one vjhohufitsby night, vades ; meadozv-nymphs, ; rock-

vvKTO-«Ki'nT(\s,ov,o,(vv^,K\iirTd)athiefofthenight. nyrrphs,". 2. the Muses are-, f., (,) to fight by night, often called Nymphs : hence all persons in a state of

Hence rapture were said to be caught by the Nymphs,-



'—, Lat. lymphati. III. the chrysalis or

pupa of moths., , /,() of or belonging to a bride:

bridal, nuptial., , , =$., ,() a bridegroom, husband. II.

as Adj ,, toi^, newly-wedded : bridal.-, ov, (,) deplored by

brides or wives., f., to dress oneself as a bride. II.

/o /r^ss / ride, lead home as bride. From-, ov,(,) dressing or taking

care of a bride : bridal.-, ov,(,) possessed by

Nymphs, i. e. rapt, entranced, Lat. lympbatus.-€, f., (,) to escort

the bride.-, ov,(,) honouring the bride

;

<?$ the song in honour of the bride., wvos, ,() the bridechamber.

NT'N, enclit. Ep. , Adv. ?iow, at this very

time, Lat. nunc ; men of the present

day; 6 xpovos the time present. 2. with the

Article, or , or, as to the pre-

sent, i. e. at the present moment, a. stronger form of. II. also denotes the immediate follow-

ing of one thing upon another in point of Time, then,

thereupon. 2. also an Inference, then, therefore

;

do not, do not then, be

wroth with me. 3. in enclit. form , used to

strengthen a command, as,, quick then!*, crye come then.

Att., strengthd. like for ovtos, noiu,

at this moment.

6, — , at times, sometimes.

NTH, /cTOs, , NIGHT, Lat. NOX, whether the

night-season or a night ; by night, Lat. noctu

;

during the night, the night long:—so also

with preps., or all night long ;

in the course of the night; \ just after

tiight-fall; so also ; $ far

into the night. II. gloom, darkness, murki-

ness. 2: the night of death, i.e. death itself. 3.

the nether world. III. Nt'£, as prop, n., the god-

dess of Night, daughter of Chaos. IV. pi.-
t(s, the hours or tvatches of the night : from Homer
downwards, the Greeks divided the night into three

watches
;

vOktcs midnight. V. the quarter

of night, the evening-quarter of heaven, i.e. the West,

as opp. to the dayspring in the East.

^€, Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. I of.
~0'2>, £ ( ^ daughter-in-law : generally, any

female connected by marriage, as ^8 meant a

man connected by marriage. II. generally, a

bride, mistress., r/s, ,() a post or pillar on a race-

course, viz., 1. the turning-post so placed at the

end of the course, that the chariots driving up the
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right side turned round it and returned by the left

side; the same as-, Lat. meta: as the near

horse was turned sharp round this post, tv iy-

meant to make a sharp turn, graze the

turning-post. 2. the starting-post, pillar. 3.

generally, a partidon-wall./22 Att. : f. : aor. r' :

—

Pass., aor. 2 \vyv, inf. vuyrjvai :

—

to prick, spur,

pierce, p?incture., fut. and £ :

—

to nod, esp. in sleep,

hence to slumber, sleep: also to be sleepy, drowsy, Lat.

dormlto : also to hang down the head. Hence, , , as Adj. Jiodding, drowsy., Att. for., Adv. (£) =, by night. [i5]-, , (£, ^) the being roused at

night, rising by night., aros, , a nightly watch, Lat. pervigilium.

\y\ From«, f. , (vig) to watch the night through.-, , (,) a day and night.

[], , ov, also os, ov, (£) : I. act. doing

a thing by night ; as if asleep. 2. dark as night,

murky., for, nom. and ace. dual of, we two.-, , , (-, odoos) toothless, Lat. e-denttdus., , ease or relieffrom pain. From
voGBtivos, ov, (-,) ==, without pain,

pleasing, grateful. II. act. soothing pain.

vJie, pcet. for.'2, is, gen. 4os, sluggish, lazy, torpid: dull,

stupid. Comp.., Ion. contr. for, aor. I pass, imperat.

of.
'3, , , = vojStjs, slnggi: h, lazy, dull.", nom. and ace. dual of, we two, us two,

Att. : poet. € : gen. and dat. dual, of us

two, to us tivo; Att.. Hence

€5,, ov, of, from, or belong'mg to us two. [t], Adv. xinceasingly , continually, without in~

termission. (Deriv. uncertain.), Adv. =€., , Ion. for., f., () deal out, distribute, dis-

pense. II. to direct, guide, control

:

I. of

weapons, to manage skilfully, wield, sway, ply. 2.

of the limbs, to ply nimbly. 3. metaph. to revolve

in the mind : to think on, observe, remark., Att. for ; see., ov, Ep. collat. form of, like -
for, for., ov, (-, oVv/ Aeol. for) without

name, i. e. unknown, inglorious. II. c. gen. with-

out the name of, i. e. without knowledge of., , , , only in dat. and ace,, flashing, gleaming brass.,, Ion. aor. I med. part, and

inf. of voica.
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-€, f., (, ayaryos) to carry on chestnut mares.

the back,-,, , , (,) with mailed

back.

vomicuos, a, ov,() of or belonging to the back;

the joints of the back, the vertebrae., f.,() to make to turn the back, put

to flight. II. intr. to turn one's back, turn and

flee. III. to cover the back of another :

—

to skim the sea.-, f. , (,) to mount the

back. II. to walk on the back or ridge of., , , the back, Lat. tergum ; the pi.

often used for the sing., like Lat. terga, e. g.

to turn the back, flee, like Lat. dare

terga; from behind. II. metaph.

any wide surface ; cvpea the broad

back or surface of the sea : also large tracts of land,

plains. 2. any back or ridge.-, ov,(,) carrying on the back., is, moving sluggishly, slothful, inactive.

(Deriv. uncertain.) Hence€ Ep. -, , laziness, sluggishness.

II. paroxyt., as prop.

, ' &, , indecl., fourteenth letter of the Greek

alphabet : as numeral ', 60, but £, 60,000.—It was

a double consonant, compounded of yo, , . In

Att. Greek, came in with the Samian alphabet (see

H, 77) ; before this it was represented by. II.

in Aeol. and Att. is interchanged with and a, as,

^; and Dor. fut. and aor. for,
for, etc. III. also is often inter-

changed with or, not only in the fut. of Verbs

in- and -, e. g.,, but also in

words like Ion. .-— was

most. freq. in Dor. and old Att. dialect. [Vowels be-

fore are always long by position.], f. : aor. ' :—Pass., aor. I -' : pf.' :
—to scratch, comb : esp. of wool,

to card, so as to make it fit for spinning. 2. of

cloth, tofull, clean. II. metaph. to treat as in

fulling, to thresh, mangle, lacerate.

ijavGds, Dor. for, fern. gen. of.
££, f. Att. ,() to make yellow or

brown : to roast or fry brown.^, aTos, , () that which is dyed

yellow.-, ,(, y) ofyellow soil.

£-.£;,, , ),(, ') yellow-haired.£-5, , ,(,) =., , , yellow of various shades, golden or

pale yellow; also red-yellow, chestnut, auburn, Lat.

flavus ; golden hair;

n., 1. a stream of the Troad, so called by gods,

by men Scamander. 2. a horse of Achilles.-, <s,(,) yellow by nature.-,, , ,(,) with yellow»

coat.

-xpoos, ,(,) with yellow skin., , , fern.£, () a wool-carder.-^, , , Ion. for.
ijetVT), 77, Ion. for.-, , poet, for-,, , () Ion. for, a host's gift,

presented on parting, mostly in pi. : also provision

made for a guest, and generally, friendly gifts., Ion. for., |etvuKos, Ion. for -.
ijetVLOv, , ^eivios, 77, ov, Ion. for ^—., Ep. for, aor. I inf. of€.
jjeivurcrev, Ep. for*, 3 sing. aor. 1 of.
£etvo-8oK€Cu, £€ivo-80kos, ov, Ion. for-,;€-, Ion. for^.
ijeivos, 77, ov, Ion. for. Hence, , Ion. for^., Ion. for^
-45, , , (,) one who takes

charge of guests., f., (wayas) to be a guide of strangers

:

—Pass, to be conducted to see sights. II. to levy

or lead merceiiary troops.

ijev-uyos, , (,^) conducting strangers

or guests. II. as Subst., ^^, 6, the leader

of a body of mercenaries.- , , poet. £civ-, (,) one

who deceives guests or strangers, [a]

(;€v-apicr|S, ,(,) aiding strangers.

•€, 77, fern, of: . (sub. "), a female
guest : a foreign woman. II. (sub. or 777),

a foreign country., , at Sparta, a measure for keeping

foreigners out of the country. From
;€-€, (,) to banish foreigners.

fjevCa Ep. Ion. ^€, , () the state or

privileges of a guest, hospitality: hospitable reception,

entertainment. 1. a friendly relation between two
princes or states. II. the state or rights of a

foreigner, as opp. to a citizen : tytoyeiv (sc.) to be indicted as an alien for usurping civic

rights.

|evi£cu Ion. £€£ : fut. Ep. : aor.

Ep. or : () :

—

to

receive a guest or stranger, to entertain hospitably.

Lat. hospitio excipere

:

—Pass, to be entertained as a

guest. II. to be or speak like a foreigner.

leviKOs, 77, , also , , Ion. £eiviicos : ()—of or for a stranger, foreign. 2. of soldiers.

mercenary, hiredforforeign service; ^, —, a body or army of mercenaries. II. strange,

foreign, outlandish.
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|lvtos, , ov, Att. also os, ov, Ion. ^eivios (,) :

—

belonging to a guest, hospitable, belonging

to hospitality ; bound to one by ties of hos-

pitality. II. (sub. ), , a guest's

gifts : friendly gifts., ,() the entertainment of a guest., ov, , =., (), or as Dep., to be a

foreigner : to be a mercenary in foreign service.

£€-5, ov, o, (,) a murderer of a

guest.£-5, ov, , (, ) a devourer of

guests or strangers.- and-, , a place for strangers

to lodge in, an inn : from
Ion. £<:-,(*) to entertain,

lodge guests or strangers. Hence, , the entertainment ofa guest or stranger.-, ov, Ion.-, (,)
entertaining guests or strangers : as Subst.,-

/cos, 6, the host, opp. to, the guest.£-, ov, , (,) the host.

ijevoets,, , () full of strangers.

Ion.-, f., to slay guests or

strangers. From
£€vo-ktovos, ov, (,) slaying guests or

sJrangers.

EE'N05 Ion., , a guest or host, Lat. hospes:

either as I. the friend, with whom one has a

treaty of hospitality : in this sense both parlies are, and the relation was hereditary. II. in

Homer mostly the guest, as opp. to the host. 2.

any stranger, as being entitled to the rights of hospi-

tality. 3. later, . stranger, was a common
term of address. 4. from meaning a stranger -
vos came to signify a hireling, who entered into

foreign service, a mercenary soldier, e. g. of the

Greeks in Persian pay. 5. simply for

a foreigner.

As Adj. ijevos, , ov, Att. os, ov, Ion. £etvos, , ov,

foreign, strange. 2. c. gen. rei, strange to a thing,

unacquai?ited with, ignorant of it.--5, ,(,) a lodgingfor guests

or strangers.- Ion. £-, , (,) hospitality,

the ties or rights of hospitality.

£-5, ov, (,) honouring guests or

strangers., f., to entertain or maintain guests :

esp. to maintain mercenary troops. From
£j€vo-rpo<J>os, ov,(,) entertaining guests:

esp. ma'mtaining mercenaries., f., to murder guests or strangers.

From-5, ov,(,*) murdering strangers.£ Ion., f., () to make or treat

as one's guest: to entertain. II. Pass., with fut.

med. : aor. : to enter into a

treaty of hospitality with one. 7. to be lodged as

a guest, to be entertained. 3. to be in foreign parts,

to be abroad : to go into banishment.,, , () a guest-chamber.£, Adv. of, strangely : to be
strange., , () estrangement : innovation.

3EPO'5, , ov, Ion. for, dry ; to

dry land.

£-, a.TOs, , () that which is smoothed,
polished : hence =, a statue or image.-, () to rub off, wipe out.|, Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. I of.-, ov, , a liquid and dry measure, corrupted

from the Lat. sextarius, nearly = a pint English., , , () scraped, planed, smoothed,

polished.

SE'«Q : f. Ep.: aor. Ep.:— to scrape, to polish by scraping or planing. II.

to carve or work in wood or stone.

ijTjvas, part. aor. I of., f. : aor. :— Pass., aor. -
: pf. or : () :

—

to parch up, dry up:—Pass, to become or be dry,

parched. 2. to empty, dram, dry, Lat. siccare.£-, f. , (,) to rub with

dry unguents, to use oil unmixed with water : a term
used by wrestlers.-, , ov,(,) of the colour

of withered vine-leaves, a sort of scarlet, hence Lat.

vestes xerampelinae.5, aor. 1 pass. part, of.'5, , , dry, parched, of the channel of a

river, also of the air : of persons, withered, hag-
gard. II. like Lat. siccus, fasting, sober, austere,

harsh. III. generally, drained, exhausted. IV.

as Subst., (sub. 777), , dry land, opp. to vypa; so

also .,, , () dryness or soundness of

timber.£-, f.,(,*/) to eat dry food.-, , (,) armed with a iword,

sword in hand.-, ot, (,) bearing a sword:
sword in hand., , Dim. of, a small sword, a

dagger, dirk, [t]-, ov, (,) slain by the

sword : of wounds, inflicted by the sword.

-KTOvos, ov, (,) slaying with the

sword. II. proparox., ov, pass, slain

by the sword.£-, , (,) a sword slightly

curved, between a straight sword and sabre : cf. sq. [a]'05 Dor., , , a sword: in Homer
described as large and sharp, and two-edged : later,

was distinguished as the straight sword, from

the sabre,, [t]
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£-5, , ($, epyov) making swords., , () an image carved of wood : the

statue of a god.-, , (, ) a carving of

images.

Ijo'is, toos, , () a sculptor's chisel.

-TrTepos, ov, (,) having dusky

wings.'2, , ov, akin to, a colour between

£av9os and$, yellowish, tawny, dusky, mostly of

colour; but also of sound, shrill, thrilling;

the cicada with its shrill note.

£-, for all words so beginning, v. sub-., eo.'s, , old Att. for //^.', f., old Att. for^^.£, , () =$, a tool for scraping or

filing wood, a plane or rasp. II. a curved dagger,

used by the Spartans., f., to carry wood or timber. From-, , (,) carrying wood.££, Dep. () to carry or gather wood,

Lat. lignari., , ov,() of xuood, wooden. [i5]

£-, for all words so beginning, v. sub -.-, ov, (,) hewing, felling

xuood. 2. as Subst.,, , a wood-cutter.,,() wood ready for use,firewood, timber,

etc. : in pi., ship-timber. II. a stick

or piece of wood : a stick, cudgel. 2. a collar of

ivood, put on the neck of the prisoner to confine him,

iv : the^^ con-

sisted of a wooden collar with stocks to confine the

arms and legs. 3. a bench, table, esp. a 'money-

changer's table. 4. , the front bench

of the Athenian theatre, and so nearest the act-

ors. III. later, a tree; cp. e'ipiov.

£-3, ov, (,) cutting wood: as

Subst.,, , a wood-cutter., f. , () to work xuood.

Hence-, ?), the working of wood.-, , (, epyov) working in wood

:

as Subst.,., 6, a joiner, carver of images.£ Dor., Dep. to gather

wood. From-, , (, ') a thicket, copse : hence

the lair of a wild beast.£, f., () to make of wood. Hence, 77, the wood-iuork, framework of a house., 3 sing. aor. 2 opt. of., Ep aor. 2 pass. inf. cf.;,, 3 sing, and pi. Ep. aor. 2

pass. ind.

£-, for all words so beginning, v. sub-,', used in old Att. for the later and more com-
mon

;
seldom occurs in Homer. For all

compds. of-, v. sub -.

, Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. I

med. of~., avos,,=,, q. v., ovos, , Dor. for. [_&]

£vvca|ja, aor. 1 of^.
•-6€, Ep. for,, (, u-) twenty at a tune, twenty together.£€, Ep. for, aor. I of.£6•, old Att. impf. of^., aor. 1 inf. of.
£w<=s, aor. 2 imperat. of.
£tiv€o>v, cuvos, , Ion. for.
£}, Adv., = fcoivrj, in common, properly dat. fern,

of.
£uvT)tos, 77, ov, Ep. for, () public, com-
mon : as Subst.,, , public property., aor. 1 of., ovos, , Dor. [], Ion. Dor.

: (): a joint owner, part proprietor, part-

ner : , the salt on the common table., pres. imperat. of, as if from *.
j-vvUi,Oies. imperat. of, as if from*. [], Ep. for, 3 pi. impf. of. []
£wos, , , () =koiv6s, from which it only dif-

fers in dialect, common, public, general, belonging to

all in common; ^ to speak for the common
good : dat. fem. as Adv. =, in common

;

so too neut. pi.. Hence-, ovos, , , (,) like-minded.-, e's, ($,) rejoicing with all

alike., , =, partnership, fellowship., Ep. for, impf. of.
or -: f.: ():—to shave; proverb.,

kv to shave to the quick.—Med., with pf.

pass,: to shave oneself or get oneself shaved

:

also c. ace, to shave one's head or

get it shaved.-, es, (,) keen as a rasor, wilh a

rasor's edge. II. close-shaven.- and £-, , (,) a

rasor-case., , () a rasor: proverb, of critical situa-

tions, em .. .. oXeOpos ye

death or life stands on a rasor's edge ; so, e7rt

Tys ' our affairs rest

on a rasor's edge.£-€, f.,(,) to carry a rasor.

|-, for all words so beginning, v. sub -,
-, =: aor. I med.., aor. 1 inf. of.
£va0ets, aor. 1 pass. part, of.,,,, and, ,() that ivhich is

scraped or planed off", filings, shavings., rjpos, , () a graving tool, Lat. scal-

prum.
£wtis, $, Att. (jvWis, iIos, ), () a robe with

a sweeping train.
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£-5, , (,) spear-darting,

hurling the javelin.,, (£') the polished shaft of a spear, in Ho-

mer once mentioned as twenty-two cubits long. 1.

like, a spear, dart, javelin : generally, a pole,

shaft. (Properly neut. of the Adj..)
-ros, , {) a covered colonnade in gymnasia or

schools of exercise, where athletes exercised in winter,

serving also for a walking-place, so called from its

smooth and polished floor. II. in Roman villas,

a terrace with a colonnade, also xystu?n. (Properly

masc. of the Adj., sub..)£, , () scraped, polished, Lat. rasus.-, ,(,) carrying a spear.,,—.,, ,() a toolfor scraping or rubbing

off, the scraper or strigil used after bathing.' : impf.' Ep. : f. : aor. ':
—Pass., aor. : pf.' :

— to scrape,

plane, s?tiootb or polish. 2. generally, to ?nake

smooth ox fine, to work finely or delicately. 3.

^rjpas to rub away, get rid of sad

old age.

vJ, , , little, i. e. short 0, (in opp. to ^
great, i. e. long and double , being for 00) : fif-

teenth letter in the Greek alphabet : as numeral o',

70, but />, 70,000.

came very near to diphth. ov, as appears from

their frequent interchange ; as in Aeol. for, and Ion. for .
Aeol., is often changed into , as y

for '$. II. Dor. often for 01, as ayvoieoj

for^ . III. like

, is often rejected or prefixed, as ,. IV. in compds., esp. Adjec-

tives, 0, if it comes before the second member, is

changed by Poets metri grat. into a long vowel, usu.

, as ewytv-qs , into^
(Dor. eeayev-qs) ., , TO', is, A. demonstr. Pronoun; . the de-

finite Article; C. accentuated in masc. and fern,

sing, and plur. 6, , , relative Pronoun for 6s, , 6.

Gen.,, : dat., \, : ace.,,
:—dual nom. and ace. , ,: gen. and dat.,, :—plur. nom. , , : gen. :

dat.,, : ace.,, . Homer has

also gen. sing, for, nom. pi., , gen. pi.

fern, [], dat. pi., -fjs and, as de-

monstr. Pronouns.

. , ,, demonstr. Pronoun, for,,,
in Homer the usual sense. Homer uses the Pronoun
chiefly in two ways: I. joined with a Subst.

not as the Article, but like Lat. ille, the

famous son of Tydeus ; yipojv Nestor, that

aged man. II. without a Subst., be, she, it, as,

yap for he came. III. peculiar uses as

Pronoun : I. before relat. Pronouns 6s, oaos, olos,

it serves to recall the attention to the foregoing noun,
as, ,, 6aaot

I thought that thou wert in gense

far above the rest, namely those who, etc. 2.

.. , . . , from Homer downwards a very com-
mon phrase, sometimes in opposition (where 6

refers to the former, b to the latter), sometimes

expressing different parts of a thing, the one. . , the

other.., Lat. hie, ille..: in neut. ..,
. . , in adverbial sense, partly..

,
partly.. : also. . , .— . . often occurs without . .

before. On the other hand . . is often answered

by some similar word, as, or by . .
,' .

.

, etc.

. , ,, the definite Article, the, the indefin.

Pron. being , ti. The use of , , , as the Ar-

ticle, is later than its use as the Pronoun, and sprang

from it, as , him that was bravest, came
to mean simply the bravest; to

make friends, but Tois to make the

friends one does make.

Peculiar usages of the Article. 1. it may stand

with prop, names, as ; but not when
some attribute with the Article follows, as. 2. before the Infinitive, used as a

neut. Subst., in all cases, as, the being,, etc. 3. before Adverbs, which thus take an
Adject, sense, as, the present ; -

the men of that time. The Subst. is often omitted,

as, oi € (sc.), (sc.) the

morrow. 4. before any word or phrase cited, the

Art. is used in neut. gend., as, the word
or notion man ; to y the word y, etc. ; so

before a whole sentence, as,

the fact or statement that no living

man is happy. 5. absol. with Adverbs of time

and place, where the Adv. retains its adverbial force,

and the Art. only serves to strengthen it, as

now, formerly. 6. before the interrog.

Pron., tis or, mostly in neut. sing., ;

; to make the question more precise. II.

in elliptic expressions: 1. before gen. of a prop,

name, the soji of Jupiter, the daughter

of Latona, where or yp is to be supplied

:

but this form also includes other persons, which
must be supplied from the context, as brother, wife,

etc. 2. before a neut. gen. it indicates any rela-

tion to a thing, and often alters the meaning but

little, as that which belongs to the

state, nearly the same as ; so, -, the affairs or power of the

Greeks, Persians, etc. ; ' to

hold the sentiments of the Athenians, i. e. be on their

side : so, with neut. of possess. Pron., tC* ,
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what regards me or thee, my or thy part, often put

for €70», ov, etc.

Absol. usage of single cases : . / of Place,

there, that way, here, this way, Lat. hoc. 2. with

a notion of motion towards, thither. 3. of Manner,

?, in this way, tbiis. 4. repeated rfj . . ,

) . . , of Place, here . , there . . : also on the one

part . . , on the other ... 5. relative, where, for
f/,

only Ep. II. , dat. neut., therefore, on this ac-

count. 2. thus, so, in this wise, only Ep. III.

, ace. neut. (like Att. neut. from 6s), where-

fore. IV., gen. neut. wherefore. V.

with Prepositions, of Time, etc ever since, ev

whilst.

C. 6, ,, accentuated through all cases, relative

Pronoun, for 6s, , 6: very freq. in Homer, also Ion.

D. the enclitic gen. and dat., , are used for

tuo's, ', from the indefinite Pronoun tis . So

Ion., contr. ret»: dat.: gen. and dat. pi.,

-, ,(,) daughter of a
mighty father, epith. of Minerva.

"OBPFMOS, ov, also 77, ov, strong, mighty.§,, , () the number eight., , ov, poet, for 078005 (like for

Tphos), the eighth:— * (sub. ), the

eighth day., ol, at, , indecl. () eighty.-, es, or•-5, ts, (07-, eros) eighty years old., , ,() the eightieth.?, , ov, () the eighth, Lat. octavus., ol, at,, indecl., contr. for^,
eighty, Lat. octogitita.-, is, contr. for^,
eighty years old.

o-ye, -ye, -ys, the demonstr. Pron. , ,, made
more emphat. by the addition of ye, Lat. hicce, haecce,

hocce, he, she, it. 2. fern. dat. Tyye, used as Adv.

tgois :—but ; Ion. reo ; ; for tcvos ; 1 of place, here, on this spot. 3. ace. neut. Toyc o?i

interrog., wherefore? dat. for; pi. gen. , this account, for this very reason.

dat. Tiois,.
, Ion. and Dor. relat. Pron. for 6s ; v. , , c.

, neut. of relat. Pron. 6s., woe ! Lat. vae ! [ca]", oapos, 77, a consort, mate, wife : gen. pi. :

contr. nom., with dat. pi.. Hence
contr. £, f. , to converse familiarly,

hold converse with. Hence
capurpos, , , familiar converse, fond discourse., ov, ,() a companion, mate, bosom-

friend.

oapumjs, vos, , Ion. for, () fami-
liar converse, fond discourse. 2. generally, inter-

cotirse. 3. a band or company.
"OA'POS, , =$, familiar converse, fond

poet., , a name of Minerva in

Thebes : a gate in that city was called from her

'Oytcaioi or 'OyKa^s., f.-, Dep. to bray. Hence
-os, , a braying., , , (oyKos) bulky, swollen. II. me-

taph. stately, pompous. 2. grievous, troublesome,

Lat. molestus., , , (oy) a brayer, i. e. an ass., , (oyKos) a case for barbed arrows, etc.

"02;, , (A), (ayKos) a bend, curve, hence a

hook, barb, esp. of an arrow or spear-head.

"002, , (B\ bulk, mass; oyKos eppvyavarv a

heap or pile of faggots. 2. a particular way of

dressing the hair ; which was gathered up into a

discourse, and generally, converse, discourse, words, \ bushy knot or roll, to give the appearance of height

mosily in plur.; but also in sing, talk, discourse., , Oasis, a name of the fertile spots in the

Libyan desert., , Dim. of, a small spit : any
pointed instrument, the leg of a compass. 11. a
pointed pillar, obelisk.* Aeol. and Dor., ov, , a spit : also

any pointed instrument. II. a pointed pillar, obe-

lisk, (, = /3e'Aos with prefixed.)

05, ov, , collat. form of ojSeAcs, an obol, a coin

worth 8, £th of a, rather more than
three halfpence. II. also as a weight, the sixth

part of a drachma., f., to practise petty iisury. From-5, ov, , (ojSoAOs,') a weigher of
obols : a petty usurer, pawnbroker, [a]

"OBPXA, , the young of animals., , =. []

to the person. II. metaph. bulk, weight, im-

portance, dignity : but also in bad sense, arrogance,

conceit. 2. trouble, difficulty., f. : aor. I ct^y/ccocra :—Pass., aor. I dry-

: pf.^ : (oyicos b) :

—

to make bulky,

enlarge :—Pass, to be heaped up, swollen. II.

metaph. to exalt, raise to honour : but also, to puff
up with pride :—Pass, to be puffed up, swoln, elated., Fzss., = oy.-, (s, (07/cos B, eldos) bulky, swollen,

rounded: turgid., , , (y) heaped vp.

6•, f. -, to trace a straight line, of

ploughers, reapers, or mowers ; of an army, to defile,^ they were marching in file before him:

metaph., yevv to trail one's weary way,

of a lame man. From
o'7jj.os, , (^) anything traced in a straight line

;

-, ,(, epyov) doing deeds of a furrow in ploughing ; a swathe in reaping : a row
violence ox wrong.

j

or line: a path; esp. the path of the heavenly-3, ov,(, $) strong-minded, bodies.
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cSaios, , /, () belonging to a way or jour-

ney. II., , goods with which a mercha?it

travels, merchandise.. Adv. (/' with euphon.) with the teeth,

by biting, Lat. mordicjts. Hence£ or as Dep.,.: impf.: pf. pa r s.- :

—

to feel a biting pain, feel irritation. II.

in act. sense, to bite, nibble, sting., f., () to export and sell, traffic in :
—

Pass, to be carried away and sold.

o-6s, -oe, -de, demonstr. Pron., formed by adding

the enclit. - to the old demonstr. Pron. , , ,
and declined like it : Ep. dat. pi. masc. and fern.,, as well as : Att. more
emphat. , 7/, , etc. [] :

—

, ', is

much the same as gvtos, this, but is more emphatic,

this one here, Lat. hicce, haecce, hocce: as opposed to

ovros, marks what is to follow, while ovtos refers

to ivhat has been before mentioned. II. it often

seems to stand, like Lat. hie, as Adv. of Place, here,

there, but always agreeing with its noun, as,\ km /as here lies the lance upon
the ground:' eyjis here is

Achilles nigh at hand routing. 2. with a pers.

Pron.,', ' here am I. 3. with

Tt's, Tts ; who is here following

Nausicaa ? 4. also with Verbs of motion, like, hither. III. to Ad vs. of Place and Time
this Pron. adds precision, just, very; ' evl

here amid this very people. IV. ' avTos,

stronger form for avros, the very same, this very

;

' this very year. V. in

Att. dialogue, the masc. and fem. Pron. often refer to

the speaker, ', or alone, this man here,

the man before you, i. e. myself, emphatic for. VI. elhpt. with gen., es to

this point of time.

B. absol. usage of some cases :/ of P'ace, here,

on the spot, Lat. hac. 2. of the Way or Manner,
tons. II. ace. neut., hither, to this spot. 2.

therefore, on this account. III. ace. neut. pi.,
on this account. 2. thus, so. IV. dat. neut.

pi., on this wise, after this fashion

;

also, with these words., , Aecl. and Dor. for and$.^, , , a wayfarer, traveller. From, f. , () to go, journey, travel., f., to lead one upon his way, to shew

one the way, guide, act as guide. From- Dor.-, <5, (,) a guide., ',. Att. for, ),, q. v. [i]

oSios, ov, () belonging lo a way or journey

:

auspiciousfor the journey.

'.-, aros, , («) a means ofpassing, ivay., , , () a wayfarer, traveller : Dor.

ace.. [t]

Ion., , () a smell, scent, a stveet

odour : also a bad smell, stench, stink., f., to strayfrom the road, wander
about, lose one's way. From-, is, {,) straying from
the road, wandering about, roaming.

: impf. : f. : pf.-
: () :

—

to be a wayfarer, to travel,

journey, walk. Hence/, , a journey, way : a journey by land,

opp. to a sea-voyage.^, , , of ov for a journey. Adv.-/s,

like a traveller., , provision for a journey. From
-iropos, ov, (, iropos) travelling

,
journeying

:

as Subst.,5,, a ivayfarer,foot-traveller : also,

a fellow-traveller or guide.,, ace. sing, and pi. of^.-, ov,(,) beari?ig teeth;-$ . an ornament consisting of strmgs of teeth.-5, ', (,) sprungfrom teeth., f. , (,') to furnish with teeth.

Hence^, , , furnished with teeth.

: impf. : f.: pf. pass,-
: () :

—

to make or level a road : to

make a pathfor oneself:— Pass., of roads, to be made

fit for use. 2. to make practicable or pass-

able. 3. to put one in the way, guide, to set

fonvard on a journey

:

—Pass, to make one's way,

advance, Lat. progredi., , road-making, the duty of a pioneer.

From
-Troios, , (,) making roads : as

Subst.,$, , a road-maker; pioneer : a road-

surveyor.

65, ov, , Att. for Ion. $, a threshold.'2 Aeol.5, , , a way, path, road, high-

way : a track, pathway : an entrance, approach : the

course, channel of a river: the path of the heavenly

bodies: -npb further on the way; ' by

the way. . travelli?ig, journey, or voyage:

also a march or expedition : the flight of

birds ; the way, i. e. meaning, of the

oracles. III. rnetaph. the way, means, or man-

ner of doing a thing. 2. a way or method: also,

a way of thinking, mode of belief, esp. used of the

Christian Faith.

-ovpos, ov, (, ovpos) watching or guarding

the road : as fern. Subst.,$, , a conductress.'^, in Ion. Prose, , gen. o^cVtos: dat.

pi. :

—

a tooth, Lat. dens ; %$, see

epKos.-£ , aKos, , ($,£) a watcher, patrol

of the roads. [i5j <•. f. : aor. : () :

—

to lead into

the right way : lo put in the way : c. inf., -
rots (fpovuv he guided mortals to be wise; also to
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bring, send:—Pass, to be brought on the way, ad-

vance, succeed., for, 2 sing. pres. pass, of., f., to cause pain, to pain, distress :—
Pass, to feel pain, sujfer. From', , Lat. dolor, pain of body, but also, 2.

of mind, grief, distress, []
Dor. -upos, , ,() painful. 2.

grievous : distressing. Adv. -puts.-, ov, (,, 3 sing. pf. of) killing (i. e. stilling, assuagi?ig) pain., aros, , wailing, lamentation : and, , a wailing, lamenting. From', Trag. also : Ion. 3 sing,

impf. : fut. : aor. ,
part, /iei/os :

—

to bewail, mourn for, lament, c.

ace. : c. gen. pers. to mourn for, for the sake of: c.

dat. pass, to wail to or in answer to another : absol.

to wail, mourn, [] Hence, , 6v, mourned for, lamentable:,
as Adv., lamentably., Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. I of-., , the story of Ulysses, the Odyssey.

From, 4$, 6, Lat. Ulysses or Ulix.es, king of

Ithaca, whose return from Troy to Ithaca forms the

subject of the Odyssey : Ep.. declens.,, -rjos,

-, -rja : Ep. nom. also OZvows : Aeol. gen.-
aevs.*'220, Dep., used only in aor. I med., Ep. 2 and 3 sing,,, Ep. 3
pi., part,^, and 3 sing. pf. pass.

(redupl. for) :— to be grieved or

wroth at, c. dat., pf. (with pres. sense) of., 3 sing, plqpf. (with impf. sense) of., ), () smell, scent, odour, also the se?ise of

smell., 3 sing. pf. (with pres. sense) of-., ovtos, , Ion. for, a tooth.5, , , () passable : practicable., Ep. dat. plur. of tits, ols., a, ov, () branching., fut. of., , the Ozolae, a tribe of the Locrians.

*02, ov, , a bough, branch, twig, shoot. II.

metaph. an ojfsboot, scion; $" scion of Mars:

cf. epvos, 5.--Topos, ov, (,) with bad breath.

"OZfl, fut.: pf. with pres. sense: plqpf.

with impf. sense, Ep. 3 sing, :

—

to smell,

to have a smell, whether pleasant or not : c. gen. to

smell of a. thing,^' to smell of violets : metaph.

to smell or savour of a thing, Lat. sapere aliquid

;

6€ to smell of antiquities : c. dupl. gen.,

€\$ I smell of ointment from the

head. II. often used irmpers., Trjs ypoas
there is a sweet smell from the skin ;(£& there will be an odour of wit from your
clothes.

o0€v, Adv. (os) whence, from whence, Lat. unde

:

also of persons, from whom or which. 2. also like

ov, as an Adv. of Place, =, ', where, but only

as relative to a word implying motion from. II.

in Att. also, wherefore, on which account., relat. Adv., poet, for , where, Lat. ubi.

oQvelos, a, ov, also os, ov, (%6vos) strange, foreign.", Dep., only used in pres. and impf., to

have a care or concern for, take heed, regard: c. part.,

he recked not that he was doing : c.

gen. pers.,' kotzovtos I do not heed him
when he is angry.', , mostly in plur., fine white linen : a

fine linen veil, a linen garment : also, sail-cloth, a

sail : also, a sheet, linen cloth. Hence
oOovivos, , ov, made cf linen., , Dim. of, a piece of fine linen, in

pi. linen bandages for wounds, or lint.-€, for,, because : sometime also

for 077, that, Lat. quod.-, gen.$, poet, for, , , (,) with like hair.

OIv
, exclam. of pain, grief, pity, astonishment, oh!

ah I Lat. heu or vae : sometimes c. nom., ' :

mostly c. dat., ot.
ol, nom. pi. masc. of Art. 0.

ot, nom. pi. masc. of relat. Prom os.

oi, dat. sing, of third pers. Proa., masc. and fern.,

for , to him, to her : more rarely used in

the reflexive sense himself, as the Ep. £01 is always

used ; often also , to himself. The Nom. is

wanting, gen. , ace. e.

ot, relat. Adv., properly dat. of relat. Pron. os,

whither, how far, Lat. quo : often c. gen.,

to what a height of miseries.

Ion. -, f. , (ota£) to steer, manage., , (') the act of steering or go-

verning, [a]-5, ov, (o'ta£, ) holding the helm,

steering : as Subst. a pilot, ruler., f. 7700;, to turn the helm, steer. From-, ov, (',) guiding the helm,

steering., clkos, Ion. |, $, , the tiller, handle

of the rudder, the helm. 2. pi.', the rings of

the yoke, through which pass the cords for guiding

the oxen.

OI&tis $, a pasture in the Attic deme Oia.' or -, lengthd. from' : f. '£ : aor.£ Ep. £, part, oi'^as :—Pass., Ep. 3 pi. impf.*: aor. :—to open, unlock: of a cask,

to broach., 1 know, pf. with pres. sense of*, v.' n.

[] or, () to make to swell,
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swell, Lat. tumefacere : Pass, to be stvoln, swell, Lat.

tumere. II. intr. ='., 2 sing, of, for the Att.., f. : aor. : pf. : () :

—

intr. to swell, swell up, become swoln, Lat. tumere,

turgere ;' irobe to swell in the feet, i. e. to

have swollen feet. II. metaph. to be inflamed or

troubled ;-, unsettled, disordered

circumstances. Hence, , a swelling, tumour.-, ov, 6, properly patronym. of -ovs,

son or descendant of Oedipus : but commonly poet,

for, Oedipus himself.-,, : ace.- and- : voc.

-ttovs, more rarely- : (,) :

—

Oedipus,

i. e. the swoln-footed : poet., , . [], aros, ,() the swell of the sea, a wave,

billow. II. the swelling of the wind.^, , a swelling, tumour.

oi€os, a, ov, {ois) of or from a sheep ; ' (sub.) a sheepskin., Ep. dat. pi. of ois.

ol-€TT]S, cs, (, eros) contr. for, equal in

years, of the same age : cf. 6£.
oi^dos, ov, —.

Att. ol^Cpos, , , ($) zooful, pitiable,

miserable, woe-begone : of things, toilsome, dreary,

painful : also sorry, wretched, poor. Ep. Comp. and
Sup. ol£vpa>T(pos,-, for -orepos, -otcltos.

o'i£us Att. ol£vs, vos, , as dissyll. : contr. dat.

for : () :

—

woe, misery, distress, hardship, [y
in trisyll. cases, in dissyll. .] Hence

Att. (as trisyll.) : f. \y~] : aor.

:

—

to wail, mourn, lament. II. c. ace. rei,

to suffer : absol. to be miserable, or to suffer., aor. inf. of., , —', £, a rudder, helm, [t]£, Ion. for.
',, Ion. for ',., fut. of'.
ous,, , poet, for ois, a sheep : ace.., as, c, Ion. for eoi/ca.

Dor., Adv. (oIkgs) ==, to one's

house, home, or coxintry, home, homewards. II. =, at home.€ Ion. tor, 3 pi. pf. pass, of.
otKcios, , ov, also os, ov : Ion. oIktjios, , ov, (oJkos) :—belonging to a house or household affairs, domestic:— ' household affairs, a household; also,

household goods, Lat. resfamiliaris. II. belong-

ing to a family, akin, intimate, Lat. familiaris ;

friends, relations, connfxions ; Ion. Sup., oc

tivos one's most intimate friends :£ relationship. III. belonging to one's

house or family, one's own, private: so of possessions,

one's oxvn, peculiar; ' ' (sub. 777),

one's own land, one's country : hence of corn, home-
grown, opp. to imported. IV. proper to a thing,

fitting, suitable : naturally suited to a thing : oi-

fteiov — , what is suitable, befitting.

Ion.,, , relationship : in-

timacy, friendship : also marriage.€ Ion. : f. : (o'ikuos) :

—

to make
one's own : hence to make a person one's friend :

Med. to make a person one's friend, win his re-

gard. 2. to make one's own, appropriate : Med.
to claim, reckon as one's own.

oiKetos, Adv. of oIkuos, in a friendly manner, fa-
miliarly; oIkhojs' vpos to be intima'e with

one. 2. as if it was o?ie's own. 3. properly,

naturally : dutifully.

oiKeio), poet, for.
oiKeucoais, ,() a taking as one's own, ap-

propriation., , the household, the servants, Lat. familia.

From
€€>, f. , to inhabit. From
oiKenjs, , , () an inmate of one's house : a

house-slave, menial, domestic, Lat. verna

:

—in pi. 01-, one'sfamily, women and children.

ouceTts,, , fern, of, a female domestic

or slave. II. the mistress of the house, housewife.

oik€wt€S, Dor. for oIkovvtcs, part. pi. of.
oIk€vs, £ft;s Ion. rjos, , {) an inmate of one's

house. II. a domestic servant., impf. contr. -ovv Ion. o'ikcov : fut. :

aor. : pf.:— Med., f. in

pass, sense :— Pass., aor. : pf. Ion.

: (o'ikos) : I. trans, to inhabit : hence to

possess, occupy

:

— 77 (sub. 777), the civilised

world, the whole habitable globe. 2. like,
to place or settle persons in a place ; in Pass., to be

settled: the pf. pass, Ion.' is used as

pres. to be settled; c. ace. to inhabit; of cities, to be

placed or situated. 3. like, to manage,

govern. II. intr. to dwell, live, to have as

one's abode. 2. of states, to be settled, situated,

lie

:

—also to be managed, governed, -noXis o'iku

the state ts ill managed., Ep. for o'lKeis, ace. pi. of ol/cevs.

oIktjcos, , ov, Ion. for oIkuos.,, , Ion. for oikciOttjs., Ion. for., , () a dwelling-place, a dwelling-

hozise, a chamber in a house, the story of a bouse. 2.

a cage or pen for animals. 3. a temple,fane. 4.

a prison., Dor. for o'ikuv, pres. inf. of., ov, habitable. From
-is, 77, () the act of dwelling. II. a

place for dwelling, a house, dwelling., 77pos, =., , {) a dwelling., , , (') an inhabitant, dweller.

oucrjTOS, 77, , (') inhabited : habitable.,,, =, -ttjs, an inhabitant.
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Ion. -, 17, () a house, dwelling. II.

a household : also the inmates of the house, Lat. fa-

milia. III. a house or family from which one is

descended. Hence, , , of one's own house, domestic., to, Dim. of, a small house.£, f. Att. : aor. /« Ion. :
—

Med., fut. :—Pass., fut. : aor.

: pf Ion. : () :

—

to

build a house: to found or establish a new settlement:

to people a country, to colonise. II. to settle or

fix as a colonist or inhabitant: to remove, transplant:

— Pass, to settle or establish oneself in a place : also

c. ace. to inhabit., to, () always used in pi., , like

Lat. aedes, a house, dwelling, abode : esp. a palace

containing ranges of buildings. 2. a den, lair, etc.,

of animals : a nest.', ,() the building or settlement of a

colony : colonisation., , Dim. of, a small house or room

:

a cage, coop, pen., Ion. for, 3 sing. pf. pass, of'., rjpos, poet, for., , ,() a settler, colonist.-, is, (,") born in the house,

home-bred, domestic : of animals, tame., f., to be master of a house, to

manage the household. From-, , , (,) the master

of a bouse orfamily : the good-man of the house., f.,() to build a house. 2

.

generally, to build, construct:—Med.,

to build oneself a house. 3. metaph. to build

or foimd upon. 4. metaph. to edify. Hence.,=, the act of building :—a

building, edifice. 2. metaph. edification, improve-

ment, instruction.,,() a house built, building., , —'., ,() the building of a house,

a way of building, structure. 2. a building,

edifice., , ,() skilful in building :

(sub.) architecture.-, ov, (,) building a house

:

—
as Subst.,, , a builder, a?i architect., Adv. () from one's own house, from
home. 2. from one's own fortune or means,from
one's own nature, of oneself; I had

it not of my own., Adv. () at home, Lat. domi., Adv. () at home, Lat. domi : '
one's own affairs., poet, for',() homeward, home., f.,() to be a householder

or steward. 2. c. ace. to manage, order, arrange., 17,() the management of a

household or family : generally, administration, go-
vernment of a state., , , conversant with the management
of a household or family : generally, practised in

managing, thrifty, economical: (sub.) domestic economy; also , do-
mestic affairs. Adv. -tern. From-, ov,(,) managing a household
orfamily : as Subst.,, , a house-keeper,

manager, steiuard.-, , (,) the site of a house,

Lat. area domus. II. the house itself.-, , (,) making or constituting

a house., a, ov, Dor. for'.
01'K02, , , a house, abode, dwelling : any place

to live in; ' or at home. 2.

part of a house, a room, chamber : hence in pi.

often stands for a single house, like Lat. aedes. 3.

a temple. II. household affairs, house-wifery

:

household property, house and goods. III. a

household, family. IV. a house, race, family., Ion. for, part. neut. of.-, ov,(,)feeding at home, living

at one's own cost. II. living in a house.-, , (,) ruining a house

orfamily.-, , ,(,) a slave born and
bred in the house, Lat. verna.-, ,(,) a domestic tyrant., Ion. for, Adv. of (part, of), reasonably, probably.

(sub. 777), , v. sub., f. ,() to watch or keep the

house: c. ace. to guard, order, govern. II. to

keep withm doors, s'ay at home. Hence, , the watch of a house : generally,

watch and ward; watch kept by
strangers. II. one who keeps house, a stay-at-home., ,() a keeping at home : inac-

tivity., ov, belonging to housekeeping ; hence

(sub. ), wages for housekeeping. 11.

keeping within doors : ' (Dor. for 01-

-) female house-mates. From-, ,(, oiipos) watching or keeping the

house. II. staying at home, domestic : as Subst.,, , the miitress of the house., f.,() to ruin a house or

family, consume one's substance

:

—Pass, to lose one's

fortune, to be ruined, undone. Hence, , ruin of a house orfamily.-, ov, (,) rui?ii?ig a house

:

as Subst.,', , a prodigal.-,, , y),(,£) a house-guard., , and, , pity. From: \\){.\\.(:.'.
aor. ,() :

— to pity, have pity or com-
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passion upon, commiserate, c. ace. pers. ; .
tivus to pity onefor or because of a thing., f. Att. to): acr. : (micros):—
to grieve for, pity, commiserate

:

—Med. to express

grief, mourn : to bewail, lament., ov, ,() pity, compassion., ov, gen. ovos,() merciful.,, aros, ,() latnentation.,, , ,() lamentation.5, , ov, irreg. Sup. of (formed from

oIktos, cf., '5 ; but the Comp. is

oiKTpOTepos) :
—moit pitiable, miserable, lamentable :

neut. pi. as Adv. most miserably.

OI'KTOS, , , pity, compassion. 2. the ex-

pression of pity or grief weeping, ivailing.-, ov, [olKTpos,) leading a pitiable

life., , ov, (oIktos) pitiable, lamentable : pi'eous,

mournful. Comp. and Sup. otKTpjTepos,,
also irreg. Sup..-, (olfcrpas,) to pourforth piteously,, Adv. of, piteously : Sup.., , 6s, Ion. for eoi/cci/s, part, of eouea.-, is, (olicos,) profitable to a house.

Ion. -, , (olxaxpekrjs) profit to a house:

hence thrift or carefulness in household matters, of a

home-life, as opp. to the life of a warrior.

oiua, aros, , (* =) an impetuous attach,

the spring of a lion, swoop of an eagle, Lat. impetus., Att. contr. from '., f. , () —, to dart upon, to

pounce or swoop, of a bird of prey., , = of/tos, a way, path: metaph. the course

of a tale or poem : the tale or poem itself., exclam. of pain, fright, pity, anger, surprise,

woe's me ! ' is used with a nom., as,' ^ ah
me ! woe's me ! or with a gen., as,'
alas for my misfortunes !02, , 6, a way, road, course, path. 2 . a
stripe, layer. 3. a strip of land. 4. metaph.
ltke ',$$ the course or strain of song,

a sang, lay., ,() properly a crying ', weep-
ing and ivailing, lamentation., aros, to, a cry of lamentation, wail: and, , a lamenting. From, fut. later: aor. :
('):— to cry ', (as to cry, ), to wail,
lament; ', as a curse, go howl! plague take
you I Lat. abi in malam rem ! so,

;

shall he not have to cry out ? i. e. shall he not rue
it? II. trans, to pity, bewail, c. ace., , ,() to be pitied or bewailed.

£€€, 3 sing. Ep. aor. I opt. of.-, ,(,) the first shoot or bud of the

vine : then, like Lat. pampinus, the vine-stock, the

vine. 2. the down of the vine-leaf : metaph. the

down oil the cheek, Lat. lanugo.

clv-av0Cs, ihos, , =.
oivapeov, , —'.£, f. , (') to strip off vine-leaves.-, , Dim. of olvos, weak, poor wine.', , (') a vine-leaf, Lat. pampinus.', , the vine, Lat. vitis. 2. = vivos, wine., , 6v, (olvos) of wine, addicted to wine, Lat.

vinosus. II. containing wine. III. of coun-
tries, rich in ivine.-, , (olvos,) a vessel for drawing
wine.£, (olvos) to smell of wine. II. Med. to

procure wine by barter, buy wine.-, 6, an Ion. participial form (as if from-) = -qs. From-, es, (olvos, Papus) heavy or drunken with

wine, Lat. vino gravis.-, is, (olvos,) soaked in wine, i. e.

drunken.

cIvo-Sokos, ov, (olvos,) receiving or hold-

ing wine.-5, , Dor. -Semis, , , (olvos,)
giver of wine, epith. of Bacchus.

olvoeis, -oeaaa, -cev, contr. olvoOs, -, Att.-, -, (olvos) made of or with wine. II.

as Subst.,, , a cake or porridge of pearl-

barley, water, oil and wine, esp. for rowers.-, Xtos, to, (olvos,) honey mixed with

wine, mead.-, , and-,, (olvos,) land

fitfor growing wine, a vineyard.

olvo-TreSos, ov, (olvos,) fit for the growth of
the vine, aboimding in wine.

olvo-TrciravTCS, ov, (olvos,) ripe for making
wine.

otvo-TrCirr|S [t], , , (olvos,() gaping after

wine, formed like the Homeric ncp9cvoTri^s.-, is, (olvos,) abounding in wine.-, 7770s, o, 77, (olvos,) wine-stricken,

i. e. drunk.

and, (oiVo77ott7s) to drink

wine.-, rjpos, o, and-, , , fern.

oivo-ttOtis,. (olvos,- Root of some tenses of) a wine-drinker, wine-bibber.

OI ?N02, , , Lat. VINUM, wine; ev, In

',', over wine, Lat. inter pocula. 2.

the fermented juice of apples, pears, etc., cider, perry :

olvos baney-wine, a kind of beer : palm-

wi?ie, lotus -wifie, also occur as distinguished from

grape-wine (olvos$).-, ov, (olvos,) producing wine.

otvovs, Att.-, -ovv, contr. for oivoeis,

cao~a, ev.-, , (olvos,^) a consuming of wine.,, a love ofdrinking, drunkenness. From-, /, , , (olvos,\) given to drink-

ing, drunken.
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as Subst., olvocpopos, , Lat. oenopborus, a wine-cask.-, €S, (olvos,) rejoicing in wine.-, ovtos, , (olvos,) the Wine-Cbaron,

a nickname of Philip of Macedon, because he killed

his enemies by poisoning their wine., Ep. form of, to pour out wine.

: 3 sing. impf. Ep. ; f.

: aor. 1 inf.' : () :
—to be a

cup-bearer : to pour out wine or like %vi?ie ;

she was pouring out nectar for zvine.-, , (olvos,) a cup or can for ladling

jvine from the bowl() into the cups.-, ov, {olvos, ) pouring out wine to

drink : as Subst.,, , a cup-bearer.-, ov, (oivos,) poured of or witb wine;

a draught of ivine.-, onos, , =', wine-coloured, wine-dark., f. :—Pass., aor. : pf.

Ion.' : (olvos) :
—to make drunk with wine :

—
Pass, to gel drunk, be drunken., wvos, o, (olvos) a wine-cellar, wine-shop.

otv-coiros, , , or 6s, ov, and -,, , ,
(oivos,) wine-coloured.

oiijas, aor. I part, of'^.. Ep. for ov, gen. of possess. Pron. os, his, her.-, ov,(o!os,) walking alone: lonesome.-, ov, (olos,) herdsman of a
single cow.-, , (olos,) one who feeds alone

;

<ppevos$ feeding his mind apart, self-ivilled.-, ov, (610s,') married only to one.-,/, (olos,) with one girdle, i.e. single-

handed, alone., Adv. (olos) from one side alone, hence gene-

rally, alone ; olos all alone.

OI^OMAI Ep. : impf., Ep. 3 sing.

: fut. : aor. I Ep. part. oiaOds,

Att. inf. part. otyOds : Ep. aor. I

med., 3 sing, part,^. The
Act. or is also found : Dor. pres.. The
Att. also use a contr. pres., impf..

To suppose, think, believe, as opp. to knowing,

always of the fut. : of good, to hope, anticipate ; of

evil, to fear

:

—often used absol., aid oi'eai thou art

ever suspecting ; and so in the sense to deem, believe,

expect; my heartforeboded it: it

is also once found impersonal, oUrai
there comes a boding into my heart. 2. to be

minded, to mean, purpose to do a thing. 3. also

used parenthetically in first person, hv ()
among the first (melhinks) will he be lying

:

so in Att., the contr. impf., I think, I
suppose, I believe, is put without any grammat. con-

struction in the sentence : also in phrase, o'Ui

;

7ro)s oUade ; how think you ?

[When the diphthong is resolved Ep., the t is

long in all tenses, ,, etc. : only the act.

pres. has sometimes in the middle of the
verse.]

olov-ci, for el, as if: Dor. at.--os, ov, (olos,) feeding alone : lonely.-, ov, (ols,) feeding sheep : as Subst.

a shepherd.

-re, possible; impossible : v. olos m.
-iroKos, ov, (ols,) shornfrom a sheep.^, f., to roam or haunt alone. From

oio-ttoXos, ov, (olos,) being alone : lonely,

solitary. B. (ols,) tending sheep., Scyth. for. Hence-, Scyth. word in Herodotus, =.
01*05, ',, alone, by oneself, lone, lonely : it

can often only be rendered by an Adv., alone, only

:

strengthd., els olos, ' one alone, one only: also

in dual, ', and in pi., o'iovs. 2. c. gen.,

olos left alone by them ; olos alone of
all the gods ; olos€ apart from the sons of
Atreus. II. singular, peculiar of its kind, unique,

Lat. unicjis.

010s, Ion. , olov, (os) such as, of such sort,

manner or kind as .
.

, Lat. qualis ; relat. Pronoun,
answering to vows interrog. and indef., and to de-

monstr. rows; oacros olos re, Lat. qualis qxiantusque:

c. ace, olos€ what a ma?i for virtue : often

only to be rendered by an Adv., as, olos -€( how he rushes into war.

Otos in an independent sentence often expresses

astonishment, being often strengthd. by ,
eeinas what a word hast thou spoken!

—

the neut. olov is often used as an Adv.,

6eovs bow do men now find fault

with gods

!

II. implying a Comparison, the

anteced. tolos or being often omitted ; olos

like as a star wanders ; and so as an ex-

clam., oV cryopeuets what art thou saying !

eopyas what hast thou done to me ! 2. olos often

introduces a reason for what has gone before,

being sometimes added to express certainty ; olos ,
olov , such as all know. 3. if the Comparison

is general, Homer uses olos re, in some such way as,

olos 6 ' "/s some such one as

Ares ; so, olos tis the sort of person. 4. when a

Comparison involves Time, olos * is used, like as

ivhen. 5. olos is used in many brief Att. expres-

sions, as,\ olov there's

nothing like, i. e. so good as, hearing the law itself

:

— it adds force to the Superl., olov-, in full olov\, ground the

most difficult possible. III. olos c. inf. implies

Fitness or Ability, olos epyov re eVos €
how able was he to make good both deed and word

;

olos ' ?}5e how able was he

to counsel and to fight : in this sense olos tc is more
usual, olos T€ dpi I am stich a man as to do

it, i. e. I am able to do it : in neut. sing, and pi., olov

re cart and old £, it is possible. 2. absol.
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in neut., € it is possible; tc

kari it is im-possible. IV. olos is in Att. often

repeated in the same clause, as, oV tpya Spaaas 61a

Xayxavec having done what kind of actions,

what kind of sufferings he receives ! '* -
zuhat thanks, for what offerings ! V.

as Adv. in neut. sing, , also in pi. , how

;

also with Adj. ((parjeis hozv fresh. 2. in

Comparisons, as, like as, just as : ore as

when. 3. as, like, for instance. 4. about, hard

upon, Lat. quasi, aradiovs about ten stades.

olos, otos, gen. of ois ois.-, ovos, 6, 77, {olos,) single in one's

opinion : generally, lonely.-, awos, , , {olos,) with nothing but

a tunic on, lightly clad., {olos) to leave alone: Pass,, Ep. aor. I, to beforsaken.

*OI"2, and 77, gen. oc'os ace. oiv
;

plur., nom. otes

gen., dat.' Ep. shortened oeaai ; ace.

v'ias ; contr. nom. and ace. pi. ois :—Att. nom. $
gen. olos, dat. ou ace. : pi. nom. oles gen.,
dat. ace. olas ; nom. and ace. pi. also ois. Lat.

OVIS, a sheep, whether ram or ewe ; though some-

times the gender is marked by a word added, as, ois

apveios or a ram ; ois 6t)\vs a ewe.',€5, Ep. aor. I med. of. []
!€ -, -ere, fut. imperat. of.,, Ep. for ', fut. inf. of., Dor. for '^, I pi. fut. of., thou knowest, 2 sing, of., aor. 1 pass. part, of'., fut. pass, of., fut. med., with pass, sense, of.'2, , the grease in unwashe?i wool, greasy

wool.-, rj, {ois, ois, iraros) the dirt on the hinder

part of a sheep.

olaTcos, a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be borne. 1.

neut. one must bear., fjpos, 6, and, , ,{)
a bowman, an archer., f. , () to shoot arrows : aor. 1

part, oiortiaas. II. trans, to shoot with an
arrow.-, ov, gen. ovos, {biaros,) hold-

ing arrows., , , (') that must be borne, endurable.

Att. ourros, , , {', fut. of) an
arrow, Lat. sagitta.

or : f. : aor. I act.

inf. :—Pass., aor. inf.'-
: {olarpos) :—properly of a gadfly, to torment

by stinging : generally, to sting or goad to madness :

Pass, to be driven mad. II. intr. to so mad, nm
wild, rage.--ros, ov, {olarpos,) driven by the

gadfly, driven mad.

, aros, ,{) the smart of a gad-

fly's sting : a Jit of madness, raving.-, f. , {olarpos, \) to strike

with a sting, esp. of love.-, ov, {olarpos,) driven round
and round by the gadfly : driven wild.--os, ov, and -Sovos, ov, {oiarpos, -) driven by the gadfly : driven wild.-£, ijyos, 6, , {oiarpos,) stung
by a gadfly, driven mad.
OF2TP02, ov, , the gadfly, breese, Lat. asilus,

an insect which infests cattle : in Poets of the fly that

tormented Io. II. metaph. a stifig, goad, any-

thing that torments : the smart of pain, agony. 2.

any vehement passion : madness, frenzy.-, ov, {oiarpos,) maddening.2, , a tree of the osier kind. Hence5, , ov, of osier, made of wicker-work., 17, =., , 6v, {o'iavTros) greasy, dirty, esp. of

unwashed wool, Lat. lana succida.5, , {ois) =',.' Dor., fut. of, from Root *;
whence is formed Ep. imperat. olae, inf.,
o'iaeiv.

OPTOS, , , fate, lot, doom: in Homer ill fate,

doom, ruin, death; olrov to die a

sad death., , the Scyth. name of Apollo., =', q. v., Ion. impf. ', =', to go,

come; of birds, to fly

:

—generally, to walk, live.', Dep. : impf. : fut. :

pf. Ion.' : also pf. med. Ion.' : Ion. 3 sing, plqpf. '€. The pres. oi-

Ion.^ also occurs : I. of persons,

to be gone, to have gone, and so opp. to to have

come : c. part., ^ he has fled and gone;
he is dead and gone : c. ace. cognato,

to be gone on a journey : c. ace. pers.

to have escaped from. 1. for, to be gofie

hence, to have departed, be deceased; Att. part, '-
the departed. 3. pf., like \, to

be undone, ruined. II. of things, as of darts,

etc., to rush, sweep along. 2. of strength, to be

gone, lost, vanished.' and, used by Ep. Poets for '.
*, see., aor. I pass, of.£, Att. fut. : Dep. : {oiavus) :

—

to

take omens from the flight and screams of birds, Lat.

augurium capere. II. to look upon as an omen,

forebode, Lat. augurari., aros, ,{) divination by the

flight or cries of birds, Lat. augurium., ,{) a place for watching

the flight of birds, Lat. templum augurale. II.

the omen or augury itself.

R
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the flight and cries of birds, an augur, diviner-, , ,(,) an interpreter of

auguries, an augur.

-Opoos, ov, (, Opoos) of the cry of birds.

-KTOvos, ov, (,) hilling birds.-, ecus, , and 37,(,) an in-

terpreter of the flight and cries of birds, an augur.

-\$,,(,) observing theflight

and cries of birds: as Subst.,, , an augur.

olcovos, , , () a solitary bird, esp. a bird of

prey, such as a vulture or eagle. . a bird of

omen or augury, because the greater birds of prey-

were observed for the sake of omens ; and so dis-

tinguished from the common birds,. III.

an omen, presage, Lat. auspicium or augurium ; els, the one best

omen is, to fight for one's country ;

good omens.€, f., to watch the flight or cries of

birds, to take auguries, practise augury. From
-crscOTros, ov,(,) watching birds,

taking omens from their flight or cries : as Subst.,, , an augur, soothsayer.

ouos, Att. Adv. of 61, olos o'iojs ; being

such a man in what a state art thou !

poet,, Dor. for ore, whe?i.', aor. , inf., =,
nautical term, I. trans, of the sailors, to run a

ship aground, run it on shore, strand it. II. intr.

of the ship, to run aground., Ion. for.
poet, for.- or ck , for ore , like for.? (sub.), , ,() a seat with

folding joints, a folding-chair, camp-stool.', f. : aor. :
—to sink en o?ie's

knees, to crouch down, cower: generally, to bend, sink

down : to sink from weariness, to sit down to

rest. 2. to leave off through weariness, to flag,

slacken, abate. II. c. ace. to let sink, to bend,

lower.

OkvSXcos, a, ov, (okvos) poet, for., poet, for.
poet,: impf.: .: (okvos):

—to shrink from doing, scruple or hesitate to do a

thing., a, ov, (okvos) shrinking, hesitating, un-

ready. II. of things, grievous, troublesome."^, , a shrinking, hesitation, unreadiness

:

cowardice., okoios,,, osccTepos, ,
Ion. for,, etc., (oKpis) to make rough or jagged : metaph.

in Pass, to be exasperated.

OKptocis,, , () rugged, jagged, of un-

hewn stone.

, Ep. for, 3 pi. irnpf. of.
OKpis, 10s, 77, like,, a jagged point, a

crag. II. as Adj. oKpis,, , , rugged, jagged.
«icpvoeis,, ,(, with euphon.)=-, cold, chilling : fearful, dreadful, horrible.-, ov,(,) consisting of eight

mouthfuls ; a kind of loaf which
was scored in eight equal parts.-, ov,(,) eight-fingered.-, ov, (,) for eight days : on
the eighth day.

oktixkis, Adv. () eight times, [a]-, ai, a, eighty thousand.-, ai, a, eight thousand: it is also used

in sing.,' = ,
' 8000 horse.'--os, ov, (,) with eight spokes., , , () eight hundred.-, ov,(,) eight months old, in the

eighth month, [a]-€5, ov, Dor. for.
-ios, a, ov, and, ov, gen.

ovos, () eightfold, Lat. octuplus.-5, , , (,) eightfeet long.-, , ,, , gen., (, ttovs)

eight-footed. II. eight feet long.-, ov, (,) with eight roots : of a

stag's horns, with eight points or tynes.-, ov,(,) drawn by eight pairs.

-TOvos, ov,(,) eight-stretched; Vuices

the eight arms which the cuttle-fish stretches

out to catch its prey.', ol, ai, , indecl. eight, Lat. OCTO.-, ov, with eightfingers.--, of, , , indecl. eighteen.-5, ov,(,)
weighing or worth eighteen drachmae., , ov, the eighteenth:-

(sub.), the eighteenth day.6-€,, ,(,) eighteen

years old:—fern,-,.«, poet, form of, to bear, convey, carry., , poet, form of, a chariot.

okcos, Ion. for '., old pf. of, whence the compd. dual., f. Att. : aor. :— Pass.,

aor. : pf. : () :

—

to make

happy : to deem or pronounce happy, like

and.-, ovos, and , (,) of
blessed lot or fortune.-5, ov, (,) bestowing bliss,

bounteous.- or -, , , fern, -,,(,) bestower of bliss.

-epvos, ,(, epyov) making happy.-, ov,(,) of happy fate.
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worldly goods, prosperous, wealthy, rich, Lat. beatus

:

generally, happy, blessed : Homer only uses neut. pi.,

as to bestow rich gifts ;

to make gifts blessed : so in Adv.

to live happily. Irreg. Sup., , , formed

directly from, as, from,: the reg. Sup. also occurs.

Adv. -.-, ovos, 6, ,(,) lea?ii?ig to-

wards the rich.

-os, , , irreg. Sup. of., Adv. of, happily, blissfidly.-, rjpos, 6, and-, , , fern.-, (,) giver of bliss or pro-

sperity.

"OAB05, , , happiness, bliss, wealth.-, , (,) bringing bliss., Ion. for, fut. med. inf. of.
«€, Ion. 3 sing. aor. 2 of.
o\€0ptos, ov, also , , () destructive,

deadly ; the day of destruction : c.

gen.,- a marriage destructive to

one's friends. II. pass, lost, undone.

oXeOpos, , () ruin, destruction, undoing;

els (sc.) ; wilt thou not go to

perdition ? i. e. ruin seize thee, answering to Comic
phrase ks

;
II. like Lat. pernicies,

that ivhich causes destruction, a bane, plague, pest.,, 2 and 3 sing. fut. of.€, , =.',, only used in pres. and impf.

(without augm.), collat. form of :
—to ruin,

destroy, kill

:

—Pass, to perish, die.

6\, oXecms, aor. I inf. and part, of.
oXcaeue, 3 sing. aor. I opt. of.
oXecr-, epos, ,,(,) man-destroying., aor. 2 inf. med. of.-, rjpos, , ,(,) destroying wild

beasts.,-,,(,) man-destroying.

oXcai-Tupavvos, , poet. €-, (, -
pavvos) destroying tyrants., collat. form of.€<, -as, Ep. for,.
oXeacre, Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 1 of.*€, Ep. for, 3 sing. fut. of.\, fut. of.
oXereipa, 77, fern, of, a murderess., rjpos, ,() a destroyer, murderer.

oXiTis,, , =6.,, 2 and 3 sin.5, Adv.() butfew times, seldom, [a]-,,,(,) scant of vines.,() to be scant of men. Hence, , fewness of men.-, ,(,) scant of men.

, , scantiness of people. From-,,(,) scant ofpeople.-€., Pass,(,) to be governed

by a few, be subject to an oligarchy. Hence, , an oligarchy, government by a feiv

families or persons. Hence, , , oligarchical : inclined to oli-

garchy.-,, , , (,) havingfew
furrows, having but little landfor ploughing., Adv.()from few parts ox places;

c. gen., fromfew parts of Asia.,, (participial form, as if from a

pres.), having little power, powerless.

From-, is,(,) powerless. Hence

Ion. -, , feebleness.5, , —, small, little.-,),(, is) want of arable land.-,,(,) with a small ccrn-

bin : with little corn., , ov, irreg, Sup. of, least., , scantiness of produce, barrenness.

From-, ov, (, *) producing little,

tinfruitfid, barren.,, participial form, as if from a

pres., able to do little, feeble, poiuerleis.

From-, is,(,) of little strength,

powerless. Hence, , feebleness.-, , (,) offew years. Hence€, , fewness of years, youthfulness.-, ov,(,) with little wood.-, ov, (, maris) of little faith., 77, ov, of Number or Quantity, few,

little, opp. to.—The governing body in Oli-

garchies was called , the Few, opp. to to

or ol (the Many, the People). 2. c.

inf. too few to do a thing. II. of Size, small,

little, opp. to : the neut. as Adv., little,

a little, in a small degree : so also dat.. III.

special phrases: there wants but little, i.e.

almost; c. inf., it wanted

but little to overtake, all but overtook : hence

alone ( being omitted), within a little, all but,

nearly, almost. 2. , at a short distance;

or of Time, after a short space, shortly after

:

—but

' infew words. 3. , in a small

compass ; and of Time, in short, briefly : also, like

aor. 2 subj. med. of, almost. 4. ks, — . .
J

by little and little : but the Adj. is often

i
put in the gender and number of its Subst., as,' these fought form-

ing themselves into small parties. 6.',
within a little, all but, almost. IV. Degrees of

Comparison :

—

, ov, gen. ovos, as also,
R 2
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is used for the Comp. 1. Sup. vKiyiaros, , ov :

oXiyioTov, genit. used Adv. (see oXiyos m) very nearly., , the consisting offew lines. From-5, ov, (oXiyos,) consisting offew
lines or verses., , , (oXiyos) one out of a few, opp. to., $, , (oXiyos) fewness, smallness.^, to give little nourishment. From-, ov, (oXiyos,) giving little

nourishment.-, , (oXiyos, cpiXos) fewness offriends.

-xpovios, ov, also a, ov, (oXiyos, xpuvos) last-

ing but little time, of short duration.^ (bXiy), to he faint-hearted.

Hence, , faint-heartedness.-5, ov, (oXiyos,) faint-hearted.-£, aicos, o, %, = 6XiyavXa£., f. , (oXiycupos) to regard lightly,

make small account of, c. gen. Hence, 77, a regarding-lightly, slighting, contempt.

-cupos, ov, (oXiyos,) little caring, lightly re-

garding, slighting, despising: coritemptuous. Hence^, Adv. carelessly; oXiycupajs or-
to be careless, heedless. \i\, Adv. of oXiyos, a little.

and later- : fut. : aor. I

: pf. : aor. 2, part,-, inf. : ($) :

—

to slip, slide, fall

suddenly; having slipped from the ship., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of., aor. 2 inf. of.,, ev, =.,, ,() a slip, fall.5, , ,() slippery, sliditig.-€(, yv), to make a slip

or error in judgment.205, 6, slipperiness : a slip.

\%, ados, , (,) a ship which is towed,

a ship of burthen, merchantman, trading vessel., ,() a drawing, trailing, dragging. II.

a being drawn towards a thing, attraction., , , () attractive.5, ov, , () as an Instrument, that which
draws or hauls ; machines for hauling ships on
land. 2. a strap or trace for drawing. II.

a track made by drawing, a furroxu, track, Lat. sul-

cus : the trail of a serpent. III. periphr.,$ drawings of laurel, i. e. laurel-boughs drawn
along.' and: impf.: f..

Ion. Att. : aor. Ep. -
€, ^: pf. ^:— Med., Ion.

fut. Att. : aor. 1 : pf. 2

: plqpf. :

—

€$, properly aor. 2

part. med. for, became a mere Adj., v. sub

voce. I. Act. to destroy, make an end of, to

kill. 2. to lose.—The Act. corresponds in its two
senses to Lat. perdere. II. Med. to perish, come
to an end, die : 0X010,,, etc., may 'st

thou, may he, may ye perish!— to be Undone,
ruined. 2. so pf. 2, I am undone, ruined;

the dead.

oXKvs,, vv, pres. part, of., , (e'/, Lat. volvo) a round smooth stone,

a roller. 2. a mortar. 3. a kneading-trough., €, ev, =, destructive., ov, ,() a destroyer., f., (oXeOpos) to destroy., ov, poet, for sq., like for., , poet, for oXoos, destructive.-5 or-, , Ep.-,
(prob. from volvo, $) a rolling stone, a
round stone, such as the besieged rolled down on the

enemy: also as Adj. rotind, globular.€, f., to bring a burnt-offering. From-, ov, (oXos,) burnt whole: as Subst.,, , a burnt-offering. Hence, f., to burn whole; to make a burnt-

offering. Hence, $, , a whole burnt-offering., , soundness in all parts. From-, ov, (OXos, xXrjpos) complete in all parts,

entire, sound, perfect, Lat. integer., r), () any loud crying, esp. of

women, Lat. ululatus : usually a cry ofjoy ; but also

of lamentation.,, ,() a loud cry, usually

ofjoy., , ,() a loud crying, usually

in honour of the gods, expressive of joy., ovos, , an animal, named from its note,

the tree-frog. From, f.-£ : aor. :
—to cry aloud

to the gods, usually of female voices, Lat. ululare. II.

to utter a loud cry, usually in sign of joy. (Formed
from the sound.),, Ep. for-, aor. 2 med. of.-, , poet, form of.

poet,,, , ov, () de-

structive, destroying, hurtfid, deadly ; (ppovuv

to design ill:— Comp. and Sup. oXoojTepos,-
tos. II. pass, destroyed, lost, widone, Lat. per-

ditus.-, oi^os, and , (oXoos,) meaning

mischief, baleful. II. crafty, sagacious., f. , to pull, pluck out : to strip off.

(Akin to Xonos, .)"02 Ep., , ov, whole, entire, complete,

Lat. solus, solidus ; one's all. 1. entire,

utter ; oXov an utter blunder : in neut., as

Adv., oXov and oXov altogether. II. whole,

i. e. safe and sotind, Lat. integer.- Dor.-, ov, (oXos,)
hammered all through, made ofsolid metal, opp. to cast.
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complete, Lat. integer. 2. relating to the whole,

important, considerable. II. Adv. -puis, com-

pletely, entirely.-, es, (, riXos) quite complete, perfect., fut. med. of 6\.-,, , (,) a large pimple,

pustule., , ,() lamenting, wailing:

—neut. pi., as Adv., miserably., , , a lamenting, lamentation. From

[], Dep.: f.: aor., Ep. 2 and 3 sing,,-
: aor. 1 part. pass., in same sense. I.

intr. to lament, wail, moan, weep. 2. to lament or

mourn for others, to feel pity : c. gen. to have pity

upon. 3. to beg with tears and lamentations. II.

c. ace. to lament over, bewail, weep for, mourn. 2.

to pity. Hence$, , lamentation., ov, lengthd. for $,, destructive,

deadly ; ' versed in pernicious arts., , a leathern oil-flask, used in the palaestra."5, los and idos,,~.', , Olympia, a district of Elis round the

city of Pisa, where the Olympic games were held

:

properly fern, of' (sub. 777 or).', , the Olympic games, established by

Hercules and renewed by Iphitus, held at intervals of

four years in honour of Olympian Zeus by the Greeks

assembled at Olympia in Elis ;' to

conquer at the Olympic games : also,' ave-

or to have carried off the prize

at the Olympic games., Adv. (', ) to Olympia., Adv.(', ) from Olympia.', ados, , pecul. fern, of', Olym-

pian, epith. of the Muses : generally, a dweller on

Olympus, a goddess. 2.'' the olive-

crown of the Olympic games. II. as Subst., I.

the Olympic games. 2. a victory at Olympia (sub.) ;', to gain a vic-

tory in the Olympic games. 3. an Olympiad, i.e.

the space of four years between the celebrations of the

Olympic games: the first Olympiad begins 776 B.C.', Adv. (', ) at Olympia : cf..- [], dat. pi. of'.
or^, , (') the

temple of Olympian Zeus., , ,() Olympic; -
aywv the Olympic games.-, , , (',) a con-

queror in the Olympic games, [w]-5, ov, (',) conquering

in the Olympic games.', ov,() Olympian, dwelling on

Olympus, epith. of the gods above, esp. of Jove, who
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is called also simply';' the

mansions of Olympus."€ Ep.-, Adv. to or towards Olympus." Ep. and Ion., , Olympus, a

high wall on the Macedonian frontier of Thessaly.

It was believed to be the abode of the geds, and that

the approach was guarded by a thick cloud."05, , afig which grows during the winter,

but seldom ripens : an untimely fig, Lat. grossus.", , mostly in pi., a kind of grain, spelt,

mentioned as food for horses along with barley (pi);

used in Egypt for making bread., collat. form of,.', pf. med. of., pf. of., Adv. of, wholly, altogether, on the whole

:

in short, Lat. denique : ' not at all, Lat. orrir-

nino non., Adv. Dor. for., f.,() to make a noise or din., , () a noise, din, made by many voices

together. II. a tumultuous crowd, throng. III.

the din of battle, the battle-throng., ov, related by blood, kindred. From-, ov,(,) of the same blood, related

by blood, akin, Lat. consanguineus : as Subst.,,
, , a brother or sister. Hence, ?}, relationship by blood.-£, ov, gen. ovos, = :—Comp.-, more nearly akin., , a fighting together : a defensive al-

liance, league. From-, ov, (,) fighting together : as

Subst.,, , an ally., is, () even, level : level

ground.£, f. ,() to make even or level, to

level : to equalise., , , () even, level; level

ground. 2. of equal, like degree ;

marriage with one of like degree. 3. metaph.

middling, average, ordinary. Hence,, , evenness, equality.

(), Adv. evenly ; € to

march in even line.-€ : impf. Ion. —evv: f.:
aor.: (,) :

—

to meet; I.

in hostile sense, to meet in fight

:

—Med. to attack in

fight. 2. to walk together, esp. in part.,

they walked in company : to keep pace,

equal in speed: c. dat. to walk beside, accompany. 3.

to pursue.

or, Adv. together, jointly, another

form of,., Dor. for, 3 sing. impf. of., Ep. for -, 3 pi. aor. I med. of.6€, 3 sing. Ep. aor. I opt. of.
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ms
, . for ~, 3 dual impf. of--,, , , (,) allied in am

as Subst.,, , a comrade, fellow-soldier.

-|;, /cos, , , (,£) with adjoining

furrows or lands., , a dwelling together, union. From-, ov, (,) living together : hence,

neighbouring.-, ov, (,) playing icgelher on the

flute, harmonious, blending, in unison., f.,() to rain. II. trans, to

rain or shower down upon : to bedew, wet.5, , ,() rainy, watery.65, ov, —., ov, also a, ov,() rainy : of or be-

longing to rain, Lat. pluvialis ; rain-

water.,-, ov,(,) holding or re-

ceiving rain.-5, ov, ($,) striking with

rain.

"OMBPOS, , Lat. IMBER, a storm of rain, a

thunder-shower; rain. 2. generally water. II.

metaph. a storm or shower of tears, darts, etc.-5, ov,(,) rain-bringing., 3 sing. fut. of.
op--ecrTtos, ov,(,) sharing the same hearth.

op,-€Uveri]5, , , fern,,, =^.-,/,(,) sleeping together : as Subst.,, , , a bedfellow, co?isort.

-€05, , , (, £) a playmate.

or, Adv. () poet, for.-, 4s, (,^) assembled together., f., Dep. to assemble, call to-

gether. From- Dor. -, ws, , (, ayvpis) an as-

sembly, meeting : a throng, company.

Ion. -, ,() equality of age:—
as Collective Subst. those of the same age, one'sfrie?ids,

playmates, comrades. II. of a single person, =£.
6-£, /cos, , ,(,*) of the same age, esp.

of young persons : as Subst. an equal in age, comrade,

playmate. II. of like stature.,),() a givitig hostages or securities

:

a security, pledge., a, ov,() of Homer, Homeric., Ion. for, part. fem. pi. of., f. ,() to be a hostage, serve as a

pledge or hostage. II. trans, to give as a hostage,

pledge or security., f.,() to meet. 2. metaph. to

accord, agree., , , mostly in plur., , the

Homerids, a family of poets in Chios, who pretended

to trace their descent from Homer, and recited his

poems : generally, the admirers of Homer.

-5, ov,(,) joined together, united,

wedded. II. as Subst.,, , a pledge to

preserve peace, a surety, security, hostage., Adv.() in groups, bands, Lat. tur-

matim : in crowds., f. : aor. : (') :

—

to be

together or in company with ; '
to associate with the Achaeans ; kvl -

to be in company among the foremost ; yrcpl ve-

icpuv to throng about the corpse. 2. absol.

to come or live together. II. in hostile sense, to

meet in battle, encounter : absol. to meet one an-
other. III. of social intercourse, to hold converse :

to live familiarly with, associate with: to have deal-

ings with. 2. absol. to be friends. IV. of

pursuits or business, to be conversant with, engaged
hi, attend to. 2. of things, to be present to one, to be

at hand. V. of a place, to come into, be in : to

haunt,frequent a spot., Adv. =., fut. inf. of., , ,() a scholar, hearer.5, ,,() to be conversed with ;

unapproachable, savage., ,() a being cr living together, inter-

course, converse, dealings with another ; ,
converse with me ; intercourse with a

country. 2. instruction. II. a meeting, as-

sembly; vads ship-mates.-, ,(,) an assembled crowd, a throng

of people, mob, multitude. II. the throng of battle,

tumult., f., =.
Ion. Dor., 77, misty air,

a mist,fog. II. also smoke, steam. Hence€5 Ion.-,, ev, misty., to make water, Lat. MINGO, [], aros, ,(, pf. pass, of) the eye;

ioeiv to look with eye askance at ; opp.

to or l£ , Lat.

rectis oculis videre, to look straight at ; '
face to face, in full sight ; us to judge

by the eye, Lat. ex obtutu ; kv, Lat. in oculis,

before one's eyes ; so also ', ;

|£ out of tight. II. that which one sees,

a sight. 2. a phantom, image offancy. III., i. e. the moon ; so , of the

sun ; generally, light ; $ the light of happy

tidings. IV. metaph. anything dear or pre-

cious. 7
, periphr. of the person,

for €, $ for ; cf. .
Hence, , Dim. of, a little eye.-€5, es, (,) deprived of

eyes. II. act. depriving of eyes : blighting, canker-

ing, esp. the buds of plants., f. : pf. pass, : () :
—

to give eyes to

:

—Pass., a mind
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II. metaph. to make distinct,
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quick of sight,

explain.

"OMNT'MI or, imperat. or, 3

pi. : impf. or : fut.,
ei,, inf., later fut. : aor.

Ep., : pf. : plqpf. :

—Pass., aor. or: pf., 3

pers. or :
—to swear; -

to swear an oath : to swear to a thing, affirm,

confirm by oath : foil, by inf. to swear that one will . . :

is often inserted before the inf. for the sake of

emphasis ; freq. in part., as, to say ivith

an oath. II. to call as witness of an oath, invoke,

swear by.-, ov, (,) having one common
altar, like Ceres and Proserpine.-£,, , , (,) suckled with

the same milk : a clansman.-, ov, (, "/) married together, as

Subst. a husband or wife.

bp.o-y, ov,(,^)from thesame womb,

born of the same mother ; ^ an

uterine brother.-, opos, , born of the same parents, a

brother. From-, es, (, *^) of the same family

:

generally, kindred, akin. II. act. engendering with.-«, ovtos, , {,) a contemporary

in old age.

Att. -€, to speak the same

tongue. From-5 Att.-, ov, (,)
speaking the same tongue or language with.-, ov, contr. for -ytvios,(, yevos) of

the same race. II. presiding over kindred ; -
fvioi gods who protect a race orfamily, Lat. Dii

ge?itilitii., f., to be of one mind, to league

together : to agree with, assent to. From-, ov, gen. ovos, {,") of one

mind, like-minded. Adv.-.-, ov, (, yov-) of the same family.-3, ov, (, ^) of or with the

same letters.-, Dcr. for.-, ov, (,) sharing one's bed.- Dor. -Sojjios, ov, (,) of the

same people or race.

£«>, to be of the same opinion, to agree. From-, ov, (,) of the same opinion.-, ov, (,) a fellow-slave.-, , (,) a running together

or meeting.-, es, (,) of the same nation.-, ov, (,~) yoked together : as

Subst. a yokefellow. II. yoked in wedlock,

married.-, es, (,) of the same character.

-£, ucos, , , (,) of the same age,

Lat. aequalis.^, Adv. () from the same place, ofthe same
origin : a brother. II.from near at

hand, hand to hand : close upon.

.6-&$,,(,) sharingthesame throne,

partner of one's throne., Adv. with one accord. From-5, ov, (,) of one mind, unani-

mous.£, f. ,() to be like, resemble.3, Ep. for', [ Ep.]-, ov, (,) ending

alike, of verses., f., to be in like case, to be similarly

affected, sympathize. From.-, e's, (,) being in like case,

having like affections, sympathising.-, es,(,) of like appearance

with.5, , ov, Ion. and old Att.$, , ov, Att.

also , ov ; Ep. 3, ov : () :— like, re-

sembling, Lat. similis : Proverbs, alel

ayei #eos ' birds of a feather flock to-

gether;' , Lat. par pari re-

ferre, to give like for like, pay titfor tat. i. shared

alike, common, mutual. 3. equal in force, a match

for one, Lat. par. 4. in unison with, agree-

ing. 5. (sub. or ,),, to pay any one like for like, to

make a like return ; to have a
like return made one ; eV ' on fair and

equal terms. 6. kv to hold a thing

in like esteem. II. of the same rank or station :, all citizens with equal privileges : peers.—
The person or thing to which another is like is com-
monly in dat., but also like Lat. similis in genit. :—
also followed by a Relat., . . , like as .

.

;

' .
.

, Lat. aeque ac . . , like as .. ; cf..5, 77TOS, , () likeness, similitude.

-Tpoiros, ov, (,) of like manners

and life. Adv. -mus, in like mariner with., f. : aor. :—Pass, and Med.,

and- (in same sense) : aor. I

: () :

—

to make like, assimilate : esp.

to liken, compare

:

—Pass, to be made like, becorne

like, to be made like before

one. II. Med. to make a like return. Hence€, Ep. for, aor. I inf. pass.

of.,, , that which is made like, a like-

ness, image.. Adv. of, in like manner, like, alike

:

the neuters and, Ion.,, were

also common as Adv. :

—

. . , like as . . ; so,

. . , Lat. aeque ac . .
,
perinde ac .

. ;

.
. , like as ;' on a par with

the best.
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II., 17»() a making like, likening

a becoming like. 2. a likeness, image.-, Dor. for.-, 3 sing. impf., =., f. : aor., Ion. 3 sing,-
:-r-to call out, shout to, either to encourage,

cheer on, or to upbraid, chide ; mostly in latter sense :

c. inf. to command with a loud shout, call to one to

do. From-, , (,) a calling out together,

shouting of several persons : the harmony or concert

of flutes : any loud calling or shouting, whether to

encourage or upbraid.-, ov,(, tcXrjpos) having an equal lot,

share or portion, esp. of an inheritance : as Subst.,, , a coheir, Lat. consors., 3 sing. Ion. aor. 1 of., rjpos, ,() one who calls out to,

a cheerer on, encourager.-, ov,(,) reclining on the same

couch at table.

-€<5, ov, {,) sharifig the same

bed.), f. : aor. ^ : pf.-
':—Pass., aor. ^ : pf.^:($) :

—to speak together, to speak one lan-

guage. 2. to hold the same language, to agree

with : of things, to be in accordance with. 3. to

make an agreement, come to terms, esp. of a surren-

der ; km on certain terms. 4. to agree to a

thing, allow, admit, confess;^ I grant

you. 5. to agree, promise to do. 6. to be con-

nected with, bear affinity to. II, Med. to agree,

assent to; much like the Act. III. Pass, to be

allowed or granted; esp. in part. pres. ^-
and pf. part.^ things granted, ac-

knowledged principles. Hence,, , a thing agreed on, a postu-

late ; and, , agreement. 1. an agreement made,

compact : in war, terms of surrender. 3. an assent,

admissio?i, confession.-, ov, (,) assenting, agreeing,

admitting. 2. of things, suitable, in accordance

with :—Adv. -$, confessedly, avowedly.^, Adv. pres. part. pass, of^,
agreeably, conformably to : confessedly, avowedly.-, , , (,£) one flogged

with another, a fellow-slave.-5, , ov, (,) born of the same

mother, an uterine brother or sister.

-veicpos, ov, (, vefcpos) companion in death., f.,(-) to be of one mind, agree

together, have sentiments in common. Hence, , , conducing to agreement., , sameness of mind, agreement in senti-

ments, unity, Lat. concordia. From
-voos, ov, contr. -vovs, ovv, (, voos) of one

mind, agreeing in senti?netiis, unanimous, Lat. concors.

Adv.,$, unanimously.-, es,(,) having thesamepassions.-, ov, (,) by the same father.-^, f's, (,) inter-laced.-, ov, contr.-, ovv, (, $)
sailing together or in company.-5 poet,, e<ws, , ,(,)
from the same city or state.-, ov,(,) with the same plum-
age : of like feather, akin, alike : generally, -€ birds of the samefeather, comrades ; va.es-

consort-ships, i. e. that sail in company.-, poet, for.£,=^^, to wipe off., Ep. for ~/, % sing. impf. of

MX, fut.':—Med., aor. -£ :
—to wipe, to wipe off, dry up :—Med. to dry

for oneself; to dry one's tears.£€5, aor. I part. med. of^.
Ion., to have the same boundaries

with, to border on. From
-opos Ion., ov, (, opos) having the

same borders, bordering on,Lat.jinitiinus

:

— as Subst.,, , a neighbour, borderer: neigh-

bourhood.«, f. , to row together : generally, to

agree with, agree together. And
-os, ov, rowing or swimming together. From-, ov,(,) rowing together : ge-

nerally, acting together.'2, ,, one and the same : belonging to two

or morejointly, common., joint, Lat. communis. (Akin

to : hence',, ',,,,
€.),, aor. I inf. and part, of.€, Adv.() to one and the same place, to the

same spot : Uvai, in hostile sense, to come to

close quarters, Lat. cominus pugnare ; Uvai

tois to go to meet the enemy.

-€5, es, (,) of equal might., f., to eat or live together with. From--LTOS, ov, (,) eating together.

-€5, ov, (,) arrayed in the same

way., , a living in the same tent. From-, ov, (,) living in the same

tent, Lat. contubernalis.--, f., to live in the same tent with.-, ov, (,) from the

same womb, of the same mother.-5, ov, (,) sharing in the

drink-offering, sharing the same cup : bound by treaty.-, ov, (, s) sown together:

sprungfrom the same parents or ancestors., -as, Ep. for,.-, (,) to walk together with.-, ov, (,) sent together with,
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in company ivith. II. (,) clad alike :

of the same kind.-, ov, (,) buried together.-, ov, (,) practising the same

craft: as Subst.,, , a fellow-worhnan.-5, ov, (,) equally honoured, held

in equal honour : oi among the Persians, the

chief nobles who were equal among themselves, the

peers of the realm.-, ov, (,) having one common
wall, separated by a party wall: metaph. hardly

differentfrom.
op.o-TpaiT€£os, ov, (,) sitting or eating

at the same table with.-, ov, (,) of the same habits :

like habits :—as Subst.,, ,
a comparison.-5, ov, (,) brought up or bred

together with ; beasts

brought up with men., Adv. (properly neut. gen. of ), together,

of Place :—also together, at once ; yaiav

earth and sea together. 2. together with,

along with; c. dat., with or among
the dead. 3. near, hard by : fiearly, almost. 4., in like mamier as,just like as, Lat. aeque ac., fut. of.,, Ion. for,.-/ros, ov,(,<) going together with:

as Subst.,, , a companion., f.,() to be ofone mind with;€5 a war resolved on unanimously.

,, beingofthesame mind, ufiity. From-, ovos, , , (,) of one mind,

agreeing in sentiments, united.-, is,(,) of the same age or nature.-, ov, (,) of the same race or

people: as Subst.,, oi, men of the same race:

sameness of race., f. , to speak the same language

with. 2. to chime in with. From-5, ov,(,) speaking the same lan-

guage with. 2. agreeing in tone, in uniso?i with.-, ,(,) sameness ofcolour. II.

smoothness of surface : the surface, skin., f., to keep time with. From, ov,(, xpovos) of the same time with.

-xpoos, ov, contr*-, ovv,(,) of

the same colour.-, ov, (,) voting with. II.

having an equal right to vote with., f., () to join together, unite:—Pass.,

aor. , to be united., , corn,food., , , =., ,,() of orfrom com, nourishing,

thriving, large:— [], , a name of Ceres,

as the mother of corn.

-ovapiov. 489,, , , (£) wifie made from unripe

grapes. II. metaph. as masc. Adj. harsh, austere,

bitter, crabbed.-, ayos, , , (6, £) with sour or

unripe grapes., ov,() belonging to the navel i as

Subst.,, , =. 2. having a boss,

like a boss.€5,, ,() having a navel or

boss ; a shield with a central boss.

'5,, , the navel, Lat. umbilicus. II.

anything like a navel : the raised knob or boss i?i

the middle of the shield, Lat. umbo. 2. a knob

on the horse's yoke to fasten the reins to. 3.

the centre : so Calypso's island Ogygia is called -, the navel or ce?ilre of the sea : and

Delphi was called as the navel or centre of
Earth.",, , an unripe grape. 2. metaph.

a young girl., , a divine voice, opp. to : a prophecy,

oracle, warfiing voice : any token conveying divine

intimation : later, tuneful voice, melody. II.fame,
report ; the report about thee., aor. 1 inf. pass, of.-£,, , , —., pf. of., 3 sing,, pf. pass, of.-, , ov, and-5,, (,)
having the same name

:

—as Subst.,, , , a
namesake. II. ambiguous, equivocal.-, ov, and-, ov, (,)
living under the same roof with., Adv. of, equally, alike, in equal parts,

Lat. pariter. 2. like , together, at once,

alike. II. c. dat. like as, equally with, Lat. pariter

ac ; - hated like the gates

of Hell., Conj.() nevertheless, notwithstanding, yet,

still, Lat. tamen; or but still, for all

that

:

— is in Att. often joined with a part., Lat.

quamvis, ' hear me although thou

art diseased.-€, , , (, <) holding or dwelling

together; gods worshipped in the same

temple.-, , Dor. and Att. for^.-, , (, ypo) the wild ass.,,, aor. 2 med. opt. of.
J'ONA"P, to, a dream, vision in sleep, opp. to a

waking vision () : only used in nom. and ace.

(6€ and oveipov being used in the other cases):

—

proverb, of anything fleeting or unreal, ' the

dream of a shadow. II. in Att., cvap was mostly

used as an Adv., in a dream, in sleep ; not

even in a dream : often opp. to,
to live in a dream or awake., , Dim. of ovos, a young ass.



490 oWet—-'ONOMAI., Dor. for, 3 sing. fut. of., aor. 2 med. inf..
ovcuxis, Dor. for.
oveiap, , gen. ovdaros,() anything that

profits or is helpful, advantage, sticcour : a refresh-

ment, refection : plur. oveiara, food, victuals.

oveiSeios, ov, (pvcibos) reproachful : disgraceful., f. Att. : aor. : pf. u>vd-

:—Pass., with fut. med. : (oveidos) :

—to throw a reproach upon, cast in one's teeth, object

or impute something to one, Lat. objicere. 2. to

reproach, upbraid.6€, ,() a reproach., ,() a reproaching: reproach.€, rjpos, , () a reproacher, up-

hraider : as masc. Adj. reproachful.02, , any report or character, whether

good or bad, like hat.fama : but commonly, reproach,

blame. 2. matter of reproach, a reproach, disgrace.

oveios, ov, (ovos) of an ass ; oveiov yaXa ass's milk., , used as pi. of oveipov.

oveipeios, a, ov, (oveipos) dreamy, of dreams; \v

oveipeirjcri at the gates of dreams.

oveipo-Kpi-nrjs, ov, , (oveipos,) an interpreter

of dreams.-5, €$, , , (oveipos,) an inter-

preter of dreams.

ovcipov, , collat. form of oveipos, a dream : the

pi. mostly in use is,-,- : and from
these a sing. gen. and dat., ovelpaTos,- were formed,

as if from a nom. oveipap.6€€, f., to be absorbed in dreams : c.

ace. to dream of, as, ittttovs of horses. II. to

cheat by dreams. From
oveipo-iroXos, ov, (oveipos,) versed in dreams :

as Subst., oveiponaXos, , an interpreter of dreams.
vONEIP05, , a dream : also the subject of a

dream: cf. ovap, oveipov. 2. as prop. n., "Oveipos,

god of dreams.

oveipo-aKoiros, ov, (oveipos,) an interpreter

of dreams.-, ov, (oveipos,) appearing in

dreams, haunting one's dreams.-, ovos, , , (oveipos,) understand-

ing dreams.

Att. -, (oveipos) to dream., (ovos n) to draw up with a windlass, to

haul up.-5 Dor. ov-ayos, , (ovos,) an ass-

driver.-5 [a], ov, , (ovos,) an ass-driver., aor. 2 part. med. of ;, Ep.
for, aor. ;, 3 sing. fut., ov, () useful, profitable: aiding,

succouring., ews, ,() profit, advantage, service

:

enjoyment, delight.

"02, o, dirt, dung.

, , Aeol. for., , Dim. of ovos, a little ass, donkey.

ovlkos, , 6v, {ovos) of or for an ass; oviteos$
a mill-stone turned by an ass, larger than the stones

of the common hand-mills.,,, inf. [], part, -
vas : fut. : aor. : as if from obsoL*'' :—Med. and Pass,, impf. :

fut. : aor. 2,-,-, or :

imperat., opt., inf., part. 01^77-

: aor. . I. Act. to profit, benefit,

help, stipport ; and, like Lat. juvo, to gratify, de-

light. II. Med. to have profit or advantage, to

enjoy help ; esp. to have delight or enjoymerit : c. gen.

to enjoy, have enjoyme?it or pleasure of a thing. 2.

freq. in aor. 2 opt., , airo, to express

good wishes, ovtcvs so may I thrive !,
Lat. sisfelix ! mayest thou be happy! also with,

yevvaiov bless thee for thy noble

spirit : so also in phrase laOKos borcei elvai,-^ (sub. € or '), he seems brave, may he be

fortunate !

:

—also ironical, e'i tis-
veie o*e you would however be the better for it, if one

were to wash you.

ovis, idos, 77, (ovos) ass's dung., 3 sing. pres. opt. of.", cLtos, to, Ion. Aeol. :

—

Lat. NOMEN, a tiame ; to give

one a name; ^ to bear a name;
tcaXeiv to call one by a name. II. name*

fame, report, whether good or bad. III. name,

as opp. to reality, esp. opp. to epyov, like Xoyos. 2.

a false name, pretence, pretext ; en under

the pretence. IV.' is also used with the

names of persons, for the person, like, as -
TLoXvvhkovs. V. a word, expres-

sion : a saying. VI. in Grammar, a noun, Lat.

nomen, opp. to, Lat. verbum, a verb.

Ion. : fut. Aeol. -£ : aor. : pf. :—Pass., aor. I

: pf. : ():— to name,

speak of, call or address by name. 2. to name or

speak of, as opp. to doing, as opp. to 'ip-

yov. 3. to call one by a name, ;
also dvai they call

the man a sophist by name: or %tt tivos

to name or call from or after another ; so also 4

tivos or :—Med. to have one called by a name,

name

:

—Pass, to be called by a name.

"ONOMAI, 2 sing,, 3 pi. ; imperat., 3 sing. opt. : fut. Ep.-
: aor. , opt.,,, Ep.

inf. ; also aor. I pass, : Homer
has also Ep. 2 pi. pres. ovveaOe, 3 sing. aor. :

Dep. :

—

to blame, reject, find fault, be discontented

with, scorn : c. gen.,' &s <re'
not even thus do I fancy that thou wilt be

discontented with thy ill fortune.



—: fut.& Ion.: aor. -
. : () :—poet. for.,

name, call by name, Lat. nomino : also, to give a

name to, call by a name. 2. to promise to do. 3.

to name, appoint. 4. to pronotmce, titter.-, Adv.(,) calling by name,

by name, Lat. nominatim.-, ,(,) offamous name,

renowned. II. act. celebrating., Adv.() by name, Lat. nominatim.

Ion. -, , ,() named : to

be named, to be mentioned. II. of name or note,

famous, glorious : of things, memorable.-, , (, \~/) one who tells

people's names, Lat. nomenclator., Ep. aor. I of.*2, and , an ass, Lat, asinus, asina : Pro-

verbs : 7T6pi a/cias for an ass's shadow, like Lat.

de lana caprina, i. e. for a mere trifle :

ass's wool, like -, of something not ex-

isting. II. from the ass being a beast of burden,

the name was applied to, 1. a windlass, crane,

pulley. 2. the upper millstone. III. a beaker,

wine-cup, prob. from its shape.€5, Ep. aor. I med. part, of., Ep. for, fut. inf. of.
ovoaTos, 77, ,() to be blamed or scorned., like, to blame, rail at.

Ovotos, 77, , for ovoaros.-, , (uvos,) an ass-keeper., , pi. part. neut. of, the thi?igs which

actually exist, the present, opp. to the past and future:

—also reality, truth. II. that lahich one has, pro-

perty, fortune.

ovtoos, Adv. part, of sum, really, actually., , Aeol. for. Hence,, Aeol. for -.
6£,, , dat. pi. . : I. in

pi. the talons of a bird of prey: also in sing., of beasts

of prey, a claw; of human beings, a nail, Lat. unguis;

of cattle, a hoof; £ to stand

on tiptoe, Lat. sttmmis digitis. 2. ,
Horace's de tenero tingui, from a tender age. II.

a gem streaked with veins, an onyx : also any vessel

made of it., Ep. dat. pi. of.£-, , (o£os,) a sauce made of vinegar

and brine.

£, Ion. for, fem. of o£vs :

—

£, dat. pi.

o£«<os, Adv. of ogis, sharply.

6£r\pos, , , (o£os) of or for vinegar ;

a jarfor vinegar.£ [],, ,() sour, of wine. 2. metaph.

sour-tempered, crabbed.

ojjis, iSos, 77, () a vinegar-cruet, Lat. acetabu-

lum. II. a sort of shrimp.

o£os, (os, , () sour wine : vinegar, Lat. ace-

tum.
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OHT'A or £, 77, a kind beech. II. a spear-

shaft made from its wood : generally, a spear.|-,,(,) a vinegar-saucer, Lat.

acetabulum : a shallow dish or saucer.--, is, (,) sharp-pointed : gene-

rally, pointed, rough.-- and £-5, , , (,) thrill-

screaming : sharp-buzzing.-, ov, (o£vs, 700s) shrill-wailing.-, is,(,) sharp-sighted, quick-

sighted : Sup..-, ov,(,) sharp-sounding, shrill-

sounding.

o£i»-€0€ipos, ov, (,) with sharp, pointed

hair : irreg. plur..-, ov, (,) sharp-edged, sharp-

poi?ited : metaph. sharply goaded., f.,() to be quick to anger,

quick-tempered

:

—also as Pass, to be provoked. Hence£, , quickness to anger, choler.-, ov, (,) quick to anger, quick-

tempered, passionate, choleric.-, ov, (,) quick-tempered.-, ov, (,) moved quickly, [t]

|-5, ov, (,) with pointed hair: of

plants, with prickly leaves.•-3, ov, (,) loudly wailed.,() to seize quickly : to seize the

opportunity.-, is, (,) seizing quickly.

oi-v-\a\o$, ov, (,) glib-tongued.-, is, (,) clear-singing.

6f-v-\j.ipi\Lvos, ov, (,) keenly laboured or

studied.|-3, ov, (,) quickly roused to

wrath ; murder in hot blood.-, ov, (,) clear-singing.

|-5, ov, (,) pointedly foolish :—as

Subst.,,, a remark that seems to contradict

itself, a paradox, such as, insaniens sapientia or con-

cordia discors.

o^vvQgis, aor. 1 part. pass, of.£, rjpos, , a sharpener. From, f., {) to make sharp or pointed, to

sharpen. 2. metaph. to spur on, stimulate, sharpen :

also to provoke :— Pass, to be provoked.

o£uoeis,, , poet, for, sharp-pointed ; or

from with beechen shaft.-, ov, (,) with a sharp

jagged shell.-, is, (, Trayrjvai) sharp-pointed.

|-€5, is, (o^t's,) sharp-pointed.-, , ,, , gen., (o£t;s,)
sivift-footed.-, ov, (,) having a sharp prow;

generally, with a sharp front ox point.

o£ti-peirr)S, is, pout, for5, =5.
ofvp-poiTOS, ov, (,) quick-turnings nicely
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poised, of a delicate balance; easily swayed: metaph.

easily roused or led on, Lat. propensus.

'OBY'S,£ Ion., ogv, sharp, kee?i, pointed;

o£vs a sharpened stone for a knife; ks o£b amy-
brought to a point ; ro £ the sharp point or

vertex of a triangle. II. of impressions on the

senses, sharp, keen, piercing] of the sun, like rapidus

sol in Virgil, dazzling. 2. of sight, keen, piercing;

to be most keen of sight ; £
to be quick of hearing. 3. of sound, sharp,

shrill, opp. to fiapvs. 4. of taste, sharp, pun-
gent. 5. of pain or grief, sharp, piercing. III.

quick, sharp, keen, hasty, esp. quick to anger. IV.

of motion, quick, swift.—Besides Adv. o^ews, the neut.

£, and pi., are often used as Adv. sharply, etc.-,, ov, (otvs,) sharp-toothed ; of the

gad-fly, sharp-stinging ; of a sword, keen-edged.-, is, (o£vs,) = o£tjtovos., 77tos, , (o£vs) sharpness, pointedness. II.

of sound, highness of pitch or tone. 2. of taste, pun-
gency. III. metaph. sharptiess, cleverness. 2.

of action, quickness, haste.

o£v-tO|aos, ov, (o£vs,) sharp-cutting, keen.

o£tj-tovos, ov, (o£vs, tuvos) stretched to a point

:

sharp, piercifig : violent. II. having the acute

accent, i. e. accent on the last syllable, oxytone.

|-5, ov, (o£vs,) piercing, pointed, prickly.-, ov, (o£vs, (pOoyyos) =.-, ovos, , , {o£vs,) sharp-witted.

£-3, ov, (o£vs,) with clear, shrill voice.-, xetpos, ,, (o£vs,) quick ofhand. 2.

ktvttos a sound of quick-beatingwith the hands.-, ov, (o£vs, xoKos) quick to anger,

£~5, is, (ogvs,) sharp-sighted., Ep. for ov, gen. of os or o., Dor. for.,, Dor. for : 75, an at-

te?idant.', f. Ep.: aor. ' Ep.
:—Med., Ep. fut., Ep. aor. -

:
—to make to follow, give as a companion or

follower ; nvi to give him much
people to follow, i. e. make him leader over many :

—

Med. to make another follow one, take as a com-
panion ov follower. II. of things, kvoos

to give him glory to follow:—to add, attach,

annex to :—generally, to give, grant, bestow ; epyov
irpos to put a work of art on the

shield. III. tofollow, pursue, press hard: absol.

to force one's way:—Pass.,

Aids a torrent forced on (i. e. swoln with)
the rain.

oiraios, a, ov, () with a hole or opening : as

Subst.,, , a hole in the roof., Dor. for., aor. 1 opt. of.,, 3 sing. Ep. aor. I act. and med.
of.

, Ep. for, 2 sing. ftit. med. of.-, ov, for -TiaTpos, (,) by the

same father.

[], ovos, Ion. oir«ov, -iaivos, ,{) like, a compafiion, comrade, esp. in war : later a
servant, attendant.""^, oltos, , an awl, Lat. subula: Aeol.
iriT€as, which is the usual form.

oirep, Ep. for '.,, , Ion. for.', i)s, , an opening, hole : a hole in the roof
for a chimney.

Ep. Dor. Ion. , Adv. of Place,

by which way, Lat. qua, and so where, like 6, Lat.

ubi : also like, whither, Lat. quo. 2. c. gen. ?

yds, Lat. quo terrarum 1 to which part of the

land ? also like Lat. ubi terrarum f where ? II.

of Manner, in what way ? hovj f, Dor., to follow, accompany, attend,

go with another. From, , Dor., () accompanying
?

attending : and as Subst.$, , an attendant., Adv. when, at what time. II. since,

Lat. quoniam.

omas, ov, , (£) cheese madefrom milk curdled

with fig-juice ($) : in full Tvpos.,, f.- : Dep. : (07ns) :

—

to have re-

spect for, care for, regard: to stand in awe of, dread,

fear : also to reverence, honour, obey.

and oiriOcv, Adv., poet, for 6€,.-, ov, poet, for,(,) coming after a mortal;

the glory that lives after men., ol, the Opicans, an ancient people of Italy:

Adj. 'Oitikos, 77, ov, ancient, barbarous, Gothic., f. , (*6) to look around after,

gaze curiously at : generally, to observe, watch.

oTTis, $, , ace. or, (6) regard paid

to a person or thing; I. in bad sense, vengeance?

punishment; oms the vengeance of the gods. 2.

in good sense, reward, favour, regard. 3. awe, ve~

?ieratio?i, respect, Lat. reverentia., Adv., Aeol. and Dor. for., and before a vowel, Ep. omOe,
oiriOev : (6ms) : Lat. pone

:

I. of Place, after,

behind, opp. to in front ; ol those left

behind; ol \6yoi the remaining books; to or

the hinder parts, rear, back; els-
back, backwards. 2. as Prep, with gen., be-

hind : also inferior, second to. II. of Time, after,

in future, hereafter., a, ov, also os, ov,() hinder, Lat.

posticus : . the hind-legs.-, ov, gen. ovos,(,) ivalk~

ing backwards, [a]-, ov,(,y) ivritten on the

back or cover.
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backwards.-5, ,(,) the back chamber

of a temple : at Athens the cella of the old temple of

Athena in the citadel, used as the treasury.-, ov, (,) grazing back-

wards, of certain cattle with large horns slanting

forwards.-, is,(, vvyrjvai) pricking from
behind.-, , , -, , gen., (,
irovs) walking behind, following , attendant., f. ,() to guard
the rear, form the rear-guard. II. to command
the rear-guard. Hence-, , the command of the rear.-;, anos, , , (',) one who
watches behind : ol the rear-guard of

an army., Adv., Ep. for., , , () hindmost, Lat. postre-

mus.

Ep., Adv. (cms) of Place, behind,

backwards : , contr., also els -, backwards. 2. as Prep, with gen. after, be-

hind. II. of Time, afterwards, hereafter. III.

over again, again, [], Dor. for, gen. of., () poet, for, to make ready., ,() a hoof, properly the solid hoof of

a horse : but also the cloveti hoof of horned cattle.,, €v,() armed.
"€5, , =, name of one of the four

old tribes at Athens., f. Att. : aor. Ep. :

—Med., Ep. aor.:—Pass., aor. -, Ep. 3 pi.: pf. :
—to make or

get ready: of meats, to dress: so in Med.,

to prepare one a meal : of horses, to get

ready, harness: of soldiers,. equip, arm, harness:

also, to train, exercise. 2. to arm as. II.

Pass, to get ready, be ready : to arm, prepare for
battle. Hence, , a preparing for war, equipment, accou-

trement, arming.,$,,() equipment, armour. II.

an army, armament., <5,() =., verb. Adj. of, one must arm.5, , ,() of a warrior.-, ,(, ^) commanding the

heavy-armed., f. , to be an, serve as a heavy-

armed soldier. From
[t] ,, ,( . 2) heavy-armed, armed in

full armour;$ an armed host. II.

as Subst.,, , , a heavy-armed foot-soldier,

who carried a pike {), and a large shield (),

a man-at-arms : opp. to light-armed troops, or

~/€8,. Hence, , , of or for a heavy-armed soldier

;

, = ., Med. () poet, for, to get

ready for oneself.^, f., to be madly fond of arms, have

a mania for war. From-§, es, (,) madly fond of
arms., , the art of using heavy arms : gene-

rally, the art of war, tactics. From-, ,(,) fighting in heavy

arms. II. one who drills soldiers.', , any tool or implement

:

I. a

ship's tackling, cordage, cables, ropes, cords ;

a blacksmith's tools; a sickle;

yepovriKov a staff. II. mostly in plur.

implements of war, arms whether offensive or defen-

sive, harness, armour ; rarely in sing, a weapon : Iv€ to remain under arms. 2. in sing,

mostly the heavy shield used by Greek foot-soldiers,

whence the name. 3. , =,
heavy-armed soldiers. 4. also, the camp,

quarters.

OTrAOTSpos, a, ov, and, , , Comp. and

Sup. without any Posit, in use: poet, for,
veaiTaTos : () :

—

those more or most capable of

bearing arms, the youth, the men fit for service, opp.

to the old men and children :—then, generally, of age,

07rAOTepos *yei/ef5 younger by birth, Lat. minor natu :

—also, men of later days., f., to bear heavy arms, be a heavy-

armed soldier :—Pass, to have a body-guard. From-, , (, ) bearing arms,

armed: as Subst.,, , an armed man, a

warrior. II. one of the body-guard., , , () relat. Adj. what sort

of a person, esp. of what country, Lat. cxijas.

Ep. Ion., relat. Adv. whence,

from what place.

Ep., relat. Adv. () where.

Ion., relat. Adv. of Place, whither, thither

where; whithersoever ; up to

what place, how far. 2. c. gen., ~/r}s whither

in the world, Lat. quo terrarum. II. of Manner,

for ', how, how far., a, ov, Ep. Ottttoios, , ov, Ion., ,:() relat. Adj. of what sort, kind, or quality, Lat.

qualis. II. the correlat. of is toios ; Tofcs

. . such as ; ',
such word as thou hast spoken, such shalt

thou hear again. III. tis refers to a special

subject ; tis r) what manner of man was

he. IV. ovv of what kind soever, Lat.

qualiscunque. V. Adv. : also in neut.

pi, like as, Lat. qualiter.'2, ov, ,juice, esp. of trees or plants, the milky
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juice, resin, or gum: the acid juice of the fig-tree

:

—
metaph., onus 77/877$ the juicy freshness of youth.

Oitos, gen. of., Adv. () as many times as .. , as

often as . . . [a], Adv.() at as many places as .. .€ Ep., Adv., poet, for, whither.

-os, 77, ov, Ep.,,
Ion.: (): relat. Adj., I. of Number,

as mariy, as many as . . , Lat. quot. II. of Space,

as large, as large as . . , Lat. quantus.- Ep.-, for' , (): Conj.

followed by subjunctive, whensoever, Lat. quando-

cunque.

Ep. Ion., relat. Conj. when, Lat.

quando. II. in causal sense, for that, because, since.

oiTOTepos, a, or, Ep., 77, / : (7roVepos) :

—which of two, whither of the twain, Lat. titer : also

which of us two, which of you two. 2.-
aovv and$, whichever of the two, Lat.

utervis, uterlibet, utercunque. 3. neut.

and as Adv., for, in whichever of

two ways : also for, whether, Lat. utrum,

when there is choice cf two things. II. one of

two, Lat. alteruter. Hence, -€ Ep. -, relat. Adv. from
which of the two, from whether of the twain.

oiroTepcos, relat. Adv. in whichever of two ways.•, relat. Adv. (onortpos) to which or which-

ever of two sides; in which of two ways.

Ion., relat. Adv. where, Lat. ubi. 2.

also c. gen., yfjs where in the world, Lat. ubi ter-

rarxim. 3.' there are places, where. . , i. e.

in some places, somewhere, as Lat. est ubi . . , for ali-

cubi. 4. or , wherever

:

—,,, wheresoever, Lat. ubi-

cunque. II. of Time, like Lat. ubi, when, at the

time when. III. of Manner, how. IV. Cau-

sal, because, since, Lat. qtiando, quoniam. (Really

gen. of an old Pron. *wos.), Adv. poet, for, Dor. for 07777., Dor. for., Adv., Ep. for 07777.

oiTTroOev,, Ep. for,.
ottttoios,, Ep. for,., Dor. for., 77, ov, Ep. for.,' , Ep. for, .€, Ep. for.
OTTTrOTepos,, Ep. for—.
ottjtcus, Ep. for.
otttoAcos, , ov,() roasted : also baked., ,() a kitchen., ),() a sight, a vision.', impf. : f. :—Pass., aor.

: pf. :

—

to roast or broil meat

;

opp. to, to boil. 2. to bake bread ; also of

pottery, to bake or burn. 3. to bake, harden by

exposure to the sun. 4. metaph. of love, to

scorch, burn., Dor. for, pres. pass. part, of., =, to see., ypos, ,() o?ie who looks after a thing,

a spy, Lat. speculator.

07mr|pios, , ov,() of or belonging to sight

;

(sub. ), presents made by the bride-

groom on seeing the bride without the veil: generally,

presents upon seeing or to see a person.

[], ,() the eye; Dor. also.*., obsol. pres. whence the tenses of

are formed : see.
otttos, 77, ,() roasted : generally, prepared

by fire, baked; boiled meats and roast:

also of pottery, etc., baked or burned.

Att., f. [] : I. Act. of

the man, to marry, wed, take to ivife, have to wife :

married men, opp. to the tinmarried (,-
). II. Pass., of the woman, to be married,

become a wife., Ion. pf. med. of : Dor. 3 sing,., ,() poet, for oipis, a sight, view, vi-

sion. II. sight, power of see'mg.,, ,() a spy, looker out.' Ion., , properly the part of the

year between the rising of Sirius and of Arcturus,

the end of summer : it was the rainy and stormy sea-

son. II. from being the fruit-time, also

means the fruit itself, esp. tree-fruit. III. metaph.

the vigour cf life, ripe manhood., Ion. for$, part. Att. fut. of.£, f. Att.,() to gatherfruits. II.

to gather fruits off a. tree.

OTTcopivos, 77, , () of or at the time of early

autumn, autumnal; the summer-star,

dog-star, also ^ipios, whose rising marked the begin-

ning of. [t is long Ep., when last syll. is long.], f., to bear fruit. From-, ov,( ,) bearing frtiit.

ottos Ep. Ion. 8ko>s:—relat. Conj. of Man-
ner, how, in what way or manner, Lat. quomodo. 2.

sometimes put for olos, as, ,, for , he has made me such as he

wills. 3. oVcus as I am, i. e. immediately,

on the spot. 4. c. gen., (sub.), run as you are offfor feet, i. e. as quick as

you can. 5.,,,, howsoever, in what manner soever; so,', not in any way whatever, not in the

least. 6. '$ it is not (i. e. cannot be)

that . .
; but, ' , Lat. non fieri potest

quhi. . , it cannot but be that.

.

II. like Lat. Tit,

of Time, when, as, so soon as; Tptoes,&
the Trojans shuddered when they

saw. III. like ws and ', Lat. quam, with Sup.
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of Adv.$ as quickly as possible, Lat.

quam celerrhne ; oVcws as well as possible.

.' as final Conjunction, denoting an end or

purpose, that, in order that, so that, Lat. quo, tit, fol-

lowed, I. by the Subjunct. when the anteced.

Verb is of pres. time, as, oira/s he is look-

ing that he may be ;,6 ' keep try-

ing that thou mayest come :—also elliptically (sub.

Spa,, etc.) to express a caution, usually with

, as, y ), [see] thou do it

not ; so also with indicat. fut., oVojs$
see that ye be men

!

II. by the Optat., if the

anteced. Verb be of past time, whether imperf. or

aor., as, e\eyov()' yivoiTO I kept speak-

ing (spoke) that it might be done. III. by the

Indicat. of fut. ; 9e\yei$ 'Wafcrjs she

beguiles him with the view that he should forget

Ithaca : also to convey a caution, oVa>s -
£eis. IV. in Att. occurs the phrase ottqjs,

or icai . . not only not so, but .

.

, oirais

avTOis,
you not only are not grateful to them, but you are

even taking measures against them ;—in full, ^5 I do not say that, etc.; so, oneus,'"
not only not so, but not at all. V. oVcus , = the

Conjunction: generally used only with aor. 2 subj.,

or with indicat. fut.

opaas, Ep. for upas, 2 sing, of.
Spujxa, , () that which is seen, a view,

sight.

-vos, 6, later form of5.
opacrts, ecus, , () seeing, the sense of sight.

opaTos, , , () to be seen, visible ; .
visible objects., impf. Att.: Ion. impf.:
Ep. also: pf. later, pass,

later. Other tenses are supplied from the

Root*-, fut., with a rare aor. I

: Pass., fut. : aor. inf.

: pf.,,, inf. : there

is also in Ep. a perf. med., plqpf. from
the same Root. Lastly, from the Root *" are

formed also aor. 2 act. inf. : aor. 2 med.'
}
inf. : pf. with pres. sense,,

1 hiow, etc., inf. (see ).
To see, to look ; auv opa (3 Ep. impf.)

he kept looking continually at them. 2. to have
sight, like, opp. to to be blind ;

civ ^,' my words shall

have eyes, i. e. shall have meaning ;

may they have sight in darkness, i. e. may they be
blind. 3. to see, look to, take heed, beware, mostly
in Imperat. opa el . . . 4. c. ace. cognato,

to look prowess, look like a warrior. 5.

trans, to see, look at, behold, perceive, observe, c. ace.

;

(Horn.), and (Att.) to see

the light, i. e. to be alive. II. Pass, to be seen,

also to appear; c. part., $ we luere

seen to be wretched: things visible. III.

of the mind, to discern, perceive., f.: aor. I copyaaa: pf. pass, pyaat
{py) :

—

to soften, knead, mould, Lat. subigo., f. : aor. 1 ojpyava : (opyi)) :

—

to make
angry, enrage. II. intr. to grow or be angry., , Dim. of opyavov, a small tool or in-

strument.,, (epyov) an instrument, implement, tool,

engine ; opyava, the stony works of

Amphion, i. e. the walls of Thebes. II. a musi-

cal instrument. III. the material of a work. IV.

the work, product itself.

-yavos, , ov, (*py) working, fashioning.

(sub. 777), $, , (py) a well-watered,

fertile tract of land, a meadow., (opyrj) to swell or teem with moisture : of

soil, to abound, swell with produce : of fruit, to swell

as it ripens; c. inf., opya [the crop] is ripe

for cutting. II. of animals, to swell with lust,

wax wanton, be at heat: to be excited, passionate. 2.

c. gen. to yearn or long for., wvos, Ep., ovos, , (opyia) a priest.

*, , (py) impulse, feeling: the temperament,

disposition, temper, esp. in pi., opyal social

dispositions. II. any violent emotion or passion,

anger, wrath ; ) to indulge one's anger;

opyrjv prone to anger, passionate : opyrj as

Adv. in anger, in a passion : so also ' opyrjs,'
opyr)v, opyrjs, rpbs opyqv. 2. Uavos opyai

panic passions, terrors.,, , (epyov) only used in pi., secret rites,

secret worship, practised by the initiated alone at the

secret worship of Demeter at Eleusis : also the rites

of Bacchus, orgies. II. any rites, worship, sacri-

fice. 2. any mysteries, without reference to reli-

gion. Hence, f., to celebrate orgies. II. to so-

lemnise or celebrate any sacred rites., f. Att. : aor. I aipyiaa : (opyrj) :
—

to make angry, provoke to anger, irritate. II.

Pass., with fut. med. pyoa, but also pass, bpyi-

: aor. 1 pyv: pf. pya^.—to grow
angry, be wroth.

opyiKos [], , ov, (opyi)) prone to anger, passionate.-, , , (opyia,) one who ini-

tiates others into orgies.

or, , (formed from ^, as ayuia

from y) the length of the outstretched arms. 2.

as a measure of length, = 48 or 6 feet I inch,

about our fathom : 100 opyuiai make one stadium.

Hence, , ov, a fathom long or large.-,,, (^) a stretching out : a hold-

ing out, offering., =y, whence pyvs (part, pres.), fut.: aor. 1 :—to reach,

stretch out, extend, Lat. porrigo : to stretch out the
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hands in entreaty. 2. to reach out, hand, offer,

give. II. Med., with aor. I med. <hpe-, and pass, : pf. pass,^ :

—

to

stretch oneself orit, reach out; to

reach with the hands ; - to lunge,

thrust out with the spear ; (pf.)€€ of horses, they stretched themselves with

their feet (i. e. went at full gallop) to the fight ; bpk-' he stretched himself as he went, i. e. went at

fidl stride. 2. c. gen. to reach at or to a thing,

grasp at : to reach at, aim a blow at : metaph. to

reach after, grasp at, desire. 3. c. ace. to reach,

gain one's end : also to reach with a weapon, strike,

wound: to hand to oneself, reach for oneself.-,, , (opos,) lord of the mountains.

opeuxs, ados, , (opos) pecul. fem. of opeios, of or

belonging to mountains. II. sub., an
Oread, mou?itain-nymph.€, to roam the mountains. From-, , , (opos,) mountain-ranging., , a running wild over the hills. From
opei-8po[ios, ov, (opos,) running on the hills.-, ov, (opos,) feeding on the moun-

tains, mountain-ranging.

opeivos, 17, 6v, (opos) mountainous, hdly. II.

on ox of a mountain : as Subst., opeivos, 0, a moun-
taineer.

opeio-vo|AOs, ov, =$.
opeios, a, ov, also os, ov, Ion. ovpeios, (epos) moun-

tainous, hilly : also, living on the mountains.

op€io-xapi]S, is, (opos,) delighting in the

hills.-, see -ytcros.-, ov, (opos,) working in the moun-
tains, i. e. felling timber, or quarrying stone.€-5, , (opos,) mountai?i-ranging.-, , (opos, /cos) Lat. orichalcum, fine

copper ore and the brass madefrom it : also,fine brass., , , (opos) a mountaineer.

6p€KTos, , , (~) stretched out, presented:

also, to be presented.

€65, operas, aor. 1 part. med. and act. of

^.
ope£is, ea;s, , (opi-) a longing or yearning after

a thing, desire for it.-, ov, incorrect form of.
opeovTO, 3 pi. Ep. aor. 2 med. of.^, to haunt the mojintains. From
opeo-iroXos, ov, (opos,) mountain-haunting.-, ov, (opos,) mountain-bred or

reared, epith. of the lion.

ope-o-Kios, ov, (opos,) shadowed by mountains.

ope(r-KOos Ep. €-5, ov, (opos,) lying

on mountains, mountain-bred, wild.

optoxr-aiiXos, ov, (opos, ) dwelling in the

mountains., Ep. for, dat. pi. of epos.

©€-37)5, ov, 6, —. [}

-, is, and-, ov, (opos, yi-
vos, yovos) mountain-born.-, ov, (opos,) Ep. for €5,
feeding on the mountains, mountain-haunting., , the tale of Orestes, the general name
for the Agamemnon, Choephoroe and Eumenides of

Aeschylus, being the only extant Trilogy.

opeaTcpos, a, ov, (opos) poet, for opuvus, moun-
tainous, dwelling in the mountains.

opeanas,, , (opos) = 'Opeias ; -
ades, the mountain-nymphs, the Oreads., -, Ep. gen. and dat. sing, and pi. opos.

opevs Ion. oupeus, e'a>s, , (opos a mountain) a nude.

opeus, Dor. for opeos, gen. of opos.€, f., =, to stretch oneself; also,

to beat fast, pantt
quiver, of the heart, etc.; /3oes

the steers lay stretched, or qui-

vered convulsively, as they were slain :
'

(Dor. inf. for) let the

sea stretch itself (i. e. roll up) to the beach.

pi., Ion. for,.
or, poet. 2 sing. pres. med. of., Aeol. for, inf., part, opeis.

-os, , , Ion. for., inf. of, Ep. aor. 2 pass, of., f. , (opQos) —, to set upright : set

straight., , name of Diana in Laconia and Arcadia., neut. pi. of 6p9ios : used also as Adv. aloud., Adv. (6p6ios) straight up, upwards., f. (opOios) to speak in a high tone of
voice or in a high key, speak loud. II. to set

upright., aros, ,() a high pitch of the

voice, a loud shout or cry.

opGios, a, ov, Att. also os, ov, (op0os) straight up,

rising upwards, steep ; or wpos -
iivai to march up bill ; the country

from the coast upwards. 2. upright: of animals,

standing upright, rearing. 3, straight, right. II.

of the voice, high-pitched, loud, shrill, clear ;

6p0ios, a stirring, thrilling air : in neut. pi. as Adv.,€ she cried aloud. III. ,
Livy's recti ordines, as a military term, battalions in

column or file, whereas in^ the men stood in

line; roiis^ ayeiv to bring the com-

panies up in column. IV. generally, like,
straight, opp. to crooked.-, (op0os,) to go straight on or

upright.-, ov, (,) right-counselling.-, is, (op0os,) knowing rightly bow

to do, c. inf.-, ov, (, Siicaios) righteously

judging.-,8, Dor. for, , , (op90s,)
a righteous judge. [], to run straightforward. From
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-,, , (,) running straight

forward.-€€, , (,) correct language.-£,, , , (, ') with hair up-

standing, or making the hair stand on end.

-Kpaipos, a,
, (,) with straight or

upright horns, epith. of horned cattle : with upright

beaks, of the two ends of a galley which turned up

so as to resemble horns : Ep. gen. pi. fem. -.
-Kpavos, , (,) having a high

head or crown : with a lofty mound., , true prophecy. From--avTLS, Ion 10s, , , (,) a

true prophet.-, ,(,) wrestling upright, [a]-5, , contr. -irAous,, (,)
sailing straight before the wind : generally, suc-

cessful.,() to walk straight or uprightly.-,, , ,(,) upholding cities.-, , ,-,, gen.-,(,)
with straightfeet : standing upright. II. uphill,

steep.'2, , , straight, Lat. rectus : in height,

upright, standing erect. II. in line, straight,

straight forward, in a straight line; ' )-
turned straight to front the sun

;

to put the foot straight out, as in

walking, opp. to when it is covered with

the robe from not being in motion ;
to

see straight or zvell. III. metaph. right, safe,

prosperous. 2. right, true, exact; ' to

be rightly called : ^ in strict terms, in very

truth: so Adv., to speak true. 3.

true, ge?iuine, real. 4. upright, righteous, just,

Lat. rectzis ; . to judge right-

eously. 5. on tiptoe, in eager expectation, Lat.

erectus animo. IV. (sub.) the

nominative, Lat. casus rectus, as opp. to the oblique

cases.--, Adv.(,) standing upright,

in a standing posture.-•5, , , (,) one who stands

upright. II. an upright shaft, pillar : as Adj.,

upright ladders. III. a sort

of cake used in funeral oblations, [a], Adv. Sup. of.,, , () straighiness, upright pos-

ture. II. metaph. rightness, fitness : the right

sense.-,,(,) to cut straight : handle

aright., f. : aor. :—Pass., aor. -
:

—

() :
—to set straight

:

I. in height, to

set upright, set up : of buildings, to raise, restore,

repair : hence, raised up, set on one's legs

again :—Pass, to stand or sit upright. 2. in a line,

to set straight

:

—Pass, to be aimed straight. II.

metaph. to raise tip, restore to health, safety, etc. 2.

to exalt, honour, extol. 3. to raise

the lofty song. 4. to guide aright. III. Pass,

of actions, to succeed; prosper; suc-

cess: of persons and places, to flourish, prosper. 2.

to be right, be true. 3. to be upright, deal justly

or uprightly., Dor. for-, part. fem. of€, f. ,() to rise or wake early.

.05, , , poet, for. [t], f. ,() to rise, wake early.

opGpivos [], 77, ,() later form for.
opOpios, a, ov, also , ,() at daybreak, at

dawn, in the morning, early : irreg. Comp. and Sup.,- :—Neut. or,
as Adv. in the morning, early.-§, , , (,) the early caller,

Chanticleer, i. e. the cock.-, ,(, *) early-wailing, of the

swallow.-, ,(,) early-twittering."02, 0, the time about daybreak, dawn, early

morn; , absol., in the morning ; so,

at dawn ; and , ks,, ; but towards dawn :

early morn.----,, (-,,, ,) .
early-prowling base-informing sad-litigious

plaguy ways.?, aor. I pass. part, of.-, , (,) rightly-named., Adv. of, rightly : uprightly, justly :

tndy, really., 17, =.,, ,() one who sets upright, a

restorer.-5, ov, 6, dub. for.
'OPITA'NON, , and, 17, an acrid herb,

marjoram : opiyavov to look origanum, i. e.

to look sotir or crabbed, [], Med., with fut. --, aor. I pass.~/: ():—to stretch oneself out. 2.

c. gen. to stretch oneself after a thing, reach at,

grasp at.

: fut.' Att. : aor. Ion. ov-

: pf. :—Med., fut. : aor. -
:—Pass., fut. : aor. : pf.

(sometimes used in med. sense) : () :

—

to divide or separate one part from another, to divide

as a boundary ;^ a. river is the boundary between Scythia

and Neuris :—Pass., of a country, to be bounded. 2.

777s to part, banish one from the

land. II. to mark out by boundaries, lay down,

mark out: to limit, define:—Med. to mark out for

oneself, set up, dedicate. III. generally, to deter-
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mine, appoint: to settle. 2. to define a word. 3. I

to assign, to give a vote. IV. intr.

to border upon.

opiKOs, , , (opeos) of for a mule., aor. 1 pass. opt. of.
: aor. Ep. oplva :—Pass. 3 sing. impf.

: aor. Ep. : () :

—

to

stir, raise, Lat. agitare : metaph. to move, excite, af-

fect the mind :—Pass, to be stirred, roused, disquieted:

to be affrighted, throw ti into confusion.

opiov, To. — opos, a bound, goal: ', , bound-

aries, borders, frontier.

opios, ov, () of or presiding over boundaries.

Ion. -, ,() a boundary: in plur.

the borders, frontier., , , () one who marks boundaries

:

one who determines.-, ov, (opos,) mountain-bred., , —, 'ipKos, from €~/, ^, an en-

closure, fence : a trap or pitfall, [a]-, ov, ,(,) an oath-breaker.

W ,, f., (op/cos) to make one swear, adjure.,,() an oath : also a pledge, surety. II.

mostly in plur.,, , things sworn to, articles of
a treaty, a treaty ; to conclude a

binding treaty, Lat. foedus ferire, icisse foedus : of

two parties, in Med., to make a treaty

between them ; , '-
to violate a solemn treaty: so too, avy-, , opp. to or. 2. the victims sacrificed on taking these

solemn oaths, like Upa.

opKios, ov, more rarely a, ov, () of or for an
oath : sworn, bound by oath. 2. that is sworn by,

adjured as witness to an oath; Qtoi the gods

invoked at an oath ; a sword which is

sworn by.

"OPKOS,, o, an oath; to swear an
oath ; an oath by the gods ; -
veiv to accept an oath from another ; to

take it oneself. 2. the witness of the oath, the power
or object adjured, as the Styx by the gods. II.

"OpKos, personified, son of Eris, who visits the trans-

gression of an oath. ( was orig. equiv. to ',
as to epKovpos.)

opfc-oupos, o, == epKovpos., f., () to make one swear, bind by

oath

:

—Pass, to be bound by oath, to swear., ,() an oath., ,() a swearing, an oath., , the place of an oath. II. in

pl. asseverations on oath. From, f., to take an oath, swear ;-€ Oeovs to swear by the gods. From-5, , , (opKos,) =., , , () one who administers an
oath.

, an aor. 2 form of, to rtish, whence
subj.: but is Dor. for, 3 sing,

aor. 1 subj. pass, of.,, ,(6$) a row, chain, cluster or string

of things hanging one from the other.

: impf.: aor. : ():—to move or stir violently; to turn over or revolve a

plan in the mind, to ponder or muse tipon it : to de-

bate, consider. 2. to longfor, desire. II.

later, I. trans, to drive, urge on: to excite, in-

flame. 2. intr. to hasten, hurry, be impatient., f, : aOr. : pf. :() : I. trans, to set in motion, urge on,

rouse : to stir up. II. intr. to hurry or rush on :

c. inf. to be eager to do, to start or essay to do: absol.

to be eager foremost. 2. to rush headlong, esp.

at one, c. gen. III. Pass, with fut. med.-
; aor. 1 med. and pass,

;

pf. pass, :—in same sense as intr. act.: 1.

to hurry, hasten, start off eagerly : generally, to be

eager, to long or purpose to do. 2. to set off or

proceedfrom a place, to beginfrom; of a general, to

make a place his base of operations :

setting outfrom or beginning with smaller

means. 3. absol. to rush on, make a desperate

attack, to be eager : generally, to make a start, go

;

Xoyos the report flies abroad., Ion. for, 3 pl. plqpf. pass, of.€, , =., aor. 2 part. med. of., f.,() :

—

to be moored, lie at anchor,

of a ship : proverbial, ~/ to

ride two anchors, as we say • to have two strings to

}^our bow :' metaph. to anchor one's hopes upon, de-

pend upon., Ion. part. pass, of., ,() an assault, attack, the first shock_

or onset in war, Lat. impetus ; mostly of things, av-
eyxeos the force of a spear ; the rage

of fire ; the shock of a wave. 2. the

beginning oxfirst start in a thing : a struggle or effort

to reach a thing. 3. eagerness, violence, passion,

impulse; } with one accord; c. gen. eager

desire for a thing. 4. a start, setting out on a

march, etc., (, 4v, aor. I pass. part, of., , () any violent impulse, passionate

desire.€€, 3 Ep. aor. I opt. of., ,() any means of exciting, a

stimulant, incentive. II. a starting-place, station,

head-quarters., , ($) a fishing-line of horse-hair, Lat.

linea. [?"]£ : fut.- Ep.- Att.- : aor. -
: () ;

—to bring to anchorage, bring into

harbour, to moor, anchor. 2. generally, to make

fast or sure. II. Med., with fut. med.,
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:

—

to come anchor, anchor ;

Ttpbs to come to a place and anchor there. 2.

nietaph. to be in haven, to reach the harbour, i.e. to be

at rest; tic twos to be dependent on a thing.-, ov, (,) throiving a line,

angling.-, rjpos, , (,) a bringer into

harbour, a pilot., ,() a cord, chain, necklace, collar ;-
a string of crowns. 2. a kind of

dance performed in a ring. II. a roadstead,

anchorage, Lat. statio navalis : the inner part of a

harbour, as opp. to. 2. generally, a haven,

place of shelter or refuge.

opvuireTiov, , Boeot. for opveov.

opveov,, = opvis. . opvea, the bird-market.

opV€0-<}>oiTOs, ov, (opveov,) haunted by birds.-, , (opvis, apxos) king of birds, [t]

opvC0€tos, a, ov, also os, ov, (opvis) of or belonging

to a bird; birds' flesh., ov, , a bird-catcher
,
fowler. From, f. , (opvis) to catch, net, snare birds., ov, (opvis) masc. Adj., a name given to

the north wind in spring, which brought the birds of

passage ; bpviOias a storm of birds., , ov, (opvis) of ox for birds., , Dim. of opvis, a little bird : a nestling,

chicken. [yf\-, ov, (opvis,*") sprungfrom a bird.-, ov, , (opvis,) a bird-catcher,

fowler.- Dor.-, , (opvis,) a bird-

catcher, fowler., f., to be madfor birds. From-, es, (opvis,) mad after birds.-, , (opvis,) a snare or ginfor birds.

opvtOos, gen. of opvis : Ep. dat. pi..-, ov, (opvis,) observing the

flight and cries of birds, Lat. augur, auspex; 6aKos

opviOoGKOTTos an augur's seat, Lat. teviplum augurale.-, , ('opvis,) bird-keeping.

opvtos, ov, also os, ov, poet, for opviOeios.2, , but also : gen. opvWos, etc.: ace. sing.

and opviv: pi. 6pvl0es, etc.: Att. pi. opveis,

gen. opveow, ace. opveis : Dor. forms, gen. opvlxos,

pi. cpvtxts, etc., as if from a Nom.:—a bird:

often added to the names of birds, as opvis,
opvis, the nightingale, the partridge. II.

also like otWos, a bird of omen, opvis Kaicos a bird of
evil augury : hence, like Lat. avis for augurium, the

omen or prophecy taken from the flight or cries of
birds: in bad sense, an omen, fateful presage. III.

in Att., opvis, , a cock; opvis, , a hen. IV. in

pi. sometimes the bird-market, cf. opveov. V.

poet. opviOes, the birds of the Muses, i. e.

poets. VI. proverb., ' pigeon's milk,'

i. e. any marvellous good-forlune.

—. 499,-, Dor. gen. and ace. of opvis : poet. dat.

pi..,, pres. imperat. of.€,, Ep. for, pres. inf. of.
opvupevos, , ov, pres. med. part, of.

or [], lengthd. form of Root *":
imperat.,, etc. : impf. : fut. :

aor. , part, epeas, Ion. 3 sing,* : 3
sing, redupl. aor. 2 :—Med., imperat.,, (, part.$ : impf.,
3 sing, and pi., : fut., also, 3 sing, : aor. 2, 3 sing, oupero

contr., 3 pi. without augm. also
;

3 sing. subj. ; imperat. opoo or opoeo Ion. contr.

opaev ; inf., contr. for
;

part, op/zci/os, 77,

ov, for5 :—pf., in intr. sense 3 sing,

subj. : 3 sing, plqpf. (, also. I.

Act., to rouse, stir, stir up: to set on, let loose upon

:

—
Med., with pf., to move, stir oneself ; eXaone* while my limbs have power
to move. 2. Act. to make to arise, call forth: of

animals, to rouse, put up, start, chace

:

—Med. to

start up, arise : esp. to wake out of sleep, to spri?ig

up: also c. inf. to rise to do a thing, set about. 3.

Act. to stir tip, rouse, encourage, cheer on

:

—Pass.

and Med. to be roused, stirred in mind, excited, in-

flamed. 4. Act. of things, to call forth, cause,

excite, Lat. ciere

:

—Med. to come on, to arise, Lat.

oriri.,, Ep. for,, 3 sing.

and pi. impf. of.
"OPOBOS, , the vetch, Lat. ERVUM., , poet, for^., «, , Dim. of$, a sprig., , a bough, branch.

-0€, , (opos,) thefixing of boundaries,

boundaries.

: Ep. impf. : also aor. I imperat.

:—like, to stir up, rouse, urge on.

-nnros, ov, —$., Dep. (oiipos a guard) to watch, keep watch

and ward, be on guard.-, at, (opos,) Dor. for pocs,
a kind of wild apples.'2 or oppos, , whey, the watery or serous part

ofmilk, Lat. serum. 2 . the watery parts of the blood.

*05 Ion. ovpos, eos,, a mountain, hill: a range

or chain of hills.

"OPOS Ion. ovpos, ov, , a boundary, limit,frontier,

border: esp. a land-mark. 2. ovpoi, plur., are

marking or monumental stones bearing inscriptions,

tables set up on mortgaged property, to serve as evi-

dence of the debt. II. a rule, standard, limit,

measure. III. the definition of a word., , Persian word for the Benefactors of

the King, = ebepyeTat., fut. : aor. : () :—intr. to
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rush violently on or forward, to hasten, dart or start

forward., ),() the roof ox ceiling ofa room : the

roof of a house.-, ov, (, Kpayuv) roof-devouring.-, ov,(,) bearing a roof.,, , living under a roof; ' the

domestic mouse, opp. to (the field

mouse) ;' a ta??ie snake., , () the reeds used for thatching

houses. II. a roof : in pi. a house, temple., Ep. for : part, for., Dor. for, 3 pi. of."3 Att., /cos, Dor. opirajj,, :

—a sapling, young shoot or plant : a rod or pole : a

lance. II. metaph. a scion, descendant.

oppavos, , Aeol. for.-, to,(,^) the tail or tail-feathers

of birds. 2. the tail-fin offish. 3. the tail or

rump of any animal, []02, , the end of the os sacrum : the tail, rump.

'OPPO'2, , — opos, whey, serum.

Ion.- : f. :

—

to shtidder at,

shritik from, dread, Lat. horreo, c. ace. : c. gen. rei,

to fearfor or because of a thing. Hence,, a shuddering at, shrinkingfrom, affright.

opaas, aor. I part, of.6€, Ion. for, 3 sing. aor. 1 of.', opcrev, Ep. for, aor. I med. imperat.

of.-, ov,(,) noise-arousing

;

Zevs the rouser of thunder.-, is,(,) cloud-raising.-, -irobOs, , ,(,) raising the

foot, light-footed., Ep. for, aor. I med. imperat. of,
bestir thee I up I arouse thee I-,7,(,) a raised door approached

by steps, []
and -ceo, to provoke, attack :—Pass.,

my heart is troubled. From
opaoXoTTOS, ov, provoking strife, turbulent. (Deriv.

uncertain.)

opcros, Lacon. for.-3 Dor. -Tpuxlvas, , ; a poet, nom.-: (,):—wielder of the trident.

', fut. of.£, Ion. for.,, ,() the young of any animal,

Lat. pidlus : a young bird, a chicken. Hence€5 and^, , a bird, fowl : a do-

mestic fowl, chicken., , Ion. for.', , () properly Qjiail-island, the an-

cient name of Delos : also part of the city of Syra-

cuse, called also or the Island.-, ov,(,) playing at knock-

ing doion quails.

—,.-, , (£,) a bird which mi-
grates with the quails : applied to Leto the Ortygian
mother : cf..
"OPTTH, vyos, , the quail, Lat. coturnix, -ids., aor. 2 inf. pass, of., ,() a place dug out, a pit, ditch,

hole, trench, Lat. scrobs : a mine, tunnel : at Athens
=, the pit into which criminals were
thrown. II. = opv£is., , late form for., , 6v, () dug, formed by dig-

ging. II. dug out, quarried, mined.5, , a loud noise, rumbling, roaring, any
tumultuous sound, not of the human voice., iryos, ,() a kind of gazelle or ante-

lope, in Egypt and Lybia, so called from its pointed

horns., aor. I inf. of.
6pv£is, €<ws, ,() a digging.

opus, , , an unknown wild animal in Lybia.

OPT'25fl Att.- : fut. : aor. £
Ep. 6£ : pf. : plqpf. :—Pass.,

aor. : pf.- : plqpf. :—to dig, hzt.fodio. 2. to dig up : Med.,

to have stones dug or quarried : Pass.,

the soil that was dug up. 3. to

dig through, make a passage through, burrow. 4

.

to bury., , orphan state. From, f.,() to take care of orphans,

tend, rear them

:

—Pass, with fut. med.-, to

be an orphan, be in an orphan state., , () orphanhood: generally, be-

reavement, destitution.£, f. ,() to make orphan : to be-

reave, deprive

:

—Pass, to be left an orphan.&, ,,() orphan,fatherless ;

the day which makes one an orpha?i., , =.,, ,() one who takes care of
orphans, a guardian.*'2, , , Att. os, , Lat. ORBUS, left

orphan, without father or mother, fatherless. 2.

c. gen. reft or bereft of a thing ; yeveas reft

0/ offspring, childless.-£, a/cos, ,(,) the guar-
dian of an orphan, [], f.,() to make orphan :—Pass.

to be bereft of a thing.", , ov, of Orpheus. From
6•5,, , Orpheus, a famous Thracian bard., , ov,() dark, dusky, murky. II.

nightly, by night."" Dor., , darhiess, night : gloom.

Hence', , ov, dark, dusky ; a

colour mixed of black, red and white, between-$ and.
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fugle-man : the Coryphaeus or leader of the chorus., , =, a row of trees. II. a piece

of land enclosed and planted, Milton's orchat, an or-

chard, garden. (From, like from.), f. aor. : Dep. : (-) :

—

to dance : c. ace. to represent by dancing or

gestures ; , Lat. Cyclopa moveri,

to dance the Cyclops. 2. to leap., Adv. () one after another, all in a

row, man by man, Lat. virltim.

Ion., ,() a dancing,

the dance., ,() a dance, dancing.

-ts, 17,() dancing, the dance : panto-

mimic dancing., , Att. for., rjpos, , and5,, ,()
a dancer. Hence, , 6, of, fitfor dancing.-, ,(,)
dancing-master.-, f.,(,) to be

dancing-mad., ,() an orchestra, in the Attic-

theatre a large semicircidar space on which the chorus

danced. II. generally, a placefor dancing.,, , fern,, a danci?ig girl.,, , Ion. for,() the

dance, dancing ; contr. dat..05, , a bird, prob. the wren. []€, f.,() to seize the testicles.-, , (,) impotence.-€, , in pi., , (,)
the testicles, Lat. testiculi."2, and €, , pi. or Ion. -, a testicle, the testicles., , the name of several Greek cities,

the most famous of which was
in Boeotia.
yOPX05, , a row of trees ; cf.., pf. of., 3 sing. Ep. plqpf. of., Ep. 3 sing. pres. pass, of, equiv. to

: subj.., Ion. 3 pi. pf. pass, of^.^, Ion. 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of^., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of., pf. of.
"OS, , ; gen.,, , dat. , , ; ace. ,, :

pi., nom. , , ;
gen. ; dat. , , ; ace., , a. There is also an Ion. gen., fern,

;

and Ep. fern. dat. pi. 77s and.
A. Relat. Pronoun, who, which or that, Lat. qui

:

the Relat. Pron. often takes the case of the Anteced.

by attraction, as, >, , for

: the neut. is used to refer to sentences

where no antecedent is expressed, as,^, , etc., but what is

greatest of all, what is most strange of all, etc. The
Relat. Pron. also stands for, as in Lat. qui for ut,

to express an end or intention, as, ,^* they sent a messenger to tell, Lat.

nunciutn miserunt, qui nunciaret.

The Relat. Pronoun is used absol. in some cases : I.

gen. sing., of Time, (sub.) from the time

when, since : also alone, when ; , some-
times, at times. 2. of Place, of which place, i. e.

where ; in some places. II. dat. sing,

fern. 77, of Place, Lat. qua, at which place, where

:

—
later, of motion to a place, whither :—in full Trj, 77 .

.

there, where .
.

, thither, whither ... 2. of the Way
or Manner, like, as Lat. quomodo ; 77

as is right : sofar as, Lat. qua, quatenus. 3. with
Sup. Adv., 77, , etc., like ,
etc., Lat. quam maxime, etc. III. ace. sing. neut.

6, for ' , that, because, Lat. quod. 2. wherefore,

Lat. quapropter.

The Relat. Pron. is modified by having particles

joined with it

:

. *, Lat. qui quidem or

quippe qui, gives the Relat. a limiting force, who at

least, since it was he who ... II. or Att., is used in case of uncertainty, Lat. quicunque,

whosoever, who if any . . .

B/'Os is also used as a Demonstr. Pron., for ovtos
or , this, that; chiefly in nom. masc. or 01,

sometimes in fern. 77 and neut. : this is chiefly

found in Homer, and later in dialogues of Plato, 77
'

said he. II, in opposition, oi . . , 01 .. these . . ,

those .
.

, the one party, the other : Att. .. ,

. . the one .
. , the other: .

. , & . . partly . . ,

partly . .

.

III. such and such a person,

so and so.

C. There is also a Possessive Pron., , , ,
mostly of the third person, for, his, her: Ep. gen.

0T0. II. of the second person, for , thy,

thine. III. of the first person, for, ?ny, mine.

Ep., Adv. () as many times as,

as often as, Lat. quoties.

-rios, a, ov, Ion., poet, for. [], Adv. () in -as many places as., Aeol. for., Dor. for.-, Adv., for , as many days as

are, i. e. daily, day by day, like Lat. quotidie for quot

dies.

Ion. -, , properly fern, of, divine law,

the law of nature, answering to Lat. fas: hence' Att. , c. inf., it is against the law of

nature to do ; ~
to hold the full lawfulness of a thing. II. the

service of God, rites, offering; ' to

perform the due rites. III. proverb., '
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to do a thing forform's sake, for the sake

of the propriety /" the thing, Lat. diets coussa. [], , ov, sanctioned or approved by the law of

nature, opp. to (established by human law)
;

things of divine and human ordi-

nance. 2. as opp. to (sacred, reserved to the

gods), means what is not so reserved, i. e. ap-

propriated or permitted to man's use ; '
the property of gods and men, Lat. sacra et profana

;

a place not set apart to the gods, lawful

forman to enter, and so =, Lat. profanus. II.

more rarely of persons, pious, devout, scrupulous, re-

ligious ; c. gen., - scrupulous in

discharging the sacred rites of his forefathers ;

pure, clean hands.,, , () observance of divine law,

religiousness, piety, holiness., f.,() to make holy, to hallow, purify,

make atonement for, Lat. expiare:—Med., -
to keep one's tonguefrom evil., Adv. of, religiously, piously : Comp., Sup.-.,, Dep., like, to smell, scent : ge-

nerally, to perceive. From

,, , () like, a smell, scent, odour,

whether good or bad. 2. a scent, perfume.-, Ion. for ovv, however little, Lat. quan-

tulumcunque

.

"0202, ,, Ep.,,, Lat.

quantus :—of Size, as great as, how great : of Quan-

tity, as much as, how much : of Space, asfar as, how

far : of Time, as long as, how long : of Number, as

many as, how many : of Sound, as loud as, how loud

:

—its Antecedent is, after which must be

simply rendered as ; or as

much as possible. In plur. all that, as many as, often

after. 2. of Time, ,
every month, day, monthly, daily, Lat. quot menses,

quot dies ; cf.. 3.$ and-, how great soever he be, Lat. quantuscunque

;

av how great soever. II. neut. as Adv. as

greatly as, as loudly, as, etc. 2. Ep. and Ion.,

re about as far as ; the Noun is often added,

opyviav about a fathom ;
' to about

half. 3. , Lat. tantum non, all but ; so

also, ; but Att. and only so

far as, only just ; only just. 4.

and as far as, Att.
3. .

with Comp. and Sup., so far
as, inasmuch as he is a greater king. 6.

as qtdck as possible : more usu. . 7•, also, all but now, instant-

ly. 8. not only not, Lat. tie dicam. III.

inasmuch as, with Comp. ,
the more since, especially since. 2. with Comp.
followed by another Comp. with, the more .

.

,

so much the more .
.

, like Lat. quo or quanto melior,

eo .
.

, etc. 3. by how much, in sofar as.

-€,-,-, however great or much,
as great or as much as.-, -, -, (Ep. also masc, as

masc. for ), who, which, indeed, the very man who
or thing which, Lat. qui quidem.5, , pulse, beans : vegetables.
V052A", , a rumour, Lat.fama : a divine voice or

sound. II. generally, a voice. III. a
sound, tone, of the harp : the din of battle. IV.

an ominous or warning voice, prophecy, boding : cf., Ion. neut. plur. of oaos., Adv., Ion. for. []'-os, Ion. for oaaTios. [a]
y025E, , neut. dual, the two eyes, often with pi.

Adj., as, , : the gen. and
dat. took the plur. form of 2nd decl.,, oaaois,., , ov, Dim. of oaos, oaaos, as little, how
little, Lat. quantulus.250, () Dep., only used in pres. and

impf. (without augm.) :

—

to see. II. to see in

one's mind's eye, to presage, forebode, foretell.

-os, , ov, Ep. and Ion. for,, , Dim. of, a little bone.

-€, -, -, (Ep. also for masc, as oVcp

masc. for) who, which.', , ov,() made of bone, bony.2 Att. contr., , pi. Att.

contr. :
—a bone, Lat. OS, OSSIS., Ep. gen. pi. of.

oavivos, , ov,() =, bony, of bone :

neut. pi., , as Subst., Lat. tibiae, bone

pipes.

-Tis, -Tis, Tt or , ; gen. oxitivos, ;

dat.,, etc.: pi.,,, etc.;

(Ep. also o-Tis for masc, as for, for) ; neut. ttj. II. also declined, gen.,
dat. : Ep. gen. contr. and, dat.

: ace :—plur., nom. neut. oTtm ;
gen.

Att. ; dat., also fern, ;

neut. ace. Ep. and Ion. Att.. Whoso-

ever, whichsoever, any one who, a?tything which, differ-

ing from os, as Lat. quisquis, quicunque, from qui;

tis whoso forswears himself;

ootis there is none who does not, i. e. every

one ; everything. 2. in Att. Poets

sometimes used simply for os, qui. II. neut.

or , absol. as Adv. wherefore, for what reason.-, f.,(, ^) to gather the

bones after the burning of the body., , Att. contr. for.-, is,(,) of bony nature., , ,() a potter., f. Att. ,() to banish by

potsherds, ostracise; see., Adv.() played with potsherds,

of a game in which potsherds black on one side and
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white on the other were tossed up, as in our ' heads

or tails.', , ov, () like earthenware :

earthen, made of clay, Lat. testaceus.,, ,() banishment by pot-

sherds, ostracism, which was practised at Athens to

get rid of a citizen whose power was considered too

great for the liberty of the state. Each person wrote

on a potsherd the name of him who was to be

banished.-, ov,(,) with a shin

or shell like a potsherd.,, , poet, for.*:2, , a piece of earthenware, a tile,

potsherd, Lat. testa : the earthen tablet used in

voting. 2. a sort of castanet made of earthen-

ware. II. the hard shell of testacea, as snails,

tortoises.&-, ov, contr. -\povs, ovv,(,) with a hard skin, shell or rind.6-5, , (,) pnrple-

painted.

or -euov, ,() an oyster, Lat. os-

trea. II. a purple used in dying, Lat. ostrum.-, ,(,) like bone, bony.',., fut. : aor. 2,
part, : Dep. : () :

—

to smell, scent,

track by scent, c. gen. : c. ace. cognato,. Hence,, ov, smelling, that can be smelt. II.

act. able to smell, sharp-smelling., aor. 2 inf. of., , ,() a smelling, sense of
smelling., aor. 2 part. med. of., 3 pi. aor. I med. of.
2'2, vos, ace. and, , the hip,

Lat. coxa.

"CXSXOS,, , = , a sucker, shoot: a vine-

branch., Aeol. for, like for €., for ' , equivalent to Ep. , (,) :—Adv. of Time, whenever, Lat. quandocunque,

foil, by subj.

St€, Adv. of Time, when, Lat. quando

:

—the pro-

per Antec. is, sometimes, or any Adv. of

Time. 1. sometimes in causal sense, since, seeing

that, Lat. quandoquidem. 3. is used for el

, unless, except, save when ;, nor did he pour a libation to

any of the gods, save to father Jove. III.

7' ere the time when, before that. 2.

against the time when. IV. ' or, like Lat. est ubi, there are times when,

sometimes. V. is also used without any
conjunctive force in two corresponding clauses,

. . , . . , now . . , now . . ; sometimes .

.

,

sometimes . . : at one time .,, at another time . . ; but

in II. often answered by, as, ,
'., neut. of, also Ep. and Ion. masc. of.€, Ep. for, dat. pi. of',, Ion. for ovtivos, gen. of ootis.

ot€Cj>, Ep. for, dat. of., Ep. for, gen. pi. of.
Ep. , Conjunction, that, being originally

neut. of, as Lat. qxiod, that, of qui. II. Att.' is used like our that in quoting another's words

:

and especially in the . T., often introduces the very

words of a speech, when it need not be rendered in

English. III. ' in Att. often represents a whole

sentence, as in' ' (sub. ovtojs) I know that

it is so; so', ' : so also as

Adv., manifestly, for ' ovtojs. IV.' , unless, except, except that, Lat. nisi, nisi

quod, like ei. V. . . , . . , like

and , not that so and so is the case .
.

,

but .
.

; not only so, but . . , Lat. non modo non . . ,

sed ne quidem .. . VI. ' alone, without an

answering, Lat. ne dicam, not to mention that .. ,

not to say that .

.

.

., as a Causal Particle, for that, because, Lat.

quod. 2. in Ep. sometimes for, there-

fore. II. with Sup. of Adv. in Ep.

as quick as possible, Lat. quam celerrime. 2. in

Att. also with Sup. of Adj., as, '
as long a time as possible; , Lat. qriam

plurimi, as many as possible. 3. with a Subst.

only in phrase for ', as quickly

as possible.

,' neut. of, anything which ; often written

, , to distinguish it from ', that., Conjunct., () because., Ep. for and, ace. masc. sing, and

neut. pi. of'.
oTivas, Ep. for ovaTivas,, ace. pi. of.
-Tis, Ep. and Ion. for., f.-, or«, f., to suffer, endure.

From
6-t\os, , suffering, distress, ( is formed from, with euphon.)€, f., to sound loud, sound wildly. From, any loud, wild noise, the din of battle : the

rattling of chariots : also of the sound of the flute.

(Formed from the sound.), an exclamation of pain and grief, ah ! woe

!

also lengthd.,.^, (from, as frcm ') to cry, to wail, lament:—Pass, to be bewailed. Hence, oi, Com. pr. n., the Wailers., otco, gen. and dat. sing.,, Stcis, gen. and

dat. pi. of.
orpaX«i)S, Adv. of an obsol. Adj. =,

nimbly, actively, zealously., , ,() quick, nimble, busy, zealous.

OTptxes, nom. pi. of 6£.
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rousing, encouragement. From' []: impf. Ion.:
fut. Ep. and Ion. : aor. :

—to stir

up, rouse, prompt, cheer, urge on, encourage: to rouse

from sleep, wake up

:

—Pass, to rouse oneself, bestir

oneself, to hasten. 2. of animals, to spur, goad,

cheer on. 3. of things, to urge forward, quicken,

speed., , Att. for oaaa.€ contr., Ep. for, gen. of oGtls., Ep. for otl, that., Ep. for 6 , neut. of.,3, wrong forms for,., Att. for., Att. for, dat. of.
OT', before a vowel with smooth breathing ,

before one with rough breathing : in Att. also

[] Ep. [ij : negat. Adv., not, Lat. 71011,

used in independent clauses, whereas is used in de-

pendent ; ayaQov it is not good ; it

seems not. II. may be used in dependent

clauses, after the definite Relative 6s, after the Con-

junctions otl because,, since, and others

which introduce a positive fact. 2. is joined

with a Participle when it can be expressed in English

by though or since with a verb, but is used when
the Participle is expressed by if or unless, as, -
yv =' ; but ^ = . 3•

is often joined to an Adj. or Adv., as, ov not

by any means, not the least, i. e. the

greatest. III. when a negative sentence is strength-

ened by any, even, anywhere, etc., these words also are

compounded with the negative, e. g.

? one ever did it. IV.

is foil, by ace. in solemn asseverations for , as," no, by Olympus.
in questions expresses a question to which an

affirm, answer is expected, as,
;

are there not others too? implying that there are. II.

the fut. with is used interrog. instead of the imperat.,

as, ; wilt thou not do it ? i. e. do it.

takes the accent, I. when it is the last

word in the clause, as, ,^ '
. . when it is repeated singly after a nega-

tive clause, and so is emphatic, as,, , ' he is dead to the gods, not

to them, no. III. when is a simple negat.

answer, no.

Prosody :— if the vowel precede , the two
vowels coalesce into one syllable, as in , :

so also kycb .
ov, gen. of relat. Pron. 6s, q. v.

, Lat. sui, gen. of 3 pers. Pron. masc. and fern, for,, and,., exclam. of astonishment or abhorrence, Lat. vah!, exclam. of pain and anger, Lat. vae, ah I woe!

otias,, , poet, for ous, the ear. Hence,, , with ears, long-eared. 2.

with ears or handles.

yap, for not. II. in answers, to express a

strong negative ; yap, no—why should you f, an ellipt. phrase, expressing a nega-

tion and adding the reason, as, '•

yap ' , which in full would be -
' yap, do

not jest at me, for I am not in a jesting mood, but

badly off., a negat. answer, why no, certainly not.

ov-, for never.

ov Trov,for in no manner., Att. crasis for .] and, Adv. of, novjhere, in

?io place; to no place, no way. II. in no way, in

no wise., Adv.()from no place, from 710

side., Adv.() poet, and Ion. for-, nowhere, in no place : c. gen.,& ttjs-
paj-nrjs in no part of Europe.

-auos, , , for auos, 7iot even one, i. e.

none.*, Adv.() to no place, no way., Adv. of, nowhere : c. gen.,-
777s in no part of the earth ; ^,

or to esteem as naught, Lat.

mdlo loco habere. II. of manner, in no way, not

at all., Adv.() in no wise.

2, , gen., dat., :
—the

surface of the earth, ground; £ to

bite the dust ; to the ground, to earth. 2.

the floor or pavement in houses.—Proverb., -n

to bring a man to the ground, strip him

of all he has.

-€, Adv. (, ) but not, and not, nor, connect-

ing two whole clauses. 2. doubled . . , .

.

at the beginning of two following clauses, not even .

.

,

nor yet . . ; as, ' '
and so not even their build-

ing forts, nor yet their navy, is worth fearing :

—

often follows the simple negat. .
. , as, -. . strengthening

the negat., not even ; which is always the sense when

attached to a single word or phrase ; Homer joins it

with Advs., as', , ,
etc. not even a little, not even for a short space.

-cCs,-,-, gen.,,-, etc. declined like 3,, : ( eis) :

—

and not one, i. e. no one, none, no, as Lat. nullus for

ne ullus : the neut. is used as Adv., in nothing,
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.by no means, in no wise. 2. in plur. ovbeves, gen., dat., for, none. 3. and

77 ou6eV (sub. , ), a good-for-nothing, worth-

less person : so in masc. ovdus, a nobody, one who
goes for nothing. 4. , Lat. nihil non,

every, all; so in masc. oaris , Lat. nemo
non, every one.-, Ion. for*.€-, ov, ($,) not worth notice or

regard, contemptible., Adv. in no wise, by no means.- Ion.-, Adv. and not ever, not at

any time, never.-, Adv. and not yet, nor as yet, not yet.

€- / ,- ,€, Adv. not yet at any time, never yet.

-eTepos, a, ov, (, erepos) neither of the two,

Lat. neuter. II. (sub. yivos), Lat.

genus neutrum, the neuter gender.-, Adv., in neither of two ways.

-€«£, Adv. to or towards neither of two

sides, nowhither.' en, Adv. and no more, no longer.

, Adv. certai?dy not, Lat. non sane.

ov or , no I surely imagine not., , Ion. for o5os (), the threshold of a house,

the threshold or sill of a door : metaph., enl yrjpaos

on the threshold or verge of old age.5, , Aeol. for$ (), a way.', aros, to, properly of animals, the UD-
DER : later of women, the breast. II. metaph.

fruitfulness, milkiness, exuberance; the

most fertile land, Lat. uber arvi., neut. pi. of., , ov, () of the udder.

-eis, -ev, later form for '$,.
ov, surely not, certainly not., for before a vowel with smooth breathing,

and in Ion. (for) before a rough breathing., crasis of e/c., so not, not then : stirely not.-, Adv. no more, no longer, nofurther., Ion. Adv. for, =. [~\-, Adv. not therefore, so not, Lat. non ergo.

2. in interrog., not therefore** not then? and so not?

like Lat. nonne ergo ? is it not ?-, Adv. therefore, then, accordingly, Lat. ergo.

When the word has this accent, the negat. sense

vanishes, and the force of only remains.- or , Ion. for, not yet.-,-, Ion. for,.
-Ktos or k<os, Ion. for ouVa>s, by no means.

Att. , at, bruised or coarsely-growid

barley, which was sprinkled on the head of the vic-

tim before the sacrifice, like the mola salsa of the

Romans. (Commonly derived from, okos, as

if or were the whole, unground barley-

corns.),, , (() a band or throng ofwarriors.

'', , a wound healed or scarred over, a scar,

Lat. cicatrix.

oiiXtos, a, ov, (oi>\os,) baneful, deadly.-,-, ,, (oZXos,0pi£) with curly hair.-, ov,(,) with thick, curl-

ing hair.€5, , ov, properly an Ep. form of,
aor. 2 med. part, of ; but commonly used as

Adj. destructive, baneful, deadly, fatal.', , mostly in plur., the gums.
ouXoos, , ov, Ep. for 6\oos.0 05, , ov, Ep. and Ion. form of o\os, whole,

entire, perfect, complete, Lat. integer ; a
whole loaf. 2. offull force, able, substantial. 3.

of sound, continuous, incessant ; ^
screaming incessantly. 4. of sight or touch, fine,
thick, fleecy; a thick head of hair : later,

twined, crooked. II. Ep. Adj. of, =-, (for€,), destructive, bane-

ful, deadly, fatal.-, , (, £) bruised or coarsely-

ground barley sprinkled over the victim and the altar

before a sacrifice ; € to begin

the sacred rites by sprinklirig the barley.

-os, , Ion. for" : for', to Olympus.,( ) to be whole or sound, to be hale or

well: imperat. €, as a salutation, like €, health

to thee, hail, Lat. salve., Dor. for , in truth not, assuredly not.

\xiv, no truly, nay verily ; old form for ., in truth not, nay verily.-€-, for \, then not.

ttcos, like ounces, by no means, in nowise.-, not however.

ox) , in independent sentences often used to

strengthen the simple negative, mostly with indicat.

fut., also with aor. 2 subj.

:

I. when used with
fut. indie, the clause must be interrog. II.

with aor. subj. there seems to be an ellipse of^
or the like, as, I shall not be

taken, i. e. \, there is no
danger lest I be taken., indeed not, surely not.

ov , also , nevertheless,

notwithstandifig, yet still.

ye, after a negat., no nor even yet, Lat.

nedum. , nay not even.

03, by Att. crasis for b \.
OT'N Ion. , Adv. then, denoting the sequence of

one clause upon another. II. therefore, accord-

ingly, consequently, to mark the result or conse-

quence of what has been said, as aj: the end of a

speech. 1. when a speech has been interrupted,

serves to resume. 3. in repetitions implies

the truth of what is repeated, surely, of a truth, as,

et ' ', &o~ncp ', if he is, as he surely
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is, a god :' introduces an objection, certainly,

but . . , but still ... 4. attached to a relat. Pron.

or Adv., makes it less definite, as, ootis whoever,

tuhosoever ; onws how, howsoever., before a vowel, Adv., for ov,
on which account, wherefore. 2. the anteced. rov-

being omitted, therefore since, for that, be-

cause. 3. after certain Verbs, so far as, how or so

that. 4. that, like on. II. (in this

sense never), Prep, with gen., equiv. to,
on account of, mostly following its case., Ion. for, 2 pi. pres. of.,,£,,, Ion.

for ',, etc., contr. for £., by crasis for , part, of exibo., Dor. for.
or-, Adv. by no means., Adv. nowhere, in no wise., Adv. nowhere.- Dor.-, Adv. not ever, never., by crasis for .-, Adv. ?iot yet, Lat. nondum.--, Adv. not yet at any time, never yet.-, Adv. no how, i?i nowise, by no means.

OT'PA' Ion., , the tail, Lat. cauda. II.

generally, the hinder parts, the after part of anything

;

of a ship, the stern. 2. of an army, the rear-guard,

rear : the rear-rank ; ' in rear, behind ;' the rear-rank-man ; or to

the rear, backwards., , for,, boundaries : see ovpov.-, ,(,^) leading the rear of an

army.'as Subst., ovpayas, 6, leader of the rear-guard.

oupaios, a, ov, () in or of the tail ; -
the hairs of the tail. 2. generally, hindward,

hindmost, Trades the hind feet ; the

hinder parts., , (ovpavos) Urafiia, i. e. the heavenly

one, name of one of the Muses, the Muse of Astro-

nomy. II. epith. of Aphrodite or Venus, the

heavenly.,, , (ovpavos) son of Uranus : generally,

a dweller in heaven, Lat. coelicola, like.
oiipavios, a, ov, Att. also os, ov,() heavenly,

of or in heaven, dwelling in heaven ; ,
or alone, like,, Lat.

coelites, coelicolae, the dwellers i?i heaven, heavenly

beings. II. comingfrom heaven, of rain. III.

reaching to heaven, high as heaven. 2. metaph.
enormous, awful, stupendous ; , like-

', Lat. immane quantum

:

—neut. pi.-, as Adv., vehemently, tremendously., cvvos, 6, (ovpavos) like. the

heavenly one : in plur. or,
the gods, Lat. coelites : fern..-, ov,(, yvuivai) skilled in the

heavens.

-ovpios.-, ov, (ovpavos,) sheivnfrom
heaven, shewing itself in heaven., Adv. of, from heaven, down
from heaven : properly an old gen. of, and
therefore used with Preps., ait, i£-., Adv. of5, in heaven, in the hea-

vens : but is for , where -
is gen. for, as for bpeos.-, $,(, /cos) as high as hea-

ven, reaching to heaven. 2. enormous, stupendous.-.', (ovpavos,) conqueri?ig heaven.

OT'PA NO'2 Dor. topavos Aeol. opavos, o, hea-

ven, Lat. coelum : in Homer the vault or firmament

of heaven, the sky represented as a concave hemisphere,

on which the sun performed his course ; the stars too

were fixed upon it, and revolved with it ;

the starry firmament. 2. heaven, as the

seat of the gods, above this vault or hemisphere ; -
Heaven-gate, i. e. a thick cloud, which

the Hours lifted or put down. II. as masc. prop,

n. Uranus, son of Erebus and Gaia.-, ov, (ovpavos,) holding heaven., , nom. and ace. pi. of ovpos, Ion. for epos,

, a mountain.--os, v. 1. for-, q.v., , ov, Ion. for opcios, (opos,) of the moun-
tain ; ' a mountai?i-nymph.-5, ov, (odpos, ,) mountain-

roaming :—fern,-, ados.-, , , (ovpos, ,) poet, for, feeding on the mountains.

-oiKos, ov, (ovpos, , ) mountain-

dwelling.-,, , and-, ov, =.5, rjos, , Ion. for, a mule., impf. : f. or— : aor. I

: (ovpov) :
—to make water., Ep. ace. pi. of :, gen. pi.

ot^o^ico,Desiderat.of, to want to make water., ='., , () the hindmost part, lowest part

;

the butt-end of a spear.-, , , poet, for, mountain-

walking., Ion. for, to bound, limit., f. Att. , (olpos) to waft with a

fair wind: to speed on the way, guide prosper-

ously. II. intr. to blow fairly, give a fair passage.-5, , ov, (ovpos, ,) poet, for, mountain-bred.

cupios, a, ov, also os, ov, () with a fair wind,

Lat. vento secundo, esp. of a ship. 2. of a voyage,

prosperous, fair : generally, prosperous, successful:—
neut. plur. as Adv., to run before the wind

:

but £ (sub.), to run with

a fair breeze. \\. prospering, favouri?ig, propiti-

ous. 2. (sub. ), , = ovpos, afair wind.
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perous or secure, [],() to give to the tvinds, let flow.,,, Ion. for, a boundary line.

ovpvis, by crasis for upvis., , Lat. URINA, urine., , poet, for ovpos, , 6, a boundary;

found in three places of Homer; ()
as far as the boundaries of the quoit reach,

i. e. the distance of a quoit's throw ; (2) '
* . .; and (3) * ;

in which two passages, a certain distance is expressed

by and , and the distance

meant is that by which nudes would beat oxen in

ploughing afurrow of given length in a given time.

oupos, , , {') a trench or channel for hauling

up ships on shore and launching them again.

2, , , afair wind, right astern;

ovpov to send down (i. e. with) the wind, to speed

on its way: metaph., ovpos [], like [_\,
it is a fair time.

OT^POS, , , a watcher, warder, guard.
ovpos, , , Ion. for opos, a boundary.

ovpos, tos, , Ion. for opos, a moimtain.03, , a wild bull, Lat. URUS.
OT"?2, T(^ gen> £3> fat. : pi. nom., gen., dat. : Ion. and Ep. ovas, : Dor.

Jis,:—Lat. AURIS, the ear; ovs, in

or into one's ear, i. e. secretly. II. an ear or

handle, of pitchers, urns, etc., ,{, part. fern, of sum) that ivhich is

one's own, one's property, substance: state, condition;

her childless state

for the future, i. e. her bearing no children for the fu-

ture. II. the being, substance, essence of a thing., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2, but, 3 sing, impf, of., imperat. of., f. : aor. : pf. pass,-
:—like, to wound; they hit,

shattered the shield; c. ace. cognato,, 6 -
tos the wound which a man struck me
withal.,, Ep. aor. 2 inf. of., 3 sing. pf. pass, of., imperat.€ : Ion. impf. : fut.

: aor. Ion. : aor. I

pass,:—Ep. 3 sing. aor.2 (as if from -
), inf. and, part, (in pass,

sense) [] :

—

to wound, to wound by striking

with a spear or sword, opp. to (to strike

with a missile) :-—Pass., the wound
inflicted.

-€, Adv., and not. II. repeated ..
,.. , neither. . , nor. .

, Lat. neque. . , neque. . : but

re is often used in the second clause answering to

in the first, both not.

.

, and.

.

.

ovTcpos, Ion. for : neut..
oimrjOeis, aor. I pass. part, of., Ion. 3 sing. aor. 1 of.€, , fern, of., rjpos, {) one who wounds.-, neut. of.
oiiriBavos, , , Att. also us, vv, (ovtis) useless,

worthless, goodfor naught.--, Adv., for -, like, not at all yet.

-Tts, gen. outivos, no one, nobody, Lat. ne ullus,

nullus ; neut. -, nothing, Lat. nihil:—neut. also

as Adv. by no means, not at all : hence II. with

changed accent, Ovtis, , ace., Noman, No-
body, a name assumed by Ulysses to deceive Poly-

phemus.-, Adv. (,) indeed not, Lat. non sane.

otjtos,,, gen.,,,
etc., demonstr. Pron., ibis, as opp. to, the

nearer of two things, opp. to the more remote, like

Lat. hie opp. to Hie. II. when opp. to, -
tos generally refers to what has gone before, to

what is to follow. III. outos, are used to

call a slave or an inferior, generally in a contemptuous
sense, Lat. heus ! you there ! hollo you ! also ovtos

, heus tu ! but also in a solemn call, as to Oedipus,

oijtos, ovtos ! IV. . . ,

.. , or . . , .. , stronger

than. . , . . , on the one hand. . , on the other..

;

partly. . ,
partly. . . V. , to add some-

thing with emphasis, and that too, and more than

that, often without a Verb, as,

and that too being such an one ; yap
yipovTos ; for what is more to

be feared than a judge, and that too an old one? VI.

/cat , like, so much for this,

Lat. haec hactenus. VII. neut. pi. as

Adv. for this reason, like , ,
for this reason then, accordingly. 2.

(sub.), in affirm, answers, ', -
yes, master. VIII. dat. fern. sing,

was also used as Adv., I. of Place (sub. )>
in this spot, here. 2. of Manner, in this way,

so. 3. in this respect, so far, for the matter of
that. IX. is often strengthd. in Att. by
the demonstr. ,,,, gen. -, nom. pi., neut., etc., this man here,

Lat. hicce

:

—before a vowel becomes lv, as ;

neut.^,-.
ovtcos, before a conson., Adv. of ovtos, in this

way or ma?iner, so thus, Lat. sic. II. with a

qualifying power, so, only so, simply, no more
than. III. in wishes, with optat., yap kythv

y Aios$' would I were the son of Jove
so [truly] as. .

.

1. in protestations, as, tybrf -, I, so help

me my children, hate the man. IV. .. ,

..
,
partly. .

,
partly.. , on the one hand.. , on

the other. . ; cf. oItos iv. V. in beginning a
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story, ' } so there were once

upon a time a mouse and a marten-cat.,, =, [], Adv. for , not. [], by crasis for 6.^, , , fern,,, ,()
a debtor., ,() a debt : one's due., ,() that which is owed, a debt., impf. : fut. : aor. I

: aor. 2 Ion. Ep.-, : pf. :

—

to owe, be indebted

for, have to pay : absol. to be in debt

:

—Pass, to be

owed, to be due: part,, bounden, due,

fitting; one's due. 1. -
to be liable to, be in danger of a penalty, etc.

:

of retribution, to owe one an ill

turn. II. to be under an obligation, to be bound

to do a thing. 2. aor. 2, I ought.. , of

what one has not done ;
-

he ought to have prayed to the gods: hence this

aor. comes to express the wish that a thing had hap-

pened which has not, as, ' -' would that Diana had slain her

!

Lat. utinam earn interfecisset ! properly, Diana ought

to have slain her : mostly with the Conjunction

Ep. ', as, '* ayovos that thou

hadst been unborn ! ei'0'' 'Apyovs -
woidd that the Argo had not sped

through : also with , <hs or that

I had . ! also with negat., would thou

hadst not.. I III. of anything binding upon us,

esp. in Pass. ; this

is a debt due for us all to pay ; so, -, Horace's debemur morti, we must

all pay the debt of nature.', Ep. for, impf. or, to owe: Pass., a debt

is due to me. II. to be obliged, bound.', f.: aor. , Aeol. 3 sing,

opt. :—poet, word, to increase, enlarge,

augment, strengthen; to multiply

words ; to raise one in honour,

Lat. honore augere : generally, to help, make to

thrive

:

—Pass, to wax, grow, thrive, increase.^, Ep. aor. 2 of.
6€5,,() advantage, help, profit, usance;

c. gen., $ whose use was nothing, i. e.

who were of no use ; so,

what was really serviceable of the army., ,() a disease of the eyes ac-

companied by the discharge of humours, ophthalmia.,() to have the ophthalmia, to

have sore eyes., , Dim. of, [t]-,),(,) eye-service.,, , ,() the eye;

before one's eyes or face; Lat. in

octdis, before the eyes; £ out of sight;
7

to one's face. II. like and, the dearest, choicest, best of anything, as the

eye is the most precious part of the body ;

the flower of the army, as we say, the apple

of the eye. III. in Persia, ,
the king's eyes, were confidential officers, through
whom he beheld his subjects.-, ov,(,) wetting

the eyes.-5, ov,(,) tearing
out the eyes., Dor. for., aor. I pass. part, of., aor. I pass. inf. of., fut. pass, of., Ep. for, dat. pi. of $.-, ov, (,) serpent-slaying.

-rrovs,, (,) with snakes for legs."2, gen. Ion. , , a serpent, stiake.-, , (,) of serpent shape, snaky.€, aor. 2 act. inf. of.,,,() a debt or afine incurred

in a lawsuit, damages., fut. of., fut. : pf. : aor. 2 -, inf., part, :

—

to owe, incur a debt,

but mostly used in the technical phrase

or, to be cast in a suit, lose one's cause ;

as, being cast in

a suit of robbery and theft ; also, -
to befound guilty of a capital crime: often

without, (sub.)
to be found guilty of not serving : absol. to be cast,

befound guilty, convicted: also, to in-

cur a penalty. II. generally, of anything one

brings on oneself; or to

bring laughter or shame on oneself, incur them : so

also, to incur the charge of cow-

ardice
;

to bring on oneself

the imputation of folly in any one's estimation.,, , aor. 2 part, of."", Conjunction, marking end or intention,

that, in order that, to the end that, Lat. ut. II.

Adv. of Time, like Lat. donee, so long as, while :

tintil., , Ion. for, the brow or edge of a

bill, []€,, ,() on the brow or edge of

a rock, beetling. 1. metaph. towering, pompous.'^, ^0Sj . acc> later ; ace. pi., :
—the eyebrow, Lat. supercilium, used

in many phrases to denote grief, rage, scorn or

pride ; as, to draw up the eye-

brows in token of grief; to knit,

contract the brows, frown ; opp. to and-
to smoothe or unknit the brow. 2., like Lat. supercilium, gravity, dignity : scorn,
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pride, . metaph. the brow of a hill, the edge

of a cliff, a beetling or overhanging crag., contr. for, ace. pi. of., () Ep. Adv. byfar, eminently, always with

Sup. : later., , and, , (,) the handle

of a shield, consisting of two bands fastened crosswise

on the under side of the shield, through which the

bearer passed his arm.«, Ion. impf. of.€«, Ep. for, dat. pi. of., ,() a covering, of the horse., -, Ep. for, dat. pi. of ., f. ,() to carry off by a ditch or

channel: to divert by a canal or aqueduct:— Pass.,

water carried off by a canal.-, ,(, ayw) drawing off xvater by

a conduit or canal.

OX€tos, , 6, () a condidt, ditch, canal, aque-

duct, drain : any channel for water, the bed of a

river. 2. metaph. a channel or means of escape.

€5, gen. Ion. rjos, , () any fasten-

ing: 1. the band or strapforfastening the helmet

under the chin. 2. in pi. the clasps of the belt. 3.

a bolt which fastened the door within., , ,() a stallion : a lewd person., f. , () to ride : of male animals, to

cover., f.;(, ) collat. form of, as

of, to bear, endure, support, hold;

to keep watch. 1. to let ride, mount. II. in

Pass., with fut. med., to be borne or car-

ried;,,' to be carried

by the waves, by ships, etc. : hence without any
Subst. after it, like Lat. vehi, to drive, ride, sail ;

aywpas to ride at anchor., Ep. ace. of :, nom. pi., ,() that tvhicb bears or supports, a
support, stay. II. a carriage, a chariot, Lat.

vehiculum : also a vessel, ship., f., to be heavy laden : metaph. to be

heavy or oppressed in mind, to be vexed at heart

;

they were heavy at heart. (From,
as from 4'.)', , older form of, any raised grottnd,

natural or artificial, a hill, mound, dyke, dam : in pi.

the banks of a river or trench, dyke, etc. : also, crags

by a river. Hence, , 6v, raised, hilly., , later form of, rising ground, a hill., =, to heave or move by a lever:—
Pass, to be rolled, roll along; -

(Aeol. for) all the pebbles are
rolled or swept away by the water.«, f., () to disturb by a mob or tu-

mult ; generally, to trouble or importune, c. ace. : ab-

sol. to be troublesome.

05, , ,() troublesome, importunate.

£, f., =,, to move or heave

by a lever, generally, to move a great weight, roll it

away by dint of strength.€, 3 pi. Ep. aor. I opt. of.-, f.,(,) to make a riot;

to set the city in an uproar.

"05, , a throng of people, an irregular crowd,

mob, multitude : the populace, mob, Lat. turba, opp.

to (the people in a constitutional sense). II.

noise made by a crowd, a riot, tumult, Lat. turba :

—generally, disturbance, trouble, annoyance, impor-

tunity.-, is, contr. for-,(,)
like a mob, turbulent, riotous ; trouble-

someness, turbulence.,, , () a hold, fastening. Hence£, f., to grip, hold fast : to bind, fetter :

of horses, to rein in, make obedient to the bit., , a wild pear, late form of^.
5, , , () a chariot, always in pi., and

mostly in Ep. dat.,, for.
65 poet, okxos, , , () that which holds;

places to hold ships, i. e. harbours, road-

steads. II. that which bears, a carriage, chariot,

car; but, bearers of the chariot, i. e. the

wheels.

oxvpos, ,,() like p,rm, lasting, stout,

strong : esp. of places, firm, secure : strong, tenable,

of a fortress or the like., f. , () to make fast, fortify.

Hence,, , a stronghold, fortress., Adv. of, firmly, strongly., by metath. for, perf. of., , gen., dat. , ace. (,)
a voice. II. a discourse, word.- [], , , voc., (,)
one who mows till late at even ; cf.., ,() =, a sight, vision., , Dim. of, esp. fish: a smallfish.-, , , (,) one who ploughs late;

cf..', Adv. after a long time, at length, late, Lat.

sero; to learn too late. 2. late in

the day, at even, opp. to : late in the season

;

it was late : c. gen., late in

the day, Lat. serum diet: also, long

after the Trojan war.—Att. irreg. Comp.

later; Sup., latest., Desiderat. of, formed from fut.,
to wish to see., fut. inf. of., Aeol. for.

(sub. ), , properly fern, of, the latter

part of the day, evening, often joined with.
Opp. to : see.,-, irreg. Comp. and Sup. of:
see.
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born in a later age. 2. of a son, late-born, born in

one's old age. 3. later-bom, i. e. younger. \X~\

o\J/ieo"T€pos, -to/tos, Comp. and Sup. of oxpios.£, f., () to do, go or come late : to be

too late in dot fig : Pass, to be belated, benighted.

-KotTos, , (,) going late to bed, late

zuatching or wakeful., f., to learn late or too late. From-, is, (,) late in learning, late

to learn, Lat. serus studiorum : too late or too old to

learn, c. gen., , () poet, for 6ipios, late, slow, tardy:

repots a prognostic late offulfilment.
-voos, , {, voos) late of thought, inobservant.

cijsios, , , () late, Lat. sertis, opp. to.
—Att. Comp. oif/iahepos, a, ov, Sup., ,

: Neut.,-, Adv. as Comp. and Sup.

of. The forms bipiiarepos and also

occur.

oiJhs, gen. ecus Ion. 10s, ,() a sight, appear-

ance ; a vision, apparition :
—oif>is a

show of buildings. 2. outward appearance, look :

theface, visage. II. the power of sight or seeing,

eyesight. 2. a viewing, seeing, view, sight, Lat.

conspectus; ks ' to come into one's

sight or presence.-, ov, (,) late offulfilment, to

be late fulfilled., fut. of, formed from*., , () properly, boiled meat : generally,

meat, flesh. II. anything eaten with bread, to

give it flavour : hence onions are called , a

zest or relish to drink'. III. generally, sauce,

seasoning : metaph. of hunger or toil,

Tofs ayaOcis labour is a sauce to good things. IV.

any dainty food, rich fare : in pi. dainties. V.

at Athens, mostly of fish, the chief dainty of the

Athenians. 2. the market-place, esp. thefish-market., Dep.() to dress meat delicately:

Med. to eat meat or fish with bread. Hence', , the art of cookery: and
ou/oirouxos, , ov, of oxfor delicate cookery.

-TTOios, ov,(,) cookingfood skilfully:

as Subst.,, 6, a cook.

-irovos, ov, (,) dressing food elabo-

rately.«, f.,(^) to eat or live upon
dainties alone, to fare delicately. Hence, , daifity living : eating delicacies.-3, ov, {,) eating dainties or

delicacies : as Subst.,, 0, an epicure, goiir-

mand.—Irreg. Att. Comp. and Sup.,'$.-«, f. , (,) to buy or purvey

fish : generally, to buy victuals. Hence, , properly, provisions, supplies for an
army : generally, recompense, wages.

I J, it, in!, indecl. : sixteenth letter of Gr. alphabet

:

as numeral ' — 8o, but /it—,.
Changes of : it is often interchanged with , as

in : often also in Ion. for , as-
for -, for- ; and so before

an aspirate, was retained by the Ion., e. g., ', for ', '. II. in

Ion. Prose, becomes in relatives and interroga-

tives, e. g. koios okoios for$
oVcus . III. in Aeol. is

used for , as for, for. IV.

in Aeol. and Dor. is for , as for. V.

is sometimes interchanged with , as in

ayaps. VI. is often redupl. in relatives,

metri grat. esp. in Aeol. e. g.,,,
for, etc. VII. Poet., is sometimes

inserted after , esp. in, for -, with their derivatives., , Dor. for , .
&, Lacon. for., Dor. for.
ircayyevirtipa, , mother of all. From-^, , , (7ras,) father of all.-, ,, (,) sweetest of all.•-, , (,) wordiness.-,, , aor. 2 pass. part, of.
nay [a], Aeol. and Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. 2

pass, of., , (irayos) frost, ice.-, , (~/,)frosty, icy-cold.

[], 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.
[], ,() anything thatfixes or holds

fast ; a snare, noose, trap : the toils used infowling:

afowling-net. 2. metaph. a snare, stratagem., aor. 2 inf. pass, of., f. , () to lay a snarefor, entrap.

-Trcryios, a, ov,() fixed,firm, solid, steadfast.

Adv. -, firmly, steadily.

ixayis,, ,() like, a snare, trap,

gin:— $ the anchor which holds ships

like a trap.-, ov, ($, mivos) all new or fresh.-&, ov, {iras, KaKos) quite or utterly bad

:

most unlucky or unfortimate : in moral sense, utterly

bad or depraved: Sup.^. Adv.-, all miserably.-, ov, (,) all-beautiful, all-good., , an offering of all kinds of fruit.

From
-Kapiros, ov, (,) of or consisting of

all kinds offruit : rich in every fruit.-, ov, {ttols,) all-accursed.-, es, (,) all concealed. II.

act. all-concealing.
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lamented, most woeful. II. act. all-tearful., , a sole inheritance, full possession.

From--, ov, (ttcls, fcXrjpos)held infull possession.

-KOivos, ov, (was, koivvs) common to all.-, ov, , (,) giving rest to all

;

trayicoi^s the chamber in which all must

rest, i. e. the grave.•-KOvLTOS, ov, (jras,) covered all over with

dust ; ^ prizes gained by all kinds of

contests.-?, is, (ircis,) all-powerful, all-

mighty, all-riding : all-conquering., f. , to perform the exercises of the

pancratium.,, (nayKparrjs) a complete contest, i. e.

an exercise which combined both wrestling() and
boxing (), the pancratium.

77-5, Adv. (vas, KpoTos) sounding all at once,

of rowers who keep good time., , (~) afirm-set rock : a peak, crag,

rocky hill: "Apeios irayos the Areopagus at

Athens, [a]

irayos, ,(-) anything stiffened or hardened

:

froze?i water, ice, frost, [a]-, , (-,) a kind of crab.-, ov, (rras,) very difficult and
dangerous. Adv. -.- and --3, ov, (jras,)
all-brasen, all of brass.-, ov, (ttols,) goodfor all work.-, ov, (,) all-anointed ; -

the all-anointed of persuasion, of the

robe anointed with the blood of Nessus, to be used as

a love-charm.--jireos, ov, and -5, ov, ($,-
cos) all gold, of solid gold, [], Adv. (rras,) Ion. for, quite, wholly,

entirely, altogether., aor. 2 subj. pass, of., Dor. for.
[], Ep. for ', 3 sing. aor. 2 .
Ep. irdGeetv, aor. 2 inf. of. Hence

[a], , anytbifig that befals one: suffering,

misfortune.., aros, , =, a suffering, misfortune

;

sufferings are lessons to

learn by., Ep. 2 sing. aor. 2 subj. med. of., , ,() having suffered : subject to

suffering, destined to suffer., eos, ,() anything that befals one, a

suffering, misfortune, calamity. 2. a passive con-

dition: a passion, affection. 3. an incident.

[], aor. 2 sub}, of.,, , aor. 2 part, of.
170.1, Ep., vocat. of.

, avos, , Ep. and Ion., ovos, later, cuvos, Paeon or Paean, the physician of the

gods; the race of Paeon, i. e. phy-
sicians. 2. later the name was transferred to

Apollo, who was invoked by the cry € ;

also to his son Aesculapius. 3. a physician : and
more generally, a saviour, deliverer. II. as ap-

pellat. Ion., a paean, i. e. a choral

song, a hymn or chant, addressed to Apollo, as-
. 2. a song of triumph after victory, properly

to Apollo : also a triumphant so?ig before battle, a
war-song. 3. any solemn song or chant. 4. in

pi., paea?i-singers. Hence, f. , to chant the paean, sing a song of
triumph., ovos, , Dor. for. [a],, aros, , () play, sport; .
Rutt-playing.

n-, ,() playr sport, a game, pastime. II.

a feast, festival.-,,(~/,) writing sport-

ive poetry., ov, gen. ovos, (^)fond of'ajoke

:

, , () a plaything, toy : impl. of a

person, like Lat. deliciae, a darling. II. in

Theocritus, the Egyptians are called ',
roguish cheats. -III. a sportive poem : merry
noise., ov, () sportive, droll, done in

play.-, es, (naiyvia, eldos) playful, sportive,

merry ; playfulness.-, , (TrcuSccyaryos) a school-room.^, f.,(/) to attend boys :

to lead like a child, to train, educate. Hence, , an attending boys, education :—at-

tendance.-, , (,) attending or training

boys : as Subst.,, , the slave who went

with a boy from home to school and back again :

hence generally, a tutor, teacher, instructor

.

, , Dim. of, a young child, a little

boy or girl. II. a young slave.,,, Lacon. for,., ,() the rearing or bringing -up of a.

child : teaching, education, discipline, correction. II.

youth, childhood. III. handiwork., ov, () childish, concerning or suited to

children; hymns sung by the boys., f., to love boys. From
-epacTTTjs, , , (jrats,) a lover of boys., ,() love of boys., Ep. for, dat. pi. of rrnTs., aTOS, ,() that which is reared

or educated, a nursling, scholar, pupil. II. that

which is taught, lesson., ,() a rearing, training, educa-

tion. II. a place of teaching, school; r)
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Greece.

iraiScvTcos, a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be edu-

cated : neut., one must educate., , , an educator, instructor. II.

a corrector, chastiser. From, f. : aor. (. : pf. :

—Pass., aor. : pf. : (jrais) :

—to rear or bring tip a child : usu. 2. to teach,

educate, instruct ;^ a man of educa-

tion, opp. to :—Med. to have any one taught

or edxicated, applied to parents. 3. to accustom or

inure to a thing. 4. to correct, chasten.05, , ov, Ion. for., as, , () child's play, sport, pastime :

a game., , worse form for.,,, a darling, love, relating to a single

person, Lat. deliciae. . (sub. ),
songs to or about a beloved boy. Neut. from, , ov, (nais) of or fit for a boy, childish,

boyish, Lat. puerilis. 2. playfid, sportive. II.

belonging to a beloved youih., Adv.from childhood,from a child. From, , Dim. of, a young child. II.

a young slave., , Dim. of, a little girl., , Dim. of (77), ayoung girl, maiden,

damsel. II. a youngfemale slave : a courtesan., , Dim. of $, a young son, boy, lad.5, , , also as, ov, () childish, silly,

playful. II. as Subst., , — , a boy,

lad :, , a girl.-, ov, (,) child-eating.-, ov, (, *~/) begetting chil-

dren. II. making fruitful ox prolific.-, ($,) to take care of a child.-£, duos, , (jrais,) a boy-raven., f., to murder children. From
-KTOvos, ov, (jrais,) child-murdering.-, rjpos, , and-, opos, 0,

(,) a child-murderer:—fern,-
reipa and TraiSoXens, 3, a child-murderess

.

-5, , , , (,) destroying chil-

dren, []-, , ($,) controlling boys : as

Subst,, oi, magistrates who superintended

the education of youths, at Sparta., f.,() of men, to beget

children; ofwomen, to bear children: so also in Med.,
with pf. pass,. Hence', , a begetting or bearing of children.-, ov, (jrais,) begetting or bearing

children : generative.

-iropos, ov, (irais,) through which a child

passes., f., to beget children. From-5, ov, begetting children.

, to teach boys wrestling : generally, to

train, exercise, practise. From-, , , (,) a training-

masterfor boys, a master of exercises : ev

in the house or school of the trainer : generally, a

teacher, master. [] Hence, , 6v, of or fit for a training-master

or his art. Adv. -k&s, like a gymnastic master:-,, , (,) a slave that

attends upon the children., f.,() to rear children.

Hence, , the rearing of children.-, ov, (,) feeding or rearing

children : as Subst.,3, , a mother.-, ov, (,) wounded by

children ; of wounds, inflicted by children.-, f. , (jrais, epyov) =.
Hence, , a begetting children : also of the wife

herself., f., to befond of boys. From-§, , , (jrais,) fond of boys.-, ov, (, *) killing children ;

the calamity of havifig killed a

son; the blood of slain children.-, (jrais,) to waft away a boy.

: f. or, rarely : aor.

,' and' : pf. :—Pass., aor. 1: pf., also^: ():—to

play like a child, to sport, play : to jest, joke, be

merry : to trifle. 2. to dance : also, to si?tg. 3.

to play at a game ; ojpa[pn or to play

at ball. 4. to play (on an instrument). 5. to

make sport of mock at, to jest upon a thing. 6.

transit, to treat jocosely.5, a, ov, also fem.$, f5os,()
healing., fut. of to strike., ovos, , Ion. for,, Paeon, the

physician of the gods. . as appellat.

for, a festal song ; cf.., ovos, , , as Adj. —3., , , () a dancer or player.

or, Att. fut. of., , (redupl. from 7?7 or) the finest

flour or meal, Lat. pollen : any fine dust : metaph.

a subtle rogue, [a] Hence, aTos, , a subtlefellow.

TrawraAoeis, (, ev, an old Ep.word, steep, craggy,

rugged. (Deriv. uncertain.)

"2,, and
;
gen. pi. Dor.-

; dat. pi., : the Ep. preferred the

dissyll. nom. $, vocat.: I. of Descent, a

child, a son or a daughter; $ a child's

child, grandchild. 2. periphr., sons

of the Lydians, i. e. the Lydians themselves. II.

of Age, a child: vais, , a boy,yotith, lad; ireus, 17, a
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maiden, girl

:

— , etc from a child,

from childhood. III. also like Lat. puer, or ,
a slave, servant.

ttcu's, <5, Ep. for.€, 2 pi. aor. I imperat. of., Dor. for, ace. of $., Dor. for., (redupl. from -, the Root of)
to look wildly, stare wildly about ; later to qidver, pal-

pitate.', fut. and : aor. : pf.

:—Pass., aor. : pf. :
—

to strike or smite a person :—Med.,

he smote his thigh. 2. to strike a weapon
against a person. 3. to drive away. 4. to hit

hard in speaking. II. intr. to strike against, to

dash against or upon, Lat. illido.,, , like, Paeon, the god of medi-

cine, of Aesculapius : generally, a physician, heal-

er. II. like, a solemn song or chant. III.

in Prosody, a paeon, a foot consisting of three short

and one long syll., with four variations, — ^,

\j — \j <*>, \t \j — and ««-., ados, fern, of, medicinal, healing.£, f. , =, to raise the Paean.

IIchcUvios, , ov, () belonging to Paeon or

medicine, medicinal, healing. II. as Subst., >-, ,,, , and, , , with

and without, the healing art, medicine :

a festival of Paeon.,, —, a chanting ofthepaean., iraKTis, 05, Dor. for, etc., f.,() to fasten, make fast or

close; to make fast the house. 2.

to stop, to stop up, caulk. 3. to bindfast.', , a sort of cake made of preserved

fruit, mostly of figs melted together, []', Adv. long ago, in olden time, ofold. II.

formerly, erst, before: also of time just past, opp. to

the present: also .-€5, e's, {, yeviaOai) born long ago,

aged, full ofyears.-, ov, (,) =^., f., =, to wrestle,fight.-€5, L•,— .-, ov, =^.- Dor.-, opos, ,(,-) ancient mother.-, ov,(,) =-, rich of old, rich in hereditary wealth, opp.

to.
ira\aiop-pi£os, ov,(,) with aged roots.

iraXatos, , ov,() old, aged. 2. ancient,

cf olden time ; the ancients ; -
vos time long past : , as Adv., anciently,

formerly : kx from of old. 3. of things,

in good sense, ancient, time-honoured, venerable : in

bad sense, antiquated, obsolete, out of date. II.

regul. Comp. and Sup., ;

more often,, formed from the

Adv. : kit from the older time.

Hence,, , age, length of time, antiquity

:

old-fashioned ways : also dotage.-, , , , (, ) old in

mind, with the experience of age., f. ,() to make old : hence to

abrogate, annul, Lat. antiquare :—Pass, to become

obsolete.,, , () a bout or fall in

wrestling : generally, a struggle. II. any trick

or artifice, a subterfuge., ,() poet, for, wrest-

ling, the wrestler's art., , =, the palm of (he band. II.

a measure of length, a palm, four fingers breadth (a

little more than three inches)., ov, ,() a zvrestler : generally,

one who contendsfor a prize, a rival, candidate. 2.

metaph. a trickster, cunning fellow., , ov, () a palm long or

broad., ,,() of orfor wrestling., , () a palaestra, wrestling-

school : generally a school. Hence^ [] , ov, o,presidi?ig over the palaestra.

and, irreg. Comp. and Sup.

of, formed from the Adv..-, ov, (,) spoken long ago,

epith. of ancient oracles. II. spoken of long ago,

legendary. III. primitive, ancient, olden.-,, , , (,) long in the

land : as Subst.,, , an old inhabitant,

Lat. indigena., f. : aor. : () :

—

to

wrestle, Lat. luctare. II. metaph. to wrestle with,

struggle against

:

—Pass, to be wrestled with. 2.

absol. to labour or be distressed in battle, Lat. laborare., f. : Dep. :() :
—to ma-

nage, work, bri?ig about. II. to devise skilfully,

contrive cutiningly ; to pla?i

a daring deed.'', , Ep. gen. and dat.,-:—the Lat. PALMA, the palm of the hand, the

hand : metaph.force ofhand, violence, murder. II.

metaph. a device, skilful plan or method, means, con-

trivance. 2. a thing made by art, an instrument., ,() a murderer, one defiled

by blood, a blood-guilty man : the suppliant not yet

purified. II. the avenger of blood.

7£€€, Ep. for£*, fut. inf. of.,,^., f. £ : pf. pass,^ : () :

—to besprinkle

:

—Pass, to be besprinkled, smeared,

defiled; but also,^ (3 plqpf) the

brain was scattered about. II. to shake the lots

S
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in a helmet ; and so, to draw lots : hence pf. pass.,(\€ (2 pi. perf. imperat.) be ye decided

by lot, i. e. decide the matter by lot., , and5, , ov, more correct

forms for-,.', f. , to catch by decoy-birds., Ion. aor. , to be disabled., ,() wrestling, Lat. lucta; generally,

a struggle, contest., , () the finest meal or flour, Lat.

pollen : hence., aor. inf. pass, of.€€, 3 sing. Aeol. aor. I opt. of., shortd. poet, form of, []-, , (, yeveais) a being born

again, new birth, regeneration. II. resurrection.-, ov, (, ') double-

tongued, contradictory, false. II. of strange or

foreign tongue.|€, to sell over again, sell by retail.

From-, , (,) one who buys

and sells again, a retailer, petty dealer, huckster., ov, () properly of wounds, break-

ing out afresh, Lat. recrudescens. II. metaph.

malignant, spitefid, inveterate ;'^ ad-

verse fortune ; - adversaries.-, ov, (,) very swift.•, f., to say again, reiterate. From-, ov, (, ^) collected again.-, ov,(,) going backwards.-, es, (,€) shooting up

again., , change of mind, repentance : in bad

sense, fickleness. From-, ov, (,) throwing back

again: metaph. changeable, fickle.-5, es, (,) as long again :

generally, very long.-, —$, , ,(,) one who is

a child again, in one's second childhood.-, es,(,- Root of) fall-

ing back : neut. aees as Adv. back, back

again., ov, tost to andfro, wandering back

again. From-, Pass. (,) aor. I

part.€$ : to wander back.-, es, (,) wandering to

and fro.-, ov, (,) washed again,

vamped rip. II. act. vamping up old wares.-, , ov, (,) requiting, re-

venging : requital, retribution.-,, , , (,) going back,

returning.-, Adv. (,) stem
foremost.

- Dor.-, ov, (,) dis-

sonant, discordant.-, es, (,) growing again.', Adv. back, backwards ; to
give back, restore : sometimes c. gen., tt'ie -
yaTepos she went backfrom her daughter. 2.

also implies opposition, on the contrary, re-

versely ; epeiv to say to the contrary, i. e. gain-
say ; € yepovTa she made him reversely

an old man, i. e. transformed him into an old

man. II. of Time, again, once more, anew.-, ov, (, ^) taken back, to

be taken back or recalled ; avypeov an
irrevocable word.-, es, (, £) growing again.-, ov, deserting back again : as

Subst. a double deserter.--ros, ov, (,) whirling to and
fro, eddying, [a]-», f. ,() Jo run back

again. Hence, , a running back, going backwards.-, ov, (, paev) running back

again, recurring.-€, ,(, vveos) a returning calm.-, , ov, rushing back : cf. sq.

-opcros Att. -oppos, ov, (,)
hastening or darting back. II. recurriug

l
in-

veterate.--Kios, ov,=.-, ov, safe again, recovered.-, f.,(,) to speak again.-, ov, (, ) requited, repaid:

avenged, punished.

-rovos, ov, (,) stretched back

:

epith. of the bow, , I. ofthe strung

or bent bow, when the archer pulls the two ends to

him to discharge the arrow with more force. 2.

of the unstrung bow, which be?ids back in the con-

trary direction.-, ov,(,)=^.-, es, (,) rubbed again

and again : hardened, obdurate, villainous.-, ov, (,) turned back or

away, averted, Lat. retortus. II. turning

back. III. turned the contrary way, reverse.-, es, (,) with a reverse of

fortune.-4, f.,(,) to recant what has

been said in an ode : generally, to recant. Hence, , a recantation, palinode., , a kind ofthorny shrub, rhammis

paliurus.-, ov, (, ) with a

handle of palmrus-wood.-, a, ov, (,) back-flowing

;

a wave dashing to and fro, ebbing

andflowing.
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water, ebb.

-poios, , ov, Ep. for.
-poos, ov, contr. iraXCppovs, ovv,(,)

flowing backwards, refluent: ebbing andflowing. II.

metaph. returning on one's head, retributive.-,,(,) sliding back, sinking.-, ov, (, ) shadowed over,

gloomy, dusky.-, ov, (,) rushing hurriedly

back ; ' a backward course.-, , (,) a pursxdt back again,

pursuit in turn after a rally.,, ,() concubinage., ,() the statue of Pallas., a, ov,() of or sacred to Pallas., Dep. (£) to keep as a concu-

bine., ,() a concubine.,, , =£, a concubine.',, , a concubine, Lat. pellex,. to

the lawful wife(,).
IlaAXas, ados [], ,() Pallas, name of Mi-

nerva, in Homer always$' or, but later used alone, =., avros, 6, Pallas, masc. prop. n.

iroA-XeuKos, ov, (,) all white.' : aor. ' Ep.^ : Ep. aor. 2 part.

(in compd.) :—Pass., pf.-
: Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 pass, :

—

to wield, bran-

dish, sway, whirl, swing : to toss with the arms

:

—
Pass, to make a spring, move swiftly : to leap, bound

:

to quiver, as fish on land : to quiver or qtiake for fear

or from any kind of agitation : to dash oneself. 2.

to shake tke lots together till one

leapt forth : hence, absol., to cast lots

:

—in

Med. to draw lots. ., intr.

like, to leap, bound : to quiver, quake•, ,() intr. a quivering : the beating

of the heart or pulse.

iraXos, ,() the lot cast from an helmet, ge-

nerally, a lot; € to hold public offices

by lot., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of., , anything brandished or throiun, a dart

ox javelin, the jerreed : properly neut. from.
iraXros, , ,() brandished, burled.

iraXijvas, aor. I part, of., f. : aor. : ():— to

strew or scatter upon. II. to bestrew, besprinkle.,, to,() property.-, , (,) queen of all, all-

powerful queen.-, , , (,) all-loathsome

or abominable.-, , , (,) all-subduing.-, , (,) all-nourishing.

-,, , fern. Adj. (,) all-feed-

ing, all-nourishing.-,, (,) all-vain, all-useless.

-5,/,(5,) all-conquering, triumph-
ant. . =^.-,-,--,(,) very great. *;-^, 4, (,) of enormous size.-,, , (,) all black.-5, (, (,) very long, prolonged.-, , (, ) through every month,
through the live-long year.-|€, , =.,, , , (,) all-knowing, all-

planning.--,,^,(,) mother of all. II.

altogether a mother, a very mother.-5, ov, (,) all-abominable.-, , (,^) all-blended, all-con-

founded, promiscuous.-, ov, (,) very small.-, ov, ='.-, ov, (,) all-hapless.-, , , (,).-, Adv. () like, quite, wholly, alto-

gether ; not at all, by no means.-, , (,) all-persuasive., Adv. () like, entirely, totally.-, , (,) entire possession., Adv. with the whole multitude. From-3, , (,) of or with the whole

nmltitude. II. very numerous. III. neut., as Adv. entirely.-, ov, (,) in which all kinds

of blows are inflicted.-, ov, also , ov, (,) all-

variegated, of rich and varied work.

-TTOXis, , , , (,) prevailing in all

cities, universal.-,-,-, (,) very much,

very great, and in pi. very many:—neut. as

Adv. very much.-, ov, (,) all-depraved, ut-

terly base or bad.-, ov, (,) all-purple.-, , (,) all-venerable.-, , (,) all-conspicuous ,

splendid, refulgent., corrupt word in Aesch. Agam.-, , ov, (,) the very first, first

of all : and as Adv., first of all.-, , (,) all-beaming, all-blazing ;

also transparent, transluce?it. Adv. ~., redupl. form of, to shine or beam

brightly: Ep. 3 sing, pres, as if from-
; , of a star first rising., fern,-, gen.-, Ep. part, of

(as if from) all-shining, bright-

beaming, glistening.

S 2
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charms or simples.-, is, (ttcls, <piyyos) all-shifting, resplen-

dent-5, ov, (rras,) all-destroying.

.-€5, ov,(,) all-burnt, all-blazing.-, ov, also , ov, {iras,) all-feeding.-, ov, (,) all-bearing, all-produc-

tive. II. bearing all things with it.•-, ov, (ttcls,) of all tribes or sorts.-, ov, (irds,) with all tones, full-

toned: generally, expressive.-, Adv. (jrds,$) with all the votes., ov, (jrds,) in all life, in full pos-

session of life.

ttoLv, neut. of tto.s., gen. TLavos, 6, Pan, an Arcadian rural god,

drawn with goat's feet, horns, and shaggy hair : at

Athens the worship of Pan did not begin till after the

battle of Marathon :—plur., = Lat. Fauni.

irav-appos, ov, (irds,) quite or very soft.--, is, (jrds, dyos) all-hallowed, Lat. sacro-

sanctus.

irav-<ryp€TOS, ov, (irds, ypi) all-catching.-, eaw, o, (jrds, ^) one who catches

everything.

-rrav-aypos, ov, (jrds, aypa) catching all.-, ov, (jrds, aypvnvos) quite sleepless,

wakeful, watchfid.•-ayvpis, Dor. for iravyyvpis.- (sub. Upd), , (rras,) the Pa-
nathenaea, two festivals of the Athenians,

and , in honour of Athena or Minerva. Hence, ,, of orfor the Panathenaea, Pa-
nathenaic.-, a, ov, (irds, a9\ios) all-wretched.-, €, ev, (iras,^) all-shining.

irav-ai6os, , ov, (jrds,) all-blazing.

Trav-aioXos, ov, (was, aioXos) all-variegated, glitter-

ing, glancing. II. metaph. manifold.-, ov, (irds, aiaxpos) utterly ugly or

shameful : Sup..
irdv-aiTtos, ov, (jrds,) the cause of all : to

whom all the gtiilt belofigs, opp. to€5.
7-6, , (jrds, dtcos) a panacea, universal re-

medy : also, .-, opos, , (jrds,) an all-

avenging genius.-, is, (nds, $) quite trtie : all too

true. Adv. -Oojs, all truly.-, 4s, (nds,) all-powerful.

-rrav-oAouTos, ov, («,«) all-catching, all-en-

compassing, [a]-, -«05, Dor. for -5, -£-

-5, ov, (irds,') without any share

in. II. all-luckless.-3, ov, (jrds,$) all-blameless.

-, ov, (irds,5) sung by all.-, ov, (irds, airaKus) all-tender or deli-

cate.-, is, (jras, a privat., rrevOos) wholly

without grief, sorrowless.-, ov, gen. ovos, (irds,) all-harm-

less, allfreefrom hurt.-5, ov, (irds,) all-hapless.-5, ov, (jrds, apyvpos) all of silver.

Trav-aperos, ov, (irds,) all-virtuous.

Trav-apwrTos, ov, (jrds, apiOTos) best of all.

Trav-apK€Tas, gen. fern, of /ceTos, all-sufficing,

all-powerful.

irav-appovios, a, ov, («,) embracing all

modes or tones, offull compass. 2. harmonising
with all, all-harmonious.-, ov, (jrds,) all-powerfid, ruling all.-, is, {irds,) all-exact, infallible,-, ikos, , , (was, , £) all away
from the friends of one's youth.-, ov, (irds,$) all-imperishable.-, ov, ($,) all-inevitable.-, ov, (iras,$) all-leafless.-, ot, = navTes, all the Achaians.

irav-axpavTOS, ov, ($, axpavTos) all-unstained.

irav-acopios, ov, (rtds, axxipos) all-untimely, doomed
to an all-untimely fate.-, , (iras, Sais) a complete banquet, a

banquet at which nothing fails.-, ov, (irds,) all in tears, all-

tearful. II. all-bewept, most lamentable.-, opos, o, (irds,) all-subduer. [a]-€, Dor. for.-, ov, (,/) all-dreadful, frightful., a, ov,() knavish like Pan-
deletus.-, ov, masc. Adj. and, is,

(rras,) all-seeing, observing all.-^ and -, Adv. of, with the

whole people, in a mass or body, en masse., , the whole people : in dat. as

Adv., altogether. From-5, ov, (jrds,$) of all the people, hence

public, general, common.-, ov, (was,5) of, belonging to all the

people, hence public, common, accessible to all ; -
irokis the whole body of the city.- (sub. hpa), , (jrds, Ais gen. Atos) a fes-

tival of Jupiter in Athens.-, ov, (jrds,) all-righteous. Adv.-
/, ail-justly., «, , fern, patronym., daughter of

Pandion, i. e. the swallow. II. (sub.), one

of the Athen. tribes, named from Pandion.-€, , a housefor the reception of stran-

gers, an inn. From-, ios, , =:$, a host : hence fentt.-€, , a hostess.
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itav-SoKtvco, f. ,() to receive all, to en-

tertain as a host, to keep an inn.-€, =.-, ov, (, .) all-receiving : com-

mon to all: esp. receiving guests, hospitable:— as

Subst.,, , an innkeeper, host., , unblemishedfame, perfect glory. From
7rav-8o£os, ov, (vols, £) all-glorious.-, ov, (,) all a slave, an utter

slave.,, etc., v.-.-, ov, poet, for, (,)
all-lamentable, all-plaintive.

•srav-, , (,) the total setting of a star.-, , (,) giver of all, epith. of the

earth. II. as fern. prop, n., Pandora, a beautiful

woman made by Vulcan, who received presents from
all the gods.-, ov,(,) all-giving, all-bounteous.-, ov, (,) entirely free.

uav-cM-nves, ol, = ", all the Helleties

or Greeks.

TTav-€Tnr]paTOS, ov, (,) all-lovely.

irav-emcrKOTTOS, ov, (,) all-surveying.---, (iras,,) all night long.

•jrav-ep-yeTqs, , 6, (,) all-effecting.

••-€5, ov, (,) all-desolate.

irav-ecnrepos, ov, (,) lasting the whole

evening.-,,(,) with the whole household.

Tr&v-cnr]S, , (,) lasting the whole year :

neut., as Adv., the whole year long.

irav-evTOvos, ov, (,) much-strained, very

active.-, ov, (iras,) quite boiled : of metals,

quite refined or unalloyed.-, f.,() to keep or attend a

publicfestival; to go to a city

to attend afestival there. II. to make a set speech

in a public assembly, to deliver a panegyric.-, , l>v,fit for a pziblic festival or as-

sembly; solemn, festive: (with or with-

out ), a festival, oration, a panegyric, eulogy.

Adv. -/cuts, pompously. From- Dor.,, ; Ion. nom. and
ace. pi. : (, Aeol. for) :

—

an assembly of a whole nation, esp. for a public festi-

val, a high festival, a solemn assembly ;

to hold such festivals.-, Adv. all day long, the livelong day., f. ,() to spend the whole

day in a thing.-,, , ov, (^,) lasting all day,

doing a thing all day ; a ship which
sails all day; all the day lotig

:

—
neut. as Adv., all day long, the livelong

day.

-•-€<>5, ov, (,) doing all the day

long; to be a whole day in coming:

neut. as Adv., all day long or every day.-^,, , fern. -€, , (,)
charmer of all.-, , (,) growing of all kinds,

esp. shooting with all sorts of trees.',, , a panther, Lat. panthera.-, Adv. (,) in high wrath.

irav-OvTOS, ov, (,) celebrated with all kinds

of sacrifices., , ov, () of or fit for Pan ;

(sub. ), , panic fear, such fear being supposed

to originate with Pan.

Trav-ip€pos, ov, (,) all-lovely, all-de-

sired, [t]-, Dor. for.-, , = , the whole body or

community of lonians : their place of meeting at

Mycale, their common temple. II.

(sub. itpa), thefestival of the united lonians.-8, ov, (,) all-disfigured,

hideous., f. ,() to celebrate a festival

by night. II. to watch or do anything the live-

long night ; to spend the live-

long night., , ,() of or for a vigil.--, , ov, Att. also , ov, (, £) ell

night long, lasting or doing something the whole

night;' the ship con-

tinued her course all night long.-,, , (, £) a night-festival, vigil,

Lat. pervigilium. II. a watching, keeping awake
all night., , =: neut. pi., as

Adv., the livelong night.-, ov, (,) all-bewailed, all-

lamentable.

iTav-oi£us, , gen. vos, (,) all unhappy,

most melancholy.- and -, Adv.,=.- Ion. -), (,) dat. used as Adv.,

without any nom. in use, with all the house,

household and all.-,, Interj. (,) oh utter woe !-, ov, (,) truly happy, with un-

alloyed happiness.-, Adv. (,) in whole troops.-, ov, (,) all eyes.- Ep.- [], ov, (,) ex-

actly like.-, , (,) author of all ominous

voices, all-oracular., ,() the full armour of a

heavy-armed soldier, i. e. shield, helmet, breastplate,

greaves, sword, and lance, a full suit of armour, pa-

noply ; ) in full armour, cap-a-pie. Hence-, , , a man in full armour, [t]
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-5, , (,) in full armour, ' with

all his harness on.'-, , , (,) the all-seeing.-, ov, (,) always fitfor landing.

iravos, , Aeol. for, {) a torch, beacon.

TTovovpyiia, f., (jravovpyos) to play the knave

or villain, act like a rogue ; ' -aavovpyeiv to do a

holy deed in an miholy ivay. Hence&,, to, a knavish, roguish act.,,(-) villany, knavery, trickery

:

in plur. knavish tricks.-?, , , (navovpyos,')
a captain of rascals : or = ,
knave Hipparchides.

-nxiv-oOpyos, ov, (, epyov) ready to do anything:

mostly in bad sense, ready for all crimes, -unscrupu-

lous, knavish, villanous, treacherous : as Subst.,-
odpyos, , , a knave, villain, rogue ;^, ,
—.—Sup. ovpyoraros, most rascally.—
Adv. avovpys, villainously ; Sup.-.

-oij/ios, ov, (,) seen by all, epith. of a

spear.-, , (, aay) =: dat. as Adv.^, like, in full armour.-, ov, (,) of the moon, at the

full ; the time offull moon : -
(sub. £), the time of full moon, the full

moon; to-morrow's full moon.

-€.5, ov, (,) very stately.-, ov, (,) all-surveying.-5, ov, (,) all-wise, very wise.

-€,03, ov, (,) composed of all

sorts of seeds.- Ion. —iij, (,) dat. used as

Adv., without any nom. in use (but gen.

occurs), with the whole army.& Ion. -ir\, (,) dat. used as Adv.,

without any nom. in use, with all speed.--ros, ov, (,) swept together from
every side, accumulated., Adv., Dor. for., Adv., Ion. for.-,, , (,) all-wretched., before a vowel-, Adv.() entirely,

wholly, altogether : in replying it affirms strongly, by

all means, ztndoubtedly., , name of a precious stone.-, e$, (,) all-prevailing.-, Dor. for, ov, , (,)
ruler of all.

-apxos, ov, (,) all-rtding, absolute., Ion., Adv. () of Place, every-

where: in every direction, every way. II. of Man-
ner, by all means, absolutely : in all respects., Adv. ()from all places or sides., Adv. () in all directions, every way., Adv. {) to all places, every way., Adv. () everywhere.

, Adv. () in all ways.

Trav-TeX/rjS, is, (,) all-complete, all-perfect:

entire, absolute. 2. fully accomplished. 3. com-
prising all, the whole, Lat. universus. II. act.

all-accomplishing. Hence
Ion. -, Adv., also, com-

pletely, entirely, absolutely : outright., Ep. for, dat. pi. of.-€, , (,) =-, complete
armour ; £bv or . in fidl armour.

-Tcxvos, ov, (,) assisting all the arts.

Dor., Adv. () everywhere, on every

side, every way. II. in every way, by all means

;

not quite.-, ov, (,) all-ho7iourable.-, , gen. , (, ypa) making all

old, enfeebling all.

iravTO-Scujs, , (, *>) all-knowing., ,, () of every kind, of all sorts,

vianifold. Adv. —, in all kinds of ways., Adv. ()from all quarters,from every

side, Lat. undique., Adv. () everywhere.

iravTOios, a, ov, () of all sorts or kinds, mani-

fold; yva to take all shapes, i. e. to try

every expedient, turn every stone, in order to effect

any object. Hence
iravTOLios, Adv. in every kind of way.-,, , (,) all-mighty.-, , (,^) utterly

short-lived.-,, (,) all-daring, shameless.

iravTO-plcnr|S, , (,) all-hatefid.-, , (,) all-suffering.

TravTO-iropos, , (,) all-inventive.

iravT-oirras, Dor. for,, ,(,)
all-seeing., Adv. () in all ways, every way.

iravTo-CTcp-vos, ov,(,) all-reverend, august.

iravTOT€, Adv. at all times, always.

iravro-ToXp-os, ov, (,) all-daring.-, , (, 'ipyov) — avovpyos.-, , (, ayv) all-devouring.-, , (,) all-confused, com-

mingled.-, , (,) utterly routed.-, , (,) all-nourishing.

iravTOus, Adv. () wholly, altogether:

in nowise, by no means, not at all, Lat. omnino

non. II. in strong affirmation, at all events, at

any rate, at least : in answers, yes, by all means., Adv. () altogether: at all, in all, Lat.

omnino. 2. very, very much, exceedingly. 3.

with some Adj. omitted, the well-known, the

thorough ; oi the thorough sol-

diers, i. e. the veterans ; the famous
Pericles. II. in answers, yes by all means, cer-

tainly, [a]
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irav-vrreCpoxos, , (,) eminent above

all.-€5, , , (,) uppermost

;

highest of all.-, , and-, , , (,
voraros) last of all., , titter destruction, titter ruin. From-, , (, ',) utterly

ruined, destroyed, undone. 1. in moral sense, ut-

terly abandoned. II. act. all-destructive, all-

ruinous.-, (s, (,) utterly ruined, de-

stroyed. 2. in moral sense, utterly abandoned. II.

act. all-destructive.

irav-coirrieis,, ev, (,} visible to all.-, , (,) in every season., Lat. pax ! htish ! still

!

Traijcu, ••£, Dor. for,, aor. I inf.

and opt. of., f. []: aor. : pf., inf. : Dep. :—/o £"£/, acquire, Lat.

potior

:

—the pf. is also used as a pres., to possess, to

have in possession., Interj. of suffering, Lat. vael oh I alas I II.

of surprise, ah

!

^, lengthd. for.
ILnraios, , a Scythian name of Jupiter., an exclam. of surprise.,(-s) to call papa, as a child : to coax

or wheedle by calling papa.2, , , papa, childish pronunciation of, as, mamma, of.
irairiraias, , , Dim. of, dear little papa., , =. [], —.05, , a grandfather.

Trairrroios, , ,() of or for one's grand-
father, appointed by him., a/cos, 6, a fish found in the Thracian lake

Prasia. (Foreign word.), Dor. for-, part. fern, of2, fut.: aor.:—to look

cautiously or timidly round, to peer about : to look

eagerly. II. c. ace. to look roundfor, look ear-

nestly after., aor. I part, of.
irairipos, and , the papyrus, a kind of rush, of

which writing-paper was made in Egypt by cutting

its inner rind() into strips : it was also used

for making ropes.

imp, poet, abbrev. for. II. it is also used

for in sense of.' Ep. -,, Prep, with gen., dat., et

ace. : Radical sense, beside :

I. with Genit. from beside, from alongside of,

whether of Place or Person : metaph. issuing, derived,

proceedingfrom ; ' to give from
oneself

', from one's own means. In Att. Prose,

is used like, Lat. a or ab, by, with pass. Verbs to

denote the agent, as, to be
struck by any one.

II. with Dat. by the side of, beside, alongside of,

by, both of Places and Things, as also of Persons,

Lat. apud and coram; , Lat. mejudice, be-

fore me ; before Darius as judge

;

at one's home, Lat. apud se.

III. with Accus., I. of Place, running alotig,

beside. 2. of Motion to, to, towards, mostly of

persons. 3. going by, leaving on one side;) to go past Babylon : metaph.

going by, beyond or beside the mark ;

beyond one's strength : contrary to, against ;

contrary to destiny ; £ contrary to

opinion. 4. beside, beyond, except;' besides this, there is nothing else ; so,' he was within

one conflict of winning the Olympic prize ; ^,' within little, i. e. well-nigh, almost;

by much; by so much;'
by how much, Lat. quatenus

;

—so,

he came within a little of dying

;

to come within so

great a nearness of danger, i. e. to escape danger by
so little. 5. in comparison with; '
himself compared with himself; ' it is

compared with (i. e. as) nothing;' '
to consider as nothing :— also, ' day as

compared with day, day by day ; ^
men as compared

with all other animals live like gods ; tovs -
to labour in comparison of all the rest,

i. e. more than the rest. II. of Time, during

;

in the course of the war.

may follow its Subst. in all three cases, but

is then written : so also when it stands for-
or.

absol., as Adv., near, together, at once.

In Compos., retains its chief usages as

Prep., I. alongside of, beside, as in-,-. II. from one to another, as in-,-. III. passing by, as in--,-. 1. metaph. swerving aside, i.e.

amiss, wrong, as in-,- : also,

contrary to, against, as in-. IV. of

alteration or change, as in-,-., aor. 1 pass. inf. of.-, f.- : pf.-, part, --
Ep. : aor. 2 :

—

to go by or

by the side of: to stand beside, c. dat. II. to

pass beside or beyond, i. e. to overstep, transgress ;

the transgressor:—Pass., with aor. -
[], pf.-, to be transgressed or

offended against. III. to pass over, omit : to

let pass, let slip : € it escaped me not.

IV. in Comedy, Is or

to step forward to address the spectators.
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•--, , (,) like a staff, as

of a staff.-, ov,(,) like a Bacchanal.-, f. -\: aor. 2 : pf. -•:—Pass., aor. - : pf.-:—
to throw beside, put before, as fodder before horses,

Lat. objicere, projicere : to hold out as a bait : also

to object or cast in one's teeth, Lat. objicere. II.

to set side by side, to stake one thing against

another, as in games of chance ; then generally, to

venture, hazard, stake

:

—Med. to expose oneself to

danger;

setting my life upon a cast in war : so,-
to stake one's own children. 2. to set

side by side, so as to compare one with another :

—

Med., 01 vying with one another: Pass.,$ one piece of

treachery set against another. III. to bring to

the side of: esp. in Med.,

to bring the boat alongside; and absol. in aor. 2

imperat., put to land. IV. to throw

or turn sideways; to cast one's eye

askance ; to cast both eyes

sideways, i. e. to squint. V. to deposit with one,

entrust to him. VI. to deceive, betray. VII.

intr. in Act. to come near, approach. 2. to pass

over by sea, like Lat. trajicio.,, , aor. 2 part, of.
-is Ep., , ,()

an overstepping, transgression. II. the para-

basis or digression, a part of the old Comedy, in

which the Chorus came forward and addressed the

audience in the Poet's name.

[], , ,() one who stands

beside : the warrior or combatant who stands beside

the charioteer. II. a transgressor, in poet, form.
poet,, , ,()

transgressed. . to be gone beyond, sur-

passed., pf. pass, ., pf. inf. pass, of., aor. 2 inf. of.-£, f. : Dep. :

—

to do a thing

by force contrary to law. 2. to use violence towards

any one, to constrain, compel.-4, f., to look aside or askance, take a

side look; to wink with one

eye. 2. to see wrong., Adv.() thrown in by the

side : metaph., ^ to speak with

a side meaning, i. e. maliciously, invidiously., aTos, , () something

hung beside, a curtain or skreen used to cover the

sides of ships.- : f.- : aor. 2 :

pf. Ep. :
—to go beside,

for the purpose of aiding or protecting.

, a, ov, and, , , verb.

Adj. of, comparable.,, , ,() looking side-

ways or askance, squinting.-, f.-, to call or cry out to.-«, f. , to come to help another :

absol. come to the rescue., Dep.(), to expose one-

self to danger, run hazard., ,( ) a placing beside, com-
parison : illustration, parable., ov,() staking, risking :

hazarding : of persons, venturesome, reckless. 2.

of things, hazardous, perilous.-, Dep. to shew disregard., ov,() stuffed in.-, f. , to stuff in, insert. \y\, aor. 2 inf. of., , a command issued to soldiers : the

word of command. 1. the summoning one's parti-

sans. 3. instruction, doctrine. From-, f.-: aor.: pf.

: pass, :
—to pass an an-

nouncementfrom one to another. II. as military

term, to give the watchword, which was passed from
man to man, Lat. imperium per manus tradere

:

—
also to give the word of command, give orders

:

—
then 2. generally, to recommend, charge, exhort.

3. c. ace. rei, to order; to order

provisions, like Lat. imperarefrumentum : .--' orders given. III. also to encourage,

cheer on. IV. to summon to one's help, to summon
one's partisans or clients. Hence, aTos, , an announcement passed

from one to another. II. an order, word of com-
mand. III. instruction., ,() an announcing. II.

in war, a giving orders, giving the word ofcomma?id.-, f. , to give just a taste of a. thing :

—

Med. to taste slightly of a. thing.-, f., to be the worse for old age.- later- [t] : fut. —^-
: aor. 2^.—to be at hand, by or near,

be present: to standby, to second, support. 1. of

things, to be at hand, to come, happen, belong to. II.

to come to, arrive at : absol. to arrive at one's desti-

nation. 2. to come to maturity.- later- : fut.—' :

aor. 2 :

—

to decide beside the right, i. e. to

decide unfairly, err in one's judgment.-, , , (,) that

which is taken in the arms, the object ofone's embrace.-£, Dep. (, aynaiv) to pu:h aside

with the elbows, elbow.,, aor. 2 part, and inf. of^^., aTos, ,() that which

one writes beside, an additional clause, codicil.
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beside, a marginal note. II. an exception taken

by the defendant to the indictment ().-, f., to write beside, to add, subjoin,

annex a clause or codicil. II. Med., with pf.

pass, • , to have a thing written by the

side: to have a person registered. 2.

to take an exception to an indictment() ;

absol.,( to demur : cf..-, f., to lay bare at the side: metaph.

to lay open, disclose.-, f. £ : aor. 2- :—to lead beside,

to lead by or past. 2. as military term, to make
the men file off, to wheel them from column into

line. II. to lead asidefrom the way, lead away :

absol. to mislead, deceive : generally, to persuade,

bring over, but in bad sense. 2. to lead aside,

divert, alter the course of, to distort, pervert. III.

to bring beside or in front, to bring forward as a

speaker, witness, etc. IV. to bring in stealthily.

V. intrans. to pass by, pass on one's way : pass away.

Hence, , a leading by or past, carrying

across. 2. of soldiers, a wheeling from column
into line. 3. a sliding motion of the oars so as to

make no splash() in coming out of the water.

II. a leading aside or away, misleading: a fallacy,

quibble. III. an alteration, change, variety.-,. [], to weep beside or along with.-, f.-: aor. 2

Ep., inf. :

—

to sleep beside or

by.
f, ,() a pattern, model,

plan, Lat. exemplar: a copy, representation. 2. a
precedent, example; by way of

example : also an example, lesson, warning. 3.

an illustration, prooffrom example. Hence-£, f. , to make an example of,

make a show of, put to shame., €S,(,) like an
example.- and -: f.-:—to shew by the

side of: to exhibit, bring forward. 2. to represent

as so and so, to represent, pourtray. 3. to hand
over or assign money.-, Dep. (,) to go with-

out one's dinner., , a park or pleasure-grounds ; an
Eastern word used in the Septuagint for the garden

of Eden.- Ion.- : f.- : pf.- : Dep. :

—

to take or receive from another,

to have by right of succession, as hereditary. 2. c.

inf. to take upon oneself ox engage to do. 3. to

admit, let in : hence to admit, allow.-, f., to disclose by a side hint.-', f., to attend and serve.-, , useless disputation.

-, f.-, to give or hand over, Lat.

tradere : to commit, consign. 2. to give into

another's hands as an hostage, Lat. dedere, to deliver

up, surrender : to hand over to justice : also to

betray. 3. to hand down, transmit to posterity.

II. to grant, bestow, offer: c. inf. to grant, allow,
concede., ys, 77, aor. I pass. subj. of .£-, ,(,) a strange
story, marvel.-£, , (,) contrary to opinion,

unexpected, strange, marvellous. Adv.-., ,() a handing down, be-

queathing, transmission. 2. a giving up, sur-

render. 3. the transmission or handing down of
legends, doctrines, etc., tradition:—also that which is

handed down, a tradition., , ov, or, , , verb. Adj.
of, to be handed down, etc. :—neut.-

or- (plur.) one must give up., aor. 2 part, of., ,() the act of receiving

from another. 2. that which has been so received,

a custom.

Ep. -, aor. 2 inf. of., aor. 2 inf. of.- Ep.- : fut.- :

—

to be

near as a servant, to serve., ,() a running beside or

by ; cursorily, by the way, Lat. obiter., ov,() running beside. II.

that may be run through ; spaces for
getting through, gaps.-, Ep. for., Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of-.-, f. ,(,) to govern
or reign with one., , a slinking in beside. From-, Med., with aor. 2 act., inf.

Ep. :

—

to creep or slink past.

2. to creep in underhand, slink or steal in., Desiderat. of, to be dis-

posed or ready to deliver up.-, f. , to sing beside or to one.- contr. (, contr. ''),
to lift up and set beside

:

— Pass, to hang on one side ;

Ep. aor. I pass, Att..-£ and -, f.-, to yoke beside,

couple : to set beside

:

—Pass, to bejoined side by side,

coupled together.-£, f., to provoke to jealousy.-£ and -, f. -, to gird to the

side, hang to the girdle.•6~ Att.-, ov, =-.- Att. -, , ov, also , ov,

(,) beside the sea, lying on the seaside.

S 5
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on, inspire with confidence.

irapa06t€V, 3 pi. aor. 2 opt. of.
-irapaOcts,, aor. 2 part, and imperat. of-.--, f. £, to soften, assuage, soothe.-, to heat or inflame to excess.

irapaOeais, c<ws, ,() a putting beside,

juxtaposition, comparison. II. suggestion, advice.-^, f.-, to run beside. II. to

run to one side of, deviate from. III. to run

beyond, outrun.-, f. , to observe one thing beside

another, compare. II. to overlook, slight.-, f. , to whet or sharpen upon : metaph.

to encourage., ,() anything lodged with

one, a deposit : of persons, a hostage., fut. med. of., poet, for., , poet, for, transgression.-,-, poet, for-., ov, poet, for, (-) thrown in by the way, sneering, malicious : see
•.-, f. , to stir up, kindle. II. intr.

of words, to fallfrom one by chance.

irapaivecris, ,() advice, counsel.-, f.- or- : aor. ^^: pf.

: Pass., aor.- : pf. :
—

to advise, recommend, counsel.-,, Ep. for-,, 3 sing. aor. 2 subj., and part. fem.

aor. 2 of., , a taking away from beside, a with-

drawing of, curtailing. From-, f.: aor. 2€: pf.:
Pass., aor. - : pf. :

—to take

away from beside. 2. to draw aside on one, to

divert to ; els to draw aside the

curse on thy son. II. Med. to draw off or

away from, draw over to one's own side, detach. 2.

generally, to take away from : also to lessen, damp.
Hence, aros, , that which is taken offfrom
the side, the selvage of cloth : generally, a band, strip.-, contr. for poet,-.-, f.- : Dep. :

—

to hear
of by the way.-, ov, (, a'ioios) of ill omen, ominous,
portentous.--, f. : Ep. aor. :—to dart
past.-, f.-: pf.-: Dep.:

—

to beg of or from another : i.e. ace. rei, to obtain
by prayer or entreaty. 1. c. ace. pers. to move by
.entreaty, obtain leavefrom : also to intercede with, beg

earnestly. 3. to entreat one to do. II. like

Lat. deprecari, to avert by entreaty, beg off. Hence, , an obtaining by prayer: earnest-

supplication. II. a deprecating. III. an
interceding for, begging off.

irap-atTtos, ov, also a, ov, (,) being in

part the cause : accessory to.-, , ov, Ep. for^, pres.

med. part, of, exhorting, encouraging.-&, , poet, for$,()
encouragement, persuasion : also, a beguiling.-, poet, for.
irap-aicopcco, f., to hang up beside:—Pass, to

be hung or hang beside., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor.

2 of.̂, aor. 2 inf. med. of.-, inf.-, Dep. to sit beside or

near.-, f.- Att.-, to set be-

side or near. II. Med., fut.- : aor.

2-: also aor. :
—to sit down

beside.-, f.-, to let down by the side

:

so also in Med.-'.-, f.-, to put, place, set

down beside or near. II. in Med. and intr. tenses

of Act., aor. 2-, pf.-, to stand

beside or near.- and -Kaipos, ov, (, ttaipos)

untimely, ill-timed, unseasonable.-, f.-, to light, kindle, burn beside

or near.-, f.- later-: pf.-,
pass,- :

—

to call to one, i. e., I. to call

to aid, send for, summon, Lat. arcessere : to call as

wittiess, to invoke the gods : to invite. II. to call

to, cheer on, encourage, exhort : to excite. III.

to demand, require., , a covering : metaph. a cloak,

veil. From-, f., to cover by hanging some-

thing beside, to veil, cloak, disguise.-, f.- : Ep. aor. 2-
for:—to throw or put down

beside ; to put a girdle beside

one, i. e. gird it around one. II. as law-term,

to make a deposit, pay a sum into court. Hence, , money deposited in suits for

recovery of an inheritance, to be forfeited in case of

failure, Lat. sacramentum., ,() anything

lodged in one's hands, esp. a deposit, trust.-, f.- : aor. 2--
Ep.- :

—to die beside or near.-, inf.-f, Pass, to liebeside

or near, esp. to sit by at meals, hzt.juxta accumbere.-, f., to lay down beside.
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side, to lie with: Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2.-€, f. , to leave behind in one's

hands.-, f.-, to fix or drive

in alongside.-,, f.-, to deposit or lodge

in a person's hands :—Med. to deposit one's property

with another, give it in trust, entrust to his keeping.-, f.-, to keep back, restrain.-£, f. , to make to dwell beside

:

—
Med. to settle another near oneself.-, Att. for-, to sew on or

to:—metaph. in Med. to set all straight.

7rapa-K€ip,<u, inf.- : 3 sing. Ep. impf.-
: Pass. :

—

to lie beside, near or before : ge-

nerally, to be ready, lie close at hand : metaph. to be

presented or proposed to one ; things

before one or present.^,,,,=€.-., Med. to exhort, advise, recom-

mend, prescribe. II. to exhort, encourage, cheer

on by shouting : 3 sing, plqpf. is used

in pass, sense, orders had been given. Hence
irapaictXevais, , a calling out to, cheering on.€€, aros, ,() an ex-

hortation, encouragement.-, b, -.€€05, , ,() cheered on,

summoned.-€£, f. , to ride by or past.•, 17, a desperate venture. From-, f. , to make a rash venture, to

dare recklessly : c. ace. rei, to -venture or hazard a

thing : c. inf. to have the hardihood to do : absol. to

venture, run the risk, stand the hazard: in Pass.,

eVos a hardy, venturous phrase.

irapa-Kiveo), f., trans, to move aside : to excite,

disturb violently, Lat. commovere. II. intr. to shift

one's ground, alter. 2. to be impassioned: to be

distraught, mad. 3. to raise troubles or commo-
tions.-, to pass by.-, f.- and- :

—to

weep beside or at.-€ Ion.-, to bar or shut out.-, f. , to steal from the side or in

passing, filch underhand., fut. pass, of.-, Ion. for., ,() a calling to one, sum-
mons to assist. 2. a calling upon, imploring. 3.

exhortation, encotiragement., , , —: neut.-, one must call on., , ,() of or for ex-

horting, hortatory., ov, verb. Adj. of, called to

one's aid, esp. in a court of justice, Lat. advocatus

:

as Subst.,, 6, an advocate. 2. generally,

a helper; hence in . T., 6 the Helper,
Comforter., Adv.() bending sideways,
turning aside, averting., opos, 6, =. From- [], f.-, to turn or bend aside;

to set the gate ajar. 2.

metaph. to make to swerve, distort; a\\rj-
/cas they turn righteous judgments aside. II.

Pass, and Med., aor. 2 [] : pf.-
: to lie down beside, lie near, esp. at meals,

Lat. juxta accumbere. III. intr. in Act., to turn
aside, slip away, escape. Hence, ov, 0, one who lies beside at meals. []-, to hear beside or amiss : to hear wrong.-£, f. , to be past the prime: to be

faded, withered.-, Ion. for-., ,() hearing amiss : unwilling-

ness to hear, disobedience.-, Med.(, koivos) to take counsel

with another, Lat. communicare.-, ov, , (,) one who sleeps

beside, a bedfellow, husband.

-aicoms, Xos, , ace. Xv : Ep. dat. :(, clkoitls) a wife, consort.-, f., tofollow close or hard upon
one : to attend studiously : of rules, to hold good
throughout. II. metaph. tofollow in one's mind,
to understand., ,() a carrying across,

transporting, conveying. II. (from Pass.) a going
or sailing across.-, f. Att. : to carry beside or

along with, escort : carry across : generally to carry

or convey

:

—Med. to have a thing brought one :—
Pass, to sail beside, coast along.-, f., to sharpen or whet besides.-£, f., to throw the dart with others., ,() a striking falsely, a
coining falsely : metaph. madness,frenzy., ov,() struck falsely, coun-

terfeit : metaph. deranged, mad.--, f. , to strike amiss, esp. of money,
to forge, counterfeit ; (pf.

pass, part.) men of a false stamp. II. Med. to

cheat, swindle out of a thing, c. gen. : absol. to cheat

:

—Pass, to be cheated. III. metaph. to drive mad,
derange, distract.-, f.-, (,) to hear

beside or by the way, to hear talk of. II. to hear

or learn underhand. III. to hear turong, mis-

tmderstand.-, f.- Att.- :

—

to let

hang on the side.€5, aor. I part, of.



524 —- [], f. -: aor. -: pf.: Pass., aor. [?]: pf.-
:

—

to separate and place beside :—Pass, to be

drawn up along, extend over a space.-, f., to pat, touch on the side.

-is, ,() a striking beside,

striking a false note : an error. II. a cheating,

fraud.-, f. : pf. : Pass., aor. I: pf. :

—

to strike beside,

esp. to strike a wrong note in music. II. to lead

aside, mislead, deceive.-, f., Dep. to get over and

above : in pf., to have over and above.-5, ov, and irap-aKTios, a, ov, {,) on the seaside, on the shore.-, f. : aor. :
—to stoop

aside, put one's head on one side affectedly. 2.

generally, to take a side glance at, look carelessly

at. 3. to lean forward and peep out of a door,

window, etc. : also to peep in., see.- : f.- Ion.- : aor.

2-, inf.- : pf.-, pass.- :

—to receive from a?iother, to succeed to an office or

to property. 2. to take possession of, to take in

pledge: also to take by force, seize forcibly. 3. to

take to oneself, as to wife :

—

to produce or bring for-

ward as a witness. II. receive or entertain as

a friend, to invite. III. to receive by hearsay or

tradition, to learn, hear, Lat. accipere. IV. to

take upon oneself, undertake, Lat. suscipere. V.

to wait for, intercept, Lat. excipere.-, f., to put, lay beside or near

:

—Med.,

f.- : aor. : 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2- : to lie beside or with one, to lie dcnvn

beside. II.~/ "/ to sail by or along

the land, to coast along., verb. Adv. one must omit. From-, f., to leave on one side, leave re-

maining. 2. to leave on one side, leave unnoticed,

pass by, Lat. praetermittere. 3. to neglect, Lat.

omittere.-, f. , to smear with ointment.&, pf. pass, of.-€•, —., verb. Adj. of, one must

take to oneself.03, , 6v, verb. Adj. of, to

be accepted.-, f., to talk great nonsense, to be in

one's dotage, Lat. delirare.,, fut. pass, and

med. of.,, ,(,) a receivingfrom
another, succession.

(sub. ), , the sea-coast, coastland.

From

.
-aAios, ov, also a, ov,(,) by the sea, on

the sea shore., ,() a passingfrom hand
to hand, transfer. II. alternation : change, va-
riation.,,,,() an exchatige.£, Adv.() alternately : in al-

ternating rows.- Att.- : f. £a> : aor.

Pass., aor.- : aor. 2-^ [] : pf.-^ :
—to make things alternate. 2. to change

or alter a little, esp. for the worse, to corrupt. 3.

of Place, to pass by or beyond. II. intr. to pass

by one another. 2. to pass aside, turnfrom the

path, to deviate, vary

:

—hence to slip aside, escape.-, ov, (,) beside one an-

other, side by side, parallel.-£, f., Dep. to reckon wrong,
misreckon,?niscalculate. 2. to reaso?ifalsely. II.

to cheat by false reasoning. Hence, 6, false reckoning : afallacy.-, ov, (, Atfyos) beyond calculation,

unexpected, unaccountable. Hence-5, , as Subst. that which is beyond all

calculation, an unexpected issue : miscalculation.-, ov,(, $) by or near the sea, naval,

maritime. II. oi in Attica, the people

of the sea-coast() ; opp. to the dwellers on
the plain, and the mountaineers. 2. the crew of
the ship Paralos. III. » (sub. vavs or

$), the Paralos, one of the Athenian state-

galleys, reserved for religious missions, embassies, etc.:

the other was called'.-«>, f., (,) to grieve along

with something else : oi, the refractory.^, , ,() affected with palsy,

paralytic.-, f.- [] : aor. : pf.--: Pass., aor. [] : pf.- :
—to

loose from the side, loose and take off, detach

from. 2. to separate, part from :—Pass, to be

partedfrom. 3. to release or setfreefrom:—Pass.

to be exemptfrom a thing. 4. to discharge, dis-

miss, depose from command : also to setfree. 5.

to undo, put an end to. II. to relax at the side :

—Pass, disabled on one side, to be palsied ; pf. part.$, like$, palsied, paralytic :

generally, to be enfeebled or exhausted, to flag.-€, f. : aor. : (,-) :
—to change or alter a little. 2. to leave on

one side, pass by : hence to exceed, excel. II.

Med. to pass beside, pass by : outrun. 2. to pass

over, omit, make no mention of. 3. of Time, to

pass, go by. 4. to changefor oneself. 5. to lead

asidefrom the road.-, pf.- : Ion. 3 sing, ptqpf.-
: (,) ;

—to pass by and disre-

gard, pay no heed to.



, pf. of.-«, f.- : aor. :
—to stay

beside or near, stand by. II. absol. to stand one's

ground, standfast. 2. to stay at a place, stay be-

hind. 3. to survive, remain alive : of things, to

endure, last.-, ov, Dor. for. []-, f., to measure one thing by an-

other, to compare. II. to measure out.-,. =:—Med.,^^
twos) to surpass one in beauty.-05, ov, (,) at the side of or

along the thighs : armour for the 1

thighs, cuisses.- and- Ion.- : f.-' : pf.

pass, —^ :— to mingle, intermix with,

. 2. to mix in, add by mixing.-, ov,(,) vying or racingwith.-, fut.— : pf.- :

Dep. :

—

to mention besides or by the way, to make
mention of one thing along with another.-, poet, for absol., tarry, stay.-, Ion. for^.-, Ion. for., aor. 2 inf. of., ov, also -, ov,() abiding by,

lasting, steadfast,faithful. \., as Adv.,

steadfastly.- poet., ov,() lasting.-, ov,(,) averse to the Muses
or music, discordant with : hence harsh, horrid.-4 or- : f. : aor. 2

: (,) :
—to cover with a cloak

or robe ; hence to cloak or disguise.- Lacon.- : (, £) :—to bind the hair with a fillet or head-band.-, f.- : aor.- :

Dep. :

—

to address with soothing or cheering words :

to encourage, exhort, advise. 2. to console, appease.

Hence, , encouragement : also persuasion., ,() an address, ex-

hortation. 2. a consolation, relief, assuagement.-, f., Dep. to bellow beside or

near.- later — : f. -ava-

: (,) :
—to read beside or

near : to read side by side, compare, collate.-, to dwell beside or near.-, f. -, to spend beside or

amiss, to waste, lavish.-, to arise beside or near.-, f.- and-, (,
to swim) to swim beside or by.«, f.-, (, to heap) to heap or

pile tip beside : Ion.- and-.-, f.£, Dep. to swim beside, to swim
along the shore.

—. 525-, f., to corrupt by conquest.-, Dep. = 7rapavco/iai, to pass beside

or near.-, to raise up beside or in answer. II.

intr. to standforth beside.-«, f., to think amiss or wrongly. II.

to be deranged, senseless : to go mad. Hence, , derangement, madness, folly.- and- : f. -, (,) to open at the side or a little.- : impf. : aor.:
pf. : Pass., aor. : pf.-

:() :

—

to transgress the law, act

illegally. 2. to commit an outrage : c. ace. pers.

to commit an otitrage upon one ; so in Pass., to be ill-

used, maltreated. Hence,,, an illegal act, transgression., ,() transgression of law,

habitual law-breaking.-, ov, (,$) contrary to laiu and
custom, unlawful, illegal : generally, lazvless, unjust,

violent. II. as Att. law-terms,

to propose uncoristitutional measures ; but,-* to indict one for proposing un-

constitutional measures.

-voos, ov, contr. -vovs,, (, vuos)

distraught, frenzied.-, Adv.(,$) sideways, sidewards.-, poet, for.-, , (,) the bride's-maid,

who conducts her to the bridegroom.- Att. -, f. £, to prick beside : me-
taph. to prick on or stimulate to do a thing.

-ijivos, ov, with afalse claim to friendship or

hospitality: generally, false, spurious.-, f. , to scrape beside: to graze in

passing.

-aijovtos, ov,(,) beside or near the axle

:

, , as Subst. rapid whirlings.-|, .-£[], to shave at the side: metaph.

to graze, keep close beside.-, f.-, to strike o?i the side. II.

intrans. strike aside : to fall aside, fall out from,
Lat. excidere ; to wander from
one's senses, lose one's wits.-, to hurl beside:—Med. to vault or

bound aside.-, Adv., for , on the whole, alto-

gether, absolutely : in reckoning, -
up to two hundred altogether, on the average.-, f., to mislead, cajole.- : fut.- : aor. 2:

—poet, for, to mislead : to perstiade one

to do a thing by craft oxfratid.-, f.-, to win by persuasive arts, to

prevail upon, win over : Homer often uses an Ep. re-

dupl. aor. 2 subj. in 3 sing, ;
part,-,,.
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or beyond, make to pass through: of sound, to send

or echo back. 2. to send by or along the coast

:

generally to send along. 3. to escort, convoy : so

in Med., to convoy ships. II. to send besides or

in addition. III. metaph. to let pass, take no heed

of, Lat. praetermittere., aor. 2 part, of.-, =.-€ and -, f.- : pf. -€7€-
:

—

to stretch a curtain before. Hence/-, aros, , that which is spread out

before, a curtain, veil.-€ : f.-*, syncop.- :

Dep. :

—

to fly beside, near, by : to fly along, fly over

:

to fly to.- and -, f.-, to fix or plant

beside or near

:

—Pass., with pf. med.-, to be

fixed or planted beside.-, f., to spring by or beyond : c.

ace. to overleap, transgress.-, to embitter, provoke. Hence, , provocation : conhimacy.-, f.-, to kindle, burn beside

or near

:

—Pass, to be inflamed.-, f.- : aor. 2 -erreaov : pf. --:—to fall beside. II. to fall in one's way,

fall in with

:

—of things, to befal, happen, offer it-

self. III. to fall aside : hence to mistake, err., aor. I part, of.-, f.--£: aor. ^: Pass.,

aor.- :

—

to make a person wanderfrom
the right way, lead astray, to drive out of the course

:

—Pass, to wander, go astray, wander awayfrom. II.

metaph. to mislead:—Pass, to be misled, err, be wrong.--, , (,) covers for the

sides of war-horses.- Ion.- : f.- and -(-
: 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 (as if from a Verb

in -) :

—

to sail beside, near or alongside : to sail

along a coast : to sail past., ace. pi. of., ov,() stricken aside

:

metaph. frenzy-stricken., fjyos, , ,() struck side-

tvays ; ^ a shelving beach, on which
the waves break obliquely, and not directly (as against

a cliff). II. metaph. —, mad.-, ov, also a, ov, (,)
coming close beside, resembling, near akin to, about

the same, about equal

:

—Sup. -wraros.—Neut.-, as Adv., but also regul. Adv., nearly, ahnost ; --
to fight with nearly equal advantage.- Att.-, f. £, to strike on the side:

—Pass, to be stricken on one side, to be palsied, de-

ranged, frenzied.

-.•-, , ov, coming to a place, Ep. syncop.

part, from an obsol. pres..
irapairXoos contr.-, ,() a sailing

beside. 2. a passage over the sea, Lat. trajectus.-, ion. for., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2, as if from a Verb in -.
Trapairvtvcras, aor. I part, of.-, f.-^, to blow beside or by the

side, to escape by the side.-, poet. iTap'tfoSios, ov, (,) at

the feet, close by, present.

irapa-iroieco, f., to makefalsely :—Med. to make
falselyfor oneself, get a thing made falsely.--,{.- Att.-, to destroy,

ruin beside:—Pass., with fut. med.-, pf.,-, plqpf.—€, to perish beside or near., ,() a convoying, procur-

ing. II. that which is procured, supplies, provisions.

-rrapa-irovTios, ov, (,) by the sea.-, Pass, to go beside or past.-, , ov, (,) beside or

near a river, situated or dwelling on a river ; oi-
people who live on a river.- Att.- Ion.-, f. ,

to do beside or beyond the main purpose. II. to

do with another, join or help in doing., , a false or dishonest embassage.

From-, Act. and Med. to execute an em-
bassy faithlessly or dishonestly., aros, , that which falls off in saw-

ing, saw-diist. From-, f.—, to saw beside or gently, [t]-, f., tofasten beside, near or alongside

:

—Pass., the oar grasped

by the hands :—Med. to touch beside or at the side., aros, ,() a fall beside :

metaph. a transgression.-, , (, ,) a sickness which

prevented onefrom being victor at the Pythian games

().-, irapa-paCva>, etc., v.-,
irap-dpos Ion.,, ov, like/, (,') deranged iti mind.

irapSpos, ov, Dor. and poet, for, distraught.-^, fut., later £, to take awayfrom
the side, filch.-,, to sew beside or along

:

—Pass.

to be sewn on as a fringe or border.-, f.- : pf.^ : aor. 2 in

pass, form : (,) :

—

to flow beside,

by or past, c. ace. 2. c. dat., to slip

off it. II. to slip away, to slip from one's me-
mory. III. to slip in unawares.-, f.- : aor. : (,^) :

—

to break at the side, esp. to break a line of

battle :—Pass, of the line, to be broken. II. Pass.,

with pf. med., to break or burst out beside



—
orfrom ;^ a vein has burst

out from his foot.-, , , (,) of persons, that

may be moved by words. II. of words, persuasive.-,(,) tofreeze beside or near.- and-€o>, to throw beside, esp. to throw

down one's stake : hence to run the risk of doing a

thing. II. to throw aside or away, reject., aor. 2 opt. of.--, ov,(,)
out of time or tune : discordant., aros, , anything drawn aiong the

side for shelter : a curtain stretched along the sides

of ships to protect the men. From--, Dep. (,) to draw along

the side.- Ion.- : f. : pf. pass, :

—to hang or attach alongside or upon. II. Ion., I. Med. to fit out, equip, get

ready. 2. Pass, to be or get ready, hold oneself in

readiness. Hence-, , anything hanging at the side.,, , aparasang, the Persian/arsawg",

a measure of distance equal to thirty stadia.-, f. £, to stuff or cram in beside.

irapa-aeipos, ov, (,) fastened beside with

a thong or cord ; a horse fastened

alongside of the regular pair by a rein or trace, an

outrigger(), opp. to" :—metaph. a

yokefellow, comrade.-, f. , to swing beside one.-, f., to seal by the side

:

—Med.

to sealfor oneself, seal up : to counterseal.-, , a mark of distinction ; the ensign

of a ship : properly neut. of.-5, ov, (,) stamped amiss or

falsely: of money, base, counterfeit, spurious. II.

marked in any way, conspicuous., f.,() to eat at another's

table, to be a parasite. II. to have a seat at the

public table.-, , , of or for a parasite or flat-

terer : (sub. ), the trade of a para-

site. From-, ov, (,) eating at the table of
another : as Subst.,, , one who lives at an-

other's table, a parasite, flatterer.-, f. : aor. : Pass.,

pf. : Ion. 3 pi. plqpf. :—to get ready, prepare : to hold ready; also to pro-

cure, provide, furnish. 2. to make or render so

and so. II. Med. to get ready, prepare orfurnish

for oneself: absol. to make preparations. 2. to

procure by fair means or foul, as witnesses, partisans,

etc. : to manage : absol. to form a party : to bring
over to one's party. III. Pass, to get oneself

ready, prepare : in pf. to be ready, be

prepared. 2. of things, to be got ready, prepared,
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when preparations had been made;" preparations had been

made by the Greeks. Hence,, , anything got ready or

prepared.

-€,77, a getting ready, preparing, prepara-

tion, provision : preparation, practice : or, of setpurpose, Lat. ex instituto; ^
with short practice, i. e. at short no-

tice. 2. a plan, scheme, plot, intrigue. II.

that which is prepared, furniture, garniture, Lat. ap-

paratus: pomp. 2. of warlike preparation, aforce,

power, equipment : generally, means, resources.-, f., (,) to pitch one's

tent beside or near.-,,(,) the space at the sides

of the stage, the side scenes ; or, the side entrances to

the theatre.-, f., (,) to throw over

one like a curtain or tent.-, f., to light ox fall beside or near.-, f., to leap beside or near.-, f.-, to look aside from, miss

the sense of.-, f., to jeer, jest beside or indirectly.-, f. [a], to wrest aside, distort:—
Med. to draw off or away from a thing : to detach

from a party.-£, f., (, $) to bear a shield

beside, tofight or statid by another. Hence-, , , one who bears a shield beside

one, a companion in arms., f., to act contrary to engage-

ments: to break a treaty. From-, ov, (,) contrary to a

compact or treaty. 2. of persons, faithless, for-

sworn.-, Adv. () stepping beside

going -up to. . standing beside or at the side.,, , , acr. 2 opt. and

part, of.,, ,() properly, anything

that stands beside, a door-post, pillar: plur.-, at, pillars that stand in line, a colonnade, the

portico of a house or temple, Lat. vestibulum. See

the shortened form.,, ,() a putting aside,

banishing. II.() a being beside, a

position or post near a king.<, f., to stand by or near. From, , ,() one who stands by

or near: in line of battle, ones comrade on the flank,

as is one's front-rank-man,

one's rear-rank-man : generally, a comrade in battle.

Hence-,, , a helper, assistant, ally.-, aor. 2, to go by, past or

beyond, pass by : pass into.
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—

to

stretch beside or along, lay flat.-, f., to turn or twist aside. 2.

to turn aside, prevent, divert.-, f. , (,) to

break contract with.-, Pass, without Act. in use, to as-

semble beside or with others.- [], f. -, to drag or sweep away,

hurry along, as a flood. i. enos to

drag, force a word in.-, fut.- : aor. :
—

to push or thrust off" sideways : make to glance or

slide off: of an arrow, to make miss or swerve aside.€, -«, aor. 2 imperat. of.«-, poet. aor. 2 inf. of.
Ep., aor. 2 inf. of.-, f.-, to rip up lengthwise., aor. 2 part. neut. of, used absol,

see iv., , an arranging soldiers in order of
battle: an army in array; in battle-

array. From- Att.- : f. : aor. :

Pass., pf. : Ion. 3 pi. plqpf. pass,-
:
—to post beside others, esp. in order of

battle :—Med. to draw up one's men in order of
battle

:

—Pass, to be set or posted beside in array : to

be drawn up in order of battle. II. Med. to meet

one another in battle : absol. to stand side by side in

battle.-, fut.- : aor. : pf.-
/ca: Pass., aor.: pf.:—

to stretch out along, beside or near : to stretch out in a

line; to draw a long trench. 2.

of time, to protract, prolong, wear out by delay. 3.

to stretch on the rack, torture

:

—Pass, of a corpse, to

be laid along, lie dead ;, to

hold out to the last in a siege. II. intr. to stretch

out, extend along, run along.-, aTOS, , {,) a wall or

fort built beside : a side or cross wall.-€, aor. : Med. :—to work into another form : generally, to fashion
anew, transform, alter. 2. to alter from the truth,

falsify.-€, f.- poet,- :
—to cut off at

the side, cut off., Ion. 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of-.-&, f., to watch closely or narrowly :

to observe superstitiously. Hence, , an observing closely, observation.-, with 3 sing. pres., and 2 and

3 sing. impf., - (as if from) :

fut.- : aor. : Med., aor. 2-
: Pass., pf. :

—

to place beside or be-

fore, set before : generally, to provide, furnish, sup-

ply. 2. to lay before one, represent, declare: to

allege. 3. to place side by side, compare. II.

Med. to set before oneself, have set before one: esp. to

take to oneself 2. to deposit in a person's hands,

to commit to his charge. 3. to venture, stake,

hazard.-, f.-, to pluck the hair off:—Med.
to pluck hairsfrom one's own person:—Pass., pf. part.

with one's hair plucked out.

iraparovos, ov,() stretched out beside or

along, hanging down by the side., aor. 2 inf. of^.-, f.-, to turn aside, to turn from
j

the right way, mislead; to di-

vert a river from its channel, Lat. derivare : metaph.
to pervert, falsify : generally, to alter. 2. to turn

onefrom his opinion, to mislead:—Pass, to let oneself

be divertedfrom a thing.-^, f.-, to rear beside or with

:

—
Pass, to live with or at the expense of another.-€, f.- or- : aor. 2

:

—

to run, rush by or past : c. ace. to

escape. 2. to outrun, overtake, run down. 3.

to run through or over. II. to run up to, run
quickly to.-, f., to start, swerve asidefromfear.-, f., to rub beside ; -

(sc. els) to rub

pure gold by the side of other gold on the lapis Ly-
dius and see the difference of the marks they leave ;

Pass, to be rubbed beside baser metal and ,so tested, [t]-, =, to turn aside, turnfrom
the right way, mislead., ,() a turning off ox away,
averting, means of averting.5, ov,() turned aside, turned

from the right way. II. act. turning away or

averting a thing.-, poet, for.-, fut.— : aor. 2 :

— to gnaw at the side, nibble at, take a bite of,

c. gen.

irapa-, poet, for, to turn away,

divert.-, f.- : aor. 2 :
—

to happen to be by or at hand, come to : to be present

at, Lat. interesse: of a thing, to offer or present itself,

Lat. praesto esse. 2. whoever chanced

to be by, any chance person ; - or, ivhatever happens. 3., ab-

sol. like,, it being in one's power.-, ov,(,) marked with a false

stamp, base, counterfeit.,, , aor. 2 part, of.--, f., to speak to, address. 2. to

make light of in speaking. 3. to try to persuade

one of a thing, talk over to a thing.
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-£, or in Med., to dwell or

lie near.-, ov, (,) dwelling or lodging

beside; generally, neighbouring, near.

irap-avXos, ov, (, avXos) out of tune.-, Adv. for ' (sc. },
like, immediately, on the spot. II.

in like manner, Lat. perinde.-, Adv.(,) immediately, on the

instant : with the Art., at present,

momentary pleasures.-, ov, also a, ov,(,) beside or

on the neck., aor. 2 inf. of.- poet,- : f.- : to shew or

make appear beside : to produce, present;€
tov$ to give a glimpse of the body. 2. to

shew a light at the side, to light one to a place. II.

Pass, to shew oneself or appear beside.

poet, and^, ,() a speaking to, an address, consolation,

assuagement. 2. allurement, persuasion.-^, f.- :
—to bear, bring or carry

along to : to hand to, serve tip : Pass, to be set on

table. 2. generally, to bring forward, produce :

to allege, mention; to propose a

law. 3. to turn aside or away : to avert. 4.

to carry away : Pass, to be carried away. II.

to carry past or beyond

:

—Pass, to be carried past or

round; metaph. to go past or beside the truth, to

err. III. intrans. in Act., like Pass, to go past,

pass, of Time. 1. to be beyond, be over and
above.-, f.- and, to flee close

by, past, beyond.-, f.-~, to speak to : also to talk over,

exhort, persuade. II. to speak deceitfully., aor. 2 opt. of., aor. 2 med. part, of.- [], f.- [] aud- : aor. 2

part, :
—to anticipate, overtake, be

beforehand with, surpass.-, f.-^, to say beside or by

the way.

-•-), Ep. for, aor. 2 subj. of -., ,() a being carried aside,

distraction, viadness., =, to bringforward, produce,
present., ov,() carried aside or out of
the way ; reeling, staggering., , ,() a fence,

breastwork : a low screen : in a ship, the brdwarks.- Att. -, f. , to run a fence be-

side or round a place : to enclose with a fence.-€, f., to be beside oneself, to be dis-

traught. Hence

, ecus, ,, , and-, ,() derangement of mind.-, ov, =.-€, Dep. (,$) to

make signals to the enemy ufiderhand.-, ov, gen. ovos, , , (,) beside

one's right mind, out of one's wits. 2. false,

foolish.- Att. -, f. , to ivatch or keep

guard beside, to watch narrowly. '-, f., to puff up.-, f.- [], to make grow beside. II.

Med., with act. pf., aor. 2, intr. to

grow beside or at the side.-, f. [], to slacken: of a ship, to

let in water, to leak.-€£, f., to winter at a place. Hence-€, , a wintering in a place.

-«>, f.— : aor. : pf.- :—to pour in beside, pour in : to heap up beside.-£, f. , (,) to strike beside

the right string, to strike a wrong note.-, f., Dep. to use amiss, abuse,

misuse : to act wrongly or /// : to disregard, neglect,

slight : absol. in Ion. part,, regardless

of their lives, fighting desperately.-, Adv. for , on the spot,

forthwith, straightway ; the im-

mediate necessity; €K off-hand, on the

spur of the moment.

-xpoos, ov contr. -, ovv, (,)
changing its colour, colourless, faded.-, f.-, to throw up a mound near

or beside.-, f., to go aside so as to make room,

to give place : to retire or withdraw from a place.

Hence, verb. Adj. one must give way., , a cooling, refreshment, comfort. From-, to cool, refresh, comfort, []-, , , poet, for. [/3] .&, poet, for$, pf. part, of -.05 [], ov, wet, damp.
Att. contr. (sub. ), , a

leopard-skin. From5, ecus Ion. 10s, , =8, Lat. pardalis, a

pard, leopard or panther., , ,() spotted like the pard.,, aor. 2 inf. and fut. of4.
'.''£,,\\]5,, a pard, leopard

or panther., aor. 2 subj. of.€, Ep. for, 3 pi.^ (( sum).

[], aor. I pass, ., aor. 2 of., aor. 2 of.-€ [], f., to add at the side, interpo
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late: to enroll illegally among the citizens; vapey-

ypa(peis, aor. 2 pass. part, illegally registered.-, f., to hand on to one's neighbour

;

irapeyyvav to pass on the watchword or

word of command. 2. to command suddenly, to

exhort, encourage. 3. to pledge one's word to

another. II. to hand over, commit or commend
to another. Hence-€, , and-, , a passing on

the watchword or word of command., aor. I pass, of .
irapfSpaoev, 3 sing. aor. 2 of., aor. 2 of., f.,() to sit constantly beside,

to be ever with or by, Lat. assidere. II. to be an

assessor() to one.-, ,() a sitting beside. II.

the office or dignity of assessor.

irap-e6pos, ov, (, ) sitting beside : gene-

rally, beside, next to, near. II. as Subst.,
, an assessor, assista?it:—in Prose, the assessor or

coadjutor of a magistrate.,, aor. I and 2 of.-, f.-, Dep. to sit beside: but-, are aor. 2 med. imperat. and part,

of., aor. I pass. inf. of., aor. I of., , () the cheek, used by Homer always

in plur. ; in sing, he uses Ion. form. II.

the cheek-piece of a helmet.

Tr&peias, ov, , =.-€, aor. 2 with no pres. in use,-
being used instead,(,) to observe by the way,

to remark, notice. II. to overlook, disregard., aor. I pass, of.-€, f. : poet. aor. 2, inf.- :—to yield on one side, give way : to permit, al-

low. II. impers., it is in my power,

allowable; wherever it was practicable;

del as it was practicable from time

to time.--, poet, for.
-rrapcipai, pf. pass, of.-6 inf. : impf. : f. :

(, sum) :
—to be by, to be present. 2. to

be by or near one, c. dat. : also to be present in or

at. 3. to be present to help, to stand by, like Lat.

adesse. 4. to have arrived at a place. 5. im-

pers., it is in my power: absol. it is

possible, it may be done, it is allowed: part,

Ion., it being possible, since it is allowed, Lat.

quumfieri possit. 6. present circum-
stances, the present state or condition ; also .-€ inf.

: impf. -rjeiv : (,
ibo) :

— to go by, beside or near, to pass: to go
alongside. 2. to pass by, overtake, surpass. 3.

of Time, to pass on, pass. II. to pass on towards,

to go to or near, enter : absol. to approach. III.

generally, to come, put oneselfforward, present oneself.

irapetvai, inf. of ( sum).-€,(,) aor. 2 with no pres. in use,- being used instead : c. ace. pers. to talk

over, persuade : hence to overreach. [In Horn., part.,, metri grat.]7-€, Ion. for.
irap-eipco,(, ') tofasten or attach beside, in-

sert ; seems to mean adding observ-

ance of the laws.

impels, 1 sing, of ( sum).

irdpeis,, , aor. 2 part, of.7-6, f. £, to bring in beside : to bringfor-
ward, introduce, exhibit. II. to introduce secretly.

Hence, ov, brought in beside, introduced

secretly.-, f., Dep. to take in besides or

along with.-€, Pass, and Med., with act. aor. 2- pf.-, and plqpf.-, intr. :

—

to get

in by the side, to slip or creep in.-€€, Dep. with act. aor. 2-, pf.- :— to come in secretly or wrongfully.-, to bring in beside; -
to introduce a law inconsistent with another. II.

to add or apply besides.

irapeiTcu, 3 sing. pf. pass, .
-€, before a vowel -, (, ) as

Prep., I. c. gen. outside, before:—besides, except,

exclusive of. 2. c. ace. out along, beyond, along-

side of; out of reason, foolishly ; also,

\£ without the knowledge 0/ Achilles. II.

as Adv. of Place, out beside, out and away. 2. me-
taph. beside the mark, senselessly, foolishly. 3. be-

side, except, '.. , except so long as ..-,.-, step outpast or beyond,

to deviatefrom: to overstep, transgress a rule: absol.

to deviate, to make a digression. Hence, , a stepping out beyond, deviation

:

also a digression.-, Pass, to slip out by the side, steal away.€€€, 3 sing. Ion. impf. of.-, to ttirn a little aside : to deviate.-, f. £, to collect covertly, to embezzle.-€€', to flee out away from before, to

elude; opoyrl, Ep. for -(payy, 3 sing. aor. 2

subj.-, f., =.-€€, f., to stretch out along, to deploy.

irap-CKTeXeti), f. , to accomplish against a wish.

-€€, verb. Adj. of, one mustfurnish.

irap-€KTOs, Adv. (,) out of, without, be-

sides.

irap-€KTpeirco,., to turn aside, divertfrom theway.-€€, to run out past.^, aor. 2 of.
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aor. Ep. :

—

to drive by or

past. II. as if intr. (sub.,', etc.) to

drive past ; then with a new ace. to drive past a per-

son, overtake him ; also, ', '
to drive on a chariot, or ride on horseback. 2.

to row or saz7 fey, past (sub. raw) : then with an ace.

loci, to sail by, past a person or place. 3. later also

to ride by, run by :
—to ride to, advance towards :

—
to ride on one's way., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.
irapeXevvTa, Dor. for, fut. part. ace. of., rare fut. of ;( ibo) being so used in Att.- : f. or [v~\ : aor. I

: pf. pass, : (,) :—to draw aside or to the side

:

—Med. to draw aside

for oneself, intercept. 2. to lead alongside, of led

horses ; of boats, -yijs to tow from the

bank. 3. to distort, twist. II. to spin out,

prolong, put off: intr. to delay.-,.-, in beside or between,

interpolate : hence to throw in by the way, insinu-

ate. II. to draw tip troops in battle order, to

encamp.-.\ /, f. , to look askance., ,() a putting in beside,

insertion, interpolation. II. a drawing up in

battle-order : an army so drawn up, a regular camp :

hence any fortified place, a castle, camp.-€, f. [], to push or stuff in.€,€, Ep. inf. of ( sum).-, f.-, to fill secretlyfidl of.7-€, f.-, to fall in by the way,
creep in.-, f. , to traffic underhand in a

thing, to smuggle in, bring aboutfraudulently.

irap€p.Trop€up.a,, to, an article of small value.

From-€€, Dep.(,) to traffic in

besides. II. metaph. to yield or afford besides.-, Pass, to grow in beside, hang upon.€€€, aor. 2 inf. of.
irap-€vei8ov, inf. -, aor. 2 with no pres. in use,

to take a side look at.6€, jmpf. of (see).
irapev0€iv,, Dor. for,,

aor. 2 inf. and subj,. of., ,() something put in beside,

an appendix ; a digression.-, f., to trouble or annoy one while

aboutsomething : Pass., pf., to betroubled

besides.-€€, f. , intr. to swing to andfro.- or -~, v..-€|, f. , to lead out beside or past : hence
to mislead.

--, f., to wear out with playing upon

:

pf. pass. \>\..£ worn out by being played
upon, generally, worn out, exhausted., aor. 2 of,-^, inf., (, ) to go out
beside, pass by or alongside. 2. to overstep, trans-

gress.

-6£-€€, ,(, ,) the part of the

ship out beyond the rowers, either end of the ship, the

bows or the stern.-, f.- Att.-:—seemingly
intr. (sub., etc.), to drive out past, to drive past

:

(sub.) to row past: (sub.) to march by.^,, ov, aor. 2 part, of ., Ep. aor. 2 inf. of.-,.- : Dep. with act. aor.

2 pf. :

—

to go out beside, to

slip past, elude: to pass out over, c. gen. ; but also c.

ace. to pass by one. II. to overstep, transgress.-, f., to search out by comparison.-, f.-, tofind out besides.-, f. -£, to let out beside

:

—of Time,
to let pass.

[], Ep. inf. of ( ibo).-€, f.-, to remove aside, change:

—Pass., with intr. tenses of Act., to undergo a change.€, Dor. fem. part, of ( sum).€76, aor. I of.-, Ion. for.-, f.-, topoint outbeside. II.

Med. to exhibit out of season, make a display.^, ov, sojourning at a strange place

:

as Subst. a stranger, sojourner.-€€, f.-, to inspect beside., ,() a turning round
in passing.€, aor. I pass, of.&, 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 of, as if a

Verb in -.-€, f., Dep. to follow by the side,

follow close: to follow as an escort.

irapepYOmrjs, ov, 6, (^) a doer of trifles, a

trifler. [a]-, ov,(,^) beside the main subject,

subordinate, incidentally. II. as Subst.,-
yov,, a by-work, subordinate business ; hv^
as a by-work, as subordinate or secondary, Lat. obiter;

to do by the way: hence 2.

a useless addition, appendage., Adv. of, incidentally., f. [] : aor. :

—

to creep in at the side : to creep up to. II. to

pass by.-6 Ion., f. , (,) to

draw along the side. [iJ]- : fut.-, but the Att. fut. is( ibo) : Dep., with aor. 2- Ep.- pf.- :

—

to go by, beside or past,
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Pass by, pass away. 2. of Time, to pass; -

xpovos time past; and

in time past, of old. II. to pass by,

outstrip, siirpass : metaph. to oiitwit, overreach, cir-

cumvent. III. to pass by without heeding, pass

over, slight : also of things, to escape one's notice, be

passed over. 2. also to transgress. IV. pass

on and to come to a place, arrive at : esp. to pass

into a house. V. to comeforward, esp. to speak

in public., Ep. 3 pi. impf. of ( sum).-, f.- : aor. 2 -ecpayov, inf. -(pa-yuv.

—to eat besides. II. to eat a piece of, gnaw or

nibble at, c. gen., ,() a letting pass, a letting go

:

also remission, forgiveness.,, Ion. 3 pi. pf.

and plqpf. pass, of.,, Ep. pf. inf. of-., pf. of : part,,
contr. :—neut. used absol., see, at end., aor. 2 of.-, ov, (,) by or at the hearth., aor. 2 of., impf. of .
TmpeTOs, ov, verb. Adj. of, relaxed, palsied.&, Ep. 3 pi. aor. I of.-, f., to surpass in reputation.-, to guide one from the right way, to

constrain. \v\-, f. , (,) to calm,

soothe.-€£, fiit.-, Med. to lie or sleep

beside.

-ewos, ov, (,) lying beside or with.-, f.- : aor. 2 -evpov :
—to find

out or discover besides : to invent.-€€£, f., to put in order, arrange. 2.

to arrange amiss, neglect., part. neut. of used absol., see

., Dor. for, 3 pi. of -. II. pres. part. dat. of.- : f. or : pf. :

aor. 2 poet, :

—

to hold beside,

hold in readiness : to furnish, supply. II. of

things, to afford, grant, cause, render. III. to

offer or present for a purpose : also to make oneself

over to another, put oneself at his disposal : also to

make or render so and so : to putforward, represent,

produce, esp. as parties to an agreement. IV. to

allow, grant. V. impers., it is al-

lowed one, is in one's power to do so and so, Lat.

licet : hence neut. part. pres. and aor. 2 and
(used absol. like,, etc.), it being

or having been in one's power, Lat. quum liceat ox

liceret. VI. absol. in imperat.,

get yourself out of the way.

B. Med., f. or:
pf. :

—

to offer or supply of oneself or from
one's own means : to produce or display on one's own
part; to bringforward as a

witness. II. generally, to have as one's own, pro-
duce as one's own ; to

acknowledge as one's general ; of an ambassador,^ to represent the greatest

city. III. to make or render so and so. IV.

of Numbers, to make up, amount to, give the sum of.-, f., to be past one's prime, to be verg-
ing towards old age.-, ov, (,) past one's prime., aor. I of., impf. of pay., impf., rarely^.
f. : aor. : (-riyopos) :

—

to ad-
dress, exhort, encourage : to advise, exhort. II.

to console, comfort, soothe.—The Med.^
is also used like the Act. Hence, , an addressing, exhortation, persua-
sion. 2. a consolation.-, ov, (,) addressing, en-

couraging, cheering. 2. consoling., aor. I pass, of., , used in Homer as sing, for

(which he only uses in plur.), the cheek : thejaw of a

wild beast. II. the cheek-ornament of a bridle.,-, contr. Att. Trapes, -}$, , =-, the cheek., aor. I of.-, f. £, to have come alongside : to lie be-

side, stretch along. 2. to reach or extend to or

towards. II. to come forth, appear. III. of

Time, to be gone by, past., aor. I of., aor. 2 of.-, Xkos, , , like, past one's prime.-, inf.- : properly the pf. pass, of', to be seated by, beside, or at, c. dat. : to sit by

one : to dwell with one : to be present at or near.- Dor., ov, (,)
coming day by day, daily., impf. of., aor. I of.^, ,() arrival alongside, coming to

shore.-|5, ov, 0, fern, -ins,, , (,)
lying on the shore. [], ,() the reins by which the out-

side horse or outrigger was fastened beside a pair of

horses in the yoke.- Dor. -aopos» ov,(,) hang-

ing beside: (sub.&) a horse which draws
by the side of the regular pair() an outrigger,

also called or, opp'. to -/
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or yos. II. lying along, sprawling, helpless

:

—also beside oneself, distraught, silly., 3 sing. aor. 2 of.
imp-ris, -fjSoe, , Att. contr. for',-.-, Ep. 2 sing. impf. of ( sutn).-, Dor. 2 sing. aor. 2 of., pf. pass, of., poet. aor. 2 med. part, of.
7rap0€V€ia and -, ,(^) maidenhood, vir-

gin estate or condition.

TrapOfveta, ,—, .
TTapOeveios Ion. -tjios, ov, () maidenly,

maiden, virgin., aros, ,() virgin estate or

condition : in plur. the pursuits of a virgin., f. ,() to bring up a virgin

:

—Pass,, to lead a maiden life, remain a

maid., 77, =.
(sub.),, songs sung by maidens to

the flute with dancing :—properly neut. from -.
(sub. ), , poet, for, a vir-

gin, maid : strictly fern, from sq.

irapOeviKos, , ,() of or for a maiden,

maidenly.

irap9evios, a, ov, also os, ov,() of a maiden

or virgin, maiden. 2., , as Subst., the

son of an unmarried woman. II. metaph. vir-

gin, pure, chaste, unsullied.-'-' [t], ov,(,^) one

who looks after maidens, a seducer.'^, , a maid, maiden, virgin, Lat.

virgo :—sometimes masc, an unmarried youth. 2.", as a name of several goddesses, of Minerva

at Athens; of Diana and the Tauric Iphigenia. II.

as Adj. maiden, virgin, pure, chaste.-, ov,(, a<payrjvai)from the

sacrifice of a maiden.-, $, , , (, ) of
maidenly, delicate colour.,, ,() the young women s

chamber, in a house, mostly in plur. II. the

temple of Athena Parthenos in the citadel at Athens,

the Parthenon, rebuilt by Pericles.-, ,(,) of virgin aspect., poet, for, 3 pi. aor. 2 of., ,() a deposit, pledge.-, (,) to sleep beside or with.€, inf. of.-, f. , to set up beside:— so also in Med.-£, to place or make to sit beside. 2. intrans.

to seat oneself beside, sit beside, but this sense is more
common in Med., aor. 2, inf..-, fut. : aor. : pf.:
Med., aor. 2 : Pass., aor. , inf.

: pf., part,:— to let

drop beside or at the side, let fall. II. to let by,

past, through. 2. metaph. to let pass, disregard,

neglect, Lat. praetermittere. 3. of Time, to let

pass. III. to unloose, relax, Lat. remittere. 2.

c. gen., to let go one's hold of,

slack away the sheet : metaph. to yield, give way

:

—
Med. and Pass, to be relaxed, weakened, hence pres.

part,, aor. 2, pf.,
exhausted, Lat. remissus. 2. to remit, Lat. con-

donare : hence toforgive, pardon. IV. to yield,

give up, Lat. concedere : to allow, permit : hence to

admit, let in. V. Med., to win a per-

son over : to beg off a thing, beg to be excused : to

ask pardon.-, old. poet, form of. []-, f. , to ride alongside. 2. to ride

along or over.-, ov, (,) almost equal, just like.-, f., to make just like

:

—Pass., aor. I, to measure oneself with, vie with., pres. med. imperat. of-, f. : I. trans, in pres.,

impf., fut. and aor. , make to stand beside, to place

by, beside, or near, to present, offer to one. 2. to

set before the mind, present, offer, suggest:— to prove,

shew. 3. the Med., esp. fut.-, and aor. I-€, have peculiar usages, to set by one's side,

prodxice

:

—to bring to one's side, to bring over by

force, overcome, subdue : also to win over, persuade

:

hence also to disposefor one's own views. II.

intrans. in Pass,-, with act. aor. 2 -,
pf.-, plqpf.-, to stand by, beside, or

near : hence to stand by, to help or defend. 2. of

events, to be near, be close at hand:
present circumstances : so too, , or-, contr. pf. part, for^. 3. to come

to the side of another : metaph. to come over to his

opinion : absol. to come to terms, surrender, sub-

mit. 4. to come into one's head, suggest itself to

one. 5. of events, to take place, occur, happen : so

too in fut. med.-. 6. to be in one's power,

hence absol., pf. part,^, =, t£ov, it

being in one's power to do, Lat. quum liceat.-, , ov, (,) by or at the loom.-, collat. form of, to have by, hold

in readiness : to present, offer.- and -«a, verb. Adj. of (&
ibo), one mtist approach or go., Ep. aor. 2 pass, of^,
as if from^^., Ep. part, of€.-, Ep. for.-, Ep. for ; Dor. part. fern., for., Ep. 3 sing. pf. of.-€, Ep. for.-, poet, for.
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ITapvacrios [],,, Ion., , , also os,

, oforfrom Parnassus : Ion. fern., ados,

and, ioos. From
Ilapvaaos Ion.', , Parnassus, a moun-

tain of Phocis : later (with double )., , , of or from Parnes. From,, or , Parnes, a mountain of Attica.

-os, , Ion. for., ottos, , a kind of locust.-, f. , to journey by.

[t], ,, voc.- : fern. irapoBiTis,

i5os : () :—a passer by, traveller, wayfarer.

irap-oSos, ,(,) a wa)' past, passage. 2.

a going by or />asi, passing; kv in pass-

ing. II. a side-entrance, a narrow entrance or

approach. III. a comingforward to speak be-

fore the assembly. 2. thefirst entrance of a chorus

into the orchestra, which was made from the side.- and- : f. -£ : aor. -£ :

—to open at the side or a little, set ajar : c. gen.,£ rrjs having opened a little of the

door.€ and before a vowel -,() Prep, with

gen. before, in the presence of, Lat. ante , coram. 2

.

of Time, before. II. Adv. of Place, before, in

front. 2. of Time, before this, erst, formerly, here-

tofore ; , Lat. priusquam.-, f., to dwell by, beside, or near. II.

to sojourn. Hence
and, , a dwelling beside

or near, neighbourhood., ,() a dwelling in a place as, sojourning., f.,() to place or settle near

another :—Pass, to settle or live near.-, f. , to build beside or near,

build a wall along or across. II. to keep off by

a wall or bank.

-oucos,,(,') dwelling beside or near,

neighbouring. II. as Subst.,, , a neigh-

bour :—also an alien, foreigner, who dwells in the

land, a sojourner, Lat. inquilinus., ,() a by-word, proverb, adage,

saw. 2. a parable, in St. John's Gospel ; elsewhere

in . T. called. Hence, , , proverbial

:

—as metrical term,

(sub.), , a paroemiac, an Ana-

paestic dimeter catalectic, mostly at the end of an

Anapaestic system.-, , {, $) by the way-side.- : impf. and aor.,
with dupl. augm. : pf., with augm. and

redupl. : so in Pass., aor. : pf.-
: () :

—to behave ill in one's cups, play

drunken tricks. II. trans, to maltreat one in

drunketiness : generally, to maltreat and abuse, like a

drunken man.

, ,() drunken violence: a dnmken
frolic., , , disposed to drunketiness. From

-oivios, ov, and -oivos, , (,)
drunken with wine, quarrelsome over one's cups.

-ros, , ov, Sup. of,, of Place,

theforemost., a, ov, Comp. of,, the one

before or in front.-, f.- : pf. Ion., and in late writers pass, :

Dep. : to have past by, pass on. 2. of Time, to be

gone by, spent; the bygone night;^ men of bygone times. II. to

be gone, be dead, like. III. c. gen. to

shrinkfrom. 2. to wander, departfrom;) how art thou fallenfrom thy high estate., ,() Att. redupl. form of,
a furnishing.-, later-: fut.-:—to slip

in secretly.-£, f., to be like, to resemble.-, ov, also a, ov, {, ') nearly

like, much alike : nearly equal., Ovtos, , pres. part. neut. of (
sum), used absol., see 5•,,,fitfor inciting,provoking. From-£, f.: aor. :

—

to make keen

for a thing : metaph. to urge, prick, or spur on : to

provoke, irritate, excite. Hence05, , irritation : a provoking, inciting.

-is, ,() an overlooking : careless-

ness.-, f. : aor. 2 (v. sub) :

—

to look at by the way, notice, remark. II.

to look past, overlook: to slight, make light of. III.

to look sideways.-£, f., to provoke to anger

:

—Pass, io

be or be made angry at. Hence, , provocation to anger.-£, f., to pass one's own boundaries, en*

croach on a neighbour. Hence, ov, , an encroacher.-, f., to put in motion, urge on

:

—
Pass., with fut. med.-, to pass rapidly, rush at.-, fut. Att. ~, to bring to anchor

side by side.

-opvis, Wos, , , ill-omened, with evil auspices.- Att.- : f. : aor. :

—

dig beside or along. II. to dig one against

another, as was done in training for the Olympic

games.-', f. -, Dep. to dance amiss,

dance the wrong dance.02, Adv., I. of Time, before, erst, for-

merly : also with the Att., or,for-

merly. 2. with inf., like, Lat. priusquam,

yaiav before he should reach his
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own land. 3., followed by ye as relat.,

Lat. priiis . .
,
quam, rather . . , than. 4. too

soon. 5. rather, sooner. II. of Place, before,

in front.

B. Prep., poet, for, before, both of Time and

Place. II. before, rather than: also for, in-

stead of.

Ilaptos, a, ov, of the island of Paros, Parian;

Parian marble. From, , Paros, one of the Cyclades, famous for

its white marble.-, f., to urge or excite to mischief-, , (,) a being present,

presence ; = ol ;' =. . arrival. II.

like , present circumstances.-, f. , to turn off into a side channel

:

metaph. to turn off ox divert an inquiry.-, f., (,) to carry by or be-

side :—Med. to sit beside in a chariot., ,() a supplying, furnishing.-, f. , to move aside with a lever,

remove.-, ,(,) one who rides beside in a

chariot.-, ioos, , (, oxpov) a dainty side-dish., fut. of, formed from obsol.,-, f., to buy a dainty dish to set be-

fore one. Hence, aros, to, an additional dainty set be-

fore one : metaph., a fresh

relish to the pleasure., redupl. aor. 2 part, of.-, , (,) freedom of speech : in

bad sense, licence of tongue. Hence-£, f.-, Dep. to speak freely., Lacon. for.,&, Ep. for,-, aor. 2 opt. and part. fern, of., Ep. for, 2 dual aor. 2 subj.

of., poet, for, aor. 2 of-., poet, for., poet, for, ='.
irap-, f. : pf. pass,:— to

weave beside or along, attach to the side or hem :

metaph., armed men hemming in

a crowd.€, poet. pres. imperat. of.,, poet. aor. 2 med. part, of.-, , poet, for.-, ?), poet, for.-,, poet, for.-€6, poet, for, aor. 2 inf. of^.

, ov, poet, for, verb. Adj. of~/, to be avoided., ov, ,() a snake of a colour between

red and brow?i, sacred to Aesculapius., , a burlesque, parody. From-, , () singing a song in a different

style, burlesquing a song. II. intimating ob-

scurely.-, fut.- and- :

—

to push aside

or away, repulsefrom one: to put on one side, keep

secret

:

—Med. to push away from oneself, reject, re-

nounce.,, , part, of ( sum).-, ov, (, Aeol. for )
formed by a slight changefrom a word.

irapioos, , reddish brown or bay, of horses.

irap-copeirns, ov, , (, opos) one who dwells on
a mountain-side.

irap-iopos, ov, (,) out of season, untimely

:

neut. pi. as Adv., unseasonably.-,, , (,) the part of the

roof stretching beyond the wall, the eaves, cornice.€, 3 sing. impf. of., pf. of
;
part,.

A\2,, : gen.,, : gen.

pi. masc. and neut., fem. Ion.,
Ep. also : dat. pi. masc. and neut. poet., fem. :

—all, Lat. omnis : of one per-

son or thing, the whole, entire, all; of each of a

number, every ; in plur. all : she who
is all mischief; Is to the uttermost of evil:—, not 01, properly follows as relat.,-, .

.
, Lat. omnes quicunque . . , all whosoever

!

every one taken one by one, every single one

:

more than anything, above every-

thing. II. with Numerals it marks an exact num-
ber; ten in all. III. in dat. pi.

masc., in the judgment of all;

the renowned in thejudgment of all. 2. as

neut., in all things, altogether. IV. the neut. is

used in various senses :

—

, like-
y'iyvea0ai, to become all things, to try every

expedient : but, to be everything to

one. 2. the whole, and as an Adv. alto-

gether; , not at all; so also ,, on the whole; Is to every ex-

tremity of evil ; ( ' to esteem

one above all. 3. as Adv. for, en-

tirely, utterly, wholly : but, in every way,

by all means. 4. continually, always., Dor. for, gen. pi. fem. of 7ras.

[&], aor. inf. of.
[], aor. I inf. of.-\, , (,) a care to all: gene-

rally, known to all, famous.- [], fut. .
[a], fut. of.
[], ,=, the finest meal: a
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morsel, scrap; not even a wink

of sleep., , , pinned down. From
Att., f. ,() to

pin to. 1. to drive in like a bolt.5 Att., 6,() a peg, to

hang anything upon : often in Ep. genit.;
to take down from a peg;-
to hang upon a peg : the form

is also dat. II. a gag.•, old Ep. gen. and dat. of.,, Ep. for, -, aor. I part, and inf. med. of.•-,, , rarer collat. form of., Ep. for, 3 sing. impf. of.--, ov, for.-,-], Adv. for, etc.

'521 Att. : f. [] : aor. :
Pass., aor. : pf.:—to sprinkle

upon:—metaph. to sprinkle in or upon, interweave,

work in embroidery. II. to besprinkle with a thing.-, ov, gen. ovos, irr. Comp. of, for

and, like from :

thicker, broader, stouter.,, , shortened from (q. v.)

a porch in front of the house, a colonnade, Lat. por-

ticus. II. an inner chamber : a bridal chamber.%, a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be be-

sprinkled.

iracTTOs, , =, a bridal chamber or bridal bed:

a shrine.,, indecl. the Passover, paschal lamb : also

the time or feast of the Passover. (Hebrew word.)'^, fut. : aor. : pf. -, 2 pi., Ep. for : fern. part,

pf., Ep. for:— to suffer or be

affected by anything whether good or bad, opp. to

acting of oneself ; or (/"aught

were to happen to me, Lat. si quid mihi acciderit, was
used to imply death : ; what is . to become of
me ? so, ;

'
; what is the matter

with me or you ? so in part, ; implying

something amiss,

; what ails us that we have forgotten our im-

petuous prowess ? II. with other words

;

to be ill off, i?i evil plight;

to be ill used, evilly entreated by
any one ; opp. to to be well off, in good
case; to be well used, well

treated by.. , receive kindnessfrom a person. III.

is also used of states or conditions ;
'' that ye be not in the same case

with the horse : so, of Things, to be liable to certain

affections ; to be liable to

the same as others ; so,

this is just the way with cress., Scythian word, =., f.,() to clatter, clash, crash,

of the noise caused by the collision of two bodies : of
the waves, etc., dash,plash: hence to chatter, scream,
as birds.'02, , a clattering, clashing, any sharp
noise made by the collision of two bodies ;

a chattering of the teeth ;

the plash of waves. (Formed from the sound.)

or, ol, Phoenician deities of
dwarfish shape, whose images formed the figure-heads

of Phoenician ships.,, aor. inf. and part, of, f. £ : aor» :—intr. to beat,

knock, throb ;"
his heart was beating, throbbing in his breast. 2.

to clap the hands. II. trans, to strike, wound,
beat, smite.'', f. [] : aor. ,
Ep. part, : pf. :

—

tofeed on, eat,

taste.€, Dor. for, 3 pi. of : also

part. sing. dat.&, f., () to say, call father., f.,() to tread, walk, step. II.

trans, to tread on, tread ; to walk on

purple carpets. 2. to tread constantly, frequent,

traverse a place : metaph., like Lat. terere, to thumb
with zising, as, ' to be always thumbing

Aesop. 3. to tread under foot, trample on.', , gen. contr., dat. -
contr., ace. : in dual and pi. is re-

tained, except that in gen. pi. is used as well

as, and dat. pi. is always [] :—a
father; a grandfather. II. among
the gods Jove is emphat. called. III. -> is used like,, as a mode of address to

an older person. IV. in plur., forefathers, an-

cestors., Dor. for, sing. fut. of.05, ,() a treading on., ,£). for.
XIAT02, , a trodden or beaten way, path, [a], as Ion.,, : () one's father-

land, native land, country, like. II. a

body ofpersons claiming the same race or descent, a

house, clan, Lat. gens.

TraTp-a8eX(}>€Os, , poet, for-.-, , = , a father's bro-

ther, uncle by the father's side., Adv., Dor. for.
iraTp-aXoias, gen. a and , voc.-, ,(,) one who strikes or slays hisfather, a parricide., , Ion. for. Hence

and -Ocv Dor., Adv., = ,
from one's native land. II.from a race or lineage., Ion., , , () lineage,

descent. II. a house, clan.-5, , , (,) the fa/her or

chief of a family, a patriarch.
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cestors, patriarchal, hereditary. II. of orfrom
one's father ; (sc.) one's patrimony;

so (sc.)., a, ov, also os, ov,() of or belonging

to one's father, Lat. paterntis. II. of or from
one's forefathers, hereditary, customary, national:, the manners, customs, institutions of ancestors,

Lat. instituta majorum.,, poet. fern, of, of one's fathers

;

yaia, one's father-land, country;

one's native city:—also as Subst.,, , like., , ,() one of the same country,

afellow-countryman., ibOs, fem. of; yrj,=, one's native land ; a dress of

the country.-, ov,(,) given by a fa-

ther., Adv.() from or after a father, by

one'sfather's name;^ kv

to have one's name inscribed on a tablet with one's

father's name added.-5, ,= '^, a fa-
ther s brother, uncle by the father's side., <5, Patroclus, the friend of Achilles : the

gen., ace., voc.

occur in Horn.; but there is no nom.., f., to murder one'sfather. From
-KTOvos, ov,(,) murdering one's

father, parricidal. /-, ,(,) afather s authority.

-nUTpo-irapaSoTOS, ov,(,) handed

down or inheritedfrom one's fathers.-, , , — , a father's

father, grandfather.-€5, es,(,) reftofone'sfather,

fatherless.

ira.Tp-o€\os, ov, (, <) having her father's

property : as Subst., (sub.), , a

sole-heiress, opp. to a coheiress.-, Ep. 770s, 6,(,) the

murderer of one'sfather.-, ov,(,*) murdering one's

father, parricidal.-, , , (,*) murderer of
one's father, a parricide., Dor. a, ov, poet, form of.-, ov, (, Aeol. for)
named after one's father, by thefather's side., a, ov, also os, ov, poet,, Dor.

, ov : () :

—

of a father, coming or inherited

from a father, Lat. paterntis : transmittedfrom one's

father ;' hereditary feud.

irctTpcos, , gen. wos and , dat. , ace. and :() : =^,, an uncle

by thefather's side, Lat. patruus ; opp. to, one
by the mother's side.€,, Att. for-., Ion. impf. of:—, Ion'.

3 sing. impf. med., ,() a resting-point, pause, rest ;

restfrom ills. II. a bringing to an end :

means of stopping.

iravpaKts or- [], Adv.() like,
few times, seldom.

TravpiSios, a, ov, poet, for, little, very short :

neut., as Adv., a very little.

iravpo-€TPr|S, ,(,) offew words.

iravpos, a, ov, little, small: of Time, short,

brief. 2. mostly in pi., of Number, few;
so with a collective Subst., few people :

—

Comp.,fewer. 3. neut. pi. as

Adv. seldom.-, ov,(,) calming the wind.€€, 3 sing. Aeol. aor. I opt. of.- [], ,(,) a projecting collar

worn by slaves while grinding or kneading, to prevent

their eating any of the corn.-, , (,) ending pain or

grief-, ov, (,) checking sickness.-, ov, (,) ending toil.€, verb. Adj. of, one must stop or put
an end to. II. of, one must cease.,, , () one who stays or calms,

an allayer, assuager. Hence, ov, fitfor allaying or relieving., , like, rest.' : f. : aor. ' : of. :

Med. and Pass., fut., pass,,
and paullo-p. fut. : aor. I med.-, pass, or '. pf. :

—

to make to cease, to stop, bring to an end : of a king,

to depose, put down : to stop from a thing, c. gen. 2.

of things, to make an end of: of suffering, etc., to

abate, allay. II. Med. and Pass, to come to an
end, cease, rest, leave off: also of a magistrate, to be

deposed from office : c. gen. to cease from. III.

intr. in Act., like or, but only in im-
perat.,, stop ! have done

!

,, , a Paphlagonian.£, f. : (redupl. from, like -
from) :— to bubble, froth,foam: of the

wind, to storm, bluster. II. metaph. to splutter,

fret,ftime, chafe, of the angry Cleon, with allusion to^. Hence,, , a frothing, foaming, of the

sea, etc. II. metaph., spluttering

words., ov, , Paphos, a town in Cyprus celebrated

for its temple of Venus.

Trax€TOS, irreg. Ep. form for, thicker.

^?;, ,() poet, for, thichiess.
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pass. subj. cf), Dor. for, 3 sing, aor*., , , irreg. Sup. of., gen. ovos, irreg. Comp. of., , (-) hoar-frost, rime, Lat. pru-

ina. 2. metaph. clotted blood. Hence), f., to cover with hoarfrost or rime

:

—
Pass, to be so covered. II. metaph. to strike chill,

tofreeze ; he made his heart's

blood run cold:— Pass, to be struck with chill, to be

frozen., , , () thickness : ace. is

used absol., in thickness, as in length,

in breadth, etc. [a]-, , (, ) with stout

calves.

[], f. : aor. : pf. pass, -
:
—to thicken, to fatten : also to make dial

or gross of understanding :—Pass, to become thick : to

grow fat, to be swollen : also to look large, of objects

seen in a mist: metaph., ayav wealth
' when it has waxedfat.', Dor. for$.

A'XT'2, eta, , thick, large, stout ; \das

a large heavy stone : of linen, etc., thick, coarse. 2.

of the consistence of a mass, thick, curdled, clot-

ted. 3. later, stout, fat, Lat. pinguis. 4. gene-

rally, great, large, considerable. II. oi,
opp. to, the ?nen ofsubstance, the wealthy. III.

thick-witted, dense, stupid, Lat. pinguis. IV. Comp., : also, , gen. ovos :—Sup. •
: later the regul. (Ep.) and.-^,, ,() thickness, of the skin,

etc. : the sediment or lees of liquor. [{/]

ireSa, Aeol. for.., Ep. 3 sing. pres. of.€, Ion. impf. of.-, Aeol. for.-, , Aeol. for€$.--, Aeol. for.-, , Aeol. for. [a]-, , Aeol. for.-, Aeol. for.-, oy, gen. oios, Aeol. for,(,) wise too late., f. : Ep. aor. : () :
—to bind

with fetters, to bind fast, make fast : generally, to

shackle, trammel, constrain.-, Aeol. for.-6, Aeol. for., Ion. for.
^, ,() a fetter, Lat. pedtca, compes ;

a pair offetters. II. a mode of breaking

in a horse.-,, 6,() one who fetters : a hinderer.,, fern. Adj. () flat, even, level;

(sub. 777), the plain country. II. on a

plain or level country :* the spear (i. e.

battle) on a fairfield.
§\%,, ,() a man of the plain.

€.-5, ,(,) abounding in plains., , () mostly in plur. sandals, a pair

of sandals. II. any coveringfor the feet, shoes,

slippers ; also boots, brogues. III. a tiefor cows
at milking time. IV. metaph.,

to suit one's voice to the Dorian
march, i. e. to write in Doric rhythm.

€.05, , ,() flat, level, even. II. of,

from the plain, living in or oti the plain.-, , () a plain, flat, open country, an
open plaifi, a field, Lat. campus ; the

fields of the sea, Lat. Neptunia arva. Hence, Adv. to the plain.-,,,(,) haunting thefields.- [], , gen. ovos, Dor. for,(,) walking upon earth, of the earth., Adv. () from the ground : metaph.

from the ground or bottom of the heart., Adv. () on the ground, on earth.65, , Aeol. for.€-5, , ,(,) making one's bed

or lair on the ground.',,, the ground, earth: generally, land,

soil. Hence
€€, Adv. to the ground, earthwards,

€€,. =.-, es, (,) treading, pacing

the earth. 2. on foot, opp. to.-,, and 17» (,) wearing out

fetters, of good-for-nothing slaves.-,,(,) digging the soil., , , () the foot : metaph. the bottom

of anything ; on the pole

at the very end : the hem or border of a garment.^-apxos, , (,) leading infa?itry or a

land-army : as Subst.., , a leader offoot.-, , (,) the foot-guards in

the Macedonian army., f. , () to go or travel on foot, walk,

opp. to riding or driving. 2. to go or travel by

land, opp. to going by sea : Pass, to be traversed by

travellers.

€£, v. sub.
ire£iKOs, , ,() onfoot or by land;

/ooi-soldiers, infantry as opp. to horse, or an

army as opp. to a fleet.-, a, 6, Dor. for-, (,) one

who shouts on fool, a foot- soldier, a soldier.

€£«, f., tofight by land. From-?,, ,(,) fighting on foot,

as opp. to cavalry. 2.fighting on land, as opp. to

sea. Hence, , a battle by land, opp. to.-, ,(,) commanding by land.

irejo'iropca), to go onfoot. 2. to go by land. From
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ing. 2. going by land.

£, , , () on foot, walking;

foot-soldiers, opp. to ; so, is

sometimes foot-soldiery, opp. to cavalry ; but also a

land-army, opp. to a sea-force ; 6, and rb

are also so used. II. on land, going or travelling

by land; Dat. fem. as Adv. (sub. ), on foot

or by land ; to follow by land., Dor. for ,.€- Ion., opos, , ,(,-)
obeying men, obedient., f., also Med.-,() to

obey one in authority, be obedient. Hence, , obedience.-, ,(,) obeying one in au-

thority, obedient., Aeol. for., , ,() =, persuasive.', fut. : aor. : aor. 2. redupl., I pi. subj., opt.-, inf., part, : pf. :

—

Med. and Pass, : fut. : aor. 2 -., imperat., . redupl. opt., inf. : pf. med. ;
plqpf., contr. I pi. : pf. pass,.

Homer has also a fut. and aor. I part,-, intr. as if from : but the redupl. aor. I subj.

is transit.

:

I. Act. to prevail upon, win
over, talk over, persuade : in bad sense, to mislead,

over-persuade, cheat. 2. to prevail on by entreaty,

to appease, propitiate ; to bribe

one. '

3. to impel, stir up. 4. c. dupl. ace,-
to persuade one of a thing. 5. c. ace.

rei only, to argue a point. II._MejL.and Pass.

to be won over, prevailed on, persuaded to comply. 2.

to listen to a person, obey, comply with;

yrjpai' to yield to old age. 3.

rivi to believe or trust in a thing ; also c. neut. ace,

I do not take this on your
word; c. ace. et inf. to believe that . . . III. pf.

med., inf., to trust, rely, have con-

fidence in. IV. pf. pass, to be fully

persuaded, believe, trust : of things, to be believed.

Hence, 60s contr. ovs, , Persuasion personified as a

goddess, Lat. Suada, Suadela. II. thefaculty of
persuasion, eloquence, persuasiveness. 2. a per-

suasion in the mind. 3. a means of persuasion,

inducement ; dat. byfair means, opp. to. by
force. 4. obedience.' or, , hunger,famine, Lzt.fames. 2

.

metaph. hunger or longing for a thing. Hence, a, ov, hungry, empty, [a], Aeol. for, I pi. of.&, Dor. for, dat. pres. part, of-
: also for 3 pi. pres.

contr.,
f,$,

rj ; inf. .-

; fut., later [] : () : aor., later— : pf. :
—to be hungry,

suffer hunger, be famished. II. c. gen. to hunger
after : metaph. to hunger after or for, crave after., Ion. for.
ir€tvT|, =.
ireivfjv, inf. of; .,^.^, , a trial, attempt, essay, experiment : hence

experience ; to have experience, to make
proof of ; , by way of test or trial. II.

an attempt, plot or design against one. III. gene-

rally, an attempt, plan, enterprise.€, . for, aor. 1 of., ,() a point, edge., f. : Pass., aor. : pf. -
:—like, to make proof or trial of

one :

—

to tempt, make trial of, seek to seduce. II.

to attempt a thing.

or Ileipuevs, 6, Peirceeus, the most

famous harbour of Athens, from which it was distant

about five English miles: gen. -$;
dat.-; ace. -aid., Adv. at or in Peir&eus., f. : aor. : () :

—

to

bind, tie on or to, fasten on by a knot ; e£-
tying a ropefrom or to it. II.

lengthd. for, to end, complete, finish ; in

Pass., (3 sing, pf.) all has been

completed., . 3 pi. aor. 1 of.', $, , poet, for, an end ; in

plur., yafys the ends of the earth : the ends of
ropes, knotted ropes. II. the end or issue of a

thing : the furthest point, the utmost verge ; the chief

or most important object. III. act. that which

finishes ; a goldsmith's tools are called ,
thefinishers of art.

-is, ,() a trying : an attempt., 6,() a tempting, temptation., or in plur. -, verb. Adj. of,
one must make trial, attempt., rjpos, 6, collat. form of.

Ion.-,,() a means of

trying or proving, ordeal ; the mur-

derous ordeal, i. e. torture. . II. a pirate's nest., , 6, () one who attempts : a

pirate, Lat. pirata., , , piratical., f. Ion. : more freq. as Dep.-, with fut. med., Dor. 2 pi.-
: aor. 1 med. Ion. ;

pass, [a] Ion. : pf. pass,-
Ion. : () :

—to attempt, undertake,

try. 2. c. gen. pers. to make trial of a person ; to

try to persuade him : also to make an attempt on, at-

tack : also c. ace. to make an attempt on. 3. absol.

to try one's skill or luck in a thing. II. the Dep.

is mostly used with gen. pers.,/o make trial
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of one, put him to the proof; hence to examine, ques-

tion : also to try oneself against another, to match

oneself with him. 2. c. gen. rei, to make trial or

proof of a thing, have experience of. 3. absol. to

try one's strength, make a trial : to make a trial or

attempt with words ; I have tried

myself, i. e. I am versed or skilled, in words.,-, aor. I opt. and inf. pass, of,.-, , Ion. for.•, f. , =, to attempt, try,

prove. II. c. gen. pers. to make trial of, put to

the proof: also to try another in battle : c. ace. to

attempt, attack, assail.

iT€tptvs, ivOos, : ace. :

—

the wicker-basket

used in Greece as the body of a cart upon the

or carriage.', fut. : aor. I Ep. : Pass.,

aor. 2 [] pf. : (irepas) :

—

to pierce

quite through, to run through, pierce, of meat, to spit

;

' they stuck the meat on

the spits :—pf. part., stuck close or

studded with nails ; metaph.,

pierced with pain. II. metaph.,

to cleave the waves ; clave her way
(through the waves)., , ,() poet, for, persuasion or

obedience, subjection.

ireicreie, 3 sing. Aeol. aor. I opt. of.-?, ov,(,) persuading or con-

trolling mortals.,, Ep. for, fut. inf. of., aros, , () the cable by which the

ships were secured by the stern to the land: generally,

a cable, rope. II. that on which one may trust.•, ,() earnest persuasion, solicitation., fut. med. of., irreg. fut. of., verb. Adj. of, one mustpersuade. II.

(from Pass.) one must obey: cf.., , ov,() fit for persuading, per-

suasive, winning.

itcuttikos, 77, , () persuasive., fut. of.
ttIkos, , () wool, a fleece.€€, f., () to shear, clip.' Ep.€: f. £: aor. 1 med.,

part. ; aor. 1 pass, :
—to comb or

card wool, Lat. pectere: med., hav-

ing combed her hair. 2. to shear, clip. -

€£, f., (^) to form a sea or lake

:

of a river, to overflow : of places, to be flooded,
swamped. II. to be out at sea.

ireXayios, a, ov, also os, ov, (€$) of, on or by

the sea : living in the sea, Lat. marinus : out at sea,

on the open sea.7€5 [i], ov, 0, fern, -itis, idos, ^e\ayos) of
or on the sea.

'^, cos, : Ep. dat. pi.^ :

—

the sea, the high sea, open sea, the main, Lat. pelagus

:

any large expanse of ivater is so called : metaph. of

anything huge or excessive, as, -yos a
' sea of troubles.'

: f. Att.\ : aor. Ep., and : aor. 1 med.-
: Pass., aor. 1 poet, [] :

Ep. aor. 2 pass,, 3 sing, and pi.,
and: pf. pass, part,-

:
—€>,, are collat. forms:() : I. intrans. to approach, draw near to any

point: absol. to come near, draw near or nigh. II.

trans, to bring near or to, make to approach or draw
nigh ; to draw the bowstring

to one's breast :—metaph., to

bring him near to anguish ; so, ,
I will speak a word, having made it firm

as adamant ; <pvya ' (sc.) no more will ye 'draw me after you in flight

from my cave : c. gen. pro dat., <paos

thou may'st bring light near the ships. III.

in Pass, like the intr. Act. to be brought near or close

to, come nigh, approach;

when they first drew near : so in Ep. aor. 1,' the shields were brought close to

each other ; he came near, i. e. sank to

earth; so also, to draw nigh

to the god. 2. to approach or wed a woman.

[], collat. form of, always intr.

TrtXavos, 6, any half-liquid mixture, of various con-

sistency ; a mixed mass or gruel, applied to oil, honey,

foam, clotted blood. II. of a mixture offered

to the gods, of meal, honey and oil, poured out.

(Deriv. uncertain.), ,() a young stork., , , of or for a stork. From
TreX-apyos. , (, apyes) the stork.

'~2;, Adv. near, hard by, close, nigh to,

mostly c. gen., but also c. dat. : c. gen. it answers to

Lat. prope ab aliquo loco, c. dat. to Lat. prope ad
aliquem locum. II. absol. near, nigh at hand:

one's neighbours, fellow-creatures, mankind:

rare in sing., 6 one's neighbour., Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. 1 opt.

med. of., , , of or for the Pelasgians :^ name of the northern side of the Acro-

polis at Athens. From, 6, a Pelasgian ;^, ol, the Pe-

lasgians, placed in Thessaly by Homer, but among
the allies of the Trojans; also in Crete and about Do-

dona : contrasted by Herodotus with the Hellenes.

[], , , fern, -oris, rfos,() one

who approaches or comes near, a neighbour, Lat.

acedia : also an invader, intruder. II. a client., shorter form of, trans, and in-

trans., I. to bring near. 2. to come or draw near.
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TTtXcOos or airiXcGos, 6,() ordure, dung., , lengthd. poet, form for.,,() the wood-pigeon, ring-dove, ciishat,

from its dark colour. II., at, name of

the prophetic priestesses, derived from the prophetic

doves of Dodona.

iTeXcias, ados, , —., at, =, the Pleiads : also in sing.

IlcXeius, ados, , a Pleiad.-, ov, (,) pigeon-feed-

ing.-, avos, or ircXeicas,, Dor. ircXcKas, a,

,() the woodpecker, the joiner-bird. II.

the pelican.€€, f.,() to hew or shape with an

axe, rough-hew, Lat. dolare., f.,() to strike with an axe, to

behead, Lat. securi percutere., , = n, a water-bird of the peli-

can kind.

€€€, for, Ep. 3 sing. aor. I of.
ttcXckkov, ,() an axe-handle., €cus Ion. , : dat. pi. Ep. -:—a double-edged axe, an axe; dopaai, to fight not with spears

only, but also with axes, i. e. not soldiers only, but

every man.

€.€., fut.: Ep. aor. : aor. I pass.: ():—to swing, shake, to make to

shake, quiver or tremble :— Pass, to be shaken, to

tremble, quake : to be driven away, flee trembling.€€|, Ep. for, aor. I pass, of., Ion. and Ep. 2 sing. impf. of., Ep. 2 sing, imperat. of.
\\..$, ados, , Ion. for.

or ireXiTvos, , ,() livid.

treXios, , ,() of the body, discoloured by a
bruise, livid.' Ion.^, $, , a wooden bowl, milk-

pail, Lat. mulctra. II. a drinking-cup.'5 or, , , Lat. PULLU8, dark-

coloured, blackish, dusky.

€€5, Dor. for, I pi. of7€., , the Peloponnesians., Adv. in the Peloponnesian (i. e.

Dorian) dialect. From€-5, , — , the Pelopon-

nesus, now the Morea.

ireAos, , , v..
ITcXouV, ottos, , (, ) Pelops, i. e. dark-face,

son of Tantalus, said to have migrated from Lydia,

and to have given his name to the Peloponnesus.^, f. ,() to serve as a targeteer.,, ,() one who bears a target

or light shield () instead of the large shield

(), a targeteer, Lat. cetratus : they held a place

between the or heavy-armed infantry, and the
or light-armed troops. Hence, , , skilled in the use of the target:, =, thebody of targeteers.', , a small light shield without a rim

(itvs), orig. used by the Thracians. 2. a body of
targeteers(), as for,
for. II. a shaft, pole. III. a horse's

ornament.--, ov, (,) bearing a target.', more common as Dep. \.., only used
in pres. and impf., which latter is used in syncop.
forms, as 3 sing, impf, act. for ; 2 sing,

impf. med.,, for
; 3 sing,

for : the impf. is also lengthd. Ion. in 2 and

3 sing,, : imperat. : the

pres. part, is syncop. in the compds.,, for,$, but

does not occur in the simple form :_orig. to be in

motion, to go or come, rise ; ^0777)
the cry goes up to heaven

;
yrjpas' old age and death come upon

men. II. to be, implying continuance, to be used
or wont to be : to become.', , undeclined, a monster, of anything
huge, but mostly in bad sense. Hence
ireXiipios, a, ov, also os, , =, ?nonstrous,

huge, immense ; the mighty ones of

old. ',, =, a monster; por-
tents sent by the gods ; strictly neut. of

•jTcXtopos, , ov,() monstrous, prodigious, huge,

portentous ; and so, terrible : neut. pi. as Adv., -, hugely, portentously., aTos, ,() any kind of dressed

food : esp. in plur. cakes, sweetmeats.--, ,(, ^) a pastry-cook.-, ,(,) a commander of
a body offive., f., to count on thefive fingers, count

by fives : generally, to count. From
-n^iras, ados, , Aeol. for, the numberfive

:

a body offive.,,,() one who counts byfives

:

generally, one who counts, reviewing

by tens of thousands., Aeol. for, five.,,, €€€, Ep. for., , ov, () in five days, on the

fifth day.-, ov,(,) Dor. for-, offive days.

€-€, verb. Adj. , one must send.€5, , ov, () the fifth ; (sub.) thefifth day., , , verb. Adj. , sent.' fut. : aor. ' Ep. :

pf.:— Pass,, aor. : pf.,
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3 sing. :

—

to send, despatch. . to

send off or away, dismiss, send home;, ' welcome the

coming, speed the parting guest.' i. of things,

to throw from one, of missiles, to shoot, dart, dis-

charge. III. to convoy, attend, escort, conduct;

the conductor, of Mercury ;

to conduct a procession. 2. to send with one, esp.

to take on a journey. IV. to send up : of the

earth, to produce. V. Med., , to

sendfor one. 2. to send one's own or in one's own
service.,-, , (,) a five-pronged

fork., 2 sing. Aeol. aor. I opt. of., Ep. for, fut. inf. of., $, ,() a sending : a mission.,, Dor. for,.,, Comp. and Sup. of., , , a servant, labourer ; the

were the Thessalian serfs or villains, like the

in Laconia, orig. a conquered tribe, afterwards in-

creased by prisoners of war. II. generally, any

slave, bondsman, poor man., 5, ,() one who earns his daily

bread, a day-labourer, hence a poor man. II.

as Adj. poor: c. gen., like Lat. egens, -
poor i?i money.—Comp., Sup.-.«-, ov, (,) tending the poor.«, a, ov,() sad, mourning., , collat. form of., Ep. for, 3 dual of., , fem. of, a mother-in-law, Lat.

socrus.'5, , a father-in lata, Lat. socer; also. II. generally, a connexion by marriage,

brother-in-law., f. : Ep. 3 dual for-, : pres. inf. for :() :
—to bewail, lament, mournfor : Pass, to be

mournedfor. 2. to deplore a thing., ,() lamentation, mourning., Ep. inf. pres. of.-, ov,(,) of, lastingfive days:, , a space offive days.-, , (,) consisting of

five halves, i. e. of two and a half; hence in Prosody,

the caesura after two feet and a

half, as in Iamb. Trim., opp. to

the caesura after threefeet and a half.-^, a, ov,(,) consist-

ing offive halffeet, i. e. of 2^ feet., ov, gen. ovos,() mournful, sor-

rowful, sad.,,(,) lamenting, mourning.,, , ,() a mourner, wailer., , ,() in sign of mourning.

, , fem. of.
irevOucos, , ,() of or for grief, mourning,

sorrowful. Adv., to be in

mourning for a person., ov, in token of grief, mourning, sorrotv-

ful. II. mournful, wretched. From'^, , , grief, sorrow : mourning for
the dead. II. a misfortune.

Ion. -, ,() poverty, need., a, ov, collat. form of, poor., , , like, poor, needy.', only used in pres. and impf. : Dep. I.

intr. to workfor one's living, to toil, work, labour:—
to be poor or needy : c. gen. to be poor in, have need '

of. II. trans, to work at, prepare, be busy jvith., , five drachms. From-, ov, (,) of the weight

or value offive drachms.-, , poet, for.-, , poet, for.-, , poet, for., , , five years, a space of five

years. II. as Adj. coming every five years, re-

curring at intervals offive years. From-, ov, poet, for,five years old.-, or-, , (,) five

years old. II. of Time, lastingfive years: hence, as Adv.forfive years.-, , collat. form of.- Ion.-, , (,)
the contest of the five exercises; to

practise thefive exercises. These were,,,,* '• but for the last the

or was substituted : the five are comprised in

one Pentameter line,

—

,,,-
,.- Ion.-, ,(,) one

who practises the or five exercises, the con-

queror in them. II. metaph. one who tries his

hand at everything, a 'jack-of-all-trades.'-, ov,(,) five-pointed., Adv.() five times.-, , a, five times 10.000 = 50,000.-, at, a, five times 1000 = 5000.

Ep., , , () five

hundred: also in sing, with a collective noun,-
five hundred horse. II. at Athens,, = , the council of 500, i. e. the

senate chosen by lot ( ), fifty from each

of the ten tribes.7-5, ov,(,)
possessing land that produced 500 medimni yearly

:

ace. to Solon's distribution of the Athenian citizens

the formed the first class, the other

three being the $,,., , ,() the five hun-

dredth.-, , (,) the fifth wave, sup-
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posed to be larger than the four preceding ; cf.-,'.--, ov, (,) five hand-

breadths wide.-, , gen. ,.(,) five cubits

long or broad.

[], , ov, () fivefold.€5, , ov, Ion. for.-, ,(,) a state offive towns,

as was a state of three, of ten.---yos, ov, (, pa£) withfive berries.€-'5, ov, (,) five spans

long or broad, [t]-, ov, (,) of five lines or

verses.€-5, ov, (,) with five mouths

or openings, of the Nile and Danube.-, ov,(,) consisting offive
books in one volume: as Subst., (sc.

/3t/3\os), 57, thefive books of Moses, Pentateuch.-, , (, ) five in nature or

number., Adv. () fivefold, five-ways, in five

divisions.), Adv.() in five places.

IXETNTE Aeol. €€, , at, , indecl. five, Lat.

quinque. In Compos, it takes the form €>— as

well as-,
€€--€, ol, at, , indecl. fifteen.-, ,(, vavs) a squa-

dron offifteen ships.€€€-5, ov,(,-) offifteen talents worth or weight.---, , ov, fifteenth.€€€-5, , with fifteen banks of oars.-, ov, (, ovpiy£) with five pipes

or holes; '/yov a wooden machine/wr-
nished withfive holes, through which the head, arms,

and legs of criminals were passed, a sort of pillory.

irevTe-TaXavTOs, ov, (,) worth five

talents : for the recovery offive talents, of a law-suit.

ir€VT-€*n)pLs,, , a term or space offive years ;

at intervals of five years, every five
years. II. a festival celebrated everyfive years,

such as the Panathenaea at Athens. From
ircvT-erns, , (,) of five years, lasting

five years.€€-, to conquerfive times.-, , at, , indecl. () fifty.

Tr€VTT|KovTa-€Tis,, , fern, of-, or -erns, , contr. -,(,) offifty years, lasting
j
'orfifty years.€-5, ov, (,)

fifty-headed.-, ov,(,) =.-,-, 6, , consisting of fifty
children.

--, <5,(,) the com-
mander offifty men. II. one who commands a, the captain of a penteconter., , =., rjpos, ,() the commander
offifty men, a title peculiar to the Spartan army.-, ov,(, yva) of fifty

acres of corn-land.-, ov,(, opyvia) fifty

fathoms deep, high, etc.

Tr€VTT|KOvTopos, , with and without vavs, (-) a ship of burden withfifty oars.-, es, contr. for., at, a, Ep. for.-, f.,() to collect the tax

or two per cent

:

—Pass, to pay the tax., , see.7€, rjpos, , =.-, ov,(, ~/) collect-

ing the tax: as Subst.,^,
, the collector of the.-,-, , ,(,)
withfifty children.€05, , ,() fiftieth. II.

as Subst.,, , I. (sub.), the fiftieth

part, at Athens, the tax of thefiftieth, or two per cent.,

imposed on all exports and imports. 2. (sub.), the fiftieth day after the Passover, the day of

Pentecost. Hence€•5, vos, , the numberfifty, a number of

fifty, as a division of the Spartan army.-,,(,) withfive banks cf oars:

as Subst., (sub. vavs), , a quinquereme.

iT6VT-o£os, ov, (,) having five branches or

points: Hes. calls the hand, thefive-pointed.

7€-05, ov, (, opyvia) offivefathoms.7€-5, ov, (,) of or worth five

obols : as Subst.,, , a five-obol piece;

to sit in the court Heliaea at

five obols a day.

€||€, aor. I med. part. fern, of., Dor. for £, fut. of.5, , , membrum virile, Lat. penis.€, Ep. for, pf. part. fern, of., f. : aor. : Pass., fut.-
: aor. : pf. inf. : (-) :

—

to ripen, make ripe or mellow : of pain, etc.,

to soothe, assuage, soften:—Pass, to become ripe, soft,

mellow : to be softened. II. intr. to become ripe,

mellow.

ireTraxTcpos,, irreg. Comp. and Sup. of.-/,, pf. pass. part, and inf.

of.€, 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of., pf. pass, of., pf. pass, of.€, Ep. redupl. aor. 2 part, of.
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rriTravos, ov, collat. form of, ripe, mellow.€€, an old aor. 2 inf. to display, manifest., pf. pass, of : inf..
TT£TTap\ievos, pf. pass. part, of., pf. inf. of.&, pf. inf. of, to possess.,,€•, pf. and plqpf. of., pf. pass, of.6€, Ion. 3 pi. pf. pass, of.•, pf. of.
7T€tr€ipos, ov, also fern,, —, ripe, mel-

low, Lat. maturus : metaph. mild, softened.€€, 2 sing. pf. pass, imperat. of., pf. pass, of.€6, pf. pass, of., Ep. pf. part. pass, of., pf. med. of^., pf. pass, of., redupl. aor. 2 med. inf. of.•, Ep. fut. of., Ep. redupl. aor. 2 of ;

pi. subj.;, I and 3 pi. opt.: inf., fem. part,.
ire, Adv. pf. pass. part, of,

roaming, wandering.-, pf. pass, of., pf. pass, of.
7€€|€, Ep. aor. 2 inf. of.,€, Ep. redupl. aor. 2 act. and

med. of.^, pf. part, of.., pf. pass, of.02, , in Poets also with irreg. pi.,
, Lat. peplum, any woven cloth used for a covering,

a sheet, hanging, curtain. II. a large full robe

or shawl worn by women : esp. the robe of Minerva,

which was carried in procession at the Panathenaic

festival. III. also a man's cloak or robe, of the

long Eastern dress., pf. pass, of : inf.€.,, ,() a flowing robe, gar-

ment., poet. pf. pass, of, used as pres., to

have breath or soul; metaph. to be wise, discreet,

prudent, sage ; 2 sing, ; inf. ; 2

sing, plqpf. :—part, used as Adj.

sage, wise, prudent.€€5, part, of., perf. med. of, to trust, rely on. Hence€€, Ep. for, plqpf. med. of.-^, , trust, reliance, boldness.7€, opt. of.€€, Ep. for, I pi. subj. of., subj. of.-, Ep. 3 sing plqpf. pass, of.€, pf. pass, of., Ep. 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.

, pf. 2 of., pf. med. of., Ep. for, 2 pi. pf. of.€, Ep. for, 3 pi. pf. of•
:€, inf. of same., pf. 2 of., pf. pass, of.,, pf. act. and pass, of.-, pf. pass, of.,, 3 sing. pf. and plqpf. pass, of

an obsol. Verb* (from which also comes aor. 2) :
—it has, had been fated; part,,

fated: (sub.), that which is fated,

fate, destiny, like., pf. pass, of : part..€6, for, 3 pl.pf. pass, of.€€, for, pf. part. nom. and ace. neut.

of.-, Ep. for, pf. part, of,
frightened, timid, shy., pf. of.

ttctttios, Att. pf. part, of.€, see.€ [], 3 sing. Ep. redupl aor. 2 opt. of-., pf. pass. part, of., pf. of : inf.., Ep. 3 sing, plqpf. of., pf. of.', ov, gen. ovos ; Comp. and Sup.-, -tcitos :—of fruit, ripe, mellow, Lat. mitis,

maturus. II. metaph. soft, tender, gentle : also

softened, assuaged: often used in addressing a per-

son, , as Subst., oh myfriend: so,

my pet ram : in bad sense, ye weaklings,

ye dastards.', enclit. Particle, adding force to the word to

which it is annexed : much, very, often with an Adj.

and the part, of, ' ^
since you have given birth to me all short-

lived as I am: also with an Adj. only,

strong as he is ; or with an Adv., , for a

very little time ; little as it is. 2. to

call attention to something objected to, albeit, though,

however ; so,^ however loud-

tongued a talker he be. 3. also to strengthen a

negation, , no, not even, not at all, where, as

in Lat. ne . . quidem, is divided by one or more

words from. II. to call attention to one or

more things, however, at any rate, yet, as,

pity others at any rate. III. is

often attached to a relat. Pron., Adj. or Adv., as -,,,, etc., Adv. beyond, across or over,further, Lat. ultra;

' as far as the middle, but

no further. II. of Time, beyond, longer : c. gen.,

beyond midday. III.

metaph. beyond measure, excessively : c. gen.,
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beyond all justice. IV. absol. expressing

something greater; hearing

things incredible, and more than that.

irepaav, Ep. for, pres. inf. of.
irepaaxnce, Ion. 3 sing. impf. of.

Ion. -, Adv. () from beyond,

from thefar side.

irepaivco : aor. I : Pass., aor. :

pf., inf. : () :
—to bring

to an end, fi?iish, complete : to bring about, accom-

plish :—Pass, to be brought to an end, be finished ; to

be fulfilled, accomplished. 2. kuyov to end

a discourse : hence absol. to conclude, come to an

end. II. intr. to extend, reach, or penetrate.

irepatos, a, ov,() being or dwelling beyond, esp.

beyond the sea or river. II. (sub. 777 or) as Subst., the country beyond the sea or river

:

the country over against or opposite. Hence
TTspcuoco, f.: aor. (: Pass., f.-

: aor. : pf. :

—

to

carry or convey to the opposite country or bank, carry

over or across

:

—Pass, to pass over, cross. II.

intr. in Act. to cross, pass over.

irepairepos, a, ov, Comp. of, beyond, further

;

roads leading further : Adv.-: also neut., further, beyond.• Ion. and Ep., Adv. () on the other

side of, across, Lat. trans, c. gen. 2. absol. over, to

or on the opposite side; els

to cross over into Asia.' II. over against, c. gen.,

as, . III. sometimes =, out

beyond.

irepavTiicos, , ,() conclusive.-, Aeol. for.
Trcpas, cLtos, , () ati end, extremity : an end,

issue, termination : as Adv., at last. 2. in a race-

course, the goal, Lat. meta. II. metaph. accom-

plishment, the power of accomplishing.€5, ov, () that may be crossed or tra-

versed, passable, [a]

Trcpacris, ,() a going beyond, passing ;

passage from life (to death).

ircpaTOs, 77, ov, () on the opposite side, Lat. ul-

terior. II. 77 (sub. 777 or) as Subst.,

the opposite coimtry, also the opposite quarter of the

heavens, esp. of the tuest, as opp. to the east.

TTepcrros Ion., 17, ,() like-, that may be crossed or passed over.

(A), inf. Ep. : Ion. impf.-: fut. [a] Ion., Ep. inf.-
: aor. Ion. : pf.

() : I. trans, to drive right across or

through. 2. to pass across or through, to pass

over, cross, traverse; ^ a ditch

hard to pass; metaph., to pass through

a danger ; to go through or recite the

terms of an oath. 2. to let go through. II.

intr. to penetrate or pierce right through : to extend,

reach. 2 to pass right across or through, pass,

traverse, go through, or over. 3. c. gen. to exceed,

go beyond in.

() : fut. [] Ep. Att.: aor. Ep.: pf. pass,-
: () :

—to carry beyond seas for sale, hence
to sell, mostly to sell as slaves ; to

sell one to Lemnos.-, , = Ilepyajuos.

-os, 77, Pergamos, the citadel of Troy : also

in pi.•, . II.^, , as appellat.,

like, the citadel of any town., /cos or itcos, and , the partridge, Lat.

perdix, -icis.', Dep., with act. aor. 2, pf.

:
—to break wind.

€€,€, Aeol. for, pf. pass. part, of., Adv., Ion. for.
irepTjv, Adv., Ion. for., Ep. for, fut. inf. of.
irepTjTOs, 77, ov, Ion. for.
TTf, Ep. aor. 2 pass. inf. of.', fut. : pf. : aor. :

aor. 2, inf. Ep. :—Pass.

with fut. med. : Ep. aor. 2 inf., like

from :
— to waste, ravage, sack,

rase. 2. of persons, to destroy, kill, slay. 3. of

things, to destroy. II. to get by plunder.', Prep., with gen., dat., et ace. : Radic. sense,

all around, about.

With Genitive: I. of Place, around, about,

near. II. Causal, about, concerning, on, of;

I have heard of his return ; \*
tivos to speak of'a subject. 2. about, for, on

account of; to lay plans for the

slaying. 3. of contending for an object ;

OavovTos for the dead ; to run for
one's life

;
5 to fight for the

city. 4. of the motive; ' to

fight for very enmity's sake. 5. with a Subst., as

to, in reference to, with regard to, about;

as to number. III. like Lat. prae, before,

above, beyond; to be

above or before all the rest : in this sense, the Prep,

is often divided from its gen. IV. the following

phrases are of common occurrence :, it is of much consequence to us ;

or^ , to reckon a thing

worth much; , ,
to reckon a thing of more, of little, of no

consequence.

With Dative of the object, about, or near which

a thing is, around, about

:

I. of Place, around,

round about ; close round the skin ;" the hand round, grasping the spear

;

to quiver round or on the

spear. 2. hard by, near, always of several, as en-

T
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compassing round about one. II. Causal, of an

object for which one fights
;

to fight for one's own possessions. 2.

of anxiety, care, or confidence about a thing, for,

about, on account of. 3. by reason of, like Lat.

prae : for fear ; for joy.

With Accus. of the object round about which a

thing goes or moves : I. of Place, about, around,

near, by; the sea-fight off

Cnidos ; they dwell all about

the marshes;$ many round about one,

many to one. II. of persons who are about one, as

attendants, comrades, like ol ;

all that belongs to a thing. III. of the object

with which one is occupied, esp. of the place ;

to be busy about supper : metaph.,\ philosophy is occu-

pied about or with truth. 2. in relation or refer-

ence to, with regard to; Kvpov ovtws

kyevero the circumstances relating to Cyrus turned

out thus. IV. of Time, about, Lat. circa ; irepl

tovtovs xpovovs : also of numbers,

about 3000.

In Position, may follow its Subst. in all cases,

and then it becomes paroxyt..
As Adv.,, around, about, also near, by. II.

also , with accent thrown back, before, above,

exceedingly, above measure : so in phrases, ,
irepi beyond measure in heart or soul ; where

must not be taken as Prep, with the dat.

sometimes stands for '..
In Compos, all its chief senses recur: around, about,

as in-,-,-. II. a
going beyond, exceeding, as in^-,-^. III. beyond measure, very, exceed-

ingly, as in-$,-, like Lat. per- in

per-multus, per-gratus.

Quantity. Though in is short, yet it is not

properly elided before a vowel.

ire-, f. -ayyeXui, to announce by a message
sent round i absol. to send or carry a message

round. II. c. dat. et inf. to send round orders

for people to do something ; ir. to

send orders round to make ready ; . vavs to order

ships.-, es, (, edya) broken in pieces. II.

Dor. for pys.- and -, f. -£, to break all round,
break in pieces

:

—Vzss., p^yvva the voice is

echoed all round.

ircpi, f. -£, to lead round, drive round; c. ace.

loci, / they drive round
the lake in a circle. 2. to lead about with one: so

also in Med. 3. to turn round: also to twist or

wrench round. II. intr. to go round; irepiayeiv

rcta to go round the cities, [a] Hence
irepiaytoyevs, ecus, 6, a machinefor twisting round,

a tourniquet.

,^,() a turniti^ round, revolution., , , able to be taken off. From- : f. -.: aor. 2, inf.

:

—

to take away all round, as the walls of a

city, or the earthen mould in which gold has been
cast : generally, to take off or away : c. gen. pass, to

strip a thing off one. II. Med. to take offfrom
oneself; to take off one's helmet;

taking the cover off one's let-

ter ; but it is often used just like the Act. III.

Pass, to be stripped off ox taken away from one: also

to have a thing taken away from one.

€-\«, f., to be greatly distressed.-, f., to anoint or smear all over.

Trepi-aAXos, ov,(,) beyond or before others :

— nsut.pl. as Adv., before all: exceedingly.

TTepi-aXovpy6s,ov,(, opys) dyed with purple

all round: metaph., KaKOis ^rpaopys double-dyed

in villany.

Tte, aTOS, ,() anything fastened

round one, an amulet.-, f.-£: aor. 2:—
to put round about:—Med. to put around o?ie

t
to put

on. II. to cover all round.

Trcpi-, impf.-, =.
irepiaiTTOs, ov, hung about or upon:—as Subst.,, , =. From
Trepi-, f., to fasten about, attach to :—Med.

to put round oneself, to gain for oneself.-£ Att.-, f., to fasten or fit on

all round:—Pass, to havefastened round oxfitted on.€-,., lighten ox flash all round.-, f., to be busy about a thing.-, ov, (,) worn round the

neck; as Subst.,, , a necklace., Ep. for, impf. of.-, f.-: aor. 2 : pf.-
:
—to go round about or to bestride one who

has fallen, so as to defend him : c. gen.,

to stand over his slain brother :

of sound, to float around.-, f.-: aor. 2: pf.-
:
—to throw round, about, or over, put on or

over, invest with; to fix

him round a sword, i.e. to stab him. 2. Med.,

with pf. pass,, to throw round ox over

oneself, put on : to throw round oneselffor defence,

enclose around: c. dupl. ace ,, to build a wall round a city. II. metaph.

to put round or upon a person, invest with. 2. to

attribute or ascribe to a person. 3. to surround,

encompass, enclose with a thing : metaph. to involve

ox implicate in evils, etc. 4. c. ace. only, to em-

brace, encompass, surround;

darkness encompasses me. 5. of ships, to fetch a

compass round, double. 6. to frequent, befond of
a place. III. in Med. to embrace for oneself, to

compass, aim at, Lat. affectare : pf. pass, to be in



possession of. IV. throw beyond: beat in

throwing : generally, to beat, excel.-, , (,) a sort of women s

thoes.-?, , gen. cos, exceeding heavy.,, , aor. 2 part, of., pf. pass, of., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of., aor. 2 inf. of., ov,() looked at from all

sides, gazed at, notable.-, f., intr. to look round about, gaze

around.. II. trans, to look at on all sides, look

much at : hence to gaze on, survey, admire

:

—Pass.

to be looked at, admired, looked up to., ov,{) put round or on.,/,() noised abroad, notorious,

in good or bad sense: hence either famous, extolled:

or exclaimed against. II. act. with loud cries., ,() that which is put

round one, a covering, garment., ,() anything thrown or put

round; £ the sheath of a sword: walls

thrown round a town. II. space enclosed, com-

pass. III. a circumference, circuit. IV. me-
taph. a compassing, aiming at.5, ov,() going round, compass-

ing, encircling. II. as Subst.,, 6, =, anything thrown round; walls

thrown round a town. 2. an enclosure, circuit,

compass.-, f., to hum round.-, ov, surrounded by hills.-, , (,) an armlet or

piece of armourfor the arm.-, , ov, (,) szirging all

round. \v\

-os, cv, Ion. for.-, Ion. and later form- [t] :

fut.- : aor. 2-:— to be over or

above

:

I. to be superior, prevail over, over-

come, excel : to be better or more adcaniageous, c.

gen. II. to live over ; to survive, get over, escape

from. 2. of things, to remain over and above. 3.

also to remain as a reszdt or consequence, to result or

proceed from : cf. ( sum).-, is, (,) fidl of milk.-, Dep.(,) :

—

to turn round
the eyeballs, glare around.--, ov, (,) eloquent.-, f., to bend round, fetch a compass
round, double a headland.-£, f. , to mutter or whisper round
about.,,,() anything marked
round by a line, an enclosure, ring.;,() marked round,fenced
in, enclosed.

-€. 547, , a marking round: an outline, sketch:

an impression, print. From-, f. , to draw a line round, mark
round, circumscribe ; to draw a
circle round. 2. to define, determine. II. to

draw in outline, sketch out, Lat. delineare. III.

to enclose within brackets, to strike out, cancel., Ep. for, aor. 1 of.-, pf. of.-?, , (, ) very timid or fearftd

:

Adv. -, in greatfear., Ep. pf. of.-, f.-: aor. Ep.-, part, : pf. Ep. -
:

—

tofear very much, be in great fear or dread
about one.-, , (,) a funeralfeast.--ios, ov, like, using both hands
alike, Lat. ambi-dexter. II. generally, very dex-

terous, versatile, or expert.-, Dep. I. intr. to look round
about, gaze about. II. trans, to look earnestly at.-, f.-, bind, tie round or on:—Med.
to bind round oneself, put on.-5, ov, (, ) fought for, disputed.-, Ion. 1 and 3 sing. -,-: f.- :

—

to give round. II. Med.,
fut.- : aor. 2- :

—to stake or wager,
c. gen. rei ; let us make a wager
of a tripod ; I will wager

for myself, i.e. pledge myself;

I stake my head : absol.,

come now, lay a wager with me.-, f., to whirl or wheel round

:

—Pass.

to whirl oneself round, run round and round: to spin

round, like a top;, Ep. 3 dual aor. I.-, ,() whirled round.-, old Ep. form for: to be much
afraid about one., aor. 2 imper. med. of., Ep. for, aor. 1 of.-, Dep. to grasp round with the hand.-,. fern,, surrounding,

encompassing., ,() a wnning rotind and
round, a circuit. 2. a revolution, orbit., ov,() running round, sur-

rounding : circular. 2. going about, roam-

ing' 3• Pass • tbM can be ru?i round, standing

detached. II. as Subst.,, 6, like-, that which surrounds or encompasses : as I.

the string that runs round a net for closing it. 2.

a gallery running round a building. 3. the rim

of a shield.-, f., to tear all round about:—Pass.,

Ep. 3 sing. aor., he had the skin torn off

all round.

-^), f.-, to pidl offfrom around, strip off.

2
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being used instead :

—

to look about for, await. 2.

to overlook, neglect, disregard, hence also to let pass,

allow, suffer. II. pf. with pres. sense

;

plqpf. with impf. sense, Att.- ; inf.

Ep. : to hiow or understand

better; } to be better in

counsel than others.

iTepiciXas, ados, , () wound round, en-

circling.-,, Ion. for.
-TrepietXov, aor. 2 of.€-€ or -, to fold or wrap round

:

—
Pass, to be xurapped round. 2. to wrap up.

-rrepi-eipi, (, sum) to be around; -
circumstances. II. to be better than or su-

perior to another, surpass. 2. to exceed in number,

outnumber. III. over-live, outlive : absol. to sur-

vive : of things, to be extant. 2. of property, to be

over and above, to remain in hand. IV. to re-

main as a result or consequence, come about, ensue

:

cf..-€, (, ibo) to go round or about,

fetch a compass. 2. c. ace. to go round, compass

;

/cas to go the rounds of the guards. II.

to come round to in turn. III. of Time,

as time came round.

irepi-eipo), to insert oxfix round.€€€, 3 sing. aor. 2 act. or 3 pi. aor. 2 pass,

of.
•rrepieXaais, ecus, , a driving or riding round : a

place for driving round. From-, fut.- : aor. - : pf.—-
:

—

to drive round, push about, o/cups. 2. to

drive about, harass, distress. II. (sub., -, etc.) to drive or ride round., aor. 2 inf. of.€-€ Att.- Ion.-€:—f. £:—to

roll or tuind round ;—Med. to roll round oneself.

irepi-tXico), f.- [], to drag rou?id or about.

\.-., put round:—Med. to draw round one.6€, 3 sing, plqpf. of.€€€, aor. 2 of-.•- : impf. : fut. : aor. 2, inf.: fut. med. inf.:
aor. I pass. inf. :

—to be busy about, tend

diligently, take care of : of persons, to treat with at-

tention; to treat a man well: but,$ to handle roughly :—so in Pass.,

Tivas to be roughly handled
by one; to be well treated:—also,

uis or to treat one as an

enemy.

€,-€£, f.-: pf.-: Dep. :

—

/a waste one's labour: to be employed overmuch about

a thing, to be over-officious ; -
(pf. inf.) that they had overdone it with their

' sack' (i.e. need not have used the word). 2. to

meddle, interfere, be officious.

irepi-€pYOS,^iw, (,) over-careful, taking

needless trouble: curious arts. 2.

meddling, ititerfering, officious. II. pass, over-

wrought, elaborate, expensive. 2. superfluous.- Att. -«, f. £, to enclose all round,

encompass.€-€, aor. 2 pass, of.
ire-6, to wander or ramble about.€-€, impf. : f.-

aor. 2- : pf.- :
—to go round, go

about: esp. to go about canvassi?ig, like Lat. ambire:

c. ace. loci, to go round, visit in successio?i. 2. of

Time, to come round. II. to go round and re-

turn to a spot, to come round to;

vengeance came at last upon him.

III. c. ace. pers., like Lat. circumvenire, to come
round, overreach, cheat.

€-€, f.-, to gnaw round about.€6€, pf. pass, of.€€, 3 sing. impf. pass, of.-,. for-, 2 sing. of (),, pf. part, of'.€«, aor. 2 of.-, , ov, about the last.

€-5, ov, (, ,) thoroughly boiled.€-€ : f. and: aor. 2-, inf. : aor. 2 med.. inf.

:
—to hold around, encompass, embrace*

stirround : of a city, to beleaguer or blockade. II

.

like ( sum) , to be superior to, surpass,

overcome : esp. to outnumber, to outflank. III.

Med. to clasp round, and so to take charge of, to pro-

tect. 2. to hold fast on by, to cling to, cleave to.

3. to be pressing, urgent with.-, Adv. (7rept,) very powerfully

or violently.- poet. -, f. -, to boil round about.-, ov, also !•, vyos, , , (, -
yov) over and above a pair, more than a pair : so,

of horses' harness, are spare straps., $, , an apron. From
irepi- or- : f.- : to gird round

:

—
Med. to gird round oneself, put on as a belt or apron.

Hence, aor. 1 med. part.

TTfpi-, , (,) a girdle, apron.-, f.-, Dep. to lead round about,

shew the way round. Hence€, L•,() drawn round, lying in a

circle,forming a circle: circular.6?, , , like, a sketch, out-

line : generally, a form, figure.|, Att. plqpf. of: see.
irfpi-, f. £<u, to have come round to one, to have
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arrived at last : c. ace, that which

has come round to thee, fallen upon thee.76, aor. 2 of.•, ,() a coming round, re-

volution.

"-€€, f. , to he greatly aggrieved or

disconcerted at a thing, c. dat. : c. gen. pers. to be

greatly aggrieved at or with him. (The deriv. of

is uncertain.)

Tr€piT|V€tKa, Ion. aor. I of.-^, f., to echo or ring all round.-, es, (,) very warm or hot.

irepiOeis,, , aor. 2 part, of., «etas, j),() a placing or putting

round, putting on.

irepiOe-ros, 17, 0^, and Trepi0€TOS, ov,()
put round, put on, asszwied, of false hair.

trcpL-, f.-, to run round.«-, f. ,>, / go round and observe.«-, ov, (, -os) very wrathful. Adv.',

to be very angry.€-, f. , to wound all round.- [], to ring around, re-echo : Ep. 3 sing,

impf. [] for., inf. of aor. 2 irepiei5oy.€€, Ep. for, inf. of.-, Dep. sit round about.

ircpi-, f.: aor. -;—to

place or se/ round a person or thing : nietaph. to

bring round to a certain state. 2. aor. I med.

is also trans., to place round oneself.

II. PassM with intr. tenses of Act., aor. 1— :

pf.- : plqpf.- :

—

to stand round
about: to encircle, surround, encompass. 1. to

come roiind to, devolve upon : of events, to come

round to be so and so, turn out, esp.for the worse.

3. to go round so as to avoid, to shun.

ircpi-, =.€,, , aor. 2 part, of ()
Trepi-,,

}
an offsccuring , defilement

:

hence a polluted wretch.-, Dep. to sit down round about, esp.

to invest, beleaguer a town.

irepi- Ion.-, inf.- : (properly

pf. pass, of) :

—

to be seated round, to sit

round; to beleaguer or invest a

town : of ships, to blockade ; c. ace. pers. to sit beside

one as a companion.-, fut. -, to set on fire, burn round
about

:

—Pass, to be scorched all round: nietaph. to be

inflamed.€-, is, (,) very beautiful.€-, f. , to put round as a covering,

throw as a veil over. II. to cover all round,

cover completely.--, f. £, to break all round.-, f. -, to embrace all

round. 2. to overtake. 3. to constrain, compel.

-, f.-, tofall down all round,

go to ruin.

ircpi-, f. -, to tear down round
abojit, rend off:—Med. to rend one's own garment.
Trcpt-, Ion. for.--, Att. for. []€-, inf.-, used as Pass, of-, with f. med.— :

—

to be put round, to

lie round or so as to embrace : absol., -
a wall is round about. 2. nietaph. to be over

and above, profit ; ov there is no
advantage for me. II. to have round o?ie, to

have on one ; clad in arrogance.-, f.-, to shear or clip all round:—
Med.,' to clip one's hair.

<€€€05, Ion. pf. pass. part, .-, , (,) a helmet.

€««-, Dep. to be very a?ixious or concerned

about one.

ircpt-icqXos, ov, (,) exceeding dry, well-

dried.-,, Pass, to spread round about.€-, f.-, to break around.-^, , (,) far-famed.-, ov, famous all round, far-famed.- Ion.- old Att. -)' : f.-
or- : (,) :

—

to shut in all round, en-

close, environ : to surround, of ships.

irepi-, f. -, to wash all round

:

—Pass, to

be washed all round, of an island. Hence
7€£9, , ov, Att. also os, ov, washed all

round by the sea, sea-washed, sea-girt.-, , 6v, heard of all round, famous,
renowned, Lat. inclytus : of things, excellent, noble,

glorious.

Trepi-KviSiov, , a stalk or sprig.

-€-£, f. -, to scratch all round:—Med.,

poet. aor., to gnaw all round.

ircpi-, f. , to cry cuckoo all round.

TT€pt-, f. -, to carry round

:

—Pass, to be

conveyed round, hence to go round.,, ,() that which is cut

off all round, the clippings, trimmings ;

I will make minced meat of you., , Dim. of.-, ov, very elegant, exquisite.---, ,(,,.) fem. Adj., epith. of the gout, exceedingfond
of swelled knuckles.

irepiKOTTTi, , a cutting all round, mutilation. From--', f. , to cut all round, clip, mutilate.

2. to cut down thefruit-trees in an enemy's country,

to lay waste, plunder.

TrepL-KpaTTjs, is, (,) having full com-

mand of.7€-* : f.- [], Att.-:—
to hang up all round

:

—Pass, to be hung about, cling

to, c. dat. Hence
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-?, <'s, hung round with a thing.-, f. , to strike or knock all round.- [], late form of.-, f. , to cover all routid, conceal : to

hide oneself.

irepi-KTLoves,, ol, Ep. dat. pi.,
(,) like-, the dwellers around,

neighbours.- [], ,,^.-, f.- : Dep. to encircle, en-

compass, enclose.-, f., to encircle, e?icompass. Hence, , an encirclitig.- : f.- [t] :

—

to roll round

:

Pass, to be rolled about.-, ov, gen. ovos, (,) surrounded

by the waves.€-£, f., to go about with a party of

revellers() : to carouse around.-, f., (,) to smear all over

ivith pitch ; to black shoes.-, f., to chatter on all sides or beyond

measure.-, f.- : aor. 2 :
—

to seize around, embrace. 2. to encompass, sur-

round : hence to get possession of, catch, secure:—
Pass, to be caught. II. to comprehend, take in.

III. to constrain, compel.

Trcpi-, f., to shine or beam round about.-, Pass, to be shed all over.-, f., to leave remaining

:

—Pass, to be

left remaining, survive.-, f. , to lick all round: lick clean.^, , (^) circumlocution.-, f. , to strip off all round.-, ov, (,) talked

about on all sides, much discussed.

pi-, f., (,) to surround with

water, insulate.-, Dep. ==.-?, ov, left remaining.-, f. , to wash all round, wash carefully.-, ov, (,) exceeding sorrowful.-, to gaze eagerly round : Ep. part. fern..
ircpi-, Dep. to rage round about.---, , Dor. for.-, Dep. to fight round about: also to

fight for a thing.- Att.- : f. £ :

—

to wipe all round :

metaph. to purify by magic arts., ov, fought about, fought for ; and so,

to be desired. From
irepi- [a], Dep. to fight around.-, to wait for one, await, expect. II.

intr. to wait, abide.-€, ov,fidl all routid, very full.7-€, , (,) the circumference.

-.-, ov, (,) above measure, very

large, immense. II. measuring round : as Subst. p

(sub.), , a circumference.-, ov, poet, for.-, , (,) very tall, high or long,-, f.- : Ep. 3 pi. impf. --
: Dep. :

—

to contrive cunningly, scheme

craftily for.-, Dep. to bellow around.-, to dwell round about or near. 2.

in pass, sense to be inhabited., , , a neighbour. From- and Med.-, to dwell round.-5, ov, (,) overclouded.-, f.: aor. 1 inf. Ep.-:
(,) :

—

to pile round.-, <5, gen. -, nom. pi. : ^rpi,$ gen. of vavs) : a supernumerary in a ship, a

passenger, as opp to a rower().
Ep. -^, aor. I part, of.--, Dep. to go routid: of Time, to recur.

-vc ceo f., to consider on all sides : to contrive

cunningly

.

, , intelligence. II. over-wiseness. From
-voos, ov, (, voos) exceeding wise.-, f., to go round or about. -

ircpi£, strengthd. for . I. Prep, round
about, all round; c. gen., but mostly c. ace. II.

Adv. round about.-, , , polished all round.-£, f. -, to polish all round.- Ion. -, f., to shave all round.-, , a going round, the making a circuit

round. II. a way round: a circuit, compass

;

absol., in circumference. III. a

book of travels, account of countries travelled over:

also a map or chart. IV. a going routid in a

circle, a cycle of years, a period of time. 2. a

course at dinner; ^ table-talk. 3.

the orbit of a heavenly body. 4. a fit that recurs

at intervals. V. a well-rounded sentence, period., pf. of : see n.-, f., to dwell round about : c. ace. to

dwell round a person or slave.

irepi-oiKis, , , fern, of, dwelling or

lying routid about, neighbouring. II. as Subst,

(sub. 777 or ), , the country round

:

also the stiburbs, outskirts.-, f. : pf. pass,-
Ion.- :

—

to build round about. II.

to enclose by building round

:

—Pass, to be built up,

walled in.-, ov, (,) dwelling round about

or near, neighbouring. . were,

in Laconia, the free inhabitants of the country-towns,

the remains of the original inhabitants, who enjoyed

civil but not political privileges, opp. on the one hand

to the Spartans, and on the other to the Helots.
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II. neut.-, one must overlook or suffer., ov,() seen from all sides

:

admired, admirable.- : impf. Ion. : pf.-
or-: pass.:— f.'-, from an obsol. verb ; whence also

aor. Ipzss., pf. :—(for aor.2-, pf., see €-€?) :
—to look around

for, waitfor. II. to overlook, to disregard, suf-

fer to be or do. III. Med. to look about before

doing a thing, to be circumspect, delay, wait : to

shrink from. 2. c. gen. to look about for, Lat.

respicere.-, es, (, opy-) very angry, wrathful

:

Adv. -jcus, very wrathfully.-, , (, 6p9pos) daybreak, dawn.-£, f. , to mark out by boundaries.

Hence, ov, , a marking out by boundaries.-, f., to be moored or anchor round
so as to blockade.-, f., to bring round a ship to anchor:

—Med. and Pass, to come to anchor round.- Att. —, f. £, to dig round., , () that which is over and
above : a surviving. 2. that which remains over

and above, the residue, surplus, abundance, plenty.

3. superiority, advantage. Hence, ov, more than enough, abundant. 2.

peculiar, proper., ,() thefull meaning or contents.

II. a section of a book., used as fut. of, formed from*£.-, to look timidly round.-, f., to walk round, walk about : to

lualh, live. Hence, , , given to walking about, esp.

while teaching : hence Aristotle and his followers

were called, Peripatetics.-, , (,) a walking about,

strolling, Lat. ambidatio. II. a place for walk-

ing, a covered walk. III. a conversation during

a walk : generally, a philosophical discussion.-, to put round a spit, to pierce through.-, Dep. : syncop. Ep. part,-: (,) :
—to move round, to be round or

about. 2. of Time, to come round, revolve, recur., ov, verb. Adj. of, sent

round.-* : f. : aor. I pass, :
—

to send round, despatch in different directions., pf pass, of.

- Att. - : f. - i aor. 1 pass.- :—to bake all round : metaph. to crust or

gloss over: to cajole, aor. 1 pass. part,

cajoled.,, aor. 2 inf. and part, of.- or -vj> : f.- [] : pf. pass.- or- :
—to spread or stretch

around: to spread out. Hence-, , , spread round, outspread., ,() a sudden change of for-

tune, a reverse, on which the plot of a Tragedy turns., €s,() falling round, with arms
clasped round. 2. enfolded, encompassed; but,$ the sword on which he had fallen.

II. falling in with. III. changing suddenly,

reversed; a sudden reverse of
circumstances.- : f.- syncop.- :

Dep. :

—

toffy around.-, $, (,) very sharp or keen.- or- : f. —£ :
—-tofix round, to

put as a fence round.r II. to make to congeal

round:—Pass, to grow stiff round: of shoes, to be

frozen on the feet.-, f.-, to leap rotind about.-, f.-, to fill entirely

:

—Pass.

to be quitefilled.-, to set onfire round about : impf. 3
sing, and pi.-,-.-, f.- : aor. 2- : pf.-:—to fall around, so as to embrace 2.

to fall round or upon a sword. II. to fall in with,

esp. of ships : also to fall foul of, be dashed ov wrecked

against. 2. metaph. to fall into, be betrayed into;

to be caught in one's own snare.

II. of a thing, to befall one.-, =, to come over or upon.-, to make to wander about

:

—Pass, to

wander or roam about: metaph. to flutter or hover

round about : to be in a state of uncertainty. Hence, ov, wandering, roving about., Adv. elosely twined, in close embrace.

From-, f. £, to twine round about. 2. to

intertwine, interweave

:

—Pass., aor. -, pf.-^ : to fold oneself round, cling to, clasp, c.

dat. ; folded round the mast.-, ov, (,) covering the side., Ep. 3 sing. aor. I pass, of.-, f.— and- : aor. 1-: Ion.- :

—

to sail or swim round, to

circumnavigate, c. ace.-, , nom. pi. -,- : Ion.-, ov :
—quite full, over-full.-, is, (,) very full : very

poptdous : also very large., Adv.() twined round.
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entanglement, intricacy.

ireptTrXoKOs, ov,() enfolded : entangled.

irepLiTXojJievos, Ep. syncop. pres. part, of-.-, ov, contr.-, ovv,() act.

sailing round. II. pass, that may be sailed round.

irept-TrXoos, , contr. -, gen.-; nom.

pi.- : () : a sailing round, c. gen. : a

circumnavigating. 2. the account of a coasting

voyage.-- [], to wash all round, wash clean.-, Ion. for.-, poet, for.-, f.-, to breathe round.-, ov, (,) desired on all sides,

much beloved.--, f. , to make to remain over and

above, to preserve, keep safe, protect. 2. to save up,

lay by : to lay up in store, procure. II. Med. to

keep or getfor oneself, to compass, acqrdre, gain pos-

session of. Hence
ircpiirowjcris,, , a keeping safe: an acquiring,

gaming possessio?i.-, , or -, ov, ,{,) a superi?ite?idant ofguards or patrols.-, f. , to go round, wander abeut,

range about. 2. c. ace. to traverse. 3. to ivalk

round, as a patrol.

Trepi-, , a station for, a guard-

house. From
irepi-iroXos, ov, {,) going round, going

the rounds. II. as Subst., ., , the

patrol: at Athens young citizens between 18 and 20

who were employed on home service, to guard the fron-

tier, Lat. publici custodes. 2. generally,5,
, an attendant, follower

.

€-5, ov, very villainous.

ir€pt-irop4>vpos, ov, {,) edged with

purple, Lat. praetextatus.-, poet, for, to hover

about.

€-6, Adv., = , very, especially.

7€-€, f.-: aor. -: pf.-:—
to pour forth round ox over: Pass. aor. I part., 'ipos

love gushing forth

over his soul overcame it., aros, to, a husk, skin. From€-, to strip off the husk or skin : pf. pass.

part.$ free from chaff, clean win-

nowed.,, aros, , () anything

folded round, a covering.

Trepnrrtijjas,, , aor. I part, of.•-, f. : aor.:—to enfold,

enwrap, enshroud : to clasp, embrace : as military

term, to outflank. II. to fold round \ Pass, to

be folded round, coil round. Hence

€€09»-, , something enfolding, a cloak, fence ;

thefence or circuit of walls

;

' the navalfence or bul-

wark of the Achaeans. 2. an enfolding, em-
bracing., is, () folded round;
(paayavcp fallen round (i. e. upon) his

sword.-, to fear very much., is,() broken or rent

round about.-, f. , to besprinkle or wet round
about. Hence7€, aor. 2 pass. inf. of-.€, , a vessel for sprinkling water

at sacrifices : a vessel for lustral water.

-rrepip-pto), f.- : pf.-: aor. 2 pass,

(in act. sense)- :

—

to flow round, c. ace. :

—

Pass, to be surrounded by water. . II. to slip from

off'a thing; ) his

shield slipped off Into the sea. 2. to overflow on

all sides : to run over, to be in abundance.

irepip- and -, f.- : aor. - :

Pass., aor. 2- [] : intr. pf. -ipparya :

—

to

break off round : to rend all round, to rend and tear

off:—Pass, fo be rent and torn off : to be broken or

parted all round; £> -
NetXos at the apex of the Delta the Nile is

broken round it, i. e. breaks into several branches., is,() falling round or upon., ,() a flowi?ig ro7ind about.

Trepippoos, ov, contr. -ppous, ,() like, surrounded with water.

irepipptrros, ov, also , ov,() surrounded

with water, sea-girt. 2. act. flowing round, c. gen.,

Si/ceAi'as the waters that flow round

Sicily.- Ep.-, to wag the tail round,

fawn upon.- poet. irepuraeCo), f. , to shake all

round

:

—Pass, to be shaken all round, wave about,

float upon the air.-, ov, also , ov, very solemn.

irepi-aeiTTOS, ov, also , ov, (,) much

revered, greatly honoured.

-€-5, ov, (,) veryfamous or distin-

guished, Lat. insignis., f., to be exceedingly powerful, to be

strong above measure. From--, is, (,$) exceeding strong or

powerful.-, is, (,) dried or hardened

all round, rigid. 2. metaph. obstinate, stubborn,

unbending.-, $, , (,$) a band for the

leg, a garter or anklet.

irept-CTKciTTOs, ov, (,) to be seen on

all sides, far-seen, conspicuous: admired.
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irepi-, f., leap round or about.€-£ : f.- : aor. - :

pf.-, formed from* :

—

to look

round. 2. to consider on all sides or well, to look

at from all points : to watch and see : to look about

one, be circumspect.-, ov, , (,) a sacrifice

in which a puppy was sacrificed and carried round.€-«, f., to rattle all round.

Trept-, to consume by a smoulderingfire. \p\-, f., to chase or push about. II.

intr. to run round about, c. ace.-, Dep. to overreach, trick.-, f. [], to draw off from around,

strip off:—Med. to strip oneself of'a thing. II.

to wheel roimd. III. Pass, to be drawn different

ivays, distracted.

irepurimv, aor. 2 inf. of., — , to be very indig-

nant. From
€-«5, , (,) very hasty or hur-

ried ; an over-hasty death.-, ov, (,) great-

hearted.-, Ep. for.., , () superfluity, abun-

dance. II. superiority, preeminence.-, poet, for., , superabundance : that which is left

or is over, a remnant. From
later Att.-€ : impf. :() : — to be over and above, outnumber, be

too many for, c. gen. II. to be more than enough;

what remains over, the surplus

;

such an abundance

of reason had Pericles. 2. in bad sense, to be over-

much or superfluous. III. to have more tha?i

enough of a thing, c. gen. IV. later in causal

sense, to make to abound.€-, ,(, Xoyos) useless talking,

wordiness, verbiage.

later Att. ircpiTTOs, , , () above

measure, more than the average, above the common :

uncommon : c. gen. beyond, greater than ;

beyond others in a thing. 2. strange,

unusual ; in bad sense, monstrous ; in good, extraor-

dinary. II. more than sufficient; -
a surplus, residue; spare

tents. III. in bad sense, superfluous, excessive ;

opav to be over-busy; to be

over-wise. 2. of speeches, over-subtle, refined over

much : artificial. IV. of numbers, odd, uneven,

Lat. impar, opp. to.* later Att.,, ,(-) superfluity, excess.€-,,,,(,) over-wise.

, Adv. of, exceedingly : Comp.
more abundantly. 2. -, Lat. nihil aliud, nothing else ; so, -

. . no otherwise than if.

Trept-, Adv.() standing round
about.

irepi-, f. , to drop or trickle round about., Ep. 3 sing. aor. I pass, of. [], aor. 2 opt. of.-,-,-, aor. 2 part, of.€-3, ov,() surrounded, admired
by the crowd.-, f., tofence abotit with a palisade,

fortify ox fence round :—Med. to fortify oneself with

a palisade., aor. I part, of.
7€-€, f. £, to go round about., Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. 2 subj. of.7€-6, f.- : aor. - :

—to

dress, clothe, to wrap round : to lay out a corpse, Lat.

componere ; hence to bury. II. to wrap up, cover,

cloak. III. to take care of, protect, maintain

;

to uphold minstrelsy ;-
'ipya to attend to agriculture.€-€£, f., to sigh, groan about or over,

bemoan :—Med. to echo aroutid.-, to cram full all round : Pass, to be

crammedfull. II. to groan around.

iTepicrTeTrTOs, ov,() crowned, wreathed.', , a dove, pigeon.

,, , a dove-cote. From-, f., (,) to encircle,

surround as with a crown.-, <s, wreathed, crowned ; avdiojv-
with a crown of flowers. II. act. twining,

encircling. From€-£, f., to surround as with a crown, en-

wreathe., Ep. for, 3 pi. acr. 2 of., Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. I

med. of., Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. 2 subj. of.-, f. £ : aor. - :

—

to dot at equal

intervals, hence to place routid at equal distances. 2.

c. dat. to stick round with things.

TTfpt-, f. , to beam or flash round about.€-, f., (,) to put all round.

Trepi-, f. , {,) to surround

with toils or nets :—Med. to hedge in.€-5, ov, (,) set round in

rows.€-£, to groan all round.•-&, f. : aor. --
: Dep. :

—

to encamp about, invest, besiege,

beleaguer.

T5
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to throw a stone :—Pass, be turned round, to spin

round. Hence-, , a turning round : an orbit or revo-

lution.

irept-, f., to turn round often :—Pass.

to go round about to;

goi?ig round to all the oracles.--, ov, (,) ivith pillars set

round, surrounded with a colonnade:—as Subst.,-, , a colonnade round a building.-, is, (,) very slippery.

7€-5, ov, (,) round the ankle

:

—as Subst.,, , an anklet.-, ov, —., Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. .
€€0, Ep. for, aor. 2 med. imperat. of.-, f., to slit all round, cut off. II.

Pass., of a river, to split into two branches, so as to

enclose a space.€-£, f., (,) to part off by

a rope, as in the Athenian law-courts, to keep the

judges apart from the people.-, f. , to save alive, savefrom death

:

—
Pass, to escape with one's life.-, Ion. for.-, f. , (,$) to dig a trench

round, surroufid with a trench.-,, f.-,(,) to stretch all round
or over.

6-€£, f., to wall all round, fortify. 2.

to build a wall routid, invest, beleaguer, blockade :—
Pass, to be built round. Hence-, , a walling round, an investing, be-

leaguering.

-•€€,,() a wall built round,
blockading wall.

6€-05, ,() a walling round,
blockading.-, f., to finish completely.-, Pass, {,) to go or run
round ; of Time, to revolve.-, inf. fut. of.€-€. Ion. and Ep. : .-: aor.

2- :
— to cut round, clip romid about

:

—Med.,

to practise circumcision ;

to make ificisions all round
one's arms. II. to cut offxhe extremities : Pass.,

yijv to be curtailed or cut short of cer-

tain land. III. to cut off, intercept ; Med. to in-

terceptfor oneself: Pass, to be cut off or intercepted.

«€-€., ov, (,) bounded all round.€-€5, , (,) eminent art or cun-
ning.-, f.- : aor. - : aor. 2 -,
imperat. -$ :

—to place round about, put round or

on

:

—Med. to put round oneself, put on. II. to

bestow or confer upon, invest with : also to impose
upon

.

irept-, to pluck or strip all round.-/rjeis,, , (,) much honoured.•, ,() circumcision.

76-£€, f. , to overshoot, outshoot.€-, , (,) a necklace.€-€, .-: aor. -:—to turn

round about, to tzirn upude down, to overturn. II.

intr. to turn or go rozind, revolve., 3 pi. Ep. aor. 1 of.-, f.- : aor. - :
—to make

to congeal around

;

—Pass, to congeal or stiffen rowid
about.

€-€, f.- : other tenses formed from*-,—.-:.2-: pf. --
:

—

to run round, spin or whirl round. II.

c. ace. to run round about, make the circuit of: to

run round in quest of. 2. metaph. to come round,

overreach.

€-4, f.—, to tremble round about., es,() worn all round.

From€-, f. : aor. -:—Pass., aor. 2- [] : pf.- :
—to wear down all

round. Hence,,, anything worn smooth by rub-

bing : metaph. a practised knave.€-€, (,) to tremble or quiver all

round : Pass., all the

flesh quivered on his limbs.

irepi-Tpoireo), Ep. collat. form of, intr. to

turn oneself round ; of Time, to revolve. 3. c. ace.

to drive about, harass.-, ,() a hirning about, revolu-

tion; or by turns.€-5, , — ; neut. pi. as Adv.,

to have one's hair dipt round
about.€.-, collat. form of, to rtm

round : to croxud round about.-, ov,() running round, round.

irepi-, f.- : aor. 2- :
—t»

gnaw round about, nibble, carp at : to nibble off,

pxirloin.€€, irepiTTOs, etc., later Att. for,, etc.-, f.- : aor. 2- : pf.- :
—to happen to be about, at or near : to

light upon, fall in with, meet with, encounter : also to

happen to one, befall.•-, ov, (,) round about the

grave.-, f., to treat with great insult, to in-

sult very wantonly :—Pass, to be wantonly ill-treated.-, Pass, to be visible all round ;

(sc. ) on a spot seen far

around.
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ledge, notoriety, [a] From-, is,() seen all round

:

manifest: Comp. and Sup.,,-8., ov,() seen all round,

manifest: also 2. famous, renowned, Lat. illustris., Adv. of, manifestly.-, Dep. to spare so that he survives,

c. gen., 77, a circumference: a round figure.

From?, is,() carried round about : re-

volving, rolling : surrounding. 2. surrounded by.-, f.: aor. I:—to carry

round or about : to carry about with one. 2. to

move a thing round in a circle : to hand round. II.

[sc. ]
my memory does not carry me back to know any of

these things. III. to endure, hold out. IV.

Pass, to move round, revolve, esp. of time. 2. to

wander or range about.-, f.- and- :
—to flee

from, avoid, elude, c. ace. 2. to escapefrom ill-

ness, get over an attack.-, pf. pass, :
—to scorch or

burn all round.-, ov,(,$) with bark all round.- [], =.-, Pass, tofear greatly.-, ov, (,) in greatfear, fearful
above measure, terrified.-, ov, (,) wandering about., ,() a carrying or handing
round : also the meats handed round. II. (from

Pass.) a going or turning round, circuit, revolution.-,^. Hence, , carried about. II. going or

ranging about. III. notorious, infamous., is, very thoughtfd, very careful, con-

siderate. Adv. ~$, carefully. From-£., Med. to think over, consider on all

sides., ov, fenced round:—as Subst.,-
/CTos, , an enclosure. From- Att. -, f. £, to fence round.-, f., to compass in thought, speculate

about. II. to have thoughts above or beyond, to

contemn, despise.-, f., to guard on all sides, blockade.-, ovos, <5, 77, voc., (,)
very thoughtful, very carefd. II. like-,
haughty, overweening : c. gen. despising a thing., ,() a place of refuge.,, , aor. 2 part, of.-, ov, (,) blown upon from
all sides.-, fut.- [] : aor. -:— trans.

to make to grow round or upon, make to cling to or

adhere. II. intr. in Med. : fut. --
[] : with pf. act.piva : aor. 2,

inf., part, [] :

—

to grow round
about or upon, c. dat. : to cling to, clasp, c. dat.-, f. , (,) to surround

with a palisade : generally, tofortify.

Att. -, fut. £, to scratch or cut

all round., , exceeding great joy. From-, is, (,) exceeding glad or

joyous : $ =.-, f.,(,) to surround with

a rim or border.-, f.- : aor. : Ep. pres.-, aor. : Pass., aor. - [] : pf.— :
—to pour round about, over or upon ;

to put gold round the horns

:

—Pass, to be poured or spread all about : of persons,

to pour or crowd round.-, ovos, , , round about the earth.-, f. , to dance round or about.-, f., to gild all over.-, f.- : Ep. aor. :

—to be exceeding angry or wroth.-, f., to go round about. II. to

come round to, come to in succession.-, ov, (, xSjpos) round about a place

;

as Subst.,5 (sub. 777), 77, the country round
abotit.-, inf. - : fut.- :

—

to wipe all

round : to wipe the eyes. Hence,, , anything wiped off, offscouring.-, f., (, ipiKos) to make bald all

round : to strip or peel off all round : Pass.,-« /eas to have the flesh all stripped off.-, f., (,) to subdue by spells., , excessive pain. From-, ov, (,) exceeding pain-

fid. II. suffering great pain.-, f.-• and-, to push or thnut

about

:

—Pass, with pf., to be thrust away
or pushed on one side, to be repulsed.-, 77, (,) a place commanding a wide

view : by a bird's-eye view. II. cir-

cumspection, caution.-, ov, Ion. for, immense, vast,

as Adv., exceeding, beyond measure : also as

Comp., far beyond the rest., f. ,(/cos) to turn dark, of grapes

ripening., 77, the perch, Lat. perca.'2;, 77,, dark-coloured, of grapes ripen-

ing : dark, dusky, name of a kind of eagle., »;, ,=$., , a ham, Lat. perna., 3 pi., part, : 3 sing. Ion.

impf. : () :

—

to carry beyond seas for

sale, to export, sell

:

— Pass, to be offeredfor sale.
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-trtp-oSos, , Aeol. for., -orpis, Dor. for, -\$., f. , () to pierce, pin: Med.,

to p'ui or buckle one's cloak.

irepovT), , (,) anything pointed for
piercing : a large pin for fastening a cloak, a buckle,

brooch, Lat. fibula. II. the small bone of the

arm or leg, Lat. radius, fibula., Dor. -, arcs, , =.€5 Dor. -orpis,, ,() a robe

fastened on the shoidder with a buckle or brooch.

irepovis, ibOs, , =., Dep. to boast or vaunt oneself, be a

braggart. From'02, ov, vainglorious, braggart.-, ov, Aeol. for., Ep. for, aor. I of.- poet., , , , (,) destroyer of cities. II.(,)
Perscpolis, the ancient capital of Persia.

<$, Ep. rjos later Ion. eos, 6, Perseus, son

of Jove and Danae, one of the most famous Grecian

heroes., , poet.^ also»=€-
:

—

Persephone, Proserpine, Lat. Proserpina, daugh-

ter of Jupiter and Ceres. Pluto carried her off, and as

his consort she reigned in the lower world., , , ace. or, voc.

or, a Persian, native of Persis. (The Greeks

derived the name of the people from Perseus.), f.,() to side with or imitate the

Persia?is. 2. to speak Persian., , ov,() Persian : hence I.

at a sort of thin shoes or slippers. 2.

the common cock. 3.

a Persian dance. 4. or

(sub. )', the peach.

Ilcpais, $, poet. fern, of, Persian. II.

as Subst. I. (sub. 777), Persis, Persia. 2. (sub.

'), a Persian woman. 3. (sub.), a Per-

sian cloak.-, Adv.() in Persian fashion, in

the Persian tongue.6-5, , ,(,) pursuer of
the Persia?is.-, Pass, to be governed by the Persian

laws or by Persians. From^-, ov,(,) riding Persians.

or -iv, Adv.() a year ago, last year ;

the comic play of lastyear. Hence, , , of last year, last year's.

€65, , the name of the five officers who
escorted the Hyperborean maidens to Delos.€, Adv., Dor. for., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.

Ep., aor. 2 inf. of.,, , () a fall : a falling or

fallen body.

, , =, /^, a fall, daughter., fut. med. of.
Att.-, , the game of draughts. From
Att. €-,() to play at draughts.-\.,{.,(,) to set the

in orderfor playing : to arrange, dispose, adjust.250 5 Att. irerTOs, , pi. and,
an oval-shaped stone for playing a game like our
draughts, mostly in plur. 2. in pi. also the board
on which the game was played: it was divided by five

lines both ways, and so into thirty-six squares : the

middle line was called . 3., ',

also, the place in which the game was played : the

game itself.'22 Att., later also ••€ : fut.:
aor. :—Pass., aor. \ pf.,
inf. :

—

to soften, make soft : of the sun, to

ripen. II. to boil : generally, to cook, dress :

also to bake; Med., to bake one-

self cakes. III. of the stomach, to digest, Lat.

coquere, concoqtiere. 2. metaph. to stomach or

digest an affront, or rather to brood over it ; so '
(Ep. for) to brood over or dwell on

one's honours ; to nurse or have to heal

the wound of a dart.,, , aor. 1 part, of.€05, , petalism, a mode of banishing citi-

zens practised in Syracuse, like the of

Athens, except that the name of the obnoxious citi-

zen was written on olive-leaves instead of potsherds.

From
irer&Xov Ion., , a leaf: hence 2.

used for voting, a vote, ballot; cf.. (Properly

neut. from.)
TT«TaXos Ion. irerrjXos, , ov,() spread out,

unfolded, broad, fiat. II. metaph. fzill-grown.€, =, q. v.'' or- : f. [] Att.:
aor. Ep. and : Pass., aor.

Ep. : pf. Ep.-
: Ep. plqpf., :

—to spread,

stretch out, unfold, unfurl, expand: metaph.,

to open one's heart :—pf. pass,, to

be spread on all sides, to be widely extended; part,-, , ov, spread wide, opened wide, of folding

doors.

TrtTCure, Ep. 3 sing. aor. I of.,, ,() anything spread

out : in plur. hangings, curtains, carpets., Ep. aor. I part, of.- or-,,( Aeol. for -) a pole or perch for fowls to roost on.

iT€T6ivos, , , Ep. 7T€T€6ivos, Ion. tt€tt]vcs and

7r€T€T]vos, able to fly, winged, flying :, -
winged creatures, fowls of the air. 2. of

young birds, fledged.€€,,=., , Ion. for.
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., Dot. for, aor. 2 part. nom. !,

of.' : impf. . : f. -, shortd. : sync. aor. 2, inf., part.$ ; also, . 3 sing,

subj. for, inf.<#, part,:
Dep. :—but there is also an act. aor. 2, inf., part,, as if from :—there is also

a present :, are lengthd.

forms :

—

to spread the wings, in flight, to fly : of any

quick motion, to fly, dart, rush, speed: imperat., -
fly ! i. e. make haste. II. metaph. to be on

the wing, flutter, Lat. volitare ; opvis$ a

bird ever on the wing. 2. to fly abroad, be bruited

abroad.€€<, Aeol. and poet, for, aor. 2 part,

dat. pi. of.' Ion.«, , a rock, crag, Lat. rupes,

scopidus ; Wt/dos being a stone, Lat. saxum: a ledge

or shelf of rock (in the sea), Aefos free from

rocks :—pi., masses of rock :

a rock or cave with double entrance. Hence
TT€Tpcuos, a, ov, rocky, of or belonging to a rock,

living among the rocks.-, is, (,) rock-born.,, ,() rocky.

€-€5, €S, (,) over-arched with

rock.€5, (s, () of rock, rocky.€, , Dim. of. []
7T€Tpivos, VjJ>y,() of rock, rocky.

Trc-^ , a stoning. From-, ov, (,) throwing stones.

Trerpo-KOtTOS, ov,(,) sleeping on rock.-, es, (,) hurled from a
rock.02, 6, a piece of rock, a stone ; cp..
TT€Tpo-Top»os, ov,(,) cutting or hewing

stones : as Subst.,, , a stone-cutter.€, f.,() to stone

:

—Pass, to be stoned.-, (s,( or5, tlbOs) like rock or

stone, rocky, stony.-, aros, , () a piece of stone or

rock. II. a stoning ;

to die by stoning.

€€, 6€, ttcttOs, Att. for-,€, Att. for.', poet, for the prose :

impf.. Hence€, ovs, , tidings, news.

-n-evKaeis. Dor. for$.
TTtvKO\i\LOs [], , ov, lengthd. Ep. form of nvtcivos

(cf. \€vya\eos, \vypus), wise, prudent.€€, , ,() keen, piercing.', , thefir, Lat. picea. II. anything

madefrom the wood or resin of thefir, a torch offir-
joood. Hence
7T€UKr,€is Dor. ircvKact-;, , , of or made offir,
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II. metaph., a boat offir-tvood.

sharp, keen, piercing.

TT€t»Kivos, , ov, () of or made offir-wood

;

tears of thefir, i. e. the gum or resin

that exudes from it.

Dor., fut. of., , ov, of or for enquiry :

(sub.) a sacrifice for learning the will of the

gods.^, pf. pass. inf. of., 3 sing. pf. pass, of. II. 3 plur.

pf. pass, of*., Att. for-, pf. pass, of., pf. pass, of and of : part., , ov, brought to light, made mani-

fest., pf. part, of., pf. of., poet, paullo-p. fut. of., poet, paullo-p. fut. of*., Ep. redupl. aor. 2 inf. of.-, Ep. paullo-p. fut. of., Ep. aor. 2 opt. of.€€5, Dor. for, pf. pass. part,

of., pf. pass, imperat. of.
«€,€€,, etc., v. sub*., Ep. 3 pi. plqpf. of.-^, , ov, pf. part. pass, of : Adv.$, timorously.€€5, pf. pass. part, of.•, pf. pass, of.€, Ep. redupl. aor. 2 of: Ep. inf.

and.-, pf. of : poet. part, -s.€", Ep. for, 3 pi. pf. of., , ov, pf. pass. part, of.
€€5, Ep. for, nom. pi. pf. part,

from pres.*, =.€, pf. of., Ep. pres. formed from pf. : Ep.

impf..̂, , ov, pf. pass. part, of :

—Adv., cajitiously, guardedly.•, pf. pass. part, of., Ep. for, pf. part. fern, of.
€€5, Ep. for, pf. part. pi. of.

Ion. Dor., enclit. Particle : of Manner, in

some way or other, somehow : in no way at

all, not at all : of numbers, about. 2. of Space,

by some way, to some place. 3. . . ,

., now one way, now another; partly..,

partly ... II. ; Ion. ; Dor. ird; interrog.

Particle: I. of Manner, how ? also why? in Att.

how? 2. of Space, which way? Lat. qua ? also

where ?, f. , () to spring, well, or gush

forth. II. trans, to make to gush forth.
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5, , , also os, , (^) from a well or

spring.

nHTAwNON, , rue, Lat. ruta : proverb.,

kv ' ev ^, not even at the parsley

nor the rue, i. e. scarcely at the beginning of a thing,

because these herbs were planted for borders in

gardens.,, , {^) anything congealed or

hardened: hoarfrost, rime., , Dim. of JJ-qyaaos. [a], ifios, fern. Adj. of Pegasus; ^yaah
= : see., , Pegasus, a horse sprung from the

biood of Medusa, and named from the springs (-
yo.i) of Ocean, near which she was killed. Later

he was supposed to be the winged horse which Bel-

lerophon rode when he slew Chimaera, under whose

hoof the fountain Hippocrene() sprang

up on Helicon.-,, ,(',) thick-fleeced.' Dor., , spring, well, Lat. fons; in

] . the springs or source of rivers ; but also,^
river ivaters : metaph. of anything liquid,^ the source or fount of tears, i. e. the

eyes; also, 7777777 thefount of hearing, i.e. the

ear ; 7777701 yaXaKros streams of milk ; 7777777

the source of fire ; also, 7777777 apyvpov a well (i. e.

rich vein) of silver. 2. metaph. thefount, source,

origin of anything., aros,, (^) anythingfastened toge-

ther : metaph. a bond, obligation.

or -: fut. 7777^0;: aor. Ep.£ : Pass., pres.^ : fut. : aor. I, aor. 2^ [] : pf.^, but the

pf., med. 77677777a is mostly used in this sense :

—

to

stick orfix in, make firm orfast in : of plants, to set

or pla?it : ^ to fix or pitch a tent

;

and Med., tofix their tents :—Pass.

to befixed: of persons, to be impaled. 2. to stick

orfix on : metaph. tofix or fasten upo?i. II. to

fasten together, put together, construct, build : Med.,£ to build oneself a wagon. 111.

to make solid, stiff: to congeal, freeze :— Pass, to be

or become stiff, befrozen. IV. metaph. to make
fast, fix, Lat. pangere; nayds a sure atid

steadfast oath., 77,, (yvv)firm, solid: compact, strong.

Trr\yv\is,, , (yvv) covered ivith hoar-frost,

frozen, icy., ,() a rudder : a Greek ship had
two, hence mostly in pi. : they were moved
like large oars or sweeps; and the two were often

joined by cross-bars or rudder-bands ^evyXai or-) : the upper part with the tiller being called. 2. metaph. of a horse's reins or bridle, [a]

fl, Ion. inf. : fut. or- :

aor. ( :

—

to spring, bound, leap : of things,

to dart, spring: c. ace. cognato, to

take a leap ; hence (sub.)
to take a greater leap : but to boimd
over the plains. II. to leap, throb, beat, esp. of

the pulse., aros, ,() a leaping, bounding : a
beating or throbbing of the heart.'5, , or, , the fiat or blade of
an oar

:

—an oar., t'5os, , {yvv) an ancient sort of harp
with twenty strings, mostly used by the Lydians, also

called ays. 2. a shepherd's pipe.

tttjktOs, 77, , verb. Adj. ofyv, fixed or fas-
tened in : of trees, planted. II. well put toge-

ther, compact. 2. 77 a sort of cage to catch

birds. 3. (Dor.)
the barriers of the house, the door. III. solid,

thick, congealed, curdled: Dor.,
cr^am-cheese.,, aor. I inf. and part, of., Ep. for, 7, sing. aor. I of., Ep. (. and ao, , patron}rmic of 77-, so?i of Peleus, Achilles.,, 6, the same as: Adv.-, to the son of Peleus.

ITr|\€Us, e'ews Ep. 770s, o, Peleus, son of Aeacus,

husband of Thetis, father of Achilles, prince of the

Myrmidons in Thessaly., (, , Ep. for s., 77, , Ep. Adj. (1177X7705, Ep. gen. of-) of or belonging to Peleus.;, &, , () a helmet, casque., , , of Mount Pelion.,, ,() of orfrom Mount Pelion.

irnXiKos [f], 77, ov, interrog. of, 7^tKos,how

great ? how much f how old ? Lat. quantus f, 77, ,() of clay, earthen, Lat. luteus., , Pelion, a mountain in Thessaly. Hence, ov, 0, fern. -t»ms,, of orfrom Pelion.-5 [], ov, ,(,) mud-tualker.

name of a frog., f., to build of clay. From-, ov, (,) clay-built.- [], ov, (7777X05,) moulding

clay : as Subst.,, , a potter.'2, , clay, such as was used by the potter.

Lat. lutum : also mud, Lat. coenum.

7rr)X-ovp"yos, , (, epyov) working in clay:

as Subst.,(, , a worker in clay., f., to carry clay. From
TTT|\o-<}>opos, ov, (,) carrying clay.

]\6-, ov, (,) cast in clay, earthen.-, es,(,) like clay, clayey, of the

consistency of clay.,, ,(, fut. of) suffering

misery, woe: also of a person, a bane or

sorrow to . . . Hence
: f. Ion. : aor. : Med.,

fut. (in pass, sense) : Pass., aor. I ctttj-
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. :

—

to make suffer, bring into

misery : also to grieve, distress : to harm, i?ijure

:

absol. to do mischief. Hence^, , ov, possible to be injured.€, 3 pi. Aeol. aor. I opt. of., , poet, for, suffering., , —,, suffering..€€, , Penelope, daughter

of Icarius, wife of Ulysses : (called from her weaving

the web,)., ottos, , a kind of duck.', , like, the thread on the shuttle, the

woof; in plur. the web. .

Dor. : Dep. : () :
—to

wind thread off a reel : generally, to wind off.

[], Adv. at what point of time? at what

hour? *; what hour of day is it?, , Dim. of or, the thread of

the woof : or the quill on which the thread is wound.,, ,() the thread wound on a

spindle, the thread of the woof., aor. I inf. of.
|;€, . for, 3 sing. aor. I of^.

Dor. iraos, ov, ,() a kinsman by mar-

riage, a connexion, Lat. affinis.' Ion., , a leathern pouch, a wallet,

scrip, knapsack, Lat. pera., , Dim. of, a little wallet.-, ov, (,) tying a wallet.'2, , , disabled in a limb, maimed, Lat.

mancus., f., () to maim, disable : metaph.

to incapacitate., Ion. fut. of., a, ov, a cubit long., Med. to take i?ito one's arms.2,, : gen. pi.:—the fore-arm,

from the wrist to the elbow, Lat. ulna: generally the

arm. II. the centre-piece, which joined the two

horns of the bow. III. in pi., are the horns

or sides of the lyre, opp. to^ the bridge. IV.

as a measure of length, the space from the point of
the elbow to the end of the littlefinger, Lat. cubitus, a

cubit, orig. containing 24, or about 18 inches

:

the was longer by three,
being = 27 or about 20 inches. V. a

cubit-rule., f. and : nor. 1 part. : Dor.

form of, to press : to lay hold of, apprehend., f. : aor. , pass, : pf.

pass. : () :
—to make fat, fatten ; of

the soil, to fatten, enrich : metaph. to increase, en-

large. 2. metaph. to make wanton:—Pass, to be-

comefat, wax wanton.

ma£as, Dor. aor. 1 part, of.
map, , indecl. () fat, tallow, suet : also oil,

cream : hencefatness : metaph. the fat of the land,

the cream of a thing, the choicest, best.

mapos, a, ov, ^tap)fat, rich., ,() that which makes fat or rich,

an enricher, fattener, of a river.,, ,() of the spr'mg ox fountain.
mSaKoets,, , () grishing.<-5, s,(,) like a foxintain, gush-

ing with spring-water.,, , a spring, fountain. Hence,, , rich in springs., to gush out.

irie, Ep. 2 sing. aor. 2 imperat. of : but also

Ep. for, 3 sing, indie.

irieeiv, Ep. for, aor. 1 inf. of»., =: and hence Ep. impf. and
Ion. part. pass,.', f. : aor. : Pass., aor. I

or : pf. or :—to press, squeeze, crush, press hard upon. II.

to lay hold of., aor. 2 inf. of.
metpa [t], , pecul. fern, of, fat, rich : of cities,

prosperous, wealthy : a plentiful meal :

—

of pine-wood, resinous, juicy, unctuous.

€€, Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of.^, at, the Pierides, name of the Muses, from
mount Pierus in Thessaly., Adv.from Pieria in Thessaly.€, for, sing. fut. of.
m€o~0eis,, , aor. I pass. part, of.
mrjcis,, , poet, for, fat, rich., 2 sing. aor. 2 med. subj. of.

Att., ,() a wine-cask, wine-

jar., Dor. for, an ape.7"€, f.,(^) to use probable

arguments. Hence, , the use ofprobable arguments.

iriPavo-Xoyos, ov,(, "/) speaking persjia-

sively, using probable arguments., , , () act. calculated to per-

suade

:

I. of persons, persuasive. 2. of man-
ners, winning. 3. of reports, plausible, credible:

hence reasonable, likely. 4. of works of art, pro-

ducing illusion, natural. II. pass, easy to per-

suade, credulous. 2. obedient.

iu6avios, Adv. of, persuasively : Comp. -, more persuasively., aor. 2 med. inf. of., Cuvos, 6, () a place for casks, a cellar., f.,() to play the ape. Hence, , a playing the ape, aping.

Dor., , () an ape, Lat. si?

mius: hence, one who plays ape's tricks, a jackanape>.-,(, cpayeiv) to eat ape's flesh.-, ov,(,) carrying apes., aor. I part, of, as if from., irreg. 2 sing. aor. 2 imperat. of/-, , (, '^) an opening of casks.
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festival on the first day of the Anthesteria., Ep. for, aor. 2 med. of.
ir(9ps, 6, a tvine-jar made of earthenware. \X~\, , =, an ape. [],, , aor. 2 part, of., f., () to make sharp or bitter

:

metaph. to embitter, anger

:

—Pass, to grow angry., ,() bitterness : of temper, bitterness,

malice, venom, spleen.--os, ov,(,') embittered in mar-

riage, unhappily wedded.-, ov, (,) of sharp or

bitter tongue.-, ov, (,) bearing bitter

fruit.''2, , , also , , sharp, hen, piercing:

of taste, sharp, pungent, bitter : of sound, sharp,

piercitig, shrill. 2. of persons, words, acts, etc.,

bitter, cruel, harsh, stern, morose, severe: also hateful,

hostile. II. Comp. and Sup.,—,
never,-. Hence$,, , bitterness : harshness, cruelty.-, ov, (,) with bitter gall

:

splenetic.

micptus, Adv. of, sharply, harshly, bitterly,

cruelly., = :—Pass, to be close pressed., , Dim. of, a little felt-hat, Lat.

pileolus. []-?, €$, (,) wanting the letter ., =, to bring near to :—Pass,-, to draw near to, approach, encotinter, c. dat.

02;, , tvool or hair wrought into felt, felt,

felt-cloth. II. a felt-cap, hat; a

brasen hat, i. e. helmet : also a felt cuirass., , , used to wear a felt-hat. From-, ov, (, <) wearing a felt-hat., f., () to press wool so as to make
it into felt, to felt wool: hence to press close, squeeze

tight.

Hence, , (, a)fa f
, Lat. adeps., is, fat, Lat. pinguis.

TTtfXTfXavTO, Ep. 3 pi. impf. pass, of., poet, for, hence pres. med.
for.

TTi[iir\iu>, = : Ion. part. pi. fern,-
ffai., inf. [] : 3 pi. impf.

: (tenses formed from): fut.-
: aor. , med. : Pass., aor. I

: pf. :— also, Ep. aor. 2 pass., 3 sing, and pi.,, imperat.^, opt. or :
—to fill, fill up, fill

full of a thing, c. ace. pers. et gen. rei ; or to fill with

a thing, c. dat. rei. 2. c. ace. pers. only, to fillfull,

satisfy, glut. 3. to fulfil, discharge an office. II.

Med. to fillfor oneself, or what is one's own. III.

I

Pass, to become or be full of: to be filled, satisfied,

j

have enough of a thing., inf. [] : (tenses formed
from) ; fut. : aor. : Pass., aor.

: pf. :

—

to kindle, burn, set on

fire :—Pass,, to be burnt, set on fire, con-

sumed., poet. inf. of, aor. 2 of., Adv. () like planks., , Dim. of, a little tablet, esp. that

on which the judges() wrote their verdict of
guilty or not guilty, Lat. tabella., , —.-, , , (,) one who sells

small birds ranged upon a board.',, , a board, plank : a writing-tablet

:

a votive tablet. 2. a wooden trencher, dish, plate,

or platter. 3. a board for painting on, a picture.

Lat. tabula. 4. a plate engraved or written upon:

a chart or map. 5. a boardfor public notices: a

register, list.

irtvapos, , , () dirty, squalid.,, () to be dirty.

€€, Trtvcp-evai, Ep. inf. of.
iriveo-Kov [], Ion. impf. of., , ov, Ion. for.' and, , a kind of muscle, the pinna.-5, , ,(,) a small crab that

lives in the pinna's shell : metaph. a little parasite.

Tilvoeis, €, ev =.'^, 6, dirt, filth, Lat. squalor. []
: aor. ; pass, : (4-, pf. pass, of) :

—to make wise or prudent,

admonish, instruct, inform. Hence, , understanding, wisdom., Dor., , —.
ttivtjtOs, 17, ,() wise, understanding.-,, , ,(,) of wise or

7indersta?iding mind.

[] : fut.: aor. 2 ', imperat. ',
also, inf.. from Root- come pf.,
aor. I pass.. pf. pass. inf. :

—to drink,

Lat. blbo ; c. gen. to drink of a thing: metaph. to

drink up, absorb : pf., to have drunk, to be

drunken.-, «, (, el8os) dirty, squalid., aor. 2 opt. of., fut. of : but also used as pres. med.

mov, Ep. aor. 2 of.
Trios, a, ov, poet, for.,, , (,) fatness, richness., f. [] : aor. 1: Causal of,

to give to drink, c. dupl. ace; €
I will give them the water of Dirce to drink., poet, for, impf.', to fill., f., to chirp like young birds. (Formed

from the sound.)

Ion./, redupl. form of :
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pf. : Pass., fut., paullo-p. fut.

[a] : aor. I pass, [a] : pf.

Ion.- : () :

—

/ sell beyond seas, like:
generally, to sell

:

—Pass, to be sold : metaph. to be

bought and sold, i. e. betrayed., for-, redupl. from Root- : Ep.

impf. : fut. Ion. : aor. 2, inf. : pf., Ep. part,

and 7rejrT€tt>s,- Att.,-, syncop. from

7r€7TTawa/s :

—

to fall, fall down; c. ace. cognato,-, : absol. in pf., to

be fallen, lie low. II. Special usages :. to fall upon a thing violently, to attach. 2.

twos to fall out of or lose a thing, Lat.

decidere de . . ; ' to fall out of
or lose one's favour. 3.• to fall between the feet of a woman, i. e. to

be born. 4. tofall in fight. 5. to fall, sink,

leave off; the wind fell. 6.

tlvos to fall by another's hand, to be overthrown,

overcome ; 6 ' the

army failed of itself, Lat. mole sua corruit. *]. to

fall short,fail : of a play, to fail, Lat. cadere. 8.

of the dice, to fall in a certain position ;

I shall count my master's throws

lucky: generally, or \$, to be lucky:—
so also, to fall, turn out, happen., an Egypt, word= -, noble., , ov, () made of peas,

pea-soup.

'^02, a kind of pulse, the pea, Lat. pisum. [t ]

Tripos, ,( fut. of) only in nom. and
ace. pi., moist lands, meadows.
ni'52Aw Att., , pitch, Lat. pix : proverb.,

blacker than pitch., , () of or like pitch, pitchy.9 Att. ttittivos, , ov,() pitched over,

coated with pitch.

Att.-, f., to pitch, cover with pitch.€, ,() a pledge of good faith.

maTevrtKos,, ov, disposed to trxist, confiding. From, f.,() to believe, trust in, putfaith
in, confide in, rely on a person or thing : absol.,-/ hard to believe;

to believe on a person :—Pass, to be believed or

trusted. 2. to believe, comply, obey. II. c.

inf. to believe that, feel sure or confident that a thing

is : also c. dat. et inf. to trust to one, rely on one to

do so and so. III. to entrust or confide some-
thing to another.

ituttiicOs, 17, , () drinkable, liquid.

moriKOs, , ,() trusty, faithful. 2. per-

suasive. 3. pure, genuine.

mcrris, , ,(,) trust in others,/a/7/5>,

belief; Lat. fides, fiducia ; faith in the

gods : persuasion of a thing, confidence, assurance. 2.

goodfaith,faithftilness, honesty, hat.fides. 3. credit,

trust ; to give in trttst. II. that

tvhich gives trust or confidence, an assurance, pledge

ofgood faith, warrant; to

exchange assurances and oaths. 2. a means of per-
suasion, an argument, proof
maTOs, 77, , () drinkable, liquid;

liquid medicines, draughts.

ttuttOs, , ,() of persons, faithful, trusty,

true : in Persia or were confiden-
tial officers about the court, privy-councillors ;, like , —, most
trusty. 2. believed, trusted. II. of things,

trustworthy, sure, deserving belief : credible. 2., as Subst., a pledge, security, warrant;
or to give and re-

ceive pledges : also = $, good
faith. III. act. believing, relying on. 2.

obedient. Hence,, , goodfaith, honour, faithfulness., f.,() to make faithftd or trust-

worthy, bind by a pledge or engagement. II. Pass.

to be made trustworthy, give a pledge or warrant

;

to pledge otieself by oath. 2. to

feel trust, to be persuaded ;, trusting, con-

fiding. III. Med. to give one another pledges or

guarantees, exchange troth. 2. ': to secure his goodfaith, bind him by oaths., , () a drinking -trough or cup., , () =.,, ,() an assurance, guar-
antee, pledge. 3. = -, as is used for ., Adv. of, faithfully : perstiasively., Ep. 3 pi• aor. l med. of., , ov, () trusting on, relying or de-

pending on, confiding in, c. dat., ol, ,,, Aeol. for',-.
[t], fut. of., Ep. for, 3 sing. impf. of.

iriTvas,, , part, of., collat. form of, to spread out,

extend, expand., —, to spread out : impf..
[], poet, form of, used metri grat.

when the penult, is required to be short, as is

used for, when the penult, is to be long., , Att. for.
mTTivos, rh ov, Att. for., Att. for.-, , ,=^-$., f. ,() to ply the plashing oar.05 [], <5, the measuredplash ofoars ;

with one stroke. II. the plash of falling

drops ; the plash of wine poured into

a cup. 2. the noise made by a quick succession of

blows, as, thebeating of the breast, clapping ofthe hands,

repeated blows with the fist, with the spear. 3.

metaph. of any violent gestures, frantic passion.
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bender, epith. of the robber Sinis, who killed travel-

lers by tying them between two pine-trees bent down
so as nearly to meet, and then let go.-, ov, (,) growing pines., ,() bran, the husk of corn: gene-

rally, refuse, Lat. furfur, furfura ; mostly used in pi.

TT5, vos, , poet. dat. pi. : the pine-

tree, Lat. pinus : proverb., tt'ltvos

to be destroyed like a pine-tree, i. e. utterly, because

the pine-tree once cut down never grows again.

mTtJ-tTTCTTTOS, ov, (,) pine-crowned., (redupl. form of, akin to,
as to ), only used in pres. and impf. to

let be seen, shew, reveal by a token : mostly, to shew

by words, to make known, tell, declare, reveal. 2.

as Dep. to make manifest, make known,

declare., aor. 2 subj. of.', [], , , neut., gen.:—Lat.-
GUIS,fat, plump, sleek, of animals: oily, rich. II.

of soil, fat, rich, fertile: also wealthy. III. Comp.
and Sup., (as if from ).,, , aor. 2 part, of., Dor. for., f. , () to turn sideways or

slanting, turji aside: to tack to and fro.-5, , (,) the cross flute,

German flute., a, ov, also os, ov, placed sideways, slant-

ing, athwart; els sideways; the

sides, in military sense, the flanks of an army;

right and left; in flank ;

on the flank ; -
to take the enemy in flank. II. metaph.

sideways, askance, treacherous.,() to turn or move sideways., Adv. of, aslant., rjpos. ,() act. he that leads astray,

a misleader. 2. pass, a wanderer, rover., , , also as, , () wandermg,
roaming.

.
II. metaph. wandering in mind, dis-

traught, unsettled. Hence, , a wandering, roaming.£, fut. med. of., -Gets, aor. I pass. inf. and part, of., , , wet, moist. From'02, , moisture.' : Ep. impf./ : f. : aor. I' :

—

to make to wa?ider or roam, drive from
{he right course, cast away : metaph. to lead astray

:

generally, to mislead, seduce. II. Pass , with fut.

med., aor. I pass, Ep.-, to wander, go astray: to glance or slide off.

, ,() a platter or mould to bake in., ,, , —., -Qeis, aor. pass. inf. and part, of.

, collat. form of, intr. to approach,

draw ?iear, come nigh, [a]'^, , an oblong figure or body ; -
a square : of an army,

to be drawn up in square, Lat. agmine quad-
rato, as opp. to marching order, agmine longo.,, , aor. 2 pass. part, of.
irX&K€pos, , , () =, broad., , ov, (£) made of a board or plank,

wooden, [a]

irXaKotis,, , contr. from, () a

flat cake., opos, , Dor. for., Dor. for.
Ion. -, f.,() to lead astray,

lead wandering about : of ships, to drive from their

course: generally, to mislead, lead into error. II.

Pass,, with fut. med., aor. I

pass,, pf. :
—to wander, roam

about, stray: c. ace, to wander over

a land, Lat. oberrare : to be at a
loss in one's story : to wander in mind, be at a loss.', , a wandering or roaming about, stray-

ing : erring, error, [a],, ,() a iua?ideri?ig, going
astray.,, ,() a ivanderer, roamer, rover,

Lat. erro; wandering stars, planets.,, ,() a leadi?ig astray : a dis-

persing, [a]€, verb. Adj. of, one must

wander., , , fern,-,,()=-, a wanderer. 2. a planet., a, ov, poet, for.-, ,(,) a wrong way, by-way.[- metri grat.]'02 [],,, also, ov, act. leading astray,

deceiving: as Subst.,, , a deceiver. 2.

pass, wandering, roaviing.'^, , =, a wandering about, roam-

ing, straying; povovowanderings of thought.-, , (,) trodden by

xvafiderers.,=, to wander about., 17, gen., anything flat and broad,

flat land, a plain ; 7£ the ocean plain : the

flat top of a hill, table-land:—also a fiat stone,

tombstone., Dor. for, 3 sing. aor. I of.-, ov, Dor. for.,, ,() anything moulded or

modelled in clay or wax, an image,figure;

vessels of clay. II. that which is imitated,

a forgery.', Att.- : f. [a] : aor. -
Ep., : pf. : Pass.,

aor. : pf. :

—

to form, mould,
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shape,fashion, Lat.finger-e, of the statuary who works

in clay or wax :—Pass, to be moulded, made, fash-

ioned. II. generally, to moidd, shape, of the

mind and body :—Med., rr\ having

formed himself in face, i. e. having composed his

countenance. III. metaph. to make up, fabricate,

forge: absol., £ I shall seem to

speak from inventio?i ; no

false boast. Hence, , u, fern.€, one who moulds

or models, a modeller.

Ion., ijyos, ,() the

tongue or scale of a balance. II. a pair of scales,

balance : also a yoke for horses. III. a whip., , , doubtful form of., , , () formed, moulded, mo-

delled. II. metaph. made up, forged, counterfeit,

unreal ; a supposititious son., f. , to clap the hands loudly : to

clash, crack. II. to beat, so as to make a loud

noise. From, ,() a rattle., aros, ,(") a clapping., $, ,(-) anything that rat-

tles or cracks.,, Dim. of, the broad petal

of the poppy, which they used to lay on the hand and

strike smartly; it was a good omen if it burst with a

loud crack., , mostly in plur.,, aX, Pla-

taea, a city in Boeotia : adverbial dat., at

Plataea. Hence€ Ion. -ces Att. -, ol, the Plataeans.,, ,() any broad flat body

:

a flat stone, a flat beach., , =, . Hence,, , contr. for,
a plane-tree grove., ,() the oriental plane, the plane-

tree, Lat. platanus, so called from its broad, flat leaf., , see.€£ Dor.- : f. : () :
—to

speak or pronounce broadly, esp. with a Doric accent., Adv. of, broadly.

Dor., ,() the flat or broad
part of anything, the blade of an oar, Lat. palmula
remi : the whole oar. 2. a sheet of paper., Adv., Dor. for.&,, ,() poet, for, a wife., eos, ,() breadth, width : absol. in

ace, or in breadth., , ,() =,., f.,() toform the flat of oars.£, f. ,() to beat the water with

the blade of an oar : to splash about : metaph. to

make a splash, splutter, swagger.-, , ,(,) a babbler.4, verb. Adj. of, one must widen.

, f. ,() to make broad, widen,

extend:—Med., yrjv to widen one's

territory. 2. to open wide: 3 sing. pf. pass, -
has been opened.-, ov,(,) broad-backed.-, ov, contr. -,,(,)

broad-flowing.'5, , , Ion. fem.:—flat, wide,

broad:— metaph., flat mock-
ery. 2. as Subst., (sub. ), a street:

also (sub. ), the flat of the hand. II. salt,

brackish, because was originally used of

the sea. III. Comp. and Sup.,,-.
s,, ,() breadth, width: gene-

rally, size, bulk, [], ace. of, q. v.«, Adv.() in plaits or braids., aros, , () anything twined or

plaited, a net : in pi. wreaths, chaplets.

irXees, 01, ace., Ep. for, Comp. of, more : Dor. contr.., a, ov, of the size of .' Ep., , as measure of

length, a plethron, being 100 Greek or 10 1 English

feet, the sixth part of a stade. 2. a race-course

or race of this length. II. as a square measure,

10,000 square feet, about 37 perches.,, , in plur. Ion..
at, the Pleiads, seven daughters of Atlas and Ple'ione,

who were placed among the stars., ,, aor. 2 med. opt. of., Att. for, like for, more. 2.

inf. Of to sail., , ov, Ion. and Ep. for,^., , ov, Comp. of, fuller., Adv.() most times, mostly, very

often., *s,() manifold ; -
the whole extent of time. Hence, Dep. to assign as the chief agent

of a thing, to accuse of being the author of a thing.-, ov,(,) throwing the

most, throwing the highest.-, ov,(,) thronged

with people, crowded., , ov, Sup. of, most, Lat. plurimus

:

very much; also, very great:— oi the greatest

number; the greatest part; so also agree-

ing with its Noun, the most part

of life:— " his opinion was mostly;" I am mostly of opinion ;
'

the most possible ; ( about the

most, like kv :—neut. as Adv.

most : for the most part

:

—with Preps.,

at the greatest distance ;

to the greatest extent ; of the greatest

importance or value.
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TrXct'i), Ep. pres for, to sail.« or, , , neut. or, gen.

ovos ; Kp. nom. and ace. pi. €$, Dor. irXus:,$, etc., are Ion. and Dor. for,, etc. : Att. for, like

for Ep dat. pi. : Comp. of :

—

more: also greater, larger, of size as well as number:

—ol Ion. and Dor. , the greater

number, and so, like oi, the many, the people,

opp. to the chief men; the greater part;

so also agreeing with its Noun, the greater

part of night. II. the neut. has various

usages, more of a thing. Lat. plus; , Ion.

and Dor. , as Adv. mostly ; ov not

so much ; . more than . ; but the may be

omitted, more than seventy :

—

' * his opinion rather tended ;

to have the best of it, opp. to

to be beaten:—with Preps., as Adv.

more, further; Is more; of more

importance, of higher value.,, ,(,) a full space of time,

a year.

tt\4kos, eos, ,{) anything twined or plaited,

wickerwork.,., to twist into wreaths, coil. From, ,() anything twined or plaited, a

coil, wreath; a wrea'h of smoke, [a]-, , fem of:, a coil, wreath. 2.

a twisted rope, cord, string.

irXeKTiKOs, , ,() of orfor plaiting.

ttXcktos, 17, , () plaited, twisted, twined;- tuicker coverings, i.e. cars;

any plaited instruments, ropes., f.: aor. : pf.: Pass.,

aor. , and aor. 2 []: pf.y-
:
—to twine, tiuist, weave, braid, enfold, Lat. plico,

plecto : also to knit ; Med., to twist

oneself a rope. 2. metaph. to plan, devise, con-

trive. II. Pass, to be plaited or woven. 2. to

twist oneself round, and so to clasp, embrace., neut. of, more: also neut. of$, full., f.: pf.: () :
—to be

more than enough, to go too fat, take or claim too

much : to presume on, c. dat. II. to exaggerate,

overstate.

irXeovaKis, Adv. () more frequently, oftener :

too often, [a]

€-€€, f. or, = to have

or take more than another, to have or claim a larger

share ; to claim more than is one's due, to be grasp-

ing : to gain some advantage. 2. c. gen. to have

or gain the advantage over another:—Pass, to be

overreached, defrauded. 3. c. gen. rei, to have a

greater share of a thing ; to bear

more cold. Hence, aros, , an advantage, gain : in pi.

gains, successes.

-, ov, 6, = ', a?ie who has or

claims more than his share, hence greedy, graspi?ig,

selfish: also as Adj., Xoyos a grasping,
overbearing speech. And
irXeovcKTiKOs, ,, disposed to take more than ones

share. From
7€€|£ Ion. -, , a disposition to take more

than one's share, a grasping temper, greediness, covet-

ousness, a claiming more than one's share. 1. ad-
vantage, superiority; advantage over

another ; for one's advantage ox gain.
ttAcovcos, Adv. of, too much.2, a, ov, Ion. TrXctos, , ov, Att., .

;
pi.,. (for), :

—-full, filled,

c. gen.: hence satisfied, cloyed: oi Time, full, com-
plete. Comp.., poet, for, 3 sing. impf. of.\, Ion. and Dor. for: so,-
ves, for$,, etc.

irXevvcos, Adv. Ion. for, too much.', as, , a rib, Lat. costa : in pi. the ribs,

the side or sides. II. later, the page of a book.

TrXevpiTis, idos, ,() pain in the side, pleurisy., Adv.() from the side.-, f. , (,) to smite

the ribs.', , a rib, an older poet, form of

: in pi. the ribs, the side.-, $,(,) striking the sides.,,, , like, the side.

or, fut. med of., verb. Adj. of, one must sail., , , () fitfor sailing, fair.' Ep.: fut. or :

aor. ': pf.; Pass., aor. -
: pf. : cp. the Ion. form :

—

to sail, go by sea; e. ace. cognato, iypa

to sail the watery ways:

—

to swim, float;—
metaph , to go on prosperously., Att. nom. and ace. neut. pi. of, more., neut., for, q. v.

TrActas,,, pi., (for ),, full, Att. for.,, , aor. 2 pass. part, of.-, ,() a blow, stroke, stripe:—also

wound, Lat. plaga : also a beating or fighting with

clubs : metaph. a blow, stroke, shock.-,, , =^.,,,() a great number, a mass,

throng, crowd : the greater part, the mass, main body;

hence the people, the commons : also the government

of the people, democracy. II. number or quan-

tity : also magnitude, size, bulk. III. sometimes

length, duration of Time.• [], f.,() to makefull : to in-

crease, multiply: Pass, to increase (intr.), to be com-

pleted; of persons, to be fully resolved. II. intr.

=.
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throng, crowd.,() be or become full ; ayoprjs-$ when the market-place becomes full : of

rivers, swell, rise. 2. to abound: to increase in

number: to spread, prevail; \6yos the

current story., pf. : (nkios) :
—to be or become

full ; the moon at the full : of

rivers, to be full, to swell, rise. 2. to complete a

space of time., ,() fulness : safety., , ,() a striker, brawler, quar-

relsome person., Dep.() tofight, combat. II.

to beat one's breastfor grief, Lat. plangere. III.

to engage in dalliance., , ( ) dalliance., , () an instrument to strike

with, an instrument for striking the lyre, Lat. plec-

trum. 2. a spear-point. 3. cock's spur, Lat.

calcar. 4. a punting-pole or paddle., opos, 6,() a striker, brawler., Ep. aor. 2 pass. part, of., ,() a mistake in music,

false note : generally, a fault, error, offence. /^, f.,() to make a false

note in music : to err, offend:—Pass, to be neglected,

to be ill-treated or insulted. Hence,, , =.-, is, (,) out of tune, making

gen.; rarely c. dat. filled with: absol. full, filled to

the brim. 2. generally, full, complete, sufft-

cient. 3. of persons, satisfied, satiated, cloyed with

a thing.-, f., (),) to bring full

cofifirmation, to fulfil

:

—Pass, to befully assured: of
things, to be fully believed. Hence, , full conviction, certainty., f. : pf. : fut. med.-

mostly used in pass, sense ; fut. pass,-
: () :

—to fill, make full :- vavv
to man a ship : man the walls. 2.

to fill fdl of good, to satiate, satisfy. 3.

to supply the need. II. of numbers,

to make fill, complete, make up. III. to fulfil a

duty : generally, to perform or discharge a task. IV.

intr. to be complete. Hence, aros, , that whichfills up, a full mea-
sure, complement : of the men in a ship, a ship's

complement, her crew : of number, the sum. II.

a filling up, completing., , () a filling up, filling : the

completing a number : the manning a ship., Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. I med. cpt.

cf.3, aor. I part, of., Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. 1 pass, of., fut. pass, of., f. : pf.: () :
—

tobring near:—Pass, to be brought near, approach. II.

a false note: generally, erring, faulty, offending : of intr. to be near : to approach : c. dat. also', to be al

things, unpleasant, harsh. Adv. -., i), =., , =$, flood-tide : a flood.

Hence, f., to overflow.,, ,() the flow of the sea,

the flood-tide ; theflood setting

in towards land : generally, a flood, deluge, [p Ep.,

Att.], , () the nave of a wheel., (properly contr. from, more than), be-

yond

:

J. as Prep., with gen. except, save. II.

as Adv. besides, unless, save, except ;%' ex-

cept so far as : it is often followed by some conjunct.

;

save when ; except that ;

€i or, Lat. nisi si, only if; etc. ; when apparently

followed by an ace, there is an ellipse,

(sc.) I know not, only one thing (I know)., 3 pi. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of. II.

3 pi. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of., Ep. for', aor. I of.-, ov,(,) striking or driving

horses.

ways near, associate with.,-, Att. Comp. and Sup. of

: Adv. Comp., nearer.

«7€5,-, Comp. and Sup. of-.5, , ov, ($,) near, hard by,

close to. II. as Subst,, , a neigh-

bour. III. Adv., near, nigh, hard by

;

(sub.) one's neighbour : so Dor. -. IV. Comp., Sup.-,
also,-, nearer, nearest.-», ov,(,) near ,a country,

bordering upon, Lat. finitimus : as Subst. one who
lives near, a neighbour.-, ov,(,) filling or swell-

ing the sails., ,() the sivelling or rising of a

river., ,() afilling tip or beingfilled

up, satiety : generally, fulness, repletion, plenty.'^ Att.- : f. £ : aor. Ep.

: pf. : Pass., fut.^, paullo-p.

fut. : aor. 2 ^, in compds.-€€,-, Ion. part. act. and pass, of , 7771/ [a] : pf.- :—Ep. redupl. aor. 2 act. -,, , gen. eos contr. ovs, () full of, c.

-yov, inf. ^, med.^ :

—

to

strike, smile, wound, of a direct blow, as opp. to•
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(to strike xvith a missile) : of Jove, to strike with

lightning : to strike back, drive away :—Med.,-
to smite or beat oneself in sign of grief :—Pass.

to be struck, stricken, smitten : also to be beaten : to

be stricken by misfortune : but,

to be touched by bribes. II. metaph. of violent

emotions, to strike, amaze, confound, stun ;

smitten with love., , Ion. for~/., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass.. II.

3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 of, he came near.',, f.,() to make into bricks. 2.

absol. to make bricks. II. to build of brick., Adv.() in the shape of a brick.

irXtvOtvos, , ov,() made or built of brick., , Dim. of, a small brick.,, , Dim. of : a whetstone.-.€, f.,(,) to make bricks., , a brick, Lat. later; baked

bricks ; or Lat. ducere late-

res, to make bricks: layers of brick. 2.

anything shaped like a brick, a plinth, a?i ingot of

metal. 3. the plinth of a column.€, f., to make bricks. From-,,(, *€/>>) making bricks :

as Subst.,^, , a brick-maker., f., to carry bricks. From•, ov,(,) carrying bricks., f.,() to make of brick : Med.

to buildfor oneself.•-, es,(,) brick-built.550, f. : pf.^ : Dep.:

~-to cross one's legs in walking : to walk briskly, trot.-5, ov,(,) producing naviga-

tion., , Dim. of, a skiff, boat.•, , () a floating vessel, a ship of any

kind ; small craft ;

transport-i/£sse/s ; ships of war, Lat.

longae naves ; ships of burthen,

Lat. naves onerariae

:

—as distinguished from vavs (a

ship of war), was a merchant-ship or trans-

port.•,, ,() a braid, lock, or curl

of hair : also curly hair, [f
]•, ,() a braid, lock or curl of hair:

in pi. the locks, the hair. II. a twisted rope.-, , () anything plaited or woven, a

web: metaph. a web of deceit., ,() a lock or curl of hair. II.

a vjreath or chaplet.•, Ep. syncop. pres. part, of.
irXoos Att. contr. irXovs, 0, plur.,, etc.

:

() :
—a sailing voyage : time or tide for sailing

:

—proverb., the next best way.-, ,(, vyieia) health and wealth., , Att. contr. for., a, ov,() rich, wealthy : c. gen.

rei, rich in a thing, Lat. dives opum. II. ample,

abundant. III. Adv. -, like a rich man.,, , poet, for.^, f.,() to be rich, wealthy : c.

gen. to be rich, abotind in a thing. Hence•, , , enriching.•, f.,() to enrich, make wealthy.•-, es, Dor. for^,(,) delighting by or in riches.-,, , and-, , ,(,) giver of riches.•-, ,(,) an oligarchy

of wealth., , wealth, riches. II. as masc.

prop. n. Plutus, god of riches, represented as blind.-, , , ,(,) rich in

the treasures of the land.,, , Pluto, god of the nether world :

a name of", derived from, because corn,

the wealth of early times, was sent from beneath the

earth as his gift.•, , ,() mostly in pi. locks, hair., Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. I of.• [], Ion. impf. of.•, ,() a trough or pit to wash clothes

in : a washing trough or tub.•, ov, () of or for washing:
(sub.) a festival at Athens, in which

the robes of the statue of Minerva were washed.' [] : fut. Ion. : aor. I

Ep. : Pass., aor. : pf. -
:

—

to wash clean, esp. linen, opp. to

(to bathe), or (to wash the hands oxfeet). 2.

to wash off dirt. II. metaph., to

give him a dressing, to beat or cudgel. Hence•,, , a washing, [u],, () fern. Adj. floating., f. , () to sail on the sea, use ships,

practise navigation., ov, () fit for sailing : of a ship, fit

for sea, sea-worthy , serviceable. 2. of the sea, to

be sailed over, navigable : in neut., -
or as circumstances became or were

more favourable to navigation.•, w, =, to be sailed over.,, ,() a seaman, sailor. II.

a swimmer., , , () sailing, floating, swim-

ming. II. that can be sailed on, navigable.•, f. : aor. : pf. : Ep.

and Ion. for, to sail, float : there is also (as if

from a Verb in ) an Ep. aor. 2, , , part., gen.., Ep. pres. for, to breathe.•,, , () wind, air. II. breath,

the breath of life ;
to give

up the ghost:—spend one's spirit, life. 2. spirit,

inspiration. III. a Spirit, spiritual Being

:

—
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and the Holy Spirit, Holy Ghost.

Hence, ,, belonging to wind or breath. II.

of the spirit, spiritual: Adv. -kojs, spiritually.€, f.,() to turn into wind or

air : to inflate* 2. to agitate with wind.

common Att., ovos, , (,) used both in sing, and pi. the organs of

breathing, the lungs.€, fut. of.' Ep. : f. and,
later: aor. : Pass., aor. :

pf., part. (v. sub.) :

—

to blow, breathe, of vhe wind. II. to breathe, send

forth an odour, exhale : c. gen. rei, to smell of a

thing, be redolent of; rarely c. dat. rei, to smell with

it. III. of animals, to breathe hard, pant,

gasp. IV. to draw breath, breathe : to live. V.

metaph., c. ace. cognato, breathing

spirit ;", Lat. Martem spirare ;

to be of a high spirit. VI. to breathefavourably

or graciously on one, Lat. aspirare alicui.

Twiysvs, , 6,() an oven : or 2. a cover

or damper put on coals to smother the flame., , ,() choking, stifling, of throt-

tling or heat., =.,, ,() a choking., , () a choking, stifling heat.

•vrviyoeis,, , choking, stifling. From, ,() a choking, stifling, of heat.' [] : fut. or med. : aor., inf. : Pass., fut. : aor. 2

[f ] :

—

to stifle, choke : to seize by the throat,

throttle

:

—Pass, to be stifled or choked : also to be

drowned. II. to cook in a covered vessel, to seethe,

stew., ,(,) stifling.

ttviktos, , ,() stifled, strangled.

ttvot), rjs, , Ep. and Ion. Dor. -, :() :

—

a wind, blast, air ; ^
along with (i. e. swift as) blasts of wind ;

blasts of fire : metaph., " blasts of

Ares. II. a hard-drawn breath, breath. III.

a breathing odour, fragrance : a vapour, exhala-

tion. IV. the breath of a wind-instrument., gen. (not), , the Pnyx, the

place at Athens where the or meetings of

the people were held : it was cut out of a small hill

just west of the Acropolis, of semicircular form like a

theatre.', , Ion. and Dor. :

—

grass :, Lat. herba Medica, sainfoin or lu-

cerne. II. a grassy place, meadow. III.

grass-time, summer.-, , (,) soft offoot.
troS-d-yos,, Dor. and Att. for, guiding the

foot : as Subst.,, , a guide, an attendant.

-, , (,) a trap or snare for the

feet. II. gout in thefeet, opp. to (gout

in the hands). Hence, to have gout in thefeet.

-Ypiicos, , ,() liable to gout, gouty., ,() gouty.-, > , (, ) a vessel for
washing the feet in, foot-pan.-, , (,) water for washing
the feet in., ,, interrog. Adj. = (or) ;

from what country ? Lat. cujas ?-, ov, (,) swift- or white-footed.-, , (,) able of foot, swift-

footed.-, ov, (,) drawn upon the

foot. 2. as Subst.,, , a robe or gar-

ment reaching to thefeet.,, , () in plur. the ragged ends

formed by the feet and tail, in the skins of animals
;

a lion's

skin hung round one's neck by the ends. II. the

neck or mouth of a wine-skin, which was formed by
one of these ends, the other being sewn up. III.

any similar extremity ; a narrow strip

of land. 2. the lower end or corner of a sail, the

sheet.-, , see-.-, , (,*) reaching down
the feet.

iro6-T)V€pos, ov, (,) swift as the wind.-, , (,) reaching down to the

feet; a robe that falls over the feet

:

hence, a tall straight pillar ;

the large shield which quite covered the body :
—, the feet., a, ov, () of the measure of a foot, a

foot long, broad, or high.£, f.,() to bind thefeet, tether

:

—Puss.,

of horses, to have thefeet tied, be tethered.

-KpoTOS, ov,(,)fixed on or to thefeet.,, ,() reaching over the ftet

;

a long garment that entangles the

feet in it., ,() a strap or snare for the feet., Ep. gen. and dat. dual for.-, , (,) a dancing-girl.-, , (,) bursting forth at

a stamp of thefoot.-, ,(,) a snare or trap to

catch thefeet.-, , (,) a cloth to rub the

feet on, afoot-cloth, mat.€. , swiftness offoot,fleetness. From-5, , (,) swift-footed, fleet offoct:

generally swift, quick., , Ion. for, grass.

€€€, 3 sing. Ion. impf. of.
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iroOeivos, , , also 6s, , () longedfor, de-

sired, missed, regretted : hence mourned for.

Ion., interrog. Adv. whence ? from what

place ? Lat. unde ?, , who, whence

art thou of men ? ; from what part

of Phrygia? II. in Att. to express surprise,

whence can it be ? how possibly f III. for ;

where ?

iroOev, enclit. Adv.from some place or other.-, Dor. for.-<., ov, Dor. for.
7ro0eviVT€S, Dor. and Aeol. part. pi. of., Dor. 3 pi. of., fut. or : aor. 1 act.-

or Ep. : pf., pass. €-
: (0?7 or" 7ro0os) :

—

/ cfeszVe u>/.?a/ z's ai>se«/

or /osi, to fifes/r<? or regr*/ fondly, yearn after, long
|

/or ; and so to miss, regret, Lat. desiderare : -
=$, one's desiring, one's cfesi><?. 2. c. inf.

/o /ong- or be anxious to do. II. as Dep.,-
the longing soul., , Ep. = 7ro0os, /o«c? desire 0/, regretfor ;

a longing after thee., Ep. pres. inf. (as if from -
).,,,() desired, longedfor, regretted., interrog. Adv., poet, for, where ? II.

for, whither ?, enclit. Adv., poet, for , anywhere, some-

where : also anyhow, perhaps. II. of Time, some

time : at length.-, ov, (,) love-stricken.

-oSos, , Dor. for -odos.-,-, Dor. for-., for, part. fern, of.'^, , desire for what is absent or lost, fond
desire or regret, a yearning after, longingfor, Lat.

desiderium ; ads a yearning after thee : love.

iroi, interrog. Adv. whither ? Lat. quo? c. gen ,

X0ovas : to ivhat spot of earth ? 2. for ; Lat.

ubi? where? II. to what end? Lat. quorsum?, enclitic Adv. somewhither., , Dor. for, grass.

iroie'up.evos, Ep. pres. med. part, of.€•, Ep. impf. med. of.€, Dor. for, pres. part. ace. of, f. : I. to make, produce, execute,

esp. of works of art :—Med. to make for oneself, of :

bees, to make themselves houses

:

also to have a thing made. 1. to bring to pass,

bring about, cause, effect; , Lat. sacra

facere, to do sacrifice, perform the rites of sacrifice

;

" to celebrate the Isthmian games. 3.

to make, shape, create : to beget : of corn, etc., to

produce, grow, raise : also to make or render so and

so :—Pass, to be made so and so, to become

:

—Med.

to make so and so for oneself,

to make him one's friend : to make

a person one's son, i. e. to adopt him as son ;

to make a thing one's own : generally to

hold, reckon, esteem a thing as . . ,

to take, reckon a thing for a visitation ;

to esteem it a grievous thing ; -, Lat. tnagni facere, to esteem a thing of

great moment. 4. to compose, write, esp. in verse,

to make : also to invent

:

—also to make, represent in

poetry (whence a poet) : periphr. in Med.,
for '/, for

: also ', for ^-. II. to do;, to act like

a Spartan : c. ace. dupl. to do. something to another,

or to do one good or

evil. 2. to put. III. intr. to be doing, to do;
to do or have done to one. 2.

there is also a pecul. usage, ,
tovs, good-will made greatly for

or towards the Lacedaemonians. [Att. Poets, esp.

Comic, often use the penult, short, -.], , Ion. for, grass.,, , () grassy, rich in grass.,$,,() anything made or done : I

.

a work, piece of workmanship. 2. a poetical work,

poem. 3. an act, deed., , Dim. of, a little poem.

iTOWjpos, , , () grassy., 3 pi. Aeol. aor. I opt. of., ea>s, ,() a making : a forming, cre-

ating. II. the art of poetry. 2. a poem.

itow]T€OS, a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be made or

done. II. neut. one must make or do.

-,/,,() oneivhomakes,amaker. II.

a maker, i. e. a poet.

itoit]tikOs, , ,() capable of making, pro-

ductive ; poetical

:

— (sub.) the art

of poetry, poetry. .-.,,,() made,fabricated, worked. II.

made by oneself, invented.-, (,^) to eat grass.

-avwos, ov, Dor. for-,(,
\) with broidered reins.-, ov, gen. ovos, (, ) with

party-coloured robe, with spangled garb.,,() an embroidering, embroidery

:

a piece of embroidery : metaph. cunning., f. : : Pass., pf.-() :— to broider, work in embroid-

II. to embroider : to diversify, vary : me-

taph. to trick out with fair ivords, embellish. Hence,, , anything wrought in various

colours. 2. broidered work, broidery.-, ov,(,) of changeful

or subtle counsel.- Dor.-, , , , (,") of varied voice, ma?iy-toned.

iroLKiAo-Seipos, ov,(,) with variegated

neck.
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with spotted or dappled skin.-^,,(, epyov) ofvaried work.-£, -, , ,{,) with

spotted hair, spotted, brindled.-, , , and-,, , ,(,) ftdl of various wiles.-,, ,(,)fall of va-

rious devices.-,,(,) ofvariegated

form, variegated.-, ,(,) of various dis-

course.-, ,(,) with back of

varied hues.

-Trrepos, ,(,€) with wing of

changeftd hue.'^, , , many-coloured, spotted, pied,

dappled. II. worked in various colours, of vary-

ing colour;€ arms imvrought

with brass. III. generally changeful, various :

hence ofvarious art, elaborate, inlaid, variegated. 2

.

changeful, varying,—intricate, riddling, ambiguous

;

hence artful, cunning.- Aeol.-,,(,) with broidered sandals.-, ,(,) with varie-

gated robe : of a ship, with painted prow.

iroiKiXo-Tcp^s, e's, (,) with varied

delights : delighted by variety.

itoikiXO-t€vktos, , (,) curiously

wrought.-, ,(,) twittering

or singing in various notes.-, ^, , ,(, ^/)
accompa?iied by the various notes of the harp.-, , , , (,) with

manifold counsel, tuily-mmded.,, , fern,, ,() one

iuho embroiders : a broiderer.

TTOiKiX-coSos, ,(,) of riddling song., Adv. of, variously;

to be different., f.,() to feed, tend, Lat. pas-

cere : absol. to keep flocks, be a shepherd. 2. me-
taph. to tend, cherish,foster:—to guide, lead, govern

:

—also to soothe, lull, beguile, like Lat. pascere :

hence to deceive. II. Pass, to grase, Lat. pasci

:

to range over in grasing, to stray ;

every place has been ranged over, traversed., , Dor. for., ,() a herd: metaph. an
army under its leader., fut. of.

[],, ,() =, a herds-

man, shepherd: a shepherd of the people, pritice, chief.,, ,() a herdsman, a shepherd ;-
a shepherd of the people, i.e. a prince, chief.

, ,() a herd of cattle, a flock of sheep., ,,{) of or for a flock or herd., , Dim. of, a little flock.

irotvatos, , , () punishing, avengino•.,, , , an avenger, punisher. [], f. [a] Ion., to avenge, punish

:

—
Med. to avenge oneself on one. From, , a ransom paid for the shedding of blood

;

generally, a price paid, redemption, requital: also fZ/e

price exacted, vengeance, penalty, Lat. poena ; (-
to take vengeance for his life;" to give

Xerxes satisfactionfor the death of his heralds: often

in phrase, , like , to suffer

punishment, Lat. dare poenas ; to

inflict it, Lat. swnere poenas. 2. in good sense,

recompense, reward. II. personified,, ,
the goddess of vengeance, vengeance., , , fern,-,, one that punishes

or avenges, an avenger., , () avenging, punishing., f., to gather herbs : also to put up
corn in sheaves. From-, , (, ^) gathering herbs.-, , (,) feeding on grass or

herbs. II.-,,(,) with grassy

pastures.2 , Ion. koios, , , interrog. Adj. of
what nattire f of what sort ? Lat. qualis ? in Homer
expressing surprise and anger ; eei-€ ! what manner ofspeech hast thou spoken

!

II.

in Att. also with the Art. when it stands alone,

;
III. fern. dat. Ion. (sub.);

as Adv., = ; Lat. quomodo ? how f in what
manner ?

iroios, , , indef. Adj. of a certain nature, kind

or quality.

iroiOTrjs,, , () qualify., f. [], (redupl. from ), to be out

of breath ; hence generally, to hasten, hurry, bustle

:

also to work hard, be busy.,, , a bloxvmg, snorting. From, f. , (redupl. from) to blotv,

puff
1

, snort. II. to blow out, puff up.-, es, (,) like grass, grassy.

or, Dor. for€ or.
iroKas,, , () wool, hair., f. Dor. £, () to shear wool

:

—
Med. to shear or clipfor oneself.

itokos, , () wool uncombed, a fleece : also a

flock or tuft of wool. II. a sheep-shearing. III.

an irreg. pi. act. occurs in the proverb els ,
to an ass-shearing, i. e. to a place where nothing is to

be got. Hence, f. , to cover with wool: Pass, to be

covered or clothed in wool.

itOkcos, Dor. for, ace. pi. of.
tto\€€S,,, , Ep. plur. of.



570 76?—., Dor. for.,, the Pole-march's residence: and, f., to be Polemarch. From-, ,(,) one who begins or

leads the war, a leader, chieftain. II. at Athens

the Polemarch was the third archon, who originally

commanded in battle ; he was present at the battle

of Marathon : later he presided in the court in which

the causes of the were tried. 2. in Sparta

the commander of a division or. 3. at Thebes

it was the name of two officers of chief rank after the

Boeotarchs., {.: Pass., aor.: (-) :

—

to be at war, wage tear with : also to fight,

give battle : generally, to quarrel, dispute with

one. II. c. ace. to make war upon, treat as an

enemy, attack

:

—Pass, to have war made upon one
;

so fut. med. in pass, sense. III. in

Pass, also of war, to be waged or carried on;

whatever hostilities were committed.- Dor.-, ov, (,) undertaking war : warlike., ov, Ion. form of,()
warlike. II. hostile.^, Desiderat., to wishfor war., verb. Adj. of, one mint go
to war.

(>€£ poet,- : fut. Dor. £ : (-) :—poet, for, to wage war,fight with or

against one ;
in conjunction with another :

later to quarrel, wrangle, dispute. II. trans, to

make war upon, fight with., , ,() of or for war, warlike;, warlike exercises, warlike usages, the

art of war : so, (sub.), the art of

war, war. 2. the signal for bat-

tle. II. hostile : also causing hostility. Hence, Adv. in hostilefashion ;

to be hostile., , ov, also , ov,() of or belong-

ing to war; the business of war. 2.

rarely like, warlike. II. hostile :—as

Subst.,, , the enemy. 2. (sub.

777, ), the enemy's country. 3. ,
hostility., , Ep. for : a warrior., , ov, also , ov, of or belonging to

a warrior; war-chariots. II.

the biisiness of war. From
Ep. -, ov, ,() a war-

rior, combatant ; ' war-horses.-, ov,(,) raising the

din of war.-, ov,(,')finishingwar

.

--, , , compd. of,
and, like a Greek Lamachus in war.

Ep.-, Adv. of, to the war,

into the fight.

-, f.,(,) to stir up
war.

Ep., , a battle, fight : ge-

nerally, war; to levy war
against one. II. personified, War, Battle.-, ov,(,) wasting by

war., f.,() to make hostile, make
an enemy of:—Pass, to be made an enemy of.,() intr. to go or range about, Lat.

versari. II. trans, to turn up, till, plough.\, () to go about, range, haunt. II.

trans, to turn up, to turn the soil with the plough, to

plough.-, gen. pi. of : but, Ion. for, gen. pi. of., , , Ion. for,, plur. of-
: Ion. gen. and dat. sing,,., Pass,() to grow gray or white.-, ov, Dor. for,, q. v.-,,(,) prince ofa city or state.

IloXtas,, ,() guardian of the city, epith.

of Athena (Minerva) in her oldest temple on the

Acropolis of Athens, as distinguished from'
and'.

iro\i€S,, Ep. nom. and dat. pi. of.\, f., aor. Ep. : Pass.,

pf. : () :
—to build or found a city:

generally, to build,found, lay thefoundation of. II.

to aolonise by building a city.

-oxos, Dor.•=., , , Ion. for, a citizen : also a

fellow-citizen, countryman.

iroXiTyns,, fern, of., Adv. of, into or to the city.-, ov,(,) with gray

hair on the temples, groiuing gray.-, f. : aor. : Pass , fut., and in med. form :

aor. : (,-, or) :

—

to hem
in a city, blockade, beleaguer, besiege: metaph. to

besiege, importune. Hence-, , ov, verb. Adj. that must or can be

taken by siege., ,() a beleaguering or besieg-

ing a city, a siege.'2, , , also as, .—gray, white; of

hair, gray or hoary ; (sub.), gray or

white hair ; as the gray

hairs come lower down (i. e. from the head and

temples to the beard) : absol. a gray-headed

man. II. metaph. bright, serene. III.

metaph. hoary, venerable.-, ov,(,) protecting a city.-5, ojtos, , ,(,) with white

skin : white.-, , (,) sacker of cities.2 Ep.,, ; Ion. gen. Att.
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poet, also^ Ep., : dat. Ep.

: ace., but Ep. ace. also occurs:

—

Plur., nom. Att. Ion. : gen. 770-

: dat. ). Dor.' : ace.

TjoAms, Ion. :

—

ctVy : ,=, the fortress of the city, citadel, which at

Athens was sometimes called, while the rest of

the city was called. II. a whole country,

state. III. when 7$ and are joined,-
Xis is the /y of citizens, their dwellings: hence

the state, the citizens who form the state, a free

state, republic. 2. the right of citizenship.,, ,() a collection of build-

ings, a city, town.

-voiAOS, ov, (, ) managing or

riding a city.-, ov, (,) guarding a city.-, ov, poet, for.-, , ,(,) a rider of citi-

zens or a state, a chief magistrate.

Ion. -, ,() the relation of a
«itizen to the state, the condition and rights of a ci'i-

zen, citizenship, Lat. civilas. 2. the life of a citi-

zen. II. the life of a statesman, government,
administration. III. civil polity, the condition of
a state, a state, constitution. 2. a commonwealth:
a republic.€,, ,() a measure of go-
vernment, political act. II. a state, community.€, f. ,() to be a citizen cr free-

man, live in a free state. 1. to have a certain form
of government, have public affairs administered in a
certain way: Pass, to be governed. II. Dep., fut. mcd. : aor. I med.

and pass. : pf. pass, vt-
:

—

to be a free citizen, have the qualifi-

cations of a free citizen : generally, to live in a
state. 2. to take part in the government. III.

trans, to administer or govern : absol. to conduct the

government., , Ion. for.
[], , Ion., (, , () the

member of a city or state, a citizen, freeman, Lat.

civis. 2. also a fellow-citizen, fellow-countryman:
also used with another Subst., deoi gods our
fellow-citizens, gods of the city.

ttoXitikOs, , ,() of or for a citizen, be-

fitting a citizen, like a citizen, constitutional, Lat.

civilis : the body of citizens, the com-
munity. II. belonging to or befitting a statesman

:

as Subst.,, , a statesman. III. be-

longing to the state or its administration, concerning

the body politic : the commonwealth

;

but (sc.) the science of politics

;

, state-affairs. IV. generally, public,

as opp. to private., Adv. of, in a manner befitting

a citizen, constitutionally, Lat. civiliter.

ir-, , () a small town.,, Dim. of, a very small town.

ito^XUkis poet, [], Adv. () many
tunes, often, oft. II. in Att. el perhaps,

perchance, Lat. si forte ; Lat. ne forte.5, , ov, also os, ov, () many
times as many, many times more, many times larger;

followed by .
,

-nep .
. , or by a gen. : neut. pi.

as Adv., ov, gen. , = :

Adv. —., , ov, Ion. for., Adv. (,) many ways, many
times, ofte?i. II. in various manners., Adv.(,)from many places

or sides : for many reasons., Adv. (,) in many places.€, Adv. (,) towards many
sides, into many parts or quarters., Adv. =, many times, often. II.

in many places.

iroXXo-8€Kci,Kis, Adv. ( =,)
many tens of times, [d],, Ion. masc. and neut. for,, but used almost entirely in the oblique cas:s:

v.., 77, ,(,) one out of many,
Lat. multesimus : very little, slight, trivial. II.

of Time, in the last of many years,

i. e. after many years ; after a very

long time. Adv. -, in a very small degree.

iroXos, , (,) a pivot or axis on which
something turns, the axis of the globe, the pole. 2.

that which revolves on an axis, the vault of heaven,

the shy orfirmament, Lat. polus. II. land ttirned

up with the plough. III. a basin-shaped sun-

dial.-5, ov,(, aypa) catching much game.
-603,,(,) conquering in many

contests.-, ov, (, £) abounding in goats.-,, ov, gen.,(,) very bloody.

iroXv-aiveros, ov, and-, ov,(,^)
much-praised. 2. full of wise discourse.

-"!, [],(,) with many shocks,

impetuous ; weariness caused by im-

petuous onsets., to be full of men, to be populous.

From-, ov,(,) of places, with many
men, full of men, thick-peopled. II. of persons,

numerous.-65, ov,(,) rich in flowers.-, , (,) much-blossr-ning., , a large population, multitude of
people. From-,/,(,)full offeopl:,

populous : croiuded.
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dpos : much frequented. II. of many husbands.

iroXv-apYt'pos, ov, (noXvs, apyvpos) rich in silver.- Att. -, ov, (voXos,)
much prayed for, much desired.-, es, (ttoXOs,) much-sufficing, sup-

plying many, abundant.-.,', (ttoXOs,) with many chariots.-, ov, (ttoXvs,) many-toned.

Tro\v-apvos,ov, irreg. dat. : (ttoXvs, apvos) :

with many lambs or sheep : tvith many flocks.,,(,) the government of many.-, ov, (voXvs, aorpayaXos) with

many joints.-, ov, (ttoXvs,) with many stars,

starry.;-5, ov, (noXvs,) mtich-busied.-, &kos, , , (,£) with many

furrows : with broad acres, spacious.

iroXt)-at>X€vos, ov, (ttoXvs,) with many necks.-, es, (ttoXvs,) deep-plunged,

drowned.-, es, (ttoXvs,) very deep.-, ov, (ttoXvs.) much- nourishing

.

- Ep.€, , (voXvs,)
fern. Adj. nourishing many, mt(ch-nourishi?ig.7-5, ov, (ttoXvs,) much-nourishing.-, vos, , , (noXvs,) with many
clusters, abounding in grapes.-, ov, (noXvs,) much-counselling,

exceeding wise.-, , , (ttoXvs,) rich in oxen.-, ov, (ttoXvs,) with many nooses.-5, es, Dor. for.-, Dor.-, es,(,) mtich-

cheering, delightful, gladsome.-, , (ttoXvs, yfjpas) exceeding old.

yKevKOS, ov, (ttoXvs, yXevKos) abounding in

must or new wine.-, ov, (ttoXvs, yX-) many-eyed.-- Att. -ttos, ov, (ttoXvs, ')
many-tongued : harmonious.---TTTOs, ov, (ttoXvs,^) with many
windings, curling.-, ov, (ttoXvs,^^) well-known.-, ov, (, ^) fastened with

many nails, well-bolted.,, Dep. (noXvyovos) to midtiply.-, ov, (, yovos) producing many,

prolific.-, ov, (iroXvs,) much or highly

wrought, richly dight. II. act. working tvith great

art, very skilful.

TroXv-SaKpOos, ov, and-, gen. vos, 6, ,
(ttoXvs,) of or with many tears : hence much-

wept, tearful. II. act. much-weeping.-, ov, (ttoXvs,) much wept,

very lamentable, tearful. II. act. imich-weeping.

-, ov, (ttoXvs,) causing preat

expense : of a person, expensive, extravagant.-,, , , (,) with many
ridges or necks of land.

iro\t-66v6p€Os and-, ov, (ttoXvs,-) with many trees, full of trees., poet. dat. pi. as if from.-, es. (ttoXvs,) much-seeing.

-€,5, ov,(,) with many bands,

strong-bound.-, es, (ttoXvs, €$ = yXevKos) very

sweet. II.€, €, , Polydeuces, Lat.

Pollux, son of Leda, brother of Castor, one of the

Dioscuri, celebrated as a boxer.--, ov, (ttoXvs,) very thirsty, i. e. ill-

watered, afflicted with drought.-, ov, (ttoXvs,) much-driven.-, ov, (,) very famous.-,, ov, (, paev) much-running,

much-wanderi?ig.-, ov, (ttoXvs,) very dewy., , liberality, munificence. From-, ov,(,) with rich gifts, well-

dowered.-, is, (iroXvs, €?5os) ofmany kinds, diverse,

various.

TTo\v-i\aios, ov, (ttoXvs, eXaiov) yielding much oil,

abounding in oil.-, ov, (ttoXvs,) many-folded,

mazy, complicated.^, ov, (ttoXvs,) much-praised.-, es, (ttoXvs, enos) of many words, wordy.

iroXij-cpaaTOS, ov, {ttoXvs, \) much-loved.-, es, and-^, ov, (noXvs, epyov)

much-working, hard-working.

TTo\v-iT-i\s, es, (ttoXvs, eros) of many years, full of

years.

ttoXv-cvktos, and-, ov, (ttoXvs, €-) much wished for, much desired.-, ov, (, CrjXos) much envied, much
desired. II. full of envy.-, ov, (ttoXvs,) much envied or

desired.-, ov, (ttoXvs, vyv) many-benched.-, ov, (ttoXvs, ayope-) speaking much,

wordy.-5, ov, (ttoXvs, ) much-loved, very

lovely.-, Is, (ttoXvs,) many-toned : much-

resounding.7-5 Dor. -, ov, (ttoXvs,)
loud- or far-sounding.-5, is, (ttoXvs,) very confident,

over-cotirageotis, bold.-, ov, (ttoXvs, Oeos) of many gods, dedicated

to many gods : consisting of many gods.-, ov, (ttoXvs,) with much game, full

of wild beasts.



-, , gen. ovos, (ttoXvs,) of

the Nile, much-fertilising or abounding in mo?isters.-€5, ov, (noXvs,) much -nourishing.-, , (ttoXvs,) much-bewailed.-, , (ttoXvs, Oprjvos) much-wailing.-,, , q,(voXvs,) with much hair.

TroXti-Opoos, ov, contr.-, , (ttoXvs,)
with much noise, clamorous.-, ov, (ttoXvs,) much talked of,

notorious.

iToXij-Ovpos, ov, (ttoXvs,) with ma?iy doors or

apertures. 2. metaph. with many leaves.--, ov, (ttoXvs,) celebrated with much
sacrifice : abounding in sacrifices.-', ov, gen. ovos, = TToXvib'pis.', ,() imich knowledge, saga-

city, cunning.

iroXv-t'Spis, Ion. gen. 10s Att. (ujs, , , (ttoXvs,

tSpis) of much knowledge, very wise or learned.'-', ov, {ttoXvs, ittttos) having many horses,

rich in horses.-, opos, 6, , (ttoXvs, ') = TToXviSpis.

TToXv-'iyQvos, ov, (voXvs,) abounding in fish.-, is, (ttoXvs, *^ =) very dry

©r parched : also much-parching.-, is, (ttoXvs,) much-bur7ii?ig

.

-, ov, (ttoXvs,) very ill-fated

or miserable.-, is, (ttoXvs,) with many twists

and turns.-, is, (voXvs,) much-slaughtering

.

-, ov, (ttoXvs, -nvus) much-smoked:
with smoky rafters.-, ov, (TtoXvs,) many-headed., , abundance offruit. From

-KapTros, ov, (ttoXvs, Kapnas) with much fruit,

rich in frzdt, fruitful.-, ov, (ttoXvs, KiXados) viuch-sounding

.

, )., great craft or cunning. From-, is, (noXvs, KepSos) very cunning or

crafty.

iro\iJ-K€peos,$, , , (ttoXvs, Kepas) many-horned;
7. <povos the slaughter of imtch homed cattle.-, ov, (ttoXvs, KeaTos) much-wrought
tvith the needle, well-stitched.-,^, (noXvs, icf}bOs)full of care, grievous.

-KTjpios, ov, (noXvs,) very deadly.-, (s, (ttoXvs, ktjtos) full of monsters.- or-, ov, also , ov, (ttoXvs,) much deplored or lamented.-, is, (ttoXvs, KXios) far-famed.
TroXv-KXeiTOs, ov, also , ov, (ttoXvs, kX€itos) far-

famed, of great renown.-, eaaa, cv, (ttoXvs, KXios) =.-, [], , (ttoXvs, kXcis) with many
henches of rowers, with many banks of oars.-, ov, (noXvs, KXfjpos) with a large lot

or portion, rich in land.

—. 573-, ov, (ttoXvs, () calledfrom many
a land.\-\%, ov, (ttoXvs,) much dashing or

swelling. II. pass, washed by many a wave.-, ov, (ttoXvs,) much-wrought.
2. later, laborious.-, ov, (ttoXvs, ) with many
shoulders, of mountains : mountainous.

-icotvos, ov, (ttoXvs, koivos) common to many.
Ion. -, i), the ride of ma?iy. From

-Koipavos, ov, (ttoXvs, Kolpavos) wide-ruling.-5, ov, (ttoXvs,) oft-diving.

-Kpuvos, ov, (noXvs,) ma?iy-headed.-, is, (ttoXvs,) very mighty.

iroXti-KpoTos, ov, also , ov, (,) ring-

ing loud or clearly.

-Kpoiivos, ov, (ttoXvs, Kpovvos) with many
springs.

-KTcavos, ov, (ttoXvs,) =.-, ov, gen. ovos, (ttoXvs,) with

many or great possessions, very wealthy.-, ov, (ttoXvs,) —.--KTOvos, ov, (noXvs,) much-slaying,

murderous.-, ov, also , ov, (ttoXvs, KvdiCTOs)

held in highest honour, most glorious.-, ov, gen. ovos, (ttoXvs,) swelling

with many waves.-, ov, (ttoXvs,) much-lamenting,

very plaintive.-, ov, (ttoXvs,) much-revelling.-, ov, (noXvs,) of many oars.-5, ov, (ttoXvs,) much-chatter-

ing, much-warbling.

itoXv-Xtjios, ov, {ttoXvs,) with many corn-

fields.

ttoXv\-\IQos, ov, (noXvs,) very stony.\\-\, ov, (ttoXvs,) much implored

or entreated; a temple where many
prayers are offered.-, ov, (ttoXvs,) = TroXvXXiaTOS., , much speaking, much talk. From-5, ov,(, Xuyos) much-talking, talk-

ative. 2. much talked of.

7-&5, is, (ttoXvs,) having learnt much,

knowing much. Adv. -dcvs, in a very learned way.-$, es, (ttoXvs,) very furious.-, ov, (ttoXvs,) much or often

fought for. [d]-, is, (ttoXvs,) very drunk.-, es, (ttoXvs,) with many limbs or

members. II. many-toned, musical.-, is, (noXvs,) consisting of many
parts. Adv. -pats, in many ways.

<>-€5, ov, (ttoXvs,) holding many
measures : generally, abundant.-5, $, , (ttoXvs,) much'

bleatinsr.
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any sheep : rich in flocks.

5, tos, , , (voXvs,) very wrathful.-/, ios, , , (voXvs,) of many coun-

sels or expedients, ever-ready., Ion. -, , fertility of resources, in-

ventiveness, readiness. From-, ov, (voXvs,) fertile in re-

sources, inventive, ever-ready.-, is, (voXvs, ^) mixed of many
parts, motley.-, is, (voXvs,) much-hated.-, ov, (voXvs,) receiving much
pay, hired at a high rate.- 5, ov, (ttoXvs, $) consisting of many
threads ; vivXoi pictured or brocaded

robes.-, , (voXvs,) as fern. Adj.

much courted, wooed by many.-, ov, (ttoXvs,) much-remem-

bering, mindful, grateful. II. pass, much-remem-

bered, never to be forgotten.-, opos, , , (voXvs,) remem-

bering much, mindful.-, , contr. from -, (voXvs,

vpvos) Polymnia, i. e. the Muse of many hymns, one

of the nine Muses, goddess of lyric poetry.-, ov, (ttoXvs,) with many arts

or accomplishments.-, ov, (ttoXvs,) much-labouring,

much-enduring. II. pass, won by much toil.-5, ov, (ttoXvs,) of many words,

wordy, talkative. II. pass, much-talhed-of

famous in story, storied.

-vaos, ov, (voXvs, vaos) with many tejnples.-, ov, , (ttoXvs,) with many
sailors.-€5,, , (voXvs, veitcos) much-wrangling

:

often as a prop. n. 1'olynices.-, ov, (voXvs,) overcast with

clouds, very cloudy : there is also a Dor. form voXv-

ve(piXas, gen. a.-, ov, , (voXvs,) a frequent con-

queror.-, is, (ttoXvs,) deep with snow.

iroXu-£eivos, ov, Ion. for sq.

iroXt»-^€vos Ion. -fjetvos, ov, also , ov, (ttoXvs,

^ivos, guvos):—of persons, entertaining many guests,

very hospitable. II. visited by many guests.

iroXri-^eo-Tos, ov, (voXvs, £iaj) much-polished., to be 'rich, abound in wine. From
-otvos, ov, (voXvs, oTvos) abounding in wine.-, ov, (voXvs,) very wealthy : rich

in blessings : abundant.-, ov, (voXvs,) very rainy.-, ov, (zoXvs,) many-eyed.-, ov, (voXvs, opvis) abounding in

birds.

, 77, abundance of dainties : abundance of

food. From-, ov, (ttoXvs, oipov) abounding in dain-

ties : luxurious.-, is, (voXvs,) much-si/ffering., , (voXvnais) abundance of children.

iroXO-iraiiraXos, ov, (voXvs,) exceeding

crafty.\-, -vaidos, , , (voXvs,) with many
children.--, ov, (ttoXvs, vols, <paos) very

bright.-, ov, gen. ovos, (ttoXvs,) with

great possessions, very wealthy., , lo?ig experience. 2. frequent or

daring enterprise. From
-Tmpos, ov, (voXvs, veipa) much-experienced.-, ov, gen. ovos, (noXvs, veipas) with

many boundaries : of orfrom many countries.-, is, (ttoXvs, vivOos) much-mourning,

very mournful. II. pass, much-mourned.-, ov, =., ov, , so?i of Polypemon, in allu-

sion to the meaning of the word ; v..-, ov, gen. ovos, (voXvs,) causing

manifold woe, baneful.-, ov, (voXvs,) close-woven.-, &kos, , , (voXvs, £) with many
springs or fountains.

-mKpos, oi£j (noXvs, vinpos) very keen or bit-

ter ; neut. pi. as Adv. very bitterly.-5, is, (voXvs, vivos) very dirty.-, ov, (voXvs,) much-ivan-

dering, roamingfar a-field : much-erring. 11.

act. (voXvs,) leading far astray : metaph.

beguiling, delusive.-, is, (voXvs,) roaming far

or long ; * the wandering ivy. 2.

much-erring.-, ov, (voXvs, vXS.voa)far- or oft-

wandering : of blows, showeredfrom all sides.-, ov, = voXvvXavi)s.-, , , =.
TTo\v-Tx\iQpos, ov, (voXvs, vXiOpov) many

in size: generally far-extending.-€5, ov, (voXvs,) closely -twined.-, ov, (voXvs,) with many

locks : of the polypus, with many feelers., , intricacy, cunning, craft. From-, ov, (voXvs,) much-tangled,

thick-wreathed. 2. metaph. tangled, intricate,

complex. II. act. entangling intriguing.-, ov, , poet. vovXvnvSes, — voXvvovs.

iroXv-iroixiXos, ov, (noXvs, voik'iXos) much-varie-

galed.

-Trovos, ov, (voXvs, vivos) much-labouring,

much-suffering ; also causing much pain, painful.

iroXuiros, ov, , see voXvvovs.
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large rivers.-', , (,) very venerable.

[],-, , , ace., (,) many-footed. II. as Subst. or

more commonly (even in Att.)-, , 6,

the many-footed one, the sea-polypus ; gen.-
bOs ; ace. or : plur. nom.-, etc. : poet. nom., : Dor.-
ttos ; Lat. polypus.

Ion.-, f., (-^) to be busy about many things, to be very

busy : to be meddlesome or officious : to meddle in

public affairs, intrigue., (') officious inter-

ference, meddling: a meddling, active character.

From-, ov, gen. ovos, (,)
busy after many things, officious, meddling, turbulent.

-irpuos, ov, (,) very mild.-, Ion. for .-&, ov,(,) rich in sheep

or cattle : Sup..-, , ov, = .- Ion.-, , (,)
much-scared, timorous.-, , (,) of or with many
folds : with many glens or valleys.-, ov,(,) with many towers.-, ov, (,) rich in corn.

-paTTTOS, ov, =.-, ov, (,) much-worked,

highly-wrought.*-,, , ,(,* =) rich

in sheep orflocks: only found in nom. pi.,
never in nom. sing.-, , —*.-, ov, (,) with many roots.-, ov,(,) abounding in roses.

TToXvp-poGos, ov, (, ) much-dashing,

loud-roaring : very clamorous.-, ov, (,) much-
whizzing.

-poos, ov, contr. -povs, , and-
pirros, ov, (, ) much-flowing ; of blood,

shed in streams.'2,,
;
gen., , ; dat., ), <p; ace.,,:—Ion. nom.,,, ace.,,:

the Ion. declension is retained by the Att. in all

cases, except nom. and ace. sing., masc. and neut.

The following are Ep. forms : sing. gen., pi.

nom. contr.; gen.; dat.,, ; ace. contr. ; also

gen. plur. fern, and []:—»,
neut., are also Ep. forms.

I. Of Number, many, opp. to/ few : also of

anything often repeated ; jtos

this word was often repeated. i. also of Size or

Degree, as, a heavy storm of snow
;

deep sleep ; of a person,^ -
great and large; I have been

much extolled; ~/ afar-spread report;

strotig necessity. 3. of the Value
of a thing ; agios worth much ; -

, Lat. magni facere, to reckon of much con-

sequence. 4. c. gen., as for; for . .
is often joined to another Adj.,

many men and good. 6. in Att. with the article,

the many, a majority ; so also,
;

> for the most part. 7• is often

joined with a Partic. and ', as, ?
{
v-

he was urgent in his entreaties. II. of

Space, large, far, wide ; a long way.
III. of Time, long.

As Adv. in neut. sing, and pi., Ion.,, much, very : also many times, oft-times, often,

often strengthd. by : of Space, a great way : of

Time, long: of Degree, far, very much. 2.

is joined with a Comp. Adj. to increase its force;

or much better : with Comp.
Adv., much more : with Sup., as

much the first. 3. many times,

often: mostly, usually. 4. with Preps.;

for long ; far.

Comp. Att. ; Sup..-, ov, (,) very rotten.-, ,(,)fleshiness, plumpness.-,,(,) most august.-, , (,) very venerable.-,, , (,) a ruler

over many.-?,,(,) vsry hurffid, bane-

fid, mischievous., , abundance of corn ox food. From-, ov, (,) abounding in corn.

II. high-fed,full of meat.-, ov, (,) many-oared.-, ov,(,) far-springing,

swift : bounding.-, ov,(,) wide-riding.

\-\.%, ov, (,) very shady.

iroXiMTKOireXos, ov, (,) very rocky.-, , (,) thick-woven.

TToXv-airepTjs, ,(,) wide-spread, scat-

tered abroad, numerous.-, ov,(,~/) of great

mercy or compassioii.

iro\v<nropos, ov, (, ) much-sown,

fruitful.-?, ov, (,) rich in

grapes.--, , gen. , (,) rich in

j

ears of corn, yielding rich crops.

\
-, ov. with many stems.
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, (,) deep-sigh-TToXv-aTcvaKTOS,

ing, miserable.-^, ov, with many wreaths.-, is,(,) crowned with many

a wreath; thick-crowned with

laurel.-, ov, (, ) much-spotted,

dappled.

iroXvcTTixCa, , a number of lines. From-,,,) of or in many lines.-, ov,(,) with many rows., to speak much. From-, ov, (,) many-mouthed.--, ov, (,) much sighmg,

mournful, melancholy.-, 77, a turning oneself to andfro. From-, ov, (,) much-twisted :

pliant, versatile.-, ov, (,) of many

syllables.--, ov, many-jointed.-, ov, (,) split into many

parts, branching.-5, ov, (,) many-corded.-, ov,(,) yielding large heaps

of corn.-, ov,(,) weighing or

worth many talents.-5, is, {-,) much-frightened.-€5, ov, (,) bearing many

children.€€, ,() great expense, costli-

?iess, expensivefiess.-, es, (,) very expensive, cost-

ly :—of persons, sumptuous, extravagant

:

—Comp.

and Sup.,-.€5, Adv. , expensively:—Sup., in the costliest manner.-, , (,) much-delighting.-, , , or-, , (,) one skilled in many arts.-, ov, also , ov,(,) highly

honoured or revered. II. of high value, costly.'-, ov,(,) much revered. II.

of high value, costly.•-, ov, (,) held in high honour :

also worthy of high honour, [t metri grat.]-,, ,(, ) much-enduring.-, , , , (,) much-

enduring, very patient.7-5, ,(,) having had much

to endure, hence unfortunate.-, ov,(,) miich-cut, much-

lacerated.-,, , , (,) abound-

ing in doves.-,,(,$) much-pierced, per-

forated, full of holes, porous.

-, , , (,) with

, variety of resources,

TToXv-TpLTTOVS,

many tripods.

Ion. -,
versatility, craft. From-oiros, ov,(,) much-turned, i.e.

much-travelled, wandering. II. turning many
ivays, versatile, ifigenious : changeful. 2. manifold.
Hence, Adv. in divers manners.-, ov,(,) running about
much, bustling.-, ov, (,) much-famed in

sofig, much-renowned.-, ov, (,) much sung of, fa-
mous : honoured with many hymns.-, ov, (,) knowing
many drugs or charms.-, ov,(,) much spoken of, very

famous : also in a high strain.- Dor. —, ov,(,) with

many tales or legends : also with loud cries. II.

wordy, full of the din of voices : , as

Subst., = ayopa, the many-voiced, the assembly; is

to bring before the assembly.-, ov,(,) destroying many,

baneful, pernicious. II. pass.,, ov,

utterly destroyed or ruined.-,,(,) having manyfriends,
much-beloved.-, ov, (,) sufferingfrom
many love-charms : deeply enamoured, love-sick.-, ov,(,) loud-roaring,

epith. of the sea.-, ov,(,*) killing many, mur-

derous.-, ov, also, , ov, (,)
feeding many, bountiful., , productiveness. From-, ov,(,) bearing much;-

wine which ivill bear much water ;-
a fortune that wants tempering.-, ,(,) very eloquent, wise,

sagacious.-,,,,(,)fill ofcare.--TOS, , (,) much-

thinking, thoughtful., , fullness of understanding, great

wisdom or understanding. From-,, , ,(,) much-thought-

ful, very sagacious : also ingenious, inventive.-, ov, (,) abounding in

copper or brass : hence rich in copper vessels or

money. II. wrought of solid brass, all-brasen.-, 4s, (,) wide-yawning.-, ov, (,) very warlike.-€,-,,,(,) many-handed,

with many hands: also with many bands or men.

Hence
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^-, , a multitude of hands or work-

men.-, ov, (,) many-stringed:

hence many-toned., , possessioti ofgreat wealth. From-, ov, (,) very wealthy.

TroXvi-xpoviOs, ov, (,) existing a long

time, of the olde?i time, ancient.-, ov, (,) rich in gold,

adorned with gold.-, ov, (,) high-heaped.-&, ov, (,), and-, ov, (,) very sandy., , number or diversity of votes. And-,, , , with many pebbles, pebbly,

of the beds of rivers. From-, ov, (,) with many or

various votes.-, ov,(,) loud-sounding.-, ov,(,) verypainful. II.

pass, suffering great pain.-5, ov,(, Aeol. for) of
many names, worshipped tinder many names, II.

ofgreat name, famous, renowned.-, is, and-, ,(,)
with many holes or cells, close-meshed.-, (,) to pay much regard or

attention to, to esteem highly.-, , (,) very, highly use-

fid, useful in many ways : Sup..
Adv. -, in a very serviceable manner.-,, , ,=.,, , (,) a drink, draught., , ov, also , ,() conducting,

attending, escorting : of a wind, fair : of Hermes,
conducting the souls of the dead to the nether world.,&, Dor. for,., , () a leading in procession

:

any solemn or religious procession. II. jeering,

ribaldry, customary in the processions of Bacchus
and Ceres.-, , () any vessel employed in

solemn processions. II. at Athens, the place

where they were kept., Ion., ,() one who attends

or escorts, a guide, conductor. 2. one who goes in

procession.€-, Ion. impf. : f. : (-) :

—

to attend, escort, guide, conduct. II. to

lead a procession : to swagger or strut: to abuse with

ribald jests, as was customary in processions (see)., ,() a sending, despatching, escort-

ing : guidance, conduct, escort. 2. a sending

away, a sending home to one's country. II. a
solemn procession, Lat. pompa. III. an inter-

vention, suggestion, guidance., "fjas, nom. and ace. pi. of.

, , ,() of or for a solemn pro-

cession : showy, stately., ov, also , ov,() conducting, es-

corting, guiding : homeward. II. pass, sent,

brought., ,() one who attends or escorts, an
escort, guide: plur. attendants, guards. 2.

a messenger. II. as Adj. conducting, leading

;

the signal or beacon fire.-^,(,) to conduct a fleet

or ship.-, ,(,)
the noise made by bubbles rising.£, f.,() to bubble or boil up

:

to gushforth.£, vyos, ,() a bubble.'5, ov, , a bubble, blister.€€5, Aeol. for, part. pass, or

med. of., () used by Horn, mostly as Dep. iro-, with fut. med.- ; aor. I med.-
and pass,; pf. pass, : I.

absol. to toil, work hard; to

toil in the fight; hence to be worn out, exhausted. 2.

metaph. to be in distress or anxiety, feel pain of
mind. II. c. ace. to work at, work hard at, to

perform zealously.

After Horn, the Act. iroveco is more freq., f. --: aor. : pf.:—Pass., aor.

: pass, : I. c. ace. pers. to

cause toil or pain to another. 2. c. ace. rei, to

gain by toil or labour, to work out : Pass, to be won
by labour and pains. II. intr. to toil, stiffer pain
or hardship : c. ace. cognato, ,
to undergo, endure labour. Hence, , , that which is wrought out,

work.,, , a knavish trick. From, Dep.() to be evil or wicked,

to deal wickedly., ,() badness, ill condition, wicked-

ness, knavery, Lat. pravitas : also cowardice., , ,() causing pain or hardship

:

hence, . painful. i. distressed, in sorry

plight : of things, bad, sorry : useless, in bad state

or condition ; a bad state of

things. .3. in moral sense, bad, worthless, villain-

ous, knavish, wicked. Hence, Adv. ill, miserably ; to be

ill off, be in a sorry plight.

j

, Ep. 3 sing. aor. 1 med. of.
ttovos, , (,) task-work, hard work,

toil, drudgery, Lat. labor ; the toil of

j

battle : hence, =, a battle, action, the tug

I of war. 2. a task. II. pain of body or mind,

suffering, grief: in plur. pains, distress. III. the,

fruit or result of labour, a work.

irovTias,, poet. fem. of.
U
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£, f.,{) to plunge or sink in the

sea, Lat. mergo :—Pass, to be drowned.

ttovtukos, , , {ttovtos) of,from or in the sea: esp.

of the itUvtos TLvgtivos or Black Sea: cf. ttovtos. II.

from Pontus, Pontic ; the treefrom
Pontus, the hazel.

ttOvtlos, a, ov, also os, ov, {ttovtos) of, from or in

the sea : ruling the sea., aros, , {) that %vhich is cast

into the sea.

irovTOGev, Adv. (ttovtos) from or out of the sea.-5, , , [ttovtos,) one who fishes

in the sea.-, ovtos, 6, (ttovtos,) lord of the sea., Adv. {ttovtos) into the sea., r),{) a Nereid, the Sea-

passer.

and -, to pass over the sea.

From-?, ov, {ttovtos,) passing over the

sea, sea-faring.-, Cjvos, o, {ttovtos,) Sea-

Poseidon, Neptune of the sea.

XIO'NT02, ov, o, the sea, esp. the open sea, the

high sea. II. YIOvtos the Black Sea ; in full,

YIovtos Ev£eivos. 7. the country Po?itus at the

east end of the Black Sea.-, ov, {ttovtos,) sea-shaken., Ep. gen. of ttovtos.,, aTOS, , =., ,{) anything baked, a flat cake,

used at sacrifices., an exclamation of surprise, akin to.
TTOTras, ahos, , —., the cry of the hoopoe., exclam. of surprise, anger, or pain, oh ! fie

!

shame ! akin to !—also ., cry of the hoopoe.

Dor.- : fut. : aor. 1

: Pass., aor. :

—

to whistle with

the lips compressed : to cry hush ! also to make a
hissing sound in playing the flute, to play ill. Hence

Dor.-, =.
inru&, Dor. for.,, $, , and.,, , {-) a whistling, esp. in applause., , , older form of irapda\is., , () crepitus ventris.

irope, Ep. for ; see *., ,{) a walking, mode of walking,

gait, Lat. incessus. II. a going, a journey, pas-

sage : a march. 1. a crossing beyond seas, cross-

ing a river.

iropeuOeis,, aor. I part, and inf. of -.̂, aTOS, ,{) a passage, way;-
a place where men resort. 2. a means

of going, carriage, conveyance.

—., ov, also , ov, {) that may be
crossed or traversed, passable.

TTCpcuTcos, a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be
traversed or travelled over. II. neut.,
one must go.

iropevTOs, , , also os, ,{) travelling,

journeybig., f.-: {):—to bring, carry, con-

vey, esp. to ferry or convey across a river. 2. of
things, to bring, carry : to furnish, supply. II.

Pass, and Med., fut. med.-, aor. 1

pass, : pf. :

—

to be carried or

carry oneself, to go, walk, march, travel. 2. c. ace.

loci, to pass over, traverse.^, f.; pf. pass,:—collat. form
of, to destroy, ravage, waste, plunder : to be-

siege a town: of persons, to slay, kill, destroy:—Pass.

to be ruined, undone. Hence,,, ,{) ravage, plunder., $, ,{) the sack of a town., ov, ,{) a ravager, plunderer., opos, , poet, for$, a ravager.€ Ion. -, ,{) a place for
crossing, a passage over, ferry. II. a passage-
boat, ferry-boat. III. the fare of a ferry, Lat.

naidum., $, ,{) a crossing over,

passage., ea;s Ion. rjos, ,{) a ferryman,
boatma?i, Lat. poriitor : a seaman..€, f. ,{) to carry or ferry over a

strait, river, etc.: to carry over, carry, convey:— Pass,

to be carried or ferried over, to be transported from
place to place. II. intr. in Act., like Lat. tra-

jicere, to pass over, cross over., , Ion. for.,,, ,{$) aferry; a strait,

a ferry-boat, passage-boat., ,{) a ferry: a strait, frith,

a crossing by ferry, a passage.•, f. Att. ; aor. : Med., f.

: Pass., f. : aor. :

pf. : () :

—

to bring, conduct, fetch,

convey. II. tofurnish, provide, supply : to bring

about, contrive, devise:—Med. to furnish for oneself,

provide, procure, get

:

—Pass,, impers. it is

in o?ie's power to do . . ., ov, {) able to provide or supply

:

wealthy, rich. II. full of resources, inventive:

c. ace, fertile of resource in difficul-

ties. III. of things, practicable.

iropis, 10s, , poet, form of5.
TropuTjxos, , {) a procuring: a means of

acquiring : also profit, gain.

iropurnris, ov, , {) a provider, purveyor

:

at Athens, the were a financial board to

raise ways and means. 3. purveyors, conveyancers,

as pirates called themselves. Hence

II.

II.



-, 17», fitfor purveying: able to procure.2, , , a ring or hoop, which ran round

the part where the iron head of a spear was fastened

to the shaft.

iropveia, ,() fornication : prostitution.

-iropv€iov, ,() a brothel.

iropvevo), f. <,() to prostitute:—Pass, of a

woman, to be or become <a harlot., ,() a harlot., , Dim. of. \yt]

iropviKos, , ,() of orfor harlots.^, f. ,() to keep a

brothel. Hence, , brothel-keeping.7-05, , (,) a brothel-keeper.

•wopvos, <5, () a fornicator. •

Tfopos, ,() a means ofpassing a river, a ford
or ferry : a strait, frith. 2. $ the paths

of the sea. 3. a way through or over, thorough-

fare, passage : a way, track. II. c. gen. rei, a

way or means of achieving ; ofiov a means

of performing the journey; a way

rf raising money. 2. absol. a contrivance, re-

source. 3. in plur. i ways and meansj resources,

revenue.•7£, f.,() to grasp by the handle,

to hold a shield by the handle., aros, , () a garment fastened

with a buckle or brooch.

iropira£, duos, , () the handle of a shield.

; f. [] Ion. :

—

to fasten with a
buckle, to buckle or clasp down. From, , () like, the pin or tongue of

the buckle, a buckle or brooch.,, aros, to, Ion. for., Adv., Lat. porro, Att. for, far, far

off: see,-. Hence-, Adv.from afar ; and, Adv. far., , ov, Sup. Adj.() furthest.7«, -, Adv., Comp. and Sup. of, firther on or off, furthest off., =, to offer, give

tend to, cherish : to manage, arrange.,, Adv., Comp. and Sup. cf
or-, further,furthest.

[] : Ep. fut. contr. — :

(*) :

—

-to proffer, offer, give, present, furnish :

tern. part, fut., to prepare
his bed. II. generally, to make ready, provide

:

•—Med. to providefor oneself get ready. 2. to exe-

cute, order, arrange, adjust. III. of persons, to

treat with care, to cherish, tend : also to esteem., Adv., =,: see, -.
., clkos, , =$, a calf
TropTis, ios, , a young heifer, calf: any young ani-

mal : metaph. a young maiden, girl, Lat. juvenca.
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hence to at-

-, ov, ($,) breeding calves.

Ion.- [], ,() the purple-

fish, Lat. murex. II. the purple dye obtainedfrom
it, purple. III. in plur. purple clothes or robes.€5, , ov, Att. contr., , ovv

:

() :— Lat. purpureus, purple, dark, first of

the sea: a dark cloud. 2. dyed
with murex or purple-fish, purple, red. 3. rosy,

bright, beauteous, like Lat. purpureus.

7€5, , 6,() a fisher for purple-

fish, a purple-dyer, Lat. purpurarius. Hence, , , of ox for a purple-dyer.,, if,() a purple garment or

covering. II. a red-coloured bird.,5, ,() a red-coloured water-

bird.-, ,(,) purpled, dark.-5,, , fern.-,,(,) a dealer in purple, seller of purple.•-, ov,(,) spread

with purple cloth., ,, Att. contr. for.
[], a redupl. form of, (as

of), to grow dark, esp. of the sea ; els -^ as when the huge
sea grows dark with its dumb swell (i. e. with waves

I

that do not break, opp. to d\s) : metaph. to be

troubled, disquieted, oi much
was his heart troubled. II. to grow purple.*, obsol. pres. of the aor. 2, and pf.-

: I. aor. 2 Ep., part.:—to bring to pass, contrive: to give, offer,

bestow, grant; tofulfil a wish. II.

pf. pass,, to be given or assigned as one's

portion or lot, only used in 3 sing. pf. pass,,
and 3 sing, plqpf., it has, had been fated,

and part,, , ov, allotted ox fated to one:

hence,, an appointed lot, Fate, Destiny;

so also .
*'2, assumed as the interrog. Pron., answering

to the relat. os, whence,, ,, also,,,,, and the Adj..5 . [], Adv.[) how many
times ? how often f Lat. quoties ?

-6, Adv. (*) whither ? Lat. quo ?

and, avos, o, Dor. for".
and -aovios, a, ov, Dor. for-.€€, , a temple of Neptune : neut. from, , ,= ios.,, Poseideon, 0, the sixth month of

the Attic year, answering to the latter half of Decem-
ber and first half of January.,, : ace. : voc. :

Homeric form€ [],, ace., voc.

: Dor.€< or, avos : Ion.,:—Poseidon, Lat. Neptunus, son of

Cronos and Rhea, brother of Jupiter, god of the sea.

U 2



580 ?—., a, ov, sacred to Neptwie : -
(sub. ), the festival of Neptune.'2, , membrum virile., owos, 6, () a little boy., dat. pi. of novs : but, vocat. of., , Ion. for., , ov, Ion. for, sacred to

Poseidon or Neptune.

'22, <3, gen., dat. Ep., voc.

Ttoais or 7roVt : pi., nom. $, Ep. ace. wofftas :

—

husband, spouse, mate: when opp. to,$ was

a lawfid husband, a paramour., ios Att. , , () a drinking, drink,

beverage: a drinking -bout ; rrapi , Lat.

inter pocida, over their cups.

tvoctos Ion., , ov, interrog. Adj. of relat.

oaos and demonstr.:—how great ? Bow much?

of what value? Lat. quantus? II., , ov,

indef. Adj., of any size or number, Lat. aliquantus

:

enl- to a certain degree.-, Adv.(,*) in how many days?

within how many days ?

or -iv, Ep. for, dat. pi. of novs.

-KpoTOS, ov, (novs,) beaten by the foot

in dancing., , , poet, for, a husband.

irocTTatos, a, ov,() in how many days f on

which day ?

ttocttos, , ov, (noaos) which of a number ? Lat.

quotus ? eros ore . . ; how many years

is it since . . ? II. how small ? Lat. qtiantulus.

hot, shortd. Dor. for, npos, only before the

Article, as , , , etc., Aeol. for *., Dor. for, imperat. of.-, Dor. fut. of.--atvios, a, ov, also os, ov,( =, ouvos)

like, newly told of fresh, new, Lat, recens

:

metaph. unwonted, unheard-of., , ov, —, [], Dor. and poet, for, 3
sing. aor. I med. of.€£*, Dor. fut. med. (in pass, sense) of^., Adv.() 'like a river.

..0%, , ov, Ion. and poet, for.5,, poet. fern, of.-, ov,(,) drawn from a

stream or in streams.5, a, ov, also os, ov,() of or from
a river, on a river.6, Adv. into, to, towards a river. From, ov, , (-, Root of) a river,

stream. II. personified,, , a river-god.-, ov, (,) carried

away by a river.

ttotIvos, ,,() Dor. for, winged,

flying, furnished with wmgs.

, poet, for, to fly : fut. med. -- aor. I pass. Dor.- : pi.

Dor.- (with pres. sense), Ep. 3 pi.

: 3 sing, plqpf. :

—

to be upon the

iving; hover, flit about., , , —. Adv. -.-^, Dor. for.
iTOT-uoios, , ov, Dor. for8.

Ion., (*$) interrog. Particle, when f at

what time ? II. ttotc, enclit. Particle, at some
time, at any time, once, erst. In answering clauses,

. . , .. , at one time .. , at another . . ;

sometimes . . sometimes ; Lat. modo .. modo . . :— in

questions it strengthens the interrogation, ;

Ep.€ ; how ever ? how possibly ?, avos, Dor. for.>€|, Dor. for, 3 sing. aor. I

med. of.€, Ep. for, to fly.
-

ttot€Os, a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be drunk, drink-

able. II., neut. one must drink.

-€£, Dor. for.
TTOT€pos, a, ov Ion. KOT€pos, , ov, (*«,)

whether or which of the two? LzLuter? 2. the
neut. or is freq. used as Adv. at the

beginning of an interrog. sentence containing two
contrary propositions, . ;

,
. . ; like Lat.

utrum .
.

, an . . ? whether .
.

, or . . ? II. without
interrog., like, either ofthe two, Lat. alteruter.-., Dor. for.-, Adv. () on whether of the two
sides . . ? on which of two sides ? at which of two
places ?

iroTcpcuS, Adv. of, in. which of two ways ?

Lat. utro modo?€€, Adv.() to whether of two sides f

to which of two places ?-, Dor. for.,, ,() flight.-, Dor. for, inf. of.,, ,() flight., Dor. for, part, of.', , , .., rjpos, , (- Root of) a drinking-

cup, wine-cup., , (- Root of) a drinking-cup,

wine-cup., vtos, , (- Root of) drink.

iroVns, ov, , fern, irons,, (- Root of)
a drinker, tippler: with another Subst.,

a tippling lamp:— Comic Sup. fem., a

hard drinker., ,,() flying, winged;,
, fowls, birds., Dor. for.-,-, Dor. for,-.-^, Dor. for-.
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rtroTi5<Y^€vos, Dor. for, part. Ep. aor.

2 of.-, Dor. for.-4,-, -Bopmos, Dor. fbr-.-€, Dor. for., f. Att. , () to give to drink : to

ivater., Dor. for$, aor. 2 imperat. of-., Dor. for-, 3 sing. pf. pass,

of.̂, Dor. fcr, 3 sing. aor. I

nied. of, ov, (- Root of) of water, fit to

drink, fresh: opp. to salt; nietaph. sweet, pleasant.-, Dor. for-., Ep. pf. part. fem. of.-, Dor. for., Dor. for.-, Dor. for-., Comic Sup. of.•-, Dor. for.
lroTt-TpoTratos, ov, Dor. for.-,, , Dor. for., ,() that which befalls one, one's lot,

destiny : one's evil destiny ; death., , Ep. for., , a title used in addressing females :—as

Subst. lady, mistress, queen : c. gen.,

queen of wild beasts:—as Adj. revered, august, awful:

—only found in nom. and voc., ace.,
except that nom. pi., is used of Ceres and
Proserpine.

iroTviaBes,,() the shouting, screaming ones,

epith, of the Bacchanals. 2. also as pi. to,
awful, used of the Erinyes.., Dep. to call out,, to a

deity : to invoke with loud cries, cry aloud, shriek.-, Lacon. for.,,(- Root of) that which one drinks,

a drink, draught; meat and drink. 2.

a spring offresh water, a well : generally, water.-£, Dor. for-.
ttotos, , , verb. Adj. from Root IJO- (v.)

for drinking, drunk.

ttotos, , (- Root of) a drinking, a drink-

ing-bout, carousal.-, Dor. for.,,, TroTTcos,, etc., Dor.

for , , , , , etc.-€, Dor. for-.; Ion. ; interrog. Adv.: (*7ros) where? Lat.

ubi ? c. gen., yrjs ; $ ; where, in what
part of the world? Lat. ubinam terrarumf 2. how?
in what manner ¥ II. as enclit., anywhere,

somewhere.-, Ion. for.-,, Ion. for,.

irotAvs, neut., Ep. for,.-, , Ion. for.-, is, Ion. for.-, ov, Ion. for.'5, , gen. : dat. pi. Ep.,
: Ep. gen. and dat. dual:—Lat. PES,

afoot: in plur. also a bird's talons or claws; the arms
or feelers of a polypus;

—

a wooden,
artificial foot : in plur. also a footpace,£ . . -

in boxing and in the foot-race ;

to race on foot : bu4, from head

to foot. 2. of close proximity, or, just before one's feet, i. e.

before one;— so also, , , ,, close before or beside one ;

straightway, at once : hence, and

what lies before one, anything obvious, com'

mon; cp.,. 3. in various phrases:

( backwards, with one's face forwards ;

to retreat without turning one's

back, at one's leisure :— $ with all the

power of one's feet, at full speed, on the track or

trail, Lat. vestigio; the very

next, following day :

—

as he is off for

feet, i.e. as quick as he can :

—

£
to have one'sfoot out of a thing, be clear of it :—e£, i. e. alone, singly ; £
quietly. II. metaph. of things, thefoot or lowest

part, the foot of a hill, Lat. radix montis. 2. io a

ship, are the two lower corners of the sail, or

rather the ropes by which the sails are tightened and

slackened, the sheets ; to slack the

sheet; so , opp. to to haul it

tight. III. afoot, as a measure of length. IV.

a foot in Prosody.& Ion.,, : () :

—

that

which has been done, a deed .-—generally, like Lat.

res, a thing done, a thing, fact, matter, affair : esp.

a thing right or jit to be done, one's business : ~/, c. inf. it is my duty or business to do: with

a negat., it is no matter, of no conse-

quence. 2. an object of cofisequence or considera-

tion ; of a person,

Democedes was treated with the great-

est consideration by the king. 3. of a battle, an ac-

tion, affair. 4. of something disgraceful, the thing,

the business, job. II. in plur. affairs,

circumstances. 2. state-affairs, public business, the

power of a state ; the

affairs or interests of the Greeks, political power ; 01

\v - men in office, ministers. 3. one's

private affairs ; a good condition of

affairs, success, good luck. 4. business, esp. in bad

sense, troublesome business, trouble, annoyance;-
to have trouble about a thing :

to cause one trouble.€,,() theprosecution ofa

business, diligent study, diligence : the course cr mode
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II. an occupation, business

;

of treating a thing.

a trade, calling, way of life : law-busmess, a law

stiit : in plur. troubles..€. Ion.- : Dep. with fut. med.-, aor. I med.- ,
pass. iy-

: pf. pass,^^ : () :

—

to be busy, take trouble : c. ace. rei, to make a thing

one's business, take in band, treat of, labour to bring

it about; esp. to carry on a business, Lat. negotiari:

to prosecute a laivsuit:~€ to

spend the night in business. II. pf.€((-
also in pass, sense, to be laboured at, worked out.-, , Dim. of, a petty lawstiit.,-*, ov, (,) one ivho

hunts up lawsuits, a pettifogger., cos,, poet, for: also =,
state-affairs., Adv. of irpats, mildly, gently.

irpaOeeiv, Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of.
irpaOeis, aor. pass. part, of., aor. I pass. inf. of.,,, the Lat. praetorium, the tent or hall

of the praetor : a judgment-hall : the palace of the

chief magistrate.

irpaKT€os, a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be

done. II. neut., one must do.

Ion., rjpos, ,() one that

does, a doer: a trader, merchant. Hence,, ov, executing, accomplishing

.

, , ,() ft for doing, fit for
action or business: active, busy, able, effective, ener-

geUc ', , , verb. Adj. of, done, to be

done; subjects of moral action, opp. to., opos, , poet, for, one who does

or executes, a worker. II. o?ie who exacts pay-

ment, a tax-gatherer. 2. one who exacts punish-

ment, a punisher, avenger; also as Adj.,( with avenging hand.

Tlpa^veios or oJvos, 6, Pramnian wine,

so called from Mount Pramne in the island of Icaria., Doric Adv., —, before: formerly, one time,

lately; a short time ago. [a]

irpS\nr'|s, is, Dor. and Att. for.
irpd£is, (- Ion. irpf^ts, tos, ,) a doing,

transaction, business, affair ; on business,

for purposes of traffic. 2. the progress or result of
a btisiness ; ov tis yooio no good
comes of weeping; the issue of the

oracles. II. a doing, acting, action, opp. to

naOos, suffering. III. intr. a doing (well or ill),

a certain state, condition. IV. the exaction of
money or ofpunishment : revenge.

irpSovcos, Adv. of irpaos, formed from obsol.,
temperately.

OS, neut. : the fern, in use is irpaeia,

from irpavs (Ion.), which is also used in masc»

and neut. of all the singul. cases : in plur. both»
and npaeis in ncm., irpaois and in dat. : neat.
nom. andacc. is, rarely:—mild, soft: of
persons, meek, gentle : of animals, tame : of sound,
gentle, low, soft. 2. soothing, taming.—Comp.
TTpaoTtpos or irpavTcpos Ion.^*. Hence, $, , mildness, meekness, gentleness.2, ioos, , mostly used in pi. €«, ai r

= eppeves, the midriff, diaphragm : — then, since

this was thought to be the seat of the understand-
ing, 2. like (pptvts, the understanding, mind: also

the heart. [],,() a bed in a garden, garden-plot

;

by companies.

irpao-ip.os, ov, () for sale, to be sold, Lat.

venalis.

irpdcns, €&is Ion. Trpf,<ris, ics, ,() a sell-

ing, sale.

IIPA'SON, , a leek, Lat. porrum. [a]-, ,(, ^) a leek-slice.-, , Ep. for Opaoo-(payos, (,,
<payeev) Leek-eater, name of a frog., , poet, for, Leek-green, name
of a frog., Dor. for.
IIPA'52fi Ion. Att. : fut.

Ion. : aor. I enpa£a Ion. : pf.

Ion., and in intr. sense pf. 2 :—

•

Pass., fut., paullo-post f.^ :

aor. 1£ : pf.^ :—properly, to pass

through, like ; to pass through

the sea ; to pass through, finiih a

journey :—hence, in common usage, to achieve, bring

about, effect, accomplish, to do, work; ,
to achieve, win glory: to take charge of a thing. II.

to practise a buiiness, trade, way of life;' to attend to, mind one's own affairs, opp. to-€ , tt)s^ manage state-affairs:

also absol., licavus competent to manage public

affairs: hence, generally, to transact, vianage;-
tciv to manage matters for

the interest of the Thebans. III. to do, practise,

Lat. agere: absol. to act, be the doer or agent. IV,

intr. to be in a certain state or condition, fare : esp.

or$ to do or fare well or ill ; esp.

in pf. 2. 2. « and mean
also to deal well or ill, to behave well or ill to-

wards. V. c. dupl. ace. pers. et rei,

to do something to one. VI. c. dupl. ace. m
another sense, apyipiov to exact money
from one : metaph., to exact punish-

ment for a murder : and so to avenge

:

—Pass., -
vpay€vos having the tribute exacted:—
Med., to exact or extort for oneself. VII.

c. ace. pers.,( to make an end of him.

Lat. conficere ; pf. pass. part, eayivos undone,,

utterly ruined, Lat. confectus., fut. of. [a]
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Ion.,, ,(-) a teller,

dealer.

Ion., ,(-) a place

for selling, a market, mart.3, Dor. for, []
irpuTOs, 77, , verb. Adj. of, to be sold.

irp&TOs, a, ov, Dor. for., Att. for.- Ion.-,, , ,(,')
softly-smiling.-, tos, , , (,) of gentle

counsel.

irpaimris, (, , a softening, appeasing. From
Ion. [] : fut. : aor. I: Pass., aor. : pf. :{) :
—to make soft, mild or gentle, to soften,

soothe, calm, tame

:

—Pass, to become gentle, calm

down ; of passion, to abate.--, , (vpavs,) gentleness.

Ttpavs,, rp&'u, Ion., =. Hence^,, , mildness, getitloiess., Adv. of, mildly, ge?itly., Adv.from the stump, root and branch,

utterly. From', , the lowest part of the trunk of a

tree, the stump, Lat. caudex : generally, the stem,

trunk.

irp€TrovTO)S, Adv. part, of, in fit manner, fitly,

meetly, beseemingly, gracefully., 77, ,() distinguished, eminent.2 : fut. : aor. I : no pf. is

found ;

—

to be clearly seen or heard, be conspicuous :

to bt distinguished in or by a thing : generally, to be

plain or manifest. II. to be like, resemble. III.

to become, beseem, suit ; c. dat. pers.,

mortal things beseem mortal men. 2. im-

pers., Lat. decet, it is fitting, it beseems, suits,

becomes, c. dat. pers. et inf. : when the ace. follows

alone, this depends on an inf. omitted, as,, $$[] to avenge our-

selves, as it is fit [to avenge ourselves upon] them :

rarely c. gen. pers., f
t
v '

this were well worthy of my evil genius. 3. part.

neut. , , that which is seemly,

fitness, propriety, Lat. decorum.

7rp€7T-u)8i]S, ,(,) fitting, becoming, suit-

able, proper.4, , , old Ep. fern, of, the august,

honotired., ,() age, seniority; -
by the right of the elder. II. rank, dig-

nity. III. as ambassadors were usually old men,
an embassy, embassage, the body of ambassadors.€€, Ion. and Ep. -, ,() a

gift of honour, such as was offered to an elder; mostly

in f 1. privileges, prerogatives., a, ov Ion. -irjtos, , ov,() vene-

rable.
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€€,?7, =,, fern. of, the august,

venerated., arcs, ,() one sent on an
embassy, an ambassador., ,() a serving on an embassy,

embassage.€€5, , ,() an ambassador., f.: pf.: () :

—intr. to be older or eldest. 2. to take place of
others, properly, by right of seniority, to take prece-

dence, c. gen. : hence to rule over, sway, c. gen. : ab-

sol. to be best. II. trans, to place as oldest, first,

to put first in rank : hence to pay honour or worship

to :—Pass, to befirst ox foremost, hold thefirst place

:

also to have the advantage, have the best of it, Lat.

antiquior esse. III. to be an ambassador, treat

or negotiate as one

:

—Med. to send ambassadors :

also to go as ambassador

:

—Pass., pf. part, -
the acts of an ambassador., , Ion. for.€, , Ion. for.

€.05, , ov, Ion. for.\%, , , —; the

highest or most valued honour.5, , poet, for, age.^, , ov, poet. Sup. of., ,() an object of reverence.•, , seniority of birth. From-, ,(,) eldest-born.'52, and, , an old man, poet, for

:—hence, as from an Adj., come the De-
grees of Comparison, see,,. II. an elder : then, since the elders

were preferred to power and dignity,, , dat., elders, chiefs, princes. 2. an ambas-
sador., , ov, Sup. of, eldest : hence

venerable, reverend, honoured.€€,, a council ofelders().
From€€5, a, ov, Comp. of, elder: hence

superior by birth, and so generally, greater, higher,

more important ; ,
to reckon their duty to the gods

superior to their duty to men. II. as Subst.,-, , an elder of the Jewish Council : an elder

of the Church, a presbyter.

[], ov, ,() an old matt, Lat.

senex : fern,,, an old woman. Hence05, , , like an old man, elderly.€-5, ov,(,) receiving

the aged.

TTp€vp.€V€ta, 77, kindliness, graciousness. From
7rp€u-p.€vii|S,,(,) gentle of mood, kindly,

gracious. II. propitiating.,, , =., Ion. for.-, Ion. for.
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or, avos, , (,;) the

crop of a bird, so called because thefood is there col-

lected before it passes into, the stomach., Ion. for, aor. I pass. inf. of.', f. : aor. ' : no perf. in use

:

(see) :

—

to blow up, swell out by blowing

;

' ' dVe/xos the wind swelled out

the middle of the sail. 2. to blow out, force or

drive out by blowing., rjpos, 6, Ion. for.,() to blow, blow hard.'2 Dor., is, gen. ios contr. ovs,

Lat. promis, bent forward, head-foremost, opp. to

vnrios. 2. down-hill, downwards, opp. to 6p9ios

(up-hill). Hence£, f. : aor. I pass, :
—to throw

headlong

:

—Pass, to fall headlong., Ion. for, aor. I inf. of.
irpTjijis, ios, , Ep. and Ion. for £$., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. of.
TTpTjais, ios, , Ion. for irpaffcs, sale., Ep. and Ion. for., r)pos, ,{,) a flash of light-

ning, a thunderbolt. II. a hurricane., ($, , see., fut. of to blow. 2. fut. of-
to burn., , Ion. for, a market.-,, ov, Ion. for', (]5, $)

of gentle manners, gentle, meek. [{/], Ion. for : [] From, (, , Ion. for. [~]-^, ovros, , (,) with tamed
neck, [],$ Ep. ovos, , =, a jutting rock, fore-

land, headland, promontory.

irpiap.€vos, aor. 2 part, of./, aor. 2 opt. of.
npi.ap.iKOs, , , also fern., idos, of orfor

Priam.
Ilpiapos, , Priam, king of Troy: properly the

Chief, Leader (from or ).
Ion.^, f., to be like Priapus.

From
Hpiuiros Ion., <5, Priapus, the god of gar-

dens and vineyards, and generally, of agriculture,

chiefly worshipped at Lampsacus., aor. 2 inf. of., imperat. aor. 2 of., Ep. 3 sing, of, aor. 2 of.£, f., =', to saw.5, , Ion. for. []' Dor., Adv. of Time : I. in inde-

pendent sentences, before, formerly, erst, Lat. prius :

also with the Art., or , formerly. 2.

hefore that, first, sooner ; \ hi fcev

beforetime I would not at all receive him ; strength^.,

€ once on a time ; long ago. 3.

in Att. it is often inserted between the Art. and its

Subst-, Aiyevs (sc. ), ancient Aegeus;

77 (sc. ), the day before. II.

is often followed by r), so that is exactly

like the Lat. priusquam, before that. . , followed some-
times by the Infin., sometimes by Subj., etc.:—instead

of , is often repeated in the relat. clause, as, tis

Kiv , '
:

—

napos

and are often also put in the anteced. clause

instead of the first :—but is also very often

used alone for TrptV , so that it becomes a Conjunc-

tion, like priusquam., , Dim. of$.
irpivtvos, , ov, () made from the holm or

evergreen oak, Lat. iligmis : metaph. oaken, totigh,

sturdy : avSp^s hearts of oak.02, , the holm-oak, evergreen oak, Lat.

ilex. II. the scarlet oak.-, es, (, eldos) like holm-oak, tough

as oak.-, c$, {, eibos) like a saw, jagged.,, , aor. I part. pass, of.
TTpiffts, etws, , () a sawing., rjpos, ,{) a sawyer : a saw :-

pes the incisors or front teeth.,, , a kind of whale: but the true name
is5, ecus, 77, the blower (from)., , , verb. Adj. of, cut with a saw,

sawn : that may be sawn., =, imperat. aor. 2 of.,, aor. 2 subj. of.', imperat. : aor. ' : pf. :

Pass., aor. : pf. :
—to saw, saw

asunder : to sever, cut in twain. II. to grind

or gnash the teeth, Lat. stridere oxfrendere dentibus;

esp. with rage : generally, to bite. III. to seize

as with the teeth, grip, holdfast, Lat. stringere. [t], ovos, , {) a saw, [t], 3, , {) a sawyer, []', before, Lat. PRO, PRA, Prep, with
GeniT., I. of Place, before, in front of;', , in front of the house, hence out-

side. 2. of persons, going before another. 3•

in front of, so as to defend ; to

stand in front of, i. e. in defence of the Trojans

:

hence in favour of, for. 3. further on

the road, i. e. forwards. II. of Time, before,

opp. to c. ace. {after) : often in phrase -
and , before this, ere this: but b,

for •), the one before the other. III. of

Choice, before, sooner or rather than;

tivos to choose one thing before another. IV.

of Exchanging, for, in lieu of, instead of; ev

one thing in lieu of many. V. of Cause,

Lat. prae,for, because of; for fear;

xhtxefore.

Postion: some words may be put between



-
and its Subst., but it is never put after its case, except

after the Ep. gen. in -, as,', ., absol. as Adv., I. of Place, before : in

front, forth. II. of Time, before, beforehand,

sooner.

In Compos., of Place, before, forth, forward:
before the eyes, in one's presence ; as in ^-',-,- : also defence, as in --. II. of Time, before, beforehand, earlier,

as in-. III. of Preference, rather,

.sooner, as in-£. IV. strengthening,

as in -TTas,-, npo-icaxos.

-ayycXkoi, f. -ajyekuj, to a?inou?ice beforehand.-, ov, {, ayy(\os) announcing be-

forehand : as Subst., vpoayyeKos, , a herald, har-

binger.€3, ,(^) aforewarning, early

intimation.-€>, f.-: aor. -^^'.-^^'.
but the Att. fut,, aor. and pf. are,,

:

—

to tell beforehand : c. inf. to tell before-

hand that..: to forewarn. 2. to foretell, pro-

phesy. II. to tell before others or publicly : to

publish or proclaim publicly: to issue a public notice.-, f. £> : aor. 2^^ : pf. :

Pass., aor. : pf.^ :

—

to lead for-

ward, lead on or onward: also to escort or conduct on-

ward. 2. npoayeiv to bring out or shed a

tear. 3. to carry forward : to bring on : metaph.

to lead on to a thing, induce, persuade. 4. to pro-

mote, adva?ice :— Pass, to advance, increase. II.

intr. to lead the way, go before, go onwards, proceed,

advance., , a leading on. II. a pandering,

procuring. From, f. <,() to lead on to pro-

stitution, of a procurer.-, ,() a pander, pimp, procurer.-, ojvcs, ,{, aycuv) a preliminary contest.-£,, f., Dep. tofight before. 2.

tofightfor or in defence of.--, f., to wrong anotherfirst : to com-
mit thefirst wrofig.-, to sing before, make a prelude.-«, Dep. with fut. med.-, aor. I

pass,, pf. pass,), Ion. 3 -
for— :

—

to owe one special respect, be

under great obligations to one.

irpo-aip€epai, v. sub.
irpoaipeo-LS, ia>s, 77,() a choosing one

thifig before another, deliberate choice, purpose; l/c

npoaipiaeas, Lat. ex instituto, ofset purpose, advisedly;, in same sense. 1. irpoaiptais

a purpose or plan of life. 3. irpoatpcais

a mode of government, a policy.-€€, verb. Adj. of, one must
choose or prefer.

TrpoaipeTixos,,,(() disposed to prefer.
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Trpoaiperos, , , chosen before, preferred. From-,. : aor. 2 : pf. :
—

to take away before orfirst. 2. to bringfortvard
orforth, produce publicly. II. Med. :

f.- : aor. 2 : pf. pass, (in med.
sense) :

—

to take or choose before or sooner

than another, prefer one thing to another. 2. ab-

sol. to choose deliberately, prefer. 3. to purpose

or intend a thing : to determine previously ; to un-

dertake.-,, Dep. with fut med.-,
aor. 2-, pf. pass, :

—

to perceive,

learn or observe beforehand. 2. to learn before.-,, f.-, Dep. to accuse before-

hand., pf. of.-, f. , to throw a javelin before-

hand :—Pass, to be darted before.-, f.- : pf.- :
—to hear

beforehand.-5, (S, (,) springing fonvard

:

overhanging, abrupt.-, Pass., with fut. med. (in pass, sense)-, and (in same sense) aor. 2 and pf. act.-,- :

—

to be taken or convicted before-

hatid.

irpo-, f.-: pf.-;—
tofail or sin before.-, f.-, Med. to ward off or

repeal beforehand : absol. to defend oneself.-, f.-, to go tip to or mount
before, so as to preoccupy.-. Med. to sing or play by way of
prelude().-, f. , to lead v.p before ; npoavayeiv

vavv to put out into the high sea before

:

—Pass, to

put to sea before.-, f., to remove before.-, f., to use up, spend before

:

—
Pass., (Ion. part. pf. eves for;-), to be spent, consumed, used up before.-€, f., to stir up before.-, fut.- : aor. - :—to use tip, spend, consume before

:

—Pass, to throw

away Gne's life before.-^, f.-, to arrest beforehand.-, f., to go away before. Hence, , aformer departure.--, f. £, to hold up before. 1. intr. to

jut out beyond.- [y~\ and- : f.- [] :

—

to ac-

complish or complete first.-, f., to give in oxfail beforehand.

irpo- Att.-, f., to remove before-

hand:—Pass, to depart or die before.-, f., to go forth to meet, meet be-

forehand, be beforehand with.-. to go awayfirst.

U 5



586 —.
Pass. :

—

to be

II.

fut.

Trpo-airctirov, aor. 2 with no pres. in use (cp. irpo-

ayoptvcv) : pf. : Med., aor. -:—to renouncefirst.•-, aor. 2 inf. of.-, f. -((: aor. 2 act.-:
Dep. :

—

to go away, departfirst.-, f.-
hated beforehand.-€|, for^.-, Ion. for.-, f. -£, to prove or shewfirst.-, f.-, to die before orfirst:

of a coward, to die beforehand.7-€, f., to bewail beforehand.-, f., to assign away beforehand,-, f. —^, to kill beforehand.-, f.-, to enjoy beforehand.-, f., to abandon beforehand.

intr. to fail before ox first.-, to destroy first

:

—Pass., with

med.-, pf. 2 act.-, to perishfirst.-., f., to send away, dismiss or dis-

bandfirst.-, aor. 2 inf. pass, of.-, f.-, to send away or

despatch in advance

:

—Pass, to be sent in advance.-, f. £, to slay or butcher before.

irpo-airOTpcirco, f., to turn away beforehand

:

—
Med. to turn oneself away from, to leave off doing."-€, f., to go away before.-, f. and, to snatch up first.- Ion. -, , (,) the space

in front of a town, a suburb, the environs, Lat.

pomoerium.--, , =.-, inf., contr. for, f.,
to declare before or first.--, , (,) a place before a court,

vestibule, porch. . (,) a prelude on

the flute.- Ion.- : f.-: Dep.:

—to relate, detail, or explain before.-, f.- : Dep. :

—

to arrive or

come to first.--, Pass., fut. med.-, aor.

2 and pf. act.-,- :— to revolt

beforehand. II. to desist before., for, aor. imperat. of.
[], Adv.() as one goes along:

going on, straight forward.-, fut.-: pf.-: aor. 2-
contr., inf., part, :

Ep. pres. part,,, (as if from-
), and -ujvtos (as if from) :

—

to step forward, go on, advance, make progress

;

* the stars are far gone;
to be far gone in knavery: of Time,

to go on, wear away, the night is

ivearingfast ; but also, to be gone by, past. 2. to

go before, hence to be before, be superior to an-

other. II. Causal, in fut., aor. -,
to move ox putforward, advance, promote. III.

the pres. and aor. 2 are sometimes used with an ace.

of the instrument of motion, as, ,
to advance one's foot or leg.-, , Ion. for, (,-

X^tos) leader of the Bacchanals., Ion. aor. 2 of.-, f.- : aor. 2 : pf. —->, pass,- :

—

to throw or cast before,

throw to: to putforth beyond. II. to throwforward,
throw away. III. to expose or give up to a thing

;

kavrov to give oneself upfor lost. IV.

to putforward, put in the foreground : to propose

:

—also hazard, venture, stake, pledge. 2. to put for-
ward an argument : also to allege, plead an excuse.

Med. to throw before one, throw away. II. to

throw beyond, beat in throwing : hence, to surpass,

excel. III. to set before oneself, propose to one-

self. IV. to putforward, proposefor election,

Lat. designare : also to bring forward, cite, quote,

produce on o?ie's own side : to quote as an example

:

to use as an excuse or pretext. V. to hold before

oneself to put forth as a shield or defence : absol.

in Pass, to stand on guard:—hence also,-
to put forward the plea of an

alliance : so in pf. pass, part., rivos

put before another as a cover or shield;-, , ov, defensive. VI. to denounce or accuse

of a thing :—Pass, to be publicly impeached.

[], aor. 2 opt. of.5,, , aor. 2 part, of.-, f. , to try or torttire before.,,() a steppingforward. II. as

a Collective noun, things that walk, cattle., , (€) sheep-keeping, a shep-

herd's life., . , suited to the breeding of
cattle : - (sub.), the art of breeding or

keeping cattle, esp. sheep, Lat. pecuaria. From, f. ,() to keep sheep, be a

shepherd., , ,() of or for sheep :

(sub. ), the sheep-gate., , Dim. of, a little sheep

:

/3tos the life of a poor sheep, i. e. a lazy,

slothful life.-, ov, gen. ovos,(,')
a good judge of cattle : metaph. a good judge of
character., ,() anything that goes for-

ward: mostly used in plur., animals in

general, esp. cattle, a drove ox flock: mostly of small

cattle, esp. sheep.-, ov, ,(,) a sheep-

dealer.



-
7«, pf. ., pf. of.€, pf. 2 of., $, ,{) a step forward., fut. of.-, f.- : Dep. :

—

to obtain by

force, force through before.<-£ : f.- Att.- -.—Causal of, to make to goforward, bring forward. II.

to carry on further, to lead on, induce., Ep. pres. part, of.,, Ep. pres. part, of.-, f. , to foresee, to provide for one.,,,() anything that juts

out or projects; a headland that

juts into the sea. II. anything held before one,

a guard, a barrier, fence, armour : c. gen., -
a defence against, a shelter from,

stones. III. anything put forward as an excuse,

a screen, cloak. IV. that which is proposed as a
task, a task : a problem., r}Tos, , ,() thrown forward,
jutting, projecting:— absol. as Subst. ,/ore-

lands, headlands., ov,() thrown forth or away,

cast out, Lat. projectus.- : aor. 2, inf.: pf.

:

—

to go or come forth, to go out of the

house.-, f.-, to shout before, cry out., ov, ,() a spear held out be-

fore one. 2. as Adj. outstretched, couched., ,() a puttingforward, esp. of

a weapon for defence; els -
to bring -the spears to the rest, couch them : of a

boxer, a hinging out with the fist. II. anythi?ig

held out before one, a guard, defence : c. gen. a de-

fence against. III. a jutting rock,foreland. IV.

as Att. law-term,, at, a vote of the Ecclesia

authorising a public prosecution, a vote for impeach-

ment.,, Dim. of, a weapon held out

for attack or defence, a boar-spear., ov,() anything that is held

fonuard: a jutting rock, foreland. II. a weapon
held out for defence, a hunting-spear. 2. a defence,

bulwark : of a person, a protector, guardian.-, , (,) one who drives the

herd to pasture, a herdsman.-,$,,() a preliminary

decree or order of the Senate., , Dim. .-, f. , to contrive before, concert

measures before oxfirst : Med. to debate or consider

first. 2. of the Senate() at Athens, toframe
a decree. 3. to act as. II. to have
the chief voice in passing decrees. III.

nvos to deliberatefor one, providefor his interest.

-TTpoharjvcu. 587-, , (,) forethought : malice

prepense.-, pf. 2 in pres. sense

:

Dep. :
—to wish rather, to prefer one before another.

-5,-78,77,(,) :

—

-", = ", the crafty

child of Ate.-, ov, (,) debating beforehand

or for others:—as Subst.,, , preliminary

counsellors, a committee to examine measures before

they were proposed to the people :— also, deputies or

representatives elected by the people.-, f. [y], to push forwards ; .
to push up the wick of a lamp, to trim it.-, Ion. for.-, ov, (,) at or in front of the

altar : as Subst., , , the space in front of
an altar.-,,(,^) a piece ofarmour

for the belly, as for the breast.-, opos, , (,') having a paunch
in front, pot-bellied.

Trpo-"Y€veios, ov, (, yeveiov) with promi?ient chin.-, (, yevos) of old time, ancient:—
Comp., a, ov, earlier in birth, elder,

older

:

—Sup., , ov, earliest in birth,

eldest, oldest.-€,, , a forefather, ancestor.-, Ion. and later- [] : f. -^-
: aor. 2^ : pf. 2 act.^^ and

pass,^^ : Dep. :

—

to comeforwards : pre-

sent oneself before. II. of Time, to be, happen,

come to pass before or earlier ; oi^^ men

offormer times ; '' things that oc-

curred of old.-, Ion. and later^- :.-^ :

pf. act.^, pass.':—to know, per-

ceive, learn or understand beforehand: to fore-

know. II. to judge or decide beforehand., , (^/) a perceiving before-

hand, foreknowledge.

irpo-YOvos, ov, (,) earlier born, elder,

older

:

—as Subst.,, , an ancestor ; oi -
forefathers, ancestors. II. are

early lambs, cp..-,, ,() a public procla-

mation or notice, programme., ,() a public notice, advertise-

ment. 2. also used for the Lat. proscriptio.-, f. , to write before or first. II.

to write in public, give public notice of:— also to ap-

point by public notice. 2. also used for the Lat.

proscribo.-£, f., to exercise beforehand.

TrpoSaets, aor. 2 pass. part, from Root : see., aor. 2 pass. inf. of with act.

signf., from the root *, to know beforehand.



588 —., pf. of.--, f. , tofear or dread beforehand.-, ov, (,) happening or doing

before evening.- and - : f.- Ion. -£ :

—

to

sheiv beforehand, point out, esp. by way of example: to

make known or publish beforehand : toforeshew. II.

to point before one ; to feel

one's way with a staff: also c. ace. to put out before

one. III. to make a feint

with the hands, Lat. praeludere : also in war, to make
a demonstration.-,, to fear or dread beforehand.

irpo-, opos, , Ion. for, (-) one whoforeshews : aforeshewer.-, f. -£, Dep. to see beforehand.-5, ov, (,) clear beforehand ; kie

manifestly . Hence.-, f., to make clear beforehand.-, f.- : pf.- :
— to go

across before others.-, f.-, to raise prejudices against

beforehand.-,, f. -~/, to understand or

know thoroughly beforehand. II. to resolve or

decree beforehand.-, f., to prepare by diet. Hence75, , preparation by diet.-, f.-, Med. with aor. I pass.— :

—

speak or converse beforehand.-, to jeer or ridictde beforehand, []--, f.- : aor. - : pf. act.-, pass,- :
—to ruin or destroy be-

forehatid : to corrupt or seduce beforehand.-, f., to teach beforehand: to teach

thoroughly :—Pass, to learn beforehand.-, f.-: pf. zct.-, pass,- :—to give beforehand, pay in advance. II. to give

up to the enemy, betray, Lat. prodo. i. toforsake,

abandon: absol. to desert, turn traitor; -pis-' gratitude is convicted of proving
traitor. 3. of things, to betray, fail one:—intr. to

fail, give up, like, Lat. deficere.

give up, surrender, lose.-,, f.-, Dep
through before, pass through first.-, f., to discover by searching be~

forehand. Hence, , , one sent out to march be-

forehand.-,.-,.2-: Dep.:—to go through, detail, narrate before.-, £. -, Dep. to relate before-

hand, premise. Hence
-LS, , a detailing beforehand.-, , (,) an advocate, defender; an

avenger. 2. at Sparta, a young king's guardian,
a regent.

-, f., to regtilaie, order, manage be-

forehand.-, f., to pursuefurther or to a distance.

irpo6o0€ts,, , aor. I pass. part, of .-€: pf. pass,, 3 sing, plqpf.:— to think beforehand:—only used in

Pass., this was my former
opi?iion ; ra^ previous resohitions.-, , (,) a place where one lies

in wait, a lair, ambush; , in the

lurking holes of the rock.-, , the fore-house, i.e. the room entered

from the court (), the hall, vestibule.-, ov,.being before the house.-££, f., toform an opinion beforehand.

Ion. -, ,() a giving tip, be-

trayal, treachery, treason., ,() payment beforehand. II.

a giving up, betrayal., , ,() a betrayer, traitor :

one who abandons in danger.—Fern,, $,
a traitress. Hence5, , , disposed to betray, traitorous., ov,() betrayed, abandoned.-, ov, serving for a slave.,, aor. 2 inf. and part, of-.

-civ,, aor. 2 inf. and part, of, formed from obsol.*., ,() a runni?ig forward, a
sally or sudden attack.5, ov,() running before, speed-

ingforward. II. as Subst.,, , men
sent on before to reconnoitre, scouts.-, f., to be unhappy beforehand., aor. 2 of : cf.., f. ,() to be president; -

to be president of the council.

Ion. -\,,() the seat or dignity

of president(*), thefirst seat, presidency. 2.

the privilege of thefront seats at a theatre; at Athens

a public honour. 3. thefront seat itself, chief place

:

at Athens, the seats of the in the Ecclesia.-, ov, (,) sitting in front or in the-

to go out I first place. II. as Subst.,, , a president

:

in the assembly() at Athens, nine of the

in office were so called ; see.-, Ep. for^, to stop by standing

before, to obstruct., Ep. for, aor. I of.
-€£, f., to accustom or inure beforehand.-, aor. 2 with no pres. in use,

being used instead, port,, inf. :
—to

look forward, keep a look out ahead : to see from
afar : toforesee. 11. to have a carefor, provide

against., aor. 2 med. of.-, (, ibo) serving in Att. as fut. of

4. to



-, go forward, go on, advance; '-
cvtos as time went on : to go first, go

in advance. 2. to goforth. 3. us

to pass on to, proceed to another thing. 4. also of

a thing, to go on well, succeed.

TTpo-ei7rov, aor. 2 with no pres. in use(
being used instead), inf.^, part,^ :

—

toforetell, say before : to premise. II. to order or

bid beforehand, proclaim. III. to proclaim pub-

licly, give notice or warning of a thing.€, see^.- Ion.- : f. :

—

to bring in,

introduce before

:

—Med. to bring in for one's own
use before, import before.66€€, aor. 2 inf. of.
7-€€|, Dcp. to come or go in before., fut. of.
7rpo-€iCT7rcp/7rcj), f. , to send in before.~«, to bring in before. 1. to pay the

property-tax() in advancefor others. Hence7€, , money advanced to pay the property-

tax()for others.

-6«, f.-, to fun out before, rush

hastily on.-€, f., to carry out beforehand.

7-€€, f. -e/cAe£o>: pf. pass. -e£ei\€ypuii:—to

collect money or taxes in advance, ^^.
taxes collected in advance.-, f., to send out beforehand.-"-, f.-, to sail out beforehand.-, f. £, to terrify beforehand.

-irpo-€>c7roV€&>, f., to work out orfinish before.-€€, f., to terrify before. Hence•€5, , a previous panic., , a going or ridingforward. From-, f.- : pf. act.-, pass, -?;-
:

—

to drive before or forward

:

—intrans. (sub.

i'jnov), to ride on, ride forward ; c. gen. to ride be-

fore one : generally, to advance

:

—Pass., us

rrjs vvterbs^ (3 sing, plqpf.) when the

night wasfar advanced.-,-, aor. 2 inf. and part, of-.-, f., to hope before.^,, , aor. 2 part, of.-€]3, to project so as to strike in : of ships,

to make the charge()first.€€, Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of.
-jrpo^cvos, aor. 2 med. part. o£.-, to be quitefull.

irpo-, fut.-, Dep. to begin before.€€€, aor. 2 inf. of.-€€, contr.-, to a?inounce before

or publicly.

irpo-€voiK€0}, f. 770*0;, to dwell in before. Hence
•3€•5, , a dwelling before in a place.

7-€|«, f. (, to announce beforehand.--, f. , to bring out beforehand or first

:
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l to lead out before : intraws. to move out before or in

frotit

:

—Pass, to go outfirst, [a]- Att.-, f. £o>,

—

to dart out before.-, tofail, do wrong before.-€, Pass, with act. aor. 2-,
pf.-, plqpf.-:—to rise and go
out before; Is tovs fiapfiapovs to rise

before others and march against the barbarians : in a

race, to start before the signal is given, start too soon.

irpo-eijiSpa Ion. -, , a raised seat, chair of state.-, (, l£, * ibo) to go out before, to

sallyforth before.-^- contr.- : fut. med. -(-, aor. I pass, : Dep.:— to

know exactly, thoroughly understand beforehand.-€|€€ contr. -, to investigate or

search out before. Hence

-n-poelepewrj-rris contr. -, ov, an explorer

sent before.

-n-po-ej•: aor. 1 act.- pf.--
: Dep. :

—

to go out or forth before : to go for-

ward.

-€»?£, f., to examine or search out before.- contr.-, Dep. to enjoin before'

hand.-, f. ", to set out or start beforehand.-€€, f. eXu, to announce before

:

—Med.
to promise before.-, f., to praise beforehand, or in the

presence of others.-€-€, f., to raise the hand against be'

fore : generally, to set in motion before.-€, to sendforward against.

€'*€'•, 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.-€€, f. , to plot against beforehand.

Trpo-emijevoopat, Pass, (,) to be received

as a guest before, abide in orie's housefirst.-€, fut. med.-(, aor. I pass.: Dep.:

—

to know or understand before-

hand.

irpo-€Tn.\«ip€o>, f., to undertake or attack before.-€£, f.-: pf.^^: Dep.:
—to do or work at beforehand : esp. of the ground,

to till, workfirst

:

—the pf. is also used in pass, sense,£~ former performances ; €^-
glory achieved before.-, f., to rowforwards.-€€, f., to search out before :—Med.,

the horse rccotmoitring in

advance.

irpo-ep«ii Att. contr., serving as fut. to, ^the pres. in use being-^ : from

the same root come pf.-, pass,- ;

aor. I pass, contr. :

—

to fore-

tell. II. to order beforehand or publicly, give

public notice:— pf. pass. part, , fore-

ordained, appointed., Ep. aor. I from



590-, f. [], dratu on orforward ; -
to move a shipforward.-, f.- (cp.) : aor. 2- : pf.- : Dep. :

—

to come or goforward,

to go on, advance; ^ es

the power of the Persians having ad-

vanced to this height; , Lat.

provectus aetate, advanced in age. 2. to go before

ox first.

irpoes,, aor. 2 imperat. of., aor. 2 med. inf. of.6£€ or,, Ion. for€,
2 pi. pf. of., contr. from, pf. part, of., aor. 2 of.
irpo6T€OV, verb. Adj. of, one must throw

away, throw up.

•rrposTiKOs, , ,() disposed to throw away,

lavish, prodigal.-6, f., to get ready before

:

—Med.

to prepare for one's own use.-, Dep. to bring glad tidings

beforehand, esp. to preach the gospel beforehand.-, fut. med., aor. I pass,-
: Dep. :

—

to take heed, be cautious before-

hand., aor. of.- contr. : f. :
—to hold before,

esp. so as to shield or protect :—Med.

contr., impf., to hold before

oneself : metaph. to put forward or hold out as a

pretext. 2. to holdforth, proffer, offer. 3. to

have before or in preference to. 4. to have before

orfirst : hence to know beforehand. II. intr. to be

before, come forth, project, jut out : to be the first,

have the start ;
Ttvos to keep a

day's march ahead of him. 2. of rank, c. gen. to

be chief ox head of anything : generally, to be eminent

or distinguished ; ol- the chief men. 3.

to surpass, exceed. 4. impers., it is

not at all better, it naught avails., pf. of.-, oi>os, , one who goes before as a

guide.-, f., Dep. to go first and lead

the way : generally, to go before, guide, conduct : to

be the leader. Hence, rjpos, and, , 0, one who
goes before to shew the way., f.,(^$) to speakfor others.-, , (,) one who speaks for

others, a defender, advocate.

frpo-T)*yovpcva>s, Adv. of pres. part, of^
antecedently.

irpofjKa, aor. I of.-, es, (,) pointed infroitt.-, f. £, to have gone before, to be thefirst

:

—.
to have advanced. II. to jut forward, reach

beyond., pf. of.-, 4s, {,) growing, flourishing

before the time, precocious.

irpoOeis, (, , part. aor. 2 of.-, ov, (,) by the roots;

he tore his hair out by

the roots ; he threw
to earth trees uprooted; but,

fencing shield upon shield close-compact

;

—
being the several layers or coats of the

shields ; and so means, with layer upon
layer., ,() a placing before, setting

forth f ttjs the bread of the setting

forth, i. e. the shew-biead. II. a purpose, resolve,

design.-, a, op, (,) laid down before,

appointed, fixed : (sub. ), a day

fixed for anything, a limited period, within which
proceedings must be taken.-, f. , toforetell.-, Ion. impf. : pf.- :

—
to run before. 2. to run forward oxforth. II,

c. ace. to outrun, outstrip.-, old form of, to put forward,,

permit; :

do they therefore let him speak reproachful

words ?-, f.-, to die before. II. to

diefor one., aor. 2 part, of., f., to bruit abroad beforehand.--, f.- : aor. 2, inf., part, :

—

to spring before or for-

ward, to dart in front.-, , a storm the harbinger of another.•, aTos, ,() a preparatory or pre-

liminary sacrifice.

: Att. impf. : fut. med., also pass, : aor. 1

: Dep. : () :

—

to be ready, wil-

ling, eager to do a thing : c. ace. to be earnest for a

person or thing, desire «eagerly ; absol. to be earnest,

zealous, shew zeal. Hence, verb. Adj. one must desire eagerly.

Ion. -, ,() readiness, willing-

ness, zeal, earnestness; -, with all

zeal. II. good will, ready kindness.-, ov, (,) ready, willing, eager,

zealous, earnest : c. gen. rei, eager for. II

.

bearing good will, wishing well to one, well-dis-

posed. III. Adv., readily, actively :

Comp. -, more readily : Sup. -, most

readily.- [] , ov, (,) before the door :

the space before a door.
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space before a door, a porch, Lat. vestibulum.-, to sacrifice before orfirst. II. to sacri-

fice in behalf of., aor. 2 med. subj. of., Adv. () —.-, to sendforth or away, dismiss. II.

to send before.-, f. : aor. I :
—to send for-

ward, send before the time.',, ov, aor. 2 part, of.
-rrpoteiv, us, ei, Ion. and Att. impf. of.
irpoi'ets, eiaa, kv, pres. part, of., to set or place before

:

—Med. to sit before,

take the first seat.-, 3 sing, and opt. (as if from

irpo-) : Att. impf., eis, ei : fut. :

aor. Ep. : aor. 2, 3 pi.,
imper. vpoes,, inf., Ep. for vpoeivai :

—Med., aor. 2 : aor. 2 opt. or

:—Pass., pf. : plqpf. :

—

to

send before, send on or forward; generally, to dis-

miss, let go : also to send on to another. 2. to let

fall, let slip; enos* he let drop a word : an inf.

is often added, €€ he sent his

eagles forth to fly ; he sentforth

the breeze to blow. 3. to throw before, throiu

away : of missiles, to shoot forth, dart, hurl, dis-

charge. 4. to give up, deliver over : also to devote

oneself, exert oneself upon a thing. II. Med. to

send forward from oneself, give up, betray : also to

desert, forsake, throw overboard. 2. of things, to

give freely : in bad sense, to throw away, squander,

lavish ; to throw words away : also

to let go, let slip. 3. to give over to one. 4.

to driveforward, force on, 5. to allow or suffer

a person to do a thing. III. Pass, to be thrown
away, be neglected., Dor. for., Adv. freely, gratis ; properly ace. of.', ov, , (£) one who asksfor a free gift,

a beggar.' Att. irpoCf•, , gen., dat., ace.

:

—

a gift, present; yeveodai to enjoy a

free gift

:

—hence gen. is used as Adv. freely,

without return. Lat. gratis : also with impunity ; so

also ace.. II. later a marriage-portion,

dowry, Lat. dos. From320 : f. Att.:
Dep. :

—

to ask a gift, to beg.-, f. : aor. , inf., part, : aor. 2, inf., part, : aor. 1 pass,,, part,, etaa, kv : pf. -, Ion. 2 pi. €€.€, :
part.^ Ion.

rrpoeareais or ^. I. Causal in pres.,

impf., fut. and aor. 1, to set before or in front. 2.

so also in Med., aor., to

put before one, put in front. 3. to put before o?ie-

selfi choose as one's leader. 4. in Med. also to put
forward, put out : to put forward as an excuse or

pretence. II. intrans. in Pass., with aor. 2, pf.

and plqpf. act. :

—

to stand before or forward, come
forward : to stand near. 2. c. ace. pers. to ap-
proach. 3. c. gen. to be set over, be at the head of,

be the chief; to be the author of
slaughter : oi Ion. -ecDres, the leading
men, chiefs

:

—hence to manage, regulate, govern. 4.

to stand before so as to protect any one ; hence to

protect, guard.-, =, to hold before, hold out. II.

Med., to hold out before oneself, stretch

forth. 2. to putforward, propose, offer. 3. to

put forward, allege, plead.,, , aor. 2 part, of (*
ibo).-,, 57, {, =) a driving before

or onwards, opp. to £$.
or, Ion. Adv. () forthwith,

straightway, suddenly.-, f.—, to sleep before or

first. II. to sleep in front of.- Ion.-, properly perf. of

:
—to sit before or in front of;' to be situated

so far infront of the rest of Greece : also to protect,

defend.- Ion.-, f. ; also Med.. :

—

to sit down before or in front. II.

to sit in public, sit in state.-, f.-, to let down beforehand

:

metaph. to involve in. II. to put forward.-, f.-, to post before: Med.
to post before oneself. II. in Pass, and intr. tenses

of Act., aor. 2- ; pf.—
;

plqpf.-€ :—to be set or posted before.-, f.-, to view or examine
beforehand.-, f.-, to burn before.-, f., to suffer ills before.

-Kdicos, ov, very bad, exceeding bad.-, f. k, to callforth, call on

:

—Med. to

callforth to one : to call out to fight, challetige, defy,

Lat. provoco. 2. to invite beforehand. II.

c. ace. rei, to offer or propose. III. to call up or

forth, rouse.-, Dep. only used in pres. and impf.,

=€, to call forth, challenge, defy.-, to make rollforward or infront

:

—
Pass, to fall prostrate before another.,, , anything hung in front to

cover: a covering, curtain : metaph. screen or blind.

From-, f., to hang before as a covering;

—Med. to put something over oneself, to veil or screen

oneself; of -a woman, []
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II. to coveriSos putting no veil ever her face.

over, veil.-, f.- : aor. 2 : pf.- :

—

to work or fozZ before. II. fo K/or£

/or another. III. grow weary, faint too

soon. IV. /o have a previous illness : to be dis-

tressed beforehand.,, , aor. 2 part, of.-, ov, (,) head-foremost., ados, , =£, the roe-deer.-, to announce or declare beforehand.-^, iSos, , Ion. form, (,'/)
a woman who goes before, a female leader.-, Ion. and in late Gr.--

: f.-^ : pf.-* :
—to vote against

beforehand, condemn by a prejudgement : p.

to give a verdict of murder against : also c. inf.

to prejudge against one that . . .•-, f. £, to bring to land before.-, L-, to run dowi beforehand.-, f.'-, to burn before: of a coun-

try, to ravage by fire all before one.

^-€(..., Pass, to lie down infront.

irpo-, to make to recline at table before.-, f.- :

—

to seize upon or

occupy beforehand : to take possession of before an-

other : metaph. to prevent, anticipate.-, to detail or describe beforehand.

irpo-, to break up or annul beforehand

:

—
Med./o adjust or composebeforehand:

to end their mutual enmity before.•--,, Dep. to begin first : but mostly in

technical sense, to offer thefirst of the sacrifice.-€£, to viake ready beforehand.-, to escape to a place of refuge be-

fore ;'/ Is to escape before to a

place.

irpo-, Dep. to use up beforehand.-€, f.-, to eat up beforehand.-^.2-:—togainpossessio?icf

or occupy beforehand, preoccupy.—Med. to hold before

for oneself.-, to accuse beforehand. Hence--, 77, previous accusation.-, Ion. for.
trpo-, Ion. for., fut. of•.--, impf., Ion. inf. :

fut.- :—used as Pass, of, to be set

before, lie before or in front of: to stretchforvjard,

jut out. II. to be set before one: metaph. to be

proposed or laid before one, mooted ;

the question is concerning safety ;

a task proposed ; ^-
the matter in debate. III. to lie before

one, lie exposed; to lie dead, the

corpse. IV. to be held out, setforth.^-, ov, (,) forerunning.

-»-, , (,) a proceleu-

smatic, a foot consisting of four short syllables, e. g..-, f., to empty beforehand.-, Dep. to take care of, take thoughtfor.-, (,) to be anxious for one.•7-€, f., Med. to have pro-
claimed by herald, to give public notice.- Att. —, f. , to proclaim by

herald, proclaim publicly.-, f. , to run the first risk, bear the

brunt of battle.-, f., to moveforward: to urge on:—
Pass, with fut. med.—, to come on, advance.- Att. -, fut.-, to weep
beforehand or openly. II. trans, to bewail before-

hand., aor. I pass. part, of., gen. Ion. 10s, , () a
calling forth

:

—a challenging to combat ; -
aios in piirsxiance of a challenge. II. an invi-

tation, proposal. III. as law-term, a formal
challenge offered by either party for the purpose of

bringing disputed points to issue.-, f.—, to leanforward.
-ros, ov, heardformerly .- legendary. From-, to hear or learn beforehand.-, , (,) a robefalling over

the breast.~£, f., to bringforward. II. to

carry on before

:

—Pass, to be carried away.-, , (,) the front hair : the

forelock of a horse.^, , progress on ajourney. II. metaph.

progress, advancement, improvement. From
irpo-, impf. : f. , to cut mcay

before one, or clear the may i?t front : hence to for-
ward or promote a work :—Pass, to advance, thrive,

prosper. II. iatr. in Act. to make one's way for-

ward, to make progress : of time, to befar gone,far
advanced.,, , preference, partiality. From
Trpo-KpCvco [f|, f.-: to choose before others,

pick out, prefer before :—Pass, to be preferred before,

or be superior to others. II. to judge beforehand.,

decide.

irpofcptTos, ov,() preferred.

TTpo-Kpocraos, , ov or os, ov, (,) with

projecting buttlewients : ranged like battlements or in

rows : so of ships, Is, ranged in rows turned sea-wards eight deep

:

also of a cup, ^
the heads of griffins were set at regular distances

round it.-, f.- [t] :

—

to roll forth, set

rolling forward

:

— Pass, to

grovel or prostrate oneself before one.-, f. , to stoopforward and peep out,.
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Dog-star, Procyon. II. one who snarls like a

dog, a s?iarling critic.

irpo-K(£|xios, ov, (,) before thefestal revel

:

the prelude of a hymn.---, ov, (,) grasping the hilt, sword-

in-hand. II. pass, grasped by the hilt.-, to obtain by lot beforehand.-, Dep. to receive beforehand.-, f., to prate before.---, f.- : aor. 2 : pf.-, pass,- :

—

to take beforehand: to

receive as an earnest or deposit. 2. to take before

or sooner than another : to take away before. 3.

to obtain first, procure. II. to outstrip, get the

start of ; rrjs to get a start on the

road. 2. to be beforehand with, anticipate, claim

or take before the time : hence to prejudge. III.

to repeatfrom the beginning.-, f £:—pf. pass,\^ :
—to pick

out or choose before others, prefer. II. to say

beforehand: to foretell, prophesy, of an oracle. 2.

to tell publicly, proclaim : to warn : to profess, de-

clare : to order.-, f. : pf. :— to leave by

goingforth, to leave behind, forsake ; -
prudence forsook thee : also to quit before-

hand; to abandon one's post. 2.

to omit to do a thing. II. intr. to cease orfail

beforehand: absol. to faint, fall into a swoon.

irpo-XcKTiKos, , ov, () foretelling, pro-

phetic., pf. of.-, pf. pass, :

Dep. :

—

to converse with one before, arrange by word
of mouth before.-€5, ov, (,) prating, chattering.-, to see before or in front.€, aor. 2 inf. of.,, . aor. 2 part, of.

-yos, , (^) a prefatory speech : in

Trag. and old Com., the prologue was all of the piece

that came before the first chorus : after Euripides, it

was a narrative of facts introductory to the main
action, opp. to eniXoyos.

'«•-, f. : pf. pass. :

—

lay an ambush before

:

—Pass., al

the ambush that had before been laid. II.

to beset with an ambuscade., aor. 2 inf. of.-- Att.-, f., to sofi'en beforehand.-, f.- : aor. 2 :

—

to

ascertain or find out beforehand.- Ion.-, , the right of consulting the

oraclefirst. From-, Dep. to foretell, prophesy.

irpo-, , Ion. for .

-, gen. ecus Ion. tos, , , a prophet or

prophetess : was the title of the Pythia

or Delphic priestess. II. as Adj. prophetic, pre-

saging.

irpo-, Dep. to ivit?iess beforehand, []-, opos, , Dor. for.-, =., atvos, ,() a bulwark, ram-
part, Lat. propugnaculum., f. , ($) to fight before or in

front of: also tofight with another as champion.- : f.- Att.— :

Dep. :

—

to fight before, fight in the front rank, fight in

the van. II. to fight before or in defence of-, ov, {,.)fighing before,fight-

ing infront : as Subst., mostly in plur., the foremost

fighters, champions. II. fightingfor, tivos.-, f., to practise beforehand., , name of a prophetess of Dodona.-^, f., to take earnest thought be-

forehand.-€5, ov, (,) worn or being

on theforehead. II. as Subst., , ,
the skin of theforehead. 2. a front-piece, frontlet

for horses.

Dor. [], , ()
foresight, forethought : consideration., ,() the festival of Prome-
theus., , ov, of orfrom Prometheus.\,{\..-: aor. I pass.7rpou-: Dep.:():—to take care beforehand,

to provide for : to shewforethoughtfor, Lat. cavere

:

c. ace. pers. to shew regard or co?isideratio?i for., gen. ecus Ion. rjos, , ($) Pro-
metheus, Forethought, son of the Titan Iapetos, brother

of Epimetheus or Afterthought: inventor of many arts,

esp. of working in metal and clay, whence he is said

to have made man from clay, and to have furnished

him with the , stolen from Olympus. II.

as appeWzt. forethought, caution.- Dor., is, (,) fore-

thinking, cautious, wary : caring about a thing.

Ion. -, , =.03, , , () inclined to fore-

thought, wary. Adv. -k&s, warily.-, f. [], to inform of or denounce

beforehand,- Dor., opos, , (,)
thefirst mother, ancestress of a race., aor. 2 pass. inf. of^.-, f., to mingle beforehand :—Pass.,

aor. 2 inf., to have intercourse with before-

hand.-, f., to hire beforehand.-, Dep. to woofor another : generally, to

endeavour to obtain, solicit: to plead with, c. dat. II.

toforebode, presage.
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(Deriv. uncertain.)

and,, ,(-) a woman who woosfor another, a match-maker.

irpo-poipos, ov, (,) before the destined term,

untimely.•€, aor. 2 inf. of. Hence, , an approach, vestibide. II. in plur.

the juttingfoot of a mountain: the mouth of a river., aor. 2 part, of.
-n-popos, , () the foremost man, a champion, like

:
—a chief, Lat. priticeps.-,, f., to work beforehand.

-vaos or -vaios, a, ov Ion. -VTjios, 77,

ov, (, vaos) before or in front of a temple : as

Subst., ., to, the court before a tem-

ple. . Ion., , a name of

Minerva at Delphi, because she had a chapel or statue

there before the great temple of Apollo. III., 6, the hall or vestibule of a temple, through

which was the way to the temple itself.-, f. , to fight at sea for or in

defence of,.-€, f.-, to assigii beforehand : to hold

forth, present. II. Med., of cattle,

to go forward in grazing : hence to gain ground,

spread.

irpo-v€vo>, f. , to nod or stoopforwards.-, , ov, Ion. for.7-€, f. , to fast beforehand.-, f., to gain a victory beforehand.-, f. ; also Med. irpo-voeopai, f.-, with aor. I med. and pass,,-
:
—to perceive or observe beforehand. II.

to plan or devise beforehand : to provide. 2. c.

gen. to provide for, take thought for. 3. absol. to

be provident, act warily. Hence6, verb. Adj. one must take care., 17, ,() disposed to practise

foresight, provident, cautious, wary. II. of

things, shewijig forethought or design. Adv. -,
withforethought.

Ion. -, ,() a perceiving or

knowing beforehand. II. foresight, forethought,

forecast ; etc with forethought, advisedly,

Lat. ex consulto, and of crimes, with malice prepense.

2. the providence of the gods., ,() a proboscis.

irpovopcia, 77, a foraging, plundering. From-, f. , to go out foraging, to forage., ,() a foraging, foray, raid.

iTpovopos, ov,() goingforward to feed,

grazing forward.
-voos, cv contr.-, ovv, (, voos) think-

ing beforehand, wary :—Comp.^.-, is, (,) bent or bendingforwards :

drooping, sinking. 2. metaph. inclined, ready.

irpo-vumos, ov, (,) before or without the

walls : generally, infront of, outside a place. II.

as Subst.,, , a hall or court., gen. /cos, , a kind of deer : the gazelle

or perh. the roe : also.
Trpo-^€ivos, 0, Ion. for.
irpo£ev€<o, impf. : f. aor. -

:(evos)

:

—to be any one's, to be

one's protector or patron. II. to negotiate,

manage, effect anything for another : to supply, fur-
nish, present, grant. 2. c. dat. et inf. to contrive

for one that . . : also to advise, give directions. 3.

to introduce one person to another.^, 77, a treaty or compact of friendship

between a state and a foreigner, public friendship,

Lat. hospitium. II. the rights and privileges of
or public friend, esp. of an ambassador.

From
irpo-^vos Ion. -jleivos, , (,) a public, i.e. a public guest or host : the word expressed

the same relation between a state and an individual

of another state, that did between two indivi-

duals of different states : the possessed

great privileges in the state to which he was allied ;

the relation usually passed on from father to son.

II. one who represented a foreign state, a sort of

consid or agent. III. generally, a patron, as-

sistant, defender, guardian. 2. as Adj. assisting,

relieving.--, f., to shave beforehand.-, Dep. to bray beforehand.-, f. , to travel before.-€, f. , to prepare the way before,

pave the way. II. metaph. to prepare before-

hand.-, f., to travel before.

irpo-o8os, ov, (,) going before or in advance:

as Subst.,, ol, a party of soldiers in advance.

irpo-oSos, , (,) a going on, advance.-, inf., part, : plqpf., : fut. : (with no pres. in use) :—
to know beforehand. Cf..- Att. contr.£, f. --

: Dep. :

—

to make a preamble or prelude

:

—the

pf. is used in pass, sense, to be stated

by way ofpreamble. From- Att. contr., , (,)
an opening or introduction to a thing ; in Music, a

prelude, overture : in speeches, a preface, exordium :

of laws, a preamble : metaph. any beginning. 2.

a hymn.-, fut.-: Dep.:

—

to have gone

on before.- and -, to swear before or beforehand:

to testify on oath before.

irpooiTTCov, verb. Adj. of, one must look

beforehand, take care of: cf. sq.

TrpooTTTOS Att. contr. Trpovirros, ov, verb. Adj. of

(as if from^),foreseen : manifest.
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TTpoopuTos,

to be foreseen.-, f. : aor. 2 irpoubov : pf.-:—to foresee : absol. to look forward, be pro-

vident. 2. to look forward at, see before one:

also to see from afar. 3. c. gen. to provide for a

person or thing. II. also in Med.,
to foresee. 2. to look before one. 3. to pro^-

videfor, to provide, Lat. cavere.-, f. , to mark out beforehand, to pre-

determine.-, f., to drive forward or onward:—
Pass, to rtish or start on. II. intr. in Act. to

start forward.-,, f., to moor before or in front.- Att. contr. : .-:—to owe beforehand

:

—Pass, to be due beforehand or

before, to remain as a debt.-, ecus, , (, 6\pis) a foreseeing. II.

a seeing before one.

irpo-, fut. of (as if from*-
).-, es, (,/) fixed in front, pro-

minent.

irpoiraGeiv, aor. 2 inf. of.-, f. , to teach beforehand.

irpo-, Adv. very long ago.-, (,) Prep, wiih gen. before. II.

Adv. before, sooner.-, to put beside or along before-

hand.-€^, f., to prepare beforehand

:

—
Pass, to be prepared beforehand.-^, to supply beforehand : to offer before.- and before a vowel- : Prep, with

gen., before, in front of;* before

one's feet, close at hand ; before

the door. II. Adv., I. of Place, in front,

forward, before. 2. of Time, before, formerly.
irpo-iras, -, -, (, ) strengthd. for

7rcis, all day long ; vfjas$ all

the ships together: neut. as Adv. utterly.-, f.-, to suffer before or before-

hand : to be ill-treated before.-, opos, , (,) the first founder
of a family, forefather : in plur.^, oi, an-
cestors, forefathers.-, f., to persuade beforehand.-, , a previous trial or venture ;-
pav€, Lat. experimenhim facere, to make
trial.-, to attempt beforehand : also as Dep.
irpo-impaop.ax, with aor. 1 and pf. pass,-

[],.-€, f. : aor. :— to send
before or beforehand : to send away, dismiss : to send
an : to send forth ; -4€ iovs to shoot forth
arrows: also to afford, furnish. II. to conduct,

accompany ; esp. to conduct in procession, to follow a

corpse to the grave, Lat. efferre. III. to pursue.,, , aor. 2 part, of.-€, f.- [], to spread out before.

Trpoirtreia, , rashness, reckless haste. From, is,()falling forwards, bending

forward, Lat. prociduus, proclivis : drooping, at the

point of death. II. metaph. being on the verge

of, ready for, prone to a thing. 2. precipitate,

sudden, rash, hasty, reckless. Hence
TrpoiT€T(os, Adv. forwards. II. in headlong

haste., 3 sing. pf. pass, of.-'^, , ov, pf. pass. part, of.-, f., to spring out before : to

springforwardfrom.-, f. Att. , (, /) :

—

to

cover with mud : to treat with indignity, t@ abuse

foully

:

—also to throw in one's teeth, reproach one

with. Hence, ecus, , and, 6,

contumelious treatment.- [t], impf. : f. : aor. 2

: pf. act., pass, :

—

to

drink before or to one, to drink to another's health,

pledge him, Lat. propinare, because the Greek, as

also the Roman, custom was to drink first oneself,

and then pass the cup to the person pledged. 2.

as the cup was often given as a present,

came to signify to give away, make a present of, to

compliment away: e\€v6epiav,
to pledge away liberty to Philip : so,

ttjs TToAecus the interests of the state have

been complimented away.-, f.- : aor. 1, inf.. pf. :
—to fall or throw oneself

forward : to rush forward, rush headlong.-', f. , to trust or believe beforehand.-, poet, for (v.) :

—

to fall

down before, fall prostrate, of suppliants.-, f.-€, to sail before. Hence

irpo-irXoos, ov contr. -nAovs, ovv, sailing before,

in front or at the head.-, Ion. for.-, , going before to shew the way,

guiding.-, f., (, $) to put the footfor-

ward, strideforward.
irpo-TTOicoo, f., to do beforehand, take the first

step :—Pass, to be made or prepared beforehand.-, f., tofight before or infront of., utos, to, service rendered. From, f. ,() to serve as a priest.

irpo-rroXos, 6, , (, \) a servant that goes

before one : an attendant, minister : a rower. 2.

one who serves a god, a priest or priestess : a temple-

servant. II. as Adj. ministering to a thing,

devoted or dedicated to it.
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Trpo-, ,() a sending on before.

II. an attending, escorting, conducting.-/, 77, (,) the first place in a

procession, like., ,() escorting in a proces-

sion : c ace, carrying drink-offer-

iugs in procession. II. as Subst. a conductor,

escort.-, f., tc work or take pains before-

hand. II. to labourfor or instead of another.

III. c. gen. rei, to work for a thing, i. e. to obtain it.

IV. c. ace. rei, to obtain by previous labour : hence

in pf. pass, part., things formerly

pursued with zeal. V. Med., to

grow weary or tire too soon.

-TTOVos, ov, very toilsome, exceeding toilsome.

-irovTis,, , (,) the name of the

Sea of Marmora, so called because it leads into the

Pontus or Black Sea.-, f., to conductforivard

:

—Pass, with

fut. med.-, and pass,-, to

go before or forward.-, f., to provide beforehand

:

—Pass.

to be provided beforehand.

irporroais, , ,{) a drinking before or

to one : a pledging. II. a drink.

irpoiTO'nrjs, ,{) one who drinks healths.

Trpo-iTOvs,-, , the projectingfoot ofa mountain.- Att. -, f. ( to do before. II.

to exact beforehand.-, , , inclining forward: metaph.

forward, ready, willing.-, , inclined or bent forwards : sway-

ing forwards :—neut. as Adv., forward.

--, strengthened form of, right before.-,, Pass, strengthd. for-, to roll on and on, to keep rolling oneself be-

fore another's feet : to be driven aboutfrom place to

place.-, Adv. (,) stern-foremost,

properly of a ship on the point of sinking : hence on

the brink of ruin, utterly cast away.-, f. , to stumble before.

irpo-TTtiXaios \],
,
(,) before the gate. II.

neut. pi. as Subst.,, , a gateway, en-

trance : at Athens the Propylaea, the entrance to the

Acropolis, built by Pericles.-, , (,) a portico, vestibule.-, f.-: aor.2:
Dep. :

—

to learn by inquiry before, hear or ascertain

beforehand.-, ov, before or for towers ; -" offerings madefor the city.

7rpo-p€a>, f.-, to flow forward,flow amain,

Lat. profluere.-, , (,) a foretelling. 2.

previous instructions or orders. II. a proclam-

ation, public notice.

-'.-, ov, (,) foretold. II.

proclaimed, commanded.
irpop-pi£os, ov, (,) by the roots, root and

branch : neut. or as Adv., up by

the roots, Lat. radicitus.'2, Prep, with gen., dat, and ace: with gen.

implying motion from or from the side of a place

;

with dat., abiding at a place ; with ace, motion to a

place:—Dor. and [^^], contrd..
With Genit., 1. of Place, from forth : hence

from or on the side or quarter of; on the

side of the South, i. e. in the direction of the South
;

vpus garrisons on the side of, i. e.

against, the Ethiopians ;' ", , Abdera is

situated on the side of the Hellespont rather than of

the Strymon, i.e. is nearer to it. 2. metaph.,

on the father's side : also on the part of, at

the hand of to have honour

at the hand of Jove : so, tc

re strangers and the poor are sent by Jove.

3. in presence of, before, whence its use in oaths and

protestations : ,
witnesses before gods and men : in which case the

Att. insert between the prep, and ace,

I beseech thee by the gods, Lat. per ie

deos oro. . II. with a passive Verb =, as, -
to be taught by one ;-

to be dishonoured by one. III.

from the local sense on ox from the side 0/ comes the

sense suiting, becoming ;

not befitting every man ; agreeable to jus-

tice ; ' it is like a woman.
With Dat., generally, hard by, near, in the presence

of, at, on ; yah] to dash upon earth

;

7rpos to cling close to each other.

II. in addition to, besides ; tn addition

to this ; in addition to all

other evils. III. of close engagement in a thing,

yiyveaOai to be employed upon con-

sidering.

With Accus., it expresses motion, . of

Place, towards, to, upon; towards the East;

to cry to heaven. 2. in hos-

tile sense, against : in the titles of speeches,

in reference or reply to, in answer to, Lat. adversus ;

not in accusation of which is properly with gen.,

Lat. in. 3. without hostile sense,

to address oneself toiuards or to one. II. of

Time, towards, near, hard upon. III. generally,

of Relation, with a view to, in regard or relation to;, in regard to this, therefore ;

things relating to war ;

our relations to the gods. 2. according to, suit-

able to, at, upon ; at the news ; so,

; to what end? 3. in proportion to, in

comparison of; in comparison

j of his father Cyrus; in com-
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parison of all the rest, implying superiority, Lat. prae

aliis omnibus. IV. in Att.,$ with ace. is

often put for Adv., as, , by

force, forcibly ; irpus in season ; vpbs

to please one; $ =.
Absol. as Adv., besides, over and above.

In compos, it implies I. motion towards, as

in. II. addition, besides, as in-. III. a being by or besides : a remain-

ing beside, as in- (( sum).-5, ov, (,) before the Sab-

bath : as Subst.,, , the eve of the Sab-

bath.-, f. <:, to announce : to denounce., fees, 7), an addressing. From
irpoaayopeuTtos, a, ov, verb. Adj. to be called or

?iamed. From-, f. : aor.- : pf. -77700-

ctfca : but the Att. fut., aor. and pf. are ^,,:—to address, accost. II.

to name, call by name.-, f. £: aor. 2, rarely aor I.: fut. med. in pass, sense :

—

to

bring to or upon: to supply, furnish. 2. to put to,

add. 3. to bring to, move towards, apply, employ.

4. to bring in, introduce. 5. to lead on, induce.

II. intr. to draw near, approach ;, come on I

III. Med. to attach to oneself bring over to one's

side. 2. to embrace, salute. 3. to induce to do

a thing. 4. to get for oneself, procure, import

:

hence in Pass., imports. Hence€5, ecus, 0, one who brings to, an intro-

ducer., ,() a bringing to or towards

:

acquisition. II. (from the intr. sense of-) approach or access to, the privilege of entrance.-, ,() britigiug to, attractive,

persuasive.-', Dor. f.- :

—

to sing to ; r\v, Dor. for , to thee will I
sifig. 2. to sing the songs

in a Tragedy to music. II. to harmonise or

chime in with, Lat. coticinere., aor. 1 part, of.7-€,, Med. to choose to oneself, attach to

oneself. II. to. choose or elect in addition to.- Att. —', f. £, to spring or rush

to : to come quickly upon or over.-€, f., to ask besides : to demand in

addition. II. to continue asking, to beg of one

:

absol. to beg hard. Hence-£, f. , to shoot like -a javelin.7-€, verb.Adj. of, oju must bring to.-, , , a beggar.-, f.-, to hear besides.-, f. , to rub or smear upon.-,, Pass, to be taken besides, to be cast

in a lawsuit besides.

-. 597-,, f.- : aor. -: Dep.:—
tojump up, at or upon one.

irpocr-, Dor. poet. aor.,
to answer.-, f. , to milk besides: Dor. fut. med.
(in pass, sense) will yield milk besides.-€, (pas,), Pass, to be held

fast in a thing.-- [], f., to come to aid one.-, Att. fut.-, tn put on over.-, f. -, to climb up to : of

riders, to mount besides. Hence5 poet,-, -, a going up to,

approach ; approach and as-

cent by means of a ladder, i. e. a scaling-ladder., aor. 2 imperat. of'.-, to read besides.-, f. , to force or constra'ui be-

sides. 2. to bring under command, discipline.

II. to force one to do a thing.-, to announce besides.-, f., to ivrite or note dow?i besides.-, f. rjaej, to lift up besides : Med. to

take upon oneself or undertake besides. II. of

an oracle, to give an a?iswer besides.-,., to spender consume besides.,, that on which one leans. From-, Pass, to lean on. [t] Hence, , a leaning or lying on.-, f.- to take up or re-

ceive besides. 2. metaph. to recruit or refresh

besides.-, f.-, to spend or cotmime
besides :—aor. I part,.-, f., to fill up by pouring into,

fill up the measure of.-, f. -, to hang tip besides or 7/pon.-, to hold in check besides.- poet,-, to rise up towards.-, f.- :
—to offer or dedicate

besides

:

—Med.
self: to contribute besides,

or consult with.-,. Att. , to enslave besides.- (, ibo), to go up to.-, aor. 2 without pres. in use (-
being used instead) to announce, publish or

order besides.-, es, Dor. for.-, es, gen. 60s, (,) rising up

against or so as tq meet one, up-hill, Lat. arduus.

II. metaph. steep, arduous : irksome, displeasing,

painful. III. of persons, adverse, hostile.-, f. €, to report besides.-, to forbid besides.-, f. <, to demand besides.-€4, f., to threaten besides.-7€>, aor. 2 without pres. in use (-

to take something additional on one-

also II. to confer
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being used instead), to forbid, renounce

besides.-, f.-, to throw away or lose

besides.-, f., to enroll or register besides.-^, f. -£, to prove besides.-, to pay as a debt besides.-, Med. to ansiuer besides.-, f.-, to kill or slay besides.--), f. , to enjoy besides.- and- : f.- :

—

to destroy,

despatch, hill besides: to lose besides :—Med., with pf.

2 act., to perish besides or with others.-,, f., to send away or off besides.-, f.-, to send off besides.-, f., to defraud besides.-, f., to value or estimate besides.-, f.-, to carry off besides: to

return or report in besides.- Dor.-, f., to fasten to or

upon, attach to, confer upon : in bad sense, tofix or

impose upon, saddle with. 2. to apply to : to

deliver, commit to. II. intr. to be added. III.

Med., to touch, lay hold on, meddle with.-, f.-: aor 2—:—tojoin,

fit, fasten to, c. dat. II. intrans. in pf. 2-
Ion.- : 3 sing. Ep. pf. pass,-

:
— to be fitted, attached or closely joined to.-- Att. -, f. , to dash against.-, Ion. pf. of.€, 3 sing. Ep. pf. pass, of.-, f. 4, to lend sufficient aid, to succour,

help, assist, c. dat. II. to afford, yield, present,

c. ace. rei.- later Att.- : f. : pf.

pass,- :
—to fit to, put or attach closely to :

metaph. to adapt. II. intr. to siiit or agree with

a thing.-, f., to fasten or attach to:—Pass.

to be attached to, accrue or belong to: to be devoted to.-, Att. for-'.-, f. , to dishonour or deprive of
civil rights besides, to degrade besides.-^ Pass, (,) to become

dried up, waste or pine away upon.-, f. : impf., 3 sing.-, 3 dual- :

—

to speak to, address, accost.-£5, ov, (,) near a farm-yard,
rustic.-, f., to accompany on the flute.-, f. -, to increase besides

:

—
Pass, to grow or wax larger.-, to burn by touching.-^, f., to take away besides

:

—Med.
to take away for oneself besides

:

—Pass, to have a

thing taken away besides.-, f.—, Dep. to arrive at.-, f.-, to cause to revolt besides:

—Pass., with aor. 2 act.-, pf.-, to

revolt besides.-, f.- : pf.- : aor. 2-, aor. I med.-:—to go toiuards, step

up on : to mount or ascend. 2. to come near : to

come upon, attack,-, fut.- : aor. 2- : pf.-, pass,- :

—

to throw to or upon,
to apply or affix. 2. to assign to, add or attach to

:

of the Sun, to strike the earth
with his rays : to strike or reach the senses. 3.

metaph., to lay a thing to heart,

attend to it:— Med. to throw oneself upon, at-

tack. II. intr. to strike against, make an attack

or assault upon, engage: also to attack, assail: to

approach, come to. 2. to put in with a ship, come
to land or port.

irpoo-pas,, , aor. 2 part, of., ,() a means of approach,

access.05, , ,() accessible.-, f.-, Dep. to force, compel,

constrain to a thing. II. in aor. I pass.~, to beforced or hard pressed.-£ : f.- Att.- :—Causal of, to bring or convey to : metaph. to bring

over, persuade.---, f. , to look at or upon.-, f.— : aor. 2- :

—

to

come or go to, to reach, arrive at : to approach.-, f.-, to call to:— Med., Ion.

aor., to call to oneself call in.- Ion.-, f., to come to aid,

come up with sjiccour: to bring succour or support to., ,() a putting to or upon;

applying. II. afalling upon, an attack, assault

;

'' an attack of the Achaeans. 2.

generally, a going towards, a means of approaching:

an approach. 3. of ships, a place to touch at,

harbour.

-€05, ov, (irpos, ^=^) near the earth:

near land.-, ov, (,) exposed to the

north wind.-€, f.- [], to look with a smile

upon, to gladden, Lat. arridere.-, later-- [] : fut. -^-
: pf.-^^ : Dep. :

—

to come or go to, attach

oneself to. 2. generally, to be added, accrue, Lat.

accedere. 3. to arrive: of things, to come to,

happen to.-, f. : pf. -yeypa<pa, pass, -^-
:

—

to write besides, annex a clause or codicil;^^ conditions added to a treaty., f., to exercise at or with.-€£, f. , to lend in addition to

:

—Med.

with pf. pass,, to have lent one, bor-

row in addition.
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there is still need of.-^, Ion. for.- Dor. poet.-. : f.-
aor. I pass,- : Dep.:

—

to be in want of, stand

in need of besides : absol. to be in want. II. to

beg or ask of another : to beg one to do.- Dor.-: fut. med.--
: aor. I pass,- ; and in same sense

aor. 2 act.-, pf.-: Dep.:

—

to look at,

behold.-, ov,() tied to a thing.-,. for, Dor.-.- Ion.-: fut.-: pf.- : Ep. aor. 2^, with Dor. part.'/ :

—

to accept or receive favourably : to

admit into ones presence : generally to admit. II.

to waitfor or expect a thing : absol. to wait patiently,

abide.- (A), f.- : pf. pass, :
—

to tie, bind, orfasten to or on.- (), f.-, to need besides.-, f.-, Dep. to injure or ruin

besides.-, to calumniate besides. II. to

insinuate besides.-, Dep. to distinguishfurther.-, aor. I pass,-, Dep. to

converse besides with.-, f., to testify hi addition.-, distribute:—Med. to divide amo?ig

themselves.--, tofasten to with nails.-, f. , to achieve or accomplish

besides :—Med. to achievefor oneself besides.-, f.- : pf. -, pass.- aor. 2 pass,— [] :

—

to destroy

besides :—Pass, to perish besides.-, f.-, to give besides or in addition.7^€, f.-, Dep. to narrate be-

sides.-, f., to award as ajudge to a per-

son :— Med. to be engaged in a lawsuit.-, f., to ordain besides

:

—Med. to

correct oneself besides.-, f. , to define or specify besides.-, f. , to pursue besides.- Ion. -(': fut.: aor. -:
•—to expect, lookfor : to await.-€, f. -£ : aor. - :

—to seem or

be thought besides., ov,() expected., ,() a looking for, expecta-

tion, anticipation, whether of good or bad;

according to expectation., ov,() expected, lookedfor,

or to be expected; expected

to come against Miletus.

irpoo--6opmos Dor., ov,(,)
belo?igi?ig to or serving for supper.-€, aor. 2 inf. of., aor. 2 inf. of :-, part. : formed from obsol..-, f. [, to suffer to go further., aor. 2 of.€€, Ep. for -, 3 sing. aor. med. of.-€£, f. , to bring near: II. intr. to

approach, draw near.•-€, f. , to inscribe besides upon a

pillar : esp. to add a limiting clause.-€, f.-, Med. to become surety

besides.-€, f. [t] to smear on besides : to be-

smear or bedaub besides.-€£, f, , to fasten to the ground : ge-

nerally to make fast.

or -, , a setting by or near: esp. a

sitting down before a place, besieging, blockade, Lat.

obsessio. 2. close attention to a thing, Lat. assi-

duitas :— esp. a sitting by a sick-bed. From, f.,() to sit beside or near,

be near to, Lat. assidere. 2. to attend constantly., , =.-, ov,(,) sitting or abiding near;

Xiyvvs the surrounduig smoke.

€€€, Ep. for : see., aor. I of.-, f., to accustom or inure one to a thing:

—Pass, to accustom or inure oneself to a thing.-€€, -5, inf. and part, of.-€, inf., part, : aor. 2

without any pres. in use, being used in-

stead : inf. med. :
—to look at or upon.

II. Pass,, to appear beside or near to, to

be like., Att. for, q. v.-6£, f. : aor. - :
—to make like

to, liken to, make to resemble

:

—Pass, to be like, re-

semble. II. metaph. to compare.

Trpotr-eiKeXos, , ov, also os, ov, somewhat like.- Dor.-, to press or force

upon or against, compress.,-, pf. act. and pass, of-., aor. 2 med. of.-, ov, (, ') towards the sun, sunny,

warm, light.-€, inf. : impf.-• Ion.-
Att. -ija : aor. 2 part, : (, ibo) :

—

to

go to or towards: to approach one. 2. in hostile

sense, to go or come against, attack. 3. to come

forward to speak. II. of Time, to come

on. III. to come in ;
or
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alone, the public i?icome, revenue, Lat.

reditus.-, inf.: impf.: (irpus,

sum) :

—

to be at, near or by, to be against. II.

to be added to, attached to: to belong to, be in: absol.

to be there, be offered.

irpoo--eurcv, inf.. aor. 2 without any pres.

in use( being used instead) :

—

to speak to

one, to address or accost : to salute. 2. to call so

and so : to name.-, f. £, to exact payment of besides.-, f. , to hold out and shake;

to shake one's hand with a threatening gesture:

to hold out as a bugbear, metiace one with.-, to cast out or expel besides.-, f., to send away besides.-, f., to kindle, set onfire besides.-, verb. Adj. of, one must ap-

ply : absol. one must attend.

irpoa€KTiKOs, , ,() attentive.-, to pluck out besides.

irpoo~€iciipcra, aor..-, f. , to ridicule besides.-, f.- [], Att.—: aor. --:—to drive towards. II. intr., I. (sub.'
or), to ride towards, ride up to, Lat. adequitare.

2. (sub.), to march tip, proceed, arrive., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of^., false form for.,, aor. 2 inf. and part, of.-, f.- or- \y] : aor. --
:

—

to draw to or towards, draiu on :—Med. to

draw towards oneself, attract.

Trpocr-, f. , to be still wanting.-, f.- : aor, 2- :

—

to step upon : to trample upon, Lat. insiritare.-, f. , to look into besides.-, Pass., with fut. med.-,
to be angry with besides or further.

-€<5, is, resembling.•-,, Dor. for-, 3 sing. impf. of.-, f.-, to declare besides:—
Med. to shew oneself off to another.-, f. , to seize as an additional

pledge for payment.- : fut. med.- and

pass,- : Dep. :

—

to think on or take

into consideration besides.-, to address, accost. 2. to intreat or

command to do, c. inf. 3. to call by name.
irpocr-evvoiio, f., to think on or observe besides.-, f. -, to inflict besides.-, Dep. to enjoin or command be-

sides.-, Med. to choose out for oneself or

select besides.

--, f.-, to fail still

more.-6£7£, Att. fut.- : Dep.

:

—to enslave utterly besides.-, f.-, to make to standforth
besides :— Pass., with aor. 2 act. to rise up to.-€|€•, f.-: Dep.:

—

to work out

or accomplish besides : the pf. is

used in the depon. sense, but also takes a pass, sense,

to have been achieved or effected besides: cf. (~/,-, f. , to examine, search itito besides.-^, f.-, tofind out besides.-€, pf. with pres. sense, Att.-, inf.: there is also a pass, form of pf.,^-
:
—to be like or resemble in a thing. II. to

seem fit. III. to seem to do.-, f., to praise besides.-, f.- [] :

—

to accuse be-

sides.-, f.-, =.--, f.-, to invent or devise

for any purpose besides., aor. 2 of.-, f.-, to throw upon besides, to

add over and above.

irpccr- [], f. , to write 7/pon besides.-, Pass, to press or bear hard upon.-, f.-, Dep. to gain or ac-

quire besides : to make additions to.-,., Med. to help to take hold cf

a thing : to help or succour, esp. in war.-€€, f., to swear a false oath besides.-, f.-, to blow against still.-, f., to trouble oneself still more.-, f. , to jest at besides.-, fut. med.-, aor. I

pass,- : Dep.:

—

to understand or know
besides.-, f.- : to notify, enjoin,

charge besides ; esp. by letter.-, Att. fut.- :—Med.

:

—to set one's seal to besides : hence to confirm or

ratify besides.-€€, Pass, to enjoy oneself besides or

still more.-, f. , to act as guardian to one

further

:

—Pass, to be subject to as guardian, be the

ward of another.-, f., to say by way of addition.-€, f.-, Dep. to gratify be-

sides.7€ [], aor. 2 of.-, f.- : pf.-^ : Dep.

:

—to work or effect besides.-, ov, iirpLs, ^) industrious.-, Dep. to vomitforth against : me-

taph., ^ the waves break

foaming against the rocks.



« Att. contr.€, fut. to :

—to speak , address.-, f. , sirive, vie with or against.-, f.- : aor.-, inf. --
: Dep. :

—

&sk besides.- Dor.-- : f. : aor. >-
:

—

io creep or sleal on, approach, draw nigh; 6

xpovos ihe coming time; the

coming event, thefuiure.7€, aor. I of^.••-€, =^.-, impf.-, f.- (but

the Att. impf. and fut. are,): Dep.

with act. aor. 2-, pf.- :
— come or

go to : io come forward : absol. approach, draw

nigh; also io be nigh at hand. 2. to visit, asso-

ciate with. 3. in hostile sense, to go or march

against. II. io come in, of revenue, Lat. redire.-€, f., to ask or question besides.-6€5 Dor. -arTrepos, ov, verging to-

wards evening: neut. pi. as Adv.,

towards evening.-€£,^./ take to oneselfas afriend,

choose as ofie's comrade, attach to oneself. Hence, , joined with as a comrade, at-

tached to a party.-, Adv. over and above, besides., aor. 1 imperat. of-.-, f., to procure or supply besides:

be provided with.-, f.-, lofind besides.

-\•\,, prayer. II. a place ofprayer. From-, f. -£, Dep. io offer prayers or

vows : absol. io worship : also c. ace. io pray for a

thing., i;s, , aor. 2 of., 4s,() of place, adjoining, bor-

dering upon, close to, next.-, f. : aor. 2 t pf. -
:

—

lo have besides or in addition. II. to

hold to, bring to or near; to bring a

ship to port or to land; and without vavv, to put in

or touch at a place ; rrj yrj, rr\ to

touch at : to latid : sometimes also -. III. , to turn one's

mind, thoughts, aiiention to a thing, Lat. animum
advertere : also without , attend ;-

to give heed to oneself. 2. to devote

oneself to a thing. 3. to pay court to. IV.

Med. io attach oneself to a thing, cling, cleave io it

:

also io devote oneself to the service of any one. V.

Pass, to be heldfast by a thing : to be implicated in.

-€3, ov, (, iais) towards dawn or morn-
ing.--^,, f. -£, to yoke or fasten to

:

—
Pass, to be bound or yoked to.-, ov, (rrpus,) near manhood., aor. 2 of^.
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-),{., (npoorjyopos) to address kindly:

to console. Hence, aros, to, the object of an address., ,(^) an addressing kindly,

friendly greeting. II. a naming, name.-, ov, (rrpos,) addressing, ac-

costing; at~ the speakitig oaks : e.gen.,^$^5 addressing prayers

to Pallas ; generally, affable. II. pass, addressed,

accosted:—as Subst.^, , an acquaintance., pf. pass, of., 2 sing. pf. pass, of., aor. I med. of.^, Adv. pres. part, of, suitably,

fitly, becomingly., part. neut. of used absol., it

being fit or becoming, Lat. quum conveniat or con-

veniret.-, to have come to, to have arrived at a

place : to be near, be ai hand. 2. metaph. to be-

long to. II. impers.,- vpos it con-

cerns, has reference to one; c. dat.,- it is

my business. 2 . it belongs , beseems, befits : see. III. the Partic.-,, ov,

is very common, belonging to, befitting, beseeming;

and of persons, related, akin: ot (in full

ot ^), one's kinsmen, relatives :

or ihat which belongs io

one, all thai is proper to oneself ;

to devise means for one's own
safety ; what is fit or seemly, one's

duties.-, ov, (,) towards the sun, ex-

posed io the sun, sunny.-, f., to nail, pin, or affix to. II.

to nail up, shut close up., aor. 2 of-.-, ov,() come to, arrived at:

—as Subst.,, 6, a new comer, stranger,

Lat. advena : hence, one who has come over to Ju-

daism, a convert, proselyte.-, properly pf. of- : Pass. :

—

io

sit upon or close to : to remain close to.-, f. : aor. :

—

to give

previous or public intimation : to foretell, an-

nounce. II. to proclaim, publish.-€, used as aor. I of.-€5, ov, (vpos,$) towards the wind,

windward., used as aor. I pass, of-.- Dor.-, 4s, (, is) soft,

gentle, kindly: well-disposed: hence inclined, suit-

able to. Adv.$., pf. pass, of., 3 sing. impf. of.-, ov, (rrpos, $) Ion. for&, to-

wards morn : neut. as Adv. in Dor. form -,
towards morning.
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Ion. and poet, : ().

As Prep, with gen. : I. of Place, before, in front

of, in defe?ice of. II. of Time, before.

As Adv. : of Place, before, in front, to the front,

forwards: with the Art., us to^ forward, fur-

ther, to the front. II. of Time, before, formerly,

of old: also c. Art., the day before:

also as Adv., formerly. III. also

before, in sense of sooner, Lat. potius ; -
. . to die sooner than . . ., Ion. for, aor. 2 med. opt. of.€5, aor. 2 imperat. of.

ivpocrGccris, ,() a putting to, applica-

tion. II. an adding, an addition.€, verb. Adj. of, one must

add: also one must teach., ov, or , ov, verb. Adj. of,
added, fitted or adapted to : put on, of false hair.-, f.—, to run towards or to.-, ,() an addition, appendage,

supplement. 2. something added, a mere acci-

dent. II. aid, help, assistance., o.tos, to,() an addition.-, f. -: aor. 2', inf.^ :

—

/ touch., a, op, (06') theforemost ;

the fore feet.9-3,,(,$) the chiefofa house., aor. 2 med. imperat. of.-, f., to call to, address.-, ov, (vpos,) according to ones

mind, agreeable, welcome.,, aor. 2 inf. and part, of.-, to sit by or tiear. II. to be always

near, cleave to, follow close, Lat. instare.*-, f.-, to sit by or near.- : fut., med.- : aor. I, med.- :

—

to send to or towards, let

come to: to apply. II. Med., to let

come to or near one, stiffzr to approach, admit. 2.

to admit, allow, accede to, believe : to approve. 3.

to accept, submit to, put up with. 4. c. inf. to un-

dertake to do, venture : c. ace. pers. to please one
;

one thing pleases me not.-, f.-, Dcp. to come to, arrive

at, reach: c. gen. to reach sofar as, come up to. 2.

to come to as a suppliant. Hence, opos, o, one that comes to the temples, a
suppliant. . pass, he to whom one comes as a
suppliant, a protector, guardian.-€•, f. , to ride up to, charge.-,, f.- : to place near, bring

near. II. Pass,, v/ith intr. tenses

of Act., aor. 2-, pf.- :

—

to stand near
to, beside or at: also to come to, arrive at. 2.

metaph., something occurs to

me. 3. to set oneself against : hence to offend,

give offence to.-), f., to narrate besides.-, =, to hold towards or agaimt:
intr. to put to land, put into port

:

—Med. to stick or

cleave to., , ov, verb. Adj. of ( ibo),

approachable.-,,, aor. 2 part, of ( ibo).-^,.-: aor. 2-:
Dep. :

—

to sit by, near, beside. II. to sit down be-

fore a town, besiege it, Lat. obsidere.- Ion.-, properly pf. of -npoc-

: Pass. :

—

to sit by or Tiear, to sit beside

one, to live with. II. to sit down bfore a town,

besiege it, Lat. obsidere.-, aor. -, to haul down
besides.-, f. , to sit down by or near : also c.

ace. cognato, , to sit on 2l seat.-, f., to appoint besides.-£, f. , to arm or equip besides.

-Kaipos, ov, lasting but for a time, transitory.-, f.—, to set on fire besides :
—

Pass., pf., to be burnt through ;

poisburnt through: also to be inflamed

with love, to be in love with.-, f., to call to, call on, summon :
—

Med. to call to oneself, call to one's aid. 2. in Att.

of a prosecutor, to call into court, summon, accuse,

lay an indictment against; in full,

to bring an action for

impiety against .

.

, but commonly without ;

(sub.) to bring an

action for cowardice against

:

—Pass., ?
the party summoned.-5 Dor.--, ov, (,) on or

at the heart.-€€, f., to persevere in a thing. 2.

to adherefirmly to a man. Hence7-5, , perseverance.-, f.-, to go down to besides.-, f.-, to pay so as to make
up a deficiency. Hence,, to, that which is paid in

addition, a sum paid to make up a deficiency in the

revenue.-, f.-, to condem?i be-

sides. II. to adjudge or award to.-, f., to disgrace stillfurther.•--, f. £, io enroll in addition to.-, f. , to leave behind, bequeath

besides : also to leave, lose besides.7-«, f.-, to allot or assign besides.
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sides :—Pass, to be furnished or prepared besides.- [], to pidl down besides.-, f.-, to pay doxvn be-

sides, pay as a further deposit.-, f. , to lay to ojie's charge

besides :—Pass., as logical term, to be predicated be-

sides.-,, Ion. for.
irpo<7-K€i|xcu Ion.-, f.-, serving

as Pass, of, to be placed or laid beside cr

upon, lie by, near, or upon ; rfj to

keep close to the door. 2. to lie with. II. to

be joined xuilh, involved in. III. to be attached

or devoted to ; ^ to put faith

in, subscribe to a story: to devote oneself to: also in bad

sense, to be given or addicted to. IV. to press upon,

solicit : to press close or hard. V. of things, to

fall to one, belong to : also to be laid upon, imposed,

inflicted : also to be added., pf. pass, of.-€, f., to gain besides.-, , a cushionfor the head, pillow:

also a cushion for sitting on, a boat-cushion.-, es, (jrpos, ktjoos) attached to, affec-

tionate. II. akin to, allied ivith.-, Dep. to send a herald to one.- Att. -, f. £, to summon by

herald.-£, (rpos, Kiyickos) to move to andfro,
wag the tail at:— Pass., ev^ (2 sing.

Dor. impf. for^^) nimbly didst thou Iwisi

or writhe about.-, f. [], to shatter or shiver against.-, f., to assign by lot

:

—Pass, to be

associated with., ,() a judicial summons.-, f.- : pf. pass,, Dor.

3 sing. :

—

to make to lean against, to put

to or against:—Pass, to lean agamst, to be turned

towards. Hence,5, ea-s, , inclination, bias, partiali'y.-, f., to wash with waves : to dash

agamst, of the waves.-, f. -, to rub against:—Med. to

rub oneself against.-£, Pass, to go to sleep beside.-, f., to communicate to, give a share

of a thing to another.-, f., to glue on or to :—Pass, to be

fastened to, to cleave to.-, f. Att. , to carry or cotivey to a

place :—Med. to bring with one, bring home : to

import., aros, ,() a stumble : an
occasio?i of stumbling, cause of offence or sin.- : fut. and aor.-

(as if from-, which does not occur")

:

pf. :
—to see beforehand, look outfor : to

provide against:—Med. to watch, take care of. II.

to spy or reconnoitre beforehand. Hence-,, spying or reconnoitring beforehand.-, ,() =.-,, seeing beforeha?id,foreseeing. II.

as Subst.,, , outposts, scouts.-, f. , to strike or daib against ; .
to strike one's foot, i. e. to stumble, against,

Lat. offendere. II. metaph. to mistake, err. 2.

to take offence, be angry at.-, is, (wpos,) causing satiety,

palling, disgusting.

-Kpcivos, ov, (jrpos,) on or for the head:

— as Subst., Dor.-, , a cushion

for the head, pillow.-, f. , to strike against : to have a col-

lision with, quarrel wih.-., f.- :{.- : Dep.

:

—to gain, get or win besides : to win over to ones

side or party : pf. part, also in pass, sense, -
things acquired besides.-, f.- [t] : aor. -€ :

—

to

roll to or against.-, f. : aor. ^ polt.

:

—

to prostrate oneself bffore in token of

respect, to do obeisance to. 2. of the gods, to wor-

ship : also to deprecate the wrath of the gods, disarm

them by worship. Hence, ov, 6, a xuorshipper.-, f.: pf.-:—to stocp to or

over one, to stoop and whisper to him.-, f. ; with three irreg. tenses, impf., f., aor. :— to

reach, arrive at, c. dat. : to be at or near : to befall,

betide : c. ace. to mett with.,, aor. I inf. and imper. of.-, ov, (jrpos,) work'mg at the oar:

as Subst.,, 6, a rower., aor. 2 inf. of.,, aor. 2 part. act. and

med. of.-, f.- : aor. 2-4 : pf.-\—to obtain by lot. besides;^,
to obtain the right ofbringing an action besides.-, Dep. =.-, f., to talk to or with.-, fut.- : aor. 2- :

pf.- :

—

to take or receive besides or in addition

to : to get over and above, to gain or win besides :— so

also in Med. 2. to take another to help one, take

with one. II. to take hold of: to take part in :—
to lake hold of a thing besides :— so also in Med., c.

gen. rei, to be accessory to, take part in a work ; and

c. dat. pers. to help, assist.--, f. , to lay to or near

:

—Pass, to lie
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near or by ; 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, -. II. to speak to, address, accost

:

—Med. to

meditate.-\, to look at or upon., ,() a taking or assuming

besides : an asstimption.-^, f., to persist or persevere in. II.

to importune, c. dat. Hence, , importunity.-, f. Att., Dep. to

reckon or count in addition to. II. to impute to.

Hence
or plur. —i<x, verb. Adj. one must

count besides, reckon in., verb. Adj. one must learn besides.

From-, f.-, to learn besides.-, f. ~, to bear wit?iess besides,

bear additional witness : to confirm by additional

evidence.-, f. £ : aor. -£ :—Pass., aor. I

: pf.- :

—

to knead or plaster

against, to attach closely to ; JJei-

rri€ to knead or stick on Peiraeeus to the

city:—Pass, to be stuck fast to;\€-
stuck close to his sides : so aor. 1 med. with pass,

sense,£$, stuck or sticking close to (the

hand).- [] : f.- Att.- :

Dep. :

—

tofight against : esp. to assault a town.,, aor. I inf. and part, of-, f. -(, to abide or wait still longer

;

^ to remain or waitfor some one. II.

trans, to await, c. ace. : to abide one in battle, stand

one's ground against.-€€', Med. to sendfor besides.-, f., Med. to contrive be-

sides for oneself. II. Pass, to be cunninglyfas-

tened to.- and- : fut. -£ :

—

to mingle or

join with, unite to, bring to. II. intr. to come

into contact with, come or go to a place : also to land,

arrive at. 2. of persons, to hold intercourse with,

meet with

:

— in hostile sense, to go against, to meet in

battle, engage with., ,(^) a mixing or mingling

with. II. a coming to, approaching. 2. an
attacking, assault.-, Ion. form of*.-€, f., to hate besides.-, f., to let out for hire or interest

besides :—Med. to take into one's hire, hire.-, aor. 2 inf. of.-, ov, doomed to woe, ill-fated.-, f.- : Dor.-- : Dep.:

—

to

address, accost.-€, f., to chatter in.-, Dep. to floiv to or with, []

-, f., to build ships in addition.- [], Dor. for.-, f. -^ : aor. -& :

—

to allot,

assign, devote or dedicate to : to add

:

—Pass, to be

assigned

:

—Med. to grant on one's own part, to de-

vote, dedicate. 2.€ to drive flocks

to pasture.-, f.-€, to swim to or towards.-, also as Dep.-, to swim,

towards. II. of water, to dash upon.- Dor. ttotlv-, Dep. to come or go
to. II. to come against.-, f., to perceive besides.-, f., to put to one's lips.

irpocr-ijtiv- : for all words so beginning, see-
-.-, ov, (,) belonging to a solemn

procession, processional : (sub. /xeAos) a
solemn thanksgiving, Lat. supplicatio.

irpocr-oSos, 17, a going or coming to, an approach,

advance : in pi., onsets, attacks. 2. a
solemn procession to a temple. 3. a coming for-
ward to speak, leave to speak. II. income, rent,

esp. the public revenue ; mostly in plur. revenues, re-

turns, profits, Lat. reditus, proventus.-, pf. without anypres. in use* (,)
to know besides. 2. to owe
thanks beside.-€, f., to assign to a person as bis own.

irpocr-ouceco, f., to dwell by or near ; of towns,

to lie near or next. II. trans, to dwell in or near

a place.-,., to build in addition or near.

-oiKos, ov, (,') dwelling near to, bor-

dering on, neighbouring : as Subst.,, , a

neighbour., a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be

added to. 2. neut. one must add.-, used as fut. of.-, Dep. to go to a place.-^, aor. -, to run ashore.-, Dep. to utter one's sorrows to.7-€, f., to go along with.-, f., to hold intercotirse or converse

with, associate with. II. c. dat. loci, to remain

at or cling to a place. III. to busy oneself with,

be engaged with a thing.-, to swear besides or in addition.-5, ov, nearly like, resembling. Hence, f., to make like to.-, f. , to concede or grant be-

sides : to acknowledge a.further debt. 2. to pro-

mise besides. 3. to give in, surrender, come to

terms. Hence-, ov, adjoining, adjacent.-, to call by a name ;

to give them the name Oeoi.-^ Dor. -, poet, for.
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—to look at

:

—so also in Med..-, Med. to reach out after: c. dat. to

be urgent or pressing with.-, ov, (jrpos, opOpos) towards morning

:

neut. as Adv. in Dor. form 6, at dawn.-, f. , to mark out besides :—Med. to

mark out for oneself besides ; oifciav to

have a house marked in proof of a mortgage.-, f. , to bring to anchor at or near

a place :—Pass, and Med., f.-, aor. --
and-, to come to anchor near a

place. Hence, , a coming to anchor or to land.-, f. , (irpos, ovbas) to dash to earth.-, f., to make water upon.-, ov, Ion. for irpoaopos, ($, opos) ad-

joining, bordering on, adjacent ; the ad-

jacent parts ; iV ovtos where he was bis

own neighbour, i. e. lived in solitude.-, f., to owe yet more, be in debt

besides

:

—Pass, to be still owing, be still due.-, f.- : aor. 2-, inf.- :
—to owe besides, to incur as afarther debt

:

generally, to incur or deserve besides : as law-term, to

lose one's suit and incur a penalty besides.-, f., to be wroth with : to be offended at.

-ovj/is, , appearance, aspect, look; )-
oipis thy presence, i. e. thine own self, thou. II. a
seeing, beholding, sight.-, f.- : aor. -:—to play,

sport orjest with. 2. to laugh at, banter, mock.-, ov, (jrpos,) striking upon : sudden,

new, fresh, recent : k/c as Adv., suddenly,

newly.-, f., to wrestle or struggle with one.-, to write beside- or in addition.-, f. 4, to call in besides, invite.-, to remain near besides.*^€, f. , to prepare besides., aor. 2 inf. of.-, f. £, to.furnish or provide besides.- Att.-, f. , to nail

fast on or to. II. to nail tip or hang upon a peg.-, f. -, to be affected be-

sides. II. to be passionately in love with.

-ircivos, ov, (,) hungry, a-hungered.<-€|, f. , to bring near to, drive

against. II . intr. and Pass, to approach, come
nigh to.-^, f., to send to : conduct or convoy to.-4, with aor. 2 act.-, oppedere.-, to throw or put around besides

:

—Med. to put round oneself

:

—Pass, to be put or

drawn round. II. Med. to compass, seek to

obtain.-€, Dep. to remain over and above.-, to embrace besides.

-'€'€, to lay by or preserve besides.-€, f., tofasten with a pin to or on.,, , aor. 2 part, of.-,, f.- : aor. 2- [],
for which an aor. 2 act. is often used: Dep.

:

—to fly to or towards : to come or light upon one
suddenly.-, poet, for.- and -, f.-, tofix to or on ;

affix to the cross.-, f., to press or oppress besides.-, Dep. to approach quickly.-, f.- : aor. 2 -:— to

fall upon or against : strike against. 2. to fall

upon, attack, assault. 3. to fall upon a person,

embrace him, join him. 4. to run or rush up to :

to embrace : to join. 5. to fall in with, light upon,

encounter. II. of events, to fall upon, befall one :

to happen, occur. 2. to come suddenly to one's

knowledge. III. to fall down to or before, to

prostrate oneself: c. ace. to fall down to, suppli-

cate.-, poet, for, to fall upon : to

embrace. II. tofall down to or before, supplicate.-^, shortd. for, intr. to come

near, draw nigh, approach.- Att.- : f.- [] : pf. pass.- :

—

toform or mould upon., ov,() approachable.-, f.- : Ion. pres. :

—to sail towards or against.-, f., to fill up or complete a num-
ber : to man ships besides, man more ships ; and in

Med. to get them manned., 77, ov, to or on which one may sail,

navigable. From-, Ion. for.- Ep.- : f.- :

—

to blow

or breathe upon, inspire : impers. with gen.,

there is a smell of meat.-, f., to make over to, attach or add

to. II. Med., to add or attach to

oneself : of persons, to bring over to one's own side,

win or gain over. 2. of things, to take to oneself,

pretend to, lay claim to, Lat. affectare. 3. gene-

rally, to pretend, feign, affect ; c. inf. to pretend to

do : also to use as a pretence, allege, adduce :

one must make as if it were not, pre-

tend it is not so, Lat. dissimulare. Hence7]5, , a gaining for oneself, nn acqtii-

sition. 2. a taking to oneself, pretence or claim to

a thing.

irpoairoiTjTOS, ,() taken to oneself, as-

sumed, adopted.-, f., to carry on war against, be

at war with : aLo to attack or harass in war.-, f., to make hostile besides

:

—

-

Med. to go to war with besides.
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to be attended, ministered to. From•--, ov,(,) serving

:

—as Subst.,, and , a servant, esp. a ministering priest

or priestess ; minister of death.-, f., Dep. to go to, approach.-£, f. Att. , to procure besides.•---aTOs, , , (,) fastened on

or to with a pin, close-fastened.-, f.- : aor. --
Med. : (,) :

—

to exact or demand

besides.,,, , a stumble. From-, f. , to strike against : esp. to strike

one's foot against, and absol. to stumble, to limp,

bait. II. metaph. tofail: to suffer a disaster or defeat., inf. of, aor. 2 act. of-.-, f. £, to crouch or cower towards

;

(Ep. and Dor. for-, pf. part. pi. fern.) headlands verging to-

wards the harbour, i. e. closing it in.,,, , that which is embraced, the

object of one's embrace or caress. From-, f. £, aor. — :

—

to em-

brace. II. as Dep.,- Dor.-
or- : f.- :.- :

—

of a garment, to fold itself close to, cling close

round. 2. of persons, tofold to one's bosom, clasp,

embrace : hence to greet warmly, welcome. 3. of

a festival, to celebrate.-, f.- [t5] :

—

to spit upon : aor. I

part,, spitting in sign of contempt.-, f.- : aor. 2- :

—to enquire or learn besides.

irpocr-, to sprinkle besides or about.€, verb. Adj. one must sew on. From-, f., to sew on.-€, f.- : aor. 2 pass, (in act. sense)— :
— to flow to or towards, flow in a stream to,

hence to gather, assemble.-, f. -£: aor. -:— to dash

or beat against.-, aTOS, , an address, salutation : a

name, designation.-, , an addressing, accosting : a name.-, =.-, f., to throw to.-, to fawn upon, of dogs : metaph. to

wheedle, flatter : of things, to please, Lat. arrideo.-^, to worship or honour besides.

irpocrcroOev, poet, for, forwards, onwards., Adv., poet, for.-, to pant for a thing.- Dor. iron-, to drop on, shed over.-, f., to draw a stockade along

or infront of a place, c. ace.-, aor.2-:—to go to ox towards.

—.-, f.-, to compress in small com-
pass : pf. pass. part,, tight-drawn,

tucked up, Lat. adstrictus. II. to fit to : Med.
to keep close to.-, f., to slander besides.-, Med. to contribute to besides

or at the same time, c. gen.-, f.—, to recommendfur-
ther.-«>, f., to settle with others in a

place, make a joint settlement with., Adv., poet, for.-, to heap up besides.€5,,, aor. 2 pass. part, and inf.

of., aor. I pass. part, of.- or-, f. , to slay at or near., $, ,() an order, com-

mand; by command.-, aor. I pass. part, of., verb. Adj. of, one must

order.-, f., to persist or persevere

stillfurther.,?,() an ordaitiing, ordinance

;

to make an assessment.

irpo-, ,() a being at the head of,

presidency, chieftainship, leadership : patron-skip. 2.

partisanship, party, faction. II. a place before a
building, a court, area.- Att. -: fut. £: aor. -:
Pass., aor. - : pf.-^ :

—to place or

post at a place. 2. to ascribe, assign, award to a

class or party
;

plqpf. pass., the

Indians had been assigned to .. . 3. to appoint as

commander. II. to enjoin or give orders, to

order to do ; tcl orders given.^, ,() —, presi-

dency, authority : patronage, protection,-,() to be leader : absol. to

exercise authority: . .. , to provide or take

care that . . .-, f.,() to stand before or

at the head of, be ruler over, be president or leader

of ; 6 he that acts as chief:—Pass, to be

ruled or led by one. II. to stand before, pro-

tect, guard, c. gen. ; in Att. to be a patron or

guardian. III. time that is

close at hand. Hence75, a, ov, standing before, protecting,

guarding. II. standing before or close to, hovering

ox flitting before one.

[], , ,() one who stands

in front, afront-rank man. II. a chief, ruler,

leader: the leader of a party. III. one who
stands before and protects, a protector, patron, guar-

dian :— at Athens, a citizen, whom a chose

as his patron, standing to h'm in much the same
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relation as the Roman cliens to his patronus ; ypaipa-

to register oneself by one's patrons

name; in Pass.,^^ I will be en-

rolled under the name of a patron. IV. one

who stands before a god, a suppliant.-, tfios, fern, of, a protectress.-, f., to draw a stockade along.-, fut. pass, of.-, f., to add to a wall, include within

the walls.-€, to advance, go before.-€, Med. to add of one's own device.-, f., to pay or spend besides.-, f. -^, to guard or cover in front,

shelter

:

—Med.,\€ to send one

forth equipped:—Pass., aor. 2 [], to

^equip oneselffor a journey, go forth, start.-^, f. £, and-, to sigh or grieve

beforehand.

-rrpo-iTTepvtSios, ov, (,) before the breast:

as Subst.,, , a covering or ornament

for the breast of horses.

irpo-arepvos- ov,(,) before or on the breast.- Dor.-, to delight beside., pf. pass. part, of.•-€, Dep. to devise besides.-, f. £, to melt into besides. II.

intrans. in pf. act., aor. 2 pass,-
[], to stick fast to, to cleave to.

Trpo-aTT)cras, aor. part, of.
irpocr-, fut.- : aor. -: aor. 2- :

—

to put to, apply, fit. 2. to put to, add.

3. to bestow or confer upon, to give : in bad sense, to

impose, inflict, 4. to attribute or impute to. 5.

to hand over, to deliver over, consign to. II.

Med. aor. 2 -€, imperat. -,
subj.- :

—

to add or associate oneself to,join : to

agree with, consent to, to be well-inclined towards :

absol. to come over, submit. 2. to take to oneself

besides or to take as one's friend or ally ;-
to make one's enemy besides ;-^ to take to wife. 3. to apply to

oneself, britig tipon oneself. 4. to exhibit, declare.-, f., to befoul with dung.-,, f., to award a further penalty

:

—
Med. to propose an additional penalty :—Pass, to be

imposed as an additional penalty. Hence, aTos, , that which is awarded over

and above the regular penalty, an additional penalty.

irpo-, , a mouth of a river.-, f. , to turn to or toivards in prayer
or supplication, to supplicate.—so also in Med. to

turn oneself toivards, supplicate.-, f.-, to bring up in.

Trpojr-', f.-: aor. 2- :

—

to

run to, towards or against : absol. to run up. 2.

in hostile sense, to run at, make a sally or sudden
attack.

-. 607- [] : {.: Pass., aor. 2-€ [] :

pf.- :—to rub on or against

:

—Med. to rub
oneself agaitist : to inflict or cause to be inflicted on
a person : to attach the reputation rf a thing to him :

—Pass, to be inflicted. II. in Pass, also to have
intercourse with. Hence,, that which is rubbed on or inflicted

upon one : a brand, disgrace, affliction.- Dor. --, ov,() :

1. act. turning oneself towards or to a god to obtain

purification after being stained by crime, a suppliant:

as Adj., suppliant prayers. 2.

also of one who has not yet been purified, a polluted

person, Lat. homo piacularis : as Adj.,, polluting blood, blood-guiltiness. II. pass.

he to whom one turns ; debs the pod to

whom one turns for vengeance, the avenger

:

— as Adj.

visiting with vengeance, implacable., ,() a turning oneself to-

wards in prayer or supplication : in plur. prayers,

conjurings ; noktojs ' to address a
petition to the city. 2. a
suppliant band of women., ov,() turning towards

:

hence, like, a suppliant.-, f.- : aor. 2- :
—to

hit or light upon, meet ox fall in with, obtain, c. gen.

2. of events, to befall one. 3., 6

the first person one meets, anybody ;

gevia the gifts that come to one's share.•-, f., to insult or treat with indignity

besides.-. Att. -|•-, Dep. to be with

beforehand, converse with beforehand.-, to intermix first.-^, f., to live together before.-, f. £a', to exist or happen besides.

•-•€, f.-, to be accountable also, stand

surety for.-, Dep. to promise besides.-, , (, (paytiv) anything eaten

with other food : something to eat.-, aros, , that ivhich is sacrificed to or

before, a victim. 2. a sacrifice, slaughter. From- later -, to sacrifice beforehand. II.

to sacrifice for or in behalf of.-, Pass, to appear besides.-, inf. med. of.-, ov, (irpos, 3 sing. pf. pass, of*) lately slain, fresh-slaughtered : generally,

fresh, new, late, Lat. recens :—neuL as

Adv., la'ely : also regul. Adv., lately., 4s,() brought to or near, ap-

proaching. 2. like, resembling. 1. =-
5, serviceable, conducive.-€ Dor.- : f. : aor. I

pass,-- Ion.- :

—

to bring to,

near or upon : to apply to, lay to or upon. 2. to
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present, offer : also to set before one, offer meat or

drink : and in Med. to take meat or drink to oneself.

3. to give besides, to add. 4. to bringforward,

produce as authority. 5. to contribute to, to bring

in, yield. II. Pass., with fut. med.,
to be borne or carried towards : of ships, to put in.

I. to rush against or upon, attack, make an onset:—
to rush. 3. to approach, converse with, to have

dealings with. 4. absol. to behave or bear oneself.

5. to come near, be like, resemble : cp.,. 6. to be put or imposed upon one.-, f. -, to flee for refuge to.

Hence€€, verb. Adj. one must be defendant in

an action besides ; cf. ~/ .-, to speak to, address : impf. or aor. 2, 77s, ; inf. med..- Dor.-^ : f. -^-
: Dep. :

—

to call to, address, accost, salute.

II. to call by name, call. Hence-, Pass, to be ruined besides : to go
to ruin, meet in an evil hour, esp. in aor. 2 part.

poa*$.€05, , addressed, saluted. II.

act. saluting.€, , ,() an ad-

dress, salutation ; in plur. words, accents.$, ov,() addressiiig,

saluting.-, f., to oppose through envy., ,() kindness, good will.,-, Comp. and Sup.-.-, 4s,(,) dear, beloved,friendly

:

ofthings, dear,pleasing, grateful, Lzt.gratus. II.

of persons, kindly affectioned, gratefid.-, {., to study philosophy besides,

to speculate further upon., Adv. of, kindly;< to be kindly affectioned.-, f., to go regularly to, as to a

school, to shops, and the like : see., ,() a bringing to, applying:

a presenting, offering. II. that which is brought

to a person, an addition, increase : also a kindness,

benefit.-«,— to put up, apply. 2. to

present, offer. Hence

, aros, , that which is taken to one,

food, victuals.3 Dor. -, ov,() service-

able, useful, profitable. 2. convenient, suited to,

fit or meetfor : c. mi. fit or meet to do :

—

-
what is fit or meet, fitting service ; -
as \., fitly., Ion. Adv. of : see., es,() growing upon, hanging

to, attached to, devoted. II. naturally fitted, sui.'able.

, aor 2 part, of., ,() a growing to or upon,
a cli?iging to.-, f.- : aor. :

—to make
to grow to or upon, to hang upon, fasten to. II.

Pass., with intr. tenses of Act., viz. aor. 2,
part,,, vv ;

pf. :

—

to grow to

or upon : to hang upon, cling to, be attached to.

Ion. -ea>s, Adv., with natural
fitness, suitably, ably.-^, f., to call or speak to, address,

accost. 2. to call by name, to name, speak of.

3. to address or dedicate a thing to another., Dor.-,, ev,()
addressing, capable of addressing., aros, ,() that which is

addressed to another, an address., €, ,() an addressing.

2. a dedication.-, f.- : aor. 2 r

pf. (in pres. sense) :

—

to gape or stare

open-mouthed at one, Lat. inhiare.-, poet, for, aor. 2 inf. of:—Med.,, I warded offfrom
myself.-, f., to pour to or on., aros, ,() that which is held

before, hence, I. a skreen, cloak, pretence, pre^

text; the ostensible cause for

the war. II. outward show, ornament; so

Miletus is called ' the chiej

ornament of Ionia.-, old form of, to dam tip.-, f. : Ion., f. :—

-

to require or desire besides ; -
I desire you also to obey., ,() a pouring upon.- and —: f.- (from) :

aor. :
—to heap up besides : of water, to

deposit mud, silt, etc. ; to form
new lands by deposition. 2. to choke up with mud?
silt up. II. to throw earth against; Pass, ta

have earth thrown against.-, f. or,, to go to, approach,

c. dat. II. to come or go over to, join another:

to surrender, give oneself tip to. 2. to accede, as-

sent or agree to : to concur in : to believe. 3. to

approach, be near to, agree with, be like. 4. to

putfaith in, believe.-, ov,(,) lying near, adjoining,

adjacent

:

—as Subst.,, , a neighbour., ,() a heapmg up be-

sides : deposition o/mud, etc. . a ba?ik or

?nou?id raised against a place.- Dor., to touch upon, touch.-, f.- Att.-: Dep.:

—

to vote besides : to grant by a majority of votes.-, f., to whisper, chirp or whistle to.
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poet, Dor. and Att. later, like Lat. porro, Adv. : (,) : I.

as Adv., I. of Space, forwards, onward, further

on; opp. to,far off, afar : also with the Art.,

forward. 2. of Time, forward, before.

II. c. gen. far towards ox to;

far into the river ;

to be far gone in wickedness : far from,' not far from the Hellespont. 2. of

Time, far into the night.—Comp.
and Sup., -.-, ,(,) a song sung to or accom-

panied by music. II. the tone or accent of a

syllable.

irpotr-coBos, , (vpos,) singing or sounding to,

in harmony with.

Adv. Att. Ep. (-) from afar. II. from long ago.-6, f.-, Dep. to buy besides., , Ep. plur. of., ,{) a mask.«, to be a respecter ofpersons. From-, , ,(, 3
sing. pf. pass, of) a respecter of persons., ,() respect ofper-

sons.-, : pi. Ep., Ep.

dat. \,) :
—a face, visage, coun-

tenance ; infront, face to face. II.

also one's look, countenance, Lat. vultus;, periphr. for. III. =,
a mask, Lat. persona

:

—hence like, show,

outward appearance. IV. later, a person.-, f. , to pile or heap tip before., , ov, Sup. Adj. formed from Adv., furthest

:

—hence Adv., or neut.

plur. as Adv., furthest., a, ov, Comp. Adj. formed from Adv., further off: hence Adv., or, further.-, f., to help or assist besides, con-

tribute one's help to : absol. to be of use or assistance.

Hence-,,, assistance in a thing: and^, , a helping, aiding, advan'age.-•€€, verb. Adj. of, one

7nust assist.€, verb. Adj. of, one must
place or post in front. 2. one must prefer.-€, (,) to lay in beforehand.-, Ion. for4., aor. 2 med. opt. of., aor. 2 part, of.-, f., tofear beforehand. II.

to fear or be anxious for one.7-6, f. , to salt or pickle beforehand

:

generally, to preserve or preparefor keeping., ,(, 2 sing. pf. pass, of)

a stretching forward. II. that which is putfor-

I

ward : in Logic, a proposition assumed, a premiss.

2. in Gramm., the antecedent clause of a sentence,

answered by the.- Att.- : f. : aor. - : pf.- : Pass., aor. - : pf.-^ :—
to place ox post in front : Med., -

he posted his horse in front of the

phalanx:—Pass, to be stationed first, take the lead;

or oi-, the front ranks,

van. II. generally, to determine or arrange

beforehand.-€, f. - : aor. - : pf.- :

Pass., aor. - [] : pf.- :

—

to stretch

out, put forward: to expose to danger. 2. metaph.

to hold out, put forward as a pretext or excuse.

II. to stretch forwards or forth, hold out, as a sup-

pliant. 2. to offer, tender, proffer: also to hold

out, show at a distance, Lat. ostetitare. III.

Med., to claim or demand as a

reward. IV. intr. to stretch or projectforward.-€£, f. , to protect by a wall. Hence, , an advanced work, outwork.

irpo-TcXeios, ov, (,) before a solemnity or

religious rite. II. (sc. ), ,
sacrifices or rites usual before any solemnity;-^ the sacrifice before the marriage-rite

;

to perform an initiatory sacrifice

in behalf of. 2., generally, a beginning,

outset.-, f., to pay as toll or tribute, give,

pay, or expend beforehand.-^, f., (,) to present as a pre-

vious sacrifice or offering, esp. before marriage.-6€,, , (,) the pre-

cincts or entrance of or sacred place.-, f.— : aor. 2 :
—to cut up

beforehand. II. to cut off in front, cut short,

Lat. praecidere. III. to cutforward or in front

of one : hence, in aor. 2 med. opt.,

if / were to cut a long furrow in front

of me., f., to pick out the dainty bits before-

hand, to help oneselffirst to anything. From.-, , , one who picks out dainty bits be-

forehand, a gourmand, epicure. (Deriv. uncertain.)

7rpoT€paios, a, ov,() on the day before, like,, etc.: (sub ),
the day before ; , Lat. pridie, on the day

before ; c. gen., ) on the

day before the audience.

TrpoT€paiT€pos, a, ov, Comp. of, fox, very long before, much earlier.€€, f.,() to be before, in front,

at the head; to beforward on the

way. 2. of Time, to be beforehand, get the start.

TrpOTcpos, , ov, Comp. without any Posit, in use

(the Sup. being), answering to Lat. prior: of

X
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Place, before, in front, forward ; nodes the

/ore-feet. II. of Time, be/ore, sooner, earlier,

older ; in full, yeverj elder in age ;

children by a former marriage ; -
(sc.), on the day before, like. 2.

as Comp. c. gen., sooner, earlier than

I. 3. the neut. was used as Adv., before,

sooner, earlier ; or, Lat. priusquam :

also with Artie, : is often put

between Art. and Subst., e. g.

the former king. III. of Rank or Precedence,

superior.•-, Adv. of, further towards, fur-

ther, forward.€€, Adv.() towards the front, for-

ward.
irpo-, f. £, to make or do beforehand: pf.

pass. inf., to have been done beforehand,

to be past., old Ep. form for. \t\-, Dor. for.-,, Dep. for., Dor. part, of Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.€€, Dor. of.
irpoTteiiroi, Dor. for, opt. of.€, Ep. for, 3 pi. impf. of-.
irpo-, f.- : aor. Att.-

: aor. 2 contr., inf. :

—

to place or set before, set out : to hand to, present to :
—

Med. to have meat set before one. 2. to putforth

or expose a child : to expose to danger. 3. to set

before, set up as a mark or prize, propose : also to set

as a penalty : generally, to set, fix. II. Med.
putforth on one's own part, to display : also to pro-

pose to one's mind, entertain. III. to set forth,

put out publicly ; to lay out a dead

body, let it lie in state : also to make a show of, ex-

pose for view. IV. to put forward : to hold

forth, offer, tender. 2. to bold out as a pretext.

V. to put before or over. VI. to put before, to

prefer one to another.-, Dor. for.-, f., to honour before or above another,

to prefer to another. 2. to prefer in honour : to hold

in esteem or regard:—Pass, to be preferred in honour;

to be preferred to public ho-

nours. 3. c. gen. to take heed of, carefor. 4.

c. inf. to wish rather, prefer : also to wish greatly,

wish much. Hence
-is, , a preferring in honotir, preference.•-, a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be

preferred.-, , (,) money paid in advance,

earnest-mojiey

.

-, ov, (,) honoured before, worth
more than.

-^, Dor. for-.-, f., to help beforehand ovfirst :-—'

Med. to revenge oneself before.-, ov, Dor. for-.-, Ep. Dep., only used in pres. and
impf.

;( Dor. for,) :
—to look at

or upon, behold. II. of the mind, to foresee,

forbode, presage.-, f. — [t], to honour before another,

prefer ; to deem one more worthy

of the honour of burial than the other., ,() the waist : the loi?is.-, f., to ve?iture before or more

:

—
Pass, to be first ventured or risked.-, ,() the upper part of any-

thing : a half-lengthfigure, a bust.

irpOTOvC^io, f. , to haul t/p with ropes. From
irpoTOvos, () a rope from the mast-bead

to the bow of a ship, the forestay ofthe mast. 2.

a halyard.

irpo-, for , = , formerly, before

now, erst.---, aor. 2 med. inf. of.^, , ov, fitted for urging on, persua-

'sive. Adv. -, persuasively. From-€, f., to turn or urge forwards, urge
on, exhort or persuade to do a thing : so too in Med.,

to persuade, exhort to: also c. dupl. act.,

Solon

prompted Croesus to inquire as to what concerned

Tellus. III. Pass., with aor. 2 med.-
in pass, sense, to turnforwards, turn in head-

long flight: metaph., to give one-

self over to grief.-€, f.- : aor. 2

(formed from obsol.) :
—to run forward or

forth. II. to outrun, run past, overtake.-, Adv. (,) three days before or

for three successive days.-, Adv.() turned forwards,

head-foremost, headlong, with headlong speed, [a]-, f.- : aor. 2- :—to

happen before or beforehand : also to meet withfirst

;

the first thing that came to hand.-, f. , intr. to strike forwards, break

forth, burst out ; the Trojans burst

forward. II. trans, to drive, force on; aor. 2

pass. part,, driven, urged on.,,, aor. 2 part, of^.,, for -, aor. 2 -,., for^, impf. of.,,, for-.€, for, 3 sing. aor. I of., for-, aor. I of., impf. of., for, aor. 2 of., for-, aor. 2 of.



—.,€€, for-.', for-, aor. 2 of., for-, aor. I of., for, aor. 2 of.-, for-, aor. of., v. sub-.|€€, for £-, aor. I of.••£-€, £;-€€, for £-,|€€, for., for.-, f. £, to lead on gradually

:

—Med. to

reduce first wider ones power.-, f. £ : pf. pass.^ : (,) :

—

to be beforehand in a thing, begin with :

c. gen. to be thefirst to do a thing. II. intr. to

exist before; things that happened be-

fore, past events ; .'^ a man's antece-

dents., for, aor. I of.--, f., to go out secretly before., for-, aor. 2 of.-^, pf. pass. part, of.
Trpovmvov,, for -, impf. and aor. 2

of., for-, aor. I of€.-, Dep. to promise before.-, to put under as a foundation.-, f.-, Pass, to exist before.-, f.-, assume beforehand.

irpotnrTOS, ov, contr. for., for-, aor. 2 of., a, ov, see^., contr. for epyov, for a work or ob-

ject : hence worth while, profitable, useful, good for
anything ; vpovpyov to do something of use

:

also as Adv. serviceably, conveniently.—Comp.-, a, ov, more serviceable, useful, important
;

to deem of more conse-

quence :—Sup.^, , ov, most service-

able, etc., aor. I pass, of., to maltreat, outrage. (Deriv. uncertain.), for-, aor. 2 pass..,, for -, aor. I and 2

of.7€,, for €-., for.-, f., to withdrawfrom one before., for.,,, for-.-, f.-: aor. -:—to bringforth
to light, shewforth, manifest, display. i. to shew

forth by word, to declare

:

—Pass!, aor. 2

[], part,,, , to be shewn forth, come
forth and appear, come into sight, come to light;

the sound was clearly heard. II.

to shew beforehand, foreshew : metaph. to hold out a

prospect beforehand, promise:—Pass, and Med. to
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III.shew itself or appear before, be revealed before.

intr. to shineforth : hold a light before., aor. 2 pass. inf. of.&, is,() shewing itself front

afar : quite plain or clear; or /e

openly., ov,{) shewn or seen from afar,

far-famed. II. foreshewn, disclosed beforehand.£, impf.: f. Att.

: aor. : Dep. : ($) :—to set up as a pretext, allege by way of excuse, c.

ace. : absol. to make excises : the* aor. pass,-
takes a pass, sense, to be pretended, be made

a pretence., gen. ecus Ion. tos, ,() an appa-

rent cause, reason, motive, pretext : mostly in bad

sense, a mere pretext, a pretence, excuse, evasion :

absol. in ace., as one pretends, ostensibly:

also in dat., absol. for appearance, for a

show or pretence; and

by way of excuse ; or

to put forward an excuse : elliptically, -
[make] me no excuse : to lay

hold of a pretext., ov,() shewn forth, renowned.

irpo-,- [], Dor. for—., is, placed before or in front, preferred,

excellent : Comp. and Sup., a, ov,-, , ov, more, most excellent: the Sup. also

signifies most advanced in age, oldest. There is also

a contr. Comp. and Sup.,,.,. for, 3 sing.subj.{4.-, f. : aor. : aor. 2^ :

—

to bring before one, bring to, pre-

sent. i. of words, to throw in o?ie's teeth, bring

forward, object to one, Lat. objicere, exprobrare: also

simply to utter, assert, declare : to bring forward,

quote, produce. 3. of an oracle, to propose, com-

mand. II. to bringforward, display;

to declare war. III. to bear on or away,

to carry or sweep away. IV. metaph. to putfor-

ward, further, assist, Lzt. proferre, promovere ; -
tofurther one on the road. V.

intr. to surpass, excel.-, f.- : aor. 2^ :

—

to

fleeforwards or away, flee. II. c. ace. to flee

from, shun, avoid.-, to say beforehand, foretell., ,{) the gift of interpreting

the will of the gods. 2. the gift of expounding of

scripture, public instruction, preaching.- Dor. - : f. : aor. -: () :

—

to be an interpreter of the

gods, interpret or expound their word. II. to ex-

pound publicly, preach., ov, o, Dor. : () : one

who speaks for another : an interpreter of the will

of a god, Aids Ao£ias Loxias

X 2
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is the interpreter of his father Jove: so Poets are

called , interpreters of the Muses

:

generally, an interpreter, proclaimer. II. an in-

terpreter of scripture, inspired teacher, preacher. III.

a foreteller, prophet., , ,() oracular.-, ioos, fern, of, a prophetess.

irpo-, f.- and- : aor. 2-
:— to outrun, anticipate, be beforehand with., aor. 2 part, of.-€5, , ov, dead or killed before. \X~\-, f., to frighten beforehand

:

—Pass,

with fut. med.-, tofear beforehand.-^, to bringforward

:

—Med.

to pass the weft to andfro : metaph. to run to and fro.-, f. : pf. pass,- : to foretell., irreg. Ep. fern, of, having

forethought, thoughtful.

Ep. -teas, graciously, willingly, readily,

gladly : Adv. of.-, ovos, , ,(,) ivithforward mind,

i. e. earnest, hearty, kindly, willing, ready to do a

thing., aor. 2 inf. of^,, Ep. for^, 2 sing. aor. 2 opt.

of^.,() a guard in front, out-

post, advanced guard: at outposts, pic-

quets : on guard., ioos, , fern. Adj. of sq. ; vavs-
a look-out ship.-, atcos, , an advanced guard, []- Att.- : f. £ :

—

to keep guard
before or in front, to guard, c. ace. :

to keep guard over a person or place : absol.

to be on guard, be on the look-out, keep watch:—Med.

to guard oneself: to guard against, be on one's guard
against, Lat. cavere, c. ace.€, irreg. 2 plur. imperat. of.-, f. [] : pf. pass. :

—

to knead beforehand. II. metaph. to concoct,

brew.-, f., to plant before: metaph. to pro-

duce, give birth to.-, f. , to generate before. II. Pass.,

with aor. 2 act., pf., to be born

before another.-, f. , to utter or declare before-

hand. II. to command publicly.-, to rejoice beforehand: 3 sing, imperat., far be it from me ! away with it I cf.,, sub.-€, f. , toforge beforehand.-&, f. Att. , to put into the hand,
deliver up:— Pass., aor. I part,, and
pf. , to be taken in hand, un-
dertaken : also to be arranged, made ready before-

hand, II. as Dep., Att. fut. --

, to take into one's hand, to make ready, make use

of. 2. to choose, select, appoint.-€5, ov, (,) at hand, close to, conve-

nient : handy, ready. 2. easy, common. 3. of

persons, ready or inclined to do.-€€, f., to elect before., Adv. of, offhand, readily:

Comp.—.-, f.- : aor. : pf.- :

Pass., aor. [] : pf.- :

—

to pour
forth orforward

:

—Pass., metaph. of a crowd of men;
they poured or streamed on to

the plain., Adv. (, *) kneeling, on one's knees

;

, to perish in a kneeling stale, i.e. in

wretched plight., ,() a pouring out or forth : in

plur., the mouth of a river., ,() =.-,, , Dim. of, a pot.

Att. contr.-, : irreg. dat. pi.•
: () :

—a vessel for pouring out, a pig,

pitcher, vase, urn : also the flagon or wine-flask from

which the cup-bearer pours into the cups.-^, f. , to lead a chorus;

to lead a band of revellers.-$, Att. for:, irreg. dat. pi.-, f. [], to smear or anoint before.

-xpovos, ov, previous, prior., (), a pouring or spreadifig out;

=, to pour forth the sacrificial barley : also a

deposit, alluvial soil.

(sub.), at, properly fern. pi. of-, the barley cakes thrown forth at. the beginning

of a sacrifice., , 6, () =, a jug or

pitcher : an urn, vase, [ii], , ,() potired forth.«-, ov, very lame or halt.-, f., to go or comeforward, advance,

go on. II. metaph. of Power, to advance, become

greater, ^: of an enterprise, to go
on, succeed; to go on well: impers.,

it goes on well ; oi

when it did not go on well for him by craft, i. e.

when he did not succeed by craft. III. to come

forward to speak.-, f.- and-: aor. :

—

to push forward, push or urge on; to

urge oneself on, rush on. II. to push offor away,

in wrestling.-, ts, (,) ruined beforehand., aor. I of.
irpo-copos, ov, (,) before the time, untimely., impf. pass, of.
irptiXces,, ol, soldiers, combatants onfoot: opp. to

chiefs fighting from chariots. (Deriv. uncertain.)
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Ion. and poet,, , properly fern, of

(sub. lavs), the hindmost part of a ship, the

stem, poop, Lat. puppis :

(see) ; the

wind impels us right astern : ships were generally

fastened to land by the stern, hence

mean to loose the cable. II. metaph.,

the Acropolis; " the foot of
Mount Ossa., , ov,() of a ship's stem., , Ion. and poet, for., Adv. of, from the ship's stem :

generally,from behind., , ov,() of or from a ship's

stem:—as Subst., (sub.),, ropes

from a ship's stem to fasten her to the shore, stem-

cables, Lat. retinacula.,,,() the steersman, helmsman:
metaph. the pilot of the state. II. as masc. Adj.

attached oxfastened to a ship's stern., Adv.()from the stem. II.

from the lowest part, Lat. funditus : utterly, root and
branch., , the lower part, end: properly neut. of., , , the hifidmost, ufidermost, endmost

:

in Homer used of different limbs, where it means the

end next the body, as, the end of the

arm (where it joins the shoulder) : hence,

to cut off the wood at the root.—
Sup., at the lowest end.--, ov,(,) holding the ship's

stem. II. detaining the fleet.-, ,(, opos) the bottom or foot

of a mountain.

Ion. -, ,() the prytaneia

or presidency, at Athens a period of 35 or 36 days,

during which the prytanes of each in turn pre-

sided in the or Council of 500, and in the -
or popular Assembly :

—

by

presidencies, i. e. every 35 or 36 days. II. any
public office held by rotation for given periods : -

the chief command for the day.

Ion.-,,() the presidents'

hall, town-hall, a public building in Greek cities,

consecrated to Vesta, to whom a perpetual fire was
kept burning in it, which in colonies was originally

brought from the Prytaneion of the mother-city : the

Prytanes for the time being had their meals there,

and entertained foreign ambassadors ; citizens also

who had deserved well of the state, and the children

of those who fell in battle, were rewarded with a

seat at this public table. II. a law-court at

Athens. III. pi., a sum of money de-

pouted by the parties to a lawsuit before the suit began,

Lat. sacramentum ; to make a
deposit against one, i. e. bring an action against him., f. ,() to be or pre-

sident, hold sway. II. at Athens, to bold office

as Prytanis, to put to the vote as Prytanis, propose or

lay before the assembly : the or tribe, whose 50
were for the time being, was

called , (see,):
he who put a question to the vote. III.

generally, to manage, regulate, administer.

, -, Ion. for, -., $, , pi., as if from

(,) : a prince, ruler, lord. II. a Pry-
tanis or President : at Athens the were a

committee of 50, being the deputies of one of the- ten, and so forming
-fa

part of the or Coun-
cil of 500 ; out of these fifty one was
chosen by lot as chief-president() ; he chose

nine : and these, with a secretary (*-) not of their own body, formed the Presidency(). The which first entered office

every year was determined by lot, and their term of

office was called: during this time all public

acts ran in their name, in this form ;'[], , -, * the tribe of Acamas were, Phae-

nippus was secretary, Niciades was chief-president'

See,.
or, Adv., Att. for.

Dor.,() lately, just now, not long

ago, Lat. nuper. II. the day before yesterday ;

proverb., ov till yesterday or

the day before, i. e. till very lately.-, ov, ,(,) a youth in hisfirst

bloom.-, ov, also , ov,(,) in the bloom
or flower of youth.

[], Att. shortd. : Adv.: () :
—early,

early in the day, at mom, Lat. mane: c. gen.,

still early in the day
;

the early part of the day ; at early mom ;

from mom. 2. generally, betimes, early,

in good time, Lat. mature, tempestive. II. Comp., earlier, Sup., earliest, formed

from.
(sub. ), , fern, of, morning. [],, Comp. and Sup. of.

£5, ov, =, early, timely, in good time

:

Adv., like, the day before yesterday

:

but also too early, before the time., ov, () early., , , —. []
Att., , , () : early, early in

day, at morn; the early part of the after-

noon, opp. to , the latter part ;,
absol. as Adv., early. II. early in the season ;

early fruits.-,, ,(,)
five years of debauchery.^, ,() the a?ius, the hinder parts,

back, tail.



614, /os, , contr. from,; nom.
pi., as if from :

—

anything that juts

forward, a foreland, headland, Lat. promontorium

;

alias the jutting

ridge of the sea (i. e. the bridge) which joined both

lands.5, a, ov, Att. for., as Ion. , , () the fore-part of a ship,

a ship's head, prow, bows, Lat. prora : also (as if

from an Adj.) the prow of a ship,

like ; a head-wind,

opp. to , a stem-wind. II.

generally, anyfront : hence a head,face,, or before a consonant -0€, Adv.() first

—?.
j

-, ,(,) the firit place or
' seat at table.

-KTOvos, ov,(,) slaying first,

committing the first murder.-, ,(,) the first dog, i. e. the

chief of the Cynics.-, , (,) the first spoils in

war, the firstfruits :—as Adv. in thefirst place., , the right of speakingfirst. From-, ov,(, -) speaking first.-,5,, ,(,) thefirst pro-
phet or seer.

-jxopos, ov, (,) dying or dead

from the ship's head,from thefront., f. , to be a look-out man, look out ther, i. e. newly made
7-'5, is,(,^) first put toge-

abead. From
[a], ov, , () a man who stood at first: the first cause of ill.

-,,, , , (3,) hurting

the ship's head to give signals to the steersman, a

look-out ma?i.

irpcopevs, , , () =., Adv., Ion. for.,,, contr. for-, etc.,

aor. inf., part., and imperat. of., neut. pi. of, as Adv. first of all, in

thefirst place.-, ov, , (,) leading in ad-

vance ; ^, the vatiguard.-, ,(,) the firstfruits of
the chase.-, ov, 6, (,) one

who plays thefirst part, the chief actor, Lat. primarum
partium actor ; the other two actors being called re-

spectively , : gene-

rally, the chief personage.-, ov, (,) first-beginning,

primal, originating.

irptoTO-irXoos, ov, Att. contr. -», ovv,(,) making the first voyage, going to sea for the

first time. II. saili?ig first oxforemost.-£3, ov,(,) being thefirst root

or origin., , ov, Sup. of, as if contr. from -,, Dor. irpoTos (the Comp. being-) :

—

first,foremost, front, of Number or Place
;

of Time, first, earliest, Lat. primus ; ,
among the first fighters, i. e. in

front. 2. neut. pi. (sub.) thefirst

prize ; to carry oft the first prize;

ks to the highest degree : of persons,

being the first or foremost

man among the Eretrians ; -
the chief of the rascality there. 3. -, as Adv., first, at present, just now : so with,, like , atfirst. 4• neut.

sing, and plur., as Adv., first, in the

irpcoTeiov, ,() the chief rank, first place : Ifirst place, Lat. primum: first of all, above all.

esp. in pi., the first prize or place.€, f. ,() to be the first, to excel, be

preeminent. 2. to be thefirst among, be superior

to, c. gen.-3, ov, <5, (,) one who
ploughs earliest ox first., , ov, also os, ov, poet. Sup. of,
thefirst of the first, first of all, very first ; neut.-

and- as Adv., first of all.-, ov,(,) first thrown at

or struck. II. parox.-3, ov, act.

striking first.-, ,(,;) newly-carved.

TrpcoTO-yovos, ov,(,) firstborn. 2.

of rank, high-born, illustrious. 3. first-ordained.-££, vyo,(,-) newly married.--, ov, filling the first seat : irreg. pi.

(as if from).-, ,(,) thefirst seat,

chief place.

after a Relative, means once, oticefor all, as,

whom storms may
catch for the first time, i. e. once for all. 6., Lat. in primis, among thefirst, chiefly, espe-

cially ; , as if shortd. for -, first among the first. II.

is sometimes found as a Comp. c. gen., before, sooner

than : also . . , — . . , Lat. priusquam.-5, ov,(,) first sown or

begotten.-, ov, , (,) one who
stands first, thefirst man on the right of a line : but

also, thefront-rank men. II.

chief, leader, [a], r), a bearing herfirstborn : and, , , the privilege of the first-born,

birthright. From
-TOKOs, ov,(,/) bearing herfirst-

bom. II. proparox., ov, pass, first-

born.
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-5,,(,)first cut or cut off.-, ,(,) firstborn.-, contr.-,, with the first

down.-, ,(,) first-flowing., contr. for-, inf. of., ovos, , Ep. lengthd. form for., Dor. pres. part. fern, -., f.: aor. I: aor. 2:
—to sneeze; he sneezed aloud, which

was taken for a good omen :—metaph. of a lamp, to

spittier.-, ,() a stumble, false step : metaph.

a mistake, blunder. II. a failure, misfortune.', f. : aor. : Pass., aor.

: pf.:—to make to stumble, Lat.

offendere. II. intrans. (sub. ), to strike the

foot, stumble ; to stumble against

;

also, , as,

lest Hellas should get a fall over him. 2. metaph.

to make a false step or mistake, to fail., , , aor. 2 part, of. []
irrovos, Dor. for.
£, gen., , , () the cowering

animal, i. e. the hare.

705, ,() a sneezing, sneeze., Dep. =, to sneeze.

irras, part, of, aor. 1 act. of., aor. 2 inf. of., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.
Ion. -«, , the elm, Lat. ulmus.

iTTipivos, , , also os, ,() made offea-

thers ; a fan offeathers. II.

feathered, winged.

irripis,, ,() a kind of fern, so called

from its leaves being likefeathers.

Ion. -, , the heel. II. =,
a ham.€-, ,(, ^) Ham-scraper.

name for a mouse in the Batrachomyomachia.-, , ,(,^) Ham-nib-

bler, the name of a mouse in the Batrachomyomachia.-, ,(,^) Ham-eater, name
of a mouse in the Batrachomyomachia.-,,(,) moved withflap-

ping wings : metaph. high-soaring, high-flown.

€€5, , , contr. fern,, gen.

: ():—-feathered, winged: also light

as a feather : used by Homer mostly in phrase, winged words.€, ,(,) a feather, mostly in

plur. feathers. 1. wings; to be

under their mother's wings. II. a winged crea-

ture. 2. for, an augury, omen. III. of

anything like wings or feathers, such as oars,,
which are the wings of

ships. 2. the prize which wafts the

Poet as it were to heaven. 3. the leafage of trees,

like. 4. in Architecture, the rows of columns

along the sides of Greek temples, whence the terms,$,.-, ,(,) motley-fea-

thered, of pied plumage.

iTT€po-Trovs,-,(,) wing-footed.

irrcpop-poeco and—, f. : (,) :
—

to shed the feathers, lose feather, motdt : metaph. to

be plucked, fleeced, pigeoned.€-3,,(,) feathered, winged;
the feathered tribes.€-6,(,) to groiufeathers ox wings.

7€, f.,() to furnish with feathers or

wings, to feather ; to tie a letter to

a feathered arrow and shoot it off:—Pass, to be fea-

thered. 1. of ships, to furnish with oars.€€, Ep. dat. pi. of.€, f.,(^) toflutter oxflap the wings.

\\ ,, Dim. of, a little wing. II.

anything like a wing, as, a turret or battlement; or,

a pointed roof, a pinnacle.-, ,(,) swift of wing.

€"05, , ,() fledged, winged,

wing-shaped.

€£, vyos, ,() a wing. II. anything

like a wing, as . rudder. 2. in plur. the

skirts of a coat of mail. 1. the wing of a build-

ing. III. anything that covers or protects like

wings, a fold, flap or cape. IV. metaph.,-^ the wifigs, i. e. the flight ox flow, of grief.€, f. £, Dep.^^.,,,() that which is feathered,

afeathered arrow.^, ,() afeathering, plumage.«^, , , also , ,() feathered:

winged.6, aor. 2 inf. of., inf. of, aor. 2 act. of.
irrnv-oXeTts,, ,(,) bird-killing.

ttttjvOs, , Dor. irravos, , , () fea-

thered, winged:, , fowls, birds. II. of

young birds, fledged. III. metaph., ,
like , winged, passing words ;

fleeting hopes., aor. 1 inf. of., ,() a flying, flight., fut. of.', fut. : aor. Ep. :

aor. 2, only found in compd. :

pf., Ep. part,, :—to frighten,

scare, alarm, terrify, Lat. terrere. II. intr. to

crouch down or cower forfear ; to

flee cowering to the altar. 2. c. ace. to crouchfor

fear of a thing,, Ion. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 subj. ot.
[], , afeather: plumage: esp. of the

under feathers, down. II. a wing.
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drink madefrom it, barley-water, barley-gruel.

'521, fut. : aor. : Pass., aor. I

: pf. :

—

to husk, peel or winnow

grain : also to grind coarsely, to pound.

Ion.-, , () fear, terror.

: f. : aor. poet, :

—Pass., aor. poet, : pf.-
poet,':—tofrighten, scare away:—Pass.

to be scared or dismayed. II. metaph. to flutter,

excite, agitate :—Pass, to be in a flutter, be agitated

:

to be wild, distracted ; distraction. Hence

or -is, , , terror : any vehement

passion, excitement.,, tttoitjtOs, v. sub.\\,, etc., Ep. for-,, , Ep. for, war.-, ov, Ep. for.,, Dim. of, but used like,
a city.- and -, ov, (,) sacking or wast'mg cities: also-,
ov, b.

irroXis, Ep. for.', Ep. for.
TTTOpOos, 6, a young branch, shoot, sucker, sap-

ling. II. a sprouting, shooting, budding.,,,() anything folded, afold.

tttuktos, , ,() folded; ',
folding tablets, consisting of two thin plates of wood,

one. folding upon the other.

tttu!;,, , later, , ,() :
—

anything in folds, a fold, leaf, layer, plate,

/reos plates forming a shield. II. of the clefts

or breaks in the side of a hill, which at a distance look

likefolds ; a cleft, dell, coomb : so also of the sky,

folds or clouds. III. in form, a folding

tablet. IV. in Comedy, wrinkles., , Ep. gen., () a winnowing-
shovel orfan, Lat. van?ius.' [], f. :

—to frighten, scare, terrify:

—Pass,, aor. 2 [u] : to befrightened., aros, , () spittle.'22, f. : aor. £: Pass, aor. I

: pf.4 :
—to fold or double tip,

fold and lay by. II. Pass, to be folded or

doubled tip : of spear-points, to be folded or bent

back. 2. to fold or cling round or to. III.

Med. to fold round oneself. Hence|, , see.', f. [] : aor. ' : pf. pass.

:
—to spit out: to spit, Lat. spuo. II.

to disgorge, cast out, throw up, vomitforth. III.

metaph., having spat, with an expression of
disgust; with loathing in his face., ados, , (,) shy, timorozis,

fearful.

, aros, , (,) a fall : a mis-
fortune, calamity, disaster, Lat. casus. II. that
which has fallen, a corpse, carcase.£, , , gen., () the cowering
animal, i. e. the hare., ov, (,) fallen, slain., ecus, , (,) a falling, fall.£, poet, for. to crouch for fear./22,, like, intr. to crouch or cower
from fear : also to go cowering about, like a beggar,
to visit like a beggar. 2. to flee affrighted : c. ace.

to fleefrom.
Ion.-, ,() begging, beggary., Ion. impf. : f. : (- '

XOs) :
—to be a beggar, beg. II. trans., I.

c. ace. rei, to get by begging. 2. c. ace. pers. to beg
or ask an alms of., Ion. for., , , ($) of orfor a beggar, beg-

garly.
^, irreg. Comp. of.
-Troios,,(,) drawing beggarly

characters, of a poet.

ittcoxOs, , , also os, , () one who
crouches or cringes ; as Subst.,, , a beggar :

also a beggarrmn. II. as Adj. beg-

garly, mean, sorry:—later also poor.—Comp. and
Sup.,- ; irreg. Comp.-.

(sub. ), ,(,) the Pyan-
epsia, an Athenian festival in the month,
in honour of Apollo: said to be so called from a dish

of beans then eaten. Hence,, , the fourth month of the Attic

year, so named from the festival : corre-

sponding to the latter part of October and former of
November."02, , a bean.5, a, ov, () of or on the rump : -
yaiov the tip of the rump.-, ov, (,) white-rump, name of

a Libyan antelope ; also of the sea-eag!e.~', , , the rump, buttocks. Hence, , Dim. a thin, narrow rump. [], , ov, (/ ) about a foot long or

tall. II., , the Pigmies, a fabulous

race of dwarfs on the upper Nile, said to have been

attacked and destroyed by Cranes., f., to practise boxing, be a boxer.

And, , boxing, Lat. pugilatus. From-, ov, (^,) fighting with the

fist : as Subst.,, , a boxer, Lat. pngil., , () a fist, Lat. pugnus : also a battle

with fists, boxing-match ;^ to be con-

queror in the contest of boxing. II. a measure

of length, the distance from the elbow to the knuckles,

— 18, about I ft. l£ inches. III.



, dat. used as Adv., either=, often, fre-

quently ; or up to the elbow.-, ov, (,) with sweeping

train, with trailing robe., a, ov, about 15 inches long. From', ovos, , the elbow. II. as a measure

of length, the distancefrom the elbow to thefirstjoint

of the fingers, = 20 or 5, about

15 inches.£ > f"., to hop, jump, dance.02, 17, a tub, trough or vessel for feeding

animals : a bathing-tub : a vat, boiler, copper., ov Dor. a,o,the philosopher Pythagoras.

Hence£, f., to be a disciple of Pythagoras., , Dor. -iKTas, , ,(^)
a Pythagorean, follower of Pythagoras., aor. 2 inf. of., Dor. for, aor. 2 med. imperat. of-.

(sub. Upaa), , fern, of T1v9los, the Pythia or

priestess of Pythian Apollo at Delphi, who uttered the

responses of the oracle.

(sub. Upa), , neut. pi. of, the

Pythian games, celebrated every four years at Pytho

(see) in honour of Pythian Apollo., ados, pecul. fern, of ; a

song to Apollo. II. (sub. wepioSos), a Pythiad,

period of four years, after which the Pythian games

were celebrated, like. 2. the celebration

of the Pythian games., , ,() of or for Pytho, Pythian,

Delphic., , the temple of Pythian Apollo at Delphi.-5, , , (,) a cofiqueror in

the Pythian games.

-vtKOS, ov,(,) of or belonging to

a victory in the Pythian games.-, a, ov,() Pythian, of or belonging to

Pytho, Delphian. II., ot, at Sparta,four
persons whose office it was to consult the Delphic

oracle on affairs of state., ivos, ,() the hollow bottom or stand

of a drinking-cup, Lat. fundus ;

the bottom of the sea : metaph. the base orfoundation

of anything : in pi. the depths, foundations. II.

the bottom, root of a tree : generally, a root : metaph.

the original stock or stem of a family., Adv., properly dat. of, at Pytho or

Delphi., Ion. 3 pi. aor. 2 opt. of., Adv., =*, to Pytho or Delphi.

-KpavTOS, ov, (,) confirmed by the

Pythian god: the Pythian ora-

cles.-, (, , ,(,) a Pythian

prophet. II. used as Adj., of the Pythian prophet;$/ the prophetic hearth of Pytho.

—. 617-, , Dor. -Tas, , , (,)
a consulter of the Pythian god.--TOS, ov, (,) delivered by the

Pythian god. II. consulting the Pythian god.' [y] : fut. : aor. 4' Ep. :
—

to make rot, to rot, corrode

:

—Pass, to become rotten,

to rot, decay, moulder., gen. ovs, dat. , , Pytho, old name of that

part of Phocis at the foot of Parnassus, in which lay

the town of Delphi : also the oldest name of Delphi

itself. Hence, Adv. to Pytho or Delphi ; and, Adv. from Pytho or Delphi., $, , older form for.€, Adv. , =€, from Pytho.'", poet. Adv. from same Root as,, thickly, frequently

.

2. wisely, prudently.

old Dor.- : f. : aor.

Ep. : Pass., aor. : pf.-
: () :

—to make thick or close, cover up closely,

enwrap;^ to cover thick with

crowns : hence to cover so as to protect, to shelter :

absol. to crown

:

—aor. I and pf. pass. part,

and^, thickly covered, well clothed. 2.

metaph. to overcloud, cast a shadow over

:

—Med. to

prepare, fit, make readyfor one. II. to closefast,

shut up., Dor. for.-, is, ($,) of close or cautious

mind, discreet.

TTiiKivos, , , poet, lengthd. form for : neut.

and as Adv. closely, thickly: shrewdly.-, ovos,(,) wise-minded., Adv. of ; see5 v., neut. pi. used as Adv. of; see v., ov, , =, (£) assembling in the

Pnyx. [], neut. used as Adv. of : see v.

-irTipos, ov,(,) thick-feathered.-,-, (, £) or -|,
-^, , ,(, £) thick tvith berries.

itukvos Ep. lengthd. ittjkivOs, , , () :

—

close,

compact: of substance, close, solid: thick, close-

packed, dense, crowded : of foliage or plumage, thick,

close. 2. frequent, thick, rapid, Lat. creber,fre-

quens ; a thick shower 0/ darts. II.

well put together, well made, compact, fast, strong :

hence well-concerted : well-guarded. III. great,

excessive. IV. metaph. of the mind, close,

guarded, cautious; hence shrewd, discreet, wise. V.

besides the regular Adverbs and,
Homer also uses neuters and,
and as Adv., I. closely , firmly , fast. 2.

much, often, excessively. 3. wisely, shrewdly.

iruKvos, gen. of.-, ov, (,) thick-spotted,

dappled, brindled.

irvKvOTrjs, , , () closeness, thickness,

X5
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denseness. II. frequency. III. metaph.

wisdom, shrewdness, discretion., f., (ttvkvos) to make close or solid

:

to pack close, roll into small compass, condense

:

—
Pass, to befilled out with a thing. Hence, aros, , a close covering, veil., Adv. of /cvos : see ttvkvos v., f. , =€, to box, spar., Dor. for$, a boxer., f. , to be a boxer, practise boxing, box,

spar : to strike with the fist. From, , , (£,/) a boxer, Lat. pugil.

ttvktikos, , ,() skilled in boxing.

TTVictis, ioos, ,() a writing tablet.

ttvktis, ioos, , an animal mentioned in Aristo-

phanes, supposed to be the beaver.-? or-5, ov, ,(, aydpoS)

one sent as an orator to the Amphictyo?iic Council at

Pylae, the depiity of a Greek state at the Amphictyonic

Council. Hence, f., to be a TlvXayopas, to be sent as

a deputy to the Amphictyonic Council.-5, see TlvXayopas., at, see . .
(sub. ovvooos), , fern, of, the

meeting of the Amphictyons at Pylae; generally, the

Amphictyonic Council : also the right of sending depu-

ties to the council.-, ov, (ttvXos or,)fighting
at the Gate, orfighting at Pylos.5, , ov, () at or before the gate. 2.() at Pylae; v., []-, ov, ,(,) he that keeps the

gate of hell : Aeol. gen..-, ,(,) Ep. for, keeping

the gate : as Subst.,, , a gate-keeper, Lat.

janitor.', , a gate: in plur. the gates of a town,

opp. to (a house-door) : but also =, the door

of a house. II. generally, an entrance, inlet. 2. an
entrance into a country through a mountain-pass was
called its gate,, e.g.,, the shorter name
for, Pylae, the pass under the mountains
from Thessaly to Locris, considered the Gates ofGreece

;

so too of the pass from Syria into Cilicia. 3. also

of narrow straits, []-, , , Ion. for Tlaypas.-5, ,(,) watching at the gate.

iruXis, ioos, , Dim. of, a little gate, postern.€, Adv.() from Pylos.-65, is, ($, yevio^ai) born or sprung
from Pylos., Adv. ($) to or towards Pylos.

iruAos, ,=, a gate.

Tlv\os, or , Pylos, a town and district of Tri-

phylia in Peloponnesus, where Nestor ruled : there

were two other towns of the same name in Elis and
Messenia. []

—.-, , (, ovpos) a gate-keeper., f. , () to furnish or enclose with
gates :—Pass, to be furnished with gates., aros, , a gate, gateway.-, wvos, ,() a gateiuay, gate-house : also

a porch or vestibule., to be a gate-keeper. From-, , (,) a gate-keeper, warder.5, , ov,() the hindmost, uttermost,

last : and as Adv. at the last, for the

last time., aKos, ,() the bottom of a vessel., lengthd. from : f.

Dor. : aor. 2 £, imperat.

Dor., inf., Ep. 3 sing. opt.€ :

pf., 2 sing, Ep. : plqpf., Ep. 3 sing,, Ep. 3 dual :— to ask, inquire, hence to learn, ascertain by asking

or inqtiiry : to hear, learn, understand: c. gen. to

hear of, hear news of: also c. ace. to inquire about:

c. inf. to hear or learn that . . ., Adv. with clenchedfist ; aya0os good at

thefiit, i. e. at boxing.

irv£iveos, a, ov, and |5, , ov, (jrv£os) made of
box-wood.02, , Lat. BUXUS, the BOX-tree: also its

wood.
'5; or tHjqs, , thefirst milk after the birth, Lat.

colostrum.,!, an exclamation of surprise, bravo I

IITT?, $, , fire ; Aios the fire of Jove,

i.e. lightning. II. metaph. fever-heat, zhofeveritb

hope. III. to express things terrible ;

stronger than invincible fire ;

livai to go through fire and water. Hence, , , watch-fires, only in pi., as, Ion.. rjs, , the place where fire is

kindled : a funeral-pyre : also a burial-place. 2 .

an altarfor burnt-sacrifice : also thefire burning upon
the altar.-, r), (, aypw) a pair offire-longs.-, ov, , =pypa.-, (, ') to light a watch-fire, keep it

burning.-€, f., (,) to turn in the fire, to

harden in thefire, char., , ov, (*) = vvptvos, of wheat,

wheaten., ioos, , a pyramid:—an Egyptian word., otWos, , contr. for,() a

cake of roasted wheat and ho?iey ; given as a prize

to him who kept awake best during a night-watch :

generally, the meed or prize of victory.-, is, (vvp, avyrf) fiery bright., Adv.() like a tower. II. of

soldiers, in masses or columns, in close array., f., to shut up in a tower

:

—Pass, to

be beleaguered, besieged. From
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beleaguered : besieged., , Dim. of nvpyos, a turret.

•nvpyivos, , ov, (vvpyos) strong as a tower., , Dim. of vvpyos, a turret.-, ov, (irvpyos, ) destroying

towers, [a]-, (jrvpyos,) to assaidt or batter

towers.

'(->2, ^ a tower .
jn piur , walk and towers :

generally, any fortification, a fortress, castle : also a

moveable toxuerfor storming towns. 2. metaph. a

tower of defence, rampart, bulwark ; nvpyos

a bulwark against death. 3, the highest part of

any building. III. a division of an army drawn

up in close order, a column : see trvpyrfov.-, ov, (irvpyos,) tower-bearing.-, a/cos, 0, (jrvpyos,) a tower-

guard, warder, [u], f. , (nvpyos) to gird or fence with

towers :—Med. to build towers :—Pass, to be fur-

nished with a tower. II. to raise up to a tower-

ing height : metaph., irvpycvaai ' to

build the lofty rhyme :
' hence to exalt, extol, exag-

gerate : — Pass, to exalt oneself, be overbearing,

haughty.-, es, (nvpyos, elSos) like a tower., aros, to, {vpy) a place furnished with

towers, a fenced city: in plur. towers and walls.

irupyams,, fern. Adj.() towering.

7-5, is,(,) burningwithfire, incendiary.

Trvpetov Ion., , () plur., pieces

of wood rubbed one against another //// they caught

fire : generally, any means of kindlingfire.
irupcjnrci) Att.- : fut.: aor. 1 knvptga:() :

—

to be feverish, be sick of a fever.

irvperos, ov, ,() burning heat,fiery heat. II.

esp. feverish heat, a fever ; irvp€Tos TpiTaios,-
Taios a tertian, quartan/<?fer.*, 48, , () a fire-proof vessel., rjs, , Ion. and Ep. for.
irupTjuov, , Ion. for.'', rjvos, o, the stone of stone-fruit, as olives,

dates, pomegranates, etc.-, ov, (, )fanningfire.
-TOKos, ov, (, €() wheat-producing.-, ov, (nvpos, 3 sing. pf. pass,

of*) wheat-slaying, epith. of a millstone.-, ov, poet, for$, ($,)
wheat- bearing., , () a vapour-bath, consisting of an air-

tight covering, within which fragrant substances were

thrown on hot embers to produce steam.

[], , () a pudding made with beest-

ings, i. e. thefirst milk after calving.,, , a vapour-bath. From, () to put into a vapour-bath.-, ov, (,) striking withfire.

-6€5, , ,—^(5.
TTVpX-ywr\<B,ts,^vp,y€via6ai) born offire: wrought

or forged by fire.-, ov, (, ywkoBai) fire-producing.-, ov, (,) devoured by fire., , Dim. of nvpos.-, «, (,) pointed in the fire, Lat.

praeustus.-, 4$,=$.
7rtipi-Kav<TTOS, ov, (,) burnt in the fire.-, es, (,) wherein fire lies asleep.-, is, (,) bright with fire.
Trvpivos [y~], , ov, () offire, fiery ; sparkling.

irupivos [], , ov, (vvpos) of wheat, wheaten.-, ovaa, ov, (,) fire-breathing.

irvpt-irvoos, ov contr.-, ovv, (,) fire-

breathing : glowing, fiery.

irt/pi-airapTOS, ov, (,) sowing fire, in-

flaming.-, ov, (,) swathed in fire.-, ov, (,) streaming withfire.

[t], ov, 6, fern,, fios, () of cr

conversant with fire.-5, ov, (,) cherishingfire.-, ov, (,) slain by fire.-, ovtos, , (,^) one of the

rivers of hell, literally Fireblazing.-, 4s, and-, ovtos, b, (,^) blazing with fire, flaming.-, ov, (, \^) burnt or blazing

withfire : fiery., , poet, for.
irvp-Kaeus, ea;s, , (,) afire-kindler.

Ion. -, , (,) any place where

fire is kindled, a funeral-pyre. 2. afire, confla-

gration. 3. metaph. the flame orfire of love. II.

an olive-tree which has been burnt down to the stump,

and grows up again a wild-olive.

Trvpvaios, a, ov,() fit to eat, ripe., , shortd. for (sub.), neut.

of$ (), wheaten bread. 2. anything fit
to eat, food generally.-, is, (5, yevfaOai) made from wheat.

Trvpoeis,, cv, () fiery. . the,

planet Mars, from his^ery colour., , the fire-theft. From-, ov, (,) fire-stealing.-, ov, (, ^) reaping wheat., f., to deal in wheat. From-, ov, , (,) a wheat-mer-

chant, corn-merchant.-, 4s, (, payrjvai) bursting or split-

ting in thefire : as Adv. nvpoppayis, cracked.

Trvpos, 0, wheat : in plur. grains of wheat. (Frcm, because of its flame colour when ripe?)-, ov, (,) fire-bearing.-, ov, (5,) wheat-bearing., f.,() to set onfire, to burn: to burn
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2. metaph. to inflame. II

-.
as a burnt-sacrifice

to fumigate.-, f., (,) to handle

fire: to play tricks withfire, play mischievous pranks.---os, , ov, (,) wrought offire.

-Trvoos, ov, (,) fire-breathing.-, f. ,() to light or make a

fire, esp. to keep up a fire, watch a fire;(
to stir up oxfan the fire. II. to waste

tvith fire, burn to the ground, burn down. Hence•-, aros, , a watch-fire, beacon.

irvp-iroXos, ov,(,) busied withfire: wast-

ing with fire, scorching., f. ,() to be fiery-red.

iTvpplas,, ,() name of a slave, used of the

red-haired slaves from Thrace.

(sub. ), , the Pyrrhic dance, a
kind of war-dance, a violent movement or contortion:

proverb., ( ' to look daggers.' (Called

from$, the inventor.) [],, , ov,() in the Pyrrhic metre., f.,() to dance the Pyrrhic

dance.;, , () of or belonging to the

Pyrrhic dance ; the Pyrrhic

dance. II. a pyrrhic, i. e. a foot

consisting of two short syll., as(, which was much
used in the Pyrrhic song : also called.5, ov, ,() a dancer of the

Pyrrhic dance., , ov, Dor., red.-, ov,(, yiv(iov) red-bearded.-.£,, , ,(, £) red-haired.

irupp-omirns [], , ,(,() one that

ogles boys, with an allusion to- ogling

wheat, i. e. dinner in the Prytaneum.
irvppos, a, ov, Ion. , ov, old Att. irvpcros, , ov,

() flame-coloured, red, Lat. rufus, darker than

: generally, reddish, red, tawny.-, , —.,() to make red, tinge with red., () to set on fire, light up with

beacon-fires. II. to kindle torches (), make
sig?ials by torches or beacon-fires.-, ov,(,() fire-shooting.

-Kopos, ov,(,) red-haired.

irupao-vcoTOS, ov,(,) red-backed., , : irreg. pi., : () : afire-
brand, torch. II. a beaco/ or signal-fire., , , old Att. and Dor. for.
irupcro-TOKos, ov,(, (() fire-producing.-5, es, (, () like a firebrand,

bright-burning.-,,(,) a watchman who makes
signals byfire., f., to be a torch-bearer : to set on

fire. From
•--, ov, (,) fire-bearing, charged

with fire : the Fire-bringer, name of
Prometheus in a play of Aeschylus ;

arrows with combustibles tied to them. II. ($
the fire-bearing god, i. e. who produces

plague or fever. III., in the Lace-
daemonian army, was a priest who kept the sacri-

ficialfire ; hence proverb, of a total defeat, 'iou((^( it was fated that not even a
fire-guarding priest should survive.-, , (,) fiery-eyed.5, (, ,() a setting on fire, burning., (, ,() an asking, inquiring,
ascertaining : a question. II. what is learnt by
asking, news, tidings., fut. of.£, f.,() to spurt out water from one's
mouth.

irimvatos, a, ov, plaited with willows. From
TI'NH, , a flask covered with plaited willow

twigs. [], aros,,() that which one spits out.7 Ion. , enclit. Particle, up to this time, yet, ever

yet, hitherto, mostly with negat. II. ; Sicilian

for ; as interrog, where ?,,, , the beard;^ a beard
or tail of fire. Hence, ov, , bearded; ^ a bearded
star, i. e. a comet., , Dim. of-, a little beard.-, ov,(^,) wearing a beard., , pi. nom. of., , (() a breeding offoals.

Ion.,,, whence part.(($
impf.( ; also Ion. 3 sing. impf.( ;

fut. : Dep. :—Frequent, of, to go
up and down in a place, frequent, wander about, Lat.

versari in loco : to go or comefrequently to a place :

c. gen., ayye\fys( to go on a message. II.

to pursue a walk or line of life., Ep. for, impf. of., , (() horse-breaking.,() to break in a young horse., Ion. impf.(( : f. ; (*7

which occurs in(-) :

—

to sell, opp. to-( to deal with one :

—

(, to let out the taxes, Lat. locare :—Pass, to be

sold : of persons, to be bought and sold, betrayed; cf.., , ,() a seller, dealer., ,() a selling, sale., , a place where wares are sold, a

mart, warehouse, shop. II. the place where the

taxes were let to the highest bidder : see., , , (() a seller, dealer. II.

at Athens the were ten officers, who used to

let out(, Lat. locabant) the taxes and other

revenues to the highest bidders.

ttoAlkos, ,,() offoals orfillies : generally,
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Of or for horses ; a chariot drawn by

horses. II. poet, virgin, maidenly., , Dim., a pony.«, f., to break young horses. 2.

metaph. train up, rear. From-, ov, ,(,) a horse-breaker.-, ov,(,)fighting on horse-

back or in a chariot, [a]~02, and , a foal, whether colt or filly

:

generally, a young animal. II. poet, as fern, a

young girl, maiden, like,, Lat. ju-

venca : more rarely as masc. a young man, a son.-, , Aeol. and Dor. for.,, , a lid, cover. (Deriv. unknown.)•, aros,, (- Root of some tenses of)
a drink, a draught, potion.-, Adv. for ; how in the world?
hence in Att. without any question, =, not

the least, by no means.-€, (,) ever yet, mostly with a negat., , ov,() made of tufa or tuff-stone., , tuff-stone, Lat. tophus, Ital. tufa, friable

and porous.-, f. , () to petrify, turn into

stone. II. generally, to harden, make cal-

lous. III. metaph. in Pass, to become hardened
ox callous, of the heart., €, , () a turning into stone

:

metaph. from Pass,, hardness of heart, cal-

lousness.

Ion., interrog. Adv. how? in what way or

manner? Lat. quomodo? in Att. sometimes c. genit.,

aycbvos; how are we come off in the con-

test? II. at the beginning of a speech, How now?
yap .. ; as if something had gone before, How

should that be, for it cannot be that . . ? so also

; yap
; III. with the opt. ex-

presses a wish, how might I . . ? would that I

could ! ; would that I could pe-

rish ! IV. ; introducing an objection, yet

how can that be ? but how ? V. ov ; Lat.

quidni? why not? certainly. VI. ; how
think you ? i. e. you cannot think how.
iro>s Ion. kg>s, enclit. Adv. in any way, at all, by

any means, Lat. aliqtio modo.
(Strictly speaking, is Adv. of *$

;
quis ?

whence, ,, etc.), f.-, Ep. for,,
to fly. Hence, aros, r6, flight./ , cos, to, pi. €, , a flock of sheep, with

or without, ppp. to ay.

t^, , , , indecl., seventeenth letter of Greek
Alphabet : as numeral p'= ioo, but jp —,.

Dialectic changes of : . Aeol. at the end of

words passed into p, as, for ovtos: so in Lat. arbor arbos, honor ho?ios. II.

in later Att., the Ion. and old Att. pa passed into pp.

as , for . III. Att.,

was often put for , as ^,
for ^. IV. in Poets,

is transposed, as Ep. for, for. V. is doubled after a Prep, or privat.,

and commonly after the augment, as-, -, eppape. VI. at the beginning of a word
sometimes makes a short vowel at the end of foreg.

word long by position, as, ,. VII. was called by the ancients

littera canina,—irritata cants quod ' rr ' quam plu-

rima dicat, Lucil.

, enclit. Particle, Ep. for, q. v. [a]

'PA" or pa, Adv. easily : see pea, beta., , indecl., Hebrew word, Rabb-i, i. e. my
master :— so also or. , Rabb-oni

r

my master, a term of higher honour than Rabb-i.£, f.,() to beat with a stick, cudgel:

to thrash out corn., , Dim. of, a small wand., f., to sit as umpire. From-, ov,(,) holding a rod or

wand: as Subst.,, , = , the

Roman Lictor.

'02;, , a rod, wand, stick, switch. 2. a

magic wand, as that of Circe or Hermes. 3. a fish-
ing-rod. 4. a spear-staff or shaft. 5. a wand
or staff of office : a sceptre. 6. in pi. are

the fasces of the Roman lictors., f.,() to carry a rod or

wand of office. 2. to carry thefasces, to be a lictor:

—Pass, to be attended by lictors. Hence, , the office of lictor.-, ov,(, <) carrying a rod:—
as Subst.,, , one who bears a staff of office.

a judge, umpire. 2. a magistrates attendant, a

sort of constable or beadle

:

—at Rome, a lictor.-, ov, =., , , () striped, streaked, Lat.

virgatus.,, , (payijvai) a rent, chink., aor. 2 pass. inf. of /177 ., , ov,() tearing, furious., f., (£) to gather grapes.-, ov, (£, ^) gathering berries or

grapes., , Persian name for a black ill-smelling

petroleum found at Ardericca near Susa.'~"'2, ,, Aeol., ,, slender:

taper, slim, delicate, tender., , ov, Att. also , ov, Ion., , ov [],
or {, , ov (pa, pea, peia), easy, easy to make
or do ; an easy road : c. inf.,

a trench easy to cross :—also lightf
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simple, little-heeded. II. of persons, easy, ready,

luilling to oblige, complaisant, affable, Lat. facilis,

commodus. 2. in bad sense, heedless, reckless.—
The degrees of Comparison are irreg., being formed

from the Root \— Comp., neut. paov Ion., Ep. contr. pdrepos:—Sup. pq-
aros, , ov Ion. Dor. Ep.., f. , (pqdiovpyos) to do with

ease. II. in bad sense, to act thoughtlessly, reck-

lessly: to misbehave. 2. to lead an easy, lazy life.

Hence,, a though'less, recldess action: and, , doing or acting easily, a ready way
of doing a thing, facility. II. in bad sense, reck-

lessness. 2. indolence, laziness.-03, ,(, epyov) doing things easily,

ready. II. in bad sense, acting lightly or care-

lessly, thotightless, reckless.

Ep. and Ion., Adv. of5, easily,

lightly, readily ; pqbiois to bear lightly, make
light of a thing., tyyos, ,() a drop. II. of solids,

a grain, bit.-;£, (,) to slap one on the

back., f. , ($) to be easy-tempered,

thoughtless, careless. II. to slacken work, be idle.

Hence, 77, easiness oftemper: thoughtlessness, care-

lessness. II. a taking things easily, indifference,

sluggishness, laziness. III. relaxation, amuse-
ment, pastime.^-, ov,(, 0«) easy-tempered, thotight-

less, careless. II. sluggish, lazy, slothful. Hence,, Adv. with easy temper, carelessly; pas
(pipeiv to take easily, to shew indifference to a thing.

-Kpavos, ov, (,) crook-headed.

'PAIB0'5, , , crooked, bent, bandy.-, is, (,) crook-legged.£ Ion., f., (pddios) to grow easy : to

find relief, recover : to take o?ie's rest.

'PAI'Nfl, fut. : aor. 1 eppava, Ep. 2 pi. im-

perat. (as if from *)) : pf. pass,

(also from *), Ep. 3 pi. pf. and plqpf.,- :

—

to sprinkle, besprinkle, of water : of solids, to

strew, bestrew, scatter : metaph. to bedew, besprinkle,

bespatter., Ep. for, fut. inf. of., 3 sing. aor. I subj. of., rjpos, , () a breaker, crusher : a

hammer.
PAI'il, f. : aor. ':—to break, smash,

shiver, shatter:— Pass, to be shivered, shattered,

crushed. II. to crush, destroy

:

—Pass, to be

broken down, crushed., , a worthless, wicked man. (Hebrew word.), , Dim. of /cos, a rag, shred, patch : in

plur., rags, [a]

-, ov, , (,) a
rag-stitcher, patcher of tatters, of Euripides.-, ov, (,) clad in rags: ragged.

paKOets, €<, ev, ragged, tattered. II. wrin-
kled. From
'PA'K02 [a], cos,, a ragged, tattered garment:

in plur.,, rags, tatters : generally, a strip

or shred of cloth. 2. in plur. wrinkles. 3.

metaph.,$ paitos a shred of life, of an old

man., f., (po.Kos) to tear in strips. Hence, aros, , —, a rag: in pi. rags, [a]

'PA'MNOS, , a thorn or prickly shrub. Hence' -Os, ovvtos, 0, Rhamnus, a demus or borough
in Attica : properly contr. from papvoeis,, ev,

thorny. Hence, , ov, of Rhanmus : ', the

Rhamnusian goddess, name of Nemesis from her

temple at Rhamnus.
''05, (os, , the crooked beak of birds, esp.

of birds of prey : a beak, bill.

pdvis, idos, , () anything sprinkled: a drop

of rain, etc.

.05, , ov,() sprinkled : reeking., f. , () to sprinkle, moisten : hence

to cleanse by sprinkling., ,() a sprinkling, purification.

£, gen. ^, , a grape ; cp. Lat. racemus., neut. of> often used as comp. Adv.,

more easily.

paovtos, Adv. of, more easily.

pairi£a>, f. : pf. pass, : () :

—

to

strike tvith a stick, to thrash, cudgel. II. to slap

in the face, box on the ear, cuff.

pairis, $, , ($) a rod, stick., otos, ,{) a blow with the palm

of the hatid, a slap on theface, cuff.

paiTTOs, 77, , () sewn, stitched, patched:

generally, strung together. II. worked with the

needle, embroidered ; a ball patched of

divers colours.'', f.: aor. Ep. : Pass.,

aor. 1 [] : pf.' \
—to sew or stitch

together:— Med. to stitch, sew, patch for one~

self. II. later, to work with the needle, em-

broider. III. metaph. to devise, contrive, concert,

plot

:

—proverb., 'ippaxpas ,^/ this shoe you indeed

stitched, but Aristagoras put it on, i. e. you planned

the plot, but he executed it. IV. to link or string

together.

'Papios, a, ov, from Raros, Rarian :' (sub.), , the Rarian plain near Eleusis, sacred to

Demeter : whence the goddess was herself called

'Papias. From
'Pdpos, ov, , Raros, father of Triptolemus.€, Ep. aor. I imperat. of (as if from

*).
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'52, f. : aor. I eppa£a :—like, to

strike, smite, dash down: akin to Ion.,^., neut. pi. of paaros, as Adv., most eaaly.

pacrxos, , ov, irreg. Sup. of pahios, contr. of paioTOS,

most easy., =, to be idle, listless. From
Ion., , (paaros) easitiess of

doing anything, facility. II. easiness of temper,

good tiature, Ld.t.facilitas ; \ rr/s-$from kindness to Democedes. III. relief,

rest, cessationfrom a thing: absol. rest, leisure, ease:

indolence.

paVepos, a, ov, irreg. Comp. of padios, more easy.,() to punish as ati adulterer.

pa<j>&vis, TSos, , the radish, Lat. raphanus. From'-05, , cabbage, [pa]

£>a<{>€Us, eos, ,() a stitcher, sewer. II.

metaph. a plotter, co?itriver, planner., ,() a seam ; the suture

of the skull., aor. 2 inf. pass, of.^, ecus, , = pa<ptvs.

Dor. pairis, ibOs, ,() a Jieedle, pin.

Ion., ,() like^, the break-

ing of the sea on the shore, breakers, surf: the flood-

tide, opp. to the ebb: generally, a high tide,

flood. II. an edge of the sea, the beach, on which

the waves break. 2. a mountain-ridge., f.,() to cut through the spine : to

cleave in twain, hew in pieces.

[a], gen. 10s Att. €$, , the back of men or

animals, the chine: also the backbone, Lat. spina dorsi;

to be impaled. II. anything

like the backbone, a mountain-ridge.

05 Ion., ov, , a thorn-bush, briar. 2.

a thorn-hedge. 3. a thorn-stick, a twig., aor. I inf. of., f. : (paxpcphos) :

—

to recite poems :
—

Pass, of the poems, to be recited. 2. to repeat

by heart or rote, declaim : to reiterate, keep saying

that ... II. c. ace. pers., to sing of one. Hence, , recital of Epic poetry : Epic co?nposi-

tion, opp. to Lyric.

-05, , (, ) one who stitches or

strings songs together : one who recited Epic poems,

a rhapsodist ; sometimes of the bard who recited his

own poem, but mostly of a class of persons who got

their living by reciting the poems of Homer : hence

the poems of Homer came to be divided into certain

lengths called rhapsodies, i. e. lays or cantos, which
were recited at one time. II. the Sphinx is called$, from proposing her riddle,', ov, irreg. Comp. of pdSios, more easy.

p<a, Ep. Adv. for p% (whence paSios), easily, lightly.

[y u, but also contr. as one long syll.], , Ep. and Ion. Tew) or «, Rhea, wife of

Saturn and mother of Jupiter. (Deriv. by transpos.

from epa, Earth ?)

, f. ^, to snore : of horses, to snort.

(Formed from the sound.)

'PETOIS, (os, to, = pfjyos, a rug, coverlet.

pe-, = /56#>, q. v.

«, , a wagon, from the Lat. rheda.

p€€0pov, , Ion. and poet, for puOpov, a stream.'', Ion. impf.: fut.: aor. (£
and eppe£a : of Pass, only aor. is used :

—

like 4', to do, act: absol., but mostly transit., to do,

accomplish, make, effect: c. dupl. ace. to do some-
thing to one : also c. Adv.,$ to ma!-

treat one. II. lepa*( to fidfil or ac-

complish a sacrifice to a god, Lat. sacra facere: hence

to sacrifice : but also absol. to do sacrifice, like Lat.

operari, facere.''^, cos, , a limb. II. theface, coun-

tenance.

peia, another Ep. form of pea, Adv. of paSios, easily,

lightly, carelessly.', , Ep. and Ion. for 'Pea.€, , Att. contr. from Ion., () a
river, stream. 2. later, the bed of a river : also a

channel, stream.€€, 77, fern, of^.€, ijpos, , () a doer, agent., Dep. to roam, rove, roll about : to act at

random.
pe|ai, £, aor. I inf. and part, of.
p€os, , () a stream.'', f. , properly of the descending scale,

to incline downwards, to sink, fall, verge, Lat. ver-

gere, inclinare : hence simply to fall or turn down-
wards. 2. of one of two parties, to preponderate,

prevail, outweigh. 3. of persons, to incline towards

a thing. 4. of duties, to fall or devolve upon
one. 5. of events, to incline, fall, happen in a cer-

tain way : to incline, conduce towards ... II.

trans, to make the scale incline one way or the other:

hence in Pass., ;$€ to be equally balanced

or poised.

£>€6§, pf. pass. part, of., $, , () that which flows, a flow,

stream, a river : also a stream of lava : metaph. a

stream, flood or tide of men. 2. a flood., fut. of, to flow.

pexOeis, aor. I pass. part, of.
*'', to say, root of some tenses given under

Ipecw,.', f. : Att. fut. and aor.

2, in pass, form but with act. sense : pf.

:

—

to flow, run, stream, gush ; &'
yaia the ground streamed with blood : also c. ace.

cognato, yaKa, let the land flow
with milk, honey

;
xiuvos to flow from

melted snow. 2. metaph. of a flow of words, to

stream, run glibly. 3. tofall, drop off. 4. to

flow or melt away. II. trans, to let flow, make

stream, pour.
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crash, downfall.

or -\sxs, gen. Tvos, , (•) the sea

breaking on the beach, or the edge of the shore on

which the sea breaks : the breakers, surf. 2. me-

taph. the verge or edge of a thing.

or- : 3 sing. impf. ~/€, Ion.

for epprjyvv : fut. : aor. ' : pf. 2 'ippooya

(in the sense of the Pass.) :—Med., f. : Ep.

aor. :—Pass. : fut. 2 : aor. I, more usu. aor. 2 [] : pf. eppvy-

:
—to break, burst, break asunder or in pieces,

shiver, shatter: of garments, to tear, rend, esp. in sign

of grief. 2. as a term of war, to break a line of

battle ; to to break through the centre :

—also in Med ,
to break oneself a

way through the ranks

:

—also absol. both in Act.

and Med.,,, to break or force one's way
through. 3. to let break loose, to unchain, let

loose ; to let loose, give utterance to the

voice, properly of persons speaking for the first time;

then to speak freely, speak out, like Virgil's rumpere

vocem : so, to let loose the thunder

;

to burst into tears. 4. in form,
absol. to beat the ground, to dance. 5. of boxers,

tofell, knock down. II. Pass, to break, burst

:

to break asunder : to break open, yawn, as the earth

in an earthquake. 2. to burst forth, like light-

ning. 3. of ships, to be wrecked, shattered. III.

intr. chiefly in pf.', to break or burstforth : of

a river, to break its banks

:

—metaph. to burst or gush

forth.€, Ion. for, 3 sing. impf. of^.'^, cos,, a rug or blanket, used as a cover-

let for a bed, for a seat, or as a garment.

-os, , ov, Ion. contr. from, easy., aor. I part. pass, of, : inf., , ov, Ion. for, easy., , ov, Ion. for pqaTos, Sup. of paSios.

-ros, , ov, Ep. Sup. of pddios., , ov, Ep. Comp. of pa8ios. .5, , ,() broken, rent : to be broken

or rent, vulnerable, made of penetrable sttiff., aros, , (* =) that which is said or

spoken, a word, saying, expression, phrase. 2. also

the thing spoken of, a thing. II. in Gramm. a

Verb, opp. to' (a noun)., , Dim. of, a little word, a pet

phrase.

TH'N, , gen. $, ace., a sheep, lamb.-, , (,) wearing sheepskin.

££, £5, aor. I inf. and part, of^.£, , might to break through ranks of war-

riors. From-, opos, ,(^,) breaking through

ranks of warriors.-, ov, (, Kt\ev0os) forcing a

path, clearing the ivay.

—,.
-voos, ov, (*, voos) breaking the spirit., ecus, ,(*) a breaking. II. a rent,

cleft. 2 . a bursting or breaking forth of the en-

trails of victims., gen. 6a>s Ion. 10s, , (* =) a saying,

speaking; a word, speech; to

bring one's speech to an end. II. a tale, le-

gend. III. an expression or passage in an

author, a speech in a play., rarer collat. form of^; -
to beat drums. 2. absol. to strike the earth in

dancing, to dance, Lat. tripudiare., , Ion. for.€, verb. Adj. of*, one must say., 7700s, , (*= hpoj) like, a speaker.

f>T)Top€Vo>, f. , () to be a public speaker,

practise oratory, speak in public

:

—Pass., of a speech,

to be spoken.

p-rjTOptKOs, , ,() fit for a public speaker

or public speaking, oratorical, rhetorical

:

—
(sub.), rhetoric, the art of speaking., , , verb. Adj.{* =, said, spoken

:

named, specified, settled, Lat. ratus; km* y4-

with specified prerogatives ; ent on set

terms. 2. spoken of, known,famous.

Ion., , (* = kpcb) a word, saying,

maxim. 2. an unwritten law, whence the laws of

Lycurgus were called. 3. a verbal agree-

ment, covenant., opos, , (* =) a public speaker, plead-

er, orator, Lat. orator. II. a rhetorician, Lat.

rhetor., Adv. of, in express terms., , Ion. for.
05, , Ion. for.
plyeSavos, , 6v, or $, , making one shudder,

chilling ;^ Helen at whose name one

shudders. From
«, f. : aor. ^ Ep. : pf. ep-

plya, Dor. 3 pi. kppiyavTi (for -), Ep. 3 sing. subj.

kppiyrjai, Ep. dat. part. eppiyovTi, in pres. sense :

(-yos) :— to shiver or shudder with cold : metaph.

to shudder with fear or horror : c. inf. to shudder or

fear to do a thing. 2. to grow cold, cool, slacken

in zeal. II. trans, c. ace. to shudder at anything.

Hence, , making one shiver, chilling., Comp. Adv. formed from ptyos, more

chilly. II. metaph. more horribly., , ov, Sup. formed (like Comp. Adv. -
yiov) from yos, most chilly. II. metaph. most

horrible.-, ov, 0, (ptyos,) fighting with

frost or cold, [a], «fos,, Lat. FRIGUS. frost, cold. II.

shiveringfrom cold, shuddering, Lat. horror., f., (/5?vos) like ^, to be cold, shiver

from frost or cold, be chilled.—This Verb sometimes
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contracts into instead of (as if it were *),
as, part, ^,, dat. ; also opt.

A, a root : in plur. the roots : metaph. the

roots of the eye; the roots or foundations of the earth,

of a mountain, etc. II. that from ivhich any-

thing springs; metaph. a root, stem, stock of a family,

Lat. stirps : a race, family. 2. the root or origin

of anything.£, , Dim. of /3t£a, a 7i7//e roo/., Adv. ()from the root or roo/s.

£-5, oV, (,) cutting roots, esp. for

purposes of medicine or witchcraft.

£, f.: pf. pass,: () :

—

to make
strike root, plant : metaph. to plant,fix firmly ; rv-

pavvis a.firmly rooted tyranny :—Pass., of

trees and plants, to take root : also to be rooted or

made fast. II. in Pass, also, of a place, to be

planted with trees.,, , () a root

:

II. metaph.

a root, stem, stock, race, lineage.-, ov, (,) diggingfor roots.

piKvos, , , (piyos) stiff or stark with cold:

withered, shrivelled.-, es, (piKvos, eldos) shrivelled-looking., Adv. () lightly, swiftly , fleetly

.

-, ov,(,) of a swift chariot;

swift racing of chariots., , later form for pis., f , to file down or off: Pass, to be filed

off: to be the result offiling. From, , a file, rasp. []«, f., to track by the nose, follow by

scent, hunt down. From-, , , (pis,) one who tracks by

the nose or scent.-, ov, (pis,) forced through the

?iostril, snorting., , a hide, skin. 2. an ox-hide, a shield.

'PINO'5, , and , the skin of a man. II. the

hide of a beast, esp. an ox-hide: a wolf's skin. i.

an oxhide shield.^-Topos, ov, (pivos,) piercing shields.', , the peak of a mountain. 2. the end
of a promontory, a headland, foreland.

£€., Ep. pi. dat. of pap., , () the force with which a thing is

thrown, rushing motion, flight, sweep, swing, Lat.

impetus; the rush or blast of fire. 2.

a rushing sound, flapping, fluttering of wings ; the

buzzing of a gnat; also the quivering notes of a lyre:

of time, a twinkling of the eye. 3. any quivering
motion, a quivering or twinkling light, as of stars :

—

also the quick glancing of feet., f., (pints) to blow up ox fan the flame,

Lat. confiare.

pi-rris, idos, 77, () afan for raising thefire, used
for bellows. 2. a lady s fan.

, aros,,() the air or wind of a fan.
ptiros, (pap) a mat or wicker hurdle.£, f., Frequentative of, to throw

to and fro, throw or toss about, Lat. jactare

:

—Pass.

to toss oneself about., Ion. impf. of.«, a form of, used only in pres. and
impf. to throw or toss about.

^itttos, , , verb. Adj. of, thrown, cast,

hurled ; fiivTos /iopos death by being thrown down a

precipice.' f. : aor. 1 tppapa Ep. : pf. -
: Pass., fut. , fut. 2,

paullo-p. fut. : aor. , and aor. 2- [] : pf.: Ep. 3 sing, plqpf.;—to throw, cast, hurl; to throw on the

ground : to cast a net,' the cast has

been made. 2. to cast out. 3. to cast away: to

throw away, waste. 4. to throw about. 5. to

throw forth, let drop, utter, of words
;

tivos to throw a thing at one. 6. to cast down ;

p.. *].€ to make a venture

or hazard, run a risk. II. intr. to throw or cast

oneself, to fall.

*'5, , gen. pivos, ace. : plur. pives, Ion. gen.

:
—the nose :—in pi. the nostrils, Lat. nares.

pi<f>0€is, pi<f>€is, aor. I and 2 pass. part, of.
'', , gen., mat-work of osiers or rushes,

wicker-work : a mat, or wicker hurdle, Lat. crates., Ep. for 'ippapa, aor. I of.-, ibOs, , ,(,) throwing away
a shield in battle, a dastard, recreqnt.

piij/is, ws, ,() a throwing: a casting. II.

a being thrown, falling.-, ov,(,) running need-

less risk,foolhardy; see 7.-, ov,(,) throwing aiuay ojie's

arms, panic-struck., , see poia., , the thread spun, woof, weft. From
j!>, , ,() waving, quivering

.

contr., ,() a rose-bush, rose-tree.

poScos, , ov, () of roses, Lat. roseus., , contr. for., , ov, () made or twined of roses., , ov, (') Rhodian, of oxfrom Rhodes.-, ov,(,) rosy-fingered.

-€8, es, (,) rosy-like, roiy.

poBoiis,, (, (pofios) of roses.

-Kuro-os, , (,) rose-ivy.- Dor.-,,(,) a rose-

apple : metaph. a rosy cheek.*', , the rose, Lat. rosa.- Dor. -iraxvs, v, gen. vos, (, -) rosy-armed.

"-, ov contr. -ttvous, , (,)
breathing of roses.*, , , the island of Rhodes, Lat. Rhodus.
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of rose complexion., ,() a rose-bed, garden of roses, ro-

tary, Lat. rosarium.

Dor., ,() a river, stream, current, flow;
the juice of the grape ;—metaph., poa'i

s/reajus of events, the tide of affairs., f., (poOos) to dash, plash, esp. of the stroke

of oars. 2. to murmur, sound hoarse or loud., f.,() to dash with the oar. 2.

of pigs eating, to make a guttling noise.,, , poet. fem. of poOios, roaring, dashing., , a dashing wave, a breaker: surge,

surf. 2. a loud roar or shout of applause : gene-

rally, a tumult, uproar. Properly neut. from

poOios, ov, also , ov, (pcOos) rushi?ig, roaring,

dashing.

''02, , a rushing noise, the roar or the dash of

waves, the dash of oars ; I£ kvbs with one

stroke, all in time. 2. a hoarse or tumultuous noise,

din. II. a rushing motion. (Formed from the

sound.)

or Ion., , a pomegranate-tree. II.

the fruit, a pomegranate., f.,() to swallow greedily doton

:

also to make rustle.£€€, 3 sing. Aeol. aor. I opt. of., ,() a whistling, piping., , any rushing noise or motion, the whirring

or flapping of wings, the rushing of the wind., 3 sing. Ion. impf. of.,.,() to make a whistling or rushing

sound, whistle, hurtle, whiz, Lat. stridere. Hence, Adv. with a rushing noise or motion.£, aros,,() a rushing noise or motion,

the flapping of wings.*02, , Ion. , any whistling or rushing sound,

the whizzing of an arrow, the flapping of wings, etc.

(Formed from the sound.)

TOIKO'2, , , crooked., , ,() spun round like a top,

whirled about., ,() anything that may be spun or

zvhirled round: a top, Lat. turbo. 2. a magic wheel,

Lat. rhombi rota. II. a spinning, whirling motion;5 auTov the eagle's wheeling flight. III. a

rhombus, i. e. a four-sided figure with all the sides,

but only the opposite angles, equal., f., to make into the shape of a rhombus., , ,() panelled in lozenge., , a large sword or scymitar, used by the

Thracians : generally, a sword. (Foreign word.)

poos Att. contr. poOs, ov, , () a stream, cur-

rent; , Ep. , down stream, with

stream; up stream, against stream., , () a club, a stick or cudgel which
is thicker at one end : a war-club or mace of

brass. II. a knocker on a door.

£, , () inclination downwards, a sinking,

falling, verging : the sinking of the scale, fall or turn

of the scale. 2. metaph. the turn of the scale, the

critical moment ; km it is just on the

turning-point ; the turning-point, verge of
life. II. the weight which makes the scale turn

;

' a slight weight
throwti in puts aged frames to rest., ,() a club, mace, cudgel. 2.

the wood in a trap which strikes the mouse. 3.

the knocker on a house-door. 4. a kettle-drum or

tambourine., 0, Att. contr. for poos., f., (po<pos), to sup greedily up, gulp
or bolt down.
*'02, , a swallowing or gidping down. 2.

that which is gulped down.«, f., to roar, of the waves. From'', , a roaring, esp. of the sea.-, es, (poos,) fluid, liquid: also surging,

billowy, rough.

pvajj, olkos, , () a stream that bursts forth, a

mountain-stream or torrent swoln by rains : a stream

of lava.£, 3 pi. Ep. aor. 2 of.-, ovtos, , (pvyxos, foicpas) with an

elephant's trunk., , Dim. of pvyxos, a snout, muzzle., eos, , () a snout, muzzle, of swine

:

of birds, a beak, bill, neb.

and, Adv. ()flowingly , abundantly,

copiously.

«, aor. 2 pass. part, of.-, Att. fut. of.', to growl, snarl. (Formed from the sound.), Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 pass, of., f. : pf. pass, : () :

—to bring into measure or proportion, to set to

time. II. generally, to order, arrange, control,

train; ' thus have I been controlled.

Ion., , , () measured motion,

time, Lat. numerus, rhythm, in Prose as well as Verse;

\v in time, Lat. in numerum; /^
to keep time ; waytiv to introduce

a quicker time (in playing). II. proportion or

symmetry of parts: henceform, shape. III. gene-

rally, proportion, arrangement, order, method. 2.

the state or condition of anything : of a man, temper,

disposition : the manner oxfashio?i of a thing.

TT'KA'NH, , a plane, Lat. runcina. [a]

£>, aTOS, , (*—) that which is drawn,

a drawing ; the drawing of the bow, i. e.

men that draw the bow (the Persians), opp. to

the might of the spear (the Greeks) ; 4/c

within bow-shot. II.() deliver-

ance, protection., , , Att. for.
[], ,(*=) theforce, swing, rush of a
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body in motion, Lat. impetus ; (^ the

rush of wings : absol. an onset, charge, attack : dat.- with a swing, with a run. II. a quarter of
a city, street, Lat. vicus ; also a lane, alley.,, ,() anything used for wash-
ing, soap., , , (* =() the pole of a car.' : f. [] : aor. Ep.

: aor. 2, 3 sing. Ep. ', 3 pi.

epvvro Ep. ; inf. : Dep. :

—

to draw to

oneself, draw out of harm's xuay : hence to rescue,

save : c. inf.,( ( to rescue one from
death :—absol. to cure, heal. II. to free, redeem,

deliver. III. to shield, guard, protect, defend:

of armour, to shield, cover : also to conceal. IV.

to draw bach, hold back, check. V. to draw down
the scale, outweigh, counterbalance., , irreg. plur. of., f. : aor. : () '.—to

cover with dirt

:

—Pass, to be or become dirty., , dirt, filth. From, , 6v,() foul, dirty: metaph. sordid,

mean. Adv. -puis.

Ep. : impf.( : () :— to be

foul or dirty.

pCiroets, (, cv, () foul, dirty.

'02, 0, dirt, filth, uncleanness : irreg. pi.,, but also regul., . II. Att. sealing-

ivax. \y~\ Hence, f., pf. pass, :
—to make dirty

:

—Pass, to be dirty or filthy., Ep. for., a cry of the Athenian rowers, yoho

!

is put for the rowers, the crew., f. , () to remove dirt, to cleanse,

wash :—Pass, to wash oneself., Pass, (pvaos) to be wrinkled., Ep. aor. 1 pass. inf. of., f.,() to seize as a pledge : to

seize as one's own property : hence to drag away,

carry off" by force.-, ov,(,) defending altars.-, ov, (,) preserving the

chariot.

[], , (*=() that which is seized

and dragged away : booty, plunder, prey, mostly of

cattle. II. that which is seized as a pledge or

surety, a pledge, security;,, pledges entrusted

to a god, i. e. suppliants. III. that which is seized

by zvay of reprisals, reprisals. 2.,, claims

to things alleged to have been seized, Lat. res repe-

tundae. 3. in plur.,, , deliverance.£, ov,() delivering, resctiing. []-, €, 6, , (,) saving the

city.

jbwi-irovos, ov,(,) settingfreefrom toil

and trouble., , () a flowing: a river, stream, [y]

, collat form of, Dep. to save,

rescue : hence(, Ep. 2 sing, impf,, , rarer form for., , , (* =() drazvn, drawn up

:

wrinkled, shrivelled., f. , Frequentat. of * —1, to

drag along violently , drag to andfro; -
(( (3 sing. Ion. impf.) ( he dragged it

many times round the grave of Patroclus. Hence,, , a dragging violently : generally,

violent treatment or behaviour.-, es, ({>, () wrinkled-looking.-, , , (*, ''() the rope of

a horse's halter., , , (* =() one who draws or

stretches. 2. a rope to draw with, a trace:—the

thong by which one holds a horse, a rein;

with loose rein, at fill speed. II.() a saver,

defender, rescuer.-, ov, (,) with shrivelled

rind.,, , (* =() a wrinkle, Lat. ruga., , , (*=() dragged along. II.

as neut. Subst.,, , poet, for, a rein., , , also , , () flowing, running,

fluid, liquid.

[] ,, ,(*=() onexvho draws;£ a boiuman, archer. . () a saver,

deliverer, defender., ,() a cleansing, purifying.*', =(, to draw, not used in Act.; see.
(5>.«>, , ov, () broken, rent, torn, ragged.,, , , (£) fern. Adj. rent, ragged

;

' a cloven rock.', , and', , ov, (') Ro-
man : as Subst., Roman. Adv. -, in Roman
fashion. Hence', Adv. in the Roman or Latin language., , ov,() strong of body : generally,

powerful, mighty, strong., ,() bodily strength, might : generally,

strength, force. II. a force, i. e. army. III.

', , Roma, Rome.
or-, f.: aor. ': ():—

to strengthen, make strong: to confirm. II.

Pass,, but the pf. is generally

used as pres., and the plqpf. as impf. : aor. I( :
—to be strong or vigorous : pf. imperat.(, fare-well, Lat. vale, the usual way of ending

a letter ; also, , like Lat. jubeo

valere :—see(.
£, , gen. ^,() a cleft, narrow pas-

sage; pay(s peyapoio the narrow entrance of a room., 3 pi. impf. Ep. : 3
pi. aor. : Dep. :

—

to move violently, to

dart or rush on;(( to move rapidly

round the pyre ; c. ace. cognato,
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they plied the lusty dance ; of hair, *
TTvoirjs it streamed on the wind.

, () Ep. and Ion. for (which

is not used), a thicket, coppice : in plar. bushes, brush-

xuood, underwood., , , () of or like small wares

:

hence cheap, worthless.

05, , any small wares, frippery, trumpery., (, iv, aor. I pass. part, of., , =.
-os, , , (£) like ', a cleft ;5
a gutter or channel worked out in the earth.

'', , gen., a low shrub, bush ; in plur.

widerwood, brushwood.

2, ,, , indecl., eighteenth letter of the Gr.

Alphabet : as numeral ' = 200, but — 200,000.

The final was written s. This s must not be

confounded with r,sta#,whichwas in fact thedigamma,

f, vau, and occupied the sixth place in the old Greek
alphabet: hence r' = 6. There was another form, san

ox sanpi, ~y\, which was retained as a numeral,

= 900.
Changes of a in the dialects

:

I. Aeol., Dor.

and Ion. into , as ' for '. II.

Dor. into , as aios ayaaos vapaevos for 6e6s aya-

05*. III. Aeol. and Dor. into , as in

(pari for . 2. also in later Att.,

as-$ for-
:—so passed into tt, as for

; Sittos for -. IV. Aeol. and ., was often doubled,

as $ for oaos $, and in the Ep. fut.

and aor. forms , as

for ; so for. V. and were sometimes inter-

changed, as, ,''. VI.

Dor. becomes £ in fut. and aor. I of Verbs, as£) for', so, for$ *-. . in old Att., the Prep, was written

£vv. VII. took the place of the aspirate, esp.

in Aeol., with which the Lat. agrees, vs, $ sus, a\s

sal, <£ sex, septem,( serpo. 2. was
added to words beginning with a conson., esp. and

r, as payos payos, ,**, Teyos^ Lat. tego. 3• °~ was inserted

by Poets in the I pers. pi. pass, and med., as,-
for metri grat. : so too in the Adv.

in -Oev, as, for. VIII. is changed
into when another precedes, as, x^ppos-
pos for ($. IX. is added
to before a vowel.

; Dor. for
;£, , () a Phrygian deity, afterwards

taken as a name of Bacchus himself.

, , ,() a shatterer, destroyer,

name of a mischievous goblin who broke pots.-, Chaldaean form, thou-hast-forsaken me,
or hast-thoji-forsaken me ?, Hebrew plur. noun, hosts, armies,2, irreg. dat. pi. of.2£, f.,() to keep the Sabbath.^, r/, ,(,) of or for the Sab-
bath. 2. for a yew.^, <5,(2) a keeping of the Sab-
bath : rest on the Sabbath.2, , the Hebrew Sabbath, i. e. Rest

:

hence the seventh day or day of Rest

:

—also in plur.,

; irreg. dat. pi., as if from a

nom.. 2. a week., tos, : pi. oayapeis, Ion. -Ts:—a weapon
used by the Scythian tribes ; also by the Persians,

Amazons, etc. : a single-edged axe or bill.

or, ,() the housings, harness, of

a horse or mule; hence of a man, furniture, equip-

ment : esp. armour, harness., a, ov, (aayf]v^ belonging to a drag-net.^, *, , = oayr\vevrr\p.€, $, , one who fishes with a drag-
net : hence a comb is called aay^evTr)p., f., {crayfjv^ to enclosefish in a drag-
net : metaph. of men, to sweep as with a drag-net.

SATH'NH, 77, a large drag-net for taking fish, a
seine.-, ov, {ayv, ^) throwing the

drag-net : as Subst. afisherman.

aayyyvo-heros, ov, {oay-,) attached to a net.,,,{) the housings of a horse, a
saddle, packsaddle. II. of persons, a covering,

clothing, a large cloak. III. the coverbig ox

case of a shield. IV. a heap or pile.

SaSSovKaios, ov, , a Sadducee, one of the Saddti-

cees, name of a Jewish sect who did not believe in a

Resurrection, nor in the existence of Spirits., , , —%, rotten, decayed, unsound,

cracked. II. metaph. unsound, decayed, rotten,

perishable.

SAI'Nil, f. : aor. Dor. :
—to

wag the tail, fawn. II. metaph. tofawn upon,

caress, wheedle ; oaiveiv to deprecate, shrink

from death. 2. absol. to be gentle, kind: of a

summer sea, to smile. III. to cheer, please.

SAI'PIl, f.: pf. (with pres. sense),
part. ^\% Dor. .$, , as, Ep. fern, ^-

:
—to shew the teeth, grin like a dog, Lat. ringi;

esp. in scorn or malice : but also in good sense, to

smile. II. to sweep clean : to sweep away.

<€-&5, ov,(,) wielding or bran-

dishing a shield.€-5, ov, (,) shield-bearing.,, —., , Dor. for, ov.

£>, ($) to strain, filter.
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Att., , Dim. of /cos or,
a small bag.--, ov,(,,)
cherishing a large beard.

or, , a coarse cloth of hair, esp.

of goats' bair, Lat. cilicium : sackcloth. II. any-

thing made of this cloth: I. a sack, bag. 2.

a sieve, strainer. III. a shaggy beard., , v. sub catenas., , Dor. for.
[], gen. Ion., ,() a

shield, made of wickerwork or wood, covered with

one or more ox-hides : it was concave, and was some-

times used as a vessel to hold liquid., , ,() a sack., opos, ,() one who crams orJilts up;" one who crowds the nether world, i.e.

a slayer of many.-, , ,(,) a weaver of
sackcloth or canvas, a sailmaker.

[],, ,() one who ivalks in

a swaggeringfashion, a swaggerer, roysterer., f. ,() to play the swag-
gerer, to swagger.

or-, the salamander, a kind of

lizard, supposed to put out fire. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, , ,(/xi's,) betrayer

of Salamis.

[], , ov, also os, ov, (Salaminian, of

or from Salamis. . ^ (sub. vavs or), the Salaminia, one of the two state galleys

of the Athenians, used for special missions ; cf.-
\os. From, gen. Tvos, , Salamis, an island opposite

Athens. II. a town of Cyprus founded by Teucer

of Salamis., Dor. for.
Att.- : f. £ : pf. pass. :() :

—

to cramfull, stuff"., f. : aor. : Pass., aor. I-
: pf.: : ():—to shake much :

to make to totter

:

—Pass, to be shaken, to totter, reel.

II. intr. to move to andfro, to roll or toss like a ship

at sea : metaph. to toss, be in sore distress., ,() the tossing or rolling swell

of the sea, the surge : hence the open, exposed sea. 2.

a roadstead, anchorage. II. of ships, a rolling

about, tossing on the sea: hence sea-sickness : metaph.

restlessness, disquiet.--, ol, (,,) bearded-lance-trumpeters

.

, , ,() a trumpeter.£,, r)> vjar-trumpet, trump : the-
was called Tuscan, : ,

by sound of trumpet. II. a signal by trumpet,

trumpet-call. From, fut. -ry£a>, aor. ; later

fut., aor.:— to sound the trumpet,

give signal by trumpet : to peal like a trumpet-call,

of thunder:—impers., (sc. -) when the trumpet sounded

:

— c. ace. to pro-

claim, announce. Hence, , , —.;,, , poet, for -^., , , =., , Dor. for., Dor. for., , , a Samaritan, inhabitant of Sa-
maria, a district lying between Judea and Galilee

formerly inhabited by part of the 12 Tribes: the

Samaritans were bitter enemies of the Jews. Fern., ibos, , a Samaritan woman., , Aeol. for., Dor. for, to-day., , Same, the older name of., , Dor. for., , ov, (« 3) °f Samos, Samian.- Ion.-, , =/«, Sa~
mothrace, an island near Thrace. .-, , ov Ion.- , ov, Samo-
thracian.-£ Ion. -£, ikos, , a Samo-thracian.

[], , Samos, the name of several Greek
islands : I. an old name for: also cal-

led ~. 2. /xos, =. 3•

the large island over against Ephesus., an old letter, see , ,.-, , , (,) a horse branded with

the letter (v.) : cf.., Dor. for, q. v., , Dim. of, a small sandal

or slipper., , Dim. of, =.
Aeol., , a wooden sole,

bound on by straps round the instep and ankle, a

sa?idal., , a bright-red mineral: hence scarlet,

Lat. sandaraca. [pa] Hence, 77,0^, o/or like, bright-red,, , Dim. of oavis, a panel : a trencher., $, , a board, plank : anything made of
board or plank: a door, in plur. folding doors. 2.

a wooden scaffold or stage. 3. a wooden floor : a

ship's deck. 4. in plur. wooden tablets for writing

on, tablets covered with gypsum, on which were writ-

ten public notices. 5. a plank to which qffe?iders

were boutid or nailed as to a cross., 3 sing, of., as posit., found only in contr. form 3,
safe : Comp..-,&-,-, poet, for,,.., =, to save

:

—3 smg• Pres •0^

3 pi. : 3 sing. impf. . : 2 sing,

imperat. or : fut. : aor. I act.-
, pass. : fut. med..



C30 €—., aor. pass. opt. of., aor. 2 pass. part, of.), Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 pass. subj. of., aor. 2 pass. inf. of., , op, (^/at) rotten, putrid: diseased,

Lat. tabidus : decayed, unsound. II. generally,

worthless, useless. III. o/rf, obsolete, musty., 17, ifo sapphire or /£e /ap/s lazuli, a

precious stone.2, ovs, vocat., , Sappho. Hence25, , ov, 0/ Sappho, Sapphic., aor. 2 part, of., , like^, wickerwork, a basket: a

plait, band, [a]

<rapS<xvios, a, ov, () in phrase [sc.•] y€\av, to laugh a bitter laugh, laxigh bit-

terly, from anger or secret triumph ;
5e

but he laughed in his soul a

very bitter laugh. It was also written$, a,

ov, as if from, a plant of Sardinia (,),
which was said -to distort the face of the eater.

2ap8eis, €, Ion. XapSies. , at, Sardis, the ca-

pital of Lydia :—hence Adj., 2ap8uivos Ion. -Ctjvos,

and 2apSuiviK0s, , , of or belonging to Sardis

;

~2 a Sardinian, i. e. scarlet, dye,

hence, of a sound thrashing.

[t], , or, , the sardine., , (2«p5eis) the Sardian stone.-£,, ,{,) the sardonyx, a

kind of onyx, so called when the different colours

were disposed in layers, or intermingled.2, gen. 60s contr. ovs, , Sardinia : hence

Adj.,, a, ov,25, , ,
and 2ap6ovios, a, ov, of or belonging to Sardinia,

Sardinian.2/, ovos, , the upper edge of a hunting-net.

or rather, , the sarissa, a long

pike used in the Macedonian phalanx., f. , () to rend offflesh like dogs.--, ov, ,(, mrvs,) sneering-pinebender.£, f. , () to strip off the flesh ;-
to draw off the skin, to flay., , , () offlesh. IX. fleshy, of

the flesh, carnal, sensual, opp. to., , ov, () offlesh. II. fleshy, fat.-, is,(, Xnruv)forsaken byflesh, lean.-,€5,(,) with compactflesh., f., to eat flesh : devour. From-, ov,(, (paytiv) eatingflesh. II.

Xt$os a lime-stone which like slacked

lime consumed animal substances, wherefore coffins

were often made of it :—hence as Subst.,-
yos, , a sarcophagtts, coffin., f., () to make fleshy, make into

flesh.-,(, etSos) like flesh,fleshy; fa hai-
gods offlesh and blood.

SA'PB, 57, gen., flesh: in plur. all the flesh
or muscles in the body : hence the flesh, body. 2.

flesh, human nature, human kind., ,() a besom, broom., f.,() to sweep with a besom, cleanse.2, ovos, also uvtos, , ; voc.-
:—pr. n. Sarpedon., fut. of., and ^Sarav, , indecl. Satan ; a Hebr.

word meaning the adversary, enemy., , a war-chariot : generally, a chariot, car.,, a Hebrew measure, aboutamodius and half
Ion. -, , a satrapy, the office or pro-

vince of a satrap. From€, f. , intr. to be a satrap. II.

trans, to rule as a satrap, c. ace. or gen. From, ov, , a satrap, Lat. satrapa, title of a

Persian viceroy or governor of a province. (Persian

word.)

SA'TTii, fut.: aor. ': Pass., aor. 1

: pf. aya : Ion. 3 pi. plqpf. pass. (-
:
—to pack or load, properly of beasts of

burden :—hence of warriors, to load withfull armour,

harness : Pass, to be armed or harnessed. 2. to

load, furnish, equip, fit out. II. to load heavily :

in pf. pass., * laden with woes

;

^- overloaded with riches. III.

to pack close, press down, stamp down., , , (2) fitfor or like a Satyr., , Dim. of,, a little Satyr.

2A'TT'PO^ \~],, Satyr, companion of Bacchus,

represented with long pointed ears, and a goat's tail

:

later, goats' legs were added. The Satyr differed

from Pan or the Faun in having no horns. 2. a

lewd, goatish fellow. II. a kind of play, in which

the Chorus consisted of Satyrs, the Satyric drama.,, Pass,() to be affected or effemi-

nate in one's gait.-, (oavXos,$) to walk in a

swaggering, affected way.202, , ov, conceited, affected, effeminate.

SAT'PA Ion., , a lizard, Lat. lacerta.02, , —, a lizard, Lat. lacertus., , , a spike at the butt-end of a

spear, by which it was stuck into the ground, the

butt-end., contr. for,., poet. Adv. , clearly,plainly, assuredly;

elhajs knowing of a surety : also truly,

to tell plainly, speak truth, [], es, Dor. for.&, -a/ros, Comp. and Sup. of.&, Ion. for.-, $, fern. Adj.(,«/) speak-

ing truth.€, , () clearness, plainness : the

truth., Ion, for /s.
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Dor., es,() clear, plain,

open, manifest : true : the whole truth.£, f. ,() to make clear or plain,

to explain, clear up., Adv. of$, clearly, plainly.

5"'2, es, gen. ios contr. ovs, clear, distinct,

plain, sure, certain ; the truth : of seers,

sure, unerring. Comp. and Sup.,--
TOS.

Ion., like, clearly, plainly,

surely : Comp./ : Sup.., aor. part. pass, of.
2', Root, of, to sift, bolt : 3 pi.., Ep. pres. imperat., and 3 sing. impf. of.,-, aor. I pass. part, and inf. of., Ep. for, fut. inf. of., fut. of., Comp. of aaos.,,, poet, for, a saviour, deliverer., , , () poet, for, a saviour.

and, aor. 2 opt. and part, of.^ and -, fut. : aor. ' Ep., Ep. inf. :
—to quench, put out, Lat.

extinguere. 2. generally, to quench, quell, put

out, put down. II. Pass, : aor. I

: pf. : with intrans. tenses of Act.,

aor. 2 Dor., opt., inf. :

pf. :
—to be quenched, be put oxit, go out, Lat.

exdngui: to die. 2. of liquids, to become dry, be

exhausted. 3. generally, to become still, lull, cease.«, Ep. for, aor. 1 inf. of., , ov,() serving to quench or

put out., aor. 2 imperat. of.
—, adverbial termin., denoting motion towards, as,\- to some other place, etc.^ Ion.€, -, -, reflexive Pron.

o£ 2nd pers., of thyself, only used in sing, gen., dat.,

acc.,masc. and fern.: in plur. separated, ,
etc. : so also in sing, in Homer, who uses ,
'., f.- : aor. , Ep. 3
sing,: also aor. 1 pass,: Dep.

:

() :
—to feel awe of, to dread., ,() reverential awe, a feeling of

awe ; generally reverence, worship, honour, respect,

awe. II. the object of reverential awe, majesty.

2. an object of wonder, a wonder. IIT. an honour

conferred on one.,, aros,,() an object of awe or

worship.^,, ados, , special fern, of, Au-
gusta, title of the Roman Empresses., , ,() reverenced, awful,
august. II. the Lat. Augustus, as a title applied

to the Roman Emperors, was rendered by.^, f.: aor. :—to worship, honotir.

SE'BOMAI: aor. : Dep. :—to feel awe

.2.or fear, to feel shame, be ashamed, be afraid,

to worship, pay high regard or respect to.2', f., = the earlier form, to wor-
ship, honour : absol. to worship, be religious

:

—hence
also as Pass., to be reverenced., old poet, form of, gen. of.^, o, Silenus, a companion of Bacchus, the

most famous of the Satyrs., Ep. for, gen. of.
€5, ',, Lacon. for, a, ov.. Ion. €, , (') a cord, rope, string,

thong : also a chain. II. a cord with a noose, a
lasso, used by the Sagartians to entangle and drag
away their enemies.

aeipaios, a, ov, () joined by a cord of band:
of a horsefastened on by a rope outJde, an outrigger;

see.€-8 Ion.-, ov, (,)
having a rope attached, led by a rope : 6

(sub. iWos), the horse which draws by the trace only,

an outrigger, whereas the^ drew by the yoke or

collar :—metaph. a partner, coadjutor. A quadriga() had four horses abreast, two- in the

middle, and two —one on each side.

2€, rjvos, , a Siren : in pi., at, the

Sirens, nymphs who allured sailors by their sweet

songs and then slew them. II. metaph. a Siren,

deceitfid woman. •

<r€ipio-KavTos, ov,(,) scorched by the

heat of the dog-star.

creiptos, a, ov,() hot, scorching : epith. of the

heavenly bodies which cause this heat,

the sun : but, (sub.) the dog-star, Lat.

Sirius, also called or.
XEIPO'2, , , hot, scorching, of summer-heat.€-5, ov, (,) =., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 1 med. of.-, , (,) a shaking off of bur-

dens, the name given to the disburdening ordinance

of Solon, by which all debts were lowered, answering

to the Lat. novae tabulae.-, ovos, , (,) earth-shaker.

aeipjxos , () a shaking, shock : the shock cf

an earthquake, an earthquake.

aeurros, , , () shaken.-, ending of Verbs expressing desire or inten-

tion, Desideratives, like Lat. -urio. They are formed

from the fut. of the orig. Verb, as,,-
:,,.5, f.: aor. : Pass., aor. -
: pf. :—to shake, move to and fro,

brandish. 2. absol., there is an earthquake (see), like it rains, etc. 3. Pass, and Med.

to be shaken, shake, heave; generally, to move, sway to

and fro : of places, to feel the shock of an earth-

qiiake. II. in Att. to harass, annoy with accu-

sations, so as to extort money., for, dat. of.
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:

—Pass, to

beam brightly, blaze, flash. II. in Act. to shifie,

to beam.€-€6,, ,(,*^)father of light.,, Dor. for,.22, aos, : Ep. dat. contr. :

bright light, brightness, a bright flame, blaze, flash :

a flash of lightning, lightning : a torch.-, ov, (,) light-bringing., , a shark.^, , Ion. and Ep. for Att. ^-
:

—

the Moon., a, ov, lighted by the moon;
a moonlight night. From€, , () the moon;

the full-moon ; by the light of the

moon. II. a moon, month; in

the tenth moon., Dep.() to be moon-struck or

lunatic.€-5, ov,(,^) devouring leaves

of books.2", , parsley, Lat. apitim : the victors

at the Isthmian and Nemean games were crowned

with chaplets made of its leaves.22, , , the space between two rowing-

benches (). . the space between two

columns in the page of a book : generally, a page or

column : a book., ol, the Selli, original inhabitants ofDodona,

among whom was the oracle of Jove., aros, , the upper fratning of a ship, the

deck. 2. pi., , the rowing-benches, Lat.

transtra. 3. generally, a seat, throne. II. any

thnberunrk, a platform, scaffold., 10s and ecus, , the finest wheaten flour,

Lat. simila, similago.-, ov, (,) worshipped

with solemn rites.,{., to speak gravely and solemnly:—
Dep., to talk in solemn speech. From
€|-5, ov,(,^) speaking solemnly.-,, ,(,) a reverend seer., f., to talk in solemn speech, assert

gravely. From-3,>,(,) talking solemnly

.

, {., to assume a grave, solemn

countenance. From-, ov,(,) ofa grave
countenance.€, , ,() august, holy, solemn, aw-

ful : at Athens, esp. of the Furies or Erinyes, who
were called or^. II. of men,

grave, solemn, stately, majestic : in bad sense, haughty,

pompous, grand ; to look grave and
solemn. III. of things, stately, solemn, august,

grand.€-$, ov,(,) solemnly spoken.

^,, ,() solemnity, dignity, ma-
jesty : in bad sense, pomposity.-, ov, (, ) reverenced with

awe., f.,() to make grand or pompotts,

to dignify : esp. in a tale, to embellish, amplify.

[y], f.,() to make pompous or

majestic, to dignify, magnify

:

—Med.,
aor. , to be pompous or haughty : to

affect a solemn air : hence, to vaunt oneself or be

proud of a thing., Adv. of, solemnly, grandly,, Ep. for, gen. of., , , verb. Adj. of, august, holy.

2E'PI2, or, , endive or succory., 6, a small winged insect, a gnat or ant., pf. pass, of., pf. pass. part, of., , , Dor. for, pf. part, of
:

—

, Ep. fern., pf. pass, of., pf. of., pf. part, of., Adv. pf. pass. part, of, cun~

ningly, cleverly., pf. pass, of.,, pf. act. and pass, of., pf. pass, of., Adv. pf. pass. part, of-
, temperately, soberly., Lacon. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 imp..

enclit. €, Ion. and Dor. gen. of., Ep. for, aor. I of : part,., contr. for, pres. pass, of : 3
sing,., , Ion. for.
2ET'il, with in augm. tenses, impf.,

pass, and med. : aor. , med. -
; also Ep. without augm.,,:

pf. pass,, part, : plqpf. (in aor.

sense) [], 2 sing, for, 3 sing.

Ep.
;

part, : aor. I pass,-
[]. There is also 3 sing, from a contr.

pres. : also, 3 pi. : imperat., 3 sing,, 2 pi. : inf.. To
put in quick motion, drive, hunt, chase. 2. to set

on, let loose at. 3. to drive or chase away. 4.

of things, to throw, hurl : also to bring forth, cause

to spring; I made blood spoutforth :
—

Med., blood spouted forth. .
Pass, and Med. to be in quick motion, to run, dart, or

shoot along ; having started, gotie. 2. c.

inf. to hasten, speed ; when he

hasted to pursue. 3. metaph. to be eager, yearn

after, long for., aor. 1 pass. part, of., Dor. for, to run., fem., Ion. for,.
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£, f.-, ($) to drive into a pen, coop up,

shut up., Ep. 3 pi. aor. I pass, of., ioos, ,() a housekeeper, porteress., , Dor. -, () a stall-fed

animal : a house-fed lamb.

-icopos, ,( /cos,) cleaning a stable or

pen : as Subst.,$, , a herdsman.

2HKO'5 Dor. <ratcos, 0, a pen or fold, for sheep

and goats. 2. any dwelling. II. any enclo-

sure : a sacred enclosure, a chapel, shrine : also a

sepulchre sacred to the dead. III. the trunk of
an olive-tree. Hence., f., to weigh, balance. Hence

Dor., aros, , a weight in the

balance, a counterpoise. II. like, a chapel,

sacred enclosure, shrine.

SETMA Dor. &, aros, , a sign, mark, token :

the mark or star on a horse's forehead. 2. a sign

from heaven, an omen, portent : also, 3. a battle-

sign, signal. 4. a mound, barrow, Lat. tumulus,

to mark a tomb by : generally, a grave, tomb. 5.

in plur. written characters : the Xvypa of

Bellerophon in the Iliad were not written letters, but

pictorial tokens or devices. 6. the device or bear-

ing on a shield: also the device on a seal, a seal.

7. a constellation : in plur. the heavenly bodies, Lat.

signa.

., Dor. pres. part. fern, from

: fut.- Ion.- : aor. or, inf. : Pass., aor. : pf., but 3 sing,, inf.-
: () :

—

to shew by a sign or token, point out:

absol. to give a sign or token. II. to give a sign

or signal to do a thing: hence to bear command over,

rule : absol., a commander. 2. in bat-

tle, to give the signal of attack : impers.

(sc. ), like, signal is given;
tois" $ when the signal was given

for the Greeks to attack. III. to signify, an-

nounce, intimate: with a part.,/o signify that a thing

is. IV. to stamp with a sign or mark, to seal,

Lat. obsignare: pf. pass,, things sealed,

opp. to. V. Med., to

infer or conclude for oneselffrom signs. 2. to

markfor oneself, note down., , () a seal set upon a
thing., idos, ,() fem. Adj. suited for
sealing ; yr) clay usedfor sealing., ,() a seal., opos, ,() one who gives a sign

or signal: a leader, commander : also of animals, a

driver, a herdsman., , Dim. of. [],, , () full of tombs.-, , (, *') making devices

for shields.

-, , (,) writing in

cipher, []€ Ion. -, , () a mark, sigti or

token by which something is known : a trace, track.

I. a sign from the gods, an omen. 3. a sign or

signal to do anything : the signalfor battle. 4 a

flag or ensign on the admiral's ship, or on the

general's tent : generally, a standard, ensign. 5.

a device upon a shield ; also on a seal : a seal itself.

II. in reasoning, a sign or proof.€, f. , () to mark

:

—Med. to

markfor oneself, remark : also to give notice of.

Dor. Att.«, Adv.(
with prefixed) to-day : so also (sub.), and ., , Ion. for., Ep. for, aor. of.-, , the Lat. semi-cinctium, an apron.-, ,(,) madefor ruling lines., ovos, , () decay, putrefactioji : of

quick flesh, mortification.2, , the sepia or cuttle-fish, which when pur-

sued troubles the water by ejecting a dark liquid.

2'1, f. : aor. :
—to make rotten

or putrid: to make fester or mortify. II. Pass.

: aor. 2 [], Ep. 3 sing. subj. ],
for. pf. act. (in pass, sense) :

—to be or

become rotten, to moulder, putrefy : of diseased flesh,

to mortify.

2, ^, 6, mostly in pi. 2?7/>es, the Seres, an

Indian people, from whom silk was first brought

:

hence, II. the Seric worm, silkworm., , Lacon. for., ayyos, , (,) a hollow rock,

a cleft, cave hollowed out by the sea.

onrjpiKos, , , (~2,) Seric : silken.-3, , Lacon. for-.
5'5, , gen., nom. pi., gen. : later

also gen. :
—a moth, Lat. tinea : a book-worm., Ion. for $, dat. pi. fem. of, ,., , , made of sesame. From, , sesame, an eastern leguminous plant, [a], , a mixture of sesame-seeds roasted and

pounded with honey, a seiame-cake., , ,() made of sesame ;-
sesame-oil. [a]., ,() of sesame; -

(sub. $) a sesame-cake., , () the seed or fruit of the

sesame-tree ().-, ,(, Tvpos) sesame-cheese., ovvtos, contr. from.^, ?7, also , Sestos, a town on the European

side of the Hellespont, over against Abydos.

Att. rf]T€S, (Ztos) this year : see.-, , (,)fretted by moths,

moth-eaten.

-KOiros, , ($,) fretted by moths.
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202, (os, , strength, might, prowess :

mostly of men, but also of things, as of a river ; -
aeXiov the strength of the sun ; by force;

with all one's might. 2. might, power,

force. II. a force of men. III. periphr.,

like , is, with a gen., as, "Efcropos

Hector himself., f.,() to strengthen, make strong., only used in pres. and impf. : () :

—

to

be strong or mighty, have power ; *, ~

to be strong in hand, in foot ; ol ( they part.

, , 6, =.€, verb. Adj. of, one mint be silent.

or aUXos, <5, the Hebrew shekel — 1 drach-

mae : a Persian is mentioned by Xenophon as

worth 7| or 8 oboli, about I shilling English., () the letter sigma, see 2, ., ov,, Cyprian word for, a spear. II.

among the Ligyes near Marseilles used for-
Xos. III. the^, were a people on the Da-
nube, see Herodotus 5. 9., Dor. 3 plur. of : also dat. sing. pres.

tuho ride below. 2. c. inf. to have strength or power

to do, be able or competent to do., Lacon. for.
2~£1' Ion.,, , thejaw-bone,jaw.

XJ/A"AON Ion. €, , spittle, foam from the

mouth, Lat. saliva (Engl, slaver).

202, 6, afat hog: also with another Subst,

avs, like avs, etc. II. fat, grease.

, , Dor. for*: for and other

Dor. forms, v. sub-.2'. , a pomegranate tree : also the fruit, [f], ,() a working in iron., Ion. 77, ov, Att. contr., ,, Ep.€$, , ov, Dor. [], , ov :():—made of iron or s/e^/, /row;

the trow sky: metaph.,^, a2, , a Sibyl, prophetess. (Deriv. uncertain.) mind of iron ; an iron heart.

[] Hence2€5, , /, Sibylline.2,() to play the Sibyl : metaph. to

be like a Sibyl, i. e. credulous or silly.25, ov, 0, a believer in the Sibyl, diviner.2', ,,, , a hunting-spear, [], Adv. () silently, stilly, noiselessly : as an

exclam., hush! be still!, imperat. of, hush ! be still

!

, Ep. for, 3 sing. impf. of., 3 sing, of, or Dor. dat. of., f., () to bid one be silent, force or

constrain to silence.&, , ov,() silent, still.^, *, (,() smooth, glossy, shin- iron, slam by the sword.

II., ol, a Byzantine iron coin., (, ,() a worker in iron, a smith.,,() a tool ofiron or steel, an iron

:

a sword or knife.

[], , , fern, -ins,, Dor.-
Tas, , ,() of iron.-, es,(,) iroTt-loaded.-,, , ,(,) iron-

eating, epith. of a whetstone.-, ov, (,) iron-

fingered.

-SsTOS, ov,(,) iron-bound, shod

with iron.-,, , ,(,) slain by

of horses' reins. rich,ing, glittering, esp

splendid, sumptuous.

alya\6s, Dor. for.,, , () silent., f.-, later -: pf.^: Pass.,

aor. : pf.^: ():— to be sile?it

-,, , ,(,) mother

of iron, epith. of the earth.-, ov,(,) distributing by

the sword, or swaying the sword.-, ov,(,) iron-backed.- Dor. for-, ov,(.
or still, to keep sile?ice :—imper., hush ! be still ! -) smitten by iron or by the sword.

—Pass, to be passed over in silence, Lat. taceri ; but -, ov, (,) moulded

the pf. is also used in act. sense, to be of iron .,

silent.^, Lacon. for

Dor., 17, () silence, a being silent;

202 Dor., , iron : it was of high

value, in Homer's time, since pieces of it were given

as prizes : it mostly came from the north and east of

4'6/ to keep silence, to hold one's peace ; -
\

the Euxine. II. like Lat. ferrum, anything

to make silence. II. dat.? as made of iron, an iron tool or implement, a sword,

Adv., in silence, silently : also like, as an ex- I spear, axe : also a knife, sickle. III. a place

clam., silence now ! to for selling iron, a cutler s shop.

carry on a conversation in an under tone. 2.
j

-, ov, (,) sown or

secretly: also as a Prep , , Lat. clam aliquo, ' produced by iron.

like , unknown to him. -,, ,(,) a worker^, (, kv, aor. I pass. part, of.
j

in iron., , Dor., ,() silent, still,
' -TOKos, ov,(, (() iron producifig.

mute, hushed:— silence. |, f., to cleave with iron. From
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635, f., to wear iron arms, wear arms:

so also as Dep.-. From-, , (,) wearing iron,

bearing arms.-, , gen. ovos,(,) of iron

heart.-, ,(,) of iron and
copper.-, , ,(, )fighting in

iron, epith. of mailed war-horses., f.,() to make of iron, overlay

with iron :—impers. in plqpf. pass, em
iron had been laid over a

great part also of the rest of the wood., , () pomegranate-peel, [], Adv. from Sidon. From,, , Sidon, one of the oldest cities of

Phoenicia. Adj. or, , , of or

belonging to Sidon ; fern, also,., ovos, , a mafi of Sidon.2, impf.' Ep. : no fut. in use :

—

to

hiss, of hot iron plunged into water ; '
nepl the eye of the Cyclops hissed

when the burnt stake was thrust into it. II. to

set a dog on., , Sithonia, a part of Thrace, generally for

the whole country : Adj. and, a,

ov, Thracian :, ovos, 6, a Sithonian ; and-,, ), a Sithonian woman., , Sicania, properly a part of Sicily near

Agrigentum, used generally for the whole of Sicily., , , a Sicanian (see,) : Adj.-, , , Sicanian., , the Lat. sicarius, assassin, [a], ,() Sicily : Adj., , ,
Sicilian. Hence, f., to do or speak like the Sicilians : to

favour the Sicilians., , ,() of or like a Sicilian., , , a Sicilian Greek, a Greek settler

in Sicily, as distinguished from the^, or Siculi,

the more ancient inhabitants : cf.., ,, Sicilian, of or from Sicily, Lat. Sicn-

his : the originally migrated from Italy to

Sicily ; the^,^ were the later Greek settlers.

[],, gen. o'ucepos, a sweetfermented liquor,

strong drink. (Hebr. shakar, to be intoxicated.)

or,, , the Sicitinis, a dance of

Satyrs used in the Satyrical drama, named from its

inventor Sicinnos., , =-.
Ion., , a fruit like the cucumber or

gourd, but eaten ripe. II. a cupping glass, from
its shape, Lat. cucurbita. [p~\, , the common gourd or cucumber.,, , Sicyon, a town and district on the

north of the Peloponnesus : Adj., , ,
Sicyonian : Adv., of or from Sicyon., to loathe. From', , a squeamish, fastidious person., , see.,, the palma Christi, called also.,() to insult, mock, jeer.\, , =. (Deriv. uncertain.)', , one who looks askance: a satirist.

II. a satire, satirical poem., , a river-fish, prob. the shad, Lat.

silurt/s.,, akind otgrub or beetle, Lat. blaita. II.

a book-worm.', , Lat. laserpitium, a plant, the juice

of which was used in food and medicine, and was
reckoned a valuable specific ; according to Bentley,

the asa-foetida. Hence, , , prepared with silphhim., f. ,() to form or grow in the

hive, of honey., o, a bee-hive: metaph. any store or

hoard.-, less correct form of-., -otvros contr.,-, o,tbeSimo'is,

a river near Troy:—Adj. contr. <--, , ov, of, near the Simo'is : fem. also,
5.', ,, snub-nosed, flat-nosed :—generally,

flat. II. of other things, steep, up-hill, Lat. ac-

clivis ; irpds to pursue up hill. 2.

bent in, hollow, concave.,, ,() the shape of a snub-nose;

flatness.,-, , contr. form of,., f.,() to turn up the nose, bend up-

wards. Hence,, , anything bent upwards. From, f., to damage wantonly : generally,

to handle roughly. From- [], ov,(,) mischievoiis, hurt-

ful : c. gen. rei, ruining his

own affairs : wanton, lewd., $, and, vos, , () mustard,
Lat. sinapi : the better Att. form was vaitv.,, , Att. for.,, , sindon, a fine Indian cloth, mus-
lin. II. a garment or napkin made of this cloth., Ion. for., , and, , , Ion. for,. [~\, f. ,() to sift, fan, winnow., , a sieve.,, , ace.,() a destroyer, ra-

vager, robber: as Adj. destroyifig, ravening. II.

as prop, n., 2, , Sinnis, the Destroyer, a famous

robber of early Greece, [y v/]

[?] Ion. : Ion. impf.-
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: aor. 1 : Dep. :

—

to plunder, spoil, pil-

lage : harry, ravage : hence of wild beasts, to tear

in pieces, devour. II. in more general sense, to da-

mage, distress. 2. also to hurt, wound. Hence

atvos [] , eos,, hurt, harm, mischief, damage. II.

anything hurtful, a mischief, plague., ov,,() tearing, ravenous, devouring.?, ios, , =', only as plur. in prop, n.,', the Sintians, the early inhabitants of Lemnos,
who were pirates., opas, , «=.2, , Sinope, a town of Paphlagonia, on the

BlackSea

:

—2, ov, 6, an inhabitant ofSinope

:

Adj. XivamiKOs, , , of or belonging to Sinope.5, , a marsh or meadow plant., Lacon. for., 17, a flour-bin, meal-jar.5, , new wine boiled down, Lat. de-

frutum., , a pit or hole sunk in the ground, for keep-

ing corn in : also a pitfall., , —.55,, a sweet-smelling plant, mint or

thyme.

[y] or, , a shaggy goatskin worn
as an outer garment : a rough outer garment, with a

coarse nap.-, ov,(,) wearing a -
or cloak of goatskin.^, a, ov, of Sisyphus, Corinthian : fem.

also^,. From2-$ [], ov, , an -ancient king of Corinth, pu-

nished for bad faith in the shades below. (Redupl.

from, the Wise or Cunning.), , irreg. pi. of., f., (aiTayojyos) to transport corn

to a place. Hence, , conveyance of corn to a place.-, , (, aya)) transporting corn to

a place ; ^^ vessels engaged in convey-

ing corn, corn-ships., Dor. for, aor. I pass, of., , ov,() well-fed, fatted., , , fatted, stalled, Lat. aldlis. From, f. : Ion. impf. : ():—
to feed, fatten :—Pass, to be fed, to eat., f.,() to feed:—Pass,, Ion.

3 pi. impf. : fut. med. : aor. I

pass, :—to be fed, to eat, take food : to feed
oil, eat a thing, c. ace.), f. -, (^) to convey or transport

corn : to import corn. Hence, , the conveyance or importation of corn.-, , (, -) conveying corn., ,() provisions, victuals: for-
age-money, of soldiers., , , () of or belonging to corn.^, ecus, , () an eating, feeding : also

food, provisions ;' public main-

tenance in the Prytaneum., f.,() to feed, fatten :—Pass, to feed
upon, eat., , () mostly in plur.,food made

of corn, bread; generally, food, victuals, provisions,

diet ; three days' provision ;

public maintenance in the Pryta-

neum, like'., , , verb. Adj. of, like,
fed, fatted : as Subst. a fading.- Ion. -, , (,) want ot

scarcity of com : dearth, famine.-, ov, (,) holdingfood., f., tofurnish with corn, victual :—
Pass, to be provisioned or victualled. From-, ov, ,(,') afurnisher ofcorn.-,(,) a measured allowance

of com.-, ov, (,) dealing out corn or

food; the hope of getting food., f.,() to prepare corn for
food, to make bread : to prepare, purvey food or vic-

tuals;—Med. to prepare food for oneself: to take

food. Hence, , bread-making, preparation offood.
Hence05, , , of orfor bread-making.-, , (,) preparing corn for
food: as Subst., (sub. yvvrj), , a woman
that grotmd the corn in the hand-mill : generally, a

maker of bread, baker. 2. the

task of grinding corn.-, , (,) the conveyance of

corn : also provision for its safe convoy, an escort, a

convoy.-, ov, ,(,) a corn-merchant,

corn-factor.

202, , irreg. pi., , wheat, corn, grain

:

also meal, flour, bread : hence generally, food, vic-

tuals, provisions ; but properly of bread, as opp. to

meat : but also of anything eaten as opp. to drink
;

meat and drink.-, ov,(, (pa/yew) eating com or bread.-5, ov, (,) carrying corn.-, ol, (, £) corn-watchers,

corn-inspectors, Athenian officers, originally three in

number, but afterwards ten in the city and five in

Peiraeeus, who superintended the importation and

sale of corn.

and, a cry of drovers to their flocks,

st ! when follows, to drive them off"; when
follows, to call them on.-, ov, , (,) a buyer of com., ,() a buying of corn, purchase

of corn.'2, , , crippled, maimed: also lame, limp-

ing ; of the eyes, blind. Hence
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ruin :, 3 sing. Aeol. aor. 1 opt., a, ov, of ox from Siph?ius, Siphnian. From, , Siphnus, one of the Cyclades., wvos, 0, a reed, straw, any tube, esp. the

uphon, used to draw wine out of the cask. 2. a
sucker, as of a pump. Hence, f. , to tap a cask with a siphon, to

draw off wine., fut.- : aor. ( : pf.-
:
—to be silent or still, to keep silence ;

to keep silence towards one : imperat.,

hush! be still

!

II. transit, to keep in silence,

keep secret, Lat. tacere

:

—Pass, to be kept silent or se-

cret, Lat. taceri. From5', , silence, a being silent : dat., in

silence. 2. silence, stillness, a calm., r\, ,() silent, still., , , collat. form of., 3 pi. Aeol. aor. 1 opt. of., a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be passed

over in silence. II.^, one must pass

over in silence.

SKA'Zfl, f., to limp, halt. II.,
also (sub. &), , the iambic verse of Hip-

ponax, which was a regular iambic senarius, except

that a spondee or trochee was substituted for the

iambus in the last place.

SKAIO'2, , ov, Lat. scaevus, left, on the left hand
or side, like'.— (sub. '), the left

hand. II. western, westward, for the Greek
auspex turned towards the north, and so had the

West on his left; the West-gate (of

Troy). 2. unlucky, ill-omened, because birds of

ill-omen always appeared on the left of the Greek
auspex, or in the West; birds of good omen on the

right, or in the East ; (cf.). III. metaph.

like French gauche, left-handed, awkward, clumsy,

uncouth. Hence, , =., , , () lef(handedness, awk-
wardness, clumsiness, stupidity.-«, f. , (, epyov) to be left-

banded in work, to behave rudely or indecorously.

2KAI'Pfi, to skip, dance, bound., Adv. of, in a left-handed manner,

awkwardly.,, ,() a subtle ques-

tion : generally, trifling, nonsense., , Dim. of, a tri-

fling subtlety, petty quibble., =, to dig: metaph. to explore

over-subtly or cunningly, [p], , ,() one who hoes: a hoer or

a hoe., =, to stir, hoe ;,-
to stir or poke a coal-fire., , , or 6s, 6v, () limping, halt-

ing. II. uneven; an odd
number ; ~/ a triangle with unequal
sides.2, to stir up, hoe, barrow., ,() the pin or thole to which the

Greek oar was fastened by the, Lat. scal-

mus, paxillus.,, ,() the digger, i.e. the mole., , the Scamander, a river of Troy, ov, :—Adj., a, ov, Scamandrian ; whence Hector
called his son., Dor. for., , the stick or support in a trap on
which the bait is placed, and which, when touched,

makes the trap shut, the trap-spring : metaph.,-' \ setting word-traps, i. e. words
which one's adversary will catch at, and be caught
himself. (Deriv. uncertain.), f. , to make to stumble, give offence

or scandal to any one, throw difficulties in his way.
From, , —, a trap laid for an
enemy :

—a stumbling-block, offence, scandal.-, ov, 6,(,) a dealer

in chervil.', Tkos, 77, chervil, Lat. scandix., ,() a spade or hoe. []€5, ,() = .€, , fern, of, a woman that digs., rjpos, ,() a digger, delver.&, , Dor. for., , , () dug : that may be

dug. . a country in Thrace, named
after a forest in which mines had been worked., , Dor. for.^', fut. : Pass. aor. 2 [] :

pf. :
—to dig ; to dig a

trench : also Med., like Act.- Att. -, fut. £ : (,) :—to blink, wink., , a scratching or scraping up :-
a raking tip of trifles. From, , =: also a stile for drawing out-

lines : an outline, sketch., genit. of.-, ov,(, */) dung-eating.,, ,() a digger, delver, ditcher., ,() anything dug or scooped out,

a hollow vessel, a tub, trough, basin, bowl. 2. a
light boat, skiff, Lat. scapha., aor. 2 pass. inf. of., Dim. of or, a small tub,

basin, or boivl: a small boat or skiff. II. afashion

of hair-cutting (borrowed from the Scythians), in

ivhich the hair was cut off all round the head, leaving

only the hair on the crown, which then looked like

a bowl. 2. the crown of the head.
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skiff. II. a digging-tool, a spade, mattock., $, ,() a digging : also the

time or season for digging. II. /&n£ which is dug
or scooped out, any hollow vessel, a tub: esp. the hull

of a ship, Lat. alveus, and generally a ship, boat. III.

digging-tool, spade, [a]

and -, lengthd. from obsol.*:
fut. [] Att., as, a : aor.

Ep : Pass., aor. : pf.-:—/ scatter, disperse: generally, to scatter,

spread abroad: to shiver, break a thing. II.

Pass, to be scattered, to disperse : of the rays of the

sun, to be shed abroad: of a report, to be spread

about, bruited abroad., Ep. aor. of.-, ,() a scattering, dispersing., Att. fut. of., , , tight, exact, careful. Adv.,
thoroughly, exactly. (From, poet. aor. 2 of

.)5<, wvos, , Sciron, a robber who infested the

coast between Attica and Megara : ,
i. e. the coast of Megara ; also called' -

; the sea off this coast.,, ^, = Att.., , , Dim. of, a small leg.2 : fut. Ion. : aor. -
:

—

to dry, dry up, parch, wither. II. Pass.

: fut. : with. intr. tenses of Act.,

aor. 2, inf. (as if from *) :

pf.' with pres. signf. :

—

to be parched, lean,

withered.202, cos, , the leg ; ^ to

retreat with the face towards the enemy, retire lei-

surely. II. the legs, i.e. the two long

tvalls, between Athens and the Peiraeeus.,, ,(, pf. pass, of-) a subject of reflexion, a question.

ctkcvos, Aeol. for £evos., poet. nom. and ace. pi. of.£, f. , () like, to cover,

shelter, screen. Hence, ,() a covering.

CTKiiravos, , ,() covered, sheltered.2,, or, , a carpenter's

axe or adze.22, aos,, a covering, shelter;

in or under shelter; shelter from the

wind., aTos, ,() =.
Ep., to cover, shelter.2, , like, a covering, shelter : me•

taph., under shelterfrom war;
ev under shelterfrom fear., Ep. for, 3 pi. pres. from.-, one must look or consider : verb. Adj. of

, fut. : aor. : pf.

: Dep. :— the pres. and impf.,, are seldom found in Att., or

being used instead : I. intr. to look-

about, look carefully at, look after, watch. II. of

the mind, to look to, vieiu, examine, consider.2, rare radic. form of.
and,() to scold,

abuse, revile. From, like, scolding, abusive. (Deriv.

uncertain.), f. , to remove one's goods and
chattels. From-, ,(, ar/) conveying or mov-
ing one's goods and chattels

:

—as Subst.,~/,
, the officer who looks to the baggage, baggage-
master., f. : aor. : Pass.,-, Ion. 3 pi. ; Ion. 3 pi. plqpf.-

: (,) :
—to prepare, make ready :

esp. to prepare or dress food : generally, to provide:

—Med. to prepare for oneself, to procure, de-

vise. II. of persons, tofurnish or supply with a

thing. 2. to dress up, disguise: pf. pass. part., dressed up., , Dim. of or, a trifling

part of one's dress or eqjnpment. [a], verb. Adj. of, one must prepare., 17, ,() prepared, artificial., ,() equipment, attire, dress, Lat. ap-

paratus: the properties or dress of an actor, etc. 2.

a fashion in dress. II. an implement of any kind,

like : the tackling of a ship.-, ,(,) a storehouse for all

kinds of dress or equipments, an armoury, arsenal., f.,() to make arms or

implements, to matnfacture. Hence,, , the dress of an actor.

-Troios, , (,) making arms or

implements : making masks and stage-dresses.22, , , a vessel or implement of any

kind. 2. in p!ur., , implements, tools: the

baggage of an army, Lat. impedimenta : the trappings

of horses ; the tackling of ships, naval stores : the

dresses of actors. II. the body, as the vessel or

instrument of the soul., f.,() to carry baggage:

—Pass, to have one's baggage carried.

, , of or for the carrying of bag-

gage; the load of a beast of

burthen. From-5, ov,(,) carrying baggage:

the sutlers, camp-followers:

the baggage-camels ; the beasts

of burden., f., to watch the baggage. From-£,, ,{,) a storekeeper., Dep. with fut. med.-, pf. pass.
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—

to watch or look after

the baggage. 2. to examitie thoroughly. II. to

contrive cunningly :—intr. to act knavishly. Hence€, aros, , a cunning trick.<€, ,() care in looking after

baggage : great care, diligence. II. cunning,

knavery.-,,(,) looking after baggage., aor. 1 part, of or.
aK«vJ/is, ecus, 77, () perception by the

senses. II. examining : consideration, reflexion., aor. 1 inf. of£\ :, 3 sing. opt., Dep., with pf. pass., to dwell,

live. II. also as Med. to buildfor oneself.«, f.,() to be or dwell in a tent, to

be encamped : to be quartered or billeted : generally,

to dwell, stay, lodge in a place.', , a tent, booth : a tabernacle : in plur.

a camp, Lat. castra. 2. a divelling-place, house :

a temple. II. a wooden stage or scaffold for

actors to perform on :—hence the stage, the part on

xvhich the actors performed, opp. to the (where

the Chorus danced and sang). III. the tilted cover

of a wagon or carriage : also a bed-tester. IV.

an entertainment given in tents, a banquet., aTos, ,() —, a dwelling-

place, nest, abode., , Dim. of, a little tent, [],, , =., , ,() a dweller in tents : ? a

tent, [],(^) to put up a tent or booth.

Hence, , a pitching of tents. II. thefeast

of tabernacles, which lasted for eight days in the

month Tisri, to commemorate the dwelling in tents in

the wilderness : also, .-5, ov, (,^) fixing a tent.-, , (,) making tents : as

Subst.,, 6, a tent-maker.-, ov,(,) stitching tents

:

as Subst.,, 6, a tent-maker.

Dor. crKavos, eos, , like. 2. a

body.--, S.kos, , ,(,£) a guard
or watcher in a tent., f.,($) to fitch tents, encamp. II.

to live or dwell in a tent: generally, to lodge, take up
one's abode., , Dim. of.,, ,() a tent, tabernacle : a
habitation : in pi. soldiers' cantonments., , =, a sceptre, staff.- [a], ov, gen. ovos,(=-,) sitting, perched on the sceptre., , =, only in Dor. form-, and a few compds.7$, 6,() a gust or squall of wind that
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II. me-comes down suddenly : a thunderbolt.

taph. a sudden visitation or calamity., , the bearing a staff or sceptre: chief
command. From-, ov,(, () bearing a staff,

baton or sceptre as the badge of command. 2. as

Subst.,, , the wand-bearer, an officer in

the Persian court.--,,*=-8.
Dor., , {) a staff or

stick to lean upon : a walking-stick. II. itaff

or baton, as the badge of command, a sceptre, borne
by kings, chiefs, and heralds : speakers on rising re-

ceived a from the herald. 2. the scep're,

to express royalty or kifigly power.€, f., to bear rule over. From-5, ov,(,) bearing a
sceptre, kingly, princely.', f. : aor. : I. trans.

to prop, support, stay : hence to let fall upon, hurl,

shoot : also in Med. 2. intr. to fall or dart down,
light. II. Pass, and Med., to prop or support

oneself by a staff, to lean upon : metaph. to depend
or rely upon. 2.^ c. ace. to put before

oneself as a prop or support, to pretend, allege by way
of excuse: c. inf. to pretend to be. 3. absol. to

excuse or defend oneself; $, to

excuse oneself towards another.,, ,() like and-, a staff., like, to prop, stay:—Med. io.

support oneself, to lean or press against.5, ews, ,() a pretext, excuse, pretence,

reason alleged.', as Ion., 77s, , a shadow, shade: the

shade or ghost of one that is dead, Lat. umbra : of

things, a mere shadow, phantom, spectre. 2. the

shade of trees ;€ the shade of a rock ; Iv

indoors. 3. a shady place., f.,(-) to paint in light

a?id shade, to paint slightly, sketch out, Lat. adumbrare., ,(^) painting in light and
shade, rough painting.-, ov, (, */) painting in light

and shade (without colours), [], , () anything that shades : an um-
brella or parasol., , =, an umbrella, parasol., f. Att. : aor. :() :

—to shade, overshadow, darken : to throw a
shadow on. II. to cover, veil.-€, f. , (,) to fight in the

shade (i. e. in the school, not in real battle), to

spar. II. to fight with a shadow : hence to fight
in vain.-63 [], , (,) the Shadow-footed,

a fabulous people in Libya.-, ov, ($,) shady with leaves.
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trxwSpos, , , Dor. for.?,, , () any shady covering, a canopy,

pavilion.,, ,() a shadow.-^ Ion. -, f.: (,) :

—to rear in the shade, to bring up tenderly :—Pass.

to keep in the shade, shim heat and toil, live effemi-

nately. II. intr. to wear a covering, keep one's

head covered.

Ep., = : only in Pass, to be

shaded, become dark., like ', Pass., only used in pres.

and impf. :

—

to be spread or scattered, scattered

abroad, dispersed ; ^ -
when the corn is scattered abroad or gathered in,

i.e. at seed-time or at harvest ;

as the sun begins to scatter his beams, spread his

light.<€ Dor., , , () shady, shaded., , Ion. for.5A,, , a sea-onion or squill, Lat. squilla., f. Att., to give one a tap ox fillip,

generally, to insult. (Deriv. unknown.),-, ,() a small couch, low

bed, pallet, Lat. grabbatus., f., =.?, 6, contr. Att.-
-os contr.05 : () : piece of cleft

wood, a splinter, Lat. scindula : metaph.,'/-
straw-splittings, quibbles.-, , ,(,)

a straw-splitter., , contr. for.-€, ts, (,) like a shadoiv, fleeting

like a shadow, shadowy.

omoeis, €, ev, () shady, shadowy : gloomy,

dark., Ep. 3 pi. impf. pass, of.,, ,() a staff, Lat scipio. [t]2, ,() =.2,, , epith. of Athena, see,., , a gambling-house. From
<rKtpa(j>os [], , a dice-box. 2. metaph. trickery,

cheating. (Deriv. uncertain.)5, ol, the Scirites, a division of the Spartan

army, consisting of 6oo foot : they came from the

Arcadian district ^,.
SKI'PON [t],, like, the parasol borne,

at Athens, by the priestesses in a festival of Athena
2/ctpas, thence called 2/itpct or ,,
giving name to the month^., , the hard rind of cheese, cheese parings.202, , also -Kippos, gypsum, stucco.2-, , (, ) the festival of
Athena ^Ktpas, celebrated in the month"^.2-,, ,(,) Scirophorion,

the 1 2th Attic month, answering to the latter part of

June and former part of July.

.
2', f., to spring, leap, bound.,, , a bound, leap., ov, ,() a leaper, jumper.-, , ,(,) spring-footed,

with bounding foot., 3 pi. pres. opt. of.2, ol, fellows invoked among the powers of

Impudence by Aristophanes (Eq. 634)., Dor. for., , Dor. for £$, a sword. []-, cs, =, shady : gloomy., inf. aor. 1 of.-«,(,^-) to bring up hardy.-, ,(,) hardness of
heart., , ,() dry, hard, Lat. durus. 2.

of sound, hoarse, harsh, rough. 3. of taste and
smell, harsh, rough. 4. stiff, stark, Lat. rigidus

:

sturdy, tough. II. metaph., 1. of things,

hard, austere. 2. of persons, hard, harsh, stem,

also stubborn.,, ,() hardness, harshness,

roughness.-, ov, (,) stiff-

necked. [&]

[], f. : aor. ^: pf. pass.

:() :
—to harden, esp. to harden

the heart : to make thick, gross, stupid., Adv. of, in hard or roughfashion., , ov,() of or in the twilight.-£, -Tpixoiy , , (, £) with

curled, twining hair or leaves., , neut. of (sub.), a song

at banquets, sung to the lyre ; said to have been in-

troduced by Terpander, and so called from the ir-

regular way it was passed on : each guest who sung

held a myrtle-branch () in his hand, which

he passed on to any one he chose.

SKOAIO'S, , , crooked, bent : twisting, wind-

ing. II. metaph. crooked, tortuous, unjust., Adv. crookedly., Ep. dat. pi. of., f. ,() to impale.2,, , a pale, stake : in plur.-
ires, , pales, a palisade, stockade : in Persia, used

for impaling or fixing heads on, whence,. II. a tree.

2KO'AT~M02, , an eatable kind of thistle : an

artichoke.

2KO MBPOS, , a kind of fish, of which the-
and were varieties.-?, ov, ,(,) leader ofthe spies

or of a party of videttes.7€-5, , ((,) running

over rocks., ,() a look-out place, a crag or

headland, Lat. scopulus : generally, a high rock, peak., =.



—. 641, also as Dep. : only used in

pres. and impf., the other tenses, fut., aor. I, pf. '^, being supplied by-
: () :

—

to look at or after a thing : to be-

hold, contemplate, survey: generally, to look: to look

out. II. metaph. to look to, consider, pay regard

to ; ra( to look to one's own af-

fairs. III. to inquire, ascertain. Hence. , a look-out place, watch-tower.

Ion. -, , () a look-out place,

mountain-peak. 2. a watch-tower, Lat. specu-

la. II. a looking out, keeping watch ;

to keep xvatch. Hence, to look about or spyfrom a watch-tower

:

generally, to spy, explore. II. transit, to spy out,

search out, discover., later poet, form for., ov, ,() a spy, scout. II. a
mountaineer, epith. of Pan.-, f. : Dep. : (,) :

—

to spy or observefrom a look-out place.5, and ,(-) one that watches or

looks out : in bad sense, one who lies in wait for an-

other. 2. of gods, the guardian, protector, tutelary

god of a place. 3. a look-out man or watcher in

war, Lat. speczilator ; also one who marks game : a
spy, scout : a messenger. II. the mark or object

on which onefixes the eye, a mark, Lat. scopus ;

away from the mark.

Ion. -eopai : f. : Dep. :

—

to

s'retcb one's limbs, yawn, gape, feel tired or lazy.

(Deriv. uncertain.)-, 77,(,\) a sauce or pickle

composed of brine and garlic., f. : pf. pass, : (-) :

—

to feed with garlic : to tram game-cocks on

garlic for fighting ; primed with

garlic., , Dim. of : in pi. sprouts or

stalks of garlic.

SKC/POAON contr., , garlic, Lat. al-

lium ; often mentioned with the onion(), and
leek (). Hence--, , , (-, avo(vpa,ap\s)agarlic-breadselling-
bostess.21, f. ?, to scatter, disperse, spread

abroad : to be lavish : cf.-*.52, , a scorpion., a, ov,() dark, in the dark : before

daybreak or after nightfall.

€05, , ,() dark, dusky : in the dark,

blind. II. metaph. dark, obscure :—Adv. -., ,() darkness, gloom, dusk., f.,() to make dark:—Pass, to

be dark, darkened.

-ios, a, ov, also os, ov,() dark, dusky

:

in the dark : of love, secret, stolen.

---|,-, , ,(, -,, ') with dark rough thick hair.->€,(,) to grow blind and dizzy,

to have a dizziness or vertigo. Hence, , dizziness, vertigo., =.-65, (s,(, () dark-looking., €, ev, poet, for,() dark,

gloomy.-, , Att. for.-, ,(,) a moonless night.', ov,() moonless, dark.

2'02, , , darkness, gloom : in Homer often

of the darkness of death in the phrase, 5e

6€ : of blindness, to look

on darkness, i. e. to be blind : metaph., -
to hide in darkness.—The neut. form,

€,, also occurs, but rarely in Attic Greek. Hence, f., to make dark, darken, to blind.?, (, =(., , dung, filth, refuse. (Said to be de-

rived from 4s .), =, to be angry with one.

2KT'ZOMAI, Dep. to be angry or wroth with one.5, , fern, of^,. [], , : voc. :
— a Scythian: proverb.,

a Scythian wilderness. 2. as Adj.

Scythian. II. at Athens, one ofthe city-guard, which

was mostly composed of Scythian slaves. [C] Hence2£, f., to be or behave like a Scythian : to

side with the Scythians. 2. to drink like a Scy-

thian. 3. since the Scythians scalped their enemies,

hence to shave the head., Adv.() in the Scythian fashion,

in the Scythian tongue.-,, , (2,) a Scythian

bowman., f.,() to be angry or sullen.

SKT0PO'5, , , angry, sullen, gloomy., f.,() to look angry or

sullen, be of a sad countenance.-, , also , ,(, ) sullen,

angry-looking : of a sad countena?ice. Adv.-
/s' to be of a sad coutitenance., , fern, of, a she-whelp.,, , a whelp, cub. From, f. ,() to pair dogsfor breed-

ing : generally, to breed dogs.-, fs,(, () like a young dog

:

neut. ^ as Subst., the nature ofpuppies.,, and , like, any young
animal, esp. a young dog, a whelp, puppy.,, , phinder, booty, spoil. From, f. ,() to strip or spoil a slain

enemy of his arms, Lat. spoliare : c. ace. pers. et rei,^ having stripped

the arms of Cygnus from off his shoulaers.-, ,=.



642 -2 or, 17, Scylla, a female monster in-

habiting a cavern in the Straits of Sicily, who rended

her prey in pieces : (hence called from.)5', aor. :—properly to flay : ge-

nerally, to rend, mangle, tear : metaph. to trouble,

annoy, Lat. vsxare. Hence,, , a piece phccked out., ,() a rending, mangling : metaph.

trouble.

€\|/€, f., to tan hides. Fjova

-€|/5 or-, , ,(, fut.

of) a tanner of bides., , () mostly in plur., the

arms stript off a slain enemy, spoils, Lat. spolia ;

to write one's name on ari7is gained

as spoils : rarely in sing, booty, spoil, prey.; [],,,[) the skin of an a?iimal,

a lion's hide.-, ov,(,) receiving the spoil.-, is,(,) delighting in

spoils or booty.

2KTTMN0S, , like *, any young animal

;

but properly a lion's whelp, as was a dog's

whelp, puppy. Hence, Dor. for, ace. pi. of.
^Ktipos, , the isle of Scyros, one of the Sporades,

not far from Euboea : ^, Adv. from Scyros.

[],?), (akin to£) a stick, staff, cudgel:

at Sparta, a staff used by way of a cipher for writing

despatches : a strip of paper was rolled spirally round

it, on which the despatches were written, so that when
unrolled they were unintelligible : generals abroad had

a similar staff, round which they rolled these papers,

and so were able to read the despatches. Hence

meant a Spartan despatch, and metaph. a

message., , Dim. of, a cane, [a],, , Dim. of., , =, a cudgel, club, []
6•5,, , () a shoemaker, cobbler., f. ,() to be a shoemaker.

SKT'TH Dor., , the neck., , ov,() leathern, made of leather

;

a leathern ornament or appendage., , (, whence Lat. cutis) a skin, hide,

esp. a dressed or tanned hide, leather. II. any-

thing made of leather, a whip, thong., , a shoemaker's shop. From, f.,() to cut leather for

shoes, to be a shoemaker., ,, cf orfor a shoemaker. From-, ov,(,) cutting leather

:

as Subst.,, , a worker in leather, shoe-

maker.-,(,^) to consume leather.,, , and,, , (akin to-,) a cup, beaker, can, flagon.

.-5, ov, (£,) eaten of
woi'fns, worm-eaten.2.3,, , a worm, Lat. lumbricus.202, , a pointed stake : a thorn, prickle., aros, ,() a jest, joke, gibe, scoff., , Dim. of, a petty joke., , ,() a mocker, jester.', fut. : aor. : aor.

pass,:—to mock, jeer, scoff at, jest at:—
absol. to jest, joke, be infu?i.2£, , gen., dung., , gen. $, nom. pi. : (from, as from) a kind of owl., Dor. for ; dat. pi.., , ov, of emerald. From502 or, and 17, Lat. sma-
ragdus, a precious stone of green colour : prob. not
the emerald.2, f., to crash : of the sea, to

roar: of birds, to scream, etc. (Formed from the

sound.)2, , (^) a brawling goblin., f. Dor. : aor. :

in the pres., the Att. contr. is , ?,, , inf.

: () :
—to smear, rub : to anoint : Med.,

to anoint one's head. 2. /©

rub, wipe, wash off, cleanse. Cp.., Ion. 677,, terrible, fearful, auful:

—neut. as Adv. terribly., , , =., Ion for.-5, ^,(,) holding a swar?n

of bees.5, £, , (from) a bee-hive. II.

swarm of bees : generally, a swarm, crowd, throng., f. £ : aor. I pass, :—collat. for in

of, to rub, wipe off or away. 2. to wipe clean.

See.-, for words beginning thus, see -., , , Ion. and old Attic for, [t],, v. sub -., Adv. of, bvt li'tle.,, o, = Att., the yew, Lat. taxus.,, ,() carved work : me-

taph., ~ finely carved works.^, , , verb. Adj. of, carved., f. , to cut out, carveflnely. From^ [], r), a knife for cutting or carving, Lat.

scalprum : a graving tool, chisel : generally, a knife.2€,, , epith. of Apollo, from^ a

town in the Troad, the Smintbian., , a two-pronged hoe or mattock, Lat. bi-

dens.65, Adv. -peas, poet, for, -., aor. 1 inf. of.
Ion. -, , () myrrh, the resinous

gum of an Arabian tree, used for embalming the dead.

Hence
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-jpvaios, a, , rf myrrh. II., ,
, of Smyrna, an inhabitant of Smyrna.£, f.,() to flavour with myrrh.^' [01, f. £oj : aor. ' : Pass., aor. I

: pf.4' :

—

to burn in a smouldering

fire, to make smoulder away : Pass, to smoulder aiuay.2,, , a weal or swollen bruise

caused by a blow, Lat. vibex., f. £>, =, to rub : to to pieces,

grind down.-, Dep.() to stalk about in a

haughty way, to strut pompously.-, , (,) wi'h

haughty eyebrotvs, i?i pompous fashion., ,,() scaritig people away: hence

bustling, swaggerifig, pompous, haughty, insolent. 2.

of things, stirring, bu.tling, violent., f., to make the noise , (shoo !

shoo !), to scare away birds : generally, to drive away,

knock off. II. to excite, agitate. III. intr.

in Act to walk in a pompous manner, to strut, swag-

ger, bustle along., dat. of., Ion. gen. masc. and neut. of 5.
<roActr<ia, , =.£, f. Att. ,() to speak or

write incorrectly, commit a solecism ; , /crj

to speak bad Scythian. Hence, , incorrectness in the use oflanguage,

an ungrammatical mode of speaking, a solecism.)5, , ,() one who speaks in-

correctly, one who commits solecisms.

s,, speaking incorrectly ; using barbarisms

or solecisms :—hence barbarous. II. metaph.

awkward, clumsy, offensive. (Derived from the cor-

ruption of the Attic dialect among the Athenian colo-

nists of in Cilicia.)

2002, o, a mass of iron used as a quoit, spherical

in shape, and so distinguished from' the flat round., , ,. form of, safe and sound in

body, whole, unhurt, Lat. integer.-, , (,^) a coffin-maker.

^OPO'2, ?;, a vessel or urn to hold the ashes of the

dead: a coffin.

%, , , possessive Adj. of the 2nd pers. pron.,
thy, thine, of thee, Lat. iuus, tua, tunm ; also objective,

regret for thee. Earlier Ep. and Dor. form
T€Os, 7-07 (Dor. red),., gen. of ; also of $., , shoo ! shoo ! a cry to scare away birds.

Properly imperat. of : see.,, the Lat. suddrium, a napkin or cloth

to vfipe off sweat with., contr. for, = €<,.«, by crasis for ', on thy account.

Sowi-apuTOS, ov, (,) invoked or

worshipped at Sunium.

Sovvias, aoos, , of Sunium, epith. of Minerva, from
her temple at Sunium.

2;-£5, ,(, Upa£) hawk of Sunium.
!£-, , Sunium, the southern promontory of

Attica., inf. of :,, imperat.

2-65, , (,-) born at Susa., , the lily, Persian word :—hence 2€,, Susa, the royal city of the Persians, in the pro-

vince of Susiana or Shushan : also, , a man
of Susa : fern. 2o0ais, i5os (sub. yvvrf) a woman of
Susa; or (sub. ), the province of Susiana., by crasis for .

Ion. -, , () cleverness or skill in

art. 2. cleverness, skill, wisdom in common things,

prudence : also cunning, shrewdness, craft. 3. per-

fect scientific knowledge, wisdom, philosophy., f.,() to make, to i?istruct,

make wise or learned. II. Pass, to become or be

wise : to be clever or skilled in a thing. 2. to play

the sophist : to deal subtly or cwini?igly. 3. aor. 1

inf. in a strictly pass, sense, to be cleverly

devised or contrived. II., f.,
pf.€, as Dep. : to devise, contrive skilfully,

shrewdly. 2. to deceive, beguile. Hence,,, any clever or cunning contrivance,

a device, invention, trick : an artifice : also a stage-

trick. 2. a captious argument, a quibble: so a

person is called' ', a trick all over., to act as a sophist, give lectures. From, , ,() a master of one's craft,

used of poets and musicians. 2. generally, one who
is clever or shrewd in matters of life, a prudent man

;

so the seven Sages are called : hence a wise

man, philosopher. II. at Athens, one who pro-

fessed to make men wise, a Professor of arts and
sciences, a Sophist : from their extravagant assump-

tions they fell into disrepute, esp. from being attacked

by Socrates and Plato, as also by Aristophanes:

hence, 2. a sophist, quibbler, cheat'., , ,() of or for a sophist

:

the body of the sophists.2* contr.- : gen.- and- ;

ace.-: (,) : Sophocles, the tragic Poet.

-voos, ov, contr. -vovs, ovv,(, voos',)
clever, wise of mind.

20'2|, ,, clever or skilfzd in any art, cunning

in one's craft : esp. one who has natural abilities for
anything : c. inf., clever in speaking,

etc. 2. clever in common matters, prudent, shrewd,

cunning. 3. skilled in the sciences, learned, ivise

:

hence ironically, abstruse. II. of things, cleverly

devised, prudent, wise. Hence, Adv. cleverly, wisely : Comp.-aiTCpov, Sup.-. Hence-, , (, *4') working skilfully., Ep. for., f. ), () ( draxv off.

2



644 <rmfti£—.£ [], /ros, , () a bough or branch torn

off: a palm-branch, frond. 2. as Adj. ofpalm
colour, bay, Lat. spadix.£, f. <ra», () to tear in pieces. Hence, $, , tearing, rending.

[a], /os and ovros, , () an eunuch,

Lat. spado., f. ,() to strike doion the woof
with the (q. ) ; to weave at a

great rate, go fast, a phrase for throwing away

money. II. metaph. to weave, contrive, devise,

Lat. texere : see,.5' [], , any broad blade: a broadflat piece

of used by weavers, for striking the threads of

the woof home, so as to make the web close. 2.

a spatula for stirring or mixing anything. 3. the

item of a palm-leaf. 4. a broadsword., , Dim. of, a little spatula, [a]5, =., Persian for.
criraXeis, Aeol. for, aor. 2 pass. part, of.-, f. , () of things, to be rare,

scarce, few or scanty. 2. of persons, to lack or be

in ivant of a thing: so also pf. pass,.
irrravios, a, ov, like, rare,feiu, scarce, scanty:

—dat. fern,, as Adv. =. II. of

persons, lacking, needy, in want Comp. and Sup.,-. Hence,, , want, lack, need.5,, 77,() of things, scarceness, rare-

ness ; [], c. inf., 'tis not hard to do a

thing. II. of persons, lack, want, need, c. gen.,,,() of things, wanted, scarce,

needed, lacking : hence poor, mean., Adv. of*, seldom : Comp.-,
Sup.-.2"'2, 77, , of things, scarce, rare. II.

of persons, in want of, lacking, [a]-, ,(,) lack of corn orfood., aros, ,() a piece torn off,

a torn body, a shred. II. a rending, tearing.?;, ,() a rending, tearing,

mangling. II. a convulsion, spasm.

Att.- : f. : aor. ( ;():—to tear or rend in pieces, ma?igle, Lat.

lacerare ; Med.,< to tear one's

hair. 2. generally, to rend, cleave : metaph. to

attack savagely.

-y , f.,(^) to swathe, wrap up., , , a child in swaddling-clothes.

From, , (^) a swaddling or swathing
band: in pi. swaddling-clothes ; and so, in Trag.,
remembrances of ones childhood, tokens by which a
persons extraction is discovered, Lat. monumenta,
crepundia. Hence, f., to swathe in swaddling-clothes.

2, f., to befull to bursting, to teem,
swell, be ripe, Lat. turgere.', f. £, to swathe in swaddling-clothes.

cnrapeis,, aor. 2 pass. part, and inf. of., , , poet, for,., , a rope madefrom the shrub?.2, , Spar/a in Laconia:— Advs.,2irapTr|0€V,

from Sparta :26 to Sparta. Hence2 [, , , a Spartan : fern.2-
tls, tbOs, (sub. "fwrf), a Spartan woman; or (sob.) the Spartan land, Laconia. Adj.-
tijcos, 77, , Spartan., , Dim. of, a small cord or

rope.,, a rope, cable; properly one madefrom
the shrub., , ,() sown, scattered : metaph.

begotten. II, at Thebes,, , the Suwjv-

men, those who claimed descent from the dragon's

teeth 60wn by Cadmus : hence generally=.2'05, and , spartum, a kind of broom,
growing in Spain, used for making cords or ropes., (, , aor. I pass. part, of.€5, Ep. for-, aor. 1 med. part, of., ,() a convulsion, spasm. II.

tension., f., to live riotously. From, ,() wantonness, riot., aros, ,{) —.
or, , a kind of bracelet., ,() wanton, riotous.

[], , excrement, dung. (From$
gen. of, and.)2, f. [] : aor. .
pf. : Med., aor. ..,. part, : Pass., aor. : pf.

:

—

to draw, draw out or forth, of a sword,

etc. II. to pluck off or out. 2. to tear,

rend. 3. to tear or drag away: metaph. to draxo

or drag aside, pervert. III. to draw in, suck

in : to drain, quaff. IV. to draw tight, fndl the

reins. 2. of angling, to pull up, catch; hence pro-

verb., ye ' he took nothing by his

motion.' V. in Pass, to be wrenched, dislocated^

of a bone.€, aor. 2 inf. of.€, Ep. for, aor. 2 imperat. of., , Ep. for.2,, Lat. spira, anything wound or wrapped

round a thing. 2. in plur. the twistedfolds or coils

of a serpent (which Milton calls spires). 3. in pi.

also, the twists or coils of 2. net. 4.

thofigs or straps of ox-hide to strengthen the blow of

the fist, the caestus. II. a body of soldiers, the

Roman manipidus, — two centuries: but also a cohort.



—. 645, Dor. and Att. for.-, Ion. impf. of.€, Adv.() in coils or spires.€, Dor. and Att. -, aros, ,()
a wreatJj folded round, fold, coil, spire.

o-rmplov, , a light, thin garment : Dim. of, ,() a cloth for wrapping about,

a ivrapper, cloth, garment. 2. sail-cloth, canvas.«-^ ,(, ) containing a spiral

figure or a circle, circular.2,, f. : aor. Pass., aor. 2- [] ; pf. :
—to sow

:

I. to sow

seed or grain. 2. to sow or plant afield; -
A'iyvnros the arable part of Egypt ;

to sow the sea, proverb, of lost labour, like

Lat. serere arenam. II. metaph. to engender

or beget children:—Pass, to spring to light, or be

born. III. to scatter like seed, fling, throw about:

to spread a report :—Pass, to be scattered or dispersed.,, aor. I inf. and part, of.<7€, Ion. 3 sing. aor. I of., fut. of.-, opos, , the Lat. speculator, a guard.5'1, f.: aor. I Ep.:
Pass., aor. : pf. :—there are

also Ion. forms of the impf. and aor. ,, and an Ep. 2 sing. pres. subj.}:—
to pour out or offer a drink-offering to a god before

drinking wine, Lat. libare, mostly with dat. of the

god to whom the libation was made, ,
Ad, etc.—The religious sense was not always re-

tained, and sometimes it means simply to pour: to

sprinkle.

-, ov,[,) bearing seed., , the Spercheios or Spercheus, a river of
Thessaly, the Rapid (from)., , ,() hasty, rapid: generally,

hasty, hot, viole?it.

2',.£: aor. I pass.:—to drive,

hasteny hurry on:—Pass, to move rapidly or hastily,

to haste; $ to ply rapidly with,

oars:—pres. pass. part, is used as Adj.,

hasty; rapid; of the mind, eager, vehement:—of tem-
per, to be hasty, hot; to be angry
with one. . II. intr. in Act. .= Pass., to rush or be

driven rapidly., aor. 2 inf. oi, as '.-, Ep. dat. pi. of anlos.2;', f. : aor. I, Ep. subj.

I pi. (-): pf. pass,': I.

trans, to urge on, press on, hasten, quicken : also to

seek eagerly, strive after : to promote or further zea-

lously, to advance oxforward a thing. II. intr.

to press on, hasten: to exert oneself, strive eagerly:

to be eager or anxioiis to do a thing : also in Med. to

haste, hurry.

o-TreuSiop-es, Dor. I plur. pres. subj. of., verb. Adj. of, one must hasten.<€, Ep. dat. pi. of.-, Ep. dat. sing, of., ,($) a grotto, cave, pit, Lat. spe~>

laetim., vyyos, , ($) =, Lat. spe~-

lunca.2'2, es gen. eos, only in II. 1 1. 754, -
II. Med., f. : pf.

\

through the far-stretched, broad plain.

(which is also used in pass, sense) :—to pour libations

one with another, and since this was the custom in

making treaties, to make a treaty, make peace : also

absol. to make a treaty : c. ace,

to conclude a formal peace ;

to make a truce so as to allow of taking

up the dead.22, ; Ep. forms : nom. airetos, gen. '-
ovs, dat., gen. pi., dat. and )-

:—Lat. SPECUS, a cave, cavern, grot., cltos,,() that which is sown, seed,

the seed or germ of anything ; in plur. seeds. 2.

also of animals, seed, Lat. semen. II. metaph.

seed, offspriiig, issue: also origin, descent, family.<€--- -5, , ,(, ayopatos,, ,,)
green-grocery market-woman.€,() to sow : metaph. to beget.*€«, f. , (\*5) to pick up
seeds : to babble. Hence<€•, -, babbling, gossip.-, ov, (, ') picking up
seeds. II. as Subst.,^, , a crow that

picks up seeds, rook. 2. metaph. one who picks tip

scraps of knowledge, an idle babbler.

2', to pipe, chirp, of the shrill note of small

birds, Lat. pipio.^''', 17, the space one can span between

the thumb and littlefinger , a span, Lat. dodrans :
—

as a measure, about *j\ inches.2'2, $, , a rock or crag against which

the sea dashes :—.generally, a stone : a hollow rock,

cave.

2~05, , a stain, spot: metaph. a stain, ble-

mish. Hence, f.: pf. pass.:—to stain, spot,

contaminate.9|, ijyos, , and <ririv9apts, , ), =, a spark.2?, rjpos, 0, a spark, Lat. scintilla.

airCvos [t], , () a small bird, so called from
its shrill piping note, commonly eaten at Athens, a

kind offinch.-€, f. ,() to eat the inwards

or flesh of a victim after a sacrifice., f.- : aor. -
: Dep. : (-) :

—

to feel bowels of pi'y,

have pity, compassion or mercy. Hence-, , a feeding the inwards of a vic-

tim, Dat. visceratio. II. compassion.
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Lat. viscera, the inward parts, inwards, esp. the heart,

lungs, and liver, and such inward parts as are fit for

eating. 2. a sacrificialfeast, Lat. virceratio. 3.

any of the inward parts, the bowels, also the womb. 4

.

metaph. the heart, the seat of thefeelings : ao also in

sing., to learn a man's

inward nature.5', , gen., the milt, spleen., , =, a sponge, Lat. spongia., f.,() to wipe ivith a sponge., , Dim. of, a small piece of
sponge.502 Att., , a sponge.

€7, , Lacon. for.-, is,(,) sleeping on ashes., f.,() to beat off athes or dust, to

dust : hence to knock, smite, beat : Pass.,

vupadi pelted by the storm; '
dashed against the rocks ; absol., -

an army handled roughly. II. to eat

greedily, devour, gulp dow?i.

Ion. -, ,() a heap ofashes: ashes., f. Att. ,{) to roast or bake in

the ashes. II. to burn to .ashes.

5'02, , ashes : wood-ashes, embers : the ashes

of the dead. II. dust. III. metaph.,

a soaker of cups, i. e. a drunkard. Hence, f., to burn to ashes :—Med. to strew

tvith ashes.

o-'iToXas, , , a leathern garment, buffjerkin.

(For, from.), aor. 2 part. med. of'.-, , — , the beginning of
the drink-offering or libation, the right of begin-

ning it.

cnrovSetos, , ov,() of, belo?iging to a drink-

offering or libation. II. (sub. 7701/5),

o. in metre, a spondee, a foot consisting of two long

syllables, as, so called because at slow

solemn melodies were used., ?),() a drink-offering, libation, the

wine which was poured out to the gods before drink-

ing, Lat. libatio : the libation made in concluding

treaties of peace, covenants, etc. 2. in plur.-, at, a solemn treaty or truce, because such treaties

were made with libations ; a truce

made by pouring unmixed wine ;

(like ) to conclude a treaty.-, ov, (,) bringing drink-

offerings : as Subst.,, 6, one who brings

proposals for a truce or treaty of peace. II. a

herald or officer who published the sacred truce of the

Olympic and other games., , Att., q. v. [#], 7;,() a sowing : a begetting of chil-

dren : generation, birth. 2. seedtime. II.

the seed sown. 2. that which is bom, seed, off-

spring, issue : in plur. young o?ies ; the'

female race., Adv.(,) spread or scattered

about, Lat. passi?n. [a]

criropas,, ,() scattered, spread about ;

ai (sub.) the group of islands off the

west coast of Asia Minor.

CTTTopevs, , ,() a sower., , () a sown field, corn-field : a
crop. 2. a sowing.—See., ov,() sow?i, fit for sotuing :

the corn-fields : a measure
of seed-corn.

airopos, 6,() a sowing. 2. seed-time. II.

seed, produce, a crop., in Scythian, an eye., f.-: aor.: pf.-
: Pass., aor. : pf. :() : I. intr. to male haste, to be busy,

zealous or earnest : absol. to speak seriously, to be

serious or earnest. II. trans, to do hastily or

j

earnestly : to pursue or follow up zealously :—Pass.

to be earnestly or zealously pursued.

-, f., to speak seriously, talk on

serious subjects

:

—Pass, to be treated or discussed se-

riously. From-, ov,(,) speaking

seriously.

!, a, ov,() : I. of persons, busy.

j

zealous, in earnest, serious. 2. good, excellent. II.

' of things, serious, grave, earnest, weighty : generally,

I excellent; ds goodly, comely to look
1 on.—Cornp. and Sup.,-:—also

irreg. Comp. and Sup., -.
Hence5, Adv. seriously, earnestly, carefully

:

—
\
Comp., Sup..;-5,,,(,) one'who canvasses

eagerly for offices of state, a placeman. Hence-5,, , a comic Patronymic-, Son of a Placeman, a mock prop. n.-,, ,() a thing eagerly

pursued, a study."5, , ov, verb. Adj. of, to be

soughtfor zealously. II., one must

be anxious, be in earnest.,, ,() a zealous supporter., 7/,() haste, speed, eagerness ; ?)
in haste, hastily; so also, , -. II. zeal, pam*, earnestness ;

worth pains : dat. as Adv. with great trouble,

i. e. scarcely, hardly. 2. in plur. heart-

burnings, rivalries. III. earnestness, seriousness

;

, , or, in earnest,

seriously. IV. zeal, regardfor a person ;

through regard of persons, through £arty

influence., , Dim. of, a hand-basket. [1]
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3$,, 7), () a round plaited basket a

fish-basket., aor. 2 inf. pass, of., arcs,,() a drop, a liquid;

T?
t
s^, periphr. for honey.&,, ,() a drop., , ov,() standing erect or upright;

€7x7 spears/or closefight., Adv.() in a standing posture, up-

right, [a], irreg. fut. of, to run in the stadium, run a race.

From-, ov,(,) nmning in

the staditim, runningfor a prize.

[a], to : in plur., , or,;—
a fixed standard of length, a stade,— 100 opyvia'i, i.e.

600 Greek or 6o6| English feet, about i of a Roman
mile ; ', ' a hundred miles

best ;' so, ' more talkative

by a mile and more. II. a race-course, because

that of Olympia was exactly a stade long : hence,^ to run a race ; to

win a race : , a kind of chess-board.

[], a, ov,() standingfirm, standing

fast : steady ;' a close fight, a battle

fought hand to hand, Lat. pugna stataria.2', fut.: aor. Ep: I.

trans, to let drop, to fall drop by drop, distil. II.

intrans. to drop, fall in drops, drip;' to have one's hands dripping or reeking with

blood ; to have one's head drip-

ping with sweat. 2. to fall off, e. g. of ripe fruit., Aeol. for, 3 pi. aor. I pass, of
:—but, aor 1 pass. part. neut. [a], Ion. 77, ,() standing fast, fixed,

steady: of liquids, congealed : also calm, still, of the

sea ; high noon, when the sun

seems to stand still in the meridian:

—

(sub.

77), the solid earth.

oraOcvros, 77, ov, scorched, burnt, fried. From€", f.,() to scorch, burn, roast,fry., fut. pass, of., Dor. for, aor. 2 imperat. of., f.,() :
—to measure by rule

:

Pass., with fut. med. in pass, sense, to

be measured. II., f.- : aor.

1 : Dep. :

—

to measure, prove by rule:

hence to calcidate, estimate. 2. metaph. to mea-
sure, estimate, judge of a thing., ,() a carpenter's line or rule:—
proverb., along the rule, by ride, straight,

Lat. ad amussim ; also in bad sense, beside the rule,

wrongly:— lo guess aright. II.

like, the line which bounds the race-course,

the goal. III. metaph. order,, Lat. norma., Adv. to the standing-place, to the stall

:

hotnewards. From

647, , with irreg. pi., , but also, : () :
—a standing-place, of farm-

yard buildings, a stable, stall, fold, like Lat. stabulum
from stare: generally, dwelling, abode. 2. quar-
ters, lodgings for travellers or soldiers, Lat. statio:—
in Persia, were stations or stages on the royal
road, where the king rested in travelling. 3. ge-
nerally, a day's journey, days march, mostly about 5
parasangs or 15 miles. II. an upright standing-
post, the bearing pillar of the roof, the roof-tree; also

the door-posts. III. a balance, pair of scales :

also, weight by the balance ;

to be a talent in iveight; absol.

two talents in or by weight., f.,() to bring to the scale. II.

Med., esp. in aor., to conjecture, con-

clude or infer by oxfrom a thing., , , aor. 2 opt. of.,, €, Att. for,-,, aor. 2 opt. plur. of.55 or arats, , gen., wbeaten flour
mixed and made into dough. Hence
ctcutivos, , ov, of wheaten flour or dough.
-TaKTOs, , ov,() oozing out in drops, trick-

ling, dropping., , Dor. for.,,,() that which drops, a
drop, [], ,() a dropping, dripping

:

also =, a drop., {.£, and, tofall in drops, drop,

drip. II. trans, to letfall in drops, let drop, let fall., aor. 2 pass. inf. of.,, , Dor.£,() anything set

up ; a pole or stake to which nets werefastened.-, , Dor. for -,(, (/)
marked, furnished with a gravestone.

or,, , only found in Ep. dat.

pi. : (): anything set upright: m
plur. the ribs of a ship standing up from the keel,

Lat. statumina ;

having fitted planks to the close-set ribs., , Dim. of, a wine-stoup., , also 77,() an earthen jar or bottle

for racking off wine, ajar, vase., Aeol. for,, 3 pi. aor. 2 of. 2. aor. 2 part. neut. .*^, Dor. for, fut. of.
-s, , ,() a dropping.,,, aor. 2 part, of., f.,() intr. to rebel, revolt, rise

in rebellion,' against one : generally, to quarrel,

dispute; side with one against

another: of states, to be divided into factions, be dis-

tracted by party strife.-, <5,(,) the chief of a band
or company: the head of a faction, leader of a sedi-

tious party.
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steady, fixed. 2.,, in Tragedy, a con-

tinuous sojig of the Chorus.

[],, ,() a standing, the posture

ef standing. 2. a position, post, station: a point of

the compass, as, , -
'. 3• the state or condition in which a person

is, Lat. status. II. a party, company: esp. a party

formedfor political purposes, a faction, party. 2.

sedition, faction.-, es,(, () seditious.-, , = iv opei, a mountain-fold

;

but better-, , ($,) watcher of

the station or fold., , ,( ) one of a party or fac-

tion, a partisan : in plur. the members of a party or

faction in a state, partisans, conspirators. Hence, , , inclined to faction, seditious.€, Ion. for ', 3 sing. aor. 2 of., Dor. for, fut. of., rjpos, ,() any weight. II. a

coin of a certain weight, a stater, at Athens of silver,

called also€, worth about 3s. $d. 2.

later, a gold stater was current at Athens, worth 20

Att. drachmae, = 16s. 3d: the oldest were struck by

Croesus in Lydia : Darius Hystaspis struck them of

very pure gold, called from him Darics,

Aapeucoi, worth about ll. is. lod., poet, for, to place : Pass.,
to stand. II. intr. also in Act., to stand., , ,() causing to stand. II.

skilled in weighing : (sub.), Statics,

the science which treats of the properties of bodies at

rest, opp. to Dynamics., , , verb. Adj. of, placed, stand-

ing ; a stalled ox stall-fed horse ;

standing water., see 2, ., ,() an upright pale, stake or pole

;

in plur. a palisade. II. the Cross.-, es, (,) appearing

like a cross. Adv. -..-§%,,(,) bearing the cross., f.,() to fence by driving in

pales, to make a palisade round a place. II. to

crucify. Hence,,, a place fenced with a palisade:

a palisade, stockade, Lat. vallum., ,() a palisading. II.

crucifixion., idos, , a dried grape, raisin, also.
(Akin to.)
STA^T'AH', , a bunch of grapes. II. parox.,, the plummet of a carpenter's level, the

level itself; horses

matched in height by the level.

^,, , —, a bunch of grapes.-, , , (,)
grape-stealer.-, ,(,) cutting ears of
corn, reaping.-, , (,) nourishing
ears of corn.-, ,(,) bearing ears of
corn.-, opos, ,(,) mother of
ears of com.-£, -, , , (, £) with
leaves like ears of corn.-, ,(,) crowned
with ears of corn.

^TA'XT^, , : pi. nom. and ace. /es, -as,

contr.:—an ear of corn, Lat. spica. II.

generally, a plant : metaph. a scion, child, [y-], , gen. [as trochee], contr.,
: () :—hardfat, tallow, suet, Lat. sevum,

sebum ; opp. to soft fat, Lat. adeps.€£, f., —, to cover, protect

:

—Pass.

to be covered ; of a ship, to be decked., ,() a covering, [], , , (^) covered, sheathed : roofed

over. 2. close- covered or close-covering, water-

proof. II. covering : confining, enclosing.

Hence€, Adv. closely, through a covered or con-

fined passage : Comp.^^, more closely.-, , (^, ) master of the

house., , , () anything which

covers or shelters, a covering, roof, Lat. tectum., verb. Adj. of, one must cover.,, ,() fem Adj. that covers

or serves for covering., ,() a cover, wrapper., , (^) a roof, Lat. tectum. II. a
covered place, a chamber, room: a tent. 2. in plur.,

like Lat. tecta, a house, dwelling, abode ; eyas

at home., , , contr. from^, covered, close,

tvater-light.-, e's,(^,) of a thick nature., eos, , —, a roof: a house. 2. an
urn for the dead.

25TETU, f• £&, to cover closely, so as to keep out

wet : absol., vijes ^ ships not water-

tight. 2. generally, to keep off. fend off:—Med.,- to keep off'rainfrom oneself. II.

to cover, shelter, protect : to contain, hold. 2. to

hide, to keep secret

:

—Pass, to be kept secret. III.

to hold water ; areyov a leaky vessel. IV.

metaph. to sustain, bear, endure.2, fut. : aor. 2' :

—

to tread,

tread on, tread under foot ; ev

they trod on the clothes in pits, to wash
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them. . c. ace. cognato, to tread, walk;

tread a measure, dance : to tread, walk on

road, etc. :—Med. to go upon any one's track, to

trace or himt out., Ep. for', aor. I of.
Ion. -, 77, (') the bole for the

handle of an axe. Hence, , the handle or helve of an axefitted
into the.-, , , ,( Ion. for,) narrow-necked

.

€-75, ov, Ion. for-.
<TT€ivos, , ov, Ion. for, narrow.

<tts£vos,, ,() a narrow, close or con-

fined space, a strait ;. s vonv a narrow part of

the way, a pass. II. metaph. press, straits, dis-

tress, Lat. angustiae.,() Ion. for, ='.,() to make strait, narrow or close,

to straiten :—Pass, to become strait, to be narroxved :

to be straitened for room. 2. to be full, be

thronged. 3. metaph. to be straitened, hard pressed,

distressed.-, Ion. for., Ep. for, pi. aor. 2 subj..
Ion. -, ,() the stout beam of a

ship's keel, the cutwater, Lat. carina., , pecul. fern, of, barren., , ov, also os, ov,(,) barren,

Lat. sterilis.5, f.': aor. ': aor. 2:—to walk, go or come : to approach : to go in line or

order, to march. 2. sometimes c. ace. cognato,

to go a journey ; also,

an armed man ad-

vances scaling-ladders., Ep. for ), aor. 2 subj..
Ion. , , =., , =, a handle. Hence, f., tofit ivilh a handle or haft.-, ov,(,) cutting stems

or trufiks.202,, the crown of the root whence the

trunk springs, the stump, Lat. codex : generally, a

trunk, log, Lat. fustis. Hence, f., to form a stem, to shoot out with., , Dim. of.
: fut. Ep. : aor. '. :

pf. : Pass., aor. 2 [] : pf.-
: plqpf. :—to set in order, arrange,

array : tofurnish, equip, get ready : of a ship, to rig

or fit out ; to fit out an armament :

—

Med., to equip oneself, to put on clothes

:

—Pass, to fit oneself out, get ready, prepare : also to

be dressed, decked. II. to despatch on an expe-

dition, to despatch, send: Pass, to get readyfor an
expedition, start, set off: hence to go, depart,

travel. 2. intr. in Act. to start, setforth. III.

to fetch, bring, conduct a person to a place : — so

in Med. sometimes, to send for
one. IV. as a nautical term,

to take in sail, shorten sail : generally, to contract,

draw in, withhold: Med. to avoid., at, () broad belts or girths,

put round dogs when used to hunt wild beasts.,, ,() anything to crow?i with,

a wreath, garland, chaplet, from wool being chiefly

used, it came to mean the wool itself: in plur.-, , a shrine decked with chaplets., f.,{) tofurnish, adorn with

a wreath or chaplet., , mostly used in plur.,( —) olives already pressed, the mass of
pressed olives, oil-cake.,, ,() a groan, moaning., ,() a groaning, moaning., f., Frequentat. of, to sigh much
or deeply, to groan, moan. II. trans, to bemoan,

bewail. Hence, verb. Adj. one must groan., , ,() to be sighed for, to he

mourned : mournful.-, , , , (,) narrow-

necked.£, f. , =, to sigh, groan,

moan. II. trans, to bemoan, bewail, lament.

[], lengthd. form {or, to sigh, groan,

moan : metaph. of a torrent, etc., to roar; of horses

galloping, to breathe loudly; the

magazine groaning from fulness. II. trans, to

be?noan, bewail, lament., to talk subtly, raise nice points. From-, ov, ,(,) a quibbler.-75, ov,(,-) at or on a strait.- Ion.-, ov, (,) with

a narrow pass or outlet:— /-- narrow
passes, defiles ; or in the sea, straits, narrows.

2TENO'5 Ion., , , narrow, strait, Lat.

angusttis : kv in a narrow compass :

the strait (i. e. the Hellespont) ; the straits,

narrows :, , a narrow strip of land. II.

metaph. close, cribbed, coffined, scanty.—Comp. and

Sup.,-, Ion.,- :

but the regular forms,-, also occur.

Hence
Ion. 5, , , a strait, difficulty,

trouble., Comp. of, , .
Ion.-,, ,() narrowness,

straitness.-, f. , (,) to crowd,

straiten for room. II. intr. to be straitened or

pressedfor room. Hence, , narrowness ofspace, a confined space,

want of room. II. metaph. straits, difficulty,

distress.
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II.

, f.,() to make narrow.2, opos, , Stenior, a Greek at Troy, famous

for his loud voice : hence proverbially, a Stentor., , ov, Ion. for, narrow., only used in pres. and impf,() to sigh,

groan, moan,

deplore.- Ion.-, ov,(, 6) made
narrow, straitened, strait, confined, Lat. arctus. 2»

as Subst.,, , a narrow way, by-way, Lat.

angiportns., , ,() crowned., , (py) a love-charm,

love, affection, regard.,, , (^) a love-charm., Dor. for OTepyovaa, part. fern, of5, f. £ : aor. : pf. 2' :

Pass., aor. : pf. '(^ :

—

to love, of

the mutual love of parents and children: of any natu-

ral affection, as, between king and people. II.

to hefond of, like, be pleased with. III. to be

content or satisfied, acquiesce; c. ace, aripyuv
to be content with, acquiesce in the present

state of things ; OTepyuv to bear with

tyranny; also c. dat., trrkpye.iv toTs,
etc. IV. to pray, beg, entreat that . . , c. ace. et inf.

2TEPEO'2, a, ov, stiff, stark, firm, solid, Lat.

rigidus. 2. metaph. stiff, sti/bborn, unrelenting,

cruel. II. of bodies and quantities, solid, cubic

;

a cubic number. Hence^,, , stiffness, firmness.-, ovos, , ,(,) hard or

firm of soul, stubborn-hearted., f.,() to makefirm or strong :

to confirm., aor. 1 inf. of.
2TEPE'Xl,fut. Att.: aor.,

-, is,(,) of a beaten

breast, caused by beating the breast. Hence, , a beating of the breast for grief,

Lat. planctus.-, ov,(,) with broad bosom,
2. transit, to bemoan, bewail, lament,

j

broad-siuelling, of the plain at Athens.

I

STE'POMAI, Pass., aor. 2 \ — collat.

form of, to be deprived of, to be without, to

be wanting in, to lack, want, Lat. carere., , =,, a flash of light-

ning : generally, anyflashing, dazzling light, glare.-, ,(,~) Aeol. tor-~£$, collector of lightning.^, , ,() Lighlner, name of one
of the three Cyclopes.,, , ,() lightning, flashing,

dazzling.-, ov,(, ^) strong-limbed., , , also $, ov, =, stiff, firm,
solid: also strong, stout : of water, frozen. II.

of countries, hard, stony, barren, Lat. sterilis. III.

stiff with age. IV. metaph. stiff, stubborn, obsti-

nate, cruel. Hence202, , a hide, skin.,, see., Adv. stiffly, obstinately., Epic Dep., used only in 3 sing. pres. and

impf.,, and in 3 pi. pres. :

('):— to stand on the spot:— c. inf. to make
gestures or a show of doing something, to promise,

engage or threaten to do.. Ion. for.
[], ,() anything that encircles, the

head ; the brim of the helmet, a helmet. II. part

of a woman's head-dress, a diadem, coronal : gene-

rally, a head-dress. III. the brim or border of

anything, brow of a hill, edge, verge: also the para-

Ep. inf. :—Pass,,, with pet or battlement of a wall.

collat. form : fut. med. : aor. 1

and pf. pass,, :
—to deprive, be-

reave, or rob a person of anything :—Pass, to be de-

prived, bereaved, or robbed of anything. II. to

take away a thing : Pass, to have a thing taken away.,, ,() a solid body. 2.

a foundation, basis: metaph. steadfastness. 3. the

firmament of heaven., Adv. of, firmly, strongly, fast.,, , () that which is taken

away, plunder, booty., ,() privation, loss., fut. med. (with pass, sense) of., Att. collat. form of., , ov, =,, firm, hard,
solid. II. unfruitful : of women, barren.

crrfpKTOs, , ov, verb. Adj. of, to be loved,

lovely.

2TEPNON, , the breast, chest. 2. the breast

as the seat of the affections, the heart.

&, f.,() to plait

wreaths or chaplets., , the wreath-market. From-, ov, (,) plaiting

wreaths or chaplets., f.,() to wear a

wreath or chaplet. Hence, , the wearing a wreath of vic-

tory. II. the right of wearing a crown.,-, ov, (,) wearing a

crown or wreath, crowned, wreathed; dyebv-
a contest in which theprize was a crown. II., , certain magistrates in the Greek

states who had the right of wearing crowns when in

office, as the Archons at Athens., f. : Dor. aor. (-) :
—to crown., , Dim. of.$, , Dim. of.

[],, , fern, -ins,,() of
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or consisting of a croiv?i or wreath; €$
aycuv a contest in which the prize was a crown or

wreath., ,() that which encircles ;-
the circling crowd of war. II.

crown, wreath : the conqueror s wreath at the public

games, crown of victory: hence the prize, Lat. palma.

These crowns were of leaves, viz , of luild thyme (-) at the Olympic games, laurel() at the

Pythian, parsley() at the Nemean, ivy()
at the Isthmian. III. a crown as a badge of office,

public honours: hence a crown conferred on a citizen

in token of public services.—Cf..*,.: pf. act., pass,-
:() :

—

to put round as a crown : Pass.

to be so put round;

the sea lies round about the island. II. to wreath

with a. crown, to crown : c. ace, evayyeXia

io crown one for good tidings:—Pass, to be crowned

or rewarded with a crown :—Med. to crown oneself,

win a crown. . 2. to crown, honour. III. in

Pass, also to wear a crown, as persons sacrificing, or

magistrates in office.-5, es,(,) like a crown or

wreath, wreathing, twisted.,, , (€.) that which sttr-

rounds or encompasses, a circlet. II. a crown

or wreath, as the prize of victory. 2. generally, a

reward, honour, glory,, Dor. ace. pi. of.
§>%,,,() poet, for, a crown,

wreath.

2'1, : aor. ': Pass., aor. -
<:.*.—to put round as a crown. II.

to surround, encompass, encircle, to crown, wreath

:

•—Med. to crown oneself:—Pass, to be crowned,

zvreathed, garlanded. 2. generally, to crown, to

honour., Ion. for, I plur. aor. 2 subj.. of., Ion. for ', 3 sing. aor. 2 of., ), Ep. for arjjs,, 2 and 3 sing. aor.

2 subj. of., Ep. dat. pi. of., aor. 2 imperat. of.-, ,(,) singing with or

from the breast.

2TH~0O2, cos, , the breast, chest, Lat. pec-

tus. II. metaph. the breast, the heart, i. e. the

feelings, affections : cf.., formed from', pf. of, used only

in pres., to stand.5 Dor., , an upright stone, a post

:

a block or post, Lat. cippus. II. a post or slab

bearing an inscription, a monument, a grave-stone. 2.

a post or slab set up in a public place, inscribed with
treaties, decrees, etc. ; hence, ac-

cording to treaty. III. a boundary-post ; the
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turning-post at the end of the race-course, Lat. meta:—' the pillars of Hercules.,, Dim. of, a small monument. [i\, f., to inscribe on , to post or

placard publicly. From5 [], , , fem. -itis, ifios,() of or

like a block or pillar. II. inscribed on a pillar,

placarded as infamous.,, Ep. aor. 2 inf. of.-, f. ,(, payrjvai) to tear

or undo the threads of a warp. II. intr. to be torn

to shreds.,, ,() the warp in the upright

loom : the woof was called. 2. a thread spun., aor. 2 inf. of., , gen., contr. for,, as

for : see., , , () a support, prop,

stay. 2.— Lat.furea., ,() a settingfirmly, propping,

supporting. II. pass, a standing still, fixedness:

steadfastness., tyyos, ,() a support, prop, stay.2, f. : aor. 1 Ep. :

Pass., aor. : pf.^ : 3 sing,

plqpf. :

—

to setfast, make fast, prop, fix :

metaph. to confirm, establish. II. Pass, to be

firmly set or fixed, to stand fast, have a footing, be

rooted to a spot, tarry, linger. III. the Act.

also is intrans. to standfast orfirm : to be joined or

fastened to., Ep. for, aor. I of., fut. med. of.
or, , Dor. for yv., Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. 2 subj. of.?, , ,() close pressed, compact :

thick, stout, sturdy : Comp.. Adv.-,
closely.,, ,() a bed of straw, rushes or

leaves, a litter ; also a mattress, pallet., aor. 2 inf. of., f. : of, pass, : () :
—

to tread, walk upon; all the

plain has been traversed, searched.

[],),()frozen dew, rime, hoar-frost.

[fr], ,() a trodden or beaten way, a

track, foot-path. II. a track, footstep ;' on the track or trail. III. a going, gait.,, , () a brander.,, , () a prick or puncture of a

pointed instrument, a brand-mark, a brand: gene-

rally, a mark, spot., to bear brand-marks. From-, ov,(',) bearing brand*

marks., , , () one who has been

branded : a runaway slave., , () a prick, mark, puncture : a mar
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thematical point, Lat. punctum. II. metaph. a

jot, tittle : of time, a moment.22, f. : aor. ' : pf. pass, '^,
inf. : — to prick, puncture, Lat. pungere :

hence to tattoo : to burn a marl• in, to brand, of run-

away slaves : also to bra?id cattle with a distinctive

mark; to brand one with a

mark. 2. to make spotted ;, to

beat black and blue :—Pass, to be spotted. 3. to

mark with a full stop, Lat. interpungere., ,, verb. Adj. of, pricked, branded:

hence marked, spotted, dappled.

-xpoos, ov, contr. -xpovs, ovv, (,
Xpoos) with spotted skin.5, f., to shine, glitter, glisten ;

to flash lightning. 2. metaph. to shine,

to be bright or brilliant.2 [], r), a drop, Lat. stilla : metaph. a

moment.
ariAiTvos, , ,() glittering, gliste?iing.

*;,, only used in gen. sing., and in nom.
and ace. plur., : see.
trriirros or cttsitttOs, , , () trodden

down: close-pressed, close, firm, solid, Lat. stipatus :

hence sturdy, tough, stout., , ,() a close, compact body :

a body of men in close array ; the close

array of the ships ; to form a close

column.., , ,() close-pressed : close, com-
pact, solid, tough, stout.-, ,(,) a verse-maker, poet.5, ace. pi. £*£.,() to set, ra?ige, place in ratiks :—
Med., Ep. 3 sing. impf., to

march in rows or ranks.

€5, at, pi. nom. of *£.-, ov,(,') ivriting verses.

[], , there is also a gen. sing,, and
a nom. and ace. pi.,, as if from an old

nom. : () :

—

a row, line, rank : a line of
soldiers, a row of trees. II. a line of writing, a
verse.,, gen. from *.
STAEITI'S,, , a sort of scraper, Lat. strigil,

to remove the oil and dirt from the skin in the bath.

or, , , () a place enclosed by

pillars, a co'lo?made, piazza, cloister, Lat. porti-

cus. II. at Athens this name belonged to various
public buildings, a storehouse, magazine, warehouse,
for corn. 2. the court where the

sat. 3. the Poecile, or painted
Stoa :—since Zeno of Citium and his successors taught
in this piazza, this school of philosophers was called

ol or, Stoics., , see., f.,() to pile or heap up.

empas, ados, ,{) anything trodden or pressed

I

down, a bed of leaves, etc.: hence boughs or branches

strewed on the ground., ,() a stuffing,filling up. II.

metaph. anything stuffed in, an expletive.

Stcikos, ,,=£., , Dim. of, a small upright
post: the gnomon of the sun-dial, or the sbadoiv
thrown by it. II. a first beginning, first principle

or element : a simple sound of the voice, as the first

element of language. 2. the simplest

componeiit parts : in physics, the primary matter, ele-

ments. 2. the eleme?its of knowledge, rudime?its.«, f.,() io stand in a line or

rank, to stand in battle-order. II. to ivalk straight.-, f.,(,-) to tell in

regular order., f. ,() to set a row of poles

with nets to drive the game into : to set in order.8, ,() a row, line, rank;

or all in a row: of soldiers, a file. II.

a line of poles with hunting-nets into which the game
was driven.-, , ,(,) a commander of
a fleet, admiral.,, ,() gcifig in a body. II.

as Subst.,, , a horseman's cloak., ,() a fitting out, equipping. II.

clothing, dress, equipment: a garment, robe, Lat. stola., f. ,() to draw on, put on :—
Med. to put on oneself, dress oneself in.,, ,() a fold of a robe., , , verb. Adj. of, folded,

^

hanging infolds., f.,() to make ready, trim, equip,

deck :—Pass, to be equipped, armed., , Dim. of, a small or scanty gar-

ment.,, ,() a garment, robe;

garments of fawn-skin.,,,() an equipment, dress:

garment, mantle.05, ,() a clothing, dressing; in plur., folds., ,() an equipment for warlike pur-

poses, an expedition by land or sea, a journey, voy-

age ; in a journey privately undertaken

;

opp. to in a journey on behalf of the

state. 2. the purpose ox cause of a journey. 3.

that which is sent on an expedition, an army, a

fleet, band, troop, company; all the

people. II. ship's beak.

Aeol.,, , the mouth, Lat. os,

oris; also the whole face; sometimes used in pi.-, like Lat. ora, of one person : , on

one's face; face to face.: metaph.,

the very jaws of battle. 2. the mouth,

tongue : speech, words, language :

to speak by word of mouth, i.e. by memory;
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, or to have always in

one's mouth; to be in people's motiths;, with one voice, all at once. II.

the mouth of a river, bay or sea, Lat. ostia, fauces :

also a chasm or cleft in the earth : any outlet or en-

trance. III. the foremost part, front ; of wea-

pons, the point: the edge, point of a sword, Lat. acies:

also the front ranks of the battle, the front ; oi

the front ranks ; the

utmost verge of the towers.-? Att., ov, {,)
grievous with the tongue, long-tongued, noisy, bab-

bling, wearisome.-,,(,*) making with the

mouth, word-coining., , () the throat, gullet., , Dim. of, a small mouth. II.

the mouth of a vessel ; mouth of a cave, a cave, vault :

,the socket of a bolt. III. a bridle-bit, bit., f.,{) to stop the mouth, to muzzle,

gag. II- tofurnish with a mouth or opening. III.

to furnish with a point or edge, to make into steel

;

metaph. to steel, harden., f.,() to rant, mouth : me-

taph. to talk big, vaunt., d/cos, o f ,() one who uses bom-

bastic turgid words.?, ,() lofty phrases, bombast, rant.,, ,() a mouth, inlet.^, tens, ,() a giving an edge to a

thing, a hardening of iron into steel ;

a mouth that has much mouthing or

sharpness of tongue.^, f. , () to groan, sigh,

moan. II. trans, to sigh, groati over or for,

lament., ,() a groaning, sighing, tuail-

ing : in plur. groans, sighs.

OTOvoets, , , () causing groatis or

sighs: generally, mournful, sad, wretched., , () a groaning, sighing, ivailing.;,, , like, a sharp point : a sharp

instrument, knife, scissors., , (^) love, affection, the natural af-

fection of parents and children.

STOPE'NNTTMI shortd., by metath.

and: fut. Att..,
also: aor. , also': pf. pass.

:
—to spread, spread out, stretch out, strew;

OToptOai,La.t.lectum sternere, to spread or make
tip a bed ; to strew with a thing, obov -

to strew the road with myrtle-boughs. 2. to

spread smooth, level ; obov to make a level

road, Lat. viam sternere:—metaph. to level, lay loto;

also to level, calm, assuage., aor. inf. of.€€, Dor. for, 3 pi. fut. of,.

. 653€, ov, ,() one who lays low, a
calmer., a later form of., f.-: aor. med.:
pf. pass. : Dep. : () :

—to aim or

shoot at, c. gen.: metaph. to aim at, seek after. 2.

to guess, c. ace. : to surmise, conjecture.,?,() a missile aimed
at a mark, an arrow, javelin.^, , ,() able to hit : able

to guess, shrewd, sagacious. Adj. -.
ISTO'XOS, o, an aim, shot. i. a guess, conjecture., f.,(^) to twist, wind

:

—Med., to turn oneself about, waver, loiter.-, , (£,) retention of the

urine, strangury. Hence, to suffer from strangury or reten-

tion of the urine.2, fut. ~/£, Lat. stringo, to draiu

tight, bind tight, squeeze, compress.|, , gen., () that which

oozes or is squeezed out, a drop., f., for, to lighten.-, , ,(,) the general of
an army, a commander.

-apxos, , =.,() to encamp

:

—Pass, to lie en-

camped; Ep. 3 pi..
Ion. -, ,() an expedition,

campaign; to be on foreign ser-

vice ; , Lat. domi et militiae,

at home and abroad: in pi. campaigns, military ser-

vice, warfare., , fern. Adj. the Warlike, epith. of Minerva.,,,() an expedition. II.

an armament, army : a company., ov,() belonging to or fit

for military service, serviceable., ,() an expedition., verb. Adj. one must march. From, f. ,() to serve in war, serve

as a soldier : to take the field, march. II. Dep.€, f. med. : aor. I and pf.

pass,, : to take thefield, serve

as a soldier; pf. pass. part, , having

been a soldier.€, , incorrect form of^/.«, f.,() to be a general

:

c. gen. to be general of an army, command. II.

c. ace. rei, to do a thing as general. Hence,, , the act of a general, esp. a

stratagem, piece of generalship.

Ion. -, 17,() the office, dig-

nity, post of a getteral, command. 1. the qualifica-

tions of a general, generalship. 3. the time of a

general's command., Desiderat. of, to ivish to

]
be general.
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neral: (sub.), or ,
generalship, Lat. scientia rei militaris. II. fitted

for command, versed in generalship, skilled in mili-

tary matters. Adv. -, like a general.,,() the generals tent, Lat.

praetorium : at Athens, the place where the ten generals

held their sittings. \1. =€, a camp., idos, fem. Adj.() of a gene-

ral; ^^ the door of the general's tent;

vavs the admiral's ship, the jf?ao--ship; and

so, - alone. . as Subst. a female

commander or general.-, ,(,) the leader or com-

mander of an army, a general: also the commander of

a fleet, an admiral. II. at Athens, oi

ivere ten general officers elected by yearly vote to com-

mand the army and navy, and conduct the war-de-

partment. HI. the Roman
Co7isul ; alone, the Praetor., , Ion. for.

Ion. -, , an expedition, cam-

paign. II. the army itself. From, f., to lead an army into thefield

:

to take thefield. II. trans, to lead, command, c.

gen. ; also c. dat. From- [],, ,(,) a leader

of an army, a general, commander.. Ion. -, ,() an army, armament:
generally, a company, ba?id. II., an
expedition. Hence-, , —, a general.,,{) of, belonging to an army or

expedition, warlike: as Adv., valiantly., , ,() a citizen on military

service : a soldier. Hence, , , of or for soldiers : -
(sub. apyvpiov), the pay of the forces ; to

(sub.) the soldiery; -
(sub. ~/) military affairs. H-fit,

suitedfor a soldier or military service. Hence, Adv. in military style, like soldiers

;

Comp., ^ to be fitted

out more like transport-ships., idos, fem. of, afemale sol-

dier : as fem. Adj. martial. 2. (sub.

vavs), r), a troop-ship, transport.-, f.,(, ^) to levy an
army, enlist soldiers.-, (., ,(,) a prophet

to the army.-, , ,(,) the

commander of the praetorian guards at Rome.-, , and-, , an encampvig : an encamp-
ment : also the station of a fleet. From, also as Dep.,(() to encamp, take up a position.

—'.-, ,(,) the ground on
which soldiers are encamped: ~(, , as pr.

n. a part of Egypt held on a military tenure. 2.

generally, a camp, encampment, army encamped: an
army. 3. a squadron of ships, fleet.

2TPA"TO'2, <5, a camp, encamped army : generally,

an army, host, armament. II. the soldiers as opp.

to the chiefs, hence the commons, people., Ep. gen. of.2-, , , Comic patronymic as if from^,-(,) a dealer in armies.,, aor. 2 pass. part, and inf. of.,, aor. 1 pass. part, of., ,() ? instrumentfor winding,

a windlass : a screw, pre.cs. II. an instrument

of torture, rack., , ,() twisted, bowed, distorted., f.,(() to strain with a wind-

lass, to screw up, tighten, make taut. II. to wrench,,

dislocate : hence to stretch on the rack, wrench, rack,

torture

:

—Pass, to be racked, wrenched, tortured.,, ,{) that which is twisted

or dislocated : a sprain.-, , , (, '") whirling-

bright.,, ,() anything which turns,

one of the vertebrae of the neck : also a socket., , , also , , verb. Adj. of,
easily bent or twisted, pliant ; zfiex^

ible coat, i.e. a shirt of chain-armour or mail: pliant,

supple. 2. as Subst., (sub.), , a

collar of twisted or linked metal, Lat. torques :*, , necklaces. II. metaph. to be bent or

turned, to be wrought upon; ' a glib,

pliant tongue. III. bent, curved.-, , (,) wearing a

collar or necklace, Lat. torquatus., Pass, (^) to be squeezed or

pressed out : to be drained of strength, exhausted,

grozv weary, to be worn out.-, f. , (,) to spin or

whirl a thing round

:

—Pass, to be whirled, spin

round and round., aor. 1 pass. part, of.2'1, f. : aor. ' Ep. : pf.' :—Pass., aor. 1 Dor. :

aor. 2 [] : pf..
A. Act. to twist, turn, bend ; to

turn cr guide horses: to wheel soldiers round. II.

to turn about: to change, alter: also to pervert. III.

to twist a rope: to iwist, torhire, torment:—also of

wrestlers, to twist the adversary back. IV. metaph.

to turn over in one's mind, revolve. V. to divert

from the right course, embezzle, intercept. VI.

intrans., in same sense as Pass., to turn or wheel about.

B. Pass, and Med. to tivist or turn oneself, to turn

round about, toss to andfro : absol. to turn back ; to



turn and flee: of the heavenly bodies, to revolve,

circle. 2. metaph., ( to twist

about, like a wrestler trying to elude the grasp of an

adversary, to shuffle, evade; $ -
to twist every way, practise every kind of

evasion. 3. c. gen., rivos to turn

oneself to, attend to. II. to attach oneself, stick

close, adhere. III. of limbs, to be twisted, dislo-

cated. IV. to roam about : of things, to be rife., 3 pi. Ion. aor. I of., (, ,() a tumi?ig, twisting.

€|/-«, f. , (,) to twist or

pervert justice.-, 57,(€,)
cunning villany in the perversion ofjustice.

5TPHNH'5, e's, rough, harsh, grating., f. [],() to riot, to wax
wanton.$, cos, ,() excess of strength : in-

solence, wantonness.£, Comic word, the very leastfraction or

particle.2, collat. form of, to cry in a shrill

tone, to scream., f.,() :
—to spin or whirl about

like a top: to make giddy, dizzy:—Pass., with fut.

med., to spin round and roxind. Hence, , , whirled round or about., f.,() to twist abotit.5, , () anything which whirls

round or spms : a top : hence, from likeness of shape,

afir-cone, pine-cone. 2. a whirlwind. 3. a

whirling dance, pirouette., , ,() spinning, whirling., es,(,) like a pine-

cone., ,() a whirling round.,() to round off: to twirl.

[C], , ov,(^) round, rounded;

vavs a merchant ship, from its round
shape, opp. to the long ship of war( vavs),

Lat. navis longa. II. metaph. well-rounded,

neat, terse., f.,() =, to whirl., Adv.() spinning like a ball., ,() anything whirled round, a
top. 2. a spiral shell., , ov,($) of or for smell birds:

a quince.,, Dim. of$, a young sparrow.2'2;, , also , any small bird, esp. a

sparrow. II. any bird, as an eagle :
—$ the large bird, the ostrich, called

from its running along the ground : also

simply ()., a, ov,() cunning, versatile; also

(from() standing at the door-post

:

—name of

Mercury, in both senses.

—. 655, , , (') a whirl,

eddy, [a], a lengthd. form of, to turn

quickly ; to whirl the spindle.,$, , ,() whirling, circling; -^ the Bear's circling paths.,,() a twisted noose, cord. 2.

a wooden windlass., , <5, () one of the verte-

brae. II. the socket in which the pivot of a door

moves ; cf.., = : esp. to have the colic., ,() a turning : a turning round,

circling, rolling. 2. a twist, a slippery trick. 3.

in Music, a twist or turn. II. the dancing of

the Chorus towards one side of the : hence

also the song sung during this evolution, the strophe,

to which the answers.,, ,() the pivot or axle en

which a body turns. 2. were pivots sunk

in sockets, which served a*s hinges; cf.. 3., of a well-hung tongue., , Dim. of, a band or girdle

worn by women round the head or round the breast., ios, ,() a twisting, slippery fellow,

a shuffler.,, , —, a band, girdle.-€, Pass,(,) to wheel

eddying round, of birds., ,() a twisted band, a belt : a cord,

rope. 2. a swaddling-band. II. a tiuisting of

the bowels, colic, Lat. tormina.2 Ion. -, , a wind blowing from the

Thracian river Strymon, i. e. a NNE. wind.2, , ov, of the Strymon. From^, ovos, , the Strymon, a river in Thrace., ,() sour, harsh, rough to the

taste. II. metaph. sour, harsh, austere, morose.,, ,() anything spread out

for lying or sitting upon : in pi. the bed and bed-

clothes, mattress, bedding, Lat. vestis stragula.-, ,(,) a sack in

which slaves tied up the bed-clothes.-£,, ,(,£) one who

has the care of the bedding., , a bed spread out: a bed, mattress, bed-

ding. From
and, f., formed by

metath. from, : v.., aor. I imperat. of., , ,() spread, laid, covered,

Lat. stratus, of bed-furniture., Ion. Frequent, of, as for:—-to turn constantly, keep whirling or winding

:

—Pass, to turn oneself about, like Lat. versari, to stay

or dwell in a place.- [],, , ,(,) hating the

\
man or men in general.
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(TTvyepos, ,,(~/) hated, abominated, hatefid,

loathsome : c. dat. bearing malice or hatred towards

a man.-, cs, and-, , (arvycpos,) with hatefid look : hatefid., Adv. of crvyepos, to one's sorrow,

miserably.€, f. : aor. ^ : also (as if from

nroyd), aor. , opt. : aor. 2-
yov : fut. 2 pass,^ : (arvyos) :

—

to hate,

abominate, abhor, loathe: stronger than, to ex-

press abhorrence. II. to make hatefid or horrid.

Hence, cltos, to, a hated object, abomination, [u]05, , (arvyeaj) hated, abominated, loathed

:

hateful.^, a, ov, also os, ov, {%) of the Styx or

the nether world, Stygian. \\. = OTvy^os. [], f., (aroyvos) to be sad or gloomy, to

be of sad countenance. ., , , (arvyioi) hated, abhorred, hatefid,

hostile. II. sad, gloo?ny, Lat. tristis :—neut.,

ffrvyvov as Adv., gloomily., f., (arvyvos) to make sad or gloomy

:

—Pass, to be or become gloomy.-, ov, {arvyw,) hating the mar-
riage-bed., cos, ., (ffrvyeo)) hatred, abhorrence :

gloom, horror. II. an object of hatred, an abo-

mination, [u]

2~02, 6, a pillar : also, 2. a post, pale, a
. beam or mast of a ship., f.,() to support with pillars.

[0], tiros, , Aeol. for.
2)', , gen. ^Tvyos, the Styx, i. e. the Hateful,

Horrible, a river of the nether world, by which the

gods in Homer swore their most sacred oaths. II.

that which is hated, an abomination.£, aor. 1 opt. of a^y^.
trrihmov or,, like, tow, coarse

or hemp : a rope or halter made of it.- or-, ov, ,(, -) a hemp or rope-seller.5, , tow, the coarse part of or

hemp. \y], cos,,{) a stem, stump, Lat. stipes:

also stick. [{/]- Ion.- (sub. 777), , an astringent salt,

alum : strictly fern, of, , ov,{) binding, astringent., , Dim. of. [a]2', duos, , the spike at the butt end of a

spear-shaft. \y]

STT'PAS, a/cos, , the shrub or tree which yields

the gum called storax. [], , a striking, heating, pushing about;

generally, ill-usage. From, f. £, (\$) to thrust or push

.
rudely, shake, smite : of the wind, to scatter the
clouds : generally, to treat roughly, maltreat.^, , , also os, , () close, solid,

tough : of flavour, sour, acid. 2. metaph. harsh,
crabbed, cruel., , also , , shortd. from,
hard, rugged. 2. rough, stem.-, ov,(,) striking with a
stick., f. , to contract, draw together: of an
astringent taste, in Pass., '^ having
one's lips drawn in. [], , Dor. for., , , () of or like a colonnade or

portico. II. Stoic, of or belonging to the Stoics

or their system : $, , a Stoic.^, =. Hence, , wordiness, chattering, gossip.-,,,(,^')
a gossip-monger.

or as Dep.,()
to be talkative, to chatter, prate : in good sense, to

talk, converse., aros,, =, chattering : of per-

sons, a gossip, chatterer., ov, () mouthy, wordy, talkative,

gossiping : also fluent, [i?]

5T Dor. TT', Lat. TU, THOU; subst. Pron. of

2nd pers. : Ep. nom. :—gen., dat. , ace.

, enclit., , . There are also Ep. forms of

gen.,,,, enclit., : Dor.,
rarely, lengthd. and : Aeol. and Dor.

reus,.—Ion. and Ep. dat. ; Dor. and

riv.—Dor. ace. , enclit. .— Dual, :

gen. and dat., : pi.,, or, {/$, Ep. $.-, , (axis, aypa) a boar-hunt.

-aypos, , (avs, aypa) one who hunts wild boars.2, f., to live like a Sybarite, i. e. lux-

uriously, effeminately. From^- [], gen. , Ion. 10s, , Sybaris, a city of

Magna Graecia, on a river of the same name, noted

for luxury.^ [], , ,() a Sybarite: a luxu-

rious liver, voluptuary.

2.05, , , (^) of or like to Sybaris.

2fc|3apiTis, «, fern, of 3,5, a woman cf

Sybaris., , a flute-case. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, or rather-, , (aOs,)
a herd of swine. II. a pigsty.2- [], , (ads,) the name of some

islets near Corcyra, and spots on the mainland oppo-

site ; originally, swine-pastures.- and -5, , , (ovs,) a

swineherd.-, ov, (, ya) uni'.ed in marriage,

married, wedded: as Subst., yyaos, , , a bus-
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band or wife. 2. charing the marriage-bed ; in

plur. of rival wives.-^, ovos, , , (, ydrccv) bordering on.-, f.-, (,^) to laugh with

or together.«€, , (avyyevrjs) connexion by descent or

family, relationship, kin. 2. kinsfolk, kin, family.€6, aor. 2 inf. of~/.€€€, , a common mother : fern, of-,, ,(/, ytveaOai) a common father.-€, is, {, yeviaOai) born with, congenital,

natural, inborn. II. of the same stock, descent

or family, akin : oi avyyevcis kinsfolk, kinsmen ; to

avyyevis, = avyyeveia, kin, relationship. 2. me-
taph. of the same sort or kind, resembling : fitting,

proper, natural.

€05, i],, (avyywqs) becoming or like kins-

men. Adv. -iccus, like kinsfolk.

<rvy-ytp(uv,ovTos,o,(, yipwv) a fellow in old age.€«, f.. to be a fellow-labourer. From-, , (, ywpyos) afellow-labourer in

thefields.->, f., to rejoice with.-, f.- [], to groiu old together

tuith.-5, ov, (, yrjpas) growing old together.- later- [t] : fut. -ycv--
:

—

to be with, hold communication or associate

with, live with, hold intercourse with, converse

with. 1. to come to assist. 3. absol. to come
together, meet.- later- : f. yyvoa :

aor. 2 ovviyvojv : pf. avveyvoMa :

—

to think with,

agree with, hold the same sentiments with ; absol. to

consent, agree. II. to yield, concede, oiun, allow,

acknowledge, confess : also in Med. to grant, al-

low. III. avyyvibvai, to be conscious. IV.

to have a fellow-feeling with another, to make allow-

ance for another, excuse, pardon :—Pass, to obtain

pardon or forgivefiess., , — vyyv., , (avyyvojvai) fellcw-feeling with an-

other, allowance for him : pardon, forgivetiess : also

a claim to forgiveness, excuse., , , (vyyvv) inclined to

make allowance, indulgent. II. of things, par-
donable., ,fellow-feeling, forgiveness. From, ov, gen. ovos, (avyyvwvai) disposed

to pardon orforgive: indulgent. II. pass, par-
doned, forgiven, deserving pardon, allowable., aor. 2 inf. of avyyiyvwaKw., , , verb. Adj. of avyyiyvaiaicco, to

be pardoned, pardonable, allowable.-, ov, (, ytveaOai) born with, conge-

nital, natural, ifiborn. 2. connected by blood, akin,

Lat. cog7iatus : as S".bst.,, , , a brother,

sister.

, aros, to, (avyypncpoj) that which is

noted or written down, a ivritten paper or document

:

a writing, book : a prose work.€5, ecus, o, (avyypacpoS) one who writes

down, one who collects historical facts, an historian :

generally, a prose-writer, author. II. avyypa-
(pus, oi, cotmnissioners appointed at Athens in the

Peloponnesian war to consider any suggested altera-

tions of the Constitution., , (avyypa<pcv) a writing or noting

down. II. that which is written, a book, a his-

tory. 2. a written contract, a covenant, engage-
ment. III. work done by contract., ,, given to writing history. From-, f., to write or note down, Lat. con-

scribere :—to describe. II. to compose or com-
pile a work, Lat. componere : c. ace.,^ £vy-

ypn<peiv to write the history of the war : generally, to

compose or write in prose. III. to draw a
xvritten contract: Med. to settle by written con-

tract. 2. to draw up a resolution. IV. to

paint by contract.-, f., to exercise with.-« Ion. -, f. : aor. 2

avyfca6ei\ov :

—

to pull down together, to join in pul-
ling down or subduing: generally, to accomplish with

any one.-, f. , to join in arranging or

burying.-^, fut.- : Med.:

—

to sit

with or together.- Ion.-, to shut up or en-

close with others.-^, {.-( []: aor. -: fut.

pass,- : (see) :

—

to drag down,
destroy ivith.-€, f., to sleep with.-, properly pf. of avy, to be

seated with or by the side of: to meet together in a
council or assembly.-£, f., to make to sit or place together:

—Med. to sit together, meetfor deliberation. II.

intr. also in Act. to sit tuith.-, f.-, to let down with 01 together:

—Pass, to let oneself down, stoop, condescend.-, f.-, to establish with or

together, to join in establishing, settling, managing.- Att.- [d] ; fut.- ;

—

to set on

fire with or at once, burn up, consume, Lat. comburo.-:<«, f. , to suffer with or toge-

ther. II. to feel with or for any one in suffering.-€, Pass, (,) to- endure
trouble or suffering with.-, f. : pf.- pass,- :—to call or summon together, call to council

:

—Med.
to call to oneself. 2. to call together, invite to a feast.

os, a, ov, to be covered or veiled : and, , , covered, enwrapt. From
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shroud:—Med. to wrap oneself up, cover one's face.-, f.- : aor. 2— :

—

to la-

bour or suffer with, sympathise with. 2. to labour

or travail with., ,() a joint.-, f., to bend together, bend the knee :

—Pass, to be?id oneself.-, , one's own sister.--xacris, tos, , and , {,) one's own bro-

ther or sister.-, f.-: aor. 2-:
pf.- : to go or come down with: to come

to one's aid, come doiun to the contest with. 2. to

condescend.-, f.-: aor. 2-:
—to pay down together., ,(/) a going down
with. 2. condescension, submission, accommodation.-, f.- [] :

—

to grow
old with or together.-, f. £, to lead down with ; to join in

bringing back.-, aor. 2-, to sleep with.-, f., toptirsue with or in company.-, f., to join in enslaving.- and-: aor. 2-:—to sink

or set together with.-, f.-£, to join together by the

yoke,join inmarriage, marry: metaph.,; to make him a yoke-fellow with misery.-, f. , to bury along with., ,() agreement, ap-

proval, assent. II. submission.-, to make an inroad with another.-, to die along with.-, to burn all together.-«, f. or, to agree with, favour,

assent to.-, ov, agreeing, approving, assenting to.-€, Ion. for^.- Att.- [] : f.- :
—to burn

down along with

:

—Pass, to be burnt with.-€, Pass, to lie down with, lie with.- Ion.-, to shut in or enclose

with or together.-, to make lie down with :—Pass, to

recline on the same couch with another at table.-, to cut up together.-, f. : Dep. to get or gain
with, to join in acquiring.,, , aor. 2 part, of-, f.-, to slay zvith or together.-, f.-, to seize or occupy

ivith or together.-, f. , to leave all together.-, f. , to join in undoing or putting

down : to help to depose.

- and -, f. -£, to mix in with,

mingle with : metaph. to absorb in a thing.-, f. , to be shut close.-, f., to assist in conquering»-, to allot jointly :— Med. to share
among themselves.-, f., to fill up with at the

same time.-, f. , to intertwine with.-, f. , to join in effecting.-, f. , to throw down together.-, f. , to demolish with another
or utterly.-, f.- [], to pour over

at the same time :—Med. to pottr over oneself at the

same time.-<£, f., to help in making or setting

up. 2. to furnish completely.-, f., to bring into one tent with.-, f. , to dart down together.-, f.- [a], to pull down to-

gether. II. to gulp down together.-, f. , to bring to an end toge-

ther :—to make subject together or at the same time.- Att. -, f. , to arrange or

draw up with or together., pf. pass. part, of-, f.-, to lay down or deposit at

the same time. II. Pass,/, pf.-, to agree with, assent to.-, aor. 2--fov, to eat up together.-, aor. 2 inf. of/.-|/€, f., Dep. to join in a lie

agaitist another.-£, f., Dep. to condemn
with or together. II. Pass, to be reckoned along
with.-, (,, ibo) to go down with.-, Ion. for^.-€, f. : pf.-^ : Dep.:—to help or join in accomplishing a work: to coope-

rate with. II. to help in subdinyig. III. to

kill with or together, help in slaying.•-€, f.- : aor. 2 act.—,
pf.- : Dep. to come or go back together.-€, f.— : aor. 2—^ :

—

to eat

up with or together.-€, f.-, Dep. to pray for with

or together.-«, f., to accuse together.-, Ion. for/.-.6, f., to dwell with or together.-£, f., to colonise jointly with an-

other, join or assist in colonising. II. to settle in

a place along with. III. to establish at the same
time.-, f. , to pity with or together

:

—

-

Med. to bevjail with or together.
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cruyKcas, aor. part, of.-€, Pass, to lie with or together. II. to

have been put together, to be composed or compounded

of. III. to be agreed on; 6 ,
or , the time or place agreed

tipcn ; , avy according to the terms of
the agreement. 2. impers., it is agreed

on : so absol. in neut. gen., since it

had been agreed to by them., pf. pass. part, of., Att. pf. pass, of: Ion.-., pf. pass. part, of.€, pf. pass, of ., Adv. pf. pass. part, of-, in a tempered manner.-^, Adv. pf. pass. part, of-, as if ,welded together, i. e. firmly, closely.^, pf. of., pf. of.-, f. , to join in ordering or bidding.

<-€«>, f., to pierce or stab together.-€ or - : f.- [] : pf. --
pass,- : aor. I pass.- [] Ion.-:—to mix together, mingle: to blend toge-

ther, temper by mixing :—Med., -
Kiav toform a close friendship. II. Pass, to be

mixed with, become united, blend, coalesce. 2. to

become deeply involved or implicated in.-€, f., to strike with a thunderbolt,

shiver in pieces

:

—Pass, to be thunder-stricken, as-

tounded.-€, f., to bring tinder one head or

swnmary, to sum up, reckon up.^, pf. pass, of.-€, pf. pass, of.-€, f. , to incur danger along with

others : to be partners in danger.

-«>, f., to move or put in commotion with.«- Att.- [] :.- :
—to weep

or lament with.-, £,- [] : pf. pass.- :
—

to break or shiver together, break in pieces, crush.

Att.,, , a shitting up,

closing up. From-, f., Ion., f., old

Att., f. }: Pass., aor. old

Att. : pf.- or- Ion.- or- :
—to shut up, to hem in, en-

close. 2. to shut, close. 3. to close up; -
to lock their shields. II.

Pass, to be shut in, enclosed, surrounded. 2. to be

closely united.-, f. , to steal along with.-, Ion. for.-, ov, a joint-heir.

—. 659-, ov, having one's tot together, having a
neighbouring lot, neighbouring. II. assigned by

the same lot. Hence-, f., to embrace in one lot. II.

to assign by the same lot.-, Att. for., ov, {) called together, con-

vened. . (sub.), , a spe-

cially convened assembly ; a senate.-, Att. for., , a meeting of slopes, a defile. From- [], f., to lay together:—Pass, to lie

with.-, f., to shake up together, confound.-,, 6, , {,) ivashed together

by the waves : thrown together, promiscuous.-, Pass, with fut. med.-,
pf. pass,- :

—to sleep zvith another, lie with.

Hence,, to, a sleeping together. II.

the partner of one's bed, consort : and, , a sleeping together.-, f. , to put to bed together, join in

wedlock.-, Dep. to make common with, impart,

give a share of.), f. , to have a joint share of a

thing, c. gen. rei. II. to partake in a thing, c.

dat. rei. From-, , 6v, partaking jointly of 3. thing.-, ov, {,) sharing one's bed. II.

of or belonging to the marriage-bed.-, f. , to glue or stick together.

Hence, ov, , one who glues or sticks together:

metaph. a fabricator, concocter.-, ov,{,) glued together, closely

joined

:

—Adv., in accordance with., , a bringing together : esp. of harvest,

a gathering in, housing. From-£, f. - Att. -, to carry or bring

together : of harvest, to gather it in, house it ; in

Pass., it is ripe for carrying

:

—
Med. to get together or gather in for oneself, supply

oneself with : to send for ; -
to claim as one's own. 2. in Pass, also to be

gained together. II. to help in burying., , a cutting into small pieces. II.

a retrenching, cutting away: in Gramm. syncope, i. e.

a striking out one or more letters in a word. III.

afaintifigfit, swoon. From-, f. , to beat together. 2. to knock in

pieces, cut tip. II. to thrash soundly, maltreat.-, f. , to set in order together, ar-

range. II. to confer honour on.-, f., to help to lighten., , ,{) a mixing toge"

ther, blending, tempering.
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blended : closely united- [], f. -, to compound, put toge-

ther. II. to compare : to estimate. Hence, , a putting together, compounding. II.

a comparing, comparison.-, f. : pf. pass.- :

—

to

strike together ; (€ to clap the

hands : absol. to clap, applaud. II. to bent, ham-

mer, or weld together. 2. metaph. to weld into

one ; of soldiers, to drill, discipline :—Pas?, to be well

traiiied, in good discipline. 3. metaph. also, to

concoct., (, ?}, a collision. II. a quarrel.

From-, f., to strike together ;

to clap the hands. II. to bri?ig info col-

lision, to w?ar out by collision. 2. to confound,

throw into confusion.-, f., to cover up completely, envelope:

to conceal utterly, to hide.«-,.-, Dep. to gain along with,

help to acquire.

-:<£, f. , to join in colonising. Hence^?, , , a joint founder or coloniser., , , a person with whom one plays

a! dice, a fellow-gamester. From-, to play at dice with.-, f., to throw into an utterferment.-, Pass, to roll about or wallow

together.-05 Dor. and Att., , , a

fellow-hunter , fellow-huntress.-, f. : pf.- :
—to bendforwards

so as to meet, to stoop and lay heads together, to con-

spire ;
' es ' ( this comes all

Vo one point. II. to be bowed down, bent double.-, f.- or- : aor. -
or- : pf.- : — to come together or

encounter by chance : to meet with, light upon. II.

of events, to happen at the same time : also to come

ti pass : impets.,(€ it came to

pass that . . . Hence, , a coincidence., 3 pi. aor. 1 opt. of.-5, ov, (,) with li?nbs united

:

standing close together.-, f. Dor. £, to march together in

or band of revellers, to revel with.-, ov, (,) a partner in ,
a fellow-reveller

.

-, f., (,) to play with

in a comedy.-, f. med.- : aor. 2 pass, -«-
[] :

—

to rejoice ivith,join in one's joy. II.

to wish one joy, congratulate.]<:, 2 pi. aor. 2 pass. subj. of., aor. 1 part, of.

-.
-€£, f., to winter with or at the same

time :—Pass, to weather the same storm.-€«, f., to bear a hand at the same
time, to perform together., Ep. aor. 1 inf. of-, f. -* : aor. Ep., inf.

: pf.- : Pass., aor. - [v~\,

and 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, : pf.- :

to potir together, mix by pouring : hence to throw into

disorder or confusion : to confound, disturb, trouble,

disquiet : of things, to frustrate, make cf ?ione effect

:

esp. of treaties, etc., to confound, break through, violate., , 6, a partner in a dance. From-, f. , to dance with., f., to assist in supplying. FFom-,, acting as choregus with one: gene-

rally, helping to defray expenses.-, ov, (,) properly xuith the

grass joining ; bordering upon, adjacent to.-, Ion. for.-, f.-, Dep. to join with in

using : hence to have dealings with.

-xpoos, ov contr. -xpovs, , (,) cf

like colour, of one colour.- [], late form of."$, , , () a mixing together,

blending: confounding : a breaking through, violating.-, 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.-, f. , to melt together, to melt doxvn.-. and -) : Ion. pres., inf.

: f. : aor. : pf. pais.

:
—to heap all together, to heap up with

earth, bank up. II. to make into ruinous heaps,

dismantle, demolish. III. to heap one thing on

another, confound.-, f. and :
—to come together,

taiite. II. to give place, give way : metaph. to

make concessions, compromise matters : in bad sense,

to be in collusion tuith, connive at. 1. c. ace. rei,

to concede, give up, yield. 3. to accede or agree to,

assent, acquiesce in : c. inf. to agree to do : absol. to

agree, acquiesce. 4. impers., it is agreed,

it is possible. Hence
or plur. -, verb. Adj. one must

agree to, concede.

[], Adv. (trevco) with rushing motion, hur-

riedly., a, ov, () of swine, Lat. suillus ;

ovetov ^o^Vlard.

-£, inf. : f. —
;
— to live with, live

to.zither.- and- : f. -(£ Pass., aor. 2 avvc-

[] :
—to yoke together, couple, unite, esp. in

marriage :—Pass, to be yoked or coupled with :—Med.

to yokefor oneself.-, f. to seek or examine together zvith,

to join in seeking out. Hence, , joint inquiry : a disputation ; and
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yoke or pair of animals.£, aor. 2 inf. pass, of.5 [], a, ov, poet, for, yoked together,

joined, united., ov, () yoked together, paired,

united, esp. wedded

:

—as Subst.,, , a wife :

but also,, , a yoke-fellow, comrade, friend.

££,, , , =.,, , a girding together. II.

girdle. From-, f. -, to gird together, gird up :
—

Med. to gird oneself, gird tip one's loins.-*, {., to quicken at the same time.

(TvQeis, aor. pass. part, of.
0€, Aeol. for, 3 pi. aor. I pass, of., f. () to gather ripefigs., , the fruit of the, a mul-

berry, Lat. morum., , the mulberry-tree, Lat. moms., ias, Ion. and Ep. €•, conlr. -ij,

rjs, ; Ion. gen. pi. : () :

—

thefig-tree,

Lzt.ficus., , Dim. of, a smallfig.-, f., {) to fatten withfigs.
orufcivos, , ov,() of or belonging to the fig-tree

oxfigs; the wood of thefig-tree. II.

inetaph. from the spongy nature of this wood,
avdpes weak, good-for-nothingfellows : also with allu-

sion to, false, treacherous., tSos, , () a slip or cuttingfrom a fig-
tree, a youngfig-tree., f., to gather figs. From-3, ov, {,) gatheringfigs.-, , —.-, , (,) the fig-mulberry, an

Egyptian kind, called also .2", , a fig, Lztficm.-?, , (,) with sandals of

fig, a parody on Homer's-.-, f.,(,) to eat figs.

Hence?, ov, 6, afig-nibbler.*, f.,() to be an informer

:

c. ace. pers. to inform against, accuse falsely, slan-

der. 2. c. acc. rei, to lay information against a
thing : but, to extort 30
minae by laying informations ; tivos

to extort money from another by false informations.

Hence -^, aros, to, false accusation, slander,

misrepresentation.-, ov, 6, (,) properly afig-
shewer, i. e. one who brings figs to light by shaking
the tree ; or a fig-informer\ i. e. one who informed
against persons exportingfigs from Attica ; but used

in the sense of a common informer, a false accuser,

slanderer., ,() the behaviour of a
sycophant, false accusation, slander. Hence5, , , the Sycophant-wind.3, ,,() like a sycophant,

slanderous. Adv. -., , fern, of, a female
informer., (, , poet, for., f., to carry figs. From-, ov, {,) carryingfigs., f., to feed withfigs., Ep. for (., 3 sing. impf. of.-, f., (,) to carry off" as

booty or plunder. II. to rob, despoil.€, Ion. for, 3 sing. impf. of.
2£, f. : aor. 1 : Pass., aor. 1

: pf. :
—to strip off" the arms of

a slain enemy : c. acc. pers. et rei, to strip off arms
from a person, or to strip him of his arms : so also c.

acc. pers. et gen. rei :—Pass. c. acc. rei, to be robbed

or deprived of z thing. 2. c. acc. pers. only, to

strip, despoil, pillage, plunder. 3. c. acc. rei only,

to strip off: hence to take away, carry off:—Pass, to

be taken aioay or carried off as spoil : generally, to be

taken away.€•5, Dor. for ($, pres. pass. part.

of .€ and «, collat. forms of, to de-

spoil. 2. to rob secretly, defraud : to trick, cheat., , or, , only used in plur., ai,

or, ,() the right of seizing the ship or

cargo of a foreign merchant : the right of seizure,

right to make reprisals in case of war, answering to

modern letters of marque.,, kv, aor. pass. part, of., fjpos, and, opos, ,() a

robber :—fern.€., aor. 2 inf. of.^, aor. 2 med. inf. of., , (() that which holds toge-

ther. II. (from pass.) that which is held together,

esp. several letters forming one sound, a syllable; kv

in written words., f.,() to read in syllables.-&, f., to talk or converse with.-, f.- : aor. 2, inf.

: pf.-, pass,- : cf.-
:
— to bring together or collect into a body, to

rally troops. II. to put together, close the

mouth and eyes (of a corpse). HI. to take toge-

ther, lay hold of, seize, apprehend, arrest. IV.

to comprehend, comprise : of the mind, to comprehend,

understand. V. to receive all together, to en-

joy. VI. of a woman, to conceive. VII. c.

dat. pers. to take part with another, to assist one in a

thing : absol. to assist : so also in Med.-
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assist.-, f. £cu : aor. : pf. :

Pass., fut. 2 : aor., aor.

2 : pf. and :
—

to gather, collect, bring together : of persons, to call

together, also to raise or levy an army, Lat. conscri-

bere :—Pass, to come together, assemble. 2. of

things, to gather, collect

:

—Pass., of things, to be-

come customary.

-AcicTpos, ov, (,) sbarifig one's bed:

as Subst.,, 6, , the partner of one's bed,

husband or wife., Adv.() taken together,

collectively, in sum, in short.-, f., to cease or come to an end together., verb. Adj. of, one must

lay hold of together., , fem. of., opos, ,() one that takes

hold of with, a partner, sharer, assistant, coadjutor., aor. I pass. inf. of., ecus, ,() a taking or putting

together. II. a seizing, laying hold of, appre-

hending. III. a grasping with the mind, com-

prehension. IV. conception in the womb., fut. of., ,() a gathering, collecting. 2.

a raising, levying of soldiers, Lat. conscriptio. II.

an assembling, an assembly, concourse, meeting.-,, f.-, Dep. to reckon all toge-

ther, to sum up, reckon up. II. to collect or con-

cludefrom premises : to infer by way of syllogism., , ov,() collectedfrom dif-

ferent places.^, ,() a reckoning all

together, reckoyiing up. II. a collectingfrom
premises, reasoning

:

—a syllogism, inference or con-

clusion drawn from premises., ,() a gathering together, an
assembly or meeting of persons ; -

to convene an assembly. II. metaph. power

of collecting oneself, presence of mind.-, Pass, to bathe together.- [t], , , (, $) a soldier of
the same or company.-€, f. , to hurt together

:

—Pass, with

fut.- and med.-, to sym-

pathise or condole with.-, Pass, to be mad iti company with.-, f. [], to help in loosing or settingfree., , see.-£,, , ,(, £) paring the nails., aor. 2 opt. of.-, f.- : aor. 2, inf.-
: pf.-, syncop. 3 ph-, Ion. inf., part,- : Pass., 3 sing. aor. I subj.^: pf. inf. : (cf. -);—to

stand with thefeet together. II. to stand with
or beside, hence to assist. III. to come together,

meet : hence, like, to reach to or be at a
place, c. dat. ; /ca/iois to fall in with
evils. 2. to agree with, Lat. convenire ; to come
to an agreement, make an agreement ; generally,

be or make friends with : in perf. inf., of
the terms, to be agreed on. 3. to suit, fit, be like:

to coincide or correspond with : to befitting. IV.

to fall to one's . V. of events, come io pass,

fall out, happen, Lat. contingere : impers.,
it happens or happened that . . ; so,

or :

—

$, a chance event,

contingency ; by chance. 2. to

turn out in a certain way, whether well or ill : absol.

to turn out well, succeed, if the

attempt succeed. 3. of consequence, to come oui,

restdi, enstie : of conclusions, lo follow.-€, f. , join in the feast of Bacchus
or Bacchic revelry.-, , , joining in Bacchic revelry.- : f.- : aor. 2, inf.-

: pf.- : Med., fut.- : Pass.,

aor. :—Homer uses Ep. aor. 2 pass.

in forms,-,-,
subj., inf.-, part.-$:—
to throw or dash together : to bring logelher, esp. of

rivers, to unite their streams : to ihrow logether, col-

led

:

— , lock, join closely their

shields ; close the eyes

:

generally, join, iinite : of contracts, io conclude, to

lend money on bond

:

—Med. to contribuie of one's

own properly, to pay a share: generally, to contribute,

bear a part in ; '
many things contribute [iheir share'] o/this fear, i. e.

join in causing it ; to contracl

friendly relations ; , or absol., io hold a conference with, converse, con-

fer : generally, to do one's part, be useful. II. to

bring men together, to set them together, match them
to fight, Lat. commitlo ; so also,

to engage in, join battle;, to

coniraci enmity, etc. 2. Med. tofall in with one,

meet him by chance. III. to put together, to com-

pare, reckon, compute: Pass, to correspond; Ba-

vpos -
the Babylonian talent being reduced io the Eu-

boi'c. 2. to conclude from a comparison offacts,

to conclude, infer : c. ace. to guess or make out by

conjecture, to interpret, understand. IV. Med.

to agree upon. V. intr. to come together : to

meet, join. 2. to engage, encounter.,, , aor. 2 part, of.-€, Desiderat. of, to wish to make
a league or covenant with.-, f. , rule conjointly with., feus,,() an agreement, arrange-

ment, convention, treaiy.
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tending to agreement, conciliatory.

[], Ion. for, perf. inf. of., pf. inf. pass, of., pf. of., aor. 2 inf. of.-£, f., to extort byforce at the same time.-£, f.-, Att.- :—Causal of, to bring together, put together : metaph. to

bring to terms, reconcile

:

—Pass, to come to terms with

another. II. to compare, contrast. III. to

prove. IV. to teach, instruct.-, f.- : aor. 2, inf.-
: pf. :

—

to live with., , , one who lives with, a companion., Ep. aor. 2 pass. part, of., Ep. 2 sing. fut. pass, of., , , verb. Adj. of, com-

parable.-, f.-, to cry aloud or shout toge-

ther with, : c. ace. pers. to shout to, call on at

once., , joint aid or assistance. From-«, f. , to render joint aid, join in

giving aid., ,() a mark or sign to

conclude from, a token : a symptom. II. plur.,, a contract, covenant or bond: achiow-

. ledgment for money lent. 2. intercourse., a, ov,() of or referring to

bargains or contracts, esp. in trade., f.,() to fall in with.-,,() a bringing together. II.

(from Pass.) a coming together, meeting, jo'ming : the

part that meets, the joining, end. 2. a meeting, in

hostile sense, an engaging, encountering. 3. a con-

tribution, subscription :— plur., at, contribu-

tions to provide a common meal ; -, Lat. de symbolis esse ; also the meal or enter-

tai?iment itself. Hence, ,, of orfor a contribution or com-
mon meal., ,() a sign or mark to infer

a thing by, a signal, token; a bea-

con-fire, signal. 2. were also the two
pieces of a coin, etc., which two contracting parties

broke between them and each preserved one part,

tallies, Lat. tesserae hospitalitatis. 3. at Athens,

was a ticket or cheque, Lat. tessera, which
the dicasts had given them on entering the court, and
on presenting which they received their fee : also

given on other occasions, as to persons who took part

in a common meal : also a permit or licence. II., , also denoted a covenant or treaty be-

tween two states for mtitual protection of commerce

;

to make a commercial
treaty with a state.

—. 663, ov,() coming together: acci-

dental. II. (sub.), , an augury,

omen.,,,() advice given., , ov,() to be delibe-

rated upon. 2. to be advised., , ,() deliberative.-, f., to advise, counsel, c. dat. pers.,

as in Lat. constdere alicui ; c. inf. to advise one to

do : c. ace. rei, to recommend a thing. II. Med.
to take counsel with a person, Lat. consulere aliquem

:

absol. to consult together, deliberate., , (,) advice or counsel

given. II. a taking counsel, consultation., , = I.,, (,) advice, counsel. II.

a council.-, fut.-, Dep. to will or

wish together with : to agree with.-, , (,) an adviser, counsellor.-, f. [], to cram together., aor. 2 inf. of., ov, ,() a fellow-disciple,

a schoolfellow, Lat. condiscipidus.- : pf. 2 : aor. 2 pass,-
[] :

—

to rave or be mad along with or together.-, f.- : aor. 2 :
—

to learn along with one :

—

one who has

learnt thoroughly, i. e. is used to a thing.-, f., to grasp together., f., to bear witness with or in ac-

cordance with, to testify to a thing with another. And
[],. =. From, vpos, , , a fellow-witness., f.,() to be an ally, be in

alliance with: and so generally, to help, aid. Hence
Ion. -, , in war, an alliance offensive

and defensive (whereas is a defensive al-

liance):—generally, aid, succour, help. II. — 01, the body of allies : also an auxiliary force.

Hence, , , of or for alliance ; -
the gods invoked at the making of an al-

liance. . , — , the

auxiliaries, alliedforces. 2. a treaty of alliance.-, , pecul. fern, of, allied

:

(sub.), an allied state. II. the

body of allies.-, f.—, Dep. to fight along

with, to be a?i ally : generally, to take part with.-, ov, (,) fighting along with,

allied with, auxiliary

:

—as Subst.,, , an
ally, auxiliary in war: an assistant, helper, supporter., pf. pass, of.-, to sway jointly with.-, f., to practise with or together.-, f.-, to stay together, keep together.

2. to hold together, abide, continue.
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\-(, f., {,) give a share of a

thing with others :—Med. receive a share of a

thing joiiitly with others, c. dat.-, f.-, to go over or away
along ivith.-, f.-, to join in changifig :

—
Pass, to change sides and take part ivith.-*€£, f.- : Dtp. : also Act.

: — manage or lake charge of
along with.-, f.-, {,) lo lake fart

in or partake of along ivilh.-, =., ov,() partaki?ig in jointly.-, f., make commensurate wi fh or

proportional to a thing:—Med. to compute, ascertain:

make an eslimate of a thing :—Pass, to be com-

mensurate, measured out along with; -
this day being measured with the

time of his absence. Hence, , a measuring by a slandard, admea-

surement., , symmetry, due proportion. From-, ov, {,) measured ox commen-

surate with : of like measure or size with. II. in

due proportion, symmefrical,filling, meet. 2. re-

sembling, like: of like age with, keeping measure

with. II. Adv., to be in

proportion : Comp. -, in a manner betler

fitled.-, f.- [a], Dep. to take coun-

sel with or together.-, f.-, Dep. to contrive toge-

ther, lo help lo bring about., Adv. confusedly, all together with. From, aor. 2 inf. pass, of., e's, {) mixed up together,

blended, mingled, promisctious : common.- or - : fut. : Ep. and Ion.

pres. :

—

to mix or mi?igle one thing with

another, commingle, blend : metaph. to bring in con-

nexion with, unite : to communicate a thing to a per-

son. II. Pass., with fut. med., to be

commingled or blended: to beformed by combination

:

of rivers, to join, unite : to be brought in contact or

collision with. III. intrans. in Act., to have deal-

ings or intercourse with : to converse with : to treat

or negotiate with: also 2. to engage, encounter,

come lo blows. Hence, ov, commingled, promiscuous. II.

mingled, confounded.-, Dep, to join in imitating. Hence, , , a joint orfellow imitator.-, pf.—, Dep. {,-) to remember, bear in mind along with., aor. 1 inf. of-.-, *&s, ,{.) a mixing together,

commixture. II. intercotirse.

-, p. and Ion. for^.-, ov, {,) in harmony or unison
with, harmonious.-, , {,) a joint division : at

Athens, the 1200 wealthiest citizens were divided

into 20 or companies, two in each tribe

{), each company being in turn liable to dis-

charge extraordinary expenses.-, ov, {,) contributing or rated
along with : ol the confederate states of
Boeotia.-£, =. From-5, ov, {,) like-shcped, ccn-

formed to. Hence, f., to form or fashion alike

:

—
Pass, to be conformed to.-, f., to share in toil with.-, f. [] : intrans. to be shut up close, be

closed, of wounds; also of the eyelids and lips. II.

trans, to sh?it, close., ,{) fellowfeel'mg, sympathy., f., tofeel with or together, lo sympa-
thise with a person, sympathise in a thing. From-, es, {,) of like feelings, sym-
pathetic: sy?npathisi?ig with., , poet, for., Adv. of, sympathetically.-.£, f., to raise the paean with an-

other : to shout out together.-, f. , to teach together

:

—Pass, to be

educated with olhers.-£, f. -, to play or sport with :

absol. to play together: c. ace. cognato,

tivos to keep holiday with. Hence,, , = : fern,.-, opos, , —., Dor. for.-, , ,{) a playmate, play-

fellow : fern,, .-, opos, , —.-, f.- : aor. - :
—to beat,

strike, dash one thing against another. II. in-

trans. to dash or beat against., , neut. of, q. v.-, f. [], to cram in along wi'h.-, Dep. to come in or come to hand

at the same time. II. to come in to assist.-, f.-, lo run along with.-, f., to exhort together: to join :;z

recommending or approving.-£, f. , to set beside with another:

Med. to set beside or with.-, f., to call upon or exhort to-

gether : to invite at the same time. 11. to ask for

at the same time.-, Med. to join in exciting.-, f., to follow along with,

follow close, stick to.
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</-£, f. , to conduct alongside to-

gether ; of ships, to convoy along shore.--, f., to bend oneself along with.-, f.-, to take along with.-€, to stay along with or among, c. dat.- or -, f. —£, to mix in to-

gether.-€, f. , to nod assent, incline both

ways, of ambiguous oracles.-, f.-, Dep. to swim beside

together.-/, f., to escort along with others.-, f. -, to destroy alotig

with

:

—Pass, and Med., with pf. 2-, to perish

along with or besides.-€£, f. , to get ready or bring

about along with others: to join in preparing Or pro-

viding for.(-, f., to stand by one so as to

help or support. From, ov, ,() one who
stands by to aid, a joint helper or assistant.-- Att.-, Pass, to be set

in array with others, be drawn up in battle order

along with.-«, f., to watch alongside of or

together.-, f.-, tofeed or nurture along

with.-, f.-, to carry forth along

with :—Pass, to rush forth or along with.-, f. , to sit beside or along with.-€, inf.,( sum) to be present

along with : to be present together or at the same time.-6, inf., ( ibo) to go along

at the same time : to go on together.-^, fut.- : aor. 2 act.-, pf.- : Dep.:

—

to go or slip

into along zvith.--, Dep. to go along with, accompany.-, f. £, to offer or present along with.-, Dep. to fly along with.<-, to place together by the side of:

—Pass, and Med., with aor. 2 act.-, pf.-, to stand beside so as to assist.-€, f., tofollow together with, to

accompany closely.-, f., to provoke together with.

-nrus Ep. and Att. -iras, -, -> :

all together, all at once, all in a body : in sing, the

whole together. II. the whole together,

the sum of the matter :

—

also as Adv., al-

together, on the whole, in general.--, f.-, to feel or be affected along
with : to have a fellow-feeling, sympathise with.-, f., to strike along with or together.-, f., to tread together, tread clothes

in washing. . 2. to trample underfoot.

-, , , a fellow-countryman.--€, f., to bind together, bind hand and
foot ; metaph. of frost, to benumb, cramp.-, f., to persuade alotig with or together,

to join in persuading :—Pass, to be persuaded at the

same time.

-impos, ov, (,) acquainted with a thing.-, f., to send or despatch alotig with or

together. 2. to help in conducting.

--€4, f., trans, to mourn for or bewail

along with others. II. intr. to mourn together with.

-6€, (,) five together, by fives.-€, f., to finish along with or at the

same time, to join infinishing : to secure or conclude

firmly :—in Logic, it is concluded, the

conclusion is so and so. II. Med.,
to join fully in a thing with.

<-€, f. , to destroy with, help to destroy.<-€, f £, to lead about along with or to-

gether :—Med. to lead about with oneself.-€., inf.-,( ibo) to go about along

with.-, f.-, to embrace or com-
prehend together with : to comprehend in a treaty with

others.-€€>, f., to go to and fro, travel

about with.-, to carry about with. II. Pass., to be carried round about with : to

revolve with. 2. to have intercourse or associate with

one : to accommodate or adapt oneself to.- Att.- : fut. -:— to help in

cooking : to digest entirely., pf. of., pf. pass, of.- and- : fut.- :
—to put together,

frame, construct. 2. to make solid, congeal. II.

Pass., with pf. 2 act.^, be compounded. 2.

to congeal or becomefrozen together. Hence-, ov,joined together,framed, constructed.-, f., to press or squeeze together, to

grasp closely, squeeze hard:—Pass, to be squeezed tip.- [t], f.- : aor. 2, inf.-:—to drink with or together, join in a drinking-

bout with.--, f.- : aor. 2 : pf.

:

—

to fall together, meet violently, Lat.

concurrere : to meet in battle, to encounter, come to

blows. 2. generally, tofall in with, meet with. 3.

of accidents, to fall or light upon, happen to. 4.

absol. to happen or fall out at the same time, con-

cur. 5. impers., it happened,

fell out, came to pass. II. to coincide, agree or be

in accordance with : absol. to agree exactly. HI.

to fall together, fall in, collapse, Lat. concidere;

a frame fallen away by sickness.-, poet, for, tofall together, dash

together. 11. to agree.
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ing about together.

[], aor. I part, of.-, f.- [] : aor. n\ :

—to mould orfashion together, yaiqs out of clay. II.

metaph. to fabricate together.-«, f., to clap together., ov, twined together, interlaced. From-, f. : aor. : Pass., aor. 2

[a] : pf.^:—/ //« or

plait together : also /o twist, force together. II.

Pass, to be twined together, plaited: of persons wrest-

ling, to be locked together, to be engaged in a close

struggle : of a ship, to be entangled with her oppo-

jient : metaph. to be etttangled in; ' ^^-
a maze of footsteps.-«, f.-, to sailboat, sivim along

with or together.-, ados, fern. Adj.() striking

or dashing together. II. ^,'^^ (sc. -
), at, the clashing or jostling rocks, the, which were supposed to close on all who sailed

between them : also., Adv.{) by beating or

dashing together.- [], to multiply together.-, to help to fill, swell, increase.-. f., to help to fill, fill completely :

of ships, to man with a full complement., rjs, ,() an intertwining. II.

a close struggle., ov,() entwined, interwoven., ov contr. -ttXovs, ovv : () :

—

sailing with one on board ship:—as Subst.,,
, a shipmate : metaph. a partner or comrade in a thing.-, Ep. and Ion. for.-€, f.-, to blow or breathe toge-

ther. II. metaph. to agree zvith, Lat. conspirare

;

to blow with, i.e. be carried

along with, sudden blasts.- [], f.-, to throttle: to choke ?ip.-£, f. Att. , to tie the feet together,

bind hand andfoot : metaph. to entangle, involve.-€, f., to help in doing.-, Pass, (,) to feed to-

gether : to herd together.-«, f., to take part in a war with.-, f., to join in besieging, besiege

jointly., f. , to be a felk-iv-citizen, be a

viember of the same state : so also in Med.-
; Ones fellow-citizens.

From- [],, , a fellow-citizen, Lat. concivis.-€, f., to accompany in a procession.,-, f., to work with or together, to help,

or relieve in work.

-, Dcp. to join in villany, play the

knave together.-, fut. med.-: aor. I pass.€€ : Dep. :

—

to go ox journey together.-, f., like, to help to de-

molish or lay waste.-, f., to help in procuring or providing., ,() a drinking together.-, ,(,) the president

of a drinking-party, toastmasicr, Lat. magisier bi-

bendi., ,() a dr'mking-party, enter-

tainment, Lat. convivium., , ,() a fellow-drinker, boon-

companion. Hence, , ov, of or suited for or

dr'mking-party, convivial

:

— as Subst.,, ,
a jolly fellow.- Ion.-, opos, , a helper, as-

sistant ; a fello%u-wa.yfarer. From- Att.- Ion.: fut.:
aor. :

—to do with another, to help in

doing : to act with, assist. . 2. to be in the interest

of another, side with another. II. Med.-, to help in exacting a debt.-€, ts, (,) beseeming, befitting., , , a fellow-ambassador. From-, to be a fellow-ambassador, be asso-

ciated with oil an embassy :—Med. to join in sending

an embassy.-€5, ecus, , a joint-ambassador.-€5, , a fellow-presbyter or elder.--, opos, , Ion. for.-•, Ion. for.-, aor. 2 inf. of (no pres.- in use), to buy together, buy %ip.- : f. med.- : aor. I pass.- : Dep. :

—

to join zealojisly in promot-

ing, to have equal zeal for a thing : absol. to share

one's eagerness.

-£€«), f. , to help in furnishing with

means.-, f. , to escort together, join in

escorting., ov, folded together, fitted toge'.her.

From-, f. , to fold together, fold up end

lay by.«, aor. I pass. part. neut. of., citos, ,() anything that has

befallen one, a chance, mischance, calamity.-, ov, (,) compressed.-, Dep. to ascertain along with.-•, f,, to burn up or consume along

with or together.-, aor. 2 inf. of-., , see II, 3• Hence*, Adv. profitably, with expediency.
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united, banded.-«, f. : aor. I^ Ion.- : aor. ^ : pf. : (cf.) :

—

to bring together, gather, collect : to contri-

bute. 2. to match together. 3. to bear along

with or jointly, help to bear ; to bear

evils with others : hence to bear with, excuse. II.

intr. to be useful or profitable, conduce to one's ad-

vantage. 2. impers., it is of tise, profit-

able expedient. 3. part,,, ov
t
use-

ful, expedient: neut., ovtos, to, that which is

useful, an advantage, expediency. 4. to agree with:

to assist : to come to terms with, give way to. 5

.

of events, to happen, take place, turn out. III.

Pass,, fut. med. : aor. I pass.

Ion. : pf.^ :

—

to

come together, meet in hostile sense, to meet in battle,

engage, Lat. congredi. 2. to agree together, agree

with, allow, assent to : to bear with. 3. generally,

to be acquainted, versed in. 4. of events, to happen,

turn out: also impers., it happens,falls out;

no good came of it to them.-, f.-, to flee along with : to be

banished or be in exile along with.-, to assent, say yes to, approve fidly : to

agree with, rivi : c. inf. to agree that . . .-, f.-, Dep. to accord with.->, to destroy along with or entirely.- [], to perish along with: so in aor. 2

pass,.-, ov, sounding together.-, f., to love mutually
,
join in loving.-, f., to be emulotis along with

:

to take zealous interest in.

-,.£;,/ set onfire together, burn to ashes.-, f., to join in philosophic study.-, f.-, Dep. to join in emu-
lous efforts.-, f., to frighten along with:—Pass.

to be afraid at the same time.- Ion. -«: fut. :

—

to go regularly

to a place together : to go to school together. Hence, , a going to school together. And, , 6, a schoolfellow.-, f. , to kill along with or together.

Ion. -, ,() a bringing toge-

ther. II. a?i cve?it, circumstance, chance, either in

good or bad sense, but commonly the latter, a mishap,

mischance, misfortune, disaster, calamity : but also

good luck, a piece of good fortune., ,() a Lacedaemonian officer,

a kind of aide-decamp.-, f., to bring together, gather, heap up.,,,() a bringing together., , ,() brought together,

promiscuous., ov,() happening with, accom-

panying. II. useful, profitable, expedient: suit-

able, proper, convenient. Hence, Adv. profitably : to be
expedient : Comp.

; Sup.-., ovos, , , giving good counsel : as

Subst. a counsellor. From-, f.- : aor.,
Ep. 3 sing, : pf. pass, :

Dep. :

—

to take cotmsel with : to debate, consider, con-

trive together.- Att.- : f. : aor. :

to press or pack closely together. II. to force into

an enclosed space.-£, f. , to have a joint carefor.-, ov, {,) keepmg ward toge-

ther ; the chamber that

keeps watch with me, i.e. in which I lie without sleeping.-, ovos, , , (,) ofone mind, agree-

ing, brotherly : favouring, propitious.-, ados, , , (, ~) a fellow-exile., aor. 2 pass. part, of.-, es,(-) growing together, at-

tached to, congenital.-, olkos, 6, afellow-watchman, warder, or

guard. \y]-, f. , to keep guard along with or

together. 2. c. ace. to guard together.-, ov, u, of oxfrom the same tribe, Lat.

conlribulis : generally, a countryman.

t
-, ov, (,) of the same tribe or

race : oi his congeners., ov, kneaded or mixed together: metaph.
confounded, confused. From- []: pf. pass,:—to knead or
mix together, to blend, combine: metaph. to confound,
confuse.-, f., to blow together, make up, Lat,

confiare. II. metaph. to agree exactly, harmonise.-, f. , to plant in together: metaph. to

contrive or concoct with., ov,() planted together with, con-

genital, innate, inborn ; at one's natural
age ; ks according to one's nature.-, f. : aor. :

—

to make to

grow together. II. Pass., with act. pf.,
aor. 2, aor. 2 pass. part,;— to grow
together, to grow into one.-, f., to agree in sound, be in harmony
or tinison. II. generally, to agree with, to make
an agreement or engagenmit with. Hence, , an agreeing in soimd, agreement., ,{) an agreeing in sound,

harmony. II. symphony or unison of voices or

instruments in concord.-, ov, {,) agreeing in sound, har-

monious : as Subst. a musician. II. metaph. in

unison or concert with, friendly.-, f. , to touch one another.
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scrape together, to wipe out, sweep away, as a torrent.-£, f. Att., to reckon together, count
up, compute. II. Med. to vote with.-$, ov, voting with another.-, ov, (,) of one mind, unanimous.
SY'N old Att. £, Prep, with dat., Lat. cum :—

along with, in company with, together with. 2.

with collat. notion of help, 6e$ with God's help,

(the God being conceived as standing with or by

one) ; to be with another, on his

side. 3. furnished with, endued with; ottKols

with arms. 4. in connexion, conjunction with ;0£ with advantage to you ; tois -3 in accordance with the laws. 5. more rarely

of the instrument or means with or by which a thing

is done, with, by means of;

yaxav he covered earth and sea with

clouds.

as Adv., together, at once, jointly. 2. be-

sides, moreover, furthermore, too.- in Compos., with, along with, together, at the

same time. With a transit. Verb it may mean two
things, e. g. in */-( may mean to kill

one person as well as others, or to join with others in

killing. 2. of the completion of an action, quite,

thoroughly, completely. 3. with numerals it has
a separate force, two and two together, by

twos. II. -, before , , , , , changes into-
; before 7, , , , into /7- ; before , into\-
; before into-, ace. of /s., aor. 2 act. inf. of., Dor. for^^, aor. 2 of.-, , afellow-messenger.- : f. -ay( : aor. ^ Ep. £-

yeipa: Pass., aor. ^, Ep. 3 pi. ouvayepOfv.—to gather persons together, assemble or collect them

:

Med. and Pass, to gather themselves together or be

gathered together, to come together, assemble ; -, Ep. aor. 2 pass, part., those assembled. II.

to collect things : and in Med. to collect for one-

self. III.^ to collect oneself

:

Pass, to recover one's strength, rally.-, f., to bring together, to collect.-, , {, aykos) =^^.-, f.- : aor. :—to break to-

gether, break in pieces, shiver.-, {., to speak with another,join in ad-
vising or recommending : to agree to, concur in. II.

to speak with or in behalf of a person, support, advo-
cate his cause.-, (, aypa) to join in the chace., Ep. aor. 2 pass. part, of^.-, f. -: aor. : aor. 2 auvijyayov'.
Att. pf., later vayoa•. pi. pass,vya:—to lead or bring together, to gather together, as-

semble; ", to join battle: also

to set to fight, match one against the other : also intr.

to engage. II. to bring together, unite, combine

;

avvayav yos to contract a marriage. 2. me-
taph. to bring together, reconcile. III. to draw
together, straiten, narrow, contract. IV. to ga-
ther from premises, collect, infer. Hence, ecus, o, one who bri?igs together, a unitcr., ,(ay) a bringing together, a ga-
thering, uniting, collecting; vayy a levy-

ing war. 2. a place ofmeeting or assembling : among
the Jews after the captivity, a synagogue. II. a
drawing together, contracting., f.- Att.- : Dep. :

—

to contend along with, to share or take part in a con-

test : to help in a contest. Hence. , , one who contends along with,

afellow-combatant : generally, an assistant.-, ov, one that has a brother or sister.-, f., tojoin in doing wrong or injury.-3 Ion.- : f.- :
—to sing with

or together, to accompany in a song. 2. generally,

to accord with, agree with. II. c. ace. to sing of
or celebrate together.-, aor. -, poet, form of. II.

toyoke together: Med. to yoke togetherfor oneself.-, poet, for.-, f., to contend along with, share or
take part in a contest.-£, f. , to gather together, assemble.-', Adv. (,) pressing violently

together.-, ov, (,) of commott blood, kin-

dred ; vukos strife between kinsmen; Zeis

Jove the protector of kin:— as Subst.,-, , , a kinsman or kinswoman, a brother or sister., ovos, , , =.-, f., to join in praising or approving

:

to agree or come to terms with a person. II. to

agree to a thing, grant it at once.-, defect. Dep. to take hold of together,

to gather up : Ep. 3 sing. impf.'.-, fut.: fut. 2: aor. 2

Ep., part, : (cf. 4) :
—to grasp

or seize together, seize at once. 2. to bring into

small compass, comprise, comprehend; hence, £vve\cbv^ I say briefly. II. to help to conquer or sub-

due: metaph. to cut short, make an end of, destroy.- poet, (q. v.), to raise, lift, or

take up together', \6yov to cast up ac-

counts. II. Med. to take part in a thing, c. gen.

rei: to help bear or support, undertake jointly. III.

Pass, to be joined, knitted together.-, f.-, to perceive or feel

together.--rios, ov, also a, ov, (,) being the

joint cause of a thing, helping towards : sharing in

the guilt, accessory to :— as Subst.,, , , an

accomplice, tivos in a thing. ..."
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-£, f., tofight along with.-, ov, a fellow-prisoner.-€, Pass, to be held in stispense with.-£, f., to blossom or orflourish together.-, to live dissolutely together.-, f. , to follow along with or

closely : to follow an argument, understand.-, f., to throw a javelin together- or

at the same time.-, f.-, to hear along with or at

the same time. 2. to hear one another.«, verb. Adj. of, one must bring

together., ,,() able to bring together :

ru power of accumidation in oratory.-£, f., to cry aloud with.-€, f., to share in suffering or grieving

for. II. to feel with, sympathise in: absol. to

ahare in sorrow.-, ovos, ,joint pain or grief

:

—in plur.

— ai^, partners in grief.-, f. , to smear together, daub over : to

help to anoint.-, f. , (,) =.-£, . : aor. I Ion. : to gather

together, collect, assemble:—Pass, to come together,

meet.;,() aninterchange ;^^ interchange of words : absol. a making
up of strife, reconciliation ; pi.^, a treaty

of peace. 2. commerce, intercourse. II. inter-

vention, interference, interposition ; ^
by the intervention of disease. 2. a contingency,

result., aros, ,() a mutual
agreement, covenant, contract.- Att.- : f.: aor. :

—Pass., aor. : pf.- :

—

to

interchange with: to exchange. 2. intr. to deal,

associate, have intercourse with. II. to bring into

association or union with : to reconcile :—Pass, and
Med. to be reconciled with, come to terms : make a
league or alliance with : make peace.'- poet.- : (.: aor. -

:

—

to thresh with or together : to dash to pieces,

smash.-, Adv. for , together.-, f. med. : aor. I pass,--
: Dep. :

—

to race or contend together.--« : fut.-) : aor. 2-, inf.- :

—

to cover up entirely, wrap closely : me•
taph. to shroud.-, =.-, , ov, both together : used both in

sing, and plur.- : f.- : aor. 2- :
—

to go up along with or together, esp. of going up into

central Asia from the coast.

-, f.-, to cry out together.-£, f., to compel or constrain at the

same time, c. inf. :—Pass, to be compelled at the same
time. II. to extort by force.-, f. , to carry up along with :—Pass, to

go to sea together.-, to give up along with or together.-«, f., to take away or destroy along

ivith or together. II. to give the same answer.-6, Pass, to recline together at table.-, Pass, to lie down along with, to

recline along tvith at table, []-, f.-, to spend or waste along

tvith. II. to help by furnishing money.-, f.-, to mix up with at the

same time

:

—Med. and Pass, to associate with.-, Pass, to take rest together, to re-

fresh oneself or receive comfort together with.-€, f. , to joi?i in persuading.-, f. , to send up together.-, f. , to entwine together.- Att.-, f., to join in exacting

payment.-€, f., to throw up together.-, to ride as king with another.-«, f., to turn back together:—Pass.

to live along with or amons".-, f. , to melt with or together.-, f.-, to run up along with.-, f.-, to set up along with.-0€, Dep. to cry out together.- [<pv],to knead or mix up together:—
Pass, and Med. to have constant intercourse with, to

associate constantly with.-, Dep. to cough up together.-, to make to stand up or rise toge-

ther. II. Pass., with act. aor. 2-, pf.-, to rise at once or together. 2. to help

in setting up again or restoring.- Ion. -€ : f. : aor. - :

—

to

meet face to face : generally, to meet together, as-

semble. II. to meet with. III. of things, to

happen to one. Hence-, , a meeting., 3 dual Ep. impf. of.-, f., =, to encounter.

[], 3 sing. aoT. 2 subj. of-, Dep. to lay hold of along with:

to take part with, help.-«, f., to drain along with or together

;

to join him in bearing all his

sufferings, Lat. una exhaurire labores.-, Dep., used only in pres. and impf., =, to come to meet,fall in with : also to engage
in battle.- [], to come to an end together with.-£, f., to join in thinkingfit : generally,

to approve, allow.
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-aoiSos, , =*.
-aopos, , Dor. for.-, f. £, to lead away with :—Pass, to be

led aivay together with or besides.

cruv-airus, , , like $, all toge'her, the

whole together.-€, inf.-, (( ibo) to go away to-

gether.-€£|,., Dep. to help infinishing.--, Ion. for.-, f.-, to go away along with

or together : to disembark along with.-, f.— [a] : aor. 2 -a7re-

Spav ;

—

to run away or escape along with.

q--,, f. , to join in reprobating or

disapproving., aor. 1 inf. of.-, f.- : aor. 2--
:

—

to die together with.-, f., to go as colonists together.-, to be tired or worn out together.•-7€, to kill along with or together.

cruv-, f.- :

—

to receivefrom an-

other with or together: to take or receive in common.-, f., to shineforth together.-, fur..- :

—

to destroy with or

together ; rovs to involve one's

friends in one's own ruin :—Pass., with pf. 2 --, to perish along with or together.-€, f., Dep. to join or help in

defending.-, to make to tuither away together

:

—Pass, tofade aiuay or wither together.<-€, f., to swerve axuayfrom a bloiu to-

gether.-, f., send away together.-, f. -£, to break off together.-, to send offor despatch together with.-, f. , to help to strip or cheat,

join i?i robbing.--, Med. to declare together.-, to carry off along with or together.

cruva/irros, , , also os, , verb. Adj. joined toge-

ther, fastened, tied: continuous. From
«-/, f.- : aor. . : Pass., pf.-

:
—to tie or join together, unite ;

to meet ; to close the eyes ; -
to join lips, to kiss ;

toframe, concert a plan
; tofasten

evil upon him. II. to make persons engage or

encounter, bring into action ; to join
|
foolish along with

battle. 2. in friend!}' sense, to join, attach oneself

to a person ; Is riv'i to enter

into conversation with a person ; so ,
etc. ; also koyoiet or (Is Xoyovs (sub.) ; to form an alliance by

marriage. III. intrans., of lands, to border on,

lie next to: to be joined to. 2. of Time, to be nigh

at hand. IV. Med. to reach, attain to : to tale

part with, contribute towards., aor. 1 inf. of.-,, to join together. II. intr. in pf.

Att., to be wellfi.ted, suit well to-

gether.<~< Att. -, f. £<w, to dash together : to

dash in pieces, crush, destroy :—Pass, to be dashed in

pieces ; but, to gel their heads
broken.

<rvv-ap€0"Ktu, f.- :
—to please or satisfy toge-

ther. II. impers., like Lat. placet,

I am content also, c. inf.€, 3 sing. pf. 2 of.-5, , (,) linked together : in

accordance with., f., to count along with.- [], , {,) included in a
number. II. of like or equal number.-, f., {,) to take break-

fast or lufichenn with.<-€, f., to do feats of bravery together.-, , {,) breakfasting with.

[«]~£ Att.- : f. Dor. : Pass.,

aor.- : pf.- :
—tofit together,

close, joifi exactly; to close the

eyelids ; to adapt mor-
tals to recklessness. 2. to join together, unite. 3.

to put together, compact, construct. II. intr. to

agree together, fit, suit.-4, f., toframe accurately together., , ,{) one who joins to-

gether; a remodeller o/a state.-, Att. for.-, fut. cr : aor. :—to carry off or away with one :—Pass, to be seized

and carried off. 2. to holdfast together

:

—Med.
aor., of a wrestler, to seize and hold

onefast. 3. metaph. to seize with the mind, catch at.-, f.• : aor. :

—

to hang up

with : to fasten on along with, knit together

:

—Pass.

to be closely engaged or entangled with.-, f. £, to rule jointly with : to be a col-

league in office ; a colleague.

cuv-apcivyos, , a joint-helper.-, f., to join in impiety.-«, f., to practise together, join in prac-

tising.-, f. <, (,) to be unwise or-, f., {,) to keep the shields

locked close together.- : fut. Att. : (,) :
—to

hold the shields together : generally, to fight together,

be comrades ; to be his messmate.«--, , , a fellow-soldier, comrade.«-, to feel joint indignation at a thing.
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to share a person's ill luck.-,.,to dry quite up: Pass to wither away.-, f., to speak together: to agree, con-

fess, allovj.-, f., to accompany on theflute. Hence, , a playing on the flute together, a con-

cert ;£ to sob one

of Olympus' pieces in concert. 2. any concert,

agreement, fellowship.-, f. nied. : aor. I pass,-: Dep. :

—

to lodge, dwell together, take up one's

abode with.

crvv-avKos, ov r (, av\os) playing the flute toge-

ther : in concord or tinion with, harmonious : metaph.

agreeing with, in hannony with.

-avKos, ov, {,) dwelling together or

with ; . associated with madness, i. e. mad.- and-, f.-, to increase,

enlarge, augment with or together :—Pass, to increase

or grow with, grow larger together.-, f., to take away together :—Med.

to assist in rescuing.-, to make to revolt together, draw
into a revolt. II. Pass., with act. aor. 2-
pf.—, tofall off ox revolt along with., aor. I inf. of.-. : fut. med.- Att.--

: aor. I pass,- : Dep. :

—

to be troubled

or grieved along xuith or together, to mourti with.-, f. , to kill together with another.-,, f.-, to feast along with or toge-

ther; ^% to share a marriage feast

with one. Hence, opos, , a companion at table, messmate.-, f.-, to bite or champ together,

holdfast between the teeth.-, f. [], to weep with or together.

<-€»'€, f., to dine or sup with : to dine or

eat toge'her.-, , a common meal or banquet.-,, ov, (.() dining together : as

Subst.,, o, a companion at table, Lat.

conviva.-€£, f., to bribe in a lump, to bribe all

together.-, fut. med.-: aor. I pass. -(€-
: Dep. :

—

to beg alotig with, to join in begging.-,. irreg. plur.-,:—that which

binds together, a band, bond: a cramp. 2. in Sur-

gery, a ligament. 3. in Grammar, a conjunction

:

a particle.-, , , a fellow-prisoner.

crw-6€TOs, ,() bound together, bound band
and foot, Lat. constrictus. II. as Subst.,-, , a band, bond.-€, f.-, to bind together ;

to bind him band andfoot ; to bind up a wound.

-, to go through or cross over together.-, to convey over together: and intrans.

to cross over together, Lat. trajicio. II. to accuse

along with or together : Pass, to be so accused.-, f.--, to decide along

with, join in decreeing.-, f.-: Dep : (,-) :
—to live xuith or together.-5, , , a joint arbitrator.-, f., to meet danger along with,

incur danger jointly.-^, f., to set in order together.-, , a co-mate of Mercury.-, f.- [], to help to reconcile:—
Med. to help to pay.-€, f.-, to continue with throughout.-, f. , to bring to remembrance

along with.-, f., tojoin in carrying on a war
to the end or throughout.- Att. -, f. . to carry through

or effect together : Med. to negotiate with.-€, f.-, to examine along

with.-, f. , to help in preserving.

.-<, f. , to endure hardship

with or together.-, f.-, to continue with through-

out or to the end.-, f.-, to help in arranging.- [t] , f., to pass one's time with or

together; esp. with a master, ol '-
rpepovrcs the disciples of Socrates. II. of things,

to occupy oneself with.-, f.-, to carry through or over

with. II. to bear throughout along with or toge-

ther, to help in sustaining.-, f. -(pdcpG), to destroy ivilh or toge-

ther :—Pass, to perish along with.-, f. £, to guard along with or to-

gether.-\€£, f. , to take in hand together,

assist in managing.-, inf.- ((7 ibo) to go through

in detail along with.<-€€, f. , to spend the day with.~€, Ion. for-^, aor. I of.-, L, to help to judge : act as assessor

to a judge.-?|5, , , a fellow-dieast or juryman.«, f.,( /cos) to defend one accused,

to be the defendant's advocate ; generally; to speakfor
or in support o/"anything.-, ov, (,) helping one in a trial or

lawsuit: as Subst., /cos, , an advocate, esp. at

Athens, the defendant's advocate, opp. to

the prosecutor's : generally, an advocate, s?ipporter,

backer. 2. at Athens after the thirty Tyrants,•
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were the sy?idics oxjudges appointed to determine

oil confiscations. II. belongi?ig to, befitting in com-

mon : Adv., jointly.-, f., to administer or arrange toge-

ther.-, f.-, see through or examine

together.-, to play at quoits with.-,{.- or-, to chase away along

with. II. as law-term, to join i?i a prosecution.-€, f. -£ and-, to seem alike to

several : to seem good to another also :, im-

pers. like Lat. placet, we are all agreed

:

.—the neut. part, is also used absol.,

since it seems good to all of you, since you all

agree; since it seemed good to the

father also.-, f., to test or examine along with.-, f., to agree in opinion. IL to

glorify or extol jointly., aor. I part. neut. of.-, , , serving with: as Subst.,tfuW>ot>\os,

w, a fellow-slave.-, f. [], to do along with or together,

help or concur in doing; to assist in shed-

ding blood.-,, fem. of^ ; al-
Ses, =.-, , (,) a running together : a

concourse of people.-, ov, (,) running together,

meeting; =. II.

running along with, following close. Hence, Adv. close upo?i the track.<-, f., (,) to join two together,

to couple, pair, unite in wedlock.-, , , () two together, paired,

tuedded.-, , ,. (,) two together, two and

two, by pairs, Lat. bint.«-, f., to be unlucky along with or

together, to be in like misfortune.-, , al, , every twelve, by twelves or

dozens., aor. 2 of., Dor. for, aor. 2 of., aor. 2 of.
-eyyvs, Adv. quite near, close to, hard upon.-€€, f.-, toawaken together: esp. to raise

from the dead with another :—Pass, to rise together., aor. 2 of., f.,() to sit together in council,

sit in considtation : ol the members of a

council., ,() a sitting together, of gre-

garious birds. II. a sitting in council, a
council., ,() a number of persons as-

.
sembled in council, a council-board, council

:

—in N.T.
the Sanhedrim. 2. a council-chamber, senate-house,

Lat. curia.-, cv, (,) sitting together or with,

assembled in council. II. as Subst.,, ,
one who sits with others in council, a councillor,

senator.-%, Ep. for.-, Ep. lengthd. impf. of.-, Ep. for., aor. I of., Ion. for, aor. of.- poet,-, to wish with or together,

to co?icur in a wish., 3 pi. aor. 2 med. of., aor. I med. of.-, f., to accustom, inure, make habitual

:

—Pass, to become used or inured to.,', inf. of ; v.*. Hence, , ajoint knowledge, cotisciousness. 2

.

conscience.

*•-, in aor. 2-, inf.- :

—

to see

together, see in one view, see plainly : understand : in

this sense, the pres. in use is-, fut.-,
pf.-. II. pf. in pres. sense,

inf. : plqpf. with impf. sense} Att./, Ion. 2 plur. : also fut. :

—to share in the knowledge, be cognisant of a thing,

privy to it: part, an accomplice : -* =. 2. c. dat. pers. to know the

same as another ;
'

I am conscious to myself of not being in the least

wise ; or in the dat., -) I am conscious to myself of knowing naught

:

also to be in a person's confidence, be privy to his

plans or opinions.- Ep., twenty together, by

twenties, Lat. viceni., pf. part, of.-, f., to crowd or throng together

:

—of

persons, to bindfirmly together

:

—Pass, to be crowded

or pressed together., pf. of., pf. of., aor. of., pf. of.-, f-, (, sum) to be with, be

joined or united with, be conversant with ;

= ; to be acquainted

with cares ; to be engaged in btisi-

ness. 1. of persons, to have bitercourse, associate,

live with : of a woman, to live with her husband

:

generally, to associate with, have to do with, take part

with, follow ; partisans, disciples.-, (, ibo) to go or come together,

hence to assemble, meet. 2. in hostile sense, to

meet in battle, engage with : of states, to engage in

war. 3. in peaceable sense, to come together, meet
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to deliberate. 4• °^ revenue, to come together, to

come in.

-c-tTrov, inf. -, aor. 2 of^ or, there being no pres. in use :

—

to speak with

any one, agree with, confirm : to advocate a person's

cause: generally, to help, further. 2. to tell along

with one, help one to tell.-, ='.- Ep. -€« old form-: Ep. impf.

ovvUpyov : Ep. aor. 2' : f. :
—

to shut in or enclose together : to bind together

:

generally, to join together; fasten together, unite., used as pf. of.
cruv-etpa), to string together, join one after another,

add on without stopping. II. intr. to string words

together, to speak on and on, go on continuously.

CTweis,, , part. aor. 2 of.-, f. £, to bring in luith or together.-€, f., to embark together with.<-€, intr. to make an inroad into a coun-

try together, join in an incursion or invasion.-, aor. 2 act.-, pf.--
: Dep. :

—

to enter along with or together.<€, fut. without any pres. in use ; v. *-
.-, f. -it : aor. 2- :

—

to

fall or be thrown into along with. II. to rush in

along with or together, to burst or break in together.-, f.-, to sail into together.-- Att. -, f. £a>, to help in exact-

ing moneyfrom others.-, to join in paying the war-tax (-
).~-6, f.-, to go out together.-€, f.-, to cast out alorig with : to

assist in casting out.-, f.- Att.-, Causal

of, to help in bringing out.-€5, ov, travelling with : as Subst. afellow-
traveller.~-€, f.—, to give out together : to

help a poor man in portioning out his daughter.-€, f.- [], to strip off• together

:

—
Med. to strip oneself of or put off' together.-6, f.-, to die along with or

together : metaph. tofail or be exhausted together.-€€, sixteen together, by sixteens.-€€, f. , to help to steal away ;-"* to help infrustratifig a marriage.-€£, f., to help in carrying out. II.

to help in bearing or supporting.-, f. , to help to cut out or away.<€€, aor. 1 of*.
<ruv-€KXeKTos, , , chosen along with or together.<-6, f.- [], to dissolve with or to-

gether.-, f., (, ,) to march
out tofight together.

-, f., to join in forcing with a lever.-, f., to send out together.-, f. [], to pass out together.- [], f.-, to drink off together.--, f. -, to rzish out along
with. II. of the votes taken out of the voting

urn, to fall out in agreement with each other, to con-

cur : c. dat. to come out equal to another, run a dead
heat with. III. to fall out, be thrown out, fail

together.- Ion.-, f.—, to sail out

along with.-, f. -, to breathe out one's

breath along with another.-, f. , to help in working out or

achieving : to cooperate with.-€£, f. , to help in supplying or pro-

viding.- or -, verb. Adj of, one

must drink out or off together.- Att.- Ion.-, f. ,
to exact money with or together

:

—Med. to help a

person in taking vengeancefor a thing.-£, f., help in preserving or delivering.- Att.-, f., to arrange in line or

battle order along with others.-, verb. Adj. of, one must keep with

one or together.- [], f.- [t], to pay along with, to

help in paying.-, f.-, to rear up along with:—
Pass, to grow up with.-, f.- : aor. 2- :—to run out along with, to sally out together.

and, aor. I of^., aor. I of*.-, f. -, to carry out together to

burial : to attend afuneral., aor. 2 of., impf. of.- : f. -» [] : aor. - Ep.- : pf.- :

—

to drive, force or bring

together; to gnash the teeth

together, to set together, match in combat, set to

fight. 2. intr., to meet in quarrel.,, Ep. inf. and 3 sing. aor. 2 of.-, f., tojoin infreeingfrom: absol.

to join infreeing or delivering., fut. of., pf. of., aor. I pass, of., aor. 1 inf. of.-, verb. Adj. of aor. 1 of , one

must draw together.-, f. : aor. (as if from-) :
—to draw together or to a point. 2.

draiu tip, contract. II. to help to drrav out.
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putting in. II. intr. to fall in or upon together,

join in attaching : to make a joint inroad.. Hence, , a throwing in together;

the regular dip of all the oars together., poet, for, aor. 2 inf. of., aor. I of-., Ep. 3 pi. aor. I pass, of.«-., fut.- : aor. - :

—to burn along with or together.-, ov, travelling with : as Subst., -$, , a fellow-wayfarer, fellow-traveller, com-

panion, attendant; a partner in

dancing., aor. I inf. of., aor. I part. pi. of.-, Ep. for, Pass, to be car-

ried so as to meet, to strike or dash against.-, to be inspired together with.-£, f. , to lead out together : Pass, to be 1

carried away with.-£, f., to take out together, to help in

removing : to help in taking or capturing

:

—Med. to

take away forciblyfrom one.-£, f.-, to hear of a thing all

together.

<-£, f.- to err along with,

to commit a joint error, have part in a fault.«-, f.-, to make to stand up to-

gether. II. Pass., with aor. 2 act.-, pf.- :
—to rise and comeforth together.-, f., to cheat along with or to-

gether.-£, ( ibo) to go out along with or together.-£, f.-, to drive out along with

or together. II. (sub.,) to march

or ride out together.•-£, f. , to draw out with or together.<-£, Dep., with aor. 2 act.-, pf.-: (cf. '):—to go or come out with.-, f., to search out or examine along

with or together;—Pass, to be reckoned with or among.

o-uv--, f.-, to find out together.<-£, f., to help to urge on. II. intr.

sallyforth together: to shoot up along with.-, , poet, for.-, f. £, to join in bringing against ano-

ther, join in inviting.- poet,-, to join in celebrating.«-, f. Ep., to approve or advise

together : to join in advising or recommending : to

approve, agree to. II. to join in praisifig.

crw-eiratvos, ov, joining in, consenting to a thing,

being a consenting party to it.-, f.-, to raise or lift at the same
time. II. to urge on together or also :—Pass, to

rise together with.

, aor. I of.-, f.- [], Dep. to accuse to-

gether, involve in a common charge with.-, f., tofollow together, follow
close.-, f.-, to join in repelling.--, f.-, to make to rise or rebel

alofig with or together. II. Pass., with aor. 2 act.-, pf.-:—to join in a revolt or rebellion.-, f., to join in re-establishing.^, Dor. aor. 1 of/.--, Ion. for., aor. 1 of.-, {,, ibo) to go with against,

join in attacking.-, Med. to join in bringing in.- [], f.-, to drink offquickly.- [], to help to make light, to help

to bear or sustain.-?£, f., to contend with., aor. 2 of., aor. 2 of., aor. 2 of.-, f.-, Dep. tojoin in a prayer:

to vow at the same time.-€, f., to join in singing, join in a
chant or chorus.-, f. -, to mount together

\
upon. II. to enter upon along with.-, f. , to join in plotting against.-, , a fellow-registrar, fellow-clerk.

!
-, f., to desire along with.-, f.-, Pass, to press upon to-

j

gether, to join in attacking.-, f., to help to array or adorn.-, f., to join as an ally, help to

support or relieve.-, f., to lighten at the same time.-, to move backwards andforwards
together with.-, f.-, Dep. to take

part in a thing together, have a share in : to take part

with a person, support him.-, f. , to join in attesting or

ratifying : to confirm.

|

-, Dep., with fut. med.-, aor.

1 pass,- :

—

to join in taking care of: to

have joint charge of: to join in providing.-, ov, , one who joins in taking care

of, an associate, coadjutor., aor. 2 of.-, f. , to help to twine or plait.-/, f. -, to join in sailing

against together, to make a naval expedition in concert.-, f.-, to help to strengthen.-, f.-: pf.- :

—to examine along with or together.-, f. [], to draxu on together:—.
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Med. to draw along with or together : to draw to one-

self, draw over to one's own views.-,, aor. 2 inf. and

part, oi «.-, f. , to join in urging forward.-., Dep. to know along with, be privy to.-, f.-, to send with or together.-, f., to make war together with.-, f., to assist in turning a person

to a thing.-, f. [], to help to strengthen or

support.-, f. ', to join in performing or ac-

complishing.-, f.-, to throw upon together:

•—Med. to set on or attack jointly : to apply oneself to

a thing together.- [], f. , to wear aiuay or destroy

utterly.-, o, a joint-guardian., aor. of., aor. I of.-, aor. 2—, Dep. to follow close

-upon, to keep up with; to follow

the flocks. II. tofollow with the mind, understand.-, to swear to in addition or besides., aor. I of., Ion. aor. I of.-5, , , afellow-lover, joint-lover. From-, to love jointly or in concert

:

—Med.,-( to return love for love., f.- : pf. --^ (used

both in act. and pass, sense) : Dep. :

—

to work or la-

bour together with another, to help, assist or contribute

to a thing : pf. part, in pass, sense, £vv€ipyaa-

stones wroughtfor building.- [], , 6, a fellow-worker, partner,

colleague, coadjutor.- [], , , poet, for.- [], ibOs, , fern, of., impf. avvqpyouv,() to work to-

gether with, to join or help in work : to cooperate

with, assist, do service to one.-, , , poet, for., , (^) a joint-work, assistance,

cooperation ; in bad sense, conspiracy, collusion.-5, , (, epyov) working together with

another, joining or helpi?ig in work ; taking part in

a thing, contributing towards it:—as Subst., v(pys,
or , an associate or partner in a work, a fellow-

luorkman, a cooperator, coadjutor., old form of/.-, f. £, to join in a work, cooperate with.-, f. : aor. .:—to setfirmly

together : to bifid or fasten close together, to clench :

—Pass., aor.: pf. or -*-
:
—to be fast bozind or setfirmly together.- Att. -, fut. without any pres. in

use {vayop( or being used instead)

:

—/ shall speak with or in support of, advocate,

support.-, , also 77, afellow-worker, helpmate., ,,() of a speaker, driving

his opponent into a corner, cogent, forcible.-, f., to creep together.£, aor. I of., pf. pass, of/., aor. I of^., pf. 2 intr. of>.-, f.-: aor. 2 act.-, pf.- : Dep. :

—

to go along with or together. 1 1

.

to come together, meet : to have dealings or inter-

course with. 2. in hostile sense, to meet in battle,

encounter, Lat. concurrere : of a battle, to be engaged

in. 3. c. ace. cognato, to join

in an expedition ; to share thy

bed. III. of things, to be joined in one, be

united. IV. of events, to concur, coincide, hap*

pen together.-, f., to ask questions with or at the

same time. II. to establish a point by questioning

:

—Pass, to be established by questioning., aor. 2 imperat. of', mind I mark

!

-, f.- : aor. 2 -t<pdyov :

—

to eat to-

gether with.

Att., «, ,{) a joining,

meetitig together. II. the faculty of apprehension,•

judgment, understanding, intelligence. 2. con•'

science, =., aor. I of., aor. 2 of '., pf. pass, of., Ep. pf. part. pi. of., pf. pass. part, of.
[] , aor. 2 pass, of., aor. of., aor. 2 of.-, f. [] , to entertain in one's house :

—Pass, tofeast along with or together.-, , (,) a commo?i feast

.

-, ov, {,) sharing one's hearth or

home, living or dwelling together: as Subst., -$, , , an inmate, guest. 2. of Jupiter, the

guardian of the hearth., pf. part, of., aor. 2 of.--pos, , {, tTaipos) a companion, partner,

comrade., aor. 1 pass, of.
[], aor. 2 pass, of., aor. I pass, of., 3 pi. plqpf. pass of., Dor. aor. 2 of.

Ep., 3 sing. aor. 2 med. of.^, , ,{) quick at apprehending, un-

derstanding, intelligent, sagacious; . pass, ea.^y

2
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to be comprehended, intelligible: neut. pi. as

Adv. intelligibly.<€ \X~\, aor. 2 pass, of.
cruvercis, Adv. of, intellige?itly.-, f., to share in happiness with.-6«, f. , to approve of, be well pleased

with or together, to consent.-€, f.-, to sleep or lie with ; 6-
the time which sleeps with one, i. e. which

passes while one is asleep.-€£, f. , to make to sleep together, to

marry to each other

:

—Pass, to lie with.-\% , , a bedfellow, husband, consort

:

fern. o~uv€w4tis,, a wife, mate.

-svvos, ov, (,) sharing one bed: as Subst.,

, , a bedfellow, consort, husband or wife.-, f.-, to be well treated with,

receivefavours along with.

<ruv-€virop€a>, f., to help to provide, co?itribute,

c. ace. rei: c. gen. rei, to provide a part of, contribute

towards

:

— c. dat. pers. to assist, help.

~-€€, to befortunate along with or together.-, f. -£, Dep. to pray with or toge-

ther, to join in making a prayer.-€€|, to feast with or together., used as aor. 2 of.- Ion.- : f.- :

Dep. :

—

to lay hold of, put hand to along with or to-

gether, c. gen. rei. 2. c. gen. pers. to join in at-

tacking.-, f. : aor. - :
—to draw

after or towards along with.-^, aor. 2- Ion.- :

Dep.:

—

tofolloiu along with or together.-, ov, at the age of youth together.<-€, to place over together : metaph. to

make attentive : also (sub. ) to attend

to. II. Pass., with aor. 2 act.-, pf.- :
—to be placed over, superintend along

with or together. 2. to rise up against, attack jointly.^, aor. I of.€ [], aor. 2 pass, of., aor. 1 of.€, ,() a continuous series of things,

continuity. II. continued attention, perseverance., Ep. aor. I of., Ion. for., 4s,() keeping or holding together

:

continuous, in an unbroken line : c. dat. continuous

with, next to, adjacent. II. of Time, continuous,

contitiued, unceasing, unintermitting : the neut.-
is used as Adv., =.-, to hate along with, join in hating.-, poet, for.

[y], aor. I pass, of.- Att. |- : f. -: aor. 2 :
—to

hold or keep together:— to keep

tiie rowers together. 2. to contain, comprise. 3.

€—€€.
to constrain, oppress : Pass, to be constrained, dis-

tressed, affected by. 4. in Pass., -
to engage with spears.

Ion. -$, Adv. of, continually,

unceasingly.-€, (,) to play together., pf. of.-, f., to pass their youth together : to

be young together.-€, tofall in with.-, ov, (,) young at the same time

:

as Subst.,, , , a young friend or comrade., aor. 2 of., pf. pass. part, of.^, f.,() to plead another s

cause, to be an advocate for, esp. for the prosecution,

! opp. to ; to second

the accuser. Hence, , advocacy of another's cause, pleading

for another, esp. for the prosecutor., , , of or for or advo-

cate; , the advocate's fee, being a

drachma per diem paid to the public while

the court sat.-, ov,(,) speaking with, agree-

ing with. 2. supporting, on one's side, esp. in a

court ofjustice : as Subst.,, , an advocate,

counselfor the prosecution, opp. to.)€ Att. £|, plqpf. of.
)6€, Ion. 2 pi. plqpf. *'.- : fut.- : aor. -: Dep.:
—to rejoice together ; to rejoice with

one, to congratulate : also c. dat. rei to rejoice at a

thing, to be pleased or gratified, to sympathise with

one's good fortune., , a dwelling or living together, inter-

course, intimacy, Lat. consuetudo. II. use, cus-

tom, habit, usage. From-, , gen. eos contr. : gen. pi.-
contr.: (, ):— dwelling or

living together, of like habits or customs, akin, well

suited to ; ' well-acquainted or intimate

with him
;

=, tame. .
habitual, customary : familiar., pf. pass. part, of., Adv. of, customarily., aor. I of.-, to have come together, to be assembled., aor. I of.(, aor. 2 of.-, , , =\.-, ikos, , , (, \) of like or equal

age, Lat. aequalis : as Subst.,, , , an asso-

ciate of one's own age, a comrade.

and, ,(,-) a meeting, assembly.-•, f. , (,) to pass the day

with or together, to live with.
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nants, solemn promises. From, ov, gen. ovos,() joined together,

ittiited : a companion.- Dor. and Att. -dopos, ov, (,-) hanging together, linked with, wedded to : as

Subst.,, , , a consort, a husband or a wife.--, f., tojoin in cheating or tricking.-, f., (, kptT7]s) =.-, f. , to row with : generally, to

work or ply with, befriends with., f., to throw a shade over. From-, 4s, (, *) thickly shaded, cover-

ed over.-, ov, poet, for., pf. of., aor. of., pf. pass, of., aor. I of., impf. of.- Att.-, Pass, to be conquered

or overcome together.-, f., to sound or ring together., aor. I pass, of., aor. of., f., to sit with or together, to sit in

council with, take counsel with. From-, ov, sitting with or together. 2. shar-

ing in, partaking of.-, to be astounded along with.-, f. , to warm with or together : me-
taph. to soothe by flattery.-, f., to bury with or together

:

—Pass.

to be buried with or together.-, f.- [], Dep. to view together,

to see a spectacle together. 2. to examine together,

examine carefully. Hence, ov, , a fellow-spectator or looker on.-, , fern, of^., aor. 2 part, of.-, poet, for., aros, , poet, for., aor. 2 med. part, of., Ep. for, aor. 2 med. imperat. of., ,() a placing together, an
arrangement, covenant, treaty : in plur. injunctions,

instructions., ,() a putting together, com-
pounding, composition ; ovv0€Ois a com-
bination of letters. II. metaph. an agreement,
treaty, covenant : cf.., , ,() skilled in putting
together., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 med. of.

-os, ov, also , ov,() put together,

compounded ofparts, compound : complex. II.
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put together, feigned, forged. . metaph.
agreed, covenanted ; by agreement,

Lat. ex compacto.-, f.-, to run along with, to run
together : of things, to go along with, to go smoothly

with, concur with one's wishes : to run together, meet.-, f., to contemplate together : to go
to a spectacle together., ,() a putting together. II.

an agreement, arrangement : in plur. articles of
agreement, a covenant, contract, treaty., aros, ,() that which is put
together. II. anything agreed upon, a precon-

certed signal : generally, a token, sign. 2. a watch-

word', Lat. tessera. 3. an agreement, covenant,

engagement. Hence&, , ov, agreed upon: bargainedfor., , , a fellow-hunter. From-, f. [], to hunt with or together:—
Med. to catch together

:

—Pass, to be catight and
bound together., ov, , =$. From-, =, to hunt together:—Pass.

to be found out to be.-, ov, (,) hunting with or in com-
pany : joining in chase or pursuit of.-, , , a partner in the or

sacred company : generally, a fellow, comrade.-,. [], to crush along with or together.- [], f., to press together, compress.- : f.- : aor. 2 -, inf.- :

—

to die with or together.- [], opos, , (,) a partaker

of the same feast, a fellow-banqueter.-, f., to break in pieces, shiver.-, f. , to break in pieces, crush, shiver.-, ov, mourning with or together.-5, ov, sitting on the same seat or throne

with : riding jointly

.

-, ov, sounding with, in harmony with.-, f., to break in pieces, crush: metaph.

to enervate, weaken.-, f.- [], to offer sacrifice along with., aor. 2 inf. of*.
[], imperat. and 3 sing. impf. of ., Ep. for, inf. pres. of.^, Ep. 3 pi. impf. of.-, f., to join in sacrifice with.-, to settle down, collapse, shrink. 2. to

sink, fall, of the wind.-, f.-, intr. to sit together, to hold a

sitting.- Att. [for the quantity, see ~\ :

impf. or' : f. or : aor. I: pf.€ :—also (as if from) 3 pi. pres., inf., imperat.', inf.; 3

sing. impf.', 3 pi.' Ep. £vvitv; also (as if

from) impf. 3 pi.; aor. : aor. 2
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f. : aor.

imperat. £vves ; aor. 2 med. 3 sing. £, 3 pi.

subj. :
— to send, bring or set together, Lat.

committere. II. metaph. to perceive, hear : to

take notice of, observe, understand, know. III.

Med. to come to an understanding about a thing.,. , inf. of ( ibo). \X~\

crxjviova-i, 3 pi. pres. of, as if from.--, , a joint commander of horse.

{Tvv-nnrtvs, ews, , a fellow-rider or horseman, a

fellow-knight., Ep. 3 pi. impf. of ( ibo), they

went together. II. Ep. 3 pi. plqpf. of,
they shared in the knowledge., 3 pi. of., imperat. of.,, pi. of.-, impf.

:

—

to place or set together, to combine,

unite: to associate, band together; also to annex, at-

tach to. 2. to put together, organise, compose,

create, frame : hence to arrange, contrive, concert to-

gether. 3. to bring together as friends, introduce,

recommend : to advise one to do. 4. to produce,

exhibit, represent to one. 5. to makefirm or solid,

harden. II. Pass., with aor. 2 act.
;

pf., part, contr.,, , Ion.,, $ :
—to stand to-

gether, stand in close order : also to stand o?ie's

ground. 2. to meet or come together: in hostile

sense, to join battle, to engage, encoutiter, and of the

battle, to be joined, to begin : absol.,

when the generals were in dispute. 3.

of friends, to form a league or association, to club,

league together ; or ,
a conspiracy : then generally, to be connected or al-

lied. 4. to be engaged, involved, implicated in a

thing. 5. to be put together, to be composed,

framed : to hold together, endure, continue. 6. to

be contracted, condensed : to be gloomy, sullen.-, opos, , , knowing also or along with,

conscious of a thing ; the gods are

ivitnesses.-, to help dry up : metaph. to join with

in diminishing or reducing.-, f. Att. , to help to strengthen., Ion. for, pres. part, of.-, to dwell along with or together.-, f. , to pack tight together.-3, , , a shipmate, [a]«-, ov, a joint owner of z vessel.-€, to engage in a sea-fight along with.-, f., to be shipmate with another.-, , , a shipmate.

crvv-, f., to spend one'syouth or beyoung with.

cruvvevcaTcu, 3 pi. pf. pass, of.-, f. , to bend together : also, 2. mtr.
to incline to the same point, converge. II. to

absent to or approve by a nod, consent.

-€€$, ov, {,) cloudy, overcast., f., to collect clouds. II. intr.

to be clouded over : impers., it is cloudy.

III. metaph. to be under a cloud, in adversity. From-, it, (,) overcast with clouds,

clouded.

-vcco, f.- : pf. pass,, Ion. 3 pi.

:
—to pile or heap together, heap up.

-«>, f.-, to swim together.-, f.-, Dep. to swim together with.-,., to havepart in a victory with. II.

transit, to help in conquering.-', f., to think upon together, to think

over, meditate or reflect on : also in Med. Hence
Ion. -, , meditation, thought : anxious

thought, trouble. 1. consciousness.-, f., to be a joint-lawgiver.-, ov, {,) feeding or herding to-

gether, consorting:—metaph. consorting with. 2.

partaking or sharing in a thing : hence, 3. as

Subst.,, , , one who lives with, a consort

;

of birds, a mate; generally, a partner, fellow, com-
panion, congener.

-voos, ov Att. contr. -vovs,, thinking deeply,

thoughtful, anxious.-, f., to be ill together or along with.

-vovs,, contr. for$.-, ov, helping to deck a bride.-, f. , to journey along with. Hence, , a journey in company. II. a party

of travellers, a caravan.-5, , , a fellow-traveller., f., to travel together. And, , a travelling together. From-, , a fellow-traveller.-, , , =.-, , a coming together, assembly, meeting

;

also an association. 2. in hostile sense, a meeting

of two armies, engagement, Lat. concursus. 3. of

things, a coming together;- a

coming in of money, income, like. 4. a

meeting, joining, junction.-, pf., with pres. sense, of*, q. v.-, f., to bind one to another by ties

offriendship.-€, f. : pf.- :
—to dwell or live

together : of the scattered inhabitants of a country,

to dwell together,form a community : of persons, to

live together as man and wife : absol. to marry, wed :

metaph. to be wedded or yoked to misery. II.

to make to dwell in together : in Pass., of a country,

to be thickly peopled. Hence, aros, , that with which one lives ; .
a most unpleasant house-mate., ,() a dwelling or livi?ig to-

gether : tvedded life, marriage., epos, , .() one that lives with.

Att., ,() a living to-
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gether 2. a body of people living together, a

community. II. a place where people live toge-

ther : a house in which several families live, a house

divided into chambers ox flats, opp. to, as Lat.

insula to domus (a house occupied by one family). 2.

a room built on to a house, an out-house.

(sub.),,() an annualfeast
at Athens to commemorate Theseus uniting all the

towns of Attica under the government ofAthens, cele-

brated on the 17th of Boedromion.-, f. Att. , to make to live with : to

give in marriage. 2. to make to live together, to

join in one city; h -
to concentrate all tbe people of Lesbos at

Mytilene. II. to join in peopling or colonising

a country. Hence, , a making to live together,joining un-

der one city as a capital., rjpos, ,() one who joins in

peopling, a fellow-colonist.-«>, f., to build with or together:—
Pass, to be built up with other materials.

-oiKOS, ov, (,) living with or together,

inhabiting jointly : as Subst. a joint inhabitant, a
denizen :—metaph., /cos aXKayq associated

ivith change of life.--upos, ov, keeping house together : metaph.,

a partner in mischief.-, f. Att. , to pity along with or

together., fut. of, med..-, to slip andfall together with.- : f.- Att.- : to destroy along
with or together:—Med., with pf. 2-, to perish

along with or together.-\\, f. £, to raise a loud cry together, pro-

perly of women, and usually to raise a shout of joy.

oijv-oXos, ov, also , ov, all together :

the whole together. Hence, Adv. on the whole, at once.-, ov, gen. ovos, (, 5) of the

same blood, kindred : as Subst.,, , , a
brother, sister.-£, Dor. for-.-, f.\,tofollow alongwith, attendupon.-£ Dor. -|, ikos, 6, , a friend of
the same age, afelloiv, comrade.-4, f., to converse or associate with.- or- : f.- : aor. - :

—
to swear along with or together, to join in a league
or confederacy, to form league or conspiracy. II.

to swear to one, promise by oath ;

to join in swearing death against a man.-«, f. , to say the same thing with,

agree with : to agree mutually. II. to agree to

do, promise, make a covenant with.-«, f., (,) to border or abut
on.

-, 6v,following along with, attending on.-, ov, (,) armed together, allied.-, f. (as if from-) :

aor. 2, inf. (as if from -):—
to see together or at the same time. . to see

all at once, take in all at a glance : to fake a view of
a thing.-£, fut. med.- : aor. 1 pass,-^ : Dep. :

—

to be angry along with or together.-, ov, dawning together with.- [t], to stir up together or violently:—
Pass, to be moved or urged on together.-, ov, (, opKos) bound by oath.-, ados, , (,) clashing together., Ep. aor. 2 pass. part, of.-£, f., to bring to anchor together.-, = : Ep. aor. 2 pass. part,•*, having started or setforth together.

-opos Ion. awoupos, ov, bordering on; kovis

dust twin-brother of mud.
cruv-. f., (,) to roof all over,

cover completely.

-ovpos, ov, Ion. for.- Ion. -, , (from,, part,

of) a being with or together : a living toge-

ther, social intercourse, association, society. II.

a society, meeting offriends, party., ov, ,() one who lives with,

a companion : a disciple. Hence, , ov, suitedfor society, sociable.-, f. med. : pf. pass, --: Dep.: (,):—to knit the brow, frown.- Att., ,() a holding or being

held together, a meeting, joining. 2. metaph.
straitness, distress, anguish. Hence, Adv. holding together.-, , Ep., —, jimction., ov, () held together : metaph.

agreeing with, suiting., for, Ep. intr. pf. of, to

be held together, come together ; km$-
shoulders contracted over the chest., fut. of^, aTos, ,() that which is put

together in order: a body of troops drawn up in order,

a squadron, corps, contingent. 2. the constitution

of a state., aor. 2 pass. inf. of., verb. Adj. of, one must ar-

range.-, f., to endure hardships toge-

ther, to share in misery.-, Ion. for.-, =, to bring together into one., ecus, ,() a putting together in

order: of soldiers, a drawing up in order, a complete

array: hence 2. order, arrangement : orga?iisa-

tion, system. 3. a body of troops. 4. in Gramm.
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a covenant, contract. 2. a contribution, quota. 3.

=, a contingent of soldiers. 4. a settled

rate of remuneration.- Att.- : f. : aor. -( :

Pass., aor. -: pf.-^:—to throw

into utter confusion, to disturb, Lat. conturbare : to

trouble, confound, perplex, disquiet :— Pass, to be

thrown into utter confusion : to be much disturbed,

troubled, disquieted, vexed.- Att.-: f.: aor. -. : Pass.,

aor. - : pf.-^ :

—

to put together in

order, to draw up in order of battle, put in array

:

also to draw up or bring into line along with

others. 2. to arrange, organise, Lat. consumere

:

to regidate, ordain : to command. II. Pass, to

be drawfi up in order of battle. 2. to be joined to,

drawn 7ip with. 3. metaph. to be collected or

firm. 4. to be assessedfor taxation. III.

Med. to put themselves in order of battle, form in

line. 2. to arrangefor oneself. 3. to agree

together, bargain. 4. to take leave of, bidfarewell.- [], to help to urge on, hurry. II.

intr. to hasten, hasten to an end., pf. pass. part, of.-, pf.-, pass,- :
—to stretch

together, strain, draw tight: metaph. to exert, strain:

Pass, to exert oneself, use all one's endeavours. II.

intr. to exert oneself, strive, Lat. contendere. 2. to

direct one's powers to one object, tend towards, Lat.

tendere ad.-€, f. Att. , to help to build a forti-

fication.-€, aor. -€( : Dep. to

conjecture, guess, calcidate.-€€, f. , to breed children with

another.-€, f. , to help in breeding: also to

breed.-\(, — intr., to belong to.

truvTc-Xcta, , (€\) a joint payment, a contri-

bution to the public burdens, subscription. II. at

Athens, a party of 5, 6, 10, or more citizens, who
equipped a ship at their joint expense, and were called. III. an union or partnership formed

for bearing public burdens, a club or company. IV.

an accomplishment, completion, end, consummatiofi.-, f. : pf. pass, :

—

to

bring to an end together, bring quite to an end, com-

plete, finish off. II. to pay joint taxes, contribute

equally; (Is to pay all alike

towards the war. 2. (Is tovs (5 to

be rated or assessed as belonging to the knights

;

hence to belong to or be counted in a class or body

:

esp. of a number of small states tributary or confede-

rate with a larger.-, (s, (, t4\os) paying joint taxes, con-

tributing one's share; avvTtXris the city which

had to pay its share of the penalty. 2. belonging

to the same or company. 3. tributary

to another's state.-4 Ion.-: fut.-€: aor. 2-:—to cut in pieces, to chop up. II. to cut down,
cut short, Lat. concidere : metaph. to cut short,

abridge, curtail. III. intr. (sub. ), to make
a shortcut: (sub. \6yov), to cut the matter short,

speak briefly, concisely : $ as

the time became short.

-€€£, to whistle an accompaniment.-, ov gen. ovos, (,) bordering on., Adv. pf. pass. part, of, in

an orderly manner, in set terms.€«5, Adv. pf. pass. part, of, ear-

nestly, eagerly, vigorously., pf. pass, of.€€€, pf. pass, of.«, pf. with intrans. sense of.-€ : f.- : aor. — : pf.

pass.— :
—to bore through so as to meet, to

perforate:— Pass, to be connected by openmgs or chan-

nels. II. metaph., '
to let words pierce through the ears, sink deeply., pf. pass. part, of., pf. pass. inf. of.-, 6, , (,) practising the same
art: as Subst.,$, 0, a fellow-workman.-, f. : aor. -€;£ :

—

to melt together,

melt or fuse into one mass. 11. to melt down,

dissolve by melting, make to waste away. 2. Pass., aor. : aor. 2

[] : with pf. act. intrans. :

—

to melt away,

dissolve, disappear.-, f., to watch closely; to preserve, keep

safe: keep in mind. 2. to watch one's opportunity.-, f.- :
— to place or put together,

to add together. 2. to put together so as to form
a whole, frame, construct: to compose. 3. to com-

pose a book. 4. to contrive, devise. 5. to put

together in one, tmite, comprehend. II Med.

: aor. : aor. 2 :

—to put together for oneself, perceive, observe, take

heed to; do thou take heed, 2. to set

in order, organise. 3. to agree on, conclude : to

covenant or contract to do a thing.-, f., to value together :—Med. to fix

an estimate :—Pass, to increase in value, rise in price.-, f. , to shake together, shake to the

foundations, shake violently, Lat. concutere : to con-

fuse, confound.-, f.-, to wound in many places.*-, aor. 2, to venture together., ov,() cut off, cut short : me-

taph. abridged, shortened, esp. of a road, atWo/ios

656s a short cut ; or -, by the shortest cut. 2. concise, brief, short.

Hence



—, Adv. concisely, shortly : Comp.-
and- : Sup.- and-.
ctuvtovos, ov, () on the stretch, strained

tight. 2. metaph. intense, excessive: of persons,

earfiest, serious, veheme?it : neut. pi. as Adv.

earnestly, vehemently. II. (,) in har-

mofiy or unison xvith.-«>, f., to act tragedy together.-, ov, (,) eating at the same

table : as Subst.,, , , a messmate.

-Tpeis, , ,-, , (,) three to-

gether, three and three.-€, f.-, to feed besides, help to feed

:

—Pass, to grow up together, live together. II.

of liquids, to congeal ;-^Pass. to be congealed, freeze.-€, f.-, or more commonly --
: aor. 2- :

—

to run together, gather

together : to commingle. 2. of enemies, to rush

together, meet in battle, encounter, Lat. concurrere. 3.

as friends, to come together, agree : generally, to con-

cur, coincide. 4. to meet with. 5. to run or

shrivel up., aor. I inf. of.-, f. , (,) to overthrow

with a trident : generally, to overwhelm in ruin., fut. pass, of.- [] : f. : aor. - : Pass., aor. 2- [] : pf.— :

—

to rub together. II.

to crush, grind down, shiver to atoms, Lat. conterere;

to\s vads to stave the ships in : Pass.,-
ttjs to have one's head broken. III.

metaph. in Pass, to run against, clash with.<, f., to be. From-, , a partner in fitting out a
trireme., aTOS,,() a fracture, destruc-

tion. II. a stumbling-block, offence.-,, , ,() shattering, smash-

ing ; of a lubber-fiend that breaks the pots in the

kitchen., , a being reared together : a brood.

From, ov,() brought tip together with

:

of the same origin as. 2. generally, living with :

familiar, ordinary, common : of animals, brought up
together. 3. natural, usual, common. II.

act., helping to preserve life.-, =.-, fut. - : aor. 2- :

—

to

meet with, fall in with : to converse, speak with :, like , thefirst that meets one, any

one : thefirst thing that comes to hand,

anything common or mean. II. of accidents, to

happen to, befal: absol. to happen, fall out, chance;

if things should go well: impers.,^, it happened that . . .-«, f., to help in robbing graves.-€>, {., tojoin in slaying tyrants.

. 681-, f., (,) to make into cheese

together, hence to concoct, Lat. concoquere.€, aor. 2 inf. of^^.
Ion. -, ,() an occurrence,

incident : a cotijtincture, happy chance, happy event

:

also a mischance, accident.-, Dep. to play a part along with

:

to help in maintaining a character.-, f. -, to help in putting under

:

Med. to help in composing.-, f., to join in serving or assisting.-, aor. - [] : aor. 1 pass,—-
:
—to weave together : metaph. to combine as in

one web, frame cunningly.- [t], to be in travail together : to share in

any agony.-5, , (,) singing or sounding in

unison : echoing or responsive to : metaph. according

with, in unison with., aor. I of., pi. aor. 2 med. subj. of .,,^) a being leagued by oath,

a conspiracy : confederacy.5, , ,() one who is leagued

by oath, afellow-conspirator, confederate.

-os, ov,() leagued or banded by

oath : confederate.-, f. : pf. pass,— : Dep.

:

—to buy together : to collect by offering pay, take into

one's pay. II. to buy tip, Lat. coemere : pf. also

in pass, sense, corn bought up.-, ov, (, Aeol. for) of

like name or meaning., , , () one who drives a

pair-horsed chariot., f.,() to yoke together :—Med.

to link with oneself.^, Dep. to drive . From
,,?),() a pair ofhorses or mules,

a two-horse chariot. II. generally, a pair or

couple of anything, Lat. biga. III. that which

binds together, a pair offetters.-, f. , to join in helping : absol. to

be of use, assist together:— Pass, to derive profit

together., pf. part, of.-, Adv.() of Time, perpetually,

continually : continuously.-, , (,) a slaying of swine.-, ov, , (,*) a slayer of swine.-, toos, , fern, of.
2, , fern, of2, a Syrian woman.2 [a], at, Ion.2 Dor. 5-, Syracuse. Hence
StipuKoixrios, , ov, Ion. 2-, Dor. and Att., Syracusan.-5,,(,) trailing the belly,

of a worm or snake.

Z5



682 —., Adv. () rushing furiously. 2. in a

long line.,, ,() the land of the Syrians, Syria., aros, ,() the sound of a pipe, a

piping or whittling sound.

•05, ,() the sounding of a pipe, a

piping, whistling.£, lyyos, , a shepherds pipe, Paris-pipe. II.

anytbi?ig in shape like a pipe, as, . spear-

case. 2. the box or hole in the nave of a wheel. 3.

metaph. of the nostrils or wind-pipe. From5, Att. Dor.: fut. -£
Att.-£ : aor. I later, inf. avp'i-

:
—to play on the Paris pips (^). II.

to make a piping, whistling sound : hence to hiss an

actor, Lat. explodere.

2/-•€3, es, (,, yevos) Syrian-born., , 6, Dor. for, ,, , ov, (l£vpos) Syrian.,5, Dor. for,,,, , —.,, 6, =.,, ,() a player on the Pan's pipe

(£), a piper.5, Adv. () in the Syrian language., f. , =, q. v., aros, ,() anything which is drawn or

trailed along : a robe with a long train.

Ion. -, ,() an emetic ox purga-

tive draught, used by the Egyptians, chiefly consisting

of the juice of the radish and salt-water, whence the

radish itself is called. Hence£, f. , to take an emetic or purge., ados, , () anything swept together,

refuse, rubbish., ,() any sweeping or trail'mg motion,

Lat. tractus, the track of meteors, etc. II. that

which is dragged along, a trail. III. a vomiting,

purging., Dor. for, part. fern, of.
Svpos, , Syros, one of the Cyclades : also called

2, , and in the Odyssey2.
Supos, , a Syrian. \p]2-|, Tkos, , (^pos,) a Syrophoe-

nician: fern,^, aSyrophoenicianwoman.-, f. , to sew or stitch together, sew up.- Att. -, f. , —^ in intr.

sense, to dash together, clash together, fight with, Lat.

confligere.-, f. , to sacrifice together.-, f.-€ : pf.- : aor. 2 in pass,

form- :

—

to flow together or in one stream

:

metaph. of men, to flow or stream in together.- or- : f. -£ : aor. :

Pass. aor. 2 ^^ [] : pf.-, but

also pf. 2 intr. ovvepporja :
—to break to pieces : -

els < to break up and make into one : metaph.
in Pass, to be broken down by sufferings. II. Pass.

and intr. in Act. (esp. in pf. 2^) : to break

or fall to pieces, to be broken tip and run together : of

rivers, to run into one a?iother : of war, to break out.-, Pass, (,) to have the root,

united : to take root together with.

]SvpTis, i5os, , () a sand-bank in the sea : of

the sand-banks on the coast of Africa, of which there

were two, the Syrtis Major and Minor.£, olkos, ,() =. II. as Adj.

swept together like refuse, vidgar, promiscuous., ,() anything swept together, refuse,

litter, rubbish, Lat. quisquiliae. II. metaph. a

mixed crowd, mob, rabble.^' [] : f. : aor. : pf. \

Pass., aor. 2 [v\ : pf. :

—

to draw,

drag, trail along : to drag by force, force away,

hale : generally, to sweep away.

5T'2, and r), gen., ace. : nom. pi.,
ace. contr. , dat. Ep. :—Lat.

SUS,—vs, a swine, pig, whether hog or boar, or sow;

a wild boar.-€, f.-, to toss all about.-, f., to put baggage or furniture to-

gether, to pack up : generally, to make ready, pre-

pare ; to contrive, concert. II. Med. to pack up

one's own baggage, and generally to pack up : part,

pf. pass, ( or all

packed up, in marching order. 2. to prepare, make
ready, provide. 3. to contrive, concert. 4. ge-

nerally, to bring together, scrape together for otie's

ow?i use : to band together. Hence€, , a packing up, getting ready, for a

journey or march.-, f., to carry baggage together.-, f., Dep. to contrive, devise,

concert.-, f., to live in the same tent or house

with another, to lodge together : to mess with any

one. Hence, rjpos, , one who lives in the same lent,

a messmate, Lat. contubernalis., , fern, of., ,() a dwelling in one tent: ot

soldiers, a messing together., , a common meal, of the Lacedaemo-

nians. From-, ov, (,) living in one tent : as

Subst,, , a messmate, comrade, Lat. con-

tubernalis. Hence-, f., =.-, f., to throw a shade quite over, to

cover entirely.-, ov, (,) shaded over, shaded.-€, to contemplate along with or together.-£, f., to grow or become dark : im-

pers.,^ it grows dark.-£, f. , to look sad or gloomy

together.



—. 683- Att. -, f. £, to rend in pieces.-, f. [], to draw or squeeze together

:

of skins, to sew together.-, Pass, {,) to be coiled up
together : of soldiers, to heformed in close order : to

march in close order.-, to sow or sprinkle together.-, f.-, to join in making a liba-

tion :—Med. to join in making a peace, treaty, etc.-, f. , to join in hastening or promoting,

to lend a helping hand.-, f. , {,) to help to

the flesh of the victim at a sacrifice.-, ov, (,) making a libation

with : joining in the same treaty.-£, f., to make haste along with or

together, to be in earnest about a thing. II. trans.

to pursue or manage zealously together.-, f., to shake together : to make to quiver

or tremble.-, Dep. (,) to join in

sealing and signing.-, ov, (,) marked in common: as

Subst.,, , afixed sign or signal., f.,() to eat or mess with

:

to eat or mess together. Hence, ea>s, , =: and, , a messing together or in common. II.

a club or mess., ,(): I. in pi. a common
meal, esp. at Sparta where all dined together accord-

ing to the institution of Lycurgus. II. a dining-
room, hall.--5, ov, (,) eating together with or

in common : as Rubst.,, 6, a messmate.-£, f. , to help to save or deliver.--os, ov, (,) united in one body.-, f. , to be a partner in tem-
perance., Adv.() standing close toge-

ther : of fighting, at close quarters, Lat. cominus., aor. I pass. part, of.€5, aor. 2 pass. part, of.-, f., to join in sedition, be factious

with. Hence, , , one who takes part in a sedi-

tion, a fellow-rioter., ,() a standing together,

meeting : in hostile sense, close combat, conflict, bat-

tle : ' a conflict of mind. 2. an
union, association, club. 3. metaph. sternness,

harshness, rigour.-, ov, , (,) a member of
the same party, a partisan.^, , ,() of or for bringing

together, introductory, commendatory ;

a letter of introduction.-, f., to crucify along with.

-, f., to cover together or entirely.-, f.-: aor. -: pf. act.-eVr-, pass,- :

—

to draw together, draw in

:

hence to shorten sail. 2. to draw in, contract, com-
press, cojidense

:

—Pass, to be contracted, get smaller;

us to be drawn in towards
economy, i. e. to retrench : so also in pf. pass. part., drawn in, brought into narrow com-
pass, moderate. 3. metaph. to lower, humble,
abase

:

—Pass, to be lowered or cast down. II. to

wrap closely up, shroud, veil:—Med.,' to wrap one's cloak close round one ; -
to gird tip one's loins ; so aor. 2

pass. part, readyfor action. III. in

Gramm. to use a syllable short.-, f. £, to sigh or groan with.-,., crown alongwith or together., aTos, ,() that which is put
together, a composite whole : a composition : a col-

lege, assembly.-, f., (,) to stand in the

same row or line with : to be coordinate or in conform-
ity with, to correspond to.-, f., = , to put together,fa-
bricate. II. to unite., , a common campaign or expedition.

From-€, f. —; also as Dep.€-, f.- :

—

to make a campaign, serve along
with or together, tojoin or share in an expedition., f., to be the fellow-general of.
From--yos, a fellow-general, joint commander.-8, ov, 6, a fellow-soldier.-, Dep. to encamp along with.-, f. : Pass., aor. 2 [] :

pf. :
—to twist or coil up together, roll

into a mass, Lat. conglobare ; generally, to collect in

one, combine: of soldiers, to rally, form into a solid

body ; ( to rally or collect oneself:

—Pass, to be united in one body, combine : to club

together, cotispire. 2. of sentences, to compress,
condense, make terse or concise; ~
£is a rounded, periodic style. II. to twist or whirl
round, whirl away, carry off. III. to turn all

together, to make luheel round. Hence, , a rolling up together, winding into

a ball. II. any dense or compact mass : a body

of men, a crowd, Lat. globus : a coming together,

gathering.-£, f. £ : aor. 1 pass," [], inf.

:

—

to slay along with or together.-, f. £, to lace or bind close together.-£, f. , to conform one thing to

another :— Pass, to be conformed to another's ex-

ample.-£, f. , to pass one's leisure with or to-

gether.
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[u], . for, 3 sing, plqpf. pass, (with

aor. sense) of (., , lengthd. form for avcpios.5, , (ads) a hog-sty ;* = els or vpos,, to the sty.-, , (ads,) a herd of swine.

)-05, , (aus, ") —3, a swine-

herd., a, ov, Aeol. for ao<pos.

5TXNO'2, , , of Time, long ; with plur. nouns,

many together. 2. of Number and Quantity, many,

much, frequent, great : with singular nouns, much,

numerous, frequent. 3. the dat. is often

joined with a Comp. Adj., like, as,

far better. 4. neut. and

as Adv. often, much., ,(^) a howl for catching the

hlood of the victim in sacrifices. II. like.,
the victim itself., aor. 2 pass. part, of., iojs, ,() a slayer, butcher: a mur-
derer : ' the slayer is set, of the sword

on which Ajax is about to throw himself: a sacrificial

knife., ,(^) slaughter, butchery, sacrifice

:

the victim itself : irvpos the sacrificialfire. 2.

a wound. II. the throat, Lat. jugulum, mostly

in plur., f., Dep.(-yiov) to slay a

victim, to sacrifice. II. more rarely an Act.£ occurs in the same sense, whence aor. I

part,^ as Pass., having been sacrificed.

Hence, , a slaying, sacrificing., , mostly in plur.,, , a victim

:

the sacrifice of a slave. Properly neut.

from sq. [a], ov, also a, ov,() slaying, sacrificvig

:

killing, deadly.5, ibos, ,() a sacrificial hiife : gene-

rally, a knife.2"'1, f., to struggle, plunge, like a restive

horse : to writhe or struggle convidsively . Hence, , a spasm, convulsion.5' Att. : f. : aor. :

Pass., aor. : aor. 2 \• [] : fut.- : pf.~/ :
—to slay by cutting the

throat, Lat. jugulare : to slay, slaughter, sacrifice,

immolate.2, as, , a ball, esp. a ball to play with

;

to play at ball ; to toss

the ball about. 2. a sphere, globe., Adv.() like a globe or ball.£, f.,() to play at ball.^, , , () like a ball, spherical

:

the science of the spheres, astronomy., , Dim. of, a small ball.5, , ,() a ball-player.

-, is,(, eidos) ball-like, globular,

spherical : rounded, blunted., f. : pass. pf., plqpf.-
: () :

—to make globular or spherical

:

—Pass., ' his chest was round
and arched. II. to tip with a ball or button

;

spears tipped with buttons., , ,() rounded, made globu-

lar. II. tipped with a ball or button., f., to be gangrened, mortify;(-
€ $ the bone became

gangrened and the thigh mortified. From, , gangrene, mortification. 2. a spasm,

convulsion: convulsive fury, [a]

2'02, , the plant sage, Lat. salvia, [a], , ,() slaughtered, sacrificed., aor. 2 part. pass, of., , ,() making tofall, totter or

stagger : metaph. slippery, perilous, precarious, Lat.

hibricus. II. intr. ready tofall, tottering, stag-

gering. Adv. -puis., aor. inf. pass, of., Dor. 3 pi. pres. of.2 : f. : aor. J', inf. :

Pass., with fut. med., : aor.

2 [] : pf. : 3 sing, plqpf.-
:—to make tofall; properly, to trip up in wrestling:

make to stumble, throw down, overthrow : to make to

totter or reel. 2. metaph. to baffle, foil, balk, dis-

concert, disappoint. II. Pass, to be tripped up,

to stumble, stagger, reel : tofall, esp. by disasters. 2.

to be baffled, foiled, disappointed: to be defeated, to

fail, be unsuccessftd ; ov y ev €
I shall never be disappointed in thee :—c. gen. rei, to

be balked or disappointed of a thing. 3. tofail,

err, be deceived, blunder. Hence, aTos, , a stumble,false step. II.

metaph. a failure, defeat, disaster. 2. a fault,

failing, trespass.

£, Dor. for £, a wasp., aor. I part, of., Dep. (^-) to burst with a

noise, to crack, crackle, hiss. 1. to groan with

fulness, bef7dl to bursting., f., to stir up ivith a loud noise. From203, , a bursting with a noise, cracking,

crackling. (Formed from the sound.) [], enclit. ace. of'.
[], ace. pi. fern, of$., Att. for.

«, Ep. and Ion. enclit. ace. pi. masc. and fern, of

er<£e?s, them. II. in Attic and later Poets, also

ace. sing, him, her., nom. and ace. pi. neut. of <r</>e?s., Ep. and Ion. ace. pi. for., , , collat. form of$, eager, ve-

hement, earnest: neut. as Adv. eagerly,

vehemently.
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!]$, nom. pi. masc. and fern, of the personal

Pron. of 3rd person, they, neut. : gen. :

dat. : ace., neut.. The Ep. and Ion.

forms are,—nom.: genit. Ep. also':
dat. and, very rarely used also for dat. sing. :

j

accus. Ep. also, also (both sing.
|

and pi.). There are also some Aeol. and Dor. forms,

—nom., dat. and , ace. ipe. In Homer 1

this Pron. is always personal, and therefore he uses no
|

neut., which first occurs in Herodotus. The notion is

often strengthened by, as in >',. II. there is a rare usage of for 2nd

pers. pi., for'.225, aros, , a footstool : Ep. contr. plur., for,., , , of maple wood, Lat. acernus :

metaph., ' hearts ofmaple.' From5'02, , the maple, Lat. acer., f., to sling, to use the sling. II.

to throw asfrom a sling, hurl violently. 1. to move
like a sling, to swing, brandish. 3. to smite with

a sling. From, , a sling, Lzt.funda, being a strip of

leather broad in the middle and narrow at each

end. II. anything like a sling in shape ; the hoop

of a ring in which the stone was set as in a sling, the

outer or broader part round the stone, Lat.funda or

pala annidi. III. the act of slinging, a throw,

cast. IV. that which is slung, the stone or bullet

of the sling., , ,() a dinger., Aeol. and Dor. for., f. Dor. £,() to make one's

oiun, appropriate, usurp : also as Dep.,
whence Dor. aor. I part,., , ov, possessive Adj. of the 3rd pers.

Pron., their own, their, belonging to them :
—

also of the 3rd pers. sing., his, hers. II. some-

times also used of others than the 3rd pers., as : I.

of the 2nd pers. pi., =, your own : and of the

2nd pers. sing., = aos, thy, thine ow?i. 1. of the 1st

pers. p\., —, our own; and of the 1st pers.

sing., =, my own, mine., Ep. and Ion. for, gen. of.
), dat. fern, of., , () a wasps' nest., , () a piece of wood pointed like

a wasp's sting, a pointed stick or stake.-, , (,) =. ., f.,() to make like a wasp, to pinch

in at the waist : generally, to pinch in, bind tightly :

—Pass., apyvpeo

(3 pi. plqpf.) the braids of hair were tight bound with

gold and silver.-, , contr. for,(,)
wasp-like, pinched in at the waist like a wasp., «,,() the point of a helmet

in which the plume is fixed.

, aor. I inf. of., Ep. for, aor. 1 of.2',, , a wedge, Lat. cuneus.-,, ,(,^) with a wedge-

shaped or peaked beard, as Mercury is represented : in

Comedy old men were thus brought on the stage., f., () to wedge up, close.2,, , a wasp, Lat. vespa.^, , an Attic deme : Adv.2 at

Sphettus : Adj. 205, , ov, a Sphettian.,, Ep. and Ion. dat. pi. of : also, but

very rarely, as dat. sing., , (^) a band, a bracelet or neck-

lace.2, f.^ : aor. ' : Pass., acr. 1€~/ : pf.^ :

—

to bind tight, bind in or

together : to squeeze, throttle, hence to torture : to shut

close : also to straiten, compress. Hence, rjpos, , a tight binder, a lace, band., , ov, verb. Adj. of, tight-bound

:

death by strangling., opos, , poet, for^.
5£, V> gen • ^-yyos, the Sphinx, a she-monster,

who proposed a riddle to the Thebans and murdered

all who failed to guess it ; Oedipus guessed it, and

thereupon she killed herself: in works of art she is

represented with a woman's bust on the body of a

lioness. (From^, so the Sphinx properly means

the Throttler.), v..,^, dat. of.,,, Att. for -iroyy-., Adv., properly neut. pi. of, very,

very much, exceedingly, with vehemence.5'2, , , also 6s, , vehemetit, violent,

excessive. II. of men, violent, impehious : also

active, zealous.,() to make vehement

:

—Pass,-, to be violent or overbearing :

to put ovenveening trust i?i a thing, [], Adv. of, violently : Sup.-., , Att. for, an insect which

lives on the roots of plants, a kind of beetle.5, , like, a vertebre.-, ov,(,) twirled

on a spindle., , Att. for, a vertebre, Lat.

vertebra. II. any round body ; the round weight

which twirls a spindle.,,, () sing, masc, his, his oiun ;

fern., her, her own. II. () plur. masc. and

fern., their, their own, like., , Dim. of.---,, ,(,,
y,) Comic name for a coxcomb, a lazy long-

hairedfellow that wears an onyx signet-ring.

Ion.- : f. : pf. pass.-
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: (-yis) :— to seal : to seal up, shut

up. II. generally, to mark as with a seal,

stamp. III. metaph. to seal or stamp with ap-

proval, limit, define, determme.55 Ion. -yCs, $, , a seal to mark
anything with : a seal, signet-ring ; generally, a ring:

also the gem or stone/or a ring. II. the impression

of a signet-ring, a seal. III. anything sealed or

marked with a seal, a token, ticket, passport, permit., aros, ,() an impression of

a sig?iet-ring, a seal.£,, Ion. for-,, f., to be full to bursting, to be plump

and full, Lat. turgere, turgescere : esp. of horses, to

be in full health and strength, Lat. vigere. II.

metaph. to swell with pride ; an over-

iveening speech., ,() the throbbing pulse in inflamed

parts : also the beating of the heart, the pulse., f. , to throb, beat violently : of the pulse,

to beat; , the veins or arteries.2, ?7, a hammer. II. an implement oi

husbandry, a beetle', mallet'; for breaking clods of earth., ados, , Att. for,, the dung

of goats and sheep.-, ov,(,) wrought or beaten

out with the hammer. II. metaph. wrought as out

of iron, rigid.5', £ tjje anne . metaph.,

to set upon upright ankle, i. e. to set up-

right. II. metaph. the lowest part or base., Dor. for., apocopate Att. nom. and ace. for : gen.

and dat. for.5', dual masc. and fern. nom. and ace. of per-

son. Pron. of 3rd pers. ; gen. and dat. :
—they

two, both of them.2", nom. and ace. dual masc. and fern, of

person. Pron. of 2nd pers. ; gen. and dat. :

—

you two, both ofyou.€, a, ov, possess. Adj. of 2nd person dual, of or belonging to you two. 2. as possess.

Adj. of 3rd pers. dual, of or belonging to them

two or both of them. II. also used as possess.

Adj. of 2nd pers. sing., thy, thine. 2. of 3rd pers.

sing., his, her., contr. Att. for, gen. and dat. of.2', ovos, , the larva of the bee or

wasp. II. the cell of a honeycomb, the honeycomb,

Lat. favus.

2XA'Z£2, f. : aor. :
—to slit, cut open;

to lance or open a vein. II. to let

fall, let drop, let down : metaph., hr-

to give up one's love for horses, to cut the

turf. 2. to check, stop, master. 3. to let go

;

^ to let the mind gofree.52;, ioos, 77, a forked stick, used as a ladder,

Lat. scala :
—aforked stick, used as a propfor nets.

, impf., rare Att. form of.
«, aor. 2 imperat. of ', for.

Ion. -, , a light boat or craft, raft,float;

a raft of hides : poet, a boat,

2. a light bridge, a bridge of rafts or pon-ship.

toons., f., (') to make or do a thing

off-hand : to speak or write off-hand., Ep. Adv. formed from the fern, of$,
near, nigh, Lat. cominus. II. at once., , ov, () near, at close quarters;

a close fight, hand to hand.€€, Adv.() from near, from nigh at

hand : also nigh at hand, near.«, Adv. () of Place, near, nigh, close,

Lat. cominus : also used as Prep., c. dat. and c.

gen. 2. of Motion, into the neighbourhood of,

towards. 3. of Degree, nearly, hard upon, all

but; nearly all;

I am pretty well assured., Ep. for, poet. aor. 2 of.^ Ep. €0€€, poet. aor. 2 inf. of : see'.
€, aor. 2 inf. of., $, , Att. for, mostly in plur.-, ribs of beef.€,, Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of4 or, , () a carpenters

tool, a pair of pincers or tongs.,. for, aor. 2 med. imperat. of. >

26, , Scheria, the island of the Phaeacians

:

later, Lat. Corcyra, now Corfu., , used only in the phrase , in a

row or line, one after another, successively. Compare.
€, aor. 2 imperat. of.^, aor. 2 med. inf. of., , 77,() state, condition, habit of

body : the nature or fashion of a thing ;

a way of life., , () a check, a remedy.€£, f.,() to complain of hard-

ship, to inveigh bitterly. Hence, , angry complaining, invective., , ov, also os, ov : () :—properly,

able to bear

:

I. of Persons, hardhearted, mer-

ciless, cruel, savage. 2. much-suffering, un-

flinching, hardy. 3. miserable, unhappy. II.

of Things, cruel, shocking, horrid, abominable.

Hence€5, Adv. cruelly, abominably : Sup.-., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 med. of., otos, , () form, shape, outward ap-

pearance, the figure, person. 2. theform, outside,

opp. to the reality : a mere show, pretence. 3.

the bearing, look, mien : stateliness, dignify : in plur.
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gestures. 4• thefashion, manner, way of a thing
;

fashionoi dress. 5. the state, nature,

constitution of a thing. 6. afigure in dancing ; in

plur. steps. Hence, f. Att. , to form, fashion, shape,

arrange: so in Med., to dress

her hair, Lat. fingere. 2. intr. to assume a certain

form or position : to make steps or figures, to

dance. II. Pass,, to befashioned,

dressed out, adorned in a certain way. 2. to de-

mean oneself in a certain way, hence to pretend;

they pretend to be un-

learned. 3. to gesticulate.,, Dim. of : in plur. thefigures of
a dance; Laconianfigures.
1-, f. , (,) to form,
shape or fashion a thing :—Pass, to adopt a certain

shape or appearance, to gesticulate., fat. of.,, , () =.
Ion., ,() a clef piece of wood,

splinter, lath, splint, Lat. scindula : in plur. wood
cleft small,firewood. II. an arrow, spear.2, f. : aor. : Pass., aor. I

: pf. :— to split, cleave, Lat.

scindo : to rend asunder : generally, to part asunder,

separate, divide :—so in Pass. , -$ the Nile branches into three channels

;

at their opinions were di-

vided. Hence, Att. for.2~5, , the mastich tree, Lat. lentiscus. II.

a squill.-, , <5, (, ^) one who
chews mastich-wood., aor. 1 pass. inf. of.

-s,, ,() a cleaving, parting, division., $, , () that which is cloven or

parted: a rent, cleft, division. II. generally,

division, schism., , () a cleaving, splitting, rending., poet, for, aor. 1 of.
-os, ,,() split, cloven, parted, divided

;

a road that branches off., poet. 3 pi. aor. 2 med. opt. of., aor. 2 opt. of '., , ov,() of rushes, made of rushes., ,() a rope twisted of rushes :

generally, a rope, cord, line.,, ,() =.
[], , ,() made of rushes: fem., idos.- [], , ,(,) a rope-

dancer, Lat. schoenobates.2 02, , also , a rush, Lat. juncus. 2.

a iharp, tough rush or reed, used as an arrow ; also

as a spit, 3. a place where rushes grow, a rush-

bed. II. anything twisted or plaited of rushes, a

rope, cord; a wicker basket. III.

in Greece, the was a land measure, = 2 Persian

parasangs, or 60 stades.-, is,(,) stretched out like a
measurifig-liiie : in a straight line, straight. II.

twisted or plaited of rushes., f.,() to have leisure or spare

time, be at leisure : also to have rest or respite from

a thing: c. inf. to have leisure or time to do a

thing. 2. to act leisurely, linger, delay, loiter. II., Lat. vacare ret, to have leistire, time

or opportunityfor anything, to devote one's time to

anything : also c. dat. pers. to devote oneself to one., , ,() at one's leisure or ease,

leisurely, slow

:

—Comp.. Hence,, , slowness, laziness., Adv. of$, leisurely:— Comp.

or- : Sup. :—formed

like., , ,() being at leisure,

leisurely, at ease, Lat. otiosus. II. devoting all

one's leistire to learning, learned : hence pedantic.5', , leisure, spare time, ease, Lat. otium ;^ to be at leisure ; a work

for leisure; at leisure; so, or, . . dat. absol.

as Adv., (1) leisurely, slowly : (2) at ones leisure, by

leisure, hardly, scarcely, scarcely at all. III. c.

gen. leisure, rest from a thing. IV. idle-

ness. V. a work of leisure, esp. a learned dis-

cussion, disputation, Lat. schola. VI. the place

where such lectures were given, a school., dat. of, used as Adv. : in a leisurely

way, slowly, late. 2. scarcely, hardly, not at all., ,() a scholium, note, comment., aor. 2 med. part, of., aor. 2 med. imperat. of., aor. 2 subj. of: I plur.., aor. 2 part, of., Att. nom. pi. contr. for., Ion. impf. of., lengthd. from 2', 2',2 : f. :

aor. : pf. : Pass., aor. : pf.

Att.. From the obsol. are

formed fut., aor. 1 act. [] : fut. med.

: aor. I pass,. 2. from contr.

pres. we have part,, Ion. impf. -. 3• from, subj., -ns, :

—

to

save, keep : esp. to keep alive, preserve :—Pass, to be

saved, preserved ;, Lat. salvus sis ! vale ! God
be with you ! 2. of things, to keep safe, pre-

serve. 3. of the laws, to keep, observe. 4. to

keep in mind, remember, opp. to to forget

;

mostly in Med. . is often used with the

additional sense of motion to a p'ace, to bring one

safe to

:

—Pass, to get safe or escape to a p.ace
;

es

to be brought or get safe home. 2

.

, to carry off safe, rescuefrom war;
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to rescue a country from the

enemy., aor. I inf. of.(, f., like, to have power or bodily

strength : to be able to do, c. inf. From
2il"K05, , stout, strong.5€, f., to do like Socrates, to imitate his

dress, gait, speech, etc. From, gen. eos contr. ovs : ace. or^, : vocat.~ :

—

Socrates, the philoso-

pher. Hence, , Dim. dear little Socrates, [rt], ,, Adj. of, of or befitting

Socrates, Socratic ; oi the philosophers of

his school, Socratics.', ijvos, , a channel, gutter, pipe., $, , the body : in Homer the dead body

of man or beast, a corpse, carcase, whereas the living

body is : but later either of the living or dead

body. 2. body, as opp. to soul() ;

epya bodily labours; at

pleasures of the body, sensual pleasures. 3. one's

bodily existence, life. II. any material body. III.

a person, human being : esp. of slaves, as opp. to other

goods.-6, f., (,) to exercise the

body, train, to practise wrestling. Hence, , bodily exercise, training., , ,() of or for the body, bodily,

Lat. corporeus. Hence, Adv. in bodilyform.

, , Dim. of, a small body, [a]-€, is, (,) of the nature of a

body, coporeal.-, f., (,) to corrupt

or enervate the body.-, , (,) a place

where a body is kept, a grave, sepulchre, [a], a, ov, contr. $, ace. ; v.., Dor. for, to be silent.€,, ,() that which is heaped

up : a heap, pile., f. ,() to pile or heap one thing on

another. II. to heap with, cover over with.', , a heap, Lat. cumulus : a heap of

corn : generally, a heap, quantity, store : a heap or

mound of earth., ,,, ace. sing,, ace. pi. masc. and

fern, : defect. Adj. =, qq. v. : (the

radic. form 2AOS was found only in the Homeric

comp.) :
—safe and sound, in good case,

healthy, Lat. salvus : of things, sound, whole, entire,

Lat. integer. 2. metaph. safe, sure, certain.-,, , ,(,) saving the city

or state, [t], verb. Adj. of, one must save., , mostly in plur.. , ()
like -ypia, a rewardfor savijig one's life, a thank-

offering for deliverance from a danger ;

to offer a sacrifice in thanksgiving

for his son's deliverance. II. the rewardfor
bringing back a runaway slave., , fern, of, she that saves. II.

epith. of protecting goddesses, as of., rjpos, , vocat., () a saviour,

deliverer, preserver; c. gen. subjecti, '
a saviour of Greece ; also c. gen. objecti, -

a preserverfrom disease. 2. as epith. of pro-

tecting gods, esp. of Jupiter, to whom, under the

name of ,, the third cup of wine was de-

dicated : generally, a guardian or tutelary god : also

instead of, as epith. of. II. poet,

as Adj. saving, preserving ; even with a fern, noun,

the office of saving. Hence
Ion. -, , a saving, deliverance, means

of safety, safety, Lat. salus. 2. a safe return;

a safe return home. 3. a keeping

safe ; for safeguard., ov,() saving, delivering : neut. pL,, ,, like, , deliverance, safety. 2.

(sc. *),, an offering in return for safe-

ty. II. pass, saved, delivered, preserved., , () the wooden circumference of

the wheel, the felloe : the iron hoop or tire being.,-, Comp. and Sup. of-.«, f.: poet.«: ()'.—
to be of sound mind, be in one's sound senses : to

practise self-control, to be discreet, temperate, moder-

ate. 2. to learn moderation, to recover one's

se?ises. Hence,, , an act of self-control, an in-

stance of temperance, act of moderation : and, verb. Adj. one must be temperate., ,,() disposed to temper-

ance, moderate, tinder self-control., f. Att. ,() to moderate,

control, chasten. 2. to chastise, correct., ,,() disposed to temperance,

moderate, sober. Adv. -., ,() a mak'mg temperate

:

chaste?iing., ov, ,() one that makes

temperate, a chastener, chastiser, censor., Adv. of, temperately, moder-

ately, soberly : Comp. : Sup.-.
Ep., 77, the character or

conduct of the, moderation, discretion : self-

control, temperance, chastity, sobriety, Lat. temperan-

tia. From- Ep., ovos, , : neut. :

(, ) :

—

of sound mind, discreet, prudent,

moderate : esp. self-controlling, temperate, chaste,

sober. Comp. and Sup.,,-.
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» > ^> ™> indecl., nineteenth letter of the Greek
alphabet: as numeral, ' = 300, but /r= 300,000.

Changes of : in Aeol. and Dor., into , as

(Lat. tu),Toi, re,,, etc. for,, ak,,, etc. 2. in new Att., for , as,, for,. 3. in Ion., for 0, as

avTis for au&s : in the substantive termin.- for-, as in,, for,-. 4• *s inserted in some words metri grat.,

as tjtOXls,, for,. 5. in Dor.

and Ion., is omitted in the oblique cases of some
neut. nouns of 3rd dec!., as Kepaos, Ttpaos, for•
tos, TepaTos.

, apostroph. for re, and. 2. the particle is

joined by crasis with other particles beginning with

a vowel, as ,, (, for , ,. 3• tne Artie, , , is never elided,

though joined with another word by crasis, as Taya-
for ., neut. pi. of , , and os.€, 77s, 77, the Lat. taberna, a tavern, inn:

Tpeis the Three Taverns, a place on the

Appian Road., Att. contr. for .€, , (*) the office or rank of Tagus

:

generally, command, rule.

Tctyeis, eiaa, iv, aor. 2 pass. part, of., f. , (Tayos) to be Tagus : generally, to

command, rule:—Pass.- to be united under one Tayos.«, f. , (Tayos) to be commander or ruler., ,—$, an ordering, arraying., , (Tayos) authority: as Collective Noun, the

commanders., , like, afrying-pan., $, Att. crasis for ., aTos, , () an ordinance, com-
mand. 2. a regular body of soldiers, a corps, division., ,() an orderer, commander, ruler:

esp. as title of the Chief of Thessaly.-, ,(, ') he that has the command
or rule, a commander, ruler., Att. crasis for ., Att. crasis for .
TaOeis, €, iv, aor. I pass. part, of., Ep. aor. I pass, of. [], Ep. and Ion. for at, nom. pi. fern, of the Art. .
Taivapos, , 77, also,, Taenarus, a pro-

montory and town at the southern extremity of La-
conia., ,() a band, riband, filet, Lat. taenia:

esp. a riband or headband worn in token of victory.

Taivio-moXis, 77,(,) a dealer in ribands.

, f., () to bind with or

head-band, esp. as conqueror :—Med., to

wear a head-band or filet., crasis for .,€, crasis for k/cu, .
Tdxepos, ,,()fluid, melting, soft, tender :

metaph. melting, languishing., aor. 2 pass. inf. of., 77,,()fit for ordering or arrang-
ing, of or fit for military tactics ; mili-

tary tactics., 77, , verb. Adj. of, ordered, ar-

ranged, fixed, stated; apyvpiov a stated sum., Dor. for.-€,,(,) enduring labour,pain-

fid, drudging: generally, much-enduring., fern, of$.€, f. : pf. : also as

Dep., with f. med. -, aor.

pass,:():—to endure hard-

ship, do hard work : suffer hardship or distress. II.

trans, to weary, wear out, annoy grievously. Hence
Ion. —, , hard work, severe labour

:

in pi. bodily hardships or exertions. 2. bodily pain,

suffering : affliction, misery., ov, (TaXas) enduring toil, laborious. II.

suffering hardship, miserable. Adv. -pcus.-, ovos,,,(*,) patient ofmind,
wretched: also stout-hearted, daring.-5, ov, (*,) patient of heart,

stout-hearted. 2. much-enduring, miserable.

Ta\avT€pos, a, ov,, 77, ov, Comp. and

Sup. of raAas., f. ,() to balance : Pass, to

sway to andfro, oscillate. 2

sure out by weight.

TaAavTiaios, a, ov,() worth a talent. 2.

weighing a talent., =, q. v.' [-],, a balarice: in xAwx.apairqf

scales. II. anything weighed : but mostly used of

a fixed weight, a talent : in the post-Homeric times

it had a double sense: I. the talent of weight : the

Euboic or old Attic talent weighed about 571b. avoird.,

and the Aeginetan 95. 2. the talent of money, i.e.

a talent's weight of silver, or a sum of money equiva-

lent to this, which would make the Euboic or old

Attic talent worth in our money 243/. 15s. The
talent contained 60 minae, and each mina 100 drach-

mae. 3. that which is weighed out or apportioned

to one.-5, ov,(. () holding the scale

or balance : metaph. turning (he scale of battle.5, ?, , (*) —, patient, enduring :

hence hard-fated, wretched.

ToAd-ireipios, ov, (*,) one who has suf-

fered much, epith. of Ulysses

vagabond.

to weigh out, mea-

hence later rambling,
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woe, patient i?i woe. 2. of things, toilsome.' 02 [-], o, a basket, Lat. qualns: a

cheese-basket, through which the whey ran off., Dor. ace. pi. of TaXapos.

TOAas, (sometimes TaXas), : gen.

avos,, avos : voc. or ra\as : (*) :

—

suffering, wretched, Lat. miser : enduring, patient

:

also fool-hardy, headstrong; wretch! Comp.
TaXavTcpos, a, ov : Sup., , ov. [raXas :

Dor. also raXas.~\, a, ov, Ion. and Ep., , ov,() of wool-spinning., ), () wool-spinning., f., (raXaaiovpyos) to spiti wool:

generally, to spin.,,, oforforwool-spinning. From-,,(, *'*/) spinning wool:

as Subst.,, 6, , a wool-spinner.-, ovos, , , (*,) patient of
mind, stout-hearted, of enduring spirit.]5, -» Ep. 2 and 3 sing. aor. I subj. of*.-, ov, (*, pivos) with shield oftough

bull's-hide : neut. as Adv., ^ to

fight on toughly, stoutly.-, ovos, 6, , shortd. for., Att. crasis for ^., Syrian word, a damsel, maiden.~5, rfos, , a marriageable tnaiden, bride.

or, crasis for ., Att. crasis for .€ [], Ion. 3 sing. aor. 2 of.
Ep., aor. 2 inf. of.,,=(, a chamber, closet., aor. 2 med. inf. of.-5, oos, , ,(, /s) cutting or

penetrating the skin, wounding., Ep. -, , fern, of $, a housekeeper,

housewife; also jvvrj.
Top-ias Ep., ov, ,() one who cuts

up and distributes, a distributer, dispenser: a

manager, overseer. II. a steward, receiver,

treasurer; ipov the comptroller of the

sacred treasure in the citadel of Athens. 2. =Lat.

quaestor., ,() the office of steward, house-

keeping, management. II. = Lat. quaestura, the

quaestorship., , () a magazine, storehouse,

treasxiry., aros, , (^) management, house-

keeping.?, r), , of ox for housekeeping. II.

= Lat. quaestorius, of the quaestor or the quaestor-

ship. From«, f. , and Dep., f. :

($):—to be a housekeeper, manager or steward;

Ta/xtetff6ts thou shalt no longer be my
steward. 2. to be quaestor. II. trans, to

serve out stores, dispense. III. to regulate,

manage. 2. to husband, save, store up : metaph.
to him to good account., ), Ep. and Ion. for., ov, 0, Ep. and Ion. for., Ion. for., Dor. for., Att. crasis for '., Ion. aor. 2 part, of.

or , indecl., only used in the Att. phrase

or 3), as a form of address, sir, my goodfriend., Att. crasis for ., Att. crasis for kv., ), Tanagra, a town of Boeotia. Hence, a, ov, of orfrom Tanagra.-, es, (ravaos, ) with long point or

edge, cuttingfar or deep.-, ov, (ravaos,) bellowing s©

as to be heardfar off, loud-bellowing., crasis for .-€5, ov, (ravaos, () long-necked.

Tavdos, , , also os, ,(,) stretched,

outstretched, tall, taper, long.-, -trohos, , , Ep. for.
or, Att. crasis for '.,, Att. crasis for , .-, , (ravaos, ^) stretching one at

length, epith. of death., Att. crasis for ., Dor. for.€5 or, , ov, of or for Tanta-

lus : and, '$, , daughter of Tantalus. From, ov, 0, Tantalus king of Phrygia, ances-

tor of the Pelopidae., f.,() quasi, to

swing:—aor. I pass. part.$, swung, hurled,

dashed down.-, ov,(,) long-tongued,

chattering, noisy.-, Ivos, , , (,) with long

point or head.-, ov, (,) running at full

stretch.

TavC-cOcipos, ov, (, eOeipa) long-haired, with

flowing hair : fem. also.-, es, like, (,) with a

long point or long edge. II. far-stretching.-, Xkos, , ,(,£) of extended age.-|, -TpXxos, , , (, £) long-haired,

shaggy.

-Kpaipos, ov,(,) long-horned., Pass. =, to be stretched, extend.-, es,(,$) long-stretched, long

drawn out, tall and tapering., Adv., = Ta vvv, now at present.
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Tavv-iriirXos,,(, 7€$) withflowing robe.-, , (,) in long plaits.

Tavti-irXcvpos, ,(,) long-sided, enor-

mous.- Ep.-, -voSos, , , (^,
ttovs) stretching thefeet, long-striding, long-shanked.

Tavt>-7rTepos, ,(,) shorter form for(.-, and-, vyos, , ,(,4) = TavvwTepos,($.
Tdvup-pi£os, , (,) with speading roots.

T&vWeiev [], 3 smg• Aeol. aor. opt. of., aor. I pass. part, of;., Ep. aor. I pass, of : Ep. 3 pi. -.
-irTepos, ,(,() with extended

wings, long-winged., Ep. aor. I of., vos, , () a stretching, straining

:

TavvcTvs a stringing of the bow.-, ,(,) with taper ankles.-, , (,) with extended

bark : of trees, of tall or slender growth.-,,(,) with long-pointed

leaves, of the olive. II. with thickfoliage, leafy.

[{/] : fut., Ep. also- : aor.

Ep. or : Pass., aor. :

pf. :—Ep. form of€, to stretch, strain,

stretch out ; Tavvuv to draw a bow : in Med.,

to stretch one's bow, i. e. to string

it ; Tavvuv to pull or guide with the reins. 2.

to stretch out, to lay along, lay out, stretch at full

length. 3. metaph. to strain, make more in-

tense. II. Pass, to be on the stretch, to expand,

befilled out. 2. to lie stretched out, to extend

;

aor. 1 pass. part. TavvtrOeis, stretched on the

ground. 3. metaph. to strain or exert oneself,

to run atfull stretch.£€, f., to be a taxiarch or commander
of a division. From^-, ,,=5.£-9, , (,) a taxiarch, the com-
mander of a brigade or division, a brigadier. II.

at Athens, the commander of the or quota of
infantry furnished by each of the ten.£-5, , (,) commanding a divi-

sion of an army.£, f., () to arrange, set in order.

t<x£is, ecus Ion. tos, ,() an arranging : of

soldiers, a drawing up in order, the disposition of

an army. 2. battle-array, order of battle, Lat.

acies. 3. a single rank or line of soldiers, Lat.

ordo. 4. a post or place in the line of battle, Lat.

statio; desert one's post. 5.

like, a division of an army, a brigade

:

at Athens, the quota of infantry furnished by each

: also of smaller bodies, a company, cohort

:

generally, a band, company. II. an arranging, ar-

rangement. 2. an assessment of tribute. III.

order ; \^ later in order. IV.
the post, rank or position one holds ; kv

in the light or position of an enemy. 2. one's

duty towards another ; evvoias the duty or

good-will. V. an order, class of men.05, , the yew tree, Lat. taxus., , 6v, low, Lat. humilis : of Place,

lying low : of stature, low. 2. of Condition, Rank,
etc., brought down, humbled, lowly. 3. humbled,
humiliated: in bad sense, mean, abject; in good
sense, lowly, humble. Hence,, , lowness of stature. 2. of
condition, lowliness, low estate, abasement. 3.

lowness of spirits, dejection, baseness, vileness : in

good sense, lowliness, humility.€", , lowliness of mind. From€-, ovos, , , (,) low-

minded, base. 2. lowly in mind, humble., f.,() to make low, lower,

humble, abase: also to make light of a. thing. 2. to

cast down, discourage. 3. to make lowly or humble.
Taimvtos, Adv. of, humbly, poorly.,,() a lowering, humbling. 2.

lowliness, humility.2,, , Lat. TAPES, a carpet, rug,
made of wool, [d], Att. crasis for ., Att. crasis for .
Tairis,, , later form of., Att. crasis for .-, Adv. for , atfirst., Att. crasis for .,, ,() disquietude, trouble., ,() =., ,() a thing to stir with: a

ladle., opos, ,() a disturber, disquieter,

agitator.,, (Tapas) afine Tarentine garment.
TapavTtvos, , , (Tapas) Tarentine.-, ,(,) heart-trou-

bling, vexing the heart.---, ,(, ',-
tos) troubling troops of horse.

Tapanis, ,() disturbance, confusion, dis-

quietude, tumult.

Tapas, avTos, , also 77, Tarentum, a town of Magna
Graecia."'55 Att. -, Att. also contr. :

fut. contr. : aor. : Pass., fut., but also fut. med. in pass,

sense : aor. : pf. :

—

to stir,

stir up, disturb, trouble, disquiet;

to stir up the sand : metaph. to stir up, rouse, pro-

voke. 2. to trouble the mind, to confound, alarm,

frighten : generally, to disturb, throw into disorder :
—

Pass, to be in disorder. 3. of political matters, to
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agitate, distract

:

—Pass, to be in a state of disorder

or anarchy. II. to this Verb belongs the intrans.

pf., to be in disorder or confusion, be in an
uproar: plqpf. Ep. 3 sing,: part,,
via, troublous, disturbed, confused. Hence, , trouble, disorder, confusion: commotion,

tumult., b,() =.-5, ,(,) troublous, fond of

troubling or perplexing. II. troubled, disordered

:

confused:—Adv. —, in confusion., , ov,() frighted, fearful., f.,() to befrightened or alarmed,

to fear : 6 the being frightened, a state of

fear: also to feel awe. 2. c. ace. to stand in awe

of, fear, dread.

TA'PBOS, €0$, , fright, alarm, terror: also awe,

reverence. II. an object of alarm, a cause of

dread., , poet, for., , ov,() affrighted.

or, Att. crasis for ., Att. crasis for apyvpiov.

Ion. -, ,() a preserving,

pickling, salting : were places in Egypt
where fish was salted.,,() =, an embalming., ov, ,() a salter, pichler, em-
balmer.€, , , verb. Adj. salted, pickled. From, f. -,() to preserve the body

by artificial means, to embalm as in the case of the

Egyptian mummies. II. to preserve meat, fish,

etc. by smoking, salting, pickling ; -
preserved, pickled meat. III. metaph. in

Pass, to waste away, wither, pine., , Dim. of. [pt], , the salt-fish market. From-, f. , (,) to sell

dried or saltfish. II. to be engaged in the em-
balming of corpses., ov, 6, or Taplxos, , , anything pre-

served or pickled by artificial means : a dead body

preserved by embalming, a mummy. II. gene-

rally, meat preserved by smoking, salting or pickling,

dried or smokedfish.
Ep.-, aor. 2 pass. inf. of.

Tappos, 6, Att. for.
Tapo-evs, ecus, <5, a native of Tarsus in Cilicia.

Att. Tappos, b,() a stand orframe
of wicker-work, a crate, flat-basket, Lat. crates, for

drying cheeses on : also a mat of reeds, such as were
built into brickwork to bind it together : also, a
wicker-basket, like$. II. any broad, flat

surface ; the flat of the foot, the part
between the toes and the heel. 2.

the flat end, blade of an oar, Lat. palmula : generally,

an oar. 3. the flat of the wing,

when stretched out, then generally, a wing:—from
the fabled fall of the wing of Pegasus there, the city

of Tarsus was so called., a, ov, of or like Tartarus, Tartarean.
From
TapTtipos, b, also : irreg. pi. (as in Lat.,

Tartarus, Tartara) :—Tartarus, a dark abyss, as

deep below Hades, as earth below heaven, the prison

of the Titans, etc. Later, Tartarus was either the

nether-world generally, or a place of torment and pu-
fiishment, as opp. to the Elysian fields., f., to hurl into Tartarus.

TapcJ>ces, ,, , pi. of.05, , , =, thick, close, frequent., Ep. 3 pi. aor. I pass, of., Ep. 3 sing. aor. I pass, of., , , a thicket. From'^, or , , thick, close, frequent, dense:

neut. pi. as Adv., ofttimes, often. The Ep.

fern.€ belongs to : if referred to-, it must be written., f., shortened form of, to bury
solemnly, inter.

-s, , , () a sketching, straining, [a]'22 Att. -: fut.: aor. ': pf.

: Pass., fut., and paullo-p. fut.

: aor. : aor. 2^ [] : pf.- :
—to arrange or put in order, esp. in mili-

tary sense, to draw up in line, array ; so in Med.,

having drawn up their

ships in four lines ; and absol., to draw up,

form in order of battle

:

—Pass, to be drawn up in

order of battle. ' 2. to post, station. 3. to ap-

point : to appoint one to do a thing :—Pass, to be

appointed to do, ^ this we have been

charged to do. 4. to order, command, give in-

structions. 5. to assign to a class. 6. tofix or

assess payments to be made:— Med. to agree to pay a

sum, having cove-

nanted to return the money : absol. in part. £-, paying at intervals or by instalments. 7. to

assign or impose punishments. 8. generally, tofix,

settle, * the appointed time., Dor. for., Att. crasis for ., Att. for.
Tatipeios, a, ov, also , ov,() of bulls, oxen

or cows, Lat. taurlnus : in Homer, of bulVs-hide.

Tavp-eXcrrrjS, ov, b,(,) a bull-driver;

a bull-fighter.

Tavpeos, a, ov,() —., Adv.() like a bull: savagely, Lat.

torvo vultu.-, ov,(,) striking or slaugh-

tering bulls.-, ov,(,) devouring b?dls.-, , , (, ;) with the

pawich or body of a bull : enormous.



Tavpobi^s—-, ov,,(,) binding bulls: fern.

Tavpo-8cTis, i5os.-, ojtos, , , (ravpos, tcepccs) with bull's

horns.

-Kpavos, ov, (ravpos,) bull-headed., f., to slaughter or sacrifice bulls;

with cognate ace, fiovs. From.-;,', (ravpos,) bull-slaying. II.

proparox., slain by a bull.-, ov, (ravpos,) bull-formed.-, opos, 6, , (ravpos,) sprung

from a bull.

ravpo-TTOXos or-, 7/, (ravpos,)
hunting bulls, epith. of Diana.-, -ttoSos, 6, , -now, ro, (ravpos, ttovs)

bull-footed.

TAY"P02, , a bull: joined with another Subst.,

ravpos /SoCs, like avs feanpos., f., to cut a bull's throat ; rav-^ es /cos to cut its throat (so that the

blood runs) into a hollow shield. From-5, ov, (ravpos,) bull-slaugh-

tering : sacrificial, [a]-, ov, (ravpos, .') bull-eating : a

beef-eater.-3, ov, (ravpos,*) bull-slaughtcrifig

:

sacrificial., f., (ravpos) to change into a bull

:

—
Pass.,, to be or become savage as a bull, to

look savagely at, eye savagely., neut. pi. of ovros., Att. crasis for , the same., also i, dat. fem. of ovros, freq. as Adv.

in this way or manner.

[], strengthd. Att. for ravra.

Ion., Att. also, Att. crasis for

ro, , the same.*, Att. crasis for ye.-, ov, ( ,) repeating the

same that has been said, tautologous., Att. crasis for , whatfalls
out by accident, a hap, chance ; , for, of itself, by chance: cf.5.
€, in Pindar for, 3 sing. aor. 2 with no

pres. in use : see., , ov, see$.
ra^>evs,, ,() one who buries the dead, a

burier.~', ,() burial, Lat. sepultura: a mode
of burial : in plur. a burial-place., , ov, Ep. and Ion. for$, () of
a biirial cr a grave;$) a ozzrz'fl/-cloth,

winding-sheet, shroud., aor. 2 pass, of.
[], , ov,() of a grave ;$

gravestone., Att. crasis for .'2 [], .() a burial, Lat.funus: also

€?. 93
funeral-feast, wake; to obtain the rites of

burial. II. the grave, tomb: in plur. a burial-place.'2 [],,() astonishment, amazement., , old name of one of the small islands be-

tween Acarnania and Leucadia : the Taphians were

famous as seamen and pirates., f. ,() to make a ditch., r), Ion. for.'05, , a ditch, trench ; to

draw a trench., part, of aor. 2 : see €0>7., Adv.() quickly, soon, Lat. statim. II.

in prose and Att., is often joined with av, when

it means, probably, perhaps, like':—Sup.;
see,., Adv. of raxvs, quickly., , , poet, for raxvs, swift, speedy., ovos, neut. of, Comp. of,
often as comp. Adv. of., sup. Adv. : see., , ov, Sup. of raxvs, quickest, swiftest., ovos, neut., Comp. of, [t]

TA'XOS, (os, , ($) swiftness, speed, quick*

ness,fieetness; qidckness of mind. II.

is often used as Adv. for, quickly, with

speed; so also with a Prep., , ,, , : also or, like or 6 , with all speed ;

as they were for speed, i. e. as quickly

as they could.-, ov,(,) conquered or

captured quickly.-, ov,(,) quick or hasty of

counsel.-5, , gen., (raxvs,) soon moved

to tears.-, ov, (, ) fast-running.-, ,(,) quickness in working.-, es, (raxos,) fast-rowing.-, €a;s, <5, ,(,) quick to anger.-, opos, , (,) being quickly

a mother.

-jjiopos, ov, (, ^t'pos) quick-dying, short-

lived.-, ($,$) to sail fast.

[], f., ():—to make quick, to has-

ten, to 7irge on. . II. intr. to make haste, speed.-, es, (,) soon persuaded,

credulous. +-,, ov, (,) quickly-sending,

quick-sailing.

-tropos, ov,(,) quick-passing, quick

of motion.-, ov, (raxus,) quick-fated, short-

lived, []-,-, , ,(,) swiftfooted.

-irripvos, ov,(,) with swift heels,

swift-footed.
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-TTTcpos, ,(,) swift-winged.-, , (,) with swift, fleet

horses, []-, , (,) rushing rapidly.-, , (,) borne quickly

along, qtiick-rushing.

TAW
XT'S, , , quick, swift, fast, fleet. 2. of

events, quick, speedy. II. Comparison: I.

regul. Comp., a, ov only in Ion. 2.

irreg. Comp. Att. -, neut., gen.

/os ; neut. , also used as Adv. more

quickly. 3. another Comp. is [t],neut. :

Sup.,, , ; neut. pi. as Adv.,

most quickly, most speedily ; as soo?i as

may be, as soon as possible ; also in Prose, -
(sub. ), as Adv. by the quickest way, i. e.

most quickly.-,,(,) quick-spritiging.,, ,() qzdckness, swiftness, speed.-, is,(,) over which the lips

run quickly, of a flute., Dor., and Aeol. gen. pi. fern, of the Article.5, , gen. , ace. : nom. pi. :

another form of the nom. is, gen. ; pi., dat. :—Lat. PA VO, a peacock : me-

taph. of coxcombs.

TE, enclitic Particle, and, answering to Lat. que, as

answers to et. When it stands before another

T€ or before, it takes the sense of both;^ , both in form and in size ;, both themselves and their horses. II. in

Ep. and Ion., is attached to Relatives, without

altering their sense, as,, ' , etc., which is

to be explained from the fact that the Relative Pro-

nouns were originally Demonstratives, and required

to be joined by a Conjunction: afterwards when they

gained a relative force the Conjunction was retained

as a mere affix, as in ', , k(f> . It is

also joined in like manner with many relat. Advs. as' , , , ' , , etc.

re, Dor. for ok, ace. sing, of.
T€ \ apostroph. for Tea, nent. pi. of., fut. €£ : aor. ~{£ : aor. I pass.~/:—to wet, moisten, esp. with tears: to bedew

with tears. 2. with cognate ace, Ttyyuv
to shed tears : Pass., eTiyyeTo a shower was

poured, fell. II. to soften, melt : metaph. to

soften, move to compassion, make to relent. III.

to dye, stain, Lat. tingere : metaph. to stain or mix
with anything else.

Teyea Ion. -k-x\, , Tegea, in Arcadia. Hence

[] Ion. -, 6, a man of Tegea, a
Tegeate : fern. Teyea-Tis, iSos, (sub. 777) the land of
Tegea. Hence€05 Ion.-, , 6v, of oxfor a Tegeate.

€«, ov, (rtyos) with a roof, roofed, or near the

roof.

TET05, €0$,, like arcyos, a roof covering of a

house or room, Lat. tectum. II. a room, chamber,
garret : a brothel.^,,, Dor. for, etc.€0, Ep. for, pf. part. fern, of., pf. pass. inf. of.€0, -xf/ai, -, pf. pass, of., Ion. 3 pi. pf. pass, of., paullo-p. fut. pass, of., for, 3 pi. pf. pass, of.,€, pf. act. and pass, of.€€,€, 3 sing pass, plqpf. of., pf. pass, of^., pf. of : 3 sing, plqpf. Ep.., aor. 1 pass. inf. of., pf. with pres. sense, without a pres. in use :

—intr. to be astonished, astounded or amazed, chiefly

used in part. : also in Ep. plqpf. as impf.. II. from same root comes aor. 2-, with part,, astonished or amazed., fut. pass, of.^, pf. pass. part, of., pf. pass. part, of.
Te0pios,a, ov, Dor. for, fixed, settled, stated,

regular, Lat. solennis : generally, due, fitting.

05, ,() Dor. for, that which is

fixed, a law, custom, ordinance., pf. imperat. of., pf. opt. of., Dor. for, I pi. pf. of.^, [], Ep. pf. inf. of., Att. for, I pi. pf. of.
[d], rarely, pf. inf. of.^, for, 3 pi. pf. of.

T€0v£ici>s, Dor. and Ep. for.
TeGvecus, -cotos, 6, Att. part. pf. of-, fern.

; neut. and.
€0, pf. of.€0, Att. fut. of.
€05, -, Ep. for, masc. and neut.

part. pf. of : Ep. gen., ace.- :

but the fem. is formed from the orig..
t€0vg!)S, poet, for., redupl. for, aor. 2 inf. of.. and, pf. pass, of.
€0-€, , (,) a time offour

days.- [a], ovos, 6, (,)
driving afozir-horsed chariot: a driver offour horses.€-5, ov, b,(*,) driver of

afour-horsed chariot. [jSa]

TiOp-virrros, ov, (,) with four horses

yoked abreast : as Subst., (sub. ), ,
a four-horsed chariot ; a team of

four abreast.€•6, f. , to keep a four-horsed

chariot. From€7-5, ov,(,) keeping
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a four-horsed chariot; a family

that couldfurnish such a chariot in the games.

Te9T5p.€vos, pf. pass. part, of.
T€0vco|A€Vos, pf. pass. part, of.
€, poet, for, which is Dor. for, ace. sing, of.
', Dor. for, dat. of. [t]

€€, Dor. for, this way, here.

T6tva, Ep. for, aor. I of.' : f.: aor. ': pf.: Pass.,

aor. [a] : pf. : Ep. 3 sing, plqpf., 3 dual, 3 pi. :
—to stretch,

strain, extend, to draiu tight ; to stretch

the bow to its fidl compass :—Pass, to be stretched to

the fill; the sails were stretched taught;

i/ads to keep the sheet taught; £ -
night is spread over mankind. II.

to lay along, stretch out, stretch on the earth, lay pros-

trate; yair/ stretched upon the ground. III.

metaph. to strain to the utmost, make earnest or intense

:

—Pass, to be strained to the ritmost, to be intense: also,

to be stretched on the rack : also to exert oneself, be

anxious. IV. to extend, lengthen, of Time. 2.

to aim at, direct towards a point ; hence to design.

B. intr. to stretch out or extend towards .. : absol.

to stretch, extend. II. to aim at, strive to reach

a thing : generally, to reach. III. to tend, refer,

belong to, Lat. spectare, perlinere ad .. ; ks ok

it has reference to you.

T€ios, Adv., Ep. for,., Ep. pi. of rkpas, the heavenly bodies, signs.

TEI'Pfl, impf. ; only found in pres. and
impf. :

—

to rub, rub away : metaph. to wear away,
wear out

:

—Pass, to be worn away, worn out, dis-

tressed. II. intr. to suffer greatly.

€€--•5, , ,(,) approacher,

assailer, stormer of walls.

T6i\«o, f.,() to build walls : to build. II.

to wall, fortify, c. ace.

€-5, ,(,) enclosed by walls, be-

leaguered, besieged., f. Att. : aor. : pf.-
: Pass., pf. : 3 sing. Ion. plqpf. -

: () :
—to build a wall, generally, to

build ; to build oneself a wall

:

3 sing, plqpf. pass,, impers., there were
buildings. II. to wall or fortify :—Pass, to be

walled, fenced ox fortified with walls.,, ,() walled.€, , Dim. of, a wall, mostly of the

walls of private buildings, as opp. to those of a town(, )., ,() the ivork of walling, building

a wall.,, , () a wall or fort, a
raisedfortification., ,() —., f., to build a wall or fort. From€-, ov,(,) building a wall.

, f., to attack the walls, to assault

or besiege a fortified place ;

skilled in conducting sieges. From-, , , (,) assaulting

walls or fortified places : an engineer, [a]

Ion. -),,() an assault of
walls, a siege: this was the name of II. 12.-, ks, (,) raising walls by

7misic, of Amphion's lyre.-, , (,) building walls or

forts : , at Athens, officers charged with

repairing the city ivalls.

TEI~X02, cos, , a wall, esp. a tuall round a

city, city-wall; coats of wall, i.e.

walls one within the other ; to make
a breach in the wall.—It differs from,,
as Lat. murus, moenia from paries, or city-walls from

a house-wall. II. any fortification, a castle, fort :

a walled town or city : afortified post.€-£, , , (, £) one that

guards the walls, a sentinel, warder., , Dim. of, a small wall or for-

tified place.

t€lg>s, Adv. Ep. and Ion. for., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 of.
tckcu',, aor. 2 act. and med. inf. of.

: fut. : aor. -
: Dep. : () :

—

to fix by a mark or boun-

dary, to ordain, decree : generally, to enjoin, appoint

:

to mark out. II. to perceivefrom certain signs

and tokens, to infer, conclude,judge;

to judge of new by old events : to

conjecture. III. the Act. is rare, to

shew by a sign or token.

TE'KMAP Ep., , afixed mark or boun-

dary, a goal, end ;' the end of Troy :

generally, a finishing, accomplishment : metaph. an
end, purpose. II. afixed sign, sure sign or token,

a solemn pledge., ,() a concluding from
signs or tokens : generally, a proving, shewing, a ivay

or mode of shewing., Ep. aor. I of., ,() a sure sign or token,

a positive proof; is sometimes put in an

independent clause, here is the proof II. in

Logic, a demonstrative or certain proof, opp. to the

fallible. Hence, f., to give a token or proof to shew

or prove by evidence :—Med. to conclude from a sure

sig?i or token., , =., , Dim. of, a little child.,() to bear children. Hence, , child-bearing.-$, ov,(, **) begetting or bear-

ing children.

T€Kvo-ktovos, ov,(,) child-murdering.
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ing lost one's children : fern,, of the

nightingale, having lost her young., ov, ,() that which is borne or born,

a bairn, child, whether son or daughter : but often

used in addresses from elder to younger persons,-, my son: sometimes with masc. Adj.,. 2. of animals, the young., f.,() to bear children,

of the mother;—Med. to beget children, of the fa-

ther; but Med. also of both parents, to breed children.

Hence, 17, a bearing or begetting of children.

tckvO-ttoivos, ov,(,) child-avenging.

T6Kvo-7roios, ,(,) bearing or beget-

ting children.-, , (,) a begetting of

children.-, f.,(,) to bring up

or rear children.

TfiKvous,, ovv,() contr. from,,, having children.-, ov,(,) eating children., to murder children. From-, ov,(, *) child-murdering,, f. (), to furnish with children.

II. to beget children, of the father:—Med. of the

mother, to bear children ; metaph.,

the earth gave birth to her children : also of

wealth, etc. :—Pass, to be born., ews, ,() a begetting or bearing

of children., 3 pi. aor. 2 opt. of., Ep. aor. 2 of.
t6kos, (os, , Ep. dat. pi., : (-) :—poet, for, a child.,, Dep. () to make, build, frame

:

— metaph. to devise, plan, cofitrive. II. later also

in Act. : whence in Pass, to be built, contrived., 3 sing. aor. I opt. of., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 1 of., ,() a carpenter's shop.^, , ,() of or for a carpenter

or builder, skilled in building : as Subst.,,
6, a good carpenter ; (sub.) car-

pentry., r), the art of a carpenter or builder :

carpentry, building. From, ovos, 0, a worker in wood, a carpenter,

joiner, builder ; a ship-carpenter, ship-

builder. 2. any craftsman or workman, a master

of any art ; hence of the art of poetry, -
makers of songs. II. a planner, contriver,

plotter : generally, an author., aor. 2 part, of./,, o, a broad band or strap for
bearing or supporting anything, a leathern strap or

belt for carrying either the shield or sword. 2. a

broad linen bandage or roller for wounds ; also for

swathing mummies.,, , shortened form of. •': 3 sing. Ion. impf. :

—

to come
forth, come into being, arise : hence to be, become., , a complete feast, a royalfeast. From

or, , ov, in Att. also os, ov : (-
Xos) :

—complete, perfect, entire ; of victims, without

spot ox blemish: but, are perfect sacrifices,

performed with full rites. 2. of animals, full-

grown ; a full-grown man, Lat. adul-

tus : hence perfect in his or its kind. 3. of num-
bers, etc., full, complete. 4. of actions, ended, fi-
nished : of vows, etc., fulfilled, accomplished : also

fixed, resolved upon. II. act. bringing to pass,

accomplishing ; a curse working its own
fulfilment. 2. able to do or bring about ;

a man who hasfull ride or authority.5, , , () completeness, per-

fection.

or, f. , () ;

—

to make
perfect : to inaugurate, consecrate. II. to complete,

bring to accomplishment: to make successful. 2.

generally, to fulfil, accomplish, effect., 3 sing. pres. pass, and fut. med. of., Ep. for., doubtful form for.
<ris, 37,() a becoming perfect, comple-

tion, accomplishment, consummation., , ,() a perfecter, finisher.-, ov,(,) revolving xuiih full

completion of months ; apoTos, i.e. a full

twelvemonth., Ep. impf. of., ot, one of the four original Attic tribes,( n) Payers, Farmers; or( m), Priests., , ov, () —., Aeol. aor. I opt. of.5, aor. 1 pass. part, of.,, , () a payment, outlay., Ep. aor. I of.-,, , poet, for-, (, -) she that gives completeness or accomplishment.-,, , , Ep. for, (-,) working its complete will., ,() a place of initiation. II.

plur., , a thank-offeringfor success., , , poet, for,() a

magistrate., f. , to bring fruit to perfection

:

generally, to bring to perfection. II. to pay toll

or custom. From-, ov, (,) brought to an end,

coming to an end ; for the

space of a complete year. 2. brought to an end or

fulfilment, accomplished. II. act. bringing to

an end, accomplishing ;

to fall withfruitless result, i.e. powerless, idle. .2.
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bearingfruit in due season. 3. bearing rule, hav-

ing the control or management of.

€.€, , (€\) a making perfect: initiation in

the mysteries, the celebration of mysteries. II. in

plur. mystic rites, any religious rites, a festival.

TeXei^cvos, Ion. part. fut. med. (in pass, sense) of(.
TcXeOvri, Dor. for, 3 pi. of tcAc'cu.

TcXevratos, a, ov, (^) at the end, last, Lat.

uldmus,extremus. 2. the last, worst, extreme. II.

neut. ((, as Adv. the last time, last of
all. 2. last, in the last place., f.: pf. : fut. med. re-

in pass, sense: Pass., aor. (:
pf. : () :

—to bring to an end,

complete, accomplish, Lat. perficere : to fulfil, ratify:

—Pass, to be fulfilled, to come to pass, happen. II.

rekevrau , to bring one's life to

an end, i. e. to die : absol., to die, be de-

ceased; Tivds to die by another's hand :

c. gen.,^ to make an end o/life. 2.

intrans. to come to an end, finish; al( ks€\ his good fortune came to this

end. 3. the part. pres.,, , was
used with Verbs like an Adv., at the end, lastly, at

last ; as, kyiyveroy(( there would
have been blows at the last.€€, Ion. for€(: part. TeAcureWres., , (reAecy, tc'Aos) a bringing to an end,

fulfilment, accomplishment. II. a finish, end:€€ the end, finish of life : absol. the end of
life, death ; so, the end that death

brings, Lat. mortis exitus : ks^ at the end, at

last: in plur. the boundaries or extremities, esp. of

countries : metaph. the issues or events of things.-, Aeol. aor. I opt. of^.
tcXcu), Ep.» also : f. Ep.,

Ion. contr. : aor. Ep. k-' : pf. :—Pass. Ep.- :

fut. med. in pass, sense Ep. contr.

: aor. ' : pf. :

—

(-
Aos) :

—

to complete, fulfil, accomplish : generally, to

perform, execute, Lat. perficere; tofidfil or keep one's

word : with dat. pers. to fulfilfor one, grant one the

accomplishment of anything : generally, to work out,

accomplish one's end:—Pass, to be completed, fulfil-

led, accomplished: to come to pass, happen: part, pf.,

which shall also be ac-

complished. 2. to make perfect, bring to matu-

rity. 3. to bring to an end,finish, end : in Pass.

to come to one's end. 4. sometimes intr. like -, to come to an end, befulfilled, turn out : also,

ds tofinish (one's course) to a place, i. e.

arrive at it. II. to pay one's dues or tax!es, to

pay as tax, duty, due : generally, to lay out, spend

:

—Pass, of money, to be paid, spent : of persons, to be

liable to pay tax. 2. since at Athens the citizens

were distributed into classes and rated according to

their property, meant to be rated or assessed

in a certain class, to belong to, be classed among, as,

ds to be rated among the knights ; so

of states, ks", ks to belong

to, be rated among the Greeks, the Boeotians ; ds
/s to be raled among the citizens. III.

to consecrate, initiate, esp. in the mysteries :—Pass, to

have oneself initiated, Lat. initiari; -
to be initiated in the mysteries of Bacchus

;

c. ace, to be initiated in the rites

of Bacchus. 2. TeKdv to perform sacred

rites.

TeXccos, Adv. of TeAeos or TeAetos, at last. II.•

completely, perfectly. Comp., Sup.-.,, €v, () perfect, complete, offidl

tale or number; to offer

hecatombs offull number or without blemish ;-
evres birds of sure augury; sure

predictions (from shortened form TeAeets). II.$, of Ocean, the last river, in which all

others end.' : f.€ : aor. : pf. :

plqpf.€\ :—Med., aor. -
:
—to make to arise : generally, to accomplish :—

Pass, to come forth, arise. 2. intr. to arise;

TeWovTos at sun-rise., aros, ,() water which has accumu-
lated, standing water, a pool, pond. II. the mud
of a pool : mud or clay to build with, mortar.05, cos, , an end accomplished : the com-
pletion or fulfilment of anything, Lat. effectus : tc'Aos

to have reached the end, to befinished or ready;

also of wishes, prayers, etc., to have their accomplish-

ment, befulfilled; also in Alt. to have full powers, of

ambassadors. 2. a complete state, full condition,

as, TeXos yoo ; TtAos$ manhood

:

—generally,

an end, issue, Lat. eventus, exitus; tc'Aos the

end of life, then like, without, the end

of life, death : but also, tcAos the end or

completion of death, i. e. death itself: so, Te-

Xos the end or accomplishment of return, i. e. a safe

return. 3. TeAos is often used adverbially ; TeAos

for TeAos, at the end, at last: so also, ks

TeAos, ds Te'Aos :—in dat., at all, Lat. omnino:— , throughout, for ever, in perpetuity. II.

the end proposed, chief matter. III. a body of
soldiers, in regular bodies, in divisions or

troops, Lat. turmatim; squadrons of ships;

flocks of birds. IV. the highest

station, the possession of full power, a magistracy,

office ; oi kv men in authority ; so,

exovrts ; in Att., Te'Aos the government,

the magistrates. V. that which is paid to the

state (cf. ), a tax, duty, toll, due ; TeAos-
to farm a tax; to pay dues or tolls,

hence to be profitable, advantageous, like.
2. at Athens, the property at which a citizen was as-
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sessed : hence a class or order of citizens. VI.

consummation by being admitted to mysteries, initia-

tion, esp. into the Eleusinian mysteries : in pi. also,

the mysteries themselves. 2. generally, any religious

ceremony, a solemnity, esp. of marriage.€, as Adv. towards the end or term., to, collat. form of$, a boundary, limit,

a piece of corn land marked off., ivos, , (0<:-) one of the Telchlnes, the

first workers in metal: also a mischievous elf:—as

Adj., otjtcs mischievous moths.

€«, f., to be a farmer of tolls, be a tax-

gatherer, tofarm the taxes. From-, , , (TeXos,) one who farms the

tolls, customs or taxes of a state, a tax-gatherer, Lat.

publicanus., ,() the office of a farmer of the

customs, the farming of the taxes., ados, ,() of tax-gatherers.

tcXojvikOs, , ,{) of orfor tax-gathering.€, ,() a toll-house, ctistom-house., €0$, ,() a slice cut off, a slice of

salt-fish.

€€, aor. 2 inf. of.
€5, , ov,() of or in the sacred pre-

cincts; (pvXXas€ the grove in the sacred

precincts.

[t], , ,($) the God of the sacred

precincts, epith. of Apollo at Syracuse, whence a

quarter of the city was called : fern.,

the height on which stood the temple of

Apollo Temenites.

Tc^evos, eos,,() a piece of land cut off and

allotted for any purpose : a portion of land, esp. of

corn-land. II. a piece of land sacred to a god

:

the precincts of a temple : hence, from the worship

offered to the Nile, the valley of the Nile is called.
TETMNXl Ion. : fut. : aor. 2 Ep.

and Ion.', Ep. inf. : pf. : Med.,

fut.€ : aor. 2, inf. : Pass.,

aor. : pf. :
—to cut or hew in bat-

tle, to wound, maim. 2. of the surgeon, to cut,

use the knife, as opp. to cautery. II. of animals,

to cut tip, cut in pieces : to slaughter, sacrifice

:

—
since truces, covenants, and the like were solemnised

with sacrifices, came to mean to con-

clude, ratify oaths, as in Lat. foedus ferire, foedus

ictum. III. of timber, to cut, cut down, fell, hew,

lop : in Med. c. ace, to fell oneself

timber ; XiOovs to have stone wrought or

hewn. 2. to cut or chop up a

plant for medicinal purposes : metaph.,

to contrive a means. 3. yrjv,, to lay

waste a country byfelling fruit trees, cutting the corn,

etc. IV. to cut off, sever: to part off, mark off:

to divide. V. to cut or draw a line,

to plough corn land ; to cut

trenches : also, $ to cut or make roads

:

to cut or cleave one's way, go on, ad-
vance (cf.)

; to hold a middle
course. 1 . of ships, to cut through or cleave the

waves, Lat. secare mare : so too of birds, to plough
or cleave the air : absol., to go. VI. to

cut short, bring to a crisis.

contr., , Tempe, the valley be-

tween mounts Olympus and Ossa, through which the

river Peneius flows into the sea., fut. of.
[], , , fem. -ms, iSos, used as Adj.,

shallow. From'05, 60s, , a shoal, shallow, Lat. vadum.', Att., to gnaw, nibble at. Hence
T6V0€ia, , a nibbling : epicurism, gluttony.«, ovtos, , () a sinew, tendon : usually, a

tendon of the foot : hence thefoot itself.

Tcjjo),£, fut. act. and med. of.
tco, Ion. and Dor. for tlvos, gen. of interrog.

tis. II. T€0, enclit., Ion. and Dor. for tlvos, gen.

of enclit. tis.

T€o, Dor. for, gen. of., Ep. for, gen. of.
tcouti, Ion. for, dat. pi. of tis.

t€os, , , Ep. and Ion. for oos, Lat. tuus.

tcoCs, Dor. and Aeol. for, gen. of.€, f., ($) to interpret portents or prodi-

gies, to bode.

or, , anything closely shut, a

room, chamber; only used in plur.

TEPA2, gen. otos Ep. aos Ion. eos, : plur.,

nom. Ep. contr.; Ep. gen. tc-

; dat. Ep. :
—a sign, ivonder,

marvel, portent. II. anything that serves

as an omen : a monster, strange creature, Lat. mon-

strum. 2. like Lat. signum, a sign in the heavens,

a constellation, meteor; cf..
repa-ottos, ov, poet, for€-5 (Tepas,) boding, prophetic.

repacmos, a, ov, () of portents, portentous.

TCparcia, ,() a dealing in the marvel-

lous, imposture, quackery., aTos, , a juggling trick, quackery.

From€«, Dep. (Tf'pas) to talk marvels, Lat. por-

tenta loqui: to deal in the marvellous, be an impostor.), f. 770*0;, (TepaToXoyos) to tell of

marvels.€, ,(^) a telling of mar-

vels.-, ov, (€$,^) telling of marvel-

lous sights ox portents. II. pass, of which mar-

vellous things are told, marvellous.-, ov, (,) observing por-

tents : as Subst.,, , a soothsayer.€, , a working of wonders. From-, , ($,) wonder-working.
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vellous, wondrous.-, , (repas, &\f)with a marvellous face

;

marvellous to behold., , ov, made or taken from the turpe?i-

tine-tree, madefrom terpentine. From02, , the terebinth or turpentine-tree:

also the resin that flowsfrom it, turpentine.-, es,($, e!5os) like turpen-

tine : full of turpentine-trees.

TETEINA, fern, of., , =., , ov, collat. form of., f. ~, to whistle. (Formed from the sound.)

Hence, tiros, , a whistling, trilling., , a borer, gimlet, Lat. terebra. From, f. and , () to bore, pierce, per-

forate. Hence, ovos, , the wood-worm, Lat. teredo.,,, gen.,,, etc. : () :

—worn smooth, smooth, soft, delicate, Lat. tener:—
Comp.., Dep. =, to practise jug-

gling tricks, use rhetorical artifices., ,() the rope from the end of a

sail-yard (), the brace.', , an end, extremity: properly, the

end of a sail-yard., aros, , an end, boundary, Lat. termimis

:

the goal round which horses and chariots had to turn

at races, Lat. meta. 2. a mark for throwing or

shooting at. II. an end, limit : in plur. the boun-

daries. 2. metaph. thefinishing point : the acme,

height, summit., , , =.,,^.,, ,() reaching to the end;

aams a shield that covers onefrom top to

toe; a tunic reaching to the ground., , ov,() at or coming to the end, last,

final : of Time, the day of death., , ov,() at the far-end., ovos, , =, a boundary. II. an
end.-, ov,(, Ktpavvos) delighting in

thunder., , , () delightful, pleasant, agree-

able, cheering. II. pass, delighted, pleased.—
Comp. and Sup.,—. Hence, Adv. agreeably, pleasantly.', f. : aor. ' :—Pass., aor. I

or : aor. 2, inf.

Ep., Ep. I sing, and pi. subj.,-
:—Med. aor. : aor. 2,.^.,, I pi. subj.-, part.$ :

—

to delight, please. II.

in Pass, and Med. to be cheered, enjoy oneself make

merry:— absol., " drink and be

merry. 2. c. gen. rci, to have enough of have one's

full enjoyment of, be content with. 3. rarely c. ace,, to enjoy profit. Hence, , poet, for, delight.

: aor. Ep. : (-) :
—to dry, dry up, ivipe up ;

he dried up the black blood. Cp.., , like,, a frame for drying

anything on, aframe of wickerwork. From
TE'PSOMAI : aor. 2 inf. Ep.

(but no indie, occurs):

—

to be or become dry,

to dry, dry up, be staunched : also to be parched or

dried up : c. gen., his eyes

became dry from tears. II. the Act. occurs

in Alexandr. poets, =., 3 sing. aor. I pass. opt. of.-, ov,(,) gladdening the

heart of man.
-voos, ov,(, voos) gladdening the heart., $, , () enjoyment: gladness, de-

light.- Att.-, , (, xopos) she that

delights in the dance, Terpsichore, one of the nine

Muses.-, ov,(,) delighting in the

dance., neut. of.-, ov,(, /3o0s) worthfour steers.-•, , see--.-, ov,(, -) fourteen handbreadtbs long, broad or high.-, ov, ,(, Ztos)

fourteen years old : fern. -.
Att., , at,, indecl.() forty, Lat. quadraginta. [pa]-, ov, o, and -«, is,(-, 'Itos) forty years old.-, ov,(, opyvia)

forty fathoms high, deep, etc.-, ov, 6, contr. for-., ,,()fortieth, Lat.

quadragesimus. II. (sub.-
) : . a tax of one fortieth, i.e. 2\ per cent. 2.

a fortieth, a coin of Chios.

TE'SSA'PE^S, oi, at,, ; gen.;
dat. poet, :—Att., :

in Ion. prose,, dat. pi. :

Dor. or: Aeol. '.—four, Lat.

quatuor.-- Ion.-, , , , in-

decl. = , fourteen: the neut. form-- is very rare. Hence&, , ov, Ion.-, the

fourteenth., Ion. for.,, Ion. for,.
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pres. in use; ~ he threw him taking

him by the foot., pf. of., pf. pass, of.€, Ep. 3 sing, plqpf. of., pf. pass, of.
T€T<ivos, , () stretched, strained, smooth.

Terdvos, ,() a stretching, straining: tension.€, Ep. 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.€£, paullo-p. fut. of., pf. pass. part, of:—hence

Adv., confusedly.€€,-€,-€, Ep. redupl. aor. 2

3 sing., 1 pi. subj., and part. med. of.
T€TapT<uos, a, ov,() of or for four days

:

on the fourth day.
#€-., , (,) the fourth

fart ; a quarter-obolus, Lat. quadrans.

Ep., , ov,() thefourth,

Lat. quartus :—neut. as Adv., the fourth

time. II. (sub. ), the fourth

day. 2. (sub.), a liqtnd measure, a quart.€, Ep. 3 dual plqpf. pass, of., Ep. 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.€, Ion. 3 pi. pf. pass, of., pf. pass. part, of., Ep. 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.€€, paullo-p. fut. of., pf. of., €€, Ion. 3 pi. pf. and plqpf.

pass, of.€€€, 3 dual pf. of.€, inf., Ep. pf. pass, with

pres. sense, formed from the Subst., without

any pres. in use :

—

to be armed., intr. pf. of.€, Ep. pf. pass, without any pres. in use,

to be sorrowful, be grieved, to sorrow, mourn:—used in

2 dual ; but more commonly in part,-,, grieved, sorrow-stricken, esp. in

phrase grieved at heart.

€>5, Ep. pf. act. part, without any pret. in

use, =, grieved, sorrowing., pf. pass, of.€, pf. inf. part, of., pf. pass, of.^, shortd. for., Ep. pf. imperat. of*.€, Ep. pf. opt. of*.,€€ [], Ep. pf. inf. of *;
but, I pi. pf. for.€ [a], 3 sing. aor. 2 imperat. of., pf. of.€5,, gen. otos, Ep. pf. part, of*.

~€9., pf. of.€6$, pf. pass. part, of., Ep. pf. part, of.€€. I pi. opt. of.4, Ep. for, an aor. 2 without pres. in

use, to overtake, come upon. 2. c. gen. to partake of.

t€tok<os,€, pf. part, of.
T€Top€S, , ,, , Dor. for.€, irreg. fut. of.
€-, shortd. for =, only found in

compd. words.€-, ov, gen. ovos, (-,) four-

footed, quadruped. [j8a]-, ivos, , , (f-,) withfour
points or angles, square.-, ov, (-, yaa) as large as four acres

(yvai) of land. II. -yvov,, as Subst., a mea-

sure ofland, as much as a man ca?i plough in a day.€«,() an astrological term, to

stand in square with, c. ace.-, ov,(^,)
square-faced, like otters and beavers.-, ov, (-, ^) with four equal

angles, square:—as Subst.,^,, a square,

a body of men drawn up in square, Lat. agmen quad-

ratum. II. perfect as a square, complete, per-

fect. III. a square number,

i. e. a number multiplied into itself., , () the number of foiir, four
persons or things, a quaternion, [a]

TeTpa-€\ucTOS,oz>',(-,)four times wound
or coiled.

T€rpa-oa]S, , (-,) =. [a]-, es, (-,)four years old. II.

offour years.€-£, ov, (-,) four-yoked, with

four horses : as Subst., (sc.) a

four-horsed chariot.-, ov, (-,) offotir lay-

ers ; a shield offour ox-hides., fut. : aor. Ep.

: aor. I pass, : also (from the

root '), fut. : aor. : pf. pass, -
:
—to bore through, pierce, perforate.

6--€-€3, fern, -, , (-,,.) fourteen years old.

Terpa-Kepcos,, (-,)four-horned, [a]-, ov, (-,) four-headed.

T€Tpo.Kis, Adv. (-) four times, []€-, ,,(,) four times

ten thousand, forty thousand, []€-, , ,(,) four thou-

sand, []
T€Tp<x-KXlvos, ov,(-,) withfour beds or

couches to recline on at table.

T€Tpa-Kvupos, ov, Dor. for, (-,) with four spokes, fastened to a four-spoked

wheel.
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€-8, , (-,) with four

bunches or clusters ; generally, thick-clustering.

T€TpS-KOpo>vos, ov, (-,) four times a

crow's age., , , (-) four-hundred. Hence, , , thefour-hundredth.

rcrpaKTVS, vos, ,() the numberfour.€-, ov, (-,) four-wheeled.€-, , (-, \6yos) a tetralogy, i. e.

series of four dramas, viz. three Tragedies and one

Satyric play, which were exhibited together on the

Attic stage for the prize at the festivals of Bacchus :

—without the Satyric play, the three Tragedies were

called a trilogy,, such as the Agamemnon,
Choephoroe, and Eumenides of Aeschylus.

T€Tpa-ji€Tpos, ov, (-,) consisting of

four metres, i. e. in iambic, trochaic and anapaestic

verse, consisting of four double feet, cp. Lat. versus

octonarius ; in dactylic, choriambic, dochmiac verse,

consisting offourfeet

:

—as Subst., (sub.), , a tetrameter or verse offourfeet.-, a, ov, and, ov,(-,) offour months, lastingfour months., pf. pass, of.€, , afourfold portion. From€-8, ov, (-,) consisting offour
parts, fourfold.

TcrpavOeis, aor. I pass. part, of.', ayos, and clkos, , prob. the pheasant,

Lat. avis Phasianus.€, , a four-horsed chariot. From
T€Tpa-opos contr. TCTpoopos, ov, (-,)

yoked four " together ; a four-horsed

chariot. 11. four-legged, [a]€-, Adv.four times longago, longlong ago .-, ov, (-,) offour
spans, four spans long or broad.-, , gen. cos, (-,)^^ cubits

(i. e. six feet) long, broad, etc. : of men, sixfeet high.

T€TpairXa(rtos, a, ov, (-) fourfold, four times

as much, Lat. quadruplus. []
TCTpa-irXcvpos, ov, (-,) four-sided.€, Adv. (-) in a fourfold manner,

fourfold.

T€TpairXoos, , ov contr.-, fj, ovv, (-)
fourfold, Lat. quadruplus : as Subst.,

==, afourfold portion.€-, Adv. (rerpa-,) onfourfeet.-, Adv. (—,) on allfours.

T€Tpa-iroXts poet,, eo>s, , (rerpa-,

7£«) of with four cities.

T€Tpa-iroXos, ov, (-,) turned up or

ploughedfour times.-, , ,-, , (-,) four-
footed :—as Subst.,,, quadrupeds. II.

offour feet in length.

TCTpa-irrcpos, ov, (-,) four-winged.
Hence

TCTpa-irrepvXXis,, , (-,) a four-

winged creature, grasshopper, locust.

Tirpa-TrriXos, ov, (rerpa-,) four-winged.€, Ep. 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.
TCrpa-iTToXis, 17, poet, for.^- or-, ov, (rerpa-,)

withfour poles, i. e. drawn by eight horses.

€\€, to be a tetrarch. From-, , , (rerpa-,) a tetrarch, one of

four chiefs or princes in a tribe or country. Hence€, , a tetrarchy, the power or dominions of
a tetrarch

:

—Thessaly was anciently divided into four

tetrarchies. and so Palestine under the Romans.
T€Tpas, ados, ,() the numberfour. 2.

thefourth day.

€-€$, es, (rerpa-, /ieXos)four-legged,four-

footed.-, ov, (rerpa-,) worth four
staters, i. e. about 13 shillings.€-$, ov, (-,) of four
syllables.-, ov, (€—,) withfour bodies.

TCTpaTOS, , ov, poet, for erapros, fourth :—neut.

as Adv., for thefourth time.-, ov, (rerpa-,) broken or that

may be broken intofour pieces.«, pf. of.-, ov, of a helmet, =. [<]-, ov, (-,) of a helmet, with

four ; see<.,-, Ion. 3 pi. pf. and plqpf. pass,

of.€, 3 sing. pf. pass, imperat. of.€-5, ov, (-,) divided into four
tribes.4, Adv.() fourfold, in four parts., Adv. —., Adv. poet, for.-, ov contr.-, , (-,)
holdingfour.
T€rpa-xop8os, ov,(-,)four-stringed

:

—
as Subst., , the tetrachord, a scale com-
prising two tones and a half.€-5, ov,(-,) made offourpots.€€, redupl. form of, to tremble., pf. pass, of., Ep. for, aor. I of., intr. pf. with pres. signf. of ; part,

fern,
; 3 sing, plqpf.., Ep. 3 sing, plqpf. of, []€5,€, pf. part, of., Ep. for Terpiyoras, ace. pi. pf. part, of., pf. pass, of.-, ov,(pa-,6p^ia)fourfathoms long

or broad., pf. of ; also intr. pf. of., pf. pass. inf. of rpiio;.
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four obols :—as Subst.,^, , a four-obol

piece., , Dor. for, fortieth., pf. pass, of.
T€Tp-o>pos, ov, contr. for rerpaopos.-, ov, (-,) offour stories.-, ov, more correct form of rerpopyvios., an address of youths to their elders, Father,

like,.€, T&rrapcs, etc., Att. for-.-, ov,(,) wearing
or cicada : epith. of the Athenians, because in early

times they wore golden grasshoppers in their hair as

an emblem of their being.€-5, «s, (£, u5os) like or

cicada.

TE'TTIS, lyos, , a kind of grasshopper, the cicala,

Lat. cicada, a winged insect fond of basking on single

trees or bushes, when it made a chirping noise :—see

(~/$., pf. pass, of(.€, Ep. plqpf. pass, of(.€€, Ep. redupl. aor. 2 inf. of.€€, Ep. redupl. aor. 2 med. of^.
T6Tvp.|A€VOS, pf. pass. part, of., £,, pf. pass, of rev., ,, plqpf. pass, of.€«5, Adv. pf. pass. part, of, stupidly.€ [], pf. of.€, pf. pass. inf. of(.€, 3 sing. pf. pass, imperat. of<., Dor. for, gen. of, ., Ion. and Dor. for twos, gen. of ris (inter-

rog.) II. « enclit. gen. for tivos, from tis

(enclit.)

€\), aros,,() that which is made, a work.

T€vOis,, ), a cuttle-fish, Lat. sepia, loligo.

tcvktos, , ov, verb. Adj. of, made, prepared,

zvrought.

€|, Ep. aor. I opt. of : opt. revgeia.€£, fut. of. 2. fut. med. of.€, ?=, beet., , Att. for, a kitchen-herb,

beet, Lat. beta., , see €$.-, ov, («5,) bearing arms,
wearing armour.€, rjpos, 6, or, ov, ,()
an armed man, warrior., Dor. pres. part. fern, of., €os, , (€) like, a tool, imple-
ment, utensil : mostly in plur. implements of
war, armour, arms, harness. 2. in plur. also the
tackle or rigging of a ship. 3. a vessel of any
kind, as a bathing-tub, a balloting oxfunereal urn. 4.
a booh, whence the term Pentateuch or Five-books.',

: f. £cu : aor. '€£ : Ep. aor. 2•

: pf. : Med., fut. : Ep. aor. 2

: Pass., fut. 3€€£ : aor. :

pf.^: Ep. 3 pi. pf. and plqpf. €(,€( :
—to make, construct, of works in wood

or metal, to build, forge : to weave : also metaph. to

work, bring about, cause : to form, create :—Pass.,

c. gen. rei, to be wrought of
gold. II. c. dupl. ace. to make a person so and
so : and pf. pass, is often used = or^, to have been made, i. e. to be, so and so ;

jvvaiKos £, thou hadst heen made, i. e. thou

wert, like a woman. 2. the pf. pass. part. TtTvy-$ commonly means well or fitly made, well-

wrought, compact, lasting ; metaph. of a field, well-

tilled, also of the mind, active, vigorous.

Ion., , () ashes, sprinkled over

the head and clothes in token of grief: the ashes of
thefuneral pile., f.,() to reduce to ashes, consume.

T£X0e£s, aor. I pass. part, of.
€£, f.,() to use art or cunning, deal

subtly, contrive cunningly.€5, €, ev, Dor. for., 5, ,() anything made by

art, a piece of handiwork. II. an artifice, trick., f. : aor. : Dep.

:

() :

—

to make, contrive, devise by art, execute

skilfully : also followed by a relat., to contrive

that ... II. also occurs as a Pass.,

with pf., to be made by art., , (tckuv) art, skill, regular method of
making a thing ; by rules of art. 2. art,

craft, cunning, sleight: in plur. cunning devices, arts,

wiles. 3. generally, a way, manner, means whereby

a thing is gained ; in no wise ;

by all means ; by all manner of

means. II. an art, craft, trade. III. a work of art.

6 €15, *, (, () cunningly wrought, in-

genious. Adv., artfully, with art.,, ,() that which is wrought

by art, a work of art, a handiwork. II. an artful

device, trick, artifice: ofa man, all trick and cunning., ov, gen, ovos, =.€, contr. for, fern, of., , ,() artistic, skilful. Adv.-,
artistically.€ [], ov, ,() an artificer, artist, crafts-

man, workman : one ivho works by rules of art.

T€xvtTis, iSos, fern, of., , poet, for, art, skilfidness.

«, Ion. for, dat. of /s (interrog.). 2.

Ion. for tlvl, dat. from tis (enclit.), Ion. for, gen. pi. of$ (interrog.). 2.

for, gen. pi. of tis (enclit.).

Titus Ep. T€io>s, Adv. of Time, so long, meaivwhile,

the while ; also before, ere this .•—antecedent to the

relat. '. II. absol. a while, for a time,[ :

but it also occurs as one long syllable.]
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,, 2 sing, imperat., with no other form in use,
j

-, ov, (,) sent from afar,

like,,, there ! take ! always followed by 'far-journeying

a second imperat., as, . . take and pour

a libation to Jove .. : , .. take and drink

wine.

ttj, dat. fern, of the Art. . 2. in the Poets, dat.

fern, of the Relat. os. II. as Adv., like,
here, this way.

*, dat. fern, of, used as Adv., in this direction,

in this way., dat. fern, of, used as Adv. = 77€.' or, , a grandmother., i5os, , () a father's or mother s sister,

aunt.

~02, (os, , an oyster., vos, ,() Tetbys,vfiie of Oceanos, daugh-

ter of Uranos and Gaia, a Sea Deity. II. later,

put for the sea itself., ovos, , {) a melting away, wasting

away : hence consumption, decline, phthisis.

tt]:<tOs, , , verb. Adj. of, melted, melted

down so as to be poured in : soluble.

TH'Kfl Dor. : fut. ', aor. : I.

transit, to melt, melt down, make to melt away ; to smelt

metals: metaph. to makepine or melt away. II. Med.
and Pass., f. med., pass, : aor. 2

pass, [a] :
—to melt, melt away : to pine, waste

away : to ooze away, vanish, fall away. III. the

pf. act. is used intr. = pres. pass., and plqpf.

= impf. pass., to pine, melt away ; -
sodden flesh.-, , (, ^) far-shining, glittering

from afar : hencefar- seen, conspictious. Comp. and

Sup., -. Adv.,
clearly, distinctly., Adv., like, far off, far away, far

:

abroad: c. gen.farfrom.-,, ,(,) shouting afar or loud.-, ov, (,) strikingfrom afar.-, ov,(,") bomfarfrom ones

father or one 'sfatherland.

TnXeSu/rros, , , () from a far country, fo-
reign : also afar off, distant., lengthd. for (cp. pf.), used

only in Ep. part. pres.,.-,, luxu-

riant, blooming
, flourishing , of trees and plants, as,,,, etc. : metaph., -

ovTds blooming children ;- luxuriant

hair.

tpXc-kXcitOs, , (,) far-famed.£-5, ov,(, from) called

from afar, summonedfrom afar.

TTj\e-K\uTOs, ,(, from) =-
KXeiTOS.-.$, ov,(,)fightingfrom afar:

as pr. name,$, , a son of Ulysses.-&, ov,(,) far-wandering,
devious.

-, ov, (,) far-reaching.

Tr\\i-irvXos, ov, (,) vji/h gates far apart.-, ov,(,)far-seeing. II.

proparox., ov, pass.,far-seen, compicuotis.€-5, is, (,) appearing afar,

seen from far: of sound, heard from afar.«-, , (,) far-love, love-in-ab-

sence, poetic name of a plant used as a charm by
lovers to see whether their love was returned : if the

leaf, when placed on one hand and struck by the other,

burst with a loud crack, it was a good omen.', , anyflat board with a raised rim, as, I

.

a sieve, the hoop of a sieve. 2. a stand or platform

on which flour, etc., was set out for sale. 3. a
gambling-table. 4. a chimney-top, i. e. a lid which
covered the aperture in the roof.02, , ov, Dor. tuXCkos, a, ov [] :—of
such an age, so old or so yo7ing : generally, so great,

Lat. tantus : anteced. to the Relative, Interrog.$. Hence*, -, -, and,- or

-ovtos,-, Att. for, so very, so much.
or -0€, Adv. () from afar, from a

foreign land : c. gen.farfrom., Adv.() =,, far, afar, at a
distance : also c. gen., farfrom father-

land.-€?, es, (,) far-flying.-, , collat. form of., Adv. () to a distance,far away., Adv., Sup. of, furthest aivay.«, Adv., Comp. of, further away., Adv., like, afar, far off or away, in a

far country: also c. gen. far from.
-ovpos, , (, opos) with distant boundaries

or confines : generally, far, distant, remote., , ov, also os, ov, an epith. of sons, who
have no brother, or of daughters who have no sister,

a darling; hence in bad sense,^$ &s like a

spoilt child or pet. II. born afar off. (The latter

sense points to the deriv., *^. But Homer
always uses the word in the first sense ; and its deri-

vation, as he used it, remains doubtful.)-, , (,) looking afar, seeing to a
distance. II. pass, perceived or heardfrom ofar., f., to take care of, c. gen. 2. to

heed, look after, see to, c. ace. From-5, e's, careful, heedful. (From, with

the inseparable prefix- added.)€,, Att. for.), Att. crasis for ., Adv. then, thereupon ; Is$ till then.

Dor., Adv. =., Adv. —.
ttjvcl, Adv., Dor. for, there : also for here., a word formed by Archilochus to imitate
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the twang of a guitar-string at the beginning of a

triumphal hymn to Hercules, ,
; hence /ce became a common

mode of saluting conquerors in the games. Hence, , Comic word, a conqueror who is re-

ceived with a cry of, a victor in the games., Adv. (rrjvos) at this or that time of day,

then. [i~\, Adv.() at this time of day, so early

;

to-morrow at this time of day. [a], commoner form for, at this par-

ticular time : c. gen., at this

time of the summer. II. in this case, then., Adv. (ttjvos) Dor. for, there.

ttjvos,,, Dor. for ktjvos, = kuvos,,
that. Hence, Adv., Dor. for, there.

and -, Adv., Dor. for, thence.--, , (,) melting or wasting

away of the limbs., Ep. and Ion. for, dat. fern, of,
used as Adv., in which direction or way., f. , () to give heed to, watch nar-

rowly ; to take care of, keep, guard ;

to keep, observe peace. 2. metaph. to observe,

watch for a person or thing ; -
vov having watchedfor a moonless night. II.

Med., f., like, to be on one's

guard against, take care or heed : fut. med.-
is also used in pass, sense. Hence, , , a watching, guarding: vigi-

lance. II. means of keeping secure, a ward, prison.

THPO'2, ov, a watch, guard.

T-rjs,, Ep. and Ion. dat. fern. pi. of and os., f., to bereave, deprive :—Pass, to be in

want: c. gen. to be bereft or deprived of a thing.

TTpres, Adv., Att. for Ion. $, this year, of or in

this year. (From, as from.), , ov, () of this year, Lat. bornus., a, ov, empty, idle, vain. Adv.-, in vain.

and , neut. of (interrog.) and tis (encliO.

[], 57, or napas Ion., ov, , a tiara,

the Persian head-dress worn upright by the king.

(Persian word.)-€5, 4s, (,) shaped like a tiara,

like or resembling a tiara.

tuu€v, TUUivou, Ep. inf. for.,, 3 sing. Ion. impf. act. and med.

of., strengthd. for ; why ? wherefore?, , , Ion. for Tiapas., to build, make a nest: of bees, to make
honeycombs. (Akin to,.),, ,() a barn-doorfowl.€5, , 6, one who tames, domesticates.

From, to tame, break in, domesticate. From, ,(,) tamed, domesticated, of

animals, tame: of plants, cultivated: of men, mode-
rate, mild : metaph., " domestic strife.

TiOcaucv, for, like for, I

pi. pres. of : so, 3 pi. for.
tlScis,, , pres. part, of.
TiOeis,, Ep. 2 and 3 sing. impf. =.
Ti0€is,, 2 and 3 sing, of ecu —.
TiGeuev, Ep. for, inf. of : but €-
€, I pi., Aeol. and Dor. for Ep., 3 pi.

impf. .
-riOecnce, 3 sing. Ion. impf. of.

Ep., pres. med. imperat. of., poet, form of, whence 2 and 3 sing.,, and impf., Ep..
,|6, Ep. for,, inf. of.,, Ep. for, pres. med. part, of., ,, also Ep. 2 sing,;

3 pi. Ion. ; inf. Ep.-, ; Impf., Ep. 3 pi• ;

Ion. : (there are also some forms from the

pres., q. v.) : Fut., Ep. inf. or

: Aor. Ep. : Pf., plqpf.: Aor. 2 only used in pi.,,
Ep. ; imperat. ; subj. Ion. ,

pi.; lengthd. Ep. , 2 sing. $ ,
pi.

for, ; opt., pi.

or, , ; inf. Ep. ,
; part. .—Med.,, ;

imperat.,, Ep. part, : impf.

: Fut. : Aor. , . 3
sing,: part, : Aor. 2 med.;
imperat. contr. ; opt., 3 sing, —
Pass, : fut. : aor. 1 : pf.

: plqpf.. To place, put, set, Lat.

potiere ; ( to place a thing in a

person's hands: metaph., or, to plant a word, warning, etc.,

in his mind; but, to lay a thing to

one's own heart, bear in mind.—Med.,

to lay tip or treasure anger in one's

heart. II. to fix, settle, determine ;

ayaiva to appoint, hold games : of the prizes,

ks to set them in the middle, propose them for

competition ; also of sovereign power, h
throwing it open to you publicly. 2.

to assign, award ; to lay down, fix the

law, of a king or legislator; to give

oneself a. law, of the people. 3. to ordain, estab-

lish, order, institute. 4. in Med. tofix in common
with others, agree upon, set'le. III. to set up,

in a temple, to devote, dedicate. 1. of Artists, to

represent, portray, depict. IV. to assign to a

place or class, ti hold, reckon, esteem : to believe,

consider. V. in Med., to put

down one's ballot, to give one's vote : hence

Ti>v' to determine, decide : (sc.
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to lay to one's account : but also to pay down, pay,

discbarge. VI. to deposit, as in a bank. VII.

in military language, ' has three

senses

:

I. to stack or pile arms, to bivouack, take

up one's quarters : generally, to take up a posi-

tion. 2. to get soldiers under arms, to draw
them up in order of battle. 3. to lay down one's

arms, surrender. VIII. is often used of

persons and things, to make or render so and so, bring

into a certain state, effect ; vavv ' he made
the ship a stone : of persons, to make so and so, ap-

point. 2. with an Adj.,

ayqpaov to make him undying and undecaying. 3.

to make him one's child, adopt

him, like . IX. of things,

to make, cause, bring to pass

:

—Med. to make or

prepare for oneself; to build oneself a

house ; to make oneself a road. 2.

cv or to manage or arrange a thing

well/or oneself, to make good use of it. . -, with ace, often stands for a simple Verb, as

to make a scattering, for
;, , for, ', etc., f., to take care of, tend, nurse; and so

generally, to cherish, foster : mostly used in Med.
From, ,() a nurse., rjpos, , ()=05. Hence, a, ov, nursing, tending., 6v, (') nursing : as Subst.,, ,
a foster-father.

[], Ep. for $, 2 sing, of.
[], Dor. for, 3 sing, of., , irreg. pi. :—spurge, Lat.

euphorbia. (Deriv. uncertain.), , Tithonus, brother of Priam, husband of

Aurora, and father of Memnon: metaph. of a decrepit

old man, because he had immortal life without the

continuance of youth., for, which is formed by redupl. from

Root*' : fut. or, poet,,
inf. : aor. 2 Ep. : pf.,
part., via, os

:

—Med. occurs in the

same sense:

—

to bring into the world, I. of the

mother, to bring forth, bear, Lat. parere. 2. of

the father, to beget, Lat. gignere: hence, 3.

01 t€Kuvt€s the parents; thefather;

the mother : and even as Subst. c. gen., -
hisfather. II. of beasts, to bear young, breed;-

of birds, to hatch ; to lay eggs. III.

of trees, to bear, produce. IV. metaph. to pro-

duce, bring about, give birth to., Dor. for, fern. part, of.', f. : aor. : pf. pass. :—to pluck, pull, tear, esp. the hair in token of

lamentation :—Med., to pluck out

one's hair. 2. from tearing the hair in token of
sorrow, it came to mean absol. to mourn bitterly for
any one. 3. to pluck at, vex, annoy., , a kind offish, found in the Thracian lake

Prasias., <5, () a plucking, tearing., , =., f., to do honour or observance to,

worship, exalt, celebrate. From-5, (s, (,) fetching a price:

hence, costly, precious.,, Dor. for., Dor. for, ace. of ?^.
-aopos, ov, Dor. for.-, ov, poet, for, held in honour,

honoured, esteemed., Dor. 3 pi. fut. of., f.\ aor. ^: pf.: Med.,

fut. (but always in pass, sense) : aor. €-
: Pass., fut., also paullo-p. fut.(: aor.: pf.: ():—to deem or hold worthy, to honour, respect, revere,

hold in reverence; in Pass. c. gen. rei,

to be deemed worthy of honour : also to value,

cherish, love. 2. of things, to value, prize : c. gen.

to estimate or value at a certain price; -
vessels valued at certain sum: Med.,, like/ , to hold

in much account. II. c. dat. rei, to honour with

a thing, ,($, etc., to honour

with burial, garlands, etc.: hence to reward. III.

as Att. law-term: 1. Act., of the judge, to esti-

mate the amount of punishment due to the prisoner,

Lat. litem aestimare ; . to award the sen-

tence; to award the long line, i.e.

sentence of death ; hence, (sc.) to give se?itence of death against a man. 2.

Med., of the accuser, [],,, etc., to lay or assess the punishment

at death, exile, bonds, etc. : in answer the accused

could, if found guilty, lay the punishment at a less

rate, which was called or., , () the price, cost, worth of a thing. II.

metaph. the honour in which one is held, worship,

esteem, respect. 2. a place or post of honour, rank,

dignity. 3. generally, distinction, privilege: hence

dignity, office, magistracy. 4. an offering to the

gods, Lat. honor: a reward, present. III. a prizing,

valuing. 2. an estimate, valuation or assessment ot

damages ; then compensation, satisfaction, esp. in

money : a penalty, as the price or payment for wrong,

and so punithment, damages. Hence,, ; contr., ace.; Dor.

:

—

valued, honoured, esteemed, of men. 2.

of things, prized, costly, precious. Comp.$ :

Sup.-., <xtos, to,() that which is estimated or

valued, the worth, price, value of a thing, ,^
A a
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the honour of a tomb. II. an estimate,

valuation ; esp. the estimate of damages : hence a

penalty
,
punishment : a fine. 2. the value at which

an Athenian citizen s property ivas rated, rate of as-

sessment, Lat. census ; , a

government where the magistrates were chosen ac-

cording to property or assessment, [fj, poet, for, contr. ace. of.
-opos, ov, Ion. for,.

-fjs, poet, contr. for., (cos, ,{) an estimating, valuing the

worth or price of a thing : an assessment o/damages. [t], contr. poet, for, fern, of$.
or, ,() the censorship at

Rome, Lat. cenmra.

TijJWjTiOS, a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be ho-

noured. II., one must honour., ov, , () a valuer, assessor. II.

at Rome, a censor., , , () estimating, valuing

:

for the purpose of estimating, for determining the

amount of punishment. II. at Rome, of cen-

sorial rank., , ov, verb. Adj. of, estimated,

valued, assessed: as Att. law-term, a suit

in which the damages are to be assessed by the judges

;

opp. to , where the penalty is fixed by

law., a, ov, also os, ov,() valued: of persons,

esteemed, held in honour : of things, prized, precious,

honourable. i. of high price, dear, Lat. carus.

Hence,, , worth, value, preciousness., , poet, form for., f., () to help, aid, succour

;

esp. by way of redressing injuries, to avenge

:

—in

full, to avenge a

man on the murderer for (the murder of) his son :

—

Pass., to have vengeance taken for

/ any one. II. Med., f.-, with pf. pass, (in

med. sense) :

—

to exact vengeance from
any one, avenge oneself upon him, punish, chastise

him, c. ace. pers. : also c. gen. rei,

Tivos to take vengeance on one, punish him for a

thing : absol. to avenge, right oneself, seek vengeance.

Hence, aTos, , help, aid, succour. II. an
act of vengeance.€, verb. Adj. of, o?ie must assist:

one must avenge, punish., fjpos, ,() a helper, aider. 2.

an avenger.

Ion. -, , (-) help, aid, suc-

cour. II. vengeance, retribution : also punish-
ment, torture.

-05, , (,) contr. from :

helping, aiding, succouring : as Subst.,, , a
helper, aider. II. avenging, ptinishing for wrong.

, like tc'iv, Dor. for, dat. of. II. Dor.
for .,, ,() a shake, quaking., rjpos, and, opos, ,()
one who shakes, a shaker : fern,., Ep. 3 dual aor. I of., f. £, () to swing, shake, brandish

:

disturb, tipset : of a harp, to make the strings quiver

:

—Pass, to be shaken or moved violently : also to quake
with fear.

TivaxGcis, aor. 1 pass. part, of.€, Ep. 3 pi. aor. 1 pass, of., Med., poet, for, to take vengeance
upon, punish, chastise, c. ace. pers. : absol. to avenge

oneself. 2. to avenge, take vengeancefor.
[t Ep., Att] : f. [] : aor. : pf.

act., pass, : I. Act. to pay a price,

mostly to pay a penalty, Lat. dare poenas : also to

pay a debt, quit oneself of a debt :

to pay or render thanks : the thing for which one

pays is put in gen., to pay com-
pensation/or the oxen: but, the price being omitted,

in ace, to pay or atone for a thing, to

atone for one's insolence : also c. ace. pers. to make
atonement, pay the pricefor a person slain : absol. to

make return or recompence, repay. II. Med. to

have a price paid one, make another pay for a thing,

avenge oneself on him, to punish, take retribution on

one, Lat. poenas sumere de aliquo

:

—mostly c. ace.

pers. et c. gen. rei,

to punish Alexander for his wickedness : c. ace. rei

only, to take vengeance for a thing: but also c. dupl.

ace. pers. et rei, ' to exact retribu-

tion from a person : but also with the means of

punishment in the., to requite,

punish with exile : absol. to repay oneself, take ven-

geance.,, imitation of a bird's note., Ep. for, impf. of t'ioj.-€ ; contr.€ ; Adv. (,) ivhat or why
then? why ever? why? wherefore? Lat. quid tandem?
TI2, neut.

;
gen. tivos Ep. Att. ; dat.

Ep. or ; ace., ; plur. Tivis,;
gen. ; dat. ; ace. Tivas, :—indef. Pro-

noun, enclit. through all cases : masc. and fern., one,

any one, some one, freq. answering to our indef. Article,

a, an: of places and things, an island, etc.:

neut. anything, something: , et , Lat. si quis, si

quid, if any one or anything, whoever, whatever. II.

tis is often used indef. of a number of persons, as

but thus some one said, i. e. thus

men said. 2. like or, each, each one,

every one ; tis let each man look

to sharpening his spear ; let each

come of himself. 3. so in Att., some

one fears, fear is among them ; some one

will suffer. III. , , of a person or thing,

some great person, some great thing, tis
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you boasted that you were somebody: opp. to ovSeis,

; Xeyeiv to speak sense, hit the truth, opp.

to Keyeiv. 2. emphatically a man, opp. to

a brute; tis a man or a dog : but also in sign

of contempt, somebody or other, tis -
there was one Thersites : hence ris is used for a

slave. IV. joined with Adjs., tis makes them

less precise
;

a madman, ris a

crazy sort of fellow: so with an Adj. of member or

size, oTos tis such a hind of person as . . ; nas tis

every one ; us tis some one; oXiyoi rives some few;

rpeis rives some three or so. 2. joined with Ad-

jectives, somewhat, in a certain way ; some-

what less. V. in long sentences tis is often re-

peated, else it generally is found in the second clause:

and when oons follows in the relative clause, tis must

often be supplied from it in the antecedent.

TI'2, neut. ; gen. tivos, Horn, reo contr. rev,

Att. ; dat. ' Att. ; ace. , neut. ;

Plur. rives,; gen. Horn.4 ; dat. ;

ace. rivas, ;—interrog. Pronoun masc. and fern.

who ? which ? neut. what ? which ? Lat. quis, quae,

quid? strengthd. tis yap; yap; like Lat. quisnam?

quidnam? es ; until when? how long? with another

Pronoun it must be rendered by two clauses ; tis '
ovtos epxeai ; who art thou that comest? II. the

question is modified by dv or nev and a change of

mood ; tis dv or nev with the opt. expresses strong

doubt, who could, who would do so ? when there is

no doubt the dv or nev is omitted, tis epyaaano who
could do it ? i. e. no one. III. tis is also used in

indirect questions;] etrena, tis itoQev

eXQoi he asked thereupon who he was, and whence he

came. IV. sometimes two questions are asked in

one clause ; eK tivos tis eyevero ; who is he, and
from whom descended ? V. tis is also used for

ttoios ; of what sort ? as Lat. quis for qualis ? so also

for irorepos; as Lat. quis for uter? VI. ; alone,

what ?—it takes the Article, ; when the ques-

tion refers to something going before. VII.
;

often stands absol. as Adv., how ? for why ? where-

fore? 2. ; but how? 3. ;

irore ; why ever ? ; how pray ? expressing

surprise. 4. ; why not ? how else ? i. e. yes

surely! Lat. quidni?

[ was never elided, and sometimes stands before

a vowel even in Trag., as ovv ; eiiras ;], Ion. 3 pi. aor. I med. opt. of:
[] , ecus, , {) payment made by way of re-

compence, a penalty
,
punishment ;' to suffer

punishment, Lat. poenas dare. II. a requital in

good sense, reward. III. in plur. retributive jus-

tice, retribution.

Ttcrov, aor. I imperat. of ; inf..
[], fut. of: also aor. 1 subj., aor. , Ep. for ^,, to

stretch : Med., nraiveoQai to stretch one's

bow. 2. to spread out or along, spread, ex-

tend

:

—Med. or Pass, to stretch oneself, to extend,

spread. 3. to draw along:—in Med. to strain or

exert oneself;€$€ stretching on over

the plain ; aip av6evos he thrust it back
exerting himself, with all his strength., part, from, only in passage, /ce 5e

TiraivovTas ^ epyov he said that,

being Titans, they had done violence in their pride.

[], avos, 6, mostly in plur. TiTaves, Ep. and

Ion. TiTrives, of, the Titans, a race of gods placed be-

neath Tartarus; ace. to Hesiod six sons and six

daughters of Uranos and Gaia. Later any descen-

dants of Uranos and Gaia are so called, and in Latin

Poets Titan is a name for the Sun.

Ion., t5os, fern, of, a Titaness.

TI'TA'NOS, , a white earth, chalk or gypsum.-, es, (, cf5os) like Titans ;-
cDScs Pkeireiv to look Titanic.

TtTas, ov, , () Dor. for 5, =$, an
avenger, [t]

€5, , Ep. and Ion. for Tiroves., , a suckling by a nurse, fosterbig. From, f. , to suckle, nurse, foster. From', , the teat of a woman's breast : a nurse., , Dim. of, a nipple, teat.'2, , the teat or nipple of a woman's breast.

tCtXos, , , formed from Lat. titulus, a title,

superscription., f. : aor. : Pass., fut., but also fut. med. in pass,

sense : aor. 6 : pf. : (formed from

Root *') :

—

to wound, hurt;€
to have been wounded in the thigh :—of ships,

to damage, cripple, scatter : of wine, to overpower., properly of the cry of partridges ; but also

of swallows and other small birds, to twitter, chirrup.

(Formed from the sound.)

Titvo-ktovos, o, (Titvos, €«/>) slayer of Tityos., 6, Tityos, son of Gaia, a giant., only used in pres. and impf., akin both

toe andyv

:

I. likee, to make,

make ready, prepare. II. like yav, to aim;

to aim straight before one ; c. gen.

to aim at an object. 2. metaph., <ppeol€-
to aim at a thing in one's mind, i. e. to purpose

or design to do, c. inf., a kind of beetle or water-spider, that runs

on the top of smooth water, []', for 6, before an aspirate., eos, to, a pool.

["?], Ep. inf.: impf. eriov: Pass., pres.

: pf., part, elvos :—Ian. impt. act.

and pass. rieaKov,€, 3 sing. Tieanero :

—

to

pay ho?iour to a person, fo esteem, honour, respect,

regard: also of. things, 0eoi the gods

honour right. 2. to value or rate at a certain

worth. II. fut. and aor. act., er'ioa, and

fut. and aor. I med.,, are only used

A a 2
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in the sense of,:—in Act. to pay a price,

make return: in Med. to have a price paid, or return

made one : see.-, ov, Dor. for,, aor. 2 opt. of*., Dor. for.
$,,, aor. 2 part, of*.*, a radic. form never found in pres. : fut.

: aor. 2' (formed as if from),
imperat., opt., Ep. 3 pi. rXauv (for), inf., part. r\as,, : pf., also used in pres. sense ; from this pf. is

formed imperat., [a] ; opt.;
inf. [] Ep.,, Ep. part.€,€, gen.$ :—there is also a

poet. aor. (as if from a pres.), Ep., subj., r/s, 77
:

—

/&£ upon one-

s-elf, to bear, suffer, undergo, endure hardship : some-

times absol., esp. in imperat., bear tip, endure:

so in pf. part., with enduring, patient

heart. II. to bear steadfastly, hold Out : c. inf. to

dare to do something, whether good or bad : also c.

ace. to dare a thing, i. e. dare to do it., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 of*.- Dor. -, ov, (*>,) <f en-

during so7il, stout-hearted., Ep. aor. 2 inf. of*?., Adv. of, patiently., , that which is to be endured, misery,

distress. II. endurance, patience. From, ovos, , , vocat., (*) sufferitig,

enduring : hence, I. patient, steadfast, stout-

hearted : also bold, daring : in bad sense, reckless,

rash, Lat. audax. II. full of suffering, wretched,

miserable., aor. 2 inf. of.-, ov, (*,) of patient heart,

much-enduring, miserable. II. hard-hearted., fut. of*>., 2 pi. aor. 2 imperat. of*>.5, ,, verb. Adj. of*: I. act. suffer-

ing, patient, constant in suffering or labour. II.

pass, suffered, endured: to be suffered, endurable., Ep. 3 pi. aor. 2 pass, of^. [a], Ep. for-, aor. 2 of^., f. : aor. : aor. 2^ :

aor. I med.€£: aor. 2 pass,'/ [] and
:—Ep. collat. form of, to cut, cleave

:

—Pass, to be divided, be parted asunder. Hence, Adv. by cutting, scratching, grazing., aor. I pass. inf. of., aor. I part, of-.,,,() cut, hewn, -cut into shape. 2.

cut lengthwise, furrowed.-, ov, (T/i77Tos,) cut down
with iron., neut. of obi.

0€, demonstr. Adv., answering to relat. o$tv and

interrog., (properly an old form of the gen.)
hence, thence. II. hence, therefore, thereupon., demonstr. Adv. there, in that place. II.

also for relat. 01, where.

TOi, enclit. Particle of inference, therefore, accord•

iug'ty >' a lso strengthening an assertion, in truth, in

sooth, verily : it is often joined with other Particles

:

with it coalesces by crasis into, with av into, with into.
tow, Dor., Ion., and Ep. for , dat. sing, of :

always enclitic.

tcC,, Ep. and Ion. nom. plur. masc. and fern, of
the Art. and the Relat. os.-, strengthd. form of the enclit. Particle,
so then, wherefore, therefore, accordingly.-- Ion. --, strengthd. form of
Toiyap, therefore indeed, therefore assuredly.--, strengthd. form of TOiyap, used at the

beginning of a speech or narrative.

Tottv, Ep. for, gen. and dat. dual of 0.-, (,) strengthd. form of the Particle

rot, so then, therefore. 2. in Att. often used to

continue a speech, further, moreover., Ion. and Ep. for, gen. sing, of Art. 0.

toios, Ion. , : (from , old gen.

of , if, ) :

—

of such kind, nature or quality, such,

such-like, Lat. talis, demonstr. Pron,, to which the

relat. olos, interrog. itotos, and indefin. iroios corres-

pond : toios in Homer commonly refers to something

gone before : in later authors it points to something

to eome, thefollowing. 2. toios c. inf., such as

to do, i. e.fit or able to do ; ^ able to

assist ; cf. oios. II. with an Adj. it makes the

sense of the Adj. more prominent, so very, just; ewi-

(iktjs toios just of moderate size; toios so

very crafty. III. Homer uses neut. as

Adv., so, thus, so very, so much.

TOtoo"8e, Ion.,* : Att. also-, etc., like toios, with stronger demonstr. sense,

of such kind, nature or quality ; more commonly of

what follows than what has gone before, to which.

tolovtos properly refers ; erepos .€ just such

another.

toio-Otos,,, Att. also: and

in strengthd. form Att., like toios and, of such kind, nature or quality : more com-

monly of what has gone before than what follows,

such as the foregoing : absol., \v , \v tocs

toioOtois in such a state of things : strengthd.,-
tos eTfpos : also in neut. erepov, '4(.

-Tpoiros, ov, (toioxjtos, Tpoiros) of such

fashion or kind, such like. Adv. -7pojra;s, after such

a fashion.-, (t, (*, ubos) of such kind or

form.
and,, Ep. forms

for(, dat. pi. of.
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on each side of the ship., ,() the wall of a house or court, opp.

to, as Lat. paries to moenia : proverb.,, = 'the right side of the hedge/ II.

in plur. the sides of a ship., f. ,() to be a house-

breaker, burglar : to play rogue's tricks. Hence, , housebreaking, burglary.-5 \\,,(,) one who breaks

through the wall, a housebreaker, burglar : generally,

a thief, knave.

Totcus,, Advs. of roios,., Dor. for rare., ados, ,() one who has just brought

forth, Lat.foeta: as Adj., a lioness with

cubs ; from one's birth.

TOK€TOS, O, = TWOS.
tokcvs,, ,() one who begets, a father

:

plur. Ion., parents.£, (tokos) to lend on interest ;

practise usury. Hence, , the practice of usury.

tokos, ,() a bringing forth, birth, the time

ofdelivery. 2. offspring, young child, son. II.

metaph. the produce or usance of money lent out,

interest, Lat. usura : also in pi., interest

of interest, i.e. compound interest.-, (tokos,) to bring in interest.'" Ion. Dor., , courage to

vjnture on a thing, boldness, daring. 2. in bad

sense, over-boldness, recklessness, Lat. audacia : a

bold or daring deed.

-cis, Dor. 2 fut. of.
Ion., 2 pi. Dor. for-

: f. : () :
—to undertake, take heart to

do or bear anything, to endure, undergo. 2. to

take courage, have the heart or resolution to do a

thing : c. ace, to venture on war

;

to dare all things.,, , Dor. -a€is, Ep. contr. -fjs,, (whence Sup.) enduring, stead-

fast, stout-hearted : daring, bold, adventurous., aros,,() a daring deed, adven-

ture, enterprise.05, a, ,() daring, bold:—Comp.. Adv. -pais, boldly; Comp.-;
Sup.-.

-gs,, , Ep. contr. for, q. v., verb. Adj. of, one must ven-

ture., ov, ,() a hold, venturous man., , , verb. Adj. from, ventured,

to be ventured or hazarded., , ov, irreg. Sup. of.- or divisim ,() as Adv.,

henceforward, for thefuture. 2. for the rest, ac-

cordingly.

-, f. ,() to tvind off carded wool
into a clew for spinning. II. metaph. to contrive,

devise, invent. 2. to wind tip, achieve, accomplish

a hard task.', , a clew or ball wound up, wool carded
and made into a ball for spinnmg, Lat. glomus, [], , ov, also os, ov, () cut, cut off;

a remedy cut ready for use., () to need cutting; a

disease that needs the knife., ,() the placefrom which a thing has
been cut: the end left after cutting, a stump of a

tree : the end of a beam, where it had been cut off;? eyyajvtoi stones squared at the end. II.

a cut, stroke, tuound. III. a cutting, cutting off;

navais cautery and the knife., ov,() cut tip : in pi., (sc.),
parts of a sacrifice used on taking solemn oaths : cf.., , , verb. Adj. of, cutting, sharp :

Comp., cutting sharper : Sup.., ,() a cut, a piece cut off, a slice. 1 1.

a part of a book rolled tip by itself, a tome, volume.

or -£, to speak inarticulately, mutter;

also of inarticulate cries of animals. (Formed from
the sound.)

tovos, , () that which strains and tightens a
thing, or that which can itself be stretched, a rope,

cord, brace, band ; the cords of

beds : also the strand of a rope. 2. in animals,

the sinews or tendons, Lat. nervi. II. a stretch-

ing, tightening, bracing, straining, strain. 2. of

sounds, a straining or pitching of the voice : hence,

a tone, note : also the tone or stress falling on a syl-

lable in a verse ; tovos hexameter mea-
sure. 3. in Music, were measures or modes,

Lat. modi: of which in the earliest Greek mrsic

there were three, the Dorian, Lydian and Phry-
gian. III. exertion offorce, force, intensity :

also direction, tenour.-, = vvv, for the present.££, f.-, Dep.() to shoot with a
bow : c. gen. to shoot at, take aim at.

£-€5, ov, , (,) a strong archer.

-apxos, , (,) master of the bow, a

bowman, archer. II. the captain of the at

Athens., aTos, ,() that which is shot, an

arrow, bolt ; as far as an

arrow reaches, i. e. a bowshot. II. collective in

plur. for , the archers., ov, ,() a bowman, archer.^, , , verb Adj. of, struck by an
arrow, shot., f. ,() to shoot with the bozu, use the

bow: c. gen., to shoot at a mark. 2.

metaph. to shoot or wound with an arrow. II.

to shoot as from a bow, discharge, launch forth

\
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-, €S, (,) furnished with the

how. 2. of for the bow.

to£wkOs, 77, ,() of or for the bow : skilled in

the use of the bow. 2. (sub.), bow-

manship, archery.£-, avros, 0, and-, ov, (,) subduing with the bow; the

war of archers, i. e. of the Persians, see.
TO'HON, , a bow, its arrows being or ,

the string or : often in pi., because

the bow consisted of two pieces of horn joined by

the in the middle ;
to draw the

bow. As the bow was the Oriental weapon,, i. e. the Persians, is opp. to Koyxqs, i. e.

the Greeks, whose chief weapon was the spear ; see. II. in plur. also, bow and arrows, or

even the arrows only.|«, f., to make like a bow, to arch. From
Tojjjo-Troios, , (,) making bows., , () bowmanship, archery.-, is,(,) armed with the bow.

to£Ott|S, ov, ,() a bowman, archer. II.

at Athens, oi were the police, also called-, because they were public slaves bought from the

parts north of Greece.

tO£otis, iSos, fem. of, an archeress; as

Adj., an archer hand.

£-5, , (,) drawing the bow;

the spirit of archers, i. e. of the

.Persians ; see.-, ov, (,) bearing a bow: as

Subst.,, , =$, an archer, bowman.,,,=5.
TO'IIAZOS, , the topaz, a precious stone., f., (tottos) to guess, divine.-, Adv., = , altogether, quite, wholly :

Is in general, for the mass.-, Adv. ,=, immediately, on the

instant.-, -0€v, Adv., =.
-irapos, Adv., =. []
-apxos, , also , (tottos,) riding over a

place : as Subst.,, , , a master or mistress.05, o, a place, spot, Lat. locus; ttols

tottos the whole space of earth. 2. place, posi-

tion. 3. a place or passage in an author, Lat.

locus. III. metaph. a place, occasion, oppor-

tunity.

TO-irpCv, Adv., = .-, Adv., = .-, Adv., = , first, at first, in the

first place., , embossed work, work in relief. II.

=, a circling or wheeling round., $, , () the graver of a sculp-

tor. II. a borer, auger., , , verb. Adj. of, worked in

relief or chased: metaph. elaborate.

, properly, =, to bore through: metaph.

to sing in a piercing tone. II. to work in re-

lief. 2. to chase, Lat. caelare.*', obsol. pres., whence aor. 2, aho
aor. , part., and redupl. fut. tcto-

:

—

to bore, pierce. II. metaph. to utter in

a loud and piercing tone. Hence
Topjios, , a hole, socket : the nave of a wheel.----, , (, ,,') lyre-turner and shield-maker., f., to turn, work with a lathe and chisel,

Lat. tornare : metaph. of verses, to turn neatly, round

off: and generally, to twist round. From
Topvos, ,() a carpenter's tool to draw a circle

with, compasses, Lat. tornus. II. a turner's chisel,

a lathe-chisel. Hence, f.-, Dep. to make round, mark

off with compasses ; they rounded

off the barrow; he will

round him off the ship's bottom.

TOpos, ,, () piercing ; of the voice, piercing,

thrilling, 2. metaph. clear, distinct, plain. II.

of persons, sharp, quick, smart.

or£, imitation of a bird's note., ,() a stirrer, ladle to stir things boil-

ing, Lat. tudicula. [],() to stir, stir up or about, []
Ep. [], Adv. (toVos) so many

times, so often.

Ep., , ov, Lat. tantus, of Size, so

great; of Space, so.wide ; of Time, so long ; of Num-
ber, so many; of Sound, so loud; generally, so much,

so very : answered by the Relat. oaos ; but toVos

often stands alone in Homer, as Tpls thrice as

many. In Homer and are often Adv.,

so much, so far, so very, Lat. tantum; so

much too much. 2. , so long since.- Ep. -, -, -, =,
with stronger demonstr. force, so great, large, wide,

etc.:—c. inf. so strong, so able to do a thing. II.

Ep., as Adv., so very, so much, to

such a degree.-, ov,(,) ofso large

a number, [a]

Ep.,-,- Att. -ov-

Tov, = TOaos, with a stronger demonstr. force, so

great, so large, etc. : also to designate a very small

degree, hence, only so much, so much and

no more; Is, Lat. eatenus, so far ;

as great, as much or many again. II.

or -ov, Ep. or -ov, as Adv., so

much, so far.,,, Att. for.
and, Adv. Ep. for. []

-s, in Dor. form, =, aor. I part,

of an obsol. pres., =, to hit, hit upon., Dor. for tooovtos., , ov, Ep. for.
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time, formerly : sometimes emphatic, at that fa-
mous time. 2. joined with other Particles,

, , ye. 3• with the Article,

people then living ; in the then

time. It answers to the Relat. and interrog..
€, Adv. at times, now and then, mostly in answer-

ing clauses, .. , .

.

, at one time ..
,

at another ; ', at one time or other.-*, Adv. = ,for thefourth time,

like, etc.-, or divisim , Adv., =. [~\, imitation of a bird's note.-, Adv., = , for the third time ; cf.. [], gen. of Art. 0, and interrog. Pron. tls., enclit., gen. of enclit. Pron. tis., Att. crasis for ., Att. crasis for ., Att. crasis for ., Att. crasis for ., Att. crasis for ., Att. crasis for ., Att. crasis for ., Att. crasis for .,, Att. crasis for .€5, Att. crasis for ., Att. crasis for ., Att. crasis for ., Att. crasis for , for that reason,

therefore.•, Att. crasis for ., Att. crasis for .€0€, Att. crasis for , henceforth.€€, Att. crasis for .
TOtJiros or touitos, Att. crasis for .

or, Att. crasis for ., Att. crasis for ovpavov., Adv. poet, for, then. II.

so many times, so often, [a]

tovtcC, Adv., Dor. for, in that direction, there,

yonder., Ion. crasis for .0€ Adv. (oZros) hence, thence., Dor. Adv. (ovtos) thence.. Adv. of Time, up to that time, so long ; an-

swering to the Relat.. II. some-

times stands absol., meantime, meanwhile.£, =., , , of or from the city in

Epirus : but of swine, rpayaoaia, with

allusion to rpayeiv, to eat: and again/, with play upon Tpayos, a goat.€, aor. 2 inf. of.

, , ov, poet, for rpayeos: pay (sub

), , a goat's skin, [a], , (Tpayos,) the goat-stag, a

fabulous creature mentioned in Aristophanes.

Tpayeos, a, ov, (Tpayos) of oxfrom a he-goat;-
(sub. ), , a goat's skin, [a],, ,() mostly in plur. sweet-

meats, dessert, Lat. bellaria.£, f. , to eat sweetmeats : so also in

Med. payaoa.
TpaviKos, , , (Tpayos) of orfor a goat. II.

of or for a tragedy, tragic (cf.) : TpayiKos

the tawdry decorations of tragedy:— hence

generally, stately, majestic ; in bad sense, pompous

:

Adv. -ku/s, in tragic style.

Tpaytvos, , ov, (Tpayos) like pyos, of a he-goat.3, , Dim. of Tpayos, a young he-goat.-, , , (Tpayos,) of or for

shearing he-goats.

-KTOvos, ov, (rpayos,) of slaughtered

goats.-5, ov, (Tpayos,) with arm-

pits smelling like a he-goat.-,, , , (Tpayos, Trots) goat-footed.$,,() ahe-goat, Lat. hircus, caper. II.

the smell of the arm-pits, Lat. hircus alarum.-, is, (rpayos,) goat-shanked,

of Pan., Dor. for Tpwyw, like for, []^, f. ,() to act a tragedy :

generally, to represent or exhibit in tragedy

:

—Pass.

to be made the subject of a tragedy. II. metaph.

to tell in tragic phrase, to declaim, speak theatrically

.

Hence, , a tragedy or heroic play, invented by

the Dorians, and with them of lyric character (-
yiKol) ; then transplanted to Athens, where it

assumed its dramatic character. See., ,,() befitting a tragic poet

or tragedy.-, , (,) d

tragic poet, who himself trained the chorus and actors.

-Troios, , (pays,) making tra-

gedies : as Subst.,, , a tragic poet.-, , (rpayos,$ contr.) a tragic

poet and singer, as the poet took part in the perform-

ance of his play : later, the term rpay^os was con-

fined to the tragic actor. Properly, the goat-singer,

either because a goat was the prize, or because the

actors were clothed in goat-skins.

TPA~NH'2, is, piercing : metaph. clear, plain,

distinct., , , collat. form of., (rpavos) to make clear, plain, distinct., Adv. of, clearly, distinctly.

Tpaire, for, . 3 sing. aor. 2 of, []
-7€£ [], , , a table, esp. a dining-table

;

£ the hospital le board; koittj
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to entertain at bed and board. 2 a

table, dinner, meal. . money-changer's

table or counter, a bank, Lat. mensa argentaria. III.

any table ox flat surface, a tablet, Lat. tabula. (Ace.

to some from-,; ace. to others from rpi-,

: Horace speaks of mensa tripes.) Hence

Tpaire£€vs,, 6, at or of a table;

dogs that were fed at mealtime., to be a money-changer or banker. From^ [], , ,() one who keeps an

exchange-table, a money-changer, banker, Lat. mensa-

rius, argentarius. Hence,,, concerning a banker or banking., Ep. for,, I pi.

aor. 2 pass., both of and.€(, , Dor. for.€, aor. 2 med. inf. of.
€(€, Ion. 3 sing. impf. of —, [a]~, to tread grapes : hence Lat. trapetes,

trapetum, an oil-press., aor. 2 pass. inf. of., verb. Adj. of, in pass, sense, one

must turn., Ion. for, [], , (from, as if) a crate to dry

figs on.£, f., to lisp, mispronounce a letter, Lat.

balbutire; so of children. From'2, , , lisping, Lat. balbus : of the

swallow, twittering.

Ion.,, ,() a wound,

hurt ; to die of the

wound. II. a hurt, damage, as of ships. III.

metaph. a blow, disaster, defeat. Hence, , , Ion.-, a wounded man.

Ion.-, f.,() to wound., Ion. for, aor. 2 inf. of :

see u. 4.€, Ep. and Aeol. for 3 pi. aor. 2

pass, of, [a], , , () like $, wellfed, fat,

solid, substantial: (sub. ), as opp. to ~/,
dry land, iiyprjv over dry land

and sea: as Subst. of or , thefishes.

[], Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 pass, of., aor. 2 inf. pass, of., Aeol. and Dor. for. [cC]& Ion. &, Adv. roughly, harshly;

to be roughly handled.,,() scraps of meatfrom about

the neck thrown away, gristle, offal.,() to arch the neck, as a pam-
pered horse : metaph. to be haughty, headstrong.£, f.,() to take by the throat:

to bend back the victim's neck, hence to expose to view,

lay bare.-, , ,(,) as

masc. Adj., chaining the neck.

TPA'XHAOS, 0, the throat, neck, [a]

Ion.,, , Trachis, a city and dis-

trict in Thessaly, named from its mountainous surface(). Hence
Tpaxivtos, a, ov Ion., , ov, of oxfrom
Trachis, Trachinian; al the Trachinian
women, title of a tragedy by Sophocles.

Ion. [] : f. : pf.:
Pass., aor. : pf. and -

: () :
—to make rough, rugged : in

Aesch. Theb. 1045, refers to

just before, call them, make them rough.
TPA"XX'2j Ion., , , rough, rugged:

metaph. rough, harsh, savage.,, ,() roughness, ruggedness :

the sharpness ofa bit:—metaph. roughness, harshness., Dor. for, [],, , a rugged, stony district : hence as

fem. Subst., , Trachonitis, i. e. the

rugged country.2, oi, al,, ; gen.; dat.;
ace., -.—THREE, Lat. TRES, tria.€--€, , ,--, , thirteen,

Lat. tredecim.

TpetG), poet, for., only used in pres. and impf, () Lat.

tremo, to tremble, quake, quiver. II. c. inf. to

tremble orfear to do : also c. ace. to tremble at,fear., verb. Adj. of, one must turn.', Ion. : f. : aor. :

aor. 2 : pf. or: Med., aor.

2 : Pass., aor. Ion. :

aor. 1, whence Ep. 1 plur. (for,) : pf., 3 plur.-
; imperat., : plqpf. -, Ep. 3 sing,

; 3 plur. :—to turn, Lat. vertere ; ' to turn,

lead, guide to a thing :—Pass, and Med. to turn, be-

take oneself, Lat. converti ; to

turn or go to work; also of place, -
turned towards the sun ;

to turn oneself to (i.e. take) a course ; ;

which way must I turn mef II. to turn, i. e.

turn round, put about ; also, to turn

back : to turn away, divert : opyrjv eis

to divert anger on any one : Pass, and Med. to

ttim round. 1. to turn another way, alter, change

:

Pass, and Med. to be changed, change : absol.,-
I am changed, change my opinion : also, oivos

the wine is turned, become sour. III.

to turn or put to flight, rout, defeat : later,, Lat. convertere infugam, to put to flight

:

—Pass, to be put to flight, turn and flee :—Med. to

turn oneself to flight, flee. IV. to turn away or

off, keep off: to hinder, prevent. V. to overturn,

upset. VI. to turn, apply to a purpose., Ep. for, aor. I inf. of Tpccu,, aor. I pass. inf. o{.
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aor. : Ep. aor. 2: pf.: Pass.,

aor. : aor. 2 [d] : pf.

and, inf. :

—

mafe jfrra or

so/z'i/, thicken or congeal ; yaXa to curdle

milk; // to make cheese:—Pass., with

intr. pf. act., to become firm, curdle, con-

geal. II. commonly, to nourish, feed, make to

grow or increase, tiurse, bring up, rear : Med. to rear

for oneself:—Pass, to grow, grow up, wax, thrive,

increase : hence to be born : and simply, to live,

be. 2. of slaves, to keep, maintain : of plants,

rear, tend : to cherish one's hair, wear
it long, Lat. comam alere : of the earth, sea, etc., to

feed, rear, nourish, produce, Lat. nutrire, alere: hence

poet, to contain, have. III. Homer uses aor. 2

act. in intrans. or pass, sense, as, for, for, inf. (Att.) — .' Dor. [] : fut. : aor.: but more commonly (from Root *'),
fut. Ion. poet, : aor. 2

: pf. [] poet, :

—

to run,

Lat. currere : of things, to move quickly. 2. c. ace.

loci, to run over. 3. c. ace. cognato, -
to run a course ; metaph., aycDvas

to run a race for one's life or safety ; hence

without or ayaiva, to run a risk or chance, as

to run a race for one's life ;

also,' he was within one

bout of carrying oft the victory.€, 3 pi. Ep. aor. I opt. of.
TPE'il poet,, inf. : f. : aor. I

Ep. :
—to tremble, quake, esp, for fear :

hence to run away,flee,fly: the coward. II.

trans, to fear, dread, be afraid of, c. ace., $, ,() that which is pierced or

bored through : a hole, aperture.€5, eaaa, , () ivith many holes,

porous.,, , , () fearful, timorous, shy :

epith. of doves( or) : hence later as

Subst.,,,—, a dove., fut. of., , 6v, verb. Adj. of, bored or pierced

through ; bedsteads perforated for inlaid

work., , ov, poet, for,$., «, , Ion. for : Adv., Sup..
-, in compds. three times, thrice, Lat. ter., neut. from., f.,() to conquer, vanquish ; metaph.
from a wrestler, who did not win until he had thrice

thrown his adversary, or conquered him in three bouts :

hence, to be utterly un-

done., , () Lat. tridens,,a trident, the attri-

bute of Neptune : generally, a three-pronged spear.

Hence), f., to move or heave with the trident :

hence to heave or prise tip, overthrow ;

yrjv] to break up the'grouod with a mattock.
TputKas Ep. and Ion., , , (,), the number thirty. II. the thirtieth day of

the month, also in pi.. . also any
division of thirty.-$, ov,(,) with or

of thirty knots.- Ion.€ Dor.-?, ov,(,) of thirty days.

Ep. and Ion., , at, , fa-

ded. : (,), Lat. TRIGINTA , thirty. II.

as Subst. oi : I. at Sparta, the council

of thirty, assigned to the kings. 2. at Athens, the

thirty tyrants, appointed on the taking of Athens by
Lysander (B. C. 404).- Ion.-, is,(,) :—thirty years old. II. of or lasting thirty years :

also fern. -,:—Att. contr., :

fern,, , whence
a thirty years' truce.-5, ov,(, ^/) with or of

thirty benches of oars.-, ,(,) the rule of the

thirty tyrants at Athens : cf. . 2.-, ov,(, opyvia) of thirty

fathoms.

Ion., ov, with thirty

oars

:

—as Subst. (sub. vaiis), , a vessel

of thirty oars.-$, es, see.-,', more correct form-.
Ion.,, , (,) three

hundred, Lat. triceni.-, ov,(,) of
three hundred medimni : those

whose property produced three hundred medimni,

which was the qualification for admission into the

Athenian '.
Ion.-, , 6v,() the thir-

tieth: (sub.), a duty ofone thirtieth.,, ,() a conqueror : see.-€$, ov, (,) with three sails.

Tpids,, , () the number three, a triad.,, —., , ,() rubbed, worn, Lat. tritus:

a threadbare coat : cf.., the Triballi, a people on the borders of

Thrace : hence as a name for barbarian gods.-, , (-,) three-pointed., ,() a rubbing. . metaph.

rubbing or grinding away, wearing away : also of

time, the spending ;
a.

pleasant life in the spending. ,2. busying onesejf

-A a .5
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about a thing, practising it, practice : also mere prac-

tice, routine. 3. that about which one is busied,

the object of one's care. 4. delay, putting off, eva-

sion; Is k\av to seek delays; and without a

Verb, no more delays., aor. 2 pass. inf. of.-€€5, ov,(,) neut.

plur. as Subst., unmannerly, coarse

jests, [a]-, ov, (-,) three-pointed, three-

pronged. II. as Subst.,, . I. a

prickly plant, burr. 2. in plur. smart sayings,

gibes. 2. in plur. also, a threshing-machine., , also ,() a worn or beaten track,

a road, path: the high road, hightuay. 2. metaph.

a path of life, course, career. II. a rubbing, like

rpiipis. III. metaph. practice. 2. delay.

[t] : f. : aor. , inf. :

pf. : Pass., fut. 1, fut. 2-, paullo-p. fut., also fut. med.-
in pass, sense : aor. : aor. 2

[] : pf. :

—

to rub : esp. to rub corn, thresh

it out, because the Greeks threshed corn by rubbing

it: also to grind, pound, bruise: to rub a thing in or

on another
; \v to grind the

stake in his eye ; to rub gold

on a touchstone, so as to test its purity: Med. to

rub upon another, hence to infect, defile with. II.

to rub away, grind down, wear out, damage, bruise

:

of a road, to wear or tread it smooth. 2. of Time,
to wear away, spend; to pass away life,

Lat. terere vitam : absol. to waste time, tarry. 3.

metaph. of persons, to wear out, oppress : of a coun-

try, to ravage : of money, to waste, squander. 4.

to wear or use :—Pass, to be much busied or engrossed

with a thing.

[t], Dor. for, I pi. subj. of.
[], /$, ,() a worn garment,

threadbare cloak. II. as Adj. , , practised, well

versed or skilled in a thing, c. gen.; also c. ace. 2.

absol. as Subst. a hackneyed rogue, crafty knave., Adv.() in the fashion of -, cloak-wise.,, Dim. of, a small cloak, a cape.-, ovtos, , , (-,) triply old, very

very old.

, , a mullet, Lat. triglia.-5, ov, (-, y\fjvos) epith. of ear-rings

or drops, with three bright drops or brilliants.-, ov,(,) catching mullets.-, ov, (-,) thrice-cloven : as

Subst.,, , in Doric architecture, the tri-

glyph, a three-grooved tablet placed at equal distances

along the frieze.-, ivos, , , (-,) tb'ee-barbed,

three-forked., , =., , the third generation. From

Tpi-yovos, ov, (-,) produced at three

births, of children ; three daughters.-, ov, (-,) three-cornered, triangu-

lar. Hence, , a triangle. II. a musical instru-

ment of triangular form. \~\-, ov, (-, oovKos) a slave through three

generations, thrice or trebly a slave.-, ov, (-,) worth or weighing
three drachms.-, ov, thrice wretched.-, ov, (-,) thrice wound or

coiled : of a rope, consisting of three stra?ids or cords.-, ov, (-,') with or like three

ships' beaks.

Tpi-cairepos, ov, (-,) in three successive

nights.

Tpi-errjpCs, ioos, (-, €tos) fern. Adj. triennial : as

Subst. (sub.) a triennialfestival.

rpu-enjs, ov, , (-, Ztos) of three years, three

years old. Adv., three years long.€, , () a space of three years, Lat.

triennium.-, is, and Tpi-£irvos, ov, and -£. vyos,

, , (-,) three-yoked : three-fold, triple

:

also simply three.', f.
;

pf. with pres. sense

;

part., Ep. pi. for ;

plqpf. Ep., with sense of impf.

:

—of animals and birds, to make a shrill, piercing

cry, to squeak : of ghosts, to squeak, gibber : also of

joints, their backs cracked: of things,

to creak, grate, jar, Lat. stridere. (Formed from the

sound.), ados, 77, Ep. and Ion. for Tptanas.,, Ep. and Ion. for-.--,, (-,-, tiovs) three halffeet,

i. e. a foot and half.«, f.. to be, command a

trireme, to be captain of a trireme ; c. gen.-
to be captain of a ship. II. at Athens,

to be trierarch, fit out a trireme for the public service.

Hence, ,() the command of a tri-

reme. II. at Athens, thefitting out of a trireme

for the public service : the office of trierarch. Hence, ,,fittedfor a trierarch or bis office.-, ,(,) the captain of a tri-

reme. II. at Athens, a trierarch, one who had to

fit out a trireme for the public service.-, ov, ,(,) the flute-player

who gave the time to the rowers in a trireme.-, gen. eos Ion. tvs ; ace. , : plur., nom.

€€s, €is ; gen. contr. : (, -
or) : properly an Adj. thrice-fitted or

thrice-rowed :—but only used as Subst. (sub.

vavs), , Lat. triremis, a galley with three banks of

oars, first built bv the Corinthians : the lowest rowers
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being called, the middle rat, and the

topmost ; one man managed each oar. This

was the usual size of ships of war; but in later times

quadriremes (), quinqueremes (),
etc., came into use.- [], , ,() one who serves on

board a trireme.

-iroios, ,(,) building triremes.-, ov, (-,) three-headed, [«]-, , (-,) three-headed.-,,(-,) with three beds couches,

for sleeping or reclining on at meals:—as Subst.,

(sc. oIkos), , like the Roman triclinium, a

diningroom with three couches ; also, .-, ov, (-,) thrice spun.-, ov, and-,, , (-,)
with triple plume.-, ov, (-,) thrice a crow's age.-, ov, (-,) three-headed, with

triple crest.

Tpt-icu&0os, ov, (-,$) holding three.-, , (-,) the third wave, a huge,

ovenuhelming wave, since every third wave (as also

every tenth, cf.) was supposed to be larger

than the rest : metaph., a flood of

evils.-, ov, poet, for,(-,)
thrice prayedfor, i. e. often or earnestly prayedfor., , (-,) a trilogy ; see., , a triple crest. From
Tpi-Xo<J>os, ov, (-,) with three crests.-,-, (-,) thrice-blessed.-,, (-,) of verses, consisting

of three metres ; the metre consisting either of one foot

as in dactylic, or of two feet as in iambic verse ;

trimeter iambic verse.-, ov, (-, ) of three months, three

months old : a period of three months.,,,() that which is rubbed : me-
taph., like, a practised, hackneyed knave., , () a beaten road, like., , triple pay. From
Tpi-potpos, ov, (-,) threefold, triple.-, ov, (-,) three-formed, triple :

the three fates.-, , (-,) epith. of Sicily, from its

three promontories () : also written-
Ion. — (from)., , ov, of Trinacria or Sicily, Sicilian.

-£,, , (,) a trident., , , Ion. for, threefold, triple; so

for.
Tpi-o8os, 57, (-,) a meeting of three roads,

three cross-roads, Lat. trivium.--us,-, 6, , (-,) with three

teeth : as Subst.,, , a trident.

Tpi-op-ymos, ov, (-,) threefathoms long.-, ov, =.

-. 715-, , , and-, , (-,) a

kind offalcon or kite., a sound imitative of a bird's voice.-, Adv. (-,) thrice long since, i. e.

very long ago.-, ov, (-,) three hands

broad, long, etc.-, ov, (-,) thrice-brandished;

metaph. furious, fierce.-, ov, (-,) trebly a rogue., ov, Dor. for, q. v.-65, ov, (-,) three-leafed.-, , gen.,(-,) three cubits long.-, , , (-,) thrice apish.,, , , () triple, threefold, Lat.

triplex, [], , , (-) thrice as many, thrice as

much, thrice as great as, c. gen. ; neut. as

Adv., thrice as much as you.

Tpi-irXeOpos, ov, (-,) three plethra long., v.., ,() made threefold, tripled,

trebled., , ov contr., , ovv, ()
triple, threefold. Adv.-, but dat. fern,)
is also used as Adv., triply, trebly., Ep. dat. pi. of.-, , , (-,) threefeet long.-, , (-,) thrice longed for,

much or earnestly desired.-, Ion., , , (-,) with three

cities ; cf..-5, , (-,) thrice-built, triply

orfirmlyfounded.-, ov, (-,) thrice turned up or

ploughed, bearing three crops in a year, of corn land.

Tpi-TrovrjTOS, ov, (-,) thrice-worked :

a dispute between three labourers.-, ov, (-,) thrice wasted.

-iros, , , poet, for. []-,-, , ,-, , (-,) three

footed, three-legged or with threefeet : measuring three

feet. II. going on threefeet ; proverb, of an

old man who leans on a staff, -. 2. as Subst.,, , a tripod, a three-

footed brass kettle or caldron ; tripods were often

made of exquisite material and workmanship, and de-

dicated in temples. 3. the stool or throne of the

Delphic priestess.

Tpi-irpclTOS, ov, (-,) thrice sold.,, ,() a rubber or toolfor rubbing

with, a pestle.?, , , () a rubber, shampooer.

Tpi-irroAepos, , Triptolemus, an Eleusinian, who
established the worship of Demeter.-, ov, (-,) consisting of three

layers or plates, threefold, triple ; also simply three.-, ov, (-,) of or with three horses.
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withfour horses abreast.

Tpis, Adv. of r.pus, thrice, three times, Lat. ter; Tpis

roaos thrice as much ; ks Tpis up to three limes : often

used indefinitely in compds., to strengthen the. force

of the simple word, like Lat. ter, and our thrice.

Proverb., rpls l£ to throw thrice six, i. e. the

highest throw (there being three dice), hence to have

the best hick, [t]-, , ov, thrice-unhappy.-, pv, thrice-tormented.-, ov, thrice-mimbered.-€5, , ov, thrice-pleased, i.e. well-con-

tented.-, ov, very untimely.

rpwr-SeiXaios, ov, =$.-, ov, trebly, i. e. very, miserable.

-eivas, aSos, , ($, kvveas) sub., the

third ninth day in a month ; i. e. the ninth day of the

third decad, the 29th.-, ov, (-,) of three moons or

nights.-, , (,) thrice an overseer.-, es, (Tpis, Oaveiv) thrice worthy of death.--, ot, at, , =€.€-5, , gen. eos, thirteen cubits, high,

long, etc.-, ov,(,) of

thirteen times the weight or value, [], , ov,() the thirteenth.-, ov, 6, fern,, idos,

('€,€$) of thirteen years, thirteenyears old.-, ov, gen. ovos, thrice -unlucky,

trebly illfated.-, ov, (-,) with three benches

of rowers ; vrjes =*.-, ov, (,) thrice ac-

cursed.-, ov, (Tpis,) thrice struck

;

, apTos * thrice-kneaded, bread.-, fern, -, gen.—, , ,
(Tpis,) thrice blest;,/capes €,
Virgil's terque quaterque bead.-, , , =., 6, () a squeaking: a squeak.-, , , (pis,) thrice ten thousand,

30,000: also .in sing, with a collective Subst., as,$ thirty thousand horse, []-,(,) Adv. thirty

thousand times long ago, immensely long ago.--, , , (Tpis,')
thrice victorious, at Olympia. \yt\-, ov, (-,) three spans long.-, ov, (-,) thrice-poured,form-

. ing a triple libation or drink-offering.5, Adv. (Tpis) .thrice, three times, [a], , ov, poet, for$. [a]

-«[€, Adv. (jfWOQs) from three sides.

Att. Ion. Tpi£os, , ov, like,
£$, Qrpis) threefold, Lat. triplex: in plur. = Tp€is.

Adv. -oats, three times.-, 4s, and-, ov, (Tpis, (paos,

<pws) in a threefold light.-, ov, (-,^) of ox with three stories :^ (sub.), the third story.-€ or- [], Adv. of$, in three

rows.-, ov, (-,) in three rows.-, ov, (-,) three-mouthed. II.

three-edged or three-pointed.-, at, a, (Tpis,) three thousand : also

in sing with a collective Subst., $
3000 horse, []-, ov, (-,) with three bodies,

Lat. tricorpor.«>, f. , to be , tQ

play third-rate characters. From-, ov,,(,-) the player

who takes the third part, a third-rate performer., a, ov,() of time, in three days, on

the third day ; kykvovTo they arrived on the

third day. 2. three days old; Tpnaios^
after being three days dead. 3. three days ago. 4.

generally for Tphos, third.-, ov, (-,) of three talents

weight or worth, []
-raAas, ^,, (-,) thrice-

wretched, []--TOs, , (-,) triply stretched

drawn out, i. e. very long., , ov, poet, lengthd. for Tphos, like-
oaros for. []-, a, ov, (rp

f

nos,) equal to a third

part, forming a third part : as Subst.,-
(sub.), , a third part.-,, , like, a third part.- [d], ov, gen. ovos,(,) going

as third, forming a thirdfoot.-€€, , the Trito-born, epith. of Minerva

;

derived from the lake in Libya, near which

the goddess was born.-€5, ios, , = ,€€., to bring forth thrice, have three at a birth.

From
-TOKos, ov, (-, T(Keiv) bearing thrice or three

at a birth., , ov, (Tpis, Tpcis) the third, Lat. tertius

;

Tpiros to come as third, i. e. with two others

;

Tphos yevkoOai to be 'third in a race ; ks

on the third day, i. e. the day after to-

morrow. II. as Adv. thirdly, also

: also or l/c, in the third

place. .III. ' to play the

third part to any one, like . []-, ov, (,) =,
crownedwith triple libation,; a life
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in which one pours the third libation (to Ztvs ^),
i. e. a life without drawback.--iropos, ov, (rpiros,) sown for the

third time ; yovrj the third generation*

rptTTOs, , ov, Att. for., vos, , also rpirvs, (rpeis) the number

three, Lat. ternio. II. a sacrifice of three ani-

mals, a bull, he-goat and boar, or of a bull, he-goat

and ram, (like the Roman su-ove-taurilia). III.

at Athens, a third of the or tribe., wvos, o, Triton, a sea-god, son of Poseidon

and Amphitrite. 2. the god of the Libyan lake

Tritonis. II. a river in> Libya, joining the lake

Tritonis with the sea. [] Hence, ados, , like TptTwvis, epith. of Minerva :

Tptrwvias the Libyan lake Tritonis.?, i5os, , the lake Tritonis in Libya famous

for the birth of Athena. 2. epith. of Minerva., , ov, (rpeis) threefold, Lat. triplex: also

simply three, [a]-5 Dor. -utos, ov, (-,) thrice-

beloved.-,, (-,) a plant, trefoil, clover.-, ov, (—,) of three tribes;-
Xovs to divide them into three tribes.

or, Adv. (rpis) threefold, in three parts,

Lat. trifariam: c. gen., vvktos in the third

watch of the night; to divide in

three., []- [], , the threefold people, he. the Do-
rians, so called from their three tribes. (Deriv. un-

certain.)-€5, ov, (-,) very angry.-, ov, Dor. for-, (-,) clo-

ven in three., at, nom. pi. of. []), Adv. () in threefold manner., Adv. poet, for, triply, into three parts.

[a] Hence, a, ov, threefold, [a], , ov, {) of oxfrom hair, [], ioos, , (£) a kind of anchovyfull of small

bones like hair, whence its name.-, cutos,(,)) eating hair: as

Subst.,, hair-eaters, i. e. moths.-5, ov, (-,) holding three-
K€$ : 'liros a most capacious word.-5, ov, (-,) thrice-detested.-, ov, (£,) with fleece-like

hair., f., to shed or lose the hair. From-, is, (,) shedding or losing the

hair., gen. of £., Adv. () in three places.-, ov, (-,) three-coloured.,$,,() a growth of hair, shock

of hair.

717, Adv. () in threefold manner., aor. I inf. of.
-€«>, f., (,) to idle away

the day, waste time in delays, hat. terere tempus., east , () rubbing, friction. II.

firmness, resistance to the touch when rubbed. III.

Tpiif/eis, at, potted meat.-, , (—,) a three-obol piece,

i. e. a half-drachma, about 4|a?., from the time of

Pericles, the pay of the Athenian jurymen for a day's

sitting in court.-, ov, (-,) of three stories or

floors :— as Subst.,, , the third story.^ ov, more correct Att. form of Tpwpyvios.€.- or -0€,() Adv./rora Troy.

Ion. -€,() Adv. to Troy.

Ion., , either the city or the country,

Troy or the Troad : also as trisyll., Ion. for, 3 pi. med. opt. of., Dor. and Ep. for, 3 pi. of-. 2. dat. pres. part, of., , ,() trembling : quaking, qui--

vering.

\1€5, Ion. part. med. of.«, f.,() to tremble, quake, quiver

:

hence to be afraid. II. c. ace. to tremble before

or at, to fear, dread, shudder at'., ,() a trembling, quaking, qziivering,

esp. from fear.

(sub ), ,(-naios) a returning wind,

alternating wind : one which blozvs backfrom the sea

to land: metaph., a change in one's

spirit. 2: a changefrom, r^lease^from.

Ion., , properly neut. of-
; a trophy, Lat. tropaeum, in token of the ene-

my's rout() : consisting of shields; helmets, etc.,

taken from the enemy, hung on trees, or fixed on

upright posts :-

—

or to set

up trophies.

Tpoiraios,,,() ofa turning or change. II.

of defeat or rout() ; the gods who
caused the defeat; "EtCTOpos terrible

to the eyes of Hector. III. turning away, avert-

ing, Lat. averruncus.-,,(,) bearingtrophies., poet, for., ioos, , a bundle, bunch. (Deriv. un-

certain.)

Tpoireco, poet, form of, to turn., ,() a turn, turning round or about;

the solstices or tropics, i. e. the points of

midsummer and midwinter, when the sun appears to

turn his course, called and^^,
Lat. solstitium and bruma. II. the turning about

of the enemy, putting him to flight; tivos

or to put one to flight ; )
Sopus in the rout of the spear. 2. (from Pass. Tpe-
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) a flying, fleeing, flight, Lat. conversio in fu-

ga?n. 2. a turn, turning, change.

rpomas, , , () of wine, turned, i.e. sour., , ,() of or like a turn or turn-

ing : (sc.) the tropic circle on the

globe : cp.. II. in Rhetoric, tropical,figu-
rative.

rpoms, rj, Ep. gen. or- ; ace. :

():—a ship's keel: metaph., $ -
the keel, i. e. foundation, of the matter.

Tpoiros, ,() a turn, direction, way. II.

metaph. a way, maimer
,
fashion, mode: in adverbial

usages; dat., in such wise;

in no wise; by all means;
willingly; (pp^vos according to one's

way or humour; ' after the fashion

of Ixion. 2. absol. in ace, in every

ivay or manner; in barbarous fash-

ion. 3. by all means. III.

of persons, a way of life, habit, custom : a man's ha-

bits, character, temper; no-i after

my taste ; suitably to his tem-

per or taste. IV. in Music, a particular mode.

-os, ,() a tivisted leathern thong, with

which the oar was fastened to the thole, used instead

of a rowlock.-, f. ,(,) to bear with

another man's manners., f., to furnish the oar with its thong() : Med., fastened his own
oar by its thong :—Pass, of the oar, to be furnished

with a thong.,, , =, the thong that fastens

the oar to the thole.,, ,() fresh cheese.,,() pay or recompence for rear-

ing, the wages of a nurse or foster-mother. II.

living, food, subsistence.,, ,() one who rears or brings

up, a rearer, foster-father : metaph. of inanimate ob-

jects, ye who have fed me., =, as for., ,() nourishment, food, victuals, main-
tenance; a livelihood, living: one's means

of living. II. rearing or mirsing, bringing

tip : a tending or keeping of animals. III. that

luhich is reared, a nursling, brood., , ov, also , ov,() nourishing,

nutritious, fruiful: c. gen., 777

earth prolific in children. II. pass, nourished,

reared up : as Subst. a nursling, foster-child., , ,, , gen. , () well-fed,

stout, large, big; a huge, swollen wave.,, , () well-fed, stout, large,

frige., and , () a feeder, rearer, nurse.-, f., (,) to bring nou-
rishment to, maintain, support.

-.
-os, , the builder of the first temple of

Apollo at Delphi ; to whom afterwards a cave and
oracle were dedicated., Adv.() running in the course, run-

ning along, [a]£, f.,() to run along, run quickly,

trip along., a, ov, () running, tripping : in

prosody, (sc.) a trochee, foot consist-

ing of a long and short syllable, used esp. in quick

time, as more lively than the iambic., , ,() running : swift : round., f., to drive a chariot. II.

metaph. to drive about, drive round and round, chase.

From- [], , ,(,) a driver-

of a wheeled carriage, a charioteer.-, ov,(,) moved on wheels,•*

wheel-drawn. 2. dragged by or at the wheels. 3.

turned orfashioned on the potter's wheel. 4. me--

taph. driven round and round, driven about., ,() the track of wheels. 2. the•

round of a wheel., f. ,() to turn upon the wheel,

torture., ,() a pulley, Lat. trochlea., ,() a small bird of the wagtail

kind found in Egypt, said by Herodotus to pick-
out of the crocodile's throat. 2. a small land-

bird, the wren. \~\, , ,() running round or quickly,, and, ,() a runner, messenger..-, f.,(,) to turn round

and round, whirl or roll round.-, ,(,) like a wheel, round,

circular., €, ,() round, circular., f., to make wheels. From
-Troios, ,(,) making wheels: as

Subst.,, , a wheelwright.

Tpoxos, ov, ,() anything that runs rotind:

anything rotind or circular, a round ball or cake; the

sun's disc : esp., II. a wheel: a potter's wheel. III.

a boy's hoop, Lat. Graecus trochus. IV. the wheel

of torture, cf. ; to

be tortured on the wheel., , , () a running, course, a cir-

cular course, revolution. 1. a placefor running., , a cup, bowl., f.,(~) to gather in ripefruits, ga-

ther in the vintage or harvest, with ace. of the fruit

gathered : also in Med. II. with ace. of the field

or trees, to reap the crop off" a. field : metaph., Tpvyav

to reap advantage from some one. 2. pro-

verb., Tpvyav (sc.) to strip un-

watched vines, of one that is bold where there is

nothing to fear.

[], ,() ripefruit gathered in, a cropj
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of corn, fruit, grapes, etc. II. a gathering of

such fruits ; ^ the vintage., rjpos, ,() one who gathers ripe

fruits, esp. grapes., ,() a gathering offruits, harvest,

esp. the vintage. 2 . the time of gathering in the

crops or vintage., , fern, of^, a woman that ga-

thers in the crops, esp. the vines.-, ov, (,) wine-bearing., , , () made of lees. 1. =-, of orfor comedy.-,, , (,) for,
with allusion to, a luckless wight of a poet.

Tpvy-onros, ,(, Twos) a straining-cloth, strainer,

esp. for wine, [v], Ep. for€, 3 pi. opt. of., to dry. [v]-, ,(-) =, comedy. Hence-, , , =, of or for comedy

or the comic art.

-cpSos, , (,) a must-singer or lees-

singer; because, according to Horace, the singers

smeared their faces with lees as a ludicrous disguise

:

afterwards called when their performance as-

sumed a more regular character., ovos, ,() the ttirtle-dove, named from

its cooing.', only used in pres. and impf. to make a

murmuring sound; of doves, to coo ; of men, to mut-

ter, murtnur. (Formed from the sound.), , () = : the eye of a needle., , () a hole. II. metaph. a sharp

fellow, a sly knave, [], , gen.,() new wine not yet fer-

mented, must, Lat. mustum. II. the lees of wine,

dregs, Lat.faex': generally, refuse, dross, as of metal,

Lat. scoria : metaph. of an old man or woman., ,() a carpenter's tool, a borer,

auger, gimlet, [], f. : pf. pass.€ : () :

—

to bore, pierce through, perforate ;

ears pierced for earrings ; the

pebble of condemnation (which had a hole through it).), , () a hole.,, ,() that which is bored, a
hole : in a ship, a port-hole., contr. for, 3 sing. opt. of.-, opos, , , (,) boring, i. e.

wearing out, men, harassing, [a]

--, ov, (,) wearing out life. \~\~', ^ (^e tongue j a jyaiance .

a balance, pair of scales, Lat. trutina. [a]-€, , a helmet. (Prob. from and, strictly a helmet with a crest fixed in the.), f.,() to live softly or delicately,

fare sumptuously, live in luxury:—part,,,

delicate, effeminate; neut. as Subst., effe-

minacy. 2. to be licentious, to revel. 3. to carry

oneself high, give oneself airs, be insolent., Pass, (() to befastidious or

delicate : aor. 1 part,, with a fastidious
air., , ,() soft, delicate, dainty, effe-

minate, luxurious, fastidious : neut. as

Subst., effeminacy. Adv. -pats, voluptuously.,, , (() delicacy, luxury., , () softness, delicacy, daintinessr

luxury, fastidiousness : in plur. luxuries, daintinesses,

Lat. deliciae. 2. conceit, insolence., , , poet, for.,,,() the object in which one

takes pleastire : in plur. luxuries, Lat. deliciae., aor. 2 pass. inf. of., cos, ,() that which is broken off,

a piece, morsel, lump, fragment. [iJ], , ,() ragged, tattered, in rags

and tatters., , =, rough, rugged., eos, ,() a worn out, tattered gar-

ment, a rag, shred; in plur. rags, tatters. Hence, rare form of., f. £>. () to wear out, consiime, waste:

metaph. to eat one out of house a?id home. 2. ge-

nerally, to distress, afflict, harass, vex

:

—Pass, to be

worn out; to be ivorn away with

hunger : also c. gen., to waste or pine

awayfor some one. [v]

TPT'il, chiefly in pf. pass,, part,-, inf. :— to wear out : to distress, ha-

rass, afflict, vex ; es to

have been ground down to the extreme of misery, []
Tpa>as,a5os,i7,fem.ofTpci>s,a Trojan woman. II.

the region of Troy, the Troad., ,() fruits eaten at dessert, figs,

almonds, sweetmeats, etc. [], ,() a hole.-, ov, ,(,) one who creeps

into holes; oi, Troglodytes, as name of

an Aethiopian tribe who dwelt in holes or caves. \y\-,(,) to creep into holes., Dor. for, fern. part. ace. pi.

of., Dor. for, 3 pi. pres. of.2, f. : aor. : aor. 2 <-
: Pass., aor. 2 [] : pf. :

—to

gnaw, chew: of men, to eat raw vegetables, fruit, etc.;

opp. to eating dressed food : esp. of dessert, to eat

generally, ! fruits, cp.., , , () of Troy, Trojan.

Tpcoios, , ov, Ep. for, Trojan: fern.,, a Trojan woman., , see., , ,() a gnawer, nibbler, lover of

dainties: in the Odyssey the Phoenician traffickers
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are called, greedy knaves; so as Adj.,-

greedy, grasping hands., , , verb. Adj. of, gnawed, nib-

bled at ; of vegetables, fruit, etc., eaten raw, eatable :

neut., , as Subst., =.,,, Ion. for Tf--.
Dor., , —, Ion. for.

Tpoiijis, , ,() a gnawing.

Tpcoos, , , contr. for, () Trojan.-5, ov, (,) destrtictive to the

Trojans or to Troy., Ep. for, to turn, to change, alter;—
Med. to turn oneself, turn about or back ; 3 sing. Ep.

and Ion. impf. he turned himself

to flight.

Tpcos, <5, gen. Tpcoos, Tros, the founder of Troy:

plur., of, gen., dat., Trojans., fut. med. inf. of., fut. of., , , verb. Adj. of ,,
wounded, that can be wounded, vulnerable., false reading for, Ion. for., Ep. for, to run.

TPil'fl, radic. form of, to wound: to hurt,

harm, damage, do one a mischief.

, Dor. for : also ace. for . [], , an Egyptian winter month., fut. : aor. 2, Ep. subj.

: Ep. aor. [] : pf. [],
Ion. also : plqpf. :

—

to hit, esp. to

hit with an arrow, commonly joined with ace, when
the object hit is alive, with gen. when it is life-

less. II. generally, to hit, hit upon, light upon :

so of persons, to meet by chance, fall in with, c.

gen. 2. of things, to meet with, hiti reach, gain,

get, obtain a thing, also c. gen. 3. in aor. 2 part.,

one who meets one by chance, the first one

meets, any one whatever, Lat. quivis;

every-day men, the ordinary run of men ;

any chance thing. 4. in bad sense, to

meet with, suffer violence. III. absol. to hit the

mark, gain ofie's end or purpose ; to

fare well, succeed, in speaking, to hit the mark, i.e. to

be right. 2. generally, to have the lot orfate.

Intr. to happen, to be at a place. 2. of things,

come to pass, fall out, occur by chance; often impers.,, , etc., as it chanced,

by mere accident. 3. of events or undertakings, to

happen to, befal one, come to one's lot or share, c. dat.

pers. : esp. to fall out well, come to a good end, suc-

ceed. II. in Att. was used almost as

an auxiliary Verb, and was esp. joined with the par-

ticiples of other Verbs, ' I happen to

have, i. e. I have in possession ; I

chanced to be by:'
he happened to come at that nick of time; but,-

=, I am ; so also without any part., et

if these things are pleasant

to thee. 2. in such phrases as &v,, we must supply a part, from the other Verb,, , etc.

TvSevs,, Ep. , , Tydeus., Adv. Dor. for, here., f.,{) to work stones with a chisel or

pick, to dress stones. Hence
TT'KH, 17,() mason's vjork. [],, , a working or dressing of stories :

in plur., walls of stone worked
square by rule, [u]

TtJKOS, ,() a tool to dress stones with, a ma-
sons hammer or pick. II. a battle-axe, pole-axe. [], a Persian word, which Herodotus explains by.
tvktos, , , verb. Adj. of (), made,
made ready: esp. made by art, artificial, as opp. to

natural: a fountain made by man's hand:
esp. well-made, well-wrought, finished carefully.', , like , any swelling or lump

:

esp., I. a place worn hard by rubbing, Lat. cal-

lus : the shoulder. II. a pad for carrying bur-

dens on, a porter's knot. III. a cushion, [y in

Att., later.]

tuXos, , =, a knot or calhis ; esp. on the

hands, as from rowing, etc. II. anything rising

like a lump, a knob, knot ; esp. a wooden nail or bolt

used in ship-building. [i5], freq. used in pf. part, : (-) :

—

to make hard or callous

:

—Pass, to grow hard

or callous from rubbing, as the hand from rowing or

digging
;

clubs knobbed

or knotted with iron : cf.., , , verb. Adj. of; -
clubs knobbed with iron, like.,,,() aburial,grave. II.

the corpse to be burnt or buried., f. ,() to bury, burn or entomb

a corpse. 2. to pour libations

as an offering on one's grave. II. intr. to be

entombed.-, «,(,) buried, entombed,

interred, sepulchred. II. like a grave or tomb.* [/],, , fern,,,() in

or at the grave.-«,, ,($,) an old man
on the verge of the grave.

-€|9, , ,(,) a destroyer of

tombs : fern,,.
TT'MBOS, , the place where a dead body is burnt,

Lat. bustum : commonly, a mound of earth heaped

over the ashes, a cairn, barrow, Lat. tumulus : gene-

rally, a tomb, grave. II. metaph., -, =, a decrepit old man: so also-, absol.-?, ov,(,) dwelling in a tomb,

sepulchral.-3, ov,(,*) tomb-destroying.
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or barrow : to raise a mound over a grave. Hence, a throwing up a cairn or barrow.-*, ov,(,) throwing up a cairn

or barrow. II. pass, thrown ox poured upon the tomb.-5, ov, (,) heaped up

into a cairn or barrow., f., to break open graves. From-, ov, (,) digging up,

breaking open graves: as Subst.,, , a

grave-robber, [],, ,() a blow, stroke, wound., f.,() to beat a drum. IL

generally, to beat with a stick, bastifiado., ,() a beating of drums,

as the Galli did in the worship of Cybele., , ,(') one who beats the, a drummer : fem., of a

priestess of Cybele., , (properly for, from)
a kettle-drum, such as was used in the worship of

Cybele. II. a drum-stick : generally, a staff,

cudgel. III. in Lat., tympana were wagon-

ivheels made of a solid piece of wood, rollers.

TuvSapcios, a, ov, or os, ov, of Tyndarus. From
TvvSapeos Att. TvvSapecos, , 0, Tyndareus, Tyn-

darus, husband of Leda.

[], , , (formed as if from)
son of Tyndarus :', oi, Castor and Pollux:

fem. TvvSapis,, daughter of Tyndarus., Ep. and Dor. for , , as^ for.
tvvvos, , , akin to> so small, so little.

Hence
tvvvo€tos, ov, Att., -, so small, so

little, Lat. tantillus., to dabble in the mud or mire : esp. to grub
round the roots of a vine. From
TT NTA02, , mud, mire, dirt., ,() orig. form of, pre-

served also in Latin typanum.€, , , aor. 2 pass. opt. of.€, aor. 2 inf. of.
Tvircis,, , aor. 2 part. pass, of.
], ,() a blow, wound., aor. 2 inf. pass, of.
TT'IEOS, , a blow. II. the mark of a blow^

the impress of a seal, the stamp of a coin, a print,

mark of any kind ; the prints or tracks

of footsteps. 2. figures or impressions iurought in

metal or stone : simply, a figure, image, statue of a

man. 3. an outline, sketch, draught; kiyeiv

to describe in outline. 4. the original pattern,

model, mould, type : metaph. a type, figure. 5. a
system, form of doctrine. III. the effect pro-

duced on the ear by a blow, as the beat of horses'

feet. Hence, f., to impress, stamp. II. to form,
mould, model.

, Att. fut. of:., Do?, for.', fut. or: aor. '.
aor. 2: Pass., fut.: aor. :
aor. 2 [~\ : pf. :

—

to beat, strike,

smite, knock : metaph. to strike or smite at heart

;

£> sharp grief smote him to

the heart
;

' the truth of

it struck Cambyses : later of bees, etc., to sting. In

Homer is chiefly used of a blow struck hand to

hand, as opp. to, which implies a blowfrom a
missile. 2. to beat the sea

with oars, i. e. to row : absol., -
the west wind beating, lashing with fury. II.

Med. to beat or strike oneself; esp. like,
Lat. plangor, to beat one's breast for grief:—c. ace.

pers., to mourn for a person. III.

Pass, to be beaten, struck or wounded; c. ace. cognato,

(sc.^) / get many blows.,, ,() that which is formed,

fashioned, modelled: a vessel wrought; -
a brazen urn : a figure, outline., f. and, f.: fut. med.

in pass, sense : () :

—

to be a

or absolute sovereign : to rule absolutely : c.

gen. to be ruler of a people or place;' to be tyrant of Athens :—the aor. -
means to have acquired a tyranny, to have

made oneself tyrant. II. Pass, or-, to be nded by, to be governed with

absolute power.

TCpavvucos, , ,() of or fitfor an abso-

lute prince, royal, imperial : befitting a tyrant, lordly,

imperious. Sup..
Tvpavvis,, , vocat. : () :

—the

rule of an absolute prince, absolute power or sway,

sovereignty, royalty.

Tupavvos [\ , also 77, properly Dor. for (from,) a lord and master ; hence an absolute

sovereign, unlimited by law or constitution : it was

applied to anyone who had made himself king by

force; not to hereditary monarchs, as (for instance)

not to the kings of Sparta, nor to the king of Persia;

and it did not necessarily imply cruel or overbearing

conduct : later however the term was used as our

tyrant or despot; and in poets it was taken loosely

for a king. 2. in a wider sense, the wholefamily

of :—hence also, was the queen,

princess; as was the kifig's son, prince. II., ov, as Adj., like, princely, lordly:

imperious, despotic; the king's palace.-5, ov,(,*) slaying tyrants.

f. , to trouble, confuse, stir up, Lat.

turbare

:

—Pass, to be in disorder, be jumbled or

crowded together. From
TTTBH, -, disorder, throng, bustle, Lat. turba.,, ,() that which is curdled,

cheese, [y]
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€, rjpos, , and ov, ,() one

who makes cheese ; said of Hermes as god of goat-

herds and goats-milk cheese.€, f. €, and «>, f. : (rvpos) :

—

to

make cheese. II. metaph. to stir up, jumble,

confound. 2. to concoct, brew a thing cunningly., a, ov, of orfrom Tyre : a Tyrian. [], Dor. for.
-nipocis, (, ev contr.,, ovv, (rvpos)

like cheese : as Subst., rvpovs Dor. rvpGjs, , cheese-

bread, a cheese-cake or cheese.-, , (rvpos,) a cheese-grater.-5, ov, {rvpos, vCjtos) with a layer of

cheese, spread with cheese.4, f., to sell cheese, sell like cheese.

From-, ov, 6, (rvpos,) a cheesemonger.

TT'PO'2, ov,, cheese. II. the cheese-market.

Tvpos, , Tyre, an ancient city of Phoenicia, []
TUpovs, contr. for rvpoeis.-5, ov, (rvpos,) bearing cheese, spread

luitb cheese.-, ov, ,(,) destroyer

of Tyrrhenians.

Ion. and old Att., , 6v, Tyrr-

henian, Etruscan : or the Etrus-

cans

:

—Adj.5, , , Etruscan.

TTT5I2, , gen. ios : ace. : nom. pi. rvp-

aas, gen., dat. eai, Lat. TURRIS:—a tower: a

tower on a wall, a bastion., uivros, Dor. for rvpovs.'2, , also , , little, small, young, of

children. II. neut. as Adv., a little, a wee

bit : hence scarcely, hardly : of the voice, low, softly,

gently. 2. also in pi., to cut into

small pieces., ovos, , poet. Ep. lengthd. form for :

hence,, a, ov, poet, for$., ,() one with clouded wits, a stupid

fellow, a dullard.-, es,(,) set onfire, burning.-,-, , ,(, novs) ivith blind

foot, stepping in blitidness., , , blind, Lat. caecus : c. gen.,

rivos blind to a thing. . metaph.,

re ' blind in ears and

mind and eyes. 3. of things, dark, unseen, dim,

obscure ; aviXaSes blind, i. e. sunken, rocks.,() to blind, make blind:—Pass, to

he blinded or blind. II. metaph. to blind, dull,

baffle, dim. Hence, Adv. of, blindly., , a making blind, blinding., (\$) to be blind.-, ovros, , (, ") a silly old

man, a dotard; cf..?, ,() smoke, mist, cloud. II. me-

taph. conceit, vanity, Lat. fucus.

, f., (t{/c/>os) to wrap in smoke or mist:

metaph. to make dull or senseless, dim, obscure : pf.

pass.(, to be shrouded in conceit andfolly,
to be silly, stupid, absurd.

[], f.: aor. : Pass., aor. 2 irtf*

[i5] : pf. :
—to raise a smoke ; c. ace.

cognato, to make a cloud of smoke. II.

to smoke; to smoke bees, and
metaph., to fill the town with

smoke. III. to consume in smoke, burn with

fire and smoke :—Pass, to smoke, smoulder., ecus, Ep. 4os, : contr., :

—

Ty-

phoeus, Typhos, a giant buried by Jove in Cilicia: cf.., uivos, Ep., aovos, , Typhon, Ty-

phoon, the same giant who is more freq. called,. II. as storms were ascribed to the

agency of giants, the name came to mean afurious

storm, hurricane, typhoon. Hence, ,, cfoxfrom Typhon. II. stormy,

tempestuous., , contr. for^. II. as appellat.,, gen., dat., ace. :—like-
ii, a furious stor?n, hurricane.

€, Ep. for €, 3 sing. aor. 2 of,., aor. 2 inf. of.
TTCXH [y],r],what man obtains (rvyxav€i)from the

gods, good fortune, luck, Lat. fortuna ;

hick is a thing common to all ; (, deov

by hick from the gods ; esp. in phrase, 0€ta}
by divine providence; later, was deified, like

Lat. Fortuna, by the name of or 2-. . generally, chance, fortune, good or bad,

good luck or ill luck; often with an Adj. to shew

which ; e. g.) ayaOfi was often used in public

acts, by crasis\, also ' ayaOrj and*
ayaerjs, like Lat. quod felix faustumque

sit. 3. Adverbial usages,} by chance, Lat.

forte, forte, fortuna

:

—so also or $,. II. a chance, hap, lot, accident : in plur.,

yourfortunes. Hence, , , fortunate, lucky. 2. by chance,

accidental. Hence, Adv. luckily.

-as, aor. 1 part, of^.
Tvx$eis, aor. I pass. part, of.

[i5], aor. 2 opt. of., Adv., by chance, perhaps ; properly ace. neut.

of the aor. 2 part, of.,, , aor. 2 part, of., Ion. aor. I of., dat. sing, of neut. to, used absol., therefore, so,

in 'this wise. II. for, dat. sing, of t'is; quist

, enclit. for, dat. sing, of tis, aliquis.-, aros, Ion. crasis for ., dat. of 6€, used as Adv., =$, in this

manner, thus.' Dor. : fut.- : aor. t
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flout., Dor. pres. part. fem. of.^, Ion. crasis for ., Ion. crasis for ., Ion. crasis for .
tu>s, demonstr. Adv., answering to Interrog. ;

and to the Relat. els, = , $, so, in this

wise. II. Dor. =, where.

TiirpeKfS, crasis for to arpaces., gen., dat., Ion. for ,, .

, , , , indecl., twentieth letter of the

Greek Alphabet : as a numeral = 400, but
t
v=

400,000. The written character is supposed to

have also stood for the digamma, which was a conso-

nant ; hence as a vowel it was distinguished by the

name of .
The use of was most freq. with the Aeolians,

being put by them for 0, as in ^
for ' ~$. They often inserted after

and €, as, for . The Aeol.

sometimes changed the diphthong into 01, as

for, for.
TaSes, , al, () the Hyades, the Rainers, Lat.

Pluviae, seven stars in the head of the bull, which
threatened rain when they rose with the sun. [p in

Horn., in Eur.], , (vs) a Libyan wild beast, the hyena, an

animal of the dog kind, with a bristly hog's mane
(whence the name).

"T&javOia (sub. Upa), , the Hyacinthia, a Lace-

daemonian festival in honour of Hyacitithus.-, es,(,) dyed hya-

cinth colour, [], , ov,() hyacinthine, hyacinth-

coloured., , Hyacinthus, a Laconian youth, be-

loved by Apollo, but killed by him by a cast of the

discus. Hence, or , the hyacinth, a flower said to have
sprung from the blood of Hyacinthus, or ace. to

others from that of Telamonian Ajax : some pre-

tended to decipher on the petals the initial letters of

these names, A or AI, or the interjection at;

hence it is called , cf. Virg. Eel. 3. 106.

The older poets describe it as very dark, later authors

make it lighter ; so that several flowers seem to have
been included under the name. II., ,
the jacinth or perhaps the sapphire, a precious stone

of blue colour.

v/aXcos, a, ov, contr. tiaXoOs, , , () of
glass, like glass, glassy, transparent.

vaXtvos later iicXtvos, , ov,() of or made of
glass, glass.

vdXdeis,, cv,() ofglass: like glass, glassy.

iiaXos or veXos, , a clear, transparent stone, of

which the Egyptians made cases to enclose their

mummies : oriental alabaster : also crystal, amber,

etc. 2. a convex lens of crystal, used as a burning-

glass, explained by Aristophanes as' a transparent stone from

which they light fire. II. glass, Lat. vitrum

;

glass itself seems to have existed in the time of

Herodotus, but was not called till the time of

Plato. (Egyptian word.)

-Os, ,, contr. for.
-xpoos, ov, contr. -xpovs,, (,)

glass-coloured.-, fs, =.-, . contr. for.
"'2, , , bent outwards, hump-backed.

: f. Att. - : aor. : pf.

: plqpf.. Med., fut. : Pass.,

fut. : aor. : pf. :
—

to wax wanton, run riot, Lat. lascivire, opp. to-
to practise moderation ; of over-fed horses, to

neigh, snort, prance, etc. ; of plants, to run riot, grotu

over-rank. II. with regard to others, to treat

despitefully, do despite to, to outrage, insult, affront,

ill-treat ; in Att. more commonly,
to deal wantonly, commit outrages towards one

;

errt to exxdt over one : c. ace. cognato,

to commit outrages ; so, -
to do wanton wrongs. 2. at Athens to do

one a personal outrage, to beat and insult, assault, [
naturally short, but long in the augmented tenses.]

"TBPI2 [],(., , wanton violence, arising

from the pride of strength, passion, etc., riotousness,

insolence, lewdness, licentiousness. 2. of acts to-

wards others, a piece of wanton violence, despiteful

treatment, an outrage, gross insult, assault and bat-

tery :—at Athens, in law proceedings, meant an

aggravated personal assatdt, the slighter kind being

[t] ; hence in the former case the injured person

proceeded by or prosecution ; in the latter by

or private suit. 3. harm, detriment, damage,

loss. II. as mascul. Adj., , =., Dor. for, 3 sing, for.,, ,() a wanton act, outrage,

insult, Lat. contumelia. II. the object of instdt.,, , poet, for.)5, , , () one who is violent and
overbearing, a wanton insolent man, a licentious un-

governable man. II. as masc. Adj. unbridled,

ungovernable : of beasts, tameless, savage. Hence, , , given to wantonness or insolence,

outrageous : an insolent disposition.

Adv. -, insolently., , ov, () instdting, insolent: Comp.
and Sup.,, -totos.
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£, f. : aor. vyiaoa (vyrfs) to make sound

healthy, to heal., f. : aor. I vyidva: (vjitjs) :

—

to be

sound, healthy, Lat. bene valere : to be in a certain

state of health, Lat. valere. 2. metaph. to be sound

of mind : also to be staunch, true, trustworthy ;

vyiatvov rfjs the soundpart of Greece. 3.

vyiaive, like, a common form of taking leave,

farewell, Lat. vale, [y, but in augmented tenses.]

vyUia Ion. -, , and sometimes in Att. :

(vyt7)s)

:

—health, soundness of body, Lat. salus

;

vy'teia, soundness of mind, []
t)Yi€ivos, , ov, (vyirjs) wholesome, sound, healthy,

healthful : of food, wholesome. II. of persons,

sound, healthy, stout, Lat. sanus. \y] Hence, Adv. healthily:—Comp.^ and

-pov ; Sup.-.,, , Boeot. for vyrfs : ace. masc. vyi-. [C], , , (vyirjs) good for the health, whole-

some, hearty, strong, Lat. sanus:—Sup. vy^puraros.

5, is, gen. cos: ace. vyia or -477 Ion. -ea

:

plur. nom. neut. vyia or -:—sound, healthy, hearty,

stout, Lat. sanus; a&sfcalvyirissa.ieandsound. II.

sound in mind, sound-minded: metaph. of advice,

sound, wholesome, wise; vyies to

make no one sound proposal :—Comp. and Sup. vyi-,-. [u], f., (vypos) to wet, moisten : of a river,

to water a country.-5, ov, (vypos,) wetting, moisten-•

ing '-,, is, (vypos,) with pliant limbs.^, f., to traverse water. From
-iropos, ov, (vypos, itopos) traversing water:

i^pos, , , (,) wet, moist, liquid, Lat.

liquidus, opp. to (siccus) ; vypov liquid

oil, as opp. to fat ; vypov winds blow-

ing moist or rainy : vypa Ion. vyp, the moist, the

sea, opp. to the dry land ; so, vypa,
or vypa alone, the watery ways : vypov and

vypa, wet, wetness, moisture, water, liquor : 6r}pes

vypoi water animals. II. soft, pliant, supple,

lithe, waving, Lat. mollis; ftipas vypov a pliant bow:

metaph. of the mind» pliant, facile, easy. 2. slack,

languid, faint. III. of the eyes, swimming,

melting, languishing ; vypos languishing de-

sire; neut. pi. as Adv., vypa with languish-

ing glances. Hence, t/tos, , (vypos) wetness, moisture. II.

generally, softness,pliancy, suppleness : metaph.pliancy

of mind, softness or easiness of temper. 2. feeble-

ness.-, ov, (vypos, cpOoyyos) of liquid poured
from a bottle, making a gurgling sound.5, Adv. of vypos, in liquid fashion : softly,

pliably., poet, for, to be wet or moist.

, is, gen. eos,() watery, washy: metaph.
unstable as water, unstable, wavering., , ov also os, ov,() of water, watery :

wet, moist. II. transparent as water, of thin gar-

ments. II. like vypos, pliant, supple, flexible., , Dim. of, a small stream, rivulet.

uSaroeis,, , () watery, like water., , water-drinking. And, f., to drink water. From-5, ov, , (,) a water-drinker,

Lat. aquae potor., gen. of.-, is, (,) bred in water,

growing in or by the water.-5, es,(, ') like water : watery, wet,

sloppy.

t)6epos, , () the dropsy.5, ov, , , (') watered, nourished., , () like, a water-serpent, Lat.

hydra., () to water, to sprinkle or bedew with

water :—Med. to wash oneself, to bathe ; -
to pour water over one's body., ], () a drawing water, fetching

water. II. a watering place.

Ion. -, , () a water-bucket,

well-bucket., {.,() to draw, fetch or carry water:—
Med. to draw waterfor oneself, get water., , Ion. for., , , () watery, moist, wet, damp., aor. I med. part. fem. of., ,() a water-pot, bucket, pitcher. II.

a vessel of any kind, a balloting urn, a funereal urn.,, , () of orfrom the water.-, ov, (,) carrying a water-

vessel.-, is, (, &) like water, watery.,, , () watery., , water-drinking ; and, f., to drink water. From-, ov, , (,) a water-drinker, a

drinker of thin potations ; hence, in Comic phrase,

for a thin-bloodedfellow, Horace's aquae potor.- or -, , (,) a water-coxirse,

a conduit, canal, sluice, gutter., , () like, a water-serpent., to carry water. From-, ov, (,) carrying water

:

—as

Subst.,, ox , a water-carrier.-,,(,) theivater-pourer , the constel-

lation Aquarius : Ep. dat., as iffrom.-, ov, (,) gushing with water., , ,() dropsical.,± also, , () dropsy. II.

a dropsical person., , gen. : Ep. dat. :
—ivater of

any kind ; of rivers, the waters of
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Cephisus ; fresh water ;

salt water :—Proverb.,^ els to write

in water. 2. rain-water, and then rain, also called

e£ ovpavov. 3. in Attic law-phrase,

was the water of the water-clock(), and also

the time it took in running out;

to stop the water (which was done while the speech

was interrupted by the calling of evidence, as only a

certain time was allowed for the speech of the plain-

tiff or defendant), [u]

iiiKos, 17, , and veios, a, ov, ,(vs) of or belonging

to a swine. [y~\

viKivos,, Ion. forms of~.
veXos, v. sub vaXos., dat. pi. of Ss.

verios, a, ov, and tie-rocis, €, ev, (v€tos) rainy,

bringing or causing rain.

Octos, , () rain, Lat. pluvia : a heavy shower, a

storm of rain, Lat. nimbus; whereas, Lat.

imber, is a lasting rain, and if/etcas or$, a drizzling

rain. II. as Adj. in Sup., the

rainiest winds., , swinish?iess, hoggishness. From
vqvos, , , (vs) swinish, hoggish., f., ($) to talk nonsense, drivel, trifle,

Lat. nugari.

"05, b, idle talk, nonsense, Lat. nugae., vias, Ep. ace. sing, and pi. of vlos, as if from vis., poet. dat. pi. of vlos. [a]

viBeiJS, e<ws, 6, (vlos) a son's son, grandson : fern., a son's daughter, granddaughter., , Dim. of vlos, a little son. II. Dim.
of vs, a little pig.$, ov, 0, (vlos) a sons son, grandson.

vl'i, Ep. dat. of vlos.

05, , , (vs) of or fit for swine, like a sv/me,

swinish, hoggish.-, , (vtos,) adoption as a son.

vlos, Ep. gen. of vlos, as if from vts.

'5, 6, declined regul. vlov,,, etc. : but

it is also declined as if from nom. *vUvs,—gen. vUos,

dat. vU'i, vlu, ace. vlea ; Dual, wee, vlioiv ; Plur.

vUes or vleis, gen.,, dat., ace. vleas,

vIhs :—there is also an Ep. declension, as if from
nom. vis,—gen. vlos, dat. , ace. via ; Dual, vie

;

Plur. vies, dat., ace. vlas:— Lat. FILIUS, a
son ; vlov or^ to adopt as

son. 1. later, the plur. was often periphr.,

vleis, vleis sons of physicians, sons of orators,

i.e. physicians, orators themselves; so in Homer, vies' for'.
vlos, Ep. gen. of vlos, as if from *vfe.

viovos, ov, 6, (vlos) a child's child, a grandson., aros,,() the bark of a dog, a bark,

howl, yelp : metaph. in plur. snarling words. [i>], , () a barking, baying, [y]

[], f., to carry wood. From
AtK-aytoyte, , (,) carrying wood, [y]

, Dor. for t/A^ets.

tiXcuos, a, ov,() woody, belonging to wood or to

a wood, of the wood or forest, [y], , () a barking, howling, []-, ov,() ever barking, howling or

yelling. Ep. word, formed like^(5,., f. , () to bark, bay, howl, Lat.

latrare; metaph. of a hungry stomach, to cry out,

yelp, bark: also, he howls his uncouth

songs. II. transit, to bark or yelp at, Lat. ala-

trare. Henee, ov, 6, a barker, bawler. [i/], , ,() yelping.

viXds, gen. avTos, contr. for faaeis, -j^eis., =.' [], radic. form , onlyused in pres.

and impf., to bark, bay:—3 pi. impf. med. in

same sense. II. transit, to bark or bay at." [], , Lat. SYLVA, wood, a wood, forest,

woodland, as opp. to (fruit-trees) : also of

copse, brushwood, underwood, as opp. to timber-

trees. II. wood cut down, timber, firewood, fuel,

logs of wood. III. generally, like Lat. materia,

the stuff which a thing is made; the raw material

of any kind : hence metaph. the matter treated of,

subject-matter, Lat. sylva. 2. matter, as opp. t©

mind, Lat. sylva.

€5, eaoa or -ets, €v, () woody, wooded.-, ov, , (,) one who lodges or

makes his lair in the wood, [y]- Dor.-, ov, =*.-, ov, =5.-, , (, ovpos) watching the wood,

forest-ranging, [y]-, ov, (,) wood-ranging.-, ov, (,) overgrown with wood.-5, ov, (,) hatmting the woods., f., to cut or fell wood. From-, ov, (, €() cutting or felling

wood

:

—as Subst., /xos, , a woodcutter, wood-

man. II. proparox.$, ov, pass, cut in

the wood:—as Subst.,, , a plant cut in

the wood, used as a charm, []-, , (, *'7 ) working wood:—as

Subst., ^$, , a carpenter or woodman, []-,, ov, (, (payeiv) feeding in the woods.-, , (,) feeding in the woods.-, ov, (,) carrying wood.-, is, (, e?5os),woody, wooded, bushy.

[], old Aeol., Dor., and Ep. €5 Ion.«
Dor. €: gen. Ion., Ep. also:
dat., old Aeol.,: but [-] or, only in Trag. : also /$ Ion.$ : Aeol.€ Dor. , in Trag. also v/xas \_-*A or /xas.

—Pron. ©f 2nd pers. plur. of, ye, you.

iipevatos \y], , (') hymenaeus, a wedding-song,

sung by the bride's attendants as they led her to the

.bridegroom's house. JI. later, =', Hymen,
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the god of marriage, addressed in the wedding-songs

as ' ' Dor.' ', Lat.

Hymen Hym.ena.ee. Hence»€, f., to sing the wedding-song, II.

to take to wife, []
i|i€VT|U)S, , {') epith. of Bacchus as god of joy.-, ov,{,) with wings of skin,

membrane-winged, of the bat. []-, ov, (,) made of earth-

enware as thin as a membrane, []
v\L€S, Dor. for.
fy«T€pos, a, ov, {) your, yours, Lat. vester

;

also with gen. of the personal pron. added, as -/ your own mind ; to

your house; (sc.) what in you lies,

for your part, [u]

TMH'N [],, , a skin, membrane.

'TMH'N [],, , Hymen, the god of marriages,

cf.'. II. like, a wedding-song.

€. Aeol., Dor. and Ep. ace. of., Aeol., Dor. and Ep. for.,, Aeol., Dor. and Ep. dat. of., a, ov, Aeol. for,.-65.,,(,) a singer ofhymns.

[a], Ion. for, 3 pi. pf. pass, of., Ep. for., Dor. for, I pi. of., Dor. 3 pi., part. fern, : fut.: aor. : pf.: {):—to sing,

praise, sing of, tell of, descant upon, Lat. canere, c.

ace: part. pass,, renowned, famous. 2.

in bad sense, to tell of, reproach, chide, Lat. incre-

pare. 3. to tell over and over again, to be always

telling of, keep harping upon, Lat. decantare : to

recite, as, to recite the form of the

law. II. intr. to sing, chant., ijpos, , and, , , {) a

singer of hymns, a minstrel, bard., , , verb. Adj. of, sung, praised,

lauded, famous., Dor. for.-, , , {,) a composer of
hymns, a lyric poet

:

—as Adj., a

garland of mmstrelsy.

-iroios, , {,) making hymns : as

Subst., , a minstrel.-, ov,{,) busied with hymns:

as Subst.,, , a lyric poet, minstrel.

"TMN02, a song : a hymn, festive song or ode,

commonly in honour of gods or heroes., f.,{) to sing a hymn or song

of praise : c. ace. cognato, to sing, chant. II. to

give a prophetic response. Hence, , the singing or chanting of a hymn. II.

a prophetic strain.-, , {,) singing hymns or odes

;

the minstrel maids.

05, and 77, , Dor..and Ep.. for, your.

vv, ace. of.-, , {,) swine's music, swinish

taste in music.

vos, gen. of .-, , {,) hog-bean, answering to

our hen-bane, which causes giddiness and madness.-, ov, {,) summoned by a
messenger.-, f. , (,-) to take in

the arms, embrace, clasp in the arms : so in pf. part,

pass., having clasped the chil-

dren in her arms. Hence-,,, that which is taken into the

arms, a wife, mistress.

vTT-ayopevui, f , to dictate, Lat. praeire verbis.- []: impf. : f.£ : aor. 2:—to lead or bring under ; to

bring the horses under the yoke, yoke them ; also

simply '. . to bring under one's

power

:

—Med. to bring under one's own power, re-

duce. 3. to draw from under, Lat. subdueere

:

—
Pass., as the mound of earth

was drawn awayfrom under. II. to bring a per-

son before the judge ; -
to bring one before the court or under the

cognisance of the court, i. e. to accuse, impeach him :

to impeach him
before the commons on a capital charge ; so

alone. III. to lead slowly on, Lat. inducere;

to lead one by degrees or secretly, to draw on an

enemy by stratagem : to lead, draw one on, induce

one (to do a thing) :—Med. to suggest, throw out so

as to lead a person on : so in Pass., to be led, drawn
on, induced, mostly in bad sense. IV. to lead or

take secretly away, draw off, withdraw. V. in-

trans. to take oneself away secretly, withdraw, retire :

of an army, to draw off or retire slowly. 2. to go

after, go slowly on :, like, come! cheer up!, , , {) a trowel or tool for
shaping bricks., , {) a leading on gradually or

secretly. II. intr. a withdrawing, a retreat.-, f.-, {,) to sing, to accom-

pany with the voice. II. to sing by way of prelude., poet, for., Ep. for, pf. of.-, f.-, Dep. to shew some respect

to another, c. ace.

vTraiQd., Adv. {' poet, for) out under, slip-

ping under and away : escaping to one side. II.

as Prep, with gen., under, near, at one's side.

tnr-aiOpios, ov, also , ov, {,) under the

sky, in the open air.

vir-at0pos, ov, —, mostly in phrase, Iv, Lat. sub Dio, in the open air.-, =, to set on fire from beneath or

secretly.- Att. -.: f.- : Dep. :—
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allusion to.-, Ion. for.{-, f. £, to dart beneath, c. ace. II. to

dartfrom under, c. gen.-, Pass, (,) to be somewhat

ashamed of a thing before a person, c. dupl. ace.

> -, ov, (,() under accusation, called

to account for a thing ; responsible or

accountable to one., ,() hearkening to, obedience., Dor. for, aor. imperat. of.-, f.- : pf.- :

—

to listen,

hearken, give ear to : to liste/i to and answer. II.

to hearken to, give ear to, with gen. or dat. : often

used of porters, to answer a knock at the door. 2.

to obey, submit to, c. gen. pers. : to yield to, comply

with, c. dat. pers. : absol. to submit, comply.-, f. , to spread thinly on, spread like

salve. II. to anoint:—Med. to anoint oneself;

to anoint one^s eyes.-, imperat.-: Dep. : (,):
— to avoid, shun, flee from, escape, elude, c. ace;
mostly used in aor. I part,., ,() an interchange, ex-

change. II. hypallage, a figure of speech, by
which the parts of a proposition seem to be inter-

changed.- Att. -, f. £, to interchange, ex-

change, barter.

virakvi-as, aor. part, of., ecus, , an avoiding, shunning, escapi?ig,

eluding. From-, f. £: aor. I part, :— like, to avoid, shun, flee from, escape, evade,

c. ace.
;

having got quit of a debt.-, later- : f.— :

— to read by way ofpreface.-, f., intr. to rise tip and go away.

•uir-, f.- : aor. - :—to
spend, waste, consume gradually.-, f. -, to retire slowly.€, verb. Adj. of, one must
rise up, to make roomfor another.-, ov, (,) under or subject to a
man, married., aor. I pass, of.-, f. Ion. :

—to trouble or vex a
little :—Pass, to be somewhat distressed.-, f.- : aor.- :

—

to

make to rise tip, raise up gradually. II. Pass.,

with aor. 2 act.-
;

pf.- :
—to rise,

stand up: of game, to start up, to be sprung or

roused; '{Spas to rise tip from one's

seat to shew respect to another, Lat. assurgere alicui;

to rise up so as to

make room for one's elders.

-, 727-, f. £, to open widerhand or furtively

;

{jnavoiyeiv' to intercept and open letters.- Ion. -«: f.:—to come or go to meet,

either as friend or foe. II. to meet, reply to.

Hence, ecus, , a coming to meet.-, f., to come or go to meet, step forth

to meet, c. dat. ; also c. ace.

vnr-aimAcoa, f., to threaten underhand.-€, (,, ibo) to depart underhand
or slowly, to retreat, retire.-^, f., intr. to move off secretly, slink

away, c. gen. :—verb. Adj., one must

make off, slink away.-€, f.- and-, to run
away secretly, slip away.-, Ion. for.
"TIIA'P, , indecl. a real appearance when one is

awake, a waking vision, opp. to ovap a mere dream :

ovap,', i.e. no illusion but a reality. II.

the ace. is used absol. as Adv., in a waking state,

awake : hence really, actually, [u], Ion. for, pf. pass, of.
tiTT-apytipos, ov, (, apyvpos) having silver under-

neath: of rocks, containing silver, veined with silver:

of metallic substances, containing a proportion of sil-

ver. II. turtied into silver, sold for silver. III.

of silver-gilt. IV. hiredfor silver, venal.

tnr-apvos, ov, (, gen. of) with a lamb

tmder, suckling a lamb : metaph. suckling an infant.

ilirap^is, (, ,() subsistence : one's sub-

stance, possessions, goods.-, Ion. for.-, , (,) the beginning; |£

from the beginning, over again, afresh.

tuir-apxos, , (,) commanding under an-

other : a lieutenant-governor, viceroy.

vir-, f. £: aor. : Pass., pf.^:
3 sing, plqpf. : (,) :

—to begin : c.

gen. : 1. to make a beginnitig of. 2. c. part, to

begin doing ; he begins doing

good to one. 3. c. ace.,

to begin [doing] kindnesses to one: Pass.,' (Ion. for-) the beginnings

made by one ; ^ what

has been given by the gods. 4. absol. to be-

gin, II. to come into being, arise, spring

up. 2. to be at hand, be ready. 3. to be :

impers., the case is ..;

the price being what it may. III. to lie under,

hence like, to be taken for granted;, Lat. bis positis, this being granted, this

being the case. IV. to belong to, fall to : of per-

sons, to be devoted to. 2. often in part., -
one's property, or present circumstances or

advantages ; according to one's

means. 3. impers., it belongs to me,

I have. IV. to be sufficient : impers., it
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is possible, c. inf.; so absol. in part. neut.,
since it is possible.

{---, ov, (,) under cover of the

shield; the &oify-armour. \_]-, f. , to carry the shield for one, serve

as a shield-bearer. Hence, rjpos, 6, and, , , a

shield-bearer, esquire, generally, an armour-bearer.-$,,(,) ?inder the stars: guided

by the stars.

•inra-riKOs, , ov,( 11) of consular rank, Lat.

considaris.

[],, ov, contr. for, like Lat. sum-

mus for supremus, the highest, uppermost, first, epith.

of Jove; , Lat. superi, the gods above, opp.

to those beneath the earth (,, Lat.

inferi). 2. of Place, highest, topmost; kv} on the very top of the funeral pile, c. gen. (as if

it were a superlative Preposition), high

above their nest. 3. of Quality, highest, best. 4.

of Time, last, Lat. supremus. II., , as

Subst., was used to render the Roman Cofistd.-, f., to begin to shine, dawn, of day-

break.-, f., to play the flute in accompaniment.-, ov, (,) under the tent;

under cover of the tent.--, , ov, (,) under the neck: as

Subst.,,, a cushion ox pillowfor the neck.-, with aor. 2 act.-, pf. --
:

—

to step back slowly, retire.

irrr-a<j>pos, ov, (,) somewhat frothy, moist.-, ovos, , , (,) somewhat silly

or senseless : Comp.., Ion. for, 3 pi. of€( sum)., aor. 2 of.-, ov, (,) under surety: of per-

sons, having given surety, responsible, liable to be

called to account ; weyyvos subject to

any punishment except death,, 3 sing. impf. of.•, Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. I of-.-, 3 pi. plqpf. of.
•€€, aor. I of.
"&€€, 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of., aor. 2 of., aor. 2 of.»€€ [], Ep. 3 sing. aor. I med. of.', aor. pass, of.-€, (, *'), aor. 2 med. with no pres.

in use, to look at, view from below : metaph. to mis-

trust, suspect, Lat. suspicari.-, inf., poet. aor. 2 of.
•-€6, verb. Adj. one must give way. From-€ Ep. : fut.- or- : aor.

Ep.: poet. aor. 2:— to re-

Aire, withdraw ; , .' to retire from

one's seat for another, make room for him ;^ to give him the first word. 2. c. ace.

to escape, shun, elude ; he scaped
my hands. II. to yield, give way : generally, to

submit to, to obey.

-€, (, sum) to be tinder, Lat. subesse;

my best friends

are under my roof: of horses, to be under the yoke,
to be yoked in the chariot. II. to be or lie under-
neath : to be at the bottom. 2. to be laid down,
granted, assumed. 3. of things, to be left remain-
ing: to remain behind, after everything else. III.

generally, to be at or near, be at hand, at com-
mand. IV. to be subjected or subject.-, (, ibo) to come or go under, to steal

in secretly, Lat. subire ; to insinuate

oneself into a person's favour. II. to depart

gradually or secretly.€;, fut. med. of: Ep. 2 sing,., (,) aor. 2 with no pres. in use, to

say or repeat before another, Lat. praeir'e verba : also

to premise, say by way of introduction : to sug-

gest. 2. to explain, interpret.

tump, poet, for , used when a long syll. is

needed before a vowel, e. g. . [], Ep. aor. 2 of.-, Ep. for, impf. of.,, see.
tiircip-oxos, ov, poet, and Ion. for., Ion. for, aor. I part, of

having set on, suborned.-€, Dep., with aor. 2 act.-, pf.- :
— to slip or steal in, enter secretly.

-€€,( ibo) to go in covertly.

vir-, before a vowel -, (, e£) Prep, with

gen., out from under, from be/ieath : also written

divisim ' .-, to cast out secretly.6€, aor. 2 inf. of.-, Dep., with aor. 2 act. -, pf.- :

—

to get secretly out of, slip out of, shun,

escape,. c. ace. : absol. to slip out, steal out.-, 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.-€•, f.-, to set on fire from below or

by degrees : metaph. to set onfire secretly.-', f., to uncover from below or a

little.,, ,() fuel put under to

light afire, combustible matter. 2. metaph. a pro-

vocative, incentive.

»7-€€, Pass, to be carried out and away, to be

put safe away, to be stored up or stowed in a safe place.-, to bend aside, escape, delude.-€£, f. Att. , to carry out or away

secretly:—Med., to get all one's

goods carried secretly out.-€, f.-, to carry off underhand.€, aor. I ^pass. of.
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start out before : c. aec. to outrun, outstrip.-€, f., to loose from under : of horses,

to unloosefrom under the yoke.

»-€€,(,-, toflowforthfrom under.-, f. -€£, to flee away secretly,

escape and flee: c. ace. to flee away secretlyfrom.€€, aor. 2 inf. of^'.-, aor. I pass, of.-, to savefrom under, rescue or deliverfrom.-€, to stretch out under.-, f.-, to put out secretly :—Med. to

remove one's effects from a place of danger, carry

safely away :—Pass, to be carried safe away.-€, f. , to turn gradually or secretly

from a thing :—Med. to turn aside from, c. ace.-^, f.- and- : aor. 2-( (cf.) :
—to run outfrom under, run

beyond : to escape from, c. aec.«, aor. I of.-, to lift up a little. II. to carry out

from under, esp. from danger : to carry away. III.

intr.,(€* to get on before, to get

the start of another by a day's journey.

•-€€, f.-, to fly out or escape se-

cretly : to escape secretly from, c. ace.

•€€, Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 of^^.€-, f. [], to slacken from below or

slightly.

-€«>, f. , to retire secretly : withdraw
quietlyfrom a place : c. dat. pers. to retire and give

place to one., aor. 2 of.- : f. -€ [] Att. -( :

—

to drive

under : intr. (sub.) to ride up to., aor. I pass, of., 3 sing. aor. 2 opt. of., Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. 2 med. of., 3 pi. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.- [], Ep. 2 sing. aor. I med. of.-€, aor. r of.€€, Ep. 2 pi. impf. of.€€, Ep. for, 3 sing. pf. of -, to hang down the head. This is the only form

of the Verb in use, and this only in one place, of an

orphan boy,

—

' he stands with

head utterly hung down : see.-€, Dep. to oppose covertly.

vir-evavTtos, a, ov, (, evavTios) set over against,

opposite. II. set against, hostile : as Subst., ol

the enemy :—neut. as Adv., ^
in opposition thereto.

vrrrcvavTtojCTis, (, ,(^) a being op-

posed to : contrariety.-€, to give way a little, give in a little.

-, aros,,(,) an under-garmenl.
inr-€V€p0e and -Ocv, Adv. (, (€() under, un-

derneath, beneath : under the earth, in the world
below: c. gen. under, beneath.

-€|, form assumed by- before a vowel.«=£ [7], 3 sing. aor. 2 opt. of^.-, f. £, to carry outfrom under or secretly,

esp. out of danger into safety. II. intr. to retire or
withdraw gradually.-, f. : pf. pass,- Ion. -<£a-: aor. 1 -e£u\ov

:

— to take away privily,

destroy, remove secretly or gradually;'
€^€\ having done away with the offence : gene-
rally, to set aside, put out of the question, hence in pf.

pass, part., ^ these things

having been put out of the question :—Med. to take

out or away privily for oneself : to steal or purloin.

tnr-€£aipa>, to raise, lift upfrom below.-^, to go tip to the mountain-top., aor. 1 inf. of (a Dep.
pres. not in use, see(), to flee out away and
escape, c. ace.-, f. £, toflee away or escapefrom se-

cretly, c. aec.-€|, f.-, to rise outfrom under
secretly or gradually.-6(•, Pass, with aor. 2 med.-^^-,
to sail out and away secretly, []€, Med., with aor. 2 act.-(,
pf.-^ :

—

to come upfrom under gradually,
esp. to risefrom out the sea.-^,, , aor. 2 part, of foreg.-*£, Pass, to rise up and give place to.-^,., drain outfrom below, exhaust., Ion. for, pf. pass, of.
»-€^€, (, (£, ( ibo) to go away under or

secretly, withdraw gradually ;^ ' to make
wayfor one. II. to go out to meet or against one.-^, Ion. for^.- : fut. -*£\ [] Att. -i£eAa> :

—

to

drive outfrom under, drive off secretly. II. intr.

to march away secretly or slowly.^^, -, aor. 2 inf. and part, of*£.
tnr-eijtpvui Ion.-, to draw out from under,

draw away underhand.

tiTr-ei-tpxopcH, Dep., with aor. 2 act. ~(£, pf.-€£ :
—to go out from under : to go out se-

cretly, withdraw, retire : also c. ace. to retire, with-

draw from or before. 2. to rise up and quit one's

settlements, to emigrate. II. to go out to meet.

iiiref-eo-aoxrtv, 3 sing. aor. I of an Ep. pres. (-, =.
€|€€, 3 sing. aor. 2 of^^^.-, intr. to withdraw secretlyfrom a place.-, Pass., with aor. 2 act.-, pf.-( :

—to go out from under, come out sud-

denly. II. to go out of the way of, shun, avoid t
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c. dat. to give place to, rise up and make wayfor. III.

c. gen. rei, to withdraw one's claims to a thing, retire

from competition., aor. I of\., 3 sing. aor. 2 of.' Ep., in phrases and

: Prep, governing gen. and ace, Lat. SUPER.
Hence are formed the Comp. and Sup. vneprepos,

—raros. \y]

With Genit., expressing that over which some-

thing is: 1. of Place, over: of rest, over, above;) €1$ to stand over a person's

head : .2. of motion, over, across; or over, be-

yond. II. (from the notion of standing over to

protect) for, in defence of, in behalf of ; \ rrjs-$ to fight in defence of one's coun-

try. 2. for, because of, by reason of: for the pur-

pose of, for the sake of; vtrep for

the sake of not dying. 3-/or > instead of, in the

name of, acting for ; ( in his stead. III.

like, on, of, concerning, respecting, Lat. de.

With Accus., expressing that over and beyond

which a thing goes

:

I. of Place, over, beyond,

past. II. of Measure, over, above, exceeding, be-

yond; \ above his years. 2. beyond

tvhat is right, against, contrary to; \ con-

trary to right ; contrary to the will of the

god. III. of Number, above, upwards of, beyond,

up to and over ; imp above half.

Position : may follow its Subst. in all cases,

when it is written.
In Compos., signifies over, above, of Place,

as in-. 2. in defence of, in behalf of, as

in-^, mostly c. gen. 3. of excess, as in

i)irep-rj(pavos.

vnrcpa, , () the uppermost rope, the brace at-

tached to each end of the sailyards (), by
means of which the sails are shifted. \y]

)7€-€65, ov, also a, ov, above measure
simple or silly.-, Dep. to admire above measure, [ay]€-€, f., to be exceedingly angry or

indignant at a thing.

viTcp, f., to love exceedingly.-, to be in great distress of mind.
uirep-a/rjs, es, gen. eos, (,) blowing down

from above or blowing very hard.-, (,) to have overmuch blood.€-, to lift tip over : Med. and Pass, to rise

above, be lifted tip. II. to rise up over, to climb

over, scale, Lat. transcendere, c. ace. 2. to trans-

cend, excel, outdo : to conquer. 3. to overshoot,

go beyond, exceed, c. ace. 4. absol. of a river, to

overflow.--, ov, exceeding base or ugly.€-, Pass, to feel much ashamed.-, f. , to hang up over or

above. II. Pass, to be suspended over, project

over a thing :—of ships, c. gen. loci, to lie off a

place.--, ov, (,) beyond the bloom of
youth.€-, f., to overshoot, hence to outdo,

surpass : c. part., to

outdo one in stealing.--, $, exceedingly accura'e or careftd.€-£, f., to mou?it and climb over. II.

to project or beetle over, c. gen.

vnrep-aKpios, ov, (, ) over or upon the

heights : the heights above the plain ; 01, at Athens, the inhabitants of the Attic

uplands.

tinrep-aKpos, ov, (, aKpos) over the top : metaph.
going to extremes ; Adv.8, to excess.--, f., to be afflicted or feel painfor a

thing: to grieve exceedingly at a thing: absol. to feel

great pain of mind.

virep-aXyrjs, is, gen. ios, (, akyos) exceeding

grievous or painful.

tiirep-aXXopat, f.- : aor. - : Ep.

aor. 2, part.5 : Dep.:

—

to spring

or leap over, c. gen. ; also c. ace.•-, ov, over or above others., Ep. aor. 2 part, of.€&, 3 sing. aor. of.
) ,€-€ ,, Pass, to be surpassed in impu-

dence.-, ov, exceeding impudent.€-€, f.-, to stretch excessively.--, Pass, with aor. 2 act.-,
pf.-, to stand up or project above.{-, Pass, (,) to be very

leaky, to be waterlogged.

-uircp-avrXos, ov, quite fill of water, waterlogged

:

metaph. overwhelmed, borne down. II. act. over-

flowing, overwhelming.

vnrep-avcu, Adv. over, above : yiyveaOai to

get the upper hand of. [a]"6-, opos, 6, Dor. for,•€-., f., to deceive or cheat excessively.€-, f.-, to diefor.•^-, Med. to answer for any one,

vindicate, [t]7€-€, fut. med. : Dep. to speak

for or in behalf of any one, defend.-, f., Ion. for, to be

exceedingly afraid, ? for Hellas.-, ov,(,) gasping or panting

exceedingly.€-<, f., Dep. to be exceeding

fond of, greet very kindly.

tiTrep-aTOiros, ov, beyond measure absurd.-, , , excessively Attic, carrying the

Attic dialect to excess. Adv. -teas.

virep-avyfjs, es,(,) exceedingly bright.€-£, f. -, to increase or enlarge
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above measure. II. intr. to abound beyond mea-

sure.

€--£, rarer form of., f., io be over-proud. From-, ov, {,) exceeding boastful,

overproud.-, ov, Dor. for.€-5, is, gen. eos, {, $) overbur-

dened.-, Pass, with fut. med.-, to

be exceedingly vexed or grieved, at a thing, c. dat.€-, fut.- : aor. 2 Ep.: pf. -:— to step over, climb Over,

scale, c. ace. : of rivers, to overflow, run over their

banks. 2. to overstep or transgress a law : abscl.

to transgress, trespass, offend. 3. to pass over,

pass by, take no notice of, Lat. praetermitto : hence

to omit. 4. to go beyond : to surpass, outdo in a

thing: also absol. to exceed. II. Causal, in aor., to put over, lift or raise over.)€, Ep. aor. 2 of.-, Adv. pres. act. part, of,
above measure, exceedingly.€-, f.- : Ep. aor. 2- :

pf.-, pass,- :

—

to throw over or

beyond a mark, to overshoot : to beat at throwing, to

throwfurther. 2. to outstrip in racing. II.. to

overshoot, outdo, excel, surpass, exceed ;

to exceed the time ; -
to go beyond the right time : absol. to exceed all

bounds, to go too far. 2. to go on further and
further, bid more, arid more; tois

he went on bidding more and more. 3.

to be at its height, at the zenith, of the sun. 4. io

be over and above. 5. part,,, ov,

exceeding great, excessive, beyond measure ; -
an exceeding high estate. III. to pass

over, cross, or traverse mountains, rivers, etc., Lat.

trajicere ; of ships, to double a headland. 2. of

rivers, to overflow; of a kettle, to boil over.

Med. to outdo, surpass, excel, exceed, c. ace. 2.

to exceed all bounds : so in pf. pass, part.,-" an excellent woman. II. to put

off, delay, c. ace: c. part., to put off doing : absol. to

delay, linger.-, 4s, gen. , {, .$) overloaded,

overweighed, exceedingly heavy., Ep. 3 pi. aor. 2 of.€, ,{) an oversteppitig oxtrans-

gression of law, trespass : wanton violence.

€05, , , verb. Adj. of, stepped

over : to be passed or crossed : of a wall, to be

scaled. II. act. overstepping : in bad sense, be-

yond bounds, excessive, outrageous., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 of.€], Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 subj. of.€-£, f. : Dep. : {,) :
—

to press with great violence, of the plague.
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€-£, f.- Att. -, Causal of, to carry over, transport.•-, ov, {,) of overwhelming strength

or might : overweening, outrageous, wanton : neut.

as Adv. wantonly, arrogantly.€, Adv.{) immoderately, ex-

cessively, [a]

, , {) a throwing beyond:
an overshooting, superiority, excess in anything ;

it can go no further ; ets or '
as Adv., excessively. 2. excessive praise,

hyperbole. II. a passi?ig over or crossifig moun-
tains, rivers, etc. .2. a place ofpassage, a moun-
tain-pass. III. (from Med.) delay, putting off.

inrep-^opcos, ov,{, Bopeas) beyond Boreas, i. e.

in the extreme north : ol' the Hyperboreans,

a supposed people in the extreme north distinguished

for piety and happiness ; more than

mortal fortune.€-, f. , to boil orfoam over.-, es, gen. $, {,) overloaded,

exceedingly heavy.

tnrcp-, to be overfull, overflow.•-, f. : pf. pass,^ (in

act. and pass, sense) : Dep. :

—

to work under, plough
up, prepare for sowing, Lat. subigere. II. to sub-

due, reduce, bring under one : pf. in pass, sense, to be

subdued,^ I have been sub-

dued in my soul by love. \1\. =, to do a
service : here also pf. in pass, sense,'^

many kind services have been done.--, ov, {,) above measure
ridiculous or laughable.

€-€£, f., to overfill, overload.-, and tnr€p-yr|pos, , =$.-,, {, yrjpas) exceeding old, of ex-

treme age : as Subst., extreme old age.-, , gen., very hairy.-, es, gen. 4os, Ep. ace., for-,-: {, $): above ox beyond fear, un-

daunted.-, f.-, to fear for or on account of
one : absol. to be in exceedingfear.-,. be much afraid of,c. ace.-, ov, exceeding dangerous oxformidable.•--, ov, placed high above one on the right

hand. 2. placed above or over;

higher ground ; k£ from vantage-

ground. II. superior.-, f.-, to bind upon.{-, Pass, to strain or exert oneself

above measure.•-, f.-, to give up in behalf of

.

, f., to plead or act as advocate for

one, advocate his cause. From-. ov, {,) exceeding righteous or

just. II. pleading for.-^, to stimulate a little.
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€-€, inf. ((, aor. 2 without any pres.

in use,( being used instead :

—

to overlook,

neglect, slight, despise, c. ace; also c. gen. : cf.

*.
{-€€8, f. , to put under as a prop. 2. to

prop or support from beneath.

ttir-£p€iira>, f., to undermine, subvert. II.

intr. in aor. 2, to tumble, fall down.

6-€€, Adv. {, kituvos) on yon side, on

the further part, beyond.--, f. , to seek to win over by ex-

cessive attention.€-€€,, f.- [], to hang out

over.€-€-€, Adv. for\ kre(, more

than superabundantly : also.-, f. -:(, to fall out over or

beyond. II. absol. to go beyond all bounds.

•€-€-, f. £: pf. pass.(\*:
—to frighten or astonish beyond measure :—Pass, to

be astonished excessively : c. ace. to befrightened beyond

measure at.

€-6€, f. -(, to stretch beyond measure :

vnepeKTUvuv (. to stretch oneself beyond one's

measure.€-€> [~], f. [t], to payfor any one.

€-€«>, f.-, also6-€ [], to pom-

out over :—Pass, to run over, overflow.-, ov, exceedingly light or active.€-€., f.-(, to fill overfull of a

thing :—Pass, to be overfull, be overloaded.€-€€, Pass, to befilled quite ftdl of.€-€, f. (£, to intercede for an-

other.

6-€|-€5, (s, gen. eos, {,(,
4tos) above sixty years old.

v7T€p-6ir<uv€G>, f. and, to praise above mea-

S7ire.

»6-€6, f., to desire exceedingly.€€, Dor. 3 sing. aor. 2 act. of(.-, f. , (,() to cut away from
below, undermine.€-€, f.-(( : Dep. with aor. 2 act.

-\, pf.-( :

—

to come or go out over, pass

over, c. ace. : absol. to exceed, excel.

6-€, f.— : aor. 2 -((parjov :

—

to eat

immoderately.€€-, pf. pass, of((.
€€(€, poet. aor. 2 of(.€-€, aor. 2 of.

-ev, Adv. exceeding well.

-€€, Adv., strengthd. for (Zy(, bravo, capital.

»••€-€, , exceeding good luck.€-6, Pass, to rejoice exceedingly.€-6, to hate exceedingly, c. ace6-€ Ep. : Ep. impf.(( : f.: aor. 2( poet.-( :

—

to hold

over, esp. to hold over so as to protect;(

-€(.( tivos to hold one's arms over one to shield

him. II. intr. to be above, stand out above, as

out of water : to rise above, overtop : to rise up over

a thing, c. gen., e. g. yatys : of a star, to rise above

the horizon. 2. metaph. to be above, be superior,

to excel, surpass, be the better; ($ the

more powerful ; kav (? if the sea be

too powerful

:

—Pass, to be outdone. 3. c. gen. rei,

to rise above, rise superior to, be able to bear. 4.

to outflank, overlap. 5. to get over, cross.

tHT-€p«ii Att. -6, fut. of vtrdnov, in same senses

:

from same root come pf. act. -(, pass, -(.
vnrep-, f. -, to boil over., Adv. of, very pleasantly : Sup.(.-, Pass, to rejoice beyond measure : c. part.,(( he rejoiced much at hearing.-, , exceeding sweet or pleasant : Sup.-.-, aor. I of(.
uirep-TjXijj, i/fos, 6, , above a certain age.€-, properly pf. of(, to sit above.

{€-€, , {,) a being beyond the

day : as law-term, a not meeting one's engagements

at the proper day. 2. forfeiture of recognisances,

a distraining of goods, execution.-, ov, {,) waiting over the

day, not observitig the appointed day : hence, suffering

a distress, having an execution levied: metaph., c. gen.,(($~ over-duefor marriage.€-5, , {, $) above half, more

than half-, ov, somewhat desolate.

{nr€p-Tjvopccov, ovtos, , {,) exceeding

manly : in bad sense, overbearing, overvjeening. II

.

excelling men, thinking oneself more than man.-, opos, 6, , {,) overbearing.€, fut. of(.•€€, f.,{) to be conspicuous

above others : in bad sense, esp. in part., like (-, overweening, arrogant. II. transit, to

treat disdainfully.•€, ,{() arrogance, haughti-

ness : contempt for a person or thing, c. gen.-,, —- with inserted, con-

spicuous above others : in good sense, magnificent,

splendid, noble. '2. in bad sense, extravagant, over-

weening, arrogant. Hence, Adv. magnificently : arrogantly.€-5, ov, {,) some way

above the sea. []€-£ Ion.€-, f., to wonder

exceedingly. 2. c. ace. to admire above measure.--, ov, exceedingly admirable.€« and -Oev, Adv. {) from above: above:

c. gen. above, over; ((( .. to be above or

beyond, ir e. worse than.
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-, f.-, to run over or beyond. 2.

to outstrip, to surpass, excel.

\€-9),{\}1.-, to diefor or instead of.

Ion. -«, fut. of.
Ion. -«tv, aor. 2 inf. of*.- : fut.- Ep.- : aor. 2

Ep., inf.- contr. -uv :

—to overleap, leap, spring, vault or bound over, c. ace.-, ov, high-spirited, daring. II. in bad

sense, over-spirited, overweening : of a horse, too high-

couraged, restive. Hence, Adv. in excessive wrath.

tiirf-,,{,) the lintel ofa door, []-, ov, (,) above the door: as

Subst.,, , =.-, to shout above, outdo in shouting, c.

gen. []
^€€, inf. of aor. 2 vnepudov.

tiirep-, f. -, to send or throw further, hurl

beyond the mark.--, Pass, to move exceeding swiftly

:

the simple Verb is nowhere found, and its derivation

is uncertain., ov, , patronym. from "^ [],

son of Hyperion, i. e. the Sun.€-, Pass., with aor. 2 act. -(, pf.-: {,) :—to stand over, c. gen.: to

stand over so as to protect one, to shield, guard.

viirep-, opos, , , knowing but too well, c. gen.-, ov, (,) exceeding strong.€-, =, to hold above. II. intr.

to be above : to prevail over, c. gen. 2. to protect,

c. gen."- [],, , Hyperion, the sun-god, com-
monly joined with "HAios in Homer, as'-
Atos, or ". (Said to be derived from,, he that walks on high.)€-<, properly pf. pass, of,
to sit over, above or upon. II. metaph. to sit over

and watch, keep an eye upon.-, t's, gen.,(,) exceeding

beautiful oxfine.•€-, f.-, to suffer or labour for
any one, c. gen.€-, f.-, to get down over.€-, ov, exceedingly absurd., 3 pi. aor. 2 of.-, f. , to laugh outright.€-€, Pass, to be situated over or above.-, f., to charm beyond measure.---, f., to flatter immoderately.--, ov,(,) over-confident, over-

weening, boastful, arrogant : generally, excessive ; c.

dat., vrjis ^ ships surpassing in

swiftness.

-KOiros, ov,(,)\\., over-

weening, overbearing, boastful. Hence
{meptco-irajs, Adv. exceedingly.

«-€, f., to overfill or glut.

virep-KOTOs, ov, exceedingly angry or furious : ex-

ceedingly savage. Adv. -tos, overmuch, exceedingly.-: f.- [d] Att.-:—to

hang up over or out of the way.6-, f.-: aor.- :—
to acquire over and above., ace. pi. of

vir€p-Kt»8as, avros, ,{,) exceedingfamous
or renowned, very glorious.-, f. , to bend, stretch over, peep

over. 2. c. ace. to overstep.-, ov, exceeding bright oxglistening. II.

of sound, exceeding clear or loud.-, Pass, to make a very splendid

show : also to shew great eagerness. [t>]€-. Adv. (,) beyond all measure or

doubt, undeniably. []--, f., to pain exceedingly, cause one

great distress :—Pass, to be distressed beyond measure.€-, Pass., with f. med.— : aor.

2 pass. [] :

—

to be struck mad.--, es, Dor. for.-, f., (,) to fightfor or in

defence of one : also tofight with onefor another., , , inclined to fightfor another.- [], fut.-, Dep., like(-, tofightfor anyone;

I willfight out this for my father.-, ov, (,) fighting for : as

Subst.,, , a champion.

€-€5, Ion. for, []--,, ^, enormously great.-^ Ion.€5 [], , gen. cos,

(,) excessively large, enormous. II.

exceedingly difficult.€-6, aor. - : Pass. :

—

to be

excessively drunk.

€-€€5, , , poet, for.€€«, ovtos, , excessively mighty. From
€-€5, ,(,) exceeding strong : also

in bad sense, overweening, insolent.-, ov,(,) beyond all measure,

excessive. Adv. -.-, fs, gen. , (,) exceeding

long, high, broad, etc. : of sound, exceeding loud.

{€-€, f., to hate exceedingly.

vnrcp-, Adv. = £/77fp , beyond fate or

destiny.-, ov, (,) above the clouds.€-, f., to be more than conqueror.-, f., to think or reflect upon, c. ace.

iiTTcp-voTios, ov,(,) beyond the south wind,

at the extreme south, opp. to.-, ov, (, ^) of excessive size or

bulk, overgrown, immensely great.- or -, to swell, be much swollen.€- Ion. -«•>, f., to swell excessively.
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-oiKOS,,(,) dwelling above, beyond., ,() proud confidence, defi-

ance, presumption ; high courage. [F Ep.]-£, f., Dep. (,) to

vanquish by force of arms.

-.\5, ov, (,) confident in arms,

hence overweening, arrogant; neut. as Adv.,-
to speak haughtily, arrogantly. II.

generally, excessive, immense.?, ov, ,() a contemner, dis-

dainer : absol. disdainful, haughty.,, , 6v, contemptuous, disdainful, scorn-

ful. Adv. -icas, disdainfully. From-, ov,() overlookuig : hence

disdainful, haughty: neut. pi. as Adv. haughtily.-, fat.- : aor. 2- inf.- :

aor. I pass,- : (cf.) :

—

to look over, sur-

vey. II. to overlook, pay no heed to, disregard:

to slight, despise, disdain, both with ace. and gen.

-opios poet, -ovpios, ov, (, opos) over or

beyond the boundaries: foreign, outlandish. 2.

(sc. 777) the country beyond o?ie's own fron-

tiers, aforeign latid or country.-/, Pass, (,) to rise up over

a thing.- Ion.-: f.:—to be much

afraid, be in great terror on account of.
tfTIIEP02, b, or, , a pestle to bray and
pound with'.-, ov,(,»)\ above the heavens., ,() a projection, prominence,

summit. II. metaph. preeminence, superiority, su-

premacy : excellence. 2. excess, superabundance.

Ep., ov,() prominent,

eminent, distinguished above others; c. gen.,-
to be distinguished above others :

in bad sense, overbearing. Sup.-., , contempt, disdain : arrogance. From-, used as fut. of, from obsol..-, es, (, nayos) excessively frosty : as

Subst., ^ extremely hardfrost.-, f., (,) to stiffer exces-

sively, be grievously afflicted.-, f.— : pf.- :
—to strike

beyond : hence to overstep, surpass, excel.-, to strew or scatter over, [y]-, also Dep.- :

—

to abound

overmuch, to superabound.-5, , ov, excessive:—Adv.-, beyond

measure.-, Dep ,
=.-, f.- [], to stretch over.- or- : fut.-: aor. 2^ [], whence Ep. 3 sing, : we also

find, Dor. 3 sing. aor. 2 act., from:
Dep,.:

—

tofiy over, above or beyond.

€4.-, Att. for.-, f.-, to leap over or beyond, and
so to escape from. II. metaph. to overleap, trans-

gress : to overleap, escape from.-, ov, exceeding sharp or bitter.-, f.-, to overfill

:

—Pass, to be

overfull of a thing.-, f.—, to drink overmuch, [t]-, f.-,fall over or beyond. II.

of time, to be past, gone by, be spent.-£, f., to abound exceedingly.-, es, (,) superabundant.-, to fill overfull:—Pass, to be overfull., f., to be exceeding rich. From-, ov, (,) exceeding rich.-,,,(,*) overmuch,

very much or many.-, f., to toil or labour beyond mea-

sure : to suffer very greatly. II. to bear or endure

for another:—Med., to take trou-

ble on oneselffor another.-^, ov, also a, ov,(,) over, or

beyond the sea,far away. II. over or across the sea., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 of.-, (,£) to make very much

cf one, to caress fondly.-, f. [] (,) to redden

or blushfor another.-, Ep. for., aor. 2 pass, of. []-, Pass, (,) to be ex-

ceeding solemn ox pompous.•-, ov, extremely wise or clever.-, f. , to take excessive pains, be

very anxious.-, =, to stand over and pro-

tect, c. gen.),, 3 sing. aor. 2 subj. and opt. of., , ov, Sup. Adj. of, uppermost, high-

est : eldest : more used in shortened form :

there is also a form^ \], aor. I part, of.-, f.- : pf.- :
—to stretch over

or above : to hold out over ;

to spread a shade from the dog-star over the

house ; to stretch one's foot

over the beach, i. e. pass over it. II. intr. to

stretch, stand out or project beyond : c. ace,-
to outflank the enemy's wing. 2.

metaph. to surpass, excel., to pass quite over, overleap. From-, e's, gen. , (,) going over

or beyond the mark : generally, going over, overleap-

ing : c. gen ,
one who has reached

the end of his labours. II. =, rismg

over or above.-, f.-: aor. -:—to rise or
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appear over or above; the sun

having risen above the horizon; e/c• to start from the ground : c. gen. to hang or

project over.

Ion. -, , the upper part, esp. the upper

frame of a carriage. From
uirepTepos, a, ov, Comp. Adj. of; over or above,

tipper, higher: hence better, more excellent; "
higher by birth, nobler ;

to turn topsy-turvy. II. stro?iger, mightier;

victorious over, c. gen. : neut. as Adv., -
better than soothsayers. 111. further, more.

twrcp-, f.-: aor. -: aor. 2 -4:
—to put or set over

:

—Med., to

make overu commit or intrust a thing to any one, to

disclose a thing, refer it to another for advice.{€-, f. , to prize or honour above

measure.

irrrcp-roXpos, ov, (,) overbold.

{nrepTOvos, ov,() overstrained, strained to

the utmost, at full pitch or stretch.^, ov, to be overshot ; metaph. to be

surpassed or outdone. From
UTrep-To^cucu, f. ao), to overshoot.- : f.- : aor. 2 :

—
to run over or beyond, outrun, escapefrom. 2. to

excel, surpass. 3. to overstep, transgress a law.€-, f., to revel extravagantly.-, f. \_a] , to grow rather red, to blush

or colour a little.

i>ir-€pv0pos, ov, (,) somewhat red.€-5, ov, (,) exceedingly high.-, f., to exalt or extol exceedingly.€-, aor. 2 [] : Pass, to ap-

pear over or above.-&, f., (, <pa\ay£) to extend

one's phalanx so as to outflank., aor. 2 pass. inf. of. Hence, is, gen. eos, appearing over or above.-, ov, beyond expression, ineffable.€-€, f.- : aor. I act. -~/, pass.- :

—

to carry over or across. II. intr. to

have the advantage over, to siirpass, excel: to excel

in a thing.-, Adv. like, excessively, overmuch:
too highly.-, poet. 3 sing. aor. 2-: Pass, to

perish for or in behalf of one., ov, properly exceeding in power, ex-

ceeding puissant : but mostly in bad sense, overbear-

ing, overweening, arrogant; an
overbearing spirit. Adv., exceedingly,

excessively : also haughtily, arrogantly. (Deriv. un-

certain : perhaps another form of.)-, f., to love beyond measure.-, Pass, with fut. med.-, to be

excessively afraid.-, ov, exceeding timid, very fearful.

-, to carry over.€- Att.- : f.£ :
—to shudder at one

beyond measure, to be terribly afraid of., f. , to have high thoughts, to be

overproud. 2. to look down upon, disdain. From-, ovos, , , {,) highminded,
highspirited : haughty, disdainful, arrogant : he

from a confidence in one's superiority.-, is,(,) beyond natural size, over-

grown, enormous, immense. II. of things, extra-

ordinary, singular : beyond the natural course of

things, marvellous, strange, absurd : also joined with

a relat., ', like Lat. mirum quantum,
wonderful how great, i. c. excessively great.-,, Pass., with aor. 2 act.- pf. --:—to spring or shoot up over or above: hence to

outshoot, surpass, excel., Adv. of, excessively, marvel-

lously ; wonderfidly how, i. e. most won-
derfully.,, vv, aor. 2 part, of.-, f.- :

—

to rejoice exceedingly at

a thing, c. dat. II. c. part, to delight in doing.€-, f. [], to let down over.

"€-5, ov, (,) above the earth.

tnrep-, f. , strengthd. for, like, to be over wanton or arrogant.-€, f.- : aor. 2 act.- or- : pf. -: (cf. ): Dep. :

—

to

go or come under, get under, enter, Lat. subire, c.

ace. II. to go into secretly, to steal or creep into

:

metaph. to come upon or over one;

a shuddering steals over me. III. to creep

into another's good graces, tofawn on : hence to un-

dermine, deceive. IV. to advance slowly.

{cirep-xpecos, , (,) excessively in debt.

-6«), f., (,) to shrink back, recoil.€ Att., , the upper part of the mouth,

the palate : properly fern, of.-, Adv. from the upper story. From€, Ep. and Ion., , the upper part

of the house, the upper story or upper rooms, where

the women resided : properly neut. of (sub.).€5, , ov, Ion. and Ep. tnrepcoios (from,
as from), being above or over, overhead.

tiirepoirraTos, , ov, poet. Sup. for.>€€, Dor. 3 sing. fut. of ( sum)., Ep. 3 pi. aor. 2 of, also 2.

Dor. for, sing, of same.

€£€, aor. I of., aor. I of., poet. aor. 2 of., 3 sing. aor. 2 of.', pf. of.•, 2 sing. aor. I of., aor. I of.
vtv-gvQvvos, ov, (,) liable to give account,
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accountable, respo?isible ; an office at

the expiration of which the magistrate has to give an

account of his conduct. 2. c. genit. liable to, ame-

nable to, liable to make amends for a thing: guilty of
a thing. 3. also c. dat. subject, liable, exposed to.-, Pass, (,) to lie under., aor. I of'., 3 sing. aor. 2 of.€€, aor. I of.

ti-, aor. I of.-, f.: aor. 2 poet,:
(cf.) :

—

to hold under or underneath. 2. to

put under or place under. 3. to hold out the hand

as a pledge : ovas, Lat. praebere aurem, to

lend an ear : hence to hold out, suggest : also to al-

lege, make a pretence of. 4. to supply, afford, place

at one's disposal. II. to holdfrom underneath,

uphold, c. ace. : hence to bear up against, undergo,

submit to, suffer. 2. in law-phrase,

to have to give an account of a thing

;

\oyov to have to give account., pf. pass, of */.,, impf. and aor. 2 of^., ov, () giving ear, hearkening,

listening to. II. obeying, obedient, subject, c. gen.:

as Subst.,, , subjects., aor. 2 of.-, to hang down : see.€, 3 pi. Ion. aor. I of.
t>ir-T]V(|xios, ov, (,) full of wind ;-

a wind-egg which produces no chicken.-^, ov, (,) under the wind, under

shelterfrom it ; on the lee side., , () the tinder part of the face, on which

the beard grows : the beard itself. Hence, , , a bearded man;
a youth with his first beard.

viir-Tjoios, 77, ov, (, ) about dawn, towards

morning, early., pf. pass, of.\, ,() the service or duty of row-

ers. 2. Collective for , the complement

of rotvers and sailors, a ship's crew. II. gene-

rally, hard service, hard work : also service rendered

to another, assistance., ,() the cushion on a rower's

bench, a rowing mat.€€, f.: pf. act., pass,-:():—to row, serve onboard ship. II.

generally, to do hard service, to work for, aid and
abet : to serve, comply with, obey, act under instruc-

tions : to comply with, gratify ; to do a

service :—Pass, to be done as service ; '
€t's the services which are rendered

to you from us. 2. to suit oneself to, gratify, hu-

mour. 3. absol. to be a servant. Hence, aros,, service rendered, service, help,

Lat. offcium.

--, , , (,) a rower: generally,

a seaman, sailor. II. any labourer: an assistant,

servant, inferior officer, Lat. apparitor ; -" a helper in a work. 2. the servant who at-

tended each heavy-armed soldier., , ,() of or fit for row-
ing. II. generally, belonging to, suitedfor serv-

ing : of or for an or inferior officer or sol-

dier; the arms of the common men:
a boat attending on a larger vessel,

a tender.{-, , fern, of, a helpmate, as-

sistant., 3 sing. aor. 2 of., Ion. for, fat. of.-,, soutid under, answer with a sound
from below.-, Ion. for.- : aor. : (,\ =) :

—

to

force or draw in underneath : metaph. to keep under,

check, restrain; to check one's tongue., part. fern, of ( ibo).•-, Ion. for.-, contr.- Ion. : fut.

: aor. 2, imperat. :

pf. : (, =) :

—

to hold oneself

under, i. e. to take upon oneself, undertake, promise,

engage : of a father, to promise his daughter in mar-
riage, betroth : of the bride, to plight her troth : also

to promise or vow to the gods : generally, to assure,

assert, profess.-, Ion. for.
titrvaXcos, a, ov, () sleep-bringing, drowsy.•-, , , (,) cheating of

sleep.

tiiTviSios, a, ov, () sleepy, drowsy. [~\-,, , and-, , ,(,) giver of sleep; a hilling

strain : fern.€.-, f., (,) to resist or

strive against sleep.

"02, , sleep, slumber: metaph. the sleep of
death. II. Sleep, as a god, twin-brother of Death.-, , , (,) frightening in

sleep., f.: pf. act., pass,: (-) :
—to lull to sleep

:

—Pass, to fall asleep, go to

sleep, sleep, slumber. II. intr. in Act. tofall asleep., Dor. gen. of.
'-5, , (, ) of a sleepy nature,

drowsy.

tnrvwv, Lacon. for, inf. of.
Att.-, =, to be sleepy or drowsy;

my heart slumbers not., Ep. for, to sleep, fall asleep.

'', Prep., governing gen., dat., et ace: under:

poet, imai, metri grat.

With Genit., I. of Place,/rom under;
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a fountain flows from under a

cavern ; to unharness horses

from tinder the yoke ; vif apveiov I loosed

myself from under the ram. 2. of that under

which a thing is, under, beneath; -
having hit him under the chest. II. of

the Agent, with pass. Verbs, and with neuters in

pass, sense, by, through, Lat. a or ab ;

rivos to be slain by a man ; '
to fall by his hand ; ' by one's own free

action ;^ twos to hear, i. e. be told by,

one. 2. where it is not the immediate act of the

agent ; (ptvyeiv twos to flee by reason of one

;

"€€ he proclaimed by voice of
herald. 3. is often extended to feelings, pas-

sions, etc. ; , $, etc., by or front fear,

joy, etc. : hence with active Verbs also, as'€ to do somewhat by reason of courage

;

by reason of fear, etc. ; -
to dig by constraint of the lash. 4. to

express subjection, ' they are vir-

tuous under his sway. 5. is often used of at-

tendant circumstances; Iwrjs at the blast

of Zephyr ; of music, ' to revel to

the sound of the flute;€ to drink

to the sound of the trumpet ; so, '
to offer a sacrifice accompanied by a cheerful cry.

With Dat. of the object, under which a thing

is

:

I. of Place ; under one's feet

;

Trj under the acropolis ; '
under, yoked to the chariot ; to

be subdued under, i. e. by force of, one's arm ; so

to fear under, i. e. by reason of,

one ; twos to proceed under one's

guidance. II. expressing subjection or dependence

;

hence under one's power ; to

be subordinate, subject to person ; '^ '£
to have under one, at one's command.

With Accus., I. of Place, to express motion
towards and under an object, as, €

he drove the sheep under cover of the cave

;

iivai to go under the walls of Troy ; so,

aytiv to bring under the judgment-

seat. 2. under an object, without signf. of motion,' ' € under morning and the sun. II.

of Time, like Lat. sub, about, near upon,

towards night ; )> % about morning ;

about the time of the earthquake ; also c.

part., about the time of the

burning of the temple.

Position : sometimes follows its Subst., when
it is written." stands absol. as Adv., under, below, be-

neath. 2. behind. II. secretly, unnoticed.

In Compos. : I. under, either of rest, as in- to be under ; or of motion, as in- to

go under. 2. of the mixing of one thing with an-

other, as in -apyvpos,-. 3. to express

subjection, as in-,-. II. denot-

ing what is gradual, secret, etc., somewhat, a little,

by degrees, like Lat. sub, as in-.-, , anything set under, a prop, stay,

base, pedestal. 2. a carpet spread under foot.-, f.- : aor. 2- : pf. --
:

—

to go under, step or stand under, esp. as a
prop or base. II. metaph. to be below, be less in

height ;[$] ^ going forty feet belotv

the like size of the other pyramid, i. e. building it

forty feet lower.- Ep. : f.- : pf. act. --, pass,-:—to throw, put or lay under,

Lat. substernere. II. Med. to substitute another's

childfor one's own, palm a supposititious child upon

one. 2. metaph. to palm or pass off false

charges. III. to throw in a word after another, to

rejoin, reply, retort. IV. to suggest, submit to one.^, ecus, , (') a stooping or crouch-

ing down, as of a camel to take up a burden.

»-€5, ov, {,) in the depths below.- Att.- : f.- :

—

to cough a

little, have a slight cough.-, f.- Att.-, Causal of-, to draw or bring down

:

—Med. to let oneself

down, stoop or crouch down.-\, f.- to look up from under-

neath at, glance at or look askance at, eye scornfully,

suspiciously or angrily., Adv.() throwing in under-

hand or covertly : suggesting a word, by way of sug-

gestion, by way of caution or reproof. II. looking

sidelong.€5, , ov, verb. Adj. of, to be

laid or put under., ov,() put instead of another,

spurious, counterfeit, false., ,() a putting or laying un-

der. 2. a suggesting, reminding. II. pass.

that which is put under, a foundation, groundwork

:

metaph. the subject, subject-matter., a, ov,{) substituted by

stealth, supposititious, spurious, counterfeit ; -
(sub.) supposititious children.-«, to roar tinder or in answer to.-, f. £ : pf. pass,- :

—

to wet or

moisten a little : metaph. to drink moderately

:

—pf.

pass. part,^, somewhat drunk.-, ov, also a, ov, under water: generally,

beneath the surface, under ground. (Deriv. uncer-

tain.) [t/], ov, =, but onl? used in neut.

plur. as Adv. under water ;' -
to be covered with water.

tciro-"Ycnos or, ov, (, yata) under

ground, under the earth, subterraneous.-, , (,) the lower part of

b
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the belly, the paunch. II. the lower part of a

sea-fish, considered a delicacy at Athens.-, ov, = vvoyaios.-, f.- [] :

—

to laugh at. II.

to laugh quietly, smile, Lat. subridere.-, f. , (, yevuov) to intreat by

touching the chin.-, later and Ion.-: aor. 2 -eye-

: Dep. :

—

to grow up by degrees or in succes-

sion, Lat. subnasci.-, ov, somewhat gray.•-, (, 7£) to glance from under,

to eye askance or suspiciously.-, (, /) to sweeten a little :

metaph. to coax and smooth down.-, f. , to bend under or gradually., 2 sing. aor. 1 subj. ofoyyv., aros, , (tooypa(poS) that which is

written under : a signature. 2. an inscription.-|€3, ioos, , an under clerk, under se-

cretary. Hence, f. , to be a oypaas, act

as under clerk., , (ynoypacpoo) a writing-copy, pattern,

model.

"uiroYpa<f>€vs, , ,() one who writes

under another's orders, a secretary, amanuensis : at

Athens, the clerk of the Popular Assembly()., , a subscription, signature : an indict-

ment. 1. an impression, mark, print. II. a

sketch, design, outline, Lat. adumbratio. III. a

painting under of the eyelids. From- [, f.: pf. yiy, pass, yey :—to write under, subjoin : to subscribe, sign : to

write the name or title upon a thing. II. Med. to

set one's name to a bill of indictment, to join in bring-

ing a charge against any one, Lat. subscribere accu-

sationem in aliquem. 2. in drawing, to sketch,

draw in outline or make a rough draught, Lat.

adumbrare : metaph. to sketch out, delineate. III.

to paint under the eyelids.- or -8, ov, (, yuiov) tinder the

hand, close at hand : fresh, new ; hence late, re-

cent. II. sudden, unexpected; woyoou off
hand, on the spur of the moment. Hence

or -5, Adv. newly, lately: Comp.-
yviortpov more recently ; Sup. very lately.-, ov, — tooyuios.-, f. [], to weep a little or in secret.-, f. [] : pf. : Pass., aor. I

: pf.- :

—

to stibdue under one, to

overpower, overcome : aor. I pass. part. fern,-, having yielded to.-, = ; so also in Med. :—Pass., to be overcome, let oneself be overcome.

{nroSSeicras, Ep. aor. 1 part, of.4€5, Ep. aor. 2 part, of., pf. of.

—.̂, pf. pass, of., pf. part, of., , (,) literally, crouching for
fear, name of a bird in Aristophanes., poet. pf. of.-, es, gen. 4os, (,) somewhat defi-

cient, slighter, less, generally, below another, inferior

to him; esp. in Comp., inferior;

with means much inferior.

—

Comp. Adv.$, in inferior numbers.^, aros, ,() a sign, token,

mark. II. a pattern, copy, example.-^, f. : aor. Ep. :

Ep. pf. : 3 pi. Ep. plqpf. : poet,

pf., for :

—

to fear a little or

slightly, be somewhat afraid of, c. ace. 2. to shrink

infearfrom, cower before. II. absol. to be some-

what afraid.- and -: fut.- Ion.-: aor.

Ion.- :
—to shew underhand or se-

cretly : to give a mere glimpse of. 2. to intimate,

give to understand. II. to mark out : to shew,

teach by example. III. to shewforth, make a dis-

play of, pretend to : also simply, to shew.-, f. [a], to be somewhat cowardly.-, to stand in secret awe of.-, f., to dine instead of another., aor. I part, of.-€, Ion. for.-, to build under, lay as afoundation., ,() reception of a guest,

means of entertainment. [F in Ep., metri grat.]

{nro6e£ios, , ov,() able to receive, capa-

cious, ample.-, , , (, ) a neck-ornament,

necklace.,, ,() =, one's shoes., Ep. aor. 2 pass. inf. of.•- Ion.- : f.- : aor. I-: pf. -ya•. also aor. I pass,-
(in pass, sense) : Dep. :

—

to receive beneath the surface

of the sea. 2. to receive wider one's roof, wel-

come, entertain ; one's entertainer or

host. 3. to give ear to, hearken to. II. to un-

dertake, engage, promise, Lat. in se recipere : also to

undertake a work or task. 2. to admit or allow

the justice of a thing; with a negat., -
to refuse to admit, deny. III. to endure,

bear. IV. to wait for, abide the attack of, Lat.

excipere. 2. to follow in rank or order : to come

next to, border upon. V. of a woman, to con-

ceive, become pregnant.-, f.- : pf. pass, :
—to bind

or tie under

:

—Med. to bind under one's feet, put on

shoes, etc., to put on one's

buskins: absol., to put on one's shoes: pf.

pass, part.,>$, with one's shoes on;-
with the left foot shod.
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under, a sandal, Lat. solea : also, a shoe, boot, Lat.

calceus., aor. I med. imperat. of.-, aor. I act. inf. of.-, , the under-teacher of a chorus.-, ov, (,) subject to trial, brought

to trial ; c. gen., yevecrOai( to be

brought to trial on a charge of violence.

•-0€3, ov, (,) clothed in skins.

0€5, aor. I pass. part, of.-, -u)os, , an under-servant, assistant., ,() a reception, a hospitable

reception, entertainment: also a harbouring, as of

slaves. II. acceptance, approval : hence sup-

port, aid, succour. III. a supposition, assump-

tion. IV. a receptacle : a place of refuge,

quarters., (€) poet. Adv., used by Homer
only in phrase,, looking askance, i. e.

fiercely, sternly.€, aor. 2 inf. of.€, aor. 2 inf. of.- poet, : f.-:—to act un-

der, be serviceable or useful to one, c. dat., ijpos, ,() an tinder-servant,

attendant, assistant., ,() a running under or into

the way of a thing., ov,() running wider;

a stone that got under, got in the

way of, his foot.-, ov, somewhat dewy or damp.•, poet, for, 3 pi. of.-, =. [],, , aor. 2 part, of., (cos, , a diving or plunging under. II.

refuge, escapefrom a thing. From- or- [] : f.- [] : aor. :
—to put on under. 2. intr. to slip in under, to slip

or slide into, insinuate oneself into : but also to slip

from under, c. ace. II. mostly in Med.-, aor.: also with aOr. 2 act.,
pf. :

—to dive under, slip into, steal or slink

into: to put on, slip one's feet into shoes. 2. c.

gen. to creep or corns forth, emerge from. 3. to

go under, take on one's shoulders : then, to undergo,

take on oneself, c. ace. 4. of feelings, to steal into

or over, come on gradually. 5. €-*$ sunken eyes.-, f, -(£, p. for,.
tnro-epyos, , contr., q. v.-, , also , an under-priest or priestess.-^ and -, f.-: aor. .:

Pass., aor. 2^ [] : pf. :
—to yoke

under, pat under the yoke: to bring under :—Pass, to

be yoked under, be subjected to.

-£,, (,*) a beast under the yoke,

a beast of draught or burden.-, f., —.,,,() a flat rope or strap

for undergirding a ship; cf..- and- : f. -: pf. act.,
pass, :

—to tindergird, gird together: esp. to

undergird a ship, i. e. to fasten ropes round her so as

to prevent her going to pieces.-, f. , to heat underneath or inwardly:

—Pass, to glow beneath.

tiiroOeis,, kv, aor. 2 part, of.-0€, to heat gently:—Pass, to grow some-

what hot, to glow.-, ov, somewhat hot or passionate :
—

Comp. -orcpos, too hasty or passionate., aor. 2 med. inf. of., (, ,() a placing under, or

that which is placed under, a groundwork, founda-
tion. II. that which is laid down or assumed, a

hypothesis, supposition, Lat. assumtio. 2. a ques-

tion for discussion, the subject under discussion, Lat.

argumentum. III. that which is laid down as a

rule of action, a principle. 2. generally, a pur-

pose, plan, design : a proposal.-, f. -, to run in under, trip

up. II. to run in before, slip in before in running

a race. III. to run in too hastily., -,() a suggestion, hint, piece of

advice. II. a pledging, mortgage., ,() ready suggestion, a

piece of advice., fut. med. of.- [], f., to press under or gently.-^,., to make a little noise: to begin

to make a noise.- Att.-, fut.-, Att. contr. from.-, fut.- : aor.( :

Dep. :

—

to be affected or effeminate : also to play the

wanton.-, f. [] :

—

to burn scents so as to

fumigate, Lat. suffire.-, $, , (,) a garland worn on

the neck. II. a kind of bird.-, to flatter a little, ivin by flattery.-, f. £, to arm underhand

:

—Med. to

arm oneself secretly or unobserved.- [], to soundforth a little or belov).- and-, f., to open a little

or secretly.-, f., to dwell or lie under.->£. Pass, (,)—.-€, f., to build under or beneath.-«, f. , to keep house, stay at

home. II. c. ace. rei, keep secretly at home, to con-

trive underhand. 2. c. ace. pers. to intrigue with.-£, fut.-, to moan a little or softly.

Bb 2



740 —.-, fut. -, Dep. to sit down
under.- Ion.-, (properly perf. of-) :

—

to sit down under or in a place, take

one's station under. II. to sit down under cover,

lie in ambush. 2. c. ace. pers., to lie in wait for.

tnro-, fut. Att. , to set down under: to place

in ambush : Med. to lie in ambush, Lat. subsidere.-, f.-, to set on firefrom below.-, f. , transit, to bend under, bend

short back. 2. intr. to turn short back, double, as

a hare. II. metaph. to fall short of, c. ace.-, ov, (,) under or in the heart.•-, fut.- : aor. 2— : pf.- :
—to go down or descend by degrees : to go

down by stealth.-, f.-, to lay down wider

:

—
Pass, to lie down below : metaph. to give way, sub-

mit, yield.-, Ion. for.-, Adv. below, under : beneath, under-

?ieatb. [a]-, f.-, used as Pass, of-, to lie under or below;

the plain lies below the temple : to lie hidde?i un-

der. II. metaph. to be put under the eyes, to be

set or proposed before one ; two
things be'uig proposed. 2. to be laid down, as-

sumed, taken for granted : absol. a rule is

laid down. 3. to be suggested. 4. to be left at

bottom, left remaining, reserved. 5. to be subject

to, submit : also to form the subject or matter of an

inquiry ; subject matter. 6. to be

subject to a mortgage, to be pledged or mortgaged

;

the articles pledged.-€€, f. , to act as : to give the

time in rowing.- Att. -, f. £, to proclaim by voice

of herald:—-Med. to have a thing proclaimed or cried.-, f. : aor. - :
—to move be-

low or a little, move gently : metaph. to urge gently

on. II. intr. to move a little or gently; \$
no city would ever have moved so gently.-\., f. , to bend the knees under one, sink

slowly down : of an expiring lamp, to flicker.-, to weep in secret.-, f. [], to break underneath or by

degrees.-, f. , to steal underhand

:

—Pass, to

be defrauded in a matter.-, to lay under:—Pass., aor. /,
to be laid or lie tinder.-, f. , to rout under one or by one's

prowess :—Pass, to be routed, scattered before one.-, f., like, to conceal un-

der :—Pass, to be hidden under.-, f., to wash or cleanse from below :

—Pass, to be flooded, as with mischief.

-£, f. , to irritate or excite secretly :—
Pass, to be provoked.

tiTro-KOXmos, ov, (,$) lying on the bosom:
as Subst. a darling. 2. worn under the girdle.

-KOiros, ov, (,) somewhat tired.-£, f.-, Dep. to play the child,

to speak like a child : hence, I . to call by endear-
ing names. 2. to call by a soft orfair name, gloss

over, extenuate, palliate. 3. also to call something
good by a bad name, to disparage. Hence, &, , a coaxing or endearing
word: a fair ?iame for something base.; , =.--, Ion. for '. to console

with songs.-€, f., of stringed instruments, to sound
under one's hand: to sound in harmony with, c.

dat. 2. c. ace. to play an accompaniment.-,, a small stand or saucer to put

under the bowl (). [], 3 sing. aor. I opt. of, [t], aor. I inf. of, [t]- [], f.- : aor. I med.-, pass, [] : Med. :

—

toreply, makeanswer,
answer, of an oracle, to make a respotise: to expound,

interpret. II. in Att., of the actors, to speak dialogue,

play a part on the stage, the part played being put in

ace; to play Prometheus. 2.

of a theatrical style, to exaggerate, rant. 3. metaph.

to play a part, dissemble, play the hypocrite., , =., ecus, ,() a reply, an-

swer. . the playing a part on the stage, play-

ing or acting, the player's art, declamation : also an

orator's delivery, elocution. 2. metaph. the play-

ing a part, feigning, hypocrisy., , ,() one who answers :

an interpreter or expounder. II. one who plays a

part on the stage, a player, actor. 2. a dissembler,

pretender, hypocrite. Hence, , , befitting an actor: skilled in

elocution : suitedfor speaking or delivery : -
(sub. ), the art of delivery, elocution.•-, f., to strike gently, of a harper strik-

ing the strings : to beat time. II. metaph. to take

up the word, to break in upon, interrupt, attack.-, f. : aor. I pass,:—to

hide under or beneath

:

—Med., c. ace. pers. to keep

something secretfrom one.

tnro-, f. , to croak against.-, ov, running upon wheels.-, f. : aor. :
—to bend or

stoop under, esp. under a yoke ;

the Medes submitted to the Persians : to bow

down, prostrate oneself: to stoop down to drink, also

to stoop so as to peep into a place. II. c. ace,

to stoop the shoulder so as to

let a load be put on.



-, Med. (,) of the woman, to con-

ceive, to become pregnant ; aor. I part,.-, , (,) the hip-bone, or the

thigh.-, f., to ridiculea little ox underhand.{-, ov, somewhat deaf, rather deaf., aor. 2 inf. of.-, f.- : aor. 2 : pf., pass,: (cf.):—to take

upfrom below, take on one's back, Lat. suscipere. 2.

to catch tip, come suddenly upon, overtake : of events,

to follow next, come next. 3. to take up a word
and answer, to reply, rejoin, retort ; often in aor. 2

part.,€ he said in answer. 4. to take

tip the conqueror,fight with him, Lat. excipere. II.

=, to take or receive under o?ie's protec-

tion. 2. to accept or entertain a proposal. III.

to take up a notion, assume, understand:—Pass, to

be supposed; $ the supposed

favour. 2. to suspect. IV. to seize under-

hand : to draw away, entice. V.

to hold tip or check a horse., 4s, gen. cos, shining with inferior

light, gleaming. From-, f. , to shine in under, to gleam
beneath. II. to shine a little, begin to shine or

dawn.-, f., to pour a libation therewith or to.-, f. , to leave remaining, leave be-

hind. 2. of things, to fail one, fail. II. Pass., with

fut. med., to be left behind, stay behind

or at home ; to stay behind

the expedition: generally, to remain behind, to be left

over and above. 2. to be left behind or distanced

by any one, properly in a race : of stragglers, to lag
behind: metaph. to be inferior to one. 3. absol.

tofail, come to an end : also to fall short of what
one expects. III. Med. to leave a thing behind

one, c. ace: to leave remaining, keep in reserve;

to leave cause for reproach

against oneself.

vttO-Xcittos, ov, somewhatfine or delicate.-, to make ratherfine or delicate.-, to make white underneath:— Pass.,

to become white underneath or somewhat white.-, f. £, to desist gradually.-,, (,) the vessel under a press

to receive the wine or oil, a vat, Lat. lacus.-€, verb. Adj. of, one must
suppose or understand.,,,() a taking or catching

up a word ; l£, in turn, alternately. 2.

a rejoinder, reply. II. a taking in a certain sense,

an understanding, opinion.-, ov, gen. ovos, (,) somewhat
less, slighter or smaller.-, ov, somewhat stony.-/, collateral form of.
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vnro-XwrnOs Att. -, ov, somewhat smooth,

worn smooth.

{nro-\t\vos, ov, somewhat dainty.-, f.- Att.- : Dep. :

—

to

take into account or consideration.

tiiro-Xoyos, o, a taking into account, a reckoning,

account; tivos, to take account

of a thing, Lat. rationem habere rei.-, ov Adj. taken into account, held ac-

countable, responsible.

vnro-Aouros, ov, left behind, stayi?ig behind: sur-

viving, Lat. superstes.-, <3, a lieutenant.-, ov, (,) under the lyre ;£5 a bridge of reed on which the strings rest, [ii]-, f.- [uj : aor. -: pi.-:
Pass., pf.- : plqpf. -€( : Ep. 3 sing.

aor. 2 pass,, 3 pi. :
—to loosen, untie

or unhindfrom below, loosen or slacken gradually

;

€^ he loosened his limbs under him, i. e.

gave him his death-blow : so in Pass., <^
his limbs were relaxed under him. II. to loose

from under the yoke : to loosefrom bonds, setfree by

stealth. 2. to untie a person's sandalsfrom under

his feet, take off his shoes, unshoe him :—Med., to

take offone's own sandals or shoes, opp. to.
70-$, ov, rather long, longish.-£, Pass, (,) to grow

soft or cowardly by degrees.

tnro- Att. -, f. £<w, to soften a little or

by degrees :—Pass, to be softened gradually.-, ov, somewhat mad, crazy : Comp.
—OTcpos.- Att. -, f. £, to knead underneath:

to smear or rub underneath.-, f. [a], to smile a little or gently., aor. 1 inf. of.-, ov, gen. ovos, somewhat less or inferior:

as Subst.,^, , among the Spartans, subor-

dinate citizens, opp. to (peers).-€€€ or-«, verb. Adj. one must abide,

endure. From-^, fut. -^ : aor. - :
—to stay

behind : to stay at home. 2. to survive, remain

alive. II. 4rans. to abide or azvait another, to

bide his attack. 2. c. ace. rei, to be patient under,

to abide patiently, submit to, endure : absol. to stand

one's ground, standfirm : c. inf. to undertake to do

a thing. 2. to waitfor an event : to abide the

issue of a thing. 3. to uphold, support, maintain.-, f. - : pf. pass, -^ :

—

to

mix among or up with. II. intr. to come near

secretly, c. dat. ; rrj ? to run close under

land.-, f. -: aor. :— I.

c. ace. pers. to put one in mind or remind one cf a

thing. 2. c. ace. rei, to bring back to one's mind,

mention, suggest. II. Pass, and Med., f. -'-
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: aor. -( : pf.- :

—

to call

to mind, remember : to make mention of.-, ov, serving for pay, hired, retained.- contr.- : Dep. :

—

to court a

woman underhand or behind her husband's back.-, Ion. pass, of ; Ep. 2 pi.

impf.. Hence, aros, a remembrance, memorial, memo-

randum, reminder : mention. 2. in plur. ?iotes,

memoranda, Lat. commentarii., aor. I inf. of., ews, ,() a reminding,

calling to mind. II. remembrance.-, Med. to betroth underhand.)-, to interpose by oath. II. Med.-,. : aor. :

—

to swear in

bar offurther proceedings. 2. to stay proceedings

by making an oath, apply for a longer term on affi-

davit : to plead in excuse of ?ion-appearance., ,() a remaining behind. II.

a holding out, endurance, patience : c. gen. patience

under, endurance of a thing.-, ov, (,) rather stupid or silly.•-, to dwell under.-, incorrect form of.-, aor. -: Med. :

—

to eat away

from beneath : metaph. to consume secretly, undermine.-, ov, (,) under the clouds.

t>iro-vr|ios, ov, (,) wider the promontory

Neium, lying at its base.-, f.-£, Dep. to swim under, dive.- [t], to snow a little:—impers.,
there was a little snow:—Pass., vv£ a

snowy night.-, f., to think covertly, suspect : to con-

jecture, guess, guess at ; e'is to enter-

tain a suspicion of one. Hence, , a hidden meaning or sense: I. a

suspicion, conjecture, guess, supposition, fancy. 2.

the true meaning which lies at the bottom of a thing., Adv. tinderground, by pipes. From, ov,() going underground, tinder-

ground. II. as Subst., , an under-

ground passage, mine, Lat. cuniculus : a water-pipe.-, f., to be somewhat sickly.-, f., to go down, sink, settle dotvn,

Lat. subsidere : of a river, to abate, retire, fall.-, f. £a>, to prick underneath : to sting.

-£*, f., to tell in a foreign accent.

iciro-|vXos, ov, (, £) wooden underneath,

made of wood plated over.- or ca>, f., (,) to shave or

cut off some of the hair :, half-shaven.

i>Tro-£vpios, , ov, (,) under the rasor.-, f. , [], to scrape a little : to graze
slightly, Lat. stringo.-^, f.- and -, to thrust aside

by degrees or underhand.

—.-, f.- [], to strew under.{-€, f., to be rather hungry, begin to

be hungry.-, , despatched underhand, sent covert-

ly, Lat. submissus. From-, f., to send under or into, c. ace. II.

to send secretly : to send as a scout or spy, Lat. sub-

mittere.€65, Ep. pf. part. nora. pi. of.{, pf. of.7€, pf. of.-, aor. 2 act. : Dep. :

—

to

break wind a little, Lat. suppedere.-€£, f., to become dark-coloured by

degrees, esp. of grapes, to begin to ripen.-, aor. 2 inf. of.-, f.- [] : pf. pass,- :—to spread out wider, lay wider.

tnro-Trexpos, ov, (,) somewhat rocky.-£, f. , to play the ape a little.-, f.- : aor. , pass.-( :

—

to fill a little, fill by degrees :—Pass.,

to abound with children.-, f.-, to set on fire, burnfrom
beloio or gradually.- [] : f.- : pf.- :

—

to drink

gradually or slowly, to keep on drinking or tippling:

rather tipsy.{-, f. — : pf.- : aor. 2

:
— to fall under or down, sink. 2. tofall

down before anyone : of a flatterer, to cringe to,

fawn on. 3. to fall behind, fall in the rear. II.

to get in under or among. III. of things, to

fall out, happen to, befall.

tiirc- Att. -, f. , to smear with

pitch or tar.

{nro-irXaKios, , ov, (,) under mount
Placos near Troy : cf.. []
trcro-TrXarus, , somewhat fiat or extended. II.

somewhat salt : cf..
tnro-irXios, ov Att. -€§, , (,) pretty

full of, c. gen.-\, f.-, to sail close under.

tiTro-ir\€G)S, , gen. , Att. for.- Att. -, f. £, to strike beneath.-\, Ion. for.-, f.-, to blow underneath, blow

gently.-, , (,) a footstool.-, f., to bring under

:

—Med. to make

subject to oneself, bring into one's power, win by

secret arts. II. in Med. also to assume, put on.

iiTTO-iroXvos, ov, (,) somewhat gray.-, Dep. to go under : go secretly.

tnro-TropTts, 10s, ?), with a ealf under it : of a mother,

with a child at the breast.- Ep. and Ion. --, to appease a

little or by degrees, []



—-, Dep. to buy under the price.-, to gnash (the teeth) secretly, [t]

viro-irrepos, ov, (, () feathered, winged

:

swift-winged, fleet : also soaring, flighty., f., to be suspicious, have suspicion of,

suspect that, c. inf. : also to suspect, surmise

:

—Pass.

to be suspected, mistrusted. From-, ov, ,(, f. of) as masc.

Adj., suspicious, jealous : of a horse, shy.-, f. £ : pf.-, Ep. part, -€-, pi.-( :
—to crouch or cower down

fromfear ; ireraXois€€$ crouching under
the leaves. II. metaph. to crouch or cower be-

fore another : absol. to be modest, abashed., ov,(, f. of) looked at

from tinder: looked askance at, viewed with suspicion

or jealousy, suspected. II. act. suspecting, fear-
ing, Lat. suspicax : as Subst., , suspicion,

jealousy.$, Adv. with suspicion, jealously

.

-5, ov, also, , ov, (, cp9pos) towards

morning, about dawn, at break of day.0-£, f. , (, $) to fan from below

or gently.-, f.- : aor. - :

—

to stir up
from under, rouse gently or gradually :—Pass,-, Ep. 3 sing. aor. 1 : pf. 2- :

—to

arise from under or gradually.-, , = . II. sounding softly

from a reed; the soft note of the pipe.-, f., to sew underneath, to patch up

:

metaph. to devise, make up.- : f. pass,- and aor. 2

(in act. sense) : pf.-:—to flow away under:
to glide into unperceived, Lat. subrepere; to flow or

fall in gradually. 2. to slip away : of the hair,

tofall off: of Time, to run on.- and -, f. -£, to make to break

underneath

:

—Pass, to be rent from beneath, break
gradually open.

inrop-pTjvos, ov, (,) poet, for, with

a lamb under it.-, f. Att. , =.- Att. -, f. £, to dig under, under-
mine.-, f.-, Dep. to dance with or to

music.-, ov, somewhat rotten, tainted.-\, f. £, to sound the trumpet slightly.- Ep. : f.- :

—

to shakefrom
below or gently, set in motion a little.-, f., to give a hint of, intimate,

indicate quietly : c. dat., aatoiyyt€ to

make signal by sound of trumpet.-, f.-, to be silent to or during.-, f.-, to pass over in silence.-, f., to halt a little.-€, f., to stirfrom underneath, of fire.

^. 743-, f. , to dig under, trench.-, f. , {,) to trip up one's

heels, to upset, throw down, Lat. supplantare.-, ov, () under the shade, over-

shadowed: of suppliants, shaded by their olivs-

branches.-, to burn by a slow or smoulderingfire:—
Pass, to smoulder atuay. []-^, pf.: Pass.:

—

to suf-

fer want a little, c. gen. rei,

stinted or in want of food.-, f. [], to draw away from under,
to withdraw secretly :—Med., -

to give a slight pull at one's horse's rein.-, (,) under a truce or treaty,

secured by treaty : subject to the conditions of a truce

or treaty : $ vtKpobs or, to grant or ask for a truce to take up
the bodies of the slain., ,() that which settles at the

bottom, sediment., aor. 2 opt. of.,, , aor. 2 part, of., eo;s, ,() that which settles

at the bottom, sediment. II. anything set tinder,

a support : metaph. the groundiuork cr subject-matter

of a thing. 2. metaph. the foundation or ground
of hope or confidence, confidence, resolution. III.

subsistence, reality : substance, nature, essence.^, , verb. Adj. of, set un-
der. II. borne, endured, to be borne or endured.-, Pass, (,) to grow zip

gradually like ears of corn.-, ov, (,) under the roof, under
cover of a house. 2. covered over.--, f. , to cover, stow, hide under.•-, f.- : aor. 4€ : pf., pass.-4 :

—to let down, lower,

take in : to furl, strike sail, etc. II. Med. to

draw or shrink backfrom, shrink from the presence

of 2. to cloak, conceal, suppress through fear:
absol. to dissemble; with no
dissimulation.-, f. £, =4, to sigh or moan in

an under tone. II. c. ace, vcutois€( he groans tinder the weight of heaven
on his back.-^, f. =.-4, to sigh or groan in a low tone, begin to

sigh or groan., aor. 2 inf. of.-, f. £, to underprop., 3 sing. aor. 2 imperat. of.-, f. , to shine a little, shine softly., ,() a letting down or lower-

ing of sails : a shrinking back. II. submission.-£, =^.-^ also- and- :
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fut.- and- : aor. and- : pf., pass, :

—

/
spread, lay or s/rew under :—Med., /o s/m*> or lay

under for oneself : 3 sing. pf. pass., -
which has copper laid under it., aor. I inf. of., f., to serve under as lieutenant.

From-, , a lieutenant-general., (, , aor. I pass. part, from-, f. : Pass., aor.- : pf.-:—to turn round about, guide bach. II.

intr. to turn short round, wheel round, turn and flee:

to return : so in fut. med. and aor. I

pass. 3. to turn away, elude a person. Hence, Ep. aor. 1 opt. of.
^, ,() a turning round : a

turning about, either to flee or to rally; £-, Lat. denuo, again, aneiu : also on the contrary.,,,() that which is

spread or strewed wider, a bed, litter.-, =.- or-, f. £, to whistle gently, rustle.-, to drag down : to trip up. []-, f. 7£, to bind tight below., 2 sing. aor. 2 imperat. of.€5,, aor. 2 imperat. of., aor. 2 med. inf. of., , Ep. for, a promising., , =.€5, (, ,() a promising, pro-

mise, engagement ; to fulfil

promise; € to receive the fulfil-

ment of a promise.€5, aor. 2 part, of., aor. 2 subj. of., aor. 2 part, of., ,() subordination, subjection.-,, a plant cut off at the root for magic

purposes. From-, Ion. for.- Att. -, contr.- : f. £ :

pf. pass,^ :

—

to stir up, trouble from below

or a little :—Pass, to be someivhat troubled.-, f., to be somewhat afraid: c. ace.

to be somewhat afraid of a thing, to fear a little.-,,(,) under Tartarus,

dwelling below Tartarus.,, ,() a stretching or spread-

ing out from under ; the plains

that stretch below.- Att. -: f. £: pf. pass,-:—
to place or arrange under, subject.-€, f. —: aor. -:—to stretch under,

put under as a prop or stay. 2. to hold out before

or towards, to hold out, suggest hopes, to promise,

offer:— Med. to propose by way of question, sub-

mit. 3. to strain to the utmost, make intense.

—.
-€, f. Att. , to build a wall under

or across : to build a cross-wall. Hence, ecus,, the building ofa cross-wall; and-,, , a cross-wall.-€«, f., to pay off, discbarge, liquidate :

absol. to pay tribute, be tributary.-, is, gen., (,) subject to taxe*

or tribute, tributary, Lat. vectigalis, tributarius. II.

act. receiving payment, c. gen.- Ion.- : f.- and- :

aor. 2 : Pass., aor. - : pf. —-:—to cut away or under: to cut unfairly. II.

to cut off, Lat. intercipere ; to

cut off all ground for hope; so also in Med.,-
to cut q^Tone's passage:—Pass.,

to be cut offfrom the

ships.-, f.- : aor. : aor. 2-
:
—to place under : to put under, make sub-

ject. 2. place under as a foundation, to lay down:
esp. in Med. to lay down as a principle or rule for
oneself, presuppose, premise. 3. to propose to one-

self for discussion or argument : to propose te

do. II. to suggest, mostly in Med. : c. dat.

pers. to advise, counsel, admonish : c. inf. to advise

one to do a thing. III. to put down as a deposit or

stake, pawn, pledge, mortgage: hence, 2. to stake,

hazard, venture. 3. to lay in store, store up, keep.-, f.-, Med. : as Att. law-term,

to propose a less penaltyfor oneself, to lay the damages
at a lower rate.-, to bore through below.*-, obsol. pres., whence are formed fut., aor. 2, pf. :

—

to

bear, endure, submit to.- or -, to murmur or hum softly., —., f.: aor. : also as Dep.

: aor. : () :

—

to

suspect or surmise that: also c. ace, to suspect a per-

son or thing.-£, f. , to lisp a little.-, Ep. for.-, f. -, to bring up secretly or in

succession : Med. to foster or cherish secretly.-€, fut.- and- : aor. 2

: pf.:—to run in under;

Toiis ' the dog ran

under the horse's legs. II. to run under or be-

low. III. to run in between, intercept. IV.

to insinuate oneself into anyone's good graces, flatter,

deceive.-«, f.-, to tremble a little : to shrink

back, give ground. II. c. ace. to tremble at any-

one, be afraid of him.-, f. , to rub beneath, rub or wear away

gradually. II. to grate or pound ingredients for

a dish ; cf.. []



-£, to chirp or whistle softly., cltos, ,() an acid dish of

various ingredients grated and pounded up together;

to look sharp and sour.>-«, f., to tremble under or a little. II.

c. ace. to tremble before anyone.,,() trembling a little, some-

what fearful., , () a turning bach, re-

pulse. II. a return, recurrence., ov,() turning back, returning

or returned home.-, poet, for, to run under.-, to hum in an undertone.-, f.- : aor. 2 -erpayov

:

—to eat

underhand or secretly.-, f., (,) to sketch out, Lat.

adumbrare.-, f. , to strike or push down, to strike

under the surface of a thing ; '
he draws it up dipping with the bucket

under the surface;

kbOjpUro dipping down with a cup she gave him of

the gold., (, ,() a general repre-

sentation, outline, Lat. adumbratio : a copy, pattern.-, a, ov, (,) under the udder,

hence sucking, [a]-, ov, {,) of wounds,festering under

the scar, only skinned over : hence unsound or rotten

underneath, hollow, unreal ;

a fair outside that skins over evils below.

rnr-ovpavios, ov, (,) under heaven or the

heavens : reaching up to heaven., f.: pf. act.~/, pass,^-
: (wovpyos) :

—to render service, to serve, succour

:

to be of service ; c. neut. ace,

vnovpyuv to do the Athenians good service ; -
yva services that have been rendered. Hence, $, , a service rendered.€, verb. Adj. of vnoupytoj, one must
serve or be kind to., , (opy) service, duty rendered,

Lat. officium : in bad sense, obsequiousness, com-
plaisance.

-05, , contr. for vocpy, (, *€/>)
rendering service, serviceable, conducive to.-, f.- : aor. - :

—

to shew or

bring to light from under; -
he drew the stoolfrom under the table. 2. to

shew a little, give a glimpse of. II. Pass, to shew
oneself or to be seen under;

feet are seen tinder the gates. III.

intr. to shine forth a little : of morning, to dawn,
break, glimmer: so also of the first appearance of
spring ; cf...,-, tos, , Dor. for, fern, of-$, the priestess of an oracle.

—. 7'45, , a small light glimmering through a

hole : generally, a narrow opening. From-, (,) to begin to shine.-, ios, , Aeol. for i/, (,$)
a secret luhispering.-, f., Dep. to spare ov forbear.-, f.: aor. ^ Ion.:
aor. 2^ : (cf.) :

—to bear or carry away
under, to bear out of danger, to rescue. II. to

bear or carry by being under, to bear or support a
burden : generally, to bear, endure, suffer. III.

to hold out under or before : to hold out, suggest,

proffer. 2. to pretend, allege.-, f.-, to fleefrom under, evade :

to retire a little, shrink back., to hold the officeofo. From-, , , (,) an announcer or in-

terpreter of the divine will, a priest who declares an
oracle.- ] : f. later also-
[] : aor. : aor. 2, inf.,
part, : pf. :

—to haste before, be or

get beforehand ; get-

ting beforehand he pierced him through the middle

with a spear ; so in aor. 2 med. part.,

KTeivev he killed him beforehand.-€, f., to feel secret envy at.-, ov, a little envious or jealous : Adv.
-, somewhat jealously.-, f., to set onfire or heatfrom below.-, ov, (,) in returnfor murder,

avenging murder.-, , suggestion : in plur. counsels.

From-£, Med. to conjecture.- Att.- : f. £ : pf.- :

—

to

shudder a little., oDera, ov, aor. 2 part, ofo(y.-, to lie hidden under.-€, f., to call gently to.-£, aor. 2- : Dep. :

—

to give

way gradually or a little, retire slightly.- [Vi], a, ov, (,) tinder the

bridle ; (sc. ), , a kind of snaffle-

bridle.-5, , (,) of a somewhat

fiery oxfierce look.-, to gape or yawn open a little.-, ov, also , ov, (,) under one's

hands, in the hand : under anyone's power or con-

trol, subject to; to make subject.-, f.- : aor. Ep. : pf.

pass,- : 3 sing, plqpf. :
—to pour

under, pour out for another : of dry things, to strew^

or spread under ;

the leaves strewn tinder their feet : metaph. in Pass.,

to be spread or steal over one gradually; -
distrust stole over him.

b 5



746 —€4.-, , {,) wider the earth, sub-

terraneous.-$, ovos, , , —., ,{) subject, under control, to

one : also c. gen., twos a king's subjects.

£iiro-xp€o>s, , gen. , {,) subject to debt,

in debt: of property, involved, embarrassed, Lat.

obaeratus.-, f.- [] : aor. I act., pass.

:

—

to smear tender or on : to besmear or

anoint a little, Lat. sublinere : to paint or colour the

face under the eyes.-5, , containing a mixture of gold.-, f., to go back, recoil ;

to retire from the plain ;

to withdrawfrom one's seat in honour of

one, give it up to him. 2. c. ace. pers. to retire be-

fore, avoid meeting. II. to go on in succession.-, , having sand under or in it, mixed

with sand, sandy : Comp.-, somewhat sandy.

Ion. -, ,{) suspicion, jealousy

;

tivos to entertain suspicion

of a person ; of things, to admit of sus-

picion. II. ajealous watchfulness, censoriousness.

t>iroi|/ios, ,{) viewed from below, Lat.

suspectus ; hence viewed with suspicion., serving as fut. of.-, f., {,) to underbid or

cheat in the purchase of provisions., f.,{) to bend oneself back : to

carry ones head high. II. transit, to bend or

throwback: Pass., his head is stretched

back.{, aros,,{) that which is stretched

out with the under side uppermost;

hands stretched up in supplication, cp. Lat. supinis

manibus. II. a backward fall., verb. Adj. of, one must throw

back.

vtttlos, , , {) with the under side uppermost,

bent back, laid back, on one's back, Lat. supinus, resu-

pinus ; of one falling, he fell on his back

;

he sails with planks

turned bottom upwards ;" belly upper-

most. 2. generally, anything turned up, inverted;

Kpdvos a helmet with the hollow uppermost; so,

; but,£ a cup with the bottom

uppermost ; a half-wheel with the concave

side uppermost. 3. of Place, sloping away from

one, sloping evenly and gradually. Hence, f., to turn over, upset.^, {,) to push or thrust away.
tnr-wXcvios, ov, also , , {,) under the

arm or elbow., aor. I med. of.-, ,{) ? oath taken to bar pro-

ceedings at law, an application for delay upon affi-

davit : it was resisted by an.

.£, f.,{) to strike one under the

eye : generally, to beat black a?id blue : metaph. to

mortify, afflict, vex or annoy greatly. Hence, , a striking under the eye : affliction.-, , {,) the part under the eyes, the

face. II. generally, like$, a blow
under the eye, a black eye.- or-, , {,) the foot of a
mountainous track : plur., the roots of a
mountain, Lat. radices montis.€, 3 sing. pf. intrans. of.-, ov, also , , {,) under the

roof, under cover of a house, in a house : generally,

under shelter.-, ov, =.
*TPXA, 77, an earthen vesselfor pickledfish, a pickle-

jar, Lat. orca. (Aeol. word.)

*TS, and 77, gen. $ \~\ : ace. vv

:

—like avs, a

swine, pig, boar or soiu, a tame pig ; but vs aypios, a

wild boar."^, 77, a shrub from which comes the dye
voyivov.-, is, {^,) dipped or

dyed in^, scarlet.,, {^) a vegetable dye cf scarlet colour.

w8os, for, Aeol. for., aor. I pass, of.5 [i], 77, irreg. dat., afight, battle,

combat; the front of thefight:-
to thefight. Ep. word.,, 77, Dor. for \^, =\^., ayyos, , Dor. for.£, ^, or-, 7770s, 77. a rope which

was drawn across a race-course, and was let down
when the racers were to start. II. the snare of

thefowler. (Deriv. uncertain.), , the aromatic plant hyssop. (Oriental

word.), a, ov, =, (cp. =,
=,) last, hindmost : neut.

as Adv., last, at last, [a]

WTa/ros, 77, ov, (Comp., q. v.) last, utmost,

hindmost, of space : also of time, 77 (sc.)
the last day :— neut. and, as Adv.,

last, at last.

Ion. -«, ,{) the womb, mostly in

plur., al, Ion. gen. -., , ov, {) properly on the day

after; (sub.) the day after,following

day ; Ion.-, on thefollowing day, next

day, Lat. postridie: generally, =, later, next., f. : aor. : pf. :

Pass., aor. : {) :

—

to be behind,

come later : of Place, to come after or after-

wards. II. of Time, c. gen. rei, to come later

than, come too late for ;

they were five days too late for the battle : c.

dat. pers. to be too late for him : absol. to come late



—.
or too late. III. metaph. to come short of, be

inferior to : also to be robbed of a. thing. 2. to be

in want of

:

—in Pass, to be in want. IV. of

things, tofail, lack, be wanting. Hence,, , a coming short, deficiency.,, ,() a coming short : want,

need.£, f. Att. : aor. : (-
pos) :

—

to come after, come later or too late. II.

c. gen. rei, to come later than ; -
to be one day behind the day ap-

pointed. III. metaph. to come short of, be in-

ferior to, c. gen. IV. to be in want of, to lack.-, ov,(,) late-avenging.-,-,, , with latefoot, late-coming.

ij<7T€pos, a, ov, (Sup., q. v.) :

—

the latter,

coming after, following, opp. to. II. of

Time, after, later, too late; c. gen.,

later than a person: c. gen. rei, too late for a thing
;

with Preps., afterwards ; so, kv,
If and If. III. standing after,

inferior, iveaker ; under a woman's

power. IV. the neut. is used as Adv.

of Time, after, afterwards, hereafter, in future, for
the future ; also ; c. gen.,

later than these events.-, ov, {*,) destroying

after, late-destroying.€-5, ov,(,) sounding after,

echoing."2, 5, and 37, a hedgehog, porcupine.

Hence, ioos, , a whip for punishing slaves., Dor. for ^, 2 sing. pres. imperat. of^.-, ov, (,) suffused with blood, blood-

shot. II. hot-blooded., Ion. impf. of.'', f. : aor. later :

Pass., aor. : pf. :
—to weave ; ia-

tov to weave a web. II. absol. to weave,

ply the loom. III. metaph. to spin, contrive, plot,

plan, devise, Lat. texere, as, or -. 2. to make, construct, fabricate.^,, ,() a taking away under
or underhand, a purloining, pilfering.- Ion.- : f.- : aor. 2-

: pf. : Pass., aor. : pf.-, part. Ion. :

—

to seize

underneath or inwardly, to seize secretly. II. to

draw from under. 2. to take aivay something of,

c. gen. 3. to draw away, seduce. III. Med.
to take away from underhand, filch away , purloin :' or tivos to deprive one secretly of
a thing. 2. to make away with underhand, keep

out of the way.-, ov, (, a\s) under the sea ;'-
the darkness of the deep.
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»«, ov, ,() a weaver. Hence, , , of or for weaving : skilled in

weaving.-, ov,(,) swung in the

weaving, woven., , ov, verb. Adj. of, woven :

cloth inwoven withfigures.- Ion.- : f. : aor. Ion.

: pf. pass, :
—to set onfirefrom under-

neath: metaph. to inflame secretly, excite. 2. absol.

to light underneath : to light afire under or in a place.- Ion.- : f.- later- :

aor. :

—

to snatch awayfrom under, take

away underhand, filch away, Lat. surripere : to take

the word out of one's mouth, interrupt.., poet, for, aor. 1 med.
part, of.,, ,() a thing woven, web,

woven garment, [], poet, for : Ep. 3 pi.., pf. pass. part, of : Adv.,
slackly, less violently or insolently, quietly, Lat. sub-

misse.

-€, (,) Causal aor., I placed
under or secretly ; Ion. part., having
set men in ambush.

-€!, verb. Adj. of, one must support.-€, verb. Adj. of, one must draw
away under or underhand.-, f.- or- [] : aor. -

: (cf.) :

—

to draw away under, underhand
or gently ; to draw one away
by the two legs :

—

to draw away by undermining,
diminish by drawing from under

:

—Med. to draw
along under one, trail along, as a pair of slippers., Ion. 3 pi. aor. 2 med. opt. of., ace. pi. of, aor. 2 part, of.-, f. %- or- [] : aor. -

: (cf.) :
—to creep wider or secretly ; <-

it crept far on secretly, spread abroad. II.

c. ace. to steal upon, come over.--irfpos, ov, (,) towards evening

:

neut. pi. as Adv., about evening., , () a weaving, web ;

woven garments.-€,, , =.-, f. : pf. : Dep. :

—

to

go just before, to guide, lead the way. 2. to shezu

the way to do, instruct in a thing. 3. hence also

to lead to, prove a thing. Hence,, , a leading, guiding ; and,, , and -5, , , one who
leads the way, a conductor: metaph. a leader, adviser., aor. I of., f. , to be a charioteer

:

—Pass, to

drive after or behind. From-, , (,) the charioteer, as

S7ibordinate to the warrior in his chariot.
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less or yotmger.-, f., =.-, f., {, '() to sit or crouch down :

to sink ox fall in.- Ion. : f. : aor. : pf., pass.( : (see) :

—

to send down, let

down, to lower; to lower the mast;

to lei down the sails. 2. to put ?mder,

to put a young one under its dam, put it to such

:

in Med., of a woman,' to put a child

to her own breasts, to suckle it. 3. to engage se-

cretly, Lat. submittere : hence pf. pass. part, -, secretly lurking. II. intr. to slacken, relax

or abate from a thing; c. gen. rei, opyrjs

to cease from anger ; so in Med.,' opyrjs ; rb

the water abates its cold-

ness. 2. absol. to submit, give in, slacken,

abate. III. in Pass, absol., to submit, sur-

render : c. inf., to submit to do a thing : so in pf.

pass, part., ( to sail with lowered

sails., Dor. for, 3 sing, of.- : (cf.) : I. Causal in pres. and

impf., in f. and aor. :
—to place

or set under. 2. to post secretly. 3. to submit,

propose, suggest : so also in fut. and aor. I med. to

lay down, suggest ; et unless

thou shalt give some ground for confidence. II.

Pass., with aor. 2 act., pf. :

—

to

stand under, be under or beneath ;

that which is underneath, of milk, as opp. to -
that which comes to the top, the

cream. 2. to place oneself under an engagement,

engage or promise to do : c. ace. cognato,

to make a promise : absol. to promise. 3.

to submit, yield to one : also c. inf. to s%ibmit to

do. 4. c. ace. rei, to submit to. 5.

to undertake an office. 6. to put oneself

under, hide oneself, lie concealed.
*J.

to support

an attack, to resist, withstand : absol. to stand o?ie's

ground, face the enemy, Lat. subsistere.-, or as Dep. : fut. :

(,) :

—

to look atfrom below, to look askance

at, to view with suspicion, Lat. suspicere, suspi-

cari. II. to keep in view.-, , (t/s,) a swineherd.-£, f. Att. , to bring into harbour se-

cretly :—Pass, to come to anchor secretly, or generally,

to come to anchor. Hence,, aplace for ships to run into, harbour., cos, , =., Ep. for, 3 pi. of.-, , (,) under water.--, , , Ion.-, (,-)
big talker, a boaster, braggart.^, f., and, f., to carry

the neck high, strut proudly. From

-, cvos, , , (,) carrying the neck

high : hence stately, towering : haughty.-, es,(,) high-roofed, high-vaulted.-, Ion. for iipay-.-, , (,^) talking loftily, vaunt-
ing.,, (, €v, poet, for.•, Dor. for, fern. gen. of.-€, ,(,) a carrying the

neck high.-, , (,) with high
crags.5, , , (,) high, lofty, towering

;

a highland country :—metaph. high,

lofty, stately, proud., f. , to be highminded, bearing

oneself haughtily. From>-,5,, ,(,) highminded,
high-spirited, haughty.

-€5, c-s, gen. , =(.-, es, gen., (,) sounding on high., Adv. high, aloft, on high : on the high sea

:

hence are formed Comp., Sup..-, , {,) set on high, standing

high, high-placed.-, , , (,) high-thundering.-,/,(,) high-grown, topmost.-,,(,yviov) with high limbs or branches,

high-stemmed. []-, , (,) of the benches in ships,

sitting high or aloft on the bench : metaph. of Jove,

high-enthroned.-, , (,) high-throned.-, , (,) with high head,

high-topped, []-, , (,) with a path on

high, moving on high or aloft.•, irreg. ace. of.
inj/i-K€po}S, , gen. , (,) with high or

lofty horns ; there is also an irreg. ace. in phrase,-
a high-peaked rock.-, , (,) with lofty foliage, of the

oak.-, Adv. (,) with high boasts,

arrogantly.-, , (,) with high steeps or

cliffs, high-beetling, built on a cliff.-5, , (,) high-crested, [i]

--^,, , (,) high-ruling, ruling

on high : lofty.-, , (,) high-built.-,,(,) dwelling high in the clouds.

»-5, , (, -yrjvai) built on high.

v\\ii-TT&os, , (,) with high ground, high-

placed.-€€, €, cv, poet, for.-, , (,) xvith high leaves or

foliage.



—.-, , , (,) flying on high,

soaring.-, , , (, ttoKis) highest in ones city. [~\-», , , neut.-, gen.-, (,)
high-footed : on high, sublime.-, ov, (,) with high gates.-, ov, (, -yos) high-towering., , ov, Sup. from Adv., highest, loftiest

;

the highest heavens. 2. of persons, most

high, dwelling on high., , ov, Comp. from Adv., higher, loftier.-, cs, (,) beaming on high.-, is, (,) seen on high.-5, ov, (,4) high-borne, soaring

on high.- [], ovos, , , (,) high-minded,

haughty.-, ov, 6, (,) long-haired., ov, gen. ovos, poet. Comp. from, higher,

loftier., Adv. (fyos)from on high, from aloft, from
above, Lat. desuper. II. high, aloft, on high,

above, over., Adv. (%) high, aloft, on high.-, ov, (,) high - roofed, high-

vaulted., tos,, () height: the top, summit, crown:

absol. in ace., in height.€, Adv. () on high, upwards, aloft, up., Adv. () high, aloft, on high, up., f. : aor. 1 : Pass., fut.-
: aor. : () :

—

to heighten, raise, ele-

vate, exalt. Hence, aros, , height, elevation.

"Til, f. \y] : aor. : Pass., fut. med.
in pass, sense : aor. : pf. :

—to wet,

water: to rain, Zeus Se Jove sent rain; so, Oebs vei

the god sends rain ; but the nom. was soon omitted,

and vu used impers., like Lat. pluit, it rains ; el ve

if it rained; part. neut. used absol., vovtos as

it was raining heavily : c. ace. loci, kriwv

v€ rty% seven years it did not rain on
Thera : c. ace. cognato, € it rained

gold. II. Pass., of places, to be rained on, to be

wetted; a lion drenched with rain;

at Thebes was rained upon; yrj

verai the country is rained upon, it rains in the

country.

, , ,, iudecl., twenty-first letter of the Greek
alphabet: as a numeral '=§, but /£ = 500,000.

The Consonant arose from the labial fol-

lowed by the aspirate ; and was anciently written, and was expressed in Lat. by ph, though was
used to express the Lat./.
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Changes of . I. in Aeol., Dor. and Ion.
the aspirate was often dropped, and became , as
Kiaitos anoyyos for -

: the Art. sometimes used it for , as
for wavos. II. i„ Aeol., Dor. and

Ion., is put for , as for .
was sometimes considered as a double conso-

nant, so that a jshort vowel before it became long by
position, as in, quasi.. Dor. and poet, for , ', 3 sing. aor. 2 of., lengthd. for, Ep. for,
3 pi. aor. I pass, of.

-ros, , ov, Ep. Sup. of, most bril-
liant, brightest., a, ov, Ep. Comp. of, more bril-
liant, brighter.

Ion.« Ep.,, inf. of-
yov, with no pres. in use, used as aor. 2 of, to
eat, devour, c. ace. : c. gen. to eat of a thing : gene-
rally, to eat up, devour, constime, waste.€, Ep. for tyayes, 2 sing. aor. 2 : see ayuv., Ep. for^, 3 sing. aor. 2 subj.: see aydv., 6, ^ayeiv) a glutton, [a], Dor. for ^, 3 pi. aor. 2 subj.: see
ay€v. [a]

€, 3 sing. impf. .,, poet, for, fern, of,
shining.,() to shine ; only found in part,,
beaming, radiant: hence as Subst., the beam-
ing one, the Sun; neut. pi.,

whole nights and days., 6, (properly part, of) Shining, one
of the steeds of Morning. 2. son of Apollo, famous
for upsetting the chariot of the sun., , ov poet. €5,() shining, beam-
ing, radiant

:

—Comp.. 2. also like, of the voice, clear, distinct. 3. generally,
splendid, brilliant., poet, form of, to shine, give light., , , poet, form of us.-, ov, (,) bringing light to

mortals, shining on mortals.- contr.5, ov,($,) light-
bringing., contr. for ^, pi. of$., imperat. pres. and aor. 2 of.£, &kos, Ep. and Ion.£, /cos, 6, a Phaea-
cian: the Phaeaciatis are in Homer inhabitants of the
island of Scheria (afterwards Corcyra, now Corfu),
and were famous as sailors.,, ev, poet, form of., ov, also , ov,() shining, brilliant:

metaph. famous, glorious, Lat. clarus.-, ovv,(, vovs) of cheerf2d, joyous
mind., , , (,) beaming, radiant:
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metaph. beaming or radiant with joy, jocund, gay.

Adv. -, joyously, cheerily: also neut. pi.

as Adv. Hence,, , brightness, lustre. II. me-
taph. joyous?iess., f.,() to make bright. II.

metaph. in Pass, to be cheerful or joyous., 7), a washer, cleanser. From

[] : f. : aor.: ():—to make bright, clean, cleanse. II. metaph. to

cheer, please :— Pass, to brighten up with joy.-, ,(, ) with a bright, joy-

ous look., pres. or aor. 2 opt. of., ,-, () a kind of white shoe.,. for, I pi. pies, or aor. 2 opt. of.
€,€, Ep. for, inf. of.€€, 3 sing. Ion. impf. med. of., , , formed from the Lat. paenula, a

thick upper garment or cloak.,, , () light-bringing.,, Ep. part. dat. fern, of., f. : Att. also : aor. , inf.

Dor.: 3 sing. Ion. aor. 2: pf.

iritpayfca : pf.. 2 (intr.) : Pass, and Med.-: fut. Ion. ; also:
also poet, paullo-p. fut. : aor. ,
Ep. 3 sing,, 3 pi. : aor. 2, Ep.

inf. : pf. pass,, 3 sing,,
inf., part,; (). I. / 6re«£•

//£"£/, mafe / appear : to shew, to make clear or

known, hence to lay bare, uncover, disclose : hence

almost to grant, as, yovov to grant

Helen a child :—at Sparta, to pro-

claim a levy, call out the array. 2. of sound, to

make distinct, make ring clear. 3. to bring to

light, display, exhibit : also to explain, expound. 4.

in Att. to i?iform against, indict, impeach : to inform

of a thing as contraband : articles in-

formed against as contraband. 5. aor. 1 med.-
to shew or display as one's own. II. intr.

to give light, shitieforth. 2. to appear, like the

Pass., only in Ion. aor. 2, pf. 2. III.

Pass. to K
come to light, be seen, appear, to be clear or

manifest. 1. of the rising of heavenly bodies, to

appear; at break of day. 3.

generally, to appear to be, c. part, or c. inf., which
are used in different senses, c. inf. denoting

what appears or is likely ; c. part, what is

apparefit or manifest; as, he appears

or seems to be (like ), he manifestly

is. 4. often in dialogue, ; does

this appear so ? is not this so ? Answ., it

does appear so, yes. 5. the phrase ,
to appear on the road, is shortd. for

: so also, . 6. in Att., esp.

in aor. , to be denounced, informed against;

see I. 4.

'5, ,, dusky, dun, gray, Lat. fuscus. II.

also like hat. fuscus, of the voice, deep, hollow.-,, 6, , (,) dark-robed., , a bundle, Lat. fasciculus.,, ,() a dish of lentils or pulse, pease-

porridge.

"02, 6, the plant lentil; also its fruit, which
was eaten at funerals., Adv. (~/£) in phalanxes.,, (~£) a venomous kind of spider.€, f., to fight with or in a pha-
lanx : tofight in the ranks. From-, ov, ,(£,) one that

fights in the phalanx : fighting in the ranks.', ^, , in Homer, a line or order of
battle, battle-array : mostly in plur. the ranks of an
army in battle. 2. later, the Greek mode of draw-
ing up infantry, the phalanx, a compact mass of in-

fantry usu. of 8 deep, but also as much as 25 deep:

the phalanx was brought to great excellence under

Epaminondas, though it reached perfection under
Philip of Macedon ; ^- to lead in

phalanx, Lat. quadrato agmine. 3. generally, the

main body, centre, as opp. to the wings(). 4.

also a camp. II. a round piece of wood, a trunk

or log ; logs of ebony. III. a
spider : see^., dat. pi. of~., , a whale, Lat. balaena : hence of a
devouring monster. [_], ,() baldness, a bald head., , , () bald-headed, bald-pated., f.,() to make bald : Pass.

to become bald., , 6, a bald man. From, ov, () =. [], , () the cheek-pieces of the hel-

met. II. the cheek-pieces of horses : generally,

trappings, []
Ion., , ,() a coot,

Lat. fiilica, so called from its bald white head., , , Dor. for Ion., ()
having a patch of white, white-crested.,, , a man of Phalerum, a Phalerian.&,() to be or become white : Ep.

part., waves crested with white

foam., , Phalerum, the western harbour of

Athens : from Phalerum ; to

Phalerum. [a], , , Ion. for.
or,,,~., , =.'2, , membrum virile, a figure thereof,

which was borne in solemn procession in the Bacchic

orgies, as an emblem of the generative power in

nature.', , a part of the helmet worn by the
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Homeric heroes: either the peak or fore-piece, or perh.

a metal ridge on the crown in which the plume()
wasfixed, [a], , Dor. for., £p. for, I pi. aor. 2 of. 2.

poet, for, inf. of. []
i> (enclit.), I pi. pres. of., Dor. fem. of., pres. and aor. 2 med. part, of. [], Dor. for., poet, for, 3 pi. aor. 2 of. [], pres. or aor. 2 inf. of. [], aor. I inf. of., 2 sing. aor. 2 pass. opt. of., Att. for, I pi. aor. 2 pass. opt.

of., (., ev, aor. 2 pass. part, of., Aeol. and poet, for, 3 pi. aor. 2

pass, ', but, aor. 2 part. neut. [a], , oj/, also os, 6v, () open to sight,

visible : manifest, evident : freq. joined with part.,

he was conspictiotis urging the

matter forward: — Adv.,,
plainly, clearly : so, , kv (,. 2. of persons, known, famous, con-

spicuous. 3. of property, tangible, real, opp. to

money., f.,() to make visible or ma-
nifest. II. to make known oxfamous :—Pass, with

aor. - :

—

to become known or famous. Hence, Adv. of, openly, manifestly: Comp.
: Sup.., , a making visible : a manifestation., 3 sing. Ion. aor. 2 pass, of, [a], , () a torch: in plur., torch-

processions.), Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 pass. subj. of., aor. 2 pass, imperat. of, [a], for, aor. 2 pass. inf. of., fut. pass, of., , Dim. of, (Subst.), a small torch,

taper., for, aor. 2 opt. of., , ",() light, bright; bright-

ness : —of garments, washed clean. 2. bright, joy-

ous, like. Comp. and Sup., --
tos. [], also, ,() a lamp, lantern, torch., fut. med. of., f., () to make visible, clear or

manifest. II. Pass., fut. : aor. I

:

—

to become visible, appear, shew one-

self. 2. to make a show or parade, Lat. se osten-

tare. 3. to be like, assume a like-

ness to some one. 4. used for or-, to be informed against. Hence, , a making visible, displaying. 2.

display, parade, Lat. ostentatio. II. a$ a term

of philosophy, the power of the mind, by which it

places objects before itself, presentative power., , , () an appearance,

image, phantom, like : also a visioti, dream. 2.

an image presented to the mind by an object, Lat. vi-

sum : a mere image, unreal appearance., aor. 2 part. nom. pi. of., Dor. for, 3 pi. of., Ep. pres. or aor. 2 med. imperat. of.,, contr., contr. ,-
: Ep. also : () :

—light, daylight ; kv

by daylight ; en while there was
still daylight; often in phrases , or, to see the light of the sun, i. e. to be

alive ; so also, , i. e. to be dead
;

(is to come into the light, i. e. into pub-

lic. 2. the light of a fire or torch, fire-light or

torch-light. II. metaph. light, i. e. joy, deliver-

ance, happiness, and the like ; "
greatest light of safety to the Greeks. III.

plur., the eyes, Lat. lumina : so in sing, of the

Cyclops' eye.' [], ayyos, , a mo7intai?i cleft, a deep

chasm, ravine, gully. (Akin to ^.), to plough.

Ion.-, ,() a quiver for carrying

arrows, Lat. pharetra. Hence,, , =., , Dim. of, a small quiver.-,,(,) quiver-bearing., , , a Pharisee : pi. , the

Pharisees or Separatists, a sect of the Jews, who af-

fected superior holiness of life and manners, and a

rigid adherence to the law of Moses. They believed

in the Resurrection, and in the existence of angels

and spirits, which the Sadducees denied.,() to suffer from poison, be

madfrom the effects of poison. II. to require me-

dicine, as to require cutting., ,() the use of any kind of
drugs, potions or spells: poisoning, witchcraft, sorcery., , poet, for., , ,() one who deals hi

drugs or poisons, a sorcerer, poisoner : fem.-., f.,() to administer a drug:

to use enchantments, practise sorcery ;

to use a thing as a charm to calm

the river. 2. c. ace. pers. to drug, purge.,, fem. of, a sorceress, witch.,, ,() drugged, poi-

sonous.'', , a medicine, drug, remedy;

a medicine for disease ; metaph.,, a remedy against grief. The-
applied outwardly were- ointments or

salves, and, or plas-

ters ; those taken inwardly were, such as
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pills, and, , , draughts or po-

tions. II. a poisonous drug, drug, poison. III.

'an enchanted potion, philtre : also a charm, spell, en-

chantment: any secret means of effecting a thing. IV.

also a means of producing something, as,

—.
Lat. phasianus : but with a play on-, an informer : cf.., (, , for,() an accusation, in-

formation, [a]

<J>aais, (, ,() a saying, speech, se?itence. II.

V. a affirmation, assertion, [a], ios, , the river Phasis in Colchis or Pontos
an expedient to procure safety.

means for colouring, a dye, colour.-, ,(,- Root of) !
, impf.( ., (which is used

a drinking of medicine or poison.
j

as impf. of) : =, to say, but often with a-, , ,(,) one who collat. notion of saying what you do not believe, to

sells drugs or poisons, a druggist, apothecary.
j

allege, to pretend, Lat. prae se ferre : also to think,8, , ,()=^(. II.

one who is sacrificed as a purification for others, a

scape-goat: then since worthless fellows were reserved

for this fate, an arrant rascal, polluted wretch, Lat.

homo piacularis.-5 [], ,(,) one

who grinds and prepares drugs or colours., f.,() to endue with heal-

ing power.

Att. -: f. : pf. pass,-
: () :

—to medicate, practise upon by

drugs or philtres; to temper

metal by plunging it in cold water. II. to en-

chant or bewitch by the use ofpotions, to poison. III.

to alloy, adulterate : season, spice.05 [a] or [a], eos, , a cloth, sheet,

web : sail-cloth. II. a wide, loose cloak or mantle,

worn as an outer garment, also used as a shroud

;

my last rag., , Pharos, an island in the bay of Alexan

dria, afterwards famous for its lighthouse

appellat., , a lighthouse., Ep. 3 pi. of

suppose: to promise to do.,, ,() an apparition, phantom

;

the phantom of a man. 2. a sign

from heaven, a portent, omen. 3. a monster, pro-

digy, portent ; a monster of a bull.

#A'52A Att., , the wood-pigeon, ring-dove

or cushat, Lat. palumbes.-, ov,(, *£) dove-killing, of

the hawk ; as Subst.,, , name of a kind

of hawk.,, Dor. for,^, fut. of.€, 2 plur. of., , , () poet, for, to be spoken

of, pronounced., verb. Adj. of, one must say., Dor. for, 3 sing. pres. of.£, f. Dor. £ : aor. : Pass.,

aor. (: ).(: () :
— to say,

speak, report ; used absol., as the say-

ing is. II. to promise, plight, betroth. III. to

II. as
1

call, name.5, ( Ion. ios, , () a saying, speech, re-

port; as the report goes; $ ((, ios, , () a piece torn off severed,
j

the report goes of him. II. one's (good or bad)

a part, portion, division, Lat. pars ;( report, reputation, fame, report, Lat.fama.

the quarters of a city., or , gen. vyos, () the throat. II.

a gulf, cleft, chasm in the earth : cf.. []', f. : pf. :

—

to cleave, part.,,, part. pres. and aor. 2 of., tbOs, , Dim of^, a knife., ,(, for -yavov) a thing to

cut with, a sword.

the saying, answer of an oracle, [a], ,() a manger, crib., Ep. for (, 3 sing. aor. 2 of., , , verb. Adj. of, said, spoken; that

may be spoken, uttered or pronounced: with a negat.,, unspeakable, unutterable. II. famous., , Att. for.--,(, (,) bad upon-, , (^, *'^) forging bad, bad as bad can be.

swords. £, f. Att. ,() to hold cheap, to

€, Dor. and poet, for(, 3 sing. aor. . depreciate, disparage.

[], , a sort of bean, Lat. phaselus. II.
1
02, , ov, also , ov, like, light,

a light boat, canoe, skiff, from its likeness to the pod easy, slight, trifling. 2. trivial, paltry, petty, sorry,

of the. (Egyptian word.)
j

bad. II. of persons, low in rank, mean, common:, Ep. med. inf. of. ! worthless, poor, common, of no account;

€,, 2 pi. and 3 sing, imperat. med. of the vulgar, the common sort, also the iveak or unedu

, 3 pi. of., , ov,from the river Phasis, but with

a play on-, informing-like.,,()from the river Phasis : hence

(sub.) the Phasian bird, pheasant,

cated, as opp. to oi. 2. of outward appear-

ance, ugly, mean-looking. 3. careless, thoughtless.,, , meanness, paltriness. 2. want

of accomplishments; ( my lack of

judgment., Adv. of, easily, lightly;
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to bear a thing lightly, take it easily. 2.

at a rough guess ; ^ to estimate

roughly; to speak loosely.-, ov, =.', Root of, to give light, shine, beam,

esp. of the heavenly bodies.', poet. Dep., used only in pres. and

impf., =, to be put to flight, flee affrighted:

c. ace. to flee from.02, eos, , light, splendour, lustre : swi-

light, daylight; ', periphr. for in

the tenth year. II. poet, light, gladness, joy. Hence, to make bright

:

—Pass, to shine, gleam, be

bright., Ion. for., Dor. pres. imperat. of., ,() mostly in plur.,
, spare thrifty meals, being the Spartan name for

the public tables(), at which all citizens ate

together the same frugal meal. 2. also the common
hall, in which these meals were taken.

: fut. Ep. paullo-p. fut.-
: aor. Ep.: Ep. re-

dupl. aor. 2, opt.,, inf.

: Dep. :

—

to spare, to be sparing or chary

of a. thing, Lat. parcere, c. gen.: of provisions, to use

sparingly or thriftily: also to draw back orfrom, turn

away from : c. inf. to spare orforbear to do. Hence, Adv. pres. part, of, sparingly,

thriftily, charily., 60s contr. ovs, ,() a sparing, re-

fraining. II. thrift, stingifiess.

and, , =. From, , , () sparing, thrifty, chary

of a thing : c. gen., sparing of
money. Adv. -, sparingly, thriftily., aor. 1 inf. of., Ep. 3 sing. aor. I of., verb. Adj. of, one must spare.,, , stony ground or soil: hence as the

name of a rocky district of Attica., , ov,() made of cork., , mostly in plur. stony ground: cf..-, -, , , neut. -, (,) cork-footed.'2, , the cork-tree, Lat. quercus suber. 2.

the bark of the cork-tree, a cork, Lat. cortex.£, f. , () to play the impostor,

cheat, lie. 2. trans, to cheat, trick

:

—Pass, to be

cheated. Hence, , quackery, imposture, trickery.', &kos, , a cheat, quack, impostor.*, to slay, obsol. Root, to which belong Ep.

aor. 2, shortd. from the redupl. form,
also with augm., infin., part.

(not) as if it were part, pres.:—
Pass., pf., 3 sing,, 3 pi.,

inf. : paullo-p. fut., Ep. 2 sing..-, , (,) bringing flowers.-,, , , (,) shield-bearing.-, is,(,~) bringing light, shifting.',, plqpf. :
—to feed, nourish: to

preserve. II. Pass, to befed orfeed upon a thing:

hence to eat, consume, Lat. depasci : metaph. to feed

07i. III. Med. c. ace. to feed oneself on a thing;

to feed o?ie's mind.-, ov,(,) giving surety or bail,

able to give security, trusty, responsible : generally,

capable, competent: c. inf.,

a harbour capable of preserving the ships

:

c. gen. able to a?iswer sufficientlyfor a thing, trusty :

—cf.*., Ep. inf. of.-, poet, for, , , (,) a warrior bearing an ashen spear, generally, a

spear-bearer.-, ov, (,) carrying off victory,

victorious.-, ov,(,) carrying one's house tvith

one, of the nomad Scythians:—as Subst.,, ,
the house-carrier, i. e. sfiail ; cf.,.

-irovos, ov, (,) bringing trouble or

sorrow.-, ov, (,) bearing life or food,

life-giving, food-giving., 3 sing. Ion. impf. of.-, , gen. , (,) shield-

bearing, heavy-armed.-, , (:,) bearing

bunches of grapes.

contr., , () a bier, litter,

Lzt.feretrum., Aeol. for, inf. of., Ep. for, 3 sing. subj. of., , ov, like, stoutest, bravest,

best ; mostly in addresses, .,, ,() that which is borne, a load,

burden : the burden ox fruit of the womb., , () that which is brought by the wife,

a dowry, portion^ Lat. dos ; the dowry

of war, i. e. a wife won in battle., Dor. part. fern, of., Dor. 3 pi. of : but also part. dat.

Att., , a temple or

sanctuary of Persephone. From
Att. -, and, ,=, -,, Proserpine., , —., , , Sup. Adj. =, stoutest,

bravest, best, mightiest, most powerful. (From,
as Lat. fortis from fero.), Ep. for, 2 pi. of., , ov, Comp. Adj. stouter, braver, better,

mightier, more powerful. See.
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durable., contr. for.', a Root only used in pres. and impf. : Ep.

forms, 2 pi. imperat. for ', 3 sing. subj., Ep. for) ; Ion. impf.,.
From the Root *" comes the fut. ', med.

; Ep. imperat. olae, inf., ;

also fut. pass,. From the Root *'EN-
ETKfl come aor. I TJutyica, Ion. Ep.,
subj. ', inf.: aor. 2 /eyaou Ion.,
Ep. inf. : Ion. aor. I pass,' : 3 pi.

aor. I med.'. From the same Root come
pf. act., pass., fut. pass,-, aor. 1 pass,. I. like Lat. FERO,
to bear or carry a load. II. /o oear along, with

an idea of motion added, as of horses, ,
etc. III. to bear, endure, stiffer, esp. with an

Adv.., , Lat. aegre, gra-

viter ferre, to bear a thing impatiently, take it ill or

amiss, be disconcerted at it; opp. "to

, Lat. leviter ferre, to bear a thing cheerfully, take

it easily. IV. tofetch : to bring, present, give

;

to bring presents ; and Med. bring

with one oxfor one's own use :
— to

grant any one a favour, do him a kindness ; but

later, to shew gratitude to one. 2. to occasion,

cause, work; as, or . 3. to

bring in, pay, discharge ; or to

pay tribute ; to pay a fine. 4.

to give one's vote, Lat. ferre suffra-

gium. V. to bear, bring forth, produce : absol.

of the earth or of trees, to bear fruit, be fruitful :

metaph. to bring in, yield, produce ; ay
the contest that bestows everything. VI.

to bear off, carry off or away : to carry away as

booty or plunder, mostly in phrase ayciv,

Lat. agere et ferre, where refers to the move-
ables which are carried off, and ayeiv to the cattle

which are driven away : also simply to

rob. 2. to carry off, gain : to win, achieve, gain:

also to receive one's due, e. g. to receive pay :—Med.,

esp. in phrases to carry off a prize
;, to win and hold the

first, the second rank : the Med. is used

generally of everything which one gets for oneself or

for one's own use and behoof, so as to take and carry

away to one's home. VII. absol. of roads, to

lead to a place
;
$, like Lat. via fert or

ducit. 2 . of a tract of country, to stretch, extend,

verge to or towards : metaph. to lead or tend to an

end or object; % vyiaiveiv that

which is co?iducive to health ; and so generally, to

contribute or conduce to or towards. 3. to aim at,

hint or point at, refer to a thing ; Is ayu/vas

the oracle referring to martial

contests ; yv( their opi-

nion inclined to giving battle : also c. dat. pers.,

•>, c. inf., his opinion inclined

rather to do so and so ;

—

is also used like-, it tends [to one's interest], is expedient. VIII.

to carry about by word of mouth, in the mouth, to

speak much of; or to be well or

ill spoken of. 2. to be carried about, to be in circu-

lation. IX. is used in Homer as imperat.,

bear, carry, bring : but, like aye, it was afterwards

used as an Adv., come, now, well, before the 1 sing,

or plur. subj., , come let me hear;

come let us set.

Pass, to be borne or carried from a place, esp.

involuntarily ; to be borne, carried on or along by
waves, to be hurried, swept away, rush, fly along, Lat.

ferri ; Wvs to rush right upon
;

ks tovs AiyivqTas bearing down they fell

upon the Aegihetans : so also part. act. used intrans.,) bearing down she ran

into a friendly ship. 2. also of bodies moved by
their own power, to hasten, run, fly, speed. 3.

metaph., or , of schemes, etc., to

turn out, prosper well or /'//; $-
our affairs are in a bad state.", Exclamation of grief or anger, ah ! alas

!

woe ! like Lat. vah, vae, our fye ! : c. gen., tt)s

woe for Hellas

!

II. of astonishment or

admiration, ah ! oh I, -«pevai, Ep. for yv, inf. ofy., 3 sing. Ion. impf. ofy., Ep. for yav, 3 pi. imperat., let

them flee : also part. gen. pi. ofy.
: Ion. impf.^ : f. Dor.

: aor. 2 tyvyov : pf. act.ya, pass, (in act.

sense)yat : there is also Ep. pf. part,,
as if from :

—to flee, take flight : c. ace. cog-

nato,yv yv to flee in flight : also,^
[sc. ~\ to flee [the way]

by the sea. 2. the pres. part,yv often ex-

presses only the purpose or endeavour to flee, the

compds.oy,y,poy being added

to denote the escape ; as,, els^ -
yr| it is better that running off

one should escape than be caught ; so,^ -^, yv^. 3• *^
tivos to flee before any one. 4. c. inf. to shun or

shrinkfrom doifig : absol. to fear, flinch. II.

c. ace. to flee, shun, avoid: as, vyv, -, etc. : metaph. of any rapid movement, '-^ the reins escapedfrom the hands of

the charioteer. 2. pf. pass. part, retains the ace.

in Homer, yvos, having es-

caped, being quit of fate, destruction: but also c. gen.,

yvos escapedfrom toils. III. to

flee one's country for a crime ;
yv tivos to

be banished by one : hence to go into exile, live in

banishment, be banished, Lat. exulare. IV. as

Att. law-term, to be accused or prosecuted at law,

opp. to : hence, 6yv the accused, defend-
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ant, Lat. reus, the accuser, prosecutor ; c.

ace, or, to be put on one's

trial on a public or private indictment : the crime

being added in gen., as (sc.) to

be defendant on a charge of murder, i.e. to be charged

with murder., f£ : aor. I :

—

to cry, cry woe, wail.

(From, as from ', from at at.)

<j>€VKT€OV, verb. Adj. of, one must flee.

<j>evKTos, , ov, verb. Adj. of, to be avoided:

that can be shunned or avoided., Desiderat. of, to wish or desire to flee.^, ecus, ,()=is.

Dor., fut. of., fut. of (not of).'05,, 6, and, Vyos, , a spark,

brand, piece of the embers or hot ashes. Hence, f., to reduce to ashes, to burn up.,, , =. [a], Ion. for €^77, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.
), 3 sing. aor. 2 subj. of., , ov, and, , ov, ()

oaken, of oak, Lat. faglntis., ,, contr. for.'2, , a kind of oak, bearing an esculent

acorn, not the Lat.fagus (beech). II. the escu-

lent fruit of the same tree.

), Ep. for \, 3 sing. pres. subj. of,, ,() deceiver, name of a wild-

fig, which seems ripe when it is not really so., f. , to cheat, deceive, trick. From, , or, , ,() a deceiver,

cheat, knave, thief.'2, , , deceitful, knavish. Hence, f., to deceive, cheat, trick. Hence,, , a deceit, deception, cheat.

Dor., , Lat. fama, () a voice

from heaven, a prophetic voice : an oracle, an au-

gury. II. any voice or zvords, a speech, saying

:

also a song. 2. a common saying, an old tradi-

tion, legend, adage. 3. like Lat. fama, a rumour,

report : hence a man's good or bad report, his fame,
reputation, character. 4. a message.', ,: aor. 2 (the impf. being, see ), Ep., ; im-

perat. ; inf.
; part, ,, : fut.: aor. . Med., aor. 2 [], inf., part, : impf. or aor. 2 : also

pf. pass, ; 3 sing, imperat.. Ep.

forms I pi. pres. opt. for ; 3 sing,

subj. for ; aor. 2 , $, , for,, , and 3 pi• , for ; med.

imperat. for :
— is a shortd. form of

: is also a collat. form. The pres. indie.

is enclitic, except in 2 pers. }. soy,

speak, tell : to express one's opinion or thoughts :

hence, to be of opinion, believe, think, imagine, esp.

in Med.; to fancy himself equal to

me ; in familiar language is often put before its

pronoun, as, said I ; said

Socrates : is sometimes joined with a synon.

Verb, as, , $, etc. II.

often means, to say yes, affirm, assert : opp. to ov

or , to say no, deny, refuse.

: f. Att. Dor. £: aor. :() :
—to speak, utter, name

:

—Med. to express in

words., ios, , poet, for, speech, talk : report,

rumour, one's good or bad report, reputation;

the voice or judgment of the people., Ep. for, aor. 2 of., aor. 1 inf. of.
€€, 3 sing. aor. I opt. of.', , a kind of vidture., , gen. $, Aeol. for , esp. in plur., the Centaurs.-, , gen. 4os, (,) madly

fond of wild animals or hunting.

-^s, 2 sing, of: but 2., Ep. for,
1 sing. aor. 2 ., Ep. 2 sing. aor. 2 of., , Ion. for., 3 sing. aor. 2 opt. of., Dor. for., aor. 2 med. part, of, [], Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. 2 of.', : fut., later also [] :

aor. : -aor. 2, 3 pi. for-, subj., Ep. 3 sing, and ?,, Ep. I pi., 3 pi., opt., inf., part.: pf.: Ep. aor. 2 med. part, []:
Dor. fut., aor. . To come before, do,

reach before ; the first comer ;

to come first into the city :—c. ace. pers.

to be beforehand with, overtake, outstrip, anticipate,

Lat. praevenire; and sometimes simply to arrive;

they anticipated the storm ; it

is often joined with a part. act. agreeing with the

agent, he was beforehand in

striking him
;

the

city would be beforehand in being taken, i.e. it would

be taken first. II. in these constructions,

is best rendered in English by an Adv. before, sooner,

first ; I came soo?ier or first : we
also find the part, of joined with another Verb,

no other shall

be an accuser before me; I will

first fall upon you ; so part.$ with imperat.,

€€ speak quickly. III. with

and part., followed by, etc., like Lat. simul ac,

denotes two actions following close on each other,' no sooner is

he brought out than he is like ;
-

scarcely or no

sooner had misfortune befallen me than they at-

tempted. IV. in questions with , de«
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notes impatience to have the thing done;

; will yon not be quick and run off?

i. e. make haste and run off. V. in answers with

and opt. c. , I could not be too

quick, i.e. I will begin directly.,, aor. 2 pass. inf. of., , , verb. Adj. of, corruptible,

destructible, mortal, transitory.,&,, aor. 2 part, of., f. 4-/: aor. ^:
pf. €"/ : Dep. :

—

to utter a sound or voice, to

speak loud and clear, articulate ; to,
that which uttered the sound, the voice. 2 . of ani-

mals, as of a horse to neigh, snort; of a fawn,/o cry;

of a door, to creak. II. c. ace. cognato,^-
to utter or say a word. III. to extol,

praise, sing, celebrate., aros, , (*) a voice : language,

speech: a saying, word: in plur. accents, words. 2.

generally, a cry, roar, sound., fut. of^., Ep. for,, pi. aor. 2 subj.

of., , gen., a lo?ise, Lat. pedicu-

lus. II. the smallfruit or cone of a kind of pine., f., () to be lousy, suffer from
morbus pedicidaris.-, f., (, rpayetv) to eat lice,

or rather to eatfir-cones ; cf..: fut. Ep.: aor. : pf., pf. 2: Pass., pf., 3 pi.

: aor. 2 [a] : () :
—to cor-

rupt, spoil, ruin, waste, destroy, Lat. perdere, pes-

samdare:— Pass, to go to ruin, perish; in Att.,

was a common imprecation, go and be

hangedi Lat. abi in malam rem] hence,

unless thou depart ; but,' or ri to

run headlong into a thing. 2. in Pass., of ship-

wrecked persons, to be cast away. II. of men,
to kill, slay, destroy : also of women, to seduce

:

—
Pass, to perish, pine away.-, es, (, yivos) destroying the

race or family.,, Ep. for,, and 3
pi. aor. 2 subj. of., Ep. for, 3 sing aor. 2 of.), Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 subj. of., aor. 2 inf. of., Ep. for, 3 sing aor. 2 subj. of., fut. of., as, Ep. and Ion., , , Phthia, a dis-

trict in Thessaly, the home of Achilles, [t], ados, , fern, of$, a Phthian woman., Ep. for, aor. 2 pass. subj. of., Adv. to Phthia. [f], Ep. dat. sing, of, at Phthia. []^, part. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of. [], aSos, , () intr. perishing, wasting,

waning. II. act. causing to decline, wasting:
wasting diseases., aros, ,() a declini?ig, wasting,

pining, waning. []
and*, () to waste or pine.

-Kapiros, ov,(,) with blightedfruit., , ,() autumnal.,, fern, of.-, , (,) the last part of
or the time after, late autumn, the fall

of the year., 3 sing. Ion. impf. of. [], poet, for, used only in pres. and
impf. : I. intr. to waste away, decay. II.

trans, to consume, waste, [p], common form of. [], Ep. for, aor. 2 pass. subj., a, ov, () Phthian; , the Phthians.€ [], fut. med. inf. of.-,, , ,(,) man-destroying,

destructive, deadly, fatal.,, Ep. aor. 2 pass, of,.-, ov,(,) man-destroying., , ,() of persons, consumption, de-

clifie, decay, Lat. tabes. 2. generally, a dwindlitig

or wasting away, decay, waning. [], 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass. opt. of: but, 2.

[], Ep. 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, indie., , , verb. Adj. of, wasted, decayed,

dead ; the dead.2, impf., more common in form

[ Horn., Att.}: fut. [] : pf. pass,

(in same sense as act.) : plqpf. [?] :

—but is more commonly Ep. aor. 2 pass., 3
pi. ; subj. Ep., 3 sing,-

(for), I pi. (for) ;

opt.,, ; inf.
;

part, -
[~\:—to decline, decay, wane, pins or waste away,

perish, die ; the dead : of Time,
first would the night come to an end;

the nights wane ;

in the moon's wane, i. e. towards the month's end :

in Homer's time, the month was divided into two

parts, and , as in phrase,

' both at

the waning of the month, and at its beginning ; at

Athens the month was divided into 3 decads,, , ; in the two first

of which the days were reckoned forwards, in the

last backwards. 2. of plants, to fade, wither,

die. II. Causal in fut. [], aor. I act.

(like,) :—to make to decline, de-

cay or pine away, to consume : also of money, etc.,

to waste, squander., , , () a man of Phthia :— fem., (sub. 777), the land of Phthia., ,() like, the voice of

men : also the cry of animals.
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cry of animals : generally, a sound.'5, cos, 6, nom. pi., a kind of cake., , ,() etwious, jealous;

the gods are altogether jealous.

Adv. to be enviously disposed.«, f. : aor. (, in late Poets

: Pass., aor. : () :

—

to

be envious or jealous, to envy, bear a grudge or ill-

will ; c. dat. pers., to envy

a man in a state of prosperity : absol.,

bear no malice, Lat. ne graveris : also c. gen. rei, ov

roi I bear thee no grudge for the

mules. 2. c. ace. rei, to grudge, re/use or with-

hold through envy or jealousy. 3. c. inf., civ^ I will not grudge to tell;--
they werejealous that one man should be king

both of Asia and Europe. 4. Pass,, to be

envied or begrudged, Lat. invideor (in Horace). Hence, , , an envying, a being jealous or

grudging : envy.

N05, 6, ill-will, envy, jealousy, at the good
fortune of another : also an envying, a grudge, ma-
lice, Lat. invidia ; there is no grudg-
ing, i. e. I am willing: c. gen. rei, envy for or because

of 2. thing

—

jealousy at the great prosperity

of men was ascribed to the gods, whence the phrase, intreat, i. e. disarm, their envy.

Ion., ,() corruption, decay

:

destruction, nun : also a mortality,perdition, death. 2

.

seduction of a woman. II. moral corruption,

depravity, wickedness., , =, destruction, ruin, perdition :

hence, Is [sc.\ ; as a curse, like Lat.

abi in malam rem, wilt thou not go to ruin? i.e. go
hang. II. like, a pestilentfellow.

-, -, in Ep. poetry a termin. of the dat. and
of genit., both in sing, and plur. : hence as an adver-

bial termin., mostly ofplace.' [], , aflat shallow cup or bowl, esp. a
drinking-boxvl or bowl for libations, Lat. patera :

also a funereal vase or urn:— from its broad flat

shape," the bowl of Mars, was a comic
metaph. for a shield., f., to take in hand, undertake, set

about a thing. (Deriv. uncertain.), , Ion. «05, , () sleek, plump.
Att., , with or without-, a kind of early Jigs, so called from, a

district of Attica or Megaris., see.-, ov,(,) wilfully thought-

less, wayward.-, ov, (,) loving goodness.-, ov, (,) loving splendour.-, ov, (,) fond of a
country life, []

-, , , (, aypa) a lover of the

chase : fern,,, a huntress.-, ov, (, -) fond of the country
ox of a country life.-, ov, (,) fond of wak-
ing or watching, wakeful, [ayp]-,, , ,(,-)fond of contests:

used in contests, [a], , brotherly or sisterly love. From-, ov, (,) fond of one's

brother or sister, brotherly, sisterly, [a]-, ov, (,)fond of the games.-, ov (,) fond of the

Athe?iians., Ep. 2 sing. aor. I med. imperat. of.-, ov, (,) fond of wailing :

lamentable.-,, ov, gen. ovos,(,) loving

modesty.

-aiudTos, ov,(, af/za) fond of blood, blood-

thirsty., a, ov and, , ov, irreg.

Comp. and Sup. of, dearer, dearest.-, ov, (, ) fond of bringing
charges, fault-fl?iding, censorious. II. liable to

blame.-, ov, (,) readily fol-
lowing.- Ion-, ov, (,)
fond of sheer wine : given to wine, [], Dor. for., poet. aor. 1 med. part, of, in

pass, sense.-/, ov,(,) friend of the vine.,,fora husband: lovefor men. From-, ov,(,) loving one's husband,

conjugal. II. loving men. []-, is, (,) fond offlowers.-, , , (,) friend of
colliers.,() to be a friend to

mankind: in Med., to act humanely
or kindly., -,() love for mankind,
humanity, benevolence, kindliness, clemency : in plur.

acts of humanity or kindness.-, ov, (,) loving man-
kind, humane, benevolent, kind. Hence, Adv. humanely, kindly : Sup.-,
most hximanely.- [],, , , Dor. for, ($,) loving one's husband, affectionate.-, , (,) fond of singing or

singers., Dor. gen. of.-, ,fondnessfor making enemies,

readiness at picking quarrels : in pi. quarrelsome at'

tempts. From
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Adv.-.-, , , (,$) fond of sim-

plicity ox frankness.-,,(,) fond ofgoing

abroad or travelling., , love of money, covetousness. From-, ov, (, apyupos) fond of money,

covetous, avaricious.-, , ,(,) afriend

of Aristides.--ros, , (,) fond of chariots or

the chariot-race., , love of rule, lust of power. From-, ov, (<pi\os,)fond of rule, ambitious.

-e, -aaas, Dor. for,., Dor. for, 3 sing. fut. .-, , (,) fond of

playing at dice, []-, ,(,)fond of profligacy., 3 sing. . aor. I med. of. [],-, , (,) fond of the flute. []-, , (,) fond of oneself, self-

loving, selfish. Adv. -. []
«6€, 3 sing. Ion. impf. of.
<j>t\-c0€ipos, , (,) loving the hair, i.e.

worn in the hair.-,, , , (,") fond of the

Hellenes or Greeks.-, , (,) loving night., Dor. pres. part. fem. pi. of.«, Dor. 3 pi. pres. of : but also pres.

part. dat. sing.-, , (,) fond of feasts or

holidays.-€5, , , (,) fond of

fault-finding : a censorious person.-, , ,(,) dear to lovers., , love of labour, industry. From-, ,(, ^) loving work, working

willingly, industrious.

-€5,,(, 'ipi9os)fond ofwool-spinning.-,, , , (,) prone to love,

full of love. []-, , (,) fond of evening., , love of comrades, frie?idship. From
<j>i\-6raipos, ,(,) fond of one's com-

rades or friends, true to them. Adv. -.-, , (,) loving the cry of,
epith. of Bacchus.

-€-€5,,(,,)fond of dainties.

-euvos,,(,) fond of the bed, esp. the

marriage-bed. \i\,,, Dor. for,,, forms of the pres. part, of.-, , (,) fond of order.

-€5, , (,) fond of youths.-, , gen. , (,) fond of

making enemies, quarrelsome.

, f. : aor. : pf. :

Med., £p. aor. in 3 sing,,;
imperat.

; 3 plur. subj.. part,-
in pass, sense, beloved ; also fut.-

in pass, sense : Pass., paullo.-p. fut. :

aor. : pf. : () :

—

to love :

Pass, to be beloved by one. From the general sense

of loving came various special meanings, as, to treat

affectionately or kindly, to welcome, to befriend;

thou shalt be welcome with us. 2.

to shew signs of love, esp. to kiss ;

to kiss on the mouth :—Med. to kiss one another. 3.

to like, befond of, practise. II. c. inf., like Lat.

amo, to be fond of doing, be wont, use to do: impers.,' it is wont to happen, usually, hap-

pens: absol., as is wont, Lat. tit solet. [,

except in Ep. aor..~], , fem. of, a mistress. \~\, to love pleasure,find delight in a thing, c.

dat. From-, is,(,) loving pleasure. Hence, ,()^?55for pleasure, delight.-, ,(,)fond ofpleasure. 2.

causing pleasure., , fondness for listening, attentiveness.

From-, ,(,)fond of listening : fond
of hearing discussions.-, , (,) fond of the

spindle, [a]-, , ,(,) one who de-

lights in trials, esp. as a juryman in the court Heliaea.,, ,() a kiss, [], , Dim. of, a little kiss., Ep. pres. inf. of., Aeol. for. [], , () friendliness.-,,(,) obeying the rein, tractable.-€5, , (,) loving the oar,

fond of the sea., Ep. for, aor. I of. [?]«€, Ep. fut. inf. of.-, , (,) =.€, verb. Adj. of, one must love.,, , =, a lover.

Ion., ,() love, affection, friend-

ship, Lat. amicitia ; , , friendship

for me, for thee.

05, , , () of orfor a friend, friendly,

affectionate ; proofs or marks of friendship.

Adv.—, in a kind,friendly way : Comp.-
pov; Sup.-.5, , ov, also , , () of or from a

friend, friendly, kindly : opp. to, friendly,

in alliance with one: (sc.) a friendly
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country,. to 17. 2. Zei/s (pi\ios, Jove

as god offriendship. II. beloved, dear. Adv.

\5, in a friendly way. [~\
4>iXiinmos, , /, / Philip., ,() of or from Philippi

:

as Subst. a Philippian.£, f. Att. ,() to be on
Philip's side or party, to Philippize,, ai, a town in Thrace.

-nnros, ov, (,) fond of horses : Sup.. II. as masc. pr. n., Philip. [<£>], , () =., ov, gen. ovos, poet. Comp. of, dearer.

cos, Adv. of, in afriendly manner.-, ov, (,) leaving Bacchus
or wine.-, is, Dor. for"$.-, ov, (, yaia) loving the earth.-, ov,(,') longingfor marriage.-, ov, , (, yaarrjp) fond of
one's belly.-€5, ov,(, ye\oio$) fond of the ludi-

crous, loving a joke.-, $, 6, , (, yeKcas) laughter-

loving., 17, fondness for farming or for a

country life. From-€5,,(, ytojpyos)fo7id offarming
or of a country life.- Dor.-, is, gen. 4os, (, yrj-) loving mirth, mirthful, cheerful.-, ov, (,) loving the laurel.-, ov, (, bivb*pov)fond of trees.-^, ov, (,) loving one's

lord or master : of slaves, attached, subtnissive.-, ov,(,) befriending the com-

mons or people, the commons' friend., f., to befondoflaw, litigious. From-$, ov, (,) fond of lawsuits : liti-

gious.-, ov, 6, (,) a friend of tra-

vellers, []-, ov,(,) loving honour or glory.-,(,) loving noise.-, ov,(,) fond of lament-

ing, indulging sorrow, melancholy.-, ov,(, daipov)fond ofgiving, boun-

tiful. Adv. -.-,,(, 'ipyov) fond of work, indus-

trious.-, ov,(,) loving the west-

wind.-^, ov, (, ) fond of one's life,

eowardly. . (,) fond of animals.-«[], ov,(,)^ of seeing,

fond of spectacles or shows.

-0€?,»',(,) loving God, pious, devout., ), love ofhuntingJove ofthe chase. From

-, ov, (,) fond of hunting.-, ov, ,(,) fond of
Thucydides.-, cs,(,) fond of wailing or

lamentation.-, , , (, ) one fond of sacri-

ficing, a zealous worshipper. [p~]-, ov, (, ) fond of sacrificing;

cpyia sacrifices offered with zeal.-8, ov, (,) fond of
building.-, ov, gen. , (,)
prone to pity, compassionate. Adv.-.-, , (, ol) =.-, , (,) fond of compassion-

ating, fond of lamentation : piteous, [t
-

], , love, fondness of wine. From\-, ov, (,)fond of wine.-, , , (,) a lewdfellow., f., to be a lover of the beautiful, to

indulge a tastefor refinement. From-, ov,(,) loving the beautiful,

loving beauty and goodness : fond of refinement and
elegance. II. also fond of honour; seeking'honour

:

-, e's, gen. eos, (,) easily

bent, pliant, lithe.-, ov,(,) bearing

fruit abundantly., ,() love ofgain., f., to be greedy of gain. From-€$, cs, gen. eos, (,) loving

gain, greedy of gain.-, ov,(,) fond of jeer-

ing or mocking.-,, , , (,) fond of
one's relatives or connections.-, ov,(,)fond of danger,

venhirous, enterprising, bold. Adv.-, venturously,

in an enterprising way.-, ov,(,) fond of
wearing ivy.-, ov, (,) fond of pinching.

-KOivos, ov, (, koivOs) fond of what is

common.-, ov, (,) loving steep

rocks, crag-loving.-, f. , (,) to pick and
choose asfriends.-5, ov,(,) loving a rattle

or din.

-KpoTOs, ov,(,) loving noise or din.

-KTcavos, ov, (,)=.
loving possessiofis, greedy of gain, covetous : Sup.-, most covetous, most grasping.-, ov, gen.,(,) —-.-, , (,) fond of dice or

gambling.
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(,) loving-, , gen. ,

splendour, joyoiis, brilliant.-, ov, , (,^) a lover

of bunting or the chase.-, ov, (,) fond of feasting

and dancing, fond of revelry.-,, , (,) fond of the

Lacedaemonians, [a]-, ov, poet, for, (,,) loving booty.-, ov, ($,) loving dainties.,, love of discussion, love oflearning and

literature : the study of language and history. From-, ov, (, -/) fond of words,

zuordy. II.fond of dissertation ; fond of learn-

ing and literature, Lat. studiosus :—as Subsi.,-, , a student of language and history, a learned

man.-, ov, (,) fond of re-

viling, abusive., , love of knowledge, [] From-, , gen. , (,) fond of father

-veiKos, ov, (,)fond of strife, con-

tentious, pertinacious, obstinate., f.,() to strive for victory.

Hence, verb. Adj. one must strive for victory.-, ov,(,) strivingfor victory.-, ov,(,) loving the bride-

groom or bride.-, ov, poet, for.- poet. -$;€ivos, ov, (,) loving

strangers, hospitable. Adv. -, hospitably.

-oivos, ov, poet, for.-, ov, gen., (,?) fond

of play or sport, playful, sportive.-,-, , , (,) loving one's

children, loving boys.-, (,) love of one's coun-

try. 2. (,) love of one's father.-,, , ace.—, (,)
loving one's country.-,, , ,(,) loving one's

learning, loving knowledge. Adv. -.-, (, ,(,) loving sooth-

sayers or soothsaying.--os, ov,(,) loving the breast., f., to be fond offighting, eager to

fight. From-, ov,(,) lovingfighting , war-

like.- and-, ov, (,)
rain-loving.

Ion. -, , the nightingale, so called,

because, ace. to the legend, Philomela was changed

into this bird. Hence€3, , ov, of, belonging to the nightingale.-,, , ,(,) loving one's

mother.-«5, , poet, for, (,-) laughter-loving, epith. of Venus.-3, ov, (,) loving the dance

and song.«, f.,() to love the Muses., 77,() love of the Muses.-5, ov,(,) loving the Muses,

loving music and the arts : refined, learned.-, ov,(,) fond offables.-, ov, (,) given tofindfault,

censorious.-, Dor. for.-, , , (,) loving sailors., f.,() to be fond of dis-

pute, to act in a contentious spirit, contend eagerly or

obstinately ; c. dat. to strive or contend eagerly with

one ; to choose the worse part

out of obstinacy. Hence, , love of strive, contentiousness, rivalry,

party-spirit, pertinacity, obstinacy.

-, ov,(,) constantly braided.-, ov contr.-,, (,)
fond of sailing.-, ov,(,) loving arms or war., , love of riches. From\-\%,,(,) loving or seeking

riches ; the racefor wealth.-, ov,(,) loving the flock.- poet,, ov, (,-)fond of war, warlike. Adv. -.-, ( and, Ion. , , : ace. - :

poet, also : (,) :

—

loving one's

city, state or country: as Subst.,, , apatriot

:

or patriotism:— at

Athens, was used of one who loved Greece

in general, of one who was devoted to his

own state., f. ,() to love labour,

work hard, be diligent ; ,=,
love of labour, industry., , love of bad men. From-, ov, (,) fond of bad

men., 97,() love of labour, patient in-

dustry.

-irovos, ov, (,) loving labour, dili-

gent, industrious. II. of things, toilsome, laborious.

Adv. -, laboriously : Comp.- ; Sup. -vof-., , love of drinking, drunkenness, Lat.

vinolentia. From-,, ,(,- Root of some tenses

of) a lover of drinking, a toper, Lat. vinolentus.,, a restless, meddling disposition,

officious interference, meddlesomeness. From-, ov, gen.,(,)fond
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©/ business, meddlesome, officious: as Subst.,-
-, , a busybody, meddling fellow. Adv.-., , easiness of address, affability,

courtesy. From-, ov, (,^) easy of
address, affable.-, f. , (,) to strive to

be first or in the front rank.-7€5, ov, poet, for.-^, , , poet, for.-, ov, (,) loving wheat.-, ov, , (,) a lover of

autumn fruits.-, ov, (, opyia) fond of orgies.-, ov,(,) loving what is right.-, , (,) she who loves

the harbour.-, , fondness of birds. From, $, , , (,) fond of birds :

sheltering, harbouring birds.-, uiyos, , ,(, £) loving or bearing

grapes.-;, vyos, , ,(,) fond of quails.05, , ov ; vocat., sometimes even with

neut. nouns, as :
—loved, beloved, dear,

Lat. amicus, cams. 2. as Subst.,, ,, ,
Lat. amicus, arnica, a friend; Aids the friend

of Jove : in addressing others, , , ;, friend, friends : friends, kins-

men, otie's kith and kin; friends

have all in common. 3. of things, dear, pleasing;

it is dear to me, pleases me, Lat.

cordi est. 4. Homer and other Poets use$ for

the possessive Pronoun, my, thy, his, esp. of the heart,

limbs, etc., as, , yvia, yovvara,,, etc. ; even when no affection is

implied in it, as,

enraged in heart with his mother Althaea : also to

denote possession or custom, ' their own
garments

;
their wonted labour. II.

in Poets also, with an act. sense, like, loving,

friendly, fond : kindly, kind; to feel

kindly; to do one a kindness.

has several forms of Comparison: 1.

Comp., ov: Sup., , ov, 1. Comp.
: Sup.. 3. Comp.,

Sup..-, ov, (,) fond of corn, agri-

cidtural. II. generally,fond offood or eating.-, ov, (,) sceptered.-,, , ,(,) loving or

carrying a staff.-, ov, (,) loving or

haunting the rocks.-. ov, gen.,(,) loving

a jest., f. : pf. : (-) :

—

to be a lover of knowledge, seek to become

wise, to seek after knowledge, study hard, Lat. philo-

sophari. II. c. ace. rei, to discuss or examine a

subject by method, to inquire into, treat scientifically,

Lat. meditari; to seek out a

philosophic system. 2. generally, to study, work
at a thing. Hence, verb. Adj. one must pursue wisdom., ,() love of knowledge and
wisdom, fondness for studious pursuits. 2. the

systematic treatment of'a subject, scientific investiga-

tion, Lat. meditatio. 3. philosophy, Lat. philosophia

or sapientia.-, ov, (,) loving wisdom or

knowledge, first used by Pythagoras, who called him-
self, a lover of wisdom, not a sage

:

hence learned, literary, scientific, as opp. to the vulgar

(ol) 2. as Subst.,, , one who
professes an art or science ; later, a philosopher, one

who discusses subjects scientifically. II. philo-

sophic, loving knowledge. Hence, Adv. philosophically.-£, vyyo, , , (,) fond
of dwelling in grottoes..-, ov, (,) loving drink-

offerings or libations, employed in libations.-5, ov, (,) loving zeal,

zealous.-5, ov,(,) loving crowns,

wreathed, garlanded.-, ov, (,) loving sighs or

groaning, fond of lamentation. Adv. -., , tender love, warm affection. From-3, ov,(,) loving tenderly,

affectionate, esp. of natural affection. Adv. -70)5.-5, ov, , (,) the

soldier s friend.-5, ov,(,) loving, indulging

the body ; sensual.

[a], a, ov, Dor. for.-, ov,(,) loving one's children

or offspring.€, f., to love art, practise an art. From-, ov, (,) fond of art, inge-

nious : of things, curious.,, ,()friendship, love, affection :

also offriendship between nations., , ov; also os, ov,() offriend-

ship or love, tending to or promoting it ;

Zpya works of love. II. , or

absol. (sub. ), the cup sacred to

friendship, the loving-cwo
;

to have

one's health drunk ; to drink a

health.

: fut. med. : aor. I med.-, and pass, : pf.-
: Dep. : () :

—

to love honour or distinc-

tion; to be ambitious or emulous. 2. to place one's

fame or glory in a thing, pride oneself on it, c. dat.

;
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or to be eager for a thing,

pursue it eagerly, hence to contribute liberally towards

an object ;
to vie eagerly

with another, rival him. 3. c. inf. to strive emu-

lously, endeavour earnestly, aspire to do a thing ; 01

who would

prize it above measure to have you for a friend.

Ion. -, ,() love of

honour or distinction, ambition ; emulation, rivalry :

hence the placing one's pride or distinction in a thing :

in bad sense, pertinacity, obstinacy. 2. ostenta-

tiousness : in good sense, liberality. II. a coveted

object, honour, distinction.-, ov, (,) loving honour, ambi-

tious: zealous, emulous. Adv.-, emulously. II.

pass, much-honoured., , poet, for, Dim. of -, a little pet, darling.--, ov, (,) noise-loving.-, ov, loving one's friends.-£, tyyos, , , (, ~/£) lov'mg

the lyre, accompanying it.- : f. med. : aor. I med.-, and pass, : (-) :
—to treat or deal with affectionately, to shew

kindness to : metaph. to foster, indulge, gratify : in

aor. I pass., to shew kindness to o?ie

another, to greet or embrace one another, =-$. II. absol. to be of a kindly,

cheerful disposition., a, ov, Comp. of., ,() friendly treatment or

behaviour, friendliness, kindliness : friendly greeting, I

welcome. II. cheerfidness, gaiety., , , =.-, ovos, , , (,) kindly minded

or offectioned,friendly, kindly. Adv.-, kindly,

affectionately, cheerfully.-€5, ov, ,(,) friend of the

choral dance.-, ov, (, $) loving the choir or

choral dance, epith. of Pan.), f. ,() to love

money, be covetous. Hence, , love of money, covetousness.-, ov,(,) loving money,

fond of money, covetous. Adv. —$.-, ov,(,) loving goodness,

fairness or honesty.-, ov, (,) loving Christ.--os, ov, (,) greedy of gold., f.,() to befond ofa place

or country, to haunt a particular spot. Hence, , fondness for a place, attachment to a

particular spot or haunt.-, ov, (,) fond of a place.-^, cs, gen. 4, (, () fond of
lies or lying.

-, ov, (, -) fond of blaming,

censorious.,() to befond of one's life, to

be cowardly, dastardly or fainthearted. Hence
Ion. -, , excessive love of life, coward-

ice, faititheartedness.-, ov, (,) loving one's life loo

well; hence cowardly, dastardly, fainthearted. Adv.

-.$, , ov, irreg. Sup. of, dearest, most

loved, best beloved., , ov, irreg. Comp. of, dearer, more
or better loved., ,() a love-charm, spell to produce

love, Shakespere's ' medicine to make me love him '

:

generally, a charm, spell

:

—so also, Apollo's oracles

are called spells to produce boldness

:

cf.. II. in plur. charms, loveli?iess.-, ov, ,(,) one given to

wanton viole?ice.-, ov, (,) aboiitiding in

moisture.,-, ov, (,) loving song. []
-uirvos, ov, (,) loving sleep. []' Ion., , the lime or linden tree,

Lat. tilia. II. the bass underneath its bark, Lat.

philyra, used to tie up flowers, etc. [], , ov,() of the lime or linden tree,

light as linden wood, [y~\

-05,,(,)fond ofsinging or song.-€5, ov,,(,) a lover ofmoimtains., Adv. of, in friendly manner, in a

pleasing way, kindly, [t]'5, , with irreg. neut. pi., , any in-

strument for keeping the mouth closed, a muzzle for

dogs, calves, etc., Lat. capitrum, fiscella. II. the

nose-band of a horse's bridle, to which pipes and bells

were sometimes attached. III. a kind of cup,

used as a dice-box, Lat. fritillus. Hence, f.: aor. I pass, : pf.-
:

—

to muzzle, gag, shut up as with a muzzle

;

£ to make fast his neck in

the pillory : metaph. to muzzle, gag, put to silence

;

Pass., be thou silent;( be still.'2, , the stem of a tree, a trunk, block, log

;

generally, a piece of wood., , poet, contr. for, as for., $, ,() a shoot, scion : metaph.

a son, scion.-, , , (,) a tender of

plants, gardener.€, Ep. 2 sing. fut. med. of., f. [] : aor. : () : =-, to sow, plant, raise : also to beget : in Med. of

the woman, to bear, give birth to.

*£, aor. 2',() to be broken or rent

asunder with a noise., Dor. for, fut. of.
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and,
words in Aristophanes, meant to ridicule sound with-

out sense., f., Att. for. From, , ov, collat. form of, preferred by
Ion. writers., $, , —.-, ov,(,) working badly :, , a sorry workman., Adv. of, badly, meanly;

to know an art indifferently tuell

;

, Lat. male audire, to be ill spoken of.', 3 sing. impf.: f. [] Dor.

: aor. : Pass., aor. : pf.

:—collat. form of, to crush, bruise,

pound: hence to hurt, wound. II. in Att. Comedy,
to bruise or grind with the teeth, swallow greedily., collat. form of, used only in pres.

:

—transit, to burn, scorch, burn up

:

—Pass, to be

burnt. II. intr. to blaze, blaze up, be inflames., aros,,() aflame,fire, heat. II.

as Medic, term, inflammation, heat. 2. phlegm,

Lat. pitulta., f.: aor. and -
: () :

—

to be heated, inflamed, to fester., as, , Phlegra ; a plain in

Thrace famous for underground fire ; here the giants

are said to have been conquered by the gods : also in

plur.3>Ae7/>ai, as name ofany place exposed to volcanic

agency., a, ov,() of Phlegra, Phlegraean., , ,() like, burning,

scorching : metaph. hot, ardent., ov, 6,() a kind of vulture or eagle,

so called from being flame-coloured.,(.: aor. ':—trans, to burn,

scorch : Pass, to become hot, blaze up. 2. metaph.
to kindle, inflame, Lat. urere : Pass., like Lat. uri, to

be inflamed, burn, glow. 3. metaph., also c. ace.

rei, to make to blaze up, rouse up, excite. 4. Causal,

to make to flash; to hurl a flaming
bolt :—metaph. to make illustrious or famous, Lat.

illustrare :— Pass, to be or become renowned or

famous. II. intrans. to flame, blaze, flash. 2.

metaph. to burst or breakforth. 3. to shineforth,
become famous., ovos, and,, , () an idle

talker, babbler.2;, ea>s, , name of an unknown bird., , gen.,() a vein : metaph. any
vein or channel : a vein of metal : a spring of water.', to gush, teem, overflow., , , Att. for the Ion., a kind of rush
or reed., f., to chatter, babble, drivel. From, ,() idle talk, babble, chatter.', , in plur., the doorposts, jambs., f., Aeol. and Ion. for, [t]

, a, ov, (£) flaming, blazing, flashing., ,,()flaming, blazing, gleaming., f.,() to set onfire, burn up, kindle,

scorch : metaph. to inflame

:

—Pass, toflame, blaze., , ov, () flaming, fiery, burning., , , verb. Adj. of, burnt, set

on fire.,,() a blazing, blaze: inflammation,,, ,() flaming, fiery, blazing.-, cs, (,) like flame, fiery hot.-, , (,) fiery-looking, flaming., (, ,() burning heat.-,, , , =., , ,(,) of orfrom the water-

plant or ; garments
made of, 7na/-garments., , () the inner bark of trees, smooth
bark, bass., , any roaring noise, the hum or din of a
large mass of men, the battle-din : the roaring of the

sia. (Formed from the sound.)

£, , gen.,() aflame, blaze
;

to raise a flame : metaph., the

fiery heat of wine : pi., flames,fire., , Ion. for.
Ion.-: f.: ():—to talk

folly or nonsense, speak idly : also to play the fool,

trifle, Lat. nugari. Hence, , silly talk, nonsense, foolery., , () silly talk, foolery. II. a
silly talker, prater., , () a rising on the skin : a blis-

ter : a pustule., , =, idle talk, foolery., f. [] : aor. : () :

—

to

boil over, rise up. II. metaph. to overflow with

words, talk idly, babble; -
devices idly threatening on his shield., Comic word to imitate a nasal sound., Dor. for, 2 sing. aor. 1 pass. subj.

of., 3 sing. Ion. impf. of., 3 pi. imperat. of.,,
,()fearful : either, I. act. caus-

ingfear,frightful, awful,formidable;

formidable only from numbers. 2. fearful, giving

causeforfear; nor was an oath a

matter of dread; [] there is reason to

dread that ... II. pass, feeling fear, frightened,

affrighted, afraid. 2. caused byfear, panic : anxious.<-, Adv. of, fearfully, both in act.

and pass, sense.-, ,(,) scarer of hosts,

©pith, of Minerva.-, ,(,) strikingfear or

panic into armies.,. and Dor. for, pres. pass,

part, of.
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«, f.: aor. :() :

—

to strike

with fear, to frighten, terrify, dismay : to put to

flight. II. Pass,: fut. med.-, and pass, : aor. I med.,
and pass, : pf. pass, :

—

to be put

infear, takefright, be affrighted, to fear, dread: in

Horn, usually, to be put to flight, to flee ; twos
to flee before him : c. ace,(

to flee from, fear, dread anyone
;

('is or

rrpos to be alarmed at a thing : but,, twos or , to fear or be anxious

about a thing ; c. ace. cognato, to

fear : c. inf. to fear to do, be afraid 0/ doing.', , a lock, curl or tuft of hair, hair; the

mane of a horse : , the Gorgon's

snaky locks. II. metaph. like, Lat. coma,

the leaves,foliage of trees ;
' tufts of violets., aor. I pass. part, of., Ep. and Dor. for, 3 pi. aor. I

pass, of., aros,,{) an object offear, a terror., , ,{) liable to fear, timid.,,{) an object of terror, a terror., ,{) fear, terror, fright, dismay : in

Homer flight, properly the outward show (as opp. to

dios the sensation) offear : c. gen.,$ the

flight of men ; but also c. gen. objecti, fear or dread
of another :

—

',,-€ to turn the horses, turn, start to flight, like-
7<€ ; ayopeveiv to advise to flight : also in

plur., causes offear, fjv \iyrj. 2. an object

of terror, a terror. II., personified, son

of Mars, coupled with his brother Aef/ios.£, f.,{$) to cleanse, purify. II.

(«) to utter prophetic words., a5os, ,() the priestess of Phoebus

:

generally, one inspired by Phoebus, a prophetess., f. , {) poet, for, to

cleanse, wash., a, ov, also os, ov, Ion., , ov

:

{) : ofPhoebus, belonging or sacred to Phoebus;
hence prophetic, inspired., , Phoibe, Lat. Phoebe, a frequent name of

Diana, as is Phoebus of Apollo.,, poet. fern, of.-,, ov, Ion. for5, (/3$,) rapt or inspired by Phoebus.5, , ov, tyaos) pure, bright, radiant, beam-
ing. II. as prop, n.,, , Phoebus, the Bright
One, epith. of Apollo: often joined /3$'., , ev, {$) blood-red, deep-red;^ a blood-red dragon.-,, ov,{, () with purple

flowers ; 'lap, Lat. purpureum ver., a, ov, contr. -, ,,{) of a
Purple dye, purple or crimson, Lat. puniceus. [t]

[j/], ,{) Phoenicia., , ov, Ion. for '($, —5,

of the date or palm-tree ; a garment
of palm-leaves ;$ oJvos palm-wine. II.

=$, Phoenician., ,,{) Phoenician : later, Punic,
Carthaginian:—Adv. -k&s, inPhoenicianfashion. II.($, red., , ov,{) = , of, from the

palm-tree ; palm-unguent, [], ,, =€5, purple, cr'wison., t'5os, , () a red or purple cloth, a
red cloak, Lat. ptinicea vestis : esp. a dark-red mili-

tary cloak worn by the Lacedaemonians. 2. a red

curtain. 3. at sea, a redflag hung out by the

admiral as the signal for action : generally, a red

standard or banner., ov, , () among the Persians, a

wearer of purple, i. e. one of the highest rank, Lat.

purpuratus.-, ov, {,) purple-dyed,

crimson.-,,{.,{,) to climb palms.-, is,( ,
*~/) Phoenician-born.-, ov,{,) crimson-

fingered.,, ev, poet, for, dark-red,

purple or crimson: of a blood-red.-, ov,(, /cas) of purple woof.-, ov,(,) purple-crested.- Ion.-), ov,{,()
purple-cheeked, red-cheeked, of ships having red bows.-, ov,{,) with a red bottom

or ground, of the Red Sea.-£, , {, ) the ruddy-footed

goddess, Virgil's rubicunda Ceres.-, ov,{,) with purple or

crimson wings : as Subst.,$, 6, a red

water-bird, the flamingo.-, ov, {,) red with roses.-, is,{,/') red-legged, red-

shanked.-, , Dor. -as, , ,{, (-) hurling red lightnings.-, ov, (,) sent by Phoe-

nicia?^., ,, contr. for.-, is, (, 8) red-shining., ikos, , a Phoenician, first mentioned in

Homer ;
a Phoenician

skilled in trickery, so mentioned as being the first

commercial nation : fern.', . a Phoenician

woman. 2. a Carthaginian, Lat. Poenus., ikos, 0, Subst. a purple-red, deep purple or

crimson, because the discovery of this colour was

ascribed to the Phoenicians. II. the palm, date-

palm : the male palm is called by Herodotus 6, to distinguish it from $
the female or fruit-bearing palm. 2. the fruit of

the palm, date. 3. a musical instrument, like
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guitar, invented by the Phoenicians. III. the

fabulous Egyptian bird phoenix, described by Hero-

dotus 2. 73., Ikos, , , also fem., Adj. purple-

red, purple or crimson, red; hence of a bay horse,

of red cattle : also like Lzt. fulvus, of the colour of

fire. The words,, etc., included all

dark reds, from crimson to purple, while the brighter

shades weie denoted by,, etc.,

scarlet being kokkivos,., , ov, also os, ov, ($) blood-red : hence

blood-stained, bloody, Lat. cruentus : also warlike., fem. of (Subst.), a Phoenician

ivoman. II., fem. of (Adj.), f. : aor. I pass, : () :

—to redden, to make red : to tinge, dye red

:

—Pass.

to become red, to colour, bhish.

05, , , ((povos) blood-red: blood-stained,

bloody., a, ov, also os, ov, () straying,

ranging, roaming about : metaph. distraught, raving,

frenzied. II. act. driving madly about, maddening., , ,{) epith. of Bacchus, a

roamer, ranger., ados, ,() poet. fem. of,
a strolling woman : metaph. a frenzied woman, esp.

of the Bacchantes. II. as Adj. mad or maddening;$ voaos madness, frenzy. 2. also with a neut.

Subst., inepois on roaming, wandering wings.

Ion. «0 : f. : () :
—to go to and

fro, go tip and down, to roam or range about, of

irregular or hasty motion ; to range

up and down the ship ; they

roamed one one way, one another. 1. to roam
wildly abozit : hence to go mad, rave ; cf.\$,$. 3• of pain, to come in fits, to come on at

regular tunes. II. of constant, regular motion,

esp. of objects of commerce, to come in constantly, be

imported regularly ; h"E\X^as
horns which are imported into Greece ; oitos

ttoWos( corn was imported for them in abun-

dance : also of tribute or taxes, to come in, like

Lat. redire ; apyvpiov)$$ a talent of silver came in to Alexander

every day. 2. to go to visit a

person ;
$ Ovpas tivos to be a regular

visitor at a great man's door ; so of a dream, to recur

again and again. 3. to go constantly or resort to

a person, esp. of attending lectures or lessons ;

eis [\ to go to school ; absol. to go
to school : whence, to go to school with

another. Hence, ecus, , a constant going or coming, a

visiting. 2. a going to school., Ep. for, 3 dual impf. of., ijpos, , and, ov, ,()
one who goes or comes regularly : one who goes to

school, a disciple, pupil.

, poet, for.02, , a going to andfro. II. mad-

ness, frenzy., , found only in the description of Ther-

sites, either (from ) squint-eyed ; or more

probably (akin to ', /ios) bandy-legged, Lat.

valgus., ecus, ), also , a single piece ofmoney, formed

from L-dt.follis., f., () to be athirst for blood, have

murderous desires., aros, , () that which is to be

slaughtered, a victim., e'ws Ion. ijos, ; ace. or : nom.

pi. <£oi/ees,, ace. : () :
—a mur-

derer, slayer, homicide.,() to murder, kill, slay., , (*) murder, homicide, slaughter;, in the midst of slaughter; to

rend in murder, i. e. murderously.5, ,, () inclined to slay, murderous,

bloody. II. of, relating to blood or murder; -
trials for homicide., , ov, also os, ov, ($) of blood,

bloody. II. bloody, blood-stained : murderous.-, 4s, ($,) blood-dripping.

-ptiTos, ov, ($,) blood-streaming.

<j>ovos, , (*) murder, homicide, slaughter,

Lat. caedes; (f>6vos' a slaughter of Greeks

:

in plur. murders. 2. blood shed in mtirder, gore,

blood, Lat. cruor. 3. a murdered body, corpse.

£-€5, , (,) narrowing towards

the lips ; of a cup, narrower at the brim.

-os, , , () pointed, tapering to a point: in

the description of Thersites, he

was pointed or peaked in the head., , () a carrying, bringing;

the giving one's vote. 2. a bringing in, paying

of money, payment. 3. a bearing, produc-

ing. II. (from Pass,) a being borne or

carried, motion : the course, career, orbit in which a

body moves; the javelin's range. 2.

rapid motion, a rush, onset, Lat. impetus. III.

(also) from Pass, that which is borne or carried, a

load, freight, burden. 2. that which is paid as

rent or tribute, Lat. vectlgal. 3. that which is

brought forth, fruit, produce, a crop, Lat. proventus:

metaph. a large crop, harvest.

[], Adv.() with a rushing or vio-

lent motion. II. borne or Tarried in a litter., $, , ,() giving pasture food,

feeding. II. grazing in the pasture., ,() the halter by which a horse is

tied to the manger, Lat. capistrum. 2. a mouth-band

of leather put round the lips and cheeks of fifers to

assist them in blowing., ,() pasture, food, fodder, forage :

of men, food, meat, victuals : metaph. fuel.
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««€, 3 sing• ° • impf. of.,, . 3 sing- subj. of., , {,) a handbarrow, litter,

sedan-chair, Lat. sella, lectlca., Dor. part. fern, of., Dor. part. gen. of.3, ecus Ion. rjos, , () a bearer, carrier., f. : aor. . :—Fre-

quentat. of, to bear or carry constantly : hence

to wear : and so, to have, possess : as differing from, € meant to convey a message

;

but, alexias to be in the habit of conveying

messages, serve as a messenger :—Pass, to be borne

violently along, be hurried along : to be tossed about

at sea :—Med. to fetch for oneself,
fetch regularly., Adv. () like a bundle., aros, ,() that which is carried: a

load, freight : a burden., . for, inf. of., . for, inf. of., , , also $, , verb. Adj. of,
borne, carried : to be borne or endured, bearable., ov, () bearing, fruitful.

[i], ', at, the daughters of Phorcys,

i. e. the three Gorgons, Stheino, Euryale, Medusa., , = /cvs., vvos and vos, , Phorcys, an old sea-god,

son of Pontos and Gaia, father of the Gorgons., Adv.() like mat-work or watling

:

crosswise, athwart., tyyos, , the phorminx, a kind of lyre,

the oldest stringed instrument of the Greek min-

strels, esp. the instrument of Apollo : it was richly

inwrought, and had seven strings. (From ,
because it was carried on the shoulder by a strap.)

Hence, f. Dor. , to play the or

lyre. Hence,, ov, , Dor. -ras, a lyre-player, harper.,, , Dim. of, a small basket.-& or-, f.,(,) to stitch mats :—Pass, to be stitched up like a

mat, straitened, hampered., , () anything made of wicker-

work

:

I. a wicker basket to carry corn, sand,

etc. 2. a mat, Lat. storea : also a seama?is cloak

made of coarse plaited stuff. II. a measure of

corn., ov,, the Lat. forum; Appii

Forum, a small town on the Appian Way.5, , () that which is brought in, tribute,

paid by foreigners to a ruling state, as that paid to

Athens by her subject states; to pay
tribute ; to agree to pay tribute ;-

to impose tribrite ; subject

to pay tribute., f., to carry loads or burdens: of

a merchant-ship, to carry a freight or cargo. From

-, ,(,) carrying freights

;

vavs a ship of burden, merchantman., f. -,() =., , , belonging to thefreight of a ship;

a ship of burden, merchantman.

From-, ,(,) like, car-

rying burdens : of a ship, freighted:—as Subst.,-, , a carrier, porter : a trafficker, merchant., f.,() to load;

Tivas to load men with loads :—Med., -
to ship the smaller part of one's wealth :

—

Pass., pf. part, heavy laden., , ,() of persons, burdensome,

tiresome, common, vulgar

:

—so of things,

a vulgar, commonplace comedy. Hence, Adv., vulgarly., , () a burden, load: a ship's

freight or lading: in plur. wares, merchandise. II.

the burden of the womb, a child unborn., , ,() a ship of burden, mer-

chantman., , () a ship's freight or cargo. II.

in Att. something coarse or vulgar, tiresome stuff., =, of dough, to knead: generally, to

mix up, spoil, defile, [], f. £, —, to stain, defile., ,() whatever is swept along by the

wind, rubbish, refuse, Lat. quhquiliae : also chaff,

sawdust, etc., used for packing earthenware., , . lengthd. from, light. Hence€, Adv. to the light, to the light of day.

$pay4Xk\.ov,TO,uieL&tfagellum,ascourge. Hence, f., the Lat. flagello, to scourge., aor. 2 pass. inf. of., fut. pass, of., , , () a fence, protection,

palisade, defence., ,()
fencing, partition,

fence, paling., =.
: f. : aor. poet,-

: () :
—to tell of, make knowti.,,() imderstanding, knowledge. II.

advice, a hint, warning, intimation. Hence,^. 8, understanding, shrewd, cunning., , understanding, shrewdness, cun-

ning. From, ov, gen. ovos,() = s. From', f. : aor. ' . and

: pf. : . aor. or €-, inf. or(( :
—to tell, de-

clare, pronounce, stronger than :—c. dat. pers.

et inf., to counsel, advise, bid, order: also absol. to

advise, counsel;—c. ace. rei, he gave

indications by signs :

—

to make signs,

signal with the hand. Med. and Pass, :

shitting up, blocking up :

II. like, a hedge,
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3 sing. Ion. impf.(€ : fut. : aor.

I med.€, pass,( : pf. pass, iri-

and^ : to speak with oneself, to

think or muse upon, consider, ponder; foil, by ei with

indicat. fut., to consider whether ;5
to think differently. 2. to devise or plan for a

person, purpose, design or intend something for
him. 3. c. ace. et inf. to think, suppose, believe,

imagine that. 4. to remark, perceive, notice : to

come to know, see, understand : also 5. to mind,

heed, take care or heed of, c. ace., , gen.$, Dor. for.£, Ep. 3 pi. aor. 1 med. of.£,, , aor. I part, of., Dor. for., Ep. 3 pi. aor. I med. of., (, iv, aor. I pass. part, of.'^- Att.- .\\ aor. ( : Pass.,

fut.* : aor. : aor. 2^
[] : pf.^ :—in Att. the letters are some-

times transposed, as for, ire-

for, for :

—

to

fence in, hedge round, for defence ; to fence, defend,

fortify ; to fence in one's body
with arms, to arm oneself:— so in Med.,^ they strengthened the wall : in Med. also,

to fence oneself, strengthen one's fortifications.—Pass.

to befenced in, fortified ; fenced
with shields : absol. ^^, fenced, secur-

ed. II. to put up as afence ;, /cos locking spear fast to spear, shield

to shield (so as to make a fence);^ yippa

having put up the shields as a fence. III. to

block up : make close, fill quite full., rjpos, ,() a teller, informer, of or

about a thing
;

a man who tells one

the way, a guide:—^ /TCS the teeth that

tell the age., opos, ,() =., fpos, or, opos, ,() a mem-
ber of : pi.^ or*$ those of
the same or ward, Lat. curiales ; efoayeiv

vibv ds tovs to introduce one's son to

his clansmen, which was done when the boy came of

age; ' he has not yet got his-
Tcpes, i. e. he has been entered in no, is no
true citizen, with allusion to^ /res (see). [a],, , ,() of, belonging to a clan

or clansmen.

or Ion. Dor.,
:
—a tribe of kindred race, a sept or clan ;, els apqyrj

choose men by clans, that clan may stand by clan :

originally derived from ties of blood : but, II.

at Athens, the subdivision of the, as at Rome
the curia was the subdivision of the tribus; every

consisted of three or, whose

members were called^^ or, as those

of a were called, and at Rome the

members of a tribus, tribules, those of a curia, curia-

les. (The word is derived from the same Root as

Lat.frater, and properly meant a brotherhood.), , =.,, f., to be in the same..-5, , 6 and-, , (-,)president of, Lat. magisier curiae.

-os, , ,() of or concerning -
: at Athens, epith. of Jupiter and Minerva, as

tutelary deities of the phratriae. [], Att. for., opos, 0, see.'~, , gen. : Ion., gen.'.— a well; or more commonly a water-tank,

cistern, reservoir, Lat. puteus : an oil-jar. Hence, , a tank or reservoir., , , () of a tank or reservoir., cltos, , Ion. and poet, for.-, f. , (,) to deceive

the mind, deceive. Hence
., , , one who deceives the mind, a
seducer.-, fs, gen. eos, (, apapuv) master cf
his mind, sound of mind, Lat. compos mentis., , damage of the understanding.

From-, is, (,) damaged in

understanding, crazy.-, is, (, yrjOos) of glad heart, de-

lighting the heart.-, is, (,) impairing the

mind, maddening., Adv. () = kit «^pei'o's./rom the heart,

heartily, of one's own will or accord.-, , (,) stealing away
the brains, deceiving.-, , ,(,^) a robber of the

understanding, a deceiver.-, is, (,) frenzied in mind.-, Adv. (, 5) only found in

phrase to be diseased in mind.-^, is,(,~) giving a stroke

to the mind, maddening.-,',(,) stricken in mind,

smitten with madness, frenzied.-, 7770s, 6, , =€8.-,, gen. ovos,(,) making
with the mind, ingeniotis., f., () to make wise, make under-

standing, instruct, inform, teach; ou/ceV «£

to teach no longer by riddles ;^ thou shalt teach me to thy sorrow.-, $, (,) destroyed in mind,

frenzied.',, f., a root, which is found onjy in

the compds.-,-, -^.
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€-, ., (,) to dig tanks:

metaph. of a gnat, to make a hole in one's skin., , gen., plur., gen.,
etc. : Dor., gea. (ppavos, dat. plur.,-

:—in plur. the midriff or the muscle tuhicb parts

the heart and lungs from the lower viscera ; also

called. 2. in Homer both in sing, and

plur., the heart and parts near the heart, the breast,

Lat. praecordia ; the seat of the passions and affec-

tions : hence the heart, mind, understanding, reason

:

often joined with, as, -, as in Lat. mens animusque ; to

be out of one's wits ;/ possessed of

sense, in one's right mind ;
from one's

very heart ; from the surface of one's

mind, i. e. superficially, carelessly. 3. of beasts,

sense, instinct. 4. is also used in Homer in

the sense of the seat of life or life itself, as opp. to

(the departed soul)., , Ion. for, a clan.|, Ep. dat. of., , ov, Ion. for.
[], , =£, the ruffling or ripple on a

smooth sea. II. a shuddering, shivering, chill. 2.

shivering fear, shuddering, esp. from religious awe,

Lat. horror : then any fear.-$, es, (,) that causes shuddering

or horror, awful, horrible : neut. as Adv.,

horribly.'220 Att.-: f.- : Dep.:
—to snort, neigh, of horses, to shew their mettle : to

move briskly or wantonly., , gen., () the ruffling of a

smooth surface, the ruffli?ig or ripple caused by a

gust of wind sweeping over the smooth sea, Lat. hor-

ror ; the dark ripple. II. a

bristling up, of the hair : a shivering fit., aor. I inf. of.-5, , ,(,) with bristling

hair.£, , a shiveritig, shuddering. From52 Att.- : f. : aor. : pf.

: poet. part, formed as if from

a redupl. pres.' :

—

to be rough or ruffled, to

bristle, Lat. horrere, as of corn fields, or spears ; of

hair or mane, to bristle up, stand on end : c. ace,

to bristle with the mane ;' bristling on their backs with

feathers : of smooth water, to be ruffled, to ripple,

Lat. horrescere. II. often of a feeling of chill,

which causes what we call goose-skin and makes the

hair bristle ; to have a chill or shiver come over one,

to shiver with cold. 2. to shudder with fear : also

c. ace. to shudder before anyone, to dread him. 3.

also to thrill or quiver with delight ;' I
thrilled with love.£, f. -, Dep.() contr.

for, to make a prelude or beginning, to

begin : c. ace, to begin with in-

voking the gods., , contr. for (cp.) a
prelude., Ep. for, 3 sing. subj. of., Ep. impf. : f. : () :

—

to

think, to have understanditig ;

best both in battle and counsel ; -
the wise ; , like, under-

standing. 2. to be in one's sound senses ;

to drive one out of his un-

derstanding or senses; to lose

ones wits. 3. c. ace. rei, to have in mind, pur-

pose. II. to be minded or disposed in a certain

way, to mean, intend, purpose ; I

did it designedly, Lat. prudens faciebam ; c. inf. to

mean to do a thing; to purpose to go
straight, make straight for a place ;) this is what your bringing us means. 2.

often with a neut. Adj., */ or

to be well or kindly minded towards him ; -
to be evil minded towards nim ; '
to be of the better mind, hold the better

opiniofi : and without a dat. pers., to be minded or

inclined in a certain way ; to have wise

thoughts ; ~/, to have high thoughts, either

in good sense to be high-minded, or in bad sense to

be presumptuous and conceited, of animals, to be high-

spirited; to be low-minded, poor-

spirited; ov KaT
y

to think beyond

what becomes a man:—also, to hold

a person's opinions, be on his side or o/his party;

to be like-minded; to think

in another way. III. to think of, mind, heed, hence

to take heed of, guard against a thing. IV. to

have one's senses : to be alive, have life. Hence,, , the mind, will, spirit, Lat. ani-

mus : in plur. thoughts, purposes. II. highfeel-

ing, high spirit: and in bad sense, pride, presumption,

arrogance, insolence. Hence, ov, 6, one who is high-spirited, or in

bad sense, one who is proud, presumptuous.,, ,() a being minded to do

so and so, purpose, intention. 2. high-mindedness :

and in bad sense, pride, presumption. II. thought-

fulness, good sense, practical wisdom, prudence., verb. Adj. of, one must pride

oneself., ov,() understanding, in one's right

mind or senses. II. discreet, sensible, steady. III.

thoughtful, practically wise, prudent, Lat. prudens;

practical wisdom, good sense;

without resource in matters of thought.

povc«>s,Adv.sensibly,discreetly,prudently,skilfidly., , ,() wise thoughts, wisdom., Adv. pres. act. part, of, wisely,

prudently.: f. Att. : aor.: (-
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rls) :

—

to think, consider, reflect, to take thought, give

heed; oncos ^^ to take thought

how a thing may be done. II. c. ace. rei, to think

of, consider: to devise, contrive, invent. III. c.

gen. to take thought for, give heed to a thing, care

about, reck of, regard it ;
*

to take no thought of the gods ;
-nepi tivos

to be concerned or anxious about a thing
; -

heed not. IV. absol. to be thoughfid or anx-

ious; to have a careworn look.

<j>pov*ris, ibOs, ,() thought, care, heed to a

thing, c. gen. II. absol. thought, reflection, medi-

tation: in plur. thoughts. 2. deep thought, anxiety,

concern. 3. power of thojight, mind., , , () that which is

thought out, a coritrivance, ifivention., verb. Adj. of, one must take

care., ,() a place for hard

thinking, a thinking-shop, as the school of Socrates is

called by Aristophanes.?, , ,() a deep, hard thinker;

or ,
a thinker on supra-terrestrial things. Hence, , , of or for thinking, thoughtful,

speculative. Adv. -, thoughtfidly , carefidly.

-uSos, , ov, also os, ov : (contr. from ,
as from) :

—

gone away : * I.

of persons, gone, departed; c. part., [dai~\

€ they are gone in pursuit of thee ; of the

dead, ei thou art departed by death,

art dead and gone : metaph. undone, nritied. 2.

of things, gone, vanished.

Ion., ,() a looking out,

tuatch and ward, guard; to keep

watch; (sub. ') to sing on

guard. 2. a watch of the night. 3. ward, prison,

imprisonment. II. ofmen, a watch or guard, a gar-
rison. 2. at Sparta, a body ofmen destinedfor service,

a levy, conscription ; for , see., , the post ofcommandant. From-, ,(,) a commander of a

watch, an officer or guard : the commandant of a gar-
rison oxfortress., f.: aor. (: Pass., f. med.- in pass, sense: aor. €: ()•—to keep wa'ch or guard; oi those on
guard, the watch or guard. II. trans, to watch,

guard, keep : to garrison a place. 2. to watchfor,
observe. 3. Med., like, to be on one's

guard against, beware of, c. ace. Hence,,, thatwhich is watchedor guarded;
Aeias the herdsmen's charge of

cattle. II. a guard, garrison : also of a single

man. III. watch, ward, guard ;

to keep watch., , 6v, verb. Adj. of, watched,
guarded.

,, ,() a watcher, guard., , ,() of, belonging to a watch,
guard, or garrison., , () a watch-post, garrisoned
fort, citadel: a castle, tower, isolatedfort. II. the

guard or garrison of a place.,, ,() a g?iard-ship.-, ov, (,) watching or

guarding the house., , (contr. for from, as

from ): a watcher, guard; oi-
the guards or garrison of a fort or city.€5, Dor. I pi. subj. of .,, ,() a violent snorting,

the neighing of a spirited horse. II. metaph.
insolence, arrogance.-^, ov,(,) wanton
and haughty.

Att.-, f., Dep. to snort

and neigh, of a spirited horse. II. metaph. to be

watiton, insolent.£, f. Att., Dep. (</>-
vov) to gather sticks forfuel., ,(^) a gathering of dry

sticks for fuel, a collecting offirewood.[],,(^) a dry stick : mostly in plur.

dry sticksforfuel, firewood, Lat. sarmenta, virgulta., aor. 2 pass. inf. of^.02, , afinch, Lzi.fringilla. [t], a, ov, () Phrygian; -yioi,
Phrygian music, i. e. music played on

the flute, said to be invented by Marsyas, wilder than

the music for the lyre, [u] Hence, Adv. in Phrygian fashion ; of music, in

the Phrygian mode.

[], also'32 Att.- : f.

Dor. £a> : aor. : Pass., aor. :

aor. 2 [] : pf.^ :
—to roast, toast,

broil : of the sun, to parch, Lat. torrere. Hence, , , verb. Adj. roasted, toasted, parch-

ed. II. as Subst.,, , afirebrand, torch:

in plur. a signal-fire, alarm-fire, beacon ;

es fire-signals of an enemy's

approach are made to a place.^, f.,() to give signals by

fire :—Pass., the

approach of ships was signalled or telegraphed by

alarm-fires. Hence, , a giving signals by beacon or alarm-

fires. II. a flight-watch to makefire-signals.
-cupos, ,(,) one who watches to

give signals by beacons or alarm-fires., , a toad, [], , gen.^, a Phrygian,

Dor. -£, fut. of^.
Att. -,=*., aor. I pass. inf. of., faugh! an exclamation of disgust.

C c
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, . for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of., Dor. for.€, Adv.() like, toflight;'' he turned his horse to flight., f.,() to make one an exile, drive

from a coutitry, banish. II. intr. to be an exile,

live in banishment.05, ,,()fitfor an exile or refugee;

the zeal of an exile.-,,, ,(,) fleeing from the

spear, unwarlike, cowardly.,, , ,() a fugitive, esp. a banished

man, exile, refugee, Lat. exul, profugus ;

to recal the exiles ; or

was said of their returning themselves. 2. a de-

serter., coltat. form of.

-, Ep. dat. pi. of., ,() a watching or guarding,
keeping watch or guard, watch or guard : in plur. a
night-watch, Lat. excubiae ; to mount
the night-guard ; to keep guard
or watch; to set the

watches. 2. a watch or guard, Lat. custodia: also

a guard or garrison of a place. 3. a watch-tower:
afortified post or station. 4. of time, a watch, esp.

a watch of the night. 5. a ward, prison, place of
security. II. a watching, guarding, keeping in

ward; to keep in custody:—
also , — to take heed or

care, be cautious; to be
straitly on one's guard., f. Att. ,() to throw into

prison., , poet, for.€05, , ov, verb. Adj. of, to be

watched or kept. II. (from Med.-
, Adv., contr. for 9

to flight.

€, Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.
Ion.«, aor. 2 ifff. of., ,() flight in battle, Lat. fuga : dat. !

) one must guard against, in hasty flight, hastily. 2. flight or escape

from a thing, c. gen. ; -
he has devised means of escape from incur-

able diseases. II. banishment, Lat. exilium;

to live in banishment. 2. as a collective

Noun, =, a body of exiles or refugees.^, Ep. for }, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.-, ov, (,) shunning the

marriage-bed.-€, f.,(,) to shun a lawsuit:

to dislike litigation.

,, , =, a guard. Hence, , a post for a garrison, a fort or

castle : an outpost, Lat. statio. 2. a safeguard,

preservative, amulet : amongst the Jews,
were strips of parchment with a portion of the Law
written upon them, believed to be of efficacy against

evil spirits., , ,() fit for preserving,

II.preservative, c. gen. II. cautious:—Adv. -.,$, , also ,() a watcher, guard:
a sentinel, Lat. excubitor ; the garrison;

-^vos, ov,(,) shunning strangers !
also body-guards. II. a guardian, keeper, pro•

or guests, hence inhospitable,-, ov, poet, for,(,,) shunning war, cowardly.,, , aor. 2 part, of.€,, , aor. 2 pass. part, of.
£,() poet, for, flight, rout. Hence£, , , flying, shy, scared., a, ov, =.

Dor., ,() growth, stature, fine growth,

noble stature. II. one's natural powers or parts,

talents, genius : nature. III. the flower or prime

of age., for, 3 sing. aor. 2 opt. of., aor. 2 pass. inf. of., aor. 2 opt. of.€,, ,() full of sea-weed, weedy.

or, ,() sea-weed.-, , , , (,) near the

sea-weed, dwelling by the sea.02, , , Lat. FUCUS, sea-weed, sea-

wrack, tangle.

tector, governor; a protector of the lad.^, Dor. for, 2 sing. fut. of -.
-is, , ,() a watching, guard-

ing. II. (from Med.) occasion for guarding
against, caution.«, f., to command the contingent of a
tribe (). II. to command the cavalry. From-, , (,) the chief of a tribe

(). II. a commander of cavalry.€.€, Ep. inf. of.
"':22, Att.- : fut. : aor. -

Ep. : pf. : Pass., f.-, also f. med. : aor. :

pf. : I. absol. to watch, be sleepless:

esp. to keep watch and ward, be on guard;

to watch the night through. II. trans.

to watch, guard, keep, secure ;

to guard one from a person or thing. 2. to

watchfor, lie in wait or ambushfor ; to watch, wait

II. a red paint or dye formed for or observe the right time.

from, Lat.fucus.

-ros, , , =, verb. Adj. of, to

be shunned or escaped, that can be escaped. II.

shunned, avoided.

3. metaph. to pre-

serve, keep, maintain
;

to keep, re-

spect oaths
;

to observe a com-

mand. III. Med. to heed, take heed or care, be

on one's guard; used by Homer only in pf. pass.,
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to keep a thing, bear it in mind or memory : c. inf. to

take care to do
;
^ to take care

not to do, to guard against doing. 3. c. ace. to

take heed, betuare of, be on one's guard against, shun,

avoid; tovs to be on one's

guard against the enemy.—The Act. is sometimes

used in the sense of the Med.,, ,() one of the same tribe, a tribes-

man, Lat. tribldis., , () a union among the citizens of a

state, a class or tribe formed according to blood, a

clan or caste. 2. later, a union according to local

habitation, a tribe, Lat. tribus, independent of con-

nexion by blood. II. a division in an army, the

soldiers of one : also a certain number, a bri-

gade, esp. of cavalry., , a wild olive-tree., ados, 17,() a heap of leaves, a bed

or litter of leaves. II. the leaves, leafage, foliage

of a tree : metaph. of man, -
when his leaf wow becoming sere and wi-

thered. 2. a tree or plant itself: a branch or bough., ,() in plur. green stuff, herbs,

such as mint, parsley, etc., that ivere given into the

bargain ; , radish-fops., , ov,() of leaves, made of leaves., f., to shed the leaves. From-5, ov,(,) shedding leaves.

-KOfAOS, ov,(,) coveredwith leaves,

thick-leaved, leafy.', , a leaf; in plur. leaves, foliage

;

' ytverj,€ as is the

generation of leaves, so is also that of men;
wreathed leaves. 2. in pi. also flowers.

-poos, ov, (, ) leaf-shedding.

Hence, f., to shed the leaves : hence the

Comic phrase, to shed or let drop
one's shield.-, ov, and-, gen. cDtos,

, ,(,) strewed or covered with

leaves.-5, ov,(,) bearing leaves

;

- a contest in which the prize is a
crown of leaves.-4, f., (, ) to shed like

leaves.-«, f.,(,) to distinguish

races, choose by races., , () a stock, race, kind; ,". 2. in plur. to denote a number of one

kind, a troop, host, crowd, as, , -, etc. : a swarm of gnats : the

race of birds. 3. sex, ^ the fe-

male sex. II. a race, people, nation. III.

in a more restricted sense, a clan, tribe;

by races or clans.

! -oms, $, : ace. or :

—

(, 6) the battle-cry, din of battle, battle., () a thing that grows upon the body, a
tumour, boil, cancer, Lat. tuber, vomica., aor. 2 inf. of.£-, opos, , , (^,) fleeing men. [], ios and , , , (^) fugitive, shy,

cowardly., ov, ((^) of places, whither one can flee,

tvhere one can take refuge; as Subst.,, , a
place of refuge. II. c. ace, able to

fleefrom or escape ope., ecus, , ((*) ="/, flight., $, , () that which is mixed or

kneaded, paste, dough.

: f. [] : aor. Ion. - :

Pass., aor. ( [] Ion.- : pf. €-
:—lengthd. form of, to mix up, mingle,

knead : metaph. in Med., tovs

to make up a soft voice towards

one's lovers., Adv. () mixedly, in utter confusion., aor. 2 inf. pass, .', f. : aor. : Pass., paullo-p.

fut. : aor. : aor. 2 [t/]

:

pf. :

—

to mix, mix up, mingle together, esp.

with something wet : hence to wet, soil, defile. 2.

to mix and knead dough ; one who kneads

bread, a baker. II. metaph. to mingle or jumble

together, confound, confuse:—Pass. to be in confusion

or disorder, [y]

[y\ aor. 2 part, of: a son., , , () a pair of bellows, bellows. II.

a breath, blast: of fire, a stream ox jet., (, kv, Dor. for, aor. I pass,

part, of.
and,, ,() a bladder,

bubble, Lat. pustula. II. a witid-instrument, a

pipe, bagpipe., <3,() a toad from its puffing itself

up.ll•]

-as, aor. I part, ; one' s father, [],, Dor. for.
Ion. -« : f. : () :

—to blow, puff,

either with the breath or with bellows : to snort, snuff,

breathe; to snort furiously. II. trans.

to puff ox blow %ip, Lat. inflare; to blow

up a bladder : Pass., plqpf. "/ my
belly was blown out; pf. part,, blown

out, swoln. 2. metaph. to cheat ; to

puff one. up, make him vain :—Pass, to be puffed up,

elated. 3. to blow out, spurt out, discharge. 4.

to blow out a lamp. 5. to blow a wind-instrument.«, Ion. for : €€, Ion. for -, pres. pass. part., , Ion. for.,, ,() that which is blown or

blown out : a breath : any sound made by blowing or

C c 2
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snorting : a roaring, raging : of a horse, a snorting,

snuffing : a blowingforth blood., verb. Adj. of, one must bloiu up.,, ,() an instrument for blow-

ing, a blow-pipe or tube. 2. a pair of bellows, a

fanfor blowing fire.

Dor., ,() a pair

of bellows. II. a wind-instrument., $, , a blowing, snorting. From, Ep. part,, () to blow, puff,

snort, breathe hard, pant. II. transit, to blow or

puff up:—metaph. to elate, make vain., Pass. (~£) to be excited by eat-

ing garlic, properly of fighting cocks : of the Mega-

rians, ^ inflamed to fury with

their woes, in allusion to the garlic grown in Megara

:

cf.^.-, ov, gen. ovos, —., iyyos, ,() the hollow stalk or clove

of garlic : garlic itself.

-jloos, ov, (,) producing or sustaining

life, life-giving., , , () natural, produced or im-

planted by nature, inborn, native. II. of or be-

longing to external nature, physical, as opp. to moral,

metaphysical, etc., .,(^) to judge of

a man by hisfeatures, know or detect him by his looks., , the art ofjudging a man by his

features, physiognomy.-, ov, gen. ovos,(,-) judg-

ing of a mans character by his outward look., f.,() to puff up, make proud., Ep. pres. part, of.
[], ecus, , () the nature, inborn quality,

property or constitution of a person or thing ;

the nature, natural power of numbers, Lat.

vis; it is hard to part

from one's nature. 2. of the mind, one's nature

;

natural powers, parts, temper, disposition, etc. 3.

the outward form, stature, look, Lat. species, like. 4• natural order, nature; or

by nature, naturally, opp. to or -
(by custom, conventionally) ;

the whole life of

man is regulated by the constitution of nature and by

laws ; a natural death, opp.

to , contrary to nature; so,

a. traitor by nature. II. natural origin,

birth; by birth. III. a creature;)
mankind ; the creatures

of the sea ; woman-kind.,, ,() a being puffed up, vanity., ,() the large intestine : a sausage

or black pudding.

or, , () a kind of barley-cake,

not kneaded firmly., ews, , () a progeny, race.

, ,() a planted place, an orchard or

vineyard, as opp. to corn-land (). II. a
pla?it, esp. of the vine., ov, () producing, nourishing, fos-
tering ; fatherly. II. by ?iature, from one's birth

;

- ; wast thou thus

miserable from thy birth?, ,() a planting. II. a planta-
tion ; or simply a plant.€€, Aeol. and Ep. for, 3 pi. aor.

I pass, of : but, aor. I pass. part,

neut. of.,, ,() that which is planted,

a plant.,, a plant grown as a sticker, a seed-

ling, Lat. planta, stolo. From, f. : aor. : Pass., aor. -
: pf. : () :

—to plant trees or

plants : mostly as opp. to (to sow). 2. me-
taph. to beget ; or

alone, the father ; the parents :
—

Pass, to be begotten, to spring from parents. 3.

generally, to produce, bring about, cause. II. to

plant ground xuith trees ; to plant a

spot with trees:—Pass., 777 land planted

with trees., , () poet, for, a stock, genera-

tion, race, tribe.-, , poet, for^., , () that which has grown, a plant,

tree, fruit-tree. II. a creature: of men, a de-

scendant, child. Properly neut. of., ,, verb. Adj ., grown, growing. 2

.

metaph. of a statue, made of the natural wood, native.-, ov,(,) digging or delv-

ing round plants ; a gardener.-, ov,(,) pla?iting trees

:

—metaph. begetting,, , a father.- poet,-, , (, *"/)
cultivating plants or trees : as Subst.,^, , a
gardener, vine-dresser. II. metaph. begetting

:

as Subst.,*/, , a father., fut. [] : aor. : in these tenses

Causal, to bring forth, produce, make to grow;
to make hair grow ; to put forth,

grow wings ; of a country, -
to produce excellent fruits

and brave men :—also to beget, generate : ,
the begetter, father. 2. metaph.,

get understanding ; to get or gain repu-

tation. II. Pass, and Med. : f. :

the sense of Pass, and Med. also belongs to intr.

tenses of Act., aor. 2, inf., part,,,
; later in pass, form,, : perf., plqpf. :—Ep. 3 pi. pf. for, part,,,, for-,-, -kotos : there is also an Ep. redupl. impf., as if from a pres. ; Ep. 3 piur. aor. 2
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for( : aor. 2 opt. for :

—

to

grow, spring up or forth, come into being, be pro-

duced ; trees growing there. 2.

of men, to be begotten or born, not to

have been born were best :

—

or tivus

to be born or descendedfrom any one; the son,

opp. to thefather. 3. to be so and so by

nature, be formed so and so : hence simply to be ;

the pf. being often used as a pres., I have

been born, I am; plqpf.€ as impf., I had
been born, I was ; so also aor. 2 I am ; often

expressed by an Adv., as, €
it is the nature of second things to prevail, i. e. they

naturally prevail. 4. c. dat. to fall to one by na-

ture, be one's natural lot; man
according to his nature, as he is.,, , contr.,: pi.,:
() :

—a blister or weal, caused by a burn, a burn,

bliiter.

Ion. -, , a city in Ionia. Hence
«3?o)Kai€us Att. -acvis, (, and ', , a

Phocaean : fern.,, a Phocaean woman.
€5,, , () a Phocian.', , a seal, sea-calf, Lat. phoca., , , {/cis) of Phocis, Phocian.$ (sub. 777),, , Phocis, a country on the

Corinthian gulf, west of Boeotia.,, , fern. Adj. () lurking in a

bole : lying torpid in its den, epith. of the bear., , Ep. for.'2, , with irreg. plur., , a den,

lair, hole, as of bears, foxes, mice.«, f., or4, f., (() to lie

in a bole or den : to lie torpid in a hole., Aeol. and Dor. for., Dor. for, aor. I inf. of.^, f.,() to practise or culti-

vate one's voice, learn to sing or declaim. Hence, , practice of the voice.-, , (,) practising the voice.,, Dor. for^,,
pres. part, from, f. , () to produce an articulate

soutid or tone : of men, to speak loud or clearly, to

call out, cry, pronounce; with a neut. Adj.,

to have the loudest voice. 2. of animals,

to cry. 3. to sound : of a musical instrument, to

sound sweetly. 4. the vowels, like. II. c. ace. pers. to speak to, accost,

address : to call by name, call to, cry to, call upon

:

c. ace. pers. et inf. to bid, command one to do. III.

c. ace. rei, to speak of.'
; , a sound, tone: mostly of men, the voice,

Lat. vox : a loud clear voice, a cry; *
to utter a clear, articulate sound. 2. the voice or

cry of animals. 3. sound : the sound of musical

instruments. 4. any articulate sound, as opp. to

inarticulate ($) ; a vowel-sound, as opp. to that

of consonants. II. thefacidty of speech, discourse,

Lat. sermo. 2. language, Lat. lingua. 3. a
ki?id of language, dialect. Hence

Dor., , tv\ contr. in neut.

plur.:— sounding, speaking, gifted with
speech: of wise sayings, that have
speech to the wise: uttering a sotind, tone or speech:— vowels opp. to (consonants).

See., aTos,,() a sound made or uttered,

voice. 2. a thing spoken, wordy speech., Ep. for, aor. 1 of.', , gen., dat. pi., Lat. FUR, a
thief; , a harbour at Athens, used by

smugglers. Hence, as, Ion., , , () a theft. II.

detection., f. [a] : Pass., aor. [] :

pf. : ():— to search after a thief,

search a house to discover a theft: generally, to trace,

detect, discover :— Pass, to be caught, defected; c.

part., to be convicted of being

a thief; of things, apyvpiov

specie was discovered to be in course of exportation., Ion. for., , a chest, trunk, coffer, esp. for clothes

and linen. (Deriv. uncertain.), , ov, poet, for, stolen., ov, () stolen : secret, clandestine, illicit., <5, gen. ; dual, ; pi. ^,. (*, the Root of) :— poet, for,
a man : a mortal, as opp. to a god., , contr. for.,^,,{) a light-giver, luminary. II.

meiaph. an openingfor light, a door or window.-, ov, (,) bringing light ; as

Subst.,, , with or without, the light-

bringer, Lat. Lucifer, i. e. the morning-star. 2., the eyeball that gives him light, of

the Cyclops' eye. II. torch-bearing.-, , (, -) guiding with a light

:

—^^ (sub. ), , an openitig for light, a
window.€«, , , () shining bright, giving light., f. Att. , () intr. to shine, give

light, beam. II. transit, to bring to light, make
known. 2. nfetaph. to enlighten, instruct, teach:

—Pass, to be enlightened or instructed., ,() an enlightenbig. II.

that which enlightens, illumination, light.

X
X> , , , indecl., twenty-second letter of the

Greek alphabet : as numeral ' = 6oo, but
t\ =
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in Inscr. stands as first letter of6oo,coo : also, iooo.

Changes of , esp. in the dialects

:

I. Dor.

for , as for opviOos. II. Ion. very freq.

into , as for. III. put before , as for,\5 for \iap6s.

Like , was sometimes considered as a double

consonant, so as to make a short syllable before it

long by position, as in., Ep. for '4€, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.
Ep.«, aor. 2 inf. of.

XA'Zfl, Ep. fut.€: Ep. aor. 1, for:—toforce to retirefrom, bereave of a. thing,

c. gen. II. Med. : f. Ep.-
: aor. , Ep. 3 sing,, Ep.

part, : there is also Ep. 3 pi.

for, from a redupl. aor. 2 :

—

to

give way, give ground, draw or shrink back, recoil,

retire : absol., to retire or retreat

back. 2. c. gen. to draw back or retire from;
to retire from the gates ;

els eOvos to retire into the troop of his com-

panions. 3. in Att. c. inf. to doubt, scruple, hesi-

tate, fear to do., seldom used in pres. and impf., '^,' being used instead : fut. : aor. 2': pf., with pres. sense:

—

to yawn, gape,

open wide; rare then may
earth yawn wide for me : to open the mouth : of a

wound, to gape, yawn. II. in Comic Poets, to

gape or yawn from weariness or in eager expectation

;

to look gaping up ;

gapers, starers :€ npos to gape or look

greedily after a thing
;

to gape in

wonder or admiration at a person : also to gape

about, stare about. III. to open the mouth to

speak, to utter, pronounce, Lat. hiscere, c. ace;

tivos to speak foul words against

any one.

OS, a, ov, genuine, true, good, staunch.€€, 3 sing. Ion. impf. of., f. , () to greet. Hence, , , a greeting., ovos, , () joy, delight, formed like'., Dor. for, inf. of.,., pres. part. fern, of., 3 pi. imperat. of.' : f. Ep.: pf.,
Ep. part.:—Med., fut.: Ep. aor. I, 3 sing, : and from a redupl. aor. 2€ the 3 pi. ind., 3 sing, and pi.

opt.,' : Pass., in same sense as

Act., fut.; Ep. paullo-p. fut.:
aor. 2 [], Ep. 3 sing,, opt., inf., part,: pf., later:
Ep. 3 pi. plqpf. :

—to rejoice, be glad, be

delighted or pleased ; to rejoice in one's

mind. 2. c. dat. to rejoice at, be delighted with,

take pleasure in a thing ; also, ^ to ex-

press one's joy by laughter; more rarely c. ace. pers.

as, ' I rejoice at your pro-

sperity. 3. c. part., I rejoice at

having heard, am glad to hear; <$
thoti rejoicest at seeing the light. 4. with the pres.

part., is used also in sense of, to delight

in doing, to be wont to do. II. often with a

negat., thou wilt or shalt not rejoice, i.e.

thou shalt pay dearly for it, shalt repent; so also part.

with impunity ; ye
shall not get off ivith impunity. III. the imperat.

is a common form of greeting, either at meet-
ing, hail, welcome, Lat. salve; or at parting, farewell,

Lat. vale; so in part., ' fare-thee-well. IV.

inf., in phrase ^, h used as a

greeting like ; having
bid one welcome oxfarewell ; so at the beginning of

letters the inf. usually stood alone, as, Kvpos
[sc. ^], Lat. solvere jubet, salutem

dicit. 2. in bad sense, or to

sayfarewell to a person or thing, to renounce, set at

naught; to bid a long

farewell to one ; also in 3 sing, imperat., like, let it go, away with it, a murrain with it., , long flowing hair, both in sing, and

plur. : also a horse's mane ; later also a lion's mane,

LzX. juba. II. of trees, like Lat. coma, leaves,

foliage. Hence€5 Dor. -a€is,, , with long flowing
hair : also with a long mane., =, hair, the plume of a helmet., , Dor. for.'", , , hail: a hail-shower, hail-storm:

metaph. any shower, sleet, a pelting storm, a shower

of stones or arrows. II. a small pimple or tubercle.

Hence, to hail. II. to have pimples or tubercles.-, is, (,) hurling abuse as

thick as hail.

Dor. -a«is,, ,() like hail,

thick as hail, pelting, pitiless.-, f.,(,), to strike

with hail., poet, for.
X&Xapos, , ,() slackened, loosened, slack;

a loose, supple joint : of music,

languid, effeminate. Hence,, , slackness, looseness.'' : f. [a] : aor. Ep. -, Dor. part, ;
pf. : Pass ,

aor. : pf. : I. transit.

to make slack or loose, slacken, loosen ;

to unstring the bow
;

to slack the reins

;

to slack the sheet of the sail. 2. to

let down, letfall or droop; to smooth
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the brow. 3. to let loose, loose, release ;

or to loose the bar or bolts. 4. me-

taph. to relax, let go, give up. II. intr. to be-

come slack or loose : to gape, stand wide open. 2.

metaph. c. gen. to relax or leave offfrom a thing, to

cease from. 3. c. dat. to give way or yield to any

one : to be indulgent to any one, pardon him. 4.

absol., like, to give in, yield

:

—Pass., like the

intr. usage, to be loosened or slackened., 6, a Chaldaean. II. an astrologer,

caster of nativities, since the Chaldaeans were much
given to such pursuits. Hence, Adv. in the Chaldee tongue.-,,, , (,) Lat. laxivestis,

loose-robed, ungirt., f. ', aor. , pass. -
: () :

—

to be hard, sore, grievous,

severe, of violent storms, Lat. ingravescere : metaph.

of men, to deal severely or harshly, to be harsh, ill-

tempered ;
' to be embittered or shew

harshness towards one ; rivi to be

angry at a thing : Med., -
to be angry or grow embittered towards one

another., aor. I inf. of., , poet, for.'5 [], , , hard to bear, sore, severe,

grievous; / the severity of the

wind ; T<i hardships, sufferings. 2. hard
to do or deal with, difficidt, troublesome. 3. diffi-

cult, dangerous. 4. of approaches, difficult, rough,

rugged, steep. II. of persons, hard to deal with,

bitter, hostile, angry; oi bitterer enemies

:

mischievous, dangerous, troublesome. 2. harsh,

cruel : of judges, severe, rigid, strict. 3. ill-tem-

pered, angry, testy, morose. Hence
XaXcirorns,, , difficulty, roughness, rugged-

ness. II. of persons, harshness, severity, rigour., f. : Pass., aor. :—poet,

for, to deal harshly with, oppress, distress,

harass : also to bring low, humble. 2. to provoke,

enrage, irritate. II. intr. to be angry, irritated., Dor. for, gen. of., Adv. of, hardly, with difficulty ;, c. inf., it was difficult to do. 2.

scarcely, Lat. aegre. II. of persons, severely,

crtielly, harshly. 1. angrily, bitterly; -
, Lat. aegre, graviter ferre, to bear a thing ill.,-, Comp. and Sup. of.- Ion.-, ov, (,-) unmixed, of wine, Lat. merus.-, f.,(, */) to guide with

or as with a bridle : hence to curb, restrain., <5, irreg. pi., ,() a bridle,

esp. the bit of a bridle; to champ the

bit; to give a horse the rein. 2.

metaph. of anything which curbs or compels; Aibs

the curb imposed by Jove.

, f., to bridle or bit a horse :—Pass, to

be bridled or curbed. Hence, , , a bridling, [t],,() cables or ropes to moor
ships to the shore.', ikos, and , a small stone, pebble : as a

collection, gravel, rubbishfor filling up, rubble, Lat.

caementum. [a], , ,() sheer wine, Lat. merum., f. ,() to be light-minded,

flighty, silly. Hence, , levity, thoughtlessness, rashness.-, ovos, , ,(,) light-minded,

flighty, thoughtless.-, ov, (, ) with brasen

chariot, epith. of Mars.-,, , ,(,) with brasen

shield.-, , gen. , (, ^) with

brasen lance.

Ion.-, ,() a smith's shop,

forge, smithy, Lat. officlna. II. anything made

of copper

:

1. a copper vessel, caldron. 1. a

concave copper reflector in a lamp. 3. a copper

badge. Strictly neut. from5, , ov Ion., , ov, poet, for-,() of brass, brasen.-, ov,(,) poet, for-.-, poet. fern, of.-, ov,(,) with brasen

beak or prow, of a ship.-, ,(,) armed with brass.-.5, ov, (,) fastened

with brasen nails.-£,, Ep.-£,, , : (-,£) with brasen breastplate.-, ov,(,) with heart

of brass.-£5, ov,(,) brass-footed.-, ov,(,) with arms or

armotir of brass., Ion. «77,, also, : contr.-, ,: poet, Ion. -, , ov: (-
):—of copper or bronze, brasen, Lat. aeneus;-

a brasen statue of Jove ;

to raise a brasen statue to one. 2. metaph.,

like brass, hard, stout; , a heart of

brass ; a brasen sleep, i. e. sleep of

death.-, ,(,) in arms of

brass.-, ov,(,) with voice of

brass, i. e. ringing strong and clear.,,, ,() anything made of
brass, a brasen instrument or implement : a weapon,

etc. : in plur. brasen bonds.>8, , ,() a worker in copper, a
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coppersmith, brasier. 2. more generally, a worker in

metal, smith, even of a goldsmith ; esp. a blacksmith., , ,() — : metaph. a

forger., , , of ox for the brasier or his art:

skilled in metal-working : (sub.),
the smith's art or trade., , , verb. Adj. of, wrought

of copper or metal., f. ,() to make of copper or of

metal, toforge

:

—Pass, to be wrought oxforged. II.

intr. to be a smith, work as a smith, ply the hammer
oxforge; the smith's art., aVos, , =, a forge, smithy., 6vos, u,() chalcedony, name of a

gem like an onyx., , Ion. for., , ov. Ion. for.--ros also-, ov,(,-)forged out of brass, of beaten brass.5, , gen. ,(,) furnished

with brass : of spears and arrows, tipped with brass.

-oiKOS, ov, (, ) diuelling in a

brasen house or shrine., ,() a copper utensil, vessel, im-

plement. 2. copper money, copper coin.,, , a bird of prey.

XaXxis,, , Chalcis, a city in Euboea, said to

have its name from neighbouring copper-mines., , gen. , poet, lengthd. form for. []-, , gen. eos,(,) heavy

or loaded with brass., used as fern, of.-, , gen. eos,(,) stand-

ing on brass, with foundation of brass, with brasen

base.-,,,(,) with voice ofbrass.-^, ov,(, yeveiov), and-, , gen.,(,^) with teeth of brass.-, , 6, , (/ius,) with

point or barbs of brass.-5, ov, (,) inlaid

with brass. II. act. vjorking in brass.

\\-\.,,,,(,) subduing,

i. e. sharpening brass.-5, ov,(,) brass-bound.-,, , ,(/ios, £) =-, with brasen breastplate.-, ,
} , (,) with

greaves of brass.-, , ,(/ios,) as masc.

Adj., with or in brasen armour.-, ov, (,) sounding or

rattling with brass : of horses, brasen-hoqfed. II.

beaten oxforged of brass.-'&, , fine or glowing brass. (Deriv.

uncertain.)

-, , ,(,) with girdle

of brass.--ros, ov,(,) brass-backed.-, ,(,) compacted of
brass.- Dor. -irapaos, ov,(,)
with cheeks or sides of brass, epith. of helmfcts.-, ov,(,) withfloor ofbrass.-5, ov,(,) With sides of
brass, of an urn.-, , gen.,(,) filled
with brass, armed all in brass.- Dor.-5, ov,(,-) forged or welded of brass.-3, , , -, ; gen.-(,) :

—

brasen-footed, with brasen tramp. II.

with steps of brass, brasen.-, ov,(,) with gates of brass
or bronze.'5, , , brass, or rather copper, Lat. aes,

called from its colour and. Copper
was the first metal that was wrought, and hence

was used as a name for metal in general

;

and afterwards, when iron began to be worked, the

word was used for. Later,

was applied to bronze, a mixture of copper with tin,

which was the chief metal used by the ancients in the

arts. II. in the Poets, anything made of brass

ox metal, esp. of brasen arms: also a brasen vessel, urn.-, es, (,) with legs of
brass.-,, ov,(,) crowned
or compassed with brass.-.5, ov, (,) with brasen

mouth. II. with edge or point of brass.-?, ov,(,) made of brass.\-\\%,,(,)^56?)'.
-TO^os, ov,{,) with brasen bow., f. , to form ox mould of brass.

From
-Topos, ov,(,) wrought of brass.

-TUiros, ov, (, ) beating or

working copper:—as Subst., «/5, , a worker

in copper, coppersmith : generally, a smith. 2.

striking brass together, beating the cymbals, of the

priests of Cybele. ., ov, pass.,

struck with brass, inflicted with brasen arms.-, ,(, *^) a coppersmith., ,, Att. contr. from. II.

as Subst.,, , a copper coin, somewhat less

than a farthing.-, ov,(,) adorned or

ornamented with brass or copper, [], Ep. for, gen. of.-,, , ,(,) fighting in

brasen armour.-,, , ,(,) brasen-

coated, brass-clad.
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brass., f.,() to cover with brass

:

—
aor. I pass. part,, clad in brass. II.

to make in brass or bronze.,, , () anything made of

bronze or copper, a brasen vessel or instrument., , ,() of steel; -
steel., , poet, for, steel.,, , one of the nation of the Chalybes in

Pontus, famous for the working of steel. II. as

appellat.,,, , hardened iron, steel.

[], Adv.() poet, for, on the

grotind, to the ground., Adv.() to the ground, on the ground,

Lat. humi.^, Adv.()from the ground.~, Adv. on the earth, on the ground. 2.

like, Lat. humi, to the ground, to earth.-, , gen.,(,') earth-

born, sprungfrom the soil.-€5, ados, poet. fern, of sq. [at metri grat.]-, , , (,) making one's bed

or lair on the ground, [ metri grat.]£, ,() growing low or near the

ground: generally, low: 6 (sub.),
a low stool. II. metaph./onc? of mean things,

humble; humility.&, f., to lie, make one's bed on the

ground. From-,, ,(,) lying or making
one's bed on the ground., , gen. ,(,) —-.-, ovtos, ,(,) the chameleon,

a kind of lizard known for changing its colour.€€, f., to fall to the ground;'
a thought thatfalls to the ground. From-,,(,- Root of)fall-

ing to or on the earth; to fall to

earth : fallen, prostrate in the dust. 2 . lying or sleep-

ing on the ground. 3. on the ground. II. me-
tZTph.falling to the ground, coming to naughtfruitless., Dor. for, part. fem.

of.-, ,(,) a brothel.-, is, (, ) creeping on the

ground, grovelling.-, , for,(,) a bed on
the ground, pallet-bed, truckle-bed. II. a bedstead.

-ewis,,,(,) a low bed, apallet-bed., , ,() on the ground. 2.

diminutive, trifling : metaph. low, mean., Adv.() later form for^
the ground., ol, the Egyptian name for crocodiles., , Dor. for, a goose.

Xavavaios, a, ov, Canaanitish, of Canaan

:

—as

Subst-,, , a Canaanite ;, , a
Canaanitish woman. See., fut. : aor. 2 Ep. :

pf. with pres. sense : Ep. 3 sing, plqpf. with

impf. sense :

—

to hold, take in, comprise,

contain, £4 the bowl held six

measures : aiyiaXus -
the beach could not hold all the ships., Adv., () gaping, with mouth wide

open : metaph. greedily, eagerly.€, aor. 2 inf. of.
[], 3 sing. aor. 2 opt. of.2 [], eos, , Chaos, Space, personified by

Hesiod, who represents Chaos as the first state of

existence, the rude unformed mass. 2. infinite

space, the atmosphere : later any wide, empty space,

a gulf, chasm., , like, genuine, true, good., ,() joy, delight, pleasure; with

joy : c. gen. joy in or at a thing.,, ,() any mark imprinted:

. the serpent's bite. 2. a graven mark
or line, character, inscription.

Ion., ,() like-, a mountain-stream, torrent, which cuts itself() a way down the mountain-side, Lat. tor-

rens. II. the bed of such a stream, a deep gully,

rift, ravine. Hence, a, ov, of oxfrom a mountain-torrent., ,() a bird dwelling in clefts() whence its name, the curlew., f. : Pass., aor. : pf.

:() :
—to tear up into clefts :

—
Pass, to be broken into clefts by mountain-streams, to

be full of ravines and gullies ;

a country intersected with ravines., f.,() to pale round, palisade,

fortify. II. to prop with a pole or stake., rjpos, ,() that which is cut in

or marked, the impress or stamp on coins, seals, etc.

;

to set a stamp upon a

thing. 2. metaph. the mark or token impressed

on a person or thing, a characteristic, distinctive

mark, character ;

no outward mark has been impressed by

nature on the person of men. 3. a likeness,

image, exact representation., , , verb. Adj. of, cut in,

notched, like a saw.,,,() a place paled round

or palisaded, a fortified camp. II. a paling,

palisade, Lat. vallum.

-is, ecus, ,() afencing with pales,

a palisading, fortifying.,, , also ,() a pointed stake

:

a vine-prop, vine-pole. II. a pale used in fortify-

ing the rampart of a camp, Lat. vallus: hence 2.

Cc5
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collectively, a place paled in, a fortified camp, Lat.

vallum."'22 Att.- : f. £ ; aor. ( :

Pass., aor. : pf. :

—

to make

sharp or pointed, sharpen : Pass, to be notched or

jagged : of eyes, to sparkle. 2. metaph. f^as-

perate, irritate, provoke :—Pass, to be irritated, exas-

perated. II. to cut byfurrows,furrow, plough. III.

engrave, inscribe., aor. I inf. pass, of., later fut of.-5, , , (,) he that gives joy

or grace.,,, gen. euros : () :

—

graceful, pleasing, agreeable, lovely, pretty, ele-

gant. . in Att., was often used of

persons, graceful, elegant, accomplished, refined;

ol men of taste and refinement, men of

education. III. the neut. was used in Att. as

Adv., when it was written. Hence, f.- Att.- : Dep. :

—

to

act or speak with grace or elegance : to be witty, to

jest ; to jest in earnest.

XapicvTcos, Adv. of, gracefully, elegantly :

neatly, cleverly. 2. kindly, courteously.

Xapi-cp-yos, , (,) delighting in the

arts, epith. of Minerva.

: fut. med.- Att.-, also f.

pass,-: aor. and:
pf. both in act. and pass, sense : Dep.

:

() :

—

to shew favour or kindness, to oblige or

gratify a person, c. dat. : absol. to be pleasing or

agreeable, courtfavour. 2. in Att. to gratify or

indulge a passion, like Lat. indulgere ;

to indulge one's body. II. c. ace.

rei, to offer willingly, offer as a free gift, givefreely :

c. gen. to give freely of a thing
;

-
to give freely of what does not belong to one ;- the housekeeper giving

freely of the stores in hand. III. in pass, sense, to

be pleasing, agreeable, to be granted as afavour ;

it was done to please the Eu-

boeans. 2. pf. part., pleasing, ac-

ceptable, welcome ; ?nost wel-

come to my heart ; he came
wishedfor, was welcome.), Dor. for, 2 sing. fut. of.

[] ,, gen. : ace. or : plur., dat. pi. Ep. poet, also-
: {) :—favour, grace, Lat. gratia : I.

outward grace, grace, loveliness ;

to shed grace over one. 2. of things, a grace,

a charm. II. grace or favour felt, either, I.

by the Doer, kindness, good-will : or, 2. by the

Receiver, the sense offavour received, thanks, grati-

tude ; esp. in phrases to feel gratitude

;

to owe a debt of gratitude, be be-

holden
; or , to lay up

a store of gratitude with a person, i. e. earn his

thanks ; to receive thanks. 3.

influence, as opp. to force, Lat. gratia;

rj more by favour than fear. III. a favour
done, a grace, kindness, boon ; to

confer a favour on one : hence in phrases,,, to confer a grace, favour,

kindness. IV. a gratification, delight ; <pop-

from the harp. 2. homage
or worship due to the gods : an offering, gift ; -

a gift in consequence of a vow. V.

special usages : ace. sing, absol., c. gen., in

anyone 's favour, for his pleasure, for his sake,

"oofor the sake of Hector: also with the Artie,' for the sake of the. Athenians:

—

it soon became used as a Prep., c. gen., =, Lat.

gratia, causa, for the sake, in behalf of, on account

of: so too, , for my, thy plea-

sure or sake, Lat. mea, tua gratia. 2. '
to do one a pleasure ; to

speak to one for the sake ofpleasing him ; but,

for the sake of my flesh, i. e. of

devouring it. 3. to decide

from partiality to one. 4. or" to be on terms offriendship or mutual

favour with one. VI. in Mythology,

the Charites or Graces, were the goddesses who confer

all grace, even the favour of Victory in the games

:

three in number, Agla'ia, Euphrosyne, Thalia. .,, ,{) a grace, favour : a

free gift, grace., Ep. aor. I med. inf. of., ov,() in token of thanks-

giving. II. as Subst.,, , a grace,

gift. 2. (sub. ), thank-offerings., , () a jest, joke.-, ov,(,) with eye-

lids like the Graces.- Att.-, f.,(,-) to speak to please, gloze with the tongue., f.,() to shew favour or grace to

anyone :—Pass, to be highly favoured.-, ,(,) graceful of aspect: fern.,.,,;() a source ofjoy, a joy : joy,

delight., ,() =, joy: the joy of battle,

battle., ,()joy, delight : in pi.joys, delights.

-Cvos, , ov,() joyful, glad;-
to make rejoicings.-,, , ,(,) gladdening

the heart or of joyous heart.

\aoo-Tro\,o<s,,ov,(,•) causi7igjoy,gladdening.-, , , also , , (,) glad-eyed,

bright-eyed : properly it only implied brightness and

fierceness : later, it came to mean light blue or gray,

much like.



, , Dim. of$., , ,{) Lat. charta, a leaf of
paper, made from the separated layers of the papyrus., , , verb. Adj. of, delightful, glad-

dening, cheerful., tews Ion. 10s, , Charybdis, a dangerous

whirlpool on the coast of Sicily, opposite the Italian

rock Scylla : then generally a whirlpool, gidf: metaph.

of a greedy rapacious person, like Lat. barathrum.

[], os, 6, Charon, the ferryman of the Styx,

so called from his brightfierce eyes. Cp. -nos.£, f., Frequentat. of, c. ace, to

keep yawning or gaping at oxfor a thing.,, to gape, yawn, used as pres. and

impf. of : see., aros, , () a yawning hollow, a

chasm, gulf. II. the open mouth, like Lat.

rictus. III. any wide space or expanse., f.-, Dep.() to yawn, gape
wide, of the mouth., Ion. for., Dor. pres. part, of., aros,,() a wide yawn, gape,

hat. rictus., Ep. aor. I med. part, of., Ep. 3 sing. aor. I med. of.
XAw

TE'il, f., to long, desire, wish much to do

a thing, c. inf. : absol. to wish, desire. II. c.

gen. to crave, want, have need of a thing.£, f., like, to longfor, desire, crave :

to want, have need of; tpyoio to want or be

without work : absol. in part., one who is in want, a

needy, poor person., , and, eos, , want, need, = xqTis,

XrJTos.-,-, , , (\$,) with

outstandifig or projecting teeth. .-
tcs odovTes of the crocodile's teeth, outstanding,

tusky : absol.,$ sharp, jagged teeth.-, , , (xavvos,) an open-

mouthed citizen, a gaping cit. [t]-, ov,(,) wide-breeched., , ov, and os, ov,() gaping : flaccid,

loose, porous. II. metaph. loose, foolish, silly,

vain. Hence, $, , looseness, porousness. II.

metaph. folly, vanity., ews, 77, () a making loose or

slack. II. metaph. making a thing light,

weakening its force.,, Ep. 3 sing. impf. or aor. I of., like, Desiderat. of, to wish

to ease oneself.

XE'Zfl : f. : pf. : aor. :

aor. 2 : pf. pass, :

—

to ease oneself

:

—Pass., $$ dung just dropt.

XEIA' Ion., , a hole, esp. of serpents., Dor. for, gen. of.

—. 779-, f., (,) to drink with

the lips only, to sip.02, cos, : plur., gen. contr.
;

dat. Ep.- :

—

a lip : proverb.," to laugh with the lips (only)
;', ' it wetted the lips, but

the palate it wetted not. 2. of beasts, the snout,

muzzle: of birds, a bill, beak. II. metaph. of things,

the edge, brink, brim, rim, esp. of a river or a cup., aros, , winter-weather, cold, frost, Lat.

hiems: winter, as a season of the year, opp. to:
absol. in ace, in winter. II. a storm : me-

taph. a storm of passion.

[], , a winter-dxvelling, winter-quar-

ters; to fix upon Lemnos
as winter quarters. From£, f. : () : I. transit, to expose

to the winter, set in the frost or cold : Pass, to be ex-

posed to the frost or cold : live through the win-

ter. II. intr. to pass the winter : to go into xvinter

quarters, to winter, Lat. hiemare. III. to raise

a storm or tempest: metaph. to trouble, afflict. 2.

absol. (sc. ), there is a storm, like vtt,, etc. ; the storm lasted

three days. 3. Pass, to be driven by a storm, suffer

from it : metaph. to be tempest-tost, distressed, esp. of

the state : to be distracted, overwhelmed by suffering., f. , () distress by a storm or

tempest

:

—Pass, to be driven by a storm, be tempest-

tost. II. intr. to be stormy^, ,() a plug in a ship's bottom, drawn
out when the ship was brought on land, to let out the

bilge-water.-, ov, Att. contr. -, : (,) :
—winter-flowing, swoln in winter ;

a mountain-stream or torrent swoln by ram
and melted snow. 2. as Subst.,€$, , a
water-drain, conduit. II. wintry, stormy.

or, ov, poet, for.
Ion.-, ,() a passing the winter,

wintering : winter-quarters.£, f. Att. ,() to pass the winter,

winter., ,,() of or in winter, in winter-

time, wintry, stormy; a wintry,

bleak place. See., a, ov, Att. also os, ov : () :
—in, of,

belonging to winter, wintry ; the winter-

season
;

the most wintry, i. e.

most stormy, months ; a

shore lashed by the waves of winter : metaph.,-
raging pain.—Generally, and* are distinguished thus :

—

wintry,

like winter, stormy; wintry, in winter-time.-,, , , (,) frozen to

death., aivos, , () winter, the season of win'

ter; during whiter; in winter*
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time. . wintry weather : a storm, tempest

;

voTepos a storm of rain. 2. metaph. storm,

fury : also great distress or suffering.€-§, ov,{,) beating tempes-

tuously.

XEFP, , gen.$ : plur.,, :

Ion. dccl., , ($, ,, xepes, etc.: but

gen. and dat. dual are (rarely) even in

Att. : Ep. dat. pi. and :

—

the hand,

or rather the hand and arm, the arm ; the

hand; an iron hand, i. e. a grappling-iron,

grapnel. 2. is often joined with de£ios and

apiartpos, to mark the side on which a thing is ; see

apiarepos, oe£ios. 3. to denote act or deed, as opp.

to mere words ; € to assist

with word and deed; to apply

force ; of deeds of violence, to begin

thefray. 4. like Lat. manus, a number or body of

men, a band : the hand, skill of an artist or work-

man : also his handywork. II. special usages

:

Xeipbs to have, hold one by the hand;

Xeipas to raise one's hands to the gods

in prayer
; £ to stretch or spread the arms

in token of entreaty. 2.• Is to

take a thing in hand; kv, or xeipas

to have a thing in hand, be engaged in

it• 3• *v X6P l
>
ev € ^ m one

'

s hand or hands,

and so in one's power : but also in warlike sense, kv

in the fray, in closefight,- Lat. cominus* 4.

els xeipas to fall into anyone's hands or power,

but also to come to blows. 3. , out of

hand, offhand; xeipbs~ to reckon off

hand, roughly. 6. at hand, in readi-

ness. 7. xeipas or, under the hands,

under the power ; cp. viroxelpios.€-, , (,) gout in the hand ; as-
in the feet.€€, f., to lead by the hand. From€-5, , {,) leading by the hand

:

as Subst.,, , one that leads by the hand.-, f., {,) to touch with the

hand, take in hand, handle.,-, Ep. dat. pi. of., , {) having sleeves, sleeved, of the

or tunic : the without sleeves was called

e£a;/xts.

Xeipios, a, ov, {) in the hands, in the power of,

subject, captive.

X^ipis, i8os, , {) a covering for the hand, a

glove ; also a coveringfor the arm, a sleeve.

XeipuTTOs, , ov, irreg. Sup. of, worst, Lat.

pessimus : ol men of lowest degree.€-, f., {,) to throw with

the hand.€-5, ov, {,) written with the

hand, in handwriting

;

—as Subst.,^, ,
a handwriting, written decree.

X€tpo-SaiKTOS, ov, {,) slain by the hand.

.
Xcipo-SeiKTOS, ov,{) pointed out by the hand,

Lat. digito monstratus : manifest, confessed.

X€tpo-8iio]S, , , {,) one who asserts his

right byforce of hands, who uses the right of might. [1]€-, ovtos, ,{,) with serpent-

hands or arms, [a]-, es,{, tfOos) accustomed to the hand,

manageable, esp. of animals, tame, Lat. mansuetus :

used or habituated to a thing : submissive, obedient.-,,{,) a cloth for wiping

the hands, a towel, napkin, Lat. mantlle : the Scy-

thians used scalps as.,, f., to fight with the hands. From€-5, ov, {,) fighting with the

hand.€-, , {,) a hand-mill, [], f.,{) to move the hands

to a certain time or order; to

gesticulate with one's legs as though with one's arms.

Hence€, , measured motion of the hands, gesti-

culation.-, ov,{) moving the hands regularly,

gesticulating ; as Subst.,3, , Lat. panto-

mimus, a pantomimic performer.

X€ipovo>s, Adv. of, worse.-, es,{, ) filling the hand,

as large as can be held in the hand.€-«, f., Dep. to make or do by

hand. Hence
X€ipoiroi7]TOS, ov, made by hand, artificial : made

on purpose.-, ov,{,<$) skilled with the hands

:

hence =5.€-«, ovtos, , , {,) with out-

stretched arms, of the crab.

XeipoTcpos, a, ov, poet, for, worse.-,, , {*',) a handicraftsman,

artisan, mechanic; laTopias a chirurgeon,

surgeon. Hence€€, , handicraft, art.€05, ,,{) of orfor handi-

craft or a handicraftsman, skilful, mechanical. Adv.

-KU)S.

€€>, f.,{) to stretch out the

hand, esp. to give one's vote in the Athenian-. II. c. ace. to vote for, elect:—Pass, to be

chosen by vote, opp. to^ to be chosen

by lot : c. ace. rei, to vote for a thing. 2. to choose,

appoint, ordain. Hence6€, verb. Adj. one must vote.

X€ipOTOVT)TOs, , oV,verb. Adj. of, elected

by show of hands; an elective ma-

gistracy.

€,77,{) a stretching out ofhands,

at Athens, a voting or electing by show of hands ;-
election by the people. II. a

vote, Lat. suffragium : also collectively, the votes.
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;

of prayers, offered with outstretched hands.-, is, (,) striking with the

hands., f.,() to do with the hands,

execute ; to commit acts of violence. Hence, , a working by hand, practice of a

handicraft or art. II. a trade, business.-, ov,(, *epyoj) working or doing by

hand, practising a handicraft or art. 2. as Subst.,•, , a chirurgeon, surgeon., f. : Med., f. : aor. -
: Pass., fut. : aor. :

pf. : () :
—to take in hand, handle :

to get into one's ha?ids, to master, subdue, take pos-

session of: to take prisoner:—Pass,, to be

mastered, subdued, led captive, taken prisoner. Hence,$,, that which is done by hand ;-
offerings to the dead poured by

one's own hand. II. that which is brought into

one's hands or under one's power, a conquest. 2. a

deed of violence., , , neut. ov; gen. ovos: plur.,nom. and ace,, contr., neut. contr.

; dat. poet, : Ep.,
ov: Dor. : poet, also, :

irreg. Comp. of (formed from*):—worse,

meaner, inferior : the comparative force sometimes

almost disappears, esp. with a negat., as,, 'tis not ill to take one's meal

in season ; so, ov [] it is well : of persons,

one of lower degree ; ol men of

lower degree

:

— to fall off. II., as Adv., worse.—See., ojvos, , Cheiron, one of the Centaurs,

teacher of Aesculapius, Achilles, Jason, etc. ; famous

for his skill in surgery (whence his name, cf.-
yos).-£,, , (, £) one who is master

of his hand, a handicraftsman, artisan, mechanic, like

: also as Adj., £ all the

mechanic sort. Hence-£ Ion. -, , skill in workmanship, handi-

craft, trade.,, fern. Adj. of Cheiron : as Subst. (sub.) a book on surgery., , , verb. Adj. of, subdued: to

be subdued., fut. of., Ep. for, to pour., irreg. voc. of, as if from.£, f. Att. ,() to twitter like

a swallow : to speak unintelligibly, to speak a foreign
language., ,() swallow-wort, celandine,

of which there were two kinds,

(or) and. Properly neut. of, a, ov,() of the swallow, like the

swallow : coloured like the swallow's throat, russet

brown., aros, ,() the swallow-

song, an old popular song at the return of the swallows., ovos, : irreg. vocat. (as if from) :

—

the swallow, Lat. hirundo. The twitter-

ing of the swallow was a proverbial expression for

foreign or barbarous speech ; for -, see : proverb., ov

one swallow does not make a summer. II. the

frog in the hollow of a horse's foot.

[], ,() the lip ;

opyijs to bite the lip from passion. II. Aeol. for.' 2, vos, , a tortoise, Lat. testudo : Mercury
made the first lyre by stretching strings on its shell

:

hence 2. the shell or lyre itself, Lat. testudo. II.

the arched breast, the chest., ,() a tortoise : proverb.,

oh tortoises, happy in your

thick hides ! 2. the shell of the tortoise. II.

the lyre : see. III. as a military term, a

pent-houseformed of shields overlapping each other as

in a tortoise's back, the Roman testudo, used by
storming parties in approaching a city's walls : hence

a shed or moveable roof for protecting besiegers., poet, for, ace. pi. of., , a kind of quail.-, , =^.'~02,, the gravel and silt brought down
by rivers, shingle.

XEPA'2;,, , doubtful form of., see., , ov, Ep. Comp. for., , , neut., poet, for, worse., poet, for ^, dat. pi. of.
XETH5, an obsol. Adj. from which the irreg. Com-

paratives and are formed, used in dat.

; ace. ', nom. pi. ; ace. neut.

or :
—*?7$ itself has a comparative sense,

weaker, worse, inferior., ov, gen. ovos, Dor. for.-, ov, ,(,) with the hand.-, , gen. , (,) mixed or

kneaded by hand.,, =, properly neut. of., ov, of the size of a large stone, fit for
throwing, [a] From,, , a stone or large pebble, for throw-

ing or slinging, a sling-stone. (Deriv. doubtful : either

from ; or from , a stone that can be

grasped in the hand.),, ,() a slinger : as masc.

Adj., the leather of a sling.,, , () one who lives by the work of
his hands, a day-labourer : a poor, needy man. II.

as Adj., poor, needy., ov, , =.
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zuoman that works for her daily bread.- and-, , (, ') a vessel

for water to wash the hands, a hand-basin.,, f., Med. to wash one's hands

with holy water : to sprinkle or purify with holy

water, Lat. lustrare. From-,, , (,) holy water to wash or

sprinkle the hands before a sacrifice. II. plur., purifications with holy water ; eipyeoOai

to be excluded from such purifications, as

was done with those who were defiled by bloodshed

;

a partaker in the purifications by

lustral water, i. e. an inmate of the same house., Ep. 3 pi. aor. I of.-,, is, (,) hand-defiling.-, ov, (,) stricken by or

ivitb the hand.

Xcpos, Ion. and poet. gen. of.-5, , Att. for. For all words

formed from it, see under -,
X«ppos, Att. for.
Xepcrcuos, a, ov, also os, ov,() from or of dry

land, living ox found on dry la?id ;

land-fowl, opp. to sea-fowl : also of landsmen

as opp. to seamen ; metaph.,

the land wave of an army., f. ,() to lie waste or barren., Adv.() from dry land : from the

earth or ground., Adv. () on dry land.-, Adv.() to or on dry land.

Att.-, ov, 6,() a

dweller in the Chersonese.- Att. -, es,(,) like a peninsida, peninsidar

.

- Att. -, -, (,) a
land-island, i. e. a peninsula : the long slip of Thrace
that runs along the Hellespont was specially called

The Chersonese or Peninsida : the Crimea was also

called the Tauric Chersonese.-5 Act.-, , contr. for-.
XE'PSOS Att. '?, , dry land, land, as opp.

to water, esp. as opp. to the sea ;
to

reach the land. II. as Adj.,, ov, dry,

firm, of land
; the mainland of Eu-

rope. 2. dry, barren, waste, hardened:
loaste places. 3. c. gen. barren or destitute of., , Dim. of, a little hand or arm., Desiderat. of, to want to ease oneself.,,, Ep. inf., 3 plur., and 3 sing. aor.

I of., , , () that which is poured: a

stream. II. that into which water is poured, a

basin, bowl.,, p. for , I pi. aor. I subj. of &>•, Ep. fut. and aor. I subj. of.

XE'il, fut. Ep.: aor. Ep.

or; imperat. Ep.; subj. Ep.,
Ep. I pi. ; inf. Ep., part,

Ep. : Ep. aor. 1 med. : Pass., f. -
: aor. [] : pf. [] : 3 sing.

Ep. plqpf. : also Ep. aor. 2 \y\, used

in 3 sing,,, 3 pi.,, part.

:

—

to pour : of liquids, to pour out, shed,

spill

:

—Pass, to be poured forth, flow, stream, gush

forth. 2. to become liquid, melt, dissolve : so of

the ground after rain, to be softened, relaxed

:

—Med.
to pourfor oneself, esp. of drink-offerings to the dead:

c. ace. cognato, to pourforth
a libation to the dead. II. of solids, to pour or

shoot out, shed, scatter : also, like , to throw up
earth, so as to form a mound ; to raise

a mound. 2. dovpa to pour or shower

spears. 3. to let fall or drop :—Pass, to be thrown

or heaped up together : of men, to pour or stream in

a dense mass. III. metaph. of sounds, to pour,

let stream ox flow. 2. '
to shed darkness over the eyes ; so, to shed

a mist abroad

:

—Pass, to be spread ox flung around;

death was shed or spread

around him ; the mist dissolved or

vanished. 3.' throwi?ig herself

around him ; in pf. pass, part, ' given

up to a thing.- Dor. -, ov, (,) with fleet

hoofs ;^ the racing offleet horses.03, , , verb. Adj. netted, plaited. From, f. , () to net, plait.', , a horse's hoof: also a cloven hoof, as

of an ox : pi. also of bird's talons, of a wolf's

claws, of a crab's claws. II. a sea-bank, sea-wall

or breakwater, Lat. moles, so called from its stretch-

ing out like a claw : also a projecting ridge of rocks

forming a natural mole., , , =.'5, , , a large chest, coffer or strong box.

XH'N, and , gen.: irreg. ace. plur.:
Dor.: (,) :

—a gander, goose, named

from its wide bill, Lat. anser.-£,,,(,) thefcx-gooset an

Egyptian species, living in holes, like our sheldrake,, , ov, () of or belonging to a goose,

like a goose, Lat. anserinus., , ov, Ion. for., , (^) the end of a ship's stem which

turned up like a goose's neck.

Ion., , see.
XHPA'MBH, , a kind of muscle.-,, ,(,) one who creeps

into holes. \y metri grat.]

XHPAw
MO'2, , a hole, cleft, gap, hollow., Ep. 3 sing. aor. I med. of., ,() widowhood, widowed estate.

05, , ov, () widowed.
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€, f. ,() intr. to be bereaved, be desti-

tute : c. gen., the island is des-

titute of men : to be bereaved of a husband or wife, to

be widowed, be a widower or widow : hence to live in

solitude. II. transit, to keep in widowhood, keep

aloof or apart., , ov, Ion. for., a, ov, bereaved, bereft of, c. gen. : absol. be-

reft of a husband or wife, widowed. II. as Subst.,

Ion., , a widow, Lat. vidua. Hence, f. : aor. Ep., pass.

:— to bereave, make desolate or desert-

ed. 2. c. gen. to bereave of. . ; "Apyos

was left destitute of men : to bereave of a

husband or wife, to make widowed. II. intr.,

like, to be bereaved or destitute of. Hence, , , a collateral relation, heir-at-law.

€€, Dor. crasis for , fut.., los Att. ecus, , =., (os, , () want, need, destitution;

mostly in dat., ' from want or loss

of such a man ;
(Ion. dat. of)

from need of allies. Hence, , want, need, destitution., Dor. for , 3 sing. aor. ipass.ofanTcy., , ,() near the ground, on the

ground, low, sunken, flat.'2, Adv., lengthd., yesterday ;

or yesterday and the day

before, i. e. the other day. Hence€, , , =, of yesterday ;

rd, yesterday's onion.

£, Mdv. : see.^, ,=., , , () =, of yesterday ;

yesterday's labour : mostly used with

Verbs, as, he went yesterday : the neut.

and are used as Adv.,=, ofyester-

day ; yesterday and the day be-

fore, lately, like .
vvos, a, ov, also os, ov,{) in or under the earth

:

esp. of the gods below ; the gods of the

nether world, Lat. Inferi ; ' Hermes con-

ducting below the earth. II. of oxfrom the earth.-,,(,) treading the earth,

on or of the earth.-, is, gen. ios,(,) nourished

by or growing on earth./, , gen., the earth, ground ;

to go beneath the earth, i.e. to die;

to be hidden under the earth, i. e. to be
buried. . those beneath the earth,

i. e. those in the shades below, Lat. inferi. II.

Earth, personified as a goddess. III. a particidar

land or country., , pi., , a dish of unripe

wheaien groats toasted

:

—as is a dish of barley

groats.

, Adv.,() a thousand times, [a]-, ov,(,) containing a thou-

sand men.- or-, , ,(,) the

commander of a thousand meti. II. used to

translate the Roman tribunus mililum, a legionary tri-

bune. Hence, , the office or post of, com-
mand of iooo men.,, ,() the number one thousand,

a thousand.-, , , or -€$, , , , (,) lasting a thousand years.', , a, a thousand, Lat. mille : the sing, is

used with collective nouns, as, ' a thousand
horse, like , etc.

-vavs,, , ,(, vads) of or consisting

of a thousand ships.-,, , Dor.-,(,) with

or of a thousand sailors : with fern. Subst.,-
the help of a thousand ships.-, Adv.(,) long ago a thou-

sand times over, very long ago.^, , ,() the thousandth.5, vos, ,() the body of a thousand.'2, , , green fodder for cattle, esp. for

horses, forage, provender, grass;

to go on toforage ; hay. Hence, f., to turn out to graze.

[t], , a she-goat, Lat. capra, fern,-. II. as prop, n.,, , Chimaera, a

monster breathing fire, with a lion's head, serpent's

tail, and goat's middle, killed by Bellerophon.- [], ov, ,[,) epith. of

Pan, he who mounts goats, or goat-footed.-, , ,(,) one who sacri*-

fices goats.-, ov,(, *) slaying goats.

-apxos, , (,) leading goats;

the he-goat that leads the

flock.

XI'MA"P05 [t], , a he-goat, Lat. caper, = Tpayos.-, , ,(,) a goat-

slayer., Dor. for, ace. pi. of.€ [], ,() a chilblain, kibe.

-€5, ks, (,) of Chian birth or

growth, of wine., , () a wine-vessel, holding about 1%, i. e. about a gallon.

Xtoveos, a, ov, () of snow, snowy., f. , () to snow upon, cover with

snow : impers., ( ttjv if snow fell

upon the country; absol.,( it was snowing.-, ov, (,) with eye of

dazzling white.-5, ov, (,) beaten or covered

with snow.
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snow-clad.-, , gen. ovos, (,) feed-

ing snow, snow-clad.-, ov, (,) snow-beaten.-, , (,) nursing snow,

snow-clad.-, and oos, , , (, $) with

snow-white skin : generally, snow-white.-5, €S, (, () like snow, snow-white.

Xios, , Chios, an island in the Aegean sea, now
Scio. Hence
Xtos, a, ov, Chian, of or from Chios : ol the

Chians. . $ (sub. ), an unlucky

throw with the dice : the side with the ace-dot was*, the opp. side with the size-dot was

called, Lat. unto ; cp.. The proverb

Xws Kcfos referred to the contrast between the

dishonest Chians and the honest Ceians.

XTTil'N, wvos, , in Ion. Prose, an under-

garment, frock, kirtle, Lat. tunica, both of men and

women : it was a woollen shirt worn next the body :

on going out they threw a wide cloak over it, called

(papos,, or: the sometimes

reached to the feet, and was then called -: with sleeves it was called -. II. of soldiers, a coat of mail, cuirass; -
Toives coats of iron scales. III.

in plur. the pieces of a shoe. IV. metaph. any

coat, case or covering ; a coat or cover-

ing of stones, i. e. a tomb ; coats,

lines of walls : also in plur. the coats of an onion.,, Dim. of, a little tunic, short coat., , =.,, ovos, , snow ; properly fallen snow, opp.

to or v«p€TOs, falling snow;

melting snow. II. snow-water.', only found in pf. part.-, and plur.€( (for() :

—

to

sound, ring, shout : hence redupl..
Ion., , , Lat. laena, a large

square upper garment, a cloak, mantle, worn loose

over the : it was made of wool, was thrown

over the shoulders, and fastened with a clasp; it

served also as a covering in sleep. It was nearly the

same as the and., , Dim. of, a small cloak., f.,() to clothe or cover with

a cloak : generally, to clothe. Hence, $, , a clothing, covering.-, ov,(,) wearing -
or horseman's cloak : as Subst.,, ,

a horseman, cavalier.-, ,(, *€^) the making of
cloaks, the art or trade of a cloak-maker., [], , a short cloak or mantle, worn
by horsemen : generally, a military cloak, the gene-

rals cloak, Lat. paludamentum. It was fastened by

a brooch on the right shoulder so as to hang over the

left. (Akin to.), , Dim. of, a small cloak or

coverlet. [yi~\-, ,(,) the art or trade

of cloak-making.,, ,() an upper garment of wool,

like the, but of finer make : worn by women
as well as men : hence', to wear the$, was a mark of effeminacy.

['], or, , and-
ctkos, , Dim. of, a small cloak., f.,() to joke, jest, scoff. II.

trans, to mock, scoff at, jeer, treat scornfully. Hence, , and^, , mockery, scoffing., , a joke, jest ;( iroiuv or ttoih-

to make one a jest.~05, , slime, mud: the dirt and rubbish

carried down by a flood; also rubbish swept out of a

house, Lat. quisquiliae., f. : aor. : () :

—

to make

warm:—Pass, to warm oneself': to grow warm. II.

to soften by warmth, melt.?, , Ion., , , () warm,
lukewarm, Lat. tepidus., () to make soft or delicate:—Pass.

to be luxurious or delicate, revel in luxury., , ,() delicate, voluptuous, lux-

urious., f. ,() to be soft or delicate: in

bad sense, to live delicately or luxuriously, to revel,

luxuriate; kiri to pride oneself upon a

thing : hence to be insolent or arrogant., , () delicacy, luxury, voluptuous-

ness. 2. wantonness, insolence, arrogance. 3.

any sign or accessory of luxury : in p\\ir.flne raiment,

cosily ornaments, Lat. deliciae : also charms, beauty.,, ,() =. []
«05, , , Ion. for., . for.', only used in pres. and impf., to become

warm or soft, melt: metaph. to be luxurious, to revel,

luxuriate, [t], see.-, is,(,) with a greenish lustre.

€05, , , poet, lengthd. for.^-, ov, (,) producing

green herbs, grass-growing.-,, .(, &) greenish looking., , and, as, also Ion., , the

tender shoot of plants in spring, the blade of young

corn or grass: poet, the young verdure of trees, fo-

liage, leaves.-«>, f. -, (,) to be green as a

young leaf.-, cs, (, apapuv) =,.-, ov, (, T(Kitv) producing young

shoots.



—\6vbpos. 785-, , (,) putting out young

shoots, bearing grass or leaves.,() Ion. for., , Ion. for., , , Epic epith. of the wild boar, taken

to mean feeding or living alone : later as Subst. =, the wild boar itself. (Deriv. uncertain.), , a doubtful word in Aesch. Eum. 189,

commonly derived from, and taken to mean
green age, i.e. youth, freshness.-, (vos, , ,(,) with pale

green or olive neck, of the nightingale : see.,, poet. fern, of, for, pale

green, olive-green, epith. of the nightingale.-, ,(,) green-leafed.

poet,, , , {) pale green,

light-green, bright green, green, of the colour of

young grass : also of the colour of honey and sand,

yellow. II. generally, pale, pallid. III.

without regard to colour, green, fresh, as opp. to dry;

rvpbs fresh cheese: metaph. fresh, blooming,

youthful : tender, delicate., =, to scrape, to gnaw, gnaw off, nibble.£, f., () properly of youths, to get

tfefirst down on their chin : also of the first growth
of gray hair, having his

head just sprinkled with white., =.
Ion., , the iron box of a wheel in

which the axle turns, the nave, also the axle it-

self. 2. metaph., the joints on which
the feet are set., , , () downy.5 Att. contr., gen., , any light,

porous substance, thefoam of the sea : the fine down
or bloom on the peach : the first down on the chin,

like., ace. of,.
contr., to cast metal. From

contr., , a funnel. II. =-
vos. [a], , () the hollow in which metal was
placedfor melting, a melting-pot : also the mouldfor
casting metal in., 01, nom. pi. of,., , () a pouring, esp. a drink-offering, Lat.

libatio, made to the dead( or being

that made to the gods) ; mixed of honey, wine and
water.-, fs, gen. cos, (, apapciv) furnished with

drink-offerings to the dead ; ayyos €5 a vessel

filled with them.-,,(,) bearing drink-offerings., , , () of rubbish, of earth or clay.,, ,() an iron ring.|, ikos, , a choenix, a dry measure, containing

three (about ii pint Engl.) or four

(about a quart) : the choenix of corn was a slave's

daily allowance ; os kcv y*
whoever tastes of my rations. II. from the shape,

the box or nave of a wheel. 2. a kind of shackle

or stocks for fastening the legs in., 5, ,() a low rock rising above the

sea, like a hog's back, Virgil's dorsum immane mari
summo; a sunken rock;

the Delian rock, i. e. the rocky isle of Delos. II.(, al, glandular swellings., , ,() of a swine or hog., , , poet, for : (sub.-
), , hog's-fiesh., , Dim. of$, a little pig. []', , a small sea-muscle, used by the
Athenian dicasts in voting, [t], , Dim. of, a little pig, porker., , Dim. of, =.-, ,(,) a fence for keep-

ing swine in, a pig-sty.-,,(,) slaying swine. ., pass, of or belonging to a slain swine;

blood of a slain swine.-, , , Dor.- : (, -) :
—a dealer in swine.02, , a young pig, porker, Lat. porcus

:

generally, a pig.,, ,() in plur., the bowels,

intestines.,() like eayo, to be full of black

bile, to be melancholy mad. II. =, to be

angry, rage.', , —, gall, bile, Lat. fel, bilis ;

black, i. e. diseased bile : pi., the gall-

bladder. II. metaph. like Lat. bilis, anger,
wrath, bitterness : anything which causes disgust or

aversion.',, , mostly in plur., like -(, the entraih or bowels of oxen, tripe., a, ov, also , ,() enraged, angry.05, , like, in physical sense, gall, bile,

though this sense was mostly confined to. II.

bitter anger, wrath, Lat. bilis; ,,
to smother, get rid of wrath : c. gen.,

either rage towards another or another's rage towards
oneself. Hence, f., to stir one's gall or bile : hence to

make angry, embitter. II. Med. and Pass., f., paullo-post fut.€ : aor. 1

nied., pass,: pf. pass,-. :
—to have one's bile stirred, be angered or embit-

tered ; angry at or with a person., (, , aor. 1 pass. part, of., Ep. aor. I pass, of., Ep. fut. inf. of., , , verb. Adj. of, angry, wrath-

ful, passionate., , a corn, grain, groat, Lat. granum, mica;

lumps of salt. 2. wheat-groats. 3.
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a drink madefrom groats, a kind of gruel : proverbial

of an old man, to sip gruel., , ,() like groats ;

coarse-grained salt, opp. to , fine salt.

Xoos, see.-,-, Dor. and Att. for-.,, , a sausage or black-pudding.

From, f. , () to make into sarisages

:

nietaph., to make mincemeat

of state affairs., , a string of gut : the string or chord of a

lyre. 11. a sausage., ,() a dancing : the choral dance., aros, ,() a choral dance.€, verb. Adj. of, one must lead the

choral dances, one mtist dance.

Xopeirrrjs, , 6,() a choral dancer ;

the votary of a god.

; fut.- : aor. : Med., fut.-: aor. : Pass., aor. -
: pf. : ():—to join in the dance,

to dance : to form a chorus, perform the part of

chorus, esp. at a festival in honour of the gods : to

he one of a chorus. 2. metaph. to practise for the

chorus, hence to practise a thing, be versed in it : c.

ace. cognato,$ to ply the dance

;

I will begin festivities with a

dance : pass., our dance has been

danced. II. trans, to celebrate with choral

dances. III. Causal, to set dancing, to rouse or

call to the dance.

Dor. : f.:() :

—

to lead

a chorus. II. in Att. of the, to defray

the cost of bringing out a chorus ; -
to find money for one's own pleasures, to

pay the piper

:

—Pass, to have choregi found or sup-

plied one ; ,
the rich men act as choregi, but the

people is supplied with them. III. generally, to

supply : to equip or furnish abundantly with a thing.

Hence, , the office of : at Athens, the

defraying of the cost of the solemn public choruses,

being the chief of the Athenian. II.

means andfortunes sufficientfor the cost of a chortis

:

abundance of means, wealth, plenty., , ,() of or for ;

rivalry in bringing out chomses.

Dor. and Att., , a place of
rehearsalfor the chorus, the place where a chorus was
trained. From- Dor. and Att., , (,-) one who leads the chorus, = : gene-

rally, the leader of a train or band. 2. at Athens,

one who defrays the cost for bringing out a cho-

rus. II. generally, one who supplies the costs for

any purpose.

-, ,(,) in metre, a chori-
ambus, i. e. a foot of four syllables, consisting of a
chorius (or trochee) and iambtts, as., , ,() of or for a choml dance;

the choral song.

XOTION, , skin, leather, Lat. corium: Doric
proverb., 'tis bad to let

the dog taste leather, Horace's canis a corio nunquam
absterrebitur uncto.

Xopios, , () a metrical foot, = or

trochee, e. g..-, , (,) one who
teaches and trains the chorus, the chorus-master, who
was commonly the poet himself. 2.=-, the leader of the chorus, because the older Tragic
Poets not only taught, but led their own choruses.-, , gen.,(,) accustomed to

the dance.-, is, gen. , (,) rejoicing

in the dance.-, ,(,) a rage for dancing., , a beating the ground in the dance,

dancing : also in plur. From
-rinros, ov, (xopos,) beating the ground

in the dance : dancing. II., ov, pass.

played to the choral dance.-, is, gen.,(,) mad after

dancing., Adv.() to thefestive dance.-, ov, gen. ovos, and-,
, , (,) sporting in the choral dance,

dancing merrily.

-iroios, , (,) forming or arrang-
ing a chorus : leading the dance.

XOPO'2, ov, 6, properly a da?ice in a ring, a cir-

cling dance : generally, a festive or choral dance,

such as were danced on public festivals in honour of

the gods. 2. a choriis, choir, i. e. a band of dan-

cers and singers, who performed such dances. 3.

generally, a troop, band, company of persons ; also of

things, as, the company of the stars

;

a row of reeds. II. a place for
dancing.

The ancient Choral Dance of Greece, which
originated among the Dorians, reached its perfection

in the performed at the Athenian

Dionysia. This Chorus consisted of fifty persons.

Hence arose the Attic Drama, which consisted at

first of mere tales in the intervals of the Dance, told

by a single Actor. The Chorus was then distin-

guished into three principal kinds, the

consisting of twelve or fifteen persons, the of

twenty-four, and the. When a Poet wished

to bring out a piece, the Archon granted him a Cho-
rus() the expenses of which were de-

frayed by some rich citizen, hence called :

the Chorus was regularly trained by the Poet himself,

who was hence called.



—£*. 787, f.,{) feed or fatten in a stall:

generally, tofeed ox fatten with a thing. Hence, 77, a feeding at the stall : generally, a

feeding, fattening., aros, ,() fodder for cattle :

rarely, food or provisions for men.

XO'PTOS, o, a feeding-place ; \$ ev in

the feeding-place of the court-yard : plur. feeding-

grounds; the haunt of the lion. II.

fodder, provender, esp. for cattle, grass, hay, opp. to

oitos (food for man) ; but in Poets used for food
generally.-, , , ($,) helping or

cheering the chorus., inf. of : see., 3 pi. of: see.
Xo€s, 6 and 77, gen. xoos ; dat.; ace. : plur.(s,,, $ : but also, gen., ace.

[] (^') :

—

a liquid measure, Lat. congius, = 12

or 6 sextarii, about 3 quarts. 2. oi Xoes the

feast ofPitchers, the second day of the Athenian Anthe-
steria, on the twelfth day of the month Anthesterion.

-Os, o, gen., ace., («) a hank, mound,
heap of earth, earth thrown up so as toform a mound., -see., f. : aor. : —, to touch

slightly, Lat. stringo : hence to smear, paint. 2.

metaph. to stain, soil, defile, pollute.«,() a Verb hardly used in pres.,

whence the following Ep. forms, fut., inf.

: aor. : aor. 2,
3 sing. snbj.) and -yai, inf..—like, to tuard off something/rora one, Lat. defendo;

or to ward off
destruction from one. 2. c. dat. pers. only, to de-

fend any one, help, aid, succour: with a neut. Adj.,

to assist or avail at all. Hence,, a means of help, remedy.^, Ep. fut. inf. of., Ep^ 3 sing. aor. 2 of., see c.

XPA'il (A), Aeol., f. , to touch lightly,

ivound slightly, Lat. radere, stringere.

XPA'il (B), only used in impf. to fall upon, attack,

a?inoy ; oi a hateful god vexed
him. II. to be eager to do a thing ; 2 sing, xprjs,

=]5.
XPA'il (C), Ion. Ep.^ : fut. :

aor. ' : Med., fut. : aor. -
: Pass., paullo-p. fut., aor. -

: pf. and. — con-
tracts ae into , as xprjs, , inf., etc., but
Ion. into a, as xpqs, 5, , etc. : there are

also special Ion. forms of Med.,,,, (. Radic. sense, to give what
is needful: 1. Act., of the gods and their

oracles, to give the needfid answer, to proclaim, de-
clare, pronounce; Aids I

proclaim the counsel of Jove to mankind. 2.

Pass, of the response, to he uttered, delivered;

the divine response. 3. Med. of the vota-
ries, to consult a god or oracle: also in pf. pass, part.,4$ o?ie who has consulted or has received an
answer from a god or oracle ; vepi tivos to

consult an oracle about a thing : more commonly c.

dat. to inquire of or consult a god or oracle
;

Teipfaiao to cofisidt the shade
of the Theban Tiresias : hence, ,, Lat. uti oraculo, whence con,es the com-
mon sense of to u±e ; see below. II. in

aor. «, pf., with the pres.,
this word has a different sense, to supply, hence to

lend : in Med., aor. 2, to have
furnished one, hence to borrow ; voSas, '-

having lent feet and borrowed
eyes. III. the Med. Ion., is

also used as a Dep., with pf. pass, in same
sense, (see above 3), to use, Lat. uti, c. dat. 2.

metaph. in various relations, to be possessed of, shew,

express a feeling or state of mind, to experience any-
thing; yap - for be was en-

dowed with a kind disposition ; opyrj or -
to indidge one's anger ;,,-, Lat. uti fortuna mala, prospera, to be ill or

well off;^ to come to an agreement:} - to buy and sell : often pe-
riphr. with a Subst. for the simple Verb ; as,

to meet one's death, i. e. to die : also to prac-
tise, pursue a trade, etc.

; to follow a

trade; to practise lawlessness. 3.

(lis to use a thing for an end or pur-

pose : also with a neut. Adj. as Adv.,

; what use shall I make of him ?' tis to make what use one likes of him

;

6 not knowing what to make of
it. 4. of persons, to have intercourse or dealings

with any one, have to do with him, treat, behave, con-

duct oneself to ; is, «
to treat one as a friend or enemy :—also,, like Lat. uti aliquo or uti aliqtio familiariter, to

be intimate with a man, to make use of his good
offices; to place one-

self at the disposal of another : absol.,

friends. 5. absol., or with an Adv.,

oi such is the practice of the Persians. 6.

c. ace. rei, - hi (> to manage,
transact everything by messengers. 7• tne Per ^•

with pres. sense, to be in need or want of a

thing, c. gen. ; ; in want of what ?

absol. as an Adj. needy, poor; but occurs

in the regular sense of, as -
having experienced a misfortune. 8. the

aor. I pass, has a pass, sense, ai *
the ships were not used.

Xpca, Ep. shortened for, ace. pi. of xptos,&, Ion. for, inf. of.



788, ,() use, Lat. usus : advantage, ser-

vice : (is' things of no use or service :

in plur. services. 2. using, usance, use; -
<ris xprjcrts having and using. 3. of persons,

acquaintance, intimacy. II. like Lat. opus, need,

necessity ; or yiyveaOai tivos to be in

need, want of a thing. 2. want, poverty, lack : c.

gen. want, lack of a. thing. 3. need of persons

help, hence request on the score of necessity : gene-

rally, request. 4. needful matter, business ; kv

Traaais rats in all functions of

the body.

6, 3 sing. pres. opt. of.
Xpeios, , Ep. for xpeos.

Xpeios, ov, () useful: needful, fitting. II.

act. needing, being in want of, c. gen. : absol. needy.

Xpeiz-o, Ep. for,, to deliver an oracle.

€, oos contr. ovs, , Ep. for.
€,€, f., to neigh, snort, Lat. hinnire, of a

horse. (Formed from the sound.) Hence€€, , and, , a neighing.,, shortd. poet, for, 3 pi. aor. I

of.', f. -, Dep. to hawk and

spit, expectorate., Ion. for : part,5.
Xpeov, Ion. for.
Xpeos, , gen.$ contr. xpeovs: Ep. nom. and

ace. pi. Att. : Ep. nom. sing, xpeios Att.

Xpeous: (, ): I. like «, wan/1

,

wiecf. II. a needful matter, business, affair;

Xpios tivos to come for need of a person or

thing ; ' $ ; for what need came

ye?—also, like, a thing. III. a debt;

Xpeios a debt is due to me ; xpeos-
and to pay and recover debts

;

•7-7)1/ he left all property

in outstanding debts. 2. metaph. a debt, trespass,

sin. 3. a debt, due, duty ; $ according

to what is due : hence a promise due, upas

Xpkos to pay the debt, i. e. do the work, of a curse.

«, Ion. for, to deliver an oracle.

Ep. xpeuo, gen. oos contr. ovs, : (xpeos,) :

—

ivant, need, hence desire, longing, urgent

wish, c. gen., want, need of me ; tv'€$ where there is no need of a

cable. 2. in phrase, want or neces-

sity arises, c. ace. pers. ; ; to

whom doth necessity come so much? so also with

yiyvopMt and, yiyveTai$ need of

a ship comes upon me : '-
nor will need of a grave come upon him. 3.

hence is often used without a verb expressed c.

ace. pers., [sc. //et] wherefore

does need [come to] thee, i. e. why must thou do so?

so also c. gen., * $ no need of

this honour [touches] me ; an inf. is also used,4
nor does need at all

/€—.
[reach] him to embark on board this ship, [ in

Homer is used as a monosyllable, xpecw.], Ion. for$, part, of., , Ion. xpeov, indecl., but seldom used ex-

cept in nom. and ace. : properly a part. neut. from
(Ion. for ), = yi-, that

which an oracle declares, that which must be, fate,

necessity ; or it is fated or neces-

sary, it must be:—absol., it being fiecessary,

since it was necessary. 1. that which is expedient

or right: absol. as Adv., ye rule

not rightfully, [y -, but sometimes poet, as

one long syllable.], Ion. for, 3 pi. 0/.
Xptcos, , Att. for xpios, a debt., , , (5) a debtor.

€-€««;, , , (€$,) a debtor.

or, , — , need, necessity., impers.: subjunct. xpfj: optat.: inf.-, poet, also : impf. and : fut.

: (for part., see) :
—it is fated, neces-

sary : c. inf. it mtist, must needs be, it is good, fit,

meet. 2. like , Lat. oportet, decet, c. ace. pers.

et inf. ; one must needs do a thing, it behoves or be-

fits, it is right and proper that one should do.

—

Sometimes the inf. must be supplied from the con-

text, as in the phrase , as 5
; why restest thou from

the battle ? it behoves thee not (sc. -
X77s). 3. c. ace. pers. et gen. rei,$ thou hast no need of impudence, i. e. it

does not befit thee ;
'' affiods thou hast

no longer need of shame. II. in a less strong

sense, one may, one can ; irws ;

how is one to get through this? III.

fate, destiny., shortened for.
|£, used only in pres. and impf. : Ep. and Ion.

: Dor. and| : () :

—

to

need, want, lack, have need of: absol. in part.-, needy, poor. 2. to desire, longfor : to ask,

crave, desire, Lat. solicitare

:

— c. gen. rei, to ask or

demand a thing. 3. , like, thou oughtest not to have died, oh that thou

hadst not . .

!

4. the part. is used absol.

for el, if one will, if one chooses: hence wish-

ing well, well-inclined., like , to deliver an oracle, foretell., , Ion. for, use, need.£, Ep. and Ion. for., Ion. collat. form of, to use,

make use of., aTos, ,() a thing that one uses or

needs : mostly used in plur. goods, money : proverb.,

superior to money, i.e. inaccessible

to bribes. II. a thing, matter, business, affair,

event; to set everything in motion,

'to leave no stone unturned:' a dealing, business,
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transaction, like Lat. res. 2., is often ex-

pressed to strengthen a phrase, as, . ; for
;

what? 3. is also used to express something

strange or unusual,^ a huge monster

of a boar ; the into-

lerable violence of the storm :—also to express a great

number or mass, ,, etc., a
vast amount of javelins, ships, etc. ;

what a lot of locusts ; ^ -
a great host of Laconian women., f. Att. : pf. : (-) :

—

to do or carry on business, have dealings : to

negotiate, transact business. 2. to consult, debate,

advise about a matter. 3. to give an answer after

due deliberation : to warn solemnly : Pass, to be so-

lemnly warned. II. Med., f.-,
to transact business for one's own profit, to make
?noney, enrich oneself: to transact bzisiness, have deal-

ings with another. III. in late Greek, the Act.

means to bear a title or name;
he takes the title of king ; oi -( the dis-

ciples bore the name of Christians first in Antioch., , ,() of orfor money., , , and, ,(-) transaction of busiiiess. 2. of an oracle, a

response: also a divine warning. II. (from Med.)

a doing business for one's own gain : money-making,
gain, profit., verb. Adj. of, one must
make money., , 6,() one who carries

on business, so as to make money, a moneyed man, a

man of business, tradesman. Hence, , , fitted for money-making

;

an omen portending gain.-,, ,(,) a divider

of money or ofpossessions.-, ,(,) money-mak-
ing, money-getting., ,() —, need, want, lack.,, inf. of.|, Dor. for., •, shortd. for, see () ii., , ov, also os, ov :() :

—

tisefid, ser-

viceable, apt, fit, useful of its kind: use,

advantage. 2. of men, serviceable, useful, service-

able to the state. 3. used, made use of. Hence, Adv. usefidly, serviceably., Dor. for, ace. pi. of., , ,() a using, employment, use

made of a thing : in plur. uses. 2. power or means

of using. 3. intimacy, acquaiiitance, Lat. usus. II.( c) an oracle.«, f., to utter oracles, divine. From-, ov,(,^) uttering oracles,

divining;^ a soothsayer, diviner. II.

an expounder or interpreter of oracles.

--. 789-, ,(,) making oracles

in verse., ,( c) the answer of an oracle, an
oracidar response, oracle., ,() like, need,

want, poverty : an eager request, importunity.--,, ,(,£) a keeper

of oracular responses., f.,() to recite oracles

in verse, to give oracles, prophesy. Hence, , the answer of an oracle, given in

verse, a prophecy., , , of or fit for a soothsayer or

diviner, oracular. Adv. —. From-,,(,) recithig oracles in

verse: prophesying, prophetic:—as Subst.,,
, a soothsayer, prophet., 2 sing. aor. I imperat. of, to lend.€, verb. Adj. of, one must use.€, Dep.() to behave kindly, be

kind or merciful., f. , like, to give oracles,

prophesy :—in Med., like, to have an oracle

given one, consult an oracle;

to consult a god ; to consult

victims. From, , the seat of an oracle, such as

Delphi. 2. the answer of an oracle, oracidar re-

sponse. II. an offering made at the time of con-

sulting an oracle, a sacrificial victim : metaph. a
victim, sacrifice. Properly neut. of., , ov, also os, ov, () of or belong-

ing to an oracle, oracidar,foreboding, presaging. 2.

of, belonging to a prophet, prophetic., , : gen. pi. (to distinguish

it from, gen. pi. of) : () :
—

one who gives or expounds oracles, a prophet, soo h-

sayer. II. a creditor', usurer. 2. ()
a debtor., f. ,() to use fair
words. Hence, , fair-speaking : a kind address.-, ov,(,) speakingfairly., , , verb. Adj. of, like-, useful, serviceable :, , as Subst. good
services, benefits, kindnesses. 2. good, favourable;

a happy end or issue: of victims and
omens, boding good, auspicious, lucky. II. of
men, good, stout, brave in war ; of citizens, upright,

deserving : ironically, you are a nicefel-

low. 2. of the gods, kind, propitious : and so of
men, good-natured, kind. Hence,, , of persons, goodness, honesty,

uprightness. 2. kindness, good-nature, like,,, , =., f. : also as Dep., f.-
; aor. I med., pass,,

part, :—poet, for, to touch the surface
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of a body, to graze, scratch, wound, Lat. radere,

stringere ; grazing close:—more

generally, to come nigh, draw near, approach, c. dat.;

to draw near the house. 2.

also intr. in Act., to come or keep near: also with

added, ' keeping her feet

close to the shore; so, ' '
avpiyya he kept the axle close upon the post., Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. I of.,, , () anything smeared on, a

scented unguent, of thicker consistency than., ,() a Christian., , , verb. Adj. of, to be rubbed on,

-used as ointment or salve; salves. II.

anointed; anointing oil. 2., 6,

the Anointed One, the CHRIST, as a transl. of the

Hebrew Messiah., f. [?]: aor. ' Ep.: Pass.,

aor. : pf. :
—to touch the surface

of a body : to anoint with scented unguents or oil,

esp. after bathing:—Med., aor. ,
to anoint oneself;* iovs to anoint, i.e. poison,

one's arrows. 2, to rub over with colour, to colour,

dye, stain;' to dye their

bodies with vermilion. 3. to puncture the skin

slightly, prick, sting., ', irreg. ace. and dat. of., , Ep. and Ion., Att. also:
() :

—the surface of a body, the skin ; hence the

body itself. II. the colour of the skin, the com-

plexion; to change colour: also

the colour of a thing., .'. contr.,.: ():—to touch

or graze the surface, also generally, to touch

:

—Med., to touch another person, to lie with., , a grating or creaking noise, jarring,

gnashing, crushing. (Formed from the sound.)£, f. Att. ,() intr. to spend time,

tarry : to continue or last long, hold out : c. part, to

persevere in doing ; c. inf. to delay to do : absol. to

linger, delay, be slow. II. to prolong, put off:

—Pass, to be prolonged or protracted : absol. to

grow up.

Xpovios, a, ov, and Att. os, ov : () :

—

after a

long time or interval, late. 2. for a long time ;( I have been for a long time

apart from food. 3. long, lastmg long;

lasting wars: lingering, delaying:—neut. pi.

as Adv., after a long time.

XPO'NOS, , time, indefinitely also a certain

time, a period, season, space of time : absol. in ace.

for a while; for a long time

;

for ever ; oXiyov in a short

time ; ; for how long 9 in time,

at last. i. with Prepositions:

—

in

course of time : after an interval ; kit

long ago ; kv in time, at

length; kvTos within a certain time;

for a time : ks till aftertime. II.

time of life; slowfrom his time of life.-,(,) to waste time, loiter.

Xpoos, gen. of.-, ov, Dor. for-,-, ,(,) changitig gold
or gold motiey : metaph., -

Mars who buys men's bodies with gold.-, twos, , ,(,£) with fillet

oxfrontlet of gold, epith. of horses : also of goddesses.-, es, gen. ios,(,) with flower

of gold.

-avios, Dor. for.-, e's,(,) reflecting a

golden light.

-aopos, ov,(,) with sword of gold,

epith. of the gods.-, ov, (xpvaos,) with or in car of

gold, epith. of the moon.-,, , ,(,) with shield

of gold, []-, (S, gen. , (, aiyrj) gold-

gleaming.-, opos, , ,(,) =.€, ,() mostly in plur.,,.
gold mines, in full ., , ov, poet, for^.-6€-€5, ov, (xpvaos,,*-) of or overlaid with gold, ivory, and electrum.-, ov,(,) with

locks or ringlets of gold.€0-5, ov, (xpvaeos,) built or formed

of gold.
^-,,(,) wrought ofgold.€-5, ov,(,) with disk of

gold.-, ov, =.-, , , =.-, ov, ±$.€-,, , , (€,) with

helm or casque of gold.-, ov, (^,) with woof of

gold, inwrought tuith gold., , ov, and os, ov ; Att. contr., .
; Ep., , ov, () :

—golden, of

gold, inlaid with gold: also gilded, gilt;

to raise a statue of gold to one. 2.

gold mines; see. II.

gold-coloured, of golden hue. III. metaph.

golden, happy, blessed : hence the first Age of Man
was the golden. [In Homer,,,-,, etc. must be pronounced as spondees.]-, ov, (^,) with

sandals of gold ; the step of

golden sandals.€-€5, ov, =.-, ov, or-, ov, (-
aeoi,) decked or dight with gold.
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XpVCT€0-T€VKTOS, OV, = XpV0OT6VKTOS.-, ov,(,) with trap-

pings of gold.,,, patronym. of,, , daughter

of Chryses.-, ov, {*,) with spindle

or arrow of gold.-', ov, (,) beaten out of

gold, of beaten gold.

-Tjvios, ov,(,) with reins of gold.-, es, gen. (os,(, apapeiv) furnished

or decked with gold, golden.,. Dim. of, a small piece ofgold., , Dim. of, a piece of gold, gold

in general: anything made of gold, gold coin, money

;

apyvpiov silver and gold money : but the

generic term for money was apyopiov, as in Lat. ar-

gentum. II. as a term of endearment, my little

treasure !

-is,, ,() a vessel of gold. 2. a

golden dress.

[], ov, , fern.,,() like

gold, containing a proportion of gold.-, ,(,) gilded, gold-

embroidered.-, ov, (,) with soil con-

taining gold.-, ov, (,) born or de-

scended of gold, of the Persians, because they were

descended from Perseus, the son of Danae.-, ov, (,) richly

wrought with gold.-, ov, (,) with a

gold ring. [~]-, ov, also , ov, (, ) bound
with gold, set in gold : overlaid with gold.

Xpvcro-€0€ip,, , ,(, eOeipa) with gol-

den hair.-, ,(,) like gold.-, ov,(,*) ivith yoke of gold.-, -, , , (, £) golden-

haired.-, , (,) on throne of

gold, gold-enthroned.- Dor. -dvos, ov,(,)
with head of gold, [«a]-,, , , and-,, gen.

:(,):—with horns of gold. II. with

gilded horns, like a victim for the sacrifice.-, ov,(,) welded or

wrought of gold: generally, of gold, golden.-, ov,(,) welded or in-

laid with gold.-, , Dor. -, , <5,(,) he

ef the golden hair : the golden-haired,

for Apollo.-, ov, (,) golden-haired:

wth golden plumage.

-, ov, (,) rattling

or ringing with gold.-, , (,) the chrysolith or

gold-stone, a bright yellow stone, perhaps the topaz.€, f., to talk of gold. II. to col-

lect gold, i. e. money. From-, ov,(, ^) speaking of gold.-, ov, (, *) with golden

spear.-, , ov, (,) with golden

crest.-, , , Dor. -Xvpas, (,)
with golden lyre, []-, ov, (,) with golden

fleece.-&, ,(,) mad after gold.-, ,(,) the gold-

beetle or cockchafer. Hence- or -, , Dim. of-, a little cockchafer : used as a term of

endearment.-, , ,(,) with girdle or

head-band of gold, []-, ov,(,) in the shape or

likeness of gold.--ros, ov,(,) with golden back

:

covered with gold ; a rein studded

with gold.-, ov, (,) sprinkled or

shot with gold; a turban of gold
tissue ; gilded splendours.-€5, ov,(,) with sandals

ofgold.-, ov,(,) withrobeofgold.-,, , ,(,) with helm
or casque of gold.-, ov,(,) with tresses

of gold.

-Troios, ,(,) working in gold:

as Subst.,, , a goldsmith.-, ,(,) the chrysoprase,

a precious stone of a yellow-green colour.-€3, ov,(,) with wmgs of
gold.

-pams, , poet, for.
-poos, ov,(,) streaming with gold.-, ov,(,) with golden roof

or ceiling.

-pairis,, , ,(,) with wand
of gold.

-ptJTOs, ov,(,) flowing with gold,

in a stream of gold.

XPT~20'2, , , gold, Lat. aurum ; -
gold wrought into vessels, gold plate;

refined gold; white gold, i.e.

alloyed with silver.-, ov, (,) gold-

crowned.
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dropping words ofgold.-, ,(,) twisted with

gold : of a bow, strung with twisted gold.-, ovos, , a worker in gold, goldsmith., a, ov, Comp. Adj. formed from-, more golden.-€5,,(,) wrought ofgold.-, is, (,) with golden

armour.--os, ,{,) with bow of gold.

-Tpiaivos,,(,) with trident of

gold, [r]-,,(, oZas) with ears or handles

of gold.

-oOs, , ovv, Att. contr. for.-,',(,) =.-, «,(,) with golden light.-, is, (, (peyyos) with golden

beam.-, ,(, ') gold-loving., f., to wear gold ov golden apparel.

From-, ov,() wearing gold or

golden apparel.-,, , ,(, \£) a guarder

or keeper of gold : a treasurer. [<pu]--, , ,(,) %vith golden

hair: fern,,.-, , (,) with gold-

studded bridle, [a]-,-, , ,(, ^) with gold

on one's fingers.-,, , ,(,) with coat

of gold, [], , the shop of a goldsmith. From, f.,() to be a goldsmith

or gold-refiner : to vjork in gold.£05, , 6v, belonging to a goldsmith or

gold-refiner ; kpy€a tofol-

low the trade of a goldsmith. From-, ov,(,) melting or casting

gold:—as Subst.,, , one who gilds the

horns of a victim ; a goldsmith.

-xpoos, ov contr.-,,(,)
gold-coloured., f.,() to make golden, gild., Dor. for, gen. of., aTos,,() that which is made of
gold, wrought gold, gold-plate, [p]-,(,) to buy or change gold.-, , , fem. -corns, ioos,=$.--5, ,(, ) with golden eyes or

face, beaming like gold., ecus, ,() a gilding, []-,, , ,(, ) gold-coloured,

shining like gold., contr. from, pres. imperat. of.

, irreg. dat. of., f. : aor. ' : Pass., aor. I

: pf. : () :—like, to

touch the surface of a body : generally, to touch,

clasp. 2. to tinge, stain : generally, to taint, defile.,, ,() the surface of the body,

the skin. II. the colour ofthe skin, the complexion;

to change colour. III.

metaph. in pi. ornaments, embellishments. IV.

as a technical term in Greek Music, a modification of
the diatonic music. Hence, , , suitedfor colour. II. -

(sc.) the chromatic music of the an-

cients, differing from the diatonic in having the

tetrachord divided into less simple intervals., ,() a colour, paint, dye. [a], =., ,,, : Ion.,,
: Att. dat. :—like and, the

surface of the body, the skin, also the body itself: the

flesh, as opp. to the bone : generally, one's body,

frame. 2. Iv, Att. kv, close to the skin;

kv Keip€iv to shave close: metaph., kv

it shaves close, i. e. it touches one nearly, comes
home ; kv to sail past so as to shave

or graze, Virgil's radere littus. II. the colour

of the skin, complexion; his colour

changes., fjpos, ,() one who colours or dyes

:

a lead-pencil.£, f., () like, to colour, dye,

tint:—Med., to tinge

one's nature with something.

[u], Adv. (^) in a stream or flood, without

order, confusedly. II. inflowing language, i.e.

in prose, opp. to poetry. III. abundantly, utterly., aor. I pass. opt. of.5,, , (xiri)pace, moisture: a decoction. 2.

juice drawn out by digestion, chyle. II. theflavour,

taste of a thing., Ep. aor. 2 pass, of. [], f. Att. , () to make savory,

season : metaph. to tone down, temper., , , () juice. II. taste, flavour., 3 pi. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.,, , () a pouring, shedding. II.

a flood, stream, gush. 2. of dry things, a heap: a
quantity, [], f. , to pour out: metaph. to throw

carelessly down. From, , () anything that can be poured, a

liquid, fluid : esp., I. in plur., , wafer

for washing or bathing. 2. a mixture of water

and oil rubbed in after bathing, [u] Hence, f., to wash, bathe, anoint

:

—Med. to

anoint oneself after bathing., 3 sing. aor. I med. of., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of. []
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of dry things, heaped up ; yaia a mound of

earth. 2. as Subst.,, oi, mounds, dykes,

dams. II. made liquid, cast, melted; -
pendants of melted stone, i.e. of

glass. III. liquid, fluid, flowing., ), () an earthen pot:—pi., at,

the pottery-market

:

— were also pots of pulse,

used to consecrate altars and statues of inferior

gods ; hence of a statue,

this must be erected with pots of pulse. \y\

Xtrrpeios, a, ov, =, of earthenware : -
earthenware, pottery. [iJ]

Xtrrp€0"Gs, r),,() of earthenware., , ,() a potter., , Dim. of, a small pot. []£, f. Att. ,() to put in a pot

:

to expose a child in a pot., , ov, () of or like a pot, earthen,

Lat. testaceus. [iJ], ioos, , Dim. or, a pot.-,-,,(,) a pot or caldron

with feet : also a kind of chafing-dish., , () an earthen pot, esp. for boiling :

oi was the name given to the hot-baths at

Thermopylae. II. oi, also, thefeast of

pots, the third day of the Anthesteria, and thirteenth

of the month Anthesterion. [], contr. for 6.

€, 2 Ep. sing, imperat. of., f.,() to be or go lame.,() to be or become lame, to halt, limp.-$, ,(,) a lame or halting

iambic, i. e. one that has a spondee for an iambus in

the last place, said to have been invented by Hippo-

nax ; also called.-, ,(,) making lame men,

of Euripides, who was fond of introducing lame men
upon the stage.'2, , , lame, halting, limping: also of

the hand, maimed. II. metaph. maimed, im-

perfect, defective, Lat. mancus.,$,,() earth thrown up, a bank,

mound, thrown up by besiegers against the walls of

cities : a dam, mound, mole or pier, thrown into the

sea, Lat. moles : also like Lat. tumulus, a sepulchral

mound., part, of : see., , contr. from, () a melting-pit, a

mould to cast in. 2. a funnel.

: f. : aor. : Pass., fut.-
: aor. : pf. : there is

also the regul. pres., inf., part,: ():—to throw or heap up ; to heap up a

mound : to raise a sepulchral mound. 2. to block

up by throwing in earth, to dam up:—Pass, to be

filled with earth, be silted up with deposit from
rivers. 3. in Pass, of cities, to be raised on mounds
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or moles. 4. to cover with a mound of earth, bury;

to cover any one over with stones :

—Pass, to be heaped up with earth, have a sepulchral

mound raised over one.

Xil'OMAI, f. : aor. :— Pass.

to be angry, be wroth, be enraged : c. ace,

enraged at heart ; also c. dat.,

rjaiv :—c. dat. pers. to be angry at one : also c. gen.

pers. vel rei, to be angry about a person or thing: and
c. neut. ace, be not angry with me
for this.

Ion., ), =, the space or room
in which a thing is, a place, spot, Lat. locus : the

place assigned, the proper place; (
to be in one's place; to stay

in one's place, to stand one's ground; lav

to leave in its place, leave as it was; -
to take a position, find one's place; cws^ till the affairs find their

proper place. 2. metaph. the place assigned to any
one, one's post, station, office, position; \v

to be ranked in the place of slaves ; \v

to be of no account, Lat. nullo in

numero haberi. II. a land, country, tract, Lat.

regio ; one's country. 2. landed property,

land, an estate, farm, Lat. ager. 3. the country,

opp. to the town, Lat. rus.€, f. Att. : aor. : pf.

: {) :—to make room for another,

give way : to draw back, retire, withdraw ;

they will retire from the dead body;' they retired from the

ships to Ilium. 2. c. dat. pers. to give way to one,

make way for him. II. to make room; and so,

go forward, advance, to go on, come on ;

vpos^ to come to action; -npbs to go
to one's heart. 2. to advance, make way, proceed;

ToZpyov the work advances not. 3. to

come to an issue, turn out in a certain manner: absol.

to go on well, succeed; to come
to little. 4. to spead abroad, become current, of

reports. III. transit, to have space or roomfor
a thing, to hold, contain, like ;

the bowl holds 600 am-
phorae ; the city cannot

contain him., , Dim. of, a little spot, [pf], f. Att. : pf. pass,, Ion.

3 pi. : () :

—

to separate, part, sever,

divide

:

—oi Separatists, a name given to

those Grammarians who ascribed the Iliad and

Odyssey to different authors :—Pass, to be separated,

severed or divided, hence to differ, be at variance

;

different laws., , Dim. of and, a particular

place, a place, spot, country;

from the same spot. 2. also a place or passage in

a book, Lat. locus. II. a strong place, outpost,
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a fortified post or town, esp. a detachedfort,

landed property, an estate.. Adv. separately, asunder, apart by oneself

;

6 the corpse lies apart. 2. se-

parately, one by one. 3. . . ,
. . ,

on one side . ., the other, by themselves . . ,by them-

selves . . 4. except so many as . . ;

except ;
' except that. II. of

different or distinct kind ;
'

it is a different thing to say many
things and to the purpose., Prep, with gen., without : without the help

or will of; , Lat. sine diis, without the

favour o/the gods. 2. separatefrom, apartfrom;
far from my eyes. 3. inde-

pendent of, without reckotiing, besides., ,() a separating, separation.

[t], , , fern,, ibOs, (, •
pos) a countryman, rustic, boor : fern., i5os t a

country girl. Hence, , , beseeming a countryman, rustic,

rural. Adv. -kws, in rustic fashion., , space to hold a thing, room, a place,

spot. II. a place, a land, country, Lat. regio

:

c. gen. the district or tract belonging to or about a

place
; $ the tract of Arabia. 2.

landed property, an estate. (Akin to,-.), , , Corus or Caurus, the north-west wind;

the NW. quarter.-, f., (,) to love a place

or spot, haufit, frequent it., contr. for ., aor. I inf. of., aor. I part, of., aor. I pass. inf. of., , , () a heaping up of earth,

raising a mound or bank, esp. by besiegers against a

city : a filling in, blocking up by earth thrown in ;

the blocking up of harbours., crasis for '., , , verb. Adj. of, heaped up

made of earth thrown up.

\]>

, , , , indecl., twenty-third letter of the

Greek alphabet : as a numeral '= 700, but
4

=
700,000.—The letter is a double Consonant, com-

pounded of a and a labial, =, , or . The
character was at first only Ion., and was adopted

at Athens at the same time with , and £ : see , .
Changes of , esp. in the dialects : I. in Aeol.

the older ixa was retained, esp. in prop, names, as

for. . was resolved into ott,

as, for, Dor. for, for

4. III. was sometimes put for a or, as,

?—.
III. for,5 for. IV.

was omitted or added as in ,., , () friable, crumbling, falling to

pieces, loose., () to graze or touch gently;

to skim with wings the path of

ether, as in Virgil radere iter liquidum. II. in-

trans. to move lightly, to quiver, flutter.,, Dim. of, a small cake., , , verb. Adj. of ', ground;
(sub.) cakes of ground barley., opos, , masc. Adj. that which wipes off., f.,() to rub away, grind down, pound.

later €£, f. , () to rain in

small drops, drizzle, drip : impers., like, etc.,-
it drizzles.

later,, , () any small piece

rubbed or broken off, a grain, crumb, morsel, bit; -
not even a farthing of money : as

collective Subst., grains of sand. 2.

a small drop, a quantity of small drops, a small

drizzling rain, opp. to ; at©
Thebes was rained on by a drizzling rain :

metaph., a shower of blood.-, ,(,) having a mouth
or head like a pair of shears, epith. of a crab.

: fut. and£ Att. : () :

—

to clip

with shears or scissors.', a ring on the curb-chain of a bridle, to

which the leading-rein was fastened : plur., .,
the curb-chain itself: hence more generally, a chain,

and metaph. a curb, constraint., $, , () a pair of shears or scissors,

Lzt.forfex., strengthd. from : f. : aor. I

: pf. :

—

to touch, stir or move by touch-

ing, to pull, pluck. 2. to pidl and let go again,

to pull, twang with the fingers ; -
to twang the bow-string : to play a stringed in-

strument with the fingers, instead of with the plec-

trum : absol. to play, and later, to sing to a harp. 3.

Pass., of the instrument, to be struck ox played. Hence,, , a tune played on a stringed in-

strument., ,() a pulling or twanging musical

strings with the fingers. 2. a strain or burst of

music : later, a so?ig sung to a stringed instrument

:

a psalm. Hence-, is,(,) delighting in

harp-playing., rjpos, also,, ,() a harper., , fern,., , () sea-sand, the sandy shore, the

sands ; proverb, of a countless multitude,'-
6os kOvis as many as the sand and dust. See$. \\-, ,(,) sandy.



, u/vos, ,() a sandy place, sand-

pits, Lat. sabuletum.-, , ,(,-
yapa) Comic word in Aristophanes, numberless as

heaps of sand : cf. sq.-, , a, sand-hundred, numberless as

the sand, a Comic word formed from ,
as the cardinal numbers, from

ols, , to denote a countless multi-

tude.

Dor., r), =, sand.,, ov,() ofsand, in the sand, sandy.

-os, a, ov, =, on the sand.

[], , , fern.£, tfios,()
of sand, sandy., , () sand, so called from its loose

crumbling nature : proverb.,

to weave a rope of sand, of labour in

vain. II. a tract of sand, the sand.—Both

and its poet, form sometimes drop

the , and become .-, ,(,) sandy., Dor. for.,, Ion.,, , a starling, Lat.

sturnus.

i|/apos, , , () like a starling, ashen-gray or

speckled; ' a dapple-gray horse., f.: aor. : pf. act., pass.

: () :
—to touch, c. gen. : c. dat. instru-

ment^ the helmets touched

with their plumes ; it is also used c. ace. in two pas-

sages of Sophocles, (i), thou hast touched

upon themes of grief most painful to me, the thrice-

told fate of my father ; (2)' he knew too late that he

had attacked the god with abusive speech. II. to

touch as an enemy, lay hands upon. III. to touch,

reach, affect : also to reach, gain., ov, 0, fern, -ins,, =., , Ion., , , () friable,

loose, crumbling, without consistency. II. dry,

dusty, sandy

:

—as Subst., the shore, opp. to.-, ov, (, ) with rough
shaggy hair or coat.

-xpoos, ov contr. -, ovv, (.) rough on the surface.£,, Dor. for,.' [], ?,,, inf. (for the regular forms, , are incorrect) : f. : Pass., aor. 1

: pf. :
—to touch on the surface, to rub

:

to rub away : intr. to crumble away, trickle away,

disappear.

i|/€, Dor. for, as for : always enclit., f. £ : aor. £ :
—to blame, dis-

parage, find fault with, c. ace. ;

tivos to blame one for a thing : also, with a neut.
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Adj., the things wherein thou blamest

me., , , () rubbed off, thin, spare, scanty,

of hair ; of a person, bald-headed.

or, , , =., . for, which is Ion. for., «J/escds, see,.,, ,() a blamer, censurer, disparager,, , , verb. Adj. of, blamed, to be

blamed, blameable. Adv. -.', , an armlet, bracelet, Lat. armilla

:

in pi., , bracelets, armlets, a favourite orna-

ment of the Persians.-, ov,(,) wearing bracelets., f.,() to twine, wreath., incorrect form of.'5, , , unable to pronounce certain

letters or syllables, like a child. II. of words,

indistinctly uttered, unintelligible, obscure.-, ts, gen., =. Hence, , a false message or report.-, ov,(, 7€) bringing a

false message or report

:

—as Subst.,, ,
a false or lying messenger.-, ,(,) a false brother:

a pretended Christian, [a]-, vos, ,(,) a false,

barren vine. [\-, , (,) a false

apostle.-,(,) Comic name of a

mock-Persian in Aristophanes, literally, False-mea-

sure : see.-, $, ,(,) false

orach, Comic name of a plant in Aristophanes.

-aTTiKos, , ,(,) false Attic,

sham Attic.-, , ,(,) a sham

deserter.-, ,(,) a sham ambuscade., . imperat. of., f., to speak falsely or untruly, to

lie. From-, ov,(,) false-speaking.-, f., =.$, , gen.,() lying, false, untrue,

Lat. mendax, falsus, opp. to; -
to be detected in falsehood

:

—as Subst.,
, a liar:, ,falsehoods :— fal-

lacies. II. pass, belied, deceived. III. Att.

irreg. Sup., , ov, most lying : as Subst.,, , an arch-liar., , , , poet, for.-, ,(,) pretended help.-, ,(,) a false

teacher.-,, , (,) a false

lying herald.
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a false citation or summons, false indorsement of a
j

less, to be perjured ox forsworn. II. to belie,

summons, as if the indorser had witnessed the service falsify ; to falsify or break the

of it
;

ypacprj a prosecution for such

false indorsement.-, ov,(,) Att. for-
virpos, madefrom adulterated soda., f., (ip€v8o\oyos) to speak falsely,

spread false reports. Hence, , afalse speech,falsehood,false report.-5, ov,(, *) speakingfalsely.-, , 6, , (,) a false,

lying prophet.), f., to be a false witness, bear

false witness. Hence, , false witness, a bearing false false. From

oaths ; rets they did not

belie, i. e. they made good, their threats ; -- they had brokefi their word
about the money. III. to belie or deceive by

lies, cheat, impose upon.-, ov,(, Aeol. for)
under a false name, falsely called. Adv. -., Adv. of, falsely, untruly.-, tryos, , , (, ^) hating

falsehood andfraud., , () a lie, untruth, fraud., f. , to be a liar : to lie, cheat, play

witness, perjury: mostly in plur.,

to be convicted of perjury.,(,) an ac-

tion forfalse witness or perjury, only used in gen.-, , , (,) a false

witness.

-viTpos ov,(,) see.-, ov, (,) falsely

wedded; ' a pretended marriage.-5, ,(,-) a pretended

maid or virgin.-, ,(,) framing lies.-, , ,(,) a false

or lying prophet., f.,() to swear falsely, be

forsworn.-, ov, (, ') perjured, for-

sworn.-, ov,(,) =., , , . dat. pi., ()
lie, falsehood, untruth : afraud, deceit. II. a

pimple on the nose., f., to speak falsely, lie. From-, ov,(,) speaking falsely.-, ov,(,) of false augury
or divination,-, ,(,) a false Christ.', f. : aor. : Pass., aor. I: pf.:—to cheat or impose upon by

lies, to beguile, defraud: c. gen. to cheat of a thing;

thou hast defrauded me of my
hope :—Pass,, to be cheated, to be disap-

pointed or deceived ; to be cheated

of a supper; '
deceived in their notions of the Athenian power

:

absol. to be mistaken, be false; -
the third mode of explanation is most

untrue. II. c. ace. rei, to represent a thing as a

lie ox deception. 2* to falsify : Pass.,

the promise broken.

Dep., f. : aor. :

pf. pass, in act. sense :—absol. to lie, speak

, , ,() a liar, cheat. 2. also as

Adj., like, lying, false., , , () dark, obscure : metaph.

obscure, base, mean.
'02, , , darkness, smoke, mist., Ion. form for., 3 sing. pres. of; but , Ep. for , 3

sing. impf.,, , () that which is rubbed or

scraped off, shavings, Lat. ramentum;^
gold-dust; and so absol.^, gold-duit.,, , and, ,() an instru-

ment for scraping off, a scraper, strigil., f., () to feel, grope one's vjay,

like a blind man
;

(Ep. for -)
feeling one's way with one's hands : c. ace. to feel

for, grope after. II. to feel, stroke, Lat. palpare,

mulcere. Hence,, , a touch : a caress, [], Ep. part, of.',, , the gall-insect, which lives in the

fruit of the wild-fig() and male palm. Hence, f., to hang wild figs() on the

cultivated tree, in order that the gall-insects ()
passing from the former may puncture the fruit of

the latter. II. to write a play called the,
as the Comic poet Magnes had done.

Dor., , like or, =-
Kpos, a bald-head.,, ,() a rubbing scraping: the

currying of a horse., gen., , Ion. for (q. v.), a starling.

Att., , a kind flat-fish, such as a

plaice, sole, or turbot, Lat. rhombus.-, ov,(,) giving one's vote,

entitled to vote., f. Att. tw, to count or reckon. II.

Med., f.- Att.- : aor. I: pf. pass,: ():—to give

one's vote with a pebble, which was thrown into the

voting-urn ;
to throw one's bal-

lot into the urn : generally, to vote, Lat. suffragari,
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vote for any one. 2. c. ace. to

vote for, adjudge a thing by vote,

to vote him the voyage : also, to decide by

vote, to vote : to adjudge the

inheritance to one. 3. c. inf. to vote or resolve to

do something : the aor., and sometimes

pf., are used in pass, sense, to be voted, ad-

judged or decided by vote; -
that anything which they

wanted shoidd be voted to the generals.,, ),() a small stone: a pebblefor
counting, Lat. calcidus.,, ,() a proposition car-

ried by vote : at Athens, a measure passed in the po-

pular assembly(), a vote, decree;^ to move such a measure in the,
propose a vote; to rescind a vote.-, , ,(,) one

who drives a traffic in acts or statutes.

-Troios, ,(,) a making or tamper-

ing with votes.

Dor., 7/, (,) a small stone, a

small round stone, found in river beds, a pebble. II.

a pebble usedfor reckoning, a counter, Lat. calculus :

—in plur. accounts, an exact ba-

lance. 2. in Att. a pebble used in voting, which

was thrown into the voting-urn (), the vote

itself; to give one's vote Lat. suffra-

giumferre; , to determine

by vote : also that which is carried by vote, a vote of

the Assembly
;
^ a vote of con-

demnation : hence any resolution or decree. The, calculus Minervae, was a proverbial

phrase to express acquittal when the votes were

even; because Minerva interfered to procure the ac-

quittal of Orestes, when the judges were equally

divided. The voting by, ballot, was different

from that by, lot ; the former being used in

trials, the latter in the election of various officers.

The of condemnation or acquittal were some-

times distinguished by the former being bored (-), the latter whole (). 3. the

place of voting (as is used for the place of

play)., f. £, from, (as from ), to rub

down, curry a horse. II. to rub down, wear
away.' Dor., fut. , to play, sport,

dance, be merry.5 Ion., , a covering of rushes or reeds,

a rush mat., Dor. ace. pi..,, , () like or, a drop

:

in plur. a shower of drops, small rain.', f. : pf, pass, :
—to feed on

P«P-
Dor. : fut. Att. : (-) :

—

to whisper, speak in a low tone : also to

mutter, mumbU. 2. of any whispering noise, as of

trees, to rustle., aTos, , () a whispering,

rustling., ,() a whisperbig. 2. a
whispering of slander, slander., , ,() a whisperer. 2. a
tale-bearer, sla?iderer., ov, whispering. 2. whispering, slan-

derous. (Formed from the sound.)-€, , (,) heroic poetry, as

not being accompanied by music, opp. to lyric.'', , , bare, naked : c. gen. stript bare of
a thing: of land, without trees, z bare

corn-field (without trees) ;

a champaign country of large extent and without

trees ; in full, 777 land bare of
trees. II. of animals, stript of hair, feathers,

etc., bald, Lat. calvus ; the ibis

without feathers on the head. 2. generally, un-

clad, uncovered, bare : c. gen.,

the soul being divested of the body
;
-

7Tts the bare keel with the planks torn from it
;

a lettuce with the side leaves pulled off. III.

in Att. Prose, as a military term, (sc.) soldiers without heavy armour, light troops,

such as archers, slingers, etc., opp. to ;

a horse without housings : generally, unarmed,

defenceless. IV. language without

accompaniments or accessories, prose, as opp. to

poetry : also of a speech, unsupported by evi-

dence. 2. mere poetry tuithout

singing or music, Epic poetry, as opp. to Lyric ; cf.., f. : pf. pass, : () :

—

to

strip bare, to make bald:—Pass, to become bald. II.

c. gen. to strip bare of a thing
;

.
to strip one of the chief part

of his power : generally, leave naked or defence-

less. 2. io sirip one thing off another: pf. pass,

part., the flesh stript

from the bones., Adv of, simply, merely, only.,, etc., later forms for, etc.

or, later also, :() :
—white lead, Lat. cerussa, used as a pig-

ment, esp. to whiten the skin of the face. Hence, f., to paint with white lead : Med.,

to apply a pigment of

white lead to one's face."02, , radic. form, white lead., Dor. for, as for., and 77, gen.; nom. pi.: a crumb,

morsel, bit., =, a drover's or shepherd's cry, ' s/.'

-rraicos, , or, , a parrol. (Foreign

word.), , Dim. of, a crumb of bread.
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thunderbolt, smouldering.-, , (,) talk that ends in

smoke : empty noise andfury.', , soot, smoke., f. : pf. : () :
—to make

a noise or din, Lat. strepere, of the creaking or sound

made in opening a door ; at

if the doors were heard to open at night, Lat. si cre-

puissentfores.-, es, gen. ,(, bios) frightened at

every noise. Adv. -, timidly.-, , gen.,(,) caringfor

noise, noisy, uproarious.

'02, 6, any inarticulate sound, as opp. to

: a noise, sound, Lat. strepitus : the sound of a

door opening. 2. a mere sound, empty sound or

noise; I would

not heed your noise ; mere sounds without

sense.-, €s, (,) noisy, ranting., aor. 2 pass, of., fut. pass, of., , , —., , , (,) with collat. form, lying untrue., is,() =, lying, false.5, eos, , collat. form for, a lie. [y], rjpos, , () a wine-cooler. II. in

plur. of cool shady places., ,() a cool shady place., , ov,() cooling, shady.~, 77s, , a flea, Lat. pulex., ,() flea-wort.-5, , , (,) a flea-

archer, flea-knight, formed like, Comic
word in Lucian., aor. part. fern, of.
|5,, , () a cooling : a becoming cold., ==,.-€, f. ,() to be a con-

ductor of the dead, to lead departed souls to the

nether world, esp. of Hermes. II. to evoke or

conjure up the dead by sacrifice. 2. metaph. to

win or attract the souls of the living, to win over,

persuade : mostly in bad sense, to lead away, seduce,

delude. Hence, , an evoking of souls from the nether

world. 2. metaph. a winning of mens souls, per-

suasion.-,,(,) leading departed souls

to the nether world, as epith. of Mercury, like-. II. conjuring up the dead, evoking the

dead: as Subst.,, , a necromancer.

-, , , (,) deluding the

soul : in good sense, beguiling the weary soul, glad-

dening.€, , ,() cooling, cool,fresh., iy, () breath, Lat. anima, esp. as the

sign of life, life, spirit ; life and
strength

; spirit and life, etc.

;

to take revenge

for the life of Aesop
; staking or

risking one's life; so,, to

fight, run for one's life. II. the soul of man, as

opp. to the body

:

I. in Homer, only a departed

soul, spirit, ghost, which still retained the shape of its

living owner. 2. generally, the soul or spirit of
man, Lat. animus; the

soul of man is immortal ; hence is used

for the man himself, e.g. =:
absol. =, many

souls perished : so in addressing persons,

wretched being. 3. also as the seat of

the will, desires, and passions, the soul, heart;

from the inmost soul, with all the heart : de-

sire, appetite. III. the soul, mind, reason, un-

derstanding. Hence5, , ov, having breath, alive, living., , Dim. of, Lat. animula. []
¥, , , () of the soid or life. II.

mental, opp. to bodily. 2. concerned with this life

only, animal, natural, opp. to spiritual.-, ov, , (,) destroying or

killing the soul.-, rjpos, , (,) giver of the

soul or life.-, is, (,) left by the soul,

lifeless.

.

-5, eras, , (,) one who con-

jures up the souls of the dead to divine by them, a

necromancer.-^, f., (,) to fight to

the last gasp, fight desperately.-, , (,) perplexing or

misleading the soul.-, , (,) conducting souls

to the nether world, epith. of Charon, also of Mercury:
cf..', f., to let the soul break loose, to

lie at the last gasp, be at the point of death, Lat. ani-

mam agere. From-, is, gen. ios, (,) letting

the soul break loose, lying at the last gasp., , , () coolness, cold, chill : cold,

frost, in pi., extreme colds : also winter-time,

in winter.-, ov, (,) saving the soul.-, is, (,) melting the soul., f.,() to give soul or life, to animate.-, is, (,) dipt in cold

water, like red-hot iron.
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is cold; $ the cold-bath room.-, ,(, keyoo) the use offrigid

phrases, exaggeration.-, , ,(,- Root of some

tenses of-) a cold-water drinker., , , () cold, chill, Lat. frigidus :

(sc.) cold water, Lat. gelida (sc. aqua);

they bathe in cold water:—
also =, cold. II. metaph. cold, vain, fruit-

less, unreal; a delusive victory: also

chilling, horrible. 2. of persons, cold-hearted,

heartless, spiritless, indifferent. 3. of exaggerated

phrases, cold,frigid. Hence,, , coldness, chill. II. metaph.

of persons, coldness of heart, indifference. 2. of

phrases, frigidity., f.,() to make cold

:

—Pass, to

grow cold or cool., Adv. of, coldly, frigidly.' [], f.: aor. ' : Pass., aor. I: aor. 2 and' [u] :

—

to breathe,

blow; breathing very faintly. II.

to make cool or cold : hence to refresh, recruit. 2.

Pass, to grow cool or cold.

\{/a>Xos, () 6, one circumcised. 2. a lewd

fellow., f. Att. : ():—tofeed by putting

little bits into the mouth, as nurses do children: hence

to pamper, feed, fatten., , Dim., a morsel, crumb., , , () a bit, morsel, scrap, esp. of meat
or bread ;

gobbets of man's flesh.

Ion., , () a cutaneous disease, the

itch, scab or mange, Lat. scabies., a, ov, () scabby, mangy.
Ion., () to rub in pieces, rub.*, collat. form, to rub, rub in pieces.

12, , , twenty-fourth letter of the Greek
Alphabet : as a numeral / = 800, but ^=800,000.
The name of ^, great or long o, was given to

distinguish it from the little or short 0. It

was not introduced as a written character at Athens

till the Archonship of Euclides, see , 77.

Changes of in the dialects

:

I. Ion. some-

times for a, as for. II. Ion. also for at/, as for. III. Aeol. and Dor., is often

put for , as for

; also in genit. sing, and ace.

pi. of 2nd decl., as,, for -. IV. Dor. into , as

into ; and so the

gen. plur. of first decl. becomes dv, as for.
and , an exclamation, expressing surprise, joy or

pain, like our 01 oh! 2. with the vocative it is a

mere address, less emphatic than the Engl. 01 As
an exclamation it is written , as an address a).

or 17, (6'ts) a sheepskin with the wool on, a
garment made of it. 2. the edge or skirt of a

garment.

[],, , poet, for. Hence, , ov, of Orion.

was,, , Dor. for,, the ear., with apostr. */', contr. for Si aya0€.

05, , , () a crying oh

!

', , Ogygia, a fabulous island in the Medi-

terranean, the abode of Calypso. II. the oldest

name of Egypt., , ov, Att. also os, ov, Ogygian, of or

from Ogyges, an Attic king of the earliest times

:

hence primeval, primal, []
.3. Dor. for, gen. of.€ Att., from, demonstr. Adv., I. of

Manner, in this wise, so, thus, also so very, so exceed-

ingly : as opp. to it refers to what follows, in

thefollowing way, as follows ; ' he an-

swered in the following terms. 2. c. gen., ye-

thus off for family. II. of Place, hither, here.

€, 3 sing. impf. of'., , () the Odeum, a public building at

Athens built by Pericles for musical performances,

but commonly used as a law-court., , contr. for, (,) a song, lay,

ode, strain : in plur. lyric poetry., Dor. for, 3 pi. pf. of., Att. strengthd. form of. [], ,,()fond of singing, musical. Adv.

-, musically, in good time or harmony., ace. pi. of.
[], f. : aor. '. () :

—to have

the pains or throes of childbirth, to be in travail or

labour: c. ace. to be in travail of a child: metaph.

of a bee, ' to be in labour with

honey. 2. of any great pain, to be in travail, be

in pangs or pains. 3. to work paitifully or hard,

to travail, labour with, c. ace. 4. metaph. of the

mind, to be in the throes or agonies of thought.

'{'2,, , the pain of childbirth, travail-pain;

mostly in plur. the pangs or throes of labour. 2.

in sing, also the fruit of travail or labour, a birth,

child. II. generally, travail, pain, distress. (Akin

to.)
-iroios, , (,) making songs or odes.

5, , contr. for, a singer, minstrel., poet, for, 3 sing, plqpf. of 6.
€, , =, an egg., aor. I of., to cry oh ! hence^. (From or w, as' from ', from .)
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, a call to another, ho ! holla ! Lat. ohe I heus

!

, aor. I pass, of., 3 sing. Ion. impf. of., Dor. for, 3 pi. impf. med. of1, impf. : fut. and : aor. I

Ion. and Ep. : pf. : Pass., aor. I -
: pf.' Ion. :—Ion. 3 sing. impf., 3 sing. aor. I :

—to thrust, push, shove,

force away oxfrom a place ; l/c he

forced the spear from the thigh
;
£i<pos es* he thrust back the sword into its sheath : to push

or force back in battle ; kavrbv Is - to rush

into the fire ; toforce the door : also

to break open, force a passage : metaph. to hurry,

push on; ^ to push matters on :—
absol. to push off from land :—Pass, to be thrust or

pushed away : also toforce one's way:—Med. to thrust

or pushfrom oneself, push orforce back., f., =, to thrust or push on :—Pass,

and Med. to push against one another, struggle ; me-

taph. to be in hot dispute, Lat. altercari. Hence, , a thrusting, pushing; a struggling,

wrestling: metaph., a struggle of

words, a hot debate.,. for cvyvvvTO, 3 pi. impf. pass, of/., Ep. for, 3 sing. impf. of. []£, Ep. for, inf. of.
oStg€, |, Ep. for £*, £, 3 sing, and 3 pi.

aor. 1 act. of-., Ep. aor. I of., poet. Adv. of ojkvs, quickly, swiftly, fast.

wKaXtos, , ov, later Ep. form for ojkvs., Ep. and Ion. for cbtctta, fern, from ojkvs.', , {'CLKeavus) daughter of Ocean, an

Ocean-nymph, [i]',, idos, , (,) daughter of Ocean'*, Adv. to the ocean or sea. From

'Hiceavos, ov, 6, Oceanos, ace. to Hesiod, son of

Uranos and Gaia, the source of all smaller waters

:

according to Homer, Ocean was a river which en-

compassed the whole earth, hence often called

cjKeavbs $. In later times, Ocean remained

as the name of the great Outward Sea, opp. to the

Inward or Mediterranean, which was called.
(From ojkvs and .), Ep. gen. pi. fern, of ojkvs.

cokccds, Adv. of ojkvs, quickly, swiftly.

u>!cr)€is, caaa, w, poet, for ojkvs, swift., neut. plur. of ojkvs used as Adv., most

sxviftly, very swiftly., , ov, irreg. Sup. of ojkvs., ov, gen. ovos, irreg. Comp. of ojkvs.€, impf. of., aor. I of.-, ov, (/fws, ) sea-swift, speeding over

the sea, epith. of a ship. [i5]-, ov, {ojkvs,) quick-hitting or quick-

shot : quick-darting.

-, opos, 0, {ojkvs,) biting sharply.-, ov, {ojkvs,) quickly taught.- Dor.-, ov, {ojkvs,) quick-

whirling, [t]-, ov, , =.-, ov, {ojkvs,) swift-running.^, Is, gen. eos, {ojkvs, eiros) quick-speaking.

03Kv-$oo%, ov, also , ov, {ojkvs,) swift-running.-, [], ov, {ojkvs,) quick tofight.

-jxopos, ov, {ojkvs, ) short-lived, dying

early : Sup.,. II. act. bringing

a quick or early death.-, ov, 0, {ojkvs,- Root of)
quick-flying.-, ov, {ojkvs,) quick-wandering.-, ov, {ojkvs,) fast-sailing'.-, ov, 6, poet, for, swift-footed.

-Troivos, ov, {ojkvs,) quickly-avenged.-/Tros, ov, {ojkvs,) swift-conveying.

-iropos, ov, {ojkvs, $) swift-passing.

-iros, ov, collat. form of. []
-Trovs, , ,-, , gen.-$ {ojkvs,),

swiftfooted, fleet offoot.

-Trrepos, ov, {ojkvs, () swift-winged, swift-

flying : the long quill-feathers in a

wing.-, ov, Dor. -poas, = ojKvpoos.

-poos, ov, {ojkvs,) swift-flowing.% [if],, ojkv, gen., eias, $, Ep. fern.

:

—

quick, swift, fleet, speedy. Adv., but

more commonly awa, swiftly , fleetly

.

—Comp. and Sup.

ojKvrtpos, ojicvraros : irreg., ov, gen. ovos (like

Lat. ocyor, ocyus),. (Akin to o£vs.)

-crKOiros, ov, {ojkvs,) quick-aiming.,, , {ojkvs) quickness, swiftness,fleetness,

speed, [i;]

or -tokios, ov, belonging to or pro-

moting a quick and easy birth : (sc.-) a medicine to cause easy delivery. From-5, ov, {ojkvs, t(K€?v) causing quick and

I

easy birth; of a riverfertilising : a quick

and easy birth., aKos, , Dor. for., contr. for .-,, , properly-, =5
Kfavov, the point of the elbow : also.', , the elbow, or rather the armfrom the

elbow to the wrist, the lower arm, Lat. ulna : gene-

rally, an arm; ( .* to throw

one's arms round a person's neck.

\€, aor. I of.-, ov,{,) crushing clods of

earth.

-Kapiros, ov,{,) of a tree, losing

its fruit, i. e. shedding its fruit before it is ripe.^-, ov,{, oTkos) destroying or ruin-

ing the house.^, 3 sing. aor. 2 med. of.
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:

mostly used in ace.., aor. 2 med. of.-, es, (,) heavy the shoulders., Dor. for , I pi. pres. subj. of sum.--, , ,,(,) as masc. Adj. eating

raw fleih; also with a fem. Subst.,"-. II. generally, savage, brutal., pf. pass, of, formed from*.- or-, , ov, (,) of raw,

unta?ined ox-hide :—as Subst., (sc. ), ,
a raw ox-hide, like, etc. : but,

(sc. ), , raw ox-flesh.-,, 6,(,) as masc. Adj. of raw

ox-hide: ace. pi..-, , ov, like, of raw ox-hide.-,, , ,(,) eating raw

flesh.-, ov, (,) eaten raw.-, ovtos, , ,(,^) afresh, active

old man, a man in a green old age ; cp, Virgil's cruda

viridisque senectus.-,, ($,)fiercely stung oxfiercely

stitiging.-, ov, (,) plucked unripe ; -
the rights of the marriage-bed.

-€«, f. , (,) :—in sacrificing,

to place the raw pieces cut from a victim on the

thigh-bones () wrapped in the fat () : also,

in Med.-, ov, (, $) savage-hearted., not, = , ah me, woe's me, Lat. bei

mihi.-, is, gen. ios, (,) strong-

shouldered, or ($, icparos) of savage strength.^, Adv. pf. pass. part, of-,
confessedly, without contradiction.-, , (,) the shoulder-blade,

mostly in plur., al, Lat. scapulae, [a]05, , the shoulder with the upper part of the

arm, the shoidder, Lat. humerus ; . to bear

on one's shoulders ; by the strength

o/mine arms : also of animals, as of a lion : of a horse,

like Lat. armus.'5, , , raw, undressed, Lat. crudus, esp k of

flesh ; to eat one- raw : of
food, undigested. 2. unripe, unseasonable, properly

of fruits : also of a man, yfjpas an untimely old

age. II. metaph. savage, rude, cruel. 2:

rough, hardy., aor. I of.-, ov, (,) eating men raw

:

hence savage, ferocious.--rrapaKTos, ov,(,) torn in pieces

raw.
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II.,, ,{) rawness, unripeness.

metaph. savageness, cruelty.-, ov,(,~) eating rawflebh. II.

-yos, ov, pass., eaten raw, raw.-, ovos, , ?), {,) savage-minded.

Adv.-., aor. I of.5, Adv. of, savagely., Ion. for ovv, now, therefore.—Herodotus often

places this particle between a verb and its preposition,

as, * for . •, £, poet, contr. for , ., Dor. for, aor. pass, of lvivr\vn.,, I and 3 sing. aor. 2 med. of., Dor. aor. 1 of.
€5, Dor. contr. for .

contr. : fut. : impf. -
Icn. : aor., pf.

;

(but pf. part,, and 3 sing, plqpf. are also

used in a pass, sense):~ [] is used as aor. 2,

Ep. 3 sing,; imperat.',; subj. '-
; opt. ; inf.

;
part, :

(ujvos) : Dep. :

—

to buy, purchase, opp. to, -, as Lat. emere to vendere ;

tivos. to buy a thing from a person : c. gen. pretii,/or

so much, , to buyfor a drachma. 2.

tofarm public taxes or tolls. 3. in pres. and impf.

to wish or offer to buy, hence to bargain, bid for a

thing, Lat. liceri : hence to btiy off, effect a compro-

mise by money : hence to bribe. II. as Pass, to

be bought. Hence, ,() a buying, Lat. emptio,

buying and selling. 2. purchase, a bargain : esp.

a contractfor thefarming of taxes., Ep. aor. 2 med. of., aor. I of., , ,() a buyer.

tLvTjTOs, , , also , , verb. Adj. of,
bought. II. to be bought, that may be bought., crasis for ., Ion. crasis for ol.,,, (Sivos) to be boughtforsale, Lat. venalis;$ cjvios,; how is corn selling? what is the

market price ? rd goodsfor sale, market-wares., «, , Aeol. for '., Ion. for (, 3 pi. pf.

pass, of.
?02, , a price, value, payment for a thing. 11.

a buying, like 0^17. (Hence Lat. venum, as vinum

from oTvos, vicus from oTkgs.), aor. I med. of.€, 3 sing. impf. of., pf. pass, of.
£, Dor. contr. for k£.

co|€, 3 sing. aor. I cf^.
'hO'N, , an egg, Lat. OVUM., a cry of the* to make the rowers

stop pulling, ava:t

!
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€, Dor. for >(, Adv. where., poet, crasis for "., by crasis for ., Dor. crasis for ., 3 sing- 1"• pass, of.,, aor. I and impf. of., pf. 2 of." Ion., , Lat. CURA, care, concern, heed,

regard for a person or thing ; rivbs or

to pay heed or regard to a thing." Ion. , , Lat. HORA, any limited time

or period fixed by natural laws, season : in plur. /£i?

seasons ; hence also in plur. the climate of a country

as dependent on its seasons. 2. the blooming season

of the year, the spring-time-, in full dapos or; but it was also used of summer and winter:

the fourth season, or autumn, was not distin-

guished in Homer's time. 3. later, the whole year,

kv last year, (as we say) last sea-

son.
'

II. the time of day : also, vvktos night-

fime. III. generally, the right, fitting time or

hour, the time or season for a thing : the time of corn

ripening; ev in good time, early: c. gen. rei,

the timefor sleep, bed-time. IV. in

plur. also as connected with the seasons, the four

quarters of the heavens. V. in Att. the spring

or prime of life, youth : also manhood. VI. in

Att. also sometimes for , the fruits or pro-

duce of the year. VII. as pr. .,^, at, the

flours, keepers of Heaven-gate : generally, ministers

of the gods ; often joined with the Xapires or Graces.

wpcuos, , ov, () produced or ripened at the fit

season : hence in due season, ripe, mature ;

or , the fruits of the season. 2. as

Subst.,, , the season of com ox fruit ripening

:

generally, the good season, season fit for military ope-

rations. II. happening i?i due season, suitable

to the season, seasonable. III. of persons, sea-

sonable, ripe for a thing ; * a

maid ripefor marriage : of old persons, ripe or ready

for death. IV. of the age of man, at thefreshest,

fairest age, in the spring or prime of life, youthful,

blooming : hence of things, beautiful. Hence,, 5, , the bloom of youth, beauty., f. [], to faint, swoon away. (Deriv.

uncertain.), , Dor. for 01/pavos.,,, Adv. {) in season, in good time.

<ipei-Tpo<j>os, ov, poet, for, (opos,)
mountain-bred., 3 sing. aor. I med. of bptyw.-, ov, (opos,) making a din on

the mountains.€-5, ov, , (,) one vjho gives the

fruits in their due season., Ep. for, dat. of 6ap.€, 3 sing. aor. 2 med. from.

-as., () to take care of, attend to, c. ace., , Ion. for., , Ion. for.-, ov, (,) leading on the seasons
or bringing on the fruits in their season., pf. pass. inf. of.£€-, Ion. impf. of.,,,() ripe, in one's prime or bloofn. .

in season, seasonable : Adv. -tsSts,

you ask seasonably., ov, () ripe, timely, in season., aor. pass, of., ov, () happening or returning in dtie

season ; all thefruits of the seasons. I f

.

timely, seasonable, ripe. III. at the righi time,

in season, seasonable.

Jjpuxptvos, pf. pass. part, of., Ion. crasis for *•.', $, , Orion, a hunter beloved by Aurora,
slain by Artemis. II. a bright constellation

named after him, which rose just after the summer
solstice, and was usually followed by rains. [? Ep.,

r Att.]

[a], Dor. for, 3 sing. aor. 1 pass, of.,, 3 sing. impf. and aor. 1 pass, of., -, Ion. for,, 3 pi.

pf. and plqpf. pass, of., 3 pi. aor. I of., 3 sing. impf. med. of.
-0€€, f., (,) to take note of a

thing in casting a nativity or observing the natal

hour. II. to be in the ascendant at that hour, of

one's ruling planet., 3 sing, redupl. aor. 2 of., cos,, Dor. for opos Ion. ovpos, a mountain., aor. I of., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 med. of., , a howling, bellowing, roaring., aor. I of., fut. [] : aor. : Dep. ;—to howl, bellow, roar, Lat. rugire : mostly of ani-

mals, but sometimes of men, esp. of savages, either

in mourning or joy : also of the sea, to roar. It.

transit, to howl over, bewail., Ion. crasis for apxaios.\€, 3 dual impf. of., Dor. 3 plur. impf. of., 3 sing, plqpf. of., Ion. for^, 3 pi. pfc

pass, of*., 3 sing, plqpf pass, of).
'2, I. as Adv. of Manner, and that either, I.

Demonstr. Adv. so, thus, when it takes an accent,

$. 2. Relat. Adj. as, when it is without accent,

els. II. as Conj. that, when it is also without

accent, ws.
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I. , Demonstr. Adv. of Manner, so, thus, Lat.

sic. . , even so, nevertheless : with a negat.,' ,' , not even so, in no way soever. 3.

in Comparisons, is answered by els, so as, Lat. sic

ut : also, . ., as . . thus. II. els, Relat.

Adv. of Manner, as, Lat. ut, properly coming after a

demonstrat. Adv., which however is very often omit-

ted.

—

« in this usage is never accentuated, except

at the end of a sentence, or when it follows the word

dependent on it, as, for els. 2. with

Elliptical Phrases, els or y (sc.)
;

els ' (sc. et/catfat) to judge by eyesight

;

els (sc.) for a Lacedaemonian
;

(sc.) having sent

him with them as a guard. 3. so with Participles,

to give the reason of the principal Verb ; ayavaKTou-

they are indignant as being in-

jured, i. e. by reason of being injured ; so with ques-

tions, els ri ; as wishing what ? i. e. for the

sake of what ? so in the case of the object ; (ipyovaiv

els they restrain him as acting wrong-

fully, i. e. by reason of: so also with Participles used

absol., as , Lat. res cum ita sint, since

things are so, i. e. by reason 0/ their being so. 4.

so also with Prepositions ; els km as for a

sea-fight, i. e. as if about to fight ; els km <ppvyavia-

as though to collect fuel : rsu, with the Preps.

km, els, , but also with others; els kK

he rejoiced as in an evil plight, i.e. considering

his evil plight: hence 5. sometimes the Prep, is

omitted, and els itself is used like a Prep., = eis,c. ace,

as Lat. usque for usque ad, only with the names of

persons, as, els to Philip : first in Homer,
els ay els how God
does ever bring like to like. 6. with Adverbs :

—

with the Positive, els, els how truly 1

how differently ! Lat. quam vere, quam aliter: so too

els follows Adverbs expressing anything extraordinary,

els, els, etc. 7. els strengthens

the Superlative, like and, Lat. quam, els-, Lat. quam maxime, as much as possible ; els, Lat. quam facillime, as easily as possible ; els, Lat. quam celerrime, as quickly as possible,

etc. ; so also the phrases els , els km ,
els knl for the most part, commonly, Lat.

plerumque, ut plurimum. 8. so also with Super-

lative Adjectives, els, els the best

possible, etc.

III. els as Conjunction I. expressing a fact,

that, like, Lat. quod. 2. =€, so that, Lat.

edeo ut. 3. els, that, Lat. quod, where, as in Latin,

the, ace. c. inf. may be put instead ; els, or . 4• •&•» marking an end,

like or, that, in order that, Lat. ut. 5.

in Inferences, like, c. inf., so that, Lat. adeo ut,

ita ut ; els in breadth

such that two triremes could sail abreast. 6. els is

also used like and 4«, as, since, Lat. quippe,

quandoquidem : also for , when, Lat. ut : some-
times also = o7rct>s, Lat. quomodo, quemadmodum.

IV. els is sometimes used in independent sentences,

as in phrase els els

how God ever brings like to like : also with Adjs. and
Advs., els how silly thou art ; els

how pompous the rascal is ; els£
how shrilly it screams. 2. at the beginning of

several clauses, it denotes a quick succession of events,

els, "
how he saw, how did Love encompass his soul ; so,

els, els kvv, , as in

Virgil, ut vidi, ut perii, ut me malus abstulit er-

ror. 3. els to express a wish, oh that I like,
Lat. utinam, with the optat., els

oh that another also might perish : also negatively, els

oh that he might not die !

V. tls with Numerals marks that they are to be

taken as round numbers, about, nearly; els

about 500 fell.

VI. els in some Elliptical Phrases : 1. els (sc.

yvai) ; in order that what may happen ? for what

end? wherefore? 2. els or, each separately, Lat. pro se quisque.( is an old pi. ace. of, as pi. ace. of :
from, etc. : so is used Adv.)

tos or, Dor. for , where.

&s, , gen., Dor. for, the ear.. Ion. and Ep. for, aor. I of., pi. aor. I opt. of.
els , Ep. or , = els with a conditional

force added.-- or cos tl, like as if, as if., Hebr. word meaning save now ! save we
pray

!

€, 3 sing. Ion. aor. I of.-, Adv. of (the same), strengthd. for

, in like manner, just so ; . , in like

manner as..

€. Dor. for, 3 sing. impf. of.- or cos , Adv. as if as though : in Compari-

sons, as if, like, just as : so also --. II. with

Numerals, about., fut. pass, of., dat. plur. of., pf. pass, of : part.£.
-€, Adv. (els,) even as, just as; in Homer

there is often a word interposed between els and ,
as, , els , etc. 2. of Time,

as soon as, Lat. simul ac. 3. to limit or modify

an assertion, as if, as it were : and so with Parti-

ciples used absolutely, k£ov as if it were in

our power.-- or cotTirepeiJust as if, even as, Lat. tanquam.-€-, Adv. even as, just as : as really,
'$ but if he is, as he really is,

a god.

-«, as Adv. (els, ) being to els, as to qs,
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used to introduce a comparison, as, like as, just

as. 2. to mark the power by which one does a

thing, as, as being, like ,, Lat. utpote ;
'-

£'' \', but Aphrodite

bore him very easily away, as being a goddess.

II. as Conjunction, to express a result or effect;, if thy heart

is eagerly bent, so as to return.—This Construct, is

very freq. in Att. 2. is sometimes used like

ws with a Part.; as or

since the ways were guarded. $ is used

after Comparatives with ;
/ca -

greater woes than that one could weep for

:

but is sometimes left out, as,

too great to bear :—the Posit, is sometimes used,-
cold to bathe in, implying, too

cold to bathe in. III. is also joined with

the Indie, with the Opt. and even with the Imperat.

when it is emphatic, e. g. so that, or there-

fore, be of good cheer., f., Frequentat. of, to• push to and

fro, Lat. trudo. II. in Med., Att. fut.-, c. dat. jostle with another: so absol.,

eis '. to jostle for the first seat., crasis for aaropyos.

Ion., aor. 2 med. of'-., fut. of.-,.,,) to hearken or listen

covertly or anxiously.& or , see., , Dim. of $, a little ear. [3]

€, Dor. for.€, ,() a wound: later also a scar, Lat.

cicatrix., , Dim. of ovs, a little ear.

-rts,, , (ovs) a buitard with long earfeathers.

^ilros, , Otos, son of Aloeus, brother of Ephialtes., aor. I of.€,, , (oZs) with ears or handles.

ovtos, Ion. and Dor. for ovtos : also or., aor. I of.
Ion. also in Att., , (-) help, aid, assistance, succour, esp. in war. 2.

profit, advantage, gain : in plur. gains, profits., aor. 2 of., f. : () :

—

to help, aid, assist,

succour, benefit : to be of use or service to any one

:

absol. to be of use or service ; it does no
good: also with a neuter Adj.,

to do one no service : sometimes c. dat. pers., like

Lat. prodesse

:

—in phrase '', the part, is taken as a Subst. a helper. II.

Pass,, with fut. med., pass.

:

—

to be helped, to receive help, aid or

succour, to derive profit, benefit or advantage ; irpos

tivos from a person or thing : so, or tivos
;

and c. dat., to be profited by a thing

:

c. part., to be benefited by the sight

of a thing. Hence, aTos, , that which is of use, a useful or

serviceable thing. II. generally=, use,

advantage, benefit., ,() useful, serviceable., $, ,() a helping, aiding: ge-

nerally, service, advantage., , , verb. Adj. of, necessary

or proper to be assisted. II., one must
assist., Att. for., , sometimes also , ,() help-

ing, aiding : useful, serviceable, profitable, advanta-

geoiis. Adv.- : Sup.., Ep. for., aor. 2 of., aor. I of, in pass, sense., pf. of :, aor. 2., crasis for., pf. of"., Ion. for^, 3 plur. plqpf. pass,

of'^.,, 3 sing, and pi. impf. of'.<, Ep. for, pi. of'., 3 pi. aor. I of., f.,() to turn pale, be pale, wan, etc., f. [], () to be or turn pale.

'fiXPO'5, , , pale, wan, sallow. Hence, , , or , , like, paleness,

wanness, esp. the paleness offear., Ion. pf. of'., , gen. ace. -,(, fut. of)
the eye, face, countenance ; to look

one full in the face : so absol , ' : but,

as to the face, i. e. in face she is

like the goddesses.
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APPENDIX.
--£»<-

/3^€?—

"Apavres, oi, the Abantes, the earliest inhabi-

tants of Euboea., , Abarbarea, a Naiad.

"$, -clvtos, b, Abas, a Trojan.
', -, b, an Abderite, inhabitant of

Abdera, in Thrace, near the Nestus.", -ov, b, AblBrus, a Trojan.^, -ov, b, Abrozclmcs, a Thracian., -a, b, Abrocomas, a Persian

satrap., -, (Ionic form of the fore-

going word), Abrocomes, a son of Darius and
half- brother of Xerxes., -ov, b, Abroiuchus, an Athenian., see

'., -, -bv, belonging to Abydus ; ol, the people of Abydus, the Abydenes.

\€,/??? Abydus.", -ov, , Abydus, in Troas, on the

Hellespont., -ov, b, son of Agamemnon.', -ovos, b, Agamemnon, king of

Mycente, and commander-in-chief of the Greek
army before Troy., -opos, b, Agapmor, an Arcadian
chief.'', -eos, contr. -ous, , Agasthenes,

son of Augeas, king in Elis.

-ias, -ov, b, Agaslas, of Arcadia, a cap-

tain., -opos, , Agenor, a Trojan. (See", p. 4.)-, -ov, b, Agcsildus, the name of

several kings of Sparta, especially of (1) the son

of Doryssus ; and (2) the son of Archidamus,
and a celebrated general. Ionic forms--
Xctos and<.5.

'A"ytas, -ov, b, Agias, of Arcadia, a general.

ireus.

*, -tSos, b (Tonic *$), Agis, the name
of several kings of Sparta.

'A-yicaios, -ov, b, Anca.us, an Arcadian., -r/s, , Aglaia, mother of

(See ayXata, p. 5.)

"A-yXavpos, -ov, , Aglaurus, daughter of Ce-

crops, worshipped at Athens.", -$, b, Hagnon, an Athenian, father

of Theramenes., -, b, Anchidlus, father of Men-
tes, king of the Taphians. Also the name of a

Greek warrior at Troy. (See?, p. 8.

)

-, -ov, b, Anchlses, father of iEneas.', -ov, b, Adimantus, a Corinthian

commander. (See, p. 11.)", -ov, b, AdmUus, king of Pher;e in

Thessaly. (See, p. 12.), Ionic for', -as, ,
Adrastea, a city of Asia Minor on the Propontis., Ionic for-, -77s, 77,

daughter of Adrastus."-Tos, Ionic for ", -ov, b,

Adrastus, (1) a king of Argos and of Sicyon
;

(2) a son of Merops, and confederate of the Tro-

jans. (See, p. 12.), -, b, son of Azcus, i. e. Actor., Ionic for, -, b, Athe-

nddas, a citizen of Trachis., -, , JEa, a district of Colchis on the

E. coast of the Euxine., -, b, son of JEacus. Peleus, the

son, and Achilles, the grandson of JSacus are

each thus termed, , the JEaeids, in-

cluding, at the widest, iEacus and his immediate

posterity, Peleus, Telamon, Achilles, and Ajax., -, b, JEacus, son of Zeus and king

of JEgina, made after death one of the three

judges of departed souls.€, , the two Ajaxes, sons respectively

of Telamon and Oileus. The plural is also

formed regularly.



8o8 —, -copos, , JEgaion, the name given
by men to one of the hundred-armed giants,

whom the gods called Briareus.^, -, , JEgalcus, a mountain in At-
tica, over against the island Salamis.€, -, b, son of' JEgcus, i. e. Theseus.

(poetic form of), -as, r),

JEgialea or JEgialc, daughter of Adrastus and
wife of Diomedes., -, , AZgialus ; (1) an ancient

name of Achaia
; (2) a city in Paphlagonia.

(See aiyiaXos, p. 17.)€, -as, , JEgilea, a small island near
Eubcea., -17T0S, fi,<d$gtlvps, a district of Ithaca.

Others say, an island near Epirus, or a city on
the peninsula Leucas. (See, p. 17.), -ys, i), ^Egina, an island in the Sa-

ronic Gulf, S. W. from Athens., -, -ov, belonging to JEgina, yEgi-
netan.

s, -, b, an inhabitant of JEgina,
an JEginctan., -, , JEgium, a city of Achaia.-, -, , JEgisthus, son of Thyestes., -, -ov, Egyptian.-, -, b, JEgyptius, an inhabitant of

Ithaca., -, , yEetcs, the name of several

kings of Colchis.

AlGtKes, -, oi, the JEthlccs, a Thessalian or

Epirotic tribe, dwelling, according to Homer,
on Mount Pindus.', -$, i), yEthra, mother of Theseus.
(See, p. 19.), -ov, , son of Hmmon, i. e. Mason., -ovos, b, Hmmon, a warrior of Pylus.
(See, p. 20.)

Alviaves or, Ionic form€$, -,
oi, the ^Enianes, a tribe inhabiting Northern
Thessaly in the Homeric period ; subsequently
found dwelling in Southern Thessaly.

Alvo0€v, from JEnus., -oi', , JEnus, a city of Thrace, at the

mouth of the Hebrus.€, -ews, , a resident of the Attic deme
AExdiic., -, b, a son or descendant of AEJolus;

ot, the descendants of yEolus, the JEo-
lids., -i5os, fern, adj., yEolian ;, the yEolian land, an ancient name of

Thessaly. As a substantive( understood),
JEolis, a district on the W. coast of Asia Mi-
nor., -eos, , yEpy, a city in Elis. (See,
p. 21.)

AlinjTios, the sepulchral mound of
JEpytus, an ancient Arcadian chief.-, -, b, yEsepus ; (1) a river of
Northern Mysia, flowing into the Propontis

;

(2) a son of Bucolion.-, -, b, yEsyetcs, a Trojan.-, -, , yEschines ; (1) a commander
of Greek light-armed troops

; (2) a friend of
Socrates.-, also written -, -, b,

yEschrceas, an Athenian., -, b, yEsopus or yEsop, the fabulist., collateral form of$, which
see., -, b, an yEtolian ; also as adj.,

yEtolian. , the yEtolians., -avros, b, Acamas ; (1) a son of
Antenor

; (2) a Thracian leader. (See,
•,2, -, -ov, Acanthian, belonging to

Acanthus ; in the plural, the Acanthians.", -, -, Acanthus, a city of Chalci-
dice, in Southern Macedonia, on the Strymonian
Gulf., -avos (in Herodotus,
-7/vos), b, an Acarnanian.', -as, ), Acarnania, a country on the

W. coast of Greece, between Epirus and iEtolia.', -, b, Aceratus, a prophet-priest

at Delphi. (See, p. 25.), -/os, , son of Actor, i. e. Eurytus., -opos, b, Actor, son of Azeus, of Or-

chomenus. (See, p. 30.), -, , Halm, the name of two Attic

demes ; also the name of "the marshy district

at the junction of Piraeus with the mainland."
— Goodwin., -t'oOs, fern, adj., Alalcomenean,
epithet of Athene, from Alalcomenae, a city in

Bceotia, where she had a temple.-, -opos, , Alastor ; (1) a Greek war-

rior, son of Neleus
; (2) a Lycian hero. (See, p. 31.)€-, -, , Alisium, a place in Elis.€, , the Aleian plain, the land

of wandering (?), located by Homer in Lycia,

by Herodotus in Cilicia.', -, b and , Ilaliartus, a city of

Boeotia.

or, -, oi, the HalizOnes

or Halizoni, a Bithynian tribe.'-, -, , Halitherses, an inhabitant

of Ithaca.", -, b, Halius, a Lycian., -, -, Halisarna, a city of Mysia.', •%, , Alcamencs, son of Teleclus,

king of Sparta.
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", -, , Alcander, a Lycian.', -, , Force, Might, personified."-Tis, -iSos and -tos, 77, Alccstis, daughter

T)f Pelias, and wife of Admetus.', -, , Alcibiades, a celebrated

Athenian leader., -, ol, the descendants of
Alcmceon, the Alcmaionids, an illustrious family

at Athens.', -;?, , Alcmene, mother of Hercu-
les., -??, , AWpe, a town in the southern

part of Phthiotis in S. Thessaly, near the Malian
Gulf., -, 6 and r), Alus, a town in the east-

ern part of Phthiotis, in S. Thessaly, near the

Pagasaean Gulf., -, (also), Alpsnus (or

Atpjni), a city at the E. entrance of the pass of

Thermopylae., -, 6, Alyattcs, king of Lydia,
father of Crcesus., -, , Alybc, a city in Bithynia on
the Euxine.", -%, b, the Halys, the principal river

of Asia Minor, flowing N. into the Euxine.'?, -, 6, the Alpheus, a river of Elis., -, (Doric form of), Al-
pheus, a Lacedaemonian, who fought bravely at

Thermopylae., -e'eos, , Aldcus, son of Poseidon.
(See, p. 37.), -, , son of Amarynceus, i. e.

Diores., -, , an Ambraciot, inhabi-
tant of Ambracia in S. Epirus., - and -, , Amlnias, an Athe-
nian naval captain., -eous, , Amlnocles, a citizen of
Magnesia in Thessaly., -Qvos, t), Amyion, a city of the
Pfp.onians, on the Axius, in Macedonia!, -, , Amyelm, a city of Laconia,
on the Eurotas.', -as, , Amphiqenea, a city of
Triphylia, in S. Elis., -, , Amphidemus, father of
Amphicrates., -, , Amphicrates, an Athe-
nian captain., -, , Amphimachus ; (1) leader
ofJ;he Epei at Troy

; (2) leader of the Carians.", -, , AmpMus ; (1) son of Merops;
(2) son of Selagus., -, , an Amphipolite, inhabi-
tant of Amphipolis in S. E. Macedonia, on the,
Strymon. (Sec, p. 45.)

", -, ), Amphissa, a town of the
Locri Ozolse., -, , Amphitryon, king' of

Tiryns, and subsequently of Thebes ; husband
of Hercules's mother, Alcmene.-, -, , a resident of the Attic

deme Anagyrus.', -, , Anmtius, one of the Thirty
at Athens. (See, p. 40.), -, , Anaxandrides, a king
of Sparta, and father of the celebrated Leonidas., -, , Anaxander, a king of

Sparta, and ancestor of Leonidas., -, , Anaxibius, a Spartan naval
commander., -ovos, , Andrmmon, father of

Thoas, and king of Calydon in iEtolia., -, , Androbulus, a Delphian,
the father of Timon.$, -avros, , Androdamas, a Sa-

mian, father of Theomestor.', -77s, 77, Andromache, wife of Hec-
tor. (See, p. 58.)", -, , Andrus, one of the Cyclades

Islands, with a city of the same name., -as, 77, afterwards called-, Anemoria, an elevated town of Phocis.

(See, p. 59.)

(for), son of Anthc-
mion, i. e. Simoisius., -cozos, 0, Anthemion, a Trojan.

(See, p. 62.), -ovos, , Anthedon, a city on the E.

coast of Boeotia., -77$, ), Anthele, a town in Phocis, in

the immediate vicinity of Thermopylae., -as, 77, Anopaza, a name given both
to a part of Mt. OEta, and to a path leading over
the same.", -, , Antandrus, a city of Tro-
as, at the foot of Mt. Ida.", -as, 77, Antea, wife of Prcetus, king
of Tiryns., -, , son or descendant of An•
tenor., -opos, 0, Antenor, a Trojan prince., -, , Antidorus, a Lemnian ship-

captain.', -as, , Anticyra, a town at the en-

trance of the Spercheus into the Malian Gull

The earlier form of the name is., -, , an inhabitant of Anti-
cyra, an Anticyra?an.', -ovtos, , Antileon, of Thnrii in S.

Italy., -, , Antilochus, son of Nes-
tor.
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'Avrivoos, -, 6, Antinoiis, a suitor of Penel-

ope.', -, , Antipatcr, a Thasian, son

of Orges.-, -ovs, b, Antisthenes, a friend and
pupil of Socrates, founder of the cynic school of

philosophy.", -, b, Antlphus ; (1) a son of iEgyp-

tius of Ithaca
; (2) a leader of the Greeks from

Nisyrus
; (3) a leader of the Maeonians confed-

erate with the Trojans
; (4) a son of Priam.', -Qvtos, 6, Antlphon, an Athenian.', -u)ws, and -, Antron, a city of

Phthiotis in S. E. Thessaly, at the entrance of

the Malian Gulf.", -, b, Anytus, an Athenian, one of

the accusers of Socrates.', -, 6 (also accented), the Axius,

the principal river of Macedonia, flowing into the

Thermaic Gulf., -, 6, Axylus, a Thracian prince.

;See, p. 75.)

'Aircuoros, -, , A2)ccsus, a city in N. W.
Mysia, at the entrance of the Propontis. The
same as Presus, ?., -, 6, the Apiddnus, a river of

Thessaly. Ionic form., -, 6, Ajiollodorus, a frequent

name among the Greeks ; specially, a friend of

Socrates.', -as, , Apollonia, the name of

several cities, specially of a city of Mysia, near

the Lydian border., -, 6, Apollonldes, a Lydian.', -as, , Arabia. The name is ex-

tended (Xen. Anab., I. 5. 1) to the southern

part of Mesopotamia.', -as, , Arcethyrea, an ancient city

in Peloponnesus, near whose site Phlius stood., -, b, the Araxes, a river of Meso-

potamia flowing into the Euphrates., -, , Arbdces, satrap of Media,€, -a, -ov, of or belonging to Argos, Ar-
give. €, -, oi, a frequent Homeric de-

signation of the Greeks.-, -?7S, , Argissa, later named Argu-
ra, a town of Thessaly on the Peneus near La-

rissa., to Argos.

'AptcrLas, -, b, Aresias, one of the Thirty at

Athens.€, -ouos, 6, Aretaon, a Trojan warrior., Ionic for"Ap€tos, see p. 100., -, , Arene, a city in S. Elis., -o»OS, , Arcxion, an Arcadian

soothsayer., -ov, 6, Ariabignes, a Persian

naval commander, son of Darius, and half-

brother of Xerxes., -, , Ariazus, a Persian general in

the service of the younger Cyrus., -, , Ariaramnes, a Persian., -, , Arima, a mountain district

in Asia Minor, locality uncertain, under which
it was fabled that the giant Typhon lay.-, -?7s, , Arisbe, a city of Troas, not
far from Abydus., from Arisbe.-, -, , Aristarchus ; (1) a Lace-

daemonian, governor of Byzantium
; (2) an Athe-

nian commander.
«€$, -, 6, Aristeas, a Chian.-€, -, 6, Aristldcs, son of Lysima-

chus, a distinguished Athenian magistrate and
leader.-, -, 6, Aristippus ; (1) a Thes-

salian
; (2) a native of Cyrene, disciple of Socra-

tes, and founder of the Cyrenaic school of phi-

losophy.-€, -ovos, 6, Aristogiton, an Athe-

nian, who, in conjunction with Harmodius,
murdered Hipparchus.', -, , Aristodemus, a Spartan., -, , Aristomdchus, a king

of Sparta., -t?s, , Aristonlce, priestess at

Delphi., -, 6, Aristotle, one of the

Thirty at Athens, not to be confounded with the

philosopher of Stagira., -, 6, Ariston ; (1) an Athenian

in the service of the younger Cyrus
; (2) a king

of Sparta.^, -, b, Aristonym us, an Arcadian.', -as, , Arcadia, the central district

of Peloponnesus., -, -Lv, Arcadian., -abos, b, an Arcadian, ol,
the Arcadians.€, -, , Arcesilaus, a leader of the

Boeotians at Troy.", -aros, rb, Harma, a town in E. Bceotia., -, b, Harmatldes, a Thespian,

father of Dithyrambus.€, -as, , Armenia, a highland region

of Asia, S. E. of the Euxine.', -a, -ov, Armenian, *,
the Armenians., -??s, , Harmine, a town of Paphla-

gonia, near Sinope. Also called', Ar-

mene.', -, , Harmodius, an Athenian,

the accomplice of Aristogiton in the assassina-

tion of Hipparchus. (See^, p. 103.)
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', -, , Harmonides, a Trojan

artificer.", -175, , Ame, an ancient town in Bceo-

tia, of uncertain site.

"Aptrcuros, -/, , the Harpdsus, a river of

Armenia.-?, -, b, Arsdmcs, grandfather of

King Darius.?, -, b, Artabdnus, brother of

Darius, and uncle to Xerxes.€5, -ovs, b, Artagerses, a cavalry

officer of King Artaxerxes., -, b, Artacamas, a Persian

sat rap., -, b, Artanes, a brother of Darius.'?, -, b, the name of three Persian

kings, specially of Artaxerxes, surnamed Mne-
mon, the brother of the younger Cyrus.

'ApT<xo£os, -, b, Artaozus, a friend of Cyrus./-*, -a, or, -, , Arta-

pdteSj a friend of Cyrus.€$, -ous, , Artaphemes; (1) brother

of Darius
; (2) son of the foregoing, and associate

commander of the first Persian expedition against

Greece.€, -as, , Artemisia, sovereign of a

few Carian cities, and ally of Xerxes.€<, -, , Artemisium, the name
of the northern coast and . E. promontory of

Eubcea.$, -, , Artimas, Persian satrap of

Lydia., -, or'ApTov\as, -, , Artuchas,

a Persian satrap.

-Tas, -, , Arystas, an Arcadian.$, -a, b, Archagoras, an Argive.

'Apxc'Xaos, -, Ionic form, -cu, ,
Archeldus, a king of Sparta, son of Agesilaus.'?, -, 6, Archelochus, a Trojan.«$, -, , Archestratus, an Athe-
nian commander.', Ionic form, -, 6,

Archiddmus, king of Sparta.', -as, , Asia, at first the name of a dis-

trict in Lydia, between Mt. Tmolus and the

river Cayster, then applied more widely to the
E. coast of the iEgean, and extending . E.

along the Propontis and the Euxine.-, -, , Asiddtes, a Persian.-, -, -ov, of Aslne, Asincean.-, -t?s, , Aslne; (1) a city on the S.

coast of Messenia
; (2) a city on the S. coast of

Argolis.", -, -ov, Asian;" €, tJie

Asian meadow, so called either from', which
see, or, according to others, from 'Arias, as the
meadow of the hero Asias.

"-ios, -ou, , Asius, from Arisbe, ally of the

Trojans.', -, 6, Ascaldphus, king of the

inyre.-, -as, , Ascania, a district in the

W. part of Bithynia.

-kclvios, -, 6, Ascaniits, of Ascania, an

ally of the Trojans.-, -, b, son of JEsciiUqnus.-', -, b, an Aspcndian, from Aspen

-

dus, a city of Pamphylia.'-, -'>os, -, AspUdon, an ancient

city in .N. W. Bosotia.-, -as, rj, Assyria, a name somewhat
vaguely applied, but strictly belonging to the

district bounded W. by the Tigris and N. and

E. by the mountains of Armenia and Media.

'Ao-orvptos, -a, -ov, Assyrian; -,
the Assyrians.

-Tc'piov, -oi', to, Asterium, a town of un-

certain site in the central part of Thessaly.-, -, b, Astydlus, a Trojan., -/cros, , Astydnax, son of Hector.

(See, p. 110.)

'Ao-tvvoos, -, b, Astynous, a Trojan.€, the same as the following., -, i), Astyoche ; (1) daughter of

Actor
; (2) daughter of Phvlas. (See5,

p. 110.)

<•$, -, b, the Asojms ; (1) a river flow-

ing E. through the S. part of Bceotia
; (2) a river

flowing into the Malian Gulf near the Pass of

Thermopylae., -, , Atameus, a city of iEolis,

opposite Mitylene in Lesbos., -, , Atramyttium, a coast

city in W. Mysia, on the Caicus. Also written, &c.'€, -, , son of Atreus ; ,
or €, the Atrtdaz, Agamemnon and
Menelaus., -, , the same as the preceding.

€$, -ea>s, b, Atreus, son of Pelops., -, b, son of Atymnius, i. e.

Mydon.
Avyeiai, -, ai, Augece ; (1) a Locrian city,

near the S. coast of the Malian Gulf
; (2) a city

in S. Laconia.?, -, b, son of Augeas, king of Elis,

i. e. Agasthenes.

AvXts, -i<5os, v, Aid is, the city and harbor of

Bceotia whence the Greek armament sailed for

Troy., -, b, Autonous, a Delphian hero., -, b, Autophonus, a Theban., -, ai, Apheta:, a port of Magnesia

in S. E. Thessaly, not far from Artemisium.
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deine Aphidna.

,€<, -ados, , fern, adj., Acherusian;
'AxcpovcrioLS -os, the Acherusian pen-
insula, near Heraclea in Bithynia, with a cavern
through which Hercules was said to have de-

scended to the lower world.

, -uuos, , Babylon, on the Euphra-
tes, the chief city of the Persian empire., -as, 77, Babylonia, the district of

which Babylon was the capital ; extending, in

the widest sense, from Mesopotamia to the Per-
sian Gulf., -, , Bacis, a soothsayer of Boeotia.

(See-, p. 125.), -, -ov, Bactrian ; , the

Bactrians, inhabitants of Bactria or Bactriana,
now S. E. Turkestan and . E. Afghanistan.

-tas, -, b, Basias ; (1) an Arcadian
; (2)

a soothsayer of Elis.€, -as, , Batiea, a hill near Troy., -ov, 6, a Belbinitc, an inhabitant

of Belbina, a small island S. W. of the Attic
promontory Sunium.

BtXeorus, -vos, b, Bcttsys, a satrap of Syria.€€, -, b, Bellerophon, son of

Glaucus.- or*, -77s, -, Bcssa, a Locrian city,

of uncertain site, near Augese. See.
Bias, -avros, 6, Bias, a warrior from Pylus., -, , tlie Bithynians, whose coun-

try bordered the Propontis and Euxine, on the
Asiatic side., -, , Bisantlic, a coast city of
Thrace, on the Propontis., -/os, , Bion, an officer of the Spartan
general Thibron., -, 6, the Boagrius, a rapid stream
in Locris, flowing into the Malian Gulf. (See

-ypos, p. 131.), -?7$, , Boebe, a town of Magnesia in E.
Thessaly on the E. side of the Boebean Lake., -t5os, 77, fern, adj., Bazbean ; -
'1's, the Bcebcan Lake.'-Kos, -ov, b, Boiscus, a Thessalian., same as, see p. 132., -, b, Bucolion, son of Laome-
don. (See, p. 133.)-, -, rb, Buprasium, a city in N.
Elis, the ancient capital of the Epei., - and -, b, Brasldas, a Spartan
general.

-, -idos, 77, daughter of Briseus, i. c.

Hippodamia.<€, -, at, Bryseai, an ancient town of

Laconia, a little S. W. of Sparta., -,, Byzantium, a city of Thrace,
on the Bosporus, the modern Constantinople., -, -ov, of Byzantium ; ol-, the Byzantians., -, b, Borus, a Mieonian.

, see 77., -ov, 77, Ganus, a small fortified place

in Thrace, on the coast of the Propontis., -, b, Gaulttes, a Samian.
€', -, b, Gelon, tyrant of Syracuse.€-, -, b and 77, Geraistus, a promon-

tory, town, and port at the S. W. extremity cf

Eubcea.€, -, b, Gerenian, applied to Nestor,

as is said, from Gerenia, a Messenian city, where
he was said to have been reared., -ijs, 77, poetic form, Earth, personified

as a goddess. (See 777, p. 141.), -, b, Glaucus; (1) father of Bel-

lerophon
; (2) grandson of Bellerophon, and

leader of the Lycians before Troy. (See 7-
kos, p. 142.), -, b, Glaucon, an Athenian,

grandfather to Plato., -, ax, Glaphyrai, a town of un-
certain site in S. E. Thessaly, not far from
Boebe., -avros, 77, Glisas, a city of Boeotia, not

far E. from Thebes., -, b, Glus, an Egyptian, whose father,

Tamus, was admiral of Cyrus the younger.-, -, b, Gnesippus, an Athenian., -, b, Gongylus, an Eretrian.

€<<, -775, , Gonoessa, a promontory on

the Corinthian Gulf, near Pallene, in IS. E.

Achaia.«, -, -ov, belonging to the Gorgon.

(See , p. 144.), -ov, b, Gorgias, a sophist and orator

of Leontini in Sicily., -$, b, Gorgion, sou of Hellas., -, b, Gorgus, king of Salamis in

Cyprus., -iTjos, 77, Gortyn, a principal city of

Crete. Also written, Gortyna.«, -e'ejs, , Guncus, leader of the iEni-

anes in the Trojan war., -as, 77, Givea, a Boeotian town, site

uncertain.
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, , the Gygccan Lake, near

Sardis in Lydia, and the nymph of the lake., -, , Gymnias, a city in N. Ar-

menia., -??s, , Gyrtdnc, a town in the cen-

tral part of Thessaly. Also written,
Gyrton., -, 6, Gobryas, a Persian general.

, Doric form of, which
see., -, 6, Damasithymus, king of

Calynda., -77?, , Dana, a city of Cappadocia,

generally known as Tyana, Tuara., - /cos, , the Daradax, a river of

Syria, flowing into the Euphrates.«, -, , a Dardanian, from Dar-

danus, a city of Troas on the Hellespont., -Tyros, o, Dares, a Trojan, priest of

Hephtestus., -t5os, o, Datis, a Mede, associate com-
mander of the first Persian expedition against

Greece., -, oi, the Daulians, inhabitants of

Daulis in Phocis., -, , Daulis, a town of Phocis, E.

of Mt. Parnassus., -, , Daphnagoras, a Mysian., -, 6, Fear, personified. (See Sethis,

p. 152.), -ovs, 6, Dinomeucs, father of

Gelon.

(€€, -as, , Decelea, an Attic deme, oc-

cupied as a stronghold by the Spartans., , the Delta, a region of Thrace, near
Byzantium., -, 6, Dcxippus, a Laconian., also written, - and
-, , Dercylldas, a Spartan general.', -, , Denies, a Persian satrap.,-, 6, Deicoon, a Trojan., -, , Deipylus, a Greek, comrade
of Sthenelus., Ionic, -, , Dcma-
rdtus, an exiled king of Sparta, who accompa-
nied Xerxes marching against Greece., -, 6, Democoon, son of Priam., -ous, o, Democratcs, of Temenium
in Argolis.-', -?, , Demosthenes, an Athe-
nian general prominent in the Peloponnesian
war.

, -, , DcmophUus, a leader of the

Thespians at Thermopylae., -, , Diadromes, a Thespian., -ous, , Dieneces, a Spartan of dis-

tinguished courage. (See, p. 172.), -ov, 6, Dilhyrambus, a Thespian
who distinguished himself at Thermopylae., -, , Dicocus, an Athenian. (See, p. 173.), -, 6, Diodes ; (1) king of Phere
in Messenia

; (2) one of the Thirty at Athens., -eos, , Diomedcs, next to Achilles

the bravest of the Greeks before Troy., -, , Dium, a town in the N. "W.

angle of Eubcea., -ous, , Didrcs, a chief of the Epei
before Troy., -, oi, the Dolopcs, a Thessalian

tribe, dwelling about Mt. Pindus in S. E. Epirus., -, , Doloplon, a Trojan, priest

of the river-god Scamander.-, -ov, , Doriscus, a plain at the

mouth of the Hebrus on the coast of Thrace,

containing a city of the same name, .-, -, , Doryssus, son of Leobotes., -, , Dulichium, an uncertain

locality, but probably the largest of the Echina-

des Islands off the S. W. coast of Acarnania, or

a city on the Acarnanian coast in that vicinity.*, to Dulichium., -, , Draconttdcs, one of the

Thirty at Athens., -ov, , Dracontius, a Spartan.-, -, , Drcsus, a Trojan., -, oi, the Drilaz, a warlike people in

Pontus, near Trapezus., -euros, o, Dryas ; (1) one of the Thes-

salian Lapithre
; (2) a Thracian prince, father of

Lycurgus., -, , Dryopis, the country of the

Dryopes, which was, originally, Mt. (Eta and
the adjacent valleys., -, , the Dyras, flowing into the Ma-
lian Gulf a little W. of Thermopylae.€, -, , Dorieus, son of Anaxandri-

des, king of Sparta.

", -, , the Hebrus, the principal river

of Thrace, flowing into the JEgean Sea., -, , Ilcsium, a town of uncer-

tain site in Boeotia.

ElpeTpia, poetic form for, which see., -, , Hecuba, wife of Priam.
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of Sinope., -, , Ecbatana, the chief city

of Media, where the Persian kings resided dur-

ing a part of the year.$, -ov, 6, son of Hector, i. e. Asty-

anax.", -opos, 6, Hector, eldest son of Priam,

and chief hero of the Trojans., -ovvros, b, Elccus, the southernmost

town of the Thracian Chersonesus.

"EXaTos, -ov, b, Elatus, a confederate of the

Trojans., -, , Helen, daughter of Zeus and
Leda, and wife of Menelaus.

"EXcvos, -ov, b, Hclenus, son of Priam, both a

warrior and a prophet., -opos, b, Elephenor, chief of the

Eubcean Abantes., -Cofos, , Eicon, a town of uncertain

site, in E. Bceotia., -ovos, b, Helicdon, a Trojan noble,

son of Antenor., -, , Heltce, on the Corinthian Gulf,

most ancient of the cities of Achaia, swallowed

up by an earthquake, B. c. 373.?, -, -bv, Hcllcspontiac, equiv-

alent to the following., -a, -ov, on or of the Hellespont,

Hellcspontic.

"EXos, -ovs, , Hclos ; (1) a town of Laconia,

on the S. coast, whose name survives in the

word Helot. (See Ei'Xws, p. 197.) — (2) a town
or district of Elis, on the Alpheus.€, -, oi, the Eneti, a people of Paphla-

gonia.

'EviTjves, see AlvLcives., -??s, , Enispc, an Arcadian town,

site unknown.
"Evvopios, -ov, b, Ennomus, an ally of the

Trojans, from Mysia. (See, p. 227.), -ov, b, Exadius, one of the Thessa-

lian Lapithse., -ov, b, Epaminondas, the

greatest general of Thebes.€, -, oi, the Epei, the ancient inhabi-

tants of Elis, and extending thence some dis-

tance northward., Doric form for, which
see., -ovs, b, Epigencs, son of Antiphon,

and friend of Socrates., -, -ov, Epidaurian ; -, the Epidaurians., -ov, b and , Epidaurus, an im-

portant town in Argolis, on the coast of the Sa-

ronic Gulf.

, -ov, b, Epizelus, an Athenian.-, -ovs, b, Episthencs ; (1) of Am•
phipolis, commander of the light-armed Greek
troops in Cyrus's expedition

; (2) an Olynthian,
serving in the same expedition.-, -ov, b, Epistropheus ; (1) a leader

of the Phocians before Troy
; (2) an ally of the

Trojans from Alybe
; (3) son of Euenus/king of

Lyrnessus. (See €TiaTpo<pos, p. 261.), - and -ov, b, Epitadas, com-
mander of the Lacedaemonians at Sphacteria., -rjs, , Epyaxa, wife of Syennesis,
the king of Cilicia.-, -ov, b, Erashildes, one of the
Athenian commanders in the naval battle off

the Arginusse, unjustly put to death for his con-
duct after the victory., -ov, b, Erasistratus, one of

the Thirty at Athens.-, -ovs, b, Eratosthenes, one of the

Thirty at Athens.', -as, -, Erctria, on the W. coast of

Eubcea, and next in rank to Chalcis among the

cities of that island.

'EpcTpicvis, -, b, an Erctrian ; €-
Tpi€is, or Ionic €«$, the Eretrians.€8, -ojios, , Eradication, an Arca-
dian.

'EpcxOcvs, -s, b, Erechthcus, an ancient king
of Athens.', -, i), Hermione, a town and port

at the S. extremity of Argolis.'*, -ovs, b, Hermogencs, an Athenian,

friend of Socrates., -, oi, Erythlni, a place on the

coast of Paphlagonia., -, ai, Eiythrce, an ancient city in

S. Bceotia, at the foot of Mt. Citlueron.•€, -, oi, the Hesperltoe, a tribe in

W. Armenia.€€, poetic form of €€$, -,

•ov, of or belonging to Eteocles, a king of Thebes.

'Etcovikos, -ov, b, Eteonlcus, a Spartan.

'Etcouvos, -ov, b, Eteonus, a town of S. Bceotia,

later called Scarphe., -ovos, b, Eucemon, a Thessalian

chief., -ov, b, son of Eucemon, i. e. Eu-

rypylus., -eo;s, , a Eubcean ; €$, or

Ionic, the Eubceans. (See,
p. 279.), •, -, of Eubcea, Eubozan., more correctly", -ov, b, Eu-

dius, or Endius, a Spartan ephor.9, -ov, b, son of Euenor, i. e. Liocn-

tus.
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poets of Paros, one of whom is said to have in-

structed Socrates in poetry
; (2) a king of Lyr-

nessns., -, 6, Euclldcs ; (1) a soothsayer

of Phlius
; (2) an officer of the Spartan general

Thibron
; (3) one of the Thirty at Athens

; (4)

of Megara, a pupil of Socrates, and founder of

the Megarian school of philosophy., -, , Eumathes, one of the Thirty

at Athens. (See, p. 284.), -, , Eumenes, a brave Athenian
at Salamis. (See, p. 284.)*, -, b, Eanvdus, a Thessalian leader

at Troy. (See, p. 284.), -'?, , an uncertain designation, in

Xen. Anal•., VII. 4. 18, of Hieronymus, else-

where called an Elean. Probably, says Hert-

lein, a corrupted form denoting an inhabitant of

some place in Elis., -, , EupUhes, an Ithacan noble.

(See, p. 286.), -, , Euryalus, lieutenant com-
mander of the Myceneans before Troy., -, , Eurybates ; (1) a herald of

Agamemnon
; (2) a herald of Ulysses., -, , Eitrybiades, the Spartan

admiral of the Greek fleet at Artemisium and
Salamis., -clvtos, b, Eurydamas, a Trojan
prince., -, , Eurydemus, father of the

traitor Ephialtes., -as, , Euryclla, Ulysses's nurse., -, , Euryelides, a Spartan., -, , Eurycrates, a king of

Sparta.3, -, , Eurycratldes, a king of

Sparta., -, , Eurylochus, an Arca-
dian., -, 6, Eitrymachns ; (1) a suitor
of Penelope

; (2) a Dardanian
; (3) a Theban,

father of Leontiades
; (4) the grandson of the

preceding.', -, b, Euryniedoii, charioteer
of Agamemnon. (See, p. 288.), -, , Eurynomus, a suitor of
Penelope., -, , Eurypplus : (1) a Thes-
salian chief

; (2) a king of Cos. (See,
p. 288.)-', -, b, Eurysthenes, a king of
Sparta, twin-son of Aristodemus, and progenitor
of one of the two royal families., -, b, Eurytus ; (1) a chief of the
Epei

; (2) a brave Spartan at Thermopylae.

-, poet, for-, -, , Eusorus,

a Thracian.-, -, , Eutrens, a Boeotian town,

near Thespire., -, , Euplmnus, an ally of the

Trojans. (See, p. 290.), -, b, Euphorion, an Athenian,

father of Cynsegirus and the poet iEschylus., -, b, the Eapliratcs, in W. Asia,

rising in Armenia, and flowing into the Persian

Gulf.'-, -, -ov, Ephesian ; ot '-, the

Ephcsians.", -, , Ephesus, on the coast of Ionia,

at the mouth of the Cayster., - b, Doric, Ephi-

altes ; (1) a giant, the son of Poseidon
; (2) a

Trachinian, who betrayed the Greeks at Ther-

mopylae.', -as, , Ephyra; (1) a town of Elis
;

(2) a town of Thesprotia in Epirus. (See',
p. 295.), -, , Echecratcs, of Phlius, a

friend of Socrates.', poet.', -, b, Echemon or

Echemmon, son of Priam

.

'-, -, , Echepolus, a Trojan.'^, -, b, Echestratus, a king of

Sparta.

, -, , Zacynthus, now Zante, an
island containing a city of the same name, in the

Ionian Sea, W. of Elis., -, , the Zapatas, a river flowing

from Armenia into the Tigris. Commonly writ-

ten, the Zabatus.', -as, , Zelea, a town of Troas, at the

foot of Mt. Ida., -, , Zelarchus, a market over-

seer.-, -?5pos, o, Zoster; Mt. Hymettus,
which bounds the Athenian plain on the south,

terminates in the promontory of Zoster, and this

terminates in three capes.

-, -, , Hegesandcr, an officer in

the army of the 10,000 Greeks.- and, Ionic for-, which see.
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', Ionic '*, whidh see., -?, , poetic form of,

Eriboea, the second wife of Aloeus, and step-

mother of the giants Otns and Ephialtes., -, b, Eetion, king of Thebe in

Mysia.
'H'idv€s, -, ai, Etones, literally, the Banks,

a town in S. E. Argolis. (See, p. 303.), -ovos, , E'ion, literally, the Beach, in

S. E. Macedonia, the port of Amphipolis, at the
month of the Strymon. (See, p. 303.

)

'HXeios, -a, -ov, of Elis, Elean ; ox,
the Eleans., -idos, , Elts, a district in W. Pelopon-
nesus., -;?, , Elone, an old town of . E.

Thessaly, at the foot of Mt. Olympus., Ionic for, which see., -as, , Heraclea, a city of Bi-

thynia, on the coast of the Euxine.', -ov, 6, son or descendant of Her-
cules, as Thessalus and Tlepolemus ; also as a
proper name, Hcraclides, of Maronea in Thrace., -ov, b, a Heraclean ; -, the Heraclcans., -, -, fern, adj., under-
stood, the Heraclean (territory).-, -ov, b, Hcsiod, a celebrated Grecian
poet.

, -ov, 6, Thalpius, a chief of the

Epei, at Troy.-, -ov, b, son of Thalysius, i. e.

Echepolus., -i5os and -tos, , Thamyris, an an-

cient bard of Thrace., -ov, b, Thai ypas, a favorite of the

Thessalian Menon.-, -a, -ov, Thasian, of Thasus, an island

in the N. ^Egean, off the Thracian coast., -as, , Thaumacia, a town of

Magnesia in . E. Thessaly., -, oi, the Thapsacencs, inhabi-

tants of Thapsacus., -ov, -, Thapsacus, a city on the

Euphrates, where was the most important of its

northern fords., -ovs, -, Thedno, sister of Queen Hecu-

ba, and wife of Antenor., -eovs, b, Themistocles, the great

statesman and leader of the Athenians., -ovs, b, Theogenes ; (1 one of the

Thirty at Athens
; (2) a Locrian captain. (See

eeoya>vr)s, /p. 314.)

, -los and -t5os, , Thcognis, one of the
Thirty at Athens., -ov, b, Theocydcs, an Athenian.-, -opos, , Theomestor, tyrant of
Samos. (See ,,,, p. 314.), -ov, b, Theopompus, an Athenian
in the army of the 10,000 Greeks. (See 0eo-, p. 215.), -ov, b, the Thermazan Gulf,
the northwestern arm of the vEgean Sea., -r,s, -, Therme, a city in S. Macedo-
nia, at the head of the Thermcean Gulf ; in later

times called Thessalonica., -ovtos, b, the Thermcdon, a river

of Cappadocia, flowii g into the Euxine.-. -cu, , r
j hersltcs, the most ugly and

scurrilous of the Gm ks before Troy.', -as, -, — also«, -as, i), — but
usually-, -, ai, Thcspim, a noted city

of Beeotia, at the foot of Mt. Helicon.-, -, , a Thespian; 0co-mcts,

or Ionic -', the Thespians.-, -, oi, the Thesprotians, an an-

cient race dwelling on the coast of Epirus.--, -as, , Thessaly, the . E. district

of Greece, mostly a plain, noted for its fertility

and fine horses., adj., see p. 317. As a proper

name, Thessalus, a son of Hercules., -ov, b, son of Thestor, i. e. Cal-

chas.,', Attic for, &c.

,

which see., -ovs, b, Thcramenes, one of the

Thirty at Athens, a noted general and politician,

who from his frequent changes in politics was
nicknamed, which see, p. 383., , Theches, a mountain in Pontus, to

the S. E. of Trapezus, from which the 10,000

Greeks descried the sea., -ov, b, Thibrachus, an Athenian

polemarch., -, b, Thibron, a Spartan general., -7?s, i], Thisbc,?i city of Boeotia, at the

base of Helicon. It abounds now, as in Homer's

time, with wild pigeons., -$, b, Thoas, a leader of the iEtoli-

ans, at Troy., -a, -ov, of Thurii, in S. Italy, Thu-

rian., -, b, Thoon, a Trojan.-, -77S, , Thoasa, a nymph, mother of

' Polyphemus., -ov, to, the Thracian square, a spot

in Byzantium near the Thracian gate. (See

pantos, p. 320.), -ov, b, Thrasybulus, an Athc-
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nian, son of Lycus, who expelled from Athens

the Thirty Tyrants.

0pa<rvX.€<«>s, -, Ionic form for 0pa<n5Xaos,

ov, 6, Thrasyldus, an Athenian.

0pao~uX\os, -ov, 6, Thrasyllus, one of the vic-

torious Athenian generals at Arginusae, after-

wards shamefully put to death.-$, -, , ThrasymcUdas, a Spar-

tan naval commander.
-ios, -a, -ov, of Thria, an Attic deme

;-, the Thriasian plain, a fer-

tile plain between Thria and Eleusis., -, , Thronium, a chief town of

the Locrians, on the Boagrius, near the Malian

Gulf., -;, to, Thryum, a city of Elis, on the

Alpheus.
0v«m]s, -, , Thyestes, son of Pelops,

brother of Atreus., -ov, to, Thymbrium, a city in E.

Phrygia.$, -ov, 6, Thymcctcs, a Trojan, one of

the city fathers., -, oi, the Thyni, a warlike people in

the S. E. of Thrace, part of whom, at a very

early period, crossed into Asia, and occupied

parts of Bithynia.0, - /cos, 6, Thorax, a Spartan com-
mander. (See, p. 324.)

, -ov, , Ialmhius, son of Ares, a

chief of the Minyae.

-ovLos, -a, -ov, belonging to Jason()
;-, the Jasonian promontory, on

the coast of Pontus, where Jason with the Argo-
nauts is said to have landed.$, poetic form of 'IoAkc's, -, , lol-

cus, where Jason dwelt, the rendezvous of the

Argonauts, a town of Magnesia, in E. Thes-
saly., -, , Idceus : (1) a Trojan herald

;

(2) a Trojan, son of Dares.", from Ida. (See"I5a, p. 326.)', -, , Idomeiieus, son of Deuca-
lion, and grandson of Minos, leader of the Cre-
tans before Troy., -, , Hiero, one of the Thirty at

Athens.', -ov, , Hieronymus, of Elis, a cap-

tain.

-os, Ionic form for -os, -ov, ,
Ialynus, a city in the island Rhodes.-, Ionic form for, -ovos, , Jason,

son of iEson. leader of the Argonautic expedi-

tion to obtain the Golden Fleece.', -77s, , Ithomc, a fortress in S. \V.

Thessaly., -ov, , Icarius, father of Penelope., -ovos, , Hicctdon, a Trojan, son of

Laomedon., -ov, , Iconium, in Xenophon's

time, the easternmost city of Phrygia, but, sub-

sequently, the chief city of Lycaonia., -abos, , fern, adj., Trojan; applied

as an epithet to the goddess Athene. (See-
as, p. 330.)

-o-os, -ov, o, the Ilissus, a river of Attica,

flowing S. W. from Mt. Hymettus, through the

southern part of Athens., ov, , Ilus, son of Mermerus, in the

Thesprotian Ephyra., -ov, , son of Imbrdsus, i. e.

Pirous.", -a, -ov, of Imbrus : ot", tlie

Imbrians."$, -, 7), Imbrus, an island in the N.
JEgean, W. of the Thracian Chersonesus., -, oi, tlie Indians.", -, oi, Ipni, literally, the Ovens, a

rugged place on the E. coast of Thessaly, at the

foot of Mt. Pelium. (See tirvos, p. 331.)', - and -ov, , Hippagretas, a

Spartan commander at Sphacteria.', -ov, Ionic, -, , Hippias,

tyrant of Athens, who, being exiled, joined the

Persians in their first expedition against Greece.', -as, , Hippodamia, daughter

of Adrastus. , , Hippodamus market-
place, or, as we say, "square"; the market-
place, or great square, of Piraeus, so named from
Hippodamus of Miletus, who was employed to'

lay out the new town of Piraeus. (See-
?, p. 332.), -», , Ilippothous, of Larissa in

Troas.', -ouj, , Hippocrates, an Athe-
nian, father of Pisistratus., -, , Hippolochus ; (1) a son of

Bellerophon
; (2) one of the Thirty at Athens., -, , Hippomdchus, one of the

Thirty at Athens (See, p. 332.)

^Ipis, -los and-, , the Iris, a river of Pontus,

flowing N. W. into the Euxine, to the E. of the

Halys. (For 'lots, the goddess Iris, seep. 333.)"-, -, , Isandxr, son of Bellerophon.

'Icrcroi, -, oi, also written -os, -, ,
Issi or Issus, a town at the S. E. extremity of

Cilicia.-, -?, , Histiasa, an ancient and
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important town at the N. extremity of Euboea,
after the Athenian conquest, B. c. 445, called

Oreus. (' and its derivatives are Ionic
forms for, &c.)

'I<rTiai€vs, -e'ws, 6, a Histicean ; ,
Ionic', the Histiccans., -tdos, , fern, adj.; '-
tis, the Histicean territory.', -ov, 6, Histiceus, a Samian., -ov, b, Ischcnous, of ^Egina.€, -ov, b, Itabelius, a Persian com-
mander.", -?, , Hon, a city in S. E. Thessaly.", -ov, 6, Iphlclus, of Thessaly, son of

Phylacus.", -ov, b, Iphltus, of Phocis, son of Nau-
bolus., -Tys, -, the Battle-Din, personified.', -as, , Ionia, in the W. of Asia Mi-
nor, the strip of coast with adjacent islands, in-

habited by Ionian Greeks, from Phocaea in the
north to Miletus in the south. (See ", p. 337.)

, -;, , the Caicus, a river of Mysia,
falling into the iEgean Sea nearly opposite Les-

bos., -, at, Ccence, a town of Mesopota-
mia, on the Tigris.€, -ov, b, son of Cceneus, i. e. Coronus.

Kcwvevs, -$, b, Cceneus, king of the Thessa-

lian Lapithse., -ov, b, Calesius, charioteer of

Axylus., -oi', , Calliadcs, an Athenian
archon., -ov, -, Calliarus, an E. Locrian

town, site uncertain., -ov, b, Callibius, the Spartan har-

most of Athens, in the time of the Thirty Ty-
rants., -ov, b, Callimachiis ; (1) an

Athenian polemarch at Marathon
; (2) an Arca-

dian captain., -ov, b, Callistratus, an Athe-

nian., -775, -, Calpe, a port in Bithynia,

about half-way between Byzantium and Hera-

clea. , ai, the Calydncc Islands, oif

the coast of Caria., -Qvos, , Calpdon, an ancient city

in S. iEtolia.

, -ews, , an inhabitant of Calynda,
in S. E. Caria ; ol, the Calyndians., ', -, Calyndian., -bvos, , CaJchedon, a city of Bi-
thynia, opposite Byzantium., -as, -( understood), the

territory of Calchedon., -ov, b, Camlyscs, son and succes-

sor of the elder Cyrus on the Persian throne., -ov, , Camirus, a city on the AV\

coast of the island Rhodes.
Kairav€ts, -, , Capaneus, father of Sthe-

nelus., -, , son of Capaneus, i. e.

Sthenelus., -a, -ov, of or belonging to Capa-
neus., -as, , Cappadoda, an inland
district of Asia, W. of the Euphrates, and N.
of Cilicia., -, -ov, of the Carduchi, Car-
duckian., -, oi, the Carduchi, a race of

warlike mountaineers on the upper waters of

the Tigris., -, , the Carsvs, a river of Cilicia., -a, -ov, of Carystus, Carystian., -ov, , Carystus, a town at the S.

extremity of Eubcea., -as, , Casihavaia, at the foot of

Mt. Pelium, on the Magnesian coast of Thes-
saly. (Also written.), -, , Casus, one of the Cyclades

Islands., -as, , Castalia,, a fountain on Mt.
Parnassus., -, , Castolus, a city of Lydia,

site uncertain., -ov, b, the Caystrius or Caystcr,

a river of Lydia, flowing into the sea near

Ephesus. -,, Caystrupcdium or Cays-

ter-plain, a Phrygian city, site uncertain., -e'ws, , Cciphercus, the S. E. prom-

ontory of Euboea, where the Greek fleet was
wrecked on its return from Troy., -ov, b, son of Ceas, i. e., Trcezenus.

€', -i7ros, , Cebcs, a Theban, friend of

Socrates.

Keioi, -, oi, the Ceans, inhabiting the island

Ceos., -, at, Celcence, a city in S. Phrygia.«, -, b, the CcntrUcs, an eastern

affluent of the Tigris, the boundary between the

Carduchi and Armenia., , Cerainon-agtra, a town

of uncertain site in W. Phrygia.
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KepacrovvTwOi, -, oi, the Ccrasuntians, in-

habiting Cerasus.

KipaVois, -ovvtos, , Cerasus, a Greek city on

the coast of Pontile.

Kcpiccaircs, -, oi, the Cercopes, droll and

thievish dwarfs, who play a part in the legends

of Hercules, haunting the pass at Thermopylae.€, -ov, , Certonium, a town in S. W.
Mysia.

Kc'ws, -, Ionic Keos, -ov, -, Ceos, one of the

Cyclades, about 13 miles S. E. of Attica. The

name is also given on uncertain authority to the

southern cape of the island Salamis., -ov, , Cerinthus, a small coast town

in . E. Eubcea., -ov, 6, Cephisodorus, an Athe-

nian captain.-, -Qvros, 6, Cephisophon, father of

Cephisodorus, also, perhaps the same, a partisan

of the Thirty at Athens., -Qvos, 6, Citliairon, a range of moun-
tains separating Bceotia from Megaris and At-

tica.

Kikovcs, -, oi, the Cicones, dwelling near the

coast of Thrace on Mt. Ismarus., -as, , Cilicia, a region in S. E. Asia

Minor., -, , Cilia, a city of Troas, sacred to

Apollo., -3, , Cimon, the name of two
Athenians

; (1) the father of Miltiad.es ; (2) the

son of Miltiades, distinguished as a general and
statesman.

Kio-<rnts, -ibos, , tlie daughter of Cisscus or

Cisses, king of Thrace.

Ki<r<rioi, -, oi, the Cissians, inhabiting the

district in which Susa, one of the Persian capi-

tals, was situated.

KXca-yopas,' -ov, 6, Cleagoras, a painter, of

Phlius.

KXca'veTos, -ov, 6, Clecenetus, a captain among
the 10,000 Greeks., -ov, 6, Cleander, Spartan harmost
At Byzantium., -opos, 6, Clednor, from Orchomenus
in Arcadia, a general of the 10,000 Greeks.

KXeapcTos, -ov, b, Clearetus, a captain of the
10,000 Greeks.

KXe'apxos, -ov, 6, Clearchns, a Lacedaemonian,
commander of the Greeks in Cyrus's expedition., -ov, b, Cleodaius, grandson of Her-
cules., -ov, 6, Cleocrltus, herald of the
Eleusinian mysteries., -ov, b, Cleomhrotus ; (1) a Spar-
tan, brother of Leonidas

; (2) a pupil of Soc-

rates.

€.€$, -ovs, 6, Cleomeacs, a Spartan king,

half-brother of Leonidas.€, -ous, , CleomJdes, one of the

Thirty at Athens., -, b, Cleon, an Athenian poli-

tician and commander in the PeloponnesiaB

war., -, al, Cleonoz ; (1) a town of N. £,

Peloponnesus, near Corinth, in whose territory

the Nemean games were celebrated
; (2) a town

of Macedonia, on the peninsula of Athos., -ov, b, Cleonymus, a brave Spar-

tan.

KXovios, -ov, 6, Clonius, a leader of the Boeo-

tians at Troy.,', -, , Clymene, an attendant of

Helen. (See \$, -, p. 381.), -as, , Clytmmncstra, Aga-
memnon's wife., -ov, b, Clytius, a Trojan, son of

Laomedon.
-os, -ov, ij, Cnosus, an ancient royal city

of Crete, on the N. side of the island., -, , Coda, literally, the Holloivs,

a dangerous part of the coast of Eubcea, on the

S. W. side. (See koIXos, p. 383.), -ov, 6, Ccerdnus, a Lycian., -ov, 6, Cairatadcs, a Theban., -, oi, the Coetoz, a tribe, otherwise

unknown, whom the 10,000 Greeks passed on

their retreat.--, -, at, Colossaz, a city in S. "W.

Phrygia., -as, , Comania, a locality, perhaps

a castle, near Pergamus in Mysia.-, -rjs, , Corsote, a desolate city of

Mesopotamia, near the junction of the Mascas
with the Euphrates., -ov, 6, Corydalus, of Anticyra., - and -ov, b, Corylas, satrap of

Paphlagonia.<, -ov, , Coryphasium, a prom-

ontory of the Messenian coast, on or near which
Pylus, the city of Nestor, once stood., -as, , Coronea, a city in W.
Bceotia., -ov, b, Coronus, son of Cseneus.

(See, p. 389.), -, , Cotyora, a Greek city, on

the coast of Pontus., -, oi, the people of Cotyora, tlte

Cotyorites., -ov, b, Cuphagoras, an Athenian., -77s, , Cranae, a little island in the

Laconian Gulf, whither Paris first betook him-
self when absconding with Helen from Sparta.

(See, p. 391.)
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o-ikXtjs, -eovs, b, Cratesicles, a Spartan., -, b, Crethon, of Phere in Mes-

senia., -, , Cretines, father of Amino-
cles the Thessalian.

Kptos, --, 6, Crius, one of the chief men of
iEgina., -, , Critalla, a place in Cap-
padocia where the army of Xerxes was mus-
tered., -, b, Critias, cousin of Plato, and
one of the Thirty at Athens.$, -, b, Critobillus, an Athenian,
pupil of Socrates., -$, b, Crito, the intimate friend of

Socrates.

Kpotcros, -», , Crcesus, the last king of
Lydia., -, 6, Crocinas, a Thessalian, a
victor in the Olympic games.€, -, , Crocylea, a district of
Ithaca., -, , Cromna, a stronghold in
Paphlagonia.

Kt€o.tos, -, b, Cteatus, a chief of the Epei.

-ias, -ov, b, Ctcsias, of Cnidus, physi-
cian of Artaxerxes Mnemon, and a distinguished
historian.•>$, -ov, b, Ctesippus, of Athens, a
friend of Socrates.

KvSvos, -ov, b, the Cydmis, a river of Cilicia., -, b, Uproar, personified. (See, p. 397.), -, b, a gold coin of Cyzicus,
equal to about $4.48, a Cyziccne. Strictly an
adjective with understood.

-, , Cyzicus, an important city of
Mysia, on the southern coast of the Propontis.

, -, , Cyme, a principal city of iEolis

in Asia Minor.
Kw^yeipos or Kvvaiycipos, -, b, Cyneglrus,

an Athenian, who fought bravely at Marathon.
KvviVkos, -, b, Cyniscus, a Spartan. (See, p. 399.)

Kuvos, -, , Cynus, a port of Locris, on the
Malian Gulf.-, -as, , Cynosura, a promontory
on the E. coast of Attica, sheltering the bay of

Marathon. The same name is assigned, on
dubious grounds, to the S. E. cape of the island
Salamis, opposite • Psyttalea. (See,
p. 400.)

Kvirapi<r<rTJ€is, -euros, -, CyjKtrisseis, a city

on the coast of Messenia, later called--
<, Cyparissia.

-cs, -ov, , Cyparissus, a little Pho-

cian city, on Mt. Parnassus. (See,
p. 400.)

Kvpeios, -a, -ov, of Cyrus, Cyrcian.
Kvpos, -, b, Cyrus; (1) grandson of Astya-

ges, king of Media, and founder of the Persian
empire, surnamed "the Great," or "the El-
der"; (2) surnamed "the Younger," son of
Darius II., and brother of Artaxerxes II., in an
expedition to dethrone whom he perished.

KvT&ipos, -, , Cytorus, a coast city of
Paphlagonia., -, , Cyplius, a city in . E. Thes-
saly., -, al, Copcc, a town of Bceotia at
the N. extremity of the Lake Copais., , the Corycian cave, in
Mt. Parnassus, sacred to Pan and the nymphs.
(See, p. 403.)

Adas, poetic form for Ads (see Xaas, p. 403),
rj, Las, an ancient city on the W. coast of the
Laconian Gulf.

Aac'prqs, , b, Laertes, father of Ulysses.€$, -,, son of Laertes, i. e. Ulysses., -, -ov, Lacedaemonian. (See ', p. 405.), -ovs, b, Lacrates, a Spartan,
Olympic victor.

-os, -, b, Lamptis, a son of Laomedon.
-'s, -rj, -ov, of Lampsacus, Lampsa-

cene., -, , Lampsacus, a flourishing

city of Mysia, on the Hellespont.8€, -as, , Laodamia, daughter of

Bellerophon, and mother of Sarpedon., -?7s, , Laodlce, daughter of Priam., -ov, b, Laodocus, a Trojan, son of

Antenor.€, -ov, b, son of Laomedon, i. e.

Priam., -ovtos, b, Laomedon, son of Ilus,

father of Priam, and king of Troy.

Aavpeiov, -ov, , Laurlum, a range of hills

in the S. of Attica, celebrated for silver mines.

AeittfKpiTos, , b, LtocrUus, a suitor of Penel-

ope.

Acovtsvs, -, b, Lemiteus, son of Coronus.€5, -, b, Leontiadcs, leader of the

Thebans at Thermopylae.
Acovrivos, -, -ov, of Lcontlni, in E. Sicily.

AcovtIs, -ibos, , Leontis, an Attic phyle., -aw, ol, the Lcucadians, inhabiting

Leucas, an island off the coast of Acarnania,
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originally a promontory of the coast. The chief

city of the island was also called Leucas.

AcOkos, -ov, b, Lcucus, a comrade of Ulysses

at Troy., -€, b, Lcoboks. Ionic form of-, -, , Labotas, a king of Sparta., -ovtos, 6, Leon ; (1) a king of Sparta,

grandfather of Leonidas
; (2) an Athenian, na-

tive of Salamis., - and -ov, Ionic, , Le-

onidas, king of Sparta, celebrated by his defence

of Thermopylae', -ovs, b, Leoprepes, father of the

poet Simonides of Ceos., -ov, 6, Lcthus, a Pelasgian prince,

allied with Troy., -ov, b, Lxitus, a leader of the Boeo-

tians at Troy. (See Xrjiros, p. 412.)$, -vos, 6, Liby.s, a Spartan naval com-

mander., -ov, 6, Licymnius, half-brother of

Alcmene, the mother of Hercules., -as, , Lilcea, a town of Phocis, at

the base of Mt. Parnassus, and the sources of

the Cephisus., -ov, , Lindus, a city on the E. coast

of Rhodes., -ov, 6, and Aovcricvs, -, , an
inhabitant of Lusi, in N. Arcadia, a Lusian., -as, , Lycaonia, a region of Asia

Minor, E. of Phrygia and N. of Cilicia.<, -ov, 6, Lycastus, a town of Crete,

site uncertain., -ovos, 6, Lycdon ; (1) father of Pan-
darus, of Zelea

; (2) son of Priam., -, ol, the Lycians, inhabiting Lycia,

in S. W. Asia Minor,, -/, , Lyeius ; (1) a Syracusan
; (2)

an Athenian, a cavalry leader./, -ovs, b, Lycumedes, an Athenian
ship-captain., -ov, 6, the Lycus, a river of Bithynia,
MoAving into the Euxine near Heraclea. (See
Xvkos, p. 419.), poetic form, -ov, 6,

Lycurrjus, a king of the Edones, a Thracian
tribe, who was punished by the gods for his

hostility to Bacchus., -ov, , Lyctus, an ancient city of

Crete, a little to the S. E. of Cnosus., -vos, 6, Lycon, an Achaean.-, -ov, , Lymcssus, a city of Troas.-, -ov, , Lysander, the celebrated

Spartan general, conqueror of Athens., -iovs, b, Lyslcles, an Athenian,
father of Abronichus., -ov, b, LysimacJius ; (1) father

of the celebrated Athenian, Aristides
; (2) com-

mander of cavalry in the service of the Thirty

at Athens.-, -ov, b, Lysistratus, an Athe-

nian soothsayer.

-, -as, , Magnesia, a long and nar-

row district of Thessaly, between Mts. Ossa and
Pelium on the W. and the iEgean on the E., ov, , Madytus, an important port-

town of the Thracian Chersonesus, nearly oppo-

site Abydus., -ov, b, the Mazander, a river of

Phrygia and Caria, famed for its windings, and
flowing into the Icarian Sea near Miletus., -as, , poetic form,-
nia, the country, or part of the country, after-

wards called Lydia, in Asia Minor., -iSos, , poetic form Mrjovis, fern.

adj., Mmonian.-, -ov, b, Mazsades, father of the

Thracian Seuthes., -ovos, b, poetic form, a Mcco-
nian ; ol, the McGonians., -ovos, b, Mazon, son of Hamion of

Thebes., -as, , Macedonia, a country north
of Greece proper, and extending along the coast

of the vEgean Sea from Thessaly to Thrace.'- or -nos, -a, -ov, of Macestus
or Macistus, in S. Elis., -, ol, the Macrdncs, a people in

E. Pontus., -as, , Ionic form', Man-
tinea, a place of great military importance in E.

Arcadia, noted for the victory and death of

Epaminondas, B. c. 362., -es, b, of Mantinca, a Manti-
ncan., -, ol, the Mardi, mountaineers
dwelling to the S. of the Caspian Sea., -ov, b, Mardonins, son-in-law of

Darius I., and lieutenant of Xerxes, defeated

and slain at Plata?a, September, b. c. 479., -, ol, the Mariandyni, a Thra-
cian tribe in Bithynia, on the coast of the
Euxine.-, -ov, b, Marsyas ; (1) a celebrated

flute-player in Phrygia
; (2) a Phrygian river,

named from the foregoing, tributary of the Ma3-
ander., -vos, b, Maron, a Spartan who dis-

tinguished himself at Thermopylae
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€, -, b, a Maronite, belonging

to Maronea, a Grecian colony on the coast of

Thrace to the E. of Abdera.$, -, b, Mases, an ancient coast-city

in S. Argolis.-, -, 6, the Mascas, a tributary of the

Euphrates in Mesopotamia. Also accented-
?.<$, -ov, , son of Mastor, i. e. Hali-

therses., -ov, b, Megaly-.us, a common Per-

sian name, also the official name of the priest or

keeper of the temple of Diana at Ephesus., -ovtos, 6, Mcgacreon, a citizen of

Abdera.€€, -ovs, b, Mcgaphemes, a Persian

noble.', -?7Tos, , Mcges, leader of the Dulichi-

ans at Troy.€•$, -, b, Megistias, of Acarnania, a

soothsayer.

MeSewv, -Qivos, b, Mcdcon, an old Boeotian

city, near Lake Copais.

Me'Stuv, -, b, Meclon, half-brother of

Ajax son of Oileus, and commander of the

troops of Philoctetes at Troy during the latter's

sickness.

M€0v8pi€vs, -ews, , a Methydrian, belonging

to Methydrium in Arcadia. (See,
p. 430.), -, , poetic form, Mc-

thone, a city of Magnesia in Thessaly, on the E.

coast of the Pagasasan Gulf., -o5os, b, Melampus, supposed

by the ancients to have been the first mortal

possessing prophetic powers and practising the

healing art.

McXap/iriryos, -ov, black-bottomed, an epithet

of Hercules, implying manly vigor; hence, per-

haps from some fancied resemblance to the hero,7/5, a rock or cliff on Mt. Ano-

prea, near Therm opyhie., -, oi, the MelandUcc, a Thra-

cian tribe.

MeXavBios, -ov, b, Melanthius, an Athenian

commander.
Mc'Xas, -avos, , the Mela*, a river flowing

into the Malian Gulf near Thermopylae (See, p. 431.)

MeXecrypos, -ov, b, Mcledgcr, of Calydon, an

JEtolian hero and hunter.

MeXTjTos, -», , Meletus, a partisan of the

Thirty at Athens., -as, rj, Mcliboza, a town on the

coast of Magnesia in Thessaly.

Mive'lcvos, -ov, b, Mcnexenus, an Athenian,

pupil of Socrates.

€€•$, -ovs, b, Mcncsthcs, a Greek, slain

by Hector., -ov, b, son of Mencetius, i. e.

Patroclus.

Me'vrqs, -ov, b, Mcntes, king of the Taphians,
friend of Ulysses., -opos, b, Mentor, a friend of Ulysses,

intrusted by him, on his departure from Ithaca,

with the care of his affairs., -, b, Menon, a Thessalian com-
mander in the expedition of Cyrus the younger., -, , son of Mermcrus, i. e. llus., -?, , Merops, a prince of Percote

on the Hellespont, and a celebrated soothsayer.

(See, p. 435.)', -ovs, b, Mcsthles, a leader of the

Maeonians at Troy.

McViriXa, -r
t
s, , Mcsptila, an ancient deserted

city of Mesopotamia, probably the ruins of

Nineveh, on the E. bank of the TJg;l•, opposite

the modern Mosul.
Me'o-, -77s, 77, Mcssa, a city and haven on

the S. W. coast of Laconia.

M€(r<n]'ts, -ibos, i], Mcsseis, a fountain of

Pherse in Thessaly.

Meo--, -as, , Messcnia, the S. W. district

of Peloponnesus.--, -, oi, the Mcssenians., -as, 77, Medea, a queen of Media.

(Xen. Anab., III. 4. 11.), -as, 77, Media, a country of Asia,

lying between the Caspian Sea and the Tigris

valley. $ €$, the ivall of Media, ex-

tending from the Tigris to the Euphrates, the

northern boundary of Babylonia, as a defence

to which against the Medes it was originally

erected., -ov, b, McdZcus, a prince of the

Odryspe in Thrace., -ov, b, a Mcde ; , the Medes.-, -ov, b, Mcdosadcs, an ambassador

of the Thracian prince Seuthes., see.
-Tevs, -fas, b, Mccisteus, father of

Euryalus.$, -ov, b, son of Mccisteus, i. e.

Euryalus., -, , Melobius, one of the Thirty

at Athens.
,, Mflovis, &c., see, &c.$, -ov, b, Mcrioncs, a Cretan lrero,

friend of Idomeneus., -ov, b, Midas, an ancient king of

Phrygia, famed for his. wealth and covetous-

ness.€, poetic form of €, as, 77, Midca,

an ancient Boeotian city of disputed site.
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;, -ov, 6, Milhridatcs, a Persian

noble, friend of the younger Cyrus. Also writ-

ten.
-ios, -, -ov, Milesian, of Miletus.

MiXtjtos, -ov, , Miletus ; (1) a nourishing

city, the southernmost in Ionia
; (2) an ancient

town on the N. coast of Crete., -ov, b, Miltiades, an Athenian,

son of Cimon, victor at Marathon., -ov, b, Miltucf/ihes, a Thra-

cian., -r,s, y, more correctly,,
Mytilene, a nourishing commercial city on the

E. side of the island Lesbos.<€5, -, b, Mncsithldes, one of the

Thirty at Athens., -ov, 6, MncsiKcltus, one of the

Thirty at Athens.<$, -», 6, MnesiphUits, an Athe-

nian, whose good counsel contributed to the

victory at Salamis., -, oi, the Mossynoeci, a bar-

barian tribe on the coast of Pontus.

-cuos, -ov, b, Musccus, a famous Greek
poet of the legendary period., -ovos, 6, Mygdon, a king of Phrygia., -, , Mydon, charioteer of Pyhem-
enes., -ys, , Mycale, a mountain and
promontory on the Ionian coast, opposite Sa-

mos.--os, -, , Mycalcssus, a city in E.

Boeotia, near the Euripus., -, , Mycsne, a daughter of In-

achus the founder of Argos. See also,
p. 454., -, 6, Myites, husband of Briseis., -ov, , later form,
Myriaudus, a coast city of Syria, on the borders

of Cilicia., -ys, , poetic form of or, Myrlna, daughter of Teucer. and wife

of Dardanus.
-ivos, -;, , Myrsinus, probably in N.

W. Elis.-, -a, -ov, Mysiart ; <, the My-
sians, inhabiting Mysia, the N. W. district of

Asia Minor.

, -ov, 0, Nastcs, leader of the Carians

at Troy., -, , soil of Naubolus, i. e.

Iplritus.

, -, , Nauclldas, a Spartan
ephor., -ov, , Naujwctus, a town of the

Locri Ozolae, just inside the entrance of the
Corinthian Gulf, once the best harbor on its

northern coast., -eovs, b, Ncoelcs, an Athenian,
father of Themistocles.

Ne'ov T€i\os, to, Neontichus (as it were, New-
castle), a fortress of Thrace on the coast of the

Propontis.-, -ov, b, son of Nestor, i. e. Anti-
lochus.'-, -opos, , Nestor, king of Pylus, in

Messenia, distinguished for bravery, wisdom,
and eloquence.

NeW, -, , also ^, Neon, a town
of Phocis, at the foot of Tithorea, one of the

peaks of Mt. Parnassus.

NcW, -wvos, 6, Neon, a Spartan commander
of the 10,000 Greeks., -ov, , Ne'ium, a mountain of Ithaca,

a spur of Mt. Nerituin ; see., -ov, of Neleus ;$ vios, the

son of Adieus, i. e. Nestor., -ov, to, Nerltitm, a mountain in the

northern part of Ithaca., -ov, b, Nicandcr, a Spartan., -ov, b, Nicarchus, an Arcadian., -ov, b, Niceratus, an Athenian, son

of the noted general Nicias., -ov, b, Nieias, an Athenian, distin-

guished as a military commander in the Pelo-

ponnesian war.§, -\ , Nicomachus, an Gitrean., -ov, b, Nicostratus, an Athenian
in the cavalry force of the Thirty Tyrants.

Nipevs, -&i>s, b, Nireus, of Syme, next to

Achilles the handsomest of the Greeks at Troy,

but feeble.-, -, , Nisa, mentioned by Homer, in

connection with Boeotian localities, but of un-

known site.-, -as, , Niscea, the port of Megara, on

the Saronic Gulf.

Ni<ratos, -ov, Niscean. The Nisrean horses,

so called, were bred on the Nissean plain, a dis-

trict in the highlands of Media.

Ni<n>pos, -», , /rus, a small island

among the Sporades, S. E. of Cos, and S. W. of

Cnidus in Caria., -ovos, b, Noemon ; (1) a Lycian
;

(2) an lthacan. (See, p. 466.), -ovos, b, Nomion, a Carian chief.- (opos understood), -ov, to, poetic

form for -, Nysccum, a mountain in

Thrace, where Bacchus was worshipped.
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5-*$, -eons, , Xanthlcles, an Achoean,

a commander of the 10,000 Greeks on their

retreat.^ , -, , Xanthippe, wife of Socrates.

eavOos, -ov, , Xanthus ; (1) a Trojan
; (2) a

river of Lycia
; (3) a stream in the Troad. (See, p. 470.)

Wcvias, -, , Xenias, an Arcadian com-
mander in the expedition of the younger Cyrus.

£*€,-, , Xcnophou, son of Gryllus,

the celebrated Greek author.

H^pS1!?»
" 01'j °> Xerxes, son of Darius I., king

of Persia.

, -, 6, Onchestus, a Boeotian city,

near Lake Copais.

'OSios, -ov, 6, Odius, a chief of the Halizones,

and ally of Priam.-, -ov, 6, an Odrysian ; ,
the Odrysians, a people of Thrace, on the river

Hebrus.
O'tXtvs, -, 6, Oilcus, a Locrian king, father

of Ajax the Less., -ov, , son of (Eneus, i. e. Tydeus.

Olvevs, -, , (Eneus, king of Calydon in

jEtolia.$, -ov, 6, (Enomaus, a Greek, slain at

Troy., -, , son of (Enopion, i. e. Hele-

nus.

OItcuos, -a, -ov,'(Etoran ; ot, the (Etcc-

ans (same as the AmoVes, which see), inhabiting

Gitsea, a name applied to that part of Thessaly

which contains Mt. CEta (, a famous moun-
tain ridge dividing Locris, Doris, and ^Etolia,

on the south, from Thessaly on the north).

Oi'tvXos, -ov, o, CEfyhis, a Laconian town on

the E. side of the Messenian Gulf.

Ol\aXi€vs,, , an (Echalian., from CEchalia, a city in W. Thes-

saly on the Peneus. (Iliad, II. 596 and 730,

refer to the same city.), -, , Olizon, a city on the S.

coast of Magnesia in Thessaly, opposite Artemi-

sium in Eubcea.--, -, , Oloosson, a city of Per-

rhiebia in N. Thessaly.

'OXvvGios, -a, -ov, of Olynthus, a Macedonian
city at the head of the Toronaic Gulf ; ot-
6iot, the Olynthmns.

", -ov, 6, Homer, the great poet. (See, p. 486.), -ov, , Onetcs, a Carystian.?, -ov, 6, the Onochonus, a river of

Thessaly.

'OirO€is, -evros, rj, contr. form,-,
Opus, the chief town of the Eastern (Opuntian)
Locrian s.

Oirovynos, -a, -ov, of Opus, Opuntian. (See, p. 417.)

"Opyqs, -eos, , Orgcs, a Thasian.-, -ov, 6, Orcsbius, a Boeotian, of Hvle.

^-?, -ov, d, Orestes; (1) son of Agamem-
non, and the slayer of his mother Clytiemnes-
tra ; (2) a Greek, slain at Troy.", -77?, , Orthc, a town of the Perrhrebi

in N. Thessaly.|€, -ov, r'o, Ormenium, an old Thessa-
lian town, of uncertain site.

'OpvciaC, -, at, poetic form for 'Opvcat,

Orncaj, a city in the western part of Argolis., -a and -ov, , Orontas, satrap of

Armenia., -ov, 6, Orontes, a Persian noble,

executed by Cyrus the younger. The same name
as the preceding., -ov, 6, OrsiUclms, the name both

of the father and the son of Diodes, king of

There in Messenia., -ov, 6, Orsiphantus, a Spartan.^', -, -ov, of Orchomcnus ; -|€, the Orchomcnians.€$, -ov, 6, Orchomenus ; (1) a city

of the Minyas in N. W. Boeotia
; (2) a city in E.

Arcadia.-, -, , Ossa, the home of the Centaurs,

a mountain in Thessaly, on the coast of Mag-
nesia, with Mt. Pelium on the south and Mt.

Olympus on the north, from which last the river

Peneus separates it by the vale of Tempe.

'Otcu^s, -ov, 6, Otanes, a Persian., -, , Otreus, a Phrygian prince.', -, , Ucalegon, one of the

elders of Troy.', -of, , Opheltius, a Trojan., -ov, to, Ophrynium, a small town

in the north of Troas. Otherwise written-
V€lOV.,, -, 6, Ochesius, an iEtolian.

--, -, , Pagasrn, a port of Magnesia

in Thessaly, at the head of the Pagassean Gulf,

where Jason built the Argo.
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the Attic deme Pteania, on the side of Mt.

Hymettus., -, ol, the Pceonicnis., -as, , Pceonia, the country inhabited

by the Pseonians, on the rivers Axius and Stry-

nion, included in the later boundaries of Mace-

donia and Thrace., see., -;?, , Palamedes, of Eubcea,

famed for his ingenious inventions., -eus, o, a Pallcnian, a resident

of Pallene, a celebrated Attic deme., -ovos, 6, Pammon, a Scyrian., -ov, , Pancctius, a Tenian ship-

captain. (See, p. 516.), -ov, , Pandarus, commander of

the Zeleans, in alliance with Troy., -ov, 6, Panthous, one of the elders

of toy., -4, 6, the Panopeans, inhabiting

Panopeus.
IlavoTrsvs, -eujs, , Panopcus, a city of Phocis

near the Boeotian frontier., -oi', , Pantitcs,z. Spartan, mentioned

with Aristodemus as surviving Thermopyhe., -ov, to, Parthenium ; (1) a moun-
tain between Arcadia and Argolis

; (2) a citv in

S. AV. Mysia.

riapGe'vLos, -ov, 6, the Parthcnius, a river in

W. Paphlagonia. (See, p. 533.), -, ol, the inhabitants of Parium., -ov, , Parium, a city of Mysia, on
the Propontis, near the mouth of the Hellespont., -t5os and -los, Paris, son of Priam,

whose seduction of Helen led to the Trojan Avar.

(See', p. 32.)-, -as, -, Parrhasia, a district and
town, in S. W. Arcadia.

-Los, -a, -ov, a Parrhasian.-, -i5os, r), Parysatis, wife of Da-
llas II., and mother of Artaxerxes II. and Cy-
rus the younger.-, -, , Pasion, a Megarean, a gen-
eral in Cyrus's expedition against Artaxerxes.-, -ov, , Patcgyas, a Persian, attached

to Cyrus the younger.|, -ov, 6, Patiramphes, charioteer

of Xerxes.-, -ov, o, Pausanias, a king of

Sparta., -as, r), Paphlagonia, a country
of Asia Minor, on the Euxine, between Pontus
and Bithynia., -, -ov, Paphlagonian., -ov, 6, son of Piraeus, i. e. Ptole-

niaius.

, -ov, o, Pirithous, of Larissa in

Thessaly, one of the Lapithae., -ov, 6, Piroits, a leader of the Thra-
cians in alliance with Troy.-, -ov, 6, son of Pisenor, i. e. Ops.-, -opos, 6, Pisenor, a herald, of Ithaca.--, -ov, , a son of Pisistratus ;-, the Pisistratidoe, strictly,

only Hippias and Hipparchus, but in a wider

sense, Hippias and his party.-, ov, , Pisistratus, tyrant of

Athens.-, -/os, , Pison, one of the Thirty at

Athens., -ovtos, 6, Pelagon ; (1) a Pylian,

follower of Nestor
; (2) a Lycian, friend of Sar-

pedon., -ov, 6, Pelias, half-uncle to Jason,

whom he compelled to undertake the Argonautic

expedition., -ews, 6, of Pellene, a Pellcnian., -, , Pellene, near the Corinthian

Gulf in . E. Achaia.', -, ai, Peltaz, a city of Phrygia., poetic form for, which

see.',, -ov, to, Pergamum ; (1) the acro-

polis of Troy, on a hill to the S. E. of the city,

a branch of Mt. Ida
; (2) also called,

, a city in S. W. Mysia.-, -ov, o, son of Pcrgasits, i. e.

Deicoon.€, -, oi, the Pcrinthians.', -ov, , Perinthus, a flourishing town
of Thrace, on the Propontis., -clvtos, , Pcrlphas, an iEtolian.-, -, -ov, of Percote, Percosian., -??s, , Percote, a city of Mysia, on
the Hellespont., -, oi, the Perrhcebians, inhabit-

ing Perrhsebia, the northern district of Thes-

saly.-, -ov, 6, son of Perseus. The Greeks

represented Perses, son of Perseus, as founder of

the Persian nation, and so applied to the latter

the epithet., -wjos, , Petcon, a town in Bceotia of

uncertain site., - and -, 6, Pctcus, father of Me-
nestheus., -, al, Pc.gaz, literally, the Springs, a

town of Megaris on the Corinthian Gulf., -ov, 6, Pedccus, son of Antenor.

-os, -ov, 6, Pedasus, son of Bucolion.-, -ov, , Pedasus, a city of Troas., •, , the Peneus, the chief river of

Thessaly, through the center of which it flows,
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emptying into the Thermaic Gulf between Mts.
Ossa and Olympus.', -, d, Pcnelcus, a leader of the
Boeotians before Troy., -as, , Perea, a region of Thessaly., -, , Pigres, an interpreter in the
service of the younger Cyrus., -, d, Pidiites, of Percote., -as, , Pieria, originally a district at

the foot of Mt. Olympus, along the W. coast of

the Thermaic Gulf, celebrated as the birthplace

of the Muses. The inhabitants were driven east-

ward, where they settled a new Pieria afterwards
included in the southern part of Thrace.-, -, , a Pisidian, inhabiting Pisidia

which lay between Phrygia and Pamphylia., -, , Pittheus, king of Treezen,

grandfather of Theseus., -as, , Pityea, a city of Mysia on
the S. W. coast of the Propontis., -, , Placus, a mountain of Mysia,
at the foot of which Thebe was said to have
been situated., -, 6, Plato, the son of Ariston,

the celebrated Athenian philosopher., -, , Plcuron, an old city in S.

W. iEtolia, in the plain between the Achelous
and the Evenus., -, b, Podalirius, a Thessalian

chief, son of iEsculapius, and surgeon to the
Greeks at Troy., -, 6, Podarccs, a Thessalian

chief in the expedition against Troy. (See, p. 567.), -, , Polltes, son of Priam. (See, p. 571.), -, 6, Polyarchcs, one of the

Thirty at Athens., -oi', , Polyas, a Greek scout at Arte-

misium., -, 6, Polybus, an Ithacan., -oi', 6, Polycldrus, a king of

Sparta. (See, p. 572.), also, -, d, Polyidus, a

Trojan., -, 6, Polycrates, an Athenian
captain among the 10,000 Greeks. (See-, p. 573.), -, 6, Polycrttus, of ^Egina, a

brave ship-captain., -ous, d, Polynlccs, son of GMipus
the king of Thebes. (See, p. 574.), -, , Polynicus, a Lacedae-

monian., Ionic form for, -, ,
Polyxenus, commander-in-chief of the Epei be-

fore Troy. (See&, p. 574.)

, -, , Polypcef.es, one of the
Thessalian chiefs in the war against Troy.-,-, d, Polystratus, an Athenian., -, 6, Polyphemus ; (1) of the
Thessalian Larissa, one of the Lapithaj, and an
Argonaut

; (2) son of Neptune, a Cyclops.
(See, p. 576.), -, d, Polyphonies, a Theban
chief.-€, poetic form for-, see

p. 579., -, 6, the Practius, a small river
of Troas flowing from Mt. Ida into the Helles-
pont, near Percote., -, 6, son of Priam. (See-, p. 584.), -epos, , Prothoenor, a leader of
the Boeotians before Troy., -oi', d, Prothous, chief of the Mag-
nesians before Troy., -, , Prcetus, king of Tiryns., contracted from, -eo^s, d,

Procles, a descendant of Demaratus king of

Sparta, and ruler of a petty principality in W.
Mysia., -», , Proxenus, a Boeotian, one of

the generals in Cyrus's expedition. (See-, p. 594.), -tos and -, 6, Pryianis, a Ly-
cian. (See, p. 613.), -, , Protesildus, a Thessalian

chief, the first of the Greeks slain at Troy., -?7s, i), Protc, a small island off the

W. coast of Messenia., -, , Ptcleum ; (1) a coast town
of Phthiotis, in S. E. Thessaly

; (2) a town in

S. Messenia, site unknown., -, , Piolcmaius, father of Aga-
memnon's charioteer, Eurymedon., -, d, Pythagoras, a Lacedae-

monian with a naval command in the service of

Cyrus the younger.', -, , Pyiheas, of ^Egina, a brave

ship-captain., -, 6, Pythcddrits, an Athenian

archon.', -, 6, Pylozmhus, a chief of

the Paphlagonians, allied with Troy., -, 6, Pylceus, an ally of the Tro-

jans from Larissa on the coast of iEolis near

Cyme. (See, p. 618.), -, i), Pylene, a town of S. W. ^Eto-

lia, site unknown., -, oi, the Pylians. (See IIuXos,

p. 618.), -, 6, Pyrmchines, a leader of the

Pseonians in alliance with Troy.
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principal rivers of Asia Minor, reaching the sea

at Mallus in Cilicia.-, -ov, , also -, Pyrasus,

a coast-city of Phthiotis, in S. E. Thessaly., -ov, 6, Pyrrhias, an Arcadian cap-

tain., -ojvos, 6, Poyon, the harbor of Trcezen

in S. E. Argolis., -ov, , Pohts, a Lacedaemonian naval

commander. (See, p. 621.)

', -vos, 6, Rhadamanthys, son of

Zeus, and brother of Minos of Crete, made after

death, in consequence of his justice, one of the

judges in the realm of the dead.', -ov, 6, Rhathuies, a Persian, gen-

eral under Pharnabazus.
'PeiGpov, -ov, , RhUhrum, a harbor on the

E. coast of Ithaca. (See peWpov, p. 623.)', -T7S, , Rhenc, a nymph, wile of Oileus.', -, , Rhipe, an Arcadian town, of

doubtful site.', -ov, , Rhytium, a city of Crete,

locality unknown.', -ov, 6, Rhoparas, satrap of Babylon.

, -ov, 6, the Sangarius, one of the

principal rivers of Asia Minor, flowing through
Bithynia into the Euxine., -, oi, the Sacce, a nomadic race in-

habiting the . E. frontier of the Persian em-
pire, in what is now E. Turkestan ; sometimes
used as a general term to denote Scythians of all

tribes.--, -, , Salmydcssus, a town of

Thrace, on the coast of the Euxine., -ov, 6, Samolas, an Achsean among
the 10,000 Cyrean Greeks., -, , Sane, situated on the isthmus
through which Xerxes dug his canal to avoid
coasting round the peninsula of Acte., -ov, 6, see., -euros, 6, the Satniois, a small river

of southern Troas, rising in Mt. Ida, and flow-

ing west into the iEgpean Sea., -ov, 6, (1) a Satyr, see p. 630
; (2)

Satyrus, chief of the Eleven at Athens ; see '-, II. p. 223.

, -ov, , Selagus, of Paesus, father of

Amphius.,, -ov, 6, son of Selepius, i. e. Eu-
enus., -ovvtos, 6, the Sellnus ; (1) a river

of Elis
; (2) a river flowing by the temple of

Diana at Ephesus.-, -as, , Scllasia, a city of Laconia,

a little to the N. of Sparta., -evTos, 6, the Sclleis ; (1) a river of

Elis, between the Peneus and the Alpheus

;

(2) a river of Troas., -ov, , Scuthcs, a king of the Odrysa?

in Thrace., also written, -as, ,
Selymbria, a Thracian city on the Propontis,

between Byzantium and rerinthus., -ados, , Sejyias, a promontory of

Magnesia, forming the S. E. extremity of the

Thessalian coast.-, -ov, 6, the Sesamus, a small river in

the W. part of Paphlagonia, flowing into the

Euxine.', -ov, o, Sthcnelus, of Argos, friend

and comrade of Diomedes in the Trojan war., -ov, 6, Sicinnus, a slave of Themis-
tocles., -ov, 6, Sildnus ; (1) an Ambraciot
soothsayer among the 10,000 Greeks

; (2) a- sol-

dier in the same army from Macistus in Elis., -ov, 6, Simmias, of Thebes, a friend

and pupil of Socrates.-, -ov, 6, Simoisius, a Trojan., -ov, 6, Simonidcs, of Ceos, a cele-

brated lyric poet.€, -ews, , a Sinopean, inhabiting Si-

nope, in Paphlagonia, the most important of the

Greek colonies on the coast of the Euxine., -ios, , Siris, a city of Paeonia, E. of

the Strymon., -ov, 6, Sitalcas, a name of several

Thracian kings; also, the Sitalcas, a warlike

song., -77?, -, Sittace, a city of Babylonia,

near the W. bank of the Tigris., -ov, 6, Scamandrius, a Trojan.

Also the son of Hector. (See avos,
p. 637.), -s, , Scarphe, a Locrian town near

the Malian Gulf., -ov, , Sciathus, a small island off

the S. extremity of Magnesian Thessaly., -ovvtos, , Scillus, a town of S.

Elis, where Xenophon lived in comfortable exile

more than twenty years., -idos, fern, adj., Scironian. The
"Scironian Road " was a rugged mountain road
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along the coast from Megara to Corinth, so

called, says tradition, from a dreaded bandit,

Sciron. (See, p. 638.)$, -, -ov, IScionean, of Scione, the

chief city on the peninsula Pallene in S. Mace-
donia., -, oi, the Scythlni, a barbarian

tribe on the frontiers of Pontus and Armenia., -ov, , Scyllias, a diver of Scione., -a, -ov, Scyrian, of Scyros. (See, p. 642.), -oi', , Seolus, a town of S. Boeotia,

not far from Thebes. (See, p. 642.), -, 6, Smicres, an Arcadian com-
mander., -, oi, Soli, an important coast-town

of Cilicia. (See, p. 643.), -, oi, the Solymi, ancient inhabi-

tants of Lycia.€, -ov, 6, Sophmvetus, an Arca-

dian, one of the Greek generals of Cyrus the

younger., contracted from (see

p. 643), , Sojjhaclcs, one of the Thirty at

Athens., -ov, 6, Spithriddtcs, a Persian,

general under Pharnabazus.$, -ov, 6, Stcsagoras, grandfather

of Miltiades.-, -ov, o, Ionic form -,
Stcsilaus, a commander of the Athenians at

Marathon., -, , Ionic form for,
Stratia, an old Arcadian town of unknown site., -eovs, o, Stratoclcs, commander
of the corps of slingers in the retreat of the

10,000.$, -cv, 6, Sirophius, a Trojan., -, -ov, of Stympthdlus, Stym-
phalian.9, Ionic form^, -», and

, StymphaluSf the name of a town, distriet,

mountain, lake, and river in . E. Arcadia., -, , Sfyra, a city on the S. W.
coast of Euboea, nearly opposite the bay of Ma-
rathon in Attica.^, -, , a Styrian, inhabiting Styra., -, 6, Styphon, a Spartan com-
mander, son of Pharax (or Charax)., -ews or -, 6, Syennesis, a com-

mon name of the kings of Cilicia.

, from Symc, a small island situated

between Rhodes and the Carian peninsula of

Cnidus., -as, rj, Sphacteria, a long narrow
island enclosing the bay of Pylus on the. coast

of Messenia.

€85, -ov, 6, Schedius, a chief of the Pho-
cians at Troy.$, -ov, , Schoenus, a Boeotian city,

near Thebes. (See, p. 687.)-, -ov, o, Sosias, of Syracuse, com-
manding a division of the Greeks in Cyrus's
expedition against his brother.<€$, -ovs, 6, Sosimenes, a Tenian.$ (or -as), -ov, , Sotcrldes, of Sicyon,

one of the 10,000 Greeks.

, -ovs, , Talccmenes, a Mseonian
prince., -ov, 6, an irregularly formed
patronymic for, son of Talaus, i. e.

Adrastus.$, -oi', 6, Talthyhius, herald of Aga-
memnon., -, , Tainos, of Memphis in Egypt,
governor of Ionia, and subsequently commander
of the fleet of Cyrus., -, oi, the Taochi, a tribe in N. Ar-
menia., -, , Tame, a Maionian town, site

unknown.-, -, oi, oftener Tap<ros, -, , Tar-
sus, on the Cydnus, the ancient capital of Cili-

cia, and later noted for commerce and learning,

and as the birthplace of St. Paul., -, , Tarphc, an old town of Lo-
cris., -, oi, the- Tapthiaits, a race of sea-

men and pirates anciently inhabiting a group
of small islands, lying between Acarnania and
Leucas, the largest of which was Ta^os., -, , Tclamon, son of iEacus,

father of Ajax, and king of Salamis. (See-
<1, p. 6VQ.), -, -ov, Telamonian.

Tcixcvittjs (Xen. Anal•., IV. 4. 15) for

vCths, which see.-, -, , Tcmese, probably a place in

Cyprus, whither the Taphians wrent for copper.

Tt'vcSos, -ov, -, Tcnedus, an island oil' the

coast of Troas., -, 6, Tenthredon, a chief in

Magnesian Thessaly., -, , Terpsion, of Megara, a

pupil of Socrates., -, , Teuthrania, a city and
district in W. Mysia, about the river Caicus.€$, -», , son of Tcuthras, i. e.

Axylus.
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TtvQpa<$, -auros, , Tcuthras, a Greek from

Magnesia, slain at Troy.

TevrajiiSqs, -, 6, son of Teutamus, i. e.

Lethns.€, -, , the Telcboas, a river of Ar-

menia, tributary to the Euphrates. (See-, p. 703.)

IVXcxXos, -/, o, Tclechts, a king of Sparta.|5, -i>v, 6, a Temcnite, belonging to

Temenium, in Argolis, at the upper end of the

Argolic Gulf.

T-qvios, -a, -ov, of Tcnus, one of the Cyclades,

next S. E. of Andrus ; ot, the Tcnians.€, -as, ?';, Tcrai, a mountain in N. AV

Mysia near Zelea.

?5, - and -, 6, Teres, king of the

Odrysre in Thrace, and father of Sitalcas., -, ot, the Tibareni, a people of

Fontus on the coast of the Euxine., -$, and, -, , the Tigris,

rising in Armenia, and, after uniting with the

Euphrates, flowing into the Persian Gulf.

TiOope'a, -as, ->/, Tithorea, one of the summits
of Mt. Parnassus ; also a fortress lower down
the mountain.-, -, 6, Timasion, a Dardanian,
one of the generals who directed the retreat of

the 10,000.-€, -, , Timesithcus, a citizen of

Trapezus., -, 6, Timodcmus, of Athens, an
enemy of Themistocles., -, 6, Timon, a citizen of Delphi., -, , Tiribazus, a Persian satrap.

Ttpvvs, -, , Tiryns, in Argolis, near the

head of the Argolic Gulf, one of the oldest Greek
cities, and now celebrated for its massive ruins.-, -, , issapherncs, a distin-

guished Persian, satrap of Lydia.

Tiravos, -, , Titdnus, a mountain of Thes-
saly not far from the junction of the Peneus and
the Enipeus. (See TiraiOs, p. 707.)05, -, 6, the Titaresius, a river

draining N. Thessaly, and flowing into the

Peneus., -, 6, T/epolemus, son of Her-
cules, led the forces of Rhodes to Troy., -, , Tmolus, a mountain range of

Lydia, south of Sardis.§, -, , Tolmidcs, a herald in the
service of Cyrus the younger.

Topcovaios, -a, -ov, of Torone, Toronean., -77s, , Torone, a city of Macedonia,
on the Toronean Gulf, on the S. W. coast of the

peninsula of Sithonia.?, -, ai, Trallis, a wealthy city in

N. W. Caria.

, -, ol, the Tranipccc, a Thracian

tribe, northward from Byzantium.
Tpcurc^ovvTtos, -a, -ov, of Trapezus ; Tra-€?, the Trapezuntians.

Tpairc^oOs, -oOvros, 6 and , Trapezus, an

important city on the coast of Pontus, now
Trebizond., -, , Trechus, a Greek, slain at

Troy., -77s, , Tricca, an ancient .city in W.
Thessaly., -rjvos, , Trozzen, in the S. E. ex-

tremity of Argolis, one of the oldest and most
important Greek cities., -, -ov, Traizenian., -, 6, son of Tydeus, i. e. Dio-

medes., -, , Tyriaeum, a town in E.

Phrygia, near the frontier of Lycaonia., -ous, , Tyro, daughter of Salmoneus,

and wife of Cretheus.

, -as, , Hyampla. a lofty cliff on
the E. of Delphi., -ecos, -, Hyampolis, a town in E.

Phocis, near the borders of Locris and Boeotia.?, -, 6, Hydarncs, commander of

the division of Xerxes' army called "the Im-
mortals."", -, , Hyle, a little town of Boeotia,

on Lake Hylica. (See, p. 725.)

"YWos, -, 6, Hyllus, son of Hercules, to

whom the Spartan kings traced their lineage.€£, -, , Hypiron, a Trojan chief., -, 6, Hyperanthes, a son of

Darius I.

'Yire'peut, -as, , Hyperea, a fountain with
the surrounding district, in Thessaly.€", -^s, , Hijpcrcsia, a city of Achaia,

near the coast of the Corinthian Gulf, the later

Mglra., -, ai, Hypotheboc, a city of

Bceotia, either the later Potnia?, 10 stadia south

of Thebes, or Lower Thebes in distinction from
the citadel., -as, , Hyria, a Boeotian town near
Aulis., -, -ov, of Hyrcania, a country
bordering the Caspian Sea on the S. and S. E., the Hyrcanians., -??s, , Ilj/rmlnc, a town of the Epei

I on the W. coast of Elis.?, --, 6, son of Hyridcus, \. e. Asius.
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-, -Cv, ai, Hysice, a town of Bceotia, at

the northern foot of Mt. Citlneron.

<(7$, -eos and -, 6, Hystaspes, father

of Darius I., -opos, o, HypsSnor, a Trojan.

, -, , Phccdrias, one of the Thirty
at Athens., -vos, , Phuidon, of Elis, a disciple

of Socrates, and the founder of a school of phi-

losophy.

or, -, 6, Phccdontdcs

or Pltccdondas, a friend of Socrates., -ottos, o, Phcenops, son of Asius of

Abydus, and friend of Hector.

-Tos, -ov, 6, Phccstus, of Tarne in Mreonia,

an ally of the Trojans.

-Tos, -, 7/, Phccstus, a city near the S.

coast of Crete., -, 6, Phallnus, a Greek of Zacyn-
thus in the service of Tissaphernes.$, -, , Plianagoras, of Carystus., -ukos, 6, Pharax, a Spartan., -los, i), Pharis, an old city in central

Laconia.9, -ov, 6, PJiarnabazus, a Persian

of high character, satrap of Bithynia., -, oi, the Phasidni, dwelling near

the river Phasis. (See -ts, p. 752.), -ov, o, Phldipjndcs, an Athenian
courier.€$, -ov, 6, Phidippus, grandson of

Hercules, a leader in the Trojan war of Greeks
from Nisyrus, and other islands S. W. of Caria.6, -lavos, 6, Phldon, one of the Thirty at

Athens.

€€0$, -ov, 6 and 77, Pheneus, a town of N.
Arcadia.*, -, ai, Phcrce, a town of E. Thessaly,

near the port of Pagasae on the Pagasrean Gulf.

€€$, -ov, 6, Phercclus, said to have built

the ship in which Paris carried off Helen.^, -?, , Phegeus, a Trojan warrior., -ov, 6, Phcmius, a famous minstrel

of Ithaca., -Tjs, r/, Phcrc, anciently the chief town
in the southern Messenian plain, on the coast

of the Messenian Gulf. Also written,, and.$ for, -ov, 6, son or

descendant of Phcrcs, 1. e. Admetus, his grand-

son.0€ cpcs, , a mountain near Miletus,

perhaps the mount of pine-cones. (See,
11. p. 756.), -, oi, the inhabitants of
(or) in S. Thessaly. ' -, the Achccans of Phthietis, so called in dis-

tinction from the Achaeans of the Peloponnesus., -ovos, or €', -vos, , Philaqn,
brother of King Gorgus of Salanris in Cyprus.

-ios, -, 6, Philesius, one of the gen-
erals of the 10,000 Greeks on their retreat., -ov, 0, Philoctetcs, a Thessalian
chief, pupil of Hercules and a renowned archer., -, , Philolaus, a distinguished
teacher of the Pythagorajan philosophy, a native
of Italy.

-ios, -a, -cv, of Pldius, Phliasian.$, -ovvtos, o, Pldius, an independent
city in . E. Peloponnesus, whose territory lay
between Sicyonia on the north and Argolis on
the south., -Tkos, 6, the Phoenix, a tributary of the
Asopus, 15 stadia from Thermopylai. (See, pp. 764, 765.)

-ias, -, 6, Phrasias, an Athenian., -, , Phralagunc, wife of

Darius I., -, 6, Phronius, an Ithacan, father

of Noemon., -as, , Phrygia, the region in Asia
Minor inhabited by the <$>puy€s (see, p. 769).

In Homer this was about the Ascanian Lake in

the W. of the later Bithynia, and on the banks
of the Sangarius. The Phrygia of after times

was distinguished into Phrygia Major, lying,

between Bithynia and Pamphylia, and Phrygia,

Minor, including Troas, with the country ad-

jacent to the Hellespont and the neighboring

coast of the Propontis.

-Kos, -, 6, Pliryniscus, an Aehsean

with a command in the army of the 10,000

Greeks., -, , Phylace, a city of Phthietis

in Thessaly, at the N. foot of Mt. Othrys. (See, p. 770.),-, 6, son ofPhylacus, i. e. Iphiclus.', -, , Phylacus ; (I) the supposed

founder of Phylace
; (2) a Trojan warrior; (3) a

Delphian hero.

€'$, -, , son of Phyleus, i. e. Meges.^, -65, , Phyleus, son of Augeas tbe

king of Elis., -y)s, i), Phylc, an Attic deme, and a

strong fortress on the Boeotian frontier, com-

manding the pass across Mt. Parnes on the road

from Thebes to Athens.

-Kos, -, 6, the Physcus, a liver of Assyiiu

flowing into the Tigris.
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€, -, , Chocrelaus, one of the Thirty

at Athens., -wvos, 6, Chccron, an Athenian pole-

march., -'?, , a ChaJcidian, inhabiting

Chaleis in Enboea. (See /as, p. 776.), -idos, , Chaleis; (1) the chief town
of Enboea, separated from the opposite shore of

Boeotia by the Euripus, here only 40 yards wide

;

(2) a coast-town in S. iEtolia., -, , son of Chalcodon,

i. e. Elephenor.

XaXos, -, 6, the Chalus, a river of Syria., -e'ous, , Charlcles, one of the

Thirty at Athens., -77s, , CJiarmande, a city of Mes-
opotamia, on the Euphrates., -, , Charmldes, an Athenian,

uncle to Plato., -, , Charmlnus, a Spartan officer

serving under Thibron.
Xapoiros, -, 6, Charopus, chief of Syme.

(See xapoiros, p. 778.)

Xcipio-, -, 6, Chirisophus, a Spartan,
successor to Clearchus in command of the 10,000
G reeks.

Xcpo-is, -los, 6, CJiersis, of Salamis in Cyprus., -covos, 6, Chremon, one of the Thirty
at Athens., -ou, 6, Chromius ; (1) a son of

Priam
; (2) a son of Neleus

; (3) a Lycian war-
rior., -tos, 6, Chromis, a leader o( the My-
s;ans in alliance with Troy.

, poetic form <, -s, , Chryea^
a city probably of Troas, but of unknown site-, -», , Chryscs, priest of Apollo at

Chrysa, and father of Astynome (Chryseis,, p. 791.)-5, -fws, , Chrysopulis, the mod-
ern Scutari, a city of Bithvnia on the Bosporus,
opposite Byzantium.

\]>, -, 6, the Psarus, a river of Cilicia.

Also written?.,, -as, 77, Psyttalea, a little island

close to the E. cape of the island Salamis.

, -as, , Ocalea, an old city of Boeotia

just S. of Lake Copais.", -, 6, Ocfltus, a Corinthian

.

, -as, -, in Homer , the

Olenian crag, probably the summit of Mt. Seol-

lis, in Elis on the border of Achaia.

"HXevos, -, , also , Olenus, an old town
of S. ^Etolia at the foot of Mt. Aracynthus., -idos, , Opis, a city of Assyria, at the

junction of the Physcus and the Tigris.€, -as, , Orithyia, daughter of Erech-

theus, carried off by Boreas.,?, 6, Ops, father of Ulysses' nurse,

Euryclia.
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